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J5T* Titt stars t*) in the follow-

ing J/itic.r show where engravini/s

occur. Article* referring directly

or indirectly to Bees. Cattle, Insect*,

M<tnww, Tm. *. Weeds, etc. , trill

be found indexed under these

general heads.

Acorns, V al ue of . . 289

Acre, ^ize of 165

Advertisements, Our Responsibil-

Ity for, 88.

Advice, No more 205

Aftermath, Too heavy 9

Agricultural College, Mich 46

Agriculture, Conn. State Board of,

287—French, 139.

" Always Handy" ""..463

Animal Oust S7

Apple Pomace 446

^,'Pies In Sawdust, 189-^Northern
Spy, 184—in N. J., 168.

Ai'hor Day in Iowa 126

Artichoke, Green Globe 23

Asbestos Roofing 126

Ashes, Value of Wood 366

Asi, The Poitou, 75—The Wild, * 173

AsBociat on. Am. Dairymen's, 7-47—

Michigan Bee. 16"-—North Western
Dairymen's, 210—Ohio Dairymen's,
86.

Axles, Iron or Wooden 208

E
Babies, frying 425

Baby, How to Govern SSG

Bag-Holders *..S77

I'.auking House of Fisk & Hatch. 86

Barley, Cultivation of, 408—in Eng-
land, 134.

Birn-Doors, Wooden Hangings for,

• 339.

Barn Fastenings, " 377—for Sheep,

Convenient, '207—PI in, 410—Plan
forCommodious, • 97—Sheet, 3:6—

Tard, Plan of, • 130 — Western
Cattle, 330.

Baskets. Balloon Hanging *..3G5

Bath- Houses, Farm *. .22",

Bathing, A Mother on 300

Bean, 03— Dreer's Improved Lima,
• 423-for Feed, 167.

"Beautiful Moral, butBad Botany,"
209.

Beef Clubs, 407—from Colorado, 453

—from Texas, 7.

Bee Notes—Advice to Beginners, 10

-49-90-129-170-210-'249-33)-369-410-

448.

Bees 248

Bee-Sting* 103

Beet, Egyptian .153

Beets, Transplanting 449

Bells, Steel Bars lor • .855

Berrying 30.7

Birds, Flsh-Hawk, " 291— Hawks,
How to Catch, 313 — Sparrows,
" English," G65 — Yellow-Breasted
Rail, • 471.

BlacUberries 327

Blaekherry, The Snyder 120

Blooming, Premature 417

Blue-Grass, Kcntucl y
Boats, Building;, 47—How to Build,

367.

Boilers, Urn '-toil - Water for 367

Bonds, St. Joseph & llenver U.E.2S7

Boue, Ground, 8—or Plaster, Crush-
er for, 366.

Bones, 167— Grinding, 48—How to

U»e, 287—Ground, 238.

Ilone-Dust on New Land, 7—Ship-
ment of. 407.

Bone-Mill. Bognrdus' 122

Book, American Poultry Pedigree.

328—Another Recipe, 05—Devon
Herd, 299 -for Parents, A Good, 65

—Home Cook, 36'-—Jenny June's
Cooking, 463 — on Diseases of

tliu liorse, 406—vu llor.es, 127—

Poultry, 127 — Rational Horse-

shoeing, 87.

Books—American Turf Register and

Racing Calendar, 128—Carpenter's

and Builder's Guide, 288—Cookery,

First Lessons in the Principles of,

367— Cyclopaedia, Am., 46— Held,

Cover, and Trap Shooting, 407-

Gnrdaning for Profit, 105—Gazet-

teer of the IT. S. Centennial, 205—

Gazetteer, Railway, 325—Hender-

son's Practical Floriculture, 40—

Herd, 2.79—Horse, 239 — Horticul-

tural Works, P. T. Quinn's, 125—

How they Sow Seeds, 288—Hus-

sey's National Cottage Architec-

ture, 86—Lily, Choice Species of,

407—Manual ofGeology, 364—New,

125 — Noticed, 8-18-169 — Orange

Culture in Fin., 405— Play and

Profit in my Garden, 126—School-

master's Trunk, 405 — Songs of

Grace and Glory. 247 — Western

Farmer and Stock-Grower, 367—

Wright's Brahma Fowl, 46.

Boots, Wet 226

Botanical Directory 86

Bots' and Girls' Columns.

A Acrobats, Mr. Crandall's, 267—

Apology, An, 228 — Aunt Sue

goes to the Hippodrome, 347—

Aunt Sue's Chats, 307 — Aunt
Sue's Puzzle Box, 27-67-107-147-

187-218-267-307-317-337- 437-465 —
B Bears. Performing, * 108—Bird,

A Strange, * 147—Business, How
C Done under the Sea, 67—Charity,

A Beautiful. 227—Comers, New,
* 308—Cruelty to Auimals, * 388—

Currant Question, Another, 187

D —Currants, About" English," 07

—Doctor's Talks, The, 187—Dog
Carlos. About the, 405—Dogs,

F Something About, 343 — Flrc-

G place, About Old, 227—Games for

Picnics, 227—Games for a Win-

ter's Evening, 27—Garden and

Seeds, • 337—Garden, The Little,

347—Gleaners, The Little, « 348—

Goats, 213—Goats, Piece about,

•63—Gulliver in Brobdingnag, *

268 — Gunpowder, Something

H about, 27—Horse-Shoes, About,

I • 27—Horse Trees, « 427—Imper-

il sonation. An, "188—Key of the

L Bastile, * 267—Ladder, Carrying

M a, 108—Magic Tape, • 227—Mak-

ing an Acquaintance, * 188 —
Making Himself at Home, *466—

Marmots, Wild and Tame, * 428

O —Match Factory, * 107—Origin

of an English Word, Curious, 228

P —Paper, Writing for the, 148—

Passion, A Strong, 227—Personi-

fications, * 427 — Pigeon-House

for Boys, • 307— Plants, Some
ii y ery Wondernil," * 147 — Pop-

ping Corn, 428—Potatoes, What
Six Pecks did. 307—Prospect, A
Dubious, " 2a—Pun, A Child's,

S07—Puzzle, A Neat, 227—Puzzle

K rictnre, • 428 — Rowing, First

S Lesson In, * 143—Secrets, About,

428 -Society, A Corresponding,

148—Steamboat, The First, * 108

—Stone, Beautiful and Curious,
• 67 — Sunrise, • 223 — Sunrise —

T BaS-ReUsf, 267 — The Doctor's

W Talks, 27 — Water Meloncholy

Accident, • 317 — Writers, Bad,

267.

Bread. Prof. Blot Concerning. . . .1 Hi

Breakfast Question 146

Breakfast, What shall we have for,

7-26-145-266.

Breeding. In-and-in 99.

Brewers' Grains, Value of 35

Brick Machine 361-107

Broom Corn 46

it i
n si i, Home-made # ..S78

Bucket for Water Wheels V. 96

Buildings, Concrete 75-* 136

Bulbs and Seeds, Treatment of Tro-

pical, 142.

Bulbs, liuying and Planting 423

Bushes. Time to Kill 447

Butcher's Offal 208-3 ;6

Butter, 52—and Cheese Dairying, 99

—Coloring, 131—Convention, 287—

Dairy, '96 — Butter Dairy, Illi-

nois, 448—Factory, * 175—Firkin,

Patent, 208—for 3 cents a Pound,
Pure, 108—Fraudulent, 217—from
Suet, 168—from "Sweet Cream,"
169, 217—Inspection of, 339—Large
field of, 171—Making in 111., 370—

Packages, 47— Packing, 273—Re-
storing, 813—Statistics, 90—Yield
of, 332—Working Machinery, 166.

c
Cabbage for " Grout," 165—Plants,
127—Worms, 205.

Cabbages as a Field Crop, 250—for
Seed, 168.

Canal, Steam on the 18

Canning Tomatoes, Fruits, etc. ..831

Car Load, What is a 329

Carpentry, Household V.425
Carpet, Faded 447

Carrots, Wild 327

Case, A Doubtful 283

Catalogue, George Such's 366

Catalogues Received, 8-49-SS-129-170

-209-367-409.

Cats 35

Castor Beans and Oil 47

Castor Oil, Much 5

Cattle — Ayrshires for Beef, 208 —
Breeding,371—Bull, Beacon Comet
8th, * 7-20 — Heavy Shorthorn
Grade,. * 449—Increased Sales of
Jersey, 172—Yearling Jersey, 207—
Business in N. Y., 289—Calf, Dysen-
tery, 366—Feeder, * 57—Herds at

the West, Fine, 449— How to

Secure a, 209—Calves, 214—Black-
leg In, 97— Diarrhea in, 207—Male
or Heifer, 207—Seven Months', 166

—Club and its Prizes, Am. Jersey,

210—Club. Jersey, 331 — Color of

Skin in, 331—Covered Stalls tor, *

SG—Cow, A Gorged, S2S—Ayrshire,
"Old Creamer," * 93 — Bloody
TJrine in, 313—Cancer in Eye of,

163—Clipping the Toes of, * 323—
Diseased Udder, 7"—Good Native,
6—Value of a, 7—What may be ex-

pected of a Jersey, 59—Worms in

a, 75 — Cows, Abortion in, 172—

Bloody Milk in, 32S—Buckwheat,
247—Compared, * 413 — Effect of
Tomatoes on, 367—Feeding Dairy,

172 — Feeding Meal to, 219— In-

formation as to Jersey, 447—Milk
Fever in, 166—or Heifers, Spaying,

328—Preventing from Kicking, 212

—Value of Grade Jersey, 207—
Death of Duches3 of Oneida, 287 -

Disease, Aphtha, 407—Garget, SG6—

Horn-Ail In, 247—of Lungs in, 273

—Pleuro-Pnenmonia,35—Dutch or

Holstein, * 253— Exportation of

Live, 273—Failure to Breed, 408—

Food for, 51—for Exhibition and
Use, 293—Galloway or Polled, 207

—Guernsey and Jersey, 332—Herd-
Book, Polled, 20 — Herd, Mr.

Hand's, 202 — Hereford, 329—Hoi-
stefn.415—Inflammation of "Hook"
In, 313—in the South, 329—-Jersey,
51-251—Jersey and Alderney, 169-

211—Jersey Crosses, 291—Jersey In

the Dairy, 169—Jersey Herd, Sab*

of, 403—Loss of Cud In. 273—Ox,
Heavy, 75 — Pasturing in Apple
Orchards * 377 — Sales of, 292 —
Shorthorn Bulls for Breeders, 367

—Shorthorns, Mt. Fordham. "332—

Shorthorn Stock, Sale* of. 249-259

-3*25—Show, Fat. 414—Soiling. 47—
Swollen Neck. 6-Tie. A Baft, • 98

-To Kill Lice on. 166 — Trade,

Texas, 403—Transportation of, 59

—Twins, 273.

Cauliflowers, How to Grow 423

Celery, Preservation 181

Cellar and Greenhouse Combined,
•141.

Cellar Wall, Frost Disturbing a.. 127

Cellars, Freezing 54

Chair, Corner •..345

Chair, Folding Rural •. .463

Chairs,CoinfortahleCountry H'305-326

Chandler's Scraps, Value of 273

Cheat All Around. 442

Cheat Once More 273

Cheese, Edam, * 295—English, 9—
Factories, Information about, 365

— Factory at S.outh Bend, Ind.,

328— Factory, How to Start a, *

137—Press, 408.

Chemist, A Tasting :91

Chervil, Tuberous 87

Children and Condensed Milk, Fat,

385.

Chimney, How to Build *. .257

Chips and Bark, Value of. 48

Chromos, Varnishing 128

Chufa or Earth Almond 35

Cider and Cider Vinegar *..339

Cider Mills 326

Cistern, An Underground, * 177—
Barn, * 17—Capacity of, 6—Large
Underground, * 376—Leaky, 328—
To Purify a, 402.

Clematis from Seed 209

Clevis, Three-Horse 4S-168-208

Clod-Crusher, Simple *. .336

Close Breeding 126

Closets in the House 1S6

Clothing, Warm Under 426

Clothes-Liue Reel ». .265

Clover, 95—and Timothy, Sowing,
247—Effect of, 2SS—Feeding, 51—
In the South, 3G7.

Cobs, Small or Large 329

College, Eastman's Business 327

College of Veterinary Surgeons.. 365

Colony, Swiss 2S7

Compost Heaps 407

Compost, Heat for a 127

Concrete Houses.... *..4."iT>

Concrete Pipe 1G9

Congress, Three Things to do.... 48

Congress, Watch 125

Cook, A Man's Report of a Good 225

Cooking, Thickening 464

Corn, 15-54-334—and Bran, Value of,

126—Cost of a Crop of, 35—Culture,
174— Fodder, 414—for Fodder. Cut-

ting, 328—Growing, 135—Harrow-
ing, 75—Husking by Machinery, *

361—Husks, Use of, * 385—In Egypt,
168—in Nebraska, 248— Kiln-Dry-

ing, * 17 — Many Ears from One,
447 — or Cotton, Irrigating, 328

—Rai-ing, 329—Sanford, 127—Shal-
low Plowing for, 167—Shelled or

in the Ear, 247—Shrinkage of, 16S

—Triumph Sweet, 85.

Corn-Cobs, Use of. 313

Corn-Cribs, Cover for *.. 18

Corn- Ears, Unloading *. .216

Corn-Husker, Phillip's Spiral. *..S70

Corn-Marker '..219

Corn-Stalks and Ears, Grinding 209

Cornell University 87-823

Corundum 163

Cottage, Design for a \. 13

Cotton, Improvement In Handling,

289.

Cotton-Seed, Cooking 8

Country Fare 186

Cranberries .19-S7

Cranberry Marsh, Sand for 273

Cream, Foaming of 87

Crops, 254—Curtailing. 273—for Sow-
ing to Grass, 87—for the South,

Fodder, 328—for Wet Soil, 313— In

Iowa. 14—In Kansas. 326—Prospect

of, 287-14S-Rotatlon of, 174-864—

Rotation of, in Pa. ,15—Soiling, 52—

Three in One Year, 224—Two at

Once. 19—What they Leave in the

Soil. 18.

Crossing-Hybridizing ".
. 188

Crows. Turpentine fur .. 207

Cucumber, Russian Netted..., •..462

Cucumbers 103

Cucumbers, Manure lor 87

Curds, Floating 407

Currants, Cultivation of 62

D
Dairy Business In the West, 128—
Carbolic Acid iu, 407—Farm, Situ-

ation of, 365—in Colorado, 408—in
the Northwest, 248—Items, 248

—

Statistics, 51, 130.

Dairying, A Question In 313

Dairymen's Aes'n, North-west'n.127
Dandelion, Northern Limit of the 9

Delay in Replies 127
11 Dick's Success *' 33
Dinner Baskets, Children's 26">

Ditching 329

Ditching Machine 209-408

Dish-Cloth, An Iron 12X

Dog-Power 127

Dog, The Shepherd •„ 60

Dogs. Legislation in Reference to 457

Dog-Laws, Enforce the 375

Dollars and Greenbacks 87

Drag, Smoothing •
. .178

Drain, Safety *.. 58

Drain-Tiles, Making 215

Drains, How they Act 2S9

Drains, Stone 288

Draining, 14-250-328—a Pond, 330—
a Sandy Soil, 313—*' Sticky »' Land,
248.

Drill, Planet 206

E
Ear-Marks for Stock * . .178

Ear-Mark, Metallic 203

Earth-Closets • 143

Ecraseur 169-*417

Egg, How to Make a Nest 367

Egg-Inspection. 379

Eggs all the Year Round, 166—and
Plants by Express, 126—Double-
Yolked, 247—Early, 53— for Pul-
lets, Selecting, 208—Liming, 367—
Packing for Hatching. 287—Pre-
serving. 2S7—Selecting for Pullets,

S2S—Shipping, 203—To Preserve, 9

—Vitality of, 2S8.

Elliott, Removal ofF.R 32*7

Emasculation, Safe 329

Emigration to Kansas 48

Emigration to Virginia 288

Engines, Small Steam 417

English "Lock-Out" 246
*' Esquire " 273

Evergreen, An Ornamental C2

Evergreen, Norway Spruce S7

Evergreens from Seed 222

Exhibition at New South Wales. .448

Exhibition in Chill 126

Experiments Lawes* £ Gilbert's.174

Exports and Imports 4(6

F
Fair iu Burlington Co., N. J., 365—
in Indian Terr., 447—List, B25-S58—
Nevada, 447—New England, 309—
Notes, State, 2S9—Ohio State, 305

—St. Louis. 443.

Fairs, Industrial, 363—State, 409—
Supplementary List of, 363.

Fallowing Prairie, Summer 248

Farewell Words, No 445

Farm, A California, 378—and Farm-
ing. Mr. Crozler's, 295— Edward
Burnett's, ail—E. F. Bowditch's,
212—Labor for America, English, 5

—Laying Out a Western, * 139 —
Renting a Small, 168—Selling the,

329—Signal, • 417—Students. 888—
Tools, Hungarian, * 454 — Well
Tilled, A Little, 98.

Farmer,Becoming 87

Farmers, Rankrupt, 273— Education
of, 371—Health of. 219-Pupil, 9S.

Farmer's Clubs, 140—Club, Voiinla,

75—Conventions, 247—Tables, 346.

Fanning. 11-54-870— in Ireland, Prize,

379—In North Carolina, i45—lrt»b/

as-sclence in, 175,



INDEX. in

Farms In the East., Abandoned, 408
—Prize, 865—Renting Dairy, 3."..

Farm- House, A Convenient ".'17

Fashions lor Women 464
Feather-Beds, Atrocity ot 265
Feathers, Renovating old 66
Feed, Consumption of, 217 — for
Early Spring 247—Scalding, ius—
Steaming, is.

Feed-Barrow 87-208
Fence for Poultry-Yard, Portable, *

97— Portable, * 217 — Posts, Im-
proving, 47 — Rat-Proof, * 419—
Tightener for Wire, * 337.

Ferns, Moon wort V.-161
Fertilizer, A new, 125—Bromophyte,
127—Salt as a, 369.

Fertilizers, S69 — Artificial, 46— Ef-
fects of Chemical, 367 — Home-
made, 446—in Gardening, Concen-
trated, 382—Manufacture of, 35—
upon Oats, 7.

Fields, Improving Southern 128
Filing the Agriculturist 447
Fish, 62—Bass, To Stock Ponds with
Black, 373—Gold, 87—Grayling,
333-361—in small Ponds, 58—Mack-
erel, and How tliev are Caught, "

220—Spawn, onr Supply of Salmon,
178—Trout in Hard Water, 407.

Flax 169,287
Flouring Mill * inn
Flower Auctions, N. Y 41)9
Flower-Garden and Lawn. Jan., 3

;

Feb.. 44; March, 84; April, 184;
May, 161; June. 804; July, 214;
Aug., 284; Sept., 324; Oct., 363;
Nov.. 404- Dec, 443.

Flowers—(See Plants.) — Abntilon,
Bonle de Neise, * 421—Acanthus,
Broad-leaved, *31l—Camellia with
two Centers, 85 — Uruinmond's
Phlox,*14I—Easter, 168—European
Daisy, 262—Fancy Beds of, 3S2—
Liliutn Auratutn, Monstrous, 327—
Lily of the Valley, Forcing, * 384—
Lihdley's Buddleya, •424—Othon-
n a. Correction, 5—Preserving, SOS-
SIS - 383 - 424 - 460 — Primula Ja-
poniea." 224—Star-Thistle, Amer-
ican, 169-* 381.

Fodder, Preserving Green 409
Food, Cooking for Hogs 452
Food for Nursing Mothers 146
Food for Stock, Cooking (52
Food, Steamed, and Rumination.313
Forest Fires 273
Forestry Memorial 47
Freight, on Grain, Low 3J9
Fruit 254
Fruit-Garden, Jan.,3; Feb., 43;
March, 81; April, 123; Mav, 163;
June, 203; .July, 243; Aug., 283;
Sept., 323; Oct., 363; Nov.. 403;
Dec., 443.

Fruit.'Growing in Utah, 63—House,
Frost-Proof, 208—near Chicago. 0—
Prospect-*, Western, 209—Samples,
Sending, 364.

Fruit-Trees, Stocks for 222
Fruits and vegetables 288
Frying Pan, That. 306
Furniture, Useful • 425
Furnace for Wood 238

Garden Questions. . 328
Garden, Mistakes and Successes in

1873,223.
Gardener, A Competent 405
Gardener and Florist, Can one he
hoth, 223.

Gate, Slide 167
Goats for Milk 75
Goats, Wool-hearing 207
Good Living 2'j">

Grain Binders, 329—Drills, 8—New
Market for, 408 — in New York,
Grading, 25^.

Granges, State 5
Grape Scissors «. .24s
Grape, Taylor or Bullit 1;

Grapery, Cold • 22
Grapes 422
Grapes, Mr. liicketts' Hybrid 461
Grapes, More New.... 460
Grape-vine, Bucs on iG5
Grape-Vines Run Wild 35
Gr:i«s, Darnel, 75—for Pasture, 9—
Guano for, 408—in Spring, Sowing
Ki— Italian Rye, 48— Kentucky
Blue, 171-Mixed, 99- Permanent.
823—Region of Kentucky, Blue, 87

Grass Eeed, Sowing ..... .117
Grasses, Ornamental 383
Grasshoppers in Minnesota 285
Grasshoppers, Sufferers by 442
Gregory's Specialties 7
Greenhouse and Window Plants
Jan., 3; Feb., 44 ; March, 84 ; April,
124; May, 161; June, 204; July,
244; Aug., 281; Sept., 321 : Oct.,
363; Nov., 404; Dec, 413.

Greenhouse Base-burner Boilers.302
Greenhouses, Heating by a Flue*422
Gridirons an d Steaks 26
Grubber, The •..176
Gypsum in Virginia. 288
Guano or Plaster, Sowing, 836—Pe-
ruvian. 209—Recent Discovery of.
218.

Guttu Percha and Caoutchouc, Sol-
vents for, 6.

H
Halter, How to Make '..418
Hands, Care of 26
Hard Times 472
Harrow. A Cultivating. 168—A Now

* 217— A Perfect, 407 — How to
Make a, 9—Square, • 5S—Thomas',
175.

Harrowing Question SIS
Harvest Home CVb-brution. ... 329
Harvest Home Festivals 6
Uay,Baling,208—Balingfor Market,
20t—clover, 874—Crop, 884—Fork,
the Best, lift-Making, 88$—Meas-
ure ior, 55—Old, aOB—PresB. Im-
proved, 86.

Uuylutf 251

Hearth and Home, Sale of 245
Hedge, 87— for N. J., 364 — Itows,
Breaking. 248-328.

Hedgers, Professional S67
Hickory, Grafting Hie, 85
Holding on 247
Homes and How to Make them. .464
Homesteader, A Kansas 47
Homesteader in Minnesota 7
Homestead, How to Get a 7
Homesteads 206
Home Tonics, 25-65-146-186-225-265-
305-345-385^125-463.

Honey, Candied 106
" Hooks or Haws" 87
Hops, Spent, as Manure 166
Horse, A Cribbing, 288—A Rough-
coated, ir»!)—Balking, Cure tor, 167
Breast - Strap, or Collar, 2n8 —
Clothing, * 454 — Contraction of
Hoof in, 127-207— Crib - biter.
Muzzle for, 169 — Curb, Cure
for. 8 — Disease, Big Head, 207—
Epizootic and its Results, 8 —
Heaves, 35—Scratches, 75—Flatu-
lence in, 287—Goldsmith's Maid,
365—Indigestion in the, 7—Noise in
Abdomen of, 408 — Power, 208—
Remedy for Looseness in a, 205—
Rolling, 446—Stables, Windows in,
378—Stock, Great Sale of, 207—
Swelling of the Legs. 7—Talk, 168
—Wait on Breast of, 313—White
Spots on a. 6.

Horses, Bots in, 166—Colt. A Lame,
288 — Diarrhea in a, 273 — for
-Jumping, 75—Colts, Half-bred, 408— How to Feed, 128— Hanging
Rack. 48— Hitching, 168—Lampas
in, 166—Lolling of the Tongue, *

252—Mare and Mule Foal.Poitou,
• 173—Mare, Lump upon a, 326—
Mares, Old Brood, 248— Morgan
Abdallah, * 53 — Percheron and
Norman, 9—Ponv, The Shetland, «

93—Sale of Thoroughbred, 246—
Spasmodic Colic in, 313— "Split
Hoof " in, 247—Thorough-Pin, 247
—Three Abreast, 207 — Value of
Arab Blood in, 98—Various Breeds
of, " 420.

Horse-Pad, Wheeler's Anti - Snow-
Balling, 47.

Horse-Power, How to Load *. .135
Horse-Powers, Railway 287
Horse-Shoeing, Instruction in... 8
Horse-Trongh, Improved .*.. 57
Horticultural Exhibition, Interna-

tional, * 4j8—Exhibition of Lyons,
France, 165—Humbugs, 128—Soc,
Mass., 447—Soc. Newburgh Bay,
165 — Stealing, 61 — Transactions,
Mass., 126—Works, Hibberd's, 246.

Horticulture and Hail, 287—in New
Zealand, 61— is a War with In-
sects, 302—Pupils in, 86.

Horticulturists, Death of. 273
Hot-Beds, Profits from 49
Hound, Badger *. .431
House, Carriage and Pigeon..*..251
House. Sod •..179
Household Department, 25-65-105-
145-185-225-265-305-345-385-125-463.

Household Exercise 345
Houses, Spring *..S80
Humbugs, Sundry, 5-45-S5-125-165-
205-245-285-S26-8f5-405-445.

Hurdles, Arrangement of, * 299—for
Sheep. 447—How to Make, * 177—
Iron, 326.

Ice Ponds, Temporary Dam for.*416
Ice-House and Cool-Chamber.*. .376
Ice-Houses and Milk-Rooms 326
Implements, Castings for, 406—Cut-
ter, Gale's <opper-Strip, 8—Horse-
Rake, Ithaca, 7—Plows, Sulky, 9.

Imports and Exports *

. .273
Information Wanted 35
Insects, Apple-Tree Borer, 261—Co-
lorado Potato Beetle in N. J.. 327—Curculio, Remedy for, 169—Cut-
worm Trap, * 223—Grain Weevils,
2S7— Hessian Flv, 334 — Lice, to
Destrov, 167—Onion Grub, 327 —
on oak, * 314—on Roses, 128—Pea
Bug, 287—Peach Borers, 248—Pea
Weevil, IB2—Weevils in Barns, 35
—Wood Lice, 247.

Instruments,Two Useful *.. 17
Iron-Ware, Cleaning New 226
Iron Work, Blacking 106
Irrigation by Flooding 9

Journals Noticed.

K
Kitchen Garden—Jjin.. 3; Feb., J3-
March, S3; April, 188: Miv, 183;
Juni>. 503; July, 248: hue., 888:
Sr-pt., SM; Oct., 303; Nov.. in:'.;

Pec. 448.

Bailie, Corn '..US

L
Laborers 52
Ladder, How to Carry a 17

Lamps, Hnnizlng 226
Lamps, Kerosene 106
Lamp, The Broken 226
Landscape Gardener 126
Land?, Burlington Mo. R. R., 75—
Cleaning Stubble, 290—Cure of Al
kali, 258—In Eastern Virginia, 288-
408 — in Iowa, 408— In Iowa.
Government, 447 — In Nebras-
ka. IMS — Nebraska and Minne-
sota, 126— Kerlamation of, 408—
Bales, 47—Virginia, 8.

Lard Oil 47
Lard-Oil Press v. 177
Laundress, A Careful. 106
Laundry. About a •.. 25
Lawn Management, Prize Essays

on, 165.

Lawn-Mower, Excelsior 206

Lawn-Mower, Guinea 87
Leather and Tanners* Fleshings, 75— How Tanned, * 139 — Scraps,
Value of, 47.

Leaves, Gathering 365-M16
Leaves, Value of 313
Leek 103
Letters 94
Lettuce 103
Library, Catalogue of a Fine 5
Libraiy, Garden 5
Lime, Burning Shells to Make, * 57—
Spreading. 327—Spreading in Win-
ter, 35— Using, 369.

Loans, Procuring 3 9
Lucern L2S-16S-247

IM

Machine, Ditching, 322—Knitting, 8
—New Threshing, 86.

Machinery, Broom 8
Mackerel, Salt 226
Magazine, American Garden 406
Magazine, Gardener's Monthly, 46-
127-206.

Magnolia or Not 364
Malt Dust 87
" Mamma Come and See" 345
Manure, 94 - 172 - 215 - 334 - 374 -City
Street, 287—Compi >st imr,366—Crop
for Green, 247—for Clay Soils. 247
—For Potatoes, 453—Fresh or
Decomposed, 87—Making Rich, 95
—Management of, 7—Preserva-
tion of, 407—Rich, 453—Sal Soda
for, 247—Saving, 87.

Manures upon Poor Land, Arti-
ficial, 167.

Market Report, Jan., 4, Feb., 44;
March, 84; April, 124; May, 164;
June, 204; July, 244; Aug., 284;
Sept., 324; Oct., 363 Nov., 404;
Dec., 444.

Meadow, To Improve a Rough.. 366
Meadows, Top-dressing 328
Meal, Cotton-seed Cake, 17—Feed-
ing Wet or Dry, 208—Oil, 75.

Meals, Cotton and Flax Seed 9
Mean. What we Call 46
Meat in Summer, Preserving 168
Meat, Slow Killing of 167
Meats, Shipping Dressed 246
Meat-House, Fumigation of 208
Medical Matters, Concerning 106
Melons 103
Mennonites 273
Milk Cellars, Underground, 247 —
Churning at the South, 371-Con-
densed, 463—Curdy, 167 — Dishes,
Washing, 226—Removing Turnip-
flavor from, 167—Temperature for
Setting, 48—Varieties of, * 138.

Milking Machines 242
Mill, A Shetland Grist. * 180—Bone,
9—in Ireland, Primitive, *201—The
Howard, 126.

Mr. Judd's Health 85
Mistress and Maid 146
Moles 168
Money 55
Morality, Question of 8
Mucilage 87
Muck, 330—Getting out Swamp, *

255 — on Sandy Soils, 9— Use of
Swamp, 169.

Mule with a Colt 287
Mules, Breeding 207
Multum in Parvo 75
Mushrooms 6-35-248
Mustard, How to Kill Wild 291

N
Nameless People 285
Night Soil, Utilizing 128
Notes from the Pines, 23-62-102-182-

302-382-122.

Noyelties 102
Nut and Bolt Co., Lock 287

o
Oats and Peas 134
Oats, How many Bundles to an
Acre, 127,

Obituary, Agassiz, L., *50—Bloomer,
H. G., 405 — Borden, Gail, 47 —
Dreer.H A., 45—Eaton, Calvin, 85
—Gould, John Staunton, 325— Mas-
ters, William, 447—Olm, Mr., 286-
Slack, Dr. J. H., 365—Stephens,
Henry, 826.

Odd Things 23
Office, Our Western 8
Ogden Farm Papers, No. 47, 11 ; No.
48,50; No. 49, 90; No. 50, 120; No.
51, 171; No. 52, 210; No. 53, 250; No.
54, 291 ; No. 55, 331 ; No. 56,370 ; No.
57,410; No. 58, 449.

Oil Cake for Cattle 135
Oleo Margarine 75
Onion Grub 288
Onions Sown In Fall .341

Onions, Wild 813
Oranges from Seed 122
Orchard and Nursery, .Ian., 3

;

Feb., 43; March, a3; April, 123;
May, 163; June, 203; July, 243;
Aug., 283; Sept., 323; Oct., 363;
Nov., 403; Dec, 443.

Orchard, An Old, 134—Crops for an,
75—Planting, and Vinegar, 9.

Ox-Bow, How to Bend V.297
Ox-Shoe, Machine-made *. .296
Ox-Yoke, Improved *

. .256
Oyster Shells, How to Burn 9

Paint, Averill Chemical 125
Palnt-Boxes. The Little 65
Pamphlets, Florida Settler 35
Papers, Christian Advocate, 447-
English Farmer, 85- Florida Agri-
culturist, 47—Methodist, 447—Poi-
son in Green Wall. 426—Practical
Farmer, 286—The Tobacco Leaf,
216.

Paper Hangings •
. .185

Parental Infallibility 345
Paris Green 209-326-447

Parrots 288
Parrots, Treatment of 329
Pasture, Improving a Cold Clay.313
Pastures, Natural 252
Pastures, Poisonous 35
Patent Department 369
Patents 89
Patents and Our Patent Depart-
ment 290

Patented Articles 127
Patrons of Husbandry, 9-47-88-125-

246-287.

Patrons of Industry 47
Pear Trees 87
Pears 6
Peach, Early Beatrice, 87 — Pros-
pects, 169—Purple-leaved, 23

Peaches, Australian Dwarfs, 23 —
Delaware, 246—Ornamental, 23—
Pyramidal, 23.

Pea, Japan * 63-169-205
Peas, 102-167—and Oats, 7—Bugs in,

87.

Peat, Ammonia In 289
Petroleum 95-135-334-865
Petroleum for Priming 129
Phosphate, Patent 166
Phosphates, South Carolina 40S
Pickles 248-262
Pigeons 408
Pigeon Show *..171
Pigs and Pork, As to 2 7
"Pi?" What is 248
Pipes for Drains and Irrigating. . 75
Plant, A Fine Basket, * 384—Hoya
or Wax, * 23 — Named, 447 —
Trouble, 168—Vanilla, * 183.

Plants, American Wistaria, 302 —
Amorphophallus, * 181—Butterflv-
Weed. * 101—by Express or Mail,
23— Camellias, 87—Canada Burnet,
* 101-Coral RootB, * 424—Double
Geraniums, 87—Echeverlas, Prop-
agating, 63 — Everlasting Pea, *

459 — Exotic Aquatic, 62 — Fern,
A Climbing, * 104 — Ferns and
Fern Collecting, 263—Florida Air,
* 343—Forced, 143-182—for Winter,
Preparing, 383—from Seed, Flor-
ists', 23 -Fungus on Hollyhock, *

342 — Hibiscus, Manlhot, * 304

—

Hollyhock Disease, 287 — Indian
Strawberry, * 184 — Indian To-
bacco, * 21—in Rooms, Are they
Unhealthy, 106-Long Moss, * 261
—Mallows, 175— Mignonette, Im-
proved, 222 — Milkweed, Four-
leaved, * 264— Named, 9 — New
White Pansy, * 459 — Packing,
23—Packing Living, 102—Pale Co-
1 ydalis, * 183—Pearly Everlasting,
* 381—Pelargoniums, Seedling, 23— Polargoniums, Winter-Bloom-
ing, 62—Peristrophe, 126—PhloxeB,
Perennial, 326 - 883 — Primrose,
Double Chinese, 63— Primrose,
Japanese, 12A-ls2-304-Prlmula m-
volucrata, 182—Received by Mail.
How to Treat, 459—Red Root, 294—
Rock Tunica, * 144—Rose-Grow-
ing, 342 — Rose Mallows, * 421 —
Rosea by Mail. 86—Roses, How to
Propagate from Cuttings, 262—Se-
dum snectabile, 888—Sending by
Mail, 165—Southern Pitcher, r2\—
Special Fertilizers for Particular,
63—Spiraea, palmata, * 341—Suc-
culents as Decorative, * 22l-*S01—
Sunflowers, 326—The Clematis, 142
—Unhealthy, 460 — Verbena, The
Garden, * bl—Vervain, Blue, * 64— Wistaria, 326-364 — Yucca, or
Bear-Grass, 143.

Plaster, Agricultural, 167 — for
Market Gardens, 167—Nova Sco-
tia, 47—Preparation of, 408—Price
and Value of,313—Time to Use, 169

Plow Beams, Wrought Iron, 867—
Draining, 864—Mole, 208—Mole or
Drain, 168—Scotch, 208—Swivel,
* 212-408.

Plows, An Improvement In, * 132—
Draft Irons for. * 257—To Keep
free from Rust, 329.

Plowing 11-374
Plowing Sod *. . 81
Poetry 128
Pollen in the Atmosphere 9
Ponds, Artificial .287
Population and Industries of Kan-

sas. 209.

Porch, Rustic ». .462
Pork, Buried, 165 — in California,
Raising, 169—Smoking, 35.

Portrait, J ohnston, John * .130
Portrait, Judd, Orange *. .12
Postal Cards, Use of 45
Posts, Preserving 127-287
Potato Blight and Rot, Remedy for,
168-Bug in the West, 290—Diet,
385 — Disease, 75 — Planter, 47 —
Premiums, Liberal, 47— Rot, 35-
289—Prizes, Bliss's, 135.

Potatoes, 55, 102—American In Eng-
land, 19—Manure for, 47—New and
Old, 209—Production of, 206—Two
New, * 92—Warmed Over, 464—
Yield -<f Two, 866.

Potash in CompoBt 406

Poultry and Market Gardening,
4-18 — BantamB, Seabrlght, 86 —
Brahmas, Pure Light, 167 — Buff
Cochins, 75 — Chickens, Care of
Young, * 179—Cholera, 208—Choi-
era, Cause. 207—Lice on, 168-447—
Naked Brahma, 7—Nests for, 167—
Cramming, 299 — Disease, Hard
Crops and Vertigo, 9—Disease in
Fowl's Legs, 75—Ducks as Layers,
Pckin, 418—Improved Pekin, 58-*
333-Ra!sing, 218 — Some Wild, "

213—Farming, * 216-for Kggs, 247
—for New lork Market, 447 —
— for Profit, 75 — Fowls, Cross-
bred, 166 — Fowls, Sick, 447 —
Protrusion of Rectum In, 313 —
Roup in, 408 — Geese. China, 169— Geese, Sevastopol, 288— Goose,
How to Recognize, 329—Hennery
Wanted, 168—Hen-Lice, Remedies
for, 377—Hens, How to Manage
Setting, 219— Web-Footed, 87-
Why they do not Lay, 209—House
for Young Chicks, 167 — House,
Portable, 379 - Houses, 9—Self.

I

supplying Feed-box for. •454—Tar
j

Paper for, 208—Underground, 206
—or Stock Dealers, 287—Preparing
for Market, 204 — Preparing for
Market in France, 419 — Pullets
White Leghorn, 247—Raising, 207
—Societies, Am. Game Fowls, 330
—Turkeys, Bronze, 9 — Turkeys,
Loss of Weight in Dressing, 59—
Turkeys' Eggs. Impregnation, 167
—upon a large Scale, 7—Yard.Care
of, 167.

Power, Sweep or Tread 407
Prairie, Breaking 127
Propagation, Saucer 144
Protection, Need for 258
Pump, A Greenhouse 182
Pump, Submerged 326
Punch for a Bull's Nose *.. 99
Purdy's Chromo 127

Quadrupeds, Antelope, Beisa.V .373
Quadrupeds, Little Chief Hare.*. 13

Rabbits
: 26

Railroad Decision. Wisconsin.. ..286
Rape and Vetches, or Tares 273
Raspberries, New 327
Rather*Mixed 329
Rat-Trap, Permanent *

. .300
Removal of B. K. BlisB & Sons. ..2 16

Replies, Delayed 405
Reports of Societies 8
Reports, Valuable 246
Rhubarb and Tomato Wine. 248—
Forcing. 168—Great Yield, 423.

Rising, Early 226
Roads and Road-Making •..259
Roads in Winter • 401
Road-Dust 335
Robin, New Trick of the 103
Roller. A Cement •..387
Roof, Stopping LeakB in 328
Roofs. Patching Old 169
Roofing, Asbestos, 405—Canvass, 407
—Material, 48.

Root-Cellar, Roof for 208
Root-Crops, Yield of 287
R' lot-House, How to Make a 248
Root-Pulper *. .218
Rural Home, American 6
Ruta-bagas, After 169
Rye for Winter Pasture. 288—How

to Feed, 9—or Wheat, 362—Seed,
326.

s
Salsify 407
Salt as a Fertilizer, 408—for Stock,
Use of, 95—How to Feed, 209 —
Marshes, Reclaiming, 378—Muck
for Grass, 9—Pure, 406.

Sawdust as a Mulch 205
Saw, Protection for a Circular *. 57
Scales, Farm 206
Seed. Change of 7
Seeding, Thick and Thin 335
Seeds, Agricultural Department. 47
Sheaves, Binders for *. 252
Sheep. 215-255-371-115-and Horses.
Book on, 288—and Lambs, Food
for. 167—as a Cleansing Crop, 258—
Best Breed of, 288—Business, 95—

'

Catarrh in, 167—Cotswold Merino,
365—Cotswolds, 6 — Cotswolds or
Leicesters, 207—Deterioration of,
406—Farm, Colorado, 287—Farm-
ing in Texas, 75—Fence, 407-Foot
and Mouth Disease in, 75 — for
Ohio, Best, 313-for South Caro-
lina, 168—in New Mexico, 7— fu
South Carolina, 48—in the Orchard,
167 — Keeping for Health, 207 —
Lambs, Disease among, 248—Ear-
ly. 214 — Fattening Grade, 175 —
Sllcsian Merino, 415—Spring, Man-
agement of, * 133— Weighing, 294
—Merino, 208—Merino Ram, Value
of, 288—Native Breeds of, 419—Na-
tive Races of, 19—Nets, 217 — New
Method of Hurdling, * 55 — on
Shares, 48—Oxford Down, * 133—
Pasturing, 407—Prevention of Ca-
tarrh in, 7—Raising in Virginia,
418—Rams, Value of Merino, 366—
Rape for, 289-Remedy for Foot-
rot in, 207—Rack, * 5S—Scab, Din-
ping for, 207—Scab, Duration of,
167 — Scab in, 169 — Shropshire
Down, * 53—The BeBt, 208—Tick,
169—vs. Goats, 9—with a Propen-
sity, 313.

Shingles, Black Ash 165
Shingles, Petroleum for 8
Shoes, Cable Screw Wire 205
Shovel and Tongs, Support for..* 65
Shrub, A California, * 144 — Olive.
Fragrant, * 101—Yellow Root, *264.

Shrubs, Andromeda, Free-Flower-
ing * 301—Carpeting Beneath, S82—Eleagnus parvlfloruB, 127—Flow-
ering, 303—Heath, 883—Hydrangea,
326—Hvdrangea paniculatagraudi-
flora, 423.

Sickness, Does it Pay ? 3R5
Skill, Value of 91
Skunks How to Kill 219
Slaughtering Time, Aids at ..*..418
Sleds, How to Bnild * if,

Snow-Plow How to Build V.412
Soap and Glue Refuse 128
Society for Encouragement of
Home Industry, E. T.t 288—Michi-
gan State Pomologlcal, 6—Virginia
State Agricultural, 326.

Soil, Frequent Working of 6
Soiling Crops, 247— Green Clover
for.212-Millet,167.

Sorghum 1G8
Sour Fodder-Making *..297
Sowing Down New Land 446
Spelt 206
Spinning Wheel, New 48
Spring, To Raise a 328
Squash 108
Stable Floors, 168-288—A Prairie, *

256 -Celled, 417-for a Colt, 40H-
Horse and Cow, 169 — Tan-Bark
for, 287,

3CO



IV INDEX.
Stacks 385
Stack-Bottom, How to Make. .•..415

Steam on the Canals 246-* 2519

Steam on the Farm *..212

Steamer, 255-for Feed, 208-Port-
able Food, " 416.

Stock, Blood-Diseases in,2T3—Breed-
ing, 52—in Winter, Watering, 50—
Most Profitable, 207—Sales, For-
eign, 457.

Stones, To get Rid of 208

Store, Cooperative 75

Stove, Blacking the, 26—Hearths, 26

-Vapor, 47.
Straw, Shucks, and Cobs, To Dis-
pose of 328

Strawberries, 123-803— New Varie-
ties of, SO:)—Tan-Bark for, 35.

Strawberry, Agriculturist 64
Sugar from Beets 828
Sugar-Making Machinery 82
Superphosphate, 287 — Charleston,
328-Applicatlon of, 826.

Swamp, Reclaiming a 169
Swamp, The Outlet of a *. .298
Sweet Home 105
Sweet Potatoes, 328—for Feed, 328—
Plants, Hardened, 89.

Swindling by Mail 249-290
Swine, Essex or Berkshire.369—Hog-
Choiera, 47-207—Crop, 448 -Cough-
ing and Wheezing, 169—Feed for
Store, 407 -Poland-China. 167-206-
247-Salt for, 99—Pigs, 215-254-375-
414-115—and Aeorns, 289 — Cross-
Bred. 169—Dying, 135—Epilepsy in,
313-Feed for, 167— Hurdles for,
289—Pasturing, 174—Sore EyeB in,
407—Pig-Pen, Cooking Room for,
* 16-Sows, Age of Breeding, 369.

Swine-Breeder's Convention 168

Syringe, Injection 35

T
Tallow Scraps 127
Tether, A Safe »..376
" The Combat," *. .241

Thresher, Straw-Preserving 208
Tile-Drains 289
Tiles 287
Tiles, Kilns for Burning *..338
Timber Act, New, 208—Culture Act,
219-S' lling, 175-Time to Cut, 447

—To Make Durable, 447.

Tobacco, California, 299— Cultiva-
tion of, 139—in the Conn. Valley,
33S.

Toea, Eight on one Foot 407
Tomato, $100 for a, 23—Grape, 6—
Plants. Raising, 103.

Tomatoes, 103 — Dying, 209—Expe-
rience with, 143.

Tongs, Timber *. . 18
Trap, Rat or Mink *..S37
Tree, Blue Gum 92
Trees, Blight on, 287—from Seed,
Forest, 89 — Larch, Scotch. 6*—
Method of Climbing, * 417-Plant-
ing in Nebraska, 329—Planting up-
on Highways, 129 — Poplar, The
Weening, 181.

Trouble, Here is 382
Turnips, Late Crop of 209

u
Underdralning 169

Underdrains 94
University, Cornell 87-325

V
VIck's Chromo 126
Visits, Night 226

w
Wages 55
Wagon-Jack, Handy '..336
Wagon-Seat, An Easy *. .172
Wagon-Spring, Easy *..450
Waists, small. 306
WTalks and Talks on the Farm —
No. 121, 14;No.122j 54; No. 123,94:
No. 124,134; No. 125, 174; No. 126,
214

; No. 127, 254 ; No. 128, 294 ; No.
129,334; No. 130, 374; No, 181,414;
No. 132, 452.

Walks in a Lawn 85
Wall-Pockets and Holders. ...... 105
Washings.Large and Small 266
Washing, What Shall be Done with
the. 25.

Waste from Wool-scouring Vats.167
Water,50—for Stock, *336-in House
and Barn, Flowing, * 371—Pipes
and Siphons, * 298 — Stored for
Irrigation, * 412—Trough forBarn
lards, '377.

WateringvPot, New French...*.. 24
Weeds, Killing. 6
Weed Named 326
Weigh and Measure Everything 326
Wells 208

West, Going, 48—What Part of the,
289—When and How to Go, 215.

What is the Matter? 426
What Bhall we Have for Breakfast,

66-105.

Whipple- Trees, Three-Horse..*.. 99
Whitewash, Permanent 87
Wheat, 14-175-334-115 — and Guano

Drill, 327 — and Young Timothy,
Harrowing, 7 — Ashes for Top-
Dressing,^—Bone-Dust for, 828—
Chili Club, 15-Clean Seed, 248—
Clover Sod for, 7—Culture, 219—
Drill Sowing, 378—Fine Head of
Spring, 47 — from Oregon, 869 —
Growing in Kentucky, 168—Grow-
ing in Minn., 166—Harrowing, 48-

123-294—Leaf-Mold for, 367-Llme
upon, 326—on Corn Stubble, 328—
Plaster on, 35-127-369—Rust on, 447
—Salt upon, 407-Seed, 328—Straw,
255 — Superphosphate on, 369 —
Thrashing, 335-Varieties of, 289-
White, 94—without Manure, 375.

Weed in California, Dangerous.*450
Windmill, 75— Water, 292 — What
came of a, 87.

Willows 87
Willow, White 827
Woman's Congress, A Word from 26
Wood Lands, Desirable 82
Wood, Preserving 867
Wool 46
Woolen Mill Refuse 47
Woolen Waste and Guano, Value

of, 218.

Wool Waste for Manure 286
Work, Fall 453
Work, Hints about, Jan., 2; Feb.,
42 ; March. 83 ; April, 122 ; May, 162

;

June, 202; July, 242; Aug., 2S2 ;

Sept., 322; Oct., 862; Nov., 402;
Dec, 442.

Y
Yeast, Use of Dry 464
Young & Elliott 206
Your Name 127

Recipes.
Apple Pies for Lunches 306
Breakfast, A Netherlond 106

Cake, Chocolate, 186—Corn-Starch,
186— Making, 66— Paradise, 106—
Sponge, 305-386.

Cakes, Cream 386

Cakes, Tea 226

Catsup 305-386

Cracker Dessert 226

Crackers, Bread 306

Cream Coke, French 2&>

Custard, Lemon *!w>

Doughnuts 2|j

Dumplings, Baked Apple ;•' o
Hams, Pickle for Sugar-Cured... 8

ink 226

Jonny Cake with Eggs 106

Pudding. Baked Indian, 26^-Plum,
26—Quick, 26—Sago, 26—Sauce, 266.

Puddings 305-386

Soups 426

Wants to Suit George 226

Yeast 146

IMMEX TO ILMJOT]MTOD)N§ W TOLOTE TOlICTY-fM1IE1E.

A
" A Dubious Prospect" 28
'-* Always Handy." 463

An Impersonation 188

Ass, The Wild 173

B
Bag-Holders (2) . .377

Barn Fastenings, (4) 377—for Sheep,

(4) 297—Plan for a Commodious,
(6) 97—Western Cattle, (2) 337-
Yard, Plan of, (2) 186.

Barn-Doors, Wooden Hangings for,

(2) 339.

Baskets, Hanging 365

Bath-Houses, Farm (4) . .225

Beans, Dreer's Improved 423

Bears, Performing 108

Bees, Track of Moth-Worm 249

Bells, Steel-Bars for 255

Bird, A Strange 147

Birds, Osprey or Fish-Hawk 281

Birds, Yellow-breasted Rail 451

Brush, Home-made 378

Building, Concrete (2) . .136

Buildings, Carriage and Pigeon-

House, (3) 251.

Butter Dairy (4). . 96

Butter Factory (4) . .176

c
Carpentry, Household (3) . .425

Cattle, Ayrshire and Native, (2) 413

— Bull, Beacon Comet 8th, 20 —
Bulls, Irish, (2) 293—Calf-Feeder,
57 — Covered Stalls for, (3) 56—
Cow, Ayrshire, " Old Creamer,"
93—Cow, Harness for a, 377—Dutch
or Holsteln, (2) 252—Heavy Short-

born Grade, 441— Ox-Yoke, (2)

256—Shorthorns, Mount Fordham,
321-Tie, Safe, 99.

Cellar and Greenhouse Combined,
141.

Chair, Corner (2) . .845

Chair, Folding Rural 463

Chairs, Comfortable Country,(2) 305

Cheese, Edam (5) . .296

Cheese Factory (12) . .137

Chimney, How to Build 257

Cider-Making (5) . .340

Cistern, Underground 177-376

Clod-Crusher. A Simple 336

Clothes-Line Reel (8) . .261

Corn-HuskB. Use of (5)..385

Corn-Cribs, Cover for (2) . . 18

Corn-Ears, Unloading (3) . .216

Corn, Kiln Drying 17

Corn-Knife 845

Corn-Marker 219

Cottage, Design for a. (3).. 13
" Cruelty to Animals " 388

Cucumber, Russian Netted 462

D
Dog, Shepherd 60

Drag, A Smoothing 178

D rain , Safety 58

Drain* Tile Machine (2) . .216

Ear-Marks for Stock (3) . .178

Earth-Closets (4) . .145

Ecraseur 417

"Familiarity on Short Acquaint-

ance." 466

Farm, Plan for Laying out 139

Farm-Signal 417

Farm Toole, Hungarian (2) . .454

Farm-House, A Convenient (3)..217

Feed Box, Self-Supplying. . . (2) . .454

Fence, A Portable, 217—for Poultry
Yard, Portable, (3) 97—Rat-Proof,
(2) 419.

Ferns, Moonwort 462

Fish, The Grayling 333

Flouring Mill i4>..100

Flowers, Abutilon—Boule de Neige,

421—Acanthus, Broad-leaved, 341

— American Star-Thistle, 381 —
Drummond's Phlox, 141 — Hibis-

cus, Manlhot, 304— Lily of the

Valley, (2» 384—Lindley's Budd-
leya, 42-1—Primula Japonica, 224—

Spircea, palmata, 341.

Furniture, Useful Piece of..(2). .435

Goats (7).. 68

Grain, Binders for Sheaves of. (4).251

Grapery, Cold 22

Grape Scissors 248

Greenhouses, Heating by a Flue.422

Grubber, The < 3 , . .176

Gulliver In Brobdingnag 268

H
Halter, How to Make 418

Harrow, A New 217

Harrow, Square 58

Hook for Side-Boards 218

Horse Clothing 454

Horse-Trees 427

Horses, Lolling of the Tongue, (2)

251—Mare and Mule Foal, Poitou,

173—Morgan Abdallah, 53—Pony,

The Shetland, 93—Various Breeds

of, 420.
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The present season is one of enforced compara-

tive idleness. Holiday keeping will help to while

away a portion of the farmer's time, after which,

although the hands may be idle, there is much
head-work to do. The new year is the time for

laying plans for the future, and no employment
needs more careful thought than this matter of

laying plans. The better the plan the more profit-

able will be the work. No work needs more plan-

ning than farming. It is not a business to be done

on the spur of the moment ; and at the commence-
ment of the year the whole future labor of the

season should be laid out distinctly and thought-

fully. Then when the emergency comes one is

prepared for it. This is the great secret of success

in all busiuess, and is that which often enables the

less able and confident man to come out ahead of

his more sanguine and more capable neighbor.

Now is a good time for commencing a farm record,

a book iu which the farm should be mapped out,

the plan of work for the season written down, the

needed supplies of seeds, etc., noted, and in which

at the close of each day there should be recorded

the condition of the weather and the various occur-

rences worthy of being remembered. Especially

should be set down 6uch things as the farm opera-

tions, births, etc., of animals, payments and re-

ceipts of money, engagements or contracts, and all

under the proper dates. Such a book is an inter-

esting study in after times, and is useful as a guide

to future work and calculations, and has often

saved money by reason of its being able to furnish

either direct proof or corroborative testimony of

payments or contracts.

Hints iilmiii 'Work.

A Sharp Eye is of the greatest use at this cold

season. Stock needs watching with care. No
falling off in condition should be permitted. A
little extra feed now will do great good, and will

doubtless 6uve a large, expenditure two months
hence. Besides, it is easier to keep up than to

bring up the condition of an animal.

Cellars need yentilating and extra protection
against sudden cold snaps.

A Plentiful Supply of Water is quite indispensa-
ble to the welfare of farm stock. Ice-cold water
is injurious and wasteful. A bucket of such water
will destroy the good effect of seviral good feeds.
The water-trough should be kept free from ice,
and it should be emptied as soon as the stock has
been watered. Many people believe that sheep
can live without drinking, but this is a great mis-
take. All animals fed upon dry feed need water
frequently. Snow is no substitute for water.

Young Stock need especial care, and exposure to
damp in mild or thawy weather is more hurtful

than dry though comparatively severe cold.

Manure should be gathered and worked with,

care. If allowed to freeze it remains unaltered

until late in spring. That intended for root crops

should be worked over, and piled up neatly 3vith

straight sides and flat top, so that it may receive as

much moisture as possible. Labor spent in work-
ing over manure is well spent. Three turnings will

bring it, into a condition for use in early spring.

Oil- Cake Meal will be found a very valuable addi-

tion to the feed just now. Dry feed tends to a
constipated condition, which soon shows iu

staring hide and tight skin. A pound or even a
few ounces of linseed cake meal, which costs about
a cent and a half a pound, given each day to horses

or cattle will loosen their bowels and improve

their health. Calves and sheep should also not be

neglected in the distribution.

Vermin should be watched for. A weekly allow-

ance of sulphur given in some salt will tend to

keep down vermin. Sulphur rubbed up with lard

makes a good application against lice if rubbed
along the spine of an animal infested. Whale-oil

is al60 a good application. Carbolic acid and kero-

sene 6hould he U6ed with caution ; they may do
more harm than good if too freely used.

Snow is easily removed from paths and from the-

platform of the pump, etc., if attended to promptly.
If trodden down the labor is greatly increased.

Let the work be done the first thing every morn-
ing, and also frequently during the day if snow is

falling. Nothing is gained hy delay, ^o not wait

until the 6torm is over before breaking the roads

about the premises. Get out the teams and keep

the roads open. If you have not a snow-plow a

pair of harrows will level the drifts and help to

pack the snow. It is not so important how the

work is done—only do it, and do it promptly.

In Starting a Heavy Load on a Sleigh be certain

that the runners are not frozen to the snow, and,

if possible, help the team by moving the sleigh

ahead a few inches with a lever at starting.

Horxc-Shoeing is a very important as well as an

expensive item. A horse should be kept sharp

shod in winter or not shod at all. Many a good

horse is ruined for want of attention to this matter.

Farm Horses kept in the stable and only worked

occasionally should be fed and managed with care.

A common mistake is to let them do nothing for

several days and then "put them through." A
sharp trot for a mile or two until the sweat starts

will do no harm, but rather good, provided they

are rubbed dry afterwards. But to drive them

rapidly eight or ten mile6, let them stand in the

cold for an hour or two and then drive them rapid-

ly home, and give them little care when they

get home, is thoughtless and cruel.

A Warm Bran-Mash is a good thing to give a

horse when he is brought home hot and exhausted

from a long journey. Blanket him at once, and

rub his ears and legs, and then rub his belly and

flanks and such other parts of the body as can be

got at without wholly removing the blanket. If

your man thinks this too much trouble, and will

not do the work willingly, discharge him. Better

part with a man than lose a good horse.

Cows that are expected to calve in March or

April should, as a rule, be dried off this month.

New milch-cows, or cows that calved last fall,

should be fed liberally with food favorable to the
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production of milk, such as roots, bran, corn-

stalks, clover hay, and three or four quarts of corn-

meal per day. Warm slops or cooked food will

increase the flow of milk. Warm and well ventil-

ated stables are also essential. If the cows are

turned out to water be careful not to let them stay

out long enough to get chilled. Farrow cows that

are giving milk should have an abundant supply

of rich food. They may have as much as four or

five quarts of corn-meal a day. If they get fat in-

stead of giving milk you can dispose of them to

the butcher. Beef is likely to be higher.

Sheep should have dry quarters. Dry cold is

better for them than warm, wet weather. Avoid

close, damp, ill-ventilated basements ; also be care-

ful not to use 60 much straw for bedding in the

sheds and yards that the manure will ferment under

the sheep. Nothing can be worse.

Swine that are fat must either be sold or put into

the pork barrel on the farm. The packers have
matters in their own hands this year. Next year

we shall get better prices. Last spring or summer
pigs that are in thrifty condition will pay to winter

over. Their summer feed when clover is abun-

dant will cost but little, and they will make good
and cheap pork early next fall.

Poultry should have fresh meat of some kind
during the winter. Keep the hen-house clean,

light, warm, and well-ventilated. Select out all

the hens and roosters you do not wish to keep.

Shut them up by themselves and fatten them. A
fat hen or rooster, even though somewhat advanced
in age, is not bad eating. Look out for a change
of roosters. On a farm where a good many hens
are kept of no special breed it is well to select at

least one or two roosters of a breed distinguished

for early maturity and fattening qualities rather

than of those species valuable as egg-layers.

Work in the Horticultural Departments.

We should be glad if every reader of the Agri-

cullurist who has a bit of land to cultivate would

resolve that during the comiug season he would
make a strong effort to have a garden where could

be grown the necessary vegetables and as many
fruits as space and time would allow. Too many
farmers look upon the garden as a needless luxury,

and the consequence is that they, of all other

classes, have the least variety of vegetables and
fruits upon their tables. They do not realize the

bench t of a proper intermixture of vegetables with

meat, and how necessary they are to health. It Is

a fact that people living in cities have a greater

variety of vegetables the year through than the

farmer. The cost of a garden is but slight, and,

with the exception of the plowing and carting of

manure, could all be done by children ; besides,

the interest the work would excite would be of

great value in preventing their leaving the farm.

Many a boy who is now a successful farmer dates

his interest in agricultural and horticultural pur-
suits from the sense of his responsibility while at-

tending to the garden or some department of the
farm. So we say to all farmers, advance your own
interests by interesting your children in the garden.

Orchard ami ^'nrsery.

Though January will not be thought a favorable
month to attend to work in this department, yet
on a second consideration many operations which
can be done now will suggest themselves to the
wide-awake orehardist. There will be

Cions to cut when the wood is not frozen, as a
larger proportion are likely to live if cut at this
season than when left until spring, as the severity
of the weatheroften injures the buds. Take parti-
cular care to have every variety properly labeled and
packed in fresh sawdust or sand where they will

not dry out during the winter.

Tent Caterpillars.—Look out now for the eggs of
this destructive insect. When the trees are leaf-
less the little bands of eggs glued around the
twigs, usually near their extremities, can be

readily seen and removed. If this matter is at-

tended to at once much time will be saved when
other work is pressing in the spring.

Trees.—If trees were not ordered early in the

fall order at once, so that there will not be any de-

lay when the time to plant arrives. If there is a

nursery near by it will often be best to pay an ex-

tra price for the privilege of digging or selecting

the trees one's self. In selecting varieties, atten-

tion must be paid to the purpose for which they

are wanted, whether for market or for home use.

If for market, select such as are known to succeed

well in the immediate vicinity, with a fair propor-

tion of early and late sorts. When selecting for

home use many can be planted which are of fine

quality but scanty bearers or poor keepers.

Rabbits and Mice.—Look out for these animals.

When a light snow falls they will often do a great

deal of damage in a short time. Tramp the snow
firmly around the trunks to prevent the mice from
injuring the bark. Blood sprinkled upon the trees

will prevent injury from rabbits.

Root Grafting can be done at this season. Graft

at the "collar," and never on the tips of roots.

The best tying material is waxed cotton twine.

Nursery Stock.—Head back and prune into shape

during mild weather.

Map the Orchard. — In winter evenings and
during very cold days when out-of-door work is

impossible, a map of the orchard should be made
giving the position and name of each variety.

This is important, as labels are liable to be lost, and
if a map with the names is made it will be an easy

matter to replace them ; besides, a place with the

trees correctly named will bring a higher price

in the market should it ever be offered for sale.

Injured Trees.—Large limbs are often broken by
ice and snow; these should be looked after, and
the wound carefully smoothed with a sharp knife

and a coat of melted grafting-wax applied.

Frtiit diarden.

Many persons think that if they have one variety

of each kind of fruit that is enough. This is a

mistake, and one who thus plants will not experi-

ence half the pleasure which comes from selectiug

a proper proportion of early and late sorts. Black-

berries and raspberries can be enjoyed for 6ome
weeks longer if both early and late varieties are

6et out. Winter is the proper time to lay out this

work, and by carefully reading and comparing the

statements of the best authorities one can, with a
proper soil, plant with good prospects of success.

There are many works upon the different small

fruits, and all contain something of interest as well

as value to the fruit-raiser. Trees which have been
trained as cordons ought to be safe from cat-

tle, and in the case of apricots and peaches will

be all the better if a little protection is given dur-

ing the winter. Grape-vines may be pruned at

any time when the weather is not too cold. At the

South the work of preparing the soil and in some
places planting can lie carried on, lint at (lie North

little outside work can be done at this season of

the year. For general directions sea the Lints un-

der orchard and nursery.

Kitchen <.;-. i-<l<n.

The amount of out-of-door work lvhich can be

done this month will depend upon the mildness or

severity of the season. One main point, however,

should be constantly in mind, and it is that what-

ever is done now will facilitate the spring work.

If there is a large quantity of manure to draw it

can be hauled to the fields as well at this season as

to wait until spring ; besides, if there, is a light

snow on tbe ground it can be taken out upon a

sled, thus saving a great deal of labor in the matter

of loading. Manure for hot-beds may be drawn
out and placed in piles large enough to prevent

their being chilled through ; if fermentation goes

on too rapidly the piles can be turned occasionally.

llft-Vx'l Sashes and Frames are to be prepared

early to be ready for immediate use. The usual

size for sashe6 is 6 x 3 feet, but for ordinary
family use an old window sash or two will answer
well. The frames should be made of inch boards
two feet high at the rear and one foot in front.

Tools.—See that all the tools in use about the
garden are in good condition for the next season.
They will last much longer if a coat of petroleum
is applied to the wood-work and the iron and steel

parts well oiled to prevent rust. There are many
convenient implements which can be made by the
gardener if he has a little skill in handling tools.

A roller, marker, and reel for a garden Hue are

very necessary in a garden, and can be easily made.

Cold Frame—Care must be taken to give ventila-

tion during every mild day. The danger is not
from freezing, but from the temperature becoming
so warm as to start the growth before spring.

Strain Mats for protecting hot-beds and cold-

frames during cold nights may be made during
leisure times.

Covering strawberries, spinach, etc., which was
neglected in the fall may be done now if there is

not much snow on the ground.

At the South hot-beds may be started in favor-

able localities, and radish, lettuce, and cabbage
plants started, while hardy vegetaoles may be
sown in the open ground.

Flower <-:ii-<l< u and Lawn.
During the winter the value of a proper propor-

tion of evergreen trees and shrubs becomes appar-

ent. A lawn on which are planted the various

species of pines and spruces with clumps of ever-

green 6hrubs, such as rhododendrons, kalmias,

hollies, etc., makes the place look more home-like

than where only deciduous trees and shrubs are

planted. Care must be taken, however, not to

make the house dark with too many evergreen

trees, as then they give too somber an appearance

during the summer. Whenever a great depth of

snow falls it should be carefully dug away from
around the lower branches of evergreens, as its

weight is liable to break them and destroy the

symmetry of the tree.

Shrubs as well as ornamental trees need prun-

ing and manuring the same as fruit trees, and
if there is little or no snow on the ground the

present is a good time to do this, as the turf will

not be cut up by the wheelbarrow now that the

ground is frozen.

Plants in pits will need attention during mild

days. Apply water sparingly when dry, and give

air whenever there is no danger of frost.

Hedges.—Prune during mild weather; at the

South it can be done at any time during the winter.

Roots of cannas, dahlias, etc., must be looked

after often, for fear they may become damp and
rot. As soon as signs of mold appear remove to

a dry place. A good place to preserve them is in

the greenhouse, under the stages, where there is

but little or no moisture.

Greenhouse and Window Plants.

During the winter months the aim should be to

have the greenhouse looking its best, and in order

to do this both plants and pots should be kept
clean. Dead leaves will render an otherwise beau-

tiful plant a shabby sight. Once or twice a week
the plants should be looked over and these leaves

removed ; this, of course, can not be done in a

large commercial greenhouse where plants arc sold

by the thousand, as the time occupied in doing it

would be too expensive ; but in a private house

it can be easily done. Pots should never be

allowed to become covered with green mold;
this can be removed with a stiff brush and water

slightly warm, at least if not left too long without

washing. The temperature of the house should be

kept at 50° or 60°,with an allowance of 15° between

mid-day and night. This temperature is only ap-

plicable to a greenhouse. Stove and orchid houses

require a greater degree of heat.

Succulents. — Within the past few years the
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growth of succulent plants like sedums, echeveria9,

cotyledons, etc., has become popular, aud there is

nothiug which makes a lawn so beautiful as a

raised bed planted with the different species of

succulents arranged in bands or ribbons. These

plants icquire the protection of a greenhouse dur-

ing the winter, aud without a little care in watering

there is danger of losing many through damping

oft A shelf at the rear of the greenhouse is a

suitable place in which to keep them. They should

be watered sparingly. Many varieties may be

propagated, as they root readily in sand that is

kept constantly moist.

Propagation of gera- lams and other soft-wooded

plants may be carried on at this season in order to

secure a stock for spring planting or for sale.

Camellias and Azaleas now in bloom require

plenty of water. Those not in flower should be

watered sparingly in order to retard their blooms.

After they have flowered pruue into shape.

Seeds of annuals for early spring flowering may
be sown at intervals, and as soon as an inch or two
in height may be potted singly into small pots or

shallow boxes.

Plants for Forcing may be brought into heat now
and will soon show signs of flowering. Astilbe

Japonica, Deutzia gracilis, etc., are good plants

for forcing.

Plants which look yellow and sickly will often

succeed well if repotted into good soil, first cutting

the roots and branches back a third at least.

Bulbs.—Bring a few pots of hyacinths, crocuses,

and other bulbs which were potted in the fall from

the cellar to flower during the winter. Bulbs

which have already flowered should be gradually

dried off and planted in an out of the way place in

the garden when the ground opens, as it will be

several years before they will flower well again, as

the process of flowering greatly exhausts them.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fally prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

from our daily record during the year, show at a glance

the transactions fur tue month ending Dec. 13th, 1873,

and for the corresponding month last year.

1. TltANSAO'l'lONS AT TUE NEW Y01IK MARKETS.
Rsokipts. Flour, Wlipat. Com. line. Barley, oats.
25 (ft tilts m'Mi3:i1.ri00 3,236,1100 2,0116.000 9 Jul) 5;7,00u 0:3,000
26d's last m'tll 379,000 5,419,000 3,791,000 107,000 559,000 1,156,000

Sales. Flour. Wheal. I'urii. Hue. Barley. Outs.
SSA'tllils iii'l.li30(>.tTOIl 3.S73.O90 3,932,000 106,000 116,000 l.-S.'.OOO

36 d's tas< iu'Ui 417,000 4,606,000 4,758,000 119,000 214,000 1,741,000

3. Comparison with same period at this lime hist //ear.

Rrobifts. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. live. Barley. Oats.
25 davs 1313. ..331,000 3,'.>36,000 2,060,0110 9,400 537,000 933,000

25 days 1872... 374,000 2,891,000 2,210,000 64,000 961,000 973,000

Sat.ks.
25 days
25 days

Flour. Wheat. Corn. line. Hurley. Oats.
1873...368,000 3,87:1.000 3,932,000 106,000 416,000 1,535,000
1872. 234,000 2,379,000 2,053,000 36,000 312,000 1,251,000

Stock of grain in store at New York.

Wheat. Corn. Ttye. Barley. Oats.
bush. biish. bush. bush.

2,093,514 241,885 579,742

2.951,993 109,9s;:; 3:5,804 630,466
5,139,537 43.397 613,723 1.451,868

bush.

, 1873.. 1.553,313

, 1873. .1.506.1150

, 1B78..1,27D,|—

Dec.10,
Nov. 8,

Oct. 6,

Oct. 7,1872.. 23,142 3,842,181 39,925 40,015 2,505,006

Malt.
bush.

60.865
91,460

201,737
13,535

A. Receipts at head of tide-water at Albany each season
to Nov. Wth.

Flour. Wheat
bbls. bush.

Bite. Hurley.
bush. bush.

Oats.
bush.

950,260 2,153,(100 3 385,900
474,603 4,548,610 5,696,000

Corn.
bush.

1873 153.500 22,761.700 18,552.200

1872 137.300 11,319.100 29.928,700
1871 290.700 21.31:5,100 30.013,300 1,1U7,910 3.839,101) 6,630,100

1870 430,400 17,131,700 4,805,100 537,500 3,981,700 6,107,500

Gold has been up to 109?,;—closing December 12th at

109(4 as against 108'^ on November 13th .. ..The busi-

ness situation has changed very decidedly for the better
since our last. The Money market has been working
much more satisfactorily for the borrowing interests.

There have been fewer reports of trouble in financial and
commercial circles ; transactions have been on more ex-
tensive scale, and values have very generally advanced.
The Produce trade has shown a marked improvement in

most lines. Breadstuff's have been in more confident de-

mand, in good part for export and nn speculative ac-

count, and prices have been quoted much higher, closing
buoyantly. The very sudden and unusually early closing

of canal navigation has had the effect of diminishing the

supplies arriving at the seaboard and stiffening the views
of holders. Luge amounts of Grain have been locked
up in boats which are ice-bound on the canals, and the

absence of which has been seriously felt, in the local

market. Exporters have experienced considerable diffi-

culty in filling orders for the better qualities of Spring

Wheat aud of mixed Corn, even at the ruling figures.

We are entering on the winter months with very moder-

ate stocks available at this point Provisions and

Cotton have been in better request, and quoted dearer.

The recent dealings in Wool have been unusually

liberal, and prices have been quoted higher, closing in

favor of sellers. Desirable lots of fleece have been com-

paratively scarce in most of the Eastern markets

Tobacco has been in moderate demand, at steady rates.

Hay, Straw, and Seed have been held more firmly

and have been more sought after Hops have been

quoted lower, on a moderate trade, but close more

steadily On the whole, we can safely say that the

financial panic lias measurably subsided. Commercial

affairs have recovered quite encouragingly from the de-

pression caused by the extraordinary financial disturb-

ances of September and October ; and the outlook at

present is far more satisfactory and inspiriting than

could have been reasonably anticipated a month ago.

Work has been very generally resumed in the manufac-

turing districts, and there is now much less of apprehen-

sion as to the immediate future of industrial iuterests.

CUIIUEN'r WHOLESALE PK10ES.

Nov. 13. Dec. 12.

Prick or Gold 108M 109K
Flouu—Super to Extra Stale $4 90 © 7 25 $5 70 © 8 00
Super to Extra Southern. .. 5 25 r^ll 00 6 85 @11 00
Exlra Western 5 60 ©11 00 6 60 ©1100
Extra Oenesee 7 10 @ 9 25 8 10 @ 9 50
Superfine Western 4 90 ® 5 50 5 70 @ 6 50
P.YB Flour 4 25 ® 5 25 4 50 @ 6 110

Cocn-Meai 2 65 ® 3 90 3 35 @ 4 40
Wheat— All kinds of White. 1 45 @ 1 75 1 60 ® 1 90
All kinds olKed and Amber. 1 25 @ 1 55 1 50 @ 1 70
Corn— Yellow 62 @ 63'< 78 © 7914
Mixed 60 © ma 65 © 79

White OS © 70 78 © SIM
Oats— Western 45 @ 50 56 © 59K
State 45 @ 52 50 © 59>J
llvii 85 ©95 100 @ 1 12
Baulky 120 ©165 1 25 @ 1 SO
Hay— Hale, » 100 lbs. 1 00 @ 1 50 1 05 © 1 50
Straw, V 100 lbs 65 © 90 60 @ 85

Cotton— Middlings. V lb
.

.

14K® 14% 16>£@ lfijj

Hoi'S-Crop nflSTS, id lb SO ©50 SO @ 46
Featukrs— Live Geese. V lb 60 @ 85 65 © 75
SEED-Clover, IS lb 8X® 9 9 © »)$
Timothy, V bushel 2 75 © 2 90 2 90 @ 3 12>.'

Flax. ill' bushel 1 80 © — 1 80 © 1 90
SUGAU-Kefi'g& GroceryiSlb 5%@ 9 6^® 8J£
Mor.ASSKS, Cuba. IDgal. . 17 ® 30 17 ® 28
New Orleans, W gal .... 70 @ 82H 50 @ 69
CoFFHK-liio(GoUl) 19 © 22M 215C® 25
Tobacco, Kentucky, &c„ (». 5J4® 14 5K& 14

Seed Leal, if) lb 5 © 65 5 © 65
Wool—Domestic Fleece, * lb 85 © 58 38 ® 58
Domestic, pulled, U* lb 27 ® 48 28 @ 48
California, clip 16 is 32 19 ® 34
Tallow, V lb 65K® 7 1%® la
Oil-Cakk—V Ion ... 34 00 ®36 00 37 00 @38 50
Pork—M ess, » barrel 14 75 ®15 00 16 00 © —
Prime,* barrel IS 50 ©13 75 12 50 ® —
Beef—Plain mess 8 50 ©10 00 8 50 ©1100
Laud, in tics. & barrels, * lb. QH@ "04 V)i<a 8K
Butter—State,* lb 23 © 45 23 © 42
Western, * n> 16 ® 33 17 © 32

Cheese.. . .... 3 © 133^ 3 ® 14

Beans-* bushel 1 50 © 2 60 1 50 © 8 75
PEAS-Canada, free. * bu ... 1 20 @ 1 25 1 10 ® 1 15
EGoa-Fresh.¥> dozen 25 @ 29 29 @ 33

" Limed * dozen — ® — 20 @ 23
Poultry—Fowls 10 ® 18 8 © 14

Turkevs—*» 11 © 18 10 ® 14
Geese,*pair 150 ® 3 00 150 ® 2 50
Ducks, id pair 50 © 1 00 60 © 1 00

" * lb — @ — 10 @ 11

Pigeons, * doz — ® — 1 40 ® 2 00
Woodcock, * pair 40 @ 65 — © —
Partridges, * pair 40 ©80 40 ® 70
Grouse, trapped,* pair 50 © 90 25 ® 85
Hu;is,*pair 50 © 65 50 @ —
VitNisoN.*lb 8 @ 15 6 @ 13

QuAlL,*doz 1 50 © 2 50 1 25 © 1 50
English Snipe, * dozen — @ — 1 25 © 1 75
Robins,* dozen — ® — 50 © 65

Gray Squirrels, each — @ — 5 @ 6

Rabbits, * pair — © — 30 © 40
Turnips * bbl 1 00 © 1 25 50 © 1 25
Cabbages-* 100 4 00 © 7 00 4 00 © 8 00
Onions-* bbl 3 00 ® 5 00 4 00 © 5 50

Potatoes—* hbl 125 ©2 50 1 50 © 3 25
Sweet Potatoes-* bbl S 00 © 4 00 4 50 @ 6 50
Carrots—* bbl — ® - 1 50 © 2 00
Cattliflowers. * doz — @ — 50 fa 4 50
Broom-corn.. . 4 © 12 4 @ 12
Apples-* barrel 2 0D © 3 75 2 00 ® 4 00

Ladv — © — 10 00 ©15 00
Cranberries'-* bbl 5 00 ©10 00 150 ©9 50
Pears, * bbl 3 00 ®10 00 — @ —
GRAPES,*lb S (a 10 4 © 6

Quinces, * bbl 5 00 ©10 00 — © —
Beets, * bbl 1 25 © 1 50 1 50 ® 1 75
Celery, * doz . S7 ® 1 25 100 ©125
Fog-Plants. * doz 50 © — — © —
Tomatoes. * buslnl 1 00 © 1 25 — ® —
Green Peas. * bushel 1 25 @ 1 60 1 50 ® 1 75
Green-Corn, * 100 75 © 1 00 — © —
Lima Beans, * bushel 1 75 © 2 00 — @ —

Hew Vork Iiive-Slock Markets.
RECEIPTS.

week ending Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Swine. Tot'l.

November 17 6,739 83 1,528 25,953 4,7900 32,363

November 24 6,632 80 1,431 25.301 53,889 85,3.'3

December 1 5,575 87 767 20.738 56.667 S.3,834

J) mher 8 7,066 56 818 18,700 57,485 84,125

Total for I Weeks..86,052 S11 4.514 90,697 215.911337,515

do./oi-iD!'e!>.4IFe<*s36,639 296 6,867 121,588 188,567 353,957

Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Sioine.

Average per Week 6,513 78 1.1S6 23,611 58.985

do. do. last Month... 9,159 74 1,716 30.397 47,142

do. do. prev's Month.. 9,493 72 2,710 29,002 33,751

Beeves.—The greatly reduced receipts, with the

gradual improvement in financial matters, have favorably

affected the market. Early in the month a sudden re-

bound of one cent per pound occurred, since which, after

various ups and downs, the market on the whole has im-

proved, and at the close of the past week stood fully l l,£c.

above the average of a mouth previously. Choice steers,

in selected lots, were sold at the close at 13c. @ 13Hc.
<$ lb.

;
good Ohio steei-9 brought 1214c. ; native cattle

from lO'ac @ 12c. ; aud Texaus aud Cherokees 8c. @ lt)c.

Prices fur the past four weeks were

:

WEEK ENDING Range. Large Sales.
November 17.

.

. 5 ®11KC. 9 ©10 c. 9Hc
November 24 6 ®12KC 10 @11 c. lO^c.
December 1.. . 7 ®12!$c. 10M®HXC. 11 c.
December 8... . 7K®129£c. 10>i@ll^c. ll«c.

IUilch Cows.—The supply has about met the mod-
erate demand; there has been no activity, and sales have
been made at from $40 @ $80 $ head. A fresh 20-quart

cow sold last week at $75 Calves.—Grass calves

have arrived in lessened supply, and the market for

them, as well as for veals, has partaken of the general

advance. Grassers of good smooth qualily were selling

at the close at $7.50 @ $9.50 $ head, aud veals were
bringing 7c. @ 12c. $ ft Sheep and Lambs.—
Sheep and lambs now rate evenly. The lessened supply,

with active demand, has caused them to move off freely,

wtth advance in prices. At the close sales were active,

at 5c. @ 7c. for sheep and 654c @ VAc. $ lb. for extra

lambs Swine.—The market for hegs is in better

condition. In the fore part of the month prices gained

over one cent per pound, and at the close the advance

has amounted to quite half a cent more. Live hogs sold

at 4yc @ 5Hc. <§. lb., and dressed, with light pigs in-

cluded, brought, with slow sales, 6c. @ 7c. $ lb.

FREE-Fine Gold Pens, with
Silver Cases—The Best Silrer-plat>

ed Table Articles—Table Cutlery—
Children's Carriages and Toys-
Floral Sets — Garden Seeds and
Flower Bulbs—Sewing Machines

—

Washing Machines and Wringers
—Pocket Knives—Fine Gold and
SilverWatches—Melodeons—Pianos
—Guns and Bides — Cultivators

—

Boohs—etc., etc., etc.; all these are among

the valuable articles to be found in the Premium List on

pages 33 and 34. Any person can, with a little effort,

secure one or more of these valuable articles. Thou-

sands have done it. There is room for thousands more.

It is very easy to obtain clubs of subscribers for the two

popular papers, the American Agriculturist and IIeauth

akd Home. Try it.

containing a great variety of Hems, including many
good Hints and Suggestions icflich we throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for want of space elseiohere.

Beinittiug Money : — Checks on
New York City Banks or Bankers are best

for large sums ; make payable to the order of Orange
Jnild Company, Post-Office Money Orders
for $50 or less, are cheap aud safe also. When these are not

obtainable, register letters, affixing stamps for post-

age and registry
;
put in the money and seal the letter in

the presence of the postmaster, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in the above three methods is safe against loss.

Postage: Ou American Agriculturist, 12 cenU

a year, and on Hearth and Home, 20 cents a rear, in ad-

vance. Double rates if not paid in advance at the

office where the papers are received. For subscribers in

British America, the postage, as above, must be sent

to this office, with the subscription, for prepayment here.

Also 20 cents for delivery of Hearth and Home and IS

cents for delivery of American Agriculturist in New
York City.

Bound Copies of Volume Thirty.
two are now ready. Price, $2, at our office ; or $2.50

each, if sent by mail. Any of the last seventeen volumes

(16 to 32) will also be forwarded at same price. Sets of

numbers sent to our office will be neatly bouud in our

regular style, at 75 cents per vol. (50 cents extra, if return-

ed by mail.) Missing numbers supplied at 12 cents each.

Clubs can at any time be increased by remitting

for each addition the price paid by the original members:

pr a small club may be increased to a larger one ; thus

;
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a person having sent 10 subscribers and $12, may after-

ward send 10 more snbecribers with only $8 ; making a

club of 20 at $1 each ; and so of the other club rates.

Once More we place upon our shelves a

bound volume, of the Agriculturist by the side of the

goodly array of its predecessors ; and while the majority

of our readers are occupied with the last number for

1873, we are preparing to send them the first number of

1874. To our old friends we need only say that the paper

shall he as much better than it lias been as it is possible

for us to make it. To those who now first become ac-

quainted with us, we can say that we endeavor to present

each a bill of fare as will be acceptable to those who are

to partake of it, and we invite them to make their wishes

known to ns. Our correspondence comes not only from

every portion of our own country but from all parts of

the world. A record is made of the subject of each let-

ter, and at proper times these are classified, so that we
ar« able to see at a glance what our readers are thinking

about and what are their most urgent needs. Feeling

that every family—at least every one in rural life—would
find the Agriculturist not only interesting but useful, we
call attention to the business announcements of the pub-
lishers on pages 32 and 38. Long experience has shown
that their manner of giving premiums enables them to

give those who interest themselves in extending our cir-

culation much better pay for their time and labor than

they otherwise could. There is no way in which farmers

or farmers
1 clubs and granges can supply themselves with

libraries or obtain many other desirable articles so read-

ily as by obtaining subscribers for the AgricullmHst.

The " Basket," which is always full, has

now overran; and though a portion of its contents will

be found on page 35, we have not been able to answer all

the queries of our friends. Some must wait.

The German Agriculturist is pub-

lished at the same price as the English edition, and is

mainly a reproduction of that paper, with a special de-

partment edited by the Hon. T. Hii&ch. Will our read-

ers kindly mention this to their German friends ? Per-

haps some who employ Germans as gardeners, laborers,

etc., would be glad to supply them with useful reading

matter by subscribing for the German edition for them.

State Oranges.—Upon the 10th of last

month two very important meetings of the Patrons of

Husbandry were held—the State Grange of Illinois, at

Bloomington, and that of Iowa, at Des Moines. Both

were well attended, some Keren hundred delegates being

present at Bloomington and a correspondingly large

number at Des Moines. The addresses of the Masters at

both Granges were full of good sense, and had reference,

among other matters, to the action of the order in poli-

tics. The course of some subordinate orders in political

matters waa disapproved. As we learn from conversa-

tion and correspondence with some of the most promi-

nent men in the order, they do not propose, as a body,

to take a part in politics, but, just as the members of a

church will vote for candidates who they suppose are

not adverse to religions progress, so the members of the

granges will vote as individuals for those candidates who
will best advance the interests of the farmers. This

position being known, it led in California, recently, to

both parties presenting unusually good candidates.

Othonna—Correction.—Last month we
gave an engraving of this promising new succulent,

whieli was a correct representation of everything except
the flowers. Except in bright sunshine the ray petals

curl up as shown in the engraving, and the artist drew
them ae he saw them. We should have directed him to

draw them with the ray8 spread flat, like those of an Ox-
eye Daisy.

English Farm Labor for America.
—The visit of Mr. Joseph Arch to this country has awak-

ened a new interest in the introduction of English farm

laborers. Several have written to us in regard to those

who advertise their readiness to provide laborers under
the auspices of Mr. Arch and the association he repre-

sents. In an interview with Mr. Arch shortly before he
returned to England, he distinctly assured us that he

ehould in no case treat with individuals, but only with
governments and organized societies of known responsi-

bility. He was so positive upon this point that it is dif-

ficult to believe that he has "gone back" upon himself

and authorized unknown persons to act with his au-

thority. If he has done this, then he is not so well fitted

to represent the laboring class as his previous course

gave us reason to believe him to be. Pending definite

information on this matter, we advise no one to risk a
dollar upon a venture, but be sure that he has some se-

curity that hi8 money will be properly used. The sum
asked in advance—$5— is so ridiculously inadequate to

bring out a man from England, that with our present

knowledge we look upon the whole matter with sus-

picion. A gentleman of our acquaintance has made per-

sistent efforts to see one of the persons who advertises

to bring out English laborers, and gone from hotel to

boarding-house so often in vain that it looks—so far as

this person is concerned—as if he were avoiding rather

than seeking business. "Wait a bit" is a good motto
to adopt in this matter.

Our Fiuc Chromos.—Read all about
them on page 32. It is very easy to secure one or both.

Take Both Papers. — If both the

American Agriculturist and Hearth and Home are

token together they may be had for only $-1, and $4.50

pays for both papers and a Chromo with each.

Only Ten Cents. — We advise every

reader of the Ameiicaai Agriculturist who docs not now
take IIeauth and Home to get No. 1 for January 3d, 1874.

It contains a supplement with the opening chapters of

Mrs. Rebecca Harding Davis's great new story, "John
Andross," and is filled with other good things. Get it of

your newsdealer, or send a dime to this office, and a copy
will be forwarded post-paid.

TUe Garden Library. — Our friend

Robinson, editor of The Garden (England), has estab-

lished what he calls the Garden Library, for the sale of

new and second-hand books upon horticulture and kin-

dred subjects. A neat catalogue, giving the works for

sale and prices, can be had by addressing The Garden
Library, No. 37 Southampton street, Covent Garden,

London, W. C, England.

Farms tor Premiums.—A most liberal

offer of farm lands as Special Premiums is made by the

Publishers to those who will secure clubs of subscribers

for the American Agriculturist and Hearth and Home.
See particulars on third-cover page of this paper.

Do \ oi Fail to Read it. — The
Premium List on page 33 of this paper is worthy of the

attention of everybody who would like to do good and at

the same time make money. Thousands of persons in

years past, not only in all parts of this country, but also

in British America and in other parts of the world, have

each obtained one or more of these valuable premium
articles by simply collecting a list of subscribers and for-

warding them, with their subscriptions, to the publish-

ers. Do not fail to read the Premium List.

Illustrated Register of Rural
Affairs for 1S74. Albany: Luther Tucker & Son.

—If we do not always notice the appearance of this use-

ful annual it is because the publishers fail to send an
editorial copy. It is sufficient praise for this number to

say that it is worthy to stand by the side of its predeces-

sors. We do not know where more can be had for the

money—30c, for which sum it is sent by mail from this

office.

A Fine Catalogue ot" a Fine
Library is that of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society, recently issued. The library is rich in new and

old books relating to horticulture, and its treasures are

always accessible to those interested in consulting it.

Here is one library at least in the care of those who de-

sire to make it useful, and the Massachusetts Society de-

serve great credit not only for accumulating such a fine

collection of books, but for publishing a complete cata-

logue which gives not only subjects but authors in a

manner for ready reference. Horticulturists visiting

Boston should not fail to see this library, and if they do

not find the veteran Buswell at the rooms ready to serve

them they will find his place filled by his wife or son,

either of whom are always ready to make a stranger

welcome.

Much Castor-Oil.—A writer in the Kansas
Farmer says: "Scientific writers inform us that there

are no less than 1,500 species of the Castor-oil plant."—

We do not know to what " scientific writers " this corre-

spondent has access, but the standard botanical work of

the age, De Candolle's Prodromns, posts up the whole

number of species of Ricinus or Castor-oil plant, and

makes—just one! We may add that he recognizes six-

teen varieties of this species.

TUe English of It.—French names for

fruits when they come into common use by English-

speaking people, sometimes become enrionsly trans-

formed. The Gardeners'* Chronicle tells us that the pear

Josephine de Malincs is known in England as Joseph on

the Palings. We can nearly cqnal that on Broadway,

where a vender placards his " Dan Jo." pears, this being
his rendering of Beurre d'Anjou.

SJM»RV HUHIBUOS.—If one were to
sit at the window of this office and watch the passers on
Broadway he would notice that among the hundreds and
thousands who go by, some faces will reappear at short
intervals. When his eye becomes accustomed to the

crowd he will observe that certain men, either singly or

in pairs, pass up and soon after go down the street, seem-
ing to have no particular destination. These persons

are not especially noticeable in the matter of dress, but

the observer will find something not altogether pleasant

in their faces, and if he inquires about them of some one
familiar with the street he will learn that they are known
as "strikers," "beats," and by other slang names, and
that their business is to prey upon

STRANGERS IN NEW STORK.

The manner in which they operate can be illustrated

by a bit of personal experience. A few evenings ago as

the writer of this was hurrying to the boat in order to go

to his home in the country, he was accosted by a person

who was coming rapidly towards him with outstretched

hand and countenance expressive of gratification with:

"Well, well, of all things in the world! Why who in

would have thought of meeting you here! When
did you get inV—" I do not know you, sir, who are you?"
was the reply. "What! Don't you recollect Dr. Nor-

ton?" he said, and seeing the kind of chap we had to

deal with, we humored him a little, and instead of deny-

ing all knowledge of the "Doctor," we asked: "Well,

Doctor, how is practice?"—"Oh I am not practising

now; I'm in business."—"Business eh? what kind?"—
"I am selling oft" a fine lot of jewelry and watches cheap;

it is close by here, come along and Bee them." The
Doctor was informed that New York had been our

place of business for some 20 years, and that his little

game would not work. There is a gang of scoundrels

who infest the much traveled streets and make up to

strangers in this barefaced manner, and too often suc-

ceed in fleecing them. The police when they sec that

one of these rogues has a victim in tow inform the

stranger of the character of his companion. This is all

they can do, as they can not make an arrest unless some
misdemeanor is actually committed. Almost every one
comes to New York sometime or another, and we must
warn all who visit this or any other large city to repel

the approaches of any stranger, no matter under what
pretext he forces himself upon them. Do not even in-

quire the way to a place or ask any other information of

a stranger upon the street, but always apply to a police-

man, or if one is not readily found step into a respectable

looking store and make the necessary inquiries.

SUSPICIOUS LIVE-STOCK DEALERS.

We have before mentioned that numerous complaints

have been made of certain dealers in live stock in Penn-
sylvania, and letters continue to come relating transac-

tions which, as they are represented by one of the parties,

appear to be nothing less than downright swindles. The
gentlemen who complain have sufficient means to for-

ward pay for high priced animals ; why do they not bring

these alleged swindlers into court f The latest letter re-

ceived in relation to this matter comes from a postmaster

in New Mexico, and we give an extract from it to show
the general tenor of the charges against the firm: "In
Feb. last I sent to & Co., of P g. Pa., for fine

chickenB. I sent them a draft for $2(1, and as yet have

got nothing from them, only they acknowledged the re-

ceipt of the money. Then they wrote me that the Ex-

press Co. would not take them unless the charges were
prepaid, and that I should send them so much (the

amount of Ex. charges) and they would ship. I then mis-

trusted them, and wrote to pay express charges out of

the money I sent them, and send chickens for the balance

as per my letter. That seemed to be a deadener on them,

and from that time I can get no reply whatever." The

writer of this letter asks if wc do not think this firm

ought to be exposed. We certainly do, and the best way

to expose them is to bring a criminal suit against them

for obtaining money under false pretenses.

TnE PANIC AND HUMBUGS

seem to have a relation to one another, as while we USD.-

ally have a lively opening for the winter trade we never

knew matters so dull as at present. The newer States

and Territories are especially favored by the humbug
chaps. One gentleman living in Colorado sends us no

less than nine circulars of different schemes, which he

had received within a short, time Those who wish to

get rich quickly might invest in the

GOLDEN BUTTER COMPOUND.

ThiB time the butter stnffhails from Marion, Ohio. What
is the use of Alderney cows when with this stuff butter

can be made for " three cents a pound.'1 '' We can afford to

butter our bread on both sides. Those chaps in New
York who male, "butter" out of tallow have to Mil a
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cow before they can get any butter, but if we are to be-

lieve tbe story this "Golden Butter Compound" only

needs A live calf—to purchase the stuff. It is curious to

see how this butter humbug comes up about once a year

now in one place and now in another, and yet there are

some Bttlpid old fogies who will keep cows and think

them the proper source of butter Here comes one

J. W. Stephens who hails Horn Newark, N. J., with his

CLARK'S BOOK OP SECRETS,

which teaches "the Secrets of Health, Wealth, and Hap-

piness"—and must be singularly cheap at only $1. See

here, Stephens, you say that this book " Teaches how the

Primitive Elements maybe so combined as to produce

the diamond, ruby, emerald, sapphire at very little ex-

pense or trouble." Now you are at more than " a little

expense" in printing your book, and at lots of ""trouble 1 '

in sending out your humbugging circulars. Why don't

you, like a sensible man, just make a email handful of

diamonds, or even emeralds, and get a fortune in a lump
instead of by miserable driblets. Take our advice. Oh
Stephens, for which we charge you nothing. Don't you
laugh when you read that your book tells " How to Make
a Girl Fall in Love With You," to think that there will

be miserable idiots to buy your book and believe it?

Here comes some

. GOOD NEWS FROM KANSAS.

Before this reaches our readers there will have been
drawn (Dec. 31st), if the programme is carried out, a lot-

tery under the name of " Grand Gift Concert " at the City

of Leavenworth. This lottery is "For the Purpose of

Erecting a Juvenile Reform School." We say that this

je good news, for the fact that a huge lottery is on foot in

Leavenworth shows a great need of reform, and as the

present authorities, by their lottery gambling, are setting

a fearful example to the rising generation, we are glad to

learn that the youth of Leavenworth are to have a place

where they can be " reformed."

DOES IT NOT LOOK SUSPICIOUS ?

writes a correspondent in sending us the advertisement

of The Fourth Lottery or " Gift Concert for the Benefit of

the Public Library of Kentucky." Yes, good sir, it does
M look suspicious," and so does every scheme of its kind.

Every sensible man knows that every lottery, no matter
how fairly conducted, enriches a few at the expense of

many. This is "about tbe size of it" as they say in

California : One hundred men put in a dollar each that

one man may draw $25, and the chap that runs the ma-
chine may pocket the odd $76. So with the " TJ. S. Prize

Association" and everything of the kind.

GENEVA $4 WATCHES

are still to be had—or perhaps it would be safer to say-
are still offered. Is it not a little funny that the " Geneva
Watch Co. at Geneva, Switzerland," whatever that may
be, should issue a certificate that they have appointed J.

Wright & Co. [N. Y.] "our sole agents in the United
States of America," and that they have appointed Howard
& Co. [Phila.] "our sole agents in the United States of

America," and that both certificates bear the same dates?

COUNTERFEIT MONET OR " QUEER"

eeems to be very dull. One would think that this thing

would do better in time of panic, but as tbe swindlers

always require good money in exchange for their bad,

perhaps the times induce those who happen to have the

genuine to hold on to it. We showed up the hotel dodge
of the " Queer " dealers in the November number. These
circulars are still going around with much the same old

name6 Here is one new name, however, Rudolph A.
Malataf, Erie, Pa., but as Rudolph sends the same old

threatening circular, and mails it at New York, he is only
"Mous. Tonson come again." Rudolph makes a mistake
when he sends his temptatious to our friends in the nur-

sery and florist's business; they read the Agriculturist, and
know "what's what."

ONCE MORE—PLEASE TAKE NOTICE.

We again call the attention of our old readers to one
thing, which we give for the benefit of our many new
ones as well, which is this : We hold that any one who
advertises that he can cure certain complaints, or who
advertises anything beyond the fact that he is a physician
or surgeon, or who advertises any put up secret medicine
whatever, is unworthy of confidence. We must therefore
request of our friends that they will not write to ask our
opinion of this or that advertising doctor. It is a waste
of our time and their postage stamps. We have but one
reply to make to such inquiries, which is: "We have
no knowledge whatever oft he person."

Oilier
on page 35.

' Basket " Items will be found

The Taylor or Kullli Grape.—
P. Manny, Freeport, 111., writes that his vines of this
Tarii'ty Inst season set unusually full, and thatthe grapes,
instead nf being white as they should be and were in

two previous crops, ripened of a black color and were

very sour. These particular vines were not protected

the preceding winter, and others of the same variety

that were protected bore the usual kind of fruit.—We
hope that Mr. M. will experiment this winter to ascer-

tain if covering has anything to do with this singular

phenomenon. The same writer remarks that while he

considers the Taylor an indifferent grape, he finds it

valuable for stocks upon which to graft other kinds, the

Delaware doing especially well when so worked.

**C3rape Tomato." — A correspondent,

whose address we have mislaid, sends specimens of what

he cultivates as "grape tomato," and asks if the name is

correct.—This name belongs to a small variety of the

common tomato, and not to the one sent, which is the

Purple Alkekengi, or Purple Ground Cherry.

Harvest Home festivals.—" Viz.,"

Covedale, Ohio, informs us that the harvest home festival

is not unknown in America, but that a harvest home
association has been in existence in Covedale for ten

years or more, the annual picnics of which have been
found to be indispensable. The offer of our correspond-

ent to send us a copy of the regulations of the associa-

tion is accepted with thanks. The extended formation

of such associations is to be encouraged.

tST See Pages 32 and 33.

White Spots.—" C. B.," Groton, N. H.
A white spot may be made upon a horse's forehead by

blistering the part with common blistering ointment, but

it must not be done so severely as to destroy the hair. A
plaster of common pitch kept upon the part until it re-

moves the hair has been used for this purpose.

Pears.—"W. F." Some pears were received

last fall in very bad condition. They may have been

yours ; but your letter (November 15th) has neither

town, State, nor post-mark, and no clue to your address.

Kentucky Blue-grass.—W. S. Rand,
Vauceburg, Ky., sends us a sod of blue -grass cut Novem-
ber 15th, upon which green, fresh grass, over two feet

long, is growing. This is intended to show the sort of

winter pasture which may be had in the famed blue-grass

region of that State,

Capacity of Cistern.-" P. and GL,"
Wilson, N. C. A cistern 8 feet wide, 8 feet long, and 1>,£

deep, would hold 96 cubic feet, each cubic foot being

equal to 7!£ gallons of water: the contents therefore

would be over 700 gallons. Upon another page of this

number you will find a method described of building an

elevated cistern. The best material is probably hemlock
or cedar lumber. Lead is poisonous, and iron rusts too

readily. Zinc is also poisonous to some extent.

The American Rural Home.—
There are disappointed, soured persons calling them-
selves pomologists who carp and snarl at every new
fruit that they have had no hand in introducing, and are

ever ready to malign those who bring out a novelty. We
do not wonder at this—it is their nature so to do ; but we
do wonder that a respectable paper should allow its col-

umns to be made the medium through which these mal-

contents can reach the public. The American Rural

Home publishes an article in which two of the corre-

spondents of this paper and its editor are referred to in

the most ungentlemanly manner. To the writer of this

communication we have nothing to say—the lion's skin

of an assumed name is not sufficient to conceal the thing

beneath it ; nor does the editor of this paper care to

notice anything in reference to himielf that comes from

this source. Yet we think it right to remind the editor

of the Rural Home that it is not in accordance with edi-

torial courtesy to allow one under a pseudonym to attack

two brethren of the press. Mr. P. J. iJerckmans, editor

of the Farmer and Gardener, named a new peach in

honor of the editor of this paper, and furnished us with

a description of it. The Rural Home should hesitate

before it gives publicity to any aspersions upon the

character of a gentleman who stands so high, pomologi-
cally and socially, as does Mr. Berckmans. Before it

uttered flings at the honesty of his motives or implica-

tions aa to his truthfulness it could have inquired of the

many pomologists of Rochester if such were justified.

Mr. B. can not be injured by its article, but in what a
position it places the Rural Home. The same article is

equally courteous towards Mr. Bury, of Michigan, whom
we quoted as having a Concord grape that behaved
strangely. It contemptuously says: "We don't know
aught of the man Berry." The gentleman's name is Bury ;

but, Berry or Bury, he has cause tn congratulate himself
fit this statement. Fair, open criticism, even if it be
sharp, wo believe in, and nowhere is it more useful than

in pomological matters; bat if we must have this
underhanded substitute for it we beg the Rural Home not
to give us bad grammar with its bad taste.

Killing Weeds.-"R.," Sault St. Marie.
Spading the garden in the fall, though beneficial in other
respects, will not kill weeds. The seeds of weeds are
not to be frozen out. The only way to get rid of weed
seeds in the soil is to allow them to germinate, and then
kill the young plants. If taken at the right time this
may be done in the garden with the rake. Do not hope
to destroy the vitality ot weed seedB either by freezing or
by burying ; as soon as the influences are favorable they
will grow as sure as fate.

A Good Native Cow.—F. M. Baasett,

Independence, N. Y., writes us that a native cow gave in

June last 1,600 lbs. of milk. The lar-est daily yield in

the month was 57 lbs. 55 lbs., or one day's milk, was
churned, and yielded 2 lbs. 1 oz. of butter. Her feed

was pasture and 6 lbs. of wheat bran per day.

The Michigan Stale Pomological
Society held its third annual meeting in the first week
in December. It was stated that the signs (which almost
always fail) indicated that the winter would be an open
one; a mild winter was considered disadvantageous to

fruit-growers, but what tbe Society propose to do about

it is not stated. Prof. Cook stated that in the last disas-

trous winter orchards that had been cultivated fared

worse than others ; in the Grand Traverse region, where
the snow is generally four feet deep, fruit culture was
successful. Fruit near Kalamazoo had suffered from the

drouths of summer. The otten vexed question of the

best and hardiest grape came up. Mr. Chilson, of

Battle Creek, considered the Delaware the hardiest and
most money making; the Diana the best keeper; ap-

proved of covering the vines with earth in winter, and
that no grapes were hardy enough for Michigan without
this protection; the Iona, though it often fails, he con-

sidered a standard variety. Mr. Sterling, of Monroe, ad-

vocated Concord and Norton's Virginia; he covers. In

the Strawberry discussion the Wilson was the favorite.

Frequent Working.— 'E. E. R." aska
if be can injure his soil by spading every year. No. Our
market gardeners plow or spade two or three times a

year, and w,c can point out land that has been kept "al-

ways turning," as they term it, for more than fifty years.

They are careful, however, to put in some manure every

time a crop is taken off, and if this be done the soil is

practically inexhaustible.

Freiit near Chicago.—A gentleman who
haB experimented for six years considers the Green Pro-

lific and Seneca Chief the most successful Strawberries

with him, and Davidson's Thornless, Mammoth Cluster,

and Golden Thornless the best Raspberries. These are

all varieties of black-caps, and however well they may
sell in Chicago, would find a poor market in New York.

Solvents tor Ontta Percha and
Caoutchouc.- 1

!). J. B.," Wash. Co., M. D. Pare
ether, chloroform, and benzole, will each dissolve these

substances. The last beard of the quack medicine vender

waB in Paris, where he was in an impecunious state.

Mushrooms.—"E. E. R." The "spawn"
is what corresponds to the roots and stems of other

plants, the mushroom, or eatable part, is the portion of

the plant which corresponds to the seeding portion. Ton
will not be able to grow them in common garden beds.

They need a bed of horse manure, and proper attention

to shade and moisture.

Cotswolds.—"E. E. R." These are among
the largest breeds of sheep. If your ram is small he

must be a grade.

The Scotch Larch.-" G. C," New Jer-

sey. The larches are not evergreens, nor are their

branches sufficiently rigid to make Ihem useful aa hedge

plants, therefore your other questions need not be an-

swered.

Ashes.—A correspondent asks if ashes from *

stove will be of use upon his garden, but does not say

what he burns in his stove. Wood-ashes are good for

almost all crops ; coal ashes had better be used for walks

unless in very stiff land, where they may be of mechan-

ical service.

Swollen I\eck.-U L. A.," Fountain Green,

TJ. T. The cause of a swollen neck in almost always a

badly fitting collar. If a snugly fitting collar is provided

the swelling often disappears without any other remedy

;

if not it must have time to break, discharge, and heal.
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Beef from Texas.-Ten cars of fresh

beef have recently arrived in New York from Denison,

Texas. The cars are the patent refrigerator cars of Mr.

T. L. Rankin, of Emporia, Kansas. They contained 420

carcasses of beef, which were slaughtered in Denison

and Austin, Texas, on the 26th November, and arrived in

perfect order in New York on the 6th of December, when

they were sold. The running time was only five days

from Denison. The results of this successful trip are

that beef is bronght to the New York market in a perfect

condition, free from braises and uuwholesomeuess con-

tinent upon the carriage of livestock in the railroad

cars, and sold at a less price, with a greater profit, to the

cattle feeder, the shipper, and the transportation compa-

nies. It is expected that 500 head will bo sent three

times each week in future from Denison to New York.

By the use of these cars much suffering will be saved to

the cattle, and their ultimate destination will be reached

in a much less painful manner than otherwise.

Beacon Cornel Stli.—This bull, of which

a portrait is given elsewhere, is nearly four years old,

having been dropped February, 1870. His color is mul-

berry fawn. He was bred by Mr. Crosier, being out of

his imported cow Josephine, by Beacon Comet. He was

one of the Jersey herd exhibited at the New York State

Fair of 1ST2, to which the gold medal was awarded.

See1 Page S5 for other " Basket " items.

What Shall wc Have lor Break-
fast '—The answers to this question were unexpectedly

numerous, no less than 357 having been received. Some

of these were simply hills of fare without any comment,

while others contained useful suggestions and recipes.

To reduce this mass down to forty or fifty of the best was

an easy matter, but to say which was the best one, or

best three of this smaller number, was exceedingly diffi-

cult. Then again, those living near the coast naturally

propose quite different articles from those living far in-

land, and a Soulhern housekeeper's list of articles quite

different from that of her New England sister. As the

moat satisfactory way of awarding the premiums, we di-

vided the contributions geographically, awarding a pre-

mium to the best from each of the divisions, New En-

gland, Middle, Western, Southern, and Pacific States, as

follows : Mrs. Thomas S. Robie, New Ipswich, N. H.

;

Miss J. J. O., Woodbourne, Sullivan Co., N. Y. ; Mrs.

Allen G. Bonham, Oxford, Ohio; Mrs. Anna Tanner,

Evergreen, La. ; Mrs. G. H. Kellogg, Crescent City, Cal.

Some of these hills of fare, with their accompanying re-

cipes, will be published in the Household in future num-
bers, and there is much that is useful in many of the arti-

cles which did not receive the premiums.

Ithaca Horse Rake.-" C. W. D.," Guil-

ford, Ct. The Ithaca Horse Rake is made by tho Wheeler

and Melick Co., Albany, N. Y.

Swelling; of the Less.—Dr. "H. A.,"

Columbia Co., Wis. When the legs of -a horse swell

npon standing in the stable it is an evidence of debility,

general or local. It would be well to iucrease the food

in quantity or improve its quality. The following might

also be of use—viz. : Powdered sulphate of iron, 1% oz.;

gentian root, 2 oz. ; chlorate of potassa, 1 oz. ; mixed and

divided into 12 powders. One of these given in cut feed

as little moistened as possible night and morning.

Ground oats would be better for feed than corn. Friction

by rubbing with a coarse woolen cloth upon the parts

would also be helpful.

Naked Brahma Chicles.—"C. F.,"

Detroit, Mich. It is not at all uncommon for young
Brahma chicks to be almost without cither down or

feathers. Eventually, however, the feathers make their

appearance. Fowls of this breed are very hardy, and the

want of feathers does them no injury except in appear-

ance. Partially web feet are a monstrosity which we
have occasionally seen in fowls. Such fowls should not

be bred from.

Indigestion in the Horse.—"J. H.
T.." Philadelphia, recommends pulverized charcoal for

indigestion in a horse, to be given in the food. Also

rasping the teeth of old horse3 in cases where the center

of the tooth has worn below the outer enamel, and has
left the teeth cup shaped. J. H. T. however forgets

that horses' teeth do not wear in this way, but that,

through a beautiful contrivance, the enamel as the tooth

wears away is left in the shape of an irregularly curved
and angular ridge, which forms a very perfect grinding

or cutting edge, aud except in very old horses these

grinders arc the last teeth to give out

VW~ See Pages 33 and 33,

Value ©fit Cow.—" J. P. LM" Ringwood,

N. C. A cow that gives 20 qnartB of rich milk per day

should bring the highest price current for cows iu her

particular locality. Prices depend very much upon lo-

cality. A cow of that character would bring $70 in some
places, in other places not more than $40.

Gregory's Specialties.—We always like

to see a man ride hobbies, especially when they are good

ones. Our friend J. J. H. Gregory, of Marblehead.

Mass., has always some special tilings in the way of

garden seeds, which he mukes a specialty of, although

he does not neglect the standard varieties. If he

had never had any other hobby than the Hubbard
Squash, he would deserve well of the community, but

when we take into account the other squashes, the cab-

bages, beans, sweet corn, melons, and we can not re-

member how many other things that he was the first to

bring prominently before the public, we are quite sure

that the gardens all over tho country are largely indebted

to Mr. Gregory for many of their choicest products.

Poultry upon a Lai-ge Scale.—"F.

W. J.," Quincy, 111. Pottltry-raieing upon a large scale

has not been generally successful. It has only been pro-

fitable when c irried on by experienced persons, and the

business has grown from small proportions gradually

larger and larger. To commence a large poultry busi-

ness even with abundant capital but without experience

would be one of the most hopeless of undertakings. The
series of articles upon an egg farm which appeared in the

Agriculturist in the latter part of 1871 and early part of

1872, contains a great deal of valuable information by an

experienced poultry raiser.

Fertilizers upon Oats.—"Inquirer,"

Danville, Va. Soluble fertilizers should be kept upon
the surface and not plowed into the soil. Oata may be

plowed in and the fertilizer should afterwards be evenly

sown upon the surface, or the seed and fertilizer may be

harrowed in together.

Clover Sod for Wheat.—"B. W. B.,"

Christian Co., HI. Clover sod broken last fall will do

very well for spring wheat, but it should not be cross-

plowed. The sod will not be sufficiently rotted to turn

over. A good harrowing will fit the ground for sowing.

A Homesteader in Minnesota.—C.

T. Clough, Wilmar, Kandiyohi Co., Minn., writes us

that he and his brother took up homesteads in the cen-

tral part of Minnesota four years ago, which has been

rapidly settling up since then. He found the soil rich

and the climate healthy. He has now 45 acres under

crops, and raised last year 400 bushels spring wheat npon
20 acres, 600 bushels oats upon 15 acres, 75 bushels of

potatoes upon a quarter of an acre, and 300 bushels of

ruta-bagas upon another quartet'. He docs his plowing

with two ox-teams. He has also 24 acres of Odessa

wheat sown this fall. He has planted 5 acres with tim-

ber—oak, maple, ash, willow, and cottonwood. The
willow is very successful as a hedge plant. Timber
grows very rapidly and fire-wood will soon be plentiful

at his door.

Management of Manure.—" C. K.,"

Pittsylvania Co., Va. The only way to rot manure in

the winter is by frequent turning with repeated fermen-

tation and guarded heatings. In this way it may be

brought to a fine condition for use in the spring. Long
corn-stalks can not be rotted by this process, and by no

means Bhould such corn stalks be allowed in the manure
pile. It is preferable to cut them when fed, as in that

state the refuse is more easily rotted, and if not rotted

is no trouble when the manure is turned over.

Harrowing' Wheat and Voung'
Timothy.-" T. P. B.," Christian Co., Ky. Wenever
spring-harrowed wheat with which timothy had been
sown, and should fear injury to the timothy by doing so.

The wheat being well rooted will stand the harrowing,

but the young timothy would probably suffer, Since we
made a practice of harrowing wheat in spring we always

sowed the timothy and clover at that time, and found
the grass equally as good if not better than the fall sown.

Sheep in New Mexico.—Wc are favored

by a correspondent from Pueblo, Col., with a long com-
munication, exceedingly rich in figures, by which it is

shown that 5,000 Mexican ewes aud 100 rams will in ten

years increase to 591,102 sheep of a value of $886,916.30,

also that the value of the wool product of this nice little

flock will be in the 10 years $842,416.30 ; the total pro-

duct of this pastoral business therefore, is nearly a mil-

lion and three quarter dollars, of winch the clear profit

is figured up to the respectable sum of over one million

dollars, the odd figures being generously thrown away,

That this result might happen figures are abundantly
able to show, that it would happen depends upon con-
tingencies so certainly uncertain that it is wise to avoid
them. Ever since the days of Virgil's shepherds, sheep
have been V always an unhappy flock," and with the best
of care they will turn out so even now. Let no one try
to keep a large flock of sheep without abundant previous
experience.

H^° See Pages 39 and 33.

George A. Prince & Co.'s Organs
and IUelodeoiis.—The musical instruments that
come from this uld and well-known house have attained
a world-wide and well-deserved popularity. Their in-

struments include a great variety of styles and sizes

adapted to use in parlors, halls, and churches. In rich

ness of tone and quality of manufacture they are unsur-

passed, some of their instruments, to our personal

knowledge, having been in use for many years without

needing any repairs. The many organs and melodeona
from this house which have been given by us as pre-

miums have beeu received in every case with great satis-

faction. When musical instruments are wanted, get

good ones or get none.

How to CSet a Homestead. — "W.
M.," Oneida Co., N. Y. Homesteads are still plentiful

across the Missouri, but are scarce upon this side of that

river; although there are some yet remaining in Western
Iowa and Minnesota. But in Nebraska and Kansas, a

short distance back from the railroads, there are thou-

sands of locations remaining to be taken up. The mode
of proceeding is to go to the locality desired, and at every

town or railroad depot parties are on hand who will give

all the necessary information as to the exact position of

vacant lands. When the lot is selected, which is 160

acres for a V. S. soldier or sailor, and 80 acres for others,

within 10 miles of the railroad line or within the limits

of their grant, an application is filed in the U. S. land

office. If the homesteader is living upon the land at the

time of filing of the application, this may be done at the

office of the clerk of the county In which the land lies.

He must then enter into absolute occupation within six

months and commence to improve his land. After five

years' residence he may claim a deed in fee by payment
of certain fees amounting to about $18. The time of a

soldier's service in the army is deducted from the five

years' residence required for others.

The American Dairymen's Asso-
ciation will hold its Ninth Annual Meeting at Utica,

N. Y., on January 13th to 15th. Hon. Horatio Seymour,
X. A. Willard and other well-known writers will read

papers at the meeting. L. B. Arnold, Rochester, N. Y,,

is Secretary.

Prevention of Catarrh in Sheep*—
" W. J. E.," Birmingham, Ala. A damp, low spot should

not be chosen for a sheep-shed. Raising the floor ten

inches from the ground will be no preventive of the dan-

ger of catarrh. It is breathing the moist, cold air as

much as actual contact with the damp soil that affects

the sheep. A location perfectly dry and well drained

should be chosen.

Change of Seed.—"J. B. S.," Concord,

Tenn. With all other grains than corn a change of seed

now and then is considered advisable. Potatoes are es-

pecially improved by a change procured from a different

locality and soil. But corn has not generally been found

to deteriorate by long planting ; on the other hand there

are many farmers who are now planting seed produced

from the corn their fathers planted a generation ago.

Running out of the corn is more likely to be the result

of impoverished soil, and the best method of improve-

ment would probably be a crop of clover upon the land,

to be plowed under, or some other substantial fertilizer.

Boiie-Dust npon I\ew Land.-UH.

D.," Earlham, Iowa. It will hardly pay to put bone-dust

upon new prairie land, even could it be bought at $5 a

ton, which price we feel sure there is some mistake

about. Bone-dust is more particularly useful for root

crops, but pastures are much improved by it. Its effects

are not always immediately apparent, but they are after-

wards often visible for many years.

Peas and Oats.—"H. D." and others.

Peas and oats, when sown together, can not be separated

in thrashing so as to make each grain marketable separ-

ately; for feed this is unnecessary. When ground to-

gether the oats reduce the highly stimulating effects of

the peas. In seeding 3!i bushels of oats and \yx of peas

may be used. The seed should be drilled or plowed in

if possible, as it is difficult to cover peas with the harrow.
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Instruction iu llorse-sliocing.—
U L. S.," Champaign Co., 111. It is impossible to learn

from hooka how to shoe a horse. One may learn how it

should be done, but to do it requires practice. It is a

very simple thing and easily learned; and every farmer

should know how to do it. He may save many dollars

and much time by possessing such knowledge. The
Goodenough Horse-shoe Company will send a competent

teacher of the art to any part of the country, in which 100

pupils, at $3 each, can be procured, who will teach each

one to shoe a horse and take care of the feet. The
Granges can do no better work than in this way to have

all their members properly instructed in this art, the

proper care of the feet and methods of treating simple

foot complaints.

Grain Drills.—"H. M. W., 11 Portage Co.,

Ohi». We have not experimented with any seed drill

sowing less than eight inches between the rows. What
difference in the yield would result from making the

drills Beven inches apart we can not say, but the yield

would probably be less than if the drills were made nine

inches apart. We think nine inches the best space for

drills for wheat or rye. If the crop so drilled were culti-

vated in the spring, there is no question of its conse-
quent improvement.

Cure for Curb.—"D. M. H.," Oswego, N.Y.
Curb consists of a swelling immediately below the hock

and at the back of the leg, upon the back sinew. It is

the result of a strain or of inflammation, and is not neces-

sarily a cause of lameness any more than a windgall,

thoroughpin, or bog spavin, to all of which it bears a

cloBe relationship, except as to locality. The treatment

ie to rab the part with ointment of binoidide of mercury,

as mnch as the size of a hickory nut every sixth day.

Pickle for Sugar-Cured Hams.—
" Subscriber." A very common pickle for hams is made
by dissolving one pound of coarse salt with four ounces

of sugar in as little water as possible (sugar-house syrup

may be substituted for the sugar). This pickle is boiled,

ekimmed, and poured, when cold, over the hams already

well rubbed with salt and paeked in a barrel.

ISP Sec Pages 3£ and 3£.

Gale's Copper-Strip Cutter. — The
machine manufactured by Warren Gale, of Chicopee

Falls, Mass,, is the "Gale's Copper-Strip Feed Cutter."

which we have often recommended as being an excel-

lent feed cutter.

Knitting Machine.—" J. W.," Brown
Co., Ohio. The Bickford Knitting Machine, price $25,

is considered a very good one for family use. All the

knitting machines require to be used with care, and some
amount of mechanical skill is needed to run them suc-

cessfully. They are not so easy to run properly as a

sewing machine.

Petroleum for Shingles. — U G. W.
K.," McKinney, Texas. Crude petroleum would not

make a proper coating for a pine shingle roof. The roof

is the part of a house most exposed to fire, and is suffi-

ciently inflammable without soaking with petroleum. A
good pine shingle roof, well laid, hardly needs any coat-

ing to preserve it, as it will last as long as an ordinary

frame house. If any coating is desired, and the water

from the roof is not to be preserved, gas-tar or any of the

oxide of iron paints, generally known at the fireproof

metallic paints, are the best coatings. Crude petroleum

ie very cheap, and one barrel, worth about $5, should

cover the buildings of a moderate sized farm.

Ground Bone. — "J. J. L.," Crisfield,

Md. Ground bone is a good application for almost any
crop. For wheat, 500 lbs. per acre might be spread in

the spring and harrowed in with a light harrow or a

bush. 200 pounds of guano, however, would doubtless
have a better effect upon the wheat.

Broom Machinery.-" T. S.," Clinton,
La., and many others, are referred to W. J. Brooker,
Fort Plain, Montgomery, N. Y., for the information they
desire as to broom-making machinery.

Epizootic and its Results.—"E. H.
McC," Lee Co., Iowa. The epizootic, which so gen-

erally affected horses over the whole country last year,

often leaves as its effects a chronic cough and a running

at the nose. Besides, the complaint itself is very likely

to return upon exposure to cold. It is very difficnlt to

cure the cough and nasal discharge, which arc the effects

ef a sort of chronic catarrh. The most effective remedy

has been found to be sulphite (not sulphate) of soda, in

half ounce to one ounce doses, given twice a day for a

few days, and then intermitted. If the horse is weak,
some tonic, as a tea-spoonful of ground ginger, should be

given with the soda. Inhalation of the vapor of carbolic

acid has been found useful.

As to Virginia. — "G. W.," Nepany,
Ct. That part of Virginia around Richmond is per-

fectly healthy, pleasant, and fertile. Any Northern man
settling there will undoubtedly be respectfully treated if

he behaves himself as he ought to do in any place. If

he minds his business, and docs not want to run for an

office, he will have nothing to complain of there.

A Question of Morality. — u
C. O.

W., 1
' Medina Co., O. It is a perfectly honest business to

train a mare—that as a farm marc is worth hut $150—and
make her worth $500 as a trotter. But if successful, it is

not always a profitable business, for the reason that by
working upon a farm steadily duriug the time needed to

train and dispose of the mare, the extra money might
often be earned twice over. Then again, one might fail

and the lime would be lost and the money besides.

Cooking; Cotton-Seed.— u A. P. K.,"
Greenville, Miss., writes us about cooking unluilled

cotton-seed, lie says: "lean prove by ray experience

that, so far as milk cows are concerned, cotton-6ced,

properly boiled while fresh, arc as readily digested as the

hnlled seed, and may be used without any danger of in-

jury from the presence of the hulls in the stomachs of

the animals,"

Though it is essentially English, we rarely get a number
that has not much of interest to us, and we have often
wished that a similar journal might be produced in this

country. As the next best thing to an American popular
monthly of this kind, we have a reprint of the English
one by G. P. Putnam's Sons, who reissue Science Gossip
at 20 cents a number. We do those of our readers who
are in want of a popular journal upon natural science
a service by calling their attention to this reprint.

~- —m + *— _*_» _
Books Noticed.

Our Western Office.

The Agriculturist makes no claim to be especially East-

ern or especially Western, but what its title indicates

—

wholly American. It has always been our aim to make
a journal which should be welcome in every part of the

country. Our office of publication is located at the great

commercial center, New York, which is a matter of neces-

sity for a paper of large circulation, as the facilities for

producing such a journal are more abundant here than

elsewhere. Finding a need of an office in the great com-

mercial city of the West, we have opened one in Chicago,

where our papers and books may be found, and any busi-

ness in relation to the advertising, subscription, and
other departments of the papers may be transacted. This

office is in charge of Mr. W. H. Busbey, favorably known
iu connection with the American Farm Journal, Toledo,

O., and other Western journals. Our friends who visit

Chicago are invited to call at our office, Room No. 4,

Lakeside Building, where they will be welcomed by
Mr. Busbey.

Reports, Catalogues, and Journals.

The Michigan Pomological Society, although

scarcely three years old, is already well established and
doing good work. Its report, published with commend-
able liberality by the state, is a handsome volume, and
contains papers of interest and value.

The Ohio State Horticultural Society, the but-

terfly of which the Ohio Poraological Society was the

chrysalis, gives its report in a condensed form, contain-

ing, among other useful matter, an essay upon Small

Fruits, by Louis Ritz, of Plainville, Hamilton Co.

The Popular Science Monthly (Appleton & Co.),

keeps up the interest of its early numbers, and contains

the best productions of modern scientific workers and
thinkers. It is creditable to the country that such a

journal finds support.

Tick's Floral Guide.—We have before noticed the

fact that Mr. James Vick, of Rochester, publishes his

catalogue in the form of a quarterly, and he is early in

the field with his first issue for 1874. Mr. Vick was for-

merly an editor, and can not get out of the harness alto-

gether; so that in giving his catalogue proper, Mr. V.

presents a number of horticultural items which are

abundantly illustrated; and the whole is prefaced by a
very handsome chromo of Double Portulacas.

Moon's Bee World is the title of a new apiarian

journal issued by A. F. Moon & Co., Rome, Ga., the first

number of which has just reached us. It is in magazine
form of 32 pages. $2 per annum.

Waite, Burnell, Huggins & Co., London, send us

their wholesale seed list, which contains the usual stand-

ard varieties and some novelties. This is a very large

seed house, and enjoys an excellent reputation.

Science Gossip.—We have for several years taken
Hardwicke's Science Gossip, as being the best popular

magazine devoted to scientific subjects in the lan-junee.

For several months our notices of books have been
crowded out, but we have made such arrangements as
will, we trust, enable us to do better by publishers in,

future. While we can not agree to notice all works sent
to us, we shall endeavor to keep our readers advised in
regard to such publications as we consider useful.

School and College Text Books.—A valuable series

of works of this class is issued by the well-known house
of A. S. Barnes & Co., N. Y. Of those that have recently

come to hand are A Fourteen Weeks" Course in ChemUtry
%

by J. Dorman Steele, which seems to be an excellent ele-

mentary work upon the subject, and one in which we are

glad to sec the modern nomenclature employed. $1.50.

A Manual of Moral Philosophy^ which needs no other
commendation than that it is by Doctor A. P. Peabody,
and was prepared for the use of his classes in Harvard.
$1.25.

Landscape Architecture, by n. W. L. Cleveland.

Chicago : Jansen, McClurg & Co. This neat little work
discusses the principles of landscape gardening from a
Western point of view, and is especially adapted to the
wants of the rapidly growing towns of the Western
states. It contains also an essay on tree planting upon,

the great plains.

Half Hours with the Microscope, by Dr. E. Lan
kester. G. P. Putnam'B Sons have reproduced in a neat
style this popular Euglish work npon the use of the mi-
croscope. It is mainly devoted to pointing out objects

of various kinds that are of interest under the micros-

cope, and to showing how to prepare them.

Our Common Insects, by Dr. A. L. Packard, Jr.

Salem : Naturalists' Agency. This is mainly n reproduc-
tion of articles that have appeared in the American
Naturalist, and contains much that is interesting and
valuable. Dr. Packard is one of our most competent
and thorough entomologists, and we always, when we
see a publication of his, regret that he is not more popu-
lar. Iu no branch of science is there so much need of
popular works as in entomology, and we hope that some
one will be found who is able to talk familiarly as well
as learnedly about, insects

; but we have had no works
since that of Harris in a style suited to the common
people.

Seats and Saddles, Bits and Bitting, is the title of
a work by Francis Dwyer, Major of Cavalry iu the Aus-
trian Army, published by Lippiucott & Co., Phila. In
this the whole "subject of the mechanics of horseback
riding is thoroughly and exhaustively discussed, and the
work can not fail to be of great value to both civil and
military equestrians.

A Man of Honor, by Geo. Cary Eggleston. This
appeared as a serial in Hearth and Home, and is now
published by Orange Judd Company. $1.25. It is a
pleasing story of Virginia life, without any attempt at

the sensational.

Silver and Gold.—Under this title J. B. Ford & Co.
publish the report of Prof. R. W. Raymond, U. S. Com-
missioner of Mining Statistics, in a handsome form, il-

lustrated, for $3.50. It is a very full account of th«
various mines which yield what are called the " pre-

cious " metals, and describes the smelting and other

metallurgic processes. Such a work, prepared by so em-
inently competent a hand, is highly important to all en-

gaged in developing the mineral resources of the country.

Widdifield's New Cook-Book, by Hannah Widdi-

field. Philadelphia: Peterson & Bros. $1.75. Weal-
ways notice a new cook-book with hesitation, as, like a

dictionary, one can not jndge of its merits or defects un-

til after the intimate acquaintance that comes of use. At
present we can only say of the one before us that it

looks promising, and that such recipes as we have ex-

amined appear to be well considered and practical.

The Daily Record ; on, Everybody's Diary for
1874. Hastings & Co., 202 Broadway. $1.50. This is a
diary of the size of a large foolscap page, which gives

sufficient space under each date for such record as it is

desirable to make. It would be found very convenient

for a farm journal. A series of tables of various kinds

and an almanac occupy the first part of the book, and a
thin blotter is placed between the leaves—a capital plan
In insure ni-atness.
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ilow to Miike a, Harrow.-"W. B.

S.,
n New Britain, Ct. To make a square harrow in two

parts hinged together in the center, take four pieces of

4X4 oak or maple scantling six feet long, and eight

pieces three feet long. Mortice the shorter pieces into

the longer ones twenty inches apart and six inches from

each end, thus making two frames or gates six feet long,

three feet wide, and with four cross-bars each. Hinge

the two gates together by means of three pairs of eye-

bolts with a long rod passing through each pair. Put

five teeth 12 inches long and % inch thick of square iron

rod into each cross bar, and three teeth into each main

bar between the cross bars. There will then be 52 teeth.

This harrow should be drawn from one corner.

How to Burn Oyster-Shells.—
"J. L. D.," Columbia Co., Pa. Oyster-shells may be

burned in a pit similar to that in which charcoal is

burned. The shells should be piled in a heap with layers

of wood chips, brushwood, and small cordwood inter-

mingled. A layer of dry wood split fine should be placed

at the bottom of the heap, arranged so that a draft is

made to the center of the heap, in which are a few sticks

of wood placed on end to form a chimney. The
heap should be covered witli sods or coarse litter and

then with earth, leaving a lew holes for air until it is

well kindled. Then the holes should be closed up almost

entirely.

Plants Named.—" H. N. P.," Illinois.

We can not undertake to determine plants sent without

flowers. You do not say whether it is a native or not.

If persons sending us plants will only take a little pains

to send specimens in flower together with the leaves we
will name them " A. N. G.," Madison, Kan. Your
plant is CiUlirrho? pedata. It has no common name. It

does well in cultivation, and is often found in gardens

at the East.

Too Heavy Aftermath.—" H. J. B. C,"
New Bern, N. C. It is not economy to permit too heavy
a growth of grass or clover to remain upon the land in

the fall. An aftermath that will interfere with the early

mowing of the grass in the spring is excessive. To pre-

vent it we would pasture the meadow somewhat to re-

duce the quantity, or mow it a second time, and expend

the value of the hay so made in fertilizers for top-dress-

ing. In the present case it is probable that a good
raking with a steel-tooth hay-rake, in the spring, would
gather a large quantity of the rubbish, which might be

used in the stables as litter and returned to the meadows
at some future time.

The Northern Limit of the Dan-
delion.—The northernmost limit at which any flower-

ing plant has been found is lat. 82° N. Dr. Bessel, of

the Polaris expedition, found at that high latitude a form

of the common Dandelion, a Mouse-ear Chickweed (Ce-

rastium alpina), Draba cdpina, and a grass (Poa jlexuosa.)

Hard Crop and Vertigo in Poul-
try.—"' A Subscriber," Adams Co., Ohio. The cause of

hard crop in chickens is indigestion, which is also the

cause of vertigo or dizziness. We would suggest a

change in the feed, a reduction in the amount, and a

stimulant in the shape of two pills of equal quantities of

ground cayenne pepper, ginger, and copperas, as large as

a pea, given daily for a few days. Poultry need a fre-

quent change of food to keep them in health, and a sup-

ply of coarse gravel is also absolutely necessary for them.

Pollen in the Atmosphere. — An
English physician, Dr. Blackly, has satisfied himself that

that annoying disease the " Hay Fever" is caused by the

pollen of grasses. He experimented upon the amount
present in the air by exposing at different heights plates

of glass covercc". with some adhesive liquid. At 4 ft. 9 in.

from the ground the highest number of pollen grains ob-

tained in twenty-four hours was 880 on a square centi-

meter (about two-fifths of an inch). By means of a kite

he experimented upon the quantity present at higher

levels, and found that at a bight of 1,000 feet there were
many times more than the average found near the earth,

besides great numbers of the spores of grain fungus
or smut were obtained

Percheron and Norman Horses.—
M. Simons, of Orne (France), connected with the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and Commerce in that country, in a
letter written to Mr. J. J. Parker, of West Chester, Pa.,

Btates that the true Percheron horse is now very scarce

;

that those who raise horses for sale as Pcrc^rons in the

neighborhood of Chartres—the center of U. , Percheron
horse trade—purchase fonl* in Belgium, Flanders, and
other places, and after feeding them until old enough sell

them as Percherons. It has now come to pass that all

heavy gray horses are classed as Percherons. But these

are far from being the true race. This is but an enlarged

Arab, with all the good qualities, the soundness, and en-

durance of the original race from which he springs. His
color is a gray white or a silver gray. He must be kept

under nearly the same condition of climate as in the

Perche to do well. Being gentle, he must have gentle

treatment. He must be well fed. His rations are 17 lbs.

of straw, 22 lbs. of hay, and 20 quarts of oats.—These
remarks, which we know to be well fouuded, are worthy

of notice by those who are purchasing heavy, coarse-

boned, large-footed, lymphatic, and necessarily unsound
dark gray horses, which are called Normans or Percher-

ons, at high prices, with the certainty of future disap-

pointment. Not long ago we saw an importation of

several so-called Percherons, of which only two could

justly claim the title, and the difference between the true

and false Percherons was abundantly clear. For the im-

provement of our native races we must have animals of

pure breed?, or we make a failure.

Sheep vs. Croats.—"J. W., 1
' Lynchburg,

Va. We would not advise you to change your sheep for

goats. Sheep's wool is a staple article of ready sale,

while goat's hair is not. Goats are equally liable to be

destroyed by dogs as Bbeep are. The best plan is to put

the sheep every night into a pen, with a high board fence

around it, and during the day keep a gun loaded with
buckshot handy. A dog upon your premises without the

owner is a trespasser, and if engaged in hunting eheep

should be shot upon sight.

Muck on Sandy Soils.—" W. A. S.,"

Sunabury, Ct. A dressing of one or two hundred loads

of swamp muck per acre upon sandy lands with the addi-

tion of twenty or thirty bushels of lime per acre, would
be of great benefit. We have found no immediate good
effects from the application of raw muck to such soil, but

when we have filled the barn-yard with it to a foot in

depth in the fall, and allowed the cattle and hogs to run

over it and work it up along with the drainings from the

stables, we have found it excellent for grass and clover

when spread early in spring. The best plan now would
be to haul it out and spread it in the barn-yard as Boon

as it is dry.

Cotton-seed and Flax-seed lYIeals.
—"JS. K. H. T.," Indianapolis.—Cotton-seed meal from

hulled 6eed at $25 per ton is a cheaper feed for milk cows
than flax-seed meal at $30 per ton. There is a greater

production of cream from the cotton-seed, and the butter

has a better color. Caution should be exercised in feed-

ing either of these meals, lest too much be given ; four

pounds a day will be sufficient with other feed. Crushed

oats is better to feed with them than corn-meal. For
fattening stock six pounds a day of either may be fed.

Orchard XPlanting- and Vinegar.

—

"J.J. EL" As you do not state whether you live in

Canada or Florida wo can not advise you about an

orchard. Vinegar can be made iu less than one year

from cider by keeping the room always at the tempera-

ture of 70 deg. ; or by the use of an apparatus made in

Ohio, and advertised some time ago in our columns, it

can be made in a few days without the use of " drugs."

Poultry Houses.—"W. B. C," West-
chester Co., N. T. There is frequently very unnecessary

outlay iu building poultry houses. A cheaply constructed

house may be as warm and as convenient as the most ex-

pensive one. The plans given in the Agriculturist are

adapted to both styles of building, and those who do not

desire a costly one may construct a cheap bouse upon the

same plan by varying the style and material. It is un-

necessary to follow the plan exactly in any case.

Sulky Plows.—" C. D. B.,n North Hatfield.

We can not give you the address of a manufacturer of

sulky plows ; but there are several in Chicago, St. Louis,

and other Western cities, and almost any dealer iu plows

can procure them.

Irrigation by Flooding. — "R. A.

F.," Franklin Co., Mass. Mere covering a grass field

with water in the spring of the year does not necessarily

add to the fertility of the field unless the water brings

with it some fertilizing matter in suspension or in solu-

tion. It is the suspended matter brought down by rivers

which makes the annual spring floods so productive of

grass upon the meadows of river bottoms ; but the

mere flowing of spring water upon grass would be noth-

ing more than a watering, and not fertilizing, in the

sense of manuring.

Bronze Turkeys. - Mrs. "B. J. C,"
Mankatn, Minn. Bronze turkeys are a variety supposed

to be descended from the wild turkey crossed upon the.

domesticated bird. They take their name from a pe-
culiar brilliant brouze reflection from their plumage,
and grow to a large size, birds of 36 to 40 lbs. being not
uncommon. Mr. Wm. Clift, of Mystic Bridge, Ct.,

is an expert in regard to these birds, and we believe can
supply them or the eggs.

Bone Mill.—" Englishman," Lynchburg, Va.
The best bone mill is the Bogardus Mill, which costs

$500. It requires at least four horse power to run effect-

ively. Crushed bone can be purchased in this city for

$35 per ton.

Grass for Pasture.-" T. G.," Kit-

trells, N. C. The best grasses for a pasture are timothy,

orchard grass, blue grass, red top, with red and white

clover. Which grass to choose depends much upon the

soil. Upon rich limestone lands timothy, orchard

grass, blue grass, and red clover may be sown ; the

quantity of seed would be six quarts of timothy, one

bushel each of orchard grass and blue grass, and six

quarts of clover. The blue grass, if it succeeds, will

not show much until the others begin to run out, which
will be in three years. Upon moist soils red top and

timothy should be chosen. Twelve quarts of timothy

and one bushel of red top would be proper quantities.

How to Feed Bye.—"W. S. L.," Au-
sonville, N. C. We have fed rye to horses and cows as

green fodder, cut when just coming into ear. in which
state it is very excellent feed. To feed rye that has been

cut ripe, we would thrash it, grind the grain along with

corn or oats, cut the straw in a fodder-cutter, moisten it

with water, sprinkle a handful of salt and three quarts of

the ground feed npon a large pailful of the moist cut

straw. This makes a very good feed for an ordinary

sized horse when working moderately.

To Preserve Eggs.-"K. H. S." eaye

that he has kept eggs for a whole year as good as fresh

by packing them in plaster.

EnglisSt Cheese—G. C. Hawk, Cleveland,

Tenn. The best English cheese is the Stilton, and next

to that is the Cheddar. The Stiltou is a very rich cheese,

and has a portion of cream mixed with the milk before

the curd is made. It sells in this country for about 00

cents a pound. The Cheddar sells for 40 cents a pound.

It would seem as though we should be able to make such

cheeses here, having a great variety of pasture and other

circumstances favorable for it; but the skill is wanting.

In the Agriculturist of April, 1SGT, there is an article de-

scribing the manufacture of Cheddar cheese (with illus-

trations), in a dairy in Otsego Co., X. Y., by which it

will be seen that the manufacture of fancy cheese is

already introduced in that locality ; but we have not heard

of its introduction elsewhere. The price of such cheese

should be a great inducement for experiment.

Salt Muck for Grass. — "F. G,"
May's Landing, N. J. Salt meadow muck alone is not

sufficient to produce grass upon uplands. It is a very

fair basis on which to build up a good fertilizer, but it.

lacks lime and nitrogen. These may bo supplied oitlur

by the admixture of burnt shells or stone lime and am-

moniacal substances, of which dried blood or flesh iu

powder is probably the best and cheapest. We would

suggest a compost of lime and muck In proportion of

five bushels of lime to one cord of muck, of which

20 loads per acre should be spread in the spring, followed

by 250 lbs. of the dried blood or Peruvian guano.

The Patrons of Husbandry.

HOW THE " GRANGERS" APPEAR TO ONE WHO LIVES

AMONG THEM.

[The remarkable increase of the Order of Patrons of

Husbandry has been before alluded to, and we find the

number of Granges swelling rapidly. Within a short

time State Granges have been organized in New York
and Massachusetts States, in which the order bad hereto-

fore made comparatively slow progress, while the form-

ing of Subordinate Granges is a matter of daily occur-

rence. We are indebted to one of the chief officers of the

order for information iu regard to its progress. The hist

Bulletin received (late in November) gives the number of

Subordinate Granges up to that date at S.'2<>2, with a re-

ported membership of f»19,650. During the month of

October last 1 050 were organized, a rmmber i" marked

contrast with that for the same month Of the preceding

year, when only 91 were reported. The following articlt

is by a resident of that portion of Illinois where

Granges arc numerous, and may bo regarded as an

impartial viewof one not identified with the order.—En.]
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It is assumed by some tliat the Patrons of Husbandry

nre necessarily violent partisans. Can any one im-

agine the abruptly courteous and hospitable farmer

of the We8t as a violent partisan, determined on a nar-

row-minded course toward any particular class? The
man who believes so thoroughly in his Western soil, and

who is always glorying over his big corn and the rapid

development of the country, can not be, in the nature of

things, such a man as he is often painted by writers who
associate so many unheard of things with the name
" Granger.11

The farmers of the West are, as they have been, open-

heurtcd, generous ; in the main contented. They nursed

a special interest beyond its natural growth, and were

surprised to see this interest turn against them. Indig-

nation followed naturally, and discussion caused them to

look about for a remedy. They found interests combined
against them, and they found It necessary to combine in

their own interest. But before this combination that

made them a power had taken place, the order known as

Patrons of Husbandry was at work in its owu special

Held. It now became the basis of combination, and
afforded no very great opportunities for display of ill-

nature. It appealed to the farmer with a touch of ideal-

ism in his nature rather than to the prosy, discontented

croaker. It became strong with the intelligent and pro-'

gressive rntlrer than with the stubborn, old fogyish, and
non-reading classes. In short, the organization made a

direct appeal lo all the better classes of farmers not con-

scientiously opposed to secret societies, and formed into

au active body the good elements in rural society.

The sentiment of the order is generous, and there is

nothing to suggest the harboring of a policy that could

grow into a violent one. Although it has been dragged

into the discussion of puzzling questions, its general at-

titude lias been consistent, and it has encouraged the

growth of a healthy sentiment among farmers. Under
the cover of the organization, new combinations of extra-

ordinary strength have been formed. These are not the

consequences of the working of a resentful spirit, but are

the first organized attempts to remedy a great evil ; the

first general evidence of a common business shrewdness

ou I lie part of Western farmers.

A desire to meet a wrong face to face and make it right,

and the ability to protect self, do not make violent parti-

tans. The truth is, the Western farmers are just as gen-

erous as Grangers as they are as neighbors or entertainers

of new-comers, and they are no readier to become the

blind instruments of designing men than before.

It has pleased some people to make something of a

bugbear of the Grange movement, and persons really in

sympathy with it as a matter of principle, have turned

away and hesitated to investigate. That the present status

is promising, all must admit. That there must be a strong

inward growth in the future to make the order satisfying,

its wannest friends do not deny. In many cases tbere is

a shallowness in the forms that annoys the thoughtful.

In other cases there is too much of what we denominate

a "gushing element," to satisfy the earnest business

man. There is possibly too much machinery of the sim-

ply ornamental kind to wear well. But none of these are

serious objections. If the order is to have a future it

will have a better future in this respect, and will depart

from whatever experience has demonstrated of question-

able utility. The growth of the order was not as rapid

from the first as many people imagine. The rapid growth

did not commence until the organization had been on

trial some years. The necessity for thorough organiza-

tion brought Jt.s machinery into use, and the order at

once became popular as no other order had ever been

among farmers.

Seen from a distance the ground occupied by the

Grangers suggests contention, aggressive lines, and gen-

eral eonfusion. Seen from the place of operations there

Is nothing of this. We see simply farmers striving after

* better social life, like other men ; seeking a higher

standard of education and seeking to make their business

as profitable as possible. AU these objects are com-
mendable, and when we consider their attitude on the

railroad question, we must take the order as an order,

not select certain irate and thoughtless men as represent-

atives. Fanners stand committed to war against monop-
olies, and they have conducted an aggressive campaign
on their own plan. The great majority of farmers realize

the advantage of railroads, and have familiarized them-
selves with expenses and with difficulties in the way of
successful mauagement. They made demands that were
treated with contempt. Railroad companies resented
the making of any demand as an impertinence, and this

policy precipitated a struggle which can not end to their

^advantage. It is often declared that the farmers have
free* hasty, resentful, and short-sighted. But in this re-

-ppeet their conduct will stand comparison with that of

-corporations directed by wise heads and financiers who
have indulged In no Bmall amount of railroad policy. In
the present coufliet with the farmers will the present
policy of Hie railroads w|nr We answer no. Because

their interest is, in this case, identical with that of the

farmers. Many of the roads want farmers on their lands,

want producers along their lines, want the country de-

veloped by a policy that encourages rather than dis-

courages farming. Any one act discouraging or per-

secuting farmers, reacLs to their disadvantage, and it will

be simply to the interest of great Western lines to do in

common what many individual roads must do—make
reasonable concessions to men who have a lasting in-

terest in the success of our railroad Bystem. The sooner

this is done the better, and then will it be discovered

that the Grangers are not wanton assaulters of any in-

terest, but that they are quiet, good-natured people, seek-

ing to make life pleasant by ordinary and legitimate

means. X. Y. Z.

Bee Notes.—Advice to Beginners.

BY M. QUINSY.

If bees were put into winter quarters in good condition

but little can be done for them at this time. Yet there is

often something gained by thinking. Suppose on look-

ing over the bees something is discovered going wrong.

First be sure it, is wrong, and then consider the remedy.
Will any remedy with which we are acquainted apply in

the present case ? Au important duty in this world is to

think of consequences. As I do not expect that any

readers of the Agriculturist have left their bees on their

summer stands for the winter, it will bo unnecessary to

detail management with reference to that. Winter has

commenced this season in time to make out a long one.

If its'scverity is in proportion to its length we must ex-

pect, the effect on our bees to be serious, unless extra

pains are taken. Heed what was said last month.

1 am in favor of urging another class in our community
to engage in bee-keeping. I mean the ladies. It has

been recently demonstrated that they have the ability to

do many things heretofore thought inexpedient, if even

it were possible. Many have the strength, "and many
that have not have the skill to direct in their manage-
ment, as is abundantly proved. Some of them lack the

courage to begin and patience to learu how, and boldness

to brave the sting. Most minds require considerable

discipliue to surmount these obstacles. For a fine lady

to receive a sting is to be dreaded, yet the smart is no
more in a fair face than in firmer flesh. Let us endeavor

to learn all we can of the subject, and iiow stings may be
avoided, as well as how they interfere with the business.

BEE STINGS.

The fear of stings is one of the greatest obstacles in

the way of successful bee-keeping. I have had patent

hive men visit me to exhibit their hive. I am apt to

make up my mind as to the value of his hive by go-

iug with the man among the bees. If he wants pro-

tection for his hands as well as face, cr boasts tliat bees

never sting him and then dodges on hearing a bee flying

near, or if one approaches, seemingly disposed to make
his acquaintance, he makes a strike with his flat hand or

whisp of grass to drive it away, or if his quick motion

attracts still others, and he leaves defeated whether

stung or otherwise, I am apt to think that a hive of his

constructing lacks some essential points, because lie has

not yet become acquainted with bees well enough to

know what is wanted in a hive. If he has some valuable

contrivance it is often purloined from some one else
;

and it is generally the case when looking at his hive that

the only thing new about it is an idea taken from some
good hive so changed as to make it worse. But when a

man accompanies me into the yard and manifests no fear

of slings, and is willing or even anxious to go right into

the hive, I predict thut he is a successful bee-keeper, or

will become one if he gives his attention to it. Mr.

Langstroth on his first visit to me showed more boldness

among bees and avoided stings better than any man I

ever met. And where is the man better acquainted with

them than he is. The fear of a sting never deterred him
from any point he wished to investigate.

There are many ways to avoid the greater number of

stings, as is abundantly proved. But flrst we must try

and understand under what circumstances bees are not

disposed to sting ; also when they nre disposed to do it.

This learned, we have taken one step—an important one

—towards successful bee-keeping. We all know that

bees will not leave the hive on a cold frosty morning

when undisturbed and make an attack. Again, it is

known by many that a bee away from home never stings

unless first made fast. When in the fields, gathering

from the clover blossom, getting drink from water spilled

near the well or spring, sipping from ditch or drains,

they always pay strict attention to their own business

and never sting if not caught fast. How few understand

this. The training of nine-tenths of the community has

been such as to make thorn think that a bee is angry and

disposed to sting at all times and on all occasions when

ever there is an object at hand. Having witnessed them
quietly at work gathering stores from a thousand fields,

sipping water from a thousand rills, or sipping juices
from the punctured grape or apple, or getting sweets from
the sugar harrel in grocery or pantry without molesting
any one does not remove the association of bees and tti/iffs.

These persons suffer more in imagination than they do
from the real thing itself. Generally more complaint is

made by those that have never been attacked than by
those who are stnng most. One attack that proves
serious is reported a thousand times, while others are
not mentioned. The child can be taught to fear the
imaginary hobgoblin as soon as it is dark. The timid
are taught on the same principle regarding bees.

I shall not pretend that bees do not or will not Bting
on sufficient provocation. Means of defence were given-

them no doubt for a wise purpose. It haB been so ar-

ranged by the Creator that stores gathered for their own
use should be shared by man. Man, taking this fof

granted, in ignorance of their real nature, has attempted
to obtain it by brute force alone, regardless of the effect

on their disposition, and for centuries succeeded only
by taking life at the same lime. We are now enabled to

divide the results of their labor without opposition, and
justice is a little nearer done. We have ascertained that

a sudden jar awakens vigilance. They seem to under-
stand tliat it would dislodge their combs and ruin their
home if continued. Anger is aroused, and if the colony
is strong and well supplied many of them come to the
outside to see what is the matter. A quick motion made
by pounding or Btriking is at once perceived, and it in-

duces an attack. How their ideas are communicated is

somewhat conjectural. When wo examine the sting we
find but a tiny instrument to inflict pain—a bee could not
wield a powerful one; but to make its effect powerful the
Creator has added a subtle poison, secreted in a little re-

ceptacle at its base, aud when used, if it only penetrates
the cuticle, some barbs at the point hold it there moie
firmly than any muscles hold it to the bee. It is usually
left in the flesh until sufficient venom is transmitted to
cause acute pain. If not left there is scarcely any pain
felt. The poison that is set afloat in the air awakens the
attention of the whole apiary. Any moving object, es-

especiully one with a quick motion, is attacked. Every
sting inflicted sets afloat more of the poison, and the
disturbance becomes more general. This seemB to be
the kind of language understood by the bee. The ex-
halations of some persons when among them seem so
near like that given out by the poison that they do not
appear to perceive the difference, and act accordingly.
Now, without endeavoring to show further that this is

language, we act as if it were, and set about •' confound-
ing " it. Smoke will do it effectually. Most substances
while being consumed by fire will furnish the material.
Smoke made of tobacco was once thought by a few to do
it best

; but subsequent experience shows other things
better aud cheaper. Linen or cotton rags, sawdust, paper
rolled up so that it will burn without blazing, rotten or
decayed wood made very dry is probably the least trouble.

Wood that is solid or hard when green is better than the
softer kinds. I do not discover much difference in the
variety

; hickory, maple, or apple-tree are good. Let it

be decayed so that it will just hold its shape when sawed
or split into sticks an inch or more square. An improved
method of app'ying this smoke will be given at some
future time. Set one end on fire, and if dry it will burn
without a blaze. A few pieces will smoke for hours. If

the bees are disturbed, and their poison sent out in the
air, this smoke mingled with it neutralizes or changes
its effects. The smoke of tobacco subdues even better

for the time being, but something remains unpleasant
to them—makes them cross ; while the milder smoke
seems to soothe as well as disarm, and the disturbance
is not remembered.

Bees collect a substance called bee-glue or propolis,

with which they seal up all crevices. Any opening or
hole not large enough for a bee to pa^s is filled with it.

Boxes are sealed fast, frames glued together, hives held
to the bottom board, aud top to movable comb hives

fastened by it. In a warm atmosphere it is soft, tena-

cious ; in a cool one hard and brittle. Now anything

fastened by this substance can not be moved in a cool

morniiiL' without a jar. The more there is of it the

greater the snap, and bees unaccustomed to such disturb-

ance rush out of the cluster or entrance and immediately
there is poison in the air. Now. if we have the smoking
wood at hand, and the smoke is blown directly upon
them they at once return. Others may take their places,

and if they too are disposed to resist they will throw up
the abdomen so that it. will not touch the next one, and
press out around the sting a tiny drop of clear liquid

poison so that it may be seen. All that appear and show
this should have a portion of the smoke, which may be
used at intervals as they appear. If all unnecessary jar-

riug is avoided they are soon quieted. In summer, in

the middle of the day when the sun shines, this propolis

Is pliable, and most of the manipulations can be per-
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formed without a Jar. If it is a movable-comb Live you

can take off the boxes, take out frames, look for the

queen, and be very likely not to alarm a bee. Have the

smoke at hand, so that if they do accidentally get an

Alarm they may bo at once quieted. Another thing : If

it is in a season of honey, and the bees are engaged

bringing it In—especially Italians—they are not often dis-

posed to resent what at another time, a few hours earlier,

might be thought a gross insult. When bees are filled

with honey or syrup they are not disposed to make an

attack. If you wish to train bees to make them good-

natured always when practical work with them in the

middle of a warm day. Work slowly ; a quick motion

may attract unpleasant attention. Avoid crushing a

single bee. A little time gained now by quick motions

may be lost in removing stings another day. If no poison

lias been set afloat they have nothing to anger them. It

is possible, if no anger is called up, that having no use

for their poison little or none may be secreted. After a

few generations, at any rale, we shall have little fear to

go among them and get acquainted. And when we get a

few more interested seekers after their real nature we
shall progress in the s:ime ratio in pleasurable and satis-

factory bee-keeping. Let us resolve to give no cause of

resentment.

Ogden Farm Papers.—No. 47.

Good farming; is good farming all the world

over. This must be the result of the reflections

of any considerate person who compares the

agriculture of other countries with that of his

own. The one universal purpose of the farmer

is to devote the fertility of his soil and his

facilities for its management to the production

of such returns as will pay the largest profit in

the comforts of life, in the increased value of

his property, or in actual money. Iu seeking

the accomplishment of this purpose he depends

upon fundamental principles, and works in

obedience to fundamental laws, which are

everywhere the same. Soil and sunshine, air

and water, and the never-ending combinations

and changes by which they aid or retard the

growth of plants—these are invariable from
one end of the world to the other. Processes

vary with circumstances and conditions, but

the principles on which they depend are every-

where the same, and the best farming of Europe
differs from the best farming of America only

in details, not iu general principles.

A careful observation of the agriculture of

the best cultivated parts of Europe confirms

the opinion formed at home that the only good
farming anywhere is the very best farming

that under the circumstances is possible ; and
that, whenever possible, the highest kind of high

farming pays the best. It is not to be under-

stood by this that the finest buildings, the most
elaborate implements, the most costly animals,

the most lavish outlay for artificial manures,

are the index of good management—they are

often the opposite—but that the fullest measure
of success will attend the efforts of that man
who, in small things as in great ones, makes
the most of his circumstances, and whose am-
bition never stops short of the highest excel-

lence that is within his possible reach; who is

never satisfied with what he has done but is

always striving to do more.

There are more of this class iu Europe than

in America, and herein lies its chief advan-
tage as a school for the agricultural student.

Most of the problems which interest us and
form (he subjects of our discussions may be

better investigated there than here. In view
of this I applied myself during my recent trip

to the obtaining of light on the much vexed
question of deep plowing, one which has al-

ways hud a prominent place with our writers,

stid about which no definite early conclusion
"'ems probable. It has certainly not been less

talked about aud written about and quarreled

about in England. When agricultural writing

first commenced there it at once took a promi-

nent position, and the columns of the British

agricultural journals are to this day more taken

up with it than with any other topic on which

opinions differ widely. Arguments on both

sides are plenty—on either side, viewed by
themselves, they seem convincing—and it is at

least difficult to decide which has the best of

the discussion. In practice, the deep plowers

find comparatively few adherents, for there as

well as here it is the almost universal custom

to plow only to the depth of about six inches.

Personally, I have always sided with the deep-

er faction, and I am not now disposed entirely

to abandon their position. At the same time,

the more I investigate the matter the less am I

inclined to urge the adoption of their recom-

mendations. There is much force in the state-

ment of a recent English writer that if by deep

plowing you convert the upturned subsoil (by

the aid of manure) into a surface soil, you by
covering up the surface soil convert it into a

subsoil, and place its greater fertility beyond
the reach of the developing action of the at-

mosphere and thus lose its effect. On the other

hand, there is no getting around the fact that

gardeners and nurserymen have great faith

in the efficiency of "trenching," a process

whereby the surface soil is completely buried

beneath the upturned subsoil. In their cases,

however, the quantity of manure used is much
greater than is possible in the larger operations

of the farm.

In this matter it would certainly be safer to

advise that all attempts at deep plowing be

very carefully made. Many instances can be

cited where it has been decidedly injurious.

Ogden Farm offers one of a serious character,

where nearly ten acres of land was so far in-

jured by turning up a few inches of poor cold

clay that five years' time and an expenditure of

manure and labor to the value of more than

the original cost of the land have been insuffi-

cient to make good the damage. Perhaps cor-

responding cases of benefit may be adduced,

though I know of none that appeals so strongly

to my judgment.

After considering the question on all sides,

what should be our practical recommendation ?

It seems especially clear to mc after a careful

examination of the farming of some of the best

parts of Europe. It is certainly true that,

taken as a whole, the best European agricul-

ture, like the best American agriculture, does

not depend on deep plowing. The men who
succeed the best, there as well as here, are

generally shallow plowers rather than deep
plowers. Many of them no doubt believe,

theoretically, that deeper plowing would be
better ; but whatever their theory may be,

their practice is to confine the turning of

the soil to the first five or six inches, and to

keep their manure near the surface. The only
thing of general value that has been proved
about the question after all these years of ar-

gument is that it has two sides to it, and I do
not hesitate to recommend my readers to be
very cautious how they enter into the discus-

sion with their own plowshares. Study, inves-

tigate, and theorize as much as you like, but lie

very slow to abandon a custom that is known
to be successful for one that is of uncertain

promise. I do not myself desert the deep
plowing party, but, on the other hand, I do not
recommend its teachings for general and imme-
diate adoption. Id many cases it will do good,

but first trials should iu all cases be made on a

very limited scale, for on many soils it does

great harm. There are channels enough open

for the introduction of improved processes

which will pay without question, and the laud-

able energy of enthusiastic men need never lack

for an object. It is the safest plan to stick to

the best customs of the best farmers until they

fail to satisfy, and then to amend or alter them
only as careful experiments shall prove the

change to be a good one. The truth is that we
know by far too little of the how and the why
of vegetable growth to decide on the value of

any improvement in advance of its actual trial.

The way in which agricultural writers have

been forced to abandon their recommendation

for the immediate plowing under of stable

manure, and to content themselves with find-

ing out the reason why the opposite custom of

farmers (to spread manure on the surface and

leave it there) was better, is too fresh in mind
for any prudent man to insist that deep plow-

ing is to be or ought to be the universal pana-

cea of agriculture, while he can count on his

fingers the really successful farmers who have

adopted it, or, who having once adopted it,

have found it worth their while to keep it up.

Of course, the expense of deep plowing has

had much influence in retarding its spread, but

the expense is of itself no argument against it,

and it has not been taken up where (as on the

larger farms of England) mere expense is no

argument against any process that is sure

to pay.

It was thought that the use of steam in

plowing would finally decide the matter in

England, and that with the increased motive

power thus placed at the disposal of the farmer

there would be a general deepening of the fur-

row. The result has been quite an opposite

one—a general giving up of the furrow. Only
where there is clover or grass to be turned un-

der is the plow used at all in steam cultivation.

In all stubble and fallow work (which is much
more in proportion to the grass work than it is

here) there is substituted for it a deep-tined

grubber or cultivator which tears up and loos-

ens the ground very thoroughly without revers-

ing it at all. The cultivation is deep, it is true,

but the top soil is kept at the top, and the sub-

soil is only torn asunder and loosened where it

lies. This secures the great advantages of deep

plowing—better drainage and better protection

against drouth—without entailing the disad-

vantage of burying the richer surface soil away

from the action of sun and air and out of the

reach of surface roots. It is, in fact, more like

our long advocated but too costly subsoiling,

and it constitutes the most effective cultiva-

tion yet known.

As a whole, the fanning of England is the

best in the world. The farms are usually

large, and the farmers men of intelligence and

of large capital. More attention is paid there

than anywhere else to the making of manure

;

grain is largely grown ; and the system of a

regular rotation of crops, to maintain the fer-

tility of the soil, is almost universal. Over a

large part of the country the cash profit of

farming is secured by the sale of grain, but the

fertility of the land, the ability to produce

grain, is kept up by the feeding of a heavy

stock of cattle or sheep, which tire kept mainly

for the sake of the mamiK tbey make, and

which a»e largely led on purchased food—in

great part oil-cake and Indian ram imported
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from America. Such a complete system could

hardly be carried out on so large a scale on

many farms in this country, for few of our

farmers have the necessary capital ; but it is,

after all, the system toward which we should

work and to which we must look for the per-

manent future of our agriculture. Our farm-

ing can never be perfect, nor anything like it,

until we shall have reached the point of a con-

stant improvement of the soil. A constant

deterioration lias been a necessary consequence

of the rapid spread of population over the

whole breadth of the land, but it must before

long be followed by a wave of better farming,

which alone can enable such a population to

be self-supporting. Happily the improvement

already made on farms at the East which were

considered to have been exhausted, shows that

the injury was not deep, and that the pioneers

who have been tempted westward by a virgin

soil have left behind them a fair field for the

establishment of the better agriculture that an

older and denser community demands and

makes possible.

Surely no one could be better placed than

the Eastern farmer for the extensive adoption

of the system of feeding as a means for enrich-

ing the soil. He has a home demand for meat

which is noi. likely to fail, and there is appar-

ently no limit to the quantity that Europe can

take from us. In England especially the price

of all manner of food is very high, and is

growing higher every year. Animal food has

never been used by the laboring classes to any-

thing like the extent to which it is with us, and

the advancing price marks a constantly increas-

ing scarcity. If we can ship our corn from
Illinois to England and sell it there at a price

that leaves a profit to the English feeder, we
should surely do better to feed it ourselves and

save the freight on the very large proportion

of it which is lost in the processes of digestion.

As some one has cleverly expressed it : If we
can't pay freight on 20 bushels of corn from

the Mississippi to Liverpool, let us pack them

in a pork barrel and try it that way. Thus
shall we not ouly save three fourths of the

freight, and clear a much better price for our

crop, but we shall save to our farms the whole

manurial residuum of the grain with which to

grow larger crops in future.

In theory nothing could be better than such

a solution of the serious difficulties under which

Western farmers are now struggling. How it

would work in practice (on a large scale) it is

not so easy to say. There are difficulties in the

matter which can hardly be computed, but if

by any process it ever becomes possible to dis-

pense with the speculators and middle-men who
block the road between the Mississippi and

Liverpool, so that the producer shall have no

unjust tax to pay in the transfer of his products

and the collection of his pay, there can be no
doubt of the result. At the same time, in in-

stituting this reform, the farmer must be care-

ful not to reform himself out of existence.

The speculator and middle-man are there be-

cause they are needed. They are not just the

model that a millenarian would set up, but,

such as they are, they have grown tip in re-

sponse to a living demand, and they are the

only existing medium for the transmission of

produce and money between the farmer and

his final customers. Sweep them off from the

face of the earth to-day and to-morrow your

occupation is gone. The dairyman of the

West can not peddle his own cheese in the

Streets of London ; but London is one of his

great markets, and until he can find some bet-

ter way to reach it he will gain nothing by

grumbling about the present way.

Will he gain by grumbling in any case ? So

long as he must use the bridge, why waste

breath in abusing it ? If there is anything in

the signs of the times, we can see a fair gleam

of daybreak for the farmer in the quarter

whence other classes are getting relief. It is

too untried as yet for us to say how much it

will really amount to, but thus far there ap-

pears no valid reason why cooperation may not

be of almost unlimited value to the agricul-

tural interest. What is needed in the transmis-

sion of produce is capital and commercial

skill. By association, farmers ought to be able

to secure these. At all events, the experiment

may be made without very serious individual

risks, and it is worth trying. Its success will

depend very much on mutual confidence (a

plant of slow growth in agricultural districts)

and on the chance of getting agents who will

work as efficiently for a moderate fixed com-

pensation as they would under the stimulus of

individual speculation. Cooperation will be

pure to work well in times of high prices and

great prosperity ; its sore trial will come when
trade is dull and when money must be lost,

and the association will always have to com-

pete with the established traders, who have a

large capital at command, and who are accus-

tomed to take heavy risks. It is no easy matter

to reform the world's way of transacting its

business, but by a well-sustained effort it may
doubtless be done, and if the best farmers of a

fertile county will make the effort, agreeing to

stand by each other through thick and thin,

they will have a sufficient promise of success

to fully justify the attempt.

Orange Judd.

Among the many requests made by the read-

ers of the Agriculturist probably none has

been so frequently presented as that asking us

to publish a portrait of Mr. Judd. For reasons

which were no doubt satisfactory to himself,

Mr. Judd has never acceded to this often re-

peated demand. As he is now temporarily

absent, and so far away that he can know
nothing of the matter, his associates have

concluded to risk the displeasure of a single

individual in order to gratify many thousands

by the publication of the often called for por-

trait, which will be found upon our first page.

Thinking that a biography should not be

written until the subject of it has closed his

career,we shall here give only a brief sketch to

include such points as may have interest to

the readers of the Agriculturist.

Orange Judd is the son of Ozias Judd, one of

the pioneer farmers of Niagara Co., N. Y., and

afterwards one of the first settlers of Kansas,

where he lost his life in one of the conflicts

that attended the early history of that State

;

he was born in 1822, not far from Nia-

gara Falls, and passed his youth and early man-

hood in the hard labors of what was then a

farm in the " far West." Having a strong

taste for the natural sciences, and his desire

for an education being very strong, he almost

solely through his own exertions entered and

sustained himself at the Wesieyan College

at Middletown, Conn., from which institu-

tion he was graduated in 1847. After com-

pleting his college course Mr. Judd en-

tered the Chemical Laboratory of Yale Col-

lege, where he devoted three years to the study

of analytical and agricultural chemistry. A few
years were passed in teaching chemistry and
other branches of science, and in lecturing

upon agriculture, after which he, in 1853, be-

came editor of the American Agriculturist,

founded some years before by Messrs. R. L. &
A. B. Allen. At that time agricultural jour-

nalism was, if not in its infancy, at least in a
very feeble state, and editors who had a proper

foundation in a scientific education were indeed

rare. In entering upon his editorial career

Mr. Judd not only brought great industry and

untiring energy, but a thorough preparation

for the work. His influence soon made itself

felt in the paper, and in 1856 he became its

sole proprietor. When the Agriculturist first

came into Mr. Judd's hands one person could

attend to all the subscription and advertising

business, and also write the wrappers and fold

and mail all the papers, a task that now re-

quires some thirty persons for its performance.

Mr. Judd brought besides editorial ability to

the paper a remarkable business tact and
energy. He determined in the first place to

make a paper that people would want, and in

the second place to let people know of it, and it

is to a strict adherence to these two points that

his success has been due. He from the first

determined that the advertising pages should

be as carefully edited as any part of the paper,

and, though at great immediate pecuniary loss,

excluded quackery of all kinds and all adver-

tisements of a doubtful character. The subse-

quent increase of the business of the paper, to

which the publication of agricultural books

had been added, led to his uniting with Lucius

A. Chase and Samuel Burnham, Jr., in the firm

of Orange Judd & Co., and the firm has been

since enlarged by the accession of C. C. North
and A. P. Miller. During the early portion of

his editorship of the Agriculturist, Mr. Judd
.was for several years also the agricultural

editor of the New York Times. In 1862

he went to Europe, but soon returned on ac-

count of the disturbed state of the coun-

try at home. During the war he was actively

engaged with the Christian and Sanitary Com-
missions in affording relief to the soldiers in the

field, an occupation in which his health was no

doubt permanently injured. In 1867 he visited

Europe again, and made an extended tour.

Being warmly interested in the university at

which he was educated, and feeling that its

facilities for teaching the branches in which he

was especially interested were inadequate, he

erected at his own expense a large and magni-

ficent building for lecture rooms, museums, etc.

This building, probabty the most complete

of its kind in the country, is now called

the Orange Judd Hall of Natural Sciences.

We have already alluded to Mr. Judd's great

industry; he always seemed to forget that

there was a limit to human powers, and

until within a few years never thought it neces-

sary to spare himself mental or bodily labor.

Unwillingly yielding to the advice of others, he

passed a portion of the winter of last year in

recreation in Florida, and this winter he passes

quietly in some part of Europe, where it is hoped
he will find the rest he has so well earned. As
to our portrait, wc arc sure that it will surprise

many, as Mr. Judd has held the attention of

the agricultural public for so long that those

who do not know him suppose him to be gray

and venerable. Being of a nervous tempera-

ment and having a very mobile countenance,

he when animated by conversation looks even

much younger than the portrait represents

him. Ed.
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The Little Chief Hare.

BY J. H. BATTY.

But little is known of the strange little ani-

mal called by miners and liunters "Coney"

and " Starved Rat," and by Audubon and

others the "Little

Chief Hare." It is

found on the high-

est peaks of the

Rocky Mountains,

far above timber

line, near the per-

petual snow-banks,

among the immense

piles of loose vol-

canic rocks. Its

note consists of a

single squeak,which

is quickly given at

short intervals. The
one from which the

illustration is made
was shot on Long's

Peak of the Rocky
Mountains, Colora-

do, by a member of

the U. S. Geological

Survey under Dr.

Hayden. A few

stragglers were first

observed on Pike's

Peak. As the party

advanced westward near the snow ranges the

Coneys became more numerous, and on Mt.

Lincoln, Elk Mountains, and in Mosquito

Pass they were seen in considerable numbers.

When the note of the animal is heard it ap-

pears to come from a distance, although the

animal making it may be but a few yards from

the hearer. The favorite resort of the Coney

is on some sharp projecting rock. From that

elevated position it

gives its faint

squeak and im-

mediately after dis-

appears, and sud-

denly is seen on

another stone a few

yards from its form-

er position, uttering

its note as before.

The Coneys appear

to be most active at

the commencement
of a snow squall,

when their squeaks

may be heard in

concert from many
quarters. Although
they appear to be
fond of the snow,

they seem to be

greatly in dread

of the hail-storms

which are frequent

on the mountain

tops during the

summer. The little

Chief Ilare is 7.75

inches long. Its

head is large in pro-

portion to the body,

being 2 inches long and 1.62 inches wide. The
eyes are small and dark hazel, set rather deep in

the head. It has two incisors above and below,

those of the upper jaw being so deeply

grooved, nearly their full length, aa to give it

the appearance of having four incisors instead of

but two. The color upon the upper surface is

dark brown, with irregular bands of brownish

black running transversely across the back.

The under surface is yellowish gray. The very

small tail is light colored. This species was
discovered by both Drummond and Nuttall in

THE LITTLE

their expeditions to i g y Mountains, but

theygive but little in plnfion to its history.

Design for a Cottage.

The elevation and plans here presented were
furnished by C. A. Vanderhoof, designer, No.

191 Broadway, with the following description:

Fig. 1.—DESIGN FOR A COTTAGE.

The house here represented is suitable, for a

small family who desire a pleasant and conve-

nient home, with some pretension to pictur-

esque beauty, at a moderate cost, and will be

found suggestive both in style and arrange-

ments. Although designed for a special site,

with ground on all .ides, it is well suited,when
modified as required, for a corner or otherwise
located plot in a village or city suburb

; in that

case the parlor and dining-room will face the
street. The aim has been to produce a pleas-

ing structure, and one that will be interesting

from every point of

view by good pro-

portions and a

varied outline of

roof and surface

treatment, and by
discarding all super-

ficial ornaments. It

is hip-roofed in the

simplest manner,

with projecting

eaves, giving a de-

cided line ofshadow
and a light and
pleasing effect bet-

ter suited to the

character of the

house than heavy
and expensive
bracketed cornice.

The perspective

view and plans

scarcely need ex-

planation. The di-

mensions of the

house are figured

on the plans, the

main building being 28 x 31 feet, with parlor

extension 15 x 17 feet.

The first story is ten feet and the second nine

feet high in the clear. A cellar seven feet high
extends under (he whole building.

The staircase window is a noticeable feature,

being distinctively treated exteriorly in connec-
tion with the Sower-stand and atlic windows
and gable, and while lighting and ventilating

the halls gives, by
the introduction of

stained glass in the

upper panels, a con-

stant delight to the

eye at a small out-

lay. This can be

dispensed with, but

its introduction, to-

gether with the

wood and iron fini-

als, crestings, etc.,

should be looked at

in the same light as

the investment in a

picture—a means of

making home at-

tractive. The ar-

rangement of din-

ing-room, bay, and

fireplace will be

found agreeable, as

also the alcove on
second floor. The
dining-room and

kitchen have large

closets, and a pass

window is provided

from the rear hall

into the latter. The
kitchen is separated

by double doors from the rest of the house, and

is fitted up with range and hot and cold water.

A wash-room can be added in the rear of the

house if required, with servant's room over it.

The bedrooms are all provided with closets,

and are conveniently arranged for the placing
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of furniture. There is a servant's room in the

attie, besides storage space and a tank to sup-

ply the boilers in the kitchen. A bath-room

can be added by a slight change in the small

bedroom, dispensing with the closets.

The main building is shingled on the second

story, and covered with narrow horizontal

weather-boards below, while Uie extension has

Fig. 2.—PLAN OP FIRST FLOOR.

rertical weather-boards under the eaves, as

shown in figure 1, on the preceding page.

It is needless to repeat the mode of construc-

tion uniformly used in this class of buildings.

The cost of this cottage built in the best man-
ner, is estimated at $5,000, depending, of

Fig. 3.—PLAN OF SECOND FLOOR.

course, on the locality and the quality of

finish employed, and the specifications will

necessarily be drawn up to suit the means and

requirements of each individual.

Walks and Talks on the Farm.—No. 121.

The wheat in this section looked remarkably

well last fall, and is gone into winter quarters

in a most promising condition. The wheat

crop last seasou throughout Western New
York was the poorest we have had for several

years. My own crop did not average over ten

bushels per acre.

"Does it not dishearten you?" asks the

Deacon, whose crop was not over five bushels

per acre.

" No," 1 replied ;
" it is rather an encouraging

tfact than otherwise, for the simple reason that

we farmers have to compete with each other.

The stories that are often told about this or

that farmer who scratched over a piece of land,

sawed the seed, and harvested a big crop of

wheat have a pernicious effect. They encour-

age a sort of gambling spirit among farmers.

We speculate on the seasons. We ignore sci-

ence, experience, and observation. We hope

for good crops without using the means neces-

sary to secure them. It is a great evil."

" But I don't see," remarks the Deacon,

" how a poor crop can afford you any en-

couragement."

"I will tell you, Deacon, where the point

comes in. You have always con-

tended that what is generally called

'improved farming' will not pay,

that it requires too much labor ; and

you call attention to the fact that

Mr. So-and-So raised a large crop by

merely plowing his land and sowing

the seed without manure. Now, of

course, if this was a fair representa-

tion of the facts of the case, those

of us who are endeavoring to cul-

tivate our land more thoroughly are

throwing away our time and money.

We contend that there is a good and

sufficient reason for these occasional

big crops, and that they afford no
evidence against the general agri-

cultural law that good crops can

only be produced by good farming."

Last year Ellwangcr& Barry had 32 acres of

choice white wheat that produced 43 bushels

per acre. Meeting Mr. Ellwanger one day I

asked :
" What is there about that great wheat

crop you raised last harvest ?
"

" Nothing bm good culture," he replied,

" Th i 1 tnd has been in nursery trees,

and had been plowed deep and well

cultivated. That is all there is about

it. Farmers do not half work their

land. That crop of wheat paid bet-

ter these times than nursery stock."

That farmers do not half work
their land is essentially true. We
plow too much land, and do not

wrork it enough to fall the weeds
and put it in the best condition for

the crop. I think farmers are begin-

ning to appreciate this fact. When
one farmer raises 45 bushels of bar-

ley per acre and his neighbor only

15 bushels per acre ; when the for-

mer readily brings $1.50 per bushel

of 48 lbs., and the latter can be used

only as food for chickens or the

pigs, and is dear at 50 cents per bushel, he
is a dull man who can not see that it pays to

farm well if it pays to farm at all.

" You seem to forget," says the Deacon,
" that we are greatly dependent on the season.

You appear to think that if we drain our land

and make it clean and rich we arc sure of good
crops. But you ought to know better. Your
Peachblow potatoes that looked so promising

last summer proved to be a poor crop."

No one realizes our dependence on the wea-
ther more than I do. All I contend is that the

better we farm the less likely we are to have
our crops injured by drouth, insects, etc. I

should have had a good crop of Peachblow
potatoes if it had not been for a severe frost

thai completely killed the tops early in

October.
" You will never raise good potatoes," re-

marks the Judge, " until you give up your plan

of planting in drills. I always plant mine in

hills 3£ feet apart, just as I do corn, and I have

never had a poor crop. This year I raised 125

bushels of good Peachblows from 96 square

rods, or at the rate of 208 bushels per acre.

They had no manure except a handful of

ashes, plaster, and hen-dung scattered on the

hill."

The Judge is one of the best farmers in the

neighborhood, and is particularly successful in

raising good potatoes and getting good prices

for them. He has customers in the city who
take all he raises. I sold my potatoes this fall

at 50 cents a bushel. He got 60 cents. I had

three acres of Peachblows that produced about

100 bushels per acre ; but there were only 75

bushels per acre of merchantable potatoes. It

cost me about $10 per acre to dig them. I pre-

sume it cost the Judge about the same. The
cost and profits of the two crops would be

about as follows

:

Exixnses l"i acrt

:

W.dtT. Judge.

Plowing, narrowing, t

planting, anil coverii
Sort

>!ling, marking,
$ S.OO
500
7.00

10.00

$ S.OO

5.00

etc 10.00
10.00

ier 7.7V :Receipts
30.00

37 50
3.12

40.02

33.00

23 " (gnsyc.-

200 bushels, @ 60c.

.

8 " @ 1214c
120.00

1.00

121.00

$10.02 $08.00

The Judge seemed delighted with the above

table. He has been complaining about high

wages and low prices until he thought there

was no longer any profit in farming. The
Deacon recollected that his crop was no better

than mine, and said nothing for some time.

The Judge remarked: "You have charged

nothing for my ' guano.' That has more to do

with it than you see:u to think."

" Well, if we call that $0 per acre there is

still a profit of $90 per acre."

"Itdi.l notcosthalf that," replied the Judge;

"I prepared it myself in the winter when I had

nothing else to do."

"I hope," said the Deacon, " you will own
up for once that your plan of planting is a

poor one."

" You planted in hills, Deacon," I replied,

" and had no better crop than mine. And be-

sides, I had in the same field with the Peach-

blows several rows of Early Rose, which were

a good crop ; and also several rows of Late

Rose, which turned out wonderfully, both in

quality and quantity. There was certainly

over 200 bushels per acre. And yet they were

planted in drills, and were treated precisely

the same as the Peachblows. I suppose they

had reached maturity before the frost came,

while the Peachblows would have kept on

growing for a month. The truth is that the

Judge's potatoes were injured but little by the

frost, owing to the sheltered position of the

land. And I think this has far more to do with

it than the manner of planting."

" J. B.," of Decorah, Iowa, writes that win-

ter set in a month earlier than usual. The crop

of corn was very poor. Hogs are numerous,

and there is not corn enough to fatten them.

Corn sells at from 35c. to 45c. a bushel. Hogs
3c. per pound live weight, or Sic. to 4c. dressed.

Butter sold for 10c. a pound in summer, but

since the drouth has advanced to 25c. per pound,

and many farmers have to buy. " I was in

town last. Saturday," he writes, " trying to sell

thickens, and all I could get offered was 10c.

apiece, no matter how fat they were. I said,

No ; I will eat what I can, and the rest I will
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winter over."—That is right. A fat chicken at

ten cents and a pound of pork at four cents

would not he a had dinner after a few hours

sharp work on a frosty morning.

" Steers are selling for 2c. to 2£c. per pound

live weight; but," he aids, "I am sorry to say

there are very few to call fat."—What is need-

ed is a Shorthorn hull.

W. C. Cusick, of Oregon, sends me by mail

four pounds of Chili Club wheat. It is a hand-

some white wheat. It is usually grown as a

spring wheat in eastern Oregon, but is often

grown as a fall wheat in western Oregon. II

came too late for me to sow last fall, and I

have had poor success in raising spring wheat
here. Mr. C. adds :

" Farming is generally car-

ried on here (eastern Oregon) in a slovenly

manner. Grain all sown in the spring, as the

ground is usually too dry to ' bring it up ' in

the fall. It is harvested with 'headers,' which
leave all the weed-seeds on the ground. Conse-

quently farms arc running down. Land that

produced 100 bushels of barley per acre ten

years ago will now hardly produce 25 bushels."

—This is the same old story. We must kill

the weeds or give up all hopes of raising large

crops of grain.

" J. II. M.," of Aaronsburg, Centre Co., Pa.,

writes that the general rotation in his neigh-

borhood is : (1st) Corn on clover sod
;
(2d) oats

;

(3d) after the oats are harvested 12 tons of wcll-

rotted manure per acre are spread on the oat-

stubble and plowed in. After the oats come
up the land is either plowed again or thor-

oughly cultivated, and is then drilled in with

winter wheat. One quart of timothy seed per

acre is sown in the fall and five quarts of clover

in the spring on the wheat. The hay crop

averages two tons per acre ; corn, 90 bushels

of ears ; oats, 35 to 60 bushels ; wheat, 20 to 30

bushels. Mr. M. asks if it would not be a good
plan to fallow the land after corn instead of

sowing oats. Put the manure on the fallow

and sow wheat. Then sow wheat again the

next fall.—As a rule I do not like the idea of

sowing wdieat after wheat. If the land is

heavy and the oat crop uncertain, the plan of

fallowing instead of sowing oats is a good one.

But I would seed down with the wheat. And
then, the next year or, still better, the year

after, plow up the clover sod and sow wheat,

seeding it down again in the spring. Or, what
would suit me better, I would plow up the

clover sod in July, August, or September, as

most convenient, and "fall-fallow" it. And
the next spring I would sow it to oats and peas

mixed together, or to oats or peas alone, or to

barley, and follow this crop with wheat and
seed down again with clover in the spring.

" Does a crop of corn," asks a scientific

friend, " impoverish the soil more than a crop

of corn grown only for fodder and not allowed

to go to seed?"

It is the general impression tha't such is the

caa ; lint I think there is little or no evidence

to sustain the impression. It is thought that

the production of seed draws heavily on the

land. My own opinion is that the seed is ela-

borated from matter previously formed in the

plant. It is the quantity of plant-food abstract-

ed from the soil that impoverishes it; and, ac-

cording to this idea, it would make very little

difference whether this plant-food was concen-
trated into fruit or seed, or whether it remained
in the leaves and stems of the plant. In other

words, a crop of oats cut for hay or green fod-

der a week or ten days before the seed was
matured would impoverish the soil nearly or

quite as much as if the crop was allowed to

fully mature the seed.

When we allow a crop of timothy hay to get

over ripe, or, in other words, to form seed,

there is probably a loss of nutriment. At any
rate cows will not eat and digest this over-ripe

hay as readily as^they will hay that is cut be-

fore the seed is fully matured. But it is not
clear to my mind that, by letting the timothy
go to seed you impoverish the soil. And so in

growing corn for fodder I see no reason for

supposing that it docs not impoverish the soil

nearly or quite as much as if we grew the crop

for the sake of the grain.

"I don't believe any such a doctrine," re-

mr.rhs the Deacon. "Do you think your
Northern Spy trees that produced such a grand

crop of apples this year have not taken more
substance out cf the soil than if they had not

produced fruit ?
"

" I suppose if they had not produced fruit

they would have produced more wood. I think

the roots would have taken nearly or quite as

much water and plant-food out of the soil in

the one case as in the other. The reason so

many apple-trees bear only every other year is

that during the "bearing year" the excess of

fruit absorbs the material that ought to be

stored up for the next crop. And this is my
reason for thinning out the fruit."

" Yes, I know," says the Deacon, " but it is

a rood deal of work, and farmers can not spare

t':c time lo do it."

"It takes no more time to pick off a little

apple in tho summer than it does to pick the

same apple i:i the fall—and with me the fall is

the busiest season of the year. I got this idea

from J. J. Thomas. I used to think, as you
do, that thinning fruit was one of the refine-

ments of horticulture which those of us who
grow apples and peaches largely for market
could not stop to bother with. But Mr.

Thomas's remark above quoted convinced mo
of my error. If there are two thousand apples

ou a tree in the summer and I let them grow,

1 have to pick them all in the fall. If this is

as many again apples as the tree ought to bear,

the two thousand apples would fill say five

barrels. Now, if I pick off one thousand of

the smallest and poorest and specked and
wormy apples in the summer, and let the sheep

and pigs eat them up, the probabilities are that

the thousand apples left on the tree would
grow so much larger that they would fill the

five barrels as before. We pick two thousand

apples in cither case, and get the same amount
of fruit."

" What, then, do we gain ?
"

" In the first place, the thousand apples do not
exhaust the tree as much as the two thousand.

Theri is as much fruit by measure, but it con-

sists largely of material that takes little from
the tree or the soil. There is only half as

much seed, etc. We ought to thin out at least

enough to leave the tree strength enough to

bear a full crop the next year. In the second

place, the thousand apples are worth much
more than the two thousand ; and last, but not

least, the trees will bear every year."
•' That is all true enough, and you might put

it still stronger ; but do you mean to say that

you can grow apples so big that two hundred
"fill a barrel ?

"

" When we were barreling our Northern Spy
apples I had the curiosity to count how many

apples it took to fill a barrel heaped up ready
for pressing. One of my men counted one
barrel and I another. We did not select tho
largest, but about the average oE the best fruit.

My barrel took 222 apples and his 218 apples.

I then told him to select out the largest apples,

and we filled a barret with 190 and another
with 186 apples. Tue latter 1 headed up just

as they were and sent to the editor of the

American Agriculturist. I presume the rail-

road people would do their best to bruise them
before they got to the end of their 400-mile

journey. [They succeeded too.

—

Ed.]
" An apple crop, like wheat, is a pleasant

thing to have during these hard times. The
money comes in a lump. I sold my apple crop

all to one man, and drew them directly out of

the orchard to the depot. They came to

§1,256.50. It is quite a help."

"It is so," said the Deacon. "You have no
other four acres on the farm that will pay half

as much. That orchard, the way you manage
it, is good for a thousand barrels of apples."

I never knew the Deacon c»me so near pay-

ing me a compliment. I deserve no other

credit than this: I had faith in good farm-

ing. I knew the Northern Spy was a very

choice apple. I knew that in orchards as or-

dinarily managed it often failed to prove a

profitable variety. Scores of farmers as they

drove by have stopped and urged me to graft

the orchard to Baldwins and Greenings. I said :

"No. The Northern Spy is one of the best

apples in the world, and of course, like all

choice things, it requires the best of manage-

ment. Neglect the orchard and you can not

have a worse variety ; treat it well, prune judi-

ciously, and manure highly, and you can not

have a better." There was a principle at stake,

and I have waited patiently, and have not

waited in vain. Several of the trees this year

bore five barrels of the choicest fruit. I think

wdicn they get into full bearing they are, as the

Deacon says, " good " for ten barrels.

I have now lived ten years on this farm, and

have written " Walks and Talks " every month
during this time. I feci somewhat ashamed to

think how much of my purely personal matters

I have presented to the public. I commenced
to write without thinking; I told precisely

what happened. Unfortunately,what happened

proved to be largely mistakes and failures. I

cent to Gregory, of Marblehead, for some seed

of his best variety of onion, and sowed it on

land that I should now think too poor to raise

white beans and too weedy to sow to buck-

wdieat. You can imagine the result. My first

crop of oats was eight bushels per acre, and of

bailey twelve bushels. Farming is slow work.

I have not yet got my laud anything like as

clean as I want it. I keep working and hop-

ing.
—" Yes," says the Deacon, " and walking

and talking."—Precisely. That is what I

wanted to get at. I have told of so many dis-

appointments and discouragements that while,

as I said before, I commenced this series of ar-

ticles little thinking that I should continue to

write them so long, yet I do not know how to

stop. I believe in farming, and feel sure that

it can be made not only a pleasant but a profit-

able business And if my land is getting

cleaner and richer and my crops larger and

more profitable I hope to be excused for say-

ing so. I have told of my failures and the

reasons for them. I want to tell of my suc-

cesses—if I ever have any. I think the read-

ers of agricultural papers do not need informa-

tion so much as exhortation. What we need
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is encouragement. We want to believe that

good fanning will pay—and it most certainly

will. Or, if it docs not, no other business in

the community can long continue to prosper.

How Sleds are Built.

The best sled runner is made from the butt of

a tree. The grain where the root joins the butt

Fig. 1.—BUTT BEADY FOR SAWING.

is gnarled and twisted in such a manner that a

runner cut therefrom can hardly be broken,

and can not be split. But there is something

in choosing the tree. Yellow birch, sugar maple,

or white oak furnishes excellent wood for this

purpose.
A good-
sized tree
with spread-

ing roots
should be

selected;
one which
has two
broad thick

roots, one

o p posite
to the other, and the stem of which suddenly

thickens just above the curve of the roots, will

be found the best. The main roots should be

cut off a foot from the tree, and all others

close to the stem : the earth should be dug

—LINES TO SAW BY.

Fig. 3.—RUNNER, KEVE, AND BOLT.

away from the tap roots and they should be

cut. But very often it is not necessary to do

this, as the tree will fall when the roots are cut

all around it unless it stand very upright. The
butt Bhould be sawn off six feet long. In

preparing it for

sawing, it

should be neat-

ly trimmed, all

earth and
stones cleared

from the crev-

i c e s, and
brought as near-

ly as may be

into the shape of that shown in figure 1, in which

the piece is represented as fixed upon the car-

riage of a muley saw-mill. It is necessary that

roots, as farmers often call them, taken to a mill

to be sawn should be so prepared, as sawyers

are otherwise averse to sawing them, often

4.—KNEE AND BENCH.

refusing to do so, when they are useless, and

the labor in cutting and hauling them lost.

When properly sawn the planks, 2| inches

thick, appear as

shown at figure

2, and the dotted

lines there given

indicate the form

of the sled-run-

ners to be cut

from them. It

will be seen that

the waste timber

at the lower part

may be cut into

knees, for which

it is very val-

uable, having a

the purpose. They should be cut out so as to

avoid cross-grain in any part. The runner is

shown at a, figure 3, ready morticed for the

knees. At b is seen the reve, or that piece

which forms the side of the sled, resting upon
the benches. This is cut to fit the point of the

runner, and is secured there by a bolt passing

through both parts. The reve, 1J in. thick and

6 in. wide, is secured to the benches and run-

ners by bolts passing through the shoe and

runner on each side of the knees. The bolt

shown at e, figure 3, is made flaring or spread-

ing at the bottom to fit a corresponding coun-

tersunk hole in the shoe, and is secured above

Fig. 5.—CAST-IKON KNEE, ETC.

grain exactly suitable for

Fig. C.—ROLLER, ETC.

the reve by a nut, which when screwed down
tightly is fastened by riveting the end of the

bolt; or in case one of the improved lock-nut

bolts described in the Agriculturist of Novem-
ber last is used, the key is driven in, which

holds the nut firmly. The form of the knee is

shown at a in figure 4, and the bench at b.

The joints of these parts should be made very

close ; each one be slightly draw-bored, and a

bolt passed through each riveted at the end

over a washer. The better these joints are

made the longer the sled will last, as it is in

these parts it first gives out. If the tenons are

dipped in linseed oil when they are driven in

the mortice, and the mortice also is painted

over with the oil, it will add very much to the

durability of the sled. At figure 5tis shown a

new and very valuable invention—a cast-iron

sled knee. It is patented and made by the

Bradley Manufacturing Company of Syracuse,

Fig. -THE SLED POT TOGETHER.

N. Y. This is a decided improvement, and

one that will add much to the value of the

sleds in which they are used, and considerably

reduce the cost. There are no mortices to be
made, and it will be seen that there is no place

in which wet or moisture can gather and rot

the runner. Besides, by using these knees,

almost any person can build a sled, while it

needs at least a fair mechanic to build one with
the ordinary knees. The cast-iron knee is

shown at a, the runner at b, the beam or bench
at c, and at d the bolt which binds the whole

together. The form of the roller is shown at

a, fig. G. This should be made of a straight-

grained piece of hard maple or birch timber,

6 in. wide by 4 in. thick, reduced to the shape

here shown. A mortice is made through the

center to receive the end of the tongue. Holes

are bored from the center of each end, running

out at the middle of the roller in which the

draw-bar b is placed. A channel is dug out at

the middle of the roller in which the bar lies

Fig. 1.—MR. CURTIS'S PIG-TROUGH.

snugly, flush with the surface. At each end

of the bar screws are cut and nuts and wash-

ers are made to fit it. At c is shown the

method of fitting the tongue into the roller,

the tongue being tenoned and wedged therein

very tightly. The roller and tongue as com-

pleted is shown at d. A brace is fastened upon
each side, bolted to the tongue and welded to

a banc] which embraces the end of the roller.

At c is shown a plate to be fastened to the nose

of the sled, as seen in figure 7, to prevent wear
by the draw-bar. In this figure (7) is seen the

sled completed before the tongue is fitted into

its place. If the work is not very heavy the

bolts passing through the runner and reve may
be dispensed with and light carriage bolts used

to fix the reve to the bench.

Cooking Room for Pig-Pen.

In the Agriculturist of December, 1873, we
described an improved pig-pen. AVe here give

Fig. 2.—FEED BABROW.

an engraving (figure 3) of an arrangement for

cooking the feed suitable for such a pen as that

referred to. The room should be fitted at one

end of the row of pens, unless that is too long,

in which case it would be better to have it in

the middle. The boiler is of cast-iron, and is

built around with brick ; underneath it is the

fireplace and ash-pit, from which a flue or

smoke-pipe passes into the chimney. This is a

very convenient and economical arrangement

for preparing food when it is desired only to

scald it and allow it to soak and swell. For

cooking whole grain or potatoes or roots it
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will be found very desirable and economical in

the consumption of fuel. With such a boiler

we would not attempt to boil the food for any

length of time, but after bringing it to the

boiling rioint we would simply maintain it

Fig. 3.—BOILEB FOR COOKING FEED.

there as nearly as possible by covering up the

boiler and allowing the feed to soak. Cooked

in this way whole grain may be fed as economi-

cally as if ground, and the cost of grinding

which is saved will more than pay for the cost

of cooking. The feed barrow (figure 2) is

adapted for using cooked food. It is a barrel

or a barrel-shaped tank hung upon a bent axle

and a pair of wheels. It is furnished with a

spout or lip and handles, by which it may be

tilted and the feed poured into the troughs.

Figure 1 represents an ingenious and inde-

structible pig-trough, invented by Mr. F. D.

Curtis, the very active and enterprising vice-

president of the New York State Agricultural

Society, for use in his pig-pens. It is made of

cast-iron of the thickness of stove plate,weighs

about 100 pounds, and costs about five or six

cents a pound. It is not patented, and any

person may have it made at any foundry. The

feet upon which it stands are either cast or

may be made of bent strap iron and attached

to the trough by a few screws or rivets.

A Barn Cistern.

"A Subscriber" may construct an elevated

timber, proportioned to the size of the cistern

and the weight of its contents (10 x 10 oak tim-

ber would be suitable for one 12 feet square),

is constructed either in the corner of the barn

itself or outside of it at one corner ; the south-

west corner being preferable as being most

sheltered from the cold and most exposed to

the sun. This frame should be large and high

enough to answer for the cooking room for the

feed. Above it is built the frame of the cistern,

which consists of three cross sills, two end sills,

and eight posts ; that is one at each corner and

one in the middle at each side. These posts

are framed into the four cap-pieces and the

whole is strongly pinned together. .The floor

and sides are made of tongucd and grooved

plank two inches thick. Each joint is smeared

with pine-tar when it is put together, and the

corners are especially well fitted and caulked.

When the cistern is put together the sides are

made to fit closely by means of wedges driven

between the edges of the upper planks and the

cap-pieces. This is shown in the above en-

graving. A triangular-shaped piece of scant-

ling should finally be nailed in each corner,

fitting closely in its place. A cistern 12 feet

square and 8 feet deep will hold about 250 bar-

rels or 8,600 gallons. The frame of the cistern

should be made at least two inches smaller

each way than the frame of the room below.

Then the whole is boarded up and a tight roof

built over it. If the room below is used for a

cook room the waste heat and steam from the

boiler will ascend and pass around between

the walls of the cistern, the outside boarding,

and gather or escape at the roof. This will en-

able the cistern to be kept in use during the

winter without freezing, except in localities

where the cold is very intense, in which cases

it would not be judicious to use it at that

season. The pipe from the cistern passes

through the bottom. The waste pipe from the

top should pass into a drain below, and the

gutters from the barn, of course, should lead

into the cistern beneath the roof. A cistern of

this character is well adapted for use along

with the cooking arrangement described in an-

other article. On the whole, we would prefer

the cistern to an underground one in which a

pump must be used.

Two Useful Instruments.

A CISTERN FOB BABN.

brim cistern without difficulty and at moderate

cast in the following manner : A frame of stout

The accompanying engravings represent two

very useful although common-place instru-

ments. Fig. 1 is an improved rubber designed

to take the place of the

currycomb. To many
horses the use of the

currycomb is a very

painful infliction, and
after all it does not

serve the purpose in-

tended so well as it

ought to do. This im-

proved rubber will an-

swer all the good pur-

poses of the currycomb

without possessing any

of its evil qualities. If

used against the direc-
Fig

-
1:TRTTBBER -

tion of the hair it will loosen and remove dust

and scurf very effectively, and the friction

will be agreeable and healthful to the skin. It

is patented, but sold at the reasonable price of

25 cents. Fig. 2 represents a very convenient

brush which will be found useful in the stable

for the purposes for which the stiff and unne-

cessarily rigid wire card is now employed. It

is less harsh to the skin of the horse than the

card, and will clean equally well. Being made

RATTAN BRUSH.

of split rattan it is flexible and fits the hand

easily, and is not softened by water nor will it

wear away rapidly. It is sold in the stores for

15 cents. It will be found a very efficient

scrubbing brush for the kitchen.

~— » >-•- —

Kiln-Drying Corn,

By a small expenditure of labor and fuel

corn may be made ready for market or the mill

in a few clays after it is husked. For this pur-

CRIB ARRANGED AS A KILN.

pose we have used the contrivance figured in

the annexed engraving. The bottom of the

crib was made with two sloping lathed sides,

instead of being of boards and flat, as has been

previously described in the Agriculturist

(September, 1871), and which in itself very

much aids the drying of the corn. The space

below the crib was closed in by nailing boards

upon the posts, and a common sheet-iron stove

was put into it. In a week, with the expendi-

ture of a quarter of a cord of fire-wood, a crib

of corn of 800 bushels was made sufficiently

dry for grinding. Upon our suggestion a

neighbor who had watched the process above

described made a rough crib of boards and rails

of a somewhat similar shape to that in the en-

graving, in which he dried 2,000 bushels of

corn ready for market in two weeks, keeping

the fire going only during the daytime.

The advantage of this process of kiln-drying

is that the corn is ready for sale long before it

would otherwise be, and can be shelled and

turned into cash much sooner, which is very

often a great convenience to the farmer never

or rarely overburdened with funds.

Cotton-Seed Cake Meal.—Dr. Voelcker'

recommends as a feed for fattening stock in

summer a mixture of three parts of corn-meal

with one part of hulled cotton-seed cake meal
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finely ground, and in winter two parts of corn-

meal with one part of the cake meal. When
fed alone the cake meal has been found to con-

tain too large a proportion of nitrogenous mat-

ter for the health of either cattle or sheep, but

when mixed in the above proportions the corn

helps to dilute the cotton-seed and render it

digestible and healthful. For sheep a daily

feed, of half a pound per day, has been found
very useful, especially when a flock is pastured

upon dry, poor pastures ; but it is very
necessary that an abundant supply of drinking

water be provided for them.

What Crops Leave in the Soil.

Amid the weariness of all that is written

about what crops take from the soil, of how
they rob it of the ability to produce succeeding

crops, it will be a relief to look at the other

side of the question and consider what they

leave in the soil, and how they add to its fu-

ture producing; power.

The following is a statement of the results

of instructive experiments made in 1869 at the

experimental agricultural station of Proskau,

in Germany, by Doctors Weiske & Werner.

They selected given areas in different places in

each of several fields in which various crops

had been grown. These they dug out to the

depth of ten inches, carefully washing out the

soil, and weighing and analyzing the stubble

and roots remaining. The following table

shows the fignres, calculated in English pounds,

per English acre:

STUBBLE AND ROOTS REMAINING AFTER HARVEST.

£3

W09 mm 1204
1027
11127

G74
407

l(15.'l

1094
1440
3S2

1

137
193
124
57
46
06
34
27
23

1
£

37
83
(8

11

9
32
19

25
10

•§3

a,

40
TOM

5952 30
3334 2580 15
3203
52«3
3400

1736
3630
230(1

1617

11

Rve
Wheat

26
12
30
12

These figures, relating to a single experi-

ment, are, of course, of only general value;

at the same time they are, in a general way,

very useful. They show, for instance, that the

more delicate-rooted grain crops leave com-
paratively little residue in Ihe soil—barley less

than y 5 as much as rye, and only about '/ 6 as

much as red clover, which, in return for its

few quarts of seed, after having yielded an

abundant crop, leaves for the enriching of the

soil about 4'/ 2 tons of root and stubble. Nor
is the total amount of material left in the soil

of more consequence than the quantity of par-

ticular elements ? Red clover leaves 193 lbs.

of nitrogen, while wheat leaves only 24 lbs.

The former leaves more than four times as

much potash and more than six times as much
phosphoric acid as the latter.

These comparisons sufficiently explain the

great and well-known value of clover as a
preparatory crop for wheat and for all other

crops which are not manured with nitrogen,

potash, and phosphates. In the field on which
this examination was made, the clover of an
acre left nitrogen enough for 116 bushels of

wheat, phosphoric acid enough for 114 bushels,

and p-Xnsh enough for 73 bushels. It should
he remembered, too, that most of this material

Is left In the best possible condition for use—as

a part of readily decaying roots' well distributed

through the soil and penetrating it to a consid-

erable depth. Indeed, particularly in the case

of the clover, there would be a very consider-

able amount of root below the ten inches, to

which only the investigation was carried.

Whether (as is unknown).the nitrogen of the

clover comes wholly or partly from the soil or

from the air, it is certainly taken from a condi-

tion in which it is of little use to most crops,

and is converted to an available one ; so that,

practically, the clover is a creator of nitrogen

in the soil, as it is an efficient purveyor of its

latent supplies of potash and phosphoric acid.

Root crops were not included in the examina-

tion, but it is well known that they leave in the

soil only a few fibrous roots, which can add
but little to its stock of fertility ; and experi-

ence teaches that, of all our crops, roots (un-

less fed off upon the land) are the most ex-

hausting. A corresponding result would be

found to obtain in the case of Indian corn. In
fact, the value of any crop to the crop whicii

follows it is found in practice to be very nearly

what the above table would indicate, except in

the case of oats, which injure the soil by me-
chanical action, their roots " clodding " the

ground into lumps. This crop is more dele-

terious than barley, although leaving more
residuum in the soil.

A Cover for Corn-Cribs.

It is not probable that corn will long remain
at its present low price. It may soon be the

case that it will be worth caring for and pre-

serving from the weather. A vast quantity is

destroyed or badly damaged by being exposed
in open cribs to the rains and snows of the

winter and spring. A simple and very cheap
method of protecting the log or rail crib in

Fig. 1.—BOARD BATTER.

common use in the Western States occurred to

ut as we saw hundreds of them rilled with corn

sotking in the heavy rains of last spring. We
wotId take two boards six feet long and fasten

then together at the end by leather or iron

strap hinges, as shown in the engraving (fig. 1).

These should then be laid across the corn,

which s to be heaped up into the center of the

crib ; as many pairs of these boards being used

Fig. -COVER FOR CORN-CRIB.

as may be necessary for the length of the crib,

or two pairs for.cach length of.bo'ards,whether

that be. 13 feet or 1(5 Met, or less. Then boards

are tacked lengthwise of the crib, upon those

hinged together, and which serve the purpose

of rafters, commencing at the lower part, and
making each board overlap the preceding one
two inches or thereabouts. The nails should

be only partly driven in, leaving the head pro-

jecting a little, so that when the cover is to be
taken away the nails are easily drawn out with
a claw-hammer. Figure 2 shows a log-crib

covered in this manuer. It will, of course, be
necessary to stay the cover by some means so

that it may not bo blown off by heavy winds.

Timber Tongs.

The annexed engraving represents an imple-

ment for handling heavy timbers, or by alter-

ing the shape somewhat it may be made very

TIMBER TONGS.

useful in picking up large stones which might
otherwise be difficult to handle. It should be

made of three-quarter iuch iron bar flattened

out where the tongs are pivoted together and
also at the jaws. The points of the jaws
should be steeled, and brought to a sharp flat

point beveled on the lower side, so as to grip

the timber or stone without slipping. Two
pairs of these tongs would be found very useful

on a farm for picking up and carrying fence-

posts, timber, or stone, or in taking hold of old

posts when they are to be drawn out of the

ground. For use in saw-mills they will be

found especially handy, and those of our read-

ers who are engaged in country saw-mills will

find them, once used, to be indispensable.

Steam on the Canal.

So far as engineering difficulties are con-

cerned the experiments of steam carriage upon
the Erie Canal have been crowned with suc-

cess. It only remains now to adapt the capa-

city of the canal to the new method of propel-

ling canal boats, and make such changes as

shall permit the new system to become inau-

gurated without interference with old and con-

flicting interests, to immediately increase four-

fold the usefulness of this outlet for the pro-

ducts of the West. As it has been found as

the result of the recent experiments that a

steam-propelled boat can make the trip in half

the time required for a horse boat, and that the

cost per day is reduced one-half, it is very clear

that the usefulness of the canal is quadrupled.

The City of Sew York is the name of the new
boat which has accomplished this result. She is

98 ft. long by 17 ft. 4 in. in width and 9 ft, 9 in.

depth of hold, and carries 220 tons or 7,000

bushels of grain. She has an engine of the

best modern construction, and her consump-

tion of coal is only 17 pounds for each mile

traversed. Her trial trip from Buffalo to New
York occupied less than eight days, with 36

hours lost by detentions exclusive of time

spent in the locke. Her speed for the entire

trip was over 3} miles per hour, or more than

double that of the ordinary boat. The cost of

her trip amounted to 171 cents per mile, which

Is about half that of the present horse boat.

There are also other Items o'f saving of expense,
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such as towage upon the river ami at New
York ; and in addition, as the boat may be of

service after the canals are closed, the expense

of her annual maintenance need not be con-

densed into the actual season of work upon the

canals. It may be that there are still further

improvements possible in this link of Western

transportation; but if nothing further is

achieved the cost of transit for a bushel of

grain between the foot of lake transportation

and the head of sea transportation may doubt-

less be reduced 75 per cent, and by so much
the Western farmer's pocket will be enriched.

When to Flow Cranberries to Kill

Worms.

We have received the following statement

from a gentleman who has a plantation of

cranberries at Thorn's River, N. J .which, as it

contains the record of a common error and

consequent failure, will be interesting to many
of our readers: "I cleared up eight acres of

swamp five years ago, built two dams, care-

fully cultivated, and in due time the vines cov-

ered the marsh, an 1 last June the blooms liter-

ally covered the vines, giving promise of richly

rewarding me for all my labor. I saw some

indications of the worms webbing the vines on

the 4th of July. I immediately stopped the

water on the upper piece for 21 hours, and

then let it on to the lower the same 1 ngth

of time ; but a short time after I perceived

that what the worms had not destroyed the

blight from some unknown cause had. So I

only got 17 barrels where I should have had

200 at least. The worm looks like an apple-

worm, and webs the tops of the vines together

and kills leaves and blooms. I perceived some

of them this fall as I was cleaning them out

How would it do to hold the water on the

vines until May 15th, and then flood them

once a week for twelve hours until June 15th,

and then flood them twice a week until

July 15th?"

This vine worm of which our correspondent

speaks is the "Torlriv mzeciniivorana, or the

Cranberry-destroying Leaf-roller," so called by

Dr. Packard in his work, Guide to the Study

of Insects. It feeds naturally upon the huckle-

berry, and possibly upon other members of

the heath family, and for this reason it is

exceedingly desirable that huckleberry brush

should be cleaned up and destroyed in the

vicinity of a cranberry bog. The insect is

known under the various names of " Web-
worm," from the web which it spins, the "Fire-

worm," from its destructive effect upon the

vines, and " Vine-worm." The parent of this

worm is a small cream-colored moth without

any distinct markings. When at rest it is

about one fourth of an inch in length, and ex-

pands about one-half an inch. The moth sur-

vives the winter, finding shelter upon the vines

and under the bark of trees, in bunches of

weeds and grass, and especially in turf feuces

such as are often left around the borders of

crinberry plantations. The moths which sur-

vive the winter mate and deposit thoir eggs ou
the leaves of the cranberry vines from the

middle of April to the 1st of May. In a week
or ten days the eggs hatch, and the worms be-

gin to feed on the under side of the leaves. In

a few days more they begin to make their web
and draw the tops of the vines together. It

feeds for about three weeks, becomes a chrys-

alis, and by the tenth of June a moth appears,

and after a few weeks spent in mating and lay-

ing eggs a second generation of the larvas ap-

pears about the second week of July. When
the season is favorable, and there is no hin-

derance to their work, they will very soon de-

stroy that portion of the cranberry meadow
which they attack. The remedy for this pest

is seasonable flowage, which our correspondent

seems to have neglected. In the first place,

the banks of the cranberry meauow should be
cleaned of all brush, trees, and turf fences in

which the moths can find lodging during the

winter. Then the vines should be flowed to a
depth of thirty inches from the 1st of Novem-
ber to the 10th of May. This will make sure

of the destruction of all moths that may have
token refuge in the vines in the fall, and pre-

vent the depositing of the first brood of eggs.

It is a good thing for the vines to have the

benefit of the sun for two or three weeks in

May. Then about the 25th of May the water
should be put on again and kept on for five or

six clays. This will destroy the second brood
of eggs if any moths should come in from the

neighboring brush or vines to lay them. If

these two broods of worms are destroyed there

is not much danger for the rest of the season,

and we are inclined to think the water after

the 1st of July does more harm than good.

While the vines are in bloom and the young
fruit is setting the water must be injurious. It

is settled in the experience of our best cultivat-

ors that water is a complete remedy for this

pest, where the flowage is entire and no other

plant-food for the jnsect is allowed to grow
near. But if a part of the bog remains uncov-

ered, and the moths find a refuge, they will not

only hold their own, but make inroads upon
the part that is flowed. The blight of which
our correspondent speaks is either the result of

his mid-summer flowing, or, more likely, the

scald, which is the greatest trouble now with
the New Jersey cultivators, and which seems
to be imperfectly understood. It is the special

affliction of new plantations. After the ground
is completely covered with vines there is much
less of this difficulty.

American Potatoes in England,

The attitude of the English in regard to our
American varieties of potatoes is something
that quite passes our comprehension. They
are written down as absolutely worthless, and
yet the prize lots at the exhibitions consist

largely of American sorts. Writers for the

English press condemn the varieties over their

own signatures, and the very same men write

to our dealers for prices by the large quantity.

We say we do not understand it, as we dislike

to think that national prejudice can have any
influence in so important a matter The ques-

tion of the excellence of some, at least, of our

varieties of potato would seem to be effectually

set at rest. Last fall Messrs. B. K. Bliss & Sons

sent a collection of our potatoes to Dr. M. T.

Masters, editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Upon October 7th that gentleman wrote to the

Messrs. Bliss as follows

:

" Last year you were good enough to send us

for trial some of your new kinds of potatoes.

As a large trial of over 300 sorts was projected

to be carried out at the Royal Horticultural

Society's garden at Chiswick this season, I

thought the fairest way would be to send your

samples to be tried with the rest. I sent them
under numbers, so that no one but myself

knew either the names of the varieties or the

senders. I have now the pleasure of telling

you that a first-clas3 certificate was awarded by
the judges to your Extra Early Vermont and
to Vermont Bendy. No doubt you will obtain
official notice of this ere long ; meanwhile, I
thought you would like to know how much
appreciated your potatoes were."
This certa.nly is a fair test, and should put a

stop hi the depreciation of American varieties

in the lump. We may add that the " Vermont
Beauty " has not yet been put in the market ; we
understand it is to bear the name of " Brown-
ell's Beauty." It is a potato of excellent
quality, and the handsomest one we ever saw.

Two Crops at Once.

BY PETEIt IIBNDERSON.

There is always some new idea coming up in

the cultivation of the soil, originating frequently

by accident, and quite often by those who have
not made the work of the farm or garden the

study of their lives. A case of this kind came
under my observation last week, wherein a

gentleman living in the upper part of New
York Island, and cultivating but a small garden
patch behind his house, discovered that to util-

ize his small space he could sow his "Little

Gem " peas, and carrots, beets, or parsnips at

the same time—in fact, in the same row, two
feet apart. The peas, of course, came up boldly,

seemingly leaving the more tardy root seeds

so far behind that they would be no more
seen. Not so, however, for soon as the peas

were matured for use, clustering among the

stems came the feeble seedlings of this second

crop. The " straw " of the pea crop was care-

fully removed on a cloudy day, so as not

to have the sun burn up the then unshaded
seedlings of the root crop. A few da3_

s' expo-

sure to sun and air, and they were thinned out to

the usual distance of three or four inches, and
by fall the crops of carrots, beets, or parsnips

were just as good as if they had had the space

entirely to themselves, or that the Cret crop of

peas had not been taken. Market gardeners,

who usually occupy valuable land, arc obliged

to resort to every possible expedient to keep
the land earning something all the time, and
they make it produce two and often three

crops in a year.

Hative Races of Sheep.

As a general rule, the sheep that we have
imported hither from England have not been
found to thrive. The pure-bred races of Leices-

ter, Lincoln, Cotswold, and South-Down which
have been imported have, with f:w exceptions,

deteriorated. The greatest number of excep-

tions have occurred with the South-Downs, and
the Lciccsters have been, we bdieve, in every

case complete failures. The English method
of close breeding and hi™h feeding is perhaps

somewhat to tlamc for these unsatisfactory re-

sults, but the dilicrcnci between the climates of

that country and this is cue very sufficient

cause, and another ij the difference between

the two mctho.ls of feeding. The first diffi-

culty, that of climate, is insuperable. The
second, that of feeding, is also so in a great

measure, because that depends upon the crops we
raise for feed, and our crops are a necessity of

our climate. But. no conn try in the world has bet-

ter opportunities of raising in a few years such

varieties of sheep as arc suitable to our e innate

from the material at hand in the most suitable
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BULL BEACON COMET.
of the foreign breeds than we have. We are

last becoming mutton-eaters, and would con-

sume much more were that sold in our markets
worthy the name of mutton. We can produce
fat, but meat is what is wanted. Thin Leices-

ter or Cotswold mutton is not inviting, and
when fat it is not desirable. Yet we have pro-

duced some very fair grades of these varieties

upon common native sheep in which there is

some merino blood, which have made very

passable mutton. We think it is unquestion-

able that within reach of the great Eastern

meat markets it would pay farmers to devote

their attention to producing a class of sheep

which should give a carcass of 100 pounds
without being overloaded with fat, instead of

the wretched mutton which now mostly comes
to market weighing about 10 or 12 pounds or

less per quarter. Grades of the English

Downs—South-Downs, Hampshire and Shrop-

shire Downs—sheep with black or smutty
faces and hardy constitutions, with medium
wool closely packed upon the body and im-

penetrable by rain or snow, and therefore

affording that protection the want of which in

the long-wool sheep is a serious and a damag-
ing objection to them; and, most important of

all, producing a sweet-flavored, juicy, and ac-

ceptable mutton. These are the sheep which
furnish the best foundation upon which to

build up a race of American sheep able to live

upon our comparatively scanty pastures and
withstand our summer heats and winter colds.

But whatever race of sheep our farmers select

as the basis of their docks, we can never pro-

duce highly-flavored mil' n nor full-fleshed

[COPYBIGHT SECTTr.ED.]

-PROPERTY OP Wm. CroZIER, Esq.—Drawn from Lift and Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

sheep without the aid of roots and crops of

rape, tares, and clover for forage. Corn will

make fat, but not meat, nor does it make an

even stapled, sound, or lustrous wool ; and

in endeavoring to raise sheep upon dry, bare

pastures and corn is precisely where we fail.

» 4 i

Polled Cattle Herd-Book.

The breeders of Norfolk and Suffolk red

polled cattle in England, we read, recently met
for the purpose of establishing a herd-book for

that class of stock. A standard description

was agreed upon, a committee of revision was
appointed, and it was resolved to ask the assent

of the various agricultural associations and

cattle clubs to the standard adopted. This

standard is as follows : A superior animal must

be of a deep red, with udders of the same

color; nose not dark or cloudy; tail may be

white at the tip. Form : a neat head and
throat ; a full eye ; a tuft of hair or crest should

hang over the poll ; the frontal bones should

contract somewhat above the eyes and termi-

nate in a narrow7 prominence at the poll or

summit of the head. An imperfect standard

includes those having the belly or the udder

white, but no semblance of a horn can be ad-

mitted. Animals answering to this standard,

which were in existence on January 1st, 1873,

may be entered in the first issue of the herd-

book. This, then, is the way in which an

English herd-book is proposed to be estab-

lished. The necessity for any inquiry into the

history of the animals to be entered seems to

be ignored. Thus an accidental polled animal,

if of the right color, may gain entry, although

its sire or dam may have been horned. Wc
have raised exactly such an animal as would

have met every requirement of a superior

polled cow mentioned in this standard, whose
sire was a grade Shorthorn and whose dam was
a black native cow. Such a cow, it seems,

would be admitted into this herd-book as a

thorough -bred red polled cow without question.

As we have a direct interest in this matter,

growing out of probable importations of this

stock into the United States, wc caution our

farmers to put no faith in such a registry as

this, and not to be led into supposing that an

imported herd-book red polled cow or bull

will mean any more than a red, hornless animal.

•-# -^^«— i-»

Beacon Comet 8th.

The above engraving is a portrait from life

of the fine young Jersey bull " Beacon Comet

8th," the property of Mr. Wm. Crozier of

Beacon Stock Farm, Northport, L. I. He is a

descendant of Beacon Comet, and inherits the

good qualities of his sire in a remarkable degree.

One of his most striking peculiarities is his

marking, which consists of beautiful dappled

spots placed very symmetrically in almost reg-

ular lines from his back down his sides. His

skin is very fine and mellow, and his handling is

especially good. For -want of space wc are

obliged to give some items relating to hi; His-

tory and performances in our "Baskcl ' col-

umns, to which we refer our readers.
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Indian Tobacco—Lobelia.

There are in tins country more than a dozen

species of Lobelia. Some of them, like the

Cardinal-flower, are conspicuous, while others

upon this point are needed. The name Lobelia

was given to the genus in honor of a Flemish

herbalist, De l'Obel. Some of the quack doc-

tors, thinking it means fow-belia, give to . the

tall-growing Cardinal-flower {Lobelia eardin-

to the Gulf, there are found five other species,

some of them generally distributed and others

quite local. All these species have in common
with the northern one tubular leaves, but they
vary much in size and form. The leaf consists

Indian TOBACCO.—{Lobelia inflata.)

alts) the distinguishing name of high-belia. It is

drummond's pitcher plant.—(Sarracenia Drummondii.)

are not at all showy. Several of the exotic

species are among the valued plants of our

gardens and greenhouses. The one here fig-

ured, Lobelia inflaia, or Indian Tobacco, is on

account of its active properties perhaps more

common than any of the others, and is generally

known as Lobelia. It is a much branched

plant, common in fields, and has such small

blue flowers that it is not likely to attract much
notice. "When the seeds begin to ripen the pod

swells so that it and its inclosing calyx have a

bladdery or blown-up appearance, which gave

rise to the specific name inflata. This species

possesses powerful medicinal properties, it be-

ing in large doses actively emetic and narcotic.

It is used by physicians, and has long been one

of the unsafe agents in the hands of quacks.

Its activity is such that it should only be em-

ployed when prescribed by a physician. It is

of interest to the farmer as being one of the

several plants to which the "slavering" of

horses is attributed. Being quite common in

pastures, especially in autumn, it is readily ac-

cessible to horses; but. we have no positive

proof that they ever eat it, and observations

one of the easily determined plants, on account

of the inflated character of its seed vessels, and

one can easily recognize it from our engraving.

It is an annual or biennial, growing from a foot

to eighteen inches high, and found in late sum-

mer throughout most of the United States.

•-«
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Southern Pitcher-Plants.

In the Northern States wc have one species

of Pitcher-plant which extends into Canada

and Newfoundland and west to Minnesota. It

was the first species described, and in honor of

a French Canadian physician, Sarrazin, was
named Sarr<ieenitt,with the specific name pur-

purea. This species is a well-known inhabitant

of bogs and swampy places, and is sure to at-

tract attention by its cluster of nearly prostrate

tubular leaves and its curiously shaped flowers.

It was figured in this paper in May, 1866. Be-

sides the common name of Pitcher-plant, it is

in different localities called Side-saddle Flower,

Iluntsman's-cup, and Whip-poor-Will's Shoe.

In the Southern Atlantic States, from Vircinia

of a long narrow funnel, the " pitcher," closed

below and open above. Along one side of the

funnel runs a longitudinal projection or wing,

and at the orifice, upon the side opposite to the

wing, is an appendage which is sometimes

called the lid of the pitcher, but it is more cor-

rectly a hood. This is an usual form for a leaf

to assume, and in comparing it with ordinary

leaves the botanist considers these pitchers to

represent a leaf with an enormously broad

leaf-stalk, which is folded together with the

edges united to form the funnel or tube, and

the wing before mentioned represents, so to

speak, the scam. The blade, which in most

leaves forms the largest portion, is here very

small, and represented by the appendage or

hood at the top of the pitcher. The pitchers,

at least the older ones, are usually partly full

of water, in which are drowned multitudes of

dead insects. In most species, if not in all, the

water is not a secretion of the plant, but is col-

lected from rains ; but of what service is this

or the dead insects to the plant is not quite

satisfactorily made out. It is but reasonable

to suppose that the plants have need of the in-
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sects, else there would not be such an admirable

trap for catching them and a supply of water

for killing them when caught. Experiments

have shown that the Venus Fly-trap actually

feeds upon the insects it catches, and does not

refuse a diet of beef; and observations upon

the Pitcher-plants may show that the insects

caught by them contribute to their nourish-

ment. The interior surface of the pitchers of

all the species is furnished with sharp hairs

pointing downward; near the opening, in some
species, at least, there is a sugary exudation

which attracts the insects, which, if they go
down the tube far water or fall in, find their

return much obstructed by the bristly hairs.

To enumerate the southern species of Pitcher-

plant, there is the Parrot-beaked S. Psittacina,

a somewhat smaller species than ours, and, like

that, has spreading leaves, the hood to which
bends over the opening and has somewhat the

appearance of a parrot's bill. The pitcher in

this is more nearly covered or closed than in

any other species ; this, like our S. purpurea,

has red flowers, as has S. rubra, the Red
Pitcher-plant. This is one of the rarest, and
has erect slender, tubular leaves 10 to 18 inches

long and handsomely veined with purple.

There are two yellow-flowered species, S.Jlava,

commonly called " Trumpets," and the " Spot-

ted Trumpet-leaf," S. mriolaris. The last

named has erect leaves arjout the same length

of those of S. rubra, and curiously marked
with white spots on the back near the top.

S. Jlava, or Trumpets, is the largest of all the

species, it not being rare to find the trumpet-

siiaped leaves three feet in length ; its flowers,

on stems as long as the leaves, are four or five

uiencs across. This is found as far north as

Virginia, and is some places grows in great

Abundance. In traveling through North Caro-

lina we have seen immense quantities growing
upon each side of the railroad, forming an in-

teresi.ng and conspicuous object. The most

reduced in size of course, from plants we raised

from some roots kiudly furnished by a friend

at Apalachicola, Fla., near which city it was
first discovered by Drummond in 1835. Our
native Pitcher-plants, although not quite so

wonderful as those of the East Indies, which

belong to a different genus, Nepenthes (see

articie on Mr.Such's establishment last month),

are all worthy of cultivation. Our common S.

purpurea is, of course, perfectly hardy, and,

like the rest, must have a plenty of water. A
handsome clump of it placed in a vase filled

with moss maizes a charming ornament for a

room. The southern species arc usually culti-

vated in hot-houses, but we have found no

difficulty hi growing them (two of them at

least, 8. flava and <S. DrummondC) in the open

air. The roots were planted in boxes (being

less apt to dry out than pots) filled with a mix-

ture of peat, chopped sphagnum moss, and

sand. The boxes were placed near the cistern,

where they would be sure to be kept quite wet.

Late in autumn the boxes were removed to

the cellar and looked to now and then to see

that the soil did not become very dry.

The Cold Grapery,

BY rETEIt HENDERSON.

Our climate is particularly well adapted to

the cultivation cf vines under glcxii without

fire heat, and the wonder is that cell prS-pcrics

are not in more general use even by people cf

moderate means than they at present arc. T7c

built one for our own use three years ago on

the plan shown in the engraving. The dimen-

sions are 50 feet long by 25 wide. It is fin-

ished in very good style, and cost but little

more than $1,000. It was planted in June,

1871, and last season we cut upwards of 300

lbs. of fruit from it ; next season it will proba-

bly yield double that quantity. The " border,"

ELEVATION OF GRAPEKY, SHOWING END AND PART OF SIDE.

beautiful, so far as the leaves are concerned,

and one of the rarest, is Drummond's Pitcher-

plant, Sarracenia Drummondii. The leaf is

about two feet long, funnel-shaped, the round-

ed blade or hood erect. The upper part of the

leaf is white and beautifully netted with con-

spicuous purple veins. The flower is purple.

"We give an illustration of this species, much

the proper making of which is of great import-

ance, was begun by excavating the natural soil

to the depth of 20 inches for 13 feet in width

of the length of the grapery on each side. The
inside was left untouched, the borders being

entirely outside. The bottom of the excava-

tion was graded from the front of the building

to the outside of the borders, with a fall 6f about

an inch to a foot, so that thorough and rapid
drainage would be sure to be attained. At the

extremity of each border a drain was built to

carry off the water. The whole bottom was
then cemented over so as to prevent the roots

getting into the subsoil. TLis pit was then
filled up to the depth of about two feet (four

inches being allowed for settling) with a com-
post which was previously prepared by mixing
about three parts of turf top spit from rather a

shaly pasture, one part of rotten stable manure,
and one part of lime rubbish. The vines were
planted in the border outside, the tops being

drawn inside through openings left for the pur-

pose. The plants were strong one-year-old

vines, and were set about June 1st. By Oc-

tober they had grown to over 20 feet in length.

The varieties used were nine-tenths Black

Hamburg, with a few Muscats and Frontignacs,

which have done exceedingly well.

In November they were cut back to the bot-

tom of the rafter, cr about three feet from the

ground, and quickly reached the top again the

second year, with firm, well-ripened wood. In

November they were again pruned back to

about three feet above the foot of the rafter, or

six feet from the ground. On this shoot was
produced the fruit referred to this year (the

third from the time of planting). We are just

pruning now (the middle of November), and
are cutting the shoot back to about four feet

from top of the rafter, or about sixteen feet

from the ground.

EveryDecemberwc lay the vine3 clown along

the front wall after being pruned, covering

them completely tip with sell until Hay, when
they are then taken up and tied to the wires,

which are '/i 8 galvanized iron, and run across

the rafters 15 inches apart and 15 inches

from the glass. .The training followed is what
is called the "spur" system, which is simply
to allow one cane cr shoot to each rafter (cr at

three feet apart), and pruning the side shoots

or " bearing wood " annually back to

one eye. In the summer treatment of

the cold grapery the principle must
never be lost sigl_t of that to keep tho

vines in perfect health a temperature of

not less than 70° at night with 10° or
15° higher during the day is always
necessary. Any rapid variation down-
ward i3 certain to result in mildew. The
floor of the grapery should bo kept

dashed with water at all times, unless

in damp weather, from the time the

buds start in May until the fruit begins

to ripen in September, except during the

period the vines are in flower, when it

should bo dispensed with until the fruit

is set. If the weather is dry copious

watering is necessary for the border

outside. The summer pruning of the

grapery consists simply in pinching off

the laterals or side shoots to one eye or

bud. Every winter three inches of the

best well-rotted stable manure is spread

over the border, and over that six inches

of leaves cr litter ; the leaves or litter is

raked ofT in rpring, and the manure is

forked in, tho object being to feed the

roots from the top cf the border. This

same treatment we give our hardy grapes with

excellent results.

I am a good deal of a utilitarian, and am
very apt to make even my luxuries "pay"
when it is practicable to do so ; and though we

would hardly dream of selling our grapes that

have been grown for private use, yet I do not

6crupie to make the glass that shelters them do
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double duly by using it in winter to shelter our

half-hardy rosea from November to May.

Those lhat ilo not make rose-growing a busi-

ness, as I do, can nevertheless profit by my ex-

ample, and use the cold grapery for many pur-

poses during the winter months when it is not

used for the grape-vines. Besides Roses, all

plants of a half-hardy character may be there

kept, such as Pomegranates, Crape Myrtles,

Pampas Grass, Tritomas, Carnations, etc., care

being taken that the pots or tubs in which they

are planted are plunged in leaves, tan, or some

such substance, so the roots do not get frozen.

One Hundred Dollars for a Tomato.
—Peter Ilenderson & Co. offered last spring to

purchasers of seed of their Trophy tomato oue

hundred dollars for the heaviest and best speci-

men of fruit exhibited. Over thirty fine spe-

cimens were sent in, the best of which was from

Jacob Gass, Perrysville, Pa., who says that it

w is grown without any extra effort, and was
selected from a load of forty bushels that he

was that day (September 8th) taking to market.

It is very doubtful if Mr. Gass received as much
money for his whole load as Peter Henderson
& Co. paid him for this single tomato, which
weighed 23| ounces, and was perfect in form.

An immense specimen was grown at Newark,
N. J., weighing three pounds, and measuring

28f inches in circumference ; but it was received

in a badly damaged state, and could not be put

in competition. This is the largest we have

yet heard of, and shows to what an immense
size this variety can be grown under particu-

larly favorable conditions.

Notes from the Pines.

My little greenhouse is only 24 feet long by
about half that width. If those whose glass

measures hundreds of feet in length find as

much work in proportion as I do in mine I

wonder how they get through with it. But
then I have no gardener. I don't think I should

care much for plants that some one else took

care of. The whole fun of the thing is in seeing

one's work grow under his hands. Last spring

I raised some

Seedling Pelargoniums, or Geraniums, as

some prefer to call them. The seeds were sown
too late for the plants to bloom in the open
ground so they were taken up and put in the

greenhouse wdiere they are coming on finely. I

had a lot of seeds from one of the best known
amateurs in France, but these gave me only two
plants, while a packet of Bull's (Eng.) seed

from Peter Henderson & Co., sown at the same
time, germinated freely and have given fine re-

sults. There is nothing in floriculture more
interesting than raising

Florists' Plants from Sf.ed.—It will not

be easy to define what florists' plants are, but
Pelargoniums, Carnations,Auriculas, Primroses,

and a host of others are included in the term.

These plants have so " broken," as the gardeners

say, that we may expect any possible variation

from *vri\. Take the Pelargonium or Geranium,
for instance. It has already given a vast number
of varieties, and seed from good sorts is likely

to give many more. I have plants from seed
that ten years ago would have been thought
wonderful, but we have so many sorts now
that a plant should be remarkably good to merit
addition to our named varieties. If the seed be

sown very early in spring the plants can gener-

ally be made to flower before frost comes.

While recommending the raising of seedling

Pelargoniums as a most fascinating amusement,
I must give the amateur

One Caution.—Which is, don't get excited.

Those who grow sucli plants from seed look

upon them with a partial eye and are apt to

think because a seedling is not bad it must bo

very superior. They look at it through gold

spectacles and think there is money in their

favorite plant. Every florist of experience is

yearly annoyed by the many seedling Pelar-

goniums and other plants that are pressed upon
his attention. If the amateur's seedling is val-

uable he may be sure that the florist will catch

at it fast enough, but the chances are 99 to 1

it will be not so good as those he already has.

Packing Plants does not seem to be so well

understood abroad as with us. I received a par-

cel from an amateur in England not long ago

in which many of the plants were lost by their

being packed too damp. Then the labels were

—

of all things— written upon parchment, and were
in many cases nearly dissolved and rendered

illegible by the moist heat. Let me say to

those who have occasion to send

Plants Br Express or Mail that there is

more danger from too much moisture than too

little. The best packing material is sphagnum
or bog moss, and this should be just so damp
only as to be elastic to the touch. Plants packed

in this, if not too damp, will remain for weeks
uninjured ; that is if the plants are at rest.

Another thing in Packing is to pack close.

If sending by mail, take a piece of strong brown
paper; lav the just damp, not wet, moss upon it,

put the pl.ints upon the moss and more moss
over the plants. Then begin at one. end of the

paper and roll up hard, secure with a string,

and then put another paper over for directions.

So in packing in boxes, use the moss just damp,
and have the box full and crammed down hard,

so that there can be no possibility of moving or

shaking iu transit.

The Artichoke, or Globe Artichoke as it is

sometimes called to distinguish it from the b:-t-

ter known Jerusalem Artichoke, is very little

cultivated in this country. Iu tbis'the eatable

portion is the base of the scales which surround
the large thistle-like flower-head and the bottom
of the head. There is but a small portion to

each, and though it is to my taste very delicious

—something like boiled chestnuts— it will never
be very popular among those who like to dine

in a hurry, as the separation of the scales to get

at their edible portion is very time consuming.

Nevertheless as I try to grow every eatable

vegetable that the climate will allow, I made
a bed of artichokes from plants sent me by a

friend in Georgia who had a very large strain.

These many times as I have watched the bed
during the growth I have said why not use

The Artichoke as an Ornamental Plant.
—Its stateliness and the silvery color of its

beautifully cut leaves adapt it to tie' purposes
of ornament, and I was quite sure that anyone
of the plants in my bed would have made a

sensation had it stood alone in my lawn, I

th >ught r had made a discovery, but—alas 1

for human hopes—while in a carriage with
several horticulturists making our way along
the dreary road that leads to the horticultural

Mecca of George Such, one of the gentlemen,
!-known for his excellent taste in horticul-

ture, broke the silence with, " Did you ever

consider what a fine ornamental plant the Arti-

choke would make ? " In general I like conun-
drums, but here was my pet disior ry gone in

a moment. Nevertheless, the Artichoke is as

fine as ever. I like to get

Odd Things, but when a gentleman in Texas
sends five different kinds of bulbs without note

or comment it is very puzzling. If he had
given the roughest description of the flowers I

might have made them out, or if he had said

what soil, dry or swampy, they grew in I should
have known how to treat them. As it is I have
to divide them, and try a part of each as

greenhouse bulbs, a part in a cold frame, and
otheis iu the open ground.

Among the comparatively new things that I

tried last year for the first time are some

Ornamental Peaches, several varieties of

which were sent last spring by Mr. P. J. Berck-

maus, of the Fruitland Nurseries, Augusta, Ga.,

who has a fancy for getting together the un-

usual forms of the peach. Some are worthy
of a place in a collection of ornamental trees.

The Pyramidal would hardly be taken for

a piach-.tree if one was not near enough to see

the character of the leaves. Its branches all

turn upwards, and the general aspect is that of

a Lombardy Poplar.

The Purple-leaved was rather a disap-

pointment after having my ideas formed upon
the colored engraving in the Gardeners' Month-

ly. Its leaves, to be sure, are purplish red in

the spriua, but it loses its color as they mature,

and the tree is then as green as any other. The
young leaves of the second growth are also

colored. Of course, the story of this having

sprung up from the spot wdiere some general

was killed is all " bosh."

The Australian Dwarfs are very promis-

ing. These are said to have originated from the

Pcc/>-To, the flat peach of China. Those two that

I have are beautiful bushes ; the joints are so

close together that the foliage is singularly

crowded. Mine have not bloomed yet, but are

said to have double crimson flowers and good
fruit. It is doubtful if they will succeed in

the open air al the north. I put mine iu boxes

and placed them in the cellar for the winter.

They are certainly deserving of the atteution

of those who grow peaches under glass.

Mr. B. sent me leaves of a curious cut-leaved

variety, which he discovered in a bed of seed-

lings, and which we may hope to know more of.

The Eoya or Wax-Plant.

The kind of house-plants that we best like

are those which stay by year after year. Most
of our readers no doubt know some house iu

which the plants—such as an oleander, a laures-

tinus, an orange or lemon-tree—are as much a

part of the household effects as the furniture

itself. They have been in the family year after

year, placed out-doors or on the "stoop" in

summer, and in autumn removed to the living

room, where tender care protects them during

unusually cold nights'. Plants like these have,

so to speak, a history; they have grown up
with the family, and have in a measure become
one of it. We sometimes, though not often,

see the Wax-plaut treated in this way, and now
and then come across a plant that litis been in

the family for years and years. TlteWax-piant

is a native of the East Indies, and in its native
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country grows upon decayed trees, which it

clothes with its fine green foliage. In cultiva-

tion it is rated as a stove or hot-house plant,

and it is one of the few plants of that class that

accommodate themselves to the ungenial at-

improved arroaoir. Nothing can be more un-

handy than the common watering-pot ; it has

two handles, one for carrying and the other

for pouring, both made of flat tin, with edges

that are very uncomfortable to the hand ; then

this handle is so placed that the pot is well

balanced in the hand, whether it be full or
contain only a quart of water ; moreover, the
rose is nearly as large as a common saucer, and
throws a great number of minute streams.

mosphere of the dwelling-room. The engrav-

ing gives the leaves and flowers of the Wax-
plant rather less than the natural size. The
leaves are very thick and fleshy, and remain for

a long time. The plant is a rather slow grower

in house-culture, and blooms less freely in such

conditions than in the hot-house. Its flowers

are in clusters, and have such an artificial ap-

pearance that the name "Wa -;>laut" was

naturally enough applied to it. They are

white or rather flesh-colored, with a pink

center. The flower-stalk continues to put out

flower clusters, and should not be cut away.

It being a climber, the Wax-plant is usually

trained to a frame or trellis of some kind ; it

should have plenty of pot-room, and be well

drained. Like all fleshy plants, it requires but

little water when it is not in a growing state.

There is a variegated form in which the leaves

are marked with white, and indeed some of

them entirely white. This is a still slower

grower than the normal form, and is not to be

commended for house-culture. The name of

Eoya was given to the genus, of which there

are some twenty species, in honor of Thomas
Hoy, who was gardener to the Duke of Devon
half a century ago; the specific name, carnosa,

refers to the fleshy character of the leaves.

the wax-plant.—(Eoya carnosa.)

it has a little bit of a rose, which throws a

spray over a very small surface, and the opera-

tion of watering with one of these clumsy

A New French Watering-Pot.

In the matter of watering-pots the French
man beats both John and John-athan. We
doubt if a Yankee or a Britisher ever improved
upon the first watering-pot, while scarcely a

year passes but the French have some new and

HEW FBENCU WATERING-POT.

things is a trial to the hands and the patience.

A French rose watering-pot has but one han-

dle and that is round and easy to the hand

;

When Mr. B. K. Bliss was last in Europe he
brought home some samples of a new style of

watering-pot in which no rose is used. Ho
placed one of these in our hands for trial, and

we were so much pleased with it that we ad-

vised him to have a stock of them made for

sale. The engraving shows the form of the

pot. It will be seen that it has a very long

spout and the round and properly placed han-

dle to which we have already alluded. With
a handle of this kind the hand can be placed

at just the right point for the implement to

balance, and there is none of the strain upon
the wrist that is demanded by the ordinary

form. A column of water of the length of the

spout when allowed to flow comes out with no

little force. As the stream of water issues

from the nozzle it is intercepted by a flange,

which is cast in brass of a peculiar s-hape, with

the effect to break the stream into the thinnest

possible sheet of water, of a most beautifully

curved form. At the upper part of the en-

graving the form of the discharge of water is

shown, as well as that of the flange which pro-

duces the effect. It will be seen that the water

is dispersed over a broad space, and its force is

so far counteracted and it is spread so excted-

ingly thin thai it can be allowed to fall upon

sn\:.il and delicate plants without injury. We
are not an advocate of the general watering of

gardens unless there is a provision for doing it

other than by hand ; but hot beds, plants in

pots that are set out for the summer, and newly

planted things that must be nursed, all require

watering, and we have described an implement

which we think will do it more rapidly and

satisfactorily than any other that we have seen.
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W (For other Household Items, see "Basket" ptgse.)

About a Laundry.

Washing day is the melancholy day iu the house-

hold. Everybody is cross and tired, for washing

is a disagreeable and laborious work. That it is

necessary is no mitigation. No wouder we have

frequent communications asking about washing

ironed. The irons are heated upon a stove, fig. 5, lay down my pen to listen to the interruption of
from which they are taken to the ironing-room

j
conscience—something or other about the "goiaeu

adjoining to be used. The machinery
here described is suitable for a large

laundry ; in some smaller establishments

lighter machinery is used. The ordinary

Doty or similar washing machines of

large size are used, which are put in

operation by a steam-engine. The
wringing or drying, starching, and iron-

ing are performed very much in the

same manner in all these laundries. A
laundry sufficient to do
the work for a hundred
families may be furnished

for $1,000, exclusive of

the building and a steam-

engine of ten-horse power.

Fig. 1.—WASHING MACHINE.

machines and laundries, and the feasibility of ban-

ishing this labor from the household to an estab-

lishment where it may be done by machinery for

the families of a whole town or village. We have

recently visited a laundry in which all the work
except the ironing is done by machinery ; and be-

cause we believe there are many places in couutry

villages and towns where it would be a great con-

venience to have such a laundry to do the work of

a large number of families, we have prepared the

accompanying illustrations for the purpose of clear-

ly describing the machines and the methods used.

Figure 1 shows the washing machine. The
clothes are put into it through the holes iu the

side. The holes are then closed up, the hot water

and soap are poured in through a pipe, the machin-

ery is started, and in a short time the clothes are

sufficiently washed. After rinsing, they are put

Fig. 2.—DBYTNG MACHINE.

into the rotary drier, figure 2, in which they are

freed from water. They are theu carried to the
drying-room, which is a large apartment heated by
ranges of steam-pipes, and there, hung upon lines

stretched across the room, they are quickly dried.

Those that need starehiug are put through the

machine, figure 3, the superfluous starch is

squeezed out, and they are taken to the ironing-

room. Shirts which need the bosoms starched
and glossed are passed, through a machine prepared
expressly for this purpose (figure 4) before being

Home Topics.

BY FAITH ROCHESTER.

What shall be Done
with the Washing ? —
Many of us could get along quite

comfortably without a hired girl if

there were no washing and ironing to

be done in the house. Thibe two big

jobs give us at least two
days of hard work—work
which alone is quite

enough for a strong

woman to perform in two
days, without the added
labor of cooking and dish-

washing, and sweeping and bed-making,

and child-nurture—all of which must be
carried along through the washing and
ironing days as upon other days. It is

often the case that the members of the

family could so divide the work between
them, as to do it all except the washing,

and do it belter than any hired servant

would. Shall we hire a washerwoman ?

But we have to pay her a good deal—

a

large proportion of what a girl's wages
would cost. She does nothing but the

washing and floor-cleaning, probably, for

one day's work, and we have her to wait H
upon. I have to pay a washerwoman at

least a dollar a day, and I can get a hired

girl to do all of my family work for two dollars a

week. This is, perhaps, lower than the average of

wages where I live, but the girls call

this an easy place, as they get con-

siderable time here for sittiug down
or going out. In the summer time I

prefer to keep the girl, and then I

find more upon my own hands in the

way of general "putting to rights,"

aud sewiug and care of children, than
I can well accomplish and leave mar-
gin for getting out of doors and for

reading and writing. As cold weather
comes, and the city prices of fuel

begin to astonish and alarm people in

moderate or low circumstances, the

case takes a different shape. I see

how I can rig up the kitchen warm
and snug, aud spend the forenoon
there, with the children helping (?)

me about the chores, doing their lit-

tle tasks of sewing and knittiug and
reading, and then getting their frolic

out of doors while I prepare our
simple dinner—the master of the

house taking his dinner down town. While we
cat dinner the other part of the house is getting

warm, aud the eldest child (aged seven) washes the

few dinner dishes, with the little sister's help in

wiping them, while I get the sitting-room and its

bedroom tidy. Theu we take up our afternoon

quarters, allowing the kitchen fire to go out, and I

notice that this daily change has a good effect upon
the spirits—and so, of course, upon the health.

What place is there in this arrangement for a hired

girl ? [I don't like this way of talking. I have to

3.—STARCHING MACHINE.

rule," and about "family selfishness"—all of

which I cannot report. I can only acknowledge

my personal inability to obey the golden rule in all

relations, till sometime in the long "ever and

Fig. 4.—BOSOM STARCHEB.

ever" when it shall be the standard rule of all

mankind.]

I have employed a washerwoman for a few

weeks, but it is a very unsatisfactory arrangement.

I have to stay in the kitchen myself to do the gen-

eral housework ; so, of course, the children are

there too. I do detest the slops aud steam, to say

Fig. 5.—STOVE FOR HEATING IRONS.

nothing of the odor that comes from the woman
at the tub—one of the tribe of the "great un-

washed." The childien behave worse than com-
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mon, and I get less chance to " oil the machinery,"

or "wet the clay," or whatever you call the op-

portune words and "switching off" tricks for

keeping squabbles at bay. They get cold feet

and hands from the frequent opening of doors,

and perhaps from the windows open at the top to

let out the steam. If the kitchen must serve as a

laundry it should he a pretty bare room, as the

steam of the suds is so generally injurious.

I must "put out" the washing, then—to have

the flannels all shrunken, the calicos faded, the

white clothes begrimed ? And then, I do not

know of any woman about here (taking in wash-

ing) who would keep her room in as wholesome a

condition as I should mine. How wet some of

these kitchens do get with steam. This added to

the compound smell which prevails in such rooms
the whole winter long, makes a home for little

children about as unwholesome as possible. But

the woman wants money to buy shoes and stock-

ings for her children. I can not give her that and

pay for the washing beside. She wants to do the

washing—mine and other folks—and I pass it

along with a heart of pity for her children, and for

their mother. She is saved considerable mental

suffering by her unenlightened condition. If her

baby dies she will only weep over a " mysterious

providence."

When can we have good, cheap, public laundries ?

A Wobd prom the Woman's Congress.—While

I was agitating the question with which I started

these "Topics" this month, an essay upon the sub-

ject of "Enlightened Motherhood," read before

the Woman's Congress lately in session in New
York, came in my way. Much of the " light" at-

tempted to be shed abroad upon this subject is

simple darkness, it seems to me. " Ideas are in the

air," Emerson says, and I take it as a sign that

some of the olouds of crude ideas in our mental

skies are blowing over, that an essay on Enlight-

ened Motherhood in the first Woman's Congress

should have recognized so well some of the

limitations of a mother's power and responsi-

bility.

Mrs Corhin, who wrote the paper on Enlight-

ened Motherhood to which I refer, had been study-

ing a pamphlet sent out to the mothers of Phila-

delphia by a medical society of that city, " On the

Care of Young Children during Hot Weather."

Moihers were told, in that, to have their cooking

done "in a shed, or in the yard, or in the garret,"

but there was a plain suggestion that a kitchen in

the bottom of the house must impair the purity of

the atmosphere of the rooms above. Mothers

were also told to keep their children out of the roonts

where cooking and washing were being done.

If this latter caution is important in hot weather

when all the windows and doors may stand open,

it seems equally so in winter when the steam and
odors are so much more confined.

Almost every day children come into our house
who smell so badly of the odors of the kitchens

where they live that I can hardly bear to go near

them. I have not tried to count the smells, but I

distinctly perceive tobacco smoke, burnt grease,

and over-burnt, over-boiled, bitter coffee.

Mrs. Corbin tells how she inquired of her wi6e

physician what she could possibly do to save the

life of her babe who was slowly dying. He an-

swer d: "The best that you can do, the best that

any mother can do with a nursing baby as deli-

cately organized as this one, is, as much as possible,

at all times and under all circumstances to keep a

qaiet mind. Be placid, equable, unmoved. Your
baby draws her life from your life now. It must
be sweet, serene, unshaken by storms, or she can not

thrive upon it."

Mrs. Corbin says : "But what advice is this to

give to a housekeeper, beset with the nameless and

numberless sources of discord and iuharmony
which characterize the reign of the "black beast"
and Bridget. With a kitchen stove, and an ordi-

nary cook, or rather the ordinary succession of

cooks, each one worse than the last, the cases are

rare and exceptional when a woman can ever be
sure of a year and a half of such quietude of

mind as is absolutely necessary to the proper

bearing and reariug of a child. It is, therefore,

after mature deliberation, and with a solemn sense

of my own responsibility to God and mau, that I

stand here and charge.upon the kitchen stove a very

large percentage of the mortality that desolates

our homes. Banish cooking and laundry work
from the house, with all their concomitants of foul

odors, unnecessary heat, aud an atmosphere peri-

odically surcharged with vapor, and the salubrity

of the premises would be increased fifty per cent.

With cookery and laundry work, Bridget also

would fold her tent like the Arabs, and as silently

steal away."

Several years ago Mrs. Stowe, in the pages of the

Atlantic Monthly, prophesied and prayed for the

establishment of public laundries and public

cooking houses. It will probably lie some time

yet before we get them, even in our cities, and we
must possess our 60uls in patience and do the best

we can. Let us learn all that we can about the

laws of health, about ventilation and wholesome

cookery ; and let us be more careful to prevent the

escape of steam into our kitchens, where our

children have to live as long as their mother is con-

fined there. What if we should abolish dough-

nuts and griddle cakes and other fried food ?

Couldn't "papa" stand that? Ah ! He must be
" enlightened

'

' too !

"The Black Beast."—It is blacker than there

is necessity for, it seems to me. Mr. E. had a leisure

day at home lately, and after doing a number of

" dickering jobs," he said to me

:

" If you will tell me where to find the blacking,

I'll black the cook-stove. It is just cool enough

now."
I thanked him, but said I didn't want it

blacked. I knew it was quite brown, but I was

content to have it so. He looked surprised and I

explained.

It has been several years since a blacked kitchen

stove has seemed clean to me. I hardly dared to

entertain such a thought, till I found that some of

the very neatest housekeepers thought so too, and

practiced accordingly. They wash their stoves

daily, and the surface of the stove is then dean. A
blacked stove blackens everything that rubs against

it, and the children's stockings often suffer from

its contamination. I have never been able to

polish a stove without a deal of trouble to prevent

soiling the carpet or walls adjacent ; and I always

feel as though my own body and clothing have

been unnecessarily defiled, even when I wear

gloves. To keep a stove black requires daily at-

tention, and it is one of the unnecessary cares

with which I do not choose to encumber myself.

My auditor looked his approval, aud remarked :

"They say that greasy dish-water is best for

washing a stove."
" I can not bear to use it," I said, " the smell of

it upon the hot stove is so disagreeable. I prefer

to keep a cloth for that especial purpose, and to

use clean water. The greasv water gives a blacker

surface to the iron, but that does not pay me for

the bad odor it gives out."

"I think you are right," said Mr. Eochester.
" Besides polished stoves give out less heat than

those with rougher brown surfaces."

It is not necessary to put the hands into the

water with which the stove is washed. Make a

small mop or 6wab with a wooden handle, and

rinse this out and hang it to dry each time when
you have done with it.

Care of the Hands.—Is there any particular

virtue in rough, red hands? It is disgraceful to

shirk necessary labor, but soft, white hands are a

comfortable thing for a wife aud mother, or any

other woman to possess. Try a few drops of ammo-
nia in the basin of water with which you wash your

hands after the day's housework is done. It has a

softening and cleansing effect. Powdered borax is

also excellent. Glycerine is the tiling to use upon
chapped hands and the cracks at the finger ends.

A Word farther about Stove Hearths.—Tt

occurs to me that I overlooked one strong point

In favor of the high hearths. It is not often, I

think, that your low hearth offers equal facilities

with a high one for broiling. Certainly no way of
cooking a steak is quite equal to genuine broiling.

I have tried the way of cooking it in a hot tin-

greased spider a good deal, but broiling is better,

though. usually more troublesome.

Gridirons or Broilers, and Steaks.—The
gridirons that go with our stoves usually have
grooved iron bars. It is a trouble to keep these

clean. Wire broilers are more easily managed.
One that shuts the steak in so that it can be turned,

gridiron and all, is very convenient.

A steak 6hould be turned several times, at very

6hort intervals. It should lie as near as possible

to the hot coals. The under side sears almost in-

stantly. Turn it before the juice has a chance to

gather upon the upper surface, and sear that side

also. Frequent turning keeps the juices in the

steak, but if you perceive them upon the meat
when you go to turn it, hold it over the hot meat
platter while you turn it. The double wire gridiron

makes this an easy matter. This, also, is the easiest

gridiron that I know of for snatching from the

coals when a blaze flashes up. Salt thrown upon
the blaze puts it out. Flames under the steak are

apt to give it a bad, burnt flavor. To avoid them
cut away and leave out the big chunks of suet that

sometimes come with the steak.

Do not season the steak till nearly or quite

done. Put it at once between hot platters with

its seasoning, and after a few moments you will

find it all covered with juice or gravy.

I have used a patent bi oiler upon the top of the

stove over a hot blaze, but I prefer the coals.

When broiling at the top of the stove over a wood
Are look out for your draughts. If there is a

"top draught" in the front of the stove, this is

the time to open it. Have the dampers turned so

as to draw the smoke up chimney as fast as pos-

sible, never using the oven at the same time.

What Shall we have for Breakfast ?

The above question was proposed in the Novem-
ber number, and the answers have been coming in

at a most unexpected rate. Indeed, so numerous
are the lists that the committee to whom they were

referred have been unable to make the decision in

time for it to be published in the Household pages,

but it will be given among the " Basket Items," as

that portion of the paper goes to press some days

later than this.

Puddings and Pancakes.

BT MRS. H. S. P.

Plum Pudding.—Two eggs ; six crackers ; three

pints of sweet rnilk ; a piece of butter the size of

an egg ; one cup of raisins ; a little salt and nutmeg.

Baked Indian Pudding.—Four eggs ; one quart

of sweet milk ; five large tea-spoonfuls of Indian-

meal ; nutmeg and sugar to the ta6tc. Boil the

milk and seald the Indian-meal in it, then let it

cool before adding the eggs. Bake three-quarters

of an hour. Eat with butter or sweet sauce.

Pancakes.—One egg; two spoonfuls of sugar;

one cup of 6weet milk ; one tea-spoonful of soda
;

two tea-spoonfuls of eream-of-tartar ; three cups

of flour.

Quick Pudding.—One egg ; one cup of 6ugnr

;

one table-spoonful of melted butter; one cup of

sweet milk ; half a tea-spoonful of soda ;
three

cups of flour. Bake half an hour or more. Eat

with sweet sauce.

Sago Pudding.—Two large spoons of sago boiled

in one quart of milk ; the peel of a lemon ; little

nutmeg; when cool add four eggs; little salt.

Bake about one hour aud a half. Eat with sugar

and cream.

Doughnuts.—One egg; one cup of sugar ; two

cups of sour milk; one spoonful of cream if the

milk is not very rich; one tea-spoonful of soda;

little salt ; nutmeg ; flour enough to roll
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About ISoisa'-SIkms.

Who made the first horse-shoe? We do not know,

ami doubt, if any one doee. We can get a pretty good

idea of what the first one was like from the kind now in

use in Hie f;ir East, where everything that belongs to

forming ia at the present day very much as it was in the

time of " Motes and the prophets.11 The corn is trodden

out by oxen just as it was in Scripture times, and it*

Adam ever did any plowing he probably used the crooked

stick that at the present day turns the soil of the Holy

Land. A gentleman attached to the Oriental Topographi-

cal Expedition—which is engaged in surveying the Holy

Land—recently brought Qs an Eastern horse-shoe. It is

so unlike the shoes used upon our horses that we thought

the boys and girls would like to see an engraving, which

we give in figure 1. The shoe seems to have been beaten

out of a piece of iron, and beaten so thin as to make a

1.—ORIENTAL. Fig. 2.—MEXICAN HORSE-SHOE.

hole in the middle, which is left of an irregular shape.

The shoe at the edges is not thicker than ordinary

pasteboard. Of course, ahorse with so much flat iron

on his feet would not be very sure-footed, so the nails by

which the shoe is fastened to the hoof are made with

very large heads. The Spaniards are not much in ad-

vance of the Orientals in their farm implements, and in

those parts of America settled by the Spaniards we find

that no improvement has taken place for centuries. We
give alongside of the Egyptian shoe one that we brought

from Mexico several years ago (figure 2), This is rather

ahead of the Egyptian affair, but looks very odd in com-

parison with those we use. The Mexicans do not, as a

general thine, shoe their horses and mules, but in a

rocky country they are obliged to, and this is the kind of

shoe they use. The nails by means of which the shoe is

attached have heads which project from the surface of

the shoe about half an inch.

The UootorN TalltJ?.

ABOt'T A PIECE OF LIMESTONE.

Last month I asked yon to put some of your lime with

a plenty of water in a bottle, cork it up, and let it stand.

The liquid will look perfectly clear and quite like pure

water, and the lime will apparently have all settled at

the bottom. We found that limestone before it was

burned did not dissolve in water; now does it behave any

differently after being burned ? There looks to be as

mnch lime at the bottom of the bottle as there was at

first ; but it will not do to trust to appearance. So to find

out whether the water is just the same as when it was

put with the lime we must ask il questions. The eye

tells us nothing ; how is it with the taste ? Pour a little

of the liquid out. of the bottle and tasle. It does not

taste very pleasantly, but it will not hurt you to just

taste it. This is evidently not. pure water, and we infer

that it has taken up (dissolved) some of the lime. To

question this liquid still further you can get a fvw bits of

the outer leaf of a ted cabbage ; put ihcne in a cup and

pour boiling water over them, and when cold pour this

cabbage tea into a glass. It will be of a bluish or violet.

color. Add a little of the water which came from your

lime—lime-water we will call it—and sec what happens.

Your cabbage liquid turns nt once of a beautiful green.

You mi-ht further prove that the water had dissolved

some lime by pouring some of it into a clean saucer and

placing this on the cooler part of a stove, where it will

gradually dry up or evaporate. When the water is all

gone, and tie- gaucer quite dry. you will find a film or

scum of something npon the inside of the saucer. This

film is so very thin that you will conclude that the water

has dissolved but very little lime, and you will be right.

Although t lit- w iter has dissolved all the lime that it pos-

sibly can, the quantity Is only about nine grains in a pint

of water. Or to put it in another way, one part of lime

requires over 700 parts of water to dissolve it. Two
ordinary barrels of water are not able to dissolve one

pound of lime. When water or any other liquid has dis-

solved all of a solid that it can the solution is said to be

Saturated. We can have a saturated solution of lime by

using, as we see. a very little. A pint of water is

saturated with about nine grains of lime, but it would

take live or six ounces of common salt to so saturate a

pint of water that it could dissolve no more; and if we
dissolve sugar a pint of water will need about twice its

weight of sugar before it. is saturated. Although water

at the ordinary temperature dissolves so little lime, boil-

ing water dissolves still less. When yon hear "•lime-

water" spoken of you will know that it means this clear

solution of lime in water. When lime is stirred up with

water it makes a milky mixture, such as is used in white-

washing, which is often called "cream of lime" or "m Ik

of lime. This is, however, only a mixture, and not a

solution, for if it is allowed to stand all the lime, except

the little that water can dissolve, will settle to the bottom

of the vessel that holds it. Now, there ara two more ex-

periments that I wish you to try with your

lime-water. Dissolve a small bit of soap in

water, a piece as big as a bean in half ateacup-

fnl of water. When the soap is dissolved add
some lime-water. You will see that a curdy

matter will form which will not dissolve in

water. Our hard soaps are made of soda and
fat ; they are soda soaps, and these dissolve

in water. When yon add lime-water to a soap

of this kind the lime, so to speak, takes the

fat away from the soda and forms a lime soap

which is not soluble. You sec now why some
waters are called " hard.11 They contain lime

in some form, which they dissolve while in

the earth, and when we undertake to wash
our hands in them with ordinary soap there hap-

pens just what did when you poured lime-

water into a solution of soap—a lime-soap

forms, which sticking to the hands makes
them feel very unpleasantly. The second

experiment is to put into a tumbler or wine-glass

some of your lime-water, and then with a straw, pipe-

stem, or other such tube breathe into the lime-water

—

that is to take a full breath, and then let the air from

your lungs pass through the straw or other tube in bub-

bles through the lime-water. Before your breath has

passed for many seconds into the lime-water you will see

that it is clouded ; it will soon become so milky that yon
can not see through it. If you set it aside a white pow-
der will fall to the bottom of the glass. You will wonder
what this means. What can there he in your breath that

should so disturb and cloud the clear lime-water ? Before

we answer this lei. us go back a bit. In November I told

you that one way to test lime-stone was to powder it and

pour vinegar over it. when small bubbles would rise.

Again, last month you were; told than when limestone

was strongly heated to make lime of it. it lost almost half

its weight. What did it lose in the shape of bubbles

when vinegar was put to it, and what did it lose when
heated? Vhe loss in both cases was the same—carbonic
acid. I can not stop to tell you more about carbonic

acid now than that it is an invisible gas, in which aflame

can not burn, and in which an animal can not live. So

poisonous is it, that when air is mixed with only a mod-

crate share of this gas illness or even death may he pro-

dnced. When coal or wood is burned this gas is formed

and mixes with the air. When limestone is heated or

" burned." as it is called, to make lime, large quantities

of this gas are given off, and it forms in other ways; so

a very little, about Y2noo °f >* 8 hulk, is always present

in the air. Though in large quantities it is injurious to

animals it is needed by plants. They can not grow with-

out, it. They are constantly taking it up from the air.

Animals are, on the other hand, constantly sending it

out of their lungs ; it is the way in which much of our

food is used up, this forming of carbonic acid. When
you breathed into the lime-water the carbonic acid of

your breath united with the lime to form carbonate of

Ume, which is just what the limestone from which it was

made was. But we must now leave the limestone—but

not I trust witkout many of you having found something

to think of. The Doctor.

Something about Ounpowder,
Boys have a great fancy for gunpowder, and their in-

terest in the subject is especially lively early in the

month of July. The father of one boy says he likes to

gratify his boys upon the Fourth of July, but. he finds

gunpowder rather expensive, and he wishes to know if

we can not tell him the proportions of niter (saltpeter),

charcoal, and sulphur, so that he can make his own pow-

der. As the answer to this question will interest boye in

general, we put it hero. The proportions of the ingTC-

dients of gunpowder are about IK parts each of charcoal

and snlphtir to WO parts of niter. If these arc powdered

very fine and mixed, they would have all that gunpowder

contains, but the firing of it would produce no bang at

all but only a rather slow-burning fz&. You see It re-

quires something besides the sulphur, charcoal, and

niter—-the value of the powder depends upon the mak-

ing—so we must advise this gentleman and boys in gen-

eral to give nji the idea of making their own powder, as,

aside from the danger of the matter, they can mi suc-

ceed without going to great expense. But perhaps you

will like to know how it is done at the powder factories?

Well, the ingredients are reduced to the finest possible

powder by being pnt" into revolving drums with several

hundred pounds of balls or bullets, which, as the drum

turns, fall and roll and grind the stun" as fine as dust.

Then enough water is added tomakea paste. This paste

is put between cloths and put. under a powerful press,

and comes out in cakes. These cakes, when dried, are

broken up by stamping-mills, and the grains of different

siaes separated by means of sieves. All the dust powder

is sifted out, and the different sizes of powder separated

according to fineness. Then the best kinds are put into

a drum which revolves, and the grains rub against one

another and give that handsome polish seen in the best

rifle powder. Ordinary cannon powder is coarse com-

pared with that used for rifles and shot-guns; and that

made for the enormous cannon now in our forts and

monitors—"baby-wakers," the sailors call them—is so

coarse that you might take it for lumps of coal, though

you might find out the difference if you undertook to

kindle a fire with it. The powder is made coarse for

these large guns, so as to burn comparatively slowly. If

it went off as "quick as a flash,'
1 the gun would proba-

bly "go off" too, instead of the ball.

A Game tor a Winter's Evening.
Perhaps it is not exactly a game, but it might be easily

made into one. I don't know what to call it either, nu-

less it be a •Journey by the Fireside," or ic may be the

"Home Encyclopedia." The idea is this: Some one

selects an object, any common one whatever, and

questions the others. Take, for illustration, the first

thing before me—my lamp. See what a lot of

questions may come out of this. What is the lamp

made of ? What is brass? What is zinc? Where does

it come from? In what shape is it found? What
color? Does it melt easily or not ? What isil used for be-

sides to make brass? So the same series or longer of

questions ahout the copper. The base of the lamp has

lead run into it to make it heavy, and a whole lot more

can be learned about that. Then the chimney and shade

arc glass, and probably but very few can tell much about

so common a thing as that. The wick—that is. of course,

cotton. What is cotton ? what part of the plant? where

is it grown, and all about it? why is the wick made hol-

low, in the form of a cylinder? Then the oil— there ia

quite a story about that. Here is a single article in the

room that would keep a lot of bright boys and girls

profitably at w»rk a whole evening. Such a looking-up

of dictionaries and other books before some of the

questions could be properly answered 1 and no doubt

some of the older people would find themselves

at their "wit's ends 11
to answer all the questions that

could be put. I hope some of the boys and girls

will try this, for they will find out in the first place how
little they really know about the articles they handle

and use every day. and in the second place they will

find that these silent common things, like some silent

common people, have a history if they can be only made

to tell it. At least so think6 your Old Uncle.

m i i^^^-^— i m

Aunt Site's l*nzzle-llox«

ANAGRAMS.

G. Men cram beer.Nay, quit it.

Seal soup.

Burn elate.

A red mile.

Tin cod faces.

7. Hence no rice.

8. Scald no one.

9. Tote in a printer.

10. Sneer assent.

Ous and Joe.
cnoss-WORDS.

My first is in bird but not in owl.

My nest is in duck but. not in fowl.

My third is in fat but not in lard.

My fourth is in soft but no* in hard.

My fifth is in meat but not in bone.

My MXth is in slate but not in stone.

My seventh is in bowl but not in plate.

My whole is a city in New York State.

Claudb.

, My first is in sermon hut not in text.

My next is in worried bnt not in vexed.

My third is in new but not in old.

My fourth is in heat bnt not in cold.

My fifth is in sturdy but not in bold.

Mr whole we all strive for, I am told.

N. Travis.
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A DUBIOUS
DIAMOND PUZZLE.

(Which reads horizontally, perpendicularly, round the

corners, and all sorts of ways.)

1. What you will always sec in a car.

2. A fish.

3. To appertain.

4. A well-known Southerner.

6. The fifth of a quart.

The center word may he completed in twelve different

directions. Gostavtjs M.

pi.

Verey no'Be talfus ear ton witrent no shi heardfoe.

NUMERICAL ENIGMA.

I am composed of twelve letters.

My 1, 2, 3 is part of the body.

My 1*2, 5, 3 is often eateu by infants.

My 3, 5. 11. 8 is what naughty children do.

My 10, 7, G i> a household article.

My 4, 9, 8 is a boy^ nickname.
My whole is an auimal. W. Eugene W.

CONCEALED TKEES AND FLOWERS.

1. Look out for that cannibal, Sam; he is dangerous.

2. Sambc lives in a little hut near the swamp.
3. That ape on your fence is catiug the peaches.

4. I left my satchel, muff, aud boa in the carriage.

5. K. M. Frankliu, dentist, spares no paine when pull-

ing teeth.

C. Washington's birthday is a holiday. C. H. M.

DOUBLE ACROSTIC.

The initials name what we must all have in this world
;

the finals name what we should strive for in the next.

1. Civil. 2. What the king is. 3. What the champion
does to all others. 4. What the farmer does with his

seed. B. A mermaid. Wm. L. E., Jr.

rCOP'V RIGHT SECURED.]

PROSPECT .

—

Drawn and Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

SQUAItE-WORD.

Square the word "BLIND. 1 '

II. H. Clark..

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES rN THE OCTOBER NUMBER.

Numerical Enigma.—The Declaration of Indepen-
dence.

Cross-Word.—Martin.

Blanks.—1. Dane, deign. 2. Read, red. 3. Not, knot.

4. Scene, seen. 5. Bear, bare.

Bi.—Mildness governs better than anger.

Anagrams.— 1. Unalloyed. 2. Sacerdotal. 3. Eijoy-
ment. 4. Adversaries. 5. Asthmatic. 6. Fundamental.
7. Ligatures. 8. Phenomena. 9. Shagreened. 10. Leg-

islature.

Alphabetical Arithmetic.—
347)92058(205 (Key: Our pet lamb.)

Concealed Rivers.— 1. Negro. 2. Nectar. 3. Po.

4. Muyn. 5. Congo. C. Red. 7. Lena. 8. Boyne.

9. Ohio. 10. Neuse. 11 . Indus.

Ciiarade.—Warrant.

Square Words.—
1. n O M E 2. FARM
OVAL ALOE
MAIL ROSE
ELLS MEET

notices to correspondents.

F. II. N.—Your rebus was not of a convivial type.

Thanks, nevertheless.

Nellie n. L.—Certainly, dear, you " may send " your
"alphabetical arithmetic." It is not a great deal more
trouble for me to revise than to construct.

Emma L. D. thinks that "the few hundred rivers pub-
lished in the November Agriculturist will be a great

assistance " to her "when hunting in future for 'con-

cealed rivers.
1 n

Thanks for letters, puzzles, etc, to O. A. Gage,
Charleys., M. L. A., F. D. M., S. R. G,g and Frank
Bowers.

A Dubious Prospect.
The artist calls his picture a dubious prospect, and it

apparently is one for poor Jack. The barn is evidently

none too good, and all through the night Jack has heard

the storm, and when daylight came he had little difficulty

in pushing open the carelessly-closed window and taking

a look about him. Be now sees what has happened during

the night, and looks upon the drifts that the wind, which
made him so uucomfortable, has heaped up against the

barn. He perhaps wouderB if the boy whose business it

is to furnish his breakfast will make his way through

snow-drifts as high as the barn window. If said boy is

like some boys we have known, old Jack's chances for an

early breakfast are indeed "dubious. 11 Then again, if

the boy is like some others that we have kuown, and are

glad to know, his first thought as he looked from his

\vin<low at the wintry prospect was for the old horse,

who is quite dependent upon him for comfort; and if he

is the right kind of a boy he will think that the horse on
such a morning as this needs his feed earlier than on a

warm one, and if he should give old Jack something a

little extra this snowy morning we should think all the

better of him for it. We don't think much of a boy who
does not get attached to a good, faithful family servant

such as old Jack no doubt is. One can make a very good
guess at the character of a boy or girl, aud judge what
kind of a man or woman they will make, by the way
they care for the animals dependent upon them. We
hope that the boy will not only give the anxious-looking

horse his hay and oats, but an extra feed of sixpenny

nails. " Feed a horse on six-penny nails ! I never heard

of such a thing."—Well, probably you never did. But

you know that food keeps the horse warm, and wheu it

is very cold he has to eat more to keep comfortable than

in warm weather. Well, if the boy uses the nails to

fasten up loose boards, aud thus keep out the cold winds

and make his stable warmer, it is very muck the same as

if he gave him extra food. That is what we mean tor

hoping for Jack an extra feed of nails.
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M'lic Vienna Exhibition.

Austrian Court Honor to an American Contrib-
utor.

teleoram3 to the new york herald.
Vienna, Nov. 1, 18"3.

The Emperor of Austria lias conferred the "Imperial

Order of Francis Joseph " upon Hon. Nathaniel Wheel-

er, President of the celebrated Wheeler & Wilson Sew-

ing Machine Company of New York.

More Distinguished Honors.
Baltimore, Mb., Oct. 81.

The Maryland Institute has awarded Wheeler & Wil-

son the gold medal for the new No. 6 sewing machine.

Other sewing machines received nothing.

Seedsmen and l'loi-i«is !

Your attention is called to the advertisement of Geo.

P. Rowell & Co. on page 37. If you desire to adver-

tise effectually and cheaply write at once to Howell &
Co., 41 Park Row, New York. You will find this firm

prompt, energetic, and reliable.

Rreech - Loading Shot-
diiiiis of all Hie celebrated makers.

Sturttvant's Patent Brass
•iliot Shell.
Shooting Tn«*ltlc of every

description. Send lor Descriptive

Catalogue. SCJIUYLEK, HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
19 Maiden Lane, New York.

GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.

ORGANS & MELODEONS.
The Oldest,.Largest, and Most Perfect Manufactory in the

United states.

53,000
Now in use.

No other Musical Instrument ever obtained the same

popularity.

PT" Send for Price-Lists.

Address BUFFALO, N. T.

The Best Article in the
Market."

H. W. JOHNS, 87 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
Patentee ami Sole Monnfaclurer. Established 1R58.

]VIotiler's.

Why do you neglect to buy

SILVER-TIPPED
Shoes for your children? "They
never wear through at the toe.

The only reliable covering for

the Feet is

Cable Screw Wire
BOOTS AND SHOES.

$75 PER WEEK
made by our omenta throughout tli** country ^liine: our
celebnitud La Perle Rabbet Goods. Indispensable articles
for Ladles and Children's wear.

L.A PJEUI^K RTTBBKn CO..
MCltamuera Street, New York.

Mn*KTT?V MADE RAPIDLY with Stencil and
1V1U1N Jj X Ki*v Check Outfits, Ciitnlonuennnd full par-
ticulars free. S. M. Spencer, in Hanover st., Ronton, Muss.

A<iK^fXS LOOK !—S12 a day made sellinc
Scissors Sharpener and otltor wares. BamnleQSete, Cat-

alogue free. T. J. HA6TIKGS & CO.. Worcester, Muss.

S
E
E
D
S

Our handsomely Illustrated Catalogue for 1874

is now ready. Purchasers of Seeds will do well

to consult It before making up their orders. Our

Flower and Vegetable Seeds, being grown wlih

the greatest care and attention, from the very

best ol stocks, recommend themselves to all who

desire a sale and profitable return for their in-

vestment. All we ask for them is a trial; they

will tell their own story. Catalogues free to

regular patrons ; to others on receipt of Ten Cents.

KERN, STEBER & CO.,
Seed Growers,

21 I Market St., St. Louis, Mo.

SEED!
) BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED

ILOGUES for 1874, o

laMiM •

c Numbering 1 75 PACES, and containing
_ 2 fmelargo colored plates, are now ready.
EL Toour patrons they will be mailed as usual
p free; to all others, on receipt of 25c, whicL
*r we return In Soeda or Plants, with first order.

U AUpiircha.trrs of our Books, cither t

Gardening for Profit.
or Practical Floriculture

Price $1.50 each {prepaid by mail,) havt
their names entered on our lists, and wW

Wreceive above Catalogues annually^ free o)\
tcharge.

%M^Mwc/e^etnfc%\
Seedsman, 35 Cortlandt Street, New York,

I PLANTS I

SEEDS,
Western grown. Catalogue free. Special Price-list for

MARKET CARDENERS,
English or German. Send mime to

GEO. S. HASKELL «b CO., Rockford, 111.

WHAT—WHERE
—WHEN—HOW

To Plant Farm, Garden, and Flower Seeds; what they will

cost, and all other desirable information in our

HAND-BOOK for 1874,
Containing a Beautifully Colored Cliromo.

Sent to all applicants, post-paid, on receipt ol 10 cents, by

JAMES FL.EMING, Seedsman,
G7 Nassau Si., New York.

PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY.
No Middle Men. Tree Price List.

THE JONES SCALE WORKS, Rlnghamton, N. T.

1874.

Now is the Time to
Subscribe

TO

Harper's Magazine,
The Magazine has done good and not

evil all the days of its life.

—

^Brooklyn

Eagle.

Harper's Weekly.
The ablest and most powerful illus-

trated periodical in this country.

—

Louisville Courier-Journal.

Harper's Bazar,

There never was any paper published

that so delighted the heart of woman.

—

Providence Journal.

TERMS for 1874.
Harpir's Magazine, One Year $4 00

Harper's Weekly, One Year 4 00

Harper's Bazar, One Year 4 00

One copy of either will be sent for one year, POSTA GE
PREPAID, to any Subscriber in (he United States, on
receipt of Ebur Dollars by (he Publishers.

Harper's Magazine, Harper's Weekly, and Harper's
Bazar, for one year, $10 00; or any two for $7 00:

postage payable by the Subscriber at the office where
received.

An Extra Copy of either the Magazine, Weekly, or
Bazar wUl be supplied gratis for every Club of Five
Subscribers at $4 00 each, in one remittance; ot\ Six
Copies for $20 00, without extra copy ; postage payable

by the Subscribers at the offices where received.

The Little Corporal.
AN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

The Littlb Corporal, by its attractive stories, poems, and beautiful pictures, lias become a welcome visitor in many
thousands of homes, furnishing instruction and entertainment to the Boys and Girls, nnd older people who have young

hearts. The lending serial for 18*1 will bo written by EMILY HUNTINGTON MILLER, whose stories are always wide

awake and f\ Rfl/Mi+he C r(ia | |
All new subscribers for 18:4 will receive the Nov. and Dec. num-

cntcrtaining. £. IVIOllXllO P ICC . bers of this year Frek! Also, by first mail a enpy of our new

ehromo—" Writing to Papa," or a pair of our beautiful enromos-" Mother's Morning Glory,"
and " Little Runaway," mounted ready for framing. Terms $ I .60 a year. No charge for ehromo

nnd evtra numbers. Send for specimen numbers and raise a clnfc.

JOHN E. MILLER, Publisher, Chicago, III.

o More Loose Bolts and Nuts.
thr OTHSSRATOD "CIHIM1NG" LOCK-NUT, Patented June 16, 1S68.

No More Rattling CAR-
RIAGES and WAGONS.
No More Dropping Down

of SHAFTS.
No More Lost Bolts from
REAPERS and MOWERS.

THE LOCK-Nl'T AND BOLT CO. OF N. Y., No. 61 Broadway, New York.
Licensee granted to Manufacturers of Agricultural Machines, Carriages, etc.

No More Flying Teeth
from THRESHERS.
No More Bills for Re-

pairs Continually.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST AND
CIRCULARS TO
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The Nineteenth Annual EnrrroN of our celebrated
Seed Catalogue and AinatnuN Collide to tlic
Flower and KitcUcn Garden, containing upwards
of 200 pMees, including several hundred finely executed en-
gravings of favorite flowers and vegetables, and a beau-
tifully colored cluomo, wiiha supplement for
IS7-lr, is now in press, and will be mailed (o all applicants
upon receipt of 25 cents. An edition elegantly bound in

ClOtll $1.00.

BLISS'S GARDENER'S ALMANAC""!
Abridged Catalogue, illustrated, contains upwards of
100 pages, find embraces a monthly calendar of operations
and a price-list of all the leading Garden, Field, and
Flower Seed^, with brief directions for their culture.

A copy will be mailed to all applicants inclosing a three-

cent stamp. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Bios. 33 Park Place and 30 Murray St.,

P. O. Box 5713. New York.

Jly business is to supply,what every good farmer Is anxious
to Kcfe the very bexl of vegetable seed. I prow a hundred
and lilty kinds on my four seed farms, right und'T my own
eye. makine new vegetables a specialty, Leslies importing
their choicest varieties from European growers. A fine
selection of flower seed, home-grown and imported, will
also he found in my Illustrated Catalogue. It will be ready
by January, and Bent free to all applicants. My customer's
of last year will receive it without writing for it.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marbleliead, Mass.

"choice seeds7~

Sent free to our customers, and to all others on receipt of !

two2-cent stamps for the postage.

HOVEY «!fc CO.,
53 North Market St., Boston, Mass.

C. PLATZ & SON, Erfurt, Prussia,
Seedgrowers, Nnrserymun, and Purveyors to the Emperor
of Germany, wish to inform the pnbiicihut tie iv new Cata-
logue Of Seeds to now rendy, and, on application, will be
sent, free ot charge and post-paid, to any part 01 the United
States, etc.

J. M, THORBUEN & CO,,

15 JOHN ST, NEW YORK,
Will mail upon application their

New Catalogue or Vegetable aud
Agricultural Seeds for 1874.

New Garden A' Flower Seeds.
tf.'^mo 1fi4J Catalogue sent, withoutK Ul B o ! '*• writing for It, to all customers
ot la~t year. lTree. Sent to all otn rs on receipt ol postage
stamp. Address tlEVIli E. VCKEIt,

Seed Grower, Woouuridge, N. J.

Hawley's Seed Catalogue.

NEW ( ROP GENUINE H ETHERSFIELD

ON.ON SEED.

R. r>. H^WLEY'S
Annual Illustrated Catalogue of Fresh and Genuine Weth-
erstield (Conn.) Garden and Farm Seeds for 6pring of 1S74

will he ready early in January to send free to all applicants.

tW Choice Stock. Moderate rates. Prompt delivery.

Address R. D. HAWL.EY,
Seed and Agricultural Warehouse, Hartford, Conn.

^MATEUR^r

To He Flower ant Kitchen Garden.
28tn Edition now ready, enlarged and improved, and
containing a magnificent New Colored Group of
Flowers, besides hundreds of engravings, descriptive

price-list of 3,000 varieties of choice Flower and Vegetable
Seeds, Hare Gladiolus, Lilies, Tuberoses, etc., with lull

directions for their culture. The most perfect work of the

kind before the public. £^~ Sent Free upon receipt ot two
stamps. Address

WASHBURN & CO., Boston, Mass.

One Dollar's worth of Plants and Seeds

GIVEN AWAY
To every Subscriber to the Flnri^Vs Friend and Famil'f
Visitor, A monthly Journal of 16 page-. Ediied bv Mrs.
S. O. John.-on (Daisy Fyebright), and published by Chas. A.
Reeser.
Yearly Subscriptions $1.25, with the privilege of selecting

One Dollar's worth of Plants or Seeds, at Catalogue rates,
as a Premium. Floriculture, Horticulture, Home Adorn-
ments, Pursuits, and Pleasures, will all be discussed in its
pages. January number now readv, free to applicants.
My illustrated Catalogue of Plants and Seeds for 1874 (100

pages), with a packet of choice Pansy Seed, sent on receipt
of ten cents. Address

CHAS. A. REESER,
Pleasant villc.

CHOICE SEEDS.
Market Gardener's Stools

FOR EARLY PLANTING.
>C. Per pkt., 15c..Per oz.,Fottler's Brunswick Cabbage.

True Jersey Wakefield do 75c.
Boston Market Dwarf Celerv " 50c. " 10c.

" " Hotbed Lettuce... " 50c. " 10c.
White Spined Hotbed Cucumber.. " 50c. " 10c.
Our new Seed Catalogue for 1874 will be

ready February let. Free to all applicants.
Address SCHLEGEL, EVERETT & CO..

16 South Market St., Boston, Mass.

TO THE
SEED TRADE.

1IIADE LIST, FOE PEALEKS ONLY,
mailed to applicants.

J. PI. THOREURtV & CO.,
15 John Street, New Yorlc.

100,000 Fruit Trees.
Apple, 2 In :, vr., $16 to $r>0 ¥> M. Pear, St., 2 yr., $70 ^ M.

Tear Hoot Grafts, $16 ¥* M. Evergreens, etc.. etc. Good
.-to.'-. Price-list free. H/VRVEV CURTIS,

Owego Nursery, Tioga Co., N. Y.

200,000 Apple Seedlings,
Two-year-old—fine. Sample sent to applicants.

STEPHEN HOYT & SONS. New Canaan, Ct.

Essex Pigs
R to 16 weeks old. As fine as any in the country. Heady for

shipping. A few Sows in Pig at fair prices.

Berkshire Pigs
All ages. BE^T BLOOD. Warranted Pure.

A few very line Sowb in Pig at fair prices.

All warranted thorough-bred.

FOR SO DATS
To reduce stock I will sell young pijrs, 8 weelc9 old, or

more, of either breed, for $10 eaeii : older pigs, Including

bows in pig, for 15 Cents per pound. Cash to accompany
order ; balance will be returned, if oyer, or collected CO.
u., ii short.

L. A. CHASE,
246 Broadway, New York.

Michigan State Agricultural College,

The nest term opens with examination lor admission

FEBRUARY 25th, 1874.
For Catalogue*, or for any particulars, address

GEO. T. FAIRCH1LD, /Yes. protein.

at 25c, 50c, and $1 each.

Cut Flowers
OF

CARNATION PINKS,
White and carmine (in quan-
tity), for Bouquet-Makers and
others, at $2 per 100. Sent by
wail, prepaid, at 30c. per doz.

;

$2.25 per 100. Sample mailed to
all who send 10 cts.
Beautiful Bouquets, by mail,

Insured from frost.iv;., juu, iimyn 1..1111. Ji^nu'ii 1111m until.

CHAS. T. STARK, Avondale, Chester Co., Pa.

Verbena, Blotched Petunia, & Balsam
Choice seed of tln-se beautiful flowers—25 cts. for the three

pkgs. " Beautiful Cliromo Premiums for clubs. "J50 varieties
uf wan anted seeds described. Sugar Trough GoUfd, 25 cts.
pci- pkg. Liherian Cane-Seed, 10 cts. per lb., 4 lbs. $1. 4 lb&..

Mammoth Dent Corn, $1. Post-paid by mail. Jan. No. of
Quarterly Catalogue free. AddressWALDO P. IJR.OWN,

Box 15, Oxford, Butler Co., Ohio.

IW. JIOBCKflS, SO «rojMlway,
-*• New York. Established 1*57. Agent for LI). 1.

DICKINSON, Chatenay, France. Best Pear Seed and Plant
Stuck imported. Send lor Catalogue.

I^liOVR ( <H£> produces well, makes fine
flour like wheat. Put up in large packages for seed,

and sent by mail for 25 cts. by
HOKTON & CltANE, Bloomiugburgh, N. Y.

DEXTER TROTTING CIRCULAR.—
The only method ever discovered that will make all

kinds ol horses and colts trot fast, with immediate increase
of speed. Price onlv $1.00, with 2,000 references. Address

P. O. VAN HOESEN, Box 6,033, New York City.

Fleetwood Farm,
Near Frankfort, Ky.,

THorongli-l»rcd Horses, Trotting Stot-lc. Im-
ported Aldcrneys, SouUi Down Sheep, etc.

J. W. HUNT REYNOLDS.
(State where you saw this advertisement.)

Ayrshire Heifer,
One year old; from celebrated prize herd-book animals;
beautifully shaped and marked. Price (100. Eor pedigree,
etc., address J. D. S., Box 14"., P. O., Jamaica, L. I.

JERSEY CATTLE.
essex ness.

For s:ile by

G.W. FARLEE
CresskllL X. J.

BRONZE TUKKEl'S-descended from
stock weighing &! lbs. the (Jail".

JERSEY CATTLE AND BLACK BASS.
Address \V. CLIFT, Mystic Bridge, Ct.

THE POULTRY WORLD,
Do not subscribe for any work on poultry until you have

Been this. It is the largest, finest illustrated, and best pe-

riodical on poultry. Monthly. $1.25 per year. Address

POULTRY WORLD,
IIAHTFORD, CT.

THE American Staniukd of Excellence
for Exhibition Poultry. Indispensable 'o poultry

breeders. It governs the awards at exhibitions. Sent,
post-paid, for 50 rts.

Wrioiit's New Work on Pori/TRY, containing 50 superb
platw in colors. Published in 85 nos. Issued semi-monthly.
Price 50 ets. per no., sent carefully wrapped, post-paid. Tits

one no. for a sample, and Bee the finest work of the kind ever
attempted. Address It. H. Stoddard, Hartford, Ct., pub-
lisher of Tin-: Pormnv Would.

Light Brahmas, rkScL.
r,0 choice Standard L. B. Chickens for Bate at $1.60 each ;

bred from most noted and reliable stock.
Also a lew fine Houdnn and i». Cochin Cockerels at $3.00

each. Offered thus low to meet tne times and for want of
room. A. M. CAREY, Belln's t.i.>\-c, P».

»I'l£i:.lCKl^l» DAKK SE1J ABULIA
fowls for sale by H. S. KOUNTREE, Platteville, Wis.
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TO FARMERS & PLANTERS.
-g^nznc^ Doublk Refined Poudrette for sale in

(£v/;
.sf&k lots to euit customers. This nrtiele is sold

t
\\~^^^\ for half the price of other fertilizers, and is

r'^%~=^- cheaper lor Cotton, Com, Tobacco, and

'li^5>n~ril Vegetables than any ether in tiie market.

|j
Jad Price, delivered on 'hoard in New York City,

Jf| *%/>>
.

)

$2,5 per ton. Iask attention to the follow-
:. J y^i*

,
in" testimonials:

Charles A. Messenger. Providence Co.

R. I., writes :
" The Double-refined Poudrette

I bought of you has <,'iven satisfactory returns, and I con-
eider it the hest of anything I can use. for an early crop."

Thomas W. Latham, Providence Co.. R. I.,' writes :
" I

would rather have your Double-refined PouUrette than any
fdiosphate I ever used. Where I "used it on Potatoes it was
ar ahead of any other manure.

"

L. H. Sheldon. Sup't of the New Jersey State Reform
School, writes : "We have used Poudrette for several years
upon our farm crops. and for the money invested we have
found nothing that, has done us so much service."

S. .7. Kelly. Burlington Co., N. J., writes: "I used
Doable-refined Poudrette on Rutabaga Turnips alongside
of Peruvian Guano and Hen Manure. Where the Pou-
drette was applied the increase was thirty per cent over
the others."

William IT. Cadt, Ocean Co., N. .T., writes: •' I used
Poudrette on Corn, Sweet and round Potatoes, Onions, and
Lima Beans. It brought forward my crops two weeks
earlier. I think it the hest manure I ever used, giving
belter results than Peruvian Guano, at much less cost."

VanAntwerp and Van Biiren. Montgomery Co..N.Y.,
writes :

" Poudrette has been used in this locality for ten
years past, mostly on To™, and those who have used it say
they have from >£ to S more Corn by nsing the Poudrette."
W. F. Gerkin, of Essex Co., N. Y., writes: "I hnve

used the Doable-refined Poudrette for the last five years,
and I consider' it the cheapest, fertilizer I can buy—giving
the hest results for the cost."

Milton Strong, Suffolk Co., N. Y., writes: " I gave
Poudrette a thorough trial this year, using it upon Corn,
Potatoes, Lima Beans, Tomatoes, and Vines, and I have
never raised better crops. My Corn will yield 100 bushels
of ears per acre, ami my garden was the surprise and ad-
miration of all who saw it."

Heniiy T. Horton, Cheshire Co., N. H., writes: "I
And, from experiments made last year, the Double-refined
Poudrette ie the cheapest fertilizer to use on Tobacco. I
put it beside Peruvian Guano with equal cost of both,
and the Tobacco was 30 per cent better where I used
Pondrelte."

W. H. Remington, Hartford Co., Ct., writes: " I have
used Pondrelte on Corn, Potatoes, and Tobacco. There
was hut one piece of Corn in the place equal to mine, and
that had 30 loads of manure per acre anil mine none. The
Tobacco started as soon as set and grew luxuriant."

Wm. S. Pomeroy, of Hartford Co., Ct., writes :
" I have

used the Double-refined Poudrette for several years on
Tobacco, and I think it one of the best fertilizers made
for this crop."

A Pamphlet giving full directions, etc., sent free on
application to JAMES T. FOSTER,

6G Cortlaudt Street, New York.

THE PEOPLE'S

Force & Suction
PUMPS.

For the house and out of doors,
rind for wells from 10 to 120 it. deep,

Awarded Medal ofAmer-
ican Institute, Nov. 15, 1873,

for ""best force pumps*' of
all exhibited.
For list of Agents see advertise-

ment »n Am. Agriculturist for
November, is?:} page 431, and send
lor circular and price-list.

\V. S. BLUNT,
7? 1J« « kman St.,NewYoi*Ic.

GALE'S
HAY, STRAW, & STALK CUTTER.

9ft to $10 Dor hand-power. For hand or horse-power, *1G,
$18, $>'i. 7fi,(K)0 now In use.QALE'S

Turnip, Carrot, & Potato Cutter.
$13. Turned by a bny, cuts a bushel a minute. Machines

need not lie paid lor till tiled on your farm and found satis-
lactory. Good chancefor agents. Circulars free.WARREN GALE, Chlcopee Falls, Mass.

flnllnduv'H Improved

Wind-Mill.
PERFECTLY Self-Re^ulatine. The

BeBt, Cheapest, most Durable and
Popular Mill made. Manufactured
under the immediate supervision of
Inventor IS years, Two million dol-
lars' worth new in use. Send for Cata-
ogne.
TJ. S. WIND ENGINE & PUMP 00.

Batavia, III.

"M^IRST Premiums awarded by Amcr. Inst., 1S70.

* MICROSCOPES.
Illustrated IMce-List scut free on application.

MACIC LANTERNS.
Catalogue, nilccd and Illustrated, sent free.

T. H, MCALLISTER, Optician, 49 Nassau-st., N. Y.

HEMIHGTOFS
Sporting, Hunting, and Target

Breech-Loading

Hifles & Shot Guns.
Also, Revolving, Repeating, Deringei; and

Test Pxkel

PISTOLS and HIFLE CANES.
OUR

Double-Barrel Breech-Loading Gun
IS NOW READY.

The best ever offered, containing all the most desirable
features of the best imported, together with some valuable
improvements peculiar only to this eiin. Top Snap action,
halt-cocked, breech opened and shells extracted by one
motion.

E. HJEMIWGTOW & SOWS,
281 and 283 Broadway, JV. Y.

OR, ARMORr, ILION, N. Y.

CUT THIS OUT AND SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED
PRICE LIST.

WHEELER'S PATENT
ANT!-SNOWBALL PAD,

For the Prevention of Balling and Slip-
ping, and infallible against picking up
stones. Made of the best rubber, easllv
adjusted or removed ; dues not cover the
frog; can not injure the hoof, us no nails
are used ; will lit any foot without remov-
ing the shoe ; and with ordinary care will
last several seasons. For sale at all first-

class Saddlery and Hardware Stores.
Price $1.50 per pair. Norton* & Dktkin-
INSON MaNUFAC'TUIUNO CoMPANV, 49

Murray St., New York, Agents. CHATELES L. WHEELER,
Patentee, No. 8 Custom Home St., Boston, Mass.

Horse-Shoe Sharpener.
LITTLE'S PATENT will sharpen the calks of the shoes

on the hoofs of one horse in 'en minutes. Owner of one
horse will save cost of machine (which can he used twenty
years) in one Sharpening season. Agents wanted. Send for
circular. LITTLL/S HOlISE-SIlOE SHARPENER CO.,

60 Vesey St., New York.

REID'S WIRE CURRY-COMB
Beats all others., Because 1st. It curries a horse
quicker and more thoroughly. 2d. It docs not scratch or
injure the horse's skin. 3d. It never wears out. 4th. It does
not cut the hair off the brush. 5th. It is especially adapted
to thin-skinned or restive horses. Sent by mail for 30c.
For further particulars and wholesale price address A. H.
KEID & BUG., Brandywine Manor, P. O., Chester Co., Pa.

For full particulars, address

EPVGL.E, KEUER & CO., Lancaster, Pa.

MARTIN'S IMPROVED

Brick
Machine.

Adopted and used by the lending Brick manufacturers.
Made and sold by the

AMES M'F'G CO., Chlcopee, Mass.

BUiLDINC FELT.
This water-proof material, resem-

bling fine leather, Is for outside

work (no tar snbutances used) and
Inside, instead of plaster. Felt

carpetlngs, otc. Bend two 3-cent

stamps for circular ami samples.

C. .7. FAY. Camden, N.J.

Kentucky Blue Grass Farms.
Kentucky Lands fbf sule. Improved and undeveloped.

In size and locations to suit, at $1.50 to $1(1 per acre.

Address WILLIAM S. RAND,
Vanceburg, Lewis Co., Ky.

ICE-TOOLS
AT

REDUCED PRICES

Scud for Descrip-

tive Circulars.

HECA-TTJB4 COXE
Agricultural Ware-
house and Seed
Store, 197 Water St.,

Kew York.

KTAR 1UKTH CLOSET <*<>.—^ LATEST uii.l BEST COMMODES at such
reduced prices that none can afford to do wltmrut them.
Send lor circular to 2> I),-y Street, .New York.

^Improve! Foot Late
Sni all Engine Lathes, Small Gear Cut-
.. .3, Hand Planers for Metal. Bull Turn-
ing Machines, Slide Rests, Fool, Scroll

Saws. The very best. Selling every-
where. Catalogues tree.

N. H. BALDWIN, Laconla, N. H.
Just the articles l'or Artisans or Amateurs.

IMPORTANT TO IPENTORS.
American Agriculturist

PATENT DEPARTMENT
In compliance with the request of numerous Inven-

tors, we have organized a

PATJEWT JDEI>AJ?T3fE]SrT
in connection with this office for the transaction of all

business connected with

Secarinr/ Patent*
in the United States and foreign countries.

The character for

Reliability
which has been maintained by the American Acmicrrt-

turist for more titan Uih'i'j years will be carefully

guarded in this as in oilier departments,

AU Inventors
desirous of procuring patents at moderate cost are in-

vited to forward (express prepaid) a modeltpf their in-

vention, with a brief description of its working'. The
model should not exceed one cubic foot in dimension.

Upon receipt of model an opinion a^ to patentability

will be given free of charge.

P
Preliminary Examination

at the Patent Office, to determine patenta-

bility, will be promptly made for a fee of $5.

Litigation of Patents.

T
S

The services of the best counsel have been
secured to prosecute or protec I before the

U. S. Courts and the Pateul i >ffi s the claims

of those intrusting Heir business to this

agency.

Specifications, drawings, engravings, mo-
de's, and all other appliances furnished at

moderate prices.

In all dealings with this Department in-

ventors may depend upon promptness, fideli-

ty to their interests, and the best services

Which can be rendered by thorough experts.

For full particulars, address

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST
PATENT DEPARTMENT,

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, IVew York,

P
A
T
E
N
T
S
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The great satisfaction which has been expressed

by tens of thousands of subscribers to this paper

who have received the picture entitled " Mischief

Brewing," has led the Publishers to provide an-

other beautiful Gift for their patrons for the com-

ing year.

An exquisite Oil Painting by the celebrated

American Painter, Mr. B. F. Reinhart, executed

expressly for the American Agriculturist and entitled

"UP FOR REPAIRS,"
has been most successfully reproduced in Chromo
by the well-known firm of Beneke & Seott. It is a

picture of a scene iu childhood, which many will

recognize as what they have themselves witnessed

or been actors iu, and can not fail to please both

old and young. The Chromo is so perfectly done

as scarcely to be distinguished from the original.

The Publishers will give this beautiful Chromo

To Every Subscriber

to this paper for the year 1874 received after this

date, as detailed below. It is ready for im-
mediate delivery at 345 Broadway,
Free of Charge.

If to go by mail, 10 cents must be sent to

cover cost of packing and postage. For 35
cents it will !>< Mounted, V:ii-iii*li-

ed, Packed, and Meat Post-paid.

Uf. B.—The Chromo will be delivered :

At the Office, Unmounted, .Free.

" " " Mounted, 15 cents extra.

Sent by Mail, Unmounted, 10 cents extra.

" " " Mounted, 35 cents extra.

We advise all to have them mounted before leaving

the office, as in the large quantities we put up we
are able to mount them for a quarter of the cost of

doing it singly, and better than it can usually be

done elsewhere.

The picture is designed for every subscrib-
er upon the terms stated above, which please read

carefully; and on these terms all are alike entitled

to it, whether their names come singly at $1.50

•each, or in Clubs of Four for $5, or Clubs of Ten at

$1.20 each, or in Clubs of Twenty or more at $1

each. Subscribers iu Premium Clubs will also

thus be entitled to it.

|g^= H[. B.—A few of the beautiful pictures

entitled " Mischief Brewing," which have been

given to so large a number of subscribers, are still

in stock, and, while any remain, subscribers to the

American Agriculturist can have their choice be-

tween this and the new Chromo " Up for Re-

pairs ;
" but the choice must be named at time of

subscribing.

U3T Subscribe Now. ^Jgffl

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York,

I

NOW
IS THE TIME TO

Subscribe
FOR THE BEST

Two Journals
For Yourself and for All

In Your Home.
WHAT ARE THEY?

THE

American Agriculturist,

ISSUED MONTHLY,

FOR THB

FARM, GARDEN, AM) HOUSEHOLD,

Including a Special Interest-

ing and Instructive Depart"
ment for CHILDREN and

YOUTH.
The American AgricultuHst was es-

tablished in 1849. It is a large periodical

of 44 quarto pages, filled with, plain,

practical, reliable, original matter, includ-

ing hundreds of beautiful and instructive

Engravings iu every annual volume.

Annual Subscription Terms (always

in advance) : $1.50 each ; Four copies for

$5; Ten copies for $12 ; Twenty copies

and upward, %\ each. 12 cents a year

extra, for each, when sent to British

America.

[^"Either English or German Edition

at these prices.

Hearth and Home,
ISSUED WEEKLY.

A Paper for Everybody.

Hearth and Home, issued every week,

is one of the most valuable Journals in

the world. Its general features embrace

the Best Original Stories, of the

purest character and highest grade, from

the most eminent writers; good Edi-
torials; a most capital Household
Department, helpful to every wom-
an ; a Children's and Youth's De-

partment, that for pleasing and instinctive

stories, etc., and for arousing a healthful

spirit of emulation in children is un-

equaled.

Terms, in Advance : One copy, one

year, $3 ; Four copies, one year, $2.75

each; Tenor more copies, $2.50 each.

20 cents a year extra when sent to

British America.

$4 secures both Hearth and Home
and American Agriculturist for a year.

A Beautiful Picture (as described in

another column) is given to each yearly

subscriber.

Secure Both Journals

TO-D^Y
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Another beautiful Oil Painting has been executed

for the Publishers by Mr. Reinhart, and it is one of

the most charming pictures from the hand of that

eminent artist. It has also been reproduced with

great success in Chromo. This Picture, which is

entitled "LOOK OUT !" is finely colored, very

true to life, and will delight the recipients. It is

designed as a Present for All Subscribers to

Hearth and Home for the year 1874, received

after this date, including single subscribers, those

in Clubs, etc.

It will be delivered at 245 Broadway free of

charge. If to be sent by mail, 10 cents must be

furnished to prepay packing and postage. For
35 cents it will be Mounted, Tar-
nished, Packed, and sent Prepaid
to subscribers to Hearth and Home for 1874.

N. B.—The Chromo will be delivered

:

At the office, Unmounted, Free.

" " " Mounted, 15 cts. extra.

If sent postpaid, Unmounted,. ..10 cts. extra.

" " " Mounted, 25 cts. extra.

A few of the beautiful pictures, " The Straw-

berry Girl," which have been given to thou-

sands of subscribers, are still iu stock, and, while

any remain, subscribers to Heaeth and Home cau

have their choice between this and the new Chro-

mo, " Look Out !
"

; but the choice must be named

at time of subscribing, and if the first is taken,

50 cts. extra, instead of 25 cts., must be sent

for mounting, packing, and prepayment.

The price of Heaeth and Home is $3 a year, or

$4 secures Heaeth and Home and American Agri-

culturist.

$3.35 will pay for Heaeth and Home and New
Chromo mounted, and Chromo will be

packed and sent, prepaid, to the subscriber.

($3.50 if Chromo "Strawberry GUI" is

taken instead of " Look Out ! ")

$1.75 will pay for American Agriculturist and

Chromo, mounted, aud Chromo will be

packed and sent, prepaid, to the subscriber.

$>-t.50 will pay for American Agriculturist and

Heaeth and Home together, with both

Chromos, mounted, and Chromos will be

sent, prepaid, to subscriber. ($4.75 if

Chromo " Strawberry Girl " is taken.)

^- SUBSCRIBE NOW. _a3

Secure BotU Papers. Secure
Both Pictures. Get your Neigh-
bors to Join you. Bo good, Be
win', and Be happy !

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY, Publishers,

245 Broadway, New York.
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A M K U I C A X A ii II I C U L T B I S T.

Orange Judd Company, Publishers, 24.7 Broadway, N. Y.

Annual BUBBOBTFTION Tkt.ms (ahvRys in advance) : $1.50

eacli for less than four copies: Four to nine copies, $1.25

eacli : Ten to nineteen conies, $1.20 each: Twenty copies

and upward, $l eacli. Papers arc addressed to each name.

t&~ Either English or German Edition, at these prices.

HEARTH AND HOME: $3 a year lor less than four.

Foorto nine copies. $2.75 eacli ; 10 or more copies, $2.50 each.

^~ Hearth and Home (weekly) with Amer-
ican Agriculturist, sent to one address for $4 a year,

Try

JANUARY.
^SEl

™SJ

g= BcW" There is no Bet- JJ
„S3

gr ter Month than this, J|
tar- _s»

IF in all the Year, for Jl

HF Making up t lufos and ^
^ Securing the Valuable J|

tsr Articles offered in our ;jH
tsr- _^a

t^r- Premium List. _&i

The Publishers of ^traeriefm Agricul-

turist and Heaktii and Home take pleas-

ure in presenting their new general

Premium List for 1874. The Premiums

which they have offered in past years

have engaged the attention of a very

large number of persons of all ages and

both sexes. Many thousands have se-

cured Premiums, and very many of these,

who at first had small hopes of success,

have been themselves astonished at the

ease with which they have raised large

clubs and secured valuable Premiums.

Here is pleasant and profitable work

for all.

Boys and Girls,

Young Men and Maidens

Middle-aged Men and Women
Fanners,

Mechanics

Merchants,

Professional Men
Anybody,

Anywhere
who wishes to do good and make
money, can do both by going to

work as here invited by the publishers

of these two most valuable journals,

American Agriculturist and Heaktii

and Home. You need only to show
specimens of the papers, promise the

beautiful Chromos, which are now ready

for delivery, according to the publishers'

offer, and forward your subscriptions.
There is no danger of failure in the enterprise if

you go into it with spirit. You may succeed in

raising a clul> much larger than

you had at first calculated upon

;

and even should you secure fewer

subscribers than at first hoped for,

the Premiums are so many and so

various that you could not fail to

be suited with some good thing

on the list.

Persons of all classes have
engaged successfully in the work,

and very many have materially

increased their income,
and that too without encroaching

upon their ordinary working hours

and with but little trouble
to themselves. The articles

offered as Premiums are Trortli
the regular price which is Bet

against them. They are new
and good. They have almost

universally pleased and satisfied

the recipient. You can obtain

one or more of them.

J^- TRY IT. _SJ

The American Agriculturist is

everywhere knowu and approved.

IIeahtii and Home issued every

week, with the Best Original Sto-

ries, contributions on Live Topics,

a capital Household Department,

and a most interesting Department

for Children and Youth, should

be in every home in America. The
papers are entirely different. Taken
together, they supply more good
reading than can be fouud in fifty

books costing one Dollar each.

Premium Clubs can be made up
of subscribers to either paper, or

partly of one and partly of the

other, as noted over the Table.

vVe call especial attention
to the lout column of figures,

showing the small number of

names required where both

papers are taken, at the re-

duced price of $4 a year.

You, Reader, can get
a Premium. TRY IT.

Explanatory Notes.

tt.B.
Itcad stead carefully

Note the following; Items;
(rtj All subscribers sent by one person

count, though from one or ;i dozen
different Post-offices. But. .

.

.{!,) Tell

us with each name or list of names
sent, that it is fur a premium
(c) Send tlie names as fast as obtained,

that the subscribers may begin to re-

ceive the paper at once. You can have

any time, from now until July 1st, to

fill up your list (d) Send the exact
money with each list of names, so that

there may be no confusion of money
accounts (e) Old and new sub-
scribers all count in premium clubs,

but a portion, at least, should be new
names; it is partly to gut these that

we offer premiums tn canvassers

{/) Specimen Numbers, etc.. will

be supplied free as needed by
canvassers, but they should be msed
carefully and economically, and where
they will tell— (g) Remit money in

checks on New York Banks or Bank-
ers, payable to order of Orange Judd
Company, or send Post-office Money
Orders. If neither of these is obtain-

able, Register Money Letters, affixing

stamps both for the postage and re-

gistry; put in the money and seal the

letter in the presence of the Post-

master, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in any of the above ways
is at our risk ; otherwise it is not.

[In L«e following table is given the price of each article, and the number ot
.subscribers required to get it free, :it the regular rates, $1.50 a year for American
Agriculturist, and $3.00 a year for Hearth and Home; also at the club rates of $1 and
?J..">0; also at the rates of $4 a year for botli papers together.] f3T* Descrip-
tions of Premiums on next page.

N. B.—In all Premium Clubs for either pa]>er, I'U'O copies of American

Agriculturist (English or German) at $1.50 each , and ONE copy of Hearth and

JTome at $3.00, will count exactly the same. So also two copies of American

Agriculturist at $1 each, and one copy of Hearth and Home at $2.50, will

count exactly the same. In this way Premium Clubs can be made up fiom the

2d and &lh columns, or from the 3d and 5th, or wholly from the 6th column.

Table of Premiums and Terras

For American Agriculturint,

and for Heartli and Home,
for the Year 1S74.

Open to all—\'o Competition.

*l
No. Names of Premium Articles.

I—-Moore's Floral Set (Moore Man'fg Co) $1 002— Gold Pen, Sil.Case ( George f\ Han : i .-.) 43 25
3— Gold Pen and Silver Case (do. di .). $5 00
4:— Gold Pen, Handle gold-tipped (do. < „.). «o 005—Ladies'1 Gold Pen and Rubber Case t c.) gu 006—Paragon Pat. Revolving Pencil (do.). $1 50
7—Paragon Pat. Revolting Pencil (do.). $:j 008—Payson's Indelible Ink 75
9— Cake Basket (Lucius Hart Man'fg C».)$12 00

(1) (3) (3)

American
Agricul- ;

turist
only,

i

Number 1

qf Sub-
scribers\
required'
at or at

11-50; $1.

(4) (5)

Hearth

and
• Home

only.
Number
of Sub-
scribers
required
at or at

$3.00 $2.50

(do.
(do.
(do.
(do.
(do.
(do.

do.). $8 00
do.). $7 00
do.). $6 00
do.). $12 00
rfo.).$12 00
do.). $2 75
do.). $5 00

$20 (0
$5 50
M 25
$1 50
$2 DO
$2 75
$2 00
$3 50

10—Revolving Butter Cooler
11— Card Receiver
12— One Dozen Teaspoons
13— One Dozen Tablespoons
14— One Dozen Table Porks
15— Chilli's Cup
1 6— Child's Knife, Fork & Spoonido. _

17—Child's Carriage (C. IF. F. Dare).fX) 00
15— Child's Self-operating Swing (do. do.). $4 00
10— Doll's Collage Chamber Set (do. do.\. $5 00
'tO—Crandall's Building Blocks $2 00
21— Crandall's Masquerade Blocks fl 00
'iH—Knives and larks (H oods Cutlery r«.)$I2 00
•23—Knives ami Forks (Patterson Eros.)...^.5 (10

24—Knives and Forks (do. do.) .

25—Carver and Fork ((lo. do.) .

26—French. Cook's Knife, Fork, and Meet
It—Pocket Knife. (Meriden Cutlery Co.).
'iS-Pocket Knife (do. do.)

SHi—Pocket Knife (do. rfo.)

39—Ladies' Pocket Knife (do. do.)
31—Multum in Parvo Knife (do. do.)
32—Garden Seedsd- Flower Bulbs(selertion) $2 00
33—Extra Early TermontPotatn(2-lhparcel)fi 00
34—Sewing Machine (Graver & Baker) $co 00
35—Sewing Machine (Florence) $65 00
38—Sewing Machine (Willcox <k Vibbi) $5(1 00
37—Sewing Machine (Seeor) $G2 00:

38—Beckwith $12 Sewing Machine {12 00
30—Beckwith Portable Frmily Sew'g Mci I1M0 CO
40— Washing Machine. (Lcty's) $11 TO I

41— Clothes Wringer (let— I ulrersuh $8 00

1

4'2—Melodeon ,4-o'a<i re (V. A. J'riury & (o.'s)tn 00
-\3—Melodeon, §-octare (t'o. do.) S 112 CO
44—Piano.Splendidl-oct.l St. inwa!/d-Kous)it'.v (0| 825

Silver Watch (American Watch Co.)...t-L0 00 50

12 I

15
15
4
8
S
19
16
10
15
19
19

7
12
£0
9
12
5
3

19
22
SO
II

in

4

7
6
8
6
3

66
74
ffi

70
1fi

SO
21

16
78

1E8

45-....

4«—Ladles' Fine Gold Watch (do. do.) ..JjciiOO]

47—Breech-loading Pocket Rifle $16 (0

AS-Double-bbl. Own (Cooper. Harris <tII.).tZ0 CO,

49—Remington's Breech-loading Rifle $"C CO:

ftO—Remington's Single-barrel Shot-gun $8 00;

51— Charles Pratt's Astral Oil(lcan,5Gal.) $3 00;

ril—Hand Cultivator dk Weeder (Comsloek) $0 CO,

53-Familv Scales (Fairbanks tt Co.) $11 C0|

54— Worcester's Great Hlustr'ed DiclionaryfW 00

55
56-

Angback Volume Agriculturist
Any Tico Back Volumes do.

57—Any Three do. do. do.
5H—Ang Four do. do. do.
59—Any Five do. do. do.
(iO—Any Six do. do. do.
61—Any Seven do. do. do.
63—Any Eight do. do. do.

—(Each, add'l Vol. at same rate.)
G3-Seventeen, Vols. XVI to XXXII.
Cil—Any Back Vol. Agriculturist
65—Any Two Back Volumes do.
66—Any Tliree do.
67

—

Any Four do.
dS-Any Five do.
60—Any Six do.
70—Any Seven do.
71—Any Eight do.
72

—

Any Nine dp.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

$1 75
?3 50
?r, 25

$7 00
^" ?S 75

' S 1$1" 50

^ $12 25

a $14 00
D

$29 75
• $2 5(1

S $5 00
S $7 50

S $10 00
S $12 50
I? $15 00
„• $17 50
? $20 00
3 $22 50

^
$12 50

(Each add'l Volume at same rate)
73-Seventeen Vols. XVI to XXXII.
74—Farmer's Boy's Library $5 00

75—Farmer's Boy's Library $8 25

76—Farmer's Boy's Library $11 25

77—Farmer's Bou's Library $15 75

7s—Farmer's Bou's Library $20 Oil

70—Any Back Vol. Hearth A- Home (Hound). $1 00

SO—Any Two Back Vols. do. do. $8 00

(Each additional Volume at same rate.)

A RIO Library (Your Choice.)
do.

81
S3—.1 S15 Library
.'<3--l 820 Library
HI—A 925 Library
.85-1 S30 Library
86 -.1 #35 Library
S7-.1 S40 Library
SS-A «45 Library
89—.1850 Library
90—.1 860 Library
(II—A 875 Library
H'i-A 8100 Library

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

A Choice of Good Books.

.$10 00
aS$i5 00

§£$2000
^^$25 00,

=§$» 00

3v$S5 CO
= =$40 00

»s$«5 00

SS$50 00
»

a,$60 00
=«$75 CO,

, 100 00:

(See Description.)

65
52
49
45

65
65

27
S7I

102

82
S7,

20

65i

75

1

102
411

84

"'22

27
2'.'

SO

22

'262

2S5

24 G

270
52

100
70
52!

2P5
400
16F0

166
SSI I

60
150
168
52!

27
54

70
58
20
•29

87
47
54
fil

68
71

2 ....
5

i

15
2 ....
10 88

28
28
21
S3

14

19
51
lr,

19
10

39
69

(6)

Both
Papers

together!

Number
of Sub-
scribers
required

at
$4.00

51
2<)

17

"ii'
11

11

15

11

1S1

145
123 I

135
if.

50
35
28
148
200

313 815
85

'

55 I

12
25
SO I

8
5
9

11

175
40 I

75
!

84 1

28 |,

14
29
ST,

2<l

in

15

19

24
27
.12

84
:t7

. 2
6

. 8
9
9

. 3
. 6

1?

::i?

::i?

. 1

:,?
IS
:*8

... *

... s

... 4
:::J
...45
...»

.. »
4*

.. 7«

.344

.32

...61

...14
28

...32

... »

... a

.10

.ii

.13

.14

24
3

. 6
,;:

:12 !

.16

32
I

n
10
14

....18

...21

...25

....28

....31

...34

.. .38

....44

...55

...70

Z^~Every Premium article is newawrf of the very best manufacture. Xo
charge is made for packing or boxing any article in our Premium List. The

Premiums, Nos. 2 to 8, 27 to 33, 55 to 78, and 81 to 93,
inclusive, will eacli be delivered FREE of all charges, by mail or express

(at Hie Post-offlcs or express office nearest the recipient) to any place in the United

States or Territories.— The other articles cost the recipient only the freight after

tearing the manufactory qf each, by any conveyance desired. See Description
of Premiums on Next Page.
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Full Descriptions
of onr Premiums are given in a previous number, and

will be mailed /re* to applicants. We bave room in tbis

paper only for tbe following Descriptive Notes :

fllo. 1. — Moore'fl Floral Set.—This
is a beautiful Premium—a complete set of Ladies' or
Children's Garden Tools for t lie culuvation of

flowers, consisting of a Floral Hoe, Spade, Fork, and Rake.

They are made of the best steel and iron, with finely pol-

ished hard-wood handles, light, durable, and highly finish-

ed, and each set inclosed in a box. They will be found

very convenient in the garden and greenhouse, and are

pleasing toys for the little folks. Made by the Moore
Manufacturing Company, Kensington, Ct.

Nos. 2, 3, 4.—(void I*ens : with rvcr-

poinied Pencils, in extension, coin-silver cases.—Premium
No. 2 contains the best No. 4 Gold Pen ; and No. 3 the

best No. 6 Gold Pen, which is the same style, but larger.

No. 4 contains No. 7 Gold Pen, in Gold-tipped Ebony
Holder. Each pen will be sent in a neat leather case by
mail, post-paid. These pens are made by Geo. F.
Hawkes, No. 66 Nassau St., and have obtained

an excellent reputation. We have known the maker
and hi* goods for many years, and can recommend them.

>o. 5.— Ladies* Fine Gold Pen,
in Rubber Case, Gold Mounted, with Screw Extension,

and Gold Ever-pointed Pencil. A beautiful present for a
lady teacher or friend. Same maker as No. 9.

Nos. G, 7.—Paragon Patent Re-
volving Pencil. — This is a beautiful Pocket
Pencil, which is extended or closed by pulling or

pressing the head. They are made with great care, and
every Pencil warranted to work perfectly. They are gold-

plated, and will last for years. We offer two patterns,

one for ladies, with ring for chain, at $1.50 each, and one

Of heavier and firmer plate, at $3.00. Same maker as No. 2.

Mo. 8.—-Payroll's Indelible Ink,
and Briggs's Marking-Pen Combination.
—Payson's Indelible Ink is too well known to need fur-

ther commendation. It is almost indispensable in the

family. Briggs's Marking-Pen has been before the pub-

lic for fifteen years, and is justly celebrated for all kinds

of marking, and particularly for writing upon coarse

fabrics. The Pen and Ink are put up in a neat case, be-

ing thus portable, always ready for use, and protected

from loss or injury by evaporation or breakage.

Mo. 9. — Cake Basket. — A new pat-

tern, oval-shaped, nicely chased—a very taking, useful,

and beautiful table ornament. Tbis, with other articles

that follow, ig made by tbe Lucius Hart Manu-
facturing Co., of Nos. 4 and 6 Burling Slip,

New York City, and is warranted by them to be of the

best triple plate. Mr, Hart, " the veteran Sunday-school

man," was engaged in the same place and business for

nearly a quarter of a century. We have known him and

his work for many years, and have taken pleasure in com-
mendingandguaranteeing its value to be as represented.

We believe the Company which bears his name is fully

sustaining his reputation. The amount of silver upon
plated ware depends wholly upon the will and integrity

©f the manufacturer. We could give nearly as good-tooA;-

ing plated ware for less than half the money.

Ufo. 19.—One Dozen Xeaspoons.—
I\o. 13.—One Dozen Table-Spoon«i.

—

These are "figured tips," Olive-leaf Pattern, all of the

same metal, plating, etc., and from the same makers as

No. 9. They are far cheaper than anything we have

found at half the price, and are well worth working for.

No. 14.—One Dozen Table-Forks.
-*Tbe same description and remarks apply to these as to

No. 13. We select as premiums only such articles as we
can warrant in quality and price. All these articles come
from the Lucius Hart Manufacturing Co.

No. 15.—CUildN Cup.—A beautiful gift

for the little one-year-old . It is made by the Lucius
Hart Manufacturing Co. Triple-plated on the

outside and gilded on the inside. It never breaks, and
Will last for many years—indeed, be a life-keepsake.

Mo. 17.—Child's Ca-rriagre, or Per-
ambulator,—An elegant carnage, handsomely fin-

ished, upholstered with reps, has full plate tinned joints,

handle tips, side lights, dash rail, panel body, and carpet

on the bottom. These carriages are from the well-known

manufacturer C. W, F. Dare, 47 Cortlandt
St., New York.

IVo. 1».—Doll's Cottage Chamber
Set,—A most attractive gift for a little girl. Eightpieces
of furniture prettily painted: Bedstead (size 11*{ X 18

inches), bureau, table, commode, towel-rack, two chairs,

one rocking-chair. FromC, W. F. Dare, 47 Cort-
landt St., New York.

No. 30. — Crandall's Improved
Building Blocks furnish a most attractive

amusement for children. Churches, Dwellings, Barns,

Mills, Fences, Furniture, etc., in almost endless va-

riety, can be .built with them, and the structures re-

main so firm as to bo carried about. For developing the

ingenuity and taste of children they are unequaled. The
Blocks are put up iu neat boxes, accompanied by a
large illustrated sheet giving various designs ofbuildings,

etc. This is one of the most successful toys ever invented.

>o. 31.—€randall-s Masquerade
Blocks.—These are put up in boxes, the blocks in

each of which will make, by various combinations, 300

different pictures in brilliant colors. They are not in-

jured by washing, and afford endless amusement forchil-

dren. They are beautiful gifts for the little ones.

No. 32.—Knives and Forks.—These
have ebony and metal handles, manufactured by a patent
process which unites them so firmly to the blades that

they never work looso, and are rendered hot water-proof.

The knife blades are silver-plated. Made in the best

style by the Woods Cutlery Co., 5 5 Cham-
bers St., New York. For this Premium we will

give cither the Table, Medium, or Dessert size, as may
be specified by the recipient ; six knives and six forks,

or twelve knives without forks.

No*. 23, 34, 35.—American Table
Cutlery.—We are glad to be able to offer really

good articles of American manufacture, such as are

competing successfully with the best foreign make.
Messrs. Patterson Bros., 27 Park Row,
who supply us with these articles, are also importers of

English goods. Thi/y recommend these Knives, manu-
factured by the Meriden Cutlery Co., as equal to

any Cutlery in the market, and their recommendation is

a guarantee wherever they are known. We offer two
kinds of Knives, and three sizes of each kind. No. 23

have Rubber Handles, which are actually boiling-water

proof, so that, if they were accidentally to remain in it

for several minutes, or even hours, they would not be in-

jured. The Blades are of the best steel, and warranted.

Dessert size, with Forks, sold at $15 For 24 subscrib-

ers at $1.50, or SO at $1, we will give cither the medium
size or the table size, sold at $16.00. No. 24 have
Ivory Handles, are selected with great care, have Steel

Blades, and arc beautiful goods. Dessert size, with Forks,

sold at $20.00 For 33 subscribers, at $1.50, or 110 at

$l,we will send the medium size, sold at $22.00.... For
35 at $1.50, or 116 at $1. wc will send the Table size,

sold at $23.00, Tbe Forks, which accompany these

Premiums, Nos. 23 and 24, are made of genuine Albata,

and warranted double-plated with coin-silver. These
Forks are furnished to us by Messrs. Patterson Bros

The Carving-Knife and Fork are made by Tlie Mer-
iden Cutlery Co., with the best Ivory, balanced

Handles

Nos. 37, 38, 3», 3©.—Pocket Knives.
—Hebe's fob the Boys and Girls !—These Premiums
are among the most pleasing and useful that we have ever

offered. Every boy, and girl too, wants a pocket knife.

We give them an opportunity to obtain a most valuable

one for merely a little effort. These knives are fur-

nished by the Meriden Cutlery Co., 49 Cham-
bers st,, New York, whose work is equal to any
done in this country or Europe. No. 27 is a neat, sub-

stantial Knife, with three blades and buck-horn handle.

No. 28 is a still finer article, with four blades and pearl

handle. No. 29 is an elegant Knife, with five blades

and shell hanrllc. No. 30 is a Lady's Pocket Knife,

a beautiful article, with four blades and shell handle.

^fo. 31.—Tin 1 turn in Parro I»ocl*et
Knife.—^~ Boys, Bead this. =^J Tbis is a

most attractive as well as useful Premium, from the

Meriden Cutlery Co., 49 Chambers St., New
York. It comprises, in one knife-handle, a large and a

small blade, a screw-driver, a saw, a strong hook, a nut-

cracker, a brad-awl, a gimlet, a corkscrew, a pointer, a

slim punch, tweezers, and, in addition to this, it can be

used for various other purposes which will at once sug-

gest themselves to any smart boy or man. It is a pocket-

ful of tools weighing but two ounces. The knives will

be sent anywhere in onr country, post-paid.

No. S3. — Extra Early Vermont
Potato.—This remarkable potato is a seedling raised

in 1807 from a seed-ball of the well-known Jackson
White. It is supposed to bave been fertilized from the

Garnet Chili, as it resembles many seedlings of that

variety. For five years the '•Vermont" potatoes have

been grown side by side with the Early Rose, both under
tbe same treatment, and bave proved seven to ten days

earlier than that favorite sort : they arc more productive,

fully equal to the Early Rose if not superior in quality,

flesh very white, dry, and floury, excellent keepers, and
in every way a most promising variety. We bave made
arrangements with Messrs. B. K. Bliss & Sons,
23 Park Place, New York, to supply us with

the genuine article, to go by mail, post-paid, to any part

of the country. They should go out before freezing
weather, but when too late for this we will keep them
until warm enough to mail them in the spring. Thla
Premium can only remain open while the supply lasts.

Hfo. lO.—Ooty's Improved Clothes
Washer, with the Metropolitan Balance Weight. Over
seventy-five thousand families in the United States are
using the Doty Washing Machine, and we believe the
improved machine has no superior. The "help" use it

and like it. Send for descriptive circulars to B. C.
Browning;, 32 Cortlandt St., New York,
or to Metropolitan Washing: Machine Co,,
TOiddleueld, Ct. It goes cheaply by freight or Ex.

Hfo. 45.—A Good Watcli.—The Watches
made by the American Watch Co., Waltham,
Mass., have peculiarities of excellence which place
them above all foreign rivalry. The substitution of
machinery for hand labor has been followed not only
by greater simplicity, but by a precision in detail,

and accuracy and nuiformity in their time-keeping
qualities, which by the old method of manufacture are
unattainable. A smoothness and certainty of movement
are secured which proceed from the perfect adaptation of
every piece to its place. Tbe extent of the Waltham
establishment, the combination of skilled labor with ma-
chinery perfect and ample, enable them to offer watches
at lower rates than any other manufacturers. Their
annual manufacture is said to be double that of all other
makers in this country combined, and much larger thaa
the entire manufacture of England. The mechanical im-
provements and valuable inventions of the last fifteen

years, whether home or foreign in their origin, have been
brought to their aid, and the presence of nearly 800,000
Waltham Watches in the pockets of the people is the
best proof of the public approval. We offer a Silver watch,
jeweled, with chronometer balance, warranted by this
Company as made of the best materials in the best manner,
and in pure coin-silver ""hunting" case; weight 3 oz.

This watch we offer as one of our Premiums, with the full-

est 'confidence. Upon the movement of each of these
watches will be engraved, " American Agriculturist.
Made ey the American Watch Co., Waltham, Mass."

>o. 40.—Ladies' Fine Gold Watch.
—This elegant Premium will delight our friends who
may receive it. Our arrangement with the American
Wateh Co. (see No. 45 above) includes these beautiful

gold watches. They are full-jeweled, in lS-carat "hunt-
ing" cases, warranted to be made of the best materials,
and possessing every requisite for a reliable Time-Keep-
er. Upon the movement of each Premium Watch will
be engraved " Am. Agriculturist. Made bt the
Am. Watch Co., Waltham, Mass."

Hfo. 48.—I>ouble-lIarrel Gun ; or
Fowling PrECE.—These guns are the genuine London
" Twist" barrel, Patent Breech, Bar Lock, ebony ram-
rod, and in all respects desirable. Their caliber and
length of barrel vary, and may be ordered to suit the
kind of shooting to be done. They are furnished for this

Premium by Messrs. Cooper, Harris Ac Hodg*
kins, 177 Broadway, well known as one of the
most reliable and best houses in their line of business,

and they highly recommend this particular gun, and
guarantee it in every respect. It is from one of the
oldest and most favorably known English manufacturers.

The price is not put on in fancy caning and plating for

show, but in the gun itself. This Premium includes Gun,
Powder-Flask, Shot-Pouch, and Wad-Cutter.

"><». 49. — Remington^ Sporting;
Breech-Loading: Rifle.—The Rifle offered as this

Premium has a 30-inch steel barrel, and can be of any
weight from 8 to 13 lbs., and of any caliber from aa

/io«
to s%ooi a9 may De desired. Ammunition is extra, and
at prices varying in accordance with the caliber. These
rifles are manufactured by the noted firm of E. Rem-
ington Ac Sons, Nos. 281 and 283 Broad-
way, New York, whose reputation is world-wide,
and who stand in the front rank of manufacturers of

fire-arms.

3fos. 81 to 93.—Good Libraries.—
In these premiums, we offer a choice of Books for the

Farm, Garden, and Household. The person
entitled to any one of the premiums 81 to 02 may select

any books desired from the list of our books published
monthly in the American Agriculturist, to the amount of
the premiums, and the books will be forwarded, Post or
Express paid. C^~ Let the farmers of a neighborhood
unite their efforts, and through these premiums get an
agricultural library for general use. {3^See Table List

of Books in advertising columns.

jjfo. f>3.—General Book Prcminm.
—Any one sending 25 or more names, may select books
from our list to the amount of 10 cents for each subscrib-

er sent at $1 ; or 30 cents for each name sent at $1.20; or

60 cents for each name at $1.50. 77iis offer is only ft/r

clubs of 25 or ?nore. Tlie books will be sent by mail or ex-

press, prepaid through, by vs. See List as in No. 81.
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Gtra.peavin.es rim Wild.—A subscriber

in Plymouth, Iowa, asks what he shall do with vines

three or four years old that " have always grown as they

pleased. '*—This is a difficult conundrum to answer.

Could we Bee the vines wc could decide at once, but it li

difficult to prescribe without seeing the patient. When
the leaves are off the buds will be plainly seen. Let our

Iowa friend remember that each of these buds will pro-

duce a shoot next spring, upon which the fruit will be

borne. If he cuts all the canes made this year back to

two buds each, he will probably leave twice as many as

are needed. No invariable rules can be given for prun-

ing a vine. One should understand the way in which a

vinegrows, and adapt hi* knowledge to the case iu hand.

Mushroom,,—u J- C G." The plant iu

question can not be, from your rough outline, the edible

mushroom. It is more probably the Morel. We can not

decide without seeing a specimen. The attempts at cul-

tivating the Morel have not been very successful.

Smoking Pork.— Hams and pork are

almost always over-smoked. When saturated with smoke
the meat is rendered indigestible and unpalatable, and
we notice that there is a general complaint now-making
in regard especially to the excessive smoking of Cincin-

nati pork. The common practice of allowing meat to

hang in the smoke-house during the whole winter, and

<
to smoke it for a few hours almost every day for several

weeks, is destructive to its proper flavor and wholesome-
ness. For bacon, two days' smoking with corn-cobs or

hickory brush is sufficient ; for hams, four days' is quite

enough, and sufficient flavor will have penetrated in that

time to the center of the meat to make it palatable to

the most smoke-loving taste.

Value of Brewers' Grains. —
M Hawthorne." Brewers' grains fed to cows help the

production of milk, but we would not advise any feed

when the production of butter is in view but the very

sweetest and most perfect meal. Sour feed will inevit-

ably make its If known iu Ihe flavor of the butter.

"Weevil in Barns.—" J. S. R," East
Moriches, L. I. When a barn is infested with weevil it

is a difficult matter to get rid of them. If the granary

only is infested they may be killed by washing the floors

and walls with strong, boiling hot soft-soap suds. The
granary should then be washed over with lime-wash in

which carbolic acid is dissolved. The weevil may be

kept out by having wire-gauze over the windows and by

making the walls of the building very tight and close.

On the approach of cold weather the weevils leave the

wheat and hide in the crevices of the granary; then is a

good time to destroy them. No grain should be stored

nntil the granary has been thoroughly swept and cleaned.

All the dirt and weevil swept out should be burned.

Injection Syringe.—"J. W. T.," North
Haven, Ct. An injection may be given to a horse by
means of an ox or pig's bladder, in the neck of which a

wooden pipe is inserted. The pipe may be made of a
piece of elder from which the pith has been forced out.

It should be reduced in thickness, mad-1 very smooth by
eand-paper, and should be well greased or oiled when
used. The injection of a pint of linseed oil or a quart

of salt and water is needed to remove the worms which
infest the rectum or lower intestine.

Th<- Diula or Karth Almond.-" E.
L. S.," Phelps Co., Mo. The chufa or earth* almond
(Cyperus escxdentus) is a plant of the same genus as the

Nut-grass which is found such a pest in Southern fields.

It was introduced from Spain about 90 years ago ; and the

fact that during that lime it has never made any sufficient-

ly favorable impression upon those who have experi-
mented with it to induce them to continue its growth is

not a i-r<-'>mni<-nii;ilion to it. Its only use has been as
food for swine, and for this purpose it has been favorably
Spoken of by some of I lie Southern agriculturists.

Spreadi.it;> I, inn- in Winter*—"J. C.
W.," Manasses, Va. Lime may be spread upon the
snow OT frozen ground during winter as well as late in

the fall. It Should, however, be finely slacked and evenly
spread. This plan will answer upon wheat or rye or
upon meadows which may require liming. As a general
thing it has been found desirable to apply lime in tills

way upon clover fields which arc to be broken up the
next season for corn or wheat.

Pleuro - Pneumonia. — "F. R. W,"
Waterbuty, Conn. The first symptoms of pleuro-pneu-
monia in a cow or ox are such as are only to be noticed
by a person who has observed the habits of healthy
animals. They arc a slight increase of the temperature
of the body, difficult breathing, with drumming or whir-

ring noise in the bronchial tubes. A cough frequently

occurs, the appetite fails, and the animal becomes thin.

Then the milk falls off, and shivering fits commence the

second Btage, after which the animal rapidly becomes
worse. The best treatment has been found to be careful

nursing, warmth, and hanging sacks saturated with car-

bolic acid in solution before the animals' heads, so that

the vapor can be breathed ; warm gruel and mashes, and

one to two drams of elixir of vitriol in a gallon of water.

Potato Rot.—"C. a," Westbrook, N. J.

It is generally accepted that potato rot is due to a species

of fungus, though some doubt whether the fungus is the

cause or the result of the rot. The more interesting

question to the farmtr is how he shall avoid the disease

It has been found that drainage of moist land, avoiding

the use of raw barn-yard manure, or, in fact, any fer-

menting substance, and the growing of potatoes upon dry

gravelly loams, or light dry soils, with the help of super-

phosphate of lime and wood asses as manures, tend to

the growth of healthy potatoes. Excessive moisture,

and the presence of decomposing vegetable matter, cause

abundant growths of various species of molds and other

fungi, and are, therefore, greatly provocative of rot in

the potato. The best plan is to avoid the causes, and

mitigate, if not prevent the tnmble.

Manufacture of Fertilizers.—" B.

S.," Allen Co., Ind. Guano is not a manufactured arti-

cle, but a natural product, the origin of which is a dis-

puted point. Superphosphate of lime is simply bones or

mineral phosphate of lime, treated with sulphuric acid in

such a way as to separate a portion of the lime from the

phosphoric acid, leaving the phosphoric acid in excess,

hence the term supdr-phospnate. The extra phosphoric

acid is thus soluble in water, and can he readily appro-

priated by plants. Artificial fertilizers are now so

largely manufactured, and there is so much competition

in the business, that they may be purchased much
cheaper and better than they can be made by the farmer.

Plaster upon Wlieat.—"P. W," Bun-
combe Co., N. C. It is better to apply plaster upon any
crop in the spring thau'in the fall. The best time is as

soon as growth has fairly commenced. About 100 to 200

pounds per acre is a heavy dressing.

Cats.—"H. C. B.," Ellsworth, Me., writes us
that he stops the depredations of cats upon his poultry

houses by setting a fox-trap in the entrance hole and
covering it with chaff, by which plan ho has trapped 10

in a 6hort time. To this wc would remark that this is

an unnecessary barbarity. There is not the slightest

need to have cats or any other nightly depredators in the

poultry houses. The entrances should be closed every

night and opened every morning. This would not only
keep the fowls safely during the night, but prevent

much disease and loss from their early wanderings
amongst wet grass and weeds. Cats should be well fed,

as being necessary farm animals, and not be allowed to

exist iu a half-starved condition, which is often a satis-

factory excuse for many of their so-called thefts.

The Florida Settler.—We have received

a pamphlet, entitled " The Florida Settler and Immi-
grant's Guide," a manual of information concerning the

soil, climate, and productions of that State, prepared by
the commissioner of lands and immigration, whose office

is at Tallahassee, Fla. Now that attention is turned

towards the mild climate, orange groves and gardens of

Florida, this pamphlet is opportune. It will be sent

by the commissioner on receipt of request with stamps
to cover postage.

Poisonous Pastures.—Not long since

wc noticed a statement of the death of forty-four out of

A herd of over seventy cattle upon an English pasture, in

consequence of their feeding upon poisonous plants,

chiefly or wholly an umbelliferous plant, known as the

Drop-wort (Qffianthe crocata). Similar losses of stock

have occurred recently iu Australian pastures, from cer-

tain species having been eaten during periods of scarcity

of wholesome fodder. During the past few years many
cattle have died in various localities in the West, from
various disorders, to which many fanciful names have
been given. Murrain, fevers of all sorts, red water,

black water, and in loss for another name these deaths
have been attributed to "new" and "unknown dis-

eases." The symptoms of the cases of poisoning above
referred to, and those of the deaths which have been re-

ported to us or have been described by other journals,

arc strikingly similar. Staggering gait and profuse

frothing at the mouth, convulsive twitchings of the flank,

blood-shot eyes, bloody urine, congested membranes,
and often offensive diarrhea, a lateral curvature of the
neck, and in many cases violent frenzy equally mark the

whole, and point unmistakably to poison of some kind.

It is an important question if a large portion of the
deaths amongst our native cattle in the West are not due
to the presence of poisonous plants in the pastures.

Generally late in the summer, when the grasses have be-
come dry and withered, the Western pastures are covered
with a mixed herbage, of which a large portion is innu-
tritions and indigestible, and may be poisonous ; of
this the cattle are impelled by hunger to partake. Iu
the cases of poisoning referred to, the supposition was
originally that some sudden disease had stricken the
animals, but on examination of the contents of
the stomachs the fatal plants were found, and the

true cause of death ascertained. A knowledge of the

nature of poisonous plants would be very valuable
to stock owners, as would also such habits of observation
as would lead to the easy detection of the causes of

deaths. Doubtless murrains of various kinds, Texan
fever, and other obscure disorders, owe their existence

to causes which a careful observer might discover.

Cost or a Crop of Corn.—" J. B. 3.,"

New York. The cost of raising an acre of corn, where all

the labor is hired and a man and team costs six dollars per

day, will be more than the value of the crop. For instance,

the following estimate will show what result may be ex-

pected : One day plowing, a quarter day harrowing, a quar-

ter day marking out, and one day in all cultivating, equal

to two and a half days' team work, $15. The planting, cut-

tiug, and husking will occupy five days of a man's labor,

equal to $10 ; total, without counting seed and fertilizer,

$25. The crop may yield 25 bushels shelled corn under
these peculiar circumstances ; but if 40 are realized an
even account will result, leaving the fodder to cover
some expenses not enumerated.

Renting: Dairy Farms.—"W. R. R.,"
Buchanan, Mich.—We arc not prepared to say from ac-

tual knowledge what proportion of the final produce the

renter of a cheese dairy farm should receive for his

labor. In renting a grain farm on the half share of all

the produce, the tenant has more labor to perform than
he would have on a dairy farm, and the owner would
have a larger investment on a dairy than on a grain farm.

The value of the produce of each ought to be about the

same. A just division should include a proportionate

recompense to the owner for his increased investment;
but if the tenant Bhould supply all the extra feed which
ought to be purchased on such a dairy farm, this would
certainly restore the balance, and an equal division of the

total proceeds would, we judge, be just for each party.

Xan - XSark for Strawberries. —
"J. L. D.," Bloomsburg, Pa. A mulch of tan-bark will

not sour the strawberries. The great objection to it is

that the fine particles will adhere to and soil the fruit.

Leaves or coarse hay or litter from the stable Bare better.

Information Wanted.—u
G. II. E., M

Napa Co., Cal., has two acres of land so situated that a

creek runs through it and overflows it during winter, and
in summer the ground is very dry. lie asks what crop
he should raise upon these two acres.—We are at a loss

to advise in such an extreme case, and request some of

our California readers to give us their opinion upon it.

We would suggest, however, that here is an opportunity

to overcome a difficulty by mechanical methods; dam-
ming out the water in winter and irrigating in the spring

and summer, and then growing market crops suitable to

a moist soil, as cabbages, celery, cauliflower.

Heaves. — ''Teamster/' Sharon, Pa. The
cause of heaves or broken wind is not yet satisfactorily

accounted for. It is said by some veterinarians to be in-

curable; still we never found a case in our experience

that was not either greatly relieved or entirely cured by
simple treatment. This was as follows : To aid the di-

gestive power by simple tonics, and to feed the most
nutritious and least stimulating food in small bulk,

avoiding all dry, dusty food. For instance, a horse pur-

chased by the writer for a very small sum, as being in-

curably diseased with the heaves, was fed three times a

day with a pailful of cut timothy hay and oats in the

sheaf, soaked in hot water and fed when cold, mixed
with three quarts of oats, corn, and rye bran ground

together. A handful of salt was given in each feed, and
occasionally a few raw potatoes or carrots cut and sprin-

kled with bran were given in addition. Nothing else

was done, no medicine was given, no long hay was fed,

and nil dust In the feed was carefully guarded against.

The result was an immediate change for the better, and

no trouble from the disorder at all after a few weeks.

The horse was then able to drive rapidly, and might be

considered cured. On the other hand, horses have been

known to become diseased immediately after feeding

upon dusty clover hay, the inhalation of the dry seed-

chaff or other dost doubtless causing the trouble.
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ON THE BLUE, BETWEEN CAMDEN AND CRETE,— CRETE AT THE LEFT, IN THE DISTANCE,
REPRESENTATIVE VIEW OF LANDS FOR SALE BY THE BURLINGTON AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD COMPANY.

IOWA AND NEBEA8KA LANDS.
What Time in the Year is it Best to Buy Them ?

THE BTJItLITVGnrOlV ATVX> MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD
Advertise that " Products will pay for Land and Improvements several times over within their credit of ten years, with nothing to pay for four years hut six per cent annual interest."
Proceeds of crops are sometimes necessary and always convenient for paying this interest and annual installments of principal alter the fourth year as they accrue; hence it Is vise to buy
at such a time that all payments will fall due after harvest, on the heels of which the pork and beef crop follows. Delays of payment, asked for auu granted, are generally
"WI ajter harvest."

These facts show that September, October, November, and December are the months most convenient for annual payments to mature ; hence buying land "after harvest " is the be6t
arrangement for ten prospective annual payments. Autumn is also the best season to " make a good ready " for next season's crop, such as selecting land, buildinjr a house, digging or
boring a well, baying a wagon, te;im, plows, stock, etc., at best rates. Many wish to buy land, but can not come in person to do so before coming with their families. Such can write and
specify the kind, location, quality ; whether level or rolling prairie or valley ami timber land, with running water* distance to Railroad station, market, etc.

The first payment oi six per cent on the value of the laud wanted can be reunited by liunk draft on Uoston, New York, or Chicago, payable to order of GKO. S. HARRIS, Land
Commissioner.

PriceB range generally from three to ten dollars, averaging about six, though some lands are sold at one and two dollars per acre.
On receipt of written application iind funds, the best selection will be made that can be at price specified, and if on examination within one year the land thus bought is not

satisfactory to the buyer, he can exchange it lor any other unsold tract at same price ; or for better land by paying the difference.
Nebraska Lands bought in 1873 will be entitled to a credit of twenty per cent premium, if one-half of it is improved and cultivated within two years from date of purchase.
A Deduction of 18, 15, or 10 per cent is made from long credit price in Iowa and Nebraska for full payment in one, two, or three years from date of purchase.
Our gratuities, low juices, long credits, small annual payments, great products, and good markets enable every enterprising man to get a good farm and home in a rich, healthy, and

beautiful country. Circulars giving full particulars, and iu any quantity wanted, arc supplied gratis. •

A SECTIOVATj MAP, on a large scale, showing the exact location of the Lands in Iowa, is sold at 30 cents, and a similar map of Nebraska Lands is sold at same price.
LAVD BUYERS, in order to realize all the benefits we otfer, should buv Lind Exploring Tickets, via Burlington route, of W. D. Cowles, Agent, 317 Broadway, New York;

W. H. Wlsner, Agent, 59 Clark Street, Chicago, 111. ; or at C B. & Q. U.K. Offices in IVoria, Mendota, Oalesburg, Qulncy, 111. Or apply to

GEO. S. HARRIS, Land Commissioner, for Iowa Lands, at Burlington, Iowa; or for Nebraska Lands at Lincoln. Nebraska.

Civil Engineering School
OF UNION COLLEGE, SCHENECTADY, N, Y.

Thorough course of instruction and field practice. Un-
rivaled collection of apparatus. Tuition, $30 per term.
Assistance rendered deserving students. For special infor-
mation, address Prof. C. STALEY. For information con-
cerning the College courses, Classical, Scientific, and Eclec-
tic, addresB E. N. POTTER, President.

TALMAGE,
SPURCEON.

T. De "Witt Talmage is editor of The
Christian at Work; C. H. Spurgeon, Special
Contributor, They write for no other
paper in America. Three magnificent
Chromos. Pay larger commission than
any other paper. CHROMOS ALL
READY. No Sectarianism. No bee-
tionalism. One agent obta'ned 380 enb
scriptionsiu tigVyhonre absolute work
Sample copies and circulars sent free.

AGENTS Wanted.
H. W. ADAMS, Publisher, 102 Chambers

Street, New York.

AGENTS WANTED. GRAND BOOKS!
Cyclopedia of Things Worth Knowing.

25,000 wants supplied. Alt you want to know about
Farming, gardening, Mechanics. Housekeeping, etc., etc.THE POPULAR FAMILY BIBLE.
With Bible Dictionary ana 500 Illustrations. The hand-
somest Bible made. THE VOICE OF GOD. A
beautiful volume for every home. Terms, circulars, etc.

MILLERS BIBLE A PUB. HOUSE,
1102 & 1104 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Fa.

ACENTS WANTED
To canvass for the most popular publication of the day.
Splendid chances (bl ladies and gentlemen in all parts of the
States. Send for particulars.

T>'. JENNINGS DEMOREST, 838 Broadway, N.T.

BUILDING PAPER
For Sb.eath.inp, Roofing, Deafening, Carpet Lining, and as a substitute for Plastering. Send for Samples

-•aid Circulars, to 15. E. f-Ut.k & Co., 50 & 53 ParkPlace, N. Y., or Hock Riyek Paper Co., Chicago.

200PIAMOSSOiOAI
New and Second-hand, of First-class Makcn,
will be sold at Lower Prices for cash or on Install-
ments, in City or Country, durinc this Finan-
cial Crisis and the HOLIDAYS" by HORACEWATERS & SO IV, No. 481 Broadway, than
ever before offered in New York. Agents
wanted for the sale of Waters' Celebrated Pi-
anos, Concerto and Orchestral Organs. Illus-
trated Catalogues Mailed. Great Induce-
ments to t\\e trade. A large discount to
Ministers, Churches, Sunda.y-Schools, Etc.

?STEEL PENS
Sold by all Dealers.

No. 91 John St., New Yokk.

HENRY HOE, Sole Agent. JOSEPH GILL0TT & SONS.

^The Sugar Maker's Friend

More
I Agents wanted
to canvass and
sell Post's Pat-

ent GaLVAWIZBD MeTALIC EDRM.A
Sap Spoet and Buokit Hang«-
Samples, Circulars and Terms sent on

<& vr receipt of 20 eta. to pay postage.

Address C. C. TOST, Mauuf. and Patentee, burliugton.Vt.

LOVEJOY'S METALLIC

WEATHER HOUSES
Indicate the changes in the weather, and
are pretty mantel ornaments. The little

lady appears in lair and the man in
stormy weather, and they never make
mistakes. Sent prepaid to any address,
safely narked, upon receipt of $2 (Two),
by ALVAN L. LOVEJOY,

Proprietor and Manufacturer,
239 Washington St., Boston.

^liecial pri-e to dealers.

Scribner's Lumber and Log-Book.

HALF A MILLION COPIES SOLD. This Book has

been carefully revised, enlarged, and Improved, with

Hovle's Log-Tables added, and it is now the most full and
complete book of its kind ever published. It gives correct

measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, plank, cubical

contents of square and round timber, stave nud heading

bolt tables, wages, renl, board, capacity of cisterns, cord-

wood tables, interest, etc., and has become tile Standard

Hook throughout the United states and Canada.
Be sure, and gel the StH Exilian, with Dni/le 8 Log-Table.

Ask vour bookseller for it. or [ will send one for 85 cents,

post-paid. G. W. RISHF.t!. P. O. Pox SS8, Rochester. N. Y.

$1^0^IffillURSERY.
A Monthly Magazine for Youngest Headers. Superbly
Illi.«<int..l. jysend stamp for a sample number.

Now is the time to subscribe. JOHN L. SHOKET,
86 Brouineld Street, Boston.

FOR BOOKS, GAMES, Puzzles,
Conjuring Tricks, Sclentilic Amusements. Colored Fire

and other materials for Tableaux and Private Theatricals,

Novelties and Homo Amusements generally, see catalogu,

of HAPPY HOURS COMPANY, Publishers. 1 Chambers
St., New York. Mailed to any address FREE.
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Suggestions to Purchas-

ers of Cabinet or

Parlor Organs.

Thb following considerations may save some

from the disappointment of purchasing inferior

organs at high prices:

1. Good Organs are very difficult to make.
An organ Is not n coarse machine wliich can be successfully

made by any ordinary workman. It is an exceedingly deli-

cate piece of mechanism ; a work of art. Its excellence de-

pends on very nice conditions and extraordinary skill In

workmanship; and its durability Call bo secured only by
best possible material and construction.

3. Difficulty of Selection. It is impossible lor an
Inexperienced person to judge what is a good organ and
what a poor one from alight comparisons. Even a poor
quality of tone may please at first, from Its novelty, though
it will soon become disagreeable. As to the durability of

an organ no one era Judge certainly from mere examina-
tion. Yet a poor organ will not last half as long as a good
one, and eo is dear at half tne price, ou this account alone.

3. Many poor Organs are made. There is great

temptation to manufacturers to make poor, almost worth-

less, organ*, because each can be made at halt the cost of

the beat onus, and so will afford good profits even if sold at

what appear to be low prices. Since the great popularity of
these instruments the market is flooded with poor organs,

which can indeed be sold at low prices but are very dear at

that.

4. Tin recommendations of dealers are
likely to be prejudiced. Dealers are tempted to

recommend and sell those organs on which the largest dis-

count is made to them, and these are always the poorest and
most cheaply made Instruments. Hitch allowance must be
made therefore in listening to the representations of a
dealer. Very often his judgment is biased by his pecuniary
interests.

5. An expedient to sell poororgans. Makers ot

poor organs generally adopt the expedient ofprinting enor-

mous prices in their price-li-ts, so that they can offer Luge
discounts to purchasers, and thus make it appear that they
are buying cheap ! The printed prices are frequently double
the real prices. So far from proving that an organ is cheap "

because a large discount is offered, there is reason to sus-

pect that a maker who will misrepresent his price in his

price-list will misrepresent his organ also in his description

of U. There is always reason to suspect an article which is

offered at a large discount.

O. TUc lowest priced not cheapest. In articles

of tliis kind. Id the manufacture of which there is so much
opportunity to slight and cheapen, the lowest priced is almost
never the cheapest. The poorest can be sold lowest, and al-

most always will be, while the best is as often the cheapest.

7. How to be sure of a good organ. There is a

perfectly safe way to buy an organ, and to be sure of a good
Instrument. This is to purchase only an instrument by the

very best maker, whose reputation is so thoroughly estab-

lished, whose work has \> ieo bo often proved best that there

is no longer any question in the matter.

Most readers will know that this is the fact in regard to

the Mason & Hamlin Organ Co. The first to introduce this

class of instruments, their work has always stood indis-

putably at the head. Not only at HUNDREDS OF INDUS-
TRIAL COMPETITION'S in America, but at the most Im-
portant WORLD'S PAIRS ever held—that just closed at

VIENNA, and that at PARIS, In 18G7—they have been
awarded HIGHEST MEDALS for demonstrated superiority.

They are the ONLV American Orgaus ever awarded any
distinction at a World's Fair ; the ONLY ones which com-
mand extensive sale in Europe, and the ONLY ones exten-

sively recommended by both Americau and European
musicians of eminence. How generally musicians regard
them as unrivaled may be Judged by any one who will look
over the testimony of ONE THOUSAND in the TESTI-
MONY CIRCULAR of the Company.

8. Also the lowest price. The system of selling
pursued by the Mason & Hamlin Co. secures fairness and
the lowest price to every one. They print their lowest
prices In their price-lists, which are therefore subject to no
discount. These prices are not as low as those for which
poor organs can sometimes be bought, but they are as low
as organs of such excellence can be afforded by the makers
having greatest facilities to make them cheapest. Those
who have been offered organs at great discounts from prlc s

Of the manufacturers should compare net prices with those

of the Mason & Hamlin Organ. Remember that they offer

five-octave, double-reed Organs of that extraordinary ex-

cellence which characterizes all their work at $110 each.

The exorbitant prices for very Inferior organs are from
$170 to $325, and upwards.

The Mason & Hamlin Organ Co. have just REDUCED the

PRICES of many styles, and are Introducing new styles

more beautiful and excellent than any they have made be-

fore, at low prices rendered possible only by reduced cost

of material and labor.

Illustrated Catalogues and Price-Lists free.

Address

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,

Boston, New York, or Chicago.

GeoPKowei4(o.
conduct an agency for the reception of advertisements
for American Newspapers—the most complete estab-
lishment of the kind in the world. Six thousand News-
papers are kept regularly on file, open to inspection by
customers. No reading-room, however complete, receives
one-twentieth of this number. Every Advertise-
ment is taken at the home price of the paper, without
any additional charge or commission, so t bat an adver-
tiser, in dealing with the Agency, is saved trouble and
correspondence, making one contract instead of a dozen,
a hundred, or a thousand. A Book, of eighty pages,
containing lists of best papers, largest circulations, reli-

gious, agricultural, class, political, daily, and country
papers, also magazines and all publications which are
specially valuable to advertisers, with Borne information
about prices, is sent Free to any address on application.
Persons at a distance wishing to make contracts for ad-
vertising in any town, city, county, State, or Territory of
the United States, or any portion of the Dominion of
Canada, may send a concise statement of what they want,
together with a copy of the Advertisement they
desire inserted, and will receive information by return
mail which will enable them to decide whether to in-

crease, reduce, or forego the order. For such information
there is no charge whatever. Publishers not only send
their files free, but pay Messrs. Geo. P. Rowell & Co.
for their services. Orders are accepted for a single paper
as well as for a larger list ; for a single dollar as readily
as for a larger sum. Address the American Newspaper
Advertising Agency,

The American Naturalist,

The only Blagaziiie in tUc Country devoted

to the popularization of

NATURAL HISTORY.
A Popular Entertaining and Instructive

MONTHLY MAGAZINE,
ILLUSTRATED WITH ELATES AND WOOD-CUTS.

A. S. PACKARD, Jr., and F.W. PUTNAM,
Editors and Proprietors.

R. H. WARD, Troy, N. Y.,

Associate Editor of Microscopical Department.

As the articles in the Naturalist, though of a popular
and non-technical character, arc written by authorities on
the various subjects, each volume forms an Illustrated
Encyclopedia of Natural History of great value as a
work of reference to the student anil general reader, as well

as to those more immediately interested in the Study of
Nature. The Nati-ralist i* for the Student, the TEACH-
ER, tile efiSHBBAL UEAUER, the AGRICULTURIST, the FARMER,
the Young, and the Lover of Nature.

Vol. 8 begins with the number for Jan., 1874.

TERMS.—Subscription St.00 a year, strictly
in advance Single Numbers 35 cts.

Subscription to Vol. o and the 7 preceding vols, in num-
bers, $34.00, or bound, $30.00.

Addres> AMERICAN NATURALIST,
Salem, Mass.

THE

Young Housekeeper's Friend.
By SIRS. CORNEXIVS.

Price S(.50. Interleaved, S9.25.
The roo«t popular and rellnble COOK-BOOK and

guide for the duties of the household published. The stand-
ard work on these subjects. 50th thousand now ready.
Copies sent by mall on receipt of price.

THOMPSON, BROWN & CO., Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK DAILY WITNESS,
»3 a Year, 75 Cents a Quarter.

NEW YORK WEEKLY WITNESS,
SIZE OF N. Y. TRIBUNE,

Si a Year, or 35 Cents per Quarter.
Send for Sample Copies.

ARTHUR'S
Illustrated Home Magazine.
Bright, cheerful, earnest, and progressive, the " HOMI"

takes rank with the best periodicals of the day. It is

The Cheapest First-Class Magazine
in the country, and more thoroughly identified with the peo-
ple in their social and domestic life than any other. It is

The GREAT HOUSEHOLD MAGAZINE of AMERICA,
ami within the reach of all. Every yearly subscriber has a
choice,free, of one of the following lara'- and elegant steel
engravings:

''PEACE BE UNTO THIS HOUSE."
'THE CHRISTIAN CRACES."
THE ANCEL OF PEACE."

"BED-TIME."
"THE WREATH OF IMMORTELLES."
No picture of the size and quality of these sells in the

print stores for less than S"i.

A new Serial Story, entitled

M Window Curtains,"
By T. S. Arthur, will be commenced in toe January number.
Terms.—$2.50 a year, with a reduction for clubs. For sale

by all newsdealers. Sample numbers l~i cents.QW Agents Wanted. Larger commissions and better
inducements offered than by any other publication. Valu-
able and very desirable premiums. Address T. S. Arthur
& Son, 809 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

TAKE
THE PRAIRIE FARMER

FOR 1874.

IT WILL, AIM:
TO help on the great work of organizing the farmers by

means of the Patrons of Husbandry aud Farmers'
Clubs.

TO lead the vau in the contest of the people with railroad

and other monopolies.

TO treat of the most approved practices In agricultural

and horticultural pursuits.

TO set forth the merits of the best breeds of domestic
animals, and to elucidate the principles of correct
breeding.

TO furnish the latest and most Important industrial news,
at home and abroad.

TO discuss the events and questions of the day, without
fear or favor.

TO further the work of agricultural and horticultural

societies.

TO advocate industrial education, in the correct sense of
the term.

TO provide information upon the public domain, "Western

soils, climate, etc.

TO answer inquiries on all manner of subjects which coma
within its sphere.

TO give, each week, full and reliable market, crop, and
weather reports.

TO present the family with choice and interesting

literature.

TO amuse and instruct the young folks.

TO be, in a word, an indispensable and unexceptionable

farm and fireside companion', in every respect.

TERMS: Single copy, J2.50 per annum, in advance. Two
Copies (to one old subscriber and one new, or two new),
ordered at same time, $1.00. Liberal reduction to clubs.

Three months on trial, 50 cents. Sample number ./>•««.

C5T" Liberal Cash Commissions to
Agents.
t3£~ Great Inducements to Farmers'

Clubs and Oranges.
Full Information and Complete Canvassing Outfit fur-

nished free, on application, to

THi: PR A IR IIK FY R .11KR CO.lI PA N Y,
Chicago, Illinois.

THE NEW YORK
EVENING POST,
Edited by William Cullen Bryant and Parke God-
win, assisted by the strongest talent that can be
engaged, has for more than half a century main-
tained the same principles of Freedom and Pro-
gress through all changes of parties and policies.

The Evening- Post is equal to any other
journal as a newspaper, and is complete in its

Political, its Literary, its Scientific, its Agricul-
tural, and its Commercial Departments.

Weekly, SI.50: Semi-Weekly, 83.00.

Specimen copies, containing liberal clubbing
terms, sent free. Address

WM. C. BRYANT & CO., New York.
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Taylor's Rotary Engine,
Adapted to any place where power is needed. For hoisting
purposes, Vessels, Boats, etc. Is simple, reverses instanllyt

runs either >c</t/. Ha? no dead center. Takes up but little
room. BaxelSior Portable and Agricultural Engines.
Healer inside Boiler ; Cylinder incased In Steam always,
usmgDllY Steam. Best in use. Circular Satc-3fill8—Smz\e
and Doable. The Diamond State Separators— simplest,
lightest-running, and cheapest for iis capacity in the market.
Westminster Trtppled-geared Horse Powers—on wheels or
down. Improved Barman Horse Jiakes—has no superior.
Lime and Fertilizer Spreaders—warranted to spread from 1

to 100 bushels per acre as desired. Send lor Circulars.
Address TAYLOR MANUFACTURING CO.,
Agents wanted. Westminster, Bid.

FOR S^LE.
A CHOICE FARM of 301 K acres, with good 2-storv

frame house, barns, stables, etc. ; live hedges, orchards, and
vineyard; superior prairie and timber land, nearly all un-
der cultivation or in paBture ; well watered ; suitable for
stock or grain farm ; in a most excellent neighborhood, and
considered one of the most healthy and beautiful homes in
Cooper County, Missouri; 1)-; miles from Vermont station
on "Osage Valley and Southern Kansas R.U.,"and about U
miles from the Missouri Pacific R.R.
In order t" make as prompt a sale as possible, the above

is offered at the extreme low price of $30 per acre—part on
time if desired ; interest 10 per cent.
For further particulars apply to
Banking House of AEHLE DUNNICA & CO.,

Boonville. Mo.,
Or DONNELL, LAV7SON & CO., Bankers,

No. 4 Wall Street, New York.

THE INDEPENDENT.

UNSECTARIAN RELIGIOUS WEEKLY.

Thirty-two Pages, Size of "Harper's Weekly."

Ab in the past, The Independent will continue in the
future to be the largest and by far the best religious weekly
published in the world. A Urge number of the first writers
in America and Europe are regular contributors. It has de-
Sartments devoted to Religion, Literature, Poetry, Science,
[lesions, Sunday-schools (explanations and comments upon

the International Series of Suudav-school Lessons), Educa-
tion, Ministerial Register, Editorials, Editorial Notes.Young
and Old, Commercial Interests, Dry Goods (with latest and
most correct Quotations), Market Reviews (comprising lat-
est Quotations of Groceries, Country Produce, General
Markets, etc., etc., etc.). Finance, Insurance, and the Farm
and Garden ; making it by far the best paper for the clergy-
man, business man, and family.

Among the contributors to The Independent during 1S73

may, be mentioned : LOUISA M. ALCOTT, JACOB AB-
BOTT, MARY CLEMMSB AMES, H. W. BELLOWS, D.D..
HOIIACE BUSHNELL, D.D., LEONARD BACON, D.D.,

C. P. CBANCH, T. L. CUTLER, D.D., LTDIA MARI.V
CHILD, JAMESFREEMAN CLARK, D.D., RO-E TERRY
COOKE, F. C. EWER, D.D., GEORGE T. FISHER, D.D.,
WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON", MRS. GREENOUGU,
H. H., GAIL HAMILTON, T. W. HIGGINSON, FATHER
HYACINTHE, GILBERT HAVEN, EDWARD E. HALE,
J. J. JARVES, CHARLES KINGSLEY, JAMES McCOSH,
LL.D., "W. E. H. LECKY, RAY PALMER, D.D., J. G. PI-

ATT, ELIZABETH STUART PHELPS, HIRAM RICH,
A. P. STANLEY, D.D., IE. H. STODDARD, HARRIET
PRESCOTT SPOFFORD, J. P. THOMPSON, D.D., CELIA
THAXTER, W. M. TAYLOR, D.D., J. T. TROWnRIDGE,
HENRY "WILSON, SUSAN "WARNER, JOHN' G.
WHITTIER.
Irs Premium List is extensive and liberal.

Our New Premium for 1874 is an elegant Chromo, entitled
" Memories of Cbildhood.*' from an original Oil painting by
the world-renowned artist, F. B. Carpenter, which was
pointed expressly for The Independent.
We also offer the beautiful Chromos " Good-night Frolic "

and -So Tired"; also Steel Engravings of " The'First Read-
iigofthc Emancipation Proclamation." " Authors of the
United States," " President Grant," " Vic-President Wil-
sou," and " Edwin M. Stanton, late Secretary of War."

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

:

Only $3.00 per year, including the Chromos "Good-night
Frolic" and "So Tired," unmounted; or "'Memories of
Childhood," unmounted ; or the Steel Engraving, - Grant
and Wilson." or " Edwin M. Stanton."

$3.;'5 per year—Chromos "Good-night Frolic" and "So
Tired," mounted on hinders'-board; or "Memories ol
Childhood," mounted on canvas, rolled, ready for framing

j

or Steel Engraving " First Reading of the Kmaneipatiou
Proclamation," or " Authors of the United States.''

$3.50 per year—Chromos "Good-night Frolic and "So
Tired," mounted on stretchers.

$9.00 and 3 New Subscribers—the " Providence Wringer."

Agents Wanted,— Exclusive Territory
Civen.—Large Commissions Offered.
Send sot sample copy, with lull List ol Premiums and in-

ducements to Agents. Subscribe now! Remittances to
be sent to

HENRY C. BOWEN, Publisher,
No. 3 PARK PLACE, New York;.

P. O. Box 2787.

EMPLOYMENT
FOR

ALL.

ACENTS WANTED
Fnr:

The Independent
A flrst-clasg Family and RetlglOUB Journal. From $100 to

$200 easily made. Each subscribe v receives a premium
worth more than Hie subscription price. Onr new elegant
Chrom<», "Memories of Childhood," stae 17x21, now ready
for delivery. We want specikl Ajgents for every town. For
Terms and List of Premiums address

H. C. BOWEN, 3 Park Place, New York.

BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE.

A Practical Book, one that Architects, Builders, and Car-

penters can not afford to be without, entitled

DETAIL, COTTAGE, AND CONSTRUCTIVE

ARCHITECTURE,
Containing 76 FULL PLATES, "O plates more than
before offered in a similar work for Ten Dollars.

Published under the direction of A. J. BICKNELL.

Showing a great variety of Designs for Cornices, Brackets,
Windows and Window Caps, Doors, Piazzas, Porches, Bay
and Dormer Windows, Observatories. Towers, Chimney
Tops, Balconies, Canopies, Scrolls, Gable and Sawed Orna-
ments, Fences, Stairs. Newels. Architraves, Mantels, Plaster
Finish, etc.. etc.; including Forty-five Perspectives. Eleva-
tions and Flans of Modern Designs for Cottages with De-
tails, and Eighteen Elevations of Summer Houses, Villas,
Seaside Cottages, and Conn try Houses, together with Four-
teen Designs for Street and Store Fronts,with Inside Finish
tor Stores and Banks ; also, Framing for Dwellings, Barns,
Exhibition Buildings, Hoofs, Bridges, etc., etc., making in
all a Practical Book for Architects, Builders, Carpenters,
and all who contemplate Building or Remodeling Wood.
Stone, or Brick Buildings. One Large Quarto Volume, sent
Free by Mail or Express, on receipt of Price $10.00.

Bicknall's Village Builder,

And SUPPLEMENT.
THE VILLAGE BUILDER shows Elevations and Plans

for Cottages, Villas, Suburban Residences, Farm Houses,
Stables and Carriage-Houses. Store Fronts, School-Houses,
Churches, Conrt-Houses, and a Model Jail. Also, Exterior
and Interior Details for Public and Private Buildings, with
approved Forms for Contracts and Specifications, contain-
ing fifty-five Plates, drawn to Scale, giving the St vie and
Cost of Building in different sections of the Country. Re-
vised Edition, with three additional Plates, showing inside
finish for Stores, Banks, and Insurance Offices, and two Ele-
vations and Plans for low-priced Dwellings ; also, a variety
of Details added to several Plates. Quarto Volume, issued
February 1, 1872. The SUPPLEMENT contains Twenty
Plates, snowing Eighteen Modern and Practical Designs for
Country and Suburban Residences of moderate cost, with
Elevations, Plans, Sections, and a Variety of Details, all

Drawn to Scale. Also, a Full Set of Specifications, with
Approved Form of Contract and Estimates of Cost. The
Two Books in one Volume, price $12.00.

Parties desiring the Supplement only, will he supplied,
post-paid, on receipt of $5.00.

ARCHITECTURE.
By CUMMINGS & MILLER.

A Practical Book on Architectural Details; containing
over One Thousand Desi-rns and Illustrations, showing the
manner of constructing Cornices, Doorways, Porches, Win-
dows, Verandas, Railings, French Roofs, Observatories,
Piazzas, Bay-Windnws, Cut-Stone Work, various styles of
Modern Finish, and Street Fronts of Houses, Stores, etc.,

etc. One Large Quarto Volume. Price, post-paid $10.00.

Modern American Architecture.
By CUMMINGS & MILLER.

Containing Designs and Plans for Villas, Farm-Houses,
School-Houses, Cottages, City Residences, Churches, etc.

Also, Trussed Roofs. Interior Store Finish, and many Exte-
rior Details. In One Large Volume, bound in Cloth, 54
Plates, price $1 0.00.

Loth's Practical Stair-Builder.

A complete Treatise on the Art of Building Stairs and
Hand-Uails. Designed for Carpenters, Builders, and Stair-

Buildors. IHnstented with Thirty Original Plates. By C.
KDwARB LOTH. Professional Stair-Builder. One large
Quarto Volume. Bound in Cloth. Price $10.00.

Address

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Broadway, New York.

THE NEW STORY.

A Man of Honor.
By GEORGE CAE.Y EGGLESTON.

Finely Illustrated.

The publishers take pleasure in commending this as
one of the most charming stories that has been presented
to the American people. Mr. Eggleston has given to it,

with rare fidelity, the local coloring of the part of the
country where its scenes are laid. It isa realistic story

of life in the Old Dominion. Its people are ladies and
gentlemen. Robert Pagebrook, the " Man of Honor," is

every inch a man, and his sayings and doings at once at-

tract and hold the reader's attentive interest. It is a
love-story, too, and has the merit, which is not as com-
mon as it might be nowadays, of ending to the reader's

entire satisfaction.

NOTICES BY THE FRBSS.

A capital picture of Life in Old Virginia before the war Is

to be found in Mr. George Cary Eggleston's "A Man of
Honor." Virginian hospitality, Virginian eousinship, Vir-
ginian housekeeping, are portrayed in accurate and attract-
ive colors. It is a life which the author has himself known
and loved, and he writes of it with a warmth that comes
from the heart.—iV. Y. Evening Post.

Really readable in the mo&t refreshing sense of the term—
a story of the mo6t amusing and attractive interest.—St.
Louis Times.

It is written in an off-hand manner, and is bright and
amusing.— Worcester, Jlass., Spy.

With Virginian life as a specialty, Mr. Eggleston has drawn
a simple, straightforward, truthful, and withal, artistic pic-
ture of Southern society. It is sketchy, perhaps too much
so, but the sketches are all vigorous and Bhow the hand of a
practiced artist. In formiug tlie characters of Ids book it is

evident that Mr. Egglestou lias drawn oftener on his memory
than on his imagination ; that he has lived among the people
whom he describes, has heard them talk, and seen them
under all the moods of ordinary life.—Boston Daily Adver-
tiser.

CONTENTS.

Chapter 1. Mr. Pagebrook gets up and calls an Ancient
Lawgiver.—2. Mr. Pagebrook is Invited to Break-
fast.—3. Mr. Pagebrook Eats his Breakfast.—1. Mr.
Pagebrook Learns Something about the Customs of
the Country.—5. Mr. Pagebrook Makes some Acquain-
tances.— ti. Mr. Pagebrook Makes a Good Impression.
—7. Mr. Pagebrook Learns Several Thicgs—8. Miss
Sudie Makes an Apt Quotation.—9. Mr. Pagebrook Meets
an Acquaintance.— 10. Chiefly Concerning "Foggy."
11. Mr. Pagebrook Rides.—12. Mr. Pagebrook Dines
with his Cousin Sarah Ann.—13. Concerning the Rivu-
lets of Blue Blood.—14. Mr. Pagebrook Manages to
be in at the Death.— 15. Some very Unreasonable
Conduct.— 10. What Occurred Next Morning.—17. In
which Mr. Pagebrook Bids his Friends Good-by.—18.
Mr. Pagebrook Goes to Work.— 19. A Short Chapter,

not very Interesting, perhaps, but of Borne Importance
in the Story, as the Reader will probably Discover after

awhile.—20. Cousin Sarah Ann Takes Robert's Part.

—21. Miss Barksdalc Expresses some Opinions.—22.
Mr. Sharp Does his Duty.—23. Mr. Pagebrook Takes
a Lesson in the Law.—24. Mr. Pagebrook Cuts Himself
Loose from the Past and Plans a Future.—25. In which
Miss Sudie Acts very Unreasonably.— 26. In which Mies
Sudie adopts the Socratic Method.—27. Mr. Pagebrook

Accepts an Invitation to Lunch and Another Invitation.

2S. Major Pagebrook Asserts Himself.—29. Mr. Barksdale

the Younger goes upon a Journey.—30. The Younger

Mr. Barksdale Asks to be Put upon his Oath.—31. Mr.

William Barksdale Explains.—32. Which is also the

Last.

ILLUSTRATIONS—By M. Woolp.

"Now I've Got You " (Frontispiece).—Mr. Robert

Pagebrook was " Blue."— " I Fall at Once into a Chronic

State of Washing up Things."-" Foggy."— Cousin

Sarah Ann.—The Rivulets of Blue Blood.—Miss Sudie

Declares Herself '• so Glad."— " Let Him Serve itatOnce,

Then."— " Very Well, Then."—"I'm as Proud and as

Glad as a Boy with Red Morocco Tops to his Boots."

PRICE, POST-PAID |t.So

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadwat, New York.
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BOOKS for FARMERS and OTHERS.
['Published and for sale hv the Orange Judd Company, 245

Broadway, New York. Any of these books will be for-

warded by m&i\, post-paid, on receipt of price]

Allen's fL. F.) American Caitle $ 2 50

Alley's (L. ST.) JVotbI Architecture 1 50

Allen's (R.L.) Ainericau Farm Book k*'M" 152
Allen's (R. L. and L. F.) New American Farm Book.. 2 50

Allen's (II. L.) Diseases of Domestic Animals 1 00

Am. Agricultural Annual, '67 to '71, each, pa., 50c. ;
clo. 7a

Am. Horticultural Annual, '67 to '71, each, pa., aOc; clo. io

American Bird Fancier. 30

American Rose Culturist ,
j™

American Weeds and i/seful Plants 1 <•>

Atwood's Country aud Suburban Houses 1 50

Barry's Fruit Garden. < 5U

Bement's Rabbit Fancier au

Boinmer's Method Of Making Manures 25

Boussingault'a liural Kconomy 1 60

Breck's New Hook of Flowers 1 ^5

Brill's Faini-Gardeniiic and Seed-Growing 1 00

Bryant's Forest-Tree Culturist 1 50

Bu'ist's Flower Garden Directory. .
.

1 50

Buist's Family Kitchen Gardener 1 00

Caldwell's Agricultural Chemical Analysis. 2 00

Chorlton's G iane-Gro wer's Guide 75
Cobbett's American Gardener 75

Cole's (S. W.) American Fruit Book.... 75

Cole's veterinarian 75
Copelaud's Country i.il'e 5 00
Copley's Plain and Ornamental Alphabets 3 00

Crack Shot. {Barber.) 1 75

Cummins*' Architectural Details 10 00

Dartd's (Geo. H.> Modern Horse Doctor.. 1 50
Dadd's American Cattle Doctor 1 50
Dana's Muck Manual 1 25
Darwin's Variation ot Animals and Plants. 2 Volumes. 6 00

Dead Shot; or Sportsman's Complete Guide 1 75
DeVoe's Market Assistant 2 50

Downing Fruits it Fruit Trees. New Ed. Oct., 1122 pp. 5 00
Downhill's Landscape Gardening.. ti 50
Eastwood on Cranberry 75
Eggleston's Hoosler School-Master 1 25
Eggleston's End of the World 1 50
Bggleflton's Mystery of Metropolisville 1 50
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1 50
Eveleth's School House Architecture ... 10 00
Every Woman her own Flower-Gardener.. pa., 50c. clo. 1 00
Field's (Thomas W.) Pear Culture.. 1 25
Flax Culture 50
Frank Forester's Field Sports. Svo, 2 vols 6 00
Frank Forester's Fish aud Fithing. 8 vo, 100 eng's — 3 50
Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen. 8vo. 3 00
Frank Forester's Horse of America. Svo, 2 vols 10 00

French's Farm Drainage 150
Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist 1 50
Fuller's Grape Culturist 1 50
Fuller's Small Fruit Culturist 1 50
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist 20
Fulton's Peach Culture 1 50
Gregory on Squashes paper.. 30
Guenoti on Milch Cows.. 75
Gun. Rod, and Saddle 1 00
Harney's Barns. Out-uuildings, and Fences 10 00
Harris Insects injurious to Vegetation, clo. $4; col. pits 6 50

Harris on the Pig 1 50
Henderson s Gardening lor rroflt 1 50
Henderson's Practical Floriculture $ 1 ;>0

Herbert's Hints to Horsckeepers 1 75
Hoopes* Book of Evergreens 3 00
Hooper's Dog and Gnu paper, 30c cloth. . CO
Hop Culture 40
Hunter and Trapper . 1 00

Jacques' Manual of the House 1 50

Jacques* Manual of the Garden and Farm-Yard 1 75
Johnson's How Crops Feed 2 00
Johnson's How Crops Grow 2 00
Johnson's Peat and Its Uses 1 25
Johnston's Agricultural Chenmuy

—

1*5
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry l 50
Leuchar's How to Build Hot-Houses 1 50
Lyman's Cotton Culture 1 50
Mites on the Horse's Foot 75
Mohr on the Grape-Vine. 1 00
Monck

i

<.ii's Xntiuiial Builder 12 00
Mrs. Coruelius's Yonng Housekeeper's Friend. 1 50
Mv Vineyard at Lakevlew 1 25
Norton's Scientific Agriculture 75
Onion Culture 20
Our Farm of Four Acres paper, 30c cloth.. 60
Pardee on Strawberry Culture 75
Parsons on the Hose. By Samuel B. ParsonB... 1 50
Pedder's Land Measurer 60
Percheron Horse — 1 00
Potato Culture (Prize Essay.).. paper.. 25
Ouinbv's Mysteries of Bee Keeping 1 50
Randall's sheep Husbandry 1 50
Randall's Fine- Wool Sheep Husbandry 1 00
Richardson on the Dot: paper, 30c cloth 60
Rivers* Miniature Fruit Garden 1 00
Rural Church Architecture. Folio, in colors, 45 plates. 12 00
Saunders' Domestic Poultry .paper, 40c bound.. 75
Schenck's Gardener's Text-Book 75
Simpson's Horse Portraiture : 2 50
Skillful Housewife 75
Slaek's Trout Culture 1 50
Stewart's r.iohn) Stable Book 1 50
TheDo* By Dinks Mavhew, and Hutchinson 3 00
Thomas' Farm 1 in pie mentfl and Machinery 1 50
Thompson's Food of Animals 1 00

1 50
25

1 50
500

10 00
3 00
1 50
1 50

1 DO
50

15 00

Tim Bunker Papers
Tobacco Culture
Turner's Cotton Planter's Manual
Wallace's American Trotting Register .

Wallace's American Stud Hook. Vol. l

Warder's American Pomology
Warder's Ileitis and Kvergri-eiiR
Wiring's Draining for Prom nnd Health
Wanu^'s Elements of Agriculture
Waring'* Earth Closets and Earth Sewage
Wei(tenmann's lleautlfying Country Homes. A superb

quarto volume. -.'I litlu. graph [dates, in colors ...

Wheeler's I Jural Homes 2 00
Wheeler's Homes for the People 3 00
White's Cranberry Culture 1 25
White's Gnrdeninc for the South a 00
Window Gardening 1 50
Woodward's Cottages and Farm-Houses l 50

1 Wbodnmrd'a Suburban nnd Country Houses i so
Woodward's Country Homes ' l 50
Woodward's Graperies and Horticultural Buildings . 1 50

, Wdodward's National Architect 1200
Wright's Practical Poultry Keeper 2 00
Toaatt and Spooncr OH thn Horse 1 50
Touatt and Martin on Cuttle 1 50
Tocatt on the Hog 10)
Touatt 60 Sheep 1 00

O. J. ( '<. k. ep in Stock the fallowing Books:
1

Architecture. My dimming* & Miller $10 00
Architecture; Modern American. By C. & M 10 no

" Blckn ell's Village Builder 10 00
Supplement to Village Builder 5 00
Vlllaire Builder and Supplement. 1 Vol 12 00

'* Detad, Cottage and Constructive.... 10 00

Art of Saw Filing. (Holly.) $
Bailey's Our Own Birds of the United States 1

Bement s Poulterer's Companion 2

Brldgemans Young Gardener's Assistant 2

Burr a Vegetables ot America 5
Carpenters' and Builders' Guide 1
Carpenters and Joiners' Hand-Book. (Holly)
Carpenter and Joiner. (B. Kiddell.) 10
Chemistry of the Farm. (Kichols.j 1

Cider-Mater's Manual 1

Downiug's Cottage Kcsidences 3
Downiug's lturai Essays 5
Du Breuil's Vineyard Culture. (Dr. Warder.) 2

Fanning for Boys 1

Fishing in Am ei lean Waters. (Scott.) 3
Flagg's European Vineyards 1

Flint (Charles L.) on Grasses 2
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming 2

Geyelin's Poultry Breeding 1

Gray's How Plants Grow 1

Gray's Manual of Botanv and Lessons, in one vol 4

Gray's School and Field Book of Botany 2
Harazthv's Grape Culture and Winc-MakiDg 5
Hatfield s American House Carpenter 3

Hay's Interior Decorator.
Horse Training Made Easy. (Jennings.)
Husmann's Grapes and Wine
Jennings on Cattle
Jennings on Sheen, Swine, and Poultry
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases . ..

Kemp's Landscape Gardening....
Langstroth on the Honey Bee
Loth'a Stair Builder «>

Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Doctor S

Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Management S

Mayhew's Practical Book-Keepmg for Farmers
Blanks for do do do 1

Manufacture of Vinegar (Dussauce) 5
Mechanic's Companion. (Nicholson.) ... 3

Morrell's American Shepherd }
Mrs. Hale's New Cook Book ....... &

My Farm of Edgewood *

". 6
N orris* Fisli Culture
Packard's A Guide to the Study of Insects
Painter, Gilder, and Varuisher

}
Quincy (Hon. Josiah) on Soiling Cattle 1

Quinn s Money in the Garden 1

On inn's Pear Culture for Profit ...... 1

Hand's Bulbs 3

Rand's Flo wers for Parlor and Garden 3
Register of Rural Affairs. Bound, vols., each 1

Riddcll's New Elements of Hand Railing 7

Roosevelt's Five Acres too Much. 1

Rural Studies 1

Scribucr's Ready Reckoner and Log-Book
Silloway's Modern Carpentry 2
Stonehenge on the Dog

jj

Strong's Cultivation of the Grape 3

Tegetineier's Poultry Book »

Ten Acres Enough — 1

The Horse. (Stonehenge.) Am. edition, Svo 2
The Mule. (Riley.).. 1

Thomas' Fruit Culturist 3

Trapper's Guide 1

Tucker's Register ot Rural Affairs
Vaux's Villas and Cottages 3

Watson's American Home Garden *

"Williard's practical Dairy Husbandry 3

Youmans's Household Science *
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It Will Pay.
Whit? To secure subscribers for tbe

American Agriculturist, and take therefor

the valuable Premiums offered in the New

List for 1874 (sec page 83). Men and

Women, Boys and Girls, Everybody, read

the Premium List and secure whatever yon

like in it. You can do it, and add largely to

your income with little labor. Take the

Paper. Show it to your neighbors. Point

out its valuable qualities, its beautiful il-

lustrations, etc., and you will easily secure

subscribers. IS" TKY. ^EJ

P,fcPL<CL) CL,Pnai|l<|l<fViP<l!|fcP<PHfcPLiG-iM1<ls«fl"l1<

PAT
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HEARTH AND HOME FREE

A PRESENT.
We have given away as premiums and have

sold a large number of the $1S and $20 Beck-

with Sewing Machines (described elsewhere in

this paper), and have received a large number

of testimonials of delight from the recipients.

We propose to make a Present of one

copy of Hearth and Home for sis months,

or one copy of the American Agriculturist for

one year, to each person who purchases from

us at the rates advertised— that is, $12 or $20 —

one of these useful little machines while this

offer is continued.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,

•245 Broadway, New York.

FREE FOR ONE YEAR.

Beckwith

Sewing Machines

ONLY $12.

ONLY $20.
We have offered as a Premium, and also for sale, for

more than a year past, the

Beckwith Sowing Machine,
which has been fully described in previous numbers of this

paper. We have already given and sold more than one
thousand of these machines, and testimonials of satisfac-

tion have come from every quarter.

We still offer the Beck with Sewing Itta-

ohiue, Improved, price $12. A new and very

simple braiding-foot has been made, by which a child can
sew on braid without the least trouble, following any de-

sired pattern with ease ; also a new arm, spiral spring

and lever for raisin «; the presscr-foot, all of which are

now set in a position that leaves the needle free to be
threaded. The joint is much enlarged, and the machine
is otherwise greatly strengthened and improved. The
use of the braider-foot alone will be valued more than
the cost of the machine.

Each of these machines is put in a neat, compact
box, with hemmer and gxdde, oil-can with oil, thread,

different-sized needles, etc., with full Printed Directions

for using. On receipt of $12 we will send one of fhese

machines to any address, expre6sage to be paid by the

purchaser.

The Macliine as a Premium,
Wc will give one of these $13 machines to

any one who will collect anil forward, eight
subscribers for Hearth and Home one year at
S3 each; or sixteen subscribers to American
Agriculturist for one year, at $1.50 each, ei-
pressage on the machine to be paid by the re*
clpient of it.

THE BECKWITH
PORTABLE

Family Sewing Machine.

PRICE $20.

Enlarged and Improved.
ITS WEIGHT IS 7 POUNDS.

Wliile we continue the offer of the Improved $12 Ma-
chine as ln-retofore, we now offer the new

Portable Family Machine,
price $20,which comprises nil the excellencies of the fotmer,

with many valuable improvements. Its size nnd power are
increased, and its capacity thus very much enlarged,without

impairing its portability. There have been added cam and
eccentric movement, a balance-wheel, and also an oscillat-

ing needle-clamp, by which the length of stitch can with the

greatest ease be changed to the finest shade ot variation

without touching the needle.

To any one sending us $20, we will send one of the Machines

(packed In a neat, portable case, with handle to carry It

easily), expressnge to be paid by purchaser. If, after having

the Machine 30 days, nnd giving it a fair trial, it does not

give satisfaction, upon the return of the Machine, expreit

charges paid, we will refund the $20.

The Machine as a. Premium.
We -will give one of these S20 Machines to

any one who will collect and forward to us
Fifteen Subscribers to Hearth and Home for

one year at $3 each, or Thirty Subscribers to

American Agriculturist for one year at $1.50

each, or One Hundred at SI each, expressage
on the Machine to be paid by the recipient

of it.

f39"° Almost any lady can readily secure the small

number of subscribers required to get either the $12 or

the $20 Machine as described above ; or some friend can

thus obtain it for her as a present.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Broadway, New Tork.
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GREAT DEDUCTION.
TEAS and COFFEES

At Wholesale Prices.
Increasett Facilities to Club Organizers.

Send for New Prlce-Mst.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
(P.O. Box">G-l3.) 31 and SO Vesey St., New York.

WOOD, TABEE & MOESE,
Eaton, Madison Co., If. Y.

man['Factui:ei!s of

S team-Engines,
Portable, Stationary, and

Agricultural.
Hundreds in use in Shops, Print-
ing Rooms, Mills, Mines, and on
Farms and Plantations for Grain
Threshing, Food Cooking for
Stock.Cotton Ginning, Sawing, etc.
Circulars sent on application.

A SPLENDID HOLIDAY PRESENT,
Unequaled for Beauty and Excellence.

A MARVELOUS OFFER.
JEROME THOMPSON'S MAGNIFICENT PICTURE,

"The Old Oaken Bucket."
The original oil Chromo, after this celebrated picture

Size 17xi6 inches. Price $ir>.00. The best and most popular
landscane Chromo ever published in America, in all its
original beauty and excellence, given free as a premium to
each $3.00 Yearly Subscriber to Dkmorest's Monthly
Magazine. Ten cents extra for postage on the Chromo. or
whtfh mounted, ready for framing, fifty cents, which in-
cludes transportation. Address

W. JENNINGS DEMOliEST, 838 Broadway, N. Y.

National Temperance Almanac
And Teetotaller's Year-Book for 1874.

Contains 7: pages of Statistics of Intemperance, Anecdotes,
Stories, Puzzles, Choice Illustrations, Post-Office Address of
Officers of State and National Bodies, a full Director}' of all
Temperance Organizations in New York City and Brooklvn,
all Temperance Publications and Papers, etc., etc.
Sent by mail on receipt of price. Ten cents single copies

;

$1 per dozen. Address
J. N. STEARNS, Publishing Ag't,

58 Reade Street, New York.

The Hutchinson Burner.
(Price, 35 Cents, b?/ Mail.)

No chimney needed. Fits the com-
mon lamps, and burns kerosene with a

clenr, steadv flame two inches
high, or any less light desired.
For safety, convenience, and
economy, unequaled. Sent
hv mail for 35 cents ; two for
60c. with wicks. Write to

HUTCHINSON & CO.,
ffiayaga, N. Y.

LOVEJOY'S NEW STYLE
GLASS-CUTTER and PUTTY-KNIFE

is a better tool for cutting glass than anything ever offered
for the purpose. Any child can use it. 'Every housekeeper,
farmer, and mechanic should have one. Sent in neat box,
prepaid, to any address upon receipt of 50 Cents and letter-
stamp by AL.VAIV 1*. 1V.JVE.TOY,

229 Washington St., Boston.

ADVEETISING RATES.

American Agriculturist.
KNGrl.ISH !:> !!<»>.

Inside Pages, $t .50 pet- line (agate), eacli insertion.
OpenPages (open without cutting), Wiper line.

Last Page, and 2d andtd Corey Pages—fri.rA) per line.
rage next to Reading and /.«.*[ Cover Page—$3.00 per line.
No advertisement inserted tor less than $r>.00.

CEltMjl!\ KI>IXIOI\.
Inside Pages, 25 cents per line, each insertion.
Business Notices and Last Page, 40 cents per line.

No advertisement inserted for less than $1.00.

Hearth and Home.
Inside Pages, per line (agate), each insertion 50 cents.
Business Notices, Itli Page, and Last Page 75 cents.
Heading Notices per line $1 00
No Advertisement inserted for less than $2.00.

|^"No Advertisement of Medicines or Humbugs received.
AddreBS all orders to the

orange jtjdd company,
345 Bkoaoway, New Yobk.

THE

WASHINGTON
LIFE INSURANCE

155 Broadway, New York.
ASSETS, $3,500,000.

CTP.US CTjr.TISS, President.

'W. A. BKEWEU, Jr., Vicc-Pres't and Actuary.
W. HAXTUN, Secretary.

Dividends paid annually from date of policy, and are non-
forfeitable by Charter.

Premiums are required in Cash. Dividends are paid in CaBh.
Assets are held in Cash.

All profits divided among the Policy-holders.

1874, BETTER THAN EVER! 1874.

THE GREAT ILLUSTRATED

Sural, Literary & FamilyWeekly.

This Famous "Weekly, which has been" the Leading
and Largest Circulating Journal of its Class for over
Twenty Years, not only Ll

still lives," but purposes to

render its ensuing (XXIXth) volume better than any yet
published. Moore's Rural is The Standard Author-
ity on Agriculture, Horticulture, and
Domestic Affairs, and a Choice. High -Toned, and
Popular Literary and Family Paper. No
other journal in its sphere has such a large and able
corps of Editors and Contributors, and none comprises
so many Departments, or so great a variety of Subjects,
Illustrations, etc. National in Character and Objects,
and adapted to both Town and Country, it has ardent
admirers in every State, Territory, and Province on the
Continent. Ever earnestly advocating the Rights and
Interests of the Industrial Classes, Moore's Rural
New-Yorker has long been the

FAEM AND FIRESIDE FAVORITE,
and to-day has no peer in its important sphere of Jour-
nalism. Believing in Tact, Talent, and the discussion
of such Timely Topics as are of paramount interest to
Producing People, it employs the ablest talent in the
land, and furnishes the BestPaper for

THE FARMER,
THE HORTICULTURIST,

THE STOCK GROWER,
THE DAIRYMAN,

THE HOUSEWIFE, etc.
In the future no pains will be spared to render the

paper indispensable to the Rural and Industrial Popula-
tion of the Country, and a welcome guest at every fire-

side it may visit. The Reading for the Family and
Young People, with appropriate illustrations, will re-

ceive increased care and attention, while none of the
Practical Departments will be neglected—our aim being
to excel in every and all features, and to furnish the
beat combined Rural, Literary, and Family News-
paper obtainable.

STYLE, TERMS, Sec,

Moore's Rural New-Yorker contains Sixteen
Qnarto Pages.weekly, finely and profusely Illustrated, and
neatly printed. Only $2.50 per year—in clubs often or
more, fS per copy. Noto is the Tiim to Subscribe for
1874. Great Premiums or Cash Commissions to Club
Agents. Specimens, Premium Lisls, etc., sent free to

all disposed to act as Agents. Address

D. D. T. MOORE, New Yorlc City.

HENDERSON'S BOOKS
ON

FLOWERS AND GARMNMf.

Gazzam Collection Agency,
Principal Office, !M9 BROADWAY, New Xobk.

Practical Floriculture.
A Guide to the Successful Propagation and

Cultivation of Florists* Plants.

By PETER HENDERSON,
Author ol "Gardening for Profit,"

Beautifully Illustrated. Price, Post-paid, $1.50.

In this work, whickhas everywhere become so deservedly
popular, not only is the whole " art and mystery " of propa-

gation explained, but the reader is taught how to plant and
grow the plants after they have been propagated. The work
is not one for florists and gardeners only, but the amateur's
wants are constantly kept in mind, and we have a very com-
plete treatise on the cultivation of flowers under glass, or

in the open air, suited to those who grow flowers for plea-

sure aB well as those who make them a matter of trade.

The work is characterized by the same radical common-
sense that marked the author's "Gardening for Profit," and
it holds a high place in the estimation of lovers of

floriculture.

"Practical Floriculture" came to hand salely. I am
much pleased with it. I ordered "Gardening for Profit"

before it was ready for delivery, and during all the years

that I have had it I have never once made a failure when I

have followed its guidance.

James Lynn,
Farmer and Gardener for Nieolett House,

January 23, JS73. Minneapolis, Minn.

I bought both "Gardening for Profit" and "Practical

Floriculture " as soon as they were published, and have
found them invaluable In their assistance in gardening
operations. D. H. Chadwick,
April 15, 1873. Morganstown, TV. Va.

I started my greenhouse last fall, and with the help of
" Practical Floriculture" I have succeeded beyond my ut-

most expectations. There is more plain common sense in it

than in all the rest put together. I speak the truth and
lie not. J. C. McDonnell,
February 4, 1873- Carlinsville, Illinois.

Last October I bought "Practical Floriculture," con-
structed a greenhouse, and went to work implicitly follow-

ing its instructions (being entirely ignorant of the business).

J have astonished myself and everybody else with my suc-

cess, all due to this thoroughly plain and practical book.
May 1, 1873. W. B. Caldwell, Paris, 111.

Gardening for Profit.
A Guide to tlic Successful Cultivation of

tile Market and Family Garden.

By PETER HENDERSON.
Finely Illustrated. Price, Post-paid, 51.50.

The success of this book has probably not been equaled

by that of any horticultural work of the present day. Its

popularity is due to the fact that it tells just what people

wish to know—the way in which the author made money by
gardening—and puts in a plain, striking light all the requi-

sites to success. The writer was not afraid tp have people

know that he cultivated his land for profit, and, more than

that, he was quite willing that all should know and practice,

if they chose, the very processes which lie had found most

conducive to the desired end. The late Horace Greeley said

of this book :
" There are marvels of transformation and

rapid reproduction recorded therein which might well

shame the dull fancy of the author of Aladdin or of Kaloolah.

There is no theory about it; a man who lias made himself

rich by market-gardening plainly tells our young men how

they can get rich as easily as lie did, and without wandering

to California or Montana for it either." And tens of thou-

sands who have read and profited by the work could give

similar testimony. It is unquestionably the moBt thorough

and the best book of its kind that has yet come from the

hand of an American author.

I was an early purchaser of " Gardening for Profit," a

reading of which made the possession of "Practical Flori-

culture " a necessity. I sincerely thank the writer for giv-

ing us non-professionals what we have so long needed—

some plain common-sense directions for our assistance—

and for having exploded tome outrageous humbugs which

have been perpetuated in all previous works on gardening

and floriculture from time immemorial, tending to produce

the conviction that nothing but professional skill could

raise a vegetable or flower. Lt'THER Newcomb,
May 4, 1813. Montpeller, Vt.

Either of the above books sent post-paid on receipt of

price by

OKANGE JUDD COMPANY, 345 Broadway, N. Y.
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3 8 3 « i £ S

7 H
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7 II

7 10

7 9

7

7
5
4

7 2
7 1

7
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6 55

6 55
11 54

6 5!
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5 15
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26
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29
10

31

5 33
SI

33
:;.;

5 38
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3 II

5 II

3 18

45
40

S II
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I. M.
5 26
G 28
7 30
8 30
930
10 31

11 31
morn

35
1 40
2 45
3 57
5 1
5 55
6 39

sets
fi 51
8 10

9 26
10 42
11 57
morn

1 11

2 21
3 29
4 26
5 11

5 49

.V. F. City, Ct.,
Philadelphia,
New Jersey.
Penn.. Ohio.
Indiana, and

Illinois.

1 10

1 9

7 5|5
7 4|5
7 3"
7 2
7 1

7
II 59
G
G 57
6 56
G54
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n :.i

-

.'. 50 5

6 40 5
6 48
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45
il I".
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40

G 31
II 37
G 35

a. m.
5 30
fi 82
7 82
8 31

9 30
10 29
It 29
morn

31

1 35
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4 54
5 49
6 33

sets
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8 10

9 25
10 39
11 51
morn

1 6
2 )5
3 22
4 19

5 4
5 43

Washington,
Maryland,

Virginia. Ken-
tucky. Jlixxon-
fi, and C'ali.

fornia.

n.M n.n
7 6 5 22
7 5 5 23
7 4|5 24
7 3i5 25
7 2 3 26
7 1 5 21

7 0,5 28
6 59|5 29
G 51 5 31

6 57 5 32
6 56 5 S3
6 55 5 "4

G 5415 S5
6 63 5 86
6 WR 3-1

50[5 39
6 49 5 40
6 48 5 41

6 47 5 42
6 40,5 43
6 44 5 45
6 43
•I 11

III

13 IK

6 87
6 35

a. M.
5 33
6 33
7 83
8 32
930

10 58
11 26
morn

28
1 30
2 36
3 41
4 47
5 42
6 28

seta
6 55
8 11

9 24
10 37
11 49
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1 1

2 8
3 15
4 12
4 58
5 88

PHASES OF THE MOON.

MOON'. BOSTON*. M.TORK. wasiTn*. CHA'STON' CHICAGO.

n ft. 31. [it. m. rr. H. IT. Jl. n. yt.

Full M'n 1 6 51 m. 6 39 in. G 27 ill. G 15 m. 5 45 m.
Stl Quart. 9 11 45 m. 11 33 m. 11 51 m. 11 09 m. 10 39 m.
New M'n HI '.' 2 hi ev. 2 7ev. l 55 ev. 1 25 ev.
1st Quart G 1 in. . 5 19 m. 5 37 m. 5 .;5 111. 4 55 m.
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One more month and spring will be here. It is

a good thing to look forward. A farmer lives

largely in the future. In the ealf he sees the ripe

steer. His plans are far-reaching, and require

months and years for their perfect development.
A man who can not wait with patience will not dc

a happy farmer. He must work and hope. We
have had much to discourage us, but our prospects

are now decidedly brighter. For two or three

years past we have seen hard times. Wages have

been high and prices low. Our expenses have

been out of all proportion to our receipts. The
" panic " of last September was the effect and not'

the cause of the general agricultural distress. As
we have repeatedly stated, farmers for two or

three years past have not been getting adequate

compensation for their labor and capital. Many a

farmer of skill, experience, and intelligence has

received less pay for his labor than the average

mechanic, or even, in some cases, than the un-

skilled laborer on our railroads and public works.

The cities and villages seemed to be prospering,

while farmers found it difficult to raise money to

pay taxes and grocery bills. It needed the panic

to convince our bankers, manufacturers, business,

commercial, and railroad men that tin nation

could not prosper when com was used for fuel,

and when the money got for a hog would hardly

buy a pair of children's boots. It was well that

they should know that a firmer who had to pay S3

or ?4 per day and board to get men to help him
biud a crop of wheat that only yielded eight bush-

els per acre was not likely to buy many silk

dresses or railroad bonds. And so the col-

lapse came.

Now things are changed. Farmers, like all

other classes, suffered by the pauic, but we shall

lose nothing by it in the end.

Favored by low prices, our exports of farm pro-

duce have been enormous. It is a good thing to

get rid of our surplus. It will give us better prices

for what we have left. To-dny there is nothing in

the prospect ahead that should discourage a good
farmer. It seems brighter to us than at any time

for several years past. Wages will come down,

implements, machines, dry-goods, and groceries

will be 6old at reasonable rates. What we have to

sell will be higher ; what we need to buy will be
lower—in fact, is lower already.

But let it not be forgotten that to the poor far-

mer times are always hard. We must raise good
crops and produce good beef, mutton, pork, cheese,
butter, and fruit before we have any right to ex-
pect good times. It would he a sad thing for the
country to have prices so high that a poor farmer
•who raises only ten bushels of wheat per acre on
the average could get rich. The writer is a farmer,
and all his interests and sympathies are with the
farmer, but we can not but feel that many of our
troubles are due to ourselves. We need, it maybe,
an "elastic curreucy," cheap freights, and fewer
middlemen, more sheep and fewer dogs, a better

Department of Agriculture, more farmers' clubs,

more agricultural books and papers, and more
farmers in Congress—but above all we need a better

snslmt of farming. Nothing will help us unless wc
help ourselves. We must farm better or quit the

business. We must raise as much wheat, barley,

oats, corn, beans, peas, and potatoes as we do now,

but we must raise them on less land. We can not

afford to spread our labor over three acres of land

to raise 250 bushels of potatoes, when we can raise

the same amount on one acre. And so with all the

other crops. We shall never make money by fann-

ing until we aim to raise large crops per acre.

Half our troubles come from spreading our labor

over too much land.

Hints al>out Work.

On our own farm the most important labor of th«

winter is feeding stock and making manure.

Good Manure can only be made from good food.

The more nitrogen the food contains the richer

and more valuable will be the manure.

Oil- Cake, either from linseed or cotton-seed,

makes the richest manure. Malt-combs, beans,

and peas come next, and are nearly as good. Next

come bran and clover hay. Then oats, Indian-

corn, and barley ; then timothy hay and corn-

stalks. Bean and pea straw come next ; then oat-

straw, »bwt =tmw. mid lastly barley straw.

Bran or Sfiorts is a favorite food witn us. Wo
feed it largely to sheep, store pigs, cows, and

horses. We can sell timothy hay for $23 per ton

and buy shorts for $18 per ton. And the manure
from a ton of bran wc estimate to be worth $15,

while that from a ton of timothy hay or corn is

worth less than $7, and that from a ton of clover

hay about S10, and from a ton of straw $2.50 to $3.

Straw and Stalks are scarce and high. We run

them all through a cutting box, both for food and

for litter. When cut up, straw will absorb much
more liquid, and is consequently more valuable for

, than long ft raw.

Uorn-Meal for Manure has been much talked

about lately. We recommend it. heartily—but it

should ilrst be passed through some animal ma-

u'li as a cow, horse, sheep, or pig.

For Ston A nimals, half a pound of corn-meal per

day for each 103 pounds of live weight, mixed with

two pounds of chaffed straw or stalks is, with us,

an economical food.

for Fattening Animals, three-fourths to one

pound of meal per day to each 100 pounds of live

weight is about the proper quantity.

Three Good Plans for Managing Manure are : 1st,

to draw it out every dny and spread it on the land,

or put it in a large pile in the field where it is to be

used ; 2d, to let it fall into a manure cellar; 3d, to

wheel it out every day, or as often as convenient,

to some central spot in the barn-yard and make it

into a heap. The latter is our owu plan.

No Plan can be Worse than leaving the cow manure

in a scattered heap just outside the cow stable,

and the horse manure in another heap, and the pig

manure, half mud and eorn-cobs, in another heap,

where it freezes solid. Mix the whole in a compact

heap, and it will ferment all winter and be ready

for use in the spring.

A few Planks are Needed on which to wheel the
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manure on to the heap. Without these the work

can not be economically performed.

Any Work that can be done now instead of in the

spring should not be neglected.

Seed Com, it not already selected, shouH be at-

touded to.

Clean Seed barley, oats, peas, beans, and spring

wheat, and put in barrels, bins, or bags ready for

use. Blow out all light grains and foul stuff.

Sort over Potatoes in the cellar, and free the cellar

from all decaying vegetables and fruit.

Ventilate the Cellar every day by opening the door

»nd windows when the temperature is above freez-

ing or not more than a degree or two below.

Whitewash the cellar walls and r.lso the walls and

partitions of pig-pens, cow-stables, hen-house, etc.

Clean and Oil the Harness, and let it be put in

thorough repair.

Make tin Inventory of everything you have on the

farm, and its estimated value.

Petroleum is very cheap. We wish we could in-

duce every reader of the Agriculturist to get a

barrel and use it freely for preserving implements,

machines, etc. In cold weather it is better to warm
it before using, as wood will absorb more of it.

Examine entry Implement and Machine you have
;

elean it ; oil the bolts and tighten the nuts, and put

It in perfect order. Then wash it with petroleum.

Go over it two or three times and get on as much
as the wood will absorb.

Oel out Stone boat and other planks. Repair old

stone-boats and make new ones. Saturate them
with petroleum. Afarmer would find a stone-boat

for every team very useful. For ordinary use two-

inch plank is thick enough ; but for large stones

better have them 2J or 3 inches thick.

Mend Bays, mark them, number them, and put
them in their proper place. A piece of board 6ay

three feet long and six inches wide nailed ou to

one of the beams in the barn makes a convenient

support for bags—and for many other things, such
as pails, baskets, etc.

A GnoJ Mtrmer can not enjoy his evenings or

sleep well at night until he knows that all his ani-

mals are comfortable and everything is in its

proper place.

An Hour's Work at Night in the winter season

will often save two hours' work in the morning
when everything is frozen up solid or is covered

with snow.

Make the House Warm and Comfortable.—Provide

proper ventilation, and make the doors and win-

dows air-tight.

Horses that are working regularly need extra feed

in cold weather. There is nothing better than

chaffed hay and com-meal.

Horses that are Driven East should have oats in-

stead of com-meal.

Farm Horses that are doing little or nothing can

be well wintered on chaffed straw with a little corn-

meal and bran, say 2 bushels chaff (16 lbs.), 4 lbs.

bran, and 4 lb3. corn-meal each per day.

Cows arc healthier in a deep, opeu shed than in a

close, ill-ventilated stable. But a stable is much
more economical of space, and it can be kept warm,
elean, and well ventilated ; and when this is the

case the cows will require less food, or if they eat

as much food will either givo more milk or store

up fat.

Liberal Feeding is usually the most economical

feeding. It is a great waste of digestive powers to

60 feed a cow that she neither gives milk nor in-

creases in weight ; it is a still greater waste to so

feed her that she must consume more or less

of the fat and flesh previously stored up in the

m. This is what happens when an animal
''-. less in the spring than in the fall.

Cows that are well fed and kept in a barn stable

should be cavded with a currycomb two or three

times a week. It will pay in health, in looks, and
m milk.

Watering Cotes is an important matter. We for-

merly turned our cows out to water only once a

day, but are now satisfied that it is better to turn

them out twice a day. Be careful, too, that each

cow has access to the trough, and that the " boss

cows " do not keep the others away. Cows re-

quire much more time in watering than horses.

Encourage them to drink by throwing a little meal

on the water.

Salting Animals requires judgment. To let them

go without for several weeks and then give them
all they will eat is a bad practice, and sometimes

a dangerous one. The better plan is to have rock-

salt where the animals can lick it every day.

In Fattening Animals, the great aim of the feeder

is to induce them to eat all they can digest and

assimilate. How this can be best done depends on

circumstances. Change of food will sometimes bo

attended with advantage and sometimes not.

There is one general rule that should be borne in

mind : When the animal is hungry, in the morning,

feed the less palatable food, such as straw or

stalks, and when the animal has eaten as much as

it will then tempt it to eat more by giving more
cut straw or stalks moistened and mixed with bran

and meal. The food left in the mangers may he

sprinkled with salt and water and put in racks in

the yard, and when the cows are turned out to

water they will be likely to eat it up elean.

Sheep are specially fond of clover hay. They will

keep in good condition on this alone. But when
straw is fed grain should be given in addition, say

one pound each per day. We are now feeding our

sheep (Cotswolds) twice a day chaffed oat and pea

straw, all they will eat, l < lb. bran, and }.f lb. oats

or peas, and 15 bushels of sliced mangels to 100

sheep. Wo feed mangels only once a day, at noon.

We never had them do better. Merinos of course,

being so much smaller, require less food.

When to Hied will depend a good deal ou circum-

stances. Horses and cows should be fed early in

the morning, say six o'clock. Sheep need not be
fed until after breakfast, say seven or eight o'clock,

and then again at four o'clock in the afternoon.
lney do not like to cat in the dark, unless it is a

little in the middle of the night.

Swine, owing to low prices, have been much
neglected. It is a good time, to engage in roicing

improved breeds of pigs. The demand is now
good, and is likely to be r.til! better. Perk has ad-

vanced rapidly, and the prospects are favorahlo fcr

a still further advance. Get a good breed, and
give good care and feed, and pigs will be as, profit-

able a3 any stock we can raise.

Work in the Horticultural Departments.

This month will witness the commencement of

active garden operations in many localities. No-
thing will so facilitate the work as to keep ahead of

it, and even drive it; the moment our work begius

to drive us, so soon do we find gardening, as well

as other occupations, up-hill business. Now is the

time to arrange all the necessary operations, so

that the labors of the year may be carried on eco-

nomically and intelligently. Every gardener ought

to know at the commencement of each week what
work is to be done ; in this arrangement due allow-

ance must be made for rainy days, and in-doors

work provided for the help whenever it is possible.

Order at once everything that can possibly be

needed during the busy season. Seeds, trees, etc.,

if left until wanted, will in many instances be of

inferior quality, as late in the season the stock of

the best varieties is exhausted. A workshop in

connection with a garden is almost a necessity, as

many band; tools can be made during tho winter
and rainy weather.

OrolisiiMl ami Xrarsery.

Much can now be done towards making the or-

chard look well during the summer.

Wttshing and Scraping can be carried on when
mild days occur. A triangular plate of iron at-

tached to a handle three feet in length makes a,

handy implement for removing the loose bark from
trees ; the edges should be sharpened, but not
enough to injure the fresh bark. The best mate-
rial for washing after the trees have been scraped,

is strong, soft soap thinned with water, 60 as to be
conveniently applied by a brush ; a solution of pot-

ash or soda will answer, but soap is better.

Manure.—Draw out at any time when conven-

ient; it is better for the teams to have something

to do during the winter. If left in piles of suffi-

cient size in the field, fermentation will go on, ex-

cept when the weather is very cold. See that

plenty of absorbents are used in the stables ; dry

earth and leaves are the best materials for this.

Planting.—The time for planting must be gov-

erned, of course, by the locality ; in the Northern

states two months hence will be soon enough,

while at the South a great deal will be done the

present month. Nothing is gained by too early

planting; better wait until the ground is thoroughly

dry, a6 the trees cannot be injured if properly

heeled-in in a dry spot.

Varieties must be selected according as they are

intended for market or home use. Spring is the

time for tree agents and peddlers to make their

animal trips through the country. Do not buy
from their showy colored pictures unless the varie-

ties are known to be good, and even then it is a

better plan to visit a neighboring nursery if there

is such in the vicinity, where the va kept

true to name. There are agents who ire undoubt-

edly hone-;t in their dealings, but there are so many

of the other sort that it is hardly safe to trust to

them unless they are personally known.

Insects.—A constant light must be kept up upon

thevaribtts insects which infest the orchard and

nursery. Tent caterpillars' eggs are easil)

now, and can be more readily removed than if left

until they hatch. The female canker-worm will

appear on mild days, and ascend the trees to de-

posit her eggs. There are many patents for pre-

venting the ascent, bat anything fastened around

the tree which will serve as a harrier, will be effect-

ive, whether strips of paper covered with tar or

printer's ink, or troughs containing petroleum.

Injured Tn s mn I be looked after, ami any

limbs which have been broken by wind or ice

removed, .", cr which 1 i tho wound be carefully

smoothed with a sharp knife, and covered with

liquid grafting-wax, shellac varnicb, or common
pafct. If any tree;; have been circled by mice, the

I - inaj united by small twigs of the same
kind placed at short distances around the trunk, so

that the inner bark of the tree i3 brought in con-

tact with tho inner bark of the twigs, both at the

top and bottom. Then a plaster cf cow dung and
loamy earth should be applied, and the whole

bandaged with a cloth.

Cions.—Cut before the sap starts, and preserve

in fresh sawdust or

Grafting should be done only when the swelling

brids show that frrowth) i incnced. In many
parts cf tho South this process can bo carried on

now, but (lie middle of April or flrrt cf Hay is

early enough for ihosti Northern localities.

Fruit tiardea.

But little can be done here until later in the

season.

Dwarf Trees may be pruned and afterwards

washed with 6oft soap, as suggested under "Or-
chard and Nursery." The pruning can usually be

done with a sharp knife if they have not been neg-

lected too long. The principal pruning necessary

will be to bring the trees into proper shape.

Grape-vines.—Prune during mild days, if not at-

tended to in the fall.

TBackherries and Raspberries.—Set as soon as the

condition of the soil will allow, ns the underground

shoots start early, and are often injured if their re-

moval is left until late. Provide 6takes or wire

trellises for tying up the canes.

Currant.; and Gooseberries.—Cut out the old

growth and shorten the new so that plenty of light
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and air may be had to insure the proper ripening

of the fruit growing in the centre of the bushes.

Trellises for grape and other vines will be needed,

and they may be made during stormy weather.

Posts should be cut and prepared for use in and

around the garden ; locust and red cedar make the

most durable.

Kitchen Garden.
Every one who has a piece of ground, even

though it be only a city lot, can have a constant

supply of some of the choicer vegetables if a little

effort is made in this uirection. Most persons would
be surprised to know the quantity of vegetables

which marke t gardeners grow upon their small plots,

and though it is not expected that all will do as

well, yet on a very small area properly cared for, a

great many of the garden luxuries could be grown.

Lettuce, cucumbers, radish, tomatoes, egg-plants,

etc., are a few of the things which are raised

easily. At the South cabbage, lettuce, onions,

parsnips, beets, etc., may be sown at any time
during the month. The tenderer varieties, how-
ever,must not be put in until settled warm weather.

Manure is one of the necessities of the gardener

as well as the fanner, for without it no adequate

returns can be had. Every precaution then should

be used to preserve and increase the quantity. With
a little care the amount may be increased very

largely. Absorbents should be used in the poultry-

yards, around the stables, and in the pig-pen. If

the manure-pile is turned occasionally, and the

house slops poured over it, fermentation will be
more active, and the pile better rotted, and conse-

quently more useful for the immediate needs of the

crops. Save the horse manure in a separate pile,

where it can be easily got at when wanted for mak-
ing hot-beds.

Straw Mats.—During cold and stormy days, when
there is no chance for out-of-doors work, make a

supply of straw mats for covering frames and hot-

beds, to protect plants from too much sun and
from frost. Use rye straw, making the mats 7 feet

long and 41 feet wide, so that two will cover three

sashes. The best plan is to take five strands of

tarred twine the proper length, then lay the straw

on an inch thick, placing the butt ends towards the

edge of the mats. After this, take five other

strands and lay them directly over the first ones,

and with a needle and twine sew through the

straw, taking care that the loop catches both

strings. When the whole is completed, the edges

of the straw can be cut straight, and the mat is

ready for use. Always store in a dry place under

cover when not in use.

Cold Frames will need considerable attention now
to 6upply plenty of air. Remove the sashes en-

tirely when the weather will allow.

Mot-beds will not be needed except by market

gardeners before another month, unless very early

vegetables are wanted. Shelter should be provided

at the side from which the prevailing winds come
to keep the wind from blowing directly upon beds.

Brush and Poles for peas and beans should be cut

early, trimmed and sharpened
;
place near where

they are to be used.

Root Crops left in the ground during winter may
be dug as soon as the ground will allow.

Rhubarb.—Apply a thick dressing of fermenting

manure to the bed to induce an early start. A few

roots for forcing may be taken up and removed to

a hot-bed, and supplied with plenty of fermenting

manure.

Ploffer tiarden and. I.awn.
The beauty of a flower garden consists in having

a different arrangement of plants each year. Where

the same varieties are planted year after year, with

no change in the grouping, a garden soon loses

its attractiveness. With a little forethought this

difficulty can be done away with.

lawns.—Roll as soon as the frost is out of the

ground, and if not top-dressed last fall apply a

compost of fine manure or bone-dust and ashes.

Plants in Pits or Cellars.—Give air every warm

day, or else they will become sickly and drawn,
now that the sun is more powerful. Water only

when the soil looks dry.

Dahlias and other roots stored in cellars must bo
looked after, to see that they do not rot from too
much dampness. If any signo of mould or rot oc-

cur remove to a dry room.

Shrubs.—Pruno and thin when the weather is

mild enough. Cut back those varieties which
flower on the new growth to proper shape. Where
the flower buds are already formed only the crowded
growth should be cut out.

Rustic Work.—Give a coat of petroleum to pro-

tect from the weather. Make any new trellises or

rustic work needed now in order to have every-

thing ready for use as soon as required.

Walks.—Clear up all rubbish which has accumu-
lated and roll when the frost is out.

Greenhouse n»i«l Window Plants.
Care must be used with the fires, as during mild

weather they are apt to be neglected, and a sudden
change may cause a great deal of damage. Never
let the fire go entirely out ; if very warm a few
cinders or ashes placed on the fire will prevent its

burning rapidly.

Camellias and Azaleas coming into flower require

more heat and water. Never sprinkle the plants

when in bloom, as the water injures the flowers.

Window Plants will need showering to remove

tho dust; some of the plants with thick leaves can

have the dust removed with a sponge.

Bulbs.—Continue to bring these from the cellar

to keep up a succession. As fast as the flowers

fade remove the flower stalks and gradually dry

off. Those flowered in glasses are not worth keep-

ing, as several years are needed before they will

recover from the effects of forcing.

Propagation.—Plants needed for sale or planting

in the flower garden and borders may be propagated

this month. The temperature of the air of the

propagating house should always be lower than
that under the cutting Dencn. this is usually ef-

fected by means of boards arranged so as to confine

the heat under the benches.

Annuals.—Sow a few boxes for early flowers, and

for planting out.

Re-pot 6uch plants as have filled tho pots with

roots, and all intended for specimen plants.

Climbers.—Tie these up to wires ; climbers will

serve a good purpose for shade for other plants.

Passion-flowers, wax-plants, roses, etc., are all

very good for greenhouse use, as they are of easy

culture.

Insects.—Fumigate often to kill the green-fly.

The plants should be thoroughly syringed the

morning after smoking.

Forcing.—Deutzia gracilis, and Astilbe Japonica

are good plants for forcing. They should be

brought into heat early this month.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

from our daily record during the year, show at a glance

the transactions for the month ending Jan. 13th, 1874,

and for the corresponding month last year, also for the

year ending Dec. 31, 1873

:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT THB NR17 YORK" MARKETS.
Receipts. Flour. Wl/eat. Com. Hue. Ilarley. finis.

24 [1'si/lM in'tli280.4l6 2,192,000 279,000 21,000 75.000 553,000

25 d's lust lU'tb 331,000 3,236,000 2,066,000 9,400 537,000 9J2.000

Sai.ks Flour. Wheal. Corn. Hue. Rarleu. Out*.
24 d's Hits nrihS2R.0O0 2.051,000 1.011,000 4.1,000 289,000 1,110,000

25 il's lust ui'th 006,000 3,873,030 3,933,000 100,030 440,000 1,532,000

2. Comparison with same period at this time last ytar.

RgnitnTS. I'lnur. lrTVu'. Corn. Rite. Barley. Oats.

24 days 1871 . 280.116 2,I02.000 279.0D0 23,010 75,000 553.000

20 days 1873...356,000 2,253,000 1,380,000 28,000 661,000 821,000

Kales Flour. W'teat Corn. Hut. Jlorley. Oat*.
2ldavs 1874...328,000 8,6*1,000 1,611,000 43,000 289.000 1.410.000

26 days 1873. . 263,000 1 ,955,000 2,000,000 42,000 325,000 2,335,000

3. Stock of grain in store at New York.

Wheat. Corn. Hue. Barley. Oats. Malt.
bush, hnsli. lnish. ltuali. bnsh. hush.

.Tan. 12,1871. .1,235.413 1. 116.202 1,131 1«6.'IS S14.117 S'.,48!

Dec. 10, 1873.. 1.553,313 2,093.511 211.885 579.742 60.8C5

Nov. 3. 1873.. 1,596.560 8,951,998 10B.9RS 23.801 630,1>;6 91.460

Oct. 6. 1873.. 1,270,801 5.120,537 43.297 643.723 1.451 .863 201,727

Oct. 7, 1ST!.. 23,142 3,812,181 39,925 40,025 2,505,006 12,535

4. Receipts at head of tide-water at Albany eacli season
to Nov. Suth.

flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oau.
I'DlB. bush, bosh, bush, bluli. bu»b

1373 153.500 22,761.700 18,552,200 9.^,260 2,153Tl M 3 3851900
187- 137.300 ll.410.HKj 29.928,700 474,00,1 4 54B6iO 5,696'o00
1811 290,700 21,313.100 20,042,30* 1,107.900 3 KM 400 6«&40»
1370 430,400 17,124,7uO 4,805,100 587,500 S^OO 6,16?J(10

5. Receipts of Breadstuff* in New fork (it each of the.
last six years :

Flour. WJieat. Corn. Rue. Barley OaU
1873. . . .3,516.568 S3,5 9,870 24,589,345 9oi,447 2,448,526 ll.2S5.4Ji
1372.. ..3,030,771 16,229,413 25.292,156 491,563 5,117,351 12.486348
1371. ...3,649,045 26.518,300 27,108,156 1,055,621 3,869,123 12,546.966
1370....4,143,998 24.083.742 9,143.478 550,I69 5,0.0,718 9.626,606
1869.... 3.535,716 23.si3.65-j ll.666.78t 357.803 3,007,958 8,747,322
1883....2,863,736 12,988,147 19,003,61:! 773,351 2.853,643 10,221,590

6. Exports from New York, Jan. 1 to Dec. 31

:

Flour.
1873 1.655.331
1873 1,179.0.0
1371 1,659.755
1S70 1.950.231
1869 1,582,211
1868 1,020,522

7. Comparative Slock of Flour In New York, Jan. 1

:

1872. 1873. 187*.
33J.197 322.124 244,412

300 1,800 1,056

25,974 36,700 24,889
100 3,000

Wheal. Corn. Rye. Barley Oau.
27.801.829 15,587.527 1,069.148 19.376 49,716
13.144.956 27.864.000 668.547 22.656 31,480
21,968,613 13,046,570 525.772 98.745 47.310
18.416,03.. 487.792 92,431 28.936
18.240.506 1.687.580 142,542 19.393
5,775,109 6.002325 153,093 94,340

356,271 363,624 269,761

„ 1871.
Western and State Flour .548,349
Canada Flour 850
Southern Flour 45,870
Calil'ornia Flour

Grand total, bbls 565.C

0. Comparative Stock of Grain in New York, Jan. 1

:

_ 1871. 1878. 1873. 1874.
Wheat, bushels.... 3,700,003 4,227,181 1,996,981 1,268,601
Corn, bushels 303,033 1,439,601 6,125,803 1,272.50*
Rye. bushels 2,289,065 573.657 110,854 14,630
Barley, bushels.... 192,070 565.778 1,211,176 194,406
Oats, bushels 1,161,192 2,874,586 1,765,699 471.006
Malt, bushels 11,571 129.4R0 258.402 26.536
Teas, bushels S5S,330 9,503 9,293 12,471

CURRENT WHOLESALE PRICES.

PRIOH OP GOLD
Flour—Super to Extra Stale
Super to Extra Southern
Extra W esteru
Extra Genesee
Super One Western
Uyk Flour.
Oorn-.Meal. .

Buckwheat Flour, *) 100 tts.

Wheat— All kinds ol White.
All kinds ol Iletl and Amber.
Corn— Yellow
Mixed
White. .

Oats— Western
State
ltYR
Barley
Hay—Bale, 1ft 100 jbs

Straw, f loo Jt.s

Cotton— Middlings. ij< lb....

Hops-Crop OI1S73. V P. .

Dec 12.

109X
*5 70
6 85
6 60
8 10

5 70
4 50
335

00
@11 00
@1I 00
® 9 50

@ 6 50
<3 6 00

@ 4 40

Skko-C'1
Timothy. * bushel....
Flax. V bushel
Sugar— Ren'g& Grocery K)tt
Molabsks. Cuba. ifJ gal ,

New Orleans, ^ gnl
Coffee— l:io(Gu!d)
Touacco. Kentucky, &e..?tlb.
Seed Leaf, V lb

Wool—Domestic Fleece, V to

Domestic, pulled, V lb

California, clip
Tallow. ¥< lb

Oil-Cakk— ?< Ion
Pork—M ess. H< barrel
Prime, 38 barrel . . .

Bkkf—Plain mess
LakD, 111 trcs. & barrels, V lb.

Butter—State, fa.
Western. ^1 lb

Cheese. .

Himns—3* bushel
Pkas— Canada, free, tf bu ...

Eqgs—Fresh, <p dozen
" Limed V dozen

Poultry—Fowls
Turkeys—Tf lb

Geese, t$ pair
Ducks, Upalr

V lb

Pigeons, s$ doz ".

Woodcock, W pah-
Partridges, V pair
Grouse,' trapped, %t pair
Harks, ¥> pair
Vknison, f» lb

Quail. V doz
Ks-oLtsH Snipe. s$ dozen....

1 60 ®
1 50 @
78 ®
65 ®
IS ®
56 ®
56 3

1 10 ®
1 85 ®
i o.i 3
CO 3
16X3
30 &
05 &@

2 50
i bo @

cj-ia
17 @
no @
2IKS

28
19

7?,
37 CO
16 CO

12 50

1 90
1 70

ft*
SIX
59M
59;<

1 12
1 80
1 50

85
10*
46
75

3 12}!

1 90
"

»X
28
09
25
14
65
58

15 85
6 90
6 65
825
5 85
4 50

4 00
3 CO
1 65
1 00

1I1X

70 ©

<u, 8 25
en oo
(311 00
O 9 65
« 6 50
® 5 90
a 4 75
IS 3 40
@ 1 95

a l 70
9292K
92X
92

® 66

a 68
a i os
a i 85
a i 50
a 85

63
62

1 04
1 £5
1 00

CO _
16X3
25 @
os a
9K@

O 25 Q 3 50
2 25 a 2 35
6K8 9

20 a 30
65 a
2i>;e
5Ma
5 ®
a

17
40
67

7xa
23 *

Robins,?' dozen.
Gray Squirrels, each...
RAnBiTS. $ pair
Turnips ?> obi
Cabbages—V 100

On ions—*i bbl
Potatoes—V bbl
Sweet Potatoks—V bbl..

Carrots—V bbl
Cauliflowers, % doz
Broom-oorn
Apples— ** barrel

" J.ftdy

Cranberries'—V bbl
Pears, *i box
Grapes. ?> tt

Beets, f hhl
Celkrt, H* doz
Green Peas, # bushel

17
3

i ro
1 10
29
20
8

10
1 50
CO
10

1 40

40
25
50
6

125
1 25

50
5

SO
50

. 4 OO

. 4 10

. 1 50

. 4 50
, 1 50

50
4

, 2 00
10 00

,
1 50

4

1 5»
1 00

. 1 50

@SS 50

a -
® -
611 00

«M
4:

30
35
19

40 CO
16 10
13 CO
8 50

78

il*
65
70
55
36

K

a i4

@ 3 75
a i is
® 33
3 23
a H
a u
® 2 50
M 1 00
® 14

a 2 oo
a —
@ 70

a 85
& —
® 13

a i so
@ 1 75
a 65
® 6

a 40
a 1 25

a 8 oo
a s so
a 3 25
a 6 so
a 2 oo
(A 4 50
® 12
(.» 4 IX)

i." 15 1)0

® 950
a —
a 6

a i 75

a l 25
@ 1 75

24 ®
is a
3 "

1 50

1 20
25
15
7
6

1 50
60
6

@40 50
® 16 75
813 75
an 00

45*
So

a i5
a 3 75
9 1 30
9 SO
® 19
a h
a is
a 2 50
a 87

20
50

4 00
4 00
1 fO
4 50
2 00

1 00
5 00
7 00
350

5

2 00
1 OO
1 45

IS

a so
a m
a 4«
a 10

a i so

a -
a -
a —
a 4«
® 1 o*
a 8 o»
3 5 5*
a 3 oo
a 6 50
a 3 25
a -
a u
a 4 08
310 0*
3 9 6*
34 25
a 7
a 2 ss
a i 50
a i 8*

Gold has been np to 112*4—closing January 12th at

1117a' as against 10fl!4 on December 12th The deal-

ings in most kinds of Produco have been on a more

liberal scnle since our last, and the prospect at the close

is much more encouraging for mercantile interests gen-

erally There has been an active trado in Flour, es-

pecially in shipping and trade extras, at improved prices.

Wheat has been in much better request, chiefly for ex-

port, advanced rates, but closed tamer, and 3c. @ 5c. ^
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bushel off highest figures for Spring. Corn has been

offered very sparingly, and with a brisk inquiry, largely

speculative, has been quoted decidedly dearer. Oats and

Barley have also been actively sought after, and prices

have favored sellers, closing buoyantly Provisions

have attracted more attention, but closed quiet and

somewhat unsettled Cotton has been selling freely

at buoyant rates Wool has been in more request at

Improved prices, closing firmly Hops, Hay, Straw,

and Tobacco have been selling moderately, on a general

steady basis as to values. Seeds have been quoted

higher, with a readier market noted, particularly for

prime Clover for export purposes.

New Vorli iJio-siook Markets.
BECBTPTS.

VRRK hndtno JJeeves. Cows. Calm*. Sheep. Swine. ToCl.
December 15. 7,433 69 620 23,073 42.3SJ 73,533

December 2! 7,796 61 670 25,001 40.8J8 74,416
December 29 5,914 51 676 13,178 3"»,7G4 60.5P3
Jannnry 5 7.217 «l 614 1(7,909 22,735 47,r,65

January 12.... 6,8.>9 6S 653 17,373 3U.233 55,707

Total/or 5 IF«e*s.. 35.219 310 3,233 101,093 171,942 311,80.7

AQ.forprev.4Weeks2G,Qj2 311 4,514 9J tW)7 213,911 S37.5J3

Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep, Swine.
Average per Week ...7,042 62 G17 20,219 34,338

do. do. last Month... 6,513 78 1.1S6 2J.674 53,333
do. do. prev's Month.. 9,159 74 1,716 30,397 47,142

Beeves.—The irregular receipts of last month have
created a somewhat irregular market, and prices have
Changed up or down with less or greater supply. The
year's business closed np with receipts of 442,744 head,

against 425,275 head for 1872 and 380,931 for 1871. The
closing prices of 1873 were fully l^c, to 2c. lower than a

year previous, and premium cattle dragged at the price

of extra, bringing 13&G. against IBj^c. a year ago. Dur-
ing the last month the prices have been maintained only

by moderate supply, and gave way whenever the supply

equaled the demand. Prices may be marked down fully

>*C daring the month ; choice steers selling at the close

atl2#c. @ 12^c. $ B). ; first quality steers at ll#c. @
12c.; native cattle, oxen, and cows, 9c. ©ll.'^c.; and
Texans at T&c. @ 10#c.

Prices for the past five weeks were

:

week ending Range. Large Sales. Aver.
December 15.... 7 @V3y.c. 10K@llJ<c. 105/c.
December 22.... 7 ®l3£c. 10 @ll c. lOJ^c.
December 29.... ?M@l8jjc. 10;<@11V^c. 103^c.
January 5 7'-©13 c. 10 ©11 c. 10Kc
January 12 7M@l2MC 10 ©U c. lO^C

milch Cows.—There has been fair inquiry for good
cows, with light supply, and prices have remained Pt<?ady.

$90 was paid for no extra cow and calf, but the range has

been from $10 to $80 for cow and calf Calves.

—

For this stock we have no change to remark; the supply

has fallen off since last month nearly one-half, yet there

has been no advance in prices to notice. Fair milk-fed

calves sold at the close for 8c. @ lie. ty lb., and grassers

at $6@$12 ^ head. Dog-dressed calves arc arriving and
selling at 10c. @ 13c. for milk and 5c. @. 9c. for grass and
fed Sheep and Lambs.—The arrivals are

below the average, and, with good demand, the quota-

tions are advanced somewhat, but the market is dull.

Prices at the close reached 5'iC © 7&c. $ lb. for ordin-

ary stock ; 7,',iC @ iy%c. for selected ; and 8c. for fancy

Canada wethers .Swine*—Prices have again ad-

vanced, with ecu tinned light receipts, although the mar-

ket has been constantly dull. Live hogs were quoted

nominally, without sales, at the close of the week at

Bj^c. @5%c. *$ 7b. Dressed hogs were moving uneasily

in an unsettled market at 6J£c. @ S*(£c. for Western, and

tttfe. © 7%c. for City.

-•— «n *

containing a great variety of lfetns, including many
good Hints and Suggestions wfdeh we throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewlvere.

Remitting; Honeys — Clicclis on
New York City Banks or Bankers are best

for large sums ; make payable to the order of Orange
J ndd Company. Post-Office Money Orders
for $50 or less, arc cheap and safe also. When these arc not
obtainable, register letters, affixing Btamps for poet-

age and registry
;
put in the money and seal the letter in

the presence of the postmaster, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in the above three methods is safe against loss.

Postage : On American Agriculturist, 12 cent*
a year, and on Hearth and Home, 20 cents a year, in ad-

vance. Double rates if not paid in advance at the

•fficc where the papers arc received. For subscribers in

British America, the postage, as above, mnst be sent

to this office, with the subscription, for prepayment here.

Alao 20 cents for delivery of Hearth and Home and 12

wots for delivery of American Agriculturist in New
YoFk City.

ISoiiiid Copies of Volume Xhirty-
two arc now ready. Price, $2, at our office ; or $2.60

each, if sent by mail. Any of the last seventeen volumes
(16 to 32) will also be forwarded at same price. Sets of

numbers sent to our office will be neatly bound in our
regular style, at 75 cents per vol. (50 cents extra, if return-

ed by mail.) Missing numbers supplied at 12 cents each.

Clubs can at any time be increased by remitting
for each addition the price pa' d by the original members:
or a small club may be increased to a larger one; thus;
a person having sent 10 subscribers and $12, may after-

ward send 10 more subscribers with only $S ; making a
club of 20 at $1 each ; and so of the other club rates.

Our Fine Chromos-Read all about
them on third cover page. It is easy to secure one or

both.

FREE.—Fine Gold Pens, witlt
Silver Cases—The Best Silver-plat-
ed Table Articles—Table Cutlery-
Children's Carriages and Toys—
Floral Sets — Garden Seeds and
Flower Bulbs—Sewing 1 Machines-
Washing Machines and Wringers
—Foclcet Knives—Fine Gold and
SilverWatchcs—.Tttelodeons—Pianos
—Guns and Bines — Cultivators —
Books—etc., etc., etc.; all these are among

the valuable articles to bs found in the Premium List

for 1874 on page 73. Any person can, with a little effort,

secure one or more of these valuable articles. Thou-

sands have done it. There is room for thousands more.

It is very easy to obtain clubs of subscribers for the two

popular papers, the American Agriculturist, and Hearth

and Home. Try it.

EI^~ See Pag;es 73 and 74.

Tnk^ Both Pa.p«re.—If both the

American Agriculturist and Hearth and Home are

taken together they may be had for only $4, and $4.50

pays for both papers and a Chromo with each.

The German Agriculturist is pub-
lished at the same price as the English edition, and is

mainly a reproduction of that paper, with a special de-

partment edited by the lion. F. Munch. Will our readers

kindly mention this to their German friends ? Perhaps

some who employ Germans as gardeners, laborers, .etc.,

would be glad to supply them with useful reading matter

by subscribing for the German edition for them.

Farnis for Premiums.—A most liberal

offer of farm lands as Special Premiums is made by the

Publishers to those who will secure clubs of subscribers

for the American Agriculturist and Hearth and Home.
See particulars on fourth cover page of this paper.

Henry A. Dreer.—The announcement of

the death of this most estimable man came upon his

friends with a startling suddenness. He died at his res-

idence near Philadelphia on the 21st of December last of

a disease of the heart. Mr. Dreer was one of the leading

seedsmen of the country, and at the same time an en-

thusiastic lover and cultivator of plants. He was an in-

fluential member of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Soci-

ety, and as he was also eminently a working member,
his helpful presence will be sadly missed by that body.

Of a singularly even and genial temperament, lie made
hosts of friends, and his strict integrity secured him the

esteem of all who had business relations with him. We
learn that the business will be continued under the Eaine

name by Mr. Dreer's son, Wra. F. Dreer, and his nephew,
Wm. II. Smith, who have been associated with him for

several years.

The Use of Postal Cards.—The Rus-
sian who when he first saw a pair of snuffers thought

them very handy, as he illustrated by snuffing the candle

with his fingers and putting the snuff into the snuffers,

has passed into history. He is rivalled in a degree by
the American who found postal cards a great convenience,

as he had only to write his message on it, put it. into an

envelope and send it off without any trouble. We have

a correspondent who excels both in ingenuity. He en-

closes us six postal cards with a distinct question upon
each, and asks us to answer " through the Agriculturist.'

1
''

To make the matter Fiire be scratches out his address

from his letter and fails to put it on the cards.

SI "YI>UY HUMBUGS.—A gentleman
in Philadelphia incloses us a circular of the Louisville,
Ky., Library Lottery, and asks us if it is a humbug. It
is probably no more 60 than any other lottery. We hold
that

ALL LOTTERIES AJlB HUMBUGS,

no matter how fairly managed. Their main object is to
make money for their proprietors, and the pretense of
benefiting some public or chariUble institution is a mere
bait. Within the recollection of many, lotteries were
tolerated, and even legalized, in almost every state in the
Union, but of late years the moral sense of the commu-
nity has demanded that they be suppressed, and now
most states have laws prohibiting them. Take this

Louisville affair, for instance, which seems to be profita-

ble, or it would not be kept up so long ; we showed a

year ago, in a quotation from a Louisville paper, that the

purchasers of tickets paid nine dollars to put one dollar

into the library fund. Then here is the Gift Concert for

the Reform School of Leavenworth, Kansas, which we
have already noticed, and which is mainly a plan to help

the projector to sell his house at a good price, that being

one of the prizes. Even Utah has gone into the lottery

business, and proposes a " Gift Concert " fox the benefit

of a free school in the city of Corinne. No matter un-

der what pretense these things are advertised—and we
consider those cloaked under charitable disguises more
reprehensible than bold and barefaced lotteries—they all

hold out temptations, that the few may get something at

the expense of the many. It is gambling in its meanest

form ; and no honorable man, whether he be governor,

mayor, merchant, or priest, should allow his name»to be

used to promote any such scheme.

THE $4 GENEVA WATCH

dealers have received a check. We have long had them

in our list of humbugs, but now the law has interfered

with their little game. The watches were advertised by

J. Wright & Co., 009 Broadway, but the Post-office au-

thorities found that letters thus directed were received

by one Robinson at 599 Broadway, and that the real

place of business—if business it could be called—was at

49 Amity street. Here the letters were opened, the

money taken out, and a circular dispatched informing

the sender of the money that his order would be filled in

turn, Robinson has been arrested and balled in $35,000,

to appear for trial upon the charge of getting letters from
the mail under false pretenses.

DANGEROUS BURNING FLUIDS.

We have before set forth the dangcrouB character of sev-

eral of the articles offered as cheap illuminators. That
these will give an excellent light and at a low cost, we
do not doubt; but we feel it a duty to warn all our read-

ers not to use benzine, naphtha, gasoline, or any of thes'c

light oils in any form ; no matter how compounded or

mixed up, they are dangerous in themselves and danger-

ous in all their componnds. Nothing is safer than gun-

powder in the hands of an old hunter, because he knows
its danger; but he would not trust his children with it.

These articles will not themselves explode, and those

who sell them convince the ignorant that they are safe

by showing that they will extinguish a lighted match.

But the trouble is with the vapor which they give off at

ordinary temperatures, and this, when mixed with air, is

highly explosive and dangerous. No liquid is safe to

bnrn that gives off a vapor that will flash at a lower tem-

perature than 110". "I. I. A." sends us a circular of

a "Chemical Fluid Gas Light,
1
' and asks our opinion,

but as he does not send the formula, we can only say

that, from the circular, we infer it is no gas at all, but

merely a contrivance for burning the vapor of some

highly volatile and consequently dangerous liquid.

DUBIOUS CASES

are mere numerous this month than usual. We have a

pile of circulars, in some of which goods are offered at

remarkably low prices, generally requiring $5 to be sent

with the order. In others all sorts of knicknacks are of-

fered for sale by agents who arc requested to send a sum
to procure an outfit, and others offer to sell at a very low

rate the secret of making wonderful perfumes, medicines

to cure various diseases, hair restorers, and the like.

While it is probable that any one who invests in any of

these enterprises will regret it, we can not show that the

proprietors will not do as they agree to, and we are not

warranted in setting them down byname as hnmbugs.

Wo have complaints against one of these concerns from

persons who write us that they have sent money to one

of these "companies" and got no return. Not finding

the name in the directory, we sent one of our associates

to the place advertised, who found the "company" in an

obscure upper room, with samples of the goods they send

out, and several persons busy in preparing circulars for

the mail After nil that has been said npon the mat-

ter, we can not feel a -great deal of pity for persons who

send money to unknown parties and receive no returns.

People should recollect that no really good article is ever
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sold ill New York or anywhere else for much less than it

is worth, and that whoever oners articles tor half their

usual price or less, cither came by them dishonestly, the

articles arc not what they arc represented to be, or they

arc offered as a bait to cover some ulterior design.

MEDICAL HUMBUGS.

"P. M., ' of Greencastle, Ind., finds fault because we

do not shew op Ayer, of Lowell, and several others in

our humbug column. While we do not approve of the

manner in which Mr. Ayer introduces his medicines, he

does not keep the composition of them a secret, but

publishes the formula ; and as we have no doubt that he

furnishes precisely what he agrees to, we can not class

his medicines among the humbugs. There are a great

many proprietary medicines sold which are in them-

selves good and useful. The objection to them is that

they tempt people to medicate themselves and to dose

themselves when no medicine is needed. We therefore

think that, so far as this goes, such medicines are to be

discountenanced ; but they stand upon a different foot-

ing from those sent out by the miserable quacks who
promise everything and give a useless or worse than

useless stun".

ETE-CUPS AGAIN.

Of all tke special organs hv which the brain receives

impressions from the outs'. ..e world, none is so wonder-

ful in its structure or so uelicate and so sensitive as the

eye. When it is deranged it requires the greatest skill

to ascertain wha': the trouble is and to properly restore

it to usefulness, The sellers of these eye-cups them-

selves claim that they do only one thing—restore the

lost convexity of the eye. It is a box-wood or other cup

to put over the eye, to which an india-rubber bag is at-

tached. By squeezing the bag and placing the cup over

the eye. u pressure from within, outward, is created,

which these people claim will restore the proper shape.

Now, but very few of the derangements of the eye are

due to any disturbance of the shape. Some are, but

there is not the slightest reason to believe that these

eye-cups will help them. It is astonishing that people

who would not think they knew enough to repair a

broken coffee-mill will tinker with their own eyes. We
have the highest authority in the country for saying that

these eye-cups are wrong in principle and mischievous

in practice.

THE NATIONAL SURGICAL INSTITUTE

is on its travels. It has been to California, and we have

a show-bill announcing that it will be at Salt Lake City

aud Denver on certain days. This circular—we beg

pardou, "journal"—is a curiosity, and quite beats one

of Baruurn's circus bills. Two large pages are used to

show all possible human deformities, with the poor

creatures in every possible kind of harness. The con-

trasted figures of patients as received and as dismissed

beat the writing masters' specimens of the chirograpby

of pupils before and af ter taking lessons. The array of

deformed and ulcerated feet and limbs is repulsive be-

yond description. These institute people claim to be

M. D.'s. The more shame for them. These

"INSTITUTES AND UNIVERSITIES"

are great things. We have several of them in New
York. Sometimes one man calls himself a university or

an institute, and then it happens, though rarely, that

one of these quack chaps really does get, by some hocus-

pocus, a charter from the legislature. One of these

lovely concerns is the

CLINTON MEDICAX AND SURGICAL INSTITUTE,

which is run by one James Bryan. This Bryan obtained

a charter in which are mentioned as incorporators Dr.

John Harvey, Dr. Robert Bell, Prof. Wm. Draper, and

others. It will be noticed that these are names well

known in the medical world, and are chosen with great

ingenuity. Mr. Bryan has been summoned by the attor-

ney general of the state of New York to show cause

why his charter should not be forfeited, as these incor-

porators can not be found, and it is charged that no

such persons exist. If the charter should not be for-

feited on this account, it should for the vile character of

the publications of the " Institute." We have before us

a small volume entitled, " Things You Ought to Know,"
made up of essays by associates of Bryan and aliases,

which is about as vile as anything among the many vile

publications that have fallen into our hands. Each essay

is followed by advertisements of certain remedies, or

that of the " Institute." Madame Lucille Demarre's die-

courses of "Marriage Socially Considered," and follows

it with an advertisement of her "Eau d' Amour," or

"Perfume of Love," which is a most remarkable smell,

as we read :
" With this celebrated article as a helper,

no young gentleman or lady need pine in single blessed-

ness. With its help they can win the unchanging affec-

tion of whom they please, and marry happily and speed-

ily, if so desired." Then comeB " Prof. W. Draper,

M.D.," with his " Philosophy of Marriage," with adver-

tisements to match. This "Professor" advertises.

among other things, the " Cordial of Venus," the uses

of which a regard for decency prevents us from stating.

" Dr. John Harvey " writes about " Womanhood," and

advertises, from this very " Institute," female pills, the

real object of which is more thinly disguised than usual.

There are other things offered in this vile work of which

virtuous people do not know, and which it would hardly

be proper to name. This Bryan, with his male and fe-

male associates or aliases, whichever they may be, is

properly under the eye of the authorities. His case

should induce the legislature to be careful to whom they

grant charters, for more vile and pernicious quackery

never existed than is practiced by this chartered " Insti-

tute."

COUNTERFEIT MONET.

For the first time in many months we have only one new
name as a dealer in "Queer." This is sent by a corre-

spondent in Kansas, who proposes to write to the chap

and have us meet his appointment with an officer. This

would not be of the slightest U6e. The mau could not

be arrested unless he passed or sold counterfeit money,

or had it in his possession. It is not probable that any

of these chaps make or have any counterfeit money—
they are quite too sharp for that. Their object is to get

a victim into their hands ; they make a bargain witli

him, get his good money, aud put a parcel of paper into

his hands which turns out to be no counterfeit money at

all. The victim does not dare to " squawk," for he has

already made himself a party to a criminal transaction,

and he can not make a complaint without admitting that

he was ready to go into the counterfeit money business.

If any get caught in this trap they are rightly served.

The real dealers in counterfeit money are not such fools

as to write letters and send out circulars. These chaps

who pretend to do it know that the cupidity of some

will lead them into their trap, and when once in, their

fears will keep them quiet Some interesting cases

are now iu the hands of the courts, and when they come

to trial we may expect some developments that will be

worth noticing in our " Humbug " column.

Broom Corn.—"R. F. S.," Beech Grove,

Ind. It is no more trouble to raise broom corn than

ordinary field corn. The cultivation is the same, and

the harvesting and drying is no more trouble, if so

much, as husking and cribbing corn. The best variety

is the Missouri evergreen, and the method of cultivation

and preparation is described in the Agriculturist of May,

1873. A little pamphlet has been written upon this sub-

ject by R. A. Traver, of Charleston, Illinois, which con-

tains much valuable information.

Artifi,cial Fertilizers.—" D. H.," Bur-

lington, Ct. The labor of making composts of artificial

fertilizers and loam will hardly pay. The composting

may Ije done far cheaper by spreading the fertilizer upon

the soil and mixiug it with a light harrowing. For sown

crops the seed and fertilizer should be harrowed in to-

gether. Superphosphate very often fails of any notice-

able effect when used upon soils containing lime. The

acid or soluble phosphate forms an insoluble compound

with the lime. This is what is termed " going back,"

and suffices to explain many disappointments. Muck is

best composted with lime, or, better still, used as an

.absorbent in the stables and yards.

Ei. Wright's "Brahma Fowl."—
"F. W. B.." New Haven, Ct. This little work is a

" true account '" of the Brahma fowl, its origin, its char-

acter, its habits, its value, and the best method of breed-

ing to preserve all its excellences up to the proper stand-

ard. It is equally devoted to the light and dark Brahinas,

is handsomely illustrated, and is sold for $2.50.

E^~ See Pages 73 and 74.

The American Cyclopaedia.—Ap-
pleton's Cyclopaedia is one of the most important works

ever issued from the American press. The first edition,

which was completed in 1803. loiuul a place in every con-

siderable library : indeed it was a respectable library in

itself. The publishers are now bringing out a new edi-

tion, which like the former will be comprised in 16 vol-

umes. It is, like the first edition, under the editorial

charge of Messrs. George Ripley and Charles A. Dana.

All the articles are thoroughly revised and mostly rewrit-

ten, with many new ones added, so that though the plan

is ttie same it is essentially a new work. The first four

volumes which we have received show a great improve-

ment in tiie mechanical appearance of the work, and il-

ItfSfrattonfe and Dsapa.afe introduced where the subject

requires them. There is no work of its kind so valuable

to the American reader as this, as it gives special promi-

nence to American matters, and biographical sketches of

prominent persons still living. The various topics are

treated by eminent specialists, and iu a popular aud at-

tractive style. As far as we have examined the work it

appears to be still more valuable than the first edition.

Although this edition has been announced but a short

time, wc learn that the sales have been very large.

Henderson's Practical Floricsil-
tui-e.—This work has had a large sale for one of its

kind, and deservedly so, as it is the only one in the lan-

guage which gives plainly and without 'any reservation

the practices and processes of those who grow plants as

a business and avail themselves of every economical and
labor-saving expedieut. There are some florists who
keep their operations a secret ; that this is had policy i-

shown by the course of Mr. Henderson, who has always

freely communicated the "secrets" of his business in

his articles to the Agriculturist and other papers, and es-

pecially in his books. Instead of injuring his business

by telling others how they can go and do likewise, he

has constantly increased it. He feels, as every florwt

should, that next to the pleasure of discovering a " new
wrinkle " is the telling of it for the benefit of others. A
new and much enlarged edition of " Henderson's Practi-

cal Floriculture " has just been issued by the Orange

Judd Company. This, while it is a work indispensable

to those who raise plants for gale, contains much that is

given for the special benefit of the amateur cultivator.

Though the number of pages is considerably greater

than the old edition, the price remains the same as be-

fore, $1.50.

What -we Call Mean.—That the pub-
lishers of papers should have been, in common with other

business men, embarrassed by the late panic is not sur-

prising, and wc consider it essentially mean that whea
one of our agricultural coteraporaries was pinched more
closely than was pleasant, some other agricultural papers

took special pains to give publicity to the matter, not only

by comments of their own but by quoting items in relation

to it from other papers. A fair rivalry we believe in, but to

endeavor to turn the misfortunes of another to one's own
benefit is a meanness of which we are sorry to say some..

journals have been guilty. If the publisher in question

had failed to fulfil his agreements with his subscribers

that would have been another matter, hut so long as his

paper was furnished as good and as regularly as ever we-

can not see whose business it is to interfere in the matter.

Xhe Gardener's Monthly opens the
year with a number of unusual variety and interest. The
editor gives Recollections of Travel, which being an ao-

count of a journey made last summer, lacks the freshness

of the rest of the number. It is so seldom we catch our

friend Meeham napping (even Jove nodded thongh)that we
like to pick him up wheu he gives us a chance. In speak-

ing of the route between Texas and the Indian territory

he says, "The line was very gay with the large brash-like

heads of C'entaurea Americana, a beautiful annual which

it is surprising has not yet got into cultivation." This

plant, the common name for which is American Star-

Thistle, we grew a dozen or more years ago, aud the

seeds are to be found in the catalogues of all the princi-

pal seedsmen, those of Philadelphia included. If our

friend had studied his Agriculturist with the care that bo-

comes every one, especially horticultural editors, who
wishes to know what is going on, he would have learned

that a new variety of this Star-Thistle was introduced

into England last year.

Xhe Michigan Agricultural Col.
lege.—The New York Evening Post says: "It is pro-

posed to make daily manual labor compulsory upon the

students at the Michigan Agricultural College, aud soma
of the kid-gloved young farmers protest."—Manual labor

has always been required of the students, except in case

of Bickness or disability, and the young men at the col-

lege, while they can no doubt wear kid gloves as well aa,

any other gentlemen should the occasion demand it, are

as hard-working a set of young farmers as can be round

anywhere. But this is about as near to the facts as the

daily papers get when they mcddlu with agricultural

matters.

Wool.—During all the fluctuations of Talus

consequent upon the recent financial crisis, now happily

'

in a great measure passed over, the market value of wool

rema Tucd almost constant. "Domestic fleece" was

quoted in the New York market on September 10th at

48 cents per pound : exactly the same quotation was «nr-

rent on November £9tD, while almost all other staples

except grain, cotton amongst the rest, had greatly de-

clined. The fact Slat wool, wheat, corn, and oats thus

retained their value amidst the most unfavorable cir-

cumstances goes to show that agriculture is the most

stable of all the industries, and while all else may be

going to wreck the farmer alone can afford to contem-

plate the disaster with comparative serenity.
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A Kansas Homesteader.—Abraham
Diffenbaugh, nutchinson, Reno Co., Kansas, settled upon

160 acres of laud four miles from that town in April,

1872. He is a miller, and was unacquainted with farm-

in" ; his success therefore is the more encouraging. He

broke up the first season 100 acres, and put part in sod

corn which did well. The remainder of the season was

occupied in building and planting trees. The past season

*1S73) he had SO acres of corn which produced 40 bushels

per aero; 4 acres of wheat produced 80 bushels; and 10

acres of oats produced 450 bushel?, which were sold for

30 cents a bushel. Wheat brought $1 a bushel. Potatoes,

cabbages, tomatoes, melons, and pumpkins, yielded very

largely. He has sown 45 acres of fall wheat this season,

which looks splendid. lie has 200 apple trees and 25

cherry and peach trees, all doing well. All the work
above mentioned has been done by himself and his son,

& boy of eleven years, and the expenditure of $40 iu

money. Mr. Diffenbaugh kindly offers to give any advice

or information to those who write to him for that pur-

pose. Persons thus writing should, of course, inclose a

stamped envelope for reply.

Land Sales.—The Atchison, Topeka, and
Santa Fe Railroad Co. have sold from April, 1S73, to Oc-

tober, 87,963 acres of land, at an average price of $5.50

per acre. For October last the sales were 23,070 acres.

Soiling Cattle.—"H. D.," Shipley, Ohio.

There is no more economical mode of feeding cows for

the dairy than soiling ; that is, growing crops to be led

in the stable, the cows to be not pastured but exercised

in a email yard daily. By this system one cow can easily

be fed the year round from the product of one acre of

rich soil, and the manure saved is equal, including the

litter, to one load per head per mouth. '"Quincy upon
Soiling Cattle," price $1.25, to be had at this office, is the

oest work upon this subject.

Whi'cicrM'jii Snow-balling: Pad.
"I. B. S.,'' Napanock, N. Y. This pad is an entire pre-

ventive of the gathering of snow-balls in the horse-shoe.

It can be affixed by any person without, the aid of a

blacksmith, and we can confidently recommend it from
personal experience with it during a whole winter.

Glail Borden died in Texas on January 11th,

at the age of 73. His was a vary varied and asexul life.

He was a settler iu Texas before its independence, resid-

ed at the North for several years later in life, and again

went to Texas, whore ho was actively engaged in devel-

oping the resources of the country when he died. He is

best known to the public as the inventor of meat biscuit,

condensed milk, condensed beef, etc. Through these

inventions he had a handsome income, which he frec'y

used for benevolent objects. Personally, Mr. Borden

was a most genial old man, and his too rare visits to

our office were always productive of pleasure.

**H. S. ©.," Thompsonville, Pa. We wrote
a reply to your inquiry, and when about to address the

letter found you had not given your name. We have fre-

quently given notice that those who do not give us full

name and address need not expect a reply in the paper.

More comply with our regulations than we can find room
to answer, and those who do not observe our repeatedly

published terms can not expect to have preference over

those who do. As this was a merely personal matter,we
took the trouble to write an answer by mail, and do net

find U pleasant to know that our time has been wasted.

See Pagpc 75 for other il Basket " items.

Patron* of Industry*—This appears
to be a weak imitation of the Patrons of Husbandry, the

constitution and forms bclongiug to that order being
mainly copied. Its ostensible object is to unite me-
chanics and laboring men in a body like that of the

Patrons of Husbandry, but its real object seems to be to

transfer money from the pockets of those who earn it to

those of people who live by their wltfl. The head-

quarters is advertised as being iu New York, but we
have not yet soen any one who has succeeded in finding

the head men. It looks like a concern that will do no
harm if let aloue.

The American Dairymen's Asso-
ciation.—The annual convention of this association

was held at Utica, N.Y.. on the t&h, 14th, and 15th of

January. Although not so numerously attended
some previous years, then: wit DO lack of interest exhib-
ited, and- the papers read were of more tlmu nana] excrl-

lence. Amongst the more important of these were a

paper upon '-nutter Makim:." by <>. 8. BHsa, of Ver-
mont; one upon " Making and Marketing Batter," hy L.

T. nmvi.-y, of Syracuse; one upon ante in

Cheese Mnking," by Mr. Green, of Pennsylvania ; an.

other by X. A. Willard upon " Dairying iu the West and
South-west," with others of equal interest to dairymen.

The discussions elicited by the reading of these papers

were eminently practical, and were made in a vigorous

and lively manner. Wc regret that our space is too lim-

ited to do more than mention the bare fact of the meet-

ing of this important convention, and would inform our

readers that the papers at full length will be published

by the association, and maybe procured of the secretary,

L. B. Arnold, of Rochester, N. Y., for 75 cents for the

volume.

Forestry Memorial.—A committee ap-

pointed by the Farmers' Cmb, of the American Insti-

tute, have drawn up a memorial asking Congress to pass

laws to preserve our present forests from destruction, as

well as to encourage the planting of trees where none
exist. Some of the things it asks of Congress are all

right and proper, while others are not especially useful,

such as asking it to publish the literature of Forestry in

the form of public documents. There arc no works so

difficult to be obtained by those who need them as those

published by Congress. Public documents always go
where they are not wanted and seldom where they arc

;

and we know of no way by which to thoroughly bury a

work on Forestry or any other subject than to have it

sent to the public printer—unless it may be to have it

read before the Farmers' Club. Mr. George May Powell

is the principal mover in this matter, and is, as we un-

derstand, a gentleman who has devoted muc'a attention

to the forests of this and other countries. He will be

wise if he acts by himself, as he can accomplish much
more than with such a load as the Farmers' Club to carry.

How to Carry a, Laddcr.-"E. W.,"
Elwood, describes how Farmer W. earned home a long

ladder which he had borrowed, and which was supposed

to require fjur men to carry it. He balanced the ladder

upon his wheelbarrow and lashed the sides of it to the

handles of the barrow ; then taking the end of the lad-

der, he wheeled it along with comparative ease.

Improving Fence Posts.—"R. McC."
Although we can not say from personal experience, yet

we have no doubt that fence posts would be made moro
durable by thorough soaking in lime water. It is the

albumen of the timber which soon decays and causes

the timber to rot, and the effect of lime is to solidify the

albumen and render it insoluble. This effect would be
produced upon fence posts as well as upon boards or

planks, but the exposure cf the posts to the lime would

need to be for a longer period than that for thin boards.

Butter Packages-" M. A. II., " Dover,

N. J. We have on previous occasions referred to the

great need of small packages for butter, which would hold

such quantities as would be sufficient for the week's con-

sumption of a family, say two to five pounds. Here is

a great field for the exercise of ingenuity, aud the inventor

of an acceptable package of such a shape that several of

them could be packed into one larger one would cer-

tainly meet with much profitable encouragement.

Ho^ Cholera.—"A Kansas Farmer, " Linn

Co., Kansas, says he has cured hog cholera by sprinkling

fine lime-dust around his hog pens and upon the corn

fed to the hogs.

Potato Planter.—"C. P. K.," Northport,

L. I. There is a machine which makes the furrow, cuts,

drops and covers the seed,known as Time's potato planter.

The manufacturer of these machines will probably make
his address known in the usual way before the season

for using them arrives.

Castor Beans and Oil.—"J. M. M., M

Emporia, Kansas. The culture of castor beans is the

<;ime as that needed for corn. In harvesting it is neces-

sary to gather the beans before they are ripe, aud spread

them upon a smoothly swept piece of ground surrounded

by a board fence to prevent the beans from flying when the

pods burst open. In making the oil the beans are ground

into a paste, which is put into hair cloth bags and pressed

beneath strong screws or wedges. The first oil is known
as " cold drawn." The cake U then pressed between

heated plates and yields an inferior second product.

There are several mills in St. Louis where the oil is

manufactured. The refuge is a valuable fertilizer, but is

of uo value for food ; it it in fact injurious to cattle.

l.nrd Oil-—"J. SM
n Logausport, Ind. The

apparatus required is so expensive and cumbersome that

a farmer could not make his own oil except at great cost.

A Fine Head of Spring: Wheat.—
A correspondent of the American Agriculturist at FIdalgo

Ialauds, Washington Territory, sends us a head oi Aus-

tralian spring wheat. "Please count fche grains," he
writes, "aud sec if it will yield as many grains as the
head of Diehl wheat which John Johnston sent to
\ Walks and Talks.' I counted the grains in two heads,
one had 103 and the other 1:26. I think the heads will
average 73 to B0 grains. The wheat was raised on this

Island." The head sent us was remarkably handsome.
There was nothing abnormal about it, as is sometimes
the case with a very large head of Diehl. We counted
the kernels in the head, and found 90. The grains were
large and plump, and nearly aB white as an average sam-
ple of Diehl. We Bhculd be glad to know the yield per
acre, time of sowing, harvesting, etc. We may add that

the head of Diehl raised by Mr. Johnston contained 65

kernels ; those alluded to by "Walks and Talks," one
SO kernels and the other S8 kernels.

Manure for Potatoes.—" Hartford."
Potatoes succeed best with thoroughly rotted manure in

which no more fermentation can take place. A very ex-

cellent compost for potatoes is swamp muck, bone-dust,

and plaster. One load of muck, 100 pounds of fine bone-

dust, and a bushel (SO lbs) of plaster make a very useful

fertilizer wheu stable manure can not be procured- Fish

guano makes a good substitute for the bone.

Value of Leather Scraps.—" Con-
cord," Wmterset, Iowa. Leather scraps are a very valu-

able fertilizer. The best way to utilize them that we
have discovered is to bake them in an oven until they

become quite brittle, and then to pound them with a

wooden stamper or a flail upon a barn floor. In this way
any waste leather may be made useful. They furnish an
acceptable fertilizer for grape-vines, and may be hoed in.

around the roots.

Sowing tjJrass in Sp.'inj*-.—"Chas-
seur," Washington, D. C. if a crop of rye is an object,

and the land is not desired to lie idle a whole year, which

would probably be injudicious anyhow, spring rye might

be sown, and timothy and clover be sown with it. The
rye and grass seed should be sown as early as possible.

At least two bushels of spring rye should be sown, as it

does not tiller or spread at the root like fall rye.

!\ova Scotia Plaster.—"J.C," Pittston,

Pa. Nova Scotia plaster is regnlarly imported into New
York, where just now it is quoted in the market reports

at about $4 per ton.

The Florida Agriculturist is the
name of the first agricultural paper ever issued in Florida.

It is a weekly of eight pages, published at Jacksonville

by C. II. Walton & Co., and edited by S. D. Wilcox.

Its first number is bright mechanically and editorially,

and looks as if it would deserve the success wc wish it.

A Vapor StoTe has been advertised, and
several have written to ask us if it is a humbug. It is

not a humbug in so far as it is'just what it preteuds to be,

a stove iu which the heating material is the vapor of

naphtha. We would not advise auy one to use naphtha as

a heating or illuminating mateiiat, as it is Cot a safe

thing to have iu the house.

Woolen Mill Refuse.— 'H. P.," Haw-
thorne, N. J. The refuse from woolen mills is rich in.

nitrogen, and is a valuable fertilizer. As it is free from

water, it is more valuable on that account. It generally

sells for $10 a ton or thereabouts.

Agricultural Department Seeds.
— tl E. B. S.," Greenbrier Co., W. Va. The seeds dis-

tributed by the agricultural department are said to con-

tain pestiferous weeds and insects—at least it is so

charged by many Western people who have been gratui-

tously favored with them.

Boat Building—-"H. W. H.,M HUlsboro,

111. Fu'.l directions with engravings for building boats

Mils were given in the Agriculturist of August,

nd October, 1872. These numbers can be procured

for 15 cents each.

Liberal Potato Premiums.—Messrs.

E. K. Bliss & Sons, encouraged by the great interest ex-

cited by the potato premiums offered by them lust year,

offer this year the handsome amount of $1,600 in equal

sums for Brownell's Beauty, Early Vermont, and Cornp-

ton's Surprise. Six prizes from $100 to $10 are offered

for the greatest yield from one pound of seed of each kind,

and similar sums for the largest quantity grown upon a

quarter of an acre of ground. Some growers who ob-

tained large results last year failed to receive a prize for

the reason that tiny did not comply with all the condi-

tions of the offer. Those intending to compete should

eend to Messrs. Bliss for a copy of the schedule for 1874.
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Do Not Fail to Read If.—The
Premium List on page 73 of this paper is worthy of the

attention of everybody who would like to do good and at

the fiame time make money Thousands of persons in

years past, not only in all parts of this country, but also

in British America and in other parts of the world, have

each obtained one or more of these valuable premium
articles by simply collecting a list of subscribers and for-

warding them, with their subscriptions, to the publish-

ers. Do not fail to read the Premium List.

Italian Rye Grass.—" J. S. W.," Los
Angelos, Cal. The seed of Italian rye grass may be pro-

cored ofany of the principal seedsmen in New York. The
price is about $4 per bushel. No other grass docs so

well for irrigated pastures or may be cut so many times
in one season.

Sheep in South Carolina.—" G. M

.

McM., 1
' Winnsboro, S.C., says : In January, 18GG, a planter

of Fairfield county bought thirty-eight sheep which he
turned into his pasture, and soon after bought a Bake-
well ram, and afterward a Merino and then a South-down
ram. This was the total of his purchases. lie now
(November, 1S73), has 350 sheep worth $1,000. His wool
has netted him $000, and his mutton has netted $S75, be-

sides what his family consumed, and mutton has been
their only meat during summer and fall of every year.

No carj was taken of the sheep except to salt them and
to give them a little cotton seed in the winter. The ma-
nure, with very little effort to save it, has enriched thirty

acres of land so that it now averages 1,000 pounds seed

cotton per acre instead of 200 pounds previously. The
fiheep have a little more than doubled in number each

year except this year. This exception is caused by the

fact that 100 of the flock strayed off last December, and
when found late in January they had lost all their lambs
but 16. The experience of this gentleman proves that

Bheep would be very profitable in the South with careful

management. The profit would arise not alone from the

mutton and wool, hut in supplanting commercial fertil-

izers on all lands lying at a distance from railroads.

Three-Horse Clevis.— "Z. H. M.,"
Richmond, Ind. It is impossible for us to say why man-
ufacturers of implements do not advertise their wares.

There is a three-horse clevis made which was figured in

the Agriculturist some years ago, but which is patented
;

we do not know the manufacturers' address. Seeing the

demand for such a clevis it would seem a judicious thing

in the manufacturers to make their address known.

Dorses Hanging; Back.—"B. C."
It depends altogether upon the shape of the double tree

whether the horse which hangs back does the same work
as the one ahead, or more work or less. It may very

easily be that he docs more work instead of less. The
proper method is to keep the horses even in the traces

and then both work alike. Bad driving or bad matching

is usually the cause of the horse hanging back.

A Mew Spinning-Wheel.—"W. W.,"
Bellsville, Mich. We can not say anything about the

"Brice" spinning-wheel, not being acquainted with it.

The spinning-wheel is not at all out of date ; it is one of

those aids to a domestic manufacture which may very

profitably find a place in the farmer's home along with

the knitting machine or the sewing machine, and fur-

nish useful employment to his daughters, who ought not

to be above adopting the industries which used to occupy
their mothers and grandmothers. Every article of do-

mestic nse that can be made at home saves so much ex-

penditure of money.

Talne or Chips and Bark.-'G. S.

N.," Moon, Pa. The chips and bark which accumulate
around a saw-mill if partly rotted arc valuable when
plowed into the soil. We have found such matter a
nuisance when spread upon grass land, but when
spread thickly npon an orchard in which a crop
Of potatoes was planted, the potatoes were thickest and
largest where there were the most chips. For nse upon
grass land we wonld spread the stuff out to dry partly and
then rake it into heaps and burn it to ashes, spreading
them upon the surface. In this way it wonld be very val-

uable, and if from hard wood would pay to haul it.

Harrowing; Wheat.—"E. B.," Wash-
ington Co., Pa. It would not be always safe to harrow
wheat amongst which timothy seed has been sown.
Clover seed may be sown after the snnw has disappeared
and when the ground is full of small cracks made by a
light frost. The seed will fall into those cracks, and as
the soil thaws it will be covered up lightly.

VW* Sec Pases 73 and 74.

Temperature for Setting Milk.—
" A Subscriber," Decatur, Nebraska. Although the tem-
perature of a^pring may be 50" yet it may be so managed
that the temperature of the milk set in it may be kept at

about GO . Tnis is the best temperature for raising the

cream as well as for keeping it. The supply of water
should be bo regulated as to keep the milk at G0\ At
50° the cream will rise more slowly than at the higher
temperature, and the butter will neither be so good in

flavor nor color. A good plan of regulating the supply of

water would be to bring it in a small pipe into the reser-

voir, through which It passes in agcntle current, keeping
the temperature about GO" to G2\

Steaming; Feed.—"A. S. T.," Howard
Center, Pa. There is no better steam chest known to us

than that figured in the Agriculturist of January, 1ST3.

The best boiler is cither a " steamer,''' of which thercarc

several very useful kinds, or an engine boiler. A sheet-

iron bottomed plank steamer is not safe or economical in

space or fuel. It is bctlcr to bnild the steam room at a

distance of at least 100 feet from the barn, and carry the
steam in a cast iron pipe or boxed wooden logs made
very tight at the joints. A wooden trough cannot be
made tight enough for economy. For pigs the method of

cooking described in the Agriculturist of January, 1S74, is

the cheapest and easiest.

Roofing Material.—"J. E. B.,' 1 Gran-
ville, 111. "Where pine shingles can be procured for $-1

per M. they arc certainly the best and cheapest roof pos-

sible excepting perhaps slates. Other roofing materials

arc intended as substitutes for shingles or for roofs of

low pitch, in which cases they become the best material.

Book by I»rof. Winehell.—" Anna L.

J.
11 The work you probably refer to is Winchell's

" Sketches of Creation," price $2.

Caring- tor Sheep on Shares.—"A.
S. TM" Howard County, Pa. For a hilly, exposed coun-
try where the feed is good, our native sheep crossed with
the Cotswold would produce a superior race, probably

better than any other cross, the Cotswold being hardy and
used to a billy country. The usual terms for caring for

a flock of sheep is half the net increase, losses being
made up, and half the wool.

Grinding Bones.—"J. S.,'
1 Ithaca, N. T.

The grinding of hones requires very strong machinery
and considerable power. The attrition consequent upon
putting them inside of a revolving iron cylinder would
certainly eventually reduce them to powder, but the pro-

cess would be exceedingly slow and costly, and practi-

cally impossible. A good bone-mill is the only profitable

method of reducing them to powder or fragments.

Xhree Things for Congress to do.
—If the members of congress are wise they will see the

cloud that is now much larger than several men's hands,

and shape their course accordingly. It is a safe pre-

diction that in the next congress the agricultural por-

tion of the country will be more largely represented

than ever before, if indeed it be not the controlling ele-

ment. If the present congress wishes to be in favor with

the people we can suggest three minor things which will

tend to that end. 1st. So amend or redact, or somehow
fix the present postal law so far as it relates to the send-

ing of seeds, plants, and the like, that no "rulings" of

the department or perversity of individual postmasters

will practically deprive the people of the benefits of the

law. 2d. To abolish the duties on all plants and trees

and arrange for their rapid passage through the custom-

house. As matters now arc three fourths of the plants

are lost by the delays at the custom-house, and the pres-

ent arrangement amounts to prohibition to all save deal-

ers. For instance, the writer had sent him a box of

mainly wild plants from England. The contents were

appraised at $70 in gold, when in fact they bad no com-

mercial value whatever, not a florist in the country would

have given $5 for the lot. Still they were appraised by

some one who probably never before saw or heard of a sin-

gle plant in the lotat $70, and we were charged 20 percent

in gold on that sum. In another instance a friend in

France sent us a box of canna roots which were delayed

fo long that every root died and yet the charges were $11.

We give these hits of personal experience as illustra-

tions of matters concerning which we have frequent com-
plaint. A friend in Illinois had cuttines sent him of all

the willows in the royal gardens at Kew. These were
given by the British government, and the introduction of

some of them may he of great benefit to the country, es-

pecially to the West, yet our friend had to pay over $20
for the privilege of getting them into the country. Our
3d item is the Department of Agriculture, which is in

many respects a fraud and a nuisance. Some of the pa.

pers are for economizing by cutting it oft™ altogether.

We do not agree with these. We insist that the depart-
ment lias not yet had a fair chance. It in the first place
uceds a head, and in the second place ample funds for an
intelligent head to carry out the most liberal plans with-
out interference by congressmen in demanding places

for friends or seeds for their constituents. If a fair trial

of the department under these conditions is without ben-
eficial results then it will be time to shut up shop. The
congressmen who will start and push through these and
other reforms having a direct bearing upon the agricul-

tural community will be wise.

Emigration to Kansas.—The state-

ment to which a correspondent alludes, to the effect that
" hundreds of emigrants were returning from along the

line of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fc Railroad in

the Arkansas valley of Kansas, disappointed with the

country," was published in a Western paper as he states.

In the next issue of that paper the statement was cir-

cumstantially denied, with an apologetic explanation.

We are the more concerned with this matter because of

the report made by one of the editors of the Agriculturist

in which this district was favorably spoken of. Realiz-

ing at the time the responsibility attaching to such a re-

port, made more for the interest of onr readers and the

public than for any other reason, it was made only after

thorough personal examination and deliberate judgment.
It would be well for those interested to procure a copy
of the whole report, which they may do by applying to

Mr, A. E. Tonzalin, Topeka, Kansas, that they may have
a clear idea of the whole matter and form their judgment
accordingly. This would be the more judicious, as the

report in a measure will apply to the whole of that part

of the country lying immediately west of the Missouri

river and north into Nebraska, upon the lines of the Bur-

lington and Missouri and the Union Pacific Railroads.

The only point of difference being that the Arkansas

Valley possesses, in the judgment of the person who mode
the report referred to, some advantages which the other

localities do not. This may, however, be ft matter of

taste with some persons, who would choose a more
northern locality, equally fertile, in the State of Ne-
braska, and where general farming may be carried on
with equal comfort and success. As a strong corrobora-

tion of the truthfulness of the report we may state that

the entries of "United States land the past season in th*

Wichita and Salina United States land offices (the Arkan-
sas Yuliuy district) have amounted to 500,000 acres, and
that the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad have
sold during the same period, and since May, 1S73, the
following quantities of land, viz. : in June 8,278 acres, in

July 9,008 acres, in August 12,547 acres, in September
19.1G3 acres, and in October 23,070 acres, at an average
price of $5 to $0 per acre. This does not look as though
there were many disappointed persons taking a back
track. On the contrary,we have letters from parties who
have settled there expressing themselves well satisfied

with their present success and future prospects, and
with the abundant fertility and great health fulness of

the country.

Other
on page 75.

Basket" Items will be found

Going; West.— 4 'D. M. C.,
1

' Independence,
Iowa. It is useless to blind one's eyes to the fact that a
vast emigration is going westward. At the same time
every westward-bound man leavcB a successor in hie

place in the east. It is the natural expansion which has
ever been at work in this country since the first emi-
grants landed. It is impossible to stop it ; it is the wisest

course to direct rather than to stem the current. A dozen
years or so ago your own state was peopled in exactly

the same way. Now Kansas, Nebraska, Minnesota, Col-
orado, and other states are filling up. To tell an Ameri-
can farmer to stay where he is or his boys to remain with
the old folks is to tell them to do something they will not

do, and it is labor lost. There are a few who go to see

and return more contented with their old homes, but

they are a very small minority. The railroads are the

effect, not the cause of this western emigration, and the

new settlers are by far more greatly benefited by the

roads at present than the roads by the settlers. At first

thercarc hardships and disappointments for both, but by

and by as in Iowa and Illinois, both become profitably

established.

Books Noticed

STAn Papers, by Henry Ward Beccher : J. B. FoTd

& Co., New York.- This, like several other volumes in

this list, has been on hand for some time waiting until

we could find space to notice it. Fortunately it is one of

those books that do not lose their freshness. Most of

the articles were written twenty years ago, and they will

be just as bright twenty years to come. This volume
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contains some of the best of Mr. Beecher's miscellaneous

writings, and in saying this we give it sufficient

commendation.

How to Paint, by P. B. Gardiner: S. R. Wells, New
York—Almost any one of ordinary "gumption" can

learn to paint sufficiently well to do ordinary jobs about

the house and premiBes. To those who wish to do their

own painting this little work gives hints about mixing

and applying colors that will essentially aid the novice.

Price, 75 cents.

Elements op Animal Physiolooy, by John Angell

;

a reprint of an English work by G. P. Putnam's Sons.—

Tills seems to be a very compact and comprehensive

little work, giving much useful information, and well

illustrated. Messrs. Putnam are to be congratulated

upon the generally excellent character of their elemen-

tary science series, of which this work is a part.

Handbook op the Treatment op the Horse, by

Charles Wharton : J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia.

Most works upon the horse and its management are too

bnlky and cumbersome. This neat little work of 137

pages contains about all that a person who keeps hut one

or two horses needs to know. BesideB the portion which

relates to general care and management, it gives an ac-

count of such ailments as can be safely treated without

the advice ot a veterinary surgeon. Price, $1.55.

Handbook op Hardy Trees, Shrubs, and Herba-
ceous Plants, by W. B. Hemsley : Estcs & Lauriat,

Boston.—This work is based upon the excellent work,

V'Amateur desJa?'dinx, in 4 vols., by Decaime & Naudin,

although it can hardly he called a translation of it, as the

arrangement is different, and it includes only the hardy

plants. This work, however, presents the same elegant

illustrations as the original. From our knowledge of the

French work we are safe in commending this to those

who wish to know something of the botanical relation-

ships of the plants they cultivate. As far as we have ex-

amined it, the work appears to be well done and the

descriptions remarkably free from technicalities.

Price $7.50.

Domesticated Trout. How to Breed and Grow them,

by Livingston Stone : James R. Osgood & Co., Boston.

—

This is not a very recent work, but it has been overlooked

until now. Mr. Stone is a high authority in piscicul-

ture, and has done much towards introducing fish into

onr waters. This work contains a very full account of

tin- art and mystery of trout raising, and is produced in

the exec lent style characteristic of the house by which

it is issued. Price $3.50.

Chimneys, Furnaces, FniEPLACEs, and Steam Boil-

ers, and Steam Boiler Explosions are Nos. 1 and 2 of the

neat science manuals issued by D. Van Nostrand, New
York. No. 1 is by R. Armstrong, and No. 2 by Zerah

Colhurn. They are small handbooks of 75 to 100 pages

each, and must be very useful to all who have to do with

furnaces and steam. Price 50 cents.

Rational Horse-Shoeing.—This little work is de-

scriptive and explanatory of the method of shoe-

ing horses with the Goodeuough shoe. It Is a book
that should be read by every hoise owner, because it

teaches a rational system of treatment of the horse's

foot, by following which the greater part of the troubles

which affect the foot of the horse may be avoided. Un-
fortunately, few owners of horses are sufficiently edu-

cated in tills respect to enable them to resist successfully

the ignorant and injurious methods of shoeing practiced

by blacksmiths, by which the hoof is burned and its most
important and necessary parts are cnt and hacked away.

The system taught in this book is in operation in most
ef the largest horse-car stables in New York and Brook-
lyn, as well as in those of the owners of some of the

most valuable high-bred horses. This fact is alone a
remarkable indorsement of this practice of treating the

hoof of the horse.

Catalogues Received.

Landreth's Rural Rcoister and Almanac for 1874.—

This contains, besides an almanac and useful calendar of

operations for each mouth, a catalogue of the seeds raised

anil sold by the old and reliable house of David Lan-

dreth & Sou. Philadelphia.

Hiqhtstown Nurseries.—Thomas J. Pullen succeeds

his father, Isaac Pullen. at one of the oldest nurseries in

the country, at Iligbtstown, N. J. This nursery makes a

specialty of peaches.

The Flower Garden.—Beach, Son & Co., 76 Fulton
street. New York, publish their peed and bulb catalogue
in the form of a quarterly journal. The portion devoted
to horticultural matters is ably managed.

B. K. Bliss & Sons publish a tender to their enormous
Illustrated catalogue in the form of an "Abridged Cata-

logue and Gardeners' Almanac." This contains all the

novelties of the season and the leading articles in the

larger catalogue iu a compact form.

Bryant's Nurseries.—The catalogue offers a good
assortment of fruits and an especially full list of ever-

green and deciduous ornamental trees. Another list con-

tains a large variety of tree seeds, especially those of

native kinds.

Charles A. Reeser's catalogue of plants and seeds

presents an attractive list of the standard varieties. His

place is at Ph-asautville, Venango Co., Pa.

Henry A. Dreer, Philadelphia, catalogne for 1874,

contains the usual standard flower and vegetable seeds

with several novelties and specialties.

The following European catalogues have recently

come to hand

:

A. Charoze, trees and greenhouse plants, Trelaze,

near Angers, France.

J. Monnier <& Co., seeds, Trelaze, France.

Clt. IIuber & Co.. Hyeres.—This is one of the largest

seed-growing houses in France, and their catalogue of

both vegetable and flower seeds is very full. They also

offer fine greenhouse plants.

J. C. Schmidt, Erfurt, Germany, seeds, plants, and

trees. Bouquets and ornaments of dried flowers are a

specialty with this establishment, and their illustrated

catalogue shows to what a wonderful extent this trade Is

carried on.

Louis Van Houtte, Ghent, Belgium.—Probably no

horticultural establishment in the world is better known
than Van Houtte's. The present catalogue is mainly

devoted to Alpine and herbaceous plants.

James Blackley, Leyton, London, Eng., has a cata-

logue entirely devoted to new varieties of carnations,

with the varieties handsomely illustrated.

Benjamin Reid & Co., Aberdeen, Scotland.—Cata-

logue of timber trees, conifers, and shrubs.

Bee Notes.—Advice to Beginners.

BY M. QUINSY.

It was probably colder during the month of November,

1873, than ever before in this latitude so early in the

season. The coldest morning was two degrees below

zero. December was very mild. The snow pf Novem-

ber is about gone, and the mercury has been down to

nine decrees once or twice only. Had I known that the

weather would be as it has been, and that it would con-

tinue so throughout the winter, I should not have advised

housing bees, even in this latitude. The pleasant sunny

days have been frequent, and all-snfficiont for their

health. Those who have been negligent or heedless,

and left them in the open air, if January proves mild,

may let them remain. Look to them often. See that

dead bees do not fall down aud choke up the entrance.

With a bent wire all can be cleaned out at any time ; or,

if warm enough to melt snow and ice. raise the hive oc-

casionally and sweep out all clean. If mice have been

at work small crumbs of comb will be scattered on the

bottom board, which will suggest a trap at once. Do not

mistake the brown particles like pin heads, perhaps

smaller, that will be seen on the bottom board, for

crumbs of comb. These particles after cool weather

commences, may always he seen, and arc worth observ-

ing closely. The quantity indicates the size of a colony,

better even than a sight of the bees. If no mice scatter

it, it may be seen directly under the spaces between the

combs in little ridges sometimes a half inch in depth.

If the cluster is strong and the time of confinement has

been long there will be a large quantity. You may tell

the exact number of combs that contain bees between

them, and how far they extend each way, by the length

and size of the ridges. In purchasing stocks in winter

observe this first, and any hive not showing streaks of

this substance under more than one or two combs you

may be satisfied has bnt few bees without looking to see

them. It is not profitable to buy such for stocks at any

price. When bees arc in health it is apparently dry, and

but few dead bees are mixed with it. Until very recently

I had supposed it was simply the fine particles or

wax that had covered the scaled honey iu the cells, and

bitten to pieces by the bees in getting at the honey.

Bavin- observed it in some colonics where there was no

sealed"honey, or but very liltle, it gave rise lo the idea of

Its being excrement in a dry state. When bees are filled

with honey, and become chilled, if only for a short time,

tbey do not seem to digest their food properly, and their

excrement Is discharged in liquid state-a sort of dysen-

tery—In or outside the hive. Bees have been confined in

comfortable quarters for seven consecutive months with-

out discharging any faeces unless in a dry state. These

facts suggested the idea that this substance, or a portion

of It, may be the excrement of bees in a healthy state.

Whether it proves to be mixed with excrement or oth-

erwise, it will give a criterion to judge of the health and

size of colony. Whenever the excrement is discharged
inside in a liquid state it indicates that it has been too
cold. The remedy is to niuke tlicin a little warmer. An-
alysis of Ibis dust may give us further light on other
points.

Those who have taken the precaulion to house their
bees need have no uneasiness about them, as very likely
they will require less care than otherwise. If severe
cold has been anticipated, and arrangements to protect
them against it have been made, there may be a little

danger of their being kept too warm. A thermometer
costs but little ; the satisfaction of knowing instead of

guessing how cold it is is great. Hang one in the room
with the bees, and if the temperature is nearly steady,

and does not go above 50° Fahrenheit, they may be jeft

quiet, and if the least ray of light is not admitted they

will not be likely to waBte. I know of a lot of bees that

were put in a dark, dry, warm cellar on November 10th.

Have now been in fifty days. The temperature has varied

only from 47° to 49° during the time, and bees never

seemed more comfortable and quiet. Should the warmth
at any time go much above 50°, I would recommend in-

troducing into the room a quantity of snow or ice, to

cool it properly, rather than set them ont before the

proper time.

Profit from Hot-Beds.

ROOT, ROCKPORD, ILL.

There is scarcely a town of 5,000 or even

3,000 inhabitants, but where the gardener or

florist can make an important and very profit-

able addition to his business by growing and
selling hot-bed plants for the garden. Two
causes have operated to prevent a full devel-

opment of this branch of business in our

smaller cities and towns.

First, while, florists and gardeners in our

large cities have abundant capital, their breth-

ren in smaller towns, and especially in the

West, either have but small means, or else have
other urgent demands for them ; so they are un-

able to make the required investment in glass

and fixtures. Secondly, the plants usually pro-

duced are not sufficiently stocky and well hard-

ened to attain extensive sale.

In showing how these difficulties can be ob-

viated I shall not state merely what can be done,

but shall confine myself strictly to what hat

been done in my own experience during the five

years past. Glass sashes 3x5+ feet ready for

use usually cost $4 each, making $1(3 for a bed
of four sashes. The interest upon this is $1.60,

and the wear and tear as much more, making
an annual expense of $3.20 per bed, and de-

manding an investment of $400 for glass in

carrying on twentj'-five beds. Believing this

to be an unnecessary expense, five years ago I

began using prepared sheeting, and with such

satisfaction that it now constitutes four fifths

of my covers. To render the sheeting more

transparent and at the same time make it air-

tight, use the following preparation : 1 quart

linseed oil, 1 ounce pulverized sugar of lead,

4 ounces pulverized rosin ; heat in an iron ket-

tle till all is thoroughly dissolved and mixed.

Apply while hot with a brush to the muslin

while stretched over a frame. Endeavor to

apply when two successive clear days can ba

had to dry it well before placing it over the

vapor and heat of a bed.

Before applying this two widths of muslin

are stitched together of such length as to make
them a few inches longer than a four sash bed.

The edges are hemmed (also on the machine)

and small brass rings sewed on firmly at fifteen

inches apart around the whole border. By
hooking these over small nails or inverted

hooks the cover is stretched nearly air-tight.

When it is desired to open the beds they can

be unhooked and rolled down as far as desired

and fastened, or rolled entirely off upon a clean
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board at the foot of the bed. Ready for use

these cost iu money $1.25, and in labor enough

to make the entire cost nearly equal the inter-

est on glass for one year. In careful hands

they will probably last three seasons. My own
last two seasons and are used for weeks to-

gether in the field for gathering turnip, let-

tuce, and other dry seeds, and in the fall in dry-

ing cucumber, tomato, and similar pulpy seeds.

For use on the earliest beds in the short days

of February, I prefer glass because it gathers

heat quicker during the few hours of sunshine.

If a week of cold, cloudy weather occurs in

April, of course cloth covers have their disad-

vantages, but I have never suffered an actual

loss from them, while annually with such help

as we are compelled to hire I lose something

from the glass beds, and taken altogether I pre-

fer cloth for most uses after the 10th of March.

They do not gather heat so rapidly during the

day as glass does, and hence there is less danger

of burning or drawing plants, nor do they

throw off heat so fast at night, and hence need

less covering. Fitting tight to the frames they

admit of no draughts, undergo no sudden

changes, and suffer little from dampening off.

They are safer than glass in inexperienced hands,

and are handled and stored at less expense.

Plants grown under such covers I am annu-

ally selling in large amounts and shipping to

other points where they are brought in compe-

tition with plants grown entirely under glass,

and I have never heard anything to their dis-

paragement. They are of course equally as

serviceable in the private garden as for com-

mercial purposes. [Our space will not allow

us to give Mr. Boot's method with tomato

pla Us ; we can only state here that he sows

the seed late in February in shallow boxes

placed in a strong hot-bed, and to guard against

accidents repeats the sowing every week or ten

days. The details of his after treatment will

be given next month.

—

Ed.]

Watering Stock in Winter.

We wish our readers would make the follow-

ing simple experiment. You have a trough or

half barrel into which you pump water for

stock. There is more or less ice in the water.

Your cows and sheep are drinking it. Put a

thermometer in this water and you will proba-

bly find that it is within a degree or two of the

freezing point. Then pump up a pail of water,

and if the pump has not been used for a few
hours you will find (at least we did) that this

water is also down to 33' or 34'. Now pump
two or three more pailfuls of water, or until

you are sure you have drawn up all the water

that has been standing in the pump and are

now drawing it fresh from the well. Let the

thermometer stand in this a few minutes and
you will find that this water is not far from
SO —or say from 15° to 20° warmer than the

first drawn water or than that standing in the

trough. In the summer, nearly every farmer
when he wants drinking water will pump out
the water that has been standing in the pump
because he knows that it is warmer than the

water in the well. "We should do the same
thing for our stock in winter, because this first

drawn water is much colder than the water in

the well. It has been found very advantageous
to artificially warm water for horses and cows.

We can not all adopt such a plan, but we can
take measures to give our animals water fresh

and warm from the well. We can avoid com-
pelling them to drink water in which ice has

been floating for some hours. A cow drinks,

or ought to driuk, not less than 75 lbs. of water

per day. This water has to be raised to the

temperature of the body—say 100'. The heat

required for this purpose is derived from the

combustion of corn, hay, or other food.

Those at the East think it a sad waste when
they hear that Western farmers bum corn iu

their stoves to cook their food or warm their

houses. Are they not more to blame for re-

ducing all the water their animals drink from
50° down to 32°, and then burning corn-meal

to restore these 18° of heat ?

Agassiz,

Everywhere that papers are read is the death

of Agassiz known, and those must be rare in-

deed who have not perused some account of

his life and labors. Some of the illustrated jour-

nals have given portraits of the great naturalist,

but they are so unlike Agassiz as we knew him
before the illness of a few years ago caused him
to suspend his labors for along time, that but

for the name below the pictures we could not

guess for whom they were intended. Think-

ing that many of our readers would like to see

a representation of him as he appeared in full

vigor, we have had an engraving made of a

photograph for which Agassiz sat at the re-

quest of the writer several years ago.

Although not an agriculturist, his portrait

properly finds a place iu an agricultural paper,

as, many-sided man that he was, he had a more
profound knowledge of the principles upon

which its successful following depends than

many who devote themselves especially to

agriculture. As a member of the Massachu-

setts State Board of Agriculture he thoroughly

identified himself with the farmers, and at

its meetings, from which he was never absent

unless ill or upon some distant journey, he was
ever ready to impart instruction, and by his en-

thusiasm in regard to matters relating to agri-

culture awaken alike enthusiasm in his hearers.

It is not necessary here to speak of the scientific

eminence of Agassiz nor of the great works

upon which it rests, as these have been so re-

cently recounted as to be fresh in the minds

of all readers. Aside from the great popular

respect in which he was held for his scientific

labors, he was regarded by the people at large

with a feeling of warm personal regard. Upon
the lecture platform he had a singularly attrac-

tive manner ; he made his subjects so plain, and

adapted himself to the commonest compre-

hension without appearance of " talking down "

to his hearers. Indeed he would speak of

things that were as familiar to him as the al-

phabet with such enthusiasm that one would

suppose they were the discoveries of the mo-

ment and he was for the first time making

them known.

His popularity as a public lecturer was un-

paralleled, but he found that lecturing in-

terfered too much with his scientific work, and

in later years seldom appeared outside of his

own lecture-room or the public meetings of

the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture. Per-

sonally, Agassiz was one of the most accessible

and genial of men, making friends wherever

he went and with all classes. Even the fisher-

men, who are not given to admiring those out-

side of their own craft, had a word of praise

for Agassiz. A little personal incident may
not be out of place, as showing something of

the unassuming character of the man. Soon

after Agassiz came to the country, the writer

was with him at a large party given in his

honor iu a New England town in which he

was giving some lectures. At the party

Agassiz was as "beaming" and as interesting

as one could be. We noticed that at the re-

freshment-table he was very abstemious ; and

soon after this part of the entertainment was
over, he intimated to us a desire to leave, and

we quietly departed. No sooner had we fairly

left the house than he began to hop, skip, and

jump in a most astonishing manner. "There,

that is over," he said ; "mw let us go and enjoy

ourselves." Oysters were suggested, and.though

it was rather late, we found a place still open

where we were soon seated over our oysters.

Having been brought up in a place celebrated

for its oysters, we supposed we knew something

about them ; but Agassiz soon convinced us

that we had much to learn. The talk of that

night will not be forgotten. He ran on in his

own charming manner with the whole history of

the oyster, from the " spat " to its full growth,

the difference of o}-sters in other countries, the

manner of their economical cultivation, the vari-

ous parasites and enemies of the oyster and much
more besides. Finding that the watch showed

after one o'clock, we rose to retire, and

found that the oysterman and his assistants

were all standing around at a respectful

distance, with eyes and mouth wide open,

quite willing to be kept up to this unusual

hour while this wonderful man discoursed.

Agassiz's memory was something remark-

able, not only for scientific facts but for

common names. He once said to the writer,

upon expressing surprise that he should re-

member the names of persons whom he had

seen but once, " I never forget a name when I

once know it."

However important his published works, the

great museum which he founded, and the An-

derson School of Natural History, the great

and lasting influence of Agassiz will be found

in the impulse he has given to the stud)' of

natural history in this country. When he first

came among us naturalists were very few,

only here and there one working by himself;

now they are numerous and to be found in

every state and territory. Falling in his 67th

year, in the midst of his usefulness, his name

will be honored in all civilized countries. We
could not do less than give this humble tribute

of respect to his memory.

Ogden Farm Papers.—No. 48.

Coming home again, after three months' ab-

sence, I found things " as well as could be ex-

pected under the circumstances," but circum-

stances had not been favorable. The well

from which the windmill forces water to the

barn and to the dairy, and which has never

failed before, though sometimes nearly dry,

had this season to be sunk eight feet deeper,

and went dry after all. The house well went

so nearly dry as to give a very scant supply

for the milk pool, and the brooks disappeared

from the face of the earth—everything went

dry except one stream more than two miles

away. From this all the water used on the

farm had to be hauled for weeks, and the vat

in which the deep milk-eans are set, not having

the fresh spring water for which it was intend-

ed, had to be kept cool by the constant use of

ice. Pastures were pinched down to the short-

est bite, and the com fodder ou which we

usually depend for almost the entire feed of

the latter part of the season, and for an abun-
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dance of winter forage, w«s nearly all of it

dwarfed, the early season being too cold for

strong growth, and the dry weather cutting

short all that was not well started—so that the

store left for winter use was almost nothing.

In short, the drouth had evidently been much
the most severe we have ever had, and any far-

mer will know what that means.

At the same time, I bad decided that I

should buy no more hay—that part of the im-

provement of the farm is, I am glad to say, fin-

ished, and the land is now able to make a good

stock of manure for itself—and the crop of the

year had been good enough to allow me to

stick to the decision. My Illinois herd would
take away about twenty-five head of Jerseys,

and I could make good arrangements for the

winter for all the calves, dry cows, and colts

on a farm near by where I have plenty of hay.

So we weut into winter quarters with only

eighteen head of horned cattle and the work-
ing mules. With this small stock, and with
the hay all of the best quality and early cut,

the steaming apparatus is laid by for this season,

and we are pulling through the winter very

comfortably after all.

I am not insensible to the pleasure and ad-

vantage of writing this series of papers ; but I

sometimes feel the annoyance of it, and wish
that less publicity need be given to my farming.

Of course, visitors are always welcome, and it

is to be expected that those of them who write

for the papers will print the result of their ob-

servations. It would be sometimes pleasanter

if they did not. One well-disposed'writer from
Pennsylvania came in the very height of the

drouth. He spoke no German, and my people

: i ik little English. He went away and wrote

'lis impressions—and evidently with a disposi-

tion to say as much for Ogden Farm and as

little against it as he possibly could. Yet this

is the impression he gives

:

The Jerseys are all right; when compared

with many in Pennsylvania the farm suffers by
comparison (of course it does, most of the

farms of this country do); one field was said

to have cut four tons per acre, he would have
guessed one ton (it cut four tons in 1872 in

the whole season, in 1873 not much over two
and a half, owing to the drouth); the drains

were not running, the windmill well was dry,

we have to drive miles to water, and would
find the salt sea nearer; underdraining seems

not to prevent drouth ; we were, in spite of all

this, making an average of 0| lbs. of butter per

week from each cow (not true, for we are buy-

ing considerable of milk in addition to our
own) ; the cows average 10 quarts a day (at

that season it was not over 7) ; to make a pound
of butter requires over 10i quarts of milk (of

our own milk at that season it took 7 to 8 qts.)

;

the pool for the deep cans is supplied from a

spring at the bottom of a well, 75 feet deep,

close by, and the water is drawn and put into

it by hand, which takes a man six hours a day
(tills is only during a rare drouth like thi9, and
even then only a few buckets of water are put

in each day to keep up the quantity, and ice is

used to keep it cool and fresh); the pool does

not contain running water, as we supposed,
" but is simply an open cistern " (it is supplied

willi fresh water by every wind that blow6,

except in times of such drouth); and so on,

pretty nearly to the end of the chapter. The re-

port is friendly and on the whole complimen-
tary, but the real facts of the cage at Ogdrn
Farm are about as incorrectly stated as they

|

could have been by an intelligent man with

every desire and disposition to state them cor-

rectly. I can only hope that my ignorance of

Dutch and Wonter Sluis's imperfect English

did not so much interfere with my impressions

of the Bermster in Holland.

Recently, in feeding our cows, we came upon
a part of the mow where we had put away
several tons of clover from a newly-seeded

meadow. We have now fed this exclusively

for two weeks, and although the hay fed be-

fore it was very good (mostly red-top) the milk

of the whole herd has increased fully sixteen

per tent. Comment is unnecessary.

Gen. Tilton, the director of the National

Soldier's Home near Augusta, Maine, has re-

cently published some statistics of the dairy of

that institution which are instructive. He has

since sent me the weights of the animals in

question, and the whole statement of the case

is as follows :
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Discarding fractions, the average weight of

the three classes was: Holsteins, 1,225 lbs.;

Grades (natives ?), 1,067 lbs.; Jerseys, 901 lbs.

"The grades," says Gen. Tilton, "are the best

of their class, having been selected with special

view to their milking qualities. The cows
were in no case overfed. They have had little

or'no feed except hay in winter, while in sum-

mer they have had poor pasture, supplemented

with green-corn fodder at night."

The proportion of milk (average per day for

the whole year) as compared with the average

weight of the cows of each class was

:

Ilolsteins, l"/ioo per cent of liTe weight.

Grades, l'Vioo
Jerseys, l'Vioo " " " " "

The proportion of cream may be best stated

as follows

:

Of Holstcius, it took 3V100 lbs. live weight to produce
orto quart.

Of Grades, it took 3»»/
l00 lbs. live weight to produce

one quart. *

' t Jerseys, it took 2"',»' lbs. live weight to produce

one quart.

The foregoing tables and calculations may
be with advantage considered in several differ-

ent lights, but there is one that is especially

important to butter makers:

If an animal (other things being equal) con-

sumes food in proportion to its weight, then, in

order to make as much cream from the other

breeds as can be made by a Jersey consuming
2,000 lbs. of hay,we must feed a Holstein 2,649

lbs., or a Grade (of the kind and quality used

by Gen. Tilton) 3,402 lbs. Of course, the sur-

plus would not be all wasted, the Holstein

would make more skimmed milk (containing

caseine), and the Grade would probably gain

flesh, while the Jersey would keep thin. Still,

when butter is the object, and no equally pro-

fitable use can be made of skimmed milk or

flesh, the profit lies heavily on the side of the

Jersey. I believe that a quart of Jersey cream

will make more butter than a quart of cream

from either of the other breeds, but this is only

a matter of opinion, not of positive knowledge.

Whether cows do consume food proportioned

to their live weight is a question which it is to

be desired that some one would settle by care-

ful experiment. Probably a thin animal would

eat more in proportion than a fat one, but the

weights and ages of Gen.Tilton's Jerseys show
that they were not thin. When I saw his herd,

two years ago, the}' were in excellent condition

of flesh.

Mr. H. B. Gunler, of De Kalb, Illinois, has

asked for an opinion on this question. He
puts it thus :

" If one of two cows of equal

weight will produce 25 to 30 per cent more
butter (or milk of the same quality) must she not

require more food, or are her digestive organs

enough better to make that difference ? I should

think that after allowing an equal amount for

the support of each cow's system they must re-

quire food in proportion to milk or butter pro-

duced unless one has more of a tendency to

put on fat than the other."

This question covers a good deal of ground,

and I have found nothing in my reading that

enables me to answer it very definitely, nor

have I ever been so situated as to experiment

with sufficient care and to sufficient extent to

decide it. At the same time, oue would think

that a matter of such vital importance should

have been elucidated before this time. Gen.

Tilton's experiment throws much light on it,

but does not go far enough. The experiment

should be made with animals of about the same

age, of the same breed, in the same condition

as to pregnancy, and in the same state of

health. They should be weighed every day,

and note should be made of their dni!v condi-

tion ; their milk should be weighed at each

milking, the milk of each should be creamed

separately, and the amount of butter the cream

of each makes should be noted ; the food of

each should be carefully weighed ; it would

add to the value of the experiment if the cows

were divided into two or more lots and fed dif-

ferently (alternating the food of different lots

from time to time) ; and, still further, if special

additions of grain, etc., be made to the food.

In the absence of such definite experiments

it is impossible to answer Mr. Guttler's question

with precision. The opinion I should give

would be an opinion only, but it would be that

the better producer of the two cows would not

only cat more food, but would also convert

more of what she did cat into the products' 6f

th" ud ler. If they consumed like quantities
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of food one -would doubtless take on more fat

than the other, and more of her food might pass

in the manure. There can in no case be a loss

of the elements of the food. It will form either

milk, flesh, or manure. A close observation

on the part of the farmer will enable him to

judge with much accuracy which auinal con-

verts the most of her food into one product and

which into the other ; but there can be no cer-

tainty shoit of actual weight and measure in a

carefully conducted trial. Certain breeds have
special tendencies. The Shorthorns for butch-

ers' meat ; the Dutch cattle (erroneously called

Holsteins) for milk; and the Jerseys and
Guernseys for butter. In each class there will

be individual tendencies to a greater or less

concentration of the nutriment in the product

for -which the race is distinguished, but so

much of it as does not go to this must go to

one of the others—or to the manure heap,

which is a waste as compared with the pro-

duct for which we seek.

I have a letter from a former correspondent

who complains of too rough handling in the

Ogden Farm Paper for October. He says he

did not mean any disparagement of foreign-

ers, only that right-minded young Americans

do not like to work under them, and that this

is one of the reasons why they leave the busi-

ness of farming ; that there is a disposition in

America to use foreign help and foreign wares

simply because they are foreign, and that if

gentlemen who go to farming would employ

American foremen they might get American
laborers. It seems to me that this would hardly

do much to " keep young men on the farm,"

for the simple reason that they can generally

do better than to work by the month. A young
American who has in him the stuff for a good
farm laborer usually has enough of another ele-

ment to make him ambitious to be something

better ; he goes to another occupation, or takes

a farm on shares, or manages (or tries) in some

way to improve his condition. The greatest

objection to him as a hand is that he don't

stick. He works well while he works, but he

is always longing to better himself, and that

makes him unreliable. The same is stiUmore
the case with American foremen. If they are

worth having they are out of place, and they

soon find it out and get farms of their own.
There are exceptions, of course, but this is the

rule. It is not so easy for foreigners to get

farms of their own, and this leaves a better

class of them from which to choose foremen.

I think the main reason why we use so many
foreign goods and employ so much foreign

help is because at the same price we get a bet-

ter article, and I know of no better reason that

we could have. So much of my remarks as

gave displeasure to my young friend were

brought cut ?y his misuse of the word " Amer-
icanism," and he says he did not mean by this

what I supposed he did.

I have just made up my dairy woman's ac-

count. She gets a bonus of one cent per pound
on all butter sold at $1 per pound. This

amounted from May 1st to December 31st, to

$31.88. In addition to this we sold several

hundred pounds before the Newport season

commenced for less than $1.

Considering the drouth I think we may be

satisfied.

J. H. Y. asks about crops for soiling. He
intended to sow a patch of rye early in the fall

for early spring feed, and another lute in the

fall for late spring feed (one acre in all), and

then to plant two acres of drilled corn for fod-

der ; and wants to know how many cows he

can keep from time of first feeding rye to end

of corn feeding. The arrangement is not a

good one. Probably the late and the early

sown rye will shoot at the same time in the

spring, the chief difference being that the early

sown will make the heavier growth. Rye is

only useful for a very early feed. As soon as

it blooms it imparts a bad taste to butter, and

the straw early gets too hard to be relished by
cattle.

A better arrangement would be : -J acre early

sown rye, I acre early sown oats, 2 acres corn,

planting at four different times from May
15th to July 1st in plots of -£ acre each.

" The cattle having the range of six or eight

acres of moderate pasture," the soiling crops

should suffice for the supplementary food of

from eight to twelve cows, according to how
"moderate" the pasture is, and how good the

land growing the soiling crops.

Stock Breeding.

The Importance of Good Blood and
Good Management.

BY T. C. JONES, DELAWARE, OHIO.

If anything can be regarded as settled in the

theor}' and practice of American agriculture it

is that, except in the immediate vicinity of

large towns and cities, and possibly on the rich

cotton and sugar lands of the South, the busi-

ness can not he made profitable without in-

cluding the growing or feeding of stock

;

which is found to be indispensable to the main-

tenance of the fertility of the soil and the suc-

cess of that mixed system of husbandry with-

out which we have no protection against the

disastrous effects of low prices and unfavor-

able seasons upon particular crops or products.

The opinion, therefore, which so generally

prevails, that stock-growing must be aban

doned in the older States for the reason that

their high-priced lands can not compete with

the cheaper lands of the new States and Terri-

tories, is manifestly erroneous ; because, what-

ever changes may be required in the practice

of agriculture in the older sections, in view of

the competition of the rich corn and grass

lands which by a mistaken policy are being

forced into occupancy in advance of the actual

necessities of the people, it seems obvious that

so long as the land is used for the production

of crops the grazing and feeding of live stock

can not be dispensed with.

This is demonstrated by the practice of the

farmers of Great Britain, who, notwithstanding

the high price of land and of all varieties of

tillage crops, pay more attention to stock

breeding than any other people in the world.

The course of agriculture in our own country

teaches the same lesson. I remember the time

when the feeders of the Scioto Valley grazed

their cattle on the prairies of Illinois ; and pre-

dicted that in a few years this great State,with

its matchless soil, would be able to raise cattle

enough to break down prices so as to render

the business unproductive in the older States,

just as we now hear the prediction that Texas

and the Territories will soon grow the beef for

the whole United States. But what have been

the actual facts ? Illinois, though surpassing

the most sanguine expectations as a corn and

grass-produefng State, had, according to the

last census, less than one hundred and fifty

millions of dollars invested in live stock, while
the old State of New York had nearly one hun-
dred and seventy-six millions. The live stock

of Missouri is reported as worth eighty-four

millions, while that of the old Keystone State

is set down at more than one hundred and
fifteen millions, and Ohio at over 120 millions.

Texas, with all its advantages as a grazing

country, and an extent of territory equal to a

half-a-dozen of the old States, has only 37 mil-

lions in live stock, while Michigan has nearly

50 millions.

It is also to be observed that while the West-
ern States, excepting Texas, are rapidly in-

creasing in live stock, as in all other products

of agriculture, the older States are also making
very respectable progress. Thus, while Illi-

nois between 1860 and 1870 added 77 millions

to the value of her live stock, New York dur-

ing the same period added 1'i millions. The
increase in Pennsylvania was 46 millions,while

in Missouri it was only 31 millions.

These facts are quite significant as indieating

the prominence which this great interest has,

and must continue to maintain, in American

agriculture. It is therefore safe to assume that

in the future, as in the past, the prosperous

farmer will be the man who handles most

judiciously his live stock ; for it is unquestion-

ably true that while this branch of industry is,

when properly managed, the most profitable,

as it is the most interesting, connected with our

vocation, it is the most disastrously unprofit-

able when the management is bad.

For example, a man who allows his growing

stock, say cattle, pigs, or sheep, to run down
during winter, so that, instead of gaining, the}"

lose in weight, will lose his entire winter's

keep, because his animals are worth less in the

spring than they were the previous fall. And
so the man who buys a lot of badly formed

scrub cattle, because they cost less than good

ones, will lose a heavy percentage, because

they will not " lay on " flesh as well-bred cattle-

would on the same feed ; and when brought to

market they will have to be sold for at least

25 per cent less per 100 lbs. on account of their

inferior quality and weight.

If for breeding or milch cows inferior ani-

mals and inferior blood are procured, the result

will be still more disastrous. If we select a

good cow that will give a fair quantity of good

milk, and of such form and blood that her

calves will be worth raising, and that can be

converted into a good carcass of beef when no

longer wanted for breeding or for milk,we shall

have made the most profitable investment that

pertains to legitimate agriculture ; while a cow
with qualities the reverse of all these will be

the most unprofitable thing that could be

selected. The same observations will apply to

stock breeding in all its branches. "Blood
will tell "—if you give it a chance—but an ill-

bred and ill-formed animal will usually " eat

his head off" under the best management.

It was in view of this undeniable fact that

the great Bakewell insisted that everything

depended on blood. You must have a good sort,

and having this reserve only the best for

breeding. Insist upon " the survival of the

fittest " only for breeding purposes, and thus

if you feed well, so that your young stock is

always kept in a thriving condition, you will

maintain the excellence of your stock and in-

sure satisfactory profits from a branch of in-

dustry that is as interesting to men of the

highest culture and refinement as it is essential

to the daily wants of the world.
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Morgaii Abdaliah.—*

—

The engraving represents a four-year-old

colt, Morgan Abdaliah, the property of the

Rev . W. H. H. Murray, whose farm is at Guil-

ford, Ct. We had an opportunity of exaniin-

i n g this promising

young horse with one of

his colta at the New
England Agricultural

Fair at Boston a few

mouths ago, and were

much pleased with him.

He is a very handsome
and beautifully formed

animal, of a rich dap-

pled bay color with

black points. His dis-

position is remarkably

gentle, and his training

or rather his manage-
i up to the present

time has been judicious

and successful in mak-
ing him perfectly docile,

although he is not in

the least wanting in

spirit. He possesses a.

large share of Morgan
blood, being descended

from Justin Morgan on

the side of both sire and

dam. He has also the

blood of Old Abdaliah,

through his grand-dam

on his sire's side, who
was by that renowned

horse. He has trotted a

in 43 seconds, although

nessed but twenty times, and has never

been shod. But while we do not undervalue

in the least the attribute of speed in a horse,

we look upon this as well as all other worthy

representatives of the Morgan race as being

in an especial degree the farmers' horse—the

general utility horse in fact. Docile yet active

and spirited in temperament ; hardy in consti-

tution ; stout and

trustworthy in the

draft ; sagacious

and ready to learn,

and, possessed of

a good memory,
remembering what
he has once
learned ; a good
worker; a good
traveler and easily

kept ; ho is prob-

ably tlie best horse

upon a farm that

can be had, and
will do as much
work as many a

larger horse, and
at a less cost and

in a more satis-

factory manner.

Without disparag-

ing in the least any
other of our val-

uable and worthy
classes of horses,

we feel justified

in giving at least this credit to the Morgans.
Many farmers find it best for them to keep
a moderate-sized horse adapted for use in
the plow as well as in the buggy, and avail-

able for heavy draft upon the roads,

and iu the Morgans he finds precisely the

horse he needs. Those who desire heavy

horses will seek the heavier breeds, which have

greater weight but at the same time less speed

and activity. But it is a question if heavy

horses are the most economical upon farms

MORGAN ABDALLAH—PROPERTY OP TITE REV. W. H. B. MURRAY.

where the labor is of a varied character, and

where activity is more desirable than weight.

Shropshire-Down Sheep.

A portrait from life is here given of a pair

of Shropshire-Down sheep imported recently

with a considerable flock by Mr. Joseph Hoyt
of Suisun city, California. This class of sheep

fleece, which reaches in good specimens a

weight of eight or nine pouuds of medium
wool, produce a heavy carcass of good iean mut-
ton, are hardy, and bear a change of Climate

and pasture well, and are more prolific of

lambs than some of the others of this class of

black - faced breeds.

They arc favorite sheep

in the west of England,

and have their home
mainly in the county

of Shropshire, although

they are pretty widely

scattered now through

the central part of Eng-
land. There they have

acquired the reputation

of being the " rent pay-

ers," which to an Eng-
lish farmer is indicative

of the very highest val-

ue, for the rent is not

only a serious item of

necessary outlay, but it

has to be met punctu-

ally when due, and any

day a flock of Shrop-

shires may be drawn
upon as so much cash.

Although not as yet

very well known here,

there is no breed better

adapted to our varying

circumstances. For Cal-

ifornia they are remark-

ably well adapted, and
will undoubtedly make

their mark there in improving the native Cali-

foruian sheep. For this reason it is to be hoped
that Mr. Hoyt's enterprise in personally select-

ing his flock from amongst noted prize winners

in England, at a large cost of time and money,
may be rewarded by abundant success.

IMPORTED SUHOPSITXRE-DOWHS,

ia cross-bred, but has been bred so carefully for

the last twenty years that they may now justly

be considered as an established breed. They
have the good points of both the South-Downs
and the Cotswolds combined, bear a heavy

Early Eggs.—Fresh eggs in the winter are

one of those luxuries that farmers may com-

mand more read-

ily than any other

people. A fresh

egg at this season

is a rarity upon a

farmer's table.
Yet they are easily

to be had. For
many years we
have never been

without them. A
few early pullets

well fed through-

out the fall, or

even at this sea-

son, early in the

winter, will lay

by the end of De-

cember, or sooner,

if they have been

well cared for.

Our plan was to

prepare especially

for a dozen select-

ed young hens or

pullets a warm dry

house ; to feed
them some meat scraps, boiled potatoes given

warm, warm parched corn, and scalded wheat

also fed warm, with some pounded bones and a

few peppers occasionally mixed in their feed.

Warm milk or curdled buttermilk was also oc-
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casioually given to them. A large glass win-

dow -in the house gave them light and sunshine,

in which they basked in cold weather. For all

this care we were repaid by a constant supply

of eggs all through the winter, and by February

or early in March some of the hens would set,

and bring out early broods which would take

their places the next season.

Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 122.

Last winter I found that there was great

danger of my cellar freezing during a cold,

•windy night. It occurred to me that a little

boiling water poured upon the cellar floor

would be of some service. I said nothing about

it, for I thought I should get laughed at; but

after every one else had gone to bed I got a

pailful of boiling water and sprinkled it about

the floor and shut up all the doors and win-

dows tight. It saved the cellar; and no one in

the house ever knew what risk we ran of hav-

ing frozen potatoes. I don't want to tell tales

out of school, but it so happened that I wrote

the next month's calendar for the Agriculturist,

and in one of the "Hints about Work" I sug-

gested this plan. I can recollect that I thought
'

it hardly worth mentioning, but that at any
rate it could do no harm.

One of my German neighbors said to me the

other day :
" That paper you and the Deacon

write for is first-rate. I signed for it last year.

I did not think I could afford it, but I wanted
to see what the Deacon said about you. I wish

I had taken it before. It saved me ten dollars."

" How was that, John ? " I asked.
" Well, you see," he said, " I have got an

awful cold cellar. When the stove goes out at

night and the wind blows it's most sure to freeze.

I had a lot of potatoes in the cellar, and thought

they would all be spoiled. I read what was
said in the paper about pouring boiling water

on the cellar floor. I tell 3'ou it saved the

potatoes. That editor is a smart man. I guess

he is a German."
The incident pleased and amused me. It

shows that one never knows what will or will

not do good, and that those of us who " write

for the papers " should not be afraid to men-
tion a matter because it seems a simple thing.

John Johnston sends me an ear of Ins corn.

" I think," he writes, "it is a very good kind,

and if }'ou have none of it I will send you a

bushel for seed if I live until next planting

time. It is called the White Flint. I had 158

bushels of ears per acre of 40 lbs. to the bushel.

A man who buys a good deal of corn in the

ear said he would rather buy this corn at 75

lbs. per bushel in the ear than have it shelled

at 60 lbs. per bushel. He said he never saw
any so well filled out."

The ear sent me contains eight rows, and
there are 64 kernels to the row, or 512 kernels

in the ear. My own corn is the common eight-

rowed yellow. I got it from Mr. Dewey, who
lias taken great pains for many years to select

the best ears for planting. I have just counted

the kernels on one of the best ears, and found

57 in the row or 450 in the ear.

Mr. J. continues: " I drilled my corn at the
rate of about five seeds to three feet in the row

;

rows 3 ft. 4 in. apart. I cultivated it thoroughly,
but gave no hoeing except the two outside rows
and about six feet at each end of the tows. So
many suckers came up no weeds or grass could
grow. It was as clean as it could have been

made if I had hoed it all the time. I got some
stalks with two cars that gave from 710 to 950

kernels from one planted."

The Washington Co. Agricultural Society

appointed a committee to examine a crop of

corn raised last year by Mr. James W. Dickey,

of West 'Alexander. The committee report

that they selected three average shocks in dif-

ferent parts of the field aud husked the corn.

They got 19 half bushels of ears from the three

shocks, or 3 '/c bushels of ears to each shock.

There were 1,104 shocks on the 15 acres. This

would give 3,499 bushels of ears, or 233 bushels

of ears of corn per acre.

The field had been in grass eighteen years.

Last spring, as soon as the frost was out, it was
plowed up at an average depth of 21- to 3 inches.

The sod was well turned over and harrowed
six fimeshefore planting. The land was marked
out in rows 3 ft. 1 in. one way and 2 ft. 5 in.

the other way. It was planted April 20th, and

I judge from the report about four kernels

were planted in each hill. This is very thick

planting. When the corn was partly iip it was
harrowed with a common harrow. It was
then cultivated twice in a row five times in all.

At the last working the corn was up to the

horse's back.

I have an idea that the report is designed to

show the advantage of shallow plowing for

corn. To me it shows the advantage of thor-

oughly working the land and keeping the

manure or sod near the surface. Mr. Dickey

keeps 950 sheep, and I suppose this field had
been pastured for many years. A sod turned

over only 2+ to 3 inches deep and harrowed six

times would be pretty well pulled all to pieces

before the corn was planted. It would in fact

be equivalent to a top-dressing of manure
thoroughly worked into the soil. The frequent

cultivating afterwards in warm weather would
favor its decomposition and the corn roots

would get a liberal supply of plant-food.

It is evident that Mr. Dickey does not believe

in shallow plowing, for the committee speak

of another 15-acre field of his that had been in

corn two years that they thought would yield

nearly as much as the other. This field was
plowed shallow when in sod and planted to

corn, and then plowed " very deep" aud planted

to corn again.

"It was those 950 sheep," remarks the

Deacon, " that did the business. There is

nothing like sheep for enriching land."
" I believe in sheep, Deacon," 1 replied, " but

that remark is only true in part. It is not the

sheep that enrich the land. A sheep can create

nothing. A sheep returns to the land nothing

more than it takes from it."

"Don't you think," said the Deacon, "that

the sheep enrich your Northern Spy orchard?"
" In one sense yes and in another sense no.

If I run a lawn mower over the field every few

days and left the grass to rot on the surface I

think the land would sooner or later be en-

riched by the mown grass as much as by the

droppings of the sheep."

" The sheep kill the weeds," said the Deacon,
" and bring in better grasses and clover."

" Mr. Lawes did the same thing," I replied,

"by the use of artificial manures. It is not the

sheep."

"I don't sec what you arc driving at," re-

marked the Deacon as lie got up to go.

"Hold on, Deacon," I cried, "the weather is

stormy, and you have nothing to do. What I

want to say is that it is the growth of the grass

that enriches the land, and not the sheep. Or,

to go back to the real root of the matter, it is

the gradual decomposition of the organic mat-
ter and the disintegration of the inorganic

matter in the soil itself that furnishes food for

plants. If we carry off all these plants the land
becomes poorer. If we feed them out on the

land the soil becomes richer. There is no more
actual plant-food in the soil, but what there is

is in a more available shape. This 15-aere

field of Mr. Dickey's that had been pastured for

eighteen years lurnished a certain amount of

plant-food every year from the inert matter in

the soil. The air decomposed it, the rain dis-

solved it, and the roots of the grass took it up
and the leaves organized it into food. The
sheep ate the grass, converted the food into

wool and mutton, and their droppings returned

to the land some 90 to 95 per cent of all the

nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash that the

grass contained, and a still larger proportion of

lime, soda,, magnesia, and other mineral ele-

ments of plant-food. This plant-food was
again taken up by the grass, together with the

amount gradually, rendered available by the

decomposition of the soil. If the latter amounts
to more than the small quantity removed in.

the wool, bonesj and flesh of the sheep, the land

gets richer and richer every year."

"You mean," says the Deacon, "richer in

available plant-food; not that there is abso-

lutely any larger amount in the soil. Now,
what I want to know is what becomes of this

extra amount of available plant-food. If it is

soluble, why is it not washed out by the rains

and lost ?
"

" That question opens too big a subject for

us to discuss this evening. I may remark,

however, that if you pour a solution of ammo-
nia, potash, or phosphoric acid upon a soil it

unites with certain ingredients in the soil and
becomes comparatively insoluble. Again, in

an old pasture the roots of the grasses contain

a large amount of the plant-food which has

gradually accumulated. An old sod contains

several tons of organic matter per acre. And
so it is not at all a difficult matter to see what
becomes of the plant-food which is gradually

developed from the soil. It is stored up in the

soil and in the sod ; and when you plow up the

land the sod is decomposed and furnishes

plant-food for the next crop. That great corn

crop of Mr. Dickey's got more or less of the

plant-food which had been gradually devel-

oped from the soil and stored up during the

last eighteen years. The sheep did not create

this fertilizing matter ; they merely helped to.

preserve it and turn it to good account. The
plant food comes from the soil."

The Deacon was silent a few minutes, and
then said :

" I don't see, according to your
theory, why our lands should not become-

richer instead of poorer."

" It is because so few farmers take pains to-

save the plant-food which is gradually devel-

oped from the soil. Instead of keeping sheep

they sell the hay. Instead of draining the land

they let the surface water run away with the
soluble plant-food. Instead of cultivating Ihe

land and developing the plant-food they let the

weeds rob the crowing crops. Instead of care-

fully saving the manure they let the best por-

tion of it run into the- nearest ditch."

Farmers do not differ essentially in these

matters from other people. The man that

knows how to make money and to snvc it is

the exception. It seems an easy matter to get

rich, and it seems equally easy to make the

land rich—on paper.
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Let two young men begin life at twenty years

of age with $10,000 each. It' one can so man-

age his property as to make it bring in ten per

cent per annum, and can save ami invest the

whole, lie will find himself worth when seventy

years old $229,347.98. Let the other spend his

income, and draw $500 a year on liis principal,

and his income will grow less and less every

year, and at the end of ten years both principal

and interest will be reduced one half.

And so it is with farming. The plant-food

in the soil is the farmer's capital. That which
lies dormant pays no interest. If land is left

in a state of nature a small portion of the

plant-food becomes annually available. Tt pays

alow rate of interest. By cultivation, drain-

ing, etc , die plant-food is more rapidly devel-

oped, and a higher rate of interest may be

obtained.

"I see what you are driving at," says the

Deacon. " You mean that if a farmer tills bis

land he will grow good crops, and that if he
sells these crops he is spending bis income and

drawing more or less on his principal ; but that

if he plows under these crops or feeds them

out on the farm be is adding to his capital, and

gets annually a larger income. In other words,

his farm is getting richer and richer and more
and more productive. This is all very well.

But a farmer has got to sell something to get

money to live on."

" No one, Deacon, understands that better

than I do. All 1 want to show is that if a man
can invest his money at a good rate of interest,

and add the income or even a part of it every

year to the principal, he will get rich ; ami it is

equally true in regard to increasing the fertility

and productiveness of the farm. Of course, I

do not mean that a farmer should not sell any-

thing; but he should aim to sell such products

as carry otf the least quantity of plant-food.

For instance, butter carries off nothing of any

value as manure
;
pork carries otf scarcely any-

thing ;
animals of all kinds carry off compara-

tively little ; wheat flour carries off very little

—the plant-food of a crop of wheat is nearly

all in the straw, chaff, and bran."

" Yourmangel-wurzelsjudgingfrom the way
you have to manure them," remarks the Dea-

con, " must require a great deal of plant-food."

" Time, Deacon, but you know that I do not

sell them. They are fed to the sheep, cows,

aud pigs. The cows carry off nothing, for I

sell nothing but the butter; the pigs carry off

very little, aud the sheep only from five to ten

per cent. Taking leaves, roots, and bulbs, I do

not think I lose, or need lose, over three per

cent of *.he plant-food contained in the crop

And it is so with clover when fed out on the

farm. Taking the roots into the account, I do
not think we lose, when the cron is fed nul on
I he farm and the manure carefully saved, over

three per cent."

" This is all very well," said the Deacon. " I

know, of course, if a man has $10,000 to start

with, and can invest it at compound interest

and save it, he will become a rich man. But

the trouble is to get the $10,000."

"I think you and I, Deacon, were worth

$10,000 a piece when we were 20 years old."

" I was not worth $1,000," said the Deacon.
" You mean," I replied, " that you had not

one thousand dollars in cash. I don't know-
that I had one hundred, and yet I think, if we
bud only known il, you and I were worth

r ' . ib it amount of capi-

tal locked up in us. The truth i-, very few

people appreciate the real value of a healthy,

active, industrious, energetic, sober, and intelli-

gent man. Ten thousand dollars is a low price

for him. If such a man can earn and invest at

compound interest at ten per cent $1,000 a

year, he will at the end of fifty years be worth
$219,347.98."

Earning, saving, and investing money is the

secret of getting rich. Developing the re-

sources 'if our land, saving them, and so using

them t! at thi y will produce crops that carry

off little plant-food is the secret of making our

farms rich. TVe should not let our plant-food

lie idle. We should keep it moving. To d

this to the best advantage is a great art and a

profound science. In this country the]

everything to stimulate us to advancement and

improvement in agriculture. We own the

land. If we can manage to secure a liveli-

hood, and ai the same timi add to the fertility

of our farms, we are in a'fair way to get rich.

And it is well worthwhile to n a .decided

effort in this direction.

There is a good prospect for good farmers.

"I don't know about that," said a neighbor;
" if I could sell my farm I would quit the busi-

ness. And if I can't sell, I mean to rent it.

As things are now, it takes all I can raise to

pay my hired help."

"That is because wages have been too high,

and because you do not raise enough per acre.

Wages will be lower aud prices higher; and
if you will farm better you will make money."
"I cun't see it in that light," he replied.

"My wheat crop last year did not average five

bnshels per acre."

" It was one of the worst seasons for wheat

we have had for many years."
" We have too many bad seasons."

" Well, what are you going to do about it f

It is no worse for you than for others. You
should not go to sea expecting nothing but fair

weather. You should prepare for storms. If

you had had a good crop of wheat last year,

and a good crop of barley, and a good crop of

potatoes, and a good crop of choice apples, you

would feel richer an! jollier than Yandcrbilt

did last October when New York Central stock

was down to 79£, Western Union to 43J, aud

Lake Shore to 57J, and few buyers at that.

" I do not say that a fanner can always be

sure of good crops. I know that such is not

the case. But if you would farm better—if

you would drain your laud, cultivate it thor-

oughly, kill the weeds, make more and' richer

manure, you would stand a fair chance of get-

ting good crops even m a bad season."

I wish Mr. Bliss, instead of offering prizes

for the greatest yield of potatoes from a pound
of seed had offered them for the largest yield

per acre. The Deacon and I have just been

reading the report of the committee. It is an

interesting document. The Deacon seemed to

think there must be some mistake. I told him

I once knew a gardener who accidentally

dropped a potato near a hot-bed, and it got

covered with some manure and came up. It

was not in the way. and so be hoed a little earth

round il and lei ii grow, The ground was very

rich, and the plant threw up a great many

suckers. "Every few days he pulled a I

e irth to It, and before autumn he had a

hill a good deal larger than a half barrel. He

dug over a peek of potat ! 9 from that one hill.

"What variety was it?" the Deacon.
" I did not as'c. I saw the plant while it was

ing, and have no doubt it produced an

immense crop, but I attributed it to the manure
and the extra care. It never occurred to me
that it proved that the variety was anything
remarkable."

"I can believe a story of that kind," says the

Deacon. " He got say 15 lbs. of potatoes from
one potato, which may have weighed a pound.
But in these premium-potato trials one man
got 007 lbs. of potatoes from one- pound of

seed, and the lowest yield in the 20 different

trials, by different people, in different pans of

the country, was 250 lbs. from one pound of

seed. We usually plant G bushels of seed per

acre, and get about 120 bushels—or say 20 lbs. of

potatoes to 1 lb. of seed. If we could grow
250 lbs. from 1 lb. of seed, we should get 1,500

bushels of potatoes per acre ; or if we could
grow 007 lbs. from 1 lb. of seed, -!ionld

grow 3,042 bush Is ."—The Deaci a

laughed a quiet I m -h ir tgged his shoul-

ders, but made no further r

" The experime ; on," I replied, "are
designed to show the wonderful vitality and
productive powers of two new varieties of

potatoes. We must take the facts for what
they are worth. No farmer would, think of

planting potatoes as these were planted. We
want to raise big crops per acre.

'

perimenters tried how much they could t

from a pound of seed. They cut their pound
of seed into a hundred or si piei . with never

more than one eye in a set, and frequently

with less. They planted one of these hundred

pieces in a hill. For anything that appears to

the contrary, each hill in:;, i, apied

a square rod. If the hills wen I
i it,

there would he 1,210 hills in an a and if the

pound of seed planted 10J hill t, as the n port

gives us to understand was sometimes the case,

and the produce was 250 lbs., the crop would
turn out about 50 bushels per acre. If it was

007 lbs., which is the largest yield reported, it

would be about 120 bushels per acre. The
committee say ' the hills were invariably placi d

a considerable distance apart, rarely less than

three feet each way, and ofteni ' If

they were four feet apart, there woul; bi

bills in an acre, and if the hundred hills yielded

250 lbs., the yield per acre would be G,837A lbs.,

or a little less than 114 bushels of GO lbs. ; and

the largest yield reported would be (100 : 2,847 ::

G07 : 17,281), 17,281 lbs., or 288 bushels per

acre."

" That looks more reasonable," says' the Dea-

con. " I usually plant 3J feet apart each way."

This would give 3,550 hills per acre, and the

smallest yield reported would be about 143

bushels per acre, and the largest about ;;00

bushels per acre.

I know very well that this is not doing these

varieties justice. They are doubtless capable

of producing much larger crops if more and

larger seed had been used. And as I said be-

fore, I hope that hereafter the prizes will be

Offered for the largest yield per acre rather

than for the largest production from the small-

est quantity of seed.

A New Method of Hurdling Sheep.

Some time ago an English gentleman devised

a method of irrigating grass land and a method

of successfully Eeedingof -bee;, upon the enor-

mous crops of grass he is th 1 to grow.

Tiic mode of Irrigation was described and illus-

trated in the ' ember.l

j, wj]] i, 1(f , of our readers to know

the manner in which this cue
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Bahman fed 66 sheep for sis months upon

each acre of ground thus irrigated. He had

constructed a quantity of hurdles of a peculiar

vents an}- trespassing upon the other side of

them, aud by using two rows of hurdles the

sheep are kept in the narrow strip between

Fig. 1.—INTERIOR OF COVERED CATTLE STALLS

Jescription. They are 12 feet long, and are

ide of a stout pole hored with two series of

- 12 inches apart. Stakes six feet long are

TjHs.t into these holes, so that they project from
i three feet on each side of the pole. One

3CTfes of holes is bored in a direction at right-

insjles to that of the other, and when the stakes

HS all properly placed they form a hurdle the

i >f which looks like the letter X. The en-

. ing below shows how these hurdles are

j..ide and the method of using them. A row of

< hurdles is placed across the field. The
3' Id in which they are used consists of six

arcs. A strip of 10 feet wide is thus set off

upon which 400 sheep feed. They eat up all

Hie grass upon this strip and that which they

c-;m reach by putting their heads through the

hurdles. The hurdles are then turned over,

exposing another strip of rather more than four

feet wide at each turn. When this is fed off

them. Their droppings are therefore very evenly

spread over the field, and it is very richly fer-

tilized by tbem. At night the sheep are taken

off and the grass is

watered. The growth

is one inch per day

under this treatment,

and when the field

has been fed over, the

sheep are brought

back again to the

starting point and

commence once more
to eat their way along.

As to the practica-

bility of this method
with us under our

circumstances there is

cost of the apparatus

large.

that here. The labor of attending to 490 sheep
so closely fed would be at a minimum of cost.

The feeding of 400 sheep a whole summer
should be worth $1.80 each at one cent a day
per head, which is the usual payment for pas-

turing sheep in flocks for drovers. This would
be equal to $118.80 per acre. These figures

would seem to leave a margin for profit even
for us. They seem honest ; but although fig-

ures are said to be perfectly trustworthy and
truthful we have in practice so often found
them to belie their general character, that we
would not in this case pin our faith upon them
without some experiment. Nevertheless we
feel sure about the value of the hurdle and this

plan of using it iu many cases. Some few far-

mers here grow rape for late summer feed for

sheep, and man}' thousands might well do so.

For penning sheep upon rape these hurdles are

very much better than the ordinary flat ones

which have to be firmly set iu the ground and
tied together, while these are self-sustaining

and instantly turned over. This great advan-

tage should make them very acceptable to us.

Covered Stalls for Cattle.

The use of covered stalls for feeding cattle

and preserving manure is becoming very gen-

eral amongst the better class of English farmers.

Occasionally they are made use of by farmers

Fig. 2.—ELEVATION OF COVERED CATTLE STALLS.

some question. The
for irrigation is very

The yearly interest, on the cost and

SHEEP HURDLES AND MANNER OF USING THEM.

fce hurdles are again turned over. The
eitevaux-de-frise presented by the hurdles pre-

the maintenance together, is $57 per acre in

Euglaud. It would not be much more than

in this country with the best results. That
they may be the more generally known we have

prepared the accompanying engravings to show
their structure. Fig. 1 shows the ground
pian of a shed containing fourteen stalls,

each ten feet square with a passage way
in the center of four feet wide. Fig. 2

shows the elevation of the building with

the arrangement of the doors. It is of

two stories, the upper one being used

for the storage of straw, hay, or roots or

the preparation of the feed. Fig. 3

shows the interior of the building, with
some of the stalls upon one side. With
these views the following short descrip-

tion will be more readily understood.

The shed here described is TO feet long
by 24 feet wide, having seven stalls upon
each side. It is built of plain boards
and scantling, and one of the cheapest

character will answer every purpose as

well as the most costly building; the

shelter and preservation of the manure
being the chief objects in view. There
is a door at the rear of each stall divided
into upper aud lower halves so that the

||jjB upper one may be opened for ah- and
ventilation. There is a large door at

each end of each row of stalls, aud the

divisions between the stalls are made
of movable bare. These bacs being

taken away a wagon may be driven through
the building from end to end for the removal
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of the manure. The floors of the stalls are

sunk three feet below the surface. Here the

cattle are fed atul well bedded with straw. If

the straw is cut into lengths of at least three

inches the manure is so

much the better for it.

The litter and the ma-

nure remain in the stall

during the whole winter,

and as they gradually ac-

cumulate and the floor

rises the bars are raised.

Each bar fits into sockets

in the posts of the build-

ing, and is held into its

place by pins. The feed

trough is made to slide

up and down upon iron

bars as may be needed.

There is also a rack

slung from the roof or

ceiling above, between

each pair of stalls, for

long straw or hay, which

is given once a day to

the stock. The most appropriate and econ-

omical feed for the stock in these stalls is cut

hay and meal and roots, either steamed or

otherwise. The richer the feed given the richer

will be the manure.

H

3.—PLAN OF STALLS.

An Improved Horse-Trough.—•

—

There are a great number of horses which
have the wasteful habit of throwing their feed

out of the trough by means of a side jerk with

the nose. This is especially the case with

horses that are fed with, cut feed, and it is in

IMPROVED HORSE-TROUGH.

the search for the loose meal which finds its

way to tie bottom of the trough that the mis-

chief is done. We have prevented the waste

by simply nailing a few bars across the feed-

trough as shown in the engraving. The horse

then finds it impossible to throw his feed out,

and must take it as he finds it. The bars should

not he more than a foot apart.

Burning Shells to Make Lime.—»

—

The engraving <hows the usual method of

burning shells for lime in pits or heaps. This

may be done very readily in places where

shells are abundant and stones for building

kilns are searec, as in localities along the bays

and inlets along the coasts. In these localities

shells are the only available source fur a sap-

ply of lime, and this valuable fertilizer can not

be procured in any other way except at great

expense. To burn the shells a level spot

should be made about twelve feet in uiau

A quantity of rough brush-wood is then laid

down several inches in thickness, leaving four

or more open draft-way 01 Sues from the out-

side to the center. Fine kindling-wood is laid

in these draft-ways. A flue of sticks, placed

upon their ends, is also made in the center of the

heap connecting with these draft-ways. Upon
this lower layer of wood a foot in thickness of

tie ingenuity in place of the required pa
tience may avail themselves of the contrivance

here figured. It consists of a tube fastenet

to the bottom of the feeding pail so that the

milk can enter tht

tube by the bottom

and be sucked up lay

the calf. A piece ol

india-rubber t u b i

with a nozzle of <•.'-

der- wood, fro •

which the pith has

been forced, plan
in the end to prevti

collapse, will answi.

the purpose. A

I

the calf has had £

short experience wi&
a pail of this kind it

is usually the case
HEAPS OF SHELLS FOR BURNM8.

tb .

)t ft takeg tQ drit,k_

ing without the use of the tube, and it may
then be removed.

shells is placed, then a layer of wood and

then one of shells, alternating with shells and
wood, and gradually drawing in the heap until

a conical pile about eight feet high is made.

The central flue is carried up carefully to the

top as the heap is made. The heap is then

covered with swamp-grass or sea-weed or sods,

upon which earth is thrown and closely beaten

down. The hole at the top is left open at first.

Then fire is put to the bottom of the heap at

each of the draft-holes, and when the fuel is Well

kindled the holes are closed or partly closed

witli flat stones or sods so as to keep the fire

from burning too quickly. When the heap is

all on fire a flat stone is placed over the central

hole, and the drafts are very carefully watched

and managed so as to keep a moderate red-heat

inside the pile. A ladder should be kept at

hand to reach the top of the heap when neces-

sary. As the heap gradually settles down the

cracks which will appear should be closed with

fresh earth. If a large hole should happen to

be made a few shovelfuls of shells should be

thrown into it, a quantity of damp grass or

weeds placed upon them, and covered closely

with fresh earth. In three days the shells will

be burned into lime.

The best way to use the shell-lime is to draw
it as soon as cooled to the field where it is to be

spread and deposit it in small heaps one or two
rods apart each way, according to the quantity

to be spread. If half a bushel is placed at

each heap, and the heaps are one rod apart,

there will be SO bushels of lime per acre. If

the heaps are two rods apart there will be 20

bushels per acre, and if the heaps contain one

bushel there will be 40 bushels per acre.

A Calf-Feeder.

Patience is not a universal virtue, and a great

deal of patience

is required i n

teaching a calf

to drink. It is not

an unc o m m o n

thing to see the

milk spilled b;

the calf, and the

poor cr e a t u i a

banged with the

empty pail by its

more intelligent

owner as a gentle

intimation thai

it must not do so

again. Those who

Protection for a Circular Saw.

The circular saw is a necessary addition te

the horse-power on every well-appointed farm.

Besides its use for cutting fire-wood, it can tx

CALF-FEEDER.

would rather use a lit-

PROTECTION FOR CIRCULAR SAW.

made of great help in preparing lumber for

constant repairs and alterations which

needed. But such a saw requires to be

with caution. The table needs to be made
strongly and set very firmly. The grca

care is needed to avoid flying splinters, pi

of bark, or loose knots while the saw is in oj i

tion. The edge of a saw two feet in diami

revolving 3,000 times a minute, moves with a
velocity of G00 feet in a second, and any pieces

or splinters which may be thrown over tin- -

moving with equal velocity, acquire force suSV-

cient to do a serious injury should they

any person. Tiiis danger maybe avoided

'lgoverthe saw(from the ceiling or bi

above) a frame of strip of pli il made as shows

in the accompanying engravi

than hanging a piece of solid plank, which is

done, because the plank Jbscarea

the sight, while the franc of strips does

and the operator, being at le to see betweei

strips, can view everything which is |

The spaces between the

more tha i inch each in width.
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A Square Harrow.

At the rccxuest of " W. B. S." we give an en-

graving of a square harrow jointed in the

middle. Il is made of 4 a 4 or 3 x 4 hard-wood

timber. Four pieces feet long and eight

pieces 3j feet long are required. These are

mortise 1 together, as shown in the engraving,

and each mortise is secured by a wooden pin

or a one-quarter iuch carriage bolt. The two

wings are connected by two eye-bolts in each,

__
E '.5 ^ "Ssr

A SQUARE HARROW.

through which a long rod passes. The rod is

secured by a nut at one end and a head at the

other. The harrow is drawn from one corner.

It contains 32 to 44 teeth of three-quarter inch

square iron, each 14 inches long. For a light

harrow the teeth may be of half-inch iron and

She timber of 2x4. There should be a light

KlU'iage bolt put through the end of each bar

to prevent it from splitting, and the teeth should

tie placed so that their edges will be in a line

with the line of draft.

A Sheep-Rack.

In feeding sheep in winter we have found

that unless the hay-rack is properly made the

sheep will get their heads through the bars and

wear the wool from their necks, besides filling

the wool upon their backs with grass heads

and clover seeds. This is a great inconvenience,

and injures the sale of the wool, besides wast-

ing some of it, which is pulled off by the bars

of the rack. To prevent all these troubles we
Lave used a rack such as is here figured. For
Ihrge sheep it should be 3i feet high at the

front. The bars are only three inches apart.

They should be made of ash, chestnut, or oak
strips, dressed and smoothly sand-papered, and
»n inch thick by one and a quarter wide. The
isont of the rack should slope backwards threo

IMPROVED SHEEP-RACK.

srfour inches. This prevents hay or clover
ifinst from falling out upon the sheep's heads.
At the rear of the rack sloping boards are fit-

to!, so that ns the hay is consumed it falls down
to the bars at the front where the sheep can

reach it. The end of the rack should be closed

with bars in the same way as the front, so that

young lambs can not creep in and get lost. By
want of this precaution a fine, lively young
lamb will sometimes get into a tight place,

where it may become chilled and die.

A Safety Drain.

Notwithstanding the healthfulness of the

farmer's occupation, and the abundance of

fresh air around him, he is nevertheless a vic-

tim to those diseases consequent upon the

breathing of foul air and the neglect of sani-

tary precautions in a greater degree than any

other class of people. It has come to be said,

and with justice, that typhoid fever is the far-

mer's peculiar disease, and that scarlatina and

dysentery are the prevalent diseases amongst

his children. There are many good reasons for

this. One frequent cause is doubtless the

drainage from cesspools and manure yards into

wells from the saturated ground around them
;

while another is the exhalation from kitchen

sinks which discharge into foul drains, or from
putrid places where slops are thrown in the

absence of sinks. A perfectly constructed

sink is an indispensable adjunct to a healthy

condition of the house. A perfect water-trap

should be made in every drain. The simple

bend in the pipe is not sufficient, because the

warm air in the kitchen during the winter sea-

son is sufficient to set an air current in motion

in the drain pipe which will be strong enough

to force a passage through the water contained

in the bend of which the air-trap generally

consists. But a perfect air-trap may be made
as follows : There should be made in the pipe

from the sink a bend sufficient to retain a por-

tion of the escaping water. Beyond this an-

other larger bend should be made, and between

lijWMiiWUtei'l-

The Imperial Pekiii Duck.

T

DIAGKAM OF A SAFETY DRAIN,

the two bends there should be a short pipe

fitted which comes to the surface of the ground

at least several feet or yards from the house.

The most convenient arrangement is to fit the

upper end of this pipe into the bottom of a

flower-pot or a wooden box which is sunk in

the earth and which is kept loosely covered.

This receptacle may be filled with some disin-

fectant which will destroy the poisonous gas.

Shavings saturated with carbolic acid or char-

coal saturated with a solution of copperas

would answer this purpose. This should be

renewed at least every month, or more fre-

quently if necessary. Then any foul air from
the drain or the cesspool, or other final recep-

tacle into which the drain may pass, can not

possibly enter the house, but at the worst will

escape into the air at a distance from it. If,

however, the trap is kept supplied with a dis-

infectant the foul gas will be neutralized.

The above engraving represents the whole
arrangement,which should be attached to every

farm kitchen ; in fact, it is applicable to almost

every house in the country and many in towns
and cities.

A few Imperial Ducks were imported from
China last spring, and have excited a good deal

of interest among the fanciers. They came
from the city of Pekin, and first attracted the

attention of the gentleman who imported them
by their great size. They were thought to be

a small kind of geese. They are very prolific,

each duck laying about one hundred eggs in a

season, beginning early in the spring. They
are white, but it is not the snowy whiteness of

the Aylesbury ; the bills are yellow and the legs

red. The wings are rather short, and they

make as little effort to fly as Cochin or Brah-

ma fowls. They are admirable birds for

small yards, and can be kept with as little trou-

ble as hens. Their period of incubation is

twenty-five days, a little shorter than the com-

mon Mallard. We bred them this year in con-

nection with the Kouens. They look nearly a

third larger when they first come out of the

shell. They have steadily kept the lead of the

Rouens, and for the first five months of their

history are larger and better birds. At two

months old the best Pekin weighed four pounds

and the best Rouen three and a half. The Pe-

kins at four months old weigh about twelve

pounds to the pair with ordinary feeding.

The}' grow with much uniformity as to size,

birds of the same age weighing very nearly

alike. What size they will attain in more

skillful hands, and when they reach maturity

remains to be seen. They are very hardy, are

quite easily raised in small inclosures without

water to swim in. Water to drink seems to

meet their wants quite as well as those of the

chickens with which they grow up. They are

undoubtedly a thoroughbred fowl and come to

early maturity. About sixty birds were raised

from the importer's stock—a quartette, which is

_—- very fair success. They
=n_ make a beautiful show
- ;\ in the brook that runs

_^r by his door. He dis-

~ posed of all of his stock

irgl that he would sell long

i before it was mature,

.
: and not a pair probably

can be bought at any

j price before the fall of

1874. If the introduc-

tion of this showy Chi-

nese fowl shall do for our ducks what the Asi-

atics have done for our hens it will mark a new
era in poultry raising. *

Fish in Small Ponds.

We receive frequent inquiries, especially

from correspondents in the Western Stales,

about the practicability of raising fish in small

ponds of surface water. This depends alto-

gether upon the kind of fish it is desired to cul-

tivate and the character of the ponds. We
would not advise any one to undertake to cul-

tivate fish of any kind in a small artificial pond

such as is often made near the barn for the

purpose of watering stock. A quarter-acre

pond in a hollow fed only by rains, nearly dry

in summer, is too small to do anything with,

for pleasure or profit in fish culture. Yet on a

retentive soil these small ponds may be greatly

enlarged by damming so as to retain all the

rains that fail in winter. If a pond of three or

four acres can be made, and six to ten feet in

depth, there is no difficulty in raising carp, of
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which the gold-fish is a variety, and almost

any of the coarser sorls of fish. Sim-fish or

roach do well in such ponds if they have coarse

sand or gravel in which to make their beds.

The yellow perch would probably thrive in

them, with brush or sticks near the .shore on

which to affix their spawn and to make a shel-

ter for their young. Of course, in such a pond

the number of fish that can be raised is quite

limited. They begin to devour one another at

a very early age, and this is the strongest char-

acteristic of nearly all the finny tribes through

life. It is their destiny to be eaten, and they

seem to have no nice sense of gratitude, to re-

serve themselves for the palate of the culturist,

but yield to the first mouth that opens. Con-

stant feeding with animal food will abate their

hunger somewhat, and leave more fish to reach

adult years, but this, in old communities where

such food is scarce, diminishes profits. "Where

springs are copious, trout can be raised to ad-

vantage in small ponds. To raise black bass

successfully clear water with a gravelly or

rocky bottom is needed, and the Larger and

deeper it is the better prospect of success.

What may be Expected of a Jersey Cow.

We receive a great many inquiries which
show that the characteristics of the Jersey cow
arc not very well understood even among the

readers of agricultural papers. One man wants

to know what sort of working cattle they would

make, and if the beef is as good as that of the

natives. Another is going into the milk busin. is ;,

and wants to know if the Jerseys are the stock

he should purchase. Another is near a cheese

factory, and thinks the Jerseys possibly may
be the best thing for him, A lady of romantic

turn has bought a Jersey heifer with her first

calf, and suspects she has been badly cheated

because she does not get a pailful of milk at

night and morning.

The Jersey is not a worker of miracles, and

can no more make something out of nothing

than any other breed of cattle. She is not even

an extraordinary animal, and does but one thing

in a superlative way. If one wants to raise

working cattle the Devons are beautiful to the

eye, and have been trained to the yoke for

many generations. If he wants early maturity

in the beeves the Shorthorns have no rivals.

If he desires a large quantity of good milk for

the nearest village market the Ayrshirc-s are

hard to beat. But if he wants a pet family

cow, giving a small quantity of very rich milk

for his own table, he may safely invest in a

Jersey cow. It is so rich in cream that we
should not like to repeat the statements of credi-

ble witnesses, who have milked the cows, poured

the milk into the lactometer and measured the

thickness of the cream, and churned and worked
the butter with their own hands. Five quarts

of milk have been known to make a pound of

butter. Heifers with their first calves some-

times make five or six pounds of butler a week,

and cows ten or twelve pounds a week. Ill

extreme cases, nineteen pounds have been pro-

duced in a week from one Jersey cow, of course

in flush feed, and with as much meal as she

could digest. It is not reasonable lo expect

that a cow giving milk so rich in butter will

give a very large quantity. The average of

Jersey herds probably does not exceed eight to

12 quarts per cow daily in good pasture. The
milk is very palatable, and children once accus-

tomed to it are apt to be disgusted with the

thinner fluids furnished by the milkman. The

butter made from it is of the deepest yellow,

very solid and waxy, and of the richest flavor.

It is unlike any other butter that comes to the

table, and the initiated would not fail to detect

it among a hundred samples made from the

milk of other breeds. The cream is so highly

colored that the milk of a single Jersey cow in

a herd of a dozen natives will increase the

color of all the butter made from the dairy.

There is a steadily increasing demand for Jer-

sey butter in the Boston and Philadelphia mar-

kets, where the article is best known. In the

suburbs of these cities this breed is very highly

appreciated, and the butter brings from 75 cents

to$la pound. It is quite the fashion for weal thy

families living in the suburbs a part of the year

to keep one or more Jersey cows.

The Jersey is valued not only for her milk,

but for her esthetic qualities. She is very gen-

tle,"cats from the hand, comes readily at call,

and takes kindly to pelting. She is rather a

graceful object upon the lawn and, unlike the

deer, requires no wire fence to keep her from

straying. Much attention has been paid in late,

years to improvement in the form and color of

the Jerseys, and animals can now be found

in many herds very attractive to the eye with-

out any loss of the valuable qualities that char-

acterize the breed. Quite as good Jerseys are

now raised in this country as are imported, and

we are inclined to think that our best breeders

are even more careful of pedigrees and of

breeding for valuable points than they are in

the Isle of Jersey. They can be bought quite

as cheap, and with the additional advantage of

a personal knowledge of the breeder as a

voucher for the authenticity of the pedigree.

In the northern parts of the country the Jerseys

are already acclimated, and are found to do

quite as well as in their native island. They

are not dainty feeders, but cat readily the vege-

table refuse of the family, and appear to enjoy

it quite as well as the pasture. To do their

best, they want abundant feed of good quality

and comfortable quarters kept reasonably clean.

Loss of Weight in Dressing Turkeys.

Farmers frequently have occasion to sell

turkeys by live weight, and wish to know what
is the fair relative price between live and dead

weight. In turkeys dressed for the New York
market, where the blood and feathers only are

removed, the loss is very small. For the East-

ern markets the head is cut off and the entrails

are taken out. This makes a loss of nearly

one-tenth in the weight. A large gobbler was

recently killed weighing alive 31;I lbs. After

bleeding and picking he weighed 89} lbs., a

loss of 2 lbs., or about one-fifteenth. "When

ready for the spit he weighed 28.r lbs.—a loss

of 3J lbs., which is very nearly one-tenth of

the weight. Where the market requires the

New York style of dressing, and the price is

15 cents a pound, a farmer could afford to sell

at 14 cents live weight, or less, if he counted

the labor <>r dressing anything. In the other

Style of dressing, if the price were' 20 cents, he

could sell for 18 cents, or less, live weight,

without loss. Farmers who have never tested

the loss of weight in dressing sometimes submit

t" a deduction of three or four cents a pound
from the middlemen, who are interested in

making this large difference. We have no
means of knowing the exact cost of dressing

turkeys, but half a cent a pound would prob-

ably 1;" a large estimate. The prevailing higher

price of dressed turkeys in the Eastern market

is not owing simply to the difference in the

style of dressing, though this has something to

do with it. A large portion of the turkeys that

go to the Boston and Providence markets are

of extra large size, principally of the Bronze
and Narragansett breeds and then- crosses,

raised in Rhode Island and Eastern Connec-
ticut, where the farmers make it a specialty.

Whole flocks of young birds will dress about

12 lbs. on the average at Thanksgiving, and
14 lbs. or more at Christmas. Young cocks

frequently reach 18 to 20 lbs. dressed during

the winter, and adult cocks 28 to 30 lbs. These
birds are prepared for the market in the nicest

style, and are shipped by the ton for the holi-

days. They always bring extra prices.

Transportation of Cattle.

It is an undoubted fact that a large amount
of suffering is inflicted upon cattle in their

transportation from then- feeding grounds to

the Eastern markets. Money is at the bottom
of this suffering, or rather, we might say, that

it can not be afforded to transport cattle with-

out it. It is also an indisputable fact that be-

tween the farmer who feeds and sells the cattle

and the purchasers in the cities who consume
the meat an immense part of the ultimate cost

of the meat disappears. Possibly this is un-

avoidable under the present sj'stem, but it is

not on that account any the less disagreeable

to either of the parties out of whose pocket

the money which disappears is taken. We are

not without a well-grounded hope that this

condition of things may soon be changed for

the better. We not long ago inspected a con-

signment of 420 carcasses of beef which were
slaughtered in Texas and shipped to NewYork,
where they arrived after a journey including

delays of at least ten days. The beef was ex-

cellently well preserved in the patent refriger-

ator cars of Mr. T. L. Rankin, of Emporia,
Kansas, and Denisou, Texas. This beef was
sold in New York at an average price of six

cents per pound. At the same time, its first

cost in Texas was far more remunerative to the

feeder of the cattle than it has hitherto been.

Not the least pleasiug consideration is that the

immense amount of cruel suffering and agony
incident to transportation was spared to these

cattle. This is particularly exemplified by the

absense of the usual extensive bruises with

which the shoulders and flanks of beef cattle

shipped alive are covered, and which tell a tale

of great pain to the poor brutes. The suc-

cess of this experiment—which will be at

once repeated—tends to show that if beef

can be shipped from Texas and received in

New York in perfect condition, with the ad-

vantage of a gain of 50 per cent in the receipts

of the feeder and a saving of 30 per cent in the

outlay of the final consumer in the cities, it

may also be transported from Illinois, Ken-

tucky, Ohio, or Iowa with even greater facility

and an equal gain to the parties interested.

Here is a matter for Western farmers to con-

sider. They are really but 48 to 00 hours from
New York, Boston, or Philadelphia. If it is

demonstrated that beef can be kept in these

cars perfectly well for ten days it is still easier

to keep it two to three days. The farmer will

save the freight upon the offal, or 45 per cent,

by shipping beef instead of cattle. If by the

exercise of associated effort Western cattle can

be slaughtered on the farmers' account, shipped

in their own cars to their own agent in the

East, and sold for their- account, there will
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clearly be nothing lost between the producer

and the consumer and nothing that can not be

reasonably accounted for. We understand that

the cost of these cars is $1,100 each, and a joint-

stock compamr of Texan cattle-men own and
operate those which arc now in use. The
train, by express contract with four connecting

railroad lines, is sent through without delay,

and at the rate of thirty miles an hour upon
part of the route. TVe commend these facts

to the consideration of Western farmers.

The Shepherd Dog.
9

We are indebted to the London Field for the

picture of a Scotch shepherd dog at his work.

It represents a field trial of dogs, for the hand-

some prize of fifty guineas ($260), which was
held at Bala, in AY'ales, in October last. The
Welsh sheep are small, active, and wild, and no

better animals for testing the skill of the dogs

could have been selected. The dog whose

portrait is here given was a pure-bred Scotch

"colley," known as Sam, and his exploits cer-

tainly go far to make us believe that a dog by

training and education can be made to think

and reason so as to adapt himself to the vagar-

ies of a willful sheep or a whole flock of them

at once. The duty the dog had to perform

was to drive three sheep just released from a

fold, into a pen with an entrance six feet wide

at about 500 yards distant. The difficult nature

of the job was increased by the excessive

wildness of these small, wiry mountain sheep,

which leads them to go in any direction rather

than the right one, and each one to scamper off

in its own chosen direction. Sam, however,

was equal to the occasion, and surrounding, as

it were, his three wayward sheep by rapidly

executed flank movements, had them safely

penned in eleven minutes and a half. This

was the first heat, as it might be called. The
next effort was rendered more difficult of ac-

complishment by sundry unlucky accidents. A
flock of geese got mixed up with the sheep, or

the sheep with the geese. But Sam cleverly

extricated his flock from this dilemma. Then
two of the sheep jumped over a stone wall, and
the third bolted into the river. Sam persuaded

the two to come back again, and then hauled

the third out of the water by the " sernff of

the neck," and soon had them all in the pen.

But, by a mistake of his master, Sam lost too

much time, and although bis performances

were by far the best in other respects he was

adjudged only the third place. The prize dog,

named " Tweed," was better handled by his

master, and -by working around his sheep in

gradually decreasing circles kept them well to-

gether, and brought them into the pen in four-

teen minutes. Unfortunately for poor Sam,
his master did not know quite as much as he
did, consequently the fifty guineas went to

Tweed, while all the honor and credit was
awarded to Sam, and his portrait is now on
view in both hemispheres.

The shepherd dog is not yet an American
institution, because we have not as yet availed

ourselves of all our excellent facilities for sheep

culture. But when our mountain districts and
our vast plains become the homes of flocks,

then we must of necessity secure the help of

this intelligent assistant. In the meantime
there are thousands of places where these dogs

could be made of great service in protecting

our flocks from marauders and in assisting the

Bhepherds to handle them. But, as is ^een by
the failure of this dog Sam, the shepherd must
himself know how to command, because the

dog himself obeys him implicitly, and if he

does not understand bis business the dog

fails. Unless the man and the dog understand

each other, the bi - f trained dog is at fault.
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The Garden Verbena.

The genus Verbena is a large one, and we

have in almost all parts of the country one or

mo«e species which as a general thing are not

showy. The first garden Verbenas seen in this

conntry were brought here from Buenos Ayres

in 1835 by Mr. Amory
Edwards, of Elizabeth,

N. J., whose account

of the muter will be

found in the Agricul-

turist for August, 1806,

page 287. Mr. Edwards

gnvc bis plants to his

brother Scotchman, Mr.

Thos. Hogg, the pio-

neer of horticulture in

New York. These Ver-

benaa were the crim-

son, V. phlogiflora, also

called Titvcdiani, and

a white one, name now
unknown. About this

time the Verbena be-

came popular in Eng-

land, and other florists

imported them, but to

Mr. Hogg belongs the

credit of having raised

the first in America. At
the present time the

Verbena is one of the

most popular of our

garden flowers, each

florist raising large

numbers annually. Mr.

Peter Henderson alone

has sent out over a

quarter of a million

in one season. Those

now in cultivation are

by no means the orig-

inal species, but others

have since been intro-

duced, and so crossed

and mixed that it is dif-

ficult to trace the origin

of our numerous varie-

ties. The Verbena owes

its popularity to the

brilliant colors of and
long continuance of its

bloom, the readiness

with which it may be

cultivated, it adapting

itself to almost any soil, the ease with which it

may be propagated from cuttings, and the facil-

ity with which it forms new varieties from
seed. There is probably no one plant that equals

it in the range and brilliancy of itscolors, from
pure white through the various shades of rose

and scarlet to dark maroon purple. A yellow

and a black variety have not yet been pro-

duced, but they will probably come in with the

blue Dahlia. Bach year brings numerous new
varieties of the Verbena, and the catalogues

annually give us a list of new names, whether
the plants are improvements upon the old ones

or not. For bedding out purposes and pro-

ducing striking masses of color there i no
plant equal to it. The plants when estahli 111 1

grow with great rapidity, usually attaching

themselves to the soil by the roots thrown out

at each joint ; when a variety is not disposed

to do this it may be kept low by fixing the

branches to the earth by means of hooked
wooden pegs or wires bent like a hair-pin. In

places exposed to strong winds it is a sal

caution to keep them well pegged. Cuttings

of the Verbena root with the greatest ease.

We have known some varieties strike roots

when the bouquet which contained them was

placed in water. In early summer they can be

propagated to any extent from cuttings an inch

long placed in saucers of sand that is kept

. . , VBBIiENAS,

constantly wet and exposed to the light; but

for propagation in cool weather bottom heat is

needed. Verbenas seed freely, and the raising

of seedlings is not only an easy matter, but a

very fascinating occupation, as it is likely that

a packet of seeds will give a number of differ-

ent forms and colors. Fair success attends the

sowing of the seed in the open ground, but

plants so raised are much later in coming into

bloom than when the seed is stalled in a hot-

bed. A box two or three inches deep 51]

with light earth forms a convenient seed-pan,

and if this be placed upon the healed manure
of a hot-bed the seeds germinate frei h an I u

nts can be set out .as soon as the re

- QOUgh to handle and the dang r of frost

is over. In the Western aud Southern;

there grows a hardy perennial species of Ver-

bena, V. AiMetia, which has within a few
j

sent out under the incorrect name of

Verbena montana. It makes a handsome
rounded clump, and produces an abundance of

flower clusters which I elongated than

those of our garden varieties. The engraving
of a bouquet of Verbenas is from the collection

of Peter lleuderson, aud exhibits at about half

their true size the leading varieties that are

now popular. We can, of course, only show
the form, aud the brilliant coloring must be
left to the imagination. The one at the very

top is " Giant," a dark

crimson; at the right of

it is " Sable Queen," of

the richest dark maroon
color; opposite to this

"Marmorata" is readily

distinguished by its

markings
;

just below
and to the right of this

is a fine white, called

" White Beauty "
; only

a portion of a cluster of

" Rosy Morn " is shown
at the left of this; im-

mediately below "White
Beauty " is " Monstro-

sa," which has large,

rich, velvety, dark

purple flowers ; to the

left of this is "Belle

Davis," scarlet; while

the one at the bottom

of the picture is " Mrs.

Wilson," the petals beau-

tifully marked with

dark rose and white.

Horticultural
Stealing.—One of our

neighbors after various

attempts succeeded in

procuring a plant from

Europe which, on ac-

count of its very tender

and succulent nature,

had baffled all previous

attempts at importation.

With great care lie

nursed the plant and

grew it into a shapely

specimen for the pur-

pose of exhibiting it at

the Pennsylvania Hor-

ticultural Society's Sep-

tember show. Our
friend took pride in pre-

senting a plant never

before exhibited in Am-
erica, but his pride was

changed to chagrin at finding when he came to

remove his plant that it was despoiled of sev-

eral of its branches. Some rascal could not

resist the temptation to secure cuttings. It is

mean enough to steal plants from one's grounds,

where the grower takes it upon himself to guard

them, but one who places a rare plant in an

exhibition relies upon the honor of the com-

munity, and he who would mutilate a plant

so shown is guilty of the meanest kind of steal-

ing. We have no doubt the officers of the

Pennsylvania Society would be very glad to

make an example of this horticultural thief The

plant is of tint delicate habit that prob-

ably . i (1 in raising it; but we .':ope

that he may in order that it may daily remind

him of what a. sneak thief he is. How a man

must enjoy a plant obtained in such a manner!

Horticulture in New Zealand is making

rapid progress, but it sounds very odd to hear

of a Chrysanthemum show being held in May.
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An Ornamental Evergreen.

DY AL FKE3CO.

I am an advocate for the planting of orna-

mental evergreens in suburban gardens; and

as evidence of this fact, state that I have

eighteen species in cultivation around my resi-

dence, and still find ample room for bedding

and other plants. In selecting them I studied

their adaptability (as regards ultimate growth)

to each locality, as well as variety in outline,

tint, and habit. Evergreens are at all times

beautiful objects, giving variety during the

summer months, and in winter lending a charm

to the otherwise dreary and desolate garden.

When flowering plants have been robbed of

their jewels and the tinted autumnal leaves

have passed away with the Indian summer, we
have nothing left to please the eye save ever-

greens. In planting evergreen trees and shrubs,

adaptability, hardiness, and variety in tint aud

outline should be studied so as to produce a

pleasing effect, and thereby avoid the sameness

so often visible in villa gardens, where good taste

is frequently outraged by the planting of Nor-

way spruces and Arbor Vitaes in formal rows

like a file of grenadiers at drill. No evergreen

in my small collection has given me so much
satisfaction as the " Thvja a urea tar purpurea-

marginata." This appears to be a hardy vari-

ety from seed, and I have reason to believe not

generally known or duly appreciated. During

a rummage in a small and neglected nursery I

found several plants nearly covered by rampant
growing weeds. Upon inquiring the name I

received the one given above. The only satis-

faction I could obtain regarding its origin was
that " the plants had been purchased at a nur-

sery." After considerable discussion the owner
consented to part with two plants for a trifle,

and they are now great favorites with me.

In spring the young wood becomes tinted

with bright yellow, which gradually changes to

a light green by the middle of August. In au-

tumn as the maple leaves assume their beauti-

ful hues the bright green of the Arbor Vitae

gives place to a purple tint which gradually

chang s to a deep purple by mid-winter. At
the present time (Dec. 24th) the trees are at-

tractive objects, more especially when the sun

is shining and the earth is covered with snow.

I inclose a small branch, and I have to request

that our good friend the editor will give his

opinion regarding its value as an ornamental
plant. It is a rapid grower with erect branches

like the old Chinese Arbor Vitae. "With regard

to its hardiness I need but refer to the fact that

my largest specimen occupies a very exposed
situation, and last winter escaped uninjured,

but its next door neighbor, the Thuja borealis,

was nearly destroyed by the frost, and is linger-

ing out a miserable existence.

[The specimens sent by our correspondent,

who lives a short distance north of Philadel-

phia, are certainly very marked and distinct,

and apparently a variety of the Chinese Arbor
Vitae (Biota) rather than a Thvja. We do not
find the name in any European or American
catalogue at hand. It is certainly deserving
of propagation.

—

Ed.]

The Cultivation of Currants.

We were not aware, until a recent visit to

Green's Farms in Connecticut, that the cultiva-

tion of the currant filled so large a place among
the small fruits. Here it is made a specialty by
several of the fruit-growers, and is found to

pay better than any other of the small fruits.

The varieties relied upon for the main crop are

the Versailles and the Cherry. The plants are

grown from cuttings. These are taken from

the present year's growth, cut into pieces six

inches long, and planted in drills about 16

inches apart and four inches apart in the drill.

The soil is made rich, kept clean by frequent

cultivation, and these cuttings make strong

roots and throw up a stem from one to two feet

high the first season. A part of the profit of

the business lies in the sales of cuttings and

bushes, which are sold at wholesale, the cut-

tings at $3 per M., and the plants at $30 per M.
In making a plantation, the young plants are

set in rows five feet apart and four feet in the

row. The plants are set in rich soil, and kept

clean by frequent cultivation through the en-

tire season. They are allowed to throw outside-

shoots and to grow in the bush form. They
receive no trimming except the annual cutting

back for the supply of wood for the market.

Some of the plantations are made in the pear

orchard, in line with the trees and in rows be-

tween ; and where the ground is rich enough

they bear quite abundantly in the shade. A
small crop is looked for the third year. A full

crop is from one to two tons to the acre, which

brings three or four hundred dollars, according

to the state of the market. The demand for

the wood and plants among nurserymen is so

lively, that these pay quite as well as the fruit.

The chief enemies are the currant-worm and

the borer. The worm is easily destroyed by

the timely application of white hellebore. No
time is lost in using this remedy when the

enemy makes its appearance. Carbolic soap

is also used with good results, and is a much
cheaper remedy. About a pound is dissolved

in five gallons of water, and the liquid is applied

by a portable force-pump. Every worm is de-

stroyed that the liquid touches. The shoots

in which the borer makes his appearance are

immediately cut away, and these remedies keep

the plantations remarkably clean and thrifty.

The sales from three acres on one of the fruit

farms was five and a half tons, at an average

price of twelve and a half cents a pound, net,

or $1375. They are packed in nice fruit boxes

and sent to the New York and Boston markets.

The fertilizers mostly relied upon after the

thorough preparation of the soil are bone-dust,

superphosphate of lime, and leached ashes.

These arc not applied in very large quantities.

Much dependence is placed upon thorough cul-

tivation and the timely application of remedies

for insects. Some of these plantations have

been in bearing for ten years, and are appar-

ently in as good condition as ever. By the

removal of old wood and the application of

fertilizers they may be indefinitely continued.

It is found to be very much less trouble to take

care of currants than of strawberries ; they are

more easily picked, reach market in good con-

dition, and keep better. The demand for them

is quite rapidly increasing. It is a popular crop

with the growers and the sugar dealers.

Connecticut.

Notes from the Pines.

The Balance of Things is beautifully ob-

served in nature. One of the most charming

as well as instructive books I ever read was

one by Dumas and Boussingault, the translated

title of which reads, " The Physical Balance of

Organic Nature." A translation of it was pub-

lished in this country many years ago, and it is

one of the works which ought always to be
kept in print. It shows in the most graphic

manner the relations of plants and animals to

one another and of both to the earth and the

air. In the natural state of things the balance

between plant and animal life, and the relations

both have upon the earth upon which they live

and the air which surrounds them, are most
admirably adjusted, as are the effects of the

carnivorous animals upon those which live

upon vegetables. In our cultivation we break
up the natural balance. We raise an excess of

certain plants, and the insects that live upon
such plants increase to a wonderful extent

;

we kill off insect-eating birds, and complain
that insects destroy our crops. We destroy

every snake we meet and shoot every owl upon
sight, and look about for remedies for trees

and shrubs that have been gnawed by mice and
rabbits. In our cultivation we have undertaken
to supplant nature in producing better crops of

better plants than would naturally grow, and
we must accept the rest as the natural conse-

quence. We put thousands of plants all of one
kind in a field, and we must expect that the

insects that feed upon these plants will congre-

gate there, and if we are so foolish as to kill

snakes it is only a natural consequence that

mice abound. This remembrance of the excel-

lent work of Dumas and Boussingault was
brought up by my attempt to cultivate

some choice

Exotic Aquatic Plants hi a tank in my
greenhouse. I had planted out the beautiful

New Holland Aponogeton dislachyum, Limno-
charts Humboldtii from Central America, the

blue Water-lily, Nymphaa cantka, from
Egypt, and other choice things. The plants

grew finely, and some were coming into bloom,

when I discovered, to my dismay, that the

water was alive with "wrigglers," as the larva?

of the mosquito are called. The plants were
very desirable, but the larvse, however interest-

ing they might be as animals presenting the

remarkable phenomenon of breathing through
their tails, were so many torments in prospect.

I had complied with a part of the conditions

of a natural pond. I had nvy plants, soil, and
water. We are accustomed to think that mos-
quitoes are of no use. This is a mistake. They
play an important part in preserving the bal-

ance of nature. It is not the sole mission of

this most useful insect to disturb one's sleep

and to inflict unpleasant stings. These are only

incidents in the generally beneficial career of

the whole race of mosquitoes. Possibly one
out of ten thousand mosquitoes reaches perfec-

tion and seeks human society, while 9,999 be-

fore they emerge from the state of wrigglers

fulfill their destiny as food for fishes. Why,
one man in the State of New York raises wrig-

glers by the quart as the best possible food for

his young trout. In my case there was but one
remedy, and that was

Fish.—So I made a call upon Mr. Greenwood,
the dealer in aquaria in College Place, who
fitted me out with some sticklebacks and other

small fry, which at once gorged themselves on
"wrigglers," and in a short time cleared them out

entirely. In some city, Boston I think it was,

the water suddenly became bad and undrink-

able. An investigation showed that the trouble

was due to minute aquatic animals, and that the

fish of all kinds were carefully kept out of the

reservoirs by means of fine gratings. Fish

were admitted, and the balance of nature being

restored the trouble ceased. Among
Winter-Blooming Pelargoniums or Gera-
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niunis the variety called Mailer Christine is to

be especially commended. Last spring Mr.

Chitty, of Bellevue Nursery, Patersou, N. J.,

sent me this, among other novelties in bedding

Geraniums, The plant bloomed iu the border

all summer ; when cold weather approached the

plant was taken up, severely cut back and potted,

and the cuttings put in a propagating box.

The old plant soon recovered, and has flowered

abundantly, and the rooted cuttings, though

only two inches high, are showing flower-buds.

The flowers are of good shape, and of an un-

usual color, being of a bright, lively, and rather

dark pink. Another good winter-bloomer is

Jean Sisley.—It is scarcely possible that

we shall have a more intense scarlet than this

presents; it is perfectly dazzling, aud when we
add that the flower is almost perfect in shape

we may regard this as the best of its class. I

believe that last winter I called attention to the

great value of the

Double Chinese Primrose as a window
plant. If the plants are procured before they

have been subjected to the heat and atmos-

phere of a greenhouse, anil allowed to come on
gradually in the sitting-room window, they will

bloom on all winter in the most satisfactory

manner. But it will be useless to bring plants

that have been forced at all into window cul-

ture ; the leaves will fade, and the flowers will

blast in the bud, and be uncomfortable subjects

altogether. This fall Mr. John Saul sent me
his new double white, " Mrs. John Saul." My
plant is a small one, but it has flowered enough

to show its great superiority over the common
double white. Not only are the flowers more
double, but the petals are beautifully fringed,

and they have just the slightest possible tinge

of pink, a shade so delicate that it can only be

seen when contrasted with a pure white flower.

It is a most valuable addition to our winter-

blooming plants.

Propagating Echeverxas.—When Eche-

rerias like E. secunda glauea get a long sum
they should be cut off and the rosette of leaves

put in sand to root. This I did with a lot, and

intended to set out the stumps for them to

grow new shoots. Not being ready to plant

them at oner I put them i:i a flower-pot and

covered them with damp moss and set near

the hot-water pipes. Two or three weeks after

I took them out to plant, and found young
shoots had started in the greatest abundance,

apparently many more than would have come
had they been planted in the ordinary way.

Special Fertilizers for Particular Plants.

ET riiTEC HBNDERSON.

A man called at my office last spring with

gome dozen bottles as samples of special man-

ures, indispensable, he said, as fertilizers for

certain kinds of plants. He had those with

him tiiat he claimed to be specially prepared

for cabbage, com, potatoes, wheat, grass, lawns,

beets, etc., etc. He even invaded Flora's realm,

and declared that jis nostrum for roses was a

specific for any languid capers of this some-

times rather coquettish queen of flowers. His
own arguments, which were rather plausible

and glibly uttered, were backed up by numer-
ous certificates—authentic, I have no doubt

—

w-bere his " potato fertilizer" had worked won-
ders with some,with others Ins " corn manure "

had been of undoubted benefit, and so on all

through the list.

Now, I have no reason to say that the vendor

of these fertilizers was a quack, except the

broad fact, gathered from an experience of

thirty years, that has shown me that it makes

but little difference with what fertilizer a crop

is treated provided the soil is properly pulver-

ized and the fertilizer applied in proper pro-

portions according to its strength. Had all his

separate kinds of fertilizers been taken from

the same bag (provided that bag contained a

good article of bone-dust or guano) the result

to his patrons would have been the same, whe-

ther he had used it on one or all of the crops

that he had special prescriptions for.

There are few market gardeners in the vicin-

it}r of New York but who have at one time or

another been obliged to take anything they

could get for fertilizing purposes, and the dif-

ference has never been perceptible when man-

ure from horse; stables or cow stables has been

applied, or when $100 per acre of bone-dust or

Peruvian guano has been expended, and these

all are used on a dozen different crops without

any discrimination. Agricultural chemistry

may be all very well in some respects, but if

it gets down to such hair-splitting niceties as to

analyse scores of special plants, and tell us

that we must feed each with just suck food

as these parts show it to be composed of, then

our common sense, born of practical experi-

ence, must scout and ridicule such nonsense.

Plants, like animals, are not so much kept in

good health by the special kind of food given

as by the proper quantity aud the conditions

surrounding the individual when the food is

received, and what proper temperature and

pulverization of soil may be to the plant, air

and exercise and also proper temperature are

the corresponding conditions necessaiy for

healthy animal life. Who will say that the

beef-fed English laborer is in any way the

physical superior of the Irishman or Scotch-

man whose daily food has been only oat-meal

and potatoes f You get usually fine and near-

ly equal development in each case, but it is a

condition due to a natural use of the muscles

in the open air iu an exhilarating climate rather

than to anything special in the food. It

would be quite as reasonable to tell us that

a special food, chemically considered, is neces-

saiy for each class of our domestic animals as

for our domestic plants, and none but the

veriest charlatan or ignoramus will do cither.

Fruit Growing in Utah.

Most people who visit Utah territory' are

surprised to sec the progress already made in

the cultivation of fruit. Standing upon the

roof of the tabernacle which overlooks the

dwellings and gardens of the Salt Lake City,

one sees in every direction fine ornamental

trees in the streets, and apples, pears, peaches,

plums, apricots, and cherries in the gardens.

Few cities or rural villages iu the East arc as

well supplied with the large and small fruits.

Th • city was laid out on a liberal scale, and

th building lots are large enough to admit of

a garden and orchard for every family. The
fresh, virgin soil, the bright sunny skies, the

absence of insects, and the timely irrigation

with good cultivation are the causes of this

almost uniform success in the growing of

fruits. The grounds of W. Jennings in the

heart of the city are on a large scale, and more
neatly kept than many others, but the fruits

are no fairer than we saw in other gardens and

iu the market. Entering the gate here we see

a beautiful circular lawn iu front of the dwell-

ing, closely shaven, with a fountain kept con-

stantly playing in the center. There is a

smooth, concrete walk, bordered with a great

variety of flowers on either side leading to the

house. To the left we pass into the fruit

garden and orchard. The walks here are

bordered with raspberries, gooseberries, red

currants, aud a native black currant of fine

quality. We do not remember ever to have
before seen so large gooseberries and raspber-

ries. In a sunny spot is the vegetable garden
with all the variety of products usually grown
for the table. Further on are the apple arid

pear trees, and the ground is strewn with the

fallen fruit. The apricot trees surprise all be-

holders. The limbs are bending with the

golden fruit, which is now just ripening.

There is not a mark of the Curculio or any
other insect upon the skin. And this fruit is

so abundant that it retails in the markets for a

dollar a bushel. Grapes are not always a sure

crop here, but last year, though retarded by
late frosts, they were likely to ripen. Straw-

berries grow in the greatest abundance. Some
of these trees have a tinge of yellow upon the

foliage and look diseased. This is attributed

by some to the alkaline soil upon which they

are planted. It does not seem to be an indica-

tion of disease, for we were informed that

often the trees which are yellow one season

have abundant fruit the next. Other cultiva-

tors rival Mr. Jennings in the quality of their

fruit, though few equal liim iu the exquisite

taste of his ornamental grounds. One gentle-

man informed us that a young apple tree nine

inches through at the butt had produced an

average of twei dy-five bushels annually for three

years in succession. He had a peach orchard

which had yielded five hundred bushels to the

acre. At a public reception given at the city

hall there wTas a display of fruits—peaches,

pears, apples, grapes, and apricots—that would
have done credit to any horticultural exhibi-

tion in the land. Salt Lake City being first

settled has finer gardens and orchards than

other portions of the territory, but we saw at

Ogden, American Fork, the villages iu Jordan

Valley, and other places, indications of the

same careful attention to fruit growing. The
houses are embowered in trees, aud the trees,

especially the apricots, arc loaded with fruit.

The Japan Pea.

The Southern seedsmen have advertised and

Southern journals have had articles in relation

to the Japan Pea. As we make it a point to

try all the new things that we can get hold of,

we last spring obtained from Mark W. Johnson,

dealer in seeds and agricultural implements,

Atlanta, Ga., a sample of these peas, among

other Southern seeds most courteously fur-

nished. We sowed these peas with twenty-three

other kinds of cow or stock peas, Not being

aware of their bushy character,we sowed them

too near together, and for this reason probably

they failed to ripen. This fall we have re-

ceived a sample of the same pea from L. L.

Osment, Cleveland, Tcnn., who says they are

"unsurpassed for table use." Being in this

manner claimed as a garden product we are

warranted in the crowded state of the agricul-

tural columns in placing them in the horticul-

tural department of the paper. The seed is

about the size of a Daniel O'Rourkc pea, irre-
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gularly globular, and without the conspicuous

scar that marks the attachment to the pod ; the

surface is shining and of a greenish yellow color.

The plant grows to the hight of three or four

feet, and is hairy in all its parts ; it branches

freely, and should have space for its proper de-

Froni the manner in which the pods set upon
ours we should judge the yield would be very

large. This pea is deserving the attention of

cultivators as a fodder crop and for plowing in

as a fertilizer. As to what the pea is botani-

cally we are not quite sure ; it does not belong

finding a hastate one. This plant grows from
4 to 6 feet high, with square and usually purple
stems. The leaves vary considerably in shape

;

the engraving shows a deeply lobed lower
one. The numerous flower spikes are 3 to

6 inches long, and clustered at the top of

I.WtfW U
THE " JAPAH PEA blue vervain.—( Verbena hastala.)

velopment. The leaves are three-foliate, upon
very long stalks. The flowers are very minute,

yellowish, and borne upon axillary racemes,

which are sometimes short and again much
elongated. The pods, of the shape shown in

the engraving, are flattened and two to four-

seeded. As to the horticultural value of the

pea we are unable to give an opinion, as ours

did not become sufficiently matured before

frost. Mr. Osment's statement we have quoted
above. Mr. Johnson, who sent us the seed,

wrote, " not desirable for table use." Remem-
bering to have seen the same thing some years

ago in the garden of a friend near Boston we
wrote to him for his experience. He writes

:

" They may be delicious to the celestial palate,

but my wife found them hard to cook and I

found them hard to eat—never getting soft no
matter how long they were boiled." Thus far

we think the weight of evidence is against

their utility ns a table vegetable. As an agri-

cultural crop they are highly promising, at least

for localities where the seasons are sufficiently

long to mature them. Mr. Johnson speaks
highly of the wonderfully prolific character of

the pea, and its excellence as a food for stock.

It is so much esteemed in some quarters that

it has received the rather extravagant name of

"Southern Relief Pea." Mr. Osment claims
it to have produced 200 bushels to the acre.

to the proper Pea (
Pimm), but is very near the

Chinese Soy Pea, and it is probably a form of

that or a closely related species. The Soy Pea

(formerly Soja liwpida, but now Glycine Soja) is

cultivated in China, Japan, and other parts of

the east, and is used to make the sauce called

Soy, which was formerly more used than at

present. We should be glad to hear in relation

to this plant from our friends, especially in the

Southern States, whohavetried it under circum-

stances favorable to its proper development.

The Blue Vervain.

In an article upon the garden Verbena,

printed on another page, it is stated that we
have several native species. They are generally

so unlike the cultivated ones in aspect that at

first sight one would not suspect them to be

closely related, much less to belong to the same

genus. Our most common species have their

flowers, which are small and not showy, dis-

posed in long and slender spikes, and the

plants themselves are mostly erect and robust.

The species here figured is Verbena hastaia ;

the specific name refers to its halberd-shaped

or hastate leaves, but it was unfortunately

chosen as leaves of this kind are not a constant

character of the plant, and one may sometimes

look in vain over a number of plants before

the stem ; they are densely covered with small

bluish-purple flowers, which gradually open
from below upwards. A species considerably

resembling this in general appearance is the

Nettle-leaved Vervain, V. nrtieifolia, which has

more slender spikes with white flowers. Both
these plants are very common in waste places,

along road-sides, and in neglected fields, and
may he regarded as weeds, though not very ag-

gressive ones. The name Verbena is the Latin

for some sacred herb, and its application to the

plants now known by the name is not obvious.

The name Vervain is from the French Verviene.

The Agriculturist Strawberry.—We
met this old acquaintance recently at Westport,

Ct., in the strawberry field of A. S. Nash. No-
vember 3d we picked several stalks loaded

with the ripe and green fruit, and many of the

vines were in blossom. The vines had been

mulched with sea-weed during the summer,
and were looking remarkably clean and thrifty.

The fruit at this untimely season is probably

owing to the remarkable drouth in July, and

to the frequent fall rains which the mulch has

retained; Bea-weed and salthay take the place

of straw as a mulch along the shore and an-

swer equally well. This makes an important

saving when straw is worth twenty dollars a

ton, as it is at the East the present season.
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TPJfflE Mia^BM,lD)
l&~ (For other Household Items, see

" Basket" pa^K.^i

Supports for Shovel and Tongs.

The tire-sets as they are Bold at the furnishing

stores include shovel, tongs, poker, aud a stand to

hold them. Figure

>wa oueofthe
commou forms of

these stand 8,

Which is of cast-

iron bronzed ; oth-

er? are made more
costly iu style and
material, but es-

sentially similar in

form. The base is

made heavy
enough to prevent

the affair from
overturning read-

ily, and is usually

dished on the up-

per side to hold

the ashes that may
drop from the

irons as they are

set up iu place.

Such an affair is

not only a help to

neatness, but is

convenient in

keeping the uten-

nils always in one
Fl- L-ibon support.

place. For an open wood-fire a similar convenience
can be made iu rustic work, as shown in figure 2,

by any one who is ingenious in making such things.

In a support of this kind the base should be made
as u shallow box to contain stones or pieces of old

Fig. 2.—RUSTIC SUPPORT.

iron iu order to give sufficient weight and stability.

The base may be stained with umber and varnished,

or covered with oil-cloth with a piece of zinc

upon the upper side for the irons to rest upon.

Home Topics.

BY F.VITU UOCUESTSIt.

Another Recipe-Book.—This time it is the
work of that great luminary in the realm of gas-
tronomy, Professor Pierre Blot himself ! The
book is entitled "What to Eat and flow to Cook
it." I was delighted to get hold of this book at

last, and expected to learn much from it. I am
glad to have lo»kcd it through, and to have gained

a clearer idea of what it does not teach as well as

of what it does.

I read the preface first, as is my custom, and was

pleased to hear Professor Blot say that " uo matter

how inexperienced some of our housekeeping read-

era may be, by carefully following our directions

they v. ill be able to live as well and as economically

as possible, and also serve a dinner in as orderly

a manner as any steward could do." Is uot that

promising a great deal ?

I was amused also to have him add : "It will not

only be easy to order a suitable dinner at all times,

but also a breakfast, lunch, or supper; any house-

keeper may superintend her culinary department

and direct her cook, making |
roper observations

Whenever necessary without the least trouble."

"Without the least trouble!" "Any housekeeper! "

Only think what a godsend such a book must be.

But Professor Blot never even thought of the vari-

ous complications of American housekeeping, of

the inadequate contrivances and appliances of most
of our kitchens, of the poor aud unreliable quality

of our hired kitchen service ; aud how could he

have the most faint idea of the nerve strain which

a modern mother of young children suffers who
earnestly tries to steer between the Scylla and

Charybdis of a poorly regulated cuisine and neglect

in the department of clidd culture ?

That well-meaniug French missionary to Ameri-

can heathen only directs the preparation of a meal.

His assistant, a skilled French cook, carries out

his directions, with the aid of a scullion to do all

the rougher work of preparation and cleaning up.

So, my sister American housekeepers, we must let

the worthy Professor go on groanmg over our bar-

baric food and habits of cooking until we too can

have our French cooks and scullions—to say noth-

ing of the indispensable parsley and bay-leaf that

I go into nearly every dish concocted by him. Gail

j

Hamilton says (and she was one of his pupil3 a few

j

years ago when he lectured in Eastern cities) that

|

" Professor Blot puts broth into everything." It

would be easier for some of us to find or make the

broth than the parsley, it seems. I have inquired

diligently in a Western city of over 30,000 inhabit-

ants for parsley in some form, but without success

so far. I do not wish to say that it can not be

found here, and that such a large body of American

citizens are deprived of its saving virtue, for it may
ouly be the case that I have not yet found the cor-

ner where it is kept. I particularly wished to learn

all about seasonings from Professor Blot, but I

have not been enlightened to the extent I desired.

He says :
" Seasoning is the most difficult part in

the art of cooking : to be able to judge what kind

of spices can be used to season such and such a

dish ; to what extent all the spices used agree to-

gether, and what taste and flavors they will give the

object with which they are cooked ; for if not

properly used they may just as likely destroy the

taste and flavor of the object as improve it. Some
dishes require high and much seasonings, others

just the contrary. Witli a good fire and a good

spit it is not necessary to be a cook to roast a piece

well, but the cook is indispensable to mix the gravy

or sauce with the proper seasoniugs." Then why
could not Professor Blot have told us distinctly

just what seasonings do take kindly to each other

in all cases ?

Masculine critics have a way of supposing that
I

the Inferior cooking done in our private kitchens

is owing chiefly to OIU lack of exactness in folio* -

big our recipes. They can not realize how difficult

it is for many of us to have constantly on hand

such a variety of materials as Professor Blot directs

for nearly all his dishes. It does not i i them

that scarcely one housekeeper in a hundred lias

suitable scales and measures for accurate measure-

ment, and nine mothers out of ten (at present the

hou ekeepers are usually mothers) can not think

of weighing out their ounces and half pounds of

butter and sugar with babies pulling at their gowns,

while it is so much easier to toss into the mess

that is to be mixed or cooked " a piece of butter as

Mg as a lump of chalk" or "as much as you

would set on the table at one time." The cooks

must be free from child care and the mothers from

housekeeping before ever cookery or child nurture

cau be properly carried on.

Professor Blot never uses savory for seasoning.

He utters his protest against it, and says that other

excellent cooks agree with him. I saw no mention
of marjoram in his book, which Hepzibah Brown
had not read before Mr. Hale wrote the story of

her Christmas turkeys, I presume. She iusisted

that all of her turkeys should be stuffed with

pounded cracker and marjoram. You will find over

and over in Professor Blot's recipes this combina-
tion : "a sprig of paisley, one of thyme, a bay-

leaf," probably "one or two white onions with a

clove stuck in each," and very likely "a clove of

garlic" and two or four leeks iu addition. I do
uot doubt that it is of the greatest importauce to

use seasonings in proper combinations when they

are used at all, but it is quite possible to cook well

aud omit these spices altogether if the m^leiials

are good and wholesome in themselves.

Since reading Professor Blot's book I perceive

that I am much more, interested in cookery as a

science than as an art ; uot because I despise the

art, but because I distrust all art that has uot a

firm basis of true science. I can not believe that

our physical culture (and all our higher culture de-

pends upon physical culture as a basis) demands
that more attention be given to the pleasing of the

palate by the miugliug of spices and flavors than to

the selection of wholesome materials, such use of

heat and water, etc., iu the cooking as makes the

object cooked yield its own best flavors and its

greatest nutriment to our requirements, and the

judicious selection of such variety and combinations

of food at each meal as tends most to keep our

bodies in health aud our souls untroubled by our

bodies' complaints. It is highly important that

food should be made palatable as well as nourish-

ing. The stomach refuses to do its best work iu

helping to make good blood of food, if that food

comes into the stomach unreeommended by the

nerves of taste. But there are flavors most deli-

cate and delici us siored away in the fruits and
vegetables nud meats and grains themselves, " each

after its kind," aud a sort of culinary injustice is

done, it 6eems to me, when the cooking is iu care-

lessness of those flavors aud the main dependence
placed upon combinations of spices. However, I

don't know much about it, I am free to confess;

but at present my hope for a true art of cookery

turns more toward earuest investigating physiolog-

ists and experimenters in vital chemistry than to

the conventional decrees of French "artists" in

gastronomy.

A Good Book for Parents.—I have been
earnestly requested by a friend to send her imme-
diate notice of any book I find or hear of which

will help her to understand her children's needs

and her own motherly duties toward them. So,

while I was lately reading Herbert Spencer's work
on "Education," I kept longing for a chance to

talk over its suggestions with my friend. I com-
mend this excellent book to every thoughtful

parent. It comprises four lengthy essays, pre-

viously published iu English magazines, upon the

following topics : What knowledge is of most
worth ; Intellectual Education ; Moral Education

;

Physical Education. I was surprised and delighted

to find the whole so plain and so practical, aud so

particularly adapted to parents. I do uot like to

own books and have the care of them (except a

few for very frequent reference) unless I can have
the privilege of lending them to those who appre-

ciate them ; but this is one of the books that I

must surely buy and write my name in and keep
circulating as fast as possible. I took it from a

public library, where other good things are in store

for me. Bless the public libraries !

The Little Paint Boxes.—Our little boy had a

fifteen-cent paint-box when he was about three

years old, and took some pleasure in its use, but

the colors were soon scattered and lost. When a

new book — " Reading without Tears " — was

brought home for his use, some time in September,

I promised him some uew paints as soon as he bad

read through the first part of the book. His
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progress in reading was all that I could reasonably

require, but I grew tired of waiting for the new
paints. I grew ashamed too of holding out any

such motive for the reading lessons, since the little

fellow was really desirous of learning to read, and

I was unwilling to have him read when he was tired

or unwell or very much interested in other things.

So I asked to have three good cakes of water-col-

ors brought home—the three primary colors, red,

blue, and yellow. When papa gave them to me he

said :
" I wonder if I have not done a foolish thing

in buying just three small colors at twenty-live

cents apiece. I had several paint-boxes in my
childhood, and took a great deal of pleasure with

them, but all together did not cost so much as these

three colors."

I had some doubts myself, and do not feel sure

now that our course was the best under all circum-

stances, but it does not seem to have been bad.

A fifteen-cent box of colors was bought for the

little sister at the same time. When I showed the

children these treasures next day I think they both
thought the cheap box preferable because there

were more colors. But after I had found them
some prints to color, I took a broken dinner plate

for a palette and showed the little boy what a vari-

ety of colors we could make from his three primary
colors. With blue and yellow we made green,

more or less yellowish or bluish. With icd and
yellow we made orange, and with red and blue we
made purple. Then we nnitcd the three colors in

different proportions and made various browns and
grays. This done, I laid the nice cakes of color

away, leaving him colors enough on the plate to

last a day or two. I taught him to put the colors

on thin (or with considerable water) so as to show
the shading of the engraving through the color.

Our old Agriculturists are growing gay under the

little brushes and colors, and the children have de-

cided now that when they grow no they will be
artists! Every afternoon (with soux- unavoidable
exceptions) they spend an hour or two—all U e

time that they cau get between the wiping of the

dinner dishes and " chore time"—in the happiest

employment of the day, painting. Tor a few days

baby patiently tried to satisfy her longings after

art by assuring herself, "When I get bigger I may
paint too," but she didn't got bigger fast enough,
and at last she would keep shoviug a chair to the

table, climbing up, and meddling with the colors

and with the water cups. So now she has an old

saucer with some gay color ground off upon it, a
piece of newspaper to daub, and one of mammals
old long-handled oil-paint brushes to work with.

I have a chance to watch the development of art

in various stages. Miss Two-Tears delights most
in making pretty-colored water in her little eup by
frequent rinsing of the brush. Miss Four-Tears
likes to put bright colors on the pictures, without
much regard to fitness or much care about outlines.

The boy of seven years tries, in his way, to match
the colors of nature and to put the colors on so as

to improve the picture. The improvement is some-
times doubtful, but of course I never say so.

Drawing and Painting.—I feel pretty sure that

coloring comes naturally before outlining, but I do
not know of any systems of art culture where this

course is followed. I had felt that the kindergar-

ten course is wrong somehow in its drawing les-

sons, for I do not believe that any children will natu-

rally take pleasure in practicing on little straight,

unmeaning lines. I was delighted to find that

Herbert Spencer had thought the same before me.
He thinks that the use of colors should be allowed
children, the coloring of pictures already outlined

and shaded, as in prints, before any attempt is

made to teach drawing. I see now that the desire

to sketch pictures of his own to color begins to

crop out in our little boy, and one or two ludicrous

attempts have been made, with great pleasure to

the young artist. I ma .
I

Iforts some time
ago to interest him in tin I Indi rg uten drawing
lessons, but it was tiresome to US both, and I con-

cluded that the painting which he did enjoy was
better practice in that very dire< don of drawing
than snch arbitrary m I unmeaning lines.

Molasses Cake.—Marion Harlaud gives a recipe

for Sponge Gingerbread without Eggs, which gives

good satisfaction to those who try it

:

" Five cups of flour ; one heaping table-spoonful

butter; one cup molasses ; one cup sugar; one
cup milk (sour is best) ; two tea-spoonfuis salera-

tus, not soda, dissolved in hot water ; two tea-

spoonfuls ginger ; one tea-spoonful cinnamon.

Mix the molasses, sugar, butter, and spice together

;

warm them slightly, and beat until they are lighter

in color by several degrees than when you began.

Add the milk, then the soda, and, having mixed all

well, put in the flour. Beat very hard five minutes,

and bake in broad shallow pans or in paW-tins.

Half a pound of seeded raisins cut in pieces will be

a pleasant addition."

This recipe is given exactly as in " Common
Sense." We are told that "sour milk is best."

It must be decidedly better than sweet milk when
so much alkali is used. With sweet milk alone

what becomes of all that saleratus ? There is an

acid in the molasses, and soda mixed with it sets it

foaming; but two tea-spoonfuls of alkali seem
quite too much for one eup of molasses. The soda

which is not met and neutralized by the proper

amount of acid must unite with the grease in the

combination !o produce soap. I have been treated

to molasses cake before now which was more sug-

gestive of soap than of anything else. Soapy bis-

cuit is also manufactured by some cooks who dis-

regard the laws of chemistry. I have made this

sponge gingerbread with sweet milk, adding a

small table-spoonful of vinegar to the other ingre-

dients. I always use soda, in spite of the

prohibition.

What Shall we Have for Breakfast ?

—

—

[Last niouth it was stated that wc should publish

several of the responses to the above question,

and we begin with giving that of Mrs. Anna Tanner

of Louisiana. Others will appear in due time, as

space will allow.

—

Ed.]

Sunday.—Cold ham or tongue. Stswed oysters.

Boiled eggs. Cold light bread, brown bread, and

warm light rolls. Monday.—Ham and eggs

(fried). Small hominy or grits. Waffles. Corn-

batter cakes. Tuesday.—Beefsteak with gravy.

Lye com. Muffins. Toast. Wednesday.— Broiled

mutton chops. Biscuit
;

puffs (or fried biscuit).

' >melet. Cold mush fried. Toasted cheese.

Thursday.—Fried chicken and boiled rice. Frit-

{;-, buckwheat or rye batter-cakes. Friday.—
Sausages. Large hominy. Fried sweet-potatoes.

Sally Luuu. Corn griddle-cakes. Saturday.—
Hash, dry or with gravy. Fried oysters. Cold

potatoes, mashed and made into fritters. Gems

;

pancakes ; corn-bread.

Coffee, butter, and molasses at every meal. Milk
and chocolate when convenient.

In the summer-time I always have curd or cot-

tage cheese, melons and whatever fruit is in season.

Mrs. Tanner proceeds to give recipes of the less

known dishes mentioned above, as follows :

Fried Chicken is the best breakfast dish I know
of, and can be quickly prepared if the chicken is

picked and cleaned the night before. Rice always

accompanies chicken in Louisiana.

Furr.n Swt.et-Potatoes.—The evening before

they arc wanted peel and slice them, lay them in a

stew-pan and sprinkle sugar between the layers of

potatoes; pour on water enough to cover them,

and srl the Btew-pan on the stove. In the morn-
ing, by the time you are ready to fry them, they

will be cooked just enough ; fry in hot lard to a

light brown on both sides.

Lye-Corn is made by boiling corn with t-ifi d

wood-ashes until the outer skin or "husk," as we
call it "down South," easily slips from the grain.

Then it is cleansed of all impurities. Put into a

kettle and boil all day, changing the wider fre-

quently. The fresh water added should always be

When quite done pound well with a wood-
' . tie. I generally 'nave enough made to last a

week in cold weather. When wanted for use, take

s quart of the com, put it in a stew-pan with
half a pint of sweet milk ; salt and pepper to your
taste. Set it to simmer until wanted. Just before
serving add two well-beaten eggs 6tirred in briskly.

[This is called Hulled Corn in New England.—Ed.]
Corn-Bread.—Pour over a quart of sifted meal

a very little hot water ; if 6calded too much the
bread will certainly be clammy. Add to it four
well-beaten eggs and half a tea-spoonful of soda
dissolved in warm water. The whole thinned to a
soft batter with clabber or buttermilk. Have your
pan very hot

; put into it a piece of lard the size of

a walnut ; as soon as it melts pour in your batter

and bake.

Batter Cakes.—Take half a pint of sifted meal
and make a mush of it ; thin the mnjsh with half a

pint of sweet milk ; add two eggs and flour enough
to make the cakes turn.

In speakiug of the difficulty of finding a servant
who will have breakfast by daylight on a wintery
morning, and the necessity of doing it herself,

Mrs. T. evidently intends her remarks for the

editor only, but the following is so sensible that we
trust she will excuse us for publishing it :

"I do not like to cook, nor am I a capital house-

keeper. But there is one thing I can do well;

that is, submit with a cheerful grace to whatever is

inevitable. It is not so much over-work that wears

a woman's life away as constant fretting about dis-

tasteful work. Life is too short not to accept

with a thankful heart the blessings, be they many
or few, that fall to our lot."

RenoTating Old Peaelievs. — Mrs.

C L., of South Carolina, sends her method of

treating old feathers, as follows : Expose them to

the sun in an old mosquito net (or coarse corn

sacks will answer) until perfectly dry, shaking
them up from time to time. To get out the dust,

they must be tied up to some convenient place in

the yard and well beaten up with the hands or a

stick (the person standing to windward, of course).

If a lace net is used, feathers may be as thoroughly

dried and sifted in this Wi y as can be desired.

Cake-Making.

Every lady thinks her way of making cake is the
best. We give here what Mrs. H. B. P., n New
Jersey lady, thinks is the best:

In reading your May number of the Agriculturist

I see some very good advice from Faith Rochester
about making cake, but I think she might have
improved the making of the cake had she told us

to add the soda the last thing instead of the whites
of the eggs. This I think the secret of having
light cake. Beat the sugar and eggs as she says

;

in putting in the milk 6ave out a great spoonful to

dissolve the soda in ; then get the cake all ready

for the oven ; have your baking-tins all ready ; then
put the soda in, stirring it as quickly as possible,

and put it into the oven just as soon as you can do
so; the heat will be acting at the same time with

. the soda and crenm-of-tartar. I think one that has

never tried this way of doing will be surprised to

see the difference it will make in lightness of

the cake.

Tea Cake.—One cup of sugar; one great spoon-
ful of butter; half cup of milk; two cup; of sifted

flour; a very little nutmeg; one tea-spoouful of

cream-of-tartar ; half a ten-spoonful of soda.

Mountain Cake.—One cup butter; three cups
of white sugar; four of flour; five eggs, whites

beaten separately ; one tea-spoonful of cream-of-tar-

tar; one of soda dissolved in the milk.

Fruit Cake without Eggs.—Two-t'; irds of a

cup of butter; two cups of sugar; two cups of

raisins; two cups of currants; two cups of sweet

milk ; two tea-spoonfuls of cream-of-tartar : one of

soda in the milk ; six cui < I I meg;

one table-spoonful cinnamon, allspice, cloves, each;

half pound of citron improves it. Bake slowly.
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A Ilea ill ifu 3 sind Curious Stone.

Do you recollect that In Bpeaking of the different forms

of limestone in November last. I said. "In sonic lime-

stone regions crystals are found, some of which are as

transparent as glass?" This most beautiful kind of

limestone is found in the greatest perfection in Iceland,

and it is called Iceland spar wherever it may bo found.

Our neighbors, Rohbeckand Goebler. dealers in chemical

articles, No. 4 Murray street, bought the iiucst specimen

Fig. 1.—DOUBLE REPKACTION.

that was sent from Iceland to the great Vienna exhibi-

tion. It was something like a foot long imd about four

inches thick, and " as clear as a crystal." The shape of

this crystal is a rhomb (which you must look in your

dictionary for), and when broken—it breaks very easily-

all the pieces, however small, are rhombs. Is not it

Btrange that this crystal, so perfectly transparent, Bhonld

be just the same thing as limestone or marble ? " Look
through it ? " Yes, you can not only see through it. but

yon can see double. If yon place it over a line on a

paper you will sec two lines, and if over a "word two
words will appear as in figure 1. This is called double re-

fraction. This makes it necessary to explain refraction,

which means bending. When light passes through the

air it goes in straight lines ; if it passes from the air

through glass or through water it is refracted, or bent

Fig. 2.—REFRACTION IN WATER.

out of the straight line. You have no doubt noticed

that a straight stick placed partly in the water appears

as if bent at the surface, anil you have seen how curiously

out of shape things look when seen across a hot stove,

tho light going through the air, made thin by the heat of

the stove, gets bent or refracted. In flg. 3 is shown a
knife upon which is placed a coin and immersed in a glass

of water ; the knife appears bent as shown by the

dotted lines. This is simple refraction, of which you
may see cases frequently. Now the Iceland spar and
some other minerals possess the remarkable power of
donbly refracting. The light in passing through it is

split into two parts, which are separaL d liy the crystal,

and in looking through it we see two things instead of

one. This property which this crystal has of splitting

Dp light In thlB way has enabled men to learn much
more about light than they would otherwise have known,
and I hope that when you get old enough you will read
about the wonderful discoveries this has led to.

The Doctor.

IIotv liusiiies* is Done Under tlie

Sea.

Every boy and girl knows that there are several tele-

graphic cables between this country and Europe, and
that we are able to read in our evening papers what
wasd'. Ion and Pari dun : There
are also many traata those

private and family matters. Just think of

toot bundle of slender wir<_>> surrounded by gntto-
! id tii" cable, ii"'-. i: rei ta apon

to, far. far down b.-low the waves and storms ; how

it lies in low valleys and hangs over mountain peaks,

for the bottom of the ocean is as rugged as the land.

Just think how wonderful it is that news of wars, news
of banks and markets and news of deaths and birth-, ol

safe arrivals and of losses at sea. can be sent along this

wire for thousands of miles and travel faster than the

time kept by the sun. It co--ts much to lay these wires,

and much to keep them at work: hence those who use

them have to pay a large sum for sending messages.

At one time it cost £1, or $5 a word, but it is very much
cheaper now. but not so cheap that it is not necessary

for those who use it much to arrange plans to make
the words as few as possible.

Mcrcbauts doing business devise what they call a tele-

graphic code Let us suppose that you are doing busi-

ness in London and that we are upon this side and that

we are engaged in selling cotton. Wc agree by letter

that certain words to* which each has the key shall mean
certain things. For instance, "Box nix" we have
agreed shall mean " cotton is higher, do not sell." and
so on. We can give you an idea of a code actually in

use. A large seed establishment furnishes its dealers

with its code. Each principal variety of seed is repre-

sented by a short word and the pounds or bushels by let-

ters—thus A. B. C. D. stand for 5, 10, 15, 20 lbs. or 1, 2, 3, 1

bushels and so on.

McLean's Advancer Pea is represented by Smith, eo a

dealer instead of telegraphing " Plea-" send me one hun-

dred and twenty-live bushels of McLean's Advancer Pea,""

simply telegraphs tl T. L. E. Smith. '* The clerk who re-

ceives this by looking at the printed code sees at once

what is wanted. Counting each letter as a word wc have

only four to express the whole order which in the usual

way would require fifteen words, and as such messages
are charged so much a word a great saving is made.

Other kinds of business have similar codes.

Al>out 6 " Eraalisla Currants."
Wyna, aged 11, is a girl whom I like. I never saw her,

but she " wants to know/ 1 and that is why I like her.

She has seen English currants used in cake and other

cookery, and noticing that they were not like the cur-

rants that grow in the garden, she wishes to know more
about them. Being unable to get the information else-

where, she comes to the old doctor with the questions,

"Where do English currants come from? how do they

grow? and how cured?" In the first place, English

currants are so called because they are neither '• Eng-
lish " nor "currants.'* This is not a very promising
start, but let me explain. In '-old times" most foreign

things came to this country by the way of England, and
the name English was given to things that came from
other parts of Europe. For some of these things the

name is kept to the present time—thus the grocers keep
English walnuts and English currants, and the painters

use English vermilion, and some farmers sell English
hay. The " English" 1 currants come from Greece ; and
as they were sent from Corinth, they were in former
times called Corinths, and it was the easiest thing in the

world to say Corinths, Corriuts, Currants. So much for

the name. Now, what are they? They are small, im-
perfect, seedless grapes, not just like the grape that wc
have, but the European grape, such as raisins are made
out of, and such as you see sometimes imported fresh

in sawdust. For some reason or other, the grape which
is so fine in other parts of Europe has degenerated in

parts of Greece ; it has no seeds, and remains very
small, and when dried in the sun makes the enrrants.

It is said that sometimes bunches come on the vine, the

grapes on which have seeds in them, and grow to be
good-sized berries, and no long-r of use aa currants. It

is also said that tho vines which produce these poor lit-

tle currant-like grapes, when taken toother countries,

no longer bear the little berries, but go back to the

original state. So you see "English currants 11 are

really very poor grape* from Greece. Now I wish all the

boys and girla to follow the example of Wyna, and
when they get "puzzled" about such thing*, as she

eays she was. to ask their friend. The Doctor.

Atinl Sac's I*ii/:zlo-I5ox.

';r M FTRICAL ENIGMAS.

1. I am composed of sixteen letters.

My 8, 15, 1 is Often sought by laborers.

My 1. 1. 5. G is a half statue.

My in. 19, 1 1 is a Sabbath-day cooler.

My 5, 16, 7. 6, 0. la, 18, is an ensign.

My 8, v. II, 18 is to scoff:

My whole is a [rood maxim. W. E. H.

•0. I am composed of twelve letters.

My B, 9, 10, 11, 13 mAy be seen on a house.

My 1, . 6, 8 is a relative.

My who]* com
Amanda Vxlsob.

crosswords.

[. My first is in lamb but not in sheep
My next is in wake but not in sleep.

My third is in study but not in play.

My fourth is in March but not in May.
My fifth is in taste but not in smell.

My whole is a name not hard to spell.

Hattii; Kftcbtm,

!. My first is in sirloin but not in chop.

My next is in dandy but not in fop.

My third is iu Tom but not in Bill.

My fourth is in luck but not in skill.

My fifth is in verb but not in noun.

My sixth is in village but. not in town.

And now if the letters right you take,

The name of a gentleman they will make.

Minnie,

alphabetical arithmetic.

RATS)CANNOTEAT(ERCFf'F
CNRA
E K A O
RAT S

NF X T
OKK P

R C C C E
R E N X C

KP
SQUARE-WORD.

1. The farmer's friend.

2. A jovial fellow.

3. A proclamation.
1. Much 11*0(1 in schools.

5. Worn by a lady.

M. L.

S. F. Starket.

HIDDEN" NAMES OF ANCIENT GRECIAN DEITIES.

1. The oven used to get red-bot.

2. James cast or molded some feet for the stove.

3. II was a turning point in hie life.

4. Lucy, be less rough iu your manners.

5. The odor i< refreshing;.

0. That ship going on; to the ocean used to he owned
by my uncle. William P. Albright.

ORNITHOLOGICAL AMPUTATIONS.

1. Behead a bird, transpose, and leave a lofty place.

2. Behead a bird and leave a friend.

3. Behead a bird, transpose, and leave " to languish."

4. Curtail a bird, transpose, and leave a political party.

O. A. (Va. e.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE DECEMBER NUMBER.

Numerical Enigma.—Washington.

Diamond Puzzle.— W
A I R

M A X T. Y
WINDING
PROTOTY P E

TRUSTWORTHY
C A T T L K ( . RAZING

W I N D O W ( i A R DEN I N G
UNCOXTR OL1ISG
FRIENDSHIPS
GARDENING
COUNT R Y
ALICE
AND
G

Riddle.—Noise.

Chemical Puzzle.—Nitrogen.

ANAGRAMS.—1. Personate. 2. Everlasting. 3. Accom-

plished. 1. Balconies. 6, Magnificent, 6. Endear-

ments. 7. Unpresentable. S. Affiliate. 9. Influential.

10. Contribute.

Alphabetical Arithmetic.—

816)920754(2918 (A">y; Wild monkey.)

Concealed Spas, Gulfs. Bats, etc.— 1. Si.tm. 2.

Black. 3. North, Dover. I. White. 5. Bengal.

A TNT SUF.*S NOTICES TO oonUESPONDENTS.

Thank? for letters, puzzles, etc., to W. E. II.. Jr.,

L. N.. Fred S.. .1 T. D.. Ellen, and Emma W. A.

Aunt Sns'e ' , Posl Office Box 111. Brook-

lyn, X. Y.

soin. a me how to presB flow-

ers formakin I wrote an answer to
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the question, but owing to the rush of rivers that mouth

my notice was crowded out. Perhaps " belter late than

never" will apply iu this case. Spread a thin layer of

raw cottou upon a sheet of note-paper. Upon this place

your flower, which must then be flattened with the

fingers, arranging itgracefully into shape. Draw

carefully between the petals, where they touch

each other, " the least little bit" of raw cotton. '
"

Place another thin layer of cotton over the whole,

thou put the flower sandwich between the leaves |

of a book, and leave it, for not less than a week. |

under a heavy weight. At the end of Hint time

you may takeoff t lie cotton, and with a needle "

carefully withdraw the fibers of cotton from
j

between the leaves. Should you wish to pre-

serve the flowers in their original shape lay them 1

(where they will not touch each other) in a box

one-eighth full of fine, white, clean sand which '

has been thoroughly dried in an oven. Then
gently dust sand over them until they are entire]}

covered. Place the box in the hot sun (or in a

moderately warm oven for two or three nights).

When you wish to remove them from the box
lift it so as to let the sand run off very gradu-

ally until the flower is released. Some flowers

preserve their color and shape wonderfully well

under this treatment, and may be made up into

bouquets which will last all the winter. The
flowers must be quite dry when taken out of

the box or they will not keep. Some may take

a week or two before it will be safe to disturb theni

with the fine brick and brown-stone houses of the wealthy.

To every shanty belong numerous children, several dogs,

and one or more goats, not to mention the grown peo-

ple, and it may be conceived that a neighborhood of them

A Piece about Goats.
Goats, in this country at least, are mostly to be found

in towns and cities, and as they for most part are the

TROUBLE FOB THE LAUNDRESS.

is not especially pleasant. As the goats often run loose in

spite of law they are a source of no little anuoyance to

the whole vicinity. The monkey is regarded as the most
mischievous of animals and perhaps he is, but the goat

is not much his inferior, and goats are common while
monkeys are not. Goats are kept for their milk, which

account of his troubles with that goat, which he said,
" had barked everything upon tbe place except the crow-
bar." The goat takes especial delight in barking trees,

as many a one who has planted trees iu front of his house
and has delayed in getting tree-boxes knows to

his sorrow
;
perhaps the next best thing to a

goat's mind to spoiling trees is despoiling
shrubs. The rascals wait until the little city

front-yard is nicely put in order with flowering
shrubs and vines, and then when in an un-
guardedmoment the gate is left open the demoli-
tion is accomplished in short order. If no green
thing can be had the goats content themselves
with paper and cloth. We have seen posters
and placards stripped from a fence as high up as

they could reach by standing on their hind legs,

and if a washing is left unguarded upon the line

the sheets and tablecloths will be found in a

sad plight. The green-grocers, who are very apt

to set their vegetables and fruit upon the side-

walk, have to keep a special lookout for their

property or a sudden attack may bring them
to grief, and many a workman upon the streets

who has put his dinner kettle in what he thought

was a safe place, has been unintentionally pro-

viding a meal for these street Arabs. We some-
~~^- times see a pair of goats in a fine harness draw-

ing an elegant little coach which contains some
rich man's son. These goats are for the most
part trained by the poor boys of the shanties,

and begin their education m a harness made of odds

aud ends of twine, ropes and leather, aud are at-

tached to a rude wagon made of a boz. After the

goats have done all the mischief they can think of for

one day they must rest, and for this purpose they select

the finest and sunniest door step, where they take their

LITERARY TASTES.

property of the poorer Irish and other Europeans who
live in the cheapest dwellings they abound in the out-

skirts and are rarely seen in the older parts of the towns.
In New Tork, for instance, there are many tracts of land
Vfhich, belonging to unsettled estates or for other rea-

A RAID UPON THE GREEN-GROCER.

is by some preferred to cow's milk; they are often

trained to submit to the harness and to draw small car-

riages; and kids are eaten. The ostrich is said to eat

everything that comes in its way and to have a special

liking for tenpenny nails and broken glass. We never

pat's dinner.

ease, and are ready to dispute possession with the occu-

pants of the house. " Why is not this mischief stopped? "

you will ask. Sometimes the police do take the goats

to the pound—and sometimes they do not. especially if

the goat happens to be a large buck aud has au opi»ion

A rest after mischief.

sons, are not occupied by their owners but arc usually

thickly covered with shanties. It is not a rare thing to

find a "huddle" of these shanties, built of old lumber,
packing-boxes, and every conceivable "material, occupy-
ing land upon a street which in another part is built up

saw a goat partaking of these delicacies, but should not

be at all surprised to sec oue at it.

A number of years ago Horace Greeley had a goat

upon his farm for the purpose of furnishing milk for a

weak child. He w rote to the Agriculturist a very funur

taking him in.

of his own on the subject. Besides these collections of

shanties turn out a great many voters, and it sometimes

is the case magistrates do not care to gain their ill-

will by euforciug a law that is unpopular with ouch a

large number of their constituents.
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l.ilV- Insurance.

INSURANCE differs from other business pur-

suits only iu that it protects each individual of

the community from the overwhelming conse-

quences of a possible calamity to which he, in

common with others, is exposed, by collecting,

conserving, and disbursing the contributions of the

many for that purpose ; and in this sense it is an

eleemosynary institution.

Tried by this standard, it will be found that

the business of insurance does differ materially

from other pursuits ; that it is almo6t sui generis;

that it does "perform a great charity," and per-

forms it all the better because it performs it as a

business, on business principles, and with the

sagacity that is always exhibited in matters of

prolit and loss ; in fine, that it is hardly less indis-

pensable to civilization and material progress than

is government itself.

If we turu to life insurance, the force of these

•considerations will be even more apparent. Life

insurance not only "performs a great charity," but

is a great charity—perhapB the greatest that has

ever been conceived by man. Over hundreds of

thousands of homes, which were else 1 ft at the

mercy of the great destroyer, it extends its benefi-

cent protection, and, in the hour of deepest bitter-

ness, pours out a sympathy that is metallic ; and if

it can not replace the lost husband and father,

preserves to the bereaved the home which his

hands had earned and his love bestowed. Who
shall attempt to measure the influence for good
of this greatest of all the charities ? What misery

and want, what desperation and crime, so largely

the results of poverty, are thereby preveuted.

But life insurance, for this very reason, is a

business which depends more than others upon the

confidence of the community ; and the companies

who best deserve that confidence will be the suc-

cessful companies of the future. Among these

the United States Life Insurance Co. of this city is

conspicuous ; and in addition to the many other

proofs of honest dealing and thorough solvency

which it has so often given, the appearance of its

unnual statement for 1873, on the morning of Jan-

nary 1st, 1874, is a further earnest of its good
faith This is a punctuality never before attempt-

ed, much less attained. The statemeLt has been

verified by u.» so far as to show that, of tho assets

therein reported, every dollar, except the relatively

insignificant sum of $25,000, was in possession of

the company at the time of making the statement.

This is unprecedented in the history of life insur-

ance, and shows that the managers of the United

State* Life deserve to succeed, if fidelity to their

trust and considerate recognition of the claims of

the public deserve snecess.

Peruvian Guano.
Messrs. Hobson, Hubtado & Co., Financial

Agents of the Peruvian Government, assure us of

the thorough reliability of the special agency just

established for the sale, in large or small quanti-

ties, of above article at importers' prices.

To Tea Drinkers !

On this page appears the circular of the Con-

sumers' Importing Tea Company. Wc believe

this Company able and willing to perform all that

their circular proposes.

Breech - Loading ShOt-
Guns of nil tlie celebrated makers.
stni-levant'* Patent Brass

Shot Shell.
Shooting Tackle of everv

description. Send for Descriptive

catalogs. SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
19 Maiden Lane. New York.

What is the use of buying a good

shoe if it will be through at the toe

in two weeks ?

SILVER TIPS Prevent this.

IlIAJIttOTH BRO>ZR TITIKEYS
~ * r"t POULTBV. L. L. REED, Auburn, Ohio.
Olrculnrs free.

(CIRCCLAB.)

Consumers Importing Tea Co.,
No. 8 Clim-ch Street,

P. O. Box 5,509. New York City.

Th'a is a combination of capitalists to supply the consum-

ers of Teas throughout the United States on the mutual

principle.

^Ve have experienced agents iu all the best diBtrictl of

China and Japan to select Teas especially for our trade.

We. expect every consumer of Teas to render us all tha

assistance they can In carrying out our enterprise, as we

make a specialty of SUPPLYING CONSUMERS ONLY
(and allow no middlemen to make any profit ou our import-

ations), which will enable us to supply thciu with Teas at

prices lower than have ever been known, and of those fine

qualities that seldom reach the interior, being sold only in

the large cities and among the very wealthy.

Hoping the consumer will take an Interest in our enter-

prise, and send at once for a circular with full explanations

of how to proceed to obtain our goods, we remain,

Most respcctlully yours,

Consumers Importing Tea Co.,
No. f

P. O. Box 5,509.

Church Street,

New York City.

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in January, 1874,

by the Consumers Importing Tea Co., in the Office of tin*

Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. C.

JTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED

mmSe^S^S
c Numbering 1 73 FACES, and containing

2 fine large colored plates, are now ready.
To oar patrons they will be mailed as nsual
treo ; to all others, on receipt of 25c, whicl
we return in Secda or Plants, with first order.

A 11 purchasers of our Books, either
Gardening for Profit,

or Practical Floriculture
Price $1.50 each (prepaid by mail,) have,
their names entered on our lists, and wiMl

Mreceive above Catalogues annually, free oj\
ucharQe.

Seedsmetii 35 Cortlanrtt Street, New York,

[PLANTS"

Druggists, Booksellers, and Others

retailing sr:ros
Are respectfully informed that ourTrade L1*t for 1R74 is now
reruly, and will be mailed to all dealers on application.
VcirMable and Flower S'*ed« neatly pur. np in box** s for

retailing, by the Ba'e of which the retailer rer.''7.ep upwards
of 100 per cnt profit. Attractive Show Cams furnished
with each box.

VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Box No. 1—90 varieties. Retails for $10.00. Trade price, $30.

" " 2—66 " " " JP.OO. •• " SO.
" " 3—45 " " '• 20.00. " " 10.

FLOWER SEEDS.
Box No. 4—ion varieties. Ketalls for $66.00. Trade price, $30.
" " 5- 75 " " " 41.50. " " 20.
" " 6— 50 " " " 20.00. " " 10.

A list of the contents of each box v. ill be found in Cata-
logue. No seeds sent out on commission. Orders must be
accompanied In- cash or satisfactory reference. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
33 Park Place and "£Q Murray Street,

P. O. Box 57l'J. New York City.

CHOICE SEEDS.
Market Gardener's Stoolc

FOR EARLY PLANTING.
Ku! i iii's Brunswick Cabbage .Per oz., 7"ic. Perpkt., 15c.
True Jersey Walc-lldd do.' " 75r. ¥ 15c.
Boslon Market Dwarf Cclerv " 50c. ' " 10c.

Hothed Lettuce... " fire. " 10c.
Willie Spined Hotbed Cucumber.. " 50c. " 10c.
Our new Seed Catalogue for 1874 will be

ready February 1st. Free to all applicants.
Address 6CHL.EC3F.I,, F,VF,1!ETT & CO.,

16 South Market St.. Boston, Mass.

SEEDS.
TRADE LIST fcr dealers ont>

mailed to all applicants. Address
KERN. STEBER & CO, Seedsmen, St. Louis, Mo.

Trees and Plants.
S. B. PARSONS & SONS,

FLUSHING. N. Y.

GEO. A. PEINCE & CO.

ORGANS & MELdEONS.
The Oldest, Largest, and MosL Perfect Manufactory in the

rnlted States.

53,000
Now ill use.

No other Musical Instrument ever obtained the same

popularity.

tW Send for Price-Lists.

Address BUFFALO, IV. Y.

The Best Article In the
Market/'

H. W. JOHNS, 87 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
Patentee and Sole Manufacturer. Established 1858.

GLASS CUTTERS

Our Glass Cutters are made with a handle like a Glazier b

Diamond, but, instead of the diamond point, they have a

small hardened Steel revolving wheel, the sharp edge of

which cuts nearly as -well as >> diamond. 1 hey are durable,

and will give entire satisfaction Most Hardware Dealers

keep them, or will send to us for them if wanted, whore
they are not for sale, we will send one by mail, prepaid, ou
receipt of thirty-five cents. , ,. , , ,, , ....
We Mill send one to any publisher who will insert tins

notice and forward us a copy prepaid. MILI.EUS FALLS
COMPANY, No. 73Beekniaii Street, New Tork.

THE ATLANTIC for 1874
Begins its thirty -third volume under the most prosperous

auspices. The new publishers will spare no pains to keep

it the LEADING AMERICAN MAGAZINE,
containing the fresh writ ngs of

LONGFELLOW, WHITTIEI!, HOLMES.
LOWELL, HOWEL1.S. BAYAltD TATLOIt,
Al.DRICH, WAUNEi:, WELLS,
PARTON, OWEN, EGGLESTON,

with able criticisms upon current literature, art, and science.

PRUDENCE PALFREY
is the title of the novel begun in the January number by
that witty writer, THOMAS BAILEY ALDIUCH.
Personal Reminiscences, by the Poet W'HITTIER,

will cover an eventtnl period in our hi-torv. and the voiume
promisestobe.au UNUSUALLY BRILLIANT ONE.
Teums.—Single or specimen numbers, 35 cents. Yearly

subscription, *4.00. The Atlantic and Every Saturday ($5.00j

sent to one address for $s,ou. Address tile publishers,

H. 0. HOUGHTON & CO.. I'oston.
HUKD & HOUGHTON, Km- York.

Automatic

"Walrr driven to any
height, and distance by
compressed air. Couri-
1 r y lioufcs supplied
cheaply and ccrtalnly
for bath-rooms. » ntrr
closetB. hot and cold
water faucets, etc.
Hcnrv of frcfli water

for stock on farms.
Address

Hartford Pump Co..
•11 Trnmbnl' St.,

Hartford, Conn.

None Pei'fect.

Cable Screw Wire
THE BEST.

BBTAST'S llllOli- It I. I.l»l >««
Tor Self-Instruction and Schools. The cheapest and

bent work ever published. 120 pages. Rent pout-paid on
receipt of 75 cents. Address J. C. BRYANT. Prln..

Business College, Buffalo, N. Y.

T/rnT\TT7V MADE RAPIDLY with Stencil ami
1V1U1N Li I Kev Check Outfits. Catalogues and fun par-

ticulars free. S. M. Spencer. 117 Hanover St.. Boston, Mass.

A«E3fXS LOOK !—S12 a day made selline

Scissors Fnarponer and other wares. Ramplo25 ct*. Cat-

alognefree. T. J. HASTTNGS & CO., Woroester, Mase.
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Rare & Beautiful Flowers
ASH

CHOICE VEGETABLES.

The Nineteenth Annua.! Edition of our celebrat-

ed Seed Catalogue and Amateur's Guide to the
Flower and Kitchen Garden, containing upwards
of 200 pages, including several hundred finely executed en-

gravings of favorite flowers and vegetables, and n. beau-
tifully colored chiomo, wltlin supplement for
1874, Is now In press, and will be mailed to all applicants

upon receipt of 535 cents. An edition elegantly bound
in cloth $1.00.

BLISS'S GARDENERS' ALMANAC
and Abridged Catalogue contains unwurds of 100

pages, and embraces a monthly calendar uf operations

and a price-list of all the leading Garden, Field, and
Flower Seeds, with brief directions for their culture.

A copy will be mailed to all applicants inclosing two three-

cent stamps.

Bliss's Illustrated Potato Catalogue free to

nil applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
Nos. lA'A Park Place and 30 Murray St.j

P. O. Box 57li. New York.

The Five Best Tomatoes.
ARLINGTON.—Early, solid, unusually smooth, fine

flavored, large size, enormously productive, and excellent

market variety. 23 cts. per packet; Ave packets for $1,00

;

$2.00 per ounce.

CANADA VICTOR.—The earliest in cultivation.

Seed grown from the original stock. 15 cts. per packet;
$1."'0 per ounce.

TROPHY.—Very large, smooth, solid, and of line qual-

ity. Seed saved from selected fruit. 10 cts. per packet;

50 els, per ounce.

HATHAWAY'S EXCEL.SIOR. - Very early,

smooth, solid, and an excellent variety in every respect.

10 els. per packet; 00 els. per ounce.

GRAPE-SHOT.-Fruit orange-scarlet, averaging 1 to

1^ inch in diameter, which is produced In long clusters.

Very ornamental, as well as useful for the table or for pick-

ling. 15 cts. per packet ; f 1.50 per ounce.
Oue packet each of the live varieties will be mailed to any

address upon receipt of 05 cts. Add-css

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
P. O. Box 5.71J, A'ew Tork.

$1,500 IN PREMIUMS:
Important to Potato Growers.

COMPTON'S SURPRISE—Showing Habit of Growth.

$750.00
to be divided anions the six successful
competitors wlio slmll produce the largest

quantity of cither of tin- following varieties of
Potatoes : EITBA EARLY VERMONT,
BROWNXSliL'S BEAUTY, or fOMPTON'S
SURPRISE, from one-quarter of mi acre of
measured ground. S250 for each variety.

<tr7Cfl rtrt to he divided among the six successful

W I WW.UU competitors who shall produce the largest

quantity from ONE POUND of the seed of either
of the above named varieties. $25n for each
variety. Subject to conditions named In our Totato Cata-

logue, a copy of whicii will be mailed to all applicants.

VW The Seed In all cases to be purchased from ns.

Address
B. K. BLISS & SONS,

23 Park Place and 30 Murray St.,
P. O. Box 5713. New York.

B 4 U ORDER SEEDS,
c

BRIGGS & BRO'S

n
The finest Floral Work ever issued in this country.

Published Quarterly—the four numbers sent to any addreSB

for 25 cents—comprising an Illustrated and Descriptive

Catalogue of the Seeds, Bulbs, and Hants 6old by Briggs
& Brother, Seedsmen and Florists, Rochester,
New York, together with elaborate treatises upon the care
and culture of the same. Over 1,001) Premiums taken
in the United States in 1813 upon the products of BUIGGS
& BROTHER'S SEEDS.
The January number alone will be worth more than a $2

book. Parties purchasing |1 worth or upward of Seeds are
credited with a subscription for the following year.
We challenge comparison on prices and size of packets.

AddresB BRIGGS & BROTHER,
Rochester, N. Y.

Fottler's Early Drumhead,
Farmers and Gardeners, you all need this Cabbage for two

reasons: 1st, because it is the earliest of all the Drumhead
varieties; ;Jd, because every plant on an acre will make a
large and solid head. Seed of my own growing sent post-
paid by me for 15 cts. per package, 75 cts. per ounce, $$ per
pound. My Seed Catalogue free to all applicants.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

Seed Time Cometh!
The twenty-first editions of our illustrated FLOWER and

KITCHEN' GARDEN DIRECTORIES for 1874, with a Sup-
plement of Novelties and Selections, embracing a list of
Seed grown by the best lioston Market Ga»deneis and also
by the most famous European growers ol' flowers and vege-
tables, including many that can rarely be lound elsewhere,
will be forwarded about the first of February to all custom-
ers free of charge, and to other applicants inclosing a three-
cent stamp. £>. T. CUK'iIS & CO.,

161 Tremont St., JJoston, Mass.
Successors to Cttrtis & Cobb.

Seed for Early Forcing.
Boston Market Tennis Ball Lettuce—Foz. 75c. ; isc. ¥ pkt.

White Spined Cucumber, improved— " 50c; Kc. "

Long Frame Cucumbers, varieties— 25c. "
French Breakfast and Olive-sunped Radishes—y oz. 10c.

Boston Market Celery—F or. 50c. ; y pkt. 10c.

Early Jersey Wakefield Cabbage—ff oz. 7ic. ; ff pkt. 10c.

CHOICE SEEDS.

FOR 18-^4
Sent free to our customers, and to all others on receipt of
two 2-ccnt stamps for the postage.

HOVEY & CO.,
53 North Market St., Boston, Mass.

CIVEN I

A.|>acljnK»nfCHOTCRPLOWEK8E38nsillS
jTJJiT IS sample of Park's Floral 6nart.tr. Address,A WAT I with stamp, Geo. W. Park, Panncttsburg, Pa.

.-'s-i

.,c
t .m

e^TSB^
%i-~

The HANSON LETTUCE.
The most tender, sweet, and delicious varfctv grown ; free

from any hitter or imp easant taste; heads 1 rgc and aolld,
olten weighing 3 life. Single pligc 2.-> cfe. 5 pkgs
SI. A Liberal Discount to De'Lefs. t3TSent n>r
Preer's Garden Calendar for 1871. IIS i

illustrated, w th practical directions Mailed FRl'.K to
all applicant*. HENRY A. DREER.

714 Chestnut St., Phllmtcl \ ihin, Pa.

GUIDE
ro THE FLOWER AND KITCHEf

GARDEN
Em, ai;..u> ANti iMrnovEn.

Masnlflcent Colored Plate
Hundreds of Engravincs, beside De-
scriptive Prica List of 3000 varieties
ot choice Flower and Vegetable Seeds,
Rare Gladiolus, Lilies, &c, &c. Pull
directions for culture. Complete in ev-

s try respect Sent free on receipt of twe
stamps. Address

WASHBURN S CO., BOSTON, MASS.

Haw Icy"* .Seed Catalogue.

NEW CROP GENUINE M ETHERSFIELD

ONION SEED.

R. I>. HAWLEVS
Annual Illustrated Catalogue of Fresh and Genuine Weth-

ersfield (Conn.) Garden and Farm Seeds for spring; of 1874

will be ready early in January to send free to all nppllcantB,

XW Choice Stock. Moderate rates. Prompt delivery.

Address R. O. HAWLEY,
Seed and Agricultural Warehouse, Hartford, Conn.

My business is to supply, what every farmer of experience
is most anxious to get, perfectly reliable Vegeti bl<- and
Flower Seed. With this object in view, beside- Importing
many varieties from reliable growers in France, Enplr.no,
and Germany, I grow a hundred and fifty kinds of vegetable
seed on my fonr seed farm?, right under my own eye.
Around all of these I throw the protection ol the three
warrants of my Catalogue. Of neic vegetables J make a
specialty, having been the first to introduce the Hubbard
and Marblehead BqnaSbeB, the MarUcfccad Cabbages, and a
score of others. My Catalogue, containing numerous fine
engravings, taken from photographs, sent free to all.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

NOW READY,
Illustrated CATALOGUE and GUIDE
to tic Flown and Vegetable Garden fur 1ST). branilfnllr
illustrated, and containing a magnificent Cclprrfi IM:tte
of seven new and popular flowers. Sent FREE upon
receipt of stamp. Adcress

(Esta'd 1S40.) t rn.iuaii Bros.. Rochester, IC.V.

TO "he

SEED TRADE.
TRADE LIST. FOR DEALERS OKLY,

mailed to applicants.

J. M. THORBVRN & CO.,
15 John Street. New York.

THE DTTMjF/V SEEB> FAKiri.—
S«nd by Pofltal-C^rd for my new Spring C.tfnlogtao of

Seeds, Plants, Lilies, Gladiolus, etc., etc. Special induce-
ments offered. G. A. I<AW.

RoBUndale, near Boston, Mass.
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• Test is Better than Talk.

To Gardeners & Seed Planters.
H:Hlng fov years been extensively engaged in Market

Gardening and in growing seeds lor the market garden
tra e, I am confident 1 can satisfy the most critical demands
of cliia diss Willi seed equal in quality ;ind purity to any
grown. My Garden Manual, omitting commonplace de-
scriptions ami directions Is filled with practical sugges-
tions to tin; Market Gardener, and I trust is of more value
to the craft tlmu anything of the kind published. Sent five
on receipt of 10 cents

J. It. ROOT, Seed Grower and Gardener,
::oclcfovd, 111.

New and Rare Plants
FOR SPRING OF 1874.

Jolm Sum's Catalogue of New and Beautiful Plants will

be ready In February, witli a colored plate. Mailed free to
all my customers; to others, price 10 cents. A plain copy
to all applicants free.

JOHS SAUL, Washington City, D. C.

IM, THORBURN & GO,

15 JOHN ST, NEW YORK,
"Will mail upon application their

New Catalogue of Vegetable and
Agricultural Seeds for 1874.

Canada Victor Tomato!
I invite the attention of the public to extracts from more

than a score of letters in tnv Catalogue for is;4, from Farm-
ers and Gardeners in various States, who raised this New
Tomato for the flrBt time last se ison. These letters are alt
emphatic In their praises of the Canada Victor Tomato.
1st, for its surpassing earlinesB; 3d, for its excellent qual-
ity; and 3d. for its uniform solidity. I now offer to the pub-
lic. Seed saved from selected specimens only, at 15 cts. per
package ami $1.50 per 01 nee. My Seed Catalogue free
to all applicants.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

Seed Potatoes a Speciality.

Vermont Early Rose,
PEERLESS, WHITE PEACH-BLOWS, and
other varieties. In fine order, selected especially for plant-
ing. Prices reasonable. Order of TATEM & DAVENPORT,
No. 1 Delaware Avenue Market, Philadelphia.

SEED POTATOES.
At following prices, delivered in New Tork City : Early-

Rose, $3 per bbi. ; Late liose, *3.i5 ; I'eerless, $2.50.SEED OATS.— Veliow Lathannian and White Probs-
ltier, %\ per bbl. of four bushels.
My Catalogue, containing lists of choice Farm and Garden

Seeds* sent free to all applicants.
S. B. FANNING, Jamesport, N. Y.

]|EW POTATOES.—Extra Early Ver-A' moiit. '.' lbs. $1.00; per peck $9.50; per bu. $s.(Hj
; per

bbl. (Jt) lbs.) (118. Compton's Surprise, 1 lb. $i ; 4 lbs. |8.50.
The above lire warranted genuine. From seed obtained
directly from the introducers, Me-srs. Bliss & Sons. Orders
tilled promptly and sent as soon as weather per. nits.

E. W. GREEVE, North Andover, Mass.

Having grown the past season 1,700 barrels of

Campbell's Late Rose Potatoes
I offer them for sale at $3 per barrel. They yielded over
one hundred barrels per acre.

U. AlUUSTUS VANDEU-VEER, Freehold, N.J.

PEAR AND APPLE CIONS.—
Souvenir dn Congres (this variety was floured in

Agriculturist, Dec. No.), Chaumontcl d'Ete, Beune de
l'AssonipUon.Clapp'a Favorite; these toursmnmer pears all
large to monstrous size. Monsieur Hebberlinahd Urockworth
Park, autumn, very large, extra. Si* varieties Apples,
from Andre lieroy'a collection, France, for which a gold
medal was awarded: Marygold, Incomparable, Rose Red,
Leroy, Amelia, Roy Monstrous; 2 varieties, 50c; 5 varieties,
ti ; I

.' Yarlfcilrft. *^-8 elons each.
W. S. CARFENTEU & SUN, Rye, Westchester Co., N. V

Berry l*a*Uet«—beat kinds. Fruit
Trees and Sm.tll IViflii*. u Hue

assortment. Prices reasonable. ltlonnt-cli of the
»Vi'<» Strawberry Plants, genuine, fl per doz., #8
per 100, post-paid. Applv to

R. 11. HAINKS, Malden-on-thc-Hudeon, N. V.

100,000 Strawberry Plants
Large Stock of the celebrated Beth Bovden (Xo. 30) vari-

ety. Terms very reasonable. Send for' circular. Address
E'.

p
;
RP£* 'Author of " Flay ami Profit in my (Jardeu "),

Highland Falls, N. V.

Beautiful. Fragrant.
Bulbs prepared expressly for bloom-

ing now, sent prepaid by mall (safely in

coldest weather), at 30c. each, $3 per
doz., In colora of White, Blue, Red, and
Yellow, double and single.

Descriptive Catalogue of Plants, etc.,

flee. CIIAS. T. STARR,
Avondale, Chester Co., Pa.

Flower Seeds. Flower Seeds.
33 KINDS FOR S I .00.

BY MAIL, POSTAGE PREPAID.
The subscriber, having over 40 years' experience in culti-

vating Flower Seeds, etc., has made a selection of all the
most '"Mrable flowers for general cultivation. The list com-
prise iver JiSu kinds, and a person selecting from it can ob-
tain just as fine flowers as if selecting from an expensive
fancy catalogue, at less than half the expense—as many on
the ih-t are sold by others at 10c, lhc . 20c, and 25c. per pkg.
The list will be sent to all who apply lor it.

G. R. GARRETSON, Flushing, L.IM N.T.

Verbena, Biotchcd Petunia, & Balsam
Choice seed of these beautiful flowers—2"> cts. for the three

pkgs. Beautiful C romo Premiums for clubs. 250 varieties
of warranted seeds described. Sugar Trough Gourd, 125 cts.
per pkg. Libeiian Cane-Seed, 4(1 cts. per lb., 4 lbs. $1. 4 lbs.
Mammoth Dent Coin, $1. Post-paid by mall. Jan. No. of
Quarterly Catalogue Iree. AddressWALDO F. IfROWN,

Box 75, Oxford, Butler Co., Ohio.

VERBENA SEED.
Extra superb, mixed, from finest flowers only. Per pack-

age, 25 cts. j 5 packages, $1.
Plant Catalogue on application, inclosing 8-ct. stamp.
Address DEXTER SNOW, Chicopee, Mass.

'H^fitttt B**BiOil^^tf4i ChoiccFIowerJL C-ll JS «*^Ift.*Dl/» Seeds, including Ver-
bena Hybrids, Striped Petunia, Double Zinnia, mixed, etc.,
for 25 cfe. and 3-ct. stamp. Sugar Trousli Gourds,
pkt. 15 cts. Chufas, oz. 25 cts., pkt. 10 cts. Send for Cata-
logues. Prices low. Address

N. COLE, Seed Grower, Pella, Iowa.

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

Spooner's Prize Flower Seeds;
12 varieties Splendid Aster Seeds
mailed to applicants upon receipt
of ?1.00. New Illustrated Seed
Catalogue free. Address Wm. H.
Spoonkb, 4 Beacon St., Boston.

WOLF CREEK NURSERY.
Specialities: Apple and Peach Trees: Osage Plants; extra

large dwf, Apple and large red Sib. and Transcendent Crab,
1 to 3 year : Ives and other Grapes : Silver Poplar.

E. C. EVANS, Agt. for Jolm Wampler, Trotwood, Ohio.

Large lot Peach and Apple Trees (some new kinds);
Osage Plants ; Concord and other Gmpea ; and other Nursery
Stock—very cheap. JOHN WAMPLEi:, Carthage, Miss.

Sweet

Chest-

nut

Trees,

Etc.

600.000 SWEET CHESTNUT.
10,000 SPANISH CHESTNUT.
A Circular free.

200,000 OREEN-HOUSE PLANTS.
A 58-page Catalogue free.

23,000 ROSES, dormant.
25.000 ROSES, in pots, for Spring.

100.000 CRAPE-VINES.
5.000 TULIP TREES, 6 to 10 feet.

50.000 PEACH TREES. First-class.
2.000 WEEPING MOUNTAIN ASH.

1,000.000 EVERGREENS. Best iu the market.
100,000 DECIDUOUS TREES.
500,0(10 FRUIT TREES.

20tl« Vear. 300 Acres.
11 GREEN-HOUSES. Address

STOKRS, HARRISON & CO.,
PA1NESVILLE, Lake Co., Ohio.

For Niiur.iHin iM.Avrs,
:ir Ion rates, address s. C. DE < ou, Jlordeotown, N.J.

J ersons desirous <<( closing contract. Ior plants hc<rmi with
the late Thoin.s ('. Andrews will address the sittjscrlber
alter Maroli 1» at Moorestown, N. J. B. CUE cou.

SM4 I.I. I I£8 1 : PLANTS a specialty.
At fis low rate, as any others for K"Od pure stock.

Bend tor Price-list,
JOHN S. COHANS, Mourestown, M. J.

1,000,000 Grape-Vines
The beet and cheapest in America, for sale. No one dare
undersell me. Concord, 1 year, $*tf per 1.000: Select, $35.
2 vear old. $10; Extra. $45. Delaware, Enmelau, Martha,
Hartford, Diana, lingers, and all other sorts—very cheap.
Also all sorts of Small Krnitfl and Trees—cheapest. Address

Or. H. SCHRODEU, Bloomington, 111.

SURPLUS STOCK OF

Greenhouse and Bedding Plants,

At low rates lor three months. Lists on application.

JOHN WHITE, Communipaw Ave., Jersey City. N.J.

C. PLATZ & SON, Erfurt, Prussia,
Seedgmwcrs, PTarseryrOyJi, and Purveyors to the Emperor
of Germany, wish to Inform the public ihat tin Ir new Cata-
logue «>f Seeds is now readv, and, on application, will he
nent, free of Merge and post-paid, to any part of the United
States, etc.

Choice Plants and Trees.
QI.1I ItKO i II i:i:-.. Growers of Orna-

mental Trees, I'lnnts. and Flowers. Send
for Catalogue. NcwarJi Nurserj, Newark, X. J.

R/I.IM IE I'OIE.^' produces well, makes finem flour like wheat. Put u|i in large packages fot seed,
uii-l Bent hy jnall for ""- <|«. hv '

hiin tok i- i uam:, nionnihisiiureii.N. y.

One Dollar's worth of Plants and Seed

GIVEN AWAY
To every Subscriber to the FlorixCs Friend and Family
Visitor. A monthly Journal of Hi pages. Edited bv Mrs
S. o. Johnson (Daisy Eyeblight), and published by Cfias. A
Reeser.
Yearly Subscriptions $1.25, with the privilege of selecting

One Dollar's worth of Plants or Seeds, at Catalogue rates,
as a Premium. Floriculture, Horticulture. Home Adorn-
ments, Pursuits, and Pleasures, will all be discussed m its
pages. January number now readv, free to applicants
My illustrated Caialogue of Plants and Seeds for 1874 (100

pages), with a packet of choice Pansy Seed, sent on receipt
of ten cents. Address

CHAS. A. REESER,
Plea sant ville. Pa.

rjlIIE American Standard of Excellence
JL for Exhibition Poultry. Indispensable 'o poultry

breeders. It governs the awards at exhibitions, bent,
post-paid, for nil cts.
Wright's New Work on Poultry, containing r.o superb

plates in colors. Published in 25 nos. Issued semi-monthly.
Price 50 cts. per no., sent carefully wrapped, post-paid. 7!ry
one no. for a sample, and seethe jinestuo) k- of the kind ever
attempted. Address H. H. Stoddakd, Hartford. Ct., pub-
lisher of The Poultry World.

THE POULTRY WORLD,
Do not subscribe for any work on poultry uutil you have

seen this. It is the largest. Quest illustrated, and best pe-

riodical on poultry. Monthly. $1.25 per year. Address

POULTRY WORLD,
HARTFORD, CT.

EGOS FOR HATCHING—from thor-
ouffli-ltred nnd Imported towii.—PurtfidFe and Buff

CocIiId, Dark Bmlimas and Houdans, $2.51) doz. Light Bran-
mtiB, 3iver Gray Dorking, Silver Spangled Hamburg:. B.1J.B.
Game BanUm. Sehriglit Biintam, $2 doz. Our Light Brtlh-
macock weighs 13 lbs. Aylesbury Ducks (imported), $J doz.
Large Bronze Turkeve (weight ot* gobbler SO lbs.). |l doz.
Send tor Descriptive Catalogue.
VT. S. OARI'ENTEi: & SON, Rye, Westchester Co., N. Y.

PI IRE-KRED DARK BRAHMA
fowls lor sale by H. S. ISOUNTREE, Platteville, T.'is.

Fleetwood Farm,
Near Frankfort, Ky.,

Thorough-bred Horses, Trotting Sloek, Im-
ported Alderneys, South Down Sheep, etc.

J. XV. HUNT REYNOLDS.
(State where you saw this advertisement.)

BRONZE TURKEYS—descended from
stock weighing 62 lbs. the pair. PEK.II* DUCKS.

JERSEY CATTLE AND BLACK. BASS.
Address W. CLIPT, Mystic Bridge, Ct.

fillORTHORIf DULL, one year old, red™ and white. Entered in the forthcoming vol. of Short-
horn Herd-book. Address J. J. COPP, Groton, Conn.

JERSEY CATTLE.
ESSEX PICJS.

For sale by

G.W. FARLEE
Cressklll, N. J.

|>R EM 1 1 M CHESTER WHITES,
•" BERKSHIRE, and ESSEX PIGS bred and
for sale by GEO. B. HICKMAN,

Wc6t Chester, Chester Co., Pa.
Semi stamp for circular and price-list.

NEW AMERICAN FARM BOOK.
Originally by RICHARD L. ALLEN.

Revised and greatly enlarged

Rj LEWIS F. ALLEN.
PRICE, POST-PAID, $2.50.

Allen's American Farm Book 1ms been one of the standard
farmers' hand-books for twenty years; it is still a valuable
book.butnotupto the times; and as its author, Mr.II.L.AlUii,
could not give time to Its revision, tins was undertaken by
his brother, Hon. Lewis F. Allen, the distinguished fanner
of Erie county, editor of the American Shorthorn Herd-
Book. The work Is greatly enlarged, and full of suggestions
from the rich experience of its editor and reviser, and is

called the New American Farm Book.

AMERICAN CATTLE.
Their History, Breeding, and Management,

By LEWIS F. ALLEN.
ILLUSTRATED. PRICE, POST-PAID, $£50.

This book wi!l be considered indispensable by every
breeder of livestock. The large experience of the author
in improving the character of American herds adds to the
weight ol his Observations, and tins enabled him to produce
a work wliich will at once make good its elain s as a stand-
ard authority on the subject. An excellent future of the

volume is its orderly, methodical arrangement, condensing
a great variety of information into a comparatively small
compass, and enabling the reader to And the point on « hich
he Ib seeking light, without wasting his time In turning over
tlie leaves.

Address ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
#45 Broadway, New York.
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Reliable^Seeds.
Our Illu -I] -ui. .1 Seed Catalogue for 1874 is

ready for distrii.ution, and will be sent to all who apply,
inc.lusln;; a st.iui|i tor postage, This Catalogue contains a
complete list of all the valuable

Vegetable and Field Seeds and Grains.
Also a select list of

Flower Seeds and Novelties.
TP> offar a valuable premium as ;in inducement to Clubs

and purchasers of large amounts.

R. H. ALLEN &, CO.,
189 & 191 Waler Street, ~New \ oi L.

TO FARMERS AND MABZBTMEM.
Y*»u want none but the very best of seed, grown from

carefully selected seed stock. With the money you have to

invent fn manure, help, and gloss, yon know yon can not

uffo-M to use a?iy other; you feel very anxious about it

;

tet mine. Catalogues free to all.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehe«d, Muss.

05

P
W
W
w

REEVES & SIMONSON,
Seedsmen and Florists,

58 Cortlandt Street, New York.

Our annual Illustrated and Descriptive Cata-

logue of Vegetable, Flower, and Field Seeds,

also of Ilot-liuuse, Bedding, and Vegetal.!

Hants is now ready for 1S74. Sent on rcreint

of postage-stamp. Trade liits/o/- merchnntt
only sent on application.

5
50

THE IVY HILL NURSERY
CATALOGUE

Of SMALL FRUITS, SEEDS, and SEED POTA-
TOES will be mailed free to all applicants. Address

REISIG & HEXAMER,
Newcastle, Westchester Co., N. Y.

WHAT—WHERE
--WHEN—HOW

To Plant Farm, Garden, and Flower Seeds; what they will
cost, and all other desirable Information in our

HAND-BOOK for 1874,
Containing a Beautifully Colored Chromo,
Sent to all applicants, post-paid, on receipt ot 10 cents, by

JAMES F1.EHIIXG, Seedsman,
67 Nassau St., New York.

Ifyou want pure, reliable, and
fresh Seeds, order them of

KERiV, STEBER & CO,,

Seed Growers and Dealers,
211 Market St., St. Louis, Mo.

applicants.

PLANTS and SEEDS
FOB EVERYBODY.

The choicest ami best PI.AXTS and SEEDS, at low rates,
safely sent by mall orexpre-s.
(Sxtv lor-llnavy lu iucemrnts to Purchasers.

For our Illii.trurl Catalogue for 1811, inclose letter-stamp
to the BELLEVUK NlJBSERy CO. of Patkrson, M. J.

Henry K. Chitty, Supt.

PT1 II TH) Fresh, just arrived from France.

£j t\l\ 1 lb., by mail post-paid, $3.50.
10 lbs., $22.50.
Larger quantities, special rates.

Address KERN, STEBER& CO.,
311 Market St., St. Loin.., Mo.SEED

The Hutchinson Burner.
(Price, 35 Cents, by Mail.)

No chimney needed. Fits the eom-
mon lamps, and burns kerosene with a

Clear, steadv flame two inches
Mgli. or any less light desired.
For safety, convenience, and
economv, unequaled. Sent
by mail tor 35 cents; two for
80c. with wicks. Write to

HUTCHINSON & CO.,
Cayuira. N. T.

SEIMI1 PMOLOCY.
By R. T. Tbaix,
M.D. Containing
Sexual Genera-

tion ; l lie Pliysloloxyol Menstruation: Impregnation ; Pf g-
ItanCV ; Parturition ; l.ncrntlon ; the I.aw of Set; Regnlat-
inr the Xutuber of Offspring; The Law of Sexual Inter-
course

;
Hereditary Transmis-ion ; Pliiloaophy of Mnrrlatrc.

Prof, wilder, of Cornell University, says u is the best wo k
vet written on the suhj-ct. ?a.nni s'old.' Pi-Ire (IVObv mall
For $!.

r
i0 we send this book. The Her 1.1 of Health for one

year, and a volume or die Complete Works of shaksn-are
Containing 1.000 paces and SB illustrations. Agents wanted.WOOD k HOLBROOK, IS l.alght St., Xew Vork.

USPTnR H0RSSH0E -

If LI Pfl I ,'• I IP BEST AND CHEAPEST
Bt* I ^IBsTEEL HOE in use.

THOKOronxv Pulverizes and works close to plants,

RAKE Attach't workestheweedsout, has Hilling Plows
First Premium SILVER MEDAL New England Fair, 1875.

CAP I IT SEED SOWER. Plants in Hills or DriUCHULt 4 Sizes Prices $6 to $16.

CLIPPER WHEEL HOE. $4 & $5,50. Asrents Wanted
Addreu E. D. & O. B. REYNOLDS,
(Circulars Free.) Nobth Bhiiiukwater, Muss.

Or CARR & HOBSON, Sole Agents,
36 lie. kin ii > St., New York.

THE PEOPLE'S

Force & Suction
PUMPS.

For the house and out of doors.
and for wells irom 10 to 120 it. deep,

Awarded Medal ofAmer-
ican Institute, Nov. 15, 1S73,

for "best force pumps" of"

all exhibited.
For list of Agents see advertise-

ment in Am. Agriculturist for
November, 18<8, page 431, and Bend
for circular and price-list.

W. S. BIX'NT,
77 Beekmau St.,KcwYork.

The Pulsometer or Magic Pump.
The simplest, most durable, and effective

rleam pump now In use. Adapted to all

situations, and performs all the functions ot"

n steam pumn without its consequent wear
and care. No machinery about it. Nothing

to wear out. TVill pump gritty or muddy
water without wear or injury to its parts.

It can not get out of order.

C. HENRY HALL & CO.,

20 Cortlandt Street, New Tori: City.

LOVEJOY'S NEW STYLE
GLASS-CUTTER and PUTTY-KMFE

is a better tool for cutting glass than anything ever offered
for the purpose. Any cliiM can use it. Kverv housekeeper,
farmer, ana niecbanlc: should have one. Sent In neat box,
prepaid, to any address upon receipt of 50 cents and letter-

Btamp by " Ai,VAIV I,. Li5VEJOY,
279 Wasbincton St., Boston.

STEEL PENS!
Sold by all Dealers.

No. 91 John St., New York.

HENRY HOE, Sole Agent. JOSEPH GIU0TT & SONS.

BUILDING FELT.
Tliis water-proof material, resem-

bling flue leather, is for outside

work (no tar substances used) and

inside, instead of plaster. Felt

carpetings, etc. Send two 3-cent

stamps for circular and sampleB.

C. J. PAY. Camden, N, J.

M-Pnnicl-
For Cripples

For In and
Can be EASILY
one having the

State yonr case,
for illustrated elr-

styles and prices.

Please mention
this paper.

ling Chairs

and Invalids
Out Door Use.

propelled by any
use of hands,

anil sent! stamp
cular of different

. A. SMITH,
90 William St.,

N. Y. City.

Improved Foot Lathes.
Small Enclne Lathes. Small Rear Cut-
ters, Hand 1 Man era for Metal. B<11 Turn-
Ins Machines, Slide Rests. Foot Scroll
Saws. The verv best. Sidling every-
where. Catalorrnp« free

.N. M. BALDWIN', Lnconia.N.H.
Ju*t the articles for Artisans or Amat"iirs.

$75 PER WEEK
madn bv our n-rents thronghont the conn try ^IHn" our
eelebiftpd la PpHp Rubber Goods. Indispensable articles
for Ladles and Children's wear,

L.A PERLE Rl'BBFR CO.,
90 Chambers Street, New York.

T
D
E

T
IMPORTANT TO IMNTORS.
American Agriculturist

PATENT DEPARTMENT
In compliance with the request of numerous inven-

tors, we have organized a

PATENT DEPARTMENT
in connection with this office for the transaction of all

business connected with

Securing Patents
in the United States and foreign countries.

The character for

Reliability
which has been maintained by the American Agricul-
turist for more than tliirfy years will be carefully

guarded in this as in other departments.

All Inventors
desirous of procuring patents at moderate cost are in-

vited to forward (express prepaid) a model of their in-

vention, with a brief description of its working. The
model should not exceed one cubic foot in dimension.

Upon receipt of model an opinion as to patentability

will be given free of charge.

Preliminary Examination
Pat the Patent Office, to determine patcnta- m—^

bility, will be promptly made for a fee of $5. k^
Litigation of Patents. B

A The services of the best counsel have been ML
secured to prosecute or protect before the £%
U. S. Courts and the Patent Office the claims

Tof those intrusting their business to thisf
agency. I

Specifications, drawings, engravings, mo-

Ede's. and all other appliances furnished at Ht*9
moderate prices. fc
In all dealings with this Department in-

^^^

NTentors may depend upon promptness, fideli- ^1
ty to their interests, and the best services l\l
whieh eiin be rendered bv thorough oTnerts. ™

T
S

which can be rendered by thorough experts.

For full particulars, address

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST
PATENT DEPARTMENT,

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

T
S

ADVERTISING RATES.

American Agriculturist.
KAGi.isn r,inTio>.

Inside Pages, 91 .r.o per line (aerate), each Insertion.

OpenPaoes (open without cnttlnir), S-iperline.

Lttst Page, and 2rf ontfSd Cover Ptges—S'i.HO per line.

Page next tn Reading and Last Cover Page—$3.00 per line.

No advertisement Inserted for less than $r..00.

<; I IC tI A > iniTIOA.
Inside Pages, 25 cents per line, each insertion.

Bnstafva Notices and Last Face. 40 cents per line.

No advertisement inserted for less than $1.00.

Hearth and Home.
Inside Faces, per line fagate). each insertion 50 cents.

Business Notiew, ;th Page, and Last Page t ... 75 cents.

Heading Notices per line ft 00

No Advertisement inserted for less than |2.00.

£y~No Advertisement of Mt-diclnes or Humbugs received.

Address all orders to the

ORANGE JXTDD COMPANY,
345 Bboadway New Tom.
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AMERICAN lliUlfl'l. I'l HIST.
Obanoe Jddd Company, Publishers. 245 Broadway, N. T.

Annval SnoscnrrTioN Thrms (always in advance) : $1.50

each for lew than fourcoplra: Four to nine copies, $1.25

each: Ten to nineteen copies, $1.20 each: Twenty copies

and upward, $1 each. Papers are addressed to each na.:ie.

tW Either English or German Edition, at these prices.

HEARTH AND HOME : $3 a year for less than fonr.

Tour to nine copies, $2.75 each ; 10 or more copies, $2.50 each.

BP" Hearth and Home (weekly) with Amer-
ican Agriculturist sent to one address for $4 a year.

H Now For
" FEBRUARY.

_^

&i

This is a First- ^
g£ rate Month for Making -§§a

HP np New Clubs, Com- _sa

HF pleting those already j§
El?" -*J

HP begun, and Securing ^
K the Valuable Articles -m

e*?- offered in our Pre- _s=a^~ _g>

IF in hi in List. ;Ja

The Publishers of American Agricul-

turist and Hearth and Home take pleas-

ure in presenting their new general

Premium List for 1874. The Premiums

which they have offered in past years

have engaged the attention of a very

large number of persons of all ages and

both sexes. Many thousands have se-

cured Premiums, and very many of these,

who at first had small hopes of success,

have been themselves astonished at the

ease with which they have raised large

clubs and secured valuable Premiums.

Here is pleasant and profitable work

for all.

Boys and Girls,

Young Men and Maidens

Middle-aged Men and Women
Farmers,

Mechanics

Merchants,

Professional Men
Anybody,

Anywhere
who wishes to do good and make
money, can do both by going to

work as here invited by the publishers

of these two most valuable journals,

American Agriculturist and Hearth
and Home. You need only to show
specimens of the papers, promise the

beautiful Chromos, which are now ready

for delivery, according to the publishers'

offer, and forward your subscriptions.
There is no danffer of failure in the enterprise if

you go into it with spirit. Tou may succeed in

raising a club much larger than

you had at first calculated upon;

and even shoul.1 you secure fewer

subscribers than at first hoped lor,

the Premiums are so many and so

various that you could not fail to

be suited with some good thing

on the list.

Pei'sous of all classes have

engaged successfully in the work,

and very many have materially

increased their income,
and that too without encroaching

upon their ordinary working hours

and with but little trouble
to themselves. The articles

offered as Premiums are wortli
the regular price which is set

against thein. They are new
and giHtd. They have almost

universally pleased and satisfied

the recipient. Yon can obtain

one or more of them.

t^f- TRY IT. .jgj

The American Agriculturist is

everywhere known and approved.

Hearth and Home issued every

week, with the Best Original Sto-

ries, contributions on Live Topics,

a capital Household Department,

and a most interesting Department

for Children and Youth, should

be in every home in America. The
papers are entirely different. Taken
together, they supply more good

reading than can be found in fifty

books costing one Dollar each.

Premium Clubs can be made up
of subscribers to either paper, or

partly of one and partly of the

other, as noted over the Table.

Wc call especial attention
to the last column of figures,

showing the small number of

names required where both

papers are taken, at the re-

duced price of $4 a year.

You, Reader, can get
a Premium. IK V IX.

Explanatory Notes.

N.B.
Read and carefully

Note the (<• Slowing Items:
(a) All subscribers sent by oue person

count, though from one or a dozen

different Poet-offices. But.... (ft) Tell

us with each name or list of names
sent, that it is for a premium
(c) Send Uie names as fast as obtained,

that the subscribers may begin to re-

ceive the paper at once. You can have

any time, from now until July 1st, to

fill up your list— (d) Send the exact
money with each list of names, so that

there may be no confusion of money
accounts (e) Old and new sub-
scribers all count in premium clubs,

but a portion, at least, should be new
names; it is partly to get these that

wc offer premiums to canvassers

(/) Specimen Numbers, etc., will

be supplied free as needed by
canvassers, but they should be need
carefully and economically, and where
they will tell— (f) Remit money in

Checks on New York Banks or Bank-
ers, payable to order of Orange -Tndd

Company, or send Post-office Money
Orders. If neither of these is obtain-

able. Register Money Letters, affixing

stamps both for the postage and re-

gistry; pnt in the money and seal the
letter in the presence of the Post-

master, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in any of the above ways
le at our risk; otherwise it is not.

Tin the following table ts given the price of each article, and the number of

Bobscriueio ..quired to get it free, at the regular rates, $l.f>0 a year for Ameiican
Agricullui'ist, and $3.00 a year lor Hearth and Home ; also at the club rates of $1 and
(2,50; also at the rates of $4 a year for both papers together.] J^~ Descrip-
tion of Premiums sent free to applicants.

N. B«—In all Premium Clubs for eitlier paper, TWO copies of American

Agriculturist (English or German) at $1.50 each, and ONE copy of Hearth and

Home at $3.00, will count exactly the same. So also two copies of American

Agriculturist at $1 each, and one copy of Hearth and Home at $2.50. xviU

count exactly the same. In this way Premium Clubs can be made up from ilu

%d and Alh columns, or fiom t/ie 3d and 5tlt, or iclwUy from the Cth column.

Table of Premiums and Terms
For American Agriculturist,

and for HeartH and Home,
for the Year 187 1.

Open to all—No Competition.

(1) (3) (3)

American
Agricul-

turist

No. Names of Premium Articles.
X—Yoore's Floral Set {Moore Maytag Co) $1 00
2— Ooltt Pen, Sil. Case (George F. Bawkes.) $s 25
3— Gold Pea and Stiver Case (do. do.). $5 00
4— Gold Pen, Handle gold-tipped (do. do.). $6 00
ft—Ladies' Gold Pen and Rubber Case (do.) $6 00
&—Paragon Pat. Revolving Pencil (do.). \\ 50
7—Paragon Pat. Revolving Pencil (do.), $3 00
8—Payson's Indelible Ink 75
9— Cake Basket (Lucius Hart Man'fg Co.)$12 00
10— Revolving Butler Cooler (do. do.). $8 00
11— Card Receiver (do.
12— One Dozen Teaspoons (do.

13—One Dozen Tablespoons (do.

Xi—One Dozen Table Forks (do.

Hi—Chlld'H Cup {do.

do). $7 00
do.). $6 00
do.). $12 00
do.). $12 00
do.). $2 75
do.). »5 00X&— Child's Knife, Fork & Spoonido

X7— Child's Carriage (C. W. F. Dare).$20 00

IS— Child's Self-operating Swing (do. do.). $4 00

lp_Doll's Cottage Chamber Set (do. do.). $5 00
20— Crandall's Building Blocks $2 00
<Z\-Crandall's Masquerade Blocks $1 00
22—Knives and Forks ( Woods Cutlery Co.)$12 00

US—Knives and Forks (Patterson Bros.)..&)5 00
.$20 00
$5 50

M 25
$1 50

J2 00
12 T.
12 00
"3 50

24—Knives and Forks (do. do.) .

25— Carver and Foi k (do. do.) .

26—French Cook's Knife, lork, and Steel,

•if -Pocket Knife (Meriden Cutlery Co.)..

IS-Pocket Knife (do. do.)

29—Pocket Knife (do. do.)

30—Ladies' Pocket Knife (do. do.)

3X—Multum in Parvo Knife (do. do.)

32—Garden Seeds,t Flower Lulbs(selection) $2 00

33—Extra Early VermontPotato(2.lbparcel)tl 00

3±—Sewing Machine ( Graver <t Baker).. . .$60 00

IS—Sawing Machine (Florence) $65 00

'llt-Sewing Machine (Willcox <& Gibbs)....1tK 00

'17—Sewina Machine (Secor) $62 00

'Za-Beckwith $12 tewing Machine $12 00

'ift—Beckwtth Portable Family Sew'g Mach.KO 00

AO-Washing Machine (Doty**) $14 00

AX-Clothes Wringer (Bext-Universol) . fs 00

A.-i-Melodeon,t-aclave (G.A. Prmce&Co.'s)t6' 00

43-Meladeon, 5-oelave (do. do.) S 112 00

44—Piano.Snlendid 1-act.(SteinwaudSons)Wli0 00

45—Silver Watch (American Watch Co.)... 140 00

46—Ladies' Fine Gold Watch (do. do.) ..$100 00

47—Breech-loading Pocket Rifle $16 00

HS—Double-bbl. Gun (Cooper, Harris AH.).(SO 00

49—Remington's Breech -loading R'fte $36 00

50—Remington's Single-barrel Shot-gun $8 00

SI— Charles Pratt's Astral Oil (lean, IjGal.) fS 00

Si-Hand Cultivator <t Weeder (Camstock) *9 00

53—Family Scales (Fairbanks ilr Co.) $14 00

54— Worcester's Great Dlustr'ed DiclionaryUO 00

-Any back Volume Agriculturist
-Any Two Back Volumes do.

do. do.
do do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.

$1 15

511

"1 $5 25

ti&S
s C$10 50
° $12 a
3 $14 00

$29 75

do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.

$2 50
2 $5 00

55
5«
57—Any Three do.

US—Any Four do.
59 Jjiy F've do.
HO—Aw/ Six do.
Gl—Ani/ .'•even do.
6'i—Any Eight, do.

—(Each add'! Vol. at same rate.)

63-Seventeen Vols. XVI to XXXII.
Hi—Any Back Vol. Agriculturist
GH—Any Two Back Volumes do.

HS—Any Three do. do. do.
K7—An'y Four do. do. do.
6S-Any Five do. do. do.
69—Any Six do.
70—Any Seven do.
71—Any Eight do.
72

—

Any Nine do.
—(Each add'l Volume at same rate)

73-Seventeen Vols. XVI to XXXII. .

74—Farmer's Boy's Library $5 00

75—Farmer's Boy's Library ** 2j

76—Farmer's Boy's Library JJl 25

77—Farmer's Boy's Library fjj> J5
7H-Farmer's Boy's Library.. f£1 <»

79_Any Back Vol. Hearth A Home (Bound). $4 00

80—Any Two Back Vols. do. do. $8 00

(Each additional Volume at same rate.)

Ml

00
50

00
_ $17 50

1 $20 00
3 $22 50

^ $42 50

SI—A SIO Library (Tour Choice.)

St—A »15 Library do.

;
S3--4 820 Library do.
84—A fili Library do.
8S-A |B30 Library do.

I

86-.4 <*35 Library do.
87-A £40 Library do.
88—A 945 Library do.

S9--4 S50 Library do.
90—A «60 Library do.

• 91—A 975 Library do.
92—A 9100 Library _ do.

,,- .$10 00

&S$15 00

i£*ao 00

£g$25 00

=i3$S0 00

only.
Number
of Sub-
scribers
required
at or at

$1.50

93—.4 Choice of Good Books.

2 k $S5 00

|«$40 00
"3 $45 00

S*j$50 00
*^$60 00
2<=$75 00
^ 100 00

(Set Description.)

fi

65
Si
49

45

65
65
27
87
lii-

OS
S7
211

'65

76

102
40

34

'22

27

22
jot

(4) (5)

Hearth
and
Home
only.
Number
of Sub-
scribers
lequaed
at or at

$3.00 $2.50

(6)

Both
Papers
together

Number
of Sub-
scribers
required

at
$4.00

. 2
11

.

.11

.11

. 5

. 8
•1?

. 4
if
.13

... 6

:::f|

:
A
l

:M
.344

...14

...96
•32.

...i»

10
it
13
.14

24
. 3

.10

.12

32

I

n
o

.10
II
.18
21
.25
.28
.31
34
.38
.44
55
.70

t^~ Erery Premium article is new and of the very best manufacture. i(%

charge is made for packing or boxing any ttrtide in our Premium List. Tn*

Premiums, Nos. 2 to 8, 27 to 33, 55 to 78, and 8 1 to 93,

inclusive, will each be delivered FREE of all charges, by mail or txprem

(at the Post-office or express office nearest the recipient) to any place in the United

States or Territories.— The other articles cost the recifrient only t/ie freight after

leaving the manufactory of each, by gnu conveyance desired. Description of
Premiums sent free to applicants.
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Full Descriptions
of out Premiums are given in a previous number, and

will be mailed/?'^ to applicants. We liave room in this

paper only for the following Descriptive Motes :

Uio. 1. — Moore's Floral Set.—This
isabcautiful Premium—a complete set of Ladies9 or
Children's Warden Tools for the cultivation of

flowers, consisting of a Floral Hon, Spade, Fork, and Rake.

They are made of the best steel and iron, with finely pol-

ished hard-wood handles, light, durable, and highly finish-

ed, and each set inclosed in a box. They will be found

very convenient in the garden and greenhouse, and arc

pleasing toys for the little folks. Made by the Moore
Manufacturing Company, Kensington, Ct.

UTos. 3, », £.—Gold Pens : with ever-

pointed Pencils, in extension, coin-silver cases.—Premium
No. 2 contains the best No. 4 Gold Pen ; and No. 3 the

best No. 6 Gold Pen, which is the same style, but larger.

No. 4 contains No. 7 Gold Pen, iu Gold-tipped Ebony

Holder. Each pen will be sent in a neat leather case by

mail, post-paid. These pens are made by Geo. F.
Uawkes, No. 66 Nassau St., and have obtained

an excellent reputation. We have known the maker

and his goods for many years, and can recommend them.

No. 5. — Ladies- Fine Gold Pen,
in Rubber Case. Gold Mounted, with Screw Extension,

and Gold Ever-pointed Pencil. A beautiful present for a

lady teacher or friend. Same maker as No. 2.

Nofe. O, 7.—Paragon Patent Re*
voiving Pencil. — This is a beautiful Pocket

Pencil, which is extended or closed by pulling or

pressing the head. They are made with great care, and
every Pencil warranted to work perfectly. They are gold-

plated, and will last for years. We offer two patterns,

one for ladies, with ring for chain, at $1.50 each, and one

Ofheavier and firmer plate, at $3.00. Same maker as No. 2.

I%o. 8,-Payson's Indelible fink,
and Briggs's Marking-Pen Combination.
—Payaon's Indelible Ink is too well known to need fur-

ther commendation. It is almost indispensable in the

family. Briggs^s Marking-Pen has been before the pub-

lic for fifteen years, and is justly celebrated for all kinds

of marking, and particularly for writing upon coarse

fabrics. The Pen and Ink are put up in a neat case, be-

ing thus portable, always ready for uae, and protected

from loss or injury by evaporation or breakage.

No. 9, — Calfe Basket. — A new pat-

tern, oval-shaped, nicely chased—a very taking, useful,

and beautiful table ornament. This, with other articles

that follow, is made by the Lucius Hart Manu-
facturing Co., of Nos. 4 and « Burling Slip,

New York City, and is warranted by them to be of the

best triple plate. Mr. Hart, " the veteran Sunday-school

man," was engaged in the same place and business for

nearly a quarter of a century. We have known him and
his work for many years, and have taken pleasure in com-
mendingaud guaranteeing its value to be as represented.

We believe the Company which bears his name is fully

sustaining his reputation. The amount of silver upon
plated ware depends wholly upon the will and integrity

of the manufacturer. We could give nearly as good-look-

ing plated ware for less than half the money.

I%o. 13.—One Dozen Teaspoons.—
Wo. 13.—One Dozen Table-Spoons.-
These are "figured tips," Olive-leaf Pattern, all of the

same metal, plating, etc., and from the same makers as

No. 9. They are far cheaper than anything we have

found at half the price, and are well worth working for.

Wo. 14.—One Dozen Table-Forks.
—The same description and remarks apply to these as to

!No. 13. We select as premiums only Buch articles as we
can warrant in quality and price. All these articles come
from the Lucius Hart Manufacturing Co.

Wo. 15.—Child's dip.—A beautiful gift

for the little one-year-old. It is made by the Lucius
Hart Manufacturing Co. Triple-plated on the

ontside and gilded on the inside. It never breaks, and
will last for many years—indeed, be a life-keepsake.

Wo. 17.—Child's Carriage, or Per-
ambulator*—An elegant carriage, handsomely fin-

ished, upholstered with reps, has full plate tinned joints,

handle tips, side lights, dash rail, panel body, and carpet

on the bottom. These carriages are from the well-known
manufacturer C. W. F. Dare, 47 Cortlaudt
St., New York.

Wo. 1©.—Doll's Cottage Chamber
Set.—A most attractive gift for a little girl. Eight pieces

of furniture prettily painted: Bedstead (*ize lljy y 13
inches), bureau, table, commode, towel-rack, two chairs,

one rocking-chair. FromC. W. F. Dare, 47 Cort-
laudt St., New York.

Wo. 20. — Crandall's Improved
Building,* Blocks furnish a most attractive

amusement for children. Churches, Dwellings, Bams,
Mills, Fences, Furniture, etc., in almost endless va-

riety, can be built with them, and the structures re-

main so firm as to be curried about. For developing the
ingenuity and taste of children they arc uuequalcd. The
Blocks are put up iu neat boxes, accompanied by a
large illustrated sheet giving various designs ofbuildings,

etc. This is one of the most successful toys ever invented.

Wo. 31.—Crandall's IVIasqnerade
Blocks.—These are put up in boxes, the blocks in

each of which will make, by various combinations, 300

different pictures in brilliant colors. They are not in-

jured by washing, and afford endless amusement for chil-

dren. They are beautiful gifts for the little ones.

Wo. 2a.—Knives and Forks,-These
have ebony and metal handles, manufactured by a patent
process which unites them so firmly to the blades that

they never work loose, and are rendered hot water-proof.

The knife blades are silver-plated. Made in the best

style by the Woods Cutlery Co., 5 5 Cham-
Uers St., New/ York. For this Premium we will

give either the Table, Medium, or Dessert size, as may
he specified by the recipient ; six knives and sis forks,

or twelve knives without forks.

Wos. 2», 34, £5.—American Table
Cutlery.—We are glad to be able to offer really

good articles of American manufacture, such as are

competing successfully with the best foreign make.
Messrs. Patterson Bros., 27 Park Row,
who supply us with these articles, are also importers of

English goods. They recommend these Knives, manu-
factured by the Rleriden Cutlery Co., as equal to

any Cutlery in the market, and their recommendation is

a guarantee wherever they are known. We offer two
kinds of Knives, and three sizes of each kind. No. 23

have Rubber Handles, which are actually boiling-water

proof, so that, if they were accidentally to remain in it

for several minutes, or even hours, they would not be in-

jured. The Blades are of the best steel, and warranted.

Dessert size, with Forks, sold at $15 For 24 subscrib-

ers at $1.50, or 80 at $1, we will give either the medium
size or the table size, sold at $16.00. No. 24 have

Ivory Handles, are selected with great care, have Steel

Blades, and are beautiful goods. Dessert size, with Forks,

sold at $20.00 For 33 subscribers, at $1.50, or 110 at

$1, we will send the medium size, sold at $22.00... .For

35 at $1.50, or 116 at $1. we will send the Table size,

sold at $23.00. The Forks, which accompany these

Premiums, Nos. 23 and 24, are made of genuine Albata,

and warranted double-plated with coin-silver. These
Forks are furnished to ns by Messrs. Patterson Bros—
The Carving-Knife and Fork are made by The OTCer-

iden Cutlery Co., with the best Ivory, balanced

Handles

Wos. 37, 38, 29, 3«.—lPockcft Knires.
—Here's for the Boys and Girls!—These Premiums
are among the most pleasing and useful that we have ever

offered. Every boy, and girl too, wants a pocket knife.

We give them an opportunity to obtain a most valuable

one for merely a little effort. These knives are fur-

nished by the JVeriden Cutlery Co., 49 Cham-
bers St., Now York, whose work is equal to any
done in this country or Europe. No. 27 is a neat, sub-

stantial Knife, with three blades and buck-horn handle.

No. 2S is a still finer article, with four blades and pearl

handle. No. 29 is an elegant Knife, with five blades

and Shell handle. No. 30 is a Lady's Pocket Knife,

a beautiful article, with four blades and shell handle.

UTo. 31.—IrluHiini in Parro Poclset
Knife.—^~ Boys, Read tliis.^^ This is a

most attractive as well as useful Premium, from the

Meriden Cutlery Co., 49 Chambers St., New
York. It comprises, in one knife-handle, a large and a

small blade, a screw-driver, a saw, a strong hook, a nut-

cracker, a brad-awl, a gimlet, a corkscrew, a pointer, a

slim punch, tweezers, and, in addition to this, it can be

used for various other purposes which will at once sug-

gest themselves to any smart boy or mat. It is a pocket-

ful of tools weighing but two ounces. The knives will

be sent anywhere in our country, post-paid.

Wo. 33. — Extra Early Vermont
Potato.—This remarkable potato is a seedling raised

in 1S67 from a seed-ball of the well-known Jackson
White. It is supposed to have been fertilized from the

Garnet Chili, as it resembles many seedlings of that

variety. For five years the "Vermont" potatoes have

been grown side by side with the Early Rose, both under

the same treatment, ftnd have proved seven to ten days
earlier than that favorite sort; they are more productive,

fully equal to the Early Rose if not superior in quality,

flesh very white, dry, and floury, excellent, keepers, and
in every way a most promising variety. We have made
arrangements with Messrs. B. K. Bliss Ac Sons,
23 Park Place, New York, to supply us with

the genuine article, to go by mail, post paid, to any part

of the country. They should go out before freezing
weather, but when too late for this we will keep theia
until warm enough to mail them iu the spring. This
Premium can only remain open while the supply lasts.

No. 40.—I>oty*s Improved Clothes
Washer, with the Metropolitan Balance Weight Over
seventy-five thousand families iu the. United States ara
using the Doty Washing Machine, and we believe the
improved machine has no superior. The "help" use it

and like it. Send for descriptive circulars to It. C.
Browning, 32 Cortlaudt St., New York,
or to Metropolitan Washing Machine Co.,
Middle-held, Ct. It goes cheaply by freight or Bx.

I\o. 45.—A Good Watch.—The Watches
made by the American Watch Co., Waltham,
Mass., have peculiarities of excellence which place
them above all foreign rivalry. The substitution of
machinery for hand labor has been followed not only

by greater simplicity, but by a precision in detail,

and accuracy and uniformity iu their time-keeping
qualities, which by the old method of manufacture are)

unattainable. A smoothness and certainty of movement
are secured which proceed from the perfect adaptation of

every piece to its place. The extent of the Waltham
establishment, the combination of skilled labor with ma-
chinery perfect and ample, enable them to offer watches
at lower rates than any other manufacturers. Their
annual manufacture is said to be double that of all other
makers in this country combined, and much larger than
the entire manufacture of England. The mechanical im-
provements and valuable inventions of the last fifteen

years, wdiether home or foreign in their origin, have been
brought to their aid, and the presence of nearly 800,000

Waltham Watches in the,pockets of the people is the

best proof of the public approval. We offer a Silver watch,

jeweled, with chronometer balance, warranted by this

Company as made of the best materials in the best manner,
and in pure coin-silver "hunting" case; weight 3 oz.

This watch we offer as one of our Premiums, with the full-

est confidence. Upon the movement of each of these

watches will be engraved, " American Agriculturist.
Made et the American Watch Co., Waltham, Mass."

I*o. AG.—Ladies' Fine Gold Watch.
—This elegant Premium will delight our friends who
may receive it. Our arrangement with the American
Watch Co. (see No. 45 above) includes these beautiful

gold watches. They are full-jeweled, in 18-carat "hunt-
ing" cases, warranted to be made of the best materials,

and possessing every requisite for a reliable Time-Keep-
er. Upon the movement of each Premium Watch will

be engraved " Am. Agriculturist. Made by tub
Am. Watch Co., Waltham, Mass."

No. AS.—l>onl>le»ISarrel Onn; OR
Fowling Piece.—These guns are the genuine London
" Twist" bnrrel, Patent Breech, Bar Lock, ebony ram-
rod, and in all respects desirable. Their caliber and
length of barrel vary, and may be ordered to suit the

kind of shooting to he done. They are furnished for this

Premium by Messrs. Cooper, Harris A; Hodg-
kins, B77 Broadway, well known as one of the

most reliable and best houses in their line of business,

and they highly recommend this particular gnu, and
guarantee it in every respect. It is from one of the

oldest and most favorably known English manufacturers.

The price is not put on in fancy carving and plating for

show, but in the gun itself. This Premium includes Gun,
Powder-Flask, Shot-Pouch, and Wad-Cutter.

No. 49. — Iteming to«i"s Sporting
Breech-Loading Rifle.—The Rifle offered as thia

Premium has a 30-inch steel barrel, and can be of any
weight from 8 to 12 lbs., and of any caliber from n/l0t
t° 6%ooi ae niay be desired. Ammunition is extra, and
at prices varying in accordance with the caliber. These
rifles are manufactured by the noted firm of E. Rem*
ington & Sons, Nos. 281 and 283 Broad-
way, New York, whose reputation is world-wide,

and who stand in the front rank of manufacturers of

fire-arms.

Nos. 81 to 92.—Good L.il>raries«—
In these premiums, we offer a choice of Books for the

Farm, Garden, and Household. The person

entitled to any one of the premiums 81 to 92 may select

any books desired from the list of our books published

monthly in the American Agriculturist, to the amount of

the premiums, and the books will be forwarded, Post or

Express paid. 5^** Let the farmers of a neighborhood

unite their efforts, and through these premiums get an.

agricultural library for general use. JJ3T~Sec Table List

of Books in advertising columns.

I%o. 93.—General Itook Premium.
—Any one sending 25 or more names, may select books

from our list to the amount of 10 cents for each Fnbscrib-

ersentat$l; or 30 cents for each name sent at $1.20; or

CO cents for each name at $1.50. 77iis offer is only for

dubs of 23 or more. The books will be sent by vwiH or «*-

pmS) prepaid through^ by us. Sec List as iu No. 81.
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Disease in Fowls* Leg*.—"W. H. H.,"

Alton, 111. Sores in the joints of a fowl's legs which cat

away the joint in two weeks, must arise from a very serious

constitutional disturbance, and any remedy is doubtful. It

might be well to try a dose of sulphite of soda as large as

a pea in a pill of bread or dough each day for a few days,

and clumgiug the food. The soree Bhould be washed

daily with warm soap and water. Closely bred fowls arc

more frequently thus troubled than others, and a change

of blood would be desirable.

Co-operative Stow.—" T. E. E., M Plain-

field. Ind^ The managers of the co-operative store in

Sedalia. Mo., would doubtless be glad to give—if re-

quested—information as to their plan of business to

persons who desire to organize such an institution. A
town of 1,500 inhabitants ought to present a field large

enough for such a business.

For a Jumping; Colt.—" J. H., n Clark-

eon, Iowa, says if a halter is put upon a colt, and the end

of the halter strap passed between the forelegs ind fast-

ened to a strap around the horse bo that he can not raise

his head higher than a level with his back, he can not

jump, and it will not interfere with his feeding.

The Potato Disease.—Early Inst year

an Englishman whose name ba^ escaped us offered a

handsome sam as a prize for the best essay on the potato

e and its cure. The council of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, in whose hands the matter was placed, do

not advise making any award. They recommend, how-

ever, that a sum of money be appropriated for the care-

ful invcstL'ution of the potato fungus {Perofiospora znfes-

tans), which is now admitted to be the cause of the trou-

ble. What a chance here is for the remarkable micro-

ecopisl of our remarkable Department of Agriculture.

A Heavy Ox.—The Butchers' prize for the

heaviest bullock at the Birmingham (Eng.) Fat Cattle

Show was this year awarded to a cross-bred ox out of a

polleu v by a short-horn bull. The animal

weighed 8,866 pounds. Last year the first prize at the

SinitliQeld Fat Cattle Show was taken by a polled ox.

This certainly shows well for the feeding qualities of the

polled stock.

Scratches.—" T. G. P.," Heesville, West Va.

Scratches is an inflammatory suppurative action of the

akin of a horse's heels and hind legs. It is often very

difficult of cure. At other times it readily submits to

very simple treatment, such as washing the parts quite

clean with a solution of one dram of carbolic acid to a

pint of water. After the washing the leg-* are wiped

quite dry with a soft cloth, and anointed with glycerine

as often as is needed to keep the shin from becoming
dry. At the same time the horse Bhouldhave half an ounce

to an ounce of sulphite of soda In the feed twice a day.

Care must be taken to keep the legs (lean and dry and free

from mud, which is in many cos the direct cause

of the trouble.

Measure for Hay.—U W. H. W.," Glen-

dale, Ky. The estimates for the measurement of hay in

the mow are all intended for solidly packed hay, and the

average of the whole mow. The bottom of a deep mow
will be heavier, and the upper part will be lighter than

the centre, which represents the average of the whole.

The same refers to a stack.

Itlultnm in I*arvo.— il E. W. T.," Wico-
mico Co., Md. Peruvian guano would be a very good
fertilizer for oats, as will hen manure mixed with earth,

but It should be used move liberally than guano. The
beet fertilizer for corn i* the dried blood mannrc ; wc
have seen some extraordinary resnlth from it. It may be
procured in Baltimore. No one can justly expect much
of a corn-Bhcller for one dollar. A dollar's worth of sneb

an article would be very little and jet ir might be worth
its cost. Artificial hatching of eggs is perfectly success-

ful bo far as to produce chickens ; the operation always
fails at this point because the chickens can not take
care of themselves and they die meter than tncj

hatched. A hundred light Brahma fowls will cost from
$250 upwards if really good ones.

Concrete Itnildftng;*. — * II. JI. y.,'
1

Los Angeles, Ca!. The article upon concrete buildings
appeared in the Agriculturist of March and Angnst, 1872.

As these numbers may he procured in any desired quan-
tity it is not necessary to reprint the article.

Diseased Udder.- J. W. P.," Bureau
Co., 111. A gathering upon the udderof.JI i

finally breaks and forms a running sore la as llkolj to
have occurred from a blow, a kick, or a punch with an-

other cow's horn as anything. It should now be treated

by injecting into the sore with a syringe a solution of one

dram of carbolic acid in a pint of water, each morning

and evening, until the offensive discharge ceases and it

begins to heal in a healthy manner, after which it should

be cleansed daily with the same solution until healed.

Pipes lor Drains nud Irrigating.
—" II. II. S." Earthen pipes for drains have been made
for many years ; there is no patent right upon them.

Common drain tiles may be used for irrigating by turning

the water into them, which would escape at the joints.

It would be simply the reverse of draining. We shall

be happy to receive the communications referred to.

Ilitir Cochins.—"W. H. B." Buff Cochin
fowls are included amongst the profitable egg-producers.

Nevertheless there are some varieties, as the Spanish

and the Leghorns, which are more prolific in this respect

than the Cochins. The Brabmas arc also preferable to

the Cochins, standing, in our opinion, next to the Leg-

burns, especially as winter layers.

Oil Meal.—"C. L., n Lancaster Co., Pa. Oil

meal may be Uept perfectly well in a dry place. If in

large bulk it will heat, and if the place is damp it will

mold. It is best kept in flour barrels or in a bin in the

granary, and if it shows any signs of heating it should be

shoveled over or transferred to another bin. Two quarts

daily will be a fair allowance for a cow. One pint daily is

enough for a calf, and a pint in each feed will be enough
for a horse in addition to his other feed.

Foot and jHunfth Disease in Sheep.
—"Englishman," Lynchburg, Va. The symptoms de-

scribed, viz: sores around the coronet of the hoof and
for two inches up the leg, and between the cleft of the

foot, also sores upon the lips appear to point to Aptha,

or what is known as the foot and mouth disease. At the

same time it may be only a vesicular eruption which fre-

quently occurs upon the feet and which is conveyed to

the mouth by contagion in consequence of the animal
licking the sores upon the feet. Wc would wash the feet

and touch the sores upon the lips with the following,

viz: 2 drams chloride of zinc, 1 oz. tincture of myrrh
dissolved in one pint of water. Each sheep shonld take
two ounces of epsom salts with a little ginger or a few
tea-spoonfuls of peppermint water. The feet must be
kept well washed with the solution and the sheep be
kept upon a dry barn floor until recovered.

Windmill. - L. D. S.," Huron, Ohio. For
information as to windmills write to the United States

Windmill Company, Batavia, Illinois.

Poultry for Profit.—" A. J. W.," Tole-
do, Ohio. The most profitable breed of poultry, we be-

lieve to bo the light Brabmas; they are good layers, ma-
inre early, are heavy bodied when mature, have good
flavored flesh, are good sitters nnd mothers, are hardy,

very docile and not inclined to wander, can be kept in-

side of a fence live feet high or less are handsome, and
are salable either living or dead. Wright's and Lewis's
poultry book- arc useful works upon this subject.

Harrowing: Corn.-" J. P. L., 1 ' Ring-
wood, N. C. When the Thomas harrow is used to har-

row young corn it is run indiscriminately over the field,

the young corn not being injured excepting occasionally

a stalk is torn oul. But no other harrow should be used
for this purpose in this way. The usual corn harrow is

a V harrow which has the central tooth removed; it is

passed over the row so that the plants are passed over by
the space left by the removed tooth, and each side of the

row is harrowed, pontiles are used to guide it.

fthr«*fe! M'nrniiiig in Texas.—" Stone,"
QhlcagO, The only part of Texas now loft I'm cattle and
Rheepfeeilingujn.il th rang'- is the western part Of tho

state. In the Baal settlements are becoming too thick

for the comfort of cattle men. For information as to

lauds the Commissioner of Public Lauds, Austin, Texas,

should be written to.

Darnel.—Tina grass (Loliw/r temHlcntum), a

DftUre of Europe, is more or less introduced Into this

country. It has long enjoyed the distinction of being the

onlygrass that produced seeds having poisonous quali-

tifis, Thla character was attributed to it by both agri-

culturists and botanists of early times* and it has been
kept BterSOtyped In all the books upon grasses. Mr.
\|. tander Stephen Wilson has been experimenting with

Darnel, and hits presented his results in two papers read

before the Botanical Society of Edinburgh. In his last

paper he stated that he has eaten It mixed with wheal

and out-meal In very much larger quantities than It would
be naturally mixed with those grains, in hot and cold

bread, taking over four ounces of Daniel in a day

out experiencing any cilects whatever.

with-

Xhe Poitou Am*.—"H. P.," Dover, Del.

To import a Poitou jack would cost a large sum of mon-
ey. By importing several, each one would cost less in

proportion. An animal may be purchased in France for

from $1,000 to $3,000, as they are very highly valued and

are reluctantly sold. It would not he safe to purchase

unless in person, so thai there would be traveling ex-

penses back and forth, say $400, aud freight of the jack,

which would be at least $150. Still as these animals arc

exceedingly valuable the importation of a pair of asses

would undoubtedly be a benefit to the public if it should

not be profitable pecuniarily.

Goats lor Milk:.—"8. 11.," Pierceville,

Ind. We do not know where milk goats that are able to

milk four quarts a day could be procured. That is about

the average yield of our common cow. If ordinary g«aU
yielding a fourth of that quantity would be desirable, a

thousand or two could be purchased in the cities of New
York, Brooklyn, and Philadelphia for about the price of

common sheep, and their removal would be a relief to

the inhabitants of those cities who have gardens and

shade trees, upon which these creatures love to depredate*

Oleo Margarine.—U A. K. ]?.," Kansas
City, Mo. We would repeat what we have already said

in noticing the fact that suet is manufactured into so

called butter, that the product is not butter in any sense,

nor do wc believe for a moment that the manufacturers

of the stuff can ever induce people knowingly to pur-

chase it. If it is put into the market as butter it is a

fraud, and we would not advise any parties to go into a

fraudulent business, but on the contrary to avoid it aV-

thongh it might be a profitable one.

The Ilnrlingftoii. and Missouri
Railroad Company have sold along their line in Iowa
and Nebraska, within thirty-three months, 47S,0S8 acres

to 4,525 purchasers, on ten years'1 credit and six per cent

interest. On sales made since 1872 no part of the prin-

cipal is payable until the end of four years, while twenty

per cent is deducted from land prices for prompt
improvement.

The Volinia Farmers* Club sends
us it-; printed programme for 1S7-4—which shows a judi-

cious variety of discussions and field trials for nearly

every month in the year. We assume that this club is

held at Volinia, Mich., but there is nothing on the pro-

gramme to show that it is not at Volinia, Japan. Wc
hope onr Volinia friends will not take this criticism

amiss, as we only use their oversight to say to the officers

of societies and clnbs that a large share— half, if not

more, of the printed circulars and communications that

come to us mention neither county nor State, and if tho

post-mark happens, as is usually the c:isc, to be indis-

tinct, we have no clue to their whereabouts.

Leather and Farincrs' Fleshings.
-»" II. F. B.," Sing Sing, N. Y. All the refuse parts of

the hide of an animal arc valuable for fertilizing pur-

poses, as is also the liquor in which such refuse has been
boiled. Long steaming under great pressure is needed
to make bones easily crushed into powder, and then they

are not so valuable as the raw bone-dust, because they

have lost all their nitrogenous matter. Liquid manure is

best applied by means of a spreader such as has been.

already described in the Agriculturist.

Crop for an Orchard.—" G. R. B.,M

Seymour, Ind., has an apple orchard just in bearing.

He wants to know whether to cultivate ir with some crop

or saw it to grass, and what kind of grass or crop is tho

best ouc.—"G. It. li" should .consider that it is nnfair

to land to ask too mnch of it. As trees are usually plant-

ed in orchards, tho fruit is all the crop that should be
taken from tin- land ; if potatoes or other root crops are

grown they should be so well manured that the land will

lose nothing. Perhaps the best treatment for an orchard

is to BOW it to clover and pasture bogs upon it. This will

keep the soil constantly improving and have the advan-

tage of disposing of the windfalls.

Worms in a Cow.—"S. B. DM " Downio-
ville. C:il. Cows are BOmetiniBS, especially when young,

troubled with small, thread-like worms of two varieties,.

The irritation of the skin, which causes the cow to rub

the hair off, may bo due to the disturbance of the systcna

consequent upon the presence of the worms. The remedy

is to giVO before feeding In the morning, one pint of

linseed oil. two ounces Of oil of turpentine, with hnlf a

pint 6t Infusion of quassia mixed together. Repeal

the dose In ten days. Salt regularly given is almost

a sure preventive of internal parasites in nil farm stock.
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TO FARMERS & PLANTERS.
Double Refined Poudrette for sale in

lots to rait customers. Tliis article is sold

for half the price of oilier fertilizers, and is

cheaper for Cotton, Corn, Tobacco, and
Vegetables than any other in the market.

Price, delivered on board in New York City,

%25 per ton. I ask attention to the follow-

ing: testimonials

:

Charles A. Messenger. Providence Co.,

R. I., writes :
" The Double-refined Poudrette

I bought of you has given satisfactory returns, and I con-

sider it the best of anything I can use for an early crop."

Thomas W. Latham, Providence Co., R. I., writes :

,4
1

would rather have your DrmoU-reflned Poudrette than any
phosphate I ever used. Where I U6ed it ou Potatoes it was
far ahead of any other manure."

L. H. Sheldon. Snp't of the New Jersey State Reform
School, writes : "We have used Poudrette for several years

vpon our farm crops, and for the money invested we have
found nothing that has done us so much service."

S. «T. Kelly, Burlington Co., N. J., writes: "I used
Double-refined Poudrette on Rutabaga Turnips alongside
of Peruvian Guano and Hen Manure. Where the Pou-
drette was applied the increase was thirty per cent over
the others.

"

William H. Cady, Ocean Co., N. J., writes: "I used
Poudrette on Corn, Sweet and round Potatoes, Onions, and
Lima Beans. It brought forward my crops two weeks
earlier. I think it the best manure I ever used, giving
lielter results than Peruvian Guano, at much less cost."

Van Antwerp and Van Buren, Montgomery Co..N.V.,
writes :

" Pondrette has been used in this locality for ten
years past, mostly on Corn, and those who have used it say
they have from 14" to H more Corn by using the Poudrette."

W. F. Gbrkin, of Essex Co., N. Y., writes :

,l
I have

need the Double-refined Poudrette for the ]ast five years^

and I consider it the cheapest fertilizer I can buy—giving
the best results for the cost."

Milton Strong, Suffolk Co., N. Y., writes: "I gave
Poudrette a thorough trial this year, using it upon Corn,
Potatoes, Lima Beans, Tomatoes, and Vines, and I have
never raised better crops. My Cbrn willyield 100 bushels
Of ears per acre, and my garden was the surprise and ad-
miration of all who saw it."

Henry T. Horton, Cheshire Co., N. H.. writes : "I
find, from experiments made last year, the Double-refined
Poudrette w» the cheapest fertilizer to use on Tobacco. I
pat It beside Peruvian Guano with equal cost of both,
and the Tobacco was 30 per cent better where I used
Poudrette."

W. H. Remington, Hartford Co., Ct., writes: " I have
need Poudrette on Corn, Potatoes, and Tobacco. There
was but one piece of Com in the place equal to mine, and
that had 30 loads of manure per acre and mine none. The
Tobacco started as Boon as set and grew luxuriant."

Wm. &. Pomeroy, of Hartford Co., Ct., writes :
" I have

used the Double-refined Poudrette for several years on
Tobacco, and I think it one of the beBt fertilizers made
lor this crop."

A Pamphlet giving full directions, etc., sent free on
application to JAKES T. FOSTER,

66 Cortlandt Street, New York.

GENUINE
Peruvian Guano.
Fajocers, Agriculturists, and Dealers in Fertilizers

have now an opportunity of obtaining this valuable manure
In imall or large lots, nt importers* prices, by
applying to the Special Agency just established lor the pur-

pose of delivering Genuine Peruvian Guano to consumers at

any accessible port or railway station in the country. Full

particulars given in circular mailed free on application to

R. BALCAZAR,
No. 53 Beaver Street, New York.

REFERENCES BT PERMISSION

:

Messrs. Hobson, Hdrtado & Co., Financial Agents of the

Peruvian Government, 52 Wall Street, New York.
Mosm Taylob, Pres. National City Bank, 52 Wall St., N. T.

1. C. Tract, Esq., Peruvian Consul, 26X Broadway, N. T.

Buy the Best Fertilizers.
Bead for Agricultural Almanac for 1874.

H. B. GRIFFINC,
08 and 60 Cortlandt Street, New York.

FISH GUANO S

F
Z.

VT Bend for Circular. H. FISK, Soathold, L. I.

FRUIT FARH for sale. 62 acres ; 50 in
fruit trees, 1"> in berries, <> in prunes, 2 for veretfihles.

•oil very rich. Market Xn. l. One mile of the, crossing of
tbree railroads. >o. 1 hon^e, barn, ptc. A-Mrp^s

JAS. 11. ClJKRENB, Mnttoon, 111.

CATfcHAJEfcT'S PATENT
Two Horse Pulverizing Cultivator

IM P R O V K O .

The Depth can be Regulated by a simple Movement of
the Lever, convenient to the Hand of the Driver.

WHY IT IS THE BEST CULTIVATOR.
Because it Draws Lighter than any "Wheel Cultivator.
Costs one-half less.
\\ ill Exterminate Q,uaclt and Thistles.
Can be run close to a plant or a tree without injuring it.

Cultivates Hojus successfully.
Cultivates Corn first time effectually.
Runs .-irmly, being drawn with a pole.
Will Pulvtrize sod with a proper adjustment of the teeth.
Is Strong and .Durable.
Sells readily, and every sale brings an-

other order from a neighbor, with an un-
solicited testimonial tilled with cmhusiasin
in regard to its merits*

Better worth the money, and will pay for itself quicker than any Implement ever placed npon the farm.

Price only $22 Complete.
We will make the following liberal offer for the next three months, in order to introduce this Cultivator where it hM

heretofore been unknown. Viz. : To any practical farmer who will act as agent we will send one New Improved Cultivator

at 25 per cent discount from above price when the cash accompanies the order, and If it doe6 not prove to be ail that it It

represented we will rerund the money, and as evidence on our part of the faithful performance of the guarantee we refer to

our forty years' reputation as manufacturers.
Send for Descriptive Circular with testimonials.

"We furnish THISTLE TEETH, as shown in cut, or the REVERSIBLE OVAL TEETH, as preferred.

Iu ordering, please state which teeth are desired.

BRADLEY MANUFACTURING CO., Syracuse, TV. V.

mm AMERICAN HARVESTER
Wilt cut any grain tli»t grows, and in any condition.

BRADLEY'S ACME MOWER
Has Inclosed Gearing, Center Draft, Perfect Balance, Single
or Changeable Speeds, Perfect Floating Bar, Cushioned
Pitman, Self-adjusting Journals. Draft 125 lbs. Has more
good points and less complication thun any mower in the
world.
Agents wanted. Send for descriptive circulars.

BRADLEY MANUFACTURING CO.,
SyrncuBe, N. T.

Halladay'e Improved

Wind-Mill.
PERFECTLY Self-Regulating. The

BeBt, Cheapest, most Dnrable and
Popular Mill made. Manufactured
under the Immediate supervision of
Inventor 18 years. Two million dol-

lars' worth new In use. Send for Cata-
ogue. ^
TJ. S. WIND ENGINE & PUMP CO.

Batavia, III.

FARM FOR SAUK.—The Fruit and
Truck Farm of P. II. Brown, known as " Cherry

Lawn." fiO acre?. Good buildinjrs. Plenty of larirc and
small fruit. Well laid out. 1 '< miles from the center of
New Brunswick (about 20,000 inhabitants >. On tbcN. .Mt.lt.,

between Pbila. anil New York, 30 miles from New York.
Fine for Tracking, Fruit Growing, or Nursery, or gentle-
man's residence. Mnst be 6oen to be appreciated. Full
particulars on application (person or letter).

D. H. BltOWN & SONS. 20 HtrcAM Stuiit,
New Brunswick, New Jersey.

FOR SALK-CIIEAP.-Two Firms, one
48, the other 260 acres. The greater portion Is Dl the

best of bottom land; suitable for any kind of produce;
plenty of rood watci ; comfortable dwelling. Small orch-

ard, with the beat of frnlt trees. Near the market. One
mile from It. R. station. 40 miles front St. Louis. Address
JOHN SCHMIDT, ltobertsvllle P. O., Franklin Co., Mo.

qnflfc
JhB Sugar Maker's Friend

Bq" p,*g —^^mssir xo canvass and

H S rt I . Btl GAT.VANIZTO MlTALlO IcaEKA
!? 3 1 SI Sap Spotrr and Buokit Hakoeb.
" S .2 «L# Samples. Circulars and Terms sent on

40 ** receipt of 20 cts. to pay postage.

Address C. C. TOST, Manuf. and Patentee, Burlington,Vt.

MARTIN'S IMPROVED

Brick
Machine.

Adopted and used by tlie leading Urick manufacturer*.
Made and Bold by the

AMES M'F'G CO., Chicopee, Mass.

mmsm
xEED Steamer
For fnll particulars, address
EKGLE, KELLER & CO.. Lancaster, Pa.

l^IRST Premiums awarded by Amer. Inst, 1870.

MICROSCOPES.
Illustrated Price-List sent free on application.

MAGIC LANTERNS.
Catalogue, priced and illustrated, sent free.

T. H. McALUSTER, Optician, 49 Nassau-sly. N. Y-
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REMBTGrTOFS
Sporting, Hunting, and Target

Breech-LoadSng

Rifles & Shot Guns.
Also, devolving, Jtepealing, Dcrimjer, and

Vest fixket

PISTOLS and EIFLE CANES.
OUR

Double-Barrel Breech-Loading Gun
13 NOW ISEADY.

The best ever offered, coi.ti.ii.liia; all tho most desirable
features of this host Imported, tojether wiih some valuable
Improvemfi'itB peculiar only to this cun. Top Snap action,
half-cocked, breech opined and sheila extracted by one
motion.

B. REMINGTON & SONS,
281 and 283 Broadway, JV. T.

OR, ARMORY, ILION, N. Y.

CUT THIS OUT AND SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED
PRICE LIST.

AGENTS

!

We have more experienced

make more raonev. Our combina*
notr takks. Employment for all at home or traveling.
Laru'e cash wajrea. Superb outfit. Send for specimens,
circulars, terms, our new ldens. toWATERS & CO., Pnb'i, Chicago.

SALT CREEK, AT ASHLAND, NEB.,—LOOKING TOWARD THE TLATTE HILLS, FROM THE MILL HILL.

IF YOU WANT A FARM OR HOME,
YOTJ SHOULD BUY OF1 THE

BURLINGTON AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD CO.
BECAUSE—Their prices are low, ranging for the best land from Three to Ten Dollars per acre.

BECAUSE—Wo payments are required of the purchaser for four years, except interest at six per cent.

BECAUSE—After the expiration of four years, SEVEIV YEARS are allowed for payment of the principal.

BECAUSE—Tou are not obliged to go Into a wilderness, but into a well-settled State, the population of which Is rapidly increasing.
BECAUSE—The mildness of the climate and fertility of the soil is such that the (settler can pay lor his farm from the products raised upon it long; before the time when the principal

becomes due.

BECAUSE—Failure of crops from drouth is unknown.
BECAUSE—Large allowances are made upon fare and freight, thus giving low rates on both to purchasers of this Company's lands.

AND YOU SHOULD BUY THIS YEAR.
BECAUSE—Purchasers during 1874 who cultivate one-half their land within two years from their purchase are allowed a reduction of twenty per cent on the price of their land.URGE DISCOUNTS also, FOB CASH, within One, Two, or Threo Years.

jy send for circulars, with full information on all points, to CEO. S. HARRIS, Land Commissioner,
At Lincoln, Nebraska, for land in Nebraska. At Burlington, Iowa, for laud in Iowa.

Or to W. D. COWLES, General Agent, 317 Broadway, New York. JAS. R. WOOD, General Agent, 59 Clark St., Chicago. 111.

Michigan State Agricultural College,

LAJVSITsrO, MICH.
The next term opens with examination for admission

FEBRUARY 25th, IS74.
For Catalogues, or for any particulars, address

GEO. T. PAIRCIIIL.D, Pres. pro tern.

Civil Engineering School
OF UNION COLLEGE, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Thorough course of instruction and field practice. Un-
rivaled collection of apparatus. Tuilion. $'i0 per term.
Assistance rendered deserving students. For special infor-
mation, address Prof. C. STALET. For Inlonnatloii con-
cerning the College courses, Classical. Scientific, and Eclec-
tic, address E. N. POTTER, President.

TELEGRAPH INSTITUTE.
YOI'NG MEN AND LADIES nunllflcd tor practi-nl ope-

rators at tin- Itiiffalo Telegraph [natllnte MMl City Line
Telegraph. Kvi-rv graduate secure* a position. The Inrgest
and most complete In America. Address Ibr Catalogue

C. L. BRYANT, Supt., liiiflalo, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED. GRAND BOOKS!
Cyclopedia of T/iinQH M'orth Knoirma.

25,000 wants supplied. All you want to know nhout
Farming. Gardenlne. Mechanics, Housekeeping, etc., etc.

THE POPULAR FAMILY BIBLE.
With Bibb- Dictionary and r,00 Illustrations. The hand-
somest Blhle made. THE VOICE OF GOD. A
beautiful volume for every home. Terms, circulars, etc.

MILLER'S MBt.E & PU11. HOUSE.
lite! & 1101 Sansom St., I'm ni.Ei.i'iiiA, Pa.

NEW YORK DAILY WITNESS,
S3 nv Ycor, 7~* Cents a Q,unrter.

NEW YORK WEEKLY WITNESS,
SIZE OF N. Y. TRIBUXE.

81 a Year, or l "> < « nts per Quarter.
Send for Sample Copies*

The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals, of which Mr. Henry Bcrgh is President, is perform-

lag a work which must meet the approval of all right*

thinking people.

I BDi: ANIMAL KINGDOM
is a Journal published under the auspices of this Society,

and is devoted exclusively to the welfare of our humble
fellow creatures—the dumb animals. It is filled with inter-

esting stories, sketches, etc., and has among its contributors

Henry Ward Beecher, "Wayne Hovey, Whittaker, Russell,

Mrs. Wallace, and other charming writers. Those who feel

an interest in the cause It advocates can receive the paper

by Inclosing one dollar, the yearly subscription, and address-

ing Tim Aximal Kingdom, 210 East 13th St.. New Tort

WT A T*T7l-r>C» ORCHESTRAL, ORGANS.V\A1 HiJtth -The best yet. Somrthint
entirely tn-w. 'Jfiey are not only original in de-
sign, but ore aho new in their musical < omtrnc-
lion, prodncinq mnrr power, ana nt it lower price,
than tin'illiiiio em before accompli hat in thm line. It has
all trie superior qualities n/ Me concerto organ—
"the soul-siin ! g imitation of the human
voire " .(''.. intennitTed. or With greater power, mat-
inn it notoiilii en rh lant and powerful parlor or-
«on, but alto uilmitablj adap'id for t liurrhc«.
Schools, and lodges. Term* liberal SfrutfOT Uu,

neir catalogue. A large discount to Ministers,
thhrches, S^Xi.^ZH'&n^iiXr*-"*• 481 Broadway, Xeu> Tork.

20 Sheets of Choice
Music, $1.00.

Why throw away money on high-priced Music when you

can select from our Catalogue of 'M pieces ? Any 20 Half-

Dime, or 10 of Dime Series, mailed on receipt of One Do'ar.

Sold by all booksellers, and can he ordered through any

newsdealer. Send stamp for Catalogue. Address

BENJ. W. HITCHCOCK, Publisher,
43U Third Arenac, New York.
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The Mystery
OP

Metropolisville,
By EDWARD EGGLEST01V,

Author of " The Hoosier School-Master," " The Mid
of the World," etc.

FINELY ILLUSTRATED.

NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

If hy " the American novel " we mean one which por-

trays graphically those features of American life which

are distinctly American in that they are developed no-

where else — which catches up the expression and

reflects the character of the ideal and unesaggerated

American man and woman —then we may as well give

over seeking for it, for it has come, and Edward Eg-

gleston is its author. . . . Truthful characterization, a

ready humor, a graphic style, and a skillful use of the

Hoosier dialect combine to make The Mystery of Me-

tropolisville a vivid picture of the times and scenes

with which it has to do. We award Mr. Eggleston the

palm as the most characteristically American writer of

the day.—Boston Journal.

The story is told with much spirit.—:Pittsburgh Leader.

It is a good story, told with rim and naturalness.

—

Daily Commercial, ".Vilmingtou, Del.

The plot of the story is very simple, but the happy
faculty the author possesses in delineating border life is

used to capital effect.— Weekly Advertiser, Portland, Me.

It is finished better than either of the former ones

(
u Hoosier School-Master 11 and '* End of the World 1

'),

and has less of the preacher and more of the novelist

in it.—SpringHeld Republican.

It is a very bright and readable hook.—Liberal Chris-

tian, New York.

The tendency of the book will be to make a brave,

true life honorable, and to make idleness, hypocrisy, and

irreligion odious.

—

Methodist Recorder, Pittsburgh, Pa.

It is marked by power, close observation, and has some
remarkably well-drawn characters.— Globe, Boston.

It will be read with general interest, and start the tears

andrisibles alike.— Co?nmo?nvealth, Boston.

At intervals a writer comes to the surface whom every-

body wants to read, and we doubt whether either Dickens

or Mrs. Stowe took stronger hold on the popular heart

than has the author of these hearty, home-life sketches.

In the present volume he greatly enlarges his sphere,

taking a widely different class of characters and topics

in hand than was attempted in the former volumes. His
sterling personal character gives weight and worth to

whatever he sends forth.

—

Methodist Home Journal, Phila.

He (the author) particularly excels in treating of certain

phases of American manners, and this is the main task

which he wisely places before himself.—Daily Palladium,

New Haven.

All the characteristics of Western life arc well illus-

trated in this racy volume—the rough and the smooth,

the coarse and the fine.—State Republican, Lansing, Mich.

The story is well and truthfully told, and has one merit

so often sadly wanting in modern literature— it is entirely

free from all objectional immorality and vice, and will

no doubt become immensely popular.

—

Daily Chronicle,

Washington, D. C.

CONTENTS.
Preface.—Words Beforehand. Chapter 1. The Autocrat of

the Stage-Coach.—'2. The Sod Tavern.—9. Land and Love.—
4. Albert and Katy.—6. Corner-Lots.— 6. Little Katy's Lover.—

~. Catching and Getting Caught.—8. Isabel Maiiav.—
9. Lovers and Lovers.—10. Plausaby, Esq., takes a Fatherly
Interest.—U. About. Several Tilings.—13. An Adventure.—
13. A Shelter.—14. The Inhabitant.—15. An Episode.— lfi. The
Return.— 17. Sawney and his Old Love.—18. A Collision.—
10. Standing Guard in Vain.—20. Sawney and WestcoU.—
21. Rowing.—22. Sailing.—23. Sinking.—'2L Dragging.—25.
Afterwards*—26. The Mystery.—27. The Arrest.—28. The
Tempter.—29. The Trial.—30. The Penitentiary.—31. Mr.
Lurt.on.—32. A Con legion.—"". Depth.—St. Mr. Lurfrm'a
Courtship.— Sjj, rjnbarred.— 86. ftabeL-^B?. The La>-t.—
Words Afterwards.

ILLUSTRATIONS.—By FRANK BEARD.
His Unselfish Love found n Mplftneliolv TJecnmpenfle.—

The Sun-rim- Being.—Mr. Mino»key mid Hie Fnt Gentle-
man.—Plausaby sells Lota.—" By George! Hi*! he! lie!"—
Mrs. ri.tnvihv.—The Inhabitant.—A Pinch of Snntr.—Mrs.
Ferret.— One Savage r.low lull In the Fnec.—*'Wha1 on
Airth's the Matter?"—Tne Editorof "Toe "Windmill."—
"Git up and Poller !

'

Price Postpaid $fl 50

ORANGE JTJDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

STJPE&XOK STANDARD WORKS.
Published by ORAraTjUDD COMPANY.

THE HORSE. FIELD SPORTS.
FRANK FORESTER'S

HOUSE OF AMERICA.

By HENRY WM. HERBERT.
Revised, corrected, enlarged, and continued to 1871,

By 8. D. and B. G. Bkuce.

Always an Acknowledged Standard, and now
the most Complete and Authentic Work on the

HORSE. With .steel-engraved portraits of Thirty

of the most famous

REPRESENTATIVE HORSES,
including pedigrees, histories, and performances.

Two superb royal octavo volumes of upward of 1300 pages.

Post-Paid, Ten Dollars.

WALLACE'S

American Trotting Register.
CONTAINING ALL THAT IS KNOWN OF THE

PEDIGEEES OP TE0TTING HORSES,

their ancestors and descendants, with a record of

All published performances in which a mile

was trotted or paced in 2.40 or less,

irom the earliest dates until the close of 1S68, and

a full record of the performances of 18G9 and 1870.

Giving complete Summaries of over G,000 Contests.

With au Introductory Essay on the true

origin of the American Trotter. And a set of Rules

for the government of all trials of speed. By J.

n. WALLACE, compiler of Wallace's American

Stud-Bool;. Royal octavo.

Post-paid, Five Dollars.

WALLACE'S AMSEICAN STUD-BOOK.

Vol. One. Being a Compilation of the

PEDIGREES OF AMERICAN AND IM-
PORTED BLOOD HORSES,

ft-om the earliest records, with an Appendix of all

named animals without extended Pedigrees prior

to the year 1840. And a Supplement, containing a

history of all Horses and Mares that have trotted

in public from the earliest trotting races until the

close of 1SG0. By J. It. WALLACE. Royal octavo

of over 1000 pages elegantly hound in extra cloth,

beveled boards, and splendidly illustrated.

Post-paid, Ten Dollars.

Horse Portraiture. — Breeding,

Rearing, and Training Trotters. Prepara-

tions for Races, Management in the Stable, on

the Track, Horse Life, etc. By JosEPn Cairn
Simpson. Post octavo. Post-paid, $3.50.

Frank Forester's Field Sports.
Embracing the Game of Nortli America, Upland Shoot-
ing, Bay shooting, "Wild Sporting ot the Wilderness,
Forest, Prairie, and Mountain Sports, Bear Hunting,
Turkey Shooting, etc. 13th edition, revised and illus-
trated. Two post octavo volumes. Fost-paid, $tj.00.

Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing.
100 engravings. Embracing a full illustrated description
of the Game Fish of Nortli America ; Trout and Salmon
Fishing; Shoal Water and Deep Sea Fishing; Lake and
River Fishing; Trolling. Fly Fishing, etc. 13th edition.
One post octavo volume. Post-paid. $3.50.

Frank Forester's Complete Manual
For Young Sportsmen, of Fotvling. Fishing, and Field
Sports. With directions for handling the Gun, the Kifle,
and the I'od, Art of Shooting on the Wing. The Break-
ing, Management, and Hunting of the Dog. '1 he vari-
eties and habits of Game. River, Lake, and Sea Fishing.
Post octavo. Post-paid, $3.00.

Frank Forester's American Game in its
SEASONS, Fully Illustrated and Described. New edi-
tion, post-paid, $3.00.

The Dog.
By Dinks, Mayhew & Hutchinson. Compiled and edited
by Frank Forester. Containing lull instructions in all
that relates to the Breeding, Rearing. Breaking, Kennel-
ing, and Conditioning of Dogs, Willi valuable, recipes for
the treatment of all diseases. Illustrated. Post octavo.
Post-paid, $3.00.

The Dead Shot:
Or, Sportsm an's Complete Guide ; a Treatise on the use
ol" tlieGun, with Rudimentary nnd Finishing Lessons in
the Art of Shooting Game of all kinds. By Marksman.
Post-paid, $1.75.

The Crack Shot

:

Or, Young Rifleman's Complete Guide; being a Treatise
on the use oi" the liifle, with Lessons, including a full de-
scription of the latest im proved breech-loading weapons;
rules and regulations for Target Practice. amrdirectiOMB
forHuutingGame. By Edward C. Barber. Post-puid,$1.75.

Gun, Rod, and Saddle,
Nearly flftv practical articles on subjects connected with
Fishing, Shooting, Racing, Trotting, etc. Poet-paid, $L

Practical Trout Culture*
By J. II. Slack, M. D.. Commissioner of Fisheries, New
Jersey. Fully illustrated and describing thoroughly all

that is requisite to successful Trout Culture, Post-paid,
$U».

AGR3CULTURE.
Woodward's Graperies and Horticultural

BUILDINGS. J igns id Plans of Hot-beds, Cold Pits,
Propagating Houses, Forcing Houses, Hot and Cold.
Grapcri B.GreeiiliOusen. Conservatories, Orchard Houses,
etc.. \ i h Lhe various modes of Ventilating and Heating.
Post- aid, ?1.50.

Jacques* Manual of the Garden, Farm,
AND RARX-YARR. Embracing the Cultivation of
Vegetables, Fruit. Flowers, all I feld Crops, Details of
Farm Work and Hearing Domestic Animal*. New and
Revised Edition, One volume. Post-paid, $J

Young1 Farmer's Manual.
Vol. I. The Farm and the "Workshop, with Practical
Directions for laying out a Farm. Erecting Buildings,
Fences Farm Gate-, Selecting good Farm and Shop
Tools, and performing Farm Operations. Fully Illus-

trated. Post-paid, $1,75.

Young Farmer's Manual.
Vol. II. now to Make Farming Pay, with full Details oi"

Farm Management, Cli tracterof Soils,Plowing, Manage-
ment of Grass Lauds. Manures. Farm implements, Stock,
Drainage, Planting, Harvesting, etc, Hlustrated. Post-
paid, $1.75.

Husmann's Grapes and Wine.
The Cultivation of the Native. Crape and Manufacture
of American Wine. Rv Geo. llusmann, of Misoovrl.
Post-paid, $1.50.

Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees.
For Planting; Park-, Gardens, Cemeteries, Private
Grounds, and Avenues. Fully illustrated and aeeorlbed-
Post-potd, $1.50.

Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist.
the Cultivation of Forest Trees f « li

i I . for Shelter,
for Fuel, for Timber, and for Profit. Illustrated. Post-
paid, $l.S0.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY, fet3 BroochnE& N. Y.
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Beckwith

Sewing Machines

ONLY $12.

ONLY $20.
\fe have offered as a Premium, and ateo for sale, for

more than a yeur past, the

Beckwith Sewing Machine,

which has been fully described in previous numbers of this

paper. We have already given and sold more than one

thousand of these machines, and testimonials of satisfac-

tion have come from every quarter.

Wc still offer the Bcck\rit1i Sewing Ma-
chine, Improved, price $42. A new and very

simple braiding-foot has been made, by which a child can

sew on braid without the least trouble, following any de-

sired pattern witheu.se; also a new arm, spiral Spring

and lever for raising the prosser-foot, all of which are

now set in a position that leaves the needle free to be

threaded. The joint is much enlarged, and the machine
is otherwise greatly strengthened and improved. The
Be of the biaidcr-foot alone will be valued more than

the cost of the machine.
Each of these machines is put in a neat, compact

box, with h*rmmer and guide* oil-can with, oil, thread,

deferent-sized needles, etc., with full Printed Directions

for using. On receipt of $12 we will send one of theso

machines to any address, expressage to be paid by the

purchaser.

Tlie Machine as a Premium,
We wi7*. give one of theso SI3 macULncs to

anyone who will collect ami forward eight
subscribers for Hcnrtli and Home one year at
53 each; or sixteen subscribers to American
Agriculturist, for one year, at $1.50 each, ex-
|»rcssage on tlie machine to be uaitl by the re*
vlpient of it.

THE BECKWITH
PORTABLE

Family Sewing Machine.

PRICE $20.

Enlarged and Improved.
ITS WEIGHT IS 7 POUNDS.

While we continue the offer of the Improved $12 Ma-
chine as heretofore, we now offer the new

Portable Family Machine,
price $"30,which comprises all the excellencies of the former,
with many valuable Improvements. Isb size nod power ace
Increased, and its capacity thuovcrv much enlar^d,without
Impairing its wettability. There nave been added cam and
eccentric movement, a balance-wheel, and also an oscillat-

ing needle-clamp, by which the length of stitch can with tho
greatest ease be changed to tho nucst shade of variation
without touching the needle.

To w - - " 8 *-<>, wc will send one of the Machines
(packed In a neat, portable case, with handle to carry it

eaaily), erpreesage to bo paid by purchaser.

fiSTTRY THE $20 MACHINE. «sa
The Mathinc as n, Premium.

Wc will Rive one of then S'4U Machines to
any one who will collect unci forward to as
Btftera Buhsertben to Honwh and Homo for
one year at §:i each, or Thirty Subscribers to
American Agriculturist for one year at SI.50
each, or One Hundred at SI each, exprossage
•n the Machine to be paid by the recipient
of It.

I^T" Almost any lady can readily secure the small
nmberof subscriber? required to set either ihe $1:2 or
the $20 Machine as described above ; or some friend cau
tboe obtain it for her as a present.

ORANGE JUDD OOMPAXY,
240 Broadway, New Youk.

BOOKS for FARMERS and OTHERS.
[Published and for sale by the Orange Judd Company, 245

Broadway, New York. Any of these books will be for-

warded by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price ]

Allen's <\„ V,\ American Cm tie $ 2 V>
Allen's (L. 1'.) Kurn,l Architecture 1 M
Allen's (R. L.) American Ftirm Book 1 n0

Allen's (R. L. and L. F.) New American Farm Hook.. 2 50
Allen's (Fl. L.) Diseases of Domestic Animals 1 011

Am. Agricultural Annual. '67 to '71, each, pa.,50c, ; clo. 75
Am. Horticultural Annual, 'tii to '71, each, pa., 50c; clo. 75
American Bird Fancier. SO
American Bose Culturist SO
American Weeds and Useful Plants 1 75
Atwood's Country and Suburban Houses 1 50

Barry's Fruit Garden. 2 50
Bement's Kan-bit Fancier .-... ...... 30
Boimner'a Method of Making Manures 23
Boitaaln vault's Uural Kconomy 1 CO
Breck'S New Book of Flowers . 1 75
Brill's Farm-Gardening and Seed-Growing I OJ
Bryant's Forest-Tree Culturist v. 1 50
Bnlst'S Flower Garden Directory 1 50
liulsfs l-'amilv Kitchen Gardener l 00
Caldwell's Agricultural Chemical Analysis. 2 00
Chorlt on's Grape-Grower's Guide.... 75
Cohbctt's American Gardener 7."i

Cole's (S. \V„) American Fruit Book 7i
Cole's veterinarian 75
Conelanrt's Country Life 5 00
Coplev's Plain and Ornamental Alphabets 3 00
Crack Shot, (Barber.) 175
Cummins*' Architectural Details 10 00
Dtidd's (Geo. n.) Modern Horse Doctor 150
Dadd's American Cattle Doctor l 50
Dana's Muck Manual 1 ;!5

Darwin's Variation ot Animals and Plants. 2 Volumes. G 00
Dear! Shot ; or Sportsman's Complete tinlde 1 Hi

De Voe*s Market Assistant ., 2 50
Downing'* Fruits & Fruit Trees. \ew Ed. Oct., 1123 pp. 5 03
Downing's Landscape Gardening.. 50
Eastwood "ii Cranberry
Eggleston's Hoosier School-Master

paper.

Eggleston's Mystery of Metropollsville
Klliott's Western Fruit Growers Guide
EVeletli's* School Rouse Architecture
Every Woman her own Flower-Gardener, .pa.. 50c. clo.
Field's (Thomas \W) Pear Culture
Flax Culture
Frank Forester's Field Spoils. Bvo, 2 vols
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing, s yo. 100 eng's ...

.

Frank Forester's Manual for Young Sportsmen. Svo.
Frank Forester's Horse <>t America. 6vo,2 vols
French's Farm Drainage
Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist
Fuller's Grape Culturist
Fuller's Small Fruit Culturist
Fuller's Strawberry Culturist
Fulton's Peach Culture
Gregory on Sou ashes .

Guenoii on Milch Cows
Gun. Kod, and Saddle 1 00
Harney's Barns. Out-buildings, and Fences 10 03
Harris Insects Injurious to Vegetation, clo. $!; col. pits 6 50
Harris on the Pig 1 50
Henderson s Gardening tor front i 50
Henderson** Practical Floriculture 1 50
IJi'i'het i's Hints to Horsckeepcrs 1 75
Hoopea' Book of Evergreens 8 00
Hoopers Dog and Gun paper, 30c—cloth.. t;0

Hop Culture 40
Hunter and Tron por 1 00
.1.1. -. | nrs' Manual of the House l 50
.Jacques' Manual of the Garden and Farm-Yard 1 75
Johnson's How Crops Feed a 00
Johnson's How Crops Grow 2 00
Johnson's peat and Its Uses 1 25
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry 1 75
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry ] 50
Leuchar's How to Build Hot-Houses 1 50
Lyman's Cotton Culture 1 50
Miles on l he Horse's Foot 75
Mohr on the Grane-Vine 1 00
Monckton's National Builder 12 00
Mrs. Cornelius's Young Housekeeper's Friend l 50
My Vineyard at Lake view , l 25
Norton's Scientific Agriculture , 75
Onion Culture.. . 20
Our Farm of Four Acres paper, 30c cloth.. 60
Pardee on Strawberry Culture 75
Parsons on the Rose. By Samuel 11. Parsons l 50
Pedder'S Land Measurer fit)

Fercheron Horse .. 1 00
25

1 50
1 50
1 M
00

1 00

Potato Culture. (Prize Essay.) paper.
Oninhv's Mysteries of Bee Keeping
Randall's si ice it Husbandry
Randall's Fun* i\ ;ol Sheep Husbandry
Richardson on the Don paper, 80c Cloth...
Rivers' Miniature Friitt Garden
EturaiGhufOb a cbyoactnre. Folio, In colore, 45 plates. 12 00

liars' DCJUQteettC i' sultry .paper, 4Uc bound.. V>
•Hcuencifs Gardener's Text-Book 75
diinpsun'f} Horse Portrait are 2 50
Sklllrui Housewife 75
Slack's Trout Culture 1 50
Stewart's (John) Stable Book 1 50
The Dog. Bv Dinks, Mayhew, and HtttcMnson 3 00
Thomas* Farm Implements and Machinery 1 "-0

Thompson's Food of Animals 1 00

Tim Bun leer Papers 1 50
Tobacco Culture 25
Turner's Cotton Planter's Manual 1 50
Wallace's American Trotting Register 5 00
Wnllace'fl ttnerlcun Stftd Book. Vol. 1 1000
Warder's Aim-iimn Pomology 3 00
Warder*! Fledges and 1 ergreena 1 50
Warlng*fl Draining for Profit and Healtn 1 50
Warlng'a Elements of Agriculture 1 t)0

Waring** Earth Closets and Earth Sewage 50
Weidenmann's Ueantlfylne Count rj Homes, A superb

quarto volume. 24 lithograph plates, 111 colors IS nn

Wheeler's Uural Homes 2 00
Wheeler's Home- for the People 3 00
White's ci irrj Culture 1 25
White's Unrdenlne for the South 2 00
Window Gardening 1 50
Woo, in aid's Cottazes and Farm-Houses 1 50
Woodward's Snhin 1 and Country Houses 150
Wood*.* ard's Conntry Homes i 50
Woodward's Graperies and Horticultural Buildings . l 50
Woodward's National Architect 12 00
Wright's Practical Poultry Keeper 2 on
Yotiatt and Sponnor Oil the Iluise 1 50
Vonatt and Mai i mi on (Mi tie 1 50

focal* on the Hog.. 10)
Vouatt

.

...i Pheen 1 00

O. .I. Co. Hern In Stock (he following 1*..k»K :

Architecture Ry Cum miners & Millet. ; 00
Afi Hectme; Modern luierfr-an. By C. * M 10 on

Blckneir Vlll ep Builder 10 on

Supplement to Village Guilder 5 00
" VIlhiL'" Muililer and Snpplcment. 1 Vol VI 00
" Deta.l.Ovttage and Constructive.... .... to 00

A rt of Saw Films. (Holly.)
Haley's our own Birds ot the United States
Bement s Poulterer's Companion.
Urldgemana Youns Gardener's AselsUtnt
Burrs Vegetables ot America
Carpenters* and I'nllders* Guide
Carpenters and Joiners' Hand-Book. (Holly)
Carpenter and Joiner. (It. Hiddell.)
Chemistry of the Farm. (Nichols.)
Clder-M a leer's Manual ..

Downtug's Cottjaee Residences
Downlng's Utiral Essays
Du Brcull's Vlnevard Culture. (Dr. Warder.)
Farming for Boys
Fishing in American Waters. (Scott.)
Flaggs European Vineyards
Film (Charles L.) on Grasses
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming
Geyelln's Poultry Breeding
Gray'SfHow Plants Grow;
Gray's Manual of Botnnv and Lessons. In one vol...
Cray's School and Field Book of Botany
Harazthy's Grape Culture ami Wine-Making
Hatfield. a American House Carpenter..
Hay's Interior Decorator..
Horse Training Made Easy. ( ,Icnning6.)
Husinann's Grapes and Wine
Jennings on Cattle
Jennings on £heen, Swine, and Poultry
Jennings on the Horse and his Diseases
Kemp's Landscape Gardening
Langs troth on the Honey Bee
Lot lis Stair Builder
Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Doctor
Mayhew's Illustrated Horse Management
Mayhew's Practical Book-Keeping lor Farmers
Blanks for do do do
Manufacture of VJnecrar iDn?sance)
Mechanic's Companion. (Nicholson.)
Mon-ell's American Shepherd
Mrs. Hale's "Sew Cook Book -

My Farm of Edgewood
N orris" Fish Culture
Packard's A Guide to the Study of Insects
Punter, Gilder, and Varnisher
Guincy (Hon. Joslali) on Soiling Cattle
Quinn s Mom-}- in the Garden
Quinn's Pear Culture for Profit
Hand's Bulbs
Band's Flowers for Parlor rind Garden
Rezister of Rural A flairs. Bound. 6 vols., each
Hlddell's New Elements of Hand Bailing
Boosevelt's Five Acres too Much
Uural Studies -.
Scrihuer's Heady fie'ekoner and Log-Book
Sillowny's Modern Carpentry
Stonehemre on the Doz
Strong's Cnltl vat ion of the Grape
Tegetmeter's Poultry Book
Ten Acres Enough
The Horse. (Sionehcncc.) Am. edition, Svo
The Mule. GRlley.)..
Thomas' Fruit Culturist
Trapper's Guide
Tucker's Register ot Bural Affairs
Vanx's Villas and Cottages
Wa 'son's American Home Garden
Williard's fractlcal Dairy Husbandry
Youmans a Household Science

1 50
2 eo
2 |P
5 m
1 00

10 00
1 25
1 50
300
500
200
1 50
3 50
1 50
2 50
2 50
1 25
1 25
4 B0
2 50
5 00
3 50
2 25
125
1 50
1 75
1 75
175
2 50
2 00
10 00
300
300
90

1 20
5 09
300
1 75
2 00
1 /S
1 75

6 00
1 55
1 26
1 50
1 00
300
3 00
1 50
7 00
1 50
1 75
30

2 00
375
3 00
9 00
1 25
253
1 50
.^00

1 50
CO

3 00
S 00
300
200

FRAMES
FOR THE CHROSV30S.
We have made arrangements to supply frames to our sn*b-

scriberawho may desire them for the Chromos which are

nowbeing distributed. Many will no doubt avail themselves

of 'his opportunity to place these beautiful pictures in hand-

some frames at moderate cost. In all cases where sent by
express. the purchaserwill pny express charges. The p

of the frames arc as follows:

For Aiacricaa Agriculturist Chromo,

" UP FOR REPAIRS,"
Or for Hearth and Dome Chromo,

"LOOK OUT!"
Letter A. Koiit Eluck-Wnhnit Framo, Gilt Band $1.15

" B. Wider, " " 1.13

" C. liichcrStjic.PolMicil 2."5

Letter D. Full Gilt Frame, 2 inches vide $1J0
•• e. •• •' " V± " " a.oj

" F. Belgian Gilt Frame 2 inthea wide 2 53

•• G. " " FluledS " " 4.00

For American Agriculturist (uromoj

"MISCHIEF BREWHSTG."
No. 1. Kent Black-TrVuhmt Frame. Gilt Baud. ...51. 15

" 2. Wider. " " \!H
'• 8. Richer Stylo, Polished ....2.-5

No.4. Full GiltFi.! wide. J1J0
" 5. Vi " " 2.00

" 6. BelglanOntFrame,2faches'Vlde 2.50

• ',. •• • Hated.:; " " l.oo

For Hcardi and Home Chromo,

"THE STRAWBERRY GIRL."
No. 8. Neat Blacfc-Walnut Frame, Gilt Band $1.40

» 0. Wide. 2.20

M 10. Uiclier style. Policed " " " ....3.25

No. 11. Full Gilt Frame i ini-hes wide J1.T3

- fe. i% " " 2.50

" IS. Belgian Gilt Frame 2 Inches wide 8.00

•• II.
•• • Fluted.;; " " 5.00

Address orders, -pc-eiryinsrhy ii« letter or nnmher the frame

defelred, and InciOBlng price, ns shove, to the

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 3noimv.iT, New Yobs.
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GREAT DEDUCTION.
TEA& and COFFEES

At Wnolesale Prices.
Increased Facilities to Club Organizers.

Semi for New Price-List.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
(P. O. Box 5613.) 31 and 33 Vesey St., New York.

WOOD, TABEK & MOESE,
Eaton, Madison Co., JV. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OP

Steam-Engines,
Portable, Stationary, and

Agricultural.
Hundreds In use in Shops, Print-
ing Rooms, Mills, Mines, and on
Farms and Plantations for Grain
Threshing;, Food Cooking for
Stock.CottonGinninjr, Sawing, etc.
Circulars sent on application.

HOME
INSURANCE OOMPT OF NEW YORE,

OFFICE, ftO. 135 BROADWAY.

Cash Capital - - - $2,500,000.00
Assets, Jan. I, 1874 - 4,852,697.65
Liabilities - 2 16,690.24

CHAS. J. MARTIN, President.

J. H. WASHBURN, Secretary.

LOVEJOT'S METALLIC

WEATHER HOUSES
Indicate the changes in the weather, and
are pretty mantel ornaments. The little
lady appears hi lair and the man in
stormy weather, and they never make
mistakes. Sent prepaid to any address,
safely packed, npoa receipt of '$» (Two),
hy ALVAN L. LOVEJOY,

Proprietor and Manufacturer,
339 Washington St., Boston.

prke to dealers.

JTJST PUBLISHED.
Hussey's National Cottage

ARCHITECTURE;
OR,

HOMES FOR EVERY ONE.
"With Designs. Plans, Details, Specifications, and Cost; with
Working Scale, Drawings complete, so that Douses may
be built direct from the book. Adapted to the popular
demand for practical, handsome, and economical homes.
Royal Quarto. Six Dollars, post-paid.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY, Publishers,

345 Broadway, New York.

MONEY IN THE GARDEN.
A VEGETABLE .HAM .11,,

FRXPABKD WITH A Y1HW TO

H< O.NOJ1 Y AND PROFIT,
BY P. T. QUINN,

I> R A T I U A L H O KT

I

OU LTU EX ST.

In this work the author alms to give, in a plain, practical

Btyle, instructions on three distinct although closely con-

nected branches of gardening—the kitchen-garden, market-

garden, and field culture ; tue only and sufficient credentials

lor the fitness of his undertaking beiDg a successful practical

experience for a term of years.

CONTENTS.

Chapter I. Money in

the Garden.
" II. Hotbeds.
" III. Artichoke.
" IV. Beans.
" V. Cabbages.
" VI. Egg-Plants.
" VII. Lettuce.

Chapter VIII. Melons.
" IX. Onions.
" X. Parsley.
11 XI. Uadlshes.

XII. Salsify.

" XIII. Tomatoes.
" XIV. Forcing

Houses.
Chapter XV. List of Seeds.

PRICE, POST-PAID ------------ $1.50

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New Yobk.

Carpenters' & Builders'

Guide;
being a

HAND-BOOK FOR WORKMEN,

A Manual of Reference for Contractors,
Builders, etc*

By P. W. PLUMMER.
Fourth Edition. Four Plates, 72 pp, Prioo Post-paid, $1.

Treats of Building Materials, Problems for Drafting,

Hand-Hailing, Tables of Timber-Measure, Form of Builders'
Contract, Glossary of Terms.
1IOYT, FOGG & BREED, Publishers, Portland, Me.
OP.ANGE JUDD COMPANY, New York.

FOREST TEEES
FOR

Shelter, Ornament, and Profit.

BY ARTHUR BRYANT, Sen.,

President Illinois State Horticultural Society, 1871.

Contents:
Chap. 1. Introduction.

" 2. Evils attending the Destruction of the Forests.
44

3. Favorable Influences of the Forest.
*' 4. Influence of Wood upon Moisture and Rain Fall.

" 5. Change of Climute in the Prairie Region.
* 6. Practicability of Raising Timber.
* 7. Propagation and Planting of Forest Trees.
" 8. Pruning and Thinning.
11

9. Exclusion of Animals from Woodlands.
" 10. Screens for Shelter.

" 11. Profit of Timber Culture.
" 13. Description of Individual Deciduous Trees.
" 13. Coniferous Trees.
" 14, Propagation of Conifers from Seed.
" 13. Transplantation of Conifers.
" IS. Description of Individual Coniferous Trees.
** 17. Broad-leaved Evergreens not Coniferous.

The Descriptive List of Trees and Evergreens Is believed

to he the most full and accurate yet written for Amer-
ican use.

Finely Illustrated with 12 Full-Page Engravings,

PRICE, POST-PAID $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Bkoadwat, New York.

Farm -Gardening
AND

SEED - GEOWIHG.
BY FRANCIS BRILL.

NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

Orange Judd & Co. have added to their splendid catalogue
of agricultural books "Farm-Gardening aau ^eed-Grow-
ing," by Francis Brill ; it is practical, plain, complete, and
satisfactory, so that for a small amount of money a great
deal of desirable information can be obtained. If there is

any firm anywhere which Is to-day disseminating bo much
knowledge in regard to tilling of tlic soil as this same said

firm of Orange Judd & Co., we will present a medal to our
informer.— Watchman and Reflector (Boston).

The want occasionally expressed to us of a wort on the
cognate subjects above named (Farm-Gardening and Seed-

Growing), is now met in a book under this title from the

pen of Mr. Francis Brill, formerly a market-gardener and
seed-grower at Newark, N. J., and at present engaged in

raising seeds at Mattltuck, L. I. Its directions are concise

and practical, covering those points on which a beginner is

most likely to require information.— Country Gentleman.

Mr. Brill has had large experience, and derived his knowl-
edge wholly from the school of actual teats.— Chicago
Evening Journal.

We have In this volume the results of a practical man's
experience in raising root crops and other vegetables in the
market-garden. Not only the professional seed-grower and
trucker, but the amateur gardener who has a little patch in

his suburban home, will And many a valuable hint mid di-

rection in this full and comprehensive manual.—Sunday-
School Times.

It seems to be a very sensible, practical work by a practi-

cal man. Mr. Brill's father was a gardener ; and he himself

has had an extensive experience, and he talks about what
he knows, which is more than can be said of many authors of
industrial works.—Moore's Rural New Yorker.

,

There can be no question that this farm-gardening can bo
made in many districts of the Southern Atlantic States, es-

pecially near the coast, far more profitable than growing the

ordinary staple crops. In connection with producing the

vegetables, the growing and saving their 'seeds receive

minute attention.—American Farmer (Baltimore).

This industry is now occupying the attention of many per-

sons who sell their products to the great seed-house*, and
novices who have the facilities, and wish to enter upon the

business, will find in this book just the hints needed.—
Springfield Republican.

Mr. Brill has been a successful farm-gardener and seed-

grower for a number of years, and gives iu a clear and con-

cise form the knowledge he has gained It gives the

best method of manuring, planting, and cultivating every

vegetable sold in markets—in short, everything required to

be known, plainly and fully—and Bhould be in the hands of

every one who cultivates eo much as a rod of land, for

family use, pleasure, or profit.—Suffolk (L. I.) Timet.

The seal of Orange ludd & Co. upon an agricultural pub-

lication is sufficient guarantee of its worth. Francis Brill's

book, published by th;m, is a very complete work, giving

plain, minute instructions as to raising, taking care of, and
bringing to market those vegetables which are most in de-

mand in the large cities, and those seeds which are boine

called for throughout the country.—JV. 1". Evening Mutt.

The work of showing how this can be accomplished hat

fallen iu good hands, and It has been done well. The book
will well repay perusal, and we hope soon to see Its good
effects in a more intelligent direction of farm industry, aud
accompanied by more satisfactory pecuniary results.— 77U
Signal (L. I.)

To the market-gardener, or even the owner of a small

piece of tillable land, this book will be of great value.

Qualities of soil required for the growth of different vegeta-

bles, how to plant, how to cultivate, to harvest, and preserve

during winter.—A' V. CitiMen ami Round Table.

Price, Post-paid, $1.00.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
315 Broadway, New York.

WANTED.-The VnileA States Life Insurance Company is now reorganizing its Agency

Department, and is prepared to negotiate with gentlemen of business ability to act as

Agents. Previous connection with the business is not considered necessary.

Apply at the Home Office, 261 Broadway, New York. JOHN E. DEWITT. President.
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PLOWING SOD. — Drown a»i Enyravetl for the American AgrlmH

Tin; manurial value of a sod plowed beneath

the surface very much depends upon the man-
ner in which it is turned under. If the furrow
id turned in a continuous strip unbroken and
made to top upon the preceding furrow, as it

appears in the above engraving, the utmost

value of the sod is secured. For it is o lly as

Comes decomposed and furnishes food for

the succeeding crop that it is of any value.

H the furrow is irregularly turned and broken
into fragments a large portion of the sod is oh-

buried ; it simply dries upon the surface and
remains useless. Besides a furrow so turned
furnishes i poor seed-bed becausa it is not .

pact and tolid On the contrary, a property

turned sod forms an excellent seed-bed. The
surface of the field when plowed forms a suc-

cession of ridges of soil exactly parallel with

each other. When these ridges are harrowed

down the sod beneath is not torn up, but is

evenly covered with a fine layer of soil just

I
ient in depth to form a seed-bed, beneath

which there is stored every particle of the sod

in the best condition to furnish food for the

young plants? the roots of which penetrate the

soil exactly where their food llss. Thft

parent when the position of the furrow slices,

.is above shown, is observed.

TJnfortunaU iy we possess few plows that are

He of turning such a furrow *s is here

described, The mold-boards of our plows are

in general too short to turn a perfectly un-

broken furrow. The better farming of our

neighbors, the Caua i: ins, md the English

farmers, is to somo extent due to the extreme

care with which they plow, especially sod

land. With us the yield of corn depends

greatly upon the manner in which the sod is

plowed, and the kind of plow we use becomes

a very important consideration. The plow

hown in tb i in i iving is an iron beam Eug-

ine, of the Scotch pattern, having a share

about four feet long. Its great length enables

it to turn the furrows with perfect regularity,

leaving the soil in the best condition. ,
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Burn, Plan Torn Commodious f> Illustrations.. 97
Bee Notes for March !I0

Breeding, In and In 99

Boys and Girls' Columns—The Doctor Takes the Boys
to a Match Factory—Aunt Sue's Puzzle-Box—Bears,
Performing—Steamboat. First—Ladder. Carrying a

6 Illustrations.. 107, 108
Bucket for Water Wheels S Illustrations. . 9G
Butter and Cheese Dairying 99
Calves, Black Leg in 97
Cattle Tie, a Safe Illustrated. . 98
Catalogues 88
Cow, Ayrshire Illustrated. . 93
Dai it. Butter 4 Illustrations. . 9G
Fence for Poultry Yard, Portable 3 Illustrations. . 97
Fern. Climbi ng Illustrated. .104
Flouring Mill 4 Illustrations . 100
Flower Garden and Lawn for March 84
Fruit Garden for March S3

Grass, Mixed 99
Grass, Permanent 99
Greenhouse and Window Plants for March 84
Hogs, Salt fur 99
Household Department—Wall Pockets and Holders

—

Sweet Home— What Shall we have for Breakfast?

—

Medical Matters, Concerning—Minor Hints and
Notes—Netherland Breakfast—Johnnv Cake with
Eggs—Paradise Cake 2 Illustrations .. 105, 106

Kitchen Garden for March 83
Little Farm well Tilled 98
Manure. Making Rich 95
Market Report for March 84

Notes from the Pines 102, 103
Ogdcn Farm Papers, No. 49—Butter Statistics 90. 91

Orchard and Nursery for March 83
Patents 89
Plant, Biittcrflv Weed Illustrated. .10)

Plant. Burnet Canada Illustrated . .104
Plant, Carolina Jessamine, Double Illustrated . .101

Plants, Packing Living 102
Pony, Shetland Illustrated.. 93
Potatoes. Two New 2 Illustrations. . 92
Punch for a Bull's Nose Illustrated.. 99
Pupil Farmers 98
Robin, New Triek of the .103
Salt for Stock, Use of 95
Shrub, Olive Fragrant... Illustrated. .101
Skill. Value of. .

.'"

99
Sod Plowing Illustrated.. 81

Sweet- Potato Plants, Hardened S9
Tomato Plants, Raising 103
Tree, Blue Gum 92
Trees from Seed, Forest 89
Walks and Talks on the Farm, No. 193 94, 95
Wliipplr-Trees, Three-Horse Illustrated.. 99
Work, nints About 82

INDEX TO "BASKET." OTt SHORTErt ARTICLES.

Animal Dust 87
Architecture, Hussey'sNa-

tional Cottage SB
Bantams. Seabright

Hens, Weh-Footed 87
Hickory, Grafting the. ... 85
Hooks or Haws 87
Horse-Shoeing, Rational . . 87

Barrow, Feed ST, Horticulture, Pupils in 80
Blue-Grass Region of Ken- [Horticulturist,, Death of a
tucky 87 N. H 85

Botanical Directory SO Humbugs, Sundry 85
Camellias R7jMalt Dust 87
Camellia with two Centers.85;Manure. Fresh or Decom-
Chervil, Tuberous 87

1

posed 87
Cornell University 87 Manure, Saving 87
Corn, Triumph Sweet 85 Mower, a Guinea 87
Cranberries 87 Mr. Judd's Health 85
Cream, Foaming S7JMucilage 87
Crops for.Sowing to Grass.87iPeach. Early Beatrice... .87

Cucumbers, Manure for.. .87| Pear Trees 87
Dairymen's Assoc, Ohio. .86|Peas, Bugs in 87
Dollars and Greenbacks. ..87 Roses by Mail 86
Farmer, Becoming a 87 Senate, Now for the 85
Fish, Gold 87iSpruce, Norway 87
Fisk & Hatch, Banking Thrashing Machine, New.86
House of 86

1 Walks in a Lawn 85
Geraniums, Double 87

1

Whi'tewash, Permanent... 87
Hay Press, Improved 86 Willows 87
Hedge". 87, Windmill.What Came of a.87

Desirable Wood-tiands.—" A Toting

Farmer," Elmira, N. Y. There is a large tract of very

desirable forest lands slill unoccupied in Michigan.

These lands are now made accessible by several rail-

roads. The Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad has

opened a fine country near Grand Traverse Bay, covered

with beech and maple timber, which always denotes the

best wheat lands. The Flint and Pere Marquette road

and the Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw«road have also

opened fine tracts of farming and lumbering lands. For

those who desire to locate upon timber lands, these are

very attractive, having the same climate as that of West-

ern Canada and being equally fertile. In addition to

their agricultural value, the timber upon these lands, in

most cases, will more than pay for clearing them, and

leave the laud free of cost. A large qnantity of these

lands arc for sale by the above roads at moderate prices.

Sngar-MaKing- Machinery.—" Sugar

Maker." The sugar-making machinery made by Geo. L.

Squier & Bro. of Buffalo, is adapted to the nsc of either

the smallest or the largest planter. For making maple

sugar or syrup from sorghum, their " American Evapor-

ator " with portable furnace will be found very suitable.

They also make a very strong horse-power, called the

Sampson, for the purpose of driving the mills for crush-

ing cane or for other purposes. Their machinery has

taken first premiums wherever it has been exhibited,

from Louisiana to New York.

Calendar for March.
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PHASES OF THE MOON.

MOON. BOSTON. N. TORE. WASU'N. oiia'ston CHICAGO.

H. M. II. M. n. m. 11. v. n. m.
Full M'n 3 37 m. 25 m. 13 m. 1 m. 11 St ev.
Sd Quart. 11 4 50 m. 4 33 in. 4 26 m. 4 14 m. 3 44 m.
New M'n 17 1818th 6 18th!ll 51 ev. 11 42 ev. 11 12 ev.
1st Quart 24 5 47 ev. 5 35 ev. 5 23 ev. 5 11 ev. 4 41 ev.
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Said a large iron manufacturer to us a few dajs

ago : "I have been visiting some of the principal

factories, in company with our foreman, to see

what new and improved processes are adopted.

We have picked up many ideas that will be of great

use. to us. Time was when we could get high prices

for our products, but now the manufacturer must
study the closest economy. Our profits come from

what we can save by adopting the best processes."

This seemed to be a new idea to him.

"Farmers," we remarked, "have always had to

practice the closest economy. There is no busi-

ness in which there is so much competition. We
have long known that we must look to our profits

by cheapening production."

We fear, however, that we claimed more for far-

mers than we are justly entitled to. Farmers are

personally economical. As a rule, they do not

spend too much on themselves or their families.

But are we truly economical in our farm manage-

ment '? Do we spend our time and labor to the best

advantage ? Are we getting full returns from our

horses, cows, sheep, and pigs ? They are eating

every day, and cost us a large sum in the aggregate

for food and attendance. If we take a load to mar-

ket and come back empty we are losing half our

own time and nearly half the powers of the team.

If we set a man to plow, harrow, or cultivate with

one horse when the work requires two, we are los-

ing half the man's wages, ff he uses two horses

when three are required we lose, one-third of his

labor. It is a good time to think about these

things, and make preparation for performing our

work with the least loss. We hope no reader of

the Agriculturist will let the present month of com-

parative leisure go by without doing everything

that can be done to facilitate the labors which will

press upon us in a few weeks.

Hints ahont Work.
Sire Men for the Season.—Wages will be lower.

But if you can find a good man pay him what he is

worth. Let him feel that he is getting good pay

for good work.

Cottages for farm laborers arc much needed ; they

save much labor in the farmer's house.

The Farmer should Own the Cottage, and let the
rent apply on the wages. If you rent the cottage

you have no hold on the man. But if you let him
have the house as part of the wages you can turn

him out for disobedience or for auy reason suffi-

cient to legally justify you in discharging a

hired man.

A Married Man 6hould, however, be treated

with great forbearance. It is a cruel thing to turn

a family out of doors. If the man is getting care-.

less, let him know that you have this power, but

do not exercise it except in extreme eases.

Day Mm can usually be obtained early in the

spring at comparatively low wages. We had men
willing to work on our own farm in March for half

what the same men ask in May, June, and July.

The Days are Getting Longer.—We do a great deal

of work in October and November, and pay very

high wages. But the day is longer in February

(say 10.40) than it is in November (say 0.55), and
longer in March (say 12.17) than in October (6ay

11.07); in fact, nearly as long as in September (say

12.38). If we have any work that can be conve-

niently done, therefore, we can not only get men
at low wages, but the night*does not come so soon

as in October.

Write Down everything you have to do during

the next four or five months ; and then see if there

is not something that you can do now that will

save time and labor.

If you are going to Build, cut and hew the tim-

bers and draw them where they arc wanted. Draw
the lumber while there is sleighing.

Keep the Teams at Work.—Better hire an extra

man than let the horses lie idle.

Draw Wood, and saw and split and pile up in the

wood-house all you will want until next winter.

Green Cord-wood should be drawn and put in a

pile to season. Do not let it remain in the woods,

and then have to draw it in the summer when you
should be doing more important work.

Draw Plaster, and sow it direct from the sleigh

or wagon or stow it away in a dry place. It will not
injure by keeping, unless it gets damp and lumpy.

Draw Manure to the field where needed and put

it in a pile to ferment. If some portions of the

manure arc wet and some dry mix them together

in the new pile.

Cut up Hay and other Fodder with a horse-power

machine and stow it away for future use. Scatter

a little salt on it, 6ay at the rate of two quarts to

a ton.

Damaged Bay should be cut up and steamed.

Molded hay is very injurious unless steamed or

moistened with boiling water to destroy the fungus.

A Good Grindstone is a necessity on every farm.

If you have a horse-power or a wind-mill it will

pay well to attach a driving-wheel to your grind-

stone. Tou can then grind coulters, cultivator

teeth, axes, spades, hoes, hay-knives, scythes,

cradles, corn-cutters, cold-chisels, and anything

and everything you will be likely to want during

the coming busy season.

Put ererythi?ig in perfect repair.—See Hints for

la6t month. If you are near a blacksmith and

wheelwright's shop you ca' Tobably get the work

done cheaper and better than'by doing it yourself.

But when you have to send several miles there are

many little things that can be repaired at home in

less time than is required to take them to the shop.

A Chest of Tools and a Tool Shop will pay for

themselves every year, provided you keep the tools

in good order and in their proper places. This is

the age of machinery, and every farmer should be

more or less of a mechanic.

Clean Out Stables a,.d Darns and leave no cob-

webs. If you are a slovenly man and do not know
how to " tidy up," get your wife to show you how.

Push things the coming season. Times will be

better. Produce will be higher. Raise all you can

and get ready for the work now. Be hopeful, en-

ergetic, systematic, and industrious, and you will

find farming pleasant and profitable.
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Keep Out of Debt.—It is better to work for some

one else tbau to pay 12 or 15 per cent for money.

Animals need special care this month. The

weather is often changeable. We have sometimes

a rain-storm that will drench even a sheep to the

skin. Nothing can be more injurious to sheep un-

less it is a close, damp, dirty basement stable.

Sheep will stand severe cold, but they should al-

ways have shelter from winds and rain. If they

must be exposed to storms feed more grain.

Ewes in Lamb should have as much exercise as

they can be induced to take. Be careful that they

do not crowd each other in going through doors or

gates. Do not feed musty hay. A moderate al-

lowance of bran is desirable, but not enough to

scour them. We find no ill effects from feeding

large sheep one pound each of brnu per day. If in

high condition give no grain, but if thin or they

are exposed to storms from a half to one pound
each per day of oats or corn will be very beneficial.

Fat Sheep are generally sold to good advantage

this month.

Ewes Suckling Lambs should have the best of

care and feed. Bran, mangel-wurzel, and clover hay

will favor the production of milk. A little oat-

meal, corn-meal, or bran stirred into the water they

drink is excellent.

The Lambs if strong and healthy will begin to eat

a little when two or three weeks old. Let them
have a small trough with a little bran, or oil-cake,

or oats, or sliced mangels separate from the ewes.

For Scours in young lambs we usually give a tea-

spoonful of castor-oil and from three to five drops

of laudanum. Magnesia or prepared chalk is good.

For mild cases in older lambs or sheep there is

nothing better than milk porridge made with fresh

milk and wheat flour. Make it as you would if for

yourself and give from half a pint to a pint to each.

Cows in calf should have plenty of food and exer-

cise. For three or four weeks before calving give

sufficient flaxseed, bran, or oil-cake to keep the

bowels moderately loose. If the cow is in high

condition it is well to give from a half to one pound
of Glauber's-salts once a week for a month previous

to calving. Two table-spoonfuls of ginger is a de-

sirable addition to the drench.

After Calving keep the cow in the stall for three

or four days, give warm bran mashes. Let the

cow have all the water she will drink, but take the

chill off of it. If the cow is in low condition and

the placenta is not discharged give tonics such as

oat or corn-meal gruel, bran mashes, flaxseed tea,

or a pint of warm ale. The placenta may be some-

times easily removed by taking it in the hands and

gently twisting it as you would a rope. Keep
twisting without pulling till it comes away.

Milking Clean is very important. It is sometimes

a good plan to draw all the milk you can get and

then let the calf remain with the cow for an hour
or so. It will milk clean.

Horses that have been nearly idle all winter should

now be worked moderately and fed better. Do not

expose them to cold storms. Be careful to blanket

them when they have to stand when heated. Clean

thoroughly. See hints for last month.

Swine are now attracting renewed attention. The
prospects for breeders and feeders are encouraging.

This stock is worthy of better care than it usually

receives.

Little ligs will come by the million this month
and the next, and as usually managed will die by

the thousand.

The Sow for a week or so before the pigs are ex-

pected should be placed in a warm, dry pen by her-

self. Give light, sloppy food. If costive give her

a pint of flaxseed boiled for iwo or three hours

in half a pail of water. Give this once a day with
bran till the bowels are loose. When pigs come in

cold weather our own plan is to cover the sow with
a horse blanket and keep the little ones at the teats

under the blanket. We have saved many pigs by
this simple plan. Feed the sow warm bran mash
for a week with ships from the house, and after-

wards give richer food.

Work in the Horticultural Departments.

The winter up to the time of writing has been
so mild that many out-of-door operations could
lie carried on, and all who were so fortunate as to

take advantage of this weather, will find a great

difference in their spring work. March is usually

such a blustering month that there is not much
pleasure in outside work, but every mild day

should be turned to account if there is much still

undone. Manure can be composted and carted

out while the ground is hard at a less expense
than later in the season. See that all the labor

needed is provided for early, as the earlier a man
is obtained in the spring the better is the chance of

securing a useful one. Labor at this season is

more abundant and cheaper than it will be later.

Orchard anid Sarscry.

Nurserymen will 60on commence to send out

stock, and all who have to procure their trees

from a distance ought to send their orders at once.

If delayed until the trees are wanted, the stock of

many of the best varieties will often be exhausted.

When the trees arrive unpack at once, and if the

ground is not prepared for planting out, heel in in

a dry spot until needed. When ready to plant the

tops should be cut back at least one third, and the

branches shortened, to compensate for the loss of

roots in removing from the nursery. If any

Shriveled Trees are found bury the whole tree in

the grouud for a few days, and the bark will us-

ually assume its plump condition.

Girdled Trees shoidd be treated as recommended
last month.

Grafting.—Cherry and Plum trees should be
grafted earlier than apple and pear trees.

Pruning.—Continue to prune while vegetation is

dormant, taking care to cover all large cuts with
melted grafting-wax, shellac varnish or paint. A
good mixture for grafting-wax is with three parts

beeswax, three parts rosin, and two parts tallow;

melt and mix the whole well together.

dons.—Cut as long as the sap continues dor-

mant, and preserve as before directed.

Fruit (iarden.

. Most of the directions given under the orchard

and nursery will apply here.

Baspberries.—Set as early as the ground will

allow, in rows from four to six feet apart, accord-

ing to the variety. If the old canes were not cut

away in the fall, remove now, before the new
growth commences.

Blackberries ought to be planted early, before

they commence their growth, as they are liable

to be injured if moved after they have started.

Six feet apart is sufficient if all suckers are kept

out, and the branches pinched back during growth.

Currants.—Make cuttings of 6uch varieties as

are wanted, and plant four inches asunder in rows
two feet apart, taking care to press the earth firmly

around the base of the cutting.

Grape-vines.—Plant as soon as the soil is in

proper condition, using no manure. Cut back the

canes to three eyes, only one of which should be
allowed to grow. Plow old vineyards and apply a

dressing of coarse grouud bones. Posts for trel-

lises may be set whenever the frost is well out.

Strawberries.—Plant out new beds and remove all

runners not wanted for planting from the old beds.

Set the plants in rows two feet apart, and eighteen

inches in the rows. Mulch with leaves or cut

straw to keep the newly-planted beds from drying

out during the summer, and upon old beds to

promote growth and keep the fruit clean. Use
well-rotted manure before setting out plants.

Kitchen Garden.
It has been our custom to give the names of the

standard varieties of vegetables in the March num-
ber of the Agriculturist. From this list, those who

are entirely unacquainted with the best sorts for

general use, will be able to select varieties that
have been will tested. They will find numerous
other sorts in the catalogues.

Early Plaids.—The simplest way of securing
early plants, where but a few are required, is to

start them in window-boxes. These ought to be

three or four inches deep, and filled to within half

an inch of the top with fine, light rich garden soil.

For raising plants largely, of course they must be

sown in a hot-bed.

Cold Frames should bo looked after carefully,

and plenty of air given wheu the weather is mild,

or else the plants will become drawn. Give water

only when the soil appears dry.

Novelties.—Every year our seedsmen offer novel-

ties in their catalogues. These arc often no better

than older kinds, but now and then oue finds a

treasure, and the trial of novelties is an interesting

part of gardening to those who can afford time and

money. Some of the most promising novelties of

this year will be found on page 10J of this number.

Asparagus.—Old beds that were top-dressed last

fall should have the litter raked off and the fine

manure forked in between the plants. Set out

new beds with one-year-old plants. The old way
is to make the rows 18 inches apart, with the

plauts 9 iuehes apart in the rows. Our market

growers give more room, settiug the plauts two
feet or more apart each way. Set the plants four

inches below the surface. Couover's Colossal is a

reliable variety.

Beans must not be plauted until all danger of .

frost is passed. Sow Early Valentine and Dwarf
Wax for early bush in rows two feet apart. Giant

Wax and Large Limas (when the season is long

enough) arc the best pole 6orts for geueral use.

Beets may be sown as soon as the frost is out of

the ground, as they will bear considerable cold

after they have been planted. Sow thickly in hills

oue foot apart ; the thinning can be used for greens.

New Egyptian Blood is the best dark early sort,

Bassano light colored but early ; Long Blood late.

Broccoli.—Sow and treat the same as recom-
mended for cabbages. White or Purple Cape.

Cabbage Plants wintered in a cold-frame maybe
set out as soon as the ground can be worked.

Jersey Wakefield and Early York are best early

;

Early Wiuuigstadt medium ; Drumhead, Flat

Dutch, and Late Bergen should be sown in open
ground for late crops. Sow seeds in hot-bed and
cold-frame for second early. There are always

little spaces in a garden where a few cabbages may
be put ; a plenty of plants should be provided.

Hot-beds.—This month will be the proper season

for making hot-beds at the North. Select a dry,

sheltered spot with a southern exposure if possi-

ble, and dig a pit of the required size to a depth of

eighteen inches to two feet ; this pit ought to be

at least a foot wider and longer than the frame

used, and be boarded up with any old boards. Fill

with horse manure to the hight of at least six

inches above the surface of the ground, tramping

it down firmly. Make the frame of inch hemlock

boards two feet high at the back and one foot in

front. After the manure has been put in place a

layer of three to six inches of good light and rich

garden soil on the manure. Bank up with earth

around it
;
put on the frame

;
put the sashes on

and let them remain for two or three days, or

until the heat is reduced to about 90°, wheu the

seeds may be sown. Sashes are usually 6x3 feet,

but other sizes will answer. During cold nights

cover with mats or shutters to keep the plants

from freezing.

Cold Frames are made in the same way as hot-

beds, except that no manure is used ; the frame is

put upon a spot where the soil is rich and carefully

prepared. Stir the soil often until it is thoroughly

warmed by the heat of the sun, covering at night

to retain the warmth, and then sow the seeds of such

plants as do not require strong heat, such as cab-

bage, lettuce, etc.

Caulinoieer.—Treat the same a*s cabbage, sowing
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Lenormand
., ParisandEarli Erfu tfor early,

ma ValAcren for late.

, ,a ote.—Early Horn is beBt for early, and in the

talBoforlate;BOwindrill6onefootapart.

-Sow in hot-bed? Dwarf White Solid and

Boston Market.

Uhitcs.—Cnt amy the dead topaearly. To make

i bed procure a clump and diviue it; set the

jingle idants or small clusters in rows a foot apart,

illowi mx incites between them. The tender

cut ni) flue and eaten with vinegar.

Porn.—As soon as the ground is warm enough

plant a few rows or Moore's Coneord or other early.

U intervals oi ten days sow this and later Mexican

jblaek but the sweetest), Mammoth Sweet, and

itov B'i Evergreen. Sow in drills :'.i feet opart.

i
': ,—Sow Curled in shallow drills, one foot

apart uUiiitervuls of a week.

encumbers. A few hills of Early Russian may

fe planted on pieces of sod in a hot-bed ; for gen-

eral crop White Spine, and for late and pickles

Sreen Prickly.

Egg Plant.—Sow seeds in the hottest part of the

ifct-'oed ; they require more heat than most plants.

Purple for early, and Purple and Black

Jckin for late.

Horseradish.—Plant sets in rows two feet apart

it well-manured ground.

KaU left in from last fall will need hoeing to

veep down the weeds and promote growth. German

^jreens and Scotch kale are sown late.

Kohl-roM.—Sow Early White in open ground in

ixiUe two feet apart.

Leek.—Sow Flag or Musselburgh the same as

onions.

Lettucf sowed in the open ground last fall must

.xj uncovered and the soil loosened between the

rows. Set out plants from the cold-frame, and

sow seeds in hot-bed and open ground. Curled

tSIeeia, Hanson, and Tennis-ball are reliable sorts.

Melons.—Treat the same as cucumbers. Nut-

I .—aba, Skillman's Netted, White Japan,

ind Ward's Nectar are good.

Onions.—Sow early in very rich soil in drills

fifteen inches apart. Pfant out sets, potato, and

top onions for early crop. Yellow Danvers and
Early Red are the best sorts for raising from seed.

Parsley.—Soak seeds in warm water, and sow
Curled in drills one foot apart.

Parsnips.—Dig those left in the ground over

winter, and sow seeds of Hollow Crown in drills

tffteen inches apart.

Peas.—Plant over well-manured trenches in

double rows, allowing room enough between the

rows to place the brush. Laston's Alpha, Carter's

Krai I rop, and Daniel O'Rourkefor early; Cham-
pion of England or Yorkshire Hero for main crop.

For dwarf McLean's Little Gem. Bow the last in

Single rows eighteen inches apart, and not until the

ground it well warmed.

Pepper:-.—Sow in hot-bed as egg plant. Squash
fur pickles and Sweet Mountain for stuffing.

1'otatocs.—Start a few for early use in hot-bed.

lanting in open ground may be cut and
placed in a warm spot for a few days before plant-

Early Rose is best for general crop of early.

i E of new sorts.

Badishes.—Sow thickly in drills in ..pen ground
dt intervals of a week or ten days Bor a succession.

French Breakfast, Early Scarlet Turnip, and Olive-

shaped short sorts, and Scarlet Short-top long.

Salsifij.—Dig the roots remaining in the ground,
and sow seeds for the new crop as for parsnips.

Scornoneia, or Black Salsify, requires the same
treatment as salsify.

Spinach.—Uncover the beds planted last fall, and

a I few days of or i Bather it will be ready to

cut. Sow seeds of Round Leaved in drills afoot
apart for spring and summer use. New Zealand Is

J)esl for summer, but Is lot BOWn until May.

torrd.—PnooverThe iinufs ind spades dre

of manure between the rows. It is excellent for

e ii i\ ..

Sweet Potatoes.—Start in a hot-bed with two or three

inches of compost over them, and when the sprouts

are large enough, set in well-manured ridges.

Nausemoud and Southern Queen are best for

Northern use. See article on page 89.

Squashes,—After the ground is warm sow Sum-

mer Crookneck for early ; Boston "Marrow , Mar'

head, and Hubbard for late.

Tomato.—Start in hut-bed or window >x seeds

of Trophy, Early Smooth Red, and Ca.-.ada Victor.

'Turnips.—Sow a few rows of Flat Dutch for

early, and Red and White Strap-leaf for later.

White French and Yellow Stone for ruta-baga

sorts.

Seeds.—The supply of seeds should be ordered

at once, so that they may be ready when wanted.

The facilities for sending seeds by mail are now

such that all the smaller varieties can be sent easily

and cheaply by mail.

•"lower Garden and Lawn.
Annuals.—Sow in hot-bed or window-boxes, so

that there may be plenty of young plants to use

in planting the borders.

Walks may be made as soon as settled weather

comes
;

gravel and broken rock make the most

durable walks.

Lawns.—Roll and sow plenty of grass-seed where

the turf was injured during the winter. When
new lawns are made prepare the soil by plowing or

spading in well-rotted manure. Red Top or June

Grass makes a good lawn when used alone, or both

together, with a little white clover. Use plenty of

seed, five or six bushels to the acre.

Perennials grow better if divided at least once in

three years. Attend to this as early as possible be-

fore growth commences. If the soil is not already

rich, make it so by adding plenty of flue mauure.

<Sreenlionse and Window Plants.

March will bring with it an abundance of work

in this department, the chief of which will be the

Propagation of bedding plants for out-of-door

planting. The temperature of the air in the propa-

gating house must be considerably lower than that

under the benches.

Ventilation ought to be looked after carefully

now that the sun is so powerful. Admit air every

mild day, taking care however that none of the

plants are exposed to draughts of air. Keep the

plants near the glass, fo that they will get all the

light possible.

Smoking.—The greenhouse should be fumigated

with tobacco smoke every week to destroy the

green fly. If one smoking is not enough give an-

other the next evening, always taking care to thor-

oughly syringe the plants the next day to remove

the dead insects.

Poreing.—Such plants as were forced during

winter should be turned out in a reserve bed to

recover.

Bulbs that have finished flowering should be al-

lowed to complete the growth of their leaves :

after this cut off the leaves and store the bulbs in

a dry place, where they can not be injured by cold

s"n K-ii!< same period at "<<* t<»<e last year.

Wheal. Corn. /.'•/( Brtrlta. Oats.
8,175,000 1,001,000 01,001) ll.ti.000 635,000

1 ItJ.UIIO 427,000 1,130 9.1,000 5US,000

4. C
ItKOttl I

36 days
86 days

SaI.BS.
86 days

'irinf'i

v- Flour.
1854...402/100

li.:.,i)O0

Wheat. <:- A hurley. Oats.
8,812,000 LSOiyOW 180)00 818,000 1,437,000

is; . s-ui.000 1,354,000 1,973,000 vgjm 499,000 1.327,000

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fally prepared specially for the Amer%an AgriciUturisi,

from our daily record during (he year, show at a glance
the transactions for the month ending Feb, 12th, 1P74.

and for the corresponding month lasl yeoi

1. TRANSAi'l, ., vi nil- NBM YORK MARKETS.
KK'TUi'TS. Flour, m.ent. Ct.ru. !:,,;*. Harleil Oats.
86 d'B Hits mtli402,000 8,175,000 1,004,030 61.00 lOG.'OO 3<r.,0IX>

HA'tlnsl m'tli 880,1 16 2,192,000 370,000 21,000 75,000

Kales Ftnur. Wheal Corn /."- Barley, Oats.
36 d'H litis in'l.liSiKS.O'M) 2,3:2,000 1.597,000 1 (1.0 B1S.OO0 1,487,000
31 (IN last m'tli 838,000 8,651,000 1,01 1.000 4S.OO0 889,000 1,410,000

- eb.
Jan.12,
Dec. 10,

Nov. 8.

Oct. 0.

Oct. 7.

Wort of grain in more at New York.

Wheat. Corn. Rue. liarlei). Oats.
tiii--.li. bash. bllSll. hnsli. litif-li.

1874.. 1,070.1. :.' 541,800 ll.r.08 40.906 735,KSJ

is;i..i.r.5.:is 1,146,203 1,131 1*6,208 514,117

1873. .1.553,.:::; 3,0'.' '-.511 341885 579743

I873..1,596,560 3.951,993 109,98:; 23 804 630/106
t-,....l;:;n,sol 5,429,63! 43.397 643 J2S 1,451,868

1872., 23,143 8,812,181 ilffi 40,035 2,505,000

Malt.
bush.
33.769

85,482
60.865
91,460

201,737
13.535

4, Exports from New Tori. Jan. 1 to Feb. 12:

1874,
I-:,.:.

1ST'.'.

Flour.
able.

291,109

158,290

Wheal.
bush.

2,916,000
705,286

..
1 99

Corn.
bush.

1.112.700

8,004,369

2,078,808

Rue. Larley. Sals. Peas.

bush. bush. hush. bush.
104.31a 10*00 32,350

6.700 2,660 6J5S
•70,6t3 2,682, 88^68

88 @
70 -
88
6.7

62
1 04

1 So
1 00

60

1 70
98!

92 'ri

@
@
®
it, 1 08
,:, 1 87
, . 1 50

© 85

66

'J 1 % 40

05 @ 67
'.<%% 9H

3 25 @ 8 50
8 25 O 2 35

6)<@ 9

20 @ 80

CtrcRRKT Wuoi.KSAi.it rr.ioKs

Jan. IS.

Prior or Gold "1?£„ „-
Flour—Snnor to Extra Stole Jfi 85 <•< 8 2a

Super tv Kxlrn Southern. 6 90 /gll 00

Extra w estern 65 ©11 04

Extra Ucnesee 8 25 @ 9 65

Superllnc Wester 5 85 ©0 50

I1YK Flock 4 50 @ 5 90

Corx-Mkai 4 00 it. 4 75

BUCKWHEAT FLOUB, * 100 lbs. 3 00 @ 3 40

WnnAT— Alt kinds ol White. 105 @ 1 95

All kinds ol' lied and Amber. 1 50

Corn— Yellow
Mixed
White
Oats- Western
State
Kvrc
Bari.ky
Hay— bale, * 100 as
Straw. ¥< 100 It.s

Cotton— Middlings, ?• ft.

Hops-Crop of 1873. * ft

Feathers —Live Geese, * ft

Sbed—Clover,* ft

Timothy. * bushel
Flax. » buBhel
SuaAK— r.en'g,\- Grocery? ft

Molasses. Cuba. *gal.
New Orleans, * gal — o> fet

Coffee— Itlo(Uold) -'i .v
Toracco, Keiiliiel.j. itc^'ft. 5>£(si

Seed Leaf, *ft 5@
WooL-Domeslic Fleece, fib SO @
Domestic, palled. V to 8n @
California, clip 19 @
Tallow, *' ft » S*.

Oil-Cakk—I* toa
Pork—Mess, f barrel
Prime, * barrel
Bkkf—Plain mess
I. Attn. In trcs. & barrels, *» ft. Sxts'

l!tlTTHK-Sl.nte, *ft 84 <m

Western. V ft ,. . 18 @
Oiirksk ........ 3 ©
ISrabs—» bushel 1 50 ®
PEAS-Canada .free. V bu ... 1 20 @
Eggs—Fresh, $> dozen . .

Limed $< dozen,.
Poultry—Fowls
Turkeys—¥> ft

Geese, If pair
Ducks, f pair

" f ft

Partridges, %< pair
Grouse, trappet1

. ^* pail

Harks, V pair
Vknison, * ft

Qitail.^ doz
Kah-sits, *' pait 20

TlTRSIPS TSbbl....

Feb. 13.

nan
»5 85 & 8 10

6 65 @11 00
6 50 @ 1 1 00
8 85 @10 00
6 85 @ 6 85
5 00 © 6 00
8 75 <5. 4 75
2 50 @ S 00
1 60 ta 1 95
1 25 St. 1 70

80 ® 86
77 @ 89
84 @ 90
60 @ 68X
60 @ 63X

1 liv.ra 1 10
1 70 ©225" ia l 45

@ 95
@ 16X
@ 45
© 70

@ 9H
<fe S 50
@ 2 40

6K<9 8X
23 @ 35
60 @ 75

28X@
5X®
5 (S.

1 00
60
16

25
or>

9K
325
2 35

Hi f:d

16 CO
13 00 _
8 50 @11 00

X

SO ®
20 ta

7K@

15

6
1 50

60

6
35
40
30
6

26*
14
65
70

65

@40 50 42 50 ©43 50

©16 75 IE 75 ©16 00
©10 75 12 75 ft/ 1 3 00

9 50 © 1 1 00

ax® ^
28 © 50
22 @ 10

5 © 17

1 50 -

1 05
28
14

10

9

1 50

45
35
ir,

8 75
1 30

@
19
14

1?
2 5t
87
18
50
50
40
10

1 50

40
© I OK

! 65

© 1 25
27
18

17
10

: 50

18

75

55

12X

10

70
60

40
6 _

2 00 ® 3 25
40 ® 50
50 ® 1 00

4 00 @10 00
4 CO @ 5 50
I 50 ® S 50
4 GO @ 50
1 50 @ 2 00

6 @ 11

1 00 @ 4 00
8 60 ®11 00
3 00 ® 4 00

2 00 O 2 25
75 @ 1 00

1 60 ® 1 75

CABSIOES—9 100 4 00 © S 00

Onions—V bbl 4 00 @ 5 50

Potatoes—V bbl 150 @ s oo

SWKKT POTATOR6—Vbbl.... 4 60 I

t..RROTS-*bbl 2 00 @ 2 25

Bboom-corb ® 11

Apples—V barrel 1 0D <a 4 01)

Cranberries-* bbl 7 00 @ 9 50

Peals, Califon !»,* box 3 50 ®4 86

Grapes. 'f ft 5 ® 7

Beets, * bbl 2 00 © 2 25

Celery. V ao?. 1 00 ® 1 50

Green Peas, W bushel 145 ® 1 80

Gold has been up to 112*i and down to 1101;—closing

February 13th at 112% as .Tgainet 1117J on January 18th.

The receipts of Produce since our last have been

on a remarkably liberal scale for the season—the railways

bringing forward unusually large amounts, particularly

of Flonr, Wheal, and Ilog products. The demand for

Produce from all sources lias been fair, but not. very

active. The export inquiry has been loss urgent, espe-

cially toward the close, the advices from England

having been less favorable. Prices have been vari-

able, closing on Breadstuff's less firmly aa a rule,

though in the instances of Rye and Barley much
stronger, in view of the meager offerings of these articles.

Rye tins been wanted for shipment, to the Continent, and
full boat-loads have been bringing 3c. @> 5c. a bushel

more than odd car lots. An extremely brisk trade has

been reported in Barley at the advanced figures, largely

in fort i "i-grown stock, in good part German, Scandina-

vian, ami Hungarian to arrive. Brewers and maltsters

have been Ihe principal buyers. Toward the close the

reduced supplies available and the extreme rates claimed

tended to check operations. The Provision trade has

been moderately active; Hog products closed weak:
Beef steady ; Bnttar and Cheese dearer. The recent ex-

port purchases of Cheese, especially of the HueM makes,

have boon finite oxte&eive. Kggs have been unusually

depressed, by the great accumulation of slock, in the

absence t r anything )ik>- . tree distribution ; but toward

the close Ihe demand WW reviving, and prices rallied
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rather sharply. Wool has been in fair demand, mostly

ou manufacturing account, at stronger rates. The finer

grades of Fleece have been scarce. Hemp, Seeds, Hay,

and Tobacco have been moderately sought after at the

ruling prices. Naval Store* and Petroleum held higher,

and in more demand. A very moderate business baa

been reported in Hops, at essentially unaltered rates.

Groceries have been sought after—Coffee and Sugars

lower. The Cotton movement has been comparatively

brisk: but with free offerings of stock prices have

declined.

Wew York litre-Stock Markets.
RECEIPTS.

wkek kndixo Ileeves. Cows. Valves. Sheep. Swine. Tot'?.

January 19 7,314 r. HUs -u.'.tfW 37,571 6tf,506

January 26 9,509 50 603 28,136 81,652 60.949

Februarys ...7.109 5i 590 I9.i<i7 'j:3,:>.3 50,211

February 9 9,022 42 5GG 28,0S1 31,112 72,423

Total for \ Weeks.. 32,954 1S9- 2.426 96,322 127,288 259,179

a\o.forprevASWeekg35£19 310 3,233 101,096 171,942 311,803

Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Sioine.

Averageper Week 8,238 47 coo 21.omj ai.

do. So, last 3f0?lth... 7,042 62 647 20,219 S4,3SS

do. Ho.prev's Month.. 6,513 78 1,136 22,647 53,9S)

Beeves.—After the dull close of last month's buBi-

aiess Hie usual reaction took place, and a firm and up-

ward feeling was manifested. The receipts during the

mouth were irregular, and prices worked back and forth

exactly according to receipts. Ou the whole, the past

month has not been satisfactory to dealers, and some

have lost money. At the close the market was dull, and

prices were easier for ordinary and medium cattle, }-..q.

$ lb. having been lost from the top rates of the day.

Cherokee and Texan cattle brought 9'.
t c. @10Xc. $ lb.

to dress 56 lbs. $ gross cwt.; prime native brought 8>£c.

I2',,c. on 54 (a\ 58 lbs. ; and a few of the best reached

12V- @13c.
Prices for the past four weeks were

:

week ending Jtange. Large Sales. Aver.
January 19 8 @13Kc 10H@H c. 1<H'C
January 26... 8<-@12Xc. 10K@10^c. 10KC.
February 2 7^@13 c. 10^@11 c. :ov-
February 9 7 '@13 c. lO&tgilO^c. lOJ^c.

JYIileU Cows.—The market for cows has been quiet.

All that came to hand have been sold at steady prices,

and a moderate demand is reported at $40 © $80 <£ head.

Calves.—A steady demand exists for all that ar-

rive, and good veals are taken readily at highest quota-

tion*. At the close, Sc. @ lie. $ lb. was paid for veals,

and $8 @ $12 $ head for grass calves. Hog-dressed

veals were firm at lie. @. 14c. $ lb Sheep and
Lambs.-An increase in receipts, although trifling,

has disturbed the market for sheep, and along with the

weakness therehasbeenafalliugoffof \ic. "# IK Choice

lots bring high prices, and 8&e. $ 5>. was paid at the

close for this clas-s of stock. The range was 6j£c. @
BUc. *# ft> Swlae.—The market has gradually

crept up, and, with lighter receipts, quotations are con-

siderably advanced. Live hogs sold at the close at 6c.

@ 6&C. y tb. Dressed hogs were in fair demand, at 7c.

@. 7^'c. ty lb. for Western, and 7c. @ 8c. $ lb. for City.

containing a rtreat variety of liems. including many
good Hints and Suggestions which we throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

Remitting' Honey : — Checks on
New York City ISauks or Dankers are best

for large sums ; make payable to the order of Orange
Jud<l Company. Post-office Money Orders
for $50 or less, are cheap and sale also. When these are not
obtainable, register letters, affixing stamps for post-

age and registry
; put in the money and seal the letter in

the presence of the postmaster, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in the above three methods is safe against loss.

I*«sts».jce ; Ou American Ayriculturist, 12 cents

a year, and on Hearth and Home. 20 cents a year, in ad-

vance. Double rates if not paid in advance at the

office where the papers are received. For subscribers in

British America, the postage, as above, must be Bent

to this office, with Vie subscription* for prepayment here.

Also 20 cents fur delivery of Hearth and Home and 12

cents for delivery of American, Agriculturist in New
Tori: City.

The National Lire-Stock: Journal,
which is a monthly journal published at Chicago, con-

tinues very worthily to represent the interests of stock

breeders ; it is thoroughly trustworthy, and is edited

with great judgment and skill. It now comes forward

as the defender of stock interests, being engaged in re-

pelling an attack in the shape of a suit for damages for

an expression of opinion upon matters of great moment
to honest breeders.

Clubs can at any time bo increased by remitting'

for each addition the price paid by the original members:

or a small club may be increased to a larger one; thus;

a person having sent 10 subscribers and $12, may after-

ward send 10 more subscribers with only $8 ;
making a

club of 20 at $1 each ; and so of the other club rates.

Mr. ,B u<l<!% Health.—A ponograph has

been going the rounds of the papers to the effect that Mr.

Judd is seriously ill. This was news to us, who are quite

as likely as other papers to know, ami we can only say

that his last and very recent letter was very cheerful,

without any reference at all to his being ill.

Our Fine t'hrouiott.—Road all about

them ou third cover page. It is easy to secure one or

both.

;\ow tor tHe Senate!—The House has

passed a much needed amendment to the Postal law,

which interests all who send books, plant!*, and other

matters by mail. "When it becomes a law we shall en-

deavor to publish it in full.

Take IfiotU Papers.—If beth the

American, Agriculturist and Hearth and Home are

taken together they may be had for only $->, and $4.50

pays for both papers and a Chromo with each.

tjiraAiug- the Hickory. — " C. R.,"

Locktown, N. J. The hickory is among what the French

gardener calls "svjets rebe&es," or hard cases; and to

graft it successfully requires great care on the part, of the

operator. At best it only succeeds on very young stocks,

and the grafts when set have to be covered with a bell-

glass to keep them from drying out, and a shade to pre-

vent burning. Grafting the hickory may be considered,

so far as people in general are concerned, as impractic-

able. A few years ago we published a communication

from a gentleman who succeeded by drawing the earth

away from small stocks, grafting in the collar by the

usual cleft-graft, tying firmly, replacing the earth, and

making n mound of earth to half cover the cion.

Ikeath of a JJCeror Hampshire Hor-
ticulturist.—Mr. Calvin Eaton, of Concord, N. II.,

died suddenly Of disease of the heart on January 14th.

Mr. E. was prominent in the horticulture of bis State,

and was especially successful as a grape-grower.

Walks in a Lawn.—"J. T. P.," Chester

Co., Pa. The walks in Central Park are made of various

materials. The best, except on hill-sides where they

will wash, are made of gravel, and if good gravel can be

had and properly laid nothing can be better. The cement

walks, so far as we know of them, are hampered with

patents. One of our neighbors made his walks by melt-

ing three parts of coal-tar and one of pitch, mixing sand

with this material to make a thick mortar, and spread-

ing and rolling. This makes a good walk; but we do not

know whether it interferes with any one's patent or not.

Triumph Sweet Corn.—A single triai

of this variety convinced us of its great excellence, and

we regard it as "tip-top 11
in every respect. Mr. D. C.

Voorhes, Blawenburg, rT. J., who brought this corn to its

present perfection, has furnished us enough for a mere
extended planting this year, and we shall make another

trial of it.

A Camellia with Two Centers.—
Mr. David Foulis, Florist, 146G Broadway, N. Y., brought

us a camellia which had two distinct centers in the mid-

dle of the flower, while the exterior shows no indication

that it was formed by the union of two flowers.

The English "Farmer"-n#t the
tiller of the soil, but the paper absurdly so-called—con-

tinues to act out its natural instincts, and tin such a case

it is not necessary to be very choice of words) steal from
the Agriculturist and other papers with its accustomed
freedom. If the articles thus stolen went no further

than the obscure columns of the ''Farmer, 1
' it would

matter but little, but other English as well as American
papers, seeing a good article in the Farmer, quote it and
credit it to that sheet, and thus a double wrong is done-
it steals articles and gets credit for publishing something
readable under the false pretense of its being original.

Our friend Robinson, of the "Garden," recently pub-

lished, with credit to the Farmer, an article on ""Carpet-

ing Beneath Shrubs," copied from the Agriculturist word
for word. The Garden should know that if anything ap-

pears in the Farmer worth quoting, it is quite sure to be

stolen bodily from the Agriculturist or some other Ameri-

can paper, for nothing short of a stroke of lightning

would ever arouse it from its profound stupidity and in-

duce it to perpetrate a readable article of its own. ii

burglar shows some daring in his crime, the pickpocket

displays great skill, but the fellow who steals the coatz

from the hall while the family are at supper shows,

neither daring nor skill, and we call him a " sneak thief.'
9

A paper that persistently and continually takes others

articles without credit does not belong to the first two
classes, as his exploits are not marked by either of the

qualities that we have attributed to them.

SUNDRY Hl';URITG@.—Import
ant Decision.—Many years ago, Mr. Judd foruafi,

from his correspondence, that quacks and charlatans tif

all kinds were fleecing the people, especially the agricw.'-

tural community, at a rate that was perfectly astound-

ing, lie, at a great expenditure of time and at the ritfir

of both person and pocket, began to investigate the com-

plaints tliat came to him, and, when well founded, the

evil-doers were exposed. Soon the humbug column be-

came a regular thing, and it became necessary to employ

assistants to look: np the cases as they occurred. F«r

a long time he fought the army of humbugs single-

handed, though of late other papers have given more or

less efficient aid ; and it U satisfactory to kuov. that the

Agriculturist, has been the means of saving to the peo-

ple a sum that may safely be reckoned by millions.

Whoever has had the editorial charge, the manifesto

against fraud has regularly appeared, and it is intend*!

it shall appear until the rogues find the business hat-
1

grown unprofitable from their being unable to fln,o

dupes. A great help to our labors has come in tin

recent United States law against improper use of the

mails; and we are by this enabled to squelch some veij?

mischievous things in the bud. It is not poiicy to ;teJj

how this is done, as we do not care to put rogues <<m

their guard. Suffice it to say it is through the officers-.**

the law. In exposing the designs of quacks and impof.

tors of all kinds we may sometimes make a mistake, usS

do injustice to an innocent person, notwithstanding jgB

the care we take in investigating and considering encl

case. The cases in which this has happened haw
been very rare, and we have hastened, when coir

vinced we were wrong, to make the fullest repara-

tion. Wcwouldnot inany manner injure any one engag-

ed in a fair and legitimate business, but, on the othe?

hand, we wil not allow those iu unfair and illegitimate

business to fleece confiding and unsuspecting people i 1

any warning on our part can prevent it. Of course, in de-

fending thousands from the designs of quacks and in*

poetors, we must offend those who get np the swindling

schemes, and some of these have money enough to en-

ter a suit at law against us. We get li hauled up "to
often that we have become quite used to It ; and though

these fellows have it in their power to cause us to ex-

pend time and money to respond to their suits, wc ac-

cept these as legitimate accompaniments of our posi-

tion. Some prosecute us with the hope that the fact

may be widely announced, and thus give them a capita*

advertisement gratis ; others enter suits with the ex-

pectation of recovering damages. When we are sued

we do not publish the fact, as we do not care to do that

kind of advertising. Very few of these suits ever come
to trial, and in the few that have been fairly brought be-

fore the courts, wc have in no caBe been defeated. The
last suit that was brought against us called forth such a

positive opinion from Judge Davis of the Supreme

Court of New York, that we are induced to print it ia

full. It is, indeed, a valuable contribution to medico-

legal literature, and is of interest not only to the people

at large, but to every publisher of a journal and every

lawyer and physician. Nor is it without importance to

makers and venders of various nostrums ; and this very

calm bit of judicial wisdom is commended to their con-

sideration. This opinion, copied from the court record.,

gives such a full and clear history of the case, that Dj©

further comment is needed.

SUPREME COURT.—FrasT Department.

Januaby General Term.

D^Yin Richard*,
Pltf. andAppt., I Davis, P. J.

vs. V Donohue and Daniels,,
Change Judd and others, I /, J,

ti

Deft, and liespt. }

Appeal from order of Special Term, striking out the

complaint iu this action, and dismissing the same with

costs, for plaintiffs refusal to answer certain questions

propounded to him as a witness pursuant to the order of

the Court.

Jorr'T L. Walker for plaintiff; Amos O. Hull far

respondent.

Davis, P. J. :

The plaintiff alleges iu his complaint, in substance,

that he is and has for many years been the sole propri-

etor, owner, aud manufacturer of articles of medicines

and merchandise generally and publicly known as Dr.

Richau's Golden Remedies, which he has for ten years

last pwt manufactured and put up and offered for sale
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and sold, and that by means of extensive advertising and

the good qualities 01 each Gulden Remedies he has

secured large sales and profits.

He also alleges that the defendants are publishers of a

monthly magazine known as the American Agriculturist^

and having a circulation monthly of two hundred and

fifty thousand copies ; that in November, 1872, the de-

fendants published in their said magazine a certain libel-

ous article in the following words :
" Sundry Humbugs.—

Our newer readers keep inquiring about the trustworthi-

ness of this, that, and the other doctor for various dis-

eases. We answer that every so-called physician, every

medical institute or college or association that advertises

medicine or medical advice, by circular or otherwise, is

a quack—in short, a swindle. The whole tribe of those

Who advertise 'marriage guides,' 'female medicines,'

'advice to the young, 1 'errors of youth,' 'eye doctors,'

'ear doctors,' 'consumption cures,' cancer doctors or

medicines, etc., etc., are positively qnacks and impost-

ors, to whom it is unsafe to address even a letter of in-

quiry ; also the 'Golden Remedies' inquired about by

several are nonsensical quackery. We have not room for

a lot more of Jfnmbugs on hand, but, will renew the war
upon them in the next volume, and, as hitherto, we ex-

pect to shield at least all our readers from swindlers, and

through them many other people."

The plaintiff alleged also that the defendants, by means

of these words published as hereinbefore set forth, in-

sinuated and meant to be understood by those to whom
it was published and to the public at large, as charging

the plaintiff with being a quack, impostor, and swindler,

and that the said "Golden Remedies" manufactured

solely by the plaintiff were wholly valueless and useless,

and possessing no medicinal qualities whatever, and that

by means of the publication the plaintiff has been injnred

in bis reputation and in his business, and been deprived

of enstom and trade, and lost the sale of goods and profits

which he would otherwise have made, to his damage,

twenty-five thousand dollars.

The defendants in their answer admit in substance

that they are publishers of the American Agriculturist,

and that in December, 1S72, they published the article

under the caption of " Sundry Humbugs," above set

forth. They allege also that the publication is substan-

tially true, and was published with good motives and for

justifiable ends. They also set out in extenso the circu-

lars sent, forth by the defendant with his "Golden Rem-

edies," in which the plaintiff describes himself as a

physician who has bad a general practice in all parts of

the world ; and aver various facts tending to show that

the alleged medicines of plaintiff are valueless as reme-

dies for disease, being compounds costing but a few

eents per bottle, and selling at several dollars, which the

pnblic would shun if the constituent facts were known.

The defendants propose in their answer to give evi-

dence of all the various facts alleged both in justification

and in mitigation of damages.

Tssne being joined, the defendants upon affidavit pro-

cured an order and summons for the examination of

plaintiff as a witness on their behalf before the trial.

On such examination the plaintiff testified that a bottle

marked "Doctor Richau's Golden Remedy, No. 2," was

©ne of the medicines he advertises and vends to the

nnblic.

He was then asked of what Balsam No. 2 is composed.

He refused to answer the question, on the ground that it

was irrelevant, immaterial, and a secret in his trade.

The judge directed the plaintiff to answer the question.

He then answered :
M It is a secret compound composed

•f varions ingredients which possess great medicinal

properties," and refused to state the names of the

ingredients.

He then gave evidence showing that he was not a

doctor of medicine and had never received a diploma,

and had not been engaged in a general practice of medi-

cine in any part of the United States.

He then testified that he advertised "Doctor Ricbau's

Clolden Elixir de Amour, or Elixir of Love," and on be-

iag asked "of what is it composed?" he refused to

answer.

The Court at Special Term, after argument, ruled that

Ibe plaintiff must answer the question which had been

propounded ; and on the question being repeated to him

8c answered: "It is a secret compound of various in-

gredients which possess great medicinal properties;"

and refused absolutely to give any other answer.

On presentation of these facts to the Court it was held

tliat the answer was evasive ; and the plaintiff, under the

advice of his counsel, refusing to give any other answer,

Ifae Court ordered his complaint to be stricken out and

dismissed with costs.

By the allegations of his complaint the plaintiff had

invited an issue as to the medicinal finalities and value

©f the '-Golden Remedies."

The statement of the alleged libel, so far as it pointed

directly to plaintiff or his remedies, was to the effect

that his "Golden Remedies" are "nonsensical quack-

ery," and it is chiefly of this statement that the plaintiff

complains.

The defendants undertake by their auswer to show

that this statement is true.

No one can read the circulars of the plaintiff, as proved

by himself on his examination, without observing the

importance of the investigation sought to be made. It

was competent to disprove the assertions of the circulars

and of the complaint by ascertaining the ingredients of

the several compounds for the purpose of showing that

they possess no such medical virtues as are claimed by

plaintiff. For instance, he asserts in his circular that

his " Elixir of Love is composed of the most powerful

ingredients of the vegetable kingdom—harmless, but

speedy in restoring healthy action." And again : "It is

the fountain of youth to old age, the rejuvenator of pris-

tine vigor in the young; to the barren woman of our

land it is a special blessing." Indeed, it is impossible

to read the vulgar and in many respects shameful asser-

tions and instructions that accompany the compounds of

plaintiff without being struck with the vileness of the

impostures. That he can bring an action of libel for in-

jury alleged to be done to his trade in his medicines by

denouncing them as arrant quackery, and at the same
time protect himself against exposure by claiming them
to be valuable secrets, is a proposition that can not be

maintained. Byrn vs. Judd, 11 Abbott, New Series ; 11

New York. 347, New Series.

In the laudable exposure of snch "humbugs" as the

pretended medicine of plaintiff and others, the defend-

ants take npon themselves great risks, and subject them-

selves to the annoyance of suits ; but I think they are

not exposed to any danger that courts will interpose any

shield for the protection of parties guilty of fraud and

deception of the public.

If the plaintiff did not choose to try the question of

the true character of his " Golden Remedies " he should

have kept out of a court of justice.

The order of the Court below was correct, and should

be affirmed with $10 costs and disbursements.

In view of the length, of this opinion, we must let the

bulk of our budget of humbug literature rest for this

month. It presents some new schemes, but all in the

old styles, save one or two novelties that we are investi-

gating. It will be timely to advise our farmer readers

not to invest in "Ivory" or any other wheat at $1 for

100 grains. A variety possessing such qualities as this

does not firBt make itself known through an obscure

circular. As it came from Africa, we suspect it is not a

wheat at all If people will send money to "Fur-
nishing Companies " in Chicago or elsewhere and get no

returns, we can only say to tbe gentlemen who write

from Missouri and Wisconsin that we regret they did

not read their Agriculturist more thoroughly. We can

not comply with tbe request of our correspondent wbo
requests us to put him on our "list of fools." He had

better pocket his loss and take the lesson to heart.

Roses l>y Mail. — Massey & Hudson,
Florists, Chestcrtown, Md., in sending us one of their

packages of roses, say they "would like to call your

attention not only to the plants themselves, but to the

box and manner of packing, both of which we claim as

original, and which for simplicity, light weight, and ef-

fectiveness, we don't think can be beaten." Well, that

is just what we think. If one can get eight vigorous,

well-rooted young roses delivered in any part of the

country for $1, we think we should be a rose-growing

people, which we are not.

Pupils in Horticulture*—We often

have applications from those who wish situations to

learn gardening in its various branches; but such places

are difficult to find. Wc now know of a gentleman upon
whose place—a private one near New York—most of the

operations of horticulture are carried on. lie offers to

take a student, provided a suitable young man offers.

None need apply but those who have a positive liking

for horticulture and arc fond of both study and work.

Address, stating age and previous experience, "Horti-

culture," at this office.

Sebright ISamtams. — James Shepard,

of Bristol, Ct., sends us portraits of these beautiful pet

birds, which he breeds to great perfection, as he does

other choice fowls.

Ohio Dairymen's Association.—
The tenth annual meeting of this association was held

in Cleveland on the 2Sth and 29th of January. The
number of members is 13-1, and $1-% were received into

the treasury last year. The usual matters connected

with dairying were talked of and discussed, and W. A.

Jenkins, oi Portage, was Chosen as President, and S. D.

Harris as Secretary and Treasurer for the ensuing year.

FREE.—Fine Oold Pens* with
Silver Cases— The Best Silver-plat-
ed '-Table Articles—Table Cutlery—
Children's Carriages and Toys-
Floral Sets — Garden Seeds and
Flower Bnlbs—Sewing* Machines—
Washing Machines and Wringers
—I*oclcet Knives—Fine Gold and
SilverWatches—Melodeons—Pianos
—Guns and Rifles — Cultivators —
ISooks—etc., etc.* etc.; all these are among
the valuable articles to be found in the Premium List

for 1S74 on page 119. Any person can, with a little effort,

secure one or more of these valuahle articles. Thou-

sands have done it. There is room for thousands more.

It is very easy to obtain clubs of subscribers for the two

popular papers, the American Agriculturist and Hearth
and Home. Try it*

A Rotanical Directory.—The Torrey
Botanical Club have issued a Directory giving tbe names
and residences of all the persons known to them as being

engaged in botanical pursuits in North America and tbe

West Indies. The names are first placed in alphabetical

order, and in the second part they are arranged according

to states. The directory forms a part of the monthly

bulletin of the club, wbich is sent to subscribers at $1 a

year. The price of the directory alone is 30 cents, and

may be bad by addressing tbe editor, W. H. Leggett,

224 East 10th street, New York.

The Ranking House of Fish *V

Hatch was forced to suspend during the panic, hut hav-

ing adjusted their affairs and being able to meet all their

liabilities they resumed in December last. No firm in

New York enjoys to a greater degree the confidence and

esteem of business circles than Fisk & Hatch; and as

their temporary suspension produced a feeling of pro-

found regret, so the announcement of their resumption

has been hailed with the most sincere pleasure by a host

of friends. It is safe to say that they resume business

with a stronger hold than ever upon the confidence of

those with whom they have had business relations. This

confidence was most substantially exhibited in the fact

that during the first twenty-fonr hours after their re-

sumption not a dollar of deposits was withdrawn, while

a large amount of new deposits was received. The firm

is now paying the semi-annual coupons on $34.U-

-20,000

bonds of the Central Pacific, Western Pacific, and Cali-

fornia and Oregon Railroads.

Hnssey's National Cottage Ar-
chitecture, or nomes for Every One. Chiefly Low-
priced Buildings for Towns, Suburbs, and Country. By
E. A. Ilussey, architect. New York : Geo. E.Woodward,

Orange Judd Company.—It sometimes happens that a

work is offered Which seems to exactly fill a gap in the

class of literature to which it belongs. This is the case

with the work the full and descriptive title of which is

given above. It contains numerous designs of cottages

and small houses ranging in cost from $1,S00 to $3,000

and $4,000, with a few still more costly ones. The de-

signs are of an exceedingly neat and tasteful character,

the division of the interiors well considered, and the or-

namentation, while effective, not elaborate. Elevations,

perspective views, and details are given with each design.

Specifications to some of the plans are given which serve

as a guide for drawing up such forms for others. The
execution of the work is excellent, and is a handsome
specimen of book-making. We have not in a long time

seen a work which seemed to so exactly meet a general

want, or one wc could so heartily commend to those who
propose to build. Price $0.00.

A I%ew Thrashing Machine in which
the cylinder and concave is without spikes, is made by

Wheeler <fc Melick Company, Albany, N. Y. In this ma-
chine the straw is not broken, hut is carried from it side-

wise in a proper condition for tying up in bundles for

sale, the same as hand-thrashed straw. The passage of

the straw is more rapid than in the ordinary machine,

and 250 to 450 sheaves maybe thrashed per hour with

a two-horse tread power.

Improved Hay Press.—P. K. Deder-

ick & Co., Albany, N. Y., have an improved hay press in

which bales of any size, from 100 lbs, upwards, may be

made. The hay may be pressed, either long or cut into

short fodder, and by an additional contrivance the hay

may be weighed so that every bale is of the same weight.

The cut hay is baled in a "perpetual press," end to pre-

vent waste in using, the bales may be made as small as

S5 pounds if desired.

See Page 110 and Third (over Page.
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Bug^s in Peas.—"W. M. S.," Vancouver,

Wash. Terr.—Tell your neighbor that when bugs once

get established in a locality it ia difficult to get rid of

them. One of the best methods is to plant the peas in-

tended to be saved for seed as late in the season as they

will ripen. In your moist climate this ought to be prac-

ticable; and if all the growers in a neighborhood will

adopt, this the bug will die out.

The Early Beatrice Pencil* — The
Agriculturist was, we believe, the first journal to call at-

tention to this variety. Some three years ago we noticed

the receipt of specimens of the fruit from North Carolina

and have kept watch of its progress since. Oar trees

were injured by the severe cold of last winter, but it has

been fruited in a number of localities since. Colonel Ed-

ward Wilkins, of Kent county, Md., who is probably the

largest peach grower in the world, has planted largely of

the Early Beatrice. Hale's Early, heretofore our earliest

variety, in most localities rots badly, while this is from

ten to twenty days earlier, ships well and. as far as heard

from, is free from rot. It is worthy of the attention of

peach growers, and if it fulfils its present promise will

add another leaf to the pomological laurel that crowns
the venerable head of Thomas Rivers, its originator.

C«ol«l Pish.—"A Female Subscriber" writes

that the gold-fish in her aquarium will die, but as she
tells us nothing about the aquarium we are unable to do
other than guess. We guess that the fish die because

the aquarium is in too warm a place or because they are

not fed. The remedy for the first will suggest itself;

for the other, roll soft bread into small pellets the size

of duck shot and offer every few days. Remove such as

are not eaten.

A in 11 in en Mower.—English horticultural

papers announce a new lawn-mower which is claimed to

be effective in all respects and is sold for a guinea. This
is what our makers will ultimately come to. Who will

Btep in first and make a fortune by offering a five-dollar

mower? At this price great numbers of people whose
grass plots are too small*to warrant their using the pres-

ent machines at $15 to $25 and upward, would purchase
a small and effective one if sold at $5. Of course, such a

machine as this will not auswer for those who have a

large surface of grass ; these will continue to buy the

large machines. The $5 machine would find its sale

among those who have none at all.

Malt Dust.—"J. W.," Hollidaysburg, Pa.—
Malt dust would be a useful fertilizer for berries, etc. We
cannot say what the value of it is, as it is not much used

in this country. In England fifty to sixty bushels to the

acre is considered a good dressing and equal to an ordi-

nary manuring with other fertilizers.

Miieilag'e, etc.—" Yosemite."—Assuming
you refer to mucilage of gum arabic, it may be kept from
"becoming stiff" by keeping it covered; if too thick

add water. We have not found it necessary to use any-

thing to prevent souring. Make in small quantities at a

time. We Iclow nothing of the firm inquired about.

Letters upon household and all other matters come to

the editor, who distributes them to his associates accord-

ing to their contents.

Dollars and Greenbacks. - "A. D.

F.," Iowa.—The questions you propose are of a kind
npon which widely differing opinions are entertained,

and we could not give space to the discussion that an
opinion either way would open. A sufficient answer to

your first question ia the fact that gold is the standard of

value in all civilized countries.

Pear Trees.—14
J. G.," Illinois.—The north

Side of a hill is preferable to the south; many prefer a

north-east exposure to any other. The Bartlett is the pear

found better adapted to a great variety of situations than

any other and it is more profitable. Probably nine

trees of this are planted to one of any other sort. For
other varieties you should take the experience of those

who have grown pears in your neighborhood.

Tnberouis Chervil.—If any of our readers
cultivate this we would like to have their experience.

The seeds are offered by some of our seedsmen, but we
never succeeded in making any grow, and we learn from
a French journal that unless sown soon after ripening it

rarely germinates.

Hedge.-"R. I. T.," Bricksburg, N. J.—The
honey locust would make the best hedge foryour locality.

Willows.—u J. W. H."—Cuttings from the
ai^e of the little finger to two inches in diameter ami

from a foot to three feet long may be set a foot apart,

making holes with a dibble or crowbar. But it is of no

use to set them unless you can keep the ground around

them clean and cultivated until well established.

Norway Spruce.—"B. L. H.,'
1 Mich.—

For a screen with trees in a single row, six feet apart is

the proper distance. When vegetation is scarce, especi-

ally if snow is on the ground, sheep will eat almost any

green thing, and we should not be surprised if they nib-

bled the spruce.

Kational Horse Shoeing;.—u E. H.,"

Benton, Wis.—This work is sent from this oflice by

mail for $1.

Double Geraniums.—Mies "C. F. G.,"

Accomac Co., Va.—These need no treatment different

from the single. In pots a better bloom may be had by

moderate use of liquid manure.

Camellias.—Mrs. "J. T. B.," — Camellias

drop their buds because the air is too dry. When grow-

ing they need a warm place, at other times a room where

they will not freeze will answer. Can't advise about

pruning without seeing the plants. No plants should be

watered every day or every other day, whether they need

it or not. Give water according to the kind of plant and

its condition. Better allow the soil to get too dry now
and then than to keep the roots constantly soaked.

The IJlue-<jlrass Region of Ken-
tucky.—"J. H. A.," Coleta, 111. The blue-grass re-

gion of Kentucky comprises all that part of the State

where there is a limestone soil ; where the sandstone

predominates this grass, although it will grow, does not

flourish as upon the limestone. The so-called blue-grass

region lies across the middle of the State, and covers about

twenty counties, including an area of 12,000 to 15,000

square miles.

Saving1 Manure.-" H. D. B., n Ulster

Co., N. Y. You will find descriptions of sheds for mak-

ing and saving manure in articles in the Agriculturist of

last month, as well as the present month.

Cranberries. — "M. E. D.," Vineland,

N. J.—The fruit is borne npon the growth of the preced-

ing year. Your other questions have been answered in

other articles.

leeom i ng a Farmer.-" R. E. M.,n

Pittsburg. A careful, cautious man apt to learn, espe-

cially one who has been brought up to a mechanical

trade, and therefore taught to use both his brains and
hands, might soon learn to become a successful farmer.

The first year he might expect to learn enough to enable

him to pull through the second year with credit and more
or less satisfaction. He should, however, closely watch

his intelligent neighbors and consult with them, and not

be ashamed to ask questions when necessary.

Weo-Footed liens.-" Old Subscriber,"

Fall River, Mass. The American Coot belongs to a

family very distinct from that to which the hen belongs.

Besides, it is not web-footed, but has its toes only mar-

gined with a membrane. If there is a race of web-footed

hens in your locality we should be glad of a description

of them, or a specimen, as you suggest.

Animal Dust.—"J. D. S.," Livingston

Co., N. Y. Animal dust is the dried refuse of slaught-

ered animals, blood, bones, and offal, dried and reduced
to powder. It is oue of the most valuable fertilizers, and
is now manufactured entirely pure and free from adulter-

ation.

Foaming: of Cream. — 'iosemite."
When cream stands too long before churning in the win-

ter time it foams up and " swells
11

in the churn, requir-

ing longer churning, and sometimes refuses to come into

butter at all. Too low a temperature in the milk-room
also produces the same effect. The butter produced un-

der such circumstances is inferior both in color and tex-

ture. The only preventive is to maintain a temperature

of at least 55 degrees in the milk-room, and not to keep
the cream more than four days before churning.

Fresh or l)e4*oinpose<l Manure.—
" Peachblow.''' Since the year 1853 there has occurred a

great change in the methods of culture of potatoes.

Since that time the potato-rot has been very prevalent in

places where it was previously unknown. It has been

found that fermenting manure greatly promoted disease

and assisted the growth of the destructive Hindus ; con-

sequently its use has been abandoned, and thoroughly

rotted manure used instead. In England, where the moist

climate is favorable to the potato disease, it has been
found that superphosphate used alone tended to prevent

its appearance, while with well-rotted manure the disease

partially appeared, and with fresh manure the crop was
totally destroyed. The author you refer to. who wrote

twenty years ago, would probably greatly modify his

views now in the light of our present information.

What came of a Windmill ?—" J.

T. Smith," Cedar Rapids, Iowa, gives his experience

with windmills. He made aWindmill of the pattern

figured in the Agriculturist of May, 1872, with which he
run a small corn mill which ground one bushel per hour,

by the addition of a 30-inch pulley upon the shaft of the

windmill and a six-inch pulley npon the corn mill, and a

?B -inch rope. He concluded that he had the cheapest

power possible at the cost of only a few dollars until a

sudden storm tore his mill to pieces. After some ex-

periments he finally applied narrow strips, 4 feet long,

to the arms, giving one square foot of surface to each

atrip. There are 100 of these Btrips upon a wheel, 12i4

feet in diameter, with which he is able to run a double

corn sheller. When not in use the wheel is turned edge-

wise to the wind. The mill, which is as simple as a
common spinning wheel, cost $13 for material and labor.

manure for Cucumber*.—"B. S. H."
There is no special manure that is equal to barn-yard

manure for any crop. But if barn-yard manure can not

be procured, the next best fertilizer is a mixture of guano
or hen manure, wood-ashes, plaster, and fine bone-dust

in about equal proportions. They should be mixed quite

dry, and used as soon after mixing as possible.

Permanent Whitewash. —With the
return of spring comes the usual inquiries for a good

whitewash. We have only to repeat the following di-

rections giren before, as follows : Take half a bushel

of unslaked lime, slake it with boiling water, covering

it during the process to keep in the steam; strain the

liquid through a fine sieve or strainer, and add to it a

peck of salt previously well dissolved in water; three

pounds ground rice boiled to a thin paste, and stirred

in boiling hot; half a pound Spanish whiting, and a

pound of clean glue which has been previously dissolved

by soaking it first, and then hanging over a slow fire in

a small kettle inside a large one filled with water ; add

five gallons of hot water to the mixture, stir it well, and
let it stand a few days covered from the dirt. It should

be put. on quite hot ; for this purpose it can be kept in a

kettle on a furnace. A pint of this mixture will cover a

yard square of the outside of a house, if applied with a

large paint-brush.

Feed Barrow.—In reply to many in-

quiries we would say that the feed barrow figured in the

Agriculturist ot January, 1874, is one that was made by
one of the editors of this paper for his own use. The
barrel was an iron-bound wine cask of IS gallons and
the arms were of hickory, steamed and bent iuto shape.

The whole cost of the wheelwright's work was $4, the

rest of the work was done at home and really cost

nothing but a few cents for bolts. A farm workshop
ought to contain every necessary for making Buch an
article.

Crops for Sowing1 to CJrass.—U W.
B.," Templetou, Mass. Neither Hungarian grass nor
millet is a good crop to sow grass or clover seeds with.

One serious objection againBt them is that they come too

late, while these seeds should be sown early. If the soil

is well prepared and in good order no foster crop ia

needed and the grass seed may be sown alone. We have
raised an excellent stand of grass in this way, especially

one of orchard grass, which, sown in April, might have
been cut in July for hay. For clover it is preferable to

sow it in this way, and, if the ground is rich and well

prepared, it may be cut the first season.

"Hooks or Haws."—"E,," Madison,
Ohio. When the eye is destroyed and the hooks are

affected with a fungoid growth, the best remedy is a solu-

tion of nitrate of silver applied to the diseased parts with
a camel's-hair pencil. It is quite possible that the removal
of the diseased membrane by means of a sharp and
pointed pair of scissors would be the simplest and best

method ; now that the eye is gone there is no use for the

hooks.

The Cornell UniTei-sity.—The Register
of this inslitntion for 187-J-74 is received—an exceed-

ingly neat volume, which does credit to the University

press from which it is issued. As an academic and
technological college this seems to DC meeting with a
fair share of success. It has 4t>l students, and its faculty,
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including residents una non-residents and instructors,

numbers nearly fifty, and includes some gentlemen
especially eminent in their specialties. We find the

professorship of Agriculture vacant, which perhaps it

might as well be, as to be filled by a freBh importation

from a country so unlike ours as England. Ar.i more-
over, in the whole 4f>l students there are only seven re-

corded as in the course of agriculture. It is quite fair to

say that the sinking of the Congressional agricultural

college grant in this university was a great mistake.
So far as agriculture is concerned the income of nine
hundred and ninety thousand acres of land educates just

seven students. It takes 'the income of 141,428 acres of
the land granted to the State of New York, which, at the
government price of $1.25 an acre—and we are informed
that much of the land is worth much more—should at

six per cent yield over $10,600. It may be said that

here arc the opportunities, and it is the fault of those
who wish to study agriculture if they do not avail them-
selves of them. We are not of those who charge the
management and especially Mr. Cornell with improper
discharge of their trust. We have seen nothing in the
recent reports of the investigation of the affaire of the
university to show that thus late in life Mr. Cornell has
changed his character for benevolence and honorable
dealing. The whole matter is simply a mistake on the
part of both the New York Legislature and Mr. Cornell
—a huge blunder which both parties should set about
repairing as soon as possible. Ilad cither of them known
ttae simple horticultural fact that many plants, in them-
selves of the most robust nature, will not live under the
shade and drip of other plants, they would hare never
made the mistake of exposing an agricultural school to

the adverse influences of an academic one. No matter if

there be no outward assumption of authority on the part
of those in the academic courses, farmers' boys do not
like to be even in contact with those who are pursuing
branches to which they can never hope to aspire, and
they will not go where they will be looked upon as in a
lower grade of scholarship. The huge mistake of trying
to do too much at Cornell with the national grant, has
resulted, so far as agriculture is concerned, in doing bo
little that it may be called nothing. Unless some plan
can be devised for making the grant more useful to agri-

culture where it now is, it were better that the contract
be annulled and the fund placed where the rising genera-
tion of farmers may receive some benefit from it.

We are glad to observe that in the present Register the
pedantic " trimester" is abandoned and the generally ac-

cepted word term is used to designate the division of the
year.

Our Responsibility for Advertisements.

An individual in Michigan bought some corn that was
advertised in the Agriculturist, and because the corn did

not turn out as he expected, he thinks he has a claim

upon us for damages, and threatens if we do not pay
them that he will advertise us. As we believe in adver-

tising, we shall not make it " write " with our Michigan
friend, but hope he will proceed to carry his threat into

execution, even to the extent of not taking the paper
" enny more." We wish to say a word to this irate gen-
tleman from Michigan as well as to other readers. We
do not allow persons of known disreputable character, or

even of doubtful reputation, to advertise. All the seeds-

men who advertise are such as we believe will send ex-

actly what they offer. Our directions to the advertising

department are to receive no advertisement whatever of

a doubtful or suspicions character. The corn complained
of was the Sanford corn, advertised from Jamesport,

Long Island. The purchaser docs not complain that ho

did not get Sunford corn, but that it did not ripen

as soon or yield as much as he expected. We know of

no process by which we can supply people with brains.

If this Michigan gentleman had seen an advertisement

of a particularly productive pineapple or banana, he

would probably have ordered it, and then complained

that it did iiul give him any fruit. Now, any one who
has sense enough to grow corn at all, knows, or ought to

know, that there is no plant more affected by the condi-

tions of climate and soil. In Canada they have a variety

of corn that will perfect itself even as far north as Hud-
sou*? Bay; yet if a Canada planter were to get his seed-

corn from Virginia, and make a failure, it would not bo

due to the poot quality of corn, but to bis own ignorance.

Our Michigan friend, who lives 50 miles north-west of a

part of Michigan in which we have seen frost every

month iu the year, and the corn-fields blackened on the

5th day of July, gets a corn from Long Inland, where
they have the mildest winters and the longest growing
seasons of any part of New York state, and expects it to

be suited to his climate. He may, after several such
blunder-, learn that there are certain varieties of corn

suited to his climate and others that are not. Then
again, after all that has been said about novelties in the

Agriculturist, we have not the least sympathy for a man
who relies for his main crop opon a new and untried
thing; for we have given so many warnings against it

that whoever does so can not blame us. One who has
a new variety advertises it at a high price. It is well
that new varieties should be introduced, and it is well
that those who offer them should get a good price ; for
once out of their hands they lose all control over them.
A sensible man in seeing a new thing, corn, for in-

stance, advertised, will order enough to test and, if it is

found valuable, furnish him with a supply of Beed for
another year. He invests a sum the loss of which he
will not feel should bis new corn prove a total failure, for
like a wise man he has depended upon a well tried kind
for his main crop. Now we have no doubt that with the
advertiser on Long Island, the Sanford corn " in many
instances has ripened in 85 days from planting, 1

' any
more than we doubt that in some other localities it is as
useless a variety as can be planted. Would this Michi-
gan man have us put under the advertisement of Sanford
Corn—"N. B. People who live in Central Michigan
must not try this corn ? " We assume that our readers
have common-seuse and some knowledge of geography
and climate, and that a man, if he is a corn-grower in
Michigan, will not be foolish enough to depend upon
seed from Florida or any other place where the climate
is different from his own. So with other seeds of novel-
ties, We have a tolerably wide acquaintance with seeds-
men, and we know that as a class they are exceedingly
careful and conscientious. They know too well the
money value of a good business reputation to risk it

by offering anything that they know or suspect to be
a humbug. They must offer novelties, for the public ex-
pect and demand them, and they must in all new things
depend upon the statements of others, but they do not
warrant onion seed to produce onions in Georgia, or
cotton-seed to give a paying crop in Minnesota. They
send out their catalogues supposing people of intelligence

enough to read them have some knowledge of the capa-
bilities of the country in which they live. Michigan
man will please take notice that while his concluding
threat has no terrors for us we give it for the benefit of

the school authorities of his state : "if you don't do
ennything about this i don't think i shall take it enny-
more, and I will adveretise it to." Advertise us by all

means.

The Patrons of Husbandry

The annual meeting of the National Grange is in

session at the time we go to press. Such portions of its

proceedings as are allowed to be made public have been
given in the daily papers all over the country. This

meeting has been looked forward to, not only by the

patrons themselves, but by all who have from one interest

or another watched the movement, as one which will

have an important bearing upon the future of the order.

Those who wished it well hoped that this meeting would

so act as to give the order strength and permanence,

while those who had a political interest in the matter

looked for some action that should make it useful as a

political machine. The opening address of Grand-

Master Adams as well as the action of the Grange thus far

can have given very little hope to the politicians, while

all that has been made public of their transactions has

been marked by a moderation and thoughtfulness that

must commend it to all, whether friends or opponents.

There never was a stronger illustration of building "better

than he knew " than is presented by the Patrons of Hus-

bandry. For years of an insignificance almost ridiculous

it began to grow, and when the general agricultural mind
was in that state that it needed a nucleus around which
it could crystallize, in order to give force and embodi-
ment to its thought, the organization was ready at its

hand with sufficient machinery to bring farmers together

and give expression to their wishes. There are now
over 0,000 granges with a membership of over a million.

That unforeseen difficulties should arise from a growth
so unlooked for, and that an organization which antici-

pated a limited membership, should be embarrassed by
new questions, is not to be wondered at, nor is it strange

that now and then a grange should withdraw from the

organization. We may trust that difficulties, as they

arise, will be met with the discreet decision that has thus

far marked the action of the National Grange. The " de-

claration of purposes " by the National Grange comes just

as we are closing these pages. It is o document thai we
should gladly publish in full were not our columns
already closed. So well considered, so clear, and alto-

gether so admirable a document, In sentiment and pur-

pose, docs not often emanate from any organization.

While we commend it as a whole to all who wish to

know about the Patrons of Husbandry as the latest expo-

nent of their principles, we can not refrain from publish-

ing an extract which is n part of the second article:—

"We heartily indorse the motto: • Tn essentials,

unity
;
in non-essentials, liberty

; in all things, charity ;

'

We shall endeavor to advance our cause by labormc to
accomplish the following objects :

" To develop a better and higher manhood and woman
hood among ourselves. To enhance the comforts and
attractions of our homes, and strengthen our attachments
to our.pursuits. To foster mutual understanding and co-
operation. To maintain inviolate our laws, and lo emu-
late each other in labor. To reduce our expenses, h#th
individual and corporate. To buy less and produce more,
in order to make our farms self-sustaining. To diversify
our crops, and crop no more than we can cultivate. To
systematize our work, and calculate intelligently on
probabilities. To discountenance the credit system, the
mortgage system, the fashion system, and every other
system tending to prodigality and bankruptcy."

Catalogues Eeceived.

So many catalogues are at hand that our nonce of each
must necessarily be brief. They arc named in the order
of receipt. We must request our friends not to writ.
asking which nurseryman or seedsman they should pur-
chase of. We do not notice the catalogues of or admit
the advertisements of any who we have reason to believe
will do other than fairly by their custonur- Onr advice
always is to purchase—other things being equal—of the
dealer nearest home, for the reasons that it is advisable
to encourage local trade, and especially in the case of
trees, one is likely to receive the articles in better order.
The present mail facilities allow one to procure seeds
and small plants from any dealer he prefers. We would
add the often repeated advice to order early, whether
seeds, plants, or trees.

SEED CATALOGUES.
Washburn & Co., Boston, Mass.—A large descriptive

volume of about 130 pages, including Beveral specialties,
and embellished with a handsome colored plate of a
bouqnet of flowers.

Alfred Bridgman. 876 Broadway, N. T., sends two
compact catalogues, one for vegetables and the otfier for
flowers. This old establishment is quite up to the newer
ones in presenting the novelties of the season.

Yanderbilt Brothers, i3 Fulton street. N. Y., offer
the standard vegetable and flower seeds, fertilizers and
agricultural implements. Many of these last are illus-

trated.

G. A. Law (Dudley Seed-farm), Boslindulc, near Bos-
ton, Mass., has an "advance catalogue of flower and
vegetable seeds of his own raising and importation.''

Peter Hekbersox & Co., 35 Cortlandt street, N. Y.
send a very full and exceedingly neat illustrated cata-
logue, which, besides the usual varieties, hat numerous
novelties in both vegetables and flowers. This is ac-

companied by a fine colored plate of a group of pinks.

Wood & Hall, Geneva, N. Y., offer a haudaorae list

of seeds and garden requisites, prefaced by useful in-

structions and offers of premiums to purchasers.

J. M. Thorbttrn & Co., 15 John street, N. Y.—This
old and well-known establishment does not send out
such showy catalogues as some others, but their exceed-
ingly neat and compact vegetable and flower lists, which
are published separately, show that they are as wide
awake for novelties as their competitors.

Chase Bros. & Woodward.—This comparatively new
firm adds another to the list of Rochester, N". Y,, seeds-

men. Their catalogue is not behind the rest in showing
a well considered selection of flower and vegetable

seeds, many of which are raised on their own grounds.

R. D. IIawley. Hartford, Ct., has a neat illustrated

catalogue of garden seeds and agricultural implements.

Nicholas Cole. Pella, Iowa, grows all the seeds that

can be raised in his locality, and claims that Iowa-grown
seeds are of superior quality. His list includes the

standard van ies of vegetables and flowers and the
novelties.

Crosman I js.. Rochester, N. Y.—The CrosmOins,
father and son have long been known as reliable seed

growers. Their catalogue gives home-grown and im-
ported varieties, with some specialties of their own,

Kern. Sthbei: & Co., St. Louis. Bio.—St. Louis shows
her metropolitan character iu various ways, in this seed

catalogue we have a list quite as large as thai sent out by
any New York establishment. It is surprisingly full in

every department, and contains several varieties that,

have a peculiar Western reputation.

Brigqs & Brother. Rochester, X. Y., like some other

dealers, publish their catalogue a- a quarterly. They
have adopted the title. "Illustrated Floral Work," and

the number for January contains their full seed cata-

logue. In elegance of illustration and style in paper and

print, this is a wonder iu the way of catalogues. It is
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filled to repletion with old and new things in flowers

and vegetables.

D. H. Bbown & Sons, New Brunswick, N. J., send a

catalogue of the leading vegetable seeds, and follow the

English plan of offering premiums for the best exhibi*

tion at their store of varieties raised from their seeds.

R. n. Allin & Co/a catalogue of garden, flower, and

field seeds and grains is a characteristically neat produc-

tion. Besides the Btandard varieties and current novel-

ties, the portion devoted to garden implements is very

full and well illustrated.

D, T. Cubtis & Co. (successors to Curtis & Cobb), 1G1

Tremont st., Boston, Mass., send three catalogues, one

each devoted to flower and vegetable seeds, and the third

contains the novelties of the year in both departments

Besides the matter of a catalogue, they give a list of the

leading agricultural and horticultural journals aud books.

Young & Elliott. —This old-established firm, at No.

9 John street, send out a catalogue containing all the

nsual varieties of vegetables and flowers, with several

special noveltieB of their own.

Shtton & Sons, Reading, Eng., send us their "Spring
Catalogue and Amateur's Guide," a large and very ele-

gant volume, and the only foreign one we have seen

that approaches the catalogues of some of our seedsmen.

The wood-cuts are generally of great excellence, but the

colored plates do not equal those of Peter Henderson &
Co., Vick, Bliss & Sons, Briggs Bros., and others in this

country. It is a very full and interesting document, as

becomes a catalogue of such a widely known house.

NURSERY CATALOGUES.

Arthur Bryant, Jr., Princeton, 111., sends a cata-

logue of the best varieties of fruits, and pays especial

attention to evergreen and deciduous ornamental and

forest trees,

Dutchess Nurseries, Ponghkeepsie, N. Y., are now
condncted by W. L. Ferris, Jr., & Co., who succeed L.

M. Ferris & Son, and propose to keep up the reputation

of the establishment for furnishing "their customers

with BUCh stock that they will merit further orders."

Bi.oominqton (111.) Nursery.—Our friend, F. K. Phoe-

nix, has outgrown Bloomington, and has run over into

Normal with his extensive nurseries. He offers about

everything that any one has in the way of nursery stock

in his own original style.

Pine Grovb Nursery, Wra. Horton & Son, Allen's

Corner, Cumberland Co., Me., offer fruit and ornamental

trees, especially adapted to the colder parts of the conn-

try. They emphasize the sensible advice to plant young

tree?, and offer young evergreens from the forest at

ridiculously low prices, and give proper directions for

planting them.

S. B. Parsons & Sons, Flushing, L. I., N. Y., devote

themselves especially to ornamental evergreen and de-

cldiions trees and shrubs. They make a specialty of

rhododendrons, camellias, azaleas, and some other plants

of -)nw growth, as well as of tender and hardy roses.

That the plants sent oat by Mr. J. R. Trumpy, the cele-

brati d propagator of the establishment, are of most ex-

cellent quality, we can testify from personal knowledge.

Fruitland Nurseries.—P. J. Berckmans, Augusta.

Ga., bus in his catalogue all the fruit and ornamental

trees and shrubs that succeed in the warmer states. It

of course includes many kinds the names of which are

unfamiliar to the northern cultivator, but which experi-

ence has shown to be most valuable to the Southern

planter. We never saw finer stock than that in these

nurseries.

T. S. Hubbard, Fredonla, N. Y., send a wholesale list,

"in which the leading varieties of grape vines and fruit

trees are offered to planters and dealers at low rates.

Georgetown (Del.) Nurseries.—R. S. Johnston offers

the usual assortment. Peach trees a specialty, and at

very low rates.

Storrs, Harbison & Co., Painesville, O., make a spe-

cialty of the American chestnut trees and seed ; they

offer, besides, other forest trees in large quantities.

Mount Hope Nurseries.—Ellwanger & Barry, Roches-

ter, N. Y., have one of the largest nurseries in the world.

Their various catalogues, including hardy and greenhouse

stock of all kinds, when bound together, form an attrac-

tive volume, which comprises about everything that is

worth growing in the lines of fruits, ornamental trees, or

greenhouse and tedding plants.

Randolph Pibtbrs. Wilmington, Del., is the proprie-

tor of the " Great Northern and Southern Garden and

Nursery." While he gives special attention to the peach

and pear, he offers a general assortment. In a visit to this

nursery two years ago, we found the peach stock re-

markably thrifty and handsome, and the pear orchard

probably not to be excelled this side of California for

productiveness and fine fruit.

F. J. KoniET, Tatnuck, Worcester, Mass., sends a se«

Ject list of small fruits, Including grapes. The catalogue

is judiciously small, but contains all the really valuable

and well tested Borts.

GREENHOUSE AND BEDDING PLANTS.
P. K. Phoenix, Bloomington, 111., does not confine

himself to the nursery, but is largely in the plant busi-

ness. His new catalogue of this department contains

several novelties that we have not seen eUewhere.

Storrs, Harrison & Co. send out a neat illustrated

catalogue, in which they offer new and old greenhouse

and bedding plants and roses in great variety.

Peter Henderson, 35 Cortlandt street, N. Y\, sends

the twenty-sixth annual catalogue of his extensive

greenhouses at Jersey City Heights, N. J. The novelties

as well as the standard varieties arc illustrated by nu-

merous wood engravings, and the catalogue embellished

by two large, fine colored plates—one of Verbenas and

the other of Fuchsias.

Bellevue Nursery Co., Paterson, N. J., H. E. Chitty,

Supt., send a combined plant and seed catalogue. Though
a comparatively new establishment, this shows com-

mendable enterprise in offering new plants as early as

the earliest; and we have had frequent occasion during

the past year to speak of the fine and rare pla-its sent

out by them.

LIVE STOCK.

Claude Matthews, Clinton, Indiana, issues a cata-

logue of the "Hazel Bluff" herd of Shorthorn cattle,

which is handsomely illustrated with portraits of choice

animals.

F. J. Kinney.Worcester, Mass.—Brown Leghorn fowls.

IMPLEMENTS.
The Buckeye Mower and Reaper.—Accompanying

their price-circular, Messrs. Adriance, Piatt & Co., send

out some illustrations of their machines on the road and

In action which are remarkably fine and spirited.

The Higganum M'p'q Co., Higganum, Ct., publish a

catalogue of their plows and other farm implements in

the form of " The New Almanac," in which useful in-

formation and advertising are judiciously combined.

The publishers have had the good sense to take aportlon

of their "agricultural clippings" from the American
Agriculturist, and what is more, to acknowledge their

indebtedness.

Patents.

We presume that there are but very few of our readers

who are not interested one way or another in patents.

In fact, there is haidly an article of every-day use,

whether it be an expensive personal ornament or the

homeliest household implement, but bears the magic ad-

jective " patented." As there are very few persons who
understand our patent system, wo state in brief its fun-

damental principles.

The public say to the inventor—You have a valuable

secret which may benefit us. To disclose it without

protection would be to lose it. To keep it would de-

prive us of its nse. If you will disclose it to us by so

describing and illustrating that we may fully understand

it, and may avail ourselves of it without difficulty, we
will agree that for seventeen years yon shall be protected

in its use
;
you may make ont of it what you can. When

your limit of time has expired we shall have it without

further payment. We can not pay you in money, we will

pay you in time. This is a fair bargain. A new thought

developed, explained, described, illustrated, put on re-

cord for the use of the nation—on the one side. The
right to the exclusive benefit of this new thought for a

limited time and protection in that right—on the other.

This is the patent system; a fair contract between the

public and the inventor under this system. The in

ventor's best and only security is to take out a patent

that shall fully and carefully describe and show his in-

vention in proper form, and of sufficient scope to protect

him in the exclusive use of his invent! during the

seventeen years that the patent is granted. It is safe to

say that a very large proportion of all the patents

granted are for inventions of real value, and that the in-

ventors would reap handsome rewards for them, if they

displayed as much business tact as they do inventive

genius, nere is the reason so many patented inventions

fail to bring the reward hoped for by the inventor. The
invention is valuable enough, and the public will appre-

ciate if yon put it before them in the right way, but it is

this putting before tlie public, in other words, the man-

agement of the business growing out of the invention,

that causes the disappointment in so many instances.

If the inventor locks his patent up in his bureau-drawer,

and expects it will make him wealthy without further

effort, he does not have to live very long before he dis-

covers bis mistake. We therefore advise our friends

who patent valuable inventions to conduct the business

growing out of their patent in a judicious manner, and

they will be rewarded. In response to the frequent in-

quiries of our friends we have established, in connection

with the Agriculturist, a Patent Department through

which inventors may patent their inventions, and have

all their busineesconcerningpatents promptly, faithfully,

and ably attended to, with the additional assurance that

their business will be conducted honeBtly and at reason-

able rates. A pamphlet giving full particulars may be

had on application.

Hardened Sweet-Potato Plant*

BY J. B. ROOT, KOCKFORD, ILL.

Since the cultivation of sweet-potatoes has been found

to be so easy, and has become so general even in the

northernmost States, the demand for "slips" or plants

has been so large as to make their growth an important

business. But during the past few years a strong and a

Well-founded prejudice has arisen against Northern-

grown potatoes, because when cooked they are more
watery and less sweet than those from the South and
moreover do not yield nearly as largely.

This, it is generally believed, is because our seasons

are not warm enough to fully mature the roots. This Is

certainly a mistake, for during our warm weather the

temperature is quite as high as that of the South hut It

is not so long continued, and it therefore behooves us to

put our plants in that condition that they can aerivo ben-

efit from all the heat we do have, and shall be In excel-

lenl working order from the first day of sufficient tem-

perature for them. For several Beasons I have sought
this condition by bedding my potatoes at least three

weeks before the usual time in this latitude, Bay by the

20th of March, and then bringing them forward as rapidly

as possible until ready to pnll. They are then transplant-

ed or " heeled in " about three or less to the inch in rows
four inches or more apart in a mild bed. Here they

quickly begin the process usually undergone in the open
ground a month later—throw out their secondary or true

roots and become independent plants, drawing susten-

ance from the soil instead of the mother potato. It is

while undergoing this radical change that so many die,

and the others are so put back as to not make any per-

ceptible growth for two or three weeks. This change is

much more quickly made in the certain and even tem-
perature of the hot-bed than in the open air with its sud-

den changes and often its long cold rains. Moreover,
aside from the quickness and safety with which the plant

strikes true roots, It is already three weeks ahead of the

general crop.

In this second bed, if the vines grow too rampant be-

fore the open ground is ready for them, shear oft" the run-

ners and draw a knife between the rows to root prune,

as recommended for tomatoes. This induces the growth
of a hew mass of roots, and doubly insures the life and
thrift of the plant when put in the field. After they are

well rooted in the second bed, give them all the exposure
they will stand without injury, and harden them bo they
can be set in the open field as soon as danger of frost is

past. But few are lost when transplanted into ridges, and

they quickly cover the ground .with vines, ar.d not only

yield more and larger potatoes, but vastly better ones.

I think I have eaten as sweet and dry potatoes of my own
growing as any we receive from the South.

This method, of course, entails considerable labor, and
In growing the plants for sale the experiment should not
be entered upon largely the first season, for buyers rarely

feel willing to pay the increased price for any quantity of

the plants until they have given them a year's trial. But
in raising plants for home use yon certainly will not

regret treating a good many in this way.

Forest Trees from Seed.

Tree planting has become in some parts of the country
a subject of great importance. Trees for timber, fuel,

shade, and shelter are needed in all prairie countries, and
while we appreciate the great necessity for tree planting,

and would urge every one, East or West, to considel
whether timber is not the best crop he can put upon part-

of his land, we have not had so much to say about raising

trees from seed as perhaps our friends think they have a

right to expect. We would not lead our readers into er
periments that if not expensive are likely to be fruitless.

How many persons opening up a new farm on the prairie

can find time to take proper care of a vegetable or a

flower garden? Yet the raising of trees from seed de-

mands as much or more care than do vegetables or

flowers, and our hardy white pine and other evergreens

require in their early years mnch greater attention than a

delicate flower. Premising that we advise no one to un-

dertake to grow trees from seed nnlees he is quite able

to give them. as much care as tho same number of lev
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tucea or cabbages, we rive a few condensed notes which

will answer many inquiries.

Evergreens we can not advise the ordinary farmer to

undertake to raise from seed; they require so much care

in shading and otherwise-, and small plants are sold by

those who make a business of growing thera at such

low rates, that we are sure that 1*9 in 100 will find it much

m<uv satisfactory in the end to purchase. We therefore

• online our remarks to deciduous trees.

Tree Seeds tuat Must be Sown ab Soon as Ripe.

—Soft or Red and Silver Maple, Elm, and Red Birch. If

kept exposed even for a few days after they are gath-

ered their vitality will be destroyed. These seeds are

not generally kept by seedsmen, though some take orders

in advance to be filled when the seeds ripen. Those who
wish to sow seeds of these should arrange beforehand

with some friend to gather them, or dealer to supply

them, and be prepared to sow the day they arc re-

ceived. The plants come up at once, and make nice

young trees by fall.

Trke Reeds to be Sown in Place—that Is, the seed is

to be sown where the tree is to stand—include the different

Hickories, the Butternut, and Black Walnut. The seeds

arc collected in fall, made into heaps, and covered with

sods, over which are thrown several inches of earth. In

the spring the nuts are sewn in place, putting in two or

three near together, and if all start remove all but one.

Trees tuat must be Transplanted when Small.

—The Chestnat, Beech, and Oaks of all kinds are to be

sown in a seed-bed and transplanted the first or second

autumn. The nuts arc to be kept during winter, mixed

with ut least an equal bulk of sand, in a cool place where

ihey will not get too dry.

Seeds of Trees that mat bb Sown in Fall.—Ash

of various species, Liqnidambar, Tulip-tree, Cucumber,

unci other Magnolias1

. These may also be sown in spring

if properly kept through the winter in sand.

Seeds better Sown in Spring, but they should be

carefully kept through the winter in sand.—Maples of

all kinds, including the Ash-leaf or Box Elder, and ex-

cepting the Silver and Soft ; Birches, except the Red
;

Bass-wood; Kentucky Coffee-tree; Ailanthus ; Catalpa;

Panlownia.

Seeds Needing- Preparation before sowing in

spring.—Osage Orange, scald and keep warm and moist

until It sprouts ; Button-ball, soak ; Honey Locust and

Common or Black Locust, scald.

Trees Grown from Cuttings.—All Willows and

Poplars from branches an inch and lees in diameter

;

AHanthus andPaulownia from cuttings of the root.

Seedling trees require just as careful thinning and

weeding as a crop of carrots. If they suffer from the

heat of the sun, stick brush with the leaves on all over

the bed sufficiently thick to give a proper shade, or u*c a"

screen of lathes.

The leading tree seeds are kept by most seedsmen.

Those who make a specialty of them, and keep a full as-

sortment are : J. M. Thorburn & Co., New York; Thomas
Meehan, Germantown, Pa. ; and Arthur Bryant, Jr.,

Princeton, 111.

—

<
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Bee Notes.—Advice to Beginner!

by m. quinbt.

The location of the apiary should be attended to early

this month. I do not mean by this that when bees are

comfortably housed they shall be put out, unless warm
weather makes it advisable. But choose the location

now, and get things ready. If there is nothing to break

off the wind, particularly from the north-west, put up a

close, high board fence—if ten feet high all tho better.

Have the location warm. Allow the sun to strike the

hives as nearly all day as possible until hot weather. If

the soil is not very moist eet them within two or four

Inches of the ground on blocks or bricks. If wet have

them a little higher. Whatever the distance may be,

have an alighting board reaching from the ground to the

entrance, one edge resting on the ground, the other on

the upper side of the bottom-board, bo that if a bee

alights anywhere within a foot of the entrance it can

creep into the hive without again takiug wing or losing

time searching for it. Contrive something to enlarge or

diminish the size of the entrance according to the num-
ber of bees at work during the spring months. Unless
robbing bees arc around, allow them to pass to and fro

freely. Tin slides running in tin grooves are very conve-

nient to graduate the entrance. During spring let all

openings, however small, in the upper part of the hive be

closod, to prevent the escape of the warm air. Bees the

first time they leave the hive mark the locality, and if

that is to be changed let it he done at once, unless Miry

are to be moTed a ralle or more away, so that no time or

bees be lost by doing it later. If they are to be moved
over a rough road a 6lcigh is best, a spring wagon next

best. If moved by rail, the greatest danger is in setting

the hives down harshly. To prevent breaking the combs,

put staves of an old flour-barrel under the bottom for

springs ; screw these fast on the center of the bottom of

hive, the ends bending downward, so that the weight of

hive will rest upon them. Two or three arc enough.

Mark plainly: "This side up; handle with care." Ex-

press hands usually have a little interest of their own,

inducing them to work With caution when handling a

hive of bees.

If bees are comfortably housed, and remain quiet, do

not be in a hurry to get them out before they can get

something from flowers. Whenever they are disturbed

in being set out, or in any other way, they are apt to fill

themselves with honey. It has recently been ascertained

that the liquid portion of this honey will pasB off In the

form of vapor, or insensible perspiration, if the bees are

kept surrounded by a warm atmosphere. If too cool it

creates a sort of dysentery, accompanied by a discharge

which soils everything it touches. That the excrcmenti-

tious portion of this food is discharged in a dry state in

winter when the bees are healthy is proved by testing

the substance that falls on the bottom-board under the

bees. To do so, get some of it ; half fill an ounce phial

or other glasi vessel and put in some clean water, and

then put the vessel containing it in a dish of cool water;

set it on the stove and bring to the boiling point. The
little scales of wax which are mixed with it rise to the

top. The excrementitious portion settles a little, and

may be seen directly under the wax. Some of it may
settle to the bottom soon, especially if entirely free from

wax. Bees can and have been comfortably housed for

six or seven months, and come out clean and healthy,

and discharge as little in a liquid state ns those that have

been confined only a fortnight ; a fact which is explained

by the supposition that their excrement is passed in a

dry state. The little liquid that a healthy bee does dis-

charge when first set out is probably owing to the change

of temperature it is subjected to at the time.

Another thing : It has been found that bees comfortably

housed consume less food than those out doors. Bees
that are outside fly out even* moderate day. Wc have
all seen something of the quantity of excrement dis-

charged, particularly on snow. We can easily imagine
that if all these drops of liquid had been properly digest-

ed and assimilated it would have lasted for months.
Hence the necessity of housing or keeping warm for that

reason if no other. We have a stock that has been in the

open air all winter to the present time, January 31st, and
it has consumed only one pound and a half in January.

Another that was in the house consumed one pound and
three fourths. One year ago at least three or four pounds
would have been consumed, owing to the weather. Forty

years ago Mr. Weeks, one of the first American writers

on bees, stated in the Albany Cultivator that two or more
swarms could be united and wintered in one hive and
not consume any more honey than one single swarm
would alone. This seemed so unreasonable that I could

not avoid trying the experiment by uniting several. In

some hives I put two and in some three stocks. I

weighed them October 1st and April 1st. They were

housed, and in box-hives. Several single ones consumed
exactly what the trebled ones did ; double ones did the

same. Only one of the trebled ones exceeded any of the

others, and that by only three pounds. Why many bees

eat no more than a few I believe has never been explained.

But. if we take the temperature into account as affecting

the digestion it will throw some light on the subject.

We all know that a single bee is easily frozen, and is

quicker chilled than a cluster of them, and a small clus-

ter sooner than a large one. Three swarms together in a

hive will create more heat than a single one. In a large

swarm all the honey is consumed and assimilated because

of sufficient warmth. In small numbers quantities of

food are discharged and wasted because the bees are not

warm enough. Keep the hive warm all the season.

Ogden Farm Papers.—No. 49.

We have not kept the record of our dairy-

business with the minuteness -with which it

would be done on an experimental or " model

"

farm, but such figures as we are able to adduce

from the accounts of 1873 may have some value

as an item in the statistics of butter-making,

which are gradually developing in the agricul-

tural press.

The following record of milk produced be-

gins on January 5th (the first Sunday), 1873,

and ends on January 3d (the first Saturday),

1874. The regular Jersey herd consisted of

the following animals, of the

tions stated

:

ages and condi-

Rene2d....
Romp
Flora

Renella.

.

Margery.
Omoo ...

Xyrida...
Fancita..,

Mirth...

Nora
<ioldstraw2d..
Flora Hinman,
Rhoda
Calliope
Flora Ogden..
Rene Ogden...

Aye.
|

Condition.

yrs,
vis.

5 yrs,

5 yrs,
5 yrs.

8 yrs.
6 yrs.
4 yrs.

4 yrs.

4 yrs.
4 yra,

4 yrs.
4 yrs.
4 yrs.
3 vrs.
3 yrs.

Fantine 3 vrs.
Pet Margery . . 3 yrs.
Evangeline .. .. 2 yrs.
Norema 2 yrs.
Ooiian 2 yrs.
Audrey i yrs.

Enid ,

Elaine
AnnaRoibury
Thrift

Daisy
Luck Lass
Virgle

Belle Ogden...

yrs.
2 yrs.
2 yrs.
5 yrs.

6 yrs.
yrs.

3 yrs.
1873

3 yrs.

'Very fine, bu ; aborted in 1872.
First class in all respects.
Of moderate i-ize. but an ordinarily

j

-rood cow. Has lost the use of one
J

teat.
Extra il'»ud, but aborted in i-,,\

I

"
; aborted Jan. 6, IS",?.

Excellent in all respects.

"
; aborted 1ST2 with very

|
young calf.

Small, bin cood of her size; aborted
I

in March (and was removed),
,Fair size and good.
:Large, and a line milker.
'Very small ; never goes dry.
Equal to her dam, Romp.
All right in every wav. and of fair size,
jtiood, but aborted In 1873 from injury.
Extra good: aborted early in J8T2;
purposely dried three months before
calving, as the was in low condition.

First-rate.
Good, and In good condition.
Large and promising: 1st calf,

Moderate size ; 1st calf.
Was a July calf, and Is small.
Growing rupidly,,but milking fairly lor

a heifer.
Of good size, and very good Indeed.
Aborted her first call In 1S72.
Very small, but very good and rich.
Inclined to fatten, and killed In con-
sequence.

Good in all respects.
A rich milker lor size and age.
A September calf, but a very fair
milker for her age.

As large as a "native."

In addition to these there "were two Jersey

cows iu the herd for a few weeks who ga.ve

together 477 lbs. of milk.

Also, nine grades and natives, which were
milked an average of 19£ weeks.

The Jerseys named above appear and disap-

pear on the milking list, as shown in the fol-

lowing table. Some had been dry for some
time, owing to accidental causes, and some
came in with their first calves

:
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* Aborted. Six of the milking animals wore
Bale depot in Illinois, N'ovcinber 21st.

It will be seen from this list that of the 30 >

Jerseys 6 were 3-year old heifers with second

calves, and 7 were 2-year olds with S-ist calves.

Nine abortions, falling largely amgpg the "ti-

ter animals, seriously diminished the yield.

The product of milk for the year was 103;-.

180 pounds. Of this the nine grades and mi-,

tives gave 15,041 pounds and the odd two Je,ir .

seys 447 pounds, leasing S7.692 pounds foil thf

Jerseys. Counting the whole lliirty as wit,

--.

-,,
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and as being in the herd for the whole year,

the product would be 3,923 pounds each. But

it was far from being a herd of thirty cows.

Of Renella, Margery, and Thrift, me had only

the 1 fag end of their unfavorable milking of the

previous year. They were entirely absent

eight, nine, and seven months, equal to an ab-

sence of 2 cows for 1 year. Those sent to Illi-

nois being deducted equal an absence of 1 cow
1 year. The 7 two-year old heifers and the 9

aborting- animals would be liberally treated if

we were to count them as equal to half as

many cows, or deduct 8 for them for the whole
year.

These deductions will bring the herd of the

year to nineteen average cows, yielding an av-

erage of 4,615 pounds, or—calling 2 'Vio»Pounds
a quart—to an average of 2,146 quarts.

The foregoing is of course only an estimate,

but it is an estimate based on a carefully kept

record. Knowing the character of each ani-

mal, I think I have overstated none of the de-

ductions, and that it is well within the limit

of fairness to rate the herd of Jerseys for the

year at nineteen cows. If our first object were

to make a large product of milk and butter,

the yield would have been considerably greater

than it was, for there are a number of animals

which would be discarded to make room for

larger milkers. For instance, Flora has lost

one quarter of her udder, and others have, for

various reasons, fallen off in milking value.

Our main purpose is to breed Jerseys for sale

;

Flora and the others spoken of are naturally

excellent, and they bring calves of first rate

quality. Therefore they are kept and are prof-

itable. If a cow is a good breeder and brings

valuable calves it pays us to retain her whether
she is now a large milker or not. Then, too,

we feed for breeding, not for milk, and for

good milking condition, not for fat. Probably

our product of butter could have been increased

from one fourth to one third by the liberal use

•of corn-meal, but this would have given the

cows, and probably their calves, a tendency to

take on fat, which is exactly what is not wanted
in a butter-making animal ; would have in-

creased the danger of milk-fever and the risk

at calving time ; and would, if continued, prob-

ably have sent the whole breed to the shambles
earlier than the less stimulating food they get,

which consists (in addition to their hay and
green fodder) almost entirely of wheat bran.

Some years wo have roots, but this time the

drouth prevented.

How much the seyere and long-continued

drouth affected the year's yield it would be
idle to guess, and there is no use in a farmer
imagining what would have been if—and if,

and if. Every year is full of "ifs,"and they
may as well be disregarded first as last. The
ioregoing is an exact statement of what hap-

pened at Ogden Farm in 1873. I wish it had
been ever so much better, and it should have
been better, but I have set forth all the draw-
backs we can fairly claim, and the account is

presented without complaint. We have the

satisfaction of knowing that it is better than

tile average.

While it is not our first object to make a

large product of butter, this is a very imports

ant object, and we do make all we can. Dur-
ing the past year we have bought milk from
near neighbors, and this year we propose to

buy from others a little farther away. In time
we may extend to all who care to sell to us,

"ho are near enough foz their milk to be
brought -without too much jolting- We pay

four cents per quart delivered at the milk

house. What we have bought this year has

made (by frequent experiment) just about one

pound for each twelve quarts, averaging the

different seasons. If we get 48 cents for the

butter we have the skimmed milk for profit.

In 1873 we bought 15,422 quarts, which, by
the above calculation, made 1,285 pounds of

butter. Much of this was sold for 50 cents

per pound, not much for less, and some of it

being worked in (in the churn) with our own
cream for $1.

The whole amount of butter made, includ-

ing what was consumed on the farm, during

the year was 5,912 pounds. Deducting for the

purchased milk 1,285 pounds, leaves 4,627

pounds for our own herd. Of this, taking out

for the 15,494 pounds of milk (of the nine

natives and odd two Jerseys) equal to 7,206

quarts, yielding, at 12 quarts to the pound, 600

pounds of butter, 4,027 pounds is to be credited

to the regular list given above. Dividing this

by 19, we have a yearly average of 212 pounds
per cow.

Aside from what was consumed on the farm

we sold butter for cash to the amount of $4,-

472.85 over all expenses. The purchased milk

cost $616.86, leaving as a net income $3,855.99.

The proportion of this due to the natives and

odd cows is $574.52, leaving $3,282.47 for the

regular herd. This divided by 19 gives an av-

erage income of $172.76 per cow. In making
up this account we have deducted $269.02, 12|

cents per pound on 2,153 pounds of butter sold

in Boston—this being paid for freight and

commission ; including this, the sales amounted
to $4,741.87.

We have had no difficulty in keeping up the

price to one dollar per pound with all our reg-

ular customers, of whom we have all we can

supply with certainty, and could probably ad-

vance it without losing many of them. The
irregular surplus has been sold mainly for 50

cents per pound, but if there were more of it it

could be placed at a higher price. We have

one advantage in being near a place of summer
resort, giving us a market at full rates for all

we can make at that season, thus avoiding the

necessity of bringingmost of our cows In in the

autumn, as we should have to do if we depend-

ed on a city market.

Do you ask how such prices are to be got?

I answer, by making a really good article

(which comparatively few people in American
cities ever see), by putting it in the consumers'

hands in the most attractive form possible, and

by teaching them to depend on it by always

giving them a supply and never having any ir-

regularity in the quality. Give them this and
your butter will become a necessity to them,

they will no more return to the ordinary " first

quality " of firkin butter than you would your-

self ; they wilt go without butter first, and so

would you. This involves the necessity of ed-

ucating your public, but it is remarkable how
readily and quickly they take the instruction.

The palate, of course, has most to do with the

matter, but the eye is an important organ to be

considered. A friend writing from Boston,

speaking of our butter as the best she has ever

seen, says :
" I don't know how your dairy

woman looks, but I am sure she must be an ar-

tist in her way, to send forth such beautiful

looking pats, so perfectly stamped and.eo neatly

done up. It is the most inviting looking but-

ter we ever svw. The cclsi is perfect and fn

is the consistency. It quite spoils us for what
we were eating before, though at the time wa
thought that excellent." When people get into
this frame of mind they can be depended on
for permanent custom at high prices.

Of course many a farmer will lay our suc-

cess (in the matter of price) to our situation,

and so be inclined not to take a suggestion from
the example. But every one who makes butter

to sell makes it for a market, and in every mar-
ket the best butter commands the best price.

If all were first rate, high prices would be un-

known, but the fact is that there is very little

first rate butter to be bought anywhere, and
there is a fair field open in every town in the

country for an improvement. Of course it is

only near wealthy communities that really ex-

travagant prices can be obtained, but it should

be borne in mind' that the extra price is aU
profit, and if it is only 15 cents, or 10 cents, or

even 5 cents, it adds so much to the net income
of the dairy.

It would surely be safe to predict that the

number of people in America who would gladly

pay for their table butter fifty per cent more
than the regular price of their markets, will in-

crease quite as fast as they can be supplied

with a first rate article. In Philadelphia the

whole class of well-to-do people (not rich peo-

ple only), pay for their butter much more than

the highest market price of New York. Away
from home they eat no butter, not being able

to get anything to compare with that made in

the counties near them and brought in fresh

every week. The more fastidious of them are

supplied by specially good makers, and pay
from 90 cents to $1.10 per pound. When they

go to the sea-shore or to the mountains in sum-

mer they add the considerable cost of having

it brought to them by express, packed in ice.

This well-fed community has learned by expe-

rience what good butter is ; they economize in

other things if necessary, but they must have

their accustomed good butter or none at all.

In every city, town, and village in the laud

there are plentv of people who can be easily-

brought to the same way of thinking. It rests

only with those who supply them to t°ach

them the way to go.

It is reported that at a meeting of the Amer-
ican Dairymen's Association, a prominent mem-
ber said,: " Butter-making is a fixed science.

Everybody knows all about it ; it is of no use

to bring it up here." I have no doubt that this

opinion is widely shared by the farmers of the

country, and especially by their wives. It is

true they know how to skim a pan of milk,

how to work the dasher of a churn, how to

squeeze out half the buttermilk with a wooden

spoon, how to shovel in the salt, and how to

stow it away in streaks in a firkin. Judging

from the buttex' one sees (and smells) In the

markets, a majority of them consider this the

whole of the "fixed science." Those who
know more about it know very much less, and

there is not a single item of the process from

the selection of the cow to the packing for

market on which they do not crave more light

and need more. We are, after all these centu-

ries, on the very eve of knowledge, and those

who first confess their ignorance and make the

earliest attempts to learn are those to whom
success and pecuniary reward will first come.

The royal road to good butter-making is not

yet plain, but I believe that those who use Jer-

sey or Guernsey cows, and who set their milk

in deep cans (with eoo! *V3ter aboiit them';

hive found its beginning
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The Blue-Glim Tree.

—

(Eucalyptus globulus.)

BY AL FRESCO.

Almost every newspaper or journal, Amer-

ican or foreign, that I pick up contains an

article on the Eucalyptus or Blue-gum tree,

lauding it to the skies for its powers of destroy-

ing malaria and preventing

fevers. The other day I no-

ticed an editorial suggestion

in a leading New York paper

to the effect that the tree

should be extensively planted

in the marshy regions iu the

neighborhood of the city so

that malarial diseases might

be entirely eradicated. As
your journal spreads its in-

fluence over many lands, I

have deemed it advisable to

refer to this tree, in order to

prevent disappointment. My
experience is based upon a

twelve years' residence in the

home of the Eucalyptus, anti-

podean Australia. I am not

prepared to give a definite

opinion regarding the powers

of this tree to annihilate the cause or causes

of intermittent fevers; but think that the

published statements regarding its sanitary

powers should be received cum grano sails.

To use a horticultural expression, this tree

is "tender," and will be seriously injured, if

not entirely destroyed, by a cold ten degrees

below freezing. When I left Australia, in

1865, 1 took with me some seed of this tree

;

and in 1868 presented a portion of it to an en-

thusiastic horticulturist of St. Augustine, "Flor-

ida. The seed vegetated, and during the course

of the ensuing summer made a healthy and

vigorous growth. The succeeding winter at

St. Augustine was marked

for a low temperature, and

the young wood of the

orange trees was injured by

the frost I visited Florida

in the July after the " cold

spell," and upon inquiry

found that the young Euca-

lyptus trees had been de-

stroyed. It is to be hoped

that no one in northern lo-

calities where intermittent

fevers prevail will attempt

the cultivation of this tree,

for if they try the experi-

ment they will shake twice

instead of once—firstly from

a chill and secondly from
disappointment. Where the

climate will admit of its

cultivation (that is to say,

where ice does not form
over one-eighth of an inch

in thickness) the tree is

worthy of attention. When
I speak of its value I do not

base my estimate upon its

worth as a sanitary agent, but refer to It as the

most rapid-growing tree in existence, its desir-

ability as a shade tree, its adaptability to almost

any soil or situation, and its great value as a

protector or wind-break in exposed situations.

As an evidence of its rapidity of growth under

favorable climatic conditions I will cite one

case: About the year 1864 my friend Mr.Thos.

Lang, of Ballarat, Australia, read to me a por-

tion <tt • letter received from Mr. McNabb, the

intelligent curator of the Botanic Garden of

Natal, South Africa, in which the writer re-

ferred to the surprising growth made by the

tree in that climate. He stated that he had
measured a specimen that had been transplant-

ed from a pot six years before, and that its

hight was 67 feet, and the diameter of the

SNOWFLAKE.

trunk at one foot from the ground 17 inches.

This specimen, grown in a warm, moist climate

somewhat resembling that of the more favored

portions of Florida, had made an annual

growth of about eleven feet.

If planted as a specimen tree, the gum is sym-
metrical in its habit, branching from the

ground, and assuming the form of a cone. If

planted as a wind-break or protecting belt, the

young trees should be placed in three rows
about five feet apart. So planted it forms

slender stems which yield to the force of the

wind and do not break. The wood is very

durable, and it is contended that when used

BBOWNEIX'S BEAUTY

in ship-building it will last as long as teak.

[We entirely indorse our correspondent's

views in regard to the Eucalyptus. The daily

papers, with their usual disregard of accuracy

in such matters, have made so much talk about

the tree that already there are inquiries for

seed, and probably some sharper may take ad-

vantage of the excitement and offer to snpply

the demand. The tree grows finely in Califor-

nia, but we have not heard of its success in

any of the Atlantic States. It has been tried

by skillful cultivators in Georgia and South
Carolina, but with no better results than the
trial in Florida quoted by our correspondent.

It is singular that the influence of this tree to

destroy malaria should not have been suspected

in Australia ; the story probably arose from the

fact that a tincture of the

leaves has been found useful

in intermittent fevers.

—

Ed.]

Two New Potatoes.

Yes 1 two more new pota-

toes ! And why not ? It would
be strange if among the hun-

dreds of seedlings that have

been raised within the past

few years there were not some
few that possessed qualities

that entitled them to be gener-

ally cultivated. There are at

least two new ones offered

this year that are worthy of

notice, "Brownell'6 Beauty"
and " Snowflake," both of

which are introduced by B.

K. Bliss & Sons. " Brownell's

Beauty " originated with a Vermont farmer,Mr.

E. S. Brownell, who states that it was produced

by crossing the white Peachblow upon the Early

Rose, and was first raised by him in 1870. It is

properly called " Beauty," as it is, we think, the

handsomest potato in appearance of any we
have seen, it being remarkably fair and smooth

and the skin of a fine reddish colar. Great

earliness is not claimed for this variety, it giving

potatoes fit for the table about a week later

than the Early Rose. We have not grown this

variety, but have had two trials of it upon the

table, and can testify to its excellent quality

there. Mr. Brownell states that it has been

healthy in both uiber and
vine ; that it is a good crop-

per with but few small

tubers; and that the pota-

toes grow compactly in the.

hill. This variety was sent

last spring to England,

with other varieties, to Dr.

Masters, editor of the

Gardeners' Chronicle, who
sent specimens under num-
bers to the potato trial at

the gardens of the Royal

Horticultural Society at

Chiswiek. When the award
was made last fall the

number corresponding to

Brownell's Beauty received

a first-class certificate. The
Snowflake is of medium
size, very uniform in shape,

white with a russet tinge,

and has very few eyes.

The engraving will give an

idea of the size and form,

and the writer of " Notes

from the Pines " testifies to

its quality on page 102. Among the newer

kinds that have been especially successful iu

England as well as in this country, is that

variety of the Early Rose called Thorburn's

Late Rose, which has been highly commended
for both quality and yield. " Excelsior " is an

American variety that has acquired a greater

reputation abroad than it has here, and the

same may be said of the Climax, which stands

very high in England, themgh-lVWie 2-i own here.
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The Shetland Pony.

—

The pair of Shetland ponies whose portraits

we here give is part of a herd which was re-

cently imported from the Shetland Islands by

Mr. John G. Correy, of Suisun City, California.

These islands are

a small, rocky
group, si t ua ted
north of Scotland

in the stormy
K o r t h Atlantic

Ocean. The fierce

north winds sweep

over them carry-

ing the spray from

the waves which

wash their precip-

itous shores. As
may be expected,

therefore, the

herbage of these

islands is scant

and coarse, al-

though sweet and

nutritious. These

diminutive horses,

never more than

forty inches in

hight, and which

feed in a seini-

wild state upon
these exposed,

bleak pastures,

are fitted by nature for their peculiarly

hard life, and possess exceedingly tough

constitutions, a good deal of endurance and
spirit, and are very docile. Formerly these

animals possessed but little value, and were in

very moderate demand as pets for children.

But some years since the English Parliament

prohibited the labor of women and children in

coal-mines, and these small, hardy creatures

were substituted, and used to draw the cars of

coal along the narrow, low-roofed, dark under-

ground passages.

Their value imme-
diately increased,

and their breed-

ing became an es-

tablished business.

A largely increas-

ing demand for

them now exists,

both for this spe-

cial purpose and

for the use of chil-

dren. Their ex-

treme docility and

diminutive beauty

expressly fit them
to be children's

pets. The animals

pictured above

were prize-takers

at the last exhibi-

tion at Lerwick,

the chief town of

the Shetland Is-

lands, and the stal-

lion is the winner

of several first

prizes. It is very probable that these hardy
animals may find a place in the mines of

the far West similar to that which they fill

in the Welsh coal mines; but if not, there

is already a large demand for them in this

country for children's use, and they will

certainly find a congenial home upon the hills

of California. We understand that Mr. Correy

was successful in getting his herd of over 30

animals home from their long journey of nearly

7,000 miles with a loss of only two, and that

his enterprise has been rewarded with the pro-

fitable disposal of nearly the whole of them.

PAIR OF IMPORTED SHETLAND PONIES,

This fact shows to a great extent the extreme
hardiness of these animals under exposure.

i <n •—

Ayrshire Cow—"Old Creamer."

The portrait of Old Creamer is taken from a

photograph for which we are indebted to her
owner, S. D. Hungerford, of Adams, Jefferson

Co., N. Y. This cow was exhibited at the New
York State Fair in 1873, where she took the

AYRSHIRE COW—" 0U> OBEAMER."

first prize as the best milk cow of any breed.

She is an Ayrshire, nine years old, weighs 1,080

pounds, and is claimed to be the champion cow
of the world. This is an extensive claim, but

would seem to have some foundation when we
learn that this cow in three days in June last

gave 302 lbs. of milk, or 135 quarts—an average

of 45 quarts a day. Her average for the whole
month of June was over 94 lbs. per day, for

July 80 lbs., and for August 74 lbs. In eleven

day9 in June she gave more than her own
weight of milk. The performance of this caw,
as well as that of Beacon Belle, another Ayr-

shire, whose por-

trait was engraved

in the Agricultur-

ist of November,

1873, shows in a

very striking man-
ner the value of

the Ayrshires for

the dairy. This

breed having been
subjected for
many years past

to very careful
training and selec-

tion for that ex-

press purpose, is

now without a

rival for quantity

of milk, while for

excellence of qual-

ity it has but two
superiors — viz.,

the Jersey with

the Guernsey, and

the Devon, these,

however, being

less productive in

quantity. For the

cheese dairy this breed is the most profit-

able, and a singular fact recently made
known b}r Dr. E. L. Sturtevant of Massachu-

setts goes to add much to its value. This

fact, which has become known through

much careful investigatiou by Dr. Sturtevant,

is that the milk of the Ayrshire cow contains

its cream in very small globules, which are

separated from the milk only with extreme
slowness and difficulty. In making cheese from
Ayrshire milk, therefore, the cream remains in

the curd, adding

much to its rich-

ness, and is not

lost in the whey.

The skimmed milk

of the Ayrshire

cow is therefore

of equal value for

chee se- ma king
with the whole
milk of cows of

other breeds, the

cream from which

rises and separates

very readily and
rapidly. The
cream from Jersey

milk exists in

large globules,

which separate

very quickly and
completely from

the milk, leaving

a blue, poor liquid,

quite unfit for the

making of cheese.

Jersey milk is

therefore only adapted for butter-making,

while Ayrshire milk is well adapted for

either whole cheese manufacture or partly

butter and partly cheese-making. The Ayr-

shire cow therefore holds a place in the dairy

in which she can never suffer in competition

with any cow of any other breed whatsoever-.
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Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 123.

My big underdrain works grandly. It is

pleasant to see a ten-inch pipe discharging

water to its full capacity. It empties into an

open ditch on the side of the road. The Dea-

con has a shallow, open drain that runs into

the same ditch. This drain of the Deacon's is

the natural outlet to the drainage of seventy or

eighty acres of land, and during rainy weather

and spring thaws there is a great body of water

running through it ; so much so that it spreads

over several acres, and not unfrequently gets so

high as to overflow the road. My big under-

drain is the natural outlet to the drainage of

about twenty acres, and I have diverted into it

the drainage of some thirty or forty acres

more, including the Deacon's " duck pond."

Now, what I want to say is this : The Dea-

con's open ditch only discharges the surface

water. It runs for a week or two and then

stops, leaving more or less water standing on

the surface of the land, and the whole soil sat-

urated with water, which is only got rid of by

evaporation. Much of the land is not dry

enough to plow before May or June, and a few

hot days will then bake the " clay spots" until

it is impossible to get them into good tilth.

Said the Deacon when I first commenced to

drain :
" If everybody should drain then- land

as you propose the rivers could not carry off

the water, and our cities would be destroyed

by the floods."

I told him that underdraining would do

much to prevent floods, and this big underdrain

of mine is an illustration in point. The first

week of last January we had a great rain. It

flooded the country and saturated all the land.

The water came down with a rush from the

Deacon's surface drain. From my under-

drained land there was no surface water ; it all

game through the underdrain. But mark the

difference. In a week or ten days we had

freezing weather, and not a drop of water came

from the Deacon's surface drain ; but my big

underdrain kept discharging a steady stream

for days and weeks. The underdrains are from

2J to 5 feet deep, and of course they are far

below the frost. The water from springs and

from the subsoil continues to flow into these

drains all winter, or at any rate as long as there

is any excess of water in the subsoil. On the

Deacon's land no water will drain off during

frosty weather. The land, both on the surface

aud in the subsoil, will be saturated.

Next spring, when the rains descend, they

will fall on this soil, already full of water, and

will pass off in a rush to the streams below.

On the other hand, the rain on the drained land

will slowly sink into the dry subsoil and will

pass off gradually.

" I have just got a letter, Deacon," I said,

"that I think will please you. In the fall of

1873 I sent three bushels of our white wheat to

A. L. Clark & Son, of Hampshire Co., Mass.

They sowed it on If acre of land that had

raised three successive crops of tobacco. It

was sown September 12th and cut July 21st.

The yield was 5,250 lbs., or 874 bushels. The
land was accurately measured, and contained

289 rods. The yield, therefore, was 484 bush-

els per acre. This is not bad for old

Massachusetts."
" We exhibited the wheat," they write, " at

the Hampshire, Hampden, and Franklin Coun-

ties Fair, held in Northampton, and were

awarded a premium for it and also for flour

made from it. We sold 12 bushels for seed at

$4 per bushel. We are having the wheat made
into Graham flour, and selling it at $5.50 per

100 lbs. We drew five large and one small

two-horse wagon loads of sheaves from the

field, and the straw is worth $20 per ton at

the barn."

That is a big story. I told Ellwanger &
Barry that Massachusetts had beaten them, and

they said they would try again. It won't do

to have New England raise more wheat per

acre than Western New York. Just figure up

what this If acre of wheat brought in, assum-

ing that a bushel of wheat would give 100 lbs.

of straw.

Receipts from 1?± acre of wheat:

12 bushde, sold for seed, at $4 $4S.OO

75.^ bushels, say 4,379 lbs., Graham flour 340.84

S.750 lbs. straw, at $20 per ton... 87.50

$376.34

"That is more money," says the Deacon,
" than some of us made last year from our

whole farm."

There is money to be made in farming yet,

if we only raise big crops. We can raise just

as good wheat now and as much per acre as

we ever could, provided we make the land dry,

rich, and clean.

I wish our young farmers would wake up to

this fact. I wish they could feel that there is

as much to be learned and as much to be done

in agriculture as there ever was. There is a

grand field for all the intelligence, skill, science,

energy, and experience they can bring to bear.

Any real improvement in an agricultural im-

plement or machine is welcomed by thousands

and tens of thousands of farmers. Good breeds

of horses, cattle, sheep, pigs, and poultry are in

great and increasing demand.

"But will it continue?" asked the Deacon,

who seemed to be tired of this kind of talk.

Certainly it will continue. The demand will

be greater and greater as the general character

of our agriculture improves. The world needs

more and better meat and will be willing to

pay for it.

There are on my table some fifty or more let-

ters from farmers in different parts of the

country. I like to get letters, but I do not like

to answer them ; and I fear a great many of

my correspondents are offended.

"Read a few of them," says the Deacon.

Here is one from J. G. Smith, of Montana

Territory :
" What will you charge me for fifty

head of CotsWold ewes and two rams ? Our

country here is, I think, peculiarly adapted for

sheep—a very dry atmosphere, with open win-

ters and abundance of good feed. There is not

over 10,000 head of sheep in the Territory, and

they are driven here from Salt Lake and Oregon

for the butchers, selling at from $8 tj $12 per

head. The country is overrun with horned

stock, with no demand except for home con-

sumption. Flour sells for $4 per barrel; oats

35c, barley 50c, and wheat 40c per bushel;

dressed pigs 8c to 10c per pound. The trio

of Essex I got from you are doing well."

" That is a very interesting letter," says the

Deacon ;
" what did you tell him ?

"

I told him he had better buy some common

ewes in the Territory and cross them with a

well-wooled, rather small Cotswold ram, and

not go so extensively into the raising of high-

bred sheep. One or two crosses would make

an immense improvement in the native sheep.

" Which is the best way to use the droppings

from the hen-house?" asks the next letter.

"Mix them with ashes and plaster, and put
them on the hills of corn is my plan," says the

Deacon.

"Mine," I replied, "is to put them into the

manure heap."

The next letter asks several questions in re-

gard to the management of manure.
" I let mine stay in the yards and sheds until

spring," says the Deacon, " and then draw it on

to sod land and plow it under for corn. I think

I make twice as much manure in pro^ rtion to

the number of animals as you do."

"Yes; twice the bulk," I replied, "but not

half the value. One ton of my manure is

worth more than four tons of yours. Your
manure consists principally of rotten straw and
water—or at least this would be the case if the

straw was rotten. The way I manage my
manure the present winter is this: I cut up
every pound of straw and stalks and hay and
clover-seed straw with an eight-horse power
machine. I keep 7 horses, 10 cows, 75 pigs,

and 120 sheep."

"I thought you had more pigs," said the

Deacon.

These are all I have wintered over. I sell

my young pigs at two months old, and never

sold so close as last fall. If I have good luck

I shall have over 200 young pigs in the spring.

The pigs are my best manure makers. The
great trouble is to get bedding enough. I could

make a great pile of manure if I could use straw

as freely as many of our farmers do. My two
principal objects are to save all the liquid and

to keep the manure slowly fermenting in a

heap all winter. The horse-stall is of course

cleaned out twice every day, but instead of

throwing the manure out of doors to be wet

with rain and snow we throw it into an empty
stall by the door. Here it remains until we
have a load of it. We then take this dry horse

manure and use it for bedding the pigs. The
dry manure from the sheep sheds is used in the

same way. In the center of the barn-yard is a

large basin with an old oil-barrel sunk in the

ground for a tank. In the fall I tell my men
to "start a hot-bed" in the basin. This is an

important point. If they had their own way
they would scatter the manure all over the

basin, where it would be exposed to the rains

and be frozen in winter. When put in a com-

pact heap, and the manure leveled down every

day as it is wheeled to the heap, an active fer-

mentation is kept up all winter. The sides and

top freeze a little, but the center is a mass of

steaming-hot manure. There is no loss of am-

monia. We put planks from the barn doors

on to the heap and wheel the manure on top

and spread it. H you do not spread it at once

it will freeze. It looks now as though this heap

of manure would be in splendid condition for

root crops next spring without turning. I pro-

pose to sow 14 acres of mangel-wurzels where

I had corn last year, and shall use this manure

for them. I shall spread the manure on the

surface, harrow thoroughly so as to mix it with

the soil, then plow it under and drill in the

mangels on the flat.

"Would not the hen manure," asked the

Deacon, "be good for mangels?"
Certainly it would. Nothing better. But it

is a drop in the bucket. And when I put it in

the manure pile not a pound of it is lost. It

finds its way to the field, and I have no trouble

with it. Besides, it is a capital thing to start

fermentation in the manure pile or hot-bed.

Depend upon it, this is the right way to use
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hen manure, bone-dust, born shavings, refuse

wool, bair, blood, or any other animal or inor-

ganic matter.

"Is it better to plow under the manure or

apply it on the surface ?

"

Whichever is most convenient The real

point is to make rich manure and get it thor-

oughly decomposed without loss before putting

it on the land. Then use it on some crop that

will appropriate it at once. Of course, a good

deal can be said in favor of manuring the soil

rather than of manuring the crop. It depends

on circumstances. The Deacon thinks long,

strawy manure is worth more for lightening

the soil and making it porous than for its

plant-food. I am not sure but he is right, for

it is certain that such manure as is made almost

wholly from straw does not contain much
plant-food.

The next letter is about petroleum. But I

have told all I know about it It is good to

preserve wood. It is not good tor paint. The
easiest way to apply it to the shingles on a

roof is to stop up the gutters. Then take the

petroleum on to the top of the roof in a water-

ing-can and sprinkle the whole roof with it two

or three times. The more you can get it to ab-

sorb the better. If any of the petroleum runs

into the gutter apply it with a brush to the

shingles below the gutter. I use two or three

barrels a year. The price varies. I have paid

as high as $10 per barrel. I have just bought

two barrels of 43 gallons each for $7 per bbl.

This includes the barrels. They offer me $1

each for the barrels. But I find them very con-

venient on the farm. They do not shrink in

the sun. Sawn in two they make capital

watering troughs.

" R. P. W." writes from Nebraska that he is

ia the sheep business. He keeps 300 sheep,

and has only lost six in ten months. He feeds

prairie hay and corn in winter. Little timothy

is raised. The prairie grass gives out on the

first frost, and he wants something for late fall

and early spring feed. He asks about rape and

mustard. The latter will not stand frost. The
former will. As long as prairie hay and corn

are so abundant, I should doubt if it would

pay to raise either mustard or rape. I should

try Kentucky blue grass and timothy. Keep
the stock off of it after July, and use it as a late

fall and winter run for the sheep, feeding prairie

hay and corn as well. He asks if long-wooled

sheep will do well in flocks of five hundred.

The size of the flock has little to do with the

matter. It is a question of care and food. With
dry winter quarters and an unfailing supply of

food and water, with a good run on dry land

in winter, I see no reason why long-wooled

sheep can not be kept in as large flocks as

Merinos. I have Cotswold sheep, grade Cots-

wolds, and Merinos running in the same flock,

and the Cotswolds and their grades keep fatter,

grow faster, and yield more wool than the

Merinos. But they are larger sheep, and of

course eat much more food. They have no

better food, however, than the Merinos. All

run together and are fed alike. I have only

half a dozen Merino ewes, which I keep to

raise lambs for my own eating. They look

very forlorn by the side of a two hundred and

fifty pound Cotswold. Visitors often say that

the Cotswolds starve the Merinos. It has

usually been thought that Merinos, being more
active, would starve the Cotswolds. If I lived

in Nebraska I am not sure that I should keep

long-wooled sheep. The Merinos can rough

it better, and where there is no demand for

lambs or mutton I certainly should not keep

any of the English breeds of mutton sheep.

" That is sound," says the Deacon. " We do

not want the West to compete with us in rais-

ing mutton and long wool. What is your next

letter ?

"

It is from " R. R. H.," of Rockton, Ontario.

He has a field of clover, mown for bay and seed

last year. It will be sown to wheat next fall.

He has drawn his winter manure into the field

as fast as it was made and put it in a pile. It

is fermenting enough, he says, to keep the snow
melted on top. The field will be pastured until

June. Then turn out the cattle, and allow the

clover to grow to August. Then plow under

the clover, harrow, and cultivate until the

beginning of September, and then drill in the

wheat. " Now," he writes, " will it be better

to apply the manure on the clover in the spring

or rut it thoroughly through the summer and

spread it on the land just before drilling in the

wheat? The soil is a sandy loam."—That is a

well put question. It will be better for the

land in the end to apply the manure to the

clover in the spring ; but h« will probably get

more wheat if be can keep the manure over in

good condition until fall, and then spread it

on the furrows and harrow it in before

drilling. I adopted this plan on part of my
wheat last year. But I kept the manure in the

basin in the yard, where I could purnp the

drainage water on it when necessary.

" If I had such a field," says the Deacon, " I

would plow under the manure in May or June,

drill in with beans, and sow wheat in the fall.

You did so once, and had a good crop of beans

and a big crop of wheat after them."

It is a capital plan when your land is rich.

Making Rich Manure.

Last month we gave some illustrations of a

method of feeding stock in covered sheds. We
now desire to show the value of the manure so

made. The greatest need of our farming just

now is, and in the future will be, the produc-

tion of rich manure, and until every farm shall

have a few feeding animals kept expressly with

a view to the manufacture of manure, our ag-

riculture will fail of securing its greatest prof-

its. The present system of making and keep-

ing manure is a most wasteful one. It is safe to

say that at least fifty per cent of the value of

manure is lost by its exposure to the weather

during a whole winter, at least under ordinary

circumstances.

Although we have never made exact experi-

ments, yet having during one winter kept sev-

eral head of stock in a covered shed, constantly

well bedded with straw, and allowed the manure
to accumulate until spring beneath the cattle,

we can testify to the merits of this system of

feeding under cover. The stock were kept in

the best of health. They exhibited the great-

est contentment. They were cared for and
kept clean by carding with the least trouble of

any of our stock. The manure when removed

in the spring was in the finest condition and

showed its value by bringing a crop of pota-

toes, for which it was used, equal to 450 bush-

els of Early Rose and GOO of Harrison potatoes

per acre respectively. When, therefore, we
call attention to the following experiments by
a prominent English farmer, it is with perfect

confidence, as we have realized somewhat of

the same results in our own experience. The
experiments to which we refer were made by
Lord Kinnaird, a large Scotch land-owner and
farmer who has followed the practice for over
20 years of feeding his cattle in covered courts

or sheds in which the manure accumulates be-

neath the cattle during the whole winter or

feeding season. Recently Lord Kinnaird
planted potatoes upon four acres of land. Two
acres were manured from the covered stalls or

sheds, and two with barnyard manure of the

ordinary kind. The character of the soil was
exactly similar upon each of the plots, and

they adjoined each other. The crops were as

follows : Upon one acre with covered manure

the yield was 472 bushels, and upon the other

acre 443 bushels. With ordinary manure from

the open barnyard the yield was 272 aud 297

bushels upon each acre respectively. The fol-

lowing year these plots were sown with wheat,

and the crops were, upon the first mentioned

acres 55 bushels 5 pounds and 53 bushels 47

pounds ; upon the last mentioned, 41 bushels

19 pounds and 42 bushels 38 pounds respec-

tively. The difference in yield shows the extra

value of the covered manure. In our own case

14 head of young stock (two-year old heifers)

were fed in a lean-to shed (40 x 12), the lumber

for which cost less than $30, and the labor in

putting it up less than $5. They were fed

upon cut corn-stalks, bran, and corn-meal from

October to April, and were bedded with wheat

straw quite plentifully. All through a cold

winter the manure never became frozen, and it

made a mass of the most compact kind three

feet deep, so that there were 1,440 cubic feet or

over 11 cords, which if it had been as loose as

ordinary barnyard manure would have meas-

ured nearly twice as much. The slow fermen-

tation it had undergone had completely rotted

the straw and reduced it to the finest condition,

so that it was removed with the greatest ease.

The absence of any evaporation or exposure to

the weather doubtless full}r doubled the value

of the manure, to say nothing of the saving of

labor in the making and final handling of it.

The Use op Salt for Stock.—While a

certain amount of salt is absolutely necessary

for the health of stock, it by no means follows

that its indiscriminate use is either needful or

safe. On the contrary, salt used in excessive

quantities is highly dangerous. It then acts

upon the stomach and intestines as an irritant

poison, and cases of death have occurred

through permitting cattle and hogs to consume

too much of it. When stock are allowed free

access to it they will take a small quantity veiy

often, but if denied a frequent supply they be-

come ravenous for it, and are in danger of eating

it to excess. The safest way is to use a small

quantity regularly in the food; a quarter of an

ounce daily being amply sufficient for a cow or

a horse, and a fourth of that quantity for a hog
or a sheep. If stock are salted once a week no
more than one ounce at a time should be given

to a cow, and a quarter of an ounce to a sheep

or hog. It should also be given in such a man-
ner that no one animal should eat more than

its share. It may be given scattered thinly in

the feeding trough with more safety than in

any other way excepting when it is mixed
with the feed. Regularity in its use is the most

conducive to the health of the cattle. We find

it necessary to give this caution because some
of our readers have been led to suppose, very

erroneoush', that as salt is a good thing, stock

can not have too much of it.
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A Butter Dairy.

There i? no article of food produced that de-

pends for its excellence so much upon the neat-

New York. The churning is done by horse-

power, and the position of the power outside

of the building is seen in the engraving. The
motion is given to the churns by a crank and

Fig. 1.—ELEVATION OF DAIRY.

ness, skillfulness, and perfect cleanliness of its

manufacture as butter. We have heretofore

given descriptions of a dairy managed upon the

deep-can system with a cold water tank. We
here give engravings with description of one

managed upon the prevalent shallow - pan
system, the pans used being the common tin

ones holding about ten quarts.

The building should be of stone, or if of

wood it should be built with at least six-inch

studs, and be closely boarded with joints broken

upon the studs and battened, and the inside

well lathed and plastered. For thirty cows the

size required would be 3G by 1G and 10 feet

high, with 26 feet of it sunk four feet below

the ground. In this sunken part the milk room
and ice house are placed, the other portion be-

ing used for the churning room. Steps lead

from the churning room down into the milk

room. The ceiling is plastered, and an attic is

left above to keep the rooms coo] ; a ventilator

also opens from the milk room and passes

through the roof. Figure 1 shows the general

oscillating rod. Figure 8 shows the interior of

the churning room, in which double churns of

the ordinary barrel shape are used. This room
contains a pump, sink, and wash bench. The
butter when churned is worked by a lever

worker, the buttermilk being absorbed by a

sponge which is kept clean by cold water.

Figure 3 shows the milk room, four feet be-

low the level of the churning room. There are

three ranges of shelves around this room, with

a table in the center. In the winter this room
is kept at a regular temperature nf GO by
means of a stove, and in summer is cooled to

the same temperature by an inflow of cold air

from the ice house which adjoins it. This is

admitted throngh two openings, seen in the

wall at the right -just above the lower shelf.

Figure 4 shows the arrangement of these cold-

air pipes in the ice house. A tube passes down-
wards through the center of the iee, and at the

bottom of the ice branches into two arms

which are made to turn at right angles, and

after passing through the iee appear in the

passes through these pipes into the milk room,
filling it, and displacing the warmer air, which
is forced out through the ventilators in the

ceiling. In this manner the necessary regular

temperature is kept in the milk room without
regard to the degree of cold or heat which may
exist outside. The size of the milk room is

16x16 feet; it has but one window, and that

upon the north side.

Bucket for Water Wheels.

Many inquiries reach us as to the best form

of bucket for small water-wheels for farm

purposes, such as pumping, churning, etc. In

reply to such, and more especially to one now
before us from a correspondent at Whitley Co.,

Indiana, which represents many others', we
describe a form of bucket which the writer has

used with advantage. The main idea in shap-

ing the bucket is to hold the water as long as

possible, but at the same time to let it escape at

the moment when its power is exhausted in

such a manner that it shall not hold the wheel,

as it is termed, or that it .shall not, by reason

of a vacuum being formed in the bucket while

it is escaping, be held so that the wiieel shall

be forced to carry it up some distance liefore it

can be all discharged. This is a point of great

difficulty, and can not be secured by any par-

ticular form of the bucket, but may be by in-

serting valves in the lower part of the bucket

Fig. 4.—ICE HOUSE ANT) PIPES

by which air may be admitted and any vacuum
be rendered impossible. Without entering into

Fig. 3.—INTERIOR OF CHURNING BOOM.

wall of the milk room. Whenever desirable, a

current of cold air, moved by its own gravity,

elevation of the dairy, which is one belonging

to a successful dairy farmer in the State of

Fig. 3.—INTERIOR OF MILK ROOM.

I any of the scientific reasons why the particular

I
form of bucket here described is of advantage,
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we simply give the accompanying engraving

showing its form, with directions for laying it

out upon the sides of the wheel. The engrav-

ing represents the circumference of the wheel

with the shrouding which forms the sides of

the buckets. This shrouding should be divided

into three equal parts, which the one included

between the inner circle and the dotted line

a, a will be equal to the length of the starts or

soles of the buckets, b, b. These should be laid

out in the direction of radii from the center or

the axis of the wheel, as shown by the dotted

lines c, c. These lines or radii should be car-

ried out to the outer circumference of the

shrouding, as seen in the lines c, c in figure 1.

The flats of the buckets should then be laid out

from the extremity of the starts or soles to the

point where the preceding lines touch the cir-

cumference, as seen in the dark lints c, c. The

Fig. 1.—LAYING OUT THE WHEEL.

lines should coincide with the number of buck-

ets desired. For these no particular rule can

be laid down in these cases, as they will depend

upon the length of the buckets and the quantity

of water to be used. This form of bucket

meets the chief requirements of cases where the

Fig. 2.—VALVES FOIi BUCKET.

greatest economy of water is not an object, and
will answer every purpose where it is not de-

sirable to employ a skilled millwright. To en-

able the water to leave the wheel promptly
when it runs iu tail water a valve or valves of

leather weighted with sheet-lead may be affixed

to the soles of the buckets, as shown at 6, fig.l.

As the buckets rise out of the tail water these

valves will open and admit air, which will

cause the water to escape at once. This simple

contrivance has very much increased the power
of a wooden wheel to which it has been applied.

The way in which the valves are applied to the

soles of the buckets is shown in fig. 2. They
are self-acting, as will be readily understood.

Portable Fence for Poultry Yard.

" E. B.," Ann Arbor, Mich., asks for a port-

able fence for a poultry yard. Such a fence

may be constructed as follows : A post three

inches square may be driven or set in the

ground and braced, as in the accompanying en-

graving, fig. 1. This post is provided with two
hooks similar to those upon which gates are

hung. Bars of light stuff, which need not to be

'—
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Fig. 1.—PORTABLE FENCE.

heavier than 1| inch thick by 2 inches wide,

are then provided of such a length as the pan-

els may be desired (see a, fig. 2). These bars

are furnished with eyes at each end, which fit

hooks upon the posts. They are also grooved

at such distances apart as the pickets are to be

placed, or say four inches. The grooves are

cut half an inch deep, and large enough to

allow a 34-inch nail to lie in them aud no more.

The pickets (b, fig. 2) may be made one inch

square, and as loug as may be desired. If the

poultry are heavy-bodied birds, five feet will be

enough, as also if the birds are light and have

the wings cut. These pickets are bored with

holes to receive a 34-inch nail, either wrought

nails or cut nails which have been annealed.

The nails are driven through the pickets in the

proper places, and as the pickets are placed in

position the nails occupy the grooves in the

bars. The points of the nails are then turned

down, forming hooks by which the pickets are

kept in their places. When t!ie fence is to be

moved it may be taken apart and set up in an-

other place with great facility. Fig. 3 shows

a panel of the fence as completed.

Black-Leg ln Calves.—"J.W. R.," Green-

castle, Ind. In the spring or the fall, when thei

feed is changed either from dry to green or

from green to dry, it is not uncommon for

calves and young cattle to be affected with a

very rapidly fatal disease known as black leg.

First lameness is noticed in the fore or hind,

but generally the hind cruarters ; the eyes are

bloodshot, and the mouth and tongue are hot

and blistered. The swellings crackle as the

hands are passed over them, and after death,

which is generally very rapid, the flesh beneath

the swollen parts is black and suffused with

readily be prevented by care at this season.
Towards the approach of spring the young
animals should be given a pound of linseed-

cake meal daily, and the condition of the
bowels should be watched. If the dung is

hard, and covered with slime or mucus, a few
ounces of Epsom salts should be given ; whea
the animals are turned out in the spring to

grass it should be for an hour or two only at a
time for a few days; and the first appearance
of fever should be treated with a brisk purge.

Plan for a Commodious Sam.

W. P., Benton, Grafton Co., N. II., sends us

plans and description of a barn built by him
upon a farm of 130 acres upon which mixed
fanning is practiced.

The main building is

108 feet long by 40 feet

wide, with 20-fect posts.

The wing at the right is

82 feet long by 30 feet

wide, with 15-feet posts.

The left wing is 40 feet

long by 16 feet wide

with 12-feet posts.
There is a cellar under

the main barn 10 feet

deep, 80 feet long, and

40 feet wide. As is seen

by the engraving, figure

I, which shows the elevation, the barn is built

upon a hill-side, with three stories. The main
floor.of which figure 2 shows the plan, is reached

by a bridge (B) which inclines two inches to the

foot. A is the main floor; G,G,0 are bays;

D, D are shoots to the granary ; E, E are stairs

to the floor below ; F, F, F are hay shoots to

the horse stables ; G, O, store rooms for wool

;

II, chimney, with an 8-inch wall and two flues,

one of which is for ventilation.

Figure 3 shows the floor containing horse

stalls, feed and cook rooms, repair and work
rooms, milk room, and shoots for feeding the

3.—BARS AND PICKETS.

Fie. -PANEL OF FENCE.

stock in the stalls and pens beneath, and for

passing straw and manure. A, A are bays;

B is the granary ; O, are feeding shoots for

the cattle below ; D, D, the passage ; E, store-

room for tools ; F, F, horse stalls ; (r, manure
scuttle; H, straw scuttle ; /, I, stairs; ./,</,water

boxes ; K, trap for feeding hogs ; L, wagon

Fig. 1.—ELEVATION OF EARN

blood. It is almost impossible to cure this

disease when arrived at this last ^tage. It may
shed ; M, steaming or cooking room, which IB

of brick lined with zinc or sheet-iron, so as to
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be fire-proof; N, chimney; 0, repair room;

P, work room
; Q, sink and drain ; R, trap for

skimmed milk, leading to hog pens ; S, milk

room with racks.

Figure 4 shows : A, the manure cellar for the

Fig. 2.—PLAN OF MAIN FLOOR.

horse stables, also for store hogs ; B, B are pens

for fattening swine; with troughs at C, C and

doors at D, D. The partitions between the

pens are of planks, and may be removed so as

to make but one apartment of them if needed

for other purposes. E is the stairs ; F, water

bos ; 6, 67, stables for cattle ; E, ox stable ; 1,

passage for feeding grain or roots ; each stall

Tig. 3.—HORSE STALL, FEED ROOM, ETC.

being provided with a slide for passing in the

feed ; S,S are scuttles for manure ; T,T, gutters

for manure ; J, pen for calves, furnished with
stanchions and places for milk ; E, a loose box

Fig. 4.—PLAN OF CELLAR AND PENS.

or hospital for sick animals or incoming cows

;

L is the lower floor, 14 feet below main floor

;

M, hay shoot ; K, N, bays ; 0, loft of shed
;

P, hennery with large windows
; Q, stairs

;

B, roosts.

Figure 5 shows the cross section at X, fig-

ure 4 : A is the main floor, 13 feet wide, 94

feet long ; B, B are bays

;

C, loft; D, B, feed pas-

sages ; E, E, racks ; F, F,

stables. Figure 6 shows

the manure cellar. B, B,

place for shedp or young

stock ; C, C, water boxes

;

D, D, stairs ; E, lower

room of hennery.

As will be readily perceived, this plan of

barn is adapted to the requirements of a much
larger barn, and for a farm upon which the

production of manure by high feeding is one

of the chief objects aimed at. Its cost is

about
.
$2,800.

Fig. 5.—CROSS-
SECTION.

Value of Arab Blood.—From the special

reports made to the war department of Prussia

during the French war as to the efficiency of

the cavalry service, we learn that the breed

which exhibited the greatest endurance during

that war was the East Prussian horse, a race

which has a large infusion of Arab blood.

They were able to carry a heavier weight, than

any other race of

IFhorses in use in

the German cav-

alry, and far ex-

ceeded in endur-

ance even the

English troop

horses , they also

resisted exposure

and hardship

more successful-

ly, and kept in

better condition

upon a smaller

ration of forage.

The captured
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Fig. 0.—MANURE CELLAR.

French horses although much heavier than the

Prussian horses, were found to be very inferior.

Here is an authentic and strong corroboration

of the general opinion as to the value of a

thoroughbred cross upon our work horses,

or at least upon those in which activity,

strength, and endurance are desirable qualities.

—.— m i —>-»

A Little Farm well Tilled.—In the

last volume of the Journal of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England there is described

a farm in Ireland consisting of 13 acres, occu-

pied by a Patrick Clear. The report describing

the condition of this small farm, for which the

tenant pays a rent of six dollars and a quarter

per acre, says the little farm, including cottage,

out-houses, and yards, is a model of neatness.

The crops were grass, oats, roots, and barley in

a four-course rotation. There were two acres

in permanent grass, which was kept for pasture

for three cows and a horse. The young grass

for mowing is top-dressed with guano and

compost. The root crops were good and were

perfectly free from weeds. The headlands of

the fields were planted with cabbages, and

there was not a vacant spot upon the farm.

The hedges and gates were in good order. A
good many pigs and a large number of poultry

are raised every year. The calves are fattened

and sold for veal. The stubbles are all sub-

soiled and fall-plowed. This little but excel-

lently managed farm is a good illustration of

what may be done upon a very small piece of

land by thorough cultivation.

Pupil Farmers.

The old system of apprenticeship had its

merits. Although shorn of its ancient usages

aud bonds it exists to a great and useful extent

to-day. That it is gradually coming into use

upon the farm is a proof that farming is attain-

ing the rank of an established business in the

full significance of the term. Anciently the

weaver or " webster," the butcher, the skinner,

or " fletcher," the smith, the tailor, or " taylor,"

and other tradesmen taught their sons their

trades as they gave them their names, and the

trade became the property of the family as

much as the name. No stranger intermeddled

with their trades. Such competition was rarely

permitted. But society has outgrown this state

of things, and the son, not bound by the ancient

tyranny of a parental despotism, leaves the

farm for other employments. As he quits the

farm so other boys leave other homes and seek

the farm, or they would do so if opportunities

were presented to them. Such opportunities it

was hoped would be presented by the agricul-

tural colleges, but that idea has not as yet been

realized to any extent. The only resource for

such youths or young men is to become pupils

of some successful farmer, and learn their busi-

ness or trade in a thoroughly practical manner,

without being hampered with studies for which

they have no use. In England and other coun-

tries the agricultural journals contain numerous

advertisements from farmers who desire pupils,

and from young men who desire to become

pupils, and the same system is already originat-

ing here. Not long ago a case in which we
were the means of bringing master and pupil

together, has resulted so satisfactorily to both

parties that we recommend its repetition in

other instances. Doubtless there are many
successful farmers who would receive pupils,

and hundreds of young men who would gladly

seize upon an opportunity of becoming pupils

to such farmers. We so very frequently receive

applications from young men desiring to learn

stock farming or dairy farming in the West, or

general farming in the East, that it would be of

great service to them should those farmers or

dairymen who desire to receive pupils make it

known publicly through the columns devoted

to business matters. But none should enter

upon this work unless entirely competent.

m i 1«» i »

A Safe Cattle Tie.

We recently met with a case in which a care-

ful farmer, making the usual rounds of his

stables the last thing before retiring at night,

discovered a valuable cow fast with its foot

over the halter, the halter being fastened to a

strap around the animal's neck and to a hole in

the feed trough. It was extremely probable

that the cow would have been strangled before

morning had she not been relieved. There are

two things to be learned from this accident.

The one is that no farmer should neglect the

practice of seeing that all is right with his

stock the last thing at night. The other is that

such a fastening as above described is very un-

safe for cither cattle or horses. A tic that is as

safe as probably any tie can be made is here

shown. It is one that we have used for cattle,

both oxen and cows, for several years without

any accident or mishap whatever. A ring or

eye-bolt is securely fastened in the side of the

stall above the level of the feed trough.

Through this ring the rope tie is passed. One
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end of the rope is passed through a block of

wood and knotted so that it can not be drawn

out. This end hangs down below the ring.

The other end is also knotted in such a way
that the knot can not slip. This end of the

rope is passed around the horns of the cattle

so as not to be too tight, and the knot at this

end is put through a loop made in the rope at

A SATE CATTLE TIE.

such a distance from the end as to leave suffi-

cient length to go around the horns. When
the cattle are up the slack of the tie is drawn

down by the weight of the wooden block, mak-

ing it impossible for the animal to get its foot

over it. When they are lying down the block

is drawn upwards, but still keeps the rope

safely out of the way. We have found this tie

equally useful for horses.

Three-Horse Whipple-Trees.

A set of three-horse whipple-trees is shown
in the engraving here given. They are ar-

ranged upon a compensating plan, by which

the middle horse has twice as great a length of

the whipple-trees as each outside horse, thus

THBEE-HORSE WHEPPLE-TREE.

equalizing the amount of draft. The engrav-

ing shows this so clearly that it is only neces-

sary to follow the plan exactly in making the

whipple-trees. They are connected together

by ordinary clevises and bolts.

Mixed Grass.—At the annual meeting of the

Mass. Agricultural Ass., a paper was read

upon growing grass. In the discussion which

followed it was remarked that farmers should

be careful to sow together only those grasses

which ripen at the same time. This is a mis-

taken idea. The chief reason why a variety of

grasses should be sown is that there may be

a constant succession of growth. The weakest

point of our meadows is that the grass ripens,

fades, and suspends growth for the season,

leaving a brown, withered, or bare surface. If

there were a succession of consecutively ripen-

ing grasses there would be a continued green-

ness and verdure, and if the pastures were only

not overstocked this would be as great an ap-

proach as we can make with our peculiar cli-

mate towards a permanently green meadow or

pasture. But if all the grosses ripen at once

we may as well continue to grow one single

good grass as several good and bad ones.

Butter and Cheese Dairying.
o

We have watched with great interest the

progress of the " dairymen's conventions

"

which were held during the month of January.

Feeling the importance of these institutions to

the interests represented by them we devoted

some time to attend them. We may say that

we were particularly interested and gratified

with the energy, enterprise, and intelligence

exhibited by the Associated Dairymen. The
papers read at these meetings were of great

merit and usefulness, and the speeches and dis-

cussions which followed the remarks of the

orators were marked by great practical experi-

ence and intelligence. This fact promises well

for the continued success of the dairy interest,

which now represents an annual value of nearly

500 millions of dollars. The cheese manufac-

ture of the country is expanding with great

rapidity, and its expansion is but the natural

consequence of a vast improvement in quality.

The renowned Cheshire and Cheddar cheese of

England is to some extent met and vanquished

upon its own ground by American cheese.

Many brands of American make are sought for

with avidity by English dealers. Twenty years

ago American cheese was a drug in the English

market. But the factory system has not only

changed all that, but it has from its inherent

value and excellence forced its recognition and

adoption by English cheese-makers. And this

is but the beginning of the existence of the

cheese industry of this country, for the home
consumption has hardly as yet been created.

To stimulate this growth and encourage an ex-

tensive home market the attention of dairymen

needs now to be turned, and the tastes and de-

mands of consumers must be learned and met.

As regards butter, dairymen have much to learn,

especially those of the West. The quality of

the butter that comes to market is in large part

wretchedly bad. This is the consequence of

faulty feeding, of careless churning, but in far

greater part of improper packing. The produce

dealers are also to blame to some extent for

this. It is true that low-priced butter is need-

ed for a portion of the consumerswho are poor

and can only afford to buy a cheap article ; but

it costs no more money to make a fair tub of

butter than a poor one, while its value is about

double that of the poor one. The secret is

almost entirely in cleanliness—clean feeding,

clean milking, clean keeping and churning, and

last, but really the most important of all, clean

packing. We are glad to believe that the meet-

ings of the dairymen will gradually lead to im-

provements in these respects, and we propose

to work for that end along with them.

Permanent Grass.—Water meadows are

amongst the most productive of permanent

grass lands. But the management of water

meadows is very frequently injudicious. No
cattle should be allowed upon an irrigated

meadow, nor should the water be permitted to

run continually over one spot. • A meadow
thus treated very soon becomes a morass, and is

then spoiled. A dressing of bone-dust is re-

markably beneficial to water meadows, greatly

thickening the grass and improving the quality

of the hay. An application of plaster the next

year still further improves the meadow. As

soon as the hay becomes inferior in quality and

decreases in quantity it is restored by a repeti-

tion of this treatment. The opportunities for

making water meadows are frequent, and as

their value becomes appreciated they will be-

come much more common than they now are.

The Value of Skill.—In the report of the

Ayrshire Agricultural Association recently held

in Scotland, we read of an Ayrshire dairyman

who had been in the habit of making Dunlop

cheese, the common cheese of the country, but

on changing his make to that of Cheddar cheese

realized an additional profit of $5,000 in five

years. The Cheddar is classed amongst the

fancy cheeses and brings a high price ; but as

there is nothing needed in its manufacture but

an extra amount of care and skill, we see how
the exercise of these qualities pays in compari-

son with simple labor. Amongst ourselves there

is a great opening for the profitable exercise of

skillful dairying in the making of cheese, to

meet a large demand for something of extra

quality and attractive and convenient form.

In and in Breeding.—In building up a

breed or race of cattle some of the most noted

and scientific breeders have resorted to very

close breeding. They have not scrupled to use

bulls upon their own dams or heifers when by

doing so some desired point was to be secured.

But it by no means follows that this practice is

to be adopted as a rule. A scientific and suc-

cessful stock breeder is one of a thousand, and

while he may be successful in some of his ven-

tures—and, as it must be remembered, we do not

hear of his failures, the evidence of which he

instantly destroys to save his reputation—others

may find that his methods may be to them

merely playing ignorantly with edge-tools.

Salt for Hogs.—The unrestrained appetite

of swine will often lead them to consume things

that are highly injurious to them. Cases of

poisoning by partaking of excessive quantities

of salt often occur amongst hogs' at this season

when beef and pork barrels are emptied of the

old brine and refuse salt. A case in which

several hogs were thus lost in England, was re-

cently noted. Hogs require a certain amount

of salt as do other animals, but it should

be given to them with caution, and either

evenly mixed in their feed or scattered very

thinly about their troughs, so that one more

greedy than another can not take more than

its proper share.

»-• — ••——^».

A Punch for a Bull's Nose.

The uncertainty of a bull's temper renders it

necessary that he be held in safe control. He is

only safe when held by a strong ring in his nose.

We have before described one method of ring-

ing a bull (American Agriculturist, June, 1872).

We now figure a punch for piercing the hole in

the cartilage between the nostrils by which the

POJCH FOR A Et-LL'S NOSE.

operation is rendered easier and safer. It Sa

made of similar shape to a pair of common
pincers of large size. One of the jaws is pro-

vided with a hollow punch of conical form

which takes out a round piece of the cartilage.

The bull should be tied by 'the horns and seized
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in the proper place by the punch, -when the per-

foration of the cartilage is the work of an in-

stant. During the operation the animal is

powerless, f»r the handles of the punch being

curved and made with knobs at the ends fur-

nish a very secure means of holding him while

the separator, the cleaned grain runs through

spouts into hoppers or bins, in which it is stored,

or from whence it is passed through the pipes

seen in fig. 2 to the stones. Here it is ground,

and the meal, considerably heated by the fric-

tion of the stones during the process of grind-

passes, upon which tin cups are fastened. The
strap passes over a pulley at the top and an-

other at the bottom of the elevator, and as the

cups pass up they scoop up the flour as it

pours into the box at the bottom and carry it

upwards, throwing it out as they pass over the

Fig. 1.—SEl'ABATOB.

the ring is being made ready. The hole being

perfectly round too, heals again very quickly,

and can not tear open as a three-cornered hole

might do. The operation of ringing should be

performed before a bull becomes a year old.

Then he is always in a state of subjection, and

not knowing what it is to successfully resist his

keeper is not so apt to try to do it as when older.

The Flouring-Mill.

Much of the grain which arrives at the East-

ern ports is ground into flour for consumption

or for export to foreign countries. Some of

the, flouring mills engaged in this business are

ing, is cooled by being' carried up through an

elevator two or three stories above to the bolts,

fig. 3. The bolts consist of long reels covered

with very fine and costly silk cloth. This

bolting cloth is made only in Holland, and is

of various degrees of fineness. Each long reel

is covered with cloth of three qualities in such

a way that the bolt is divided into three parti-

tions as it were. Through the first of these

the finest flour is sifted ; the second separates

the second quality or coarse flour ; and the third

the shorts, middlings, or fine "mill stuff,"

which is either taken by a spout or conveyed

into the stones and ground over, or it is kept

apart to be sold for feed. In the largest mills

there are three separate bolts or reels, as seen

upper pulley into other spouts. The convey-

ers are horizontal pipes or spouts, in which

rods furnished with screws similar to the pro-

pellers of steamboats push the flour along.

The packers are large conical receivers into

which the finished flour is gathered. The bar-

rels are placed beneath them, and as the flour

pours into the barrels a revolving screw presses

the flour down closely into them until they are

filled. -They are then weighed, 196 pounds of

flour being put into each one, and are headed

up. The last operation the flour undergoes is

inspection. The inspector bores a hole through

the head of the barrel, inspects the quality of

the contents, and marks the appropriate brand

upon the head. It is not necessary, however,

Fig. 3.—BOLTING MACHINE.

very large, and turn out several hundreds of

barrels of flour daily, a few even grinding a

thousand barrels or more every twenty-four
hours. The accompanying illustrations repre-

sent the interior of one of these mills of a com-
paratively moderate size. Generally the mill

is a solid brick or stone structure of six or seven

stories. The grain is elevated to the top story,

where it is passed into the smut machine, in

which it is separated from the dust and fine

dirt. From thence it passes through a spout

into the separator or screen, in which it is freed

from all shrunken grain and all the large

foreign matter. Generally these two opera-

tions are performed by a combined machine as

shown in figj 1, After having passed through

in fig. 3, and the meal passes from one to an-

other, being separated in its passage into the

various qualities described. Very frequently

the bran is ground over again, so that every
particle of the flour of the grain is separated

from the husk. Although the flour thus made
is neither the whitest nor the finest it is never-

theless the most healthful, because it contains

a larger portion of the phosphates of the grain,

or that part of it which goes to make up the

material for supplying the growth or the waste

of the brain and the bone. An intricate ar-

rangement of elevators and conveyers takes the

various grades of flour separately into the

packers seen in fig. 4. The elevators are square

wooden pipes, through which a leather strap

Fig. 4.—FACKINU BOOM.

that this should be done within the mill. A
large quantity of flour is inspected upon the

wharves or in the warehouses. But the inspec-

tion brand is a satisfactory certificate as to

quality, and purchasers may safely depend upon
it as a guarantee. A large portion of flour en-

ters into use in the arts or manufactures. Sour

or unmerchantable flour is largely used as size

or dressings for cotton warps or for bleached

muslins. In the first case it is used to stiffen

the threads to facilitate the process of weaving,

and in the second case to fill up the interstices

between the threads and to give it a bod}r
, so

as to make thin, light goods, more attractive to

purchasers. Bran is also used largely in the

processes of dyeing and calico printing.
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Butterfly-Weed—Pleurisy-Root.

There are few of our native plants more

brilliant in flower than the AtcUpiat tuberosa,

which is showy enough to have two common
names, Butterfly-weed and

Pleurisy-root. We do not

know whether it received

the first- mentioned name
because it is " as beautiful

as a butterfly " or for the

reason that it is attractive

to those insects; it was

called Pleurisy-root from

the fact that it has long

been used in domestic me-

dicine, and it has received

some attention from physi-

cians. It belongs to the

genus Atelepias, or Milk-

weeds, but, unlike the rest

of them, it has no milky

juice. The large, fleshy,

and branching root throwa

up several stems one to

two feet high, which, aa

well as the scattered or op-

posite leaves, are hairy.

The stem usually branches

above, each division bearing

an umbel of brilliant orange

flowers. The flowers of

this genus of plants are

difficult to describe in a

popular manner ; indeed,

their structure is so intricate

as only to be understood

by those who are well

versed in botany. Our ob-

ject is, however, to call at-

tention to the plant as

an ornamental one. Here is a plant that

is not rare " from Maine to Georgia " and

further south, that is highly prized in Europe,

and offered at a good price by the European
florists, that is very rarely seen in cultivation.

Its native localities are dry fields, and we have

stems, and is one of the prized plants in our

collection. There are several other of our

native species of Asclepias, which find a place

in European catalogues; these are taller and

have flowers from flesh-colored to dark purple,

BUTTERFLY-WEED—PLEURISY-ROOT.

—

{AsdepidS hlbcro,\il.)

and though not so brilliant as this one, are

interesting plants and worthy of cultivation.

DOUBLE CAROLINA JESSAMINE.

Been it at the South remaining as a weed in

cultivated grounds. It does well in ordinary

garden soil. We have a clump which throws
up an annually increasing number of flowering

A Doable Carolina Jessamine.

In April of last year we described and fig-

ured Gelseminum sempervirens, the Carolina or

Yellow Jessamine, that is so conspicuous during

the spring months all through the Southern

States. This winter we have flowered in the

greenhouse a double variety of this charming
plant. We give an engraving which shows
that it is quite like the other, only double. As
the history of this plant is interesting, as show-
ing how near a variety may come to being lost,

we give it. Last spring, our friend P. J.Berck-

mans, of Pruitland Nurseries, Augusta, Ga.,

sent us a specimen, one of several that he had
received from a lady in Louisiana, which was
planted out in a bed with several other south-

ern plants. When Mr. Berekmans was at our
place last fall he asked about the Double Jessa-

mine, and as it could not be found we supposed
that, like many other things in the bed, it had
been killed by the early drouth. Upon taking

up our plants for the winter we found that it

had been hidden by some quick-growing thing,

but was in good condition. We wrote Mr. B.

that the missing plant had been found, and he
at once replied that he was rejoiced to hear it,

as his plants had failed, and that the lady who
sent it had died, so that he could get no more
from the original source, and that we had, so

far as kuown, the only plant in cultivation.

The moral of this bit of experience is that

those who have rare plants of any kind can

best save them by sending a specimen to us.

The Fragrant Olive.

There are persons who expect to find every

admirable quality in one plant. Such are not
satisfied with the Camellia because it is not

fragrant, and they would
not be pleased with the

Fragrant Olive, which,

though fragrant enough, is

not showy. But to those

who are content with a

plant as nature made it we
can commend the Fragrant

Olive. It is a native of

China and Japan, where it

forms a large shrub or small

tree ; it is an evergreen,

with thick, ovate, pointed

leaves, which are irregularly

serrate on the margin ; it

bears clusters of very small

yellowish white flowers, as

shown in the engraving.

The fragrance of the flow-

ers is something remark-

able ; it is pervading with-

out being powerful, and is

not oppressive like some
odors. We know of no
other odor with which it

fairly can be compared, as

it stands alone in its refined

excellence. The Chinese are

said to mix the flowers with

the choicer kinds of tea for

the purpose of flavoring

them. The plant succeeds

well in the Southern States.

Mr. P. J. Berekmans, at

Augusta, Ca., has a par-

ticularly fine specimen

growing near his house which is eight feet

or more high. We have a couple of small

plants in the greenhouse neither of which

is over a foot high, which have been covered

with flowers for weeks. We have not tried it

as a window plant, but from its behavior else-

FRAORANT OLIVE.

where do not doubt it would answer admirably.

We call the plant Fragr.-.nt Olive, as that is the

translation of one of its botanical names, Olea

fragrant. Some botanists put it in another
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genus, Otmanthiu, which means odorous flower,

but as the fruit is not known either in cultiva-

tion or in its native countries, its botanical posi-

tion can not be fixed with certainty. Those

who object to botanical names may take it

under the Chinese, Hoa-monc-tay.

Packing Living Plants.

We often receive letters asking for directions

about packing living plants to send by mail or

express. These letters of course come from

persons who are not florists or nurserymen, but

we have received plants packed so poorly, from

those who ought to know better, that we will

give a few directions, which may be useful to

both the professional and amateur florist. The
best material to use iu packing is what is known
as " Sphagnum," a kind of moss common in

bogs and wet places ; other kinds of moss will

answer, but as they do not absorb and retain

moisture so readily are not so good. The
amount of moisture necessary to preserve

plants during their transit will vary with the

season, and also the length of time it will take

for the package to reach its destination. For
plants which will be on the road from ten days

to two weeks during the summer months, the

moss should be only very slightly dampened
;

press the moss firmly in the hands before using,

this will remove the excess of moisture, and
still leave it damp enough. When plants are

sent by express, procure a box of a size suffi-

cient to contain them, and have it properly

nailed so that it will not be broken during the

journey. Then remove a portion of the soil

from the roots, wrap the moss around them to

a thickness of half an inch, and tie it firmly on

with twine. After all the plants have been

thus prepared, place a layer of dry moss or

straw on the bottom of the box two inches

thick ; then place the larger plants, such as

shrubs and trees, on this moss, crowding them
firmly down, so that there will be no danger of

shaking out of place ; to prevent any movement
braces are often placed across 1he inside and
fastened with nails driven through the side of

the box; this last plan is mostly used when
plants are sent in pots. Finish off the top of

the box with the smaller plants, and cover the

whole with a layer of dry moss, which will

press so firmly upon the plants, when the cover

is fastened, as to prevent any shaking. If the box

is deep there should be one or more layers of

moss or straw used, as there is danger of heat-

ing when too many are packed together. Cac-

tuses and most succulent or thick-leaved plants

require packing in dry moss, for otherwise they

rot. Water plants, such as the various pond
lilies and pitcher- pi mts, need a greater amount
of moisture than ordinary shrubby and herba-

ceous plants.

; Sending Plants et Mail.—The law passed

some years since by Congress, allowing pack-

ages of plants to be sent by mail, if not over four

pounds in weight, was a capital arrangement

for those who lived at a distance from railroad

and express offices, but it is so hampered with

the various constructions given by the P. O.

Department, that it is difficult to know what is

required by the officials. The law now is, we
believe, as follows: A package weighing four

pounds or less, can be sent at the rate of two
cents per four ounces, but the writing of the

words " roots " or "plants" makes a letter of

it, and is charged letter postage. Nothing
6hould be written except the address, and the

package must not be sealed, or contain any writ-

ing, and it must be so fastened that the post-

master can examine the contents if he wishes.

The plants may, however, be numbered, and
their names sent by letter.

Many contrivances have been made for pack-

ing, but none are better than sphagnum and
oiled paper when they can be had. Lay down
a piece of oiled paper of the proper size, spread

a thin layer of dry moss upon this; remove all

the earth from the roots of the plants by wash-

ing, lay them upon the moss, and roll the whole
tightly; then inclose in a strong wrapping
paper without sealing. Plants sent in this way
will remain in good condition for two weeks at

least. Where oiled paper can not be had, the

next best thing is a cigar-box, as it is light, and

may be had almost anywhere. The moss must
be dampened as for sending by express, as

evaporation will lie more rapid than in oiled

paper. When plants are sent either by mail or

express, a portion of the leaves should be cut

off, and they arrive in better condition when a

large part of the top is removed in the case of

all trees and shrubs, with the exception of

evergreens. Herbaceous plants, or those the

leaves and stems of which die down every fall,

should be cut back to within two inches of the

roots. Use strong twine in tying the boxes,

and do not wrap in paper. Bulbs not in a

growing state must be packed in quite dry

moss or chaff of any sort. When plants are

sent out during cold weather or in the fall or

early spring, the moss ought to be drier than

that used during the summer. Those sent to

us from California and the far West need rather

more moisture, as they are on the road so long.

It should tie borne iu mind that more plants are

ruined by being packed too wet than too dry.

Notes from the Pines.

NOVELTIES IN VEGETABLES.

[We have usually this month giveu a list of

the well-established and new vegetables as a

guide to the inexperienced in gardening. Now
the varieties that we consider the best of each

kind will be enumerated under " Kitchen Gar-

den " on page 83 ; and we will allow our corre-

spondent from " The Pines " to lfBve his say

about the novelties offered this spring.

—

Ed.]

The Catalogues Have Come!—At least

most of them have, and I have had a grand

time over them. If there is one thing I do

thoroughly enjoy more than another it is a

seedsman's catalogue, except it be a florist's or

nurseryman's. A fairy story book is no more a

delight to a boy than a catalogue to a true

lover of plants. I have a friend who is so fas-

cinated with a new catalogue that he will read

it in bed, much to the annoyance of his wife,

who, as every right-minded person will admit,

has abundant grounds for a divorce. I pity

the seedsmen. If they do not have on hand
every novelty offered in Europe, they lack en-

terprise, and if they have all these novelties and
the}-, as nine-tenths more or less of them are

sure to do, fail, the seedsman has all the

blame. Every one is not expected to try every

new thing—much less depend upon untried

kinds for his main crop. If you were to offer

to our shrewd Jersey market gardeners new
seeds free of cost, they would not give up their

particular pea and cabbage which they can

count on almost to a day, and their celery

which never failed to bring them handsome

returns. But I tell you what they would do :

they would " take a few to try," and that is the
whole story. Stick by well-proved sorts and
test the new things as they come out. Fearing
Burr, than whom there is no better authority

on vegetables, once said to me, "If we add but
one new variety of value to our list each year,

we are making great progress." Unless a new
variety is in some particular better than the

best we now have, it will not have much chance

of being permanently adopted. Next to sup-

plying an abundance of fresh vegetables of the

best kinds, my garden is valuable as a place to

test novelties. Nothing in gardening gives

greater pleasure than watching the growth and

development of a new thing grown for the first

time. I do not advise people not to purchase

novelties, but to regard them as things on trial.

Put in the regular crop of the standard sorts,

and as many novelties as can be properly cared

for or the purse can afford. Be prepared for

disappointments ; do not expect that a variety

will grow the same in our hot summers as it

does in England, or that a variety that orig-

inated in New Jersey will be adapted to Canada.

Potatoes stand on the border line between
the field and garden. Early potatoes are prop-

erly considered as belonging to the list of gar-

den varieties, and trial specimens of late lands

will usually find a place in the garden. Some
of the English horticultural journals had so

persistently written down our potatoes as a

class, I had supposed that our varieties were as

little adapted to English soil and climate as are

their varieties to ours. Since several of our kinds

that were in a trial of over 300 at the Horticul-

tural Society's Gardens at Chiswick [see Jan.

last, p. 19] received a first-class certificate upon
their merits only, they having been grown
under numbers, we are forced to believe that

much of the former depreciation of our pota-

toes was due to prejudice. Among these varie-

ties was one that had not been offered in this

country, " Brownell's Beauty." The " Snow-
flake" is anothernew variety sent out by Messrs.

Bliss. Virginia's reputation as " the mother of

presidents " bids fair to be eclipsed by that of

Vermont as " the mother of potatoes," and we
have in the " Suowflakc " another from the state

which produced the " Early Rose." This is

said to be a cross with the " Excelsior" upon
an unnamed variety produced between the
" White Peaehblow " and " Early Rose." Fer
accounts of its growth and productiveness we
must depend on its originator, Mr. C. G. Prin-

gle, Charlotte, Vt. As to its quality upon the

table, I can speak from experience ; it is hardly

fair to decide on the quality of a vegetable or

fruit without having tested it by the side of

some standard varieties. Having tried this by
itself I can only say that it seemed to me as

good as any I ever tried—and my e-xperience

has not been small. [Engraving's of these two
varieties will be found on another page.

—

Ed.]

Peas.—I wish there was an act of Congress

preventing tin 1 importation of another new pea,

or rather another pea with a new name, for the

next ten years. The great majority of new
peas come from England, which is a country

eminently suited to the pea, while ours is not.

They have pea connoisseurs there, and we have

none. Our people want good peas, and plenty

of them, and do not care if a variety has one

more pea in a pod than another, or six more

pods to the haulm, or is fifteen or twenty min-

utes earlier. It is very probable that so far as

our climate is concerned we have reached as

near perfection as possible with the pea, until
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our own growers give us a variety which will

give us a dozen pickings instead of two, and

will not go off in a fit o£ mildew with the first

hot days. The catalogue descriptions must be

a great puzzle to the novice ; we read in one of

"McLean's Little Gem," emphasized by italics,

that it is " The very best early dwarf wrinkledpea

grown.'" And directly below is "McLean's

Blue Peter," of which we read :
" A decided

improvement upon ' Little Gem,' and that is

saying a great -deal." Better than the best

should be good enough for any one. I have

not a word to say against " Blue Peter," for I

have found it a tip-top variety, but wish only

to show the perplexities that beset the novice.

Fortunately there are but few new ones this

year, among which are: "McLean's Best of

All" (until he gets one better), "Nelson's Van-
guard " and " Sutton's Jersey Hero," each of

which, a^ a matter of course, embodies all the

good qualities belonging to any pea ; at least so

say the English descriptions. In the way of

Tomatoes I have seen but few new ones in

the catalogues. " Belle de Denville," from

France, and " Extra Dwarf Red," both by
Briggs Bro., and "Alliance" by Vick, are all

that I have thus far come across. As a matter

of duty I shall have to try these, though I place

but little reliance upon one person's experience

in one year. From my last year's trial only I

should be warranted in writing down " Canada
Victor," " Hathaway's Excelsior," and others

as failures, but I know that they are not, for

the "Excelsior" has given satisfaction both at

home and abroad, and a grower who lives

about three miles in a straight line from me,

thinks that the " Canada Victor " is the finest

tomato grown. He sold a number of single

specimens for seed at a dollar each—while I

would not have given that sum for my whole

crop of a dozen plants. Why the difference?

He has a stiff rocky soil, on a high hill, while I

live in a valley, on a light soil, without a stone

handy to throw at a strange cat. Then again

my friend has no end of glass, while I being

cramped for sash room, did not get my plants

forward early, and when I did set them out, it

was on the edge of a dry spell which continued

so long as to make them forget all about grow-

ing. The " Trophy," which I have grown since

it first came out, has each year been perfect,

while the neighbor referred to says he can not

thoroughly ripen it. Our standard varieties

are so good that it will be difficult for any new
comers to excel them : the same may be said of

Lettuce, to which our climate is not very

favorable. I stick up my stake at the Hanson,

introduced a year or two ago by our lamented

Dreer. Unless a new variety can surpass that,

it is of no use. " Satisfaction " (Vick), " Green,

Fat Cabbage" (Bliss), and " Kingsholm Cots"

(Dreer) are the principal new sorts. Get the

seed in the hot-bed early this month, and put

out the plants, first properly hardened, as soon

as the soil can be worked.

Leek.—There may be a difference in leeks,

but so far as I have seen it is mostly in the

labels on the seed bag. A new one called

"Extra Large Carentan" claims to be bigger,

better, and all that, than any other.

Squash.—It seems a great piece of presump-

tion for a new squash to come from anywhere

except Marblehead. This time it is French,

and called " Round-warted Marrow," described

as of medium size, fine quality, a good keeper,

and more than all, it is " warted all over."

Cucumbers.—"Wc have the Russian Netted

and Swan Neck from Briggs Bro. and Hender-

son & Co. Several new frame sorts are offered.

Melons.—The only new ones I have noticed

are Prescott (Dreer) and Green Climbing (Briggs

Bro), which last is said to be cultivated on trel-

lises and poles, and a " most excellent novelty."

Beans.—Gregory offers the " Marblehead

Champion," which is a pole bean and of re-

markable earliness. He says " as early or ear-

lier than the earliest bush varieties." Gregory

"knows beans." Crosman Bros., Rochester,

have the " White Advancer," for which earli-

ness and great productiveness are claimed.

These are about all the important novelties,

and it is to be distinctly understood that what-

ever is said of them is on the authority of the

catalogues. Later, I hope to speak from per-

sonal knowledge.

A New Trick of the Robin.

It is well known that most wild creatures

have a strong preference for particular kinds

of food, and will seldom try experiments

with new sorts so long as they can find the

food they are accustomed to. Trout which feed

upon flies will hardly look at anything else

while the season lasts. Rabbits that have been

accustomed to sweet apples around their favor-

ite haunts will follow that bait into almost any
trap laid for them. Robins while rearing their

young in the nests live almost exclusively upon
grubs and worms, the old birds devouring with

disgusting greediness what the nestlings imper-

fectly digest. While the cherries last, their

favorite haunt is the cherry-tree, and nothing

but shot can dislodge them. When the cur-

rants begin to redden they perch upon the

neighboring fence, and little else than currants

can be found in their crops. In some places

they are accused of eating peas in the pod, and

by the sea-shore discarded fish-nets are thrown
over the pea-brush to keep off the intruders.

All kinds of small fruit suffer in their turn,

and if left to follow their own instincts, the

fruits in small gardens will generally be cleaned

out by the robins. For the first time the past

season we noticed the robins pecking away at

the Flemish Beauty pears. This was the only

kind assailed in a fruit yard of a dozen or more
varieties. They usually commenced operations

upon the blushing cheek, just as it began to

ripen. Have these birds an esthetic nature,

and do they admire beauty of color ? They
followed the pears as the}7 dropped upon the

ground, and rivaled the chickens in scooping

out the luscious pulp with their beaks. Did
they learn this trick of the chickens, and are

they susceptible of education ? Have they a

nicer taste than the chickens to discern the

better flavor of the Flemish Beauty and to

leave Buffums and Bartletts untouched ?

Raising Tomato Plants.

J. n. r. oot, itocKFor. d, ill. 3

There are few crops in which the gardener

so much desires to secure earliness as the

tomato. But poor success does he have with

the sickly, slender plants so generally offered

for sale, which recover so slowly from trans-

planting as to fruit but little earlier than plants

raised in the open ground. Consequently they

meet with little demand. But offer on the

same stands stocky, tree-like plants, well hard-

ened and already in bud, which can beset in the

garden without a day's hinderance of growth,
and nearly every owner of a garden who sees

buys of them, though the price be ten times

that of the frailer sort. Such plants are best

secured by the following treatment

:

Late in February we make our first sowing,

and repeat it every week or ten days to keep

up a succession and to provide against acci-

dents. For this purpose use light boxes filled

nearly full of compost which can be easily

lifted in and out. The cheapest are second-

hand boxes from grocery stores, which can be

split after the cover is nailed on and made into

two. At this season of the year the bed must
be a deep one, with abundance of heat, and the

plants will then put in an early appearance,

and should remain in the same boxes until

they touch each other between the rows if the

rows are an inch apart. They are then trans-

planted into other boxes an inch apart each

way. Cases in which oysters in the can have

been shipped, split into two, are cheap and very

convenient, and thirteen usually fit neatly into

a frame 12 x 5A. Here they are allowed to te-

main until they again touch aud crowd.

For their next receptacle we provide quart

oyster cans cut into two. This makes of each

can two neat, stout tin boxes three inches deep,

two wide, and three long, and these are conve-

nient for so many uses in plant growing that it

may be worth while to describe how they are

easiest cut and fitted for use. To hold them
while being cut, make and screw to the work-

bench a stout frame or box just large enough

to hold a can on its broadside, together with a

wedge to tighten it. Saw-cuts directly oppo-

site each other should be made in the box.

Placing a short stiff-backed saw in these cuts,

a few quick strokes answer to cut the can in

two. Of course, the saw dulls quickly, but cuts

well even if dull, and can be quickly touched

up with a file and kept sharp enough. Fitting

each half-can over a piece of hard wood of the

right size, two or three quick strokes serve to

make holes an inch square in the bottoms if

they have not already been made. The jagged

edges are then hammered smooth, and a pine

chip covering the entire bottom, and yet not

fitting tightly, is put in. This serves a double

purpose: it secures drainage, without which a

plant will not flourish, and also serves as a

means to remove the plant undisturbed from
the can when wanted.

Into these half cans filled with rich compost
the plants are then removed with as much dirt

as can be easily lifted with them. If the cans

are then allowed to stand a few minutes in an

inch of water, and the bed for a day or two is

protected with lath screens, the plant scarcely

stops growth, and soon fills the can with a per-

fect mass of roots.

When ready for sale they are placed for a

couple of days several inches apart on boards

in some place where the air circulates freely,

and are thus hardened.

In these cans, if occasionally watered, they

receive no injury if exposed for sale on the

stands for days together. Carried into the

garden they can be set out undisturbed, and
without injury to the can, by giving a steady

pressure against the chip from below, by which
the plant, roots, and soil altogether are taken

out undisturbed. One hardly realizes how
nicely this is done until he has tried it.

To accommodate parties buying largely, and

wishing to get them cheaper, and also for use

in my own market garden, they are transplant-

ed into boxes holding from one to six dozen

each when given the same space as in cans. To
secure extra fine plants for early market pur-

poses the plants are given another transplanting
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into boxes two inches apart before putting into

cans ; and a couple of days before each trans-

planting a knife is drawn between the rows of

plants each way in the boxes, which serves as

root pruning and induces a new growth of a

mass of roots, and also induces early fruiting.

It also gives the plants a wonderful start, if

after setting out in the garden the soil about

the plant is thoroughly drenched with manure

A Climbing Fern.

Among the ferns there are a few with twin-

ing stems. We have one, a native of this coun-

try, which though not very common is pretty

widely distributed, it growing from New Eng-

land to Kentucky and Tennessee. This—the

Lygodium palmatum—is much sought after for

drying for ornamental purposes, and is inter-

months as a parlor plant, and it has thus far

grown finely. Should it prove able to with-

stand the dry heat of our dwellings it will

become a most popular window plant.

The Canada Burnet.

One of the noticeable plants of our Northern

swamps and wet meadows is the Canada Bur-

CLIMBLNU FERN.

—

(Lygodium vuiubile.) Canada bukxet.—(fbterium Canadense.)

teachings so diluted as not to endanger the life

of the plant.

I am confident that the use of these half cans

for almost any purpose in place of pots will be

found satisfactory. They do not break in

handling, they waste no space in the bed, pack
solidly in the oyster cases so as to ship any dis-

tance, and are good for years. Restaurants

and hotels are usually glad enough to get rid

of the cans, and two boys 15 years of age will

fit for use 300 to 400 in a day. I have been

offering for five years plants grown in this way,
and the demand has grown so that they have

almost entirely supplanted all others, and I

commend them to my fellow gardeners with
great confidence that they will please.

[It may be well to add, for the benefit of

those who live where they can procure oysters

directly from the shell, that the West is sup-

plied with oysters put up in Maryland and Vir-

ginia in tin cans of various sizes. These cans

are not round, like those for fruit and toma-

toes, but have flat sides, being of the shape and

not far from the size of a brick. Immense
quantities of oysters thus packed are sold every

winter in the Western towns and cities, and

they usually arrive in excellent condition.

—

Ed.]

esting as being probably the o dy fern that was

ever the subject of legislation, the Legislature

of Connecticut having passed a law to pre-

vent the wanton extermination of the fern

in that State. This species was figured in

the Agriculturist for January, 18T0. There are

several exotic species grown in greenhouses,

some of which are exceedingly beautiful and

more delicate than ours. One of these we not

long ago received from Olm Brothers, Newark,

N. J., who raised it from the spores which

they received under the name of Lygodium

flexuosum. As there is much confusion in col-

lections in regard to these climbing ferns, the

same thing being found under the name of L.

scandens, L. Jlexuosnm, and L. volubile, we can

not be sure of the name of the present plant,

but think the last given name properly belongs

to it. But we are sure of its great beauty,

which can not be adequately represented within

the limited space of our engraving. Like our

native one, the upper and fruit-bearing divi-

sions of the fronds are more delicate than the

lower. This fern will grow to the hight of

six feet or more, and is one of the most grace-

ful greenhouse plants that can be imagined.

One of our friends has had it on trial for some

net, PaU/tiiwm Canadense. The stem is from
three to six feet high, with rather coarse pin-

nate leaves, and terminated by a dense spike of

white flowers sometimes a foot long. These
flowers will be found upon examination to he

without any petals, and that the si i art of

the flower is the long white stamens. One
would hardly at first sight suppose that this

belonged to the Rose Family, but its structure

places it there, uot far from the Spiraea. Al-

though not very showy, this plant might be

introduced into the shrubbery, where its long

spikes, appearing late in summer, would have

a good effect rising above the then generally

flowerless shrubs. The botanical name, Potc-

rium, comes from the Greek for drinJcing-cup,

the leaves of the European species having been

used in medicinal drinks. The name Burnet

we get in a roundabout way from the French

brunette, the flowers of the European plant be-

ing brownish. In other countries the European

Burnet is grown in gardens for it.s leaves,which

have the odor of cucumbers and n spicy taste,

and are used in salads and as n flavoring

for soup. It is rarely used in this country,

except by foreigners, who knew it abroad, but

our seedsmen usually keep the seed for sale.
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TOE 1HOTS1EMILHD.
9~ Wor other Household Items, see "Basket" pagu.)

Wall Pockets and Holders.

Receptacles of various sizes placed against the

wall are often of great convenience in bed-rooms,

sitting-rooms, or other parts of the house. These

may be made elaborately and costly or of cheap

materials, which if well selected often produce as

good an effect as the more expensive ones. They

are made small enough to hold a watch and large

enough to hold newspapers. Those of which we
give illustrations are made of pasteboard aud cov-

ered with inexpensive materials, and finished with

ornaments that arc easily obtained. Slippers

which are only worn during the evening are much
in the way the rest of the time unless there is a

place for them, and as this place should always be

close at hand nothing is more convenient than a

Slipper Holder to hang upon the wall. It is

made of pasteboard, black cloth, ordinary white

china buttons, and white beads ; is made with very

Blight expense and trouble, and is more effective

than many of the elaborately worked slipper hold-

ers. Make the pattern for the back, which it will

be observed is a square with a rounded portion be-

low; fold the paper in the middle, so as to cut both

sides of the pattern alike. Commencing the curv-

ing just at the eud of the square, make a cover for

the pasteboard, cut after this pattern, of black (or

colored) cloth on one side and strong muslin on

the other. Make the pocket part of the same ma-

terials as shown in the engraving. 8ew on the

buttons with red silk. The center of the palm pat-

SLIPPER HOLDER.

tern is made by sewing on ordinary white beads,

matching the buttons in color. A neat

Wall Pocket, to hold small articles is made
thus : Take a square of pasteboard ; cover with blue,

red, or green muslin ; fasten securely on the wrong
side. It will be prettier if two sides are braided

in some simple pattern. Trim these sides with

crochet lace, so as to soften the effect of the edge.

Next make a paper pattern for the pocket part by
cutting a square larger than the one you have al-

ready covered. Take a ruler or any straight edge

and draw a line from one corner to the other ; cut

close to this line. Measure this by placing comer
to corner with the covered back, and you will find

your half square a little too large at the top. Dot
.with a pencil how much on each side and draw a
line parallel to the first, and cut neatly. Lay this

paper pattern on thin pasteboard and cut as accu-

rately as possible. Cover this half square with the

same shade of paper muslin ; fasten on wrong side

•ecurely. Make a cover, which may be taken off

and washed, of white dotted Swiss. Trim with

ruffle of white. The edge is simply rolled over and
coarsely over-handed with worsted the same shade
as the paper muslin, aud ribbon bows which orua-

WALL POCKET.

ment the top and sides. The illustrations and
descriptions are sent by Miss A. Doulevy.

"Sweet Home."

Have you seen the ideal home ? Let me try to

describe it. It is the place where all ("all" may
be only two individuals, or it may be more) unite

to give security and freedom and help and sym-
pathy to each ; where each feels free to act out

himself in any way that does not interfere with

the welfare of any other ; where each is sure of

sympathy in his joys and sorrows and plans ; where
each feels bound, by bonds of affection which are

only perfect freedom to the wise, to lend a helping

hand to any other member of the home who is in

need of any kind of help that he can give ; where

the golden rule is the law of daily action because

the law of love is written on all hearts.

No, I have never seen the ideal home as I have

described it here, except in brief glimpses, and yet

I do know something of it. I doubt whether any

one lives, in the present somewhat chaotic state of

human nature, who has constantly such a home, at

least in its outward aspects. There may be—yes, I

believe that there are—such homes carried about

in the hearts of some fortunate ones who truly

live each other, and love the Highest and Best

supremely. There are those who know internally

all about "sweet home," know it by a kind of

revelation from above, who have lives of outward

hardship and sorrow, perhaps have not even a

place to lay their heads.

How near to this ideal standard of safety and

freedom and joy can we bring our actual homes ?

That is a question for all home-makers to study.

Women are home-makers, but so are men. It can

not be a true home where the service is one-sided,

where only one tries to bear "one another's bur-

dens." Each must do and bear a part, though the

stronger and wiser ones can do and bear the most.

Do they? No; in many a place called "home,"

but never truly such, they who are strong use

their strength to compel the service of the weaker

ones ; they who imagine themselves superior in

wisdom prove their folly by exacting signs of rev-

erence from those they consider their inferiors be-

cause of age or sex or some kind of personal dif-

ference, while they allow their own rudeness and

selfishness such license among the defenseless mem-

bers of their own family as they would not venture

upon anywhere else.

The perfect home, in outward aspects, is hardly

possible yet, because we are still so imperfectly

christianized. We are all linked together, good

and evil, wise and foolish, healthy and sick. They

who grovel keep those down who try to rise. They
who try to raise themselves find that they are bur-

dened by the weight of all mankind below them,

i and that the truest way to help themselves is to

set to work to help everybody else. The
spirit of caste and tho true home spirit

nevir harmonize. You sing the praises of

note and the family, and then look about
for the reality of that which your fancy

pictures. You find that the bare strug-

gle for an existence—for food and clothes

and shelter—consumes all of the time
and strength of a large proportion of our

fellow-men ; that the little children scarce-

ly get a chance to see their fathers ; that

the fathers and mothers are 60 weary and

care-worn when evening comes that any

interchange of thought except upon the

cares and anxieties of their position and
the foolish neighborhood gossip seems
impossible. Then there are homes where

wealth abounds, but you see the inmates

worried by the cares that wealth entails

and by the incompetency and unfaithful-

ness of those they employ to do their

work. Ignorant servants—" servants " of

any kind in the usual sense of that word
—mar the harmony of home. Private

family selfishness is the lasting bane of

our present style of home. How soon

shall we be able to bring Bridget and all her class

within the influence of the co-operative spirit?

How soon shall we be able to unite our home
interests sufficiently to allow us all some chance

to draw a free breath ? When we 6hall have

made moral and spiritual progress enough for

this a good many evils which seem each to call fo

a special class of "reformers" will settle therr

selves, so to speak. Bell.

What Shall we Have for Breakfast, I

BY MRS. ELLEN E. BONHAM, OXFORD, O.

Last month we gave an answer to this question

from a lady in Louisiana, and we now give an-

other, this time from Ohio, with recipes for pre-

paring such dishes as the writer considers not

generally known or for which her manner of mak-

ing them may be peculiar. She writes

:

"In preparing a bill of fare for breakfast for one

week I have selected such articles as most farmers'

wives can command, and such as I am in the habit

of setting before my own family. Most of the

dishes are wholesome and easily prepared, and a

breakfast from any one of these bills of fare can

be made ready in forty-five minutes."

Bill of fare for breakfast for one week :

Sunday. — Beefsteak. Hashed potato. Fried

mush. Baked apples. Cold bread, coffee, and

such fruit as is in season accompany each break-

fast, and need not be repeated.

Monday.—Broiled ham. Potato balls. Graham

gems.

Tuesday.—Sausage or mutton chops. Fried

potatoes. Corn dodgers.

Wednesday.—Breakfast bacon or corned-beef

hash. Baked potatoes. Shirred eggs. Corn

bread. Pickles.

Thursday. — Veal cutlets. Boiled potatoes.

Butter-cakes or milk toast.

Friday.—Ham toast, and Graham bread. Pota-

toes pared, sliced, and boiled in just water enough

to cover them. Pickles.

Saturday.—Codfish balls. Boiled eggs. Fried

rice or baking-powder biscuit.

Hashed Potatoes.—Chop cold boiled potatoes

as for hash. Moisten with milk, add butter and

salt to taste, and heat in a skillet.

Graham Gems.—One heaping pint of Graham

flour, one scant pint of cold water, and one-half

tea-spoonful of salt. Heat the gem-pans, grease,

and fill even full with the batter. They will bake

in thirty minutes in a quick oven.

Corn Dodgers.—Scald the corn-meal, add salt

and cold water, having the batter as stiff as mush.
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Bake in gem-pane. If milk is used instead of water

they will brown more quickly, but are no better.

Shirred Eggs.—Heat a little butter in a pie-pan,

then put in the eggs, taking care that the yolks are

not broken, and bake in the oven.

Corn Bread.—One pint of buttermilk ; one

heaping pint of meal
;

" one even tea-spoonful of

soda ; two eggs.

Ham Toa9T.—Chop cold boiled ham ; add milk

to soften a sufficient quantity of toast; add butter,

and season to taste. After dipping the toast, and

just before dishing, stir in two or more eggs. As
soon as it begins to thicken pour over the toast.

Graham Bread.—Two tea-cupfuls of butter-

milk; two tea-cupfuls of sweet milk; one-half a

tea-cup of molasses ; one tea-spoonful of soda

;

salt ; and Graham flour to make a stiff batter.

Bake in gem-pans.

Fried Rice.—Take cold boiled rice, stir in an

egg, and drop by the spoonful ou a hot griddle.

Concerning Medical Matters.—•

—

A lady in Illinois writes that she 6ent us several

months ago some recipes that she had found ex-

ceedingly useful in her family, and wonders that

we have not published them. In respect to medi-

cal matters we have some very positive opinions

—

one of which is that there is far too much medicine

taken for the good of tbe people, and that, so far

as we are concerned, we 6hall do nothing towards

inducing our readers to dose themselves. Physi-

cians are far in advance of the people in this

respect; they do not give one-tenth part of the

drugs they did twenty-five years ago, and were it

not that their patients would not be satisfied if

they did not "do something,'' they would give still

less than they do now. A sick person needs to

have his mind treated as well as his body, and if he

feels that something is being done for him his

mind is at ease, and he will not fret about himself.

So a physician really does him a benefit by leaving

some harmless thing, to be taken in exact doses

every few hours—the oftener the better, as it will

occupy the mind in looking out for the precise

time. Every physician knows that while the pa-

tient's view of his services is confined to the medi-

cine given, his trouble is to find out exactly what

is the matter, and how far nature is tending

to repair damages. If matters are going on well

enough, and if not interfered with, nature will

effect a cure ; all he has to do is to amuse the

patient with harmless doses. If he were to say,

"there is nothing serious the matter with you
;
you

have only to keep in bed and feed on slops, and

you will be well in a week," that doctor would be

discharged, and one sent for who would "un-

derstand the case and give something to cure it."

The mental effect of the visits of a cheery doctor

is of great help to patients who are not especially

ill, and his services in this respect are worth all

they cost. Now, we do not mean to say that there

are no cases that need medicine, for there are

many in which life may depend upon the most

prompt and energetic treatment ; but what we wish

most especially to enforce, is the fact that when

there is any serious illness no one who has not

been educated to the matter can make a proper

dkif/nosis, which is the medical term for finding out

what is the matter, and is the most difficult tiling

to do ; if this be not correct the treatment may be

useless, or even harmful. It would be folly for us

to publish remedies for particular maladies when it

is almost impossible for other than a physician to

know whether such diseases are present or not.

We do not wish to convey the idea that a physician

should be called for every minor ailment ; colds,

irregularities of the stomach and bowels, local

pains, and other such ills can be treated with the

domestic remedies at hand. Every family keeps a

few simple remedies, which vary according to

usage ; but there should always be at hand, espe-

cially in farm-houses—something to make a warm
drink to promote perspiration, some cathartic or

laxative to move the bowels, some astringent, and

anodyne, and in fever and ague districts quinine or

such other antiperiodic as is known to be useful.

For the rest the kitchen may be depended upon

for soda as an antacid, salt to check vomiting, cay-

enne pepper as a stimulant, aud mustard, one of

the most useful of applications for local pains.

When an illness does not yield, and promptly, to

these domestic remedies do not hesitate about
calling a doctor. The pain in the stomach or bow-
els that does not yield to a mustard plaster and a

few doses of paregoric or laudanum may be a

symptom of some Serious disease of those parts

that requires an entirely diffcrenttreatment. Asore
throat with a pain not relieved at once by the usual

remedies may indicate the severe and often fatal

diphtheria, and a continued and increasing loose-

ness of the bowels may be a symptom of some-

thing more serious than an ordinary diarrhoea.

Every sensible mother will, the moment that she

is not sure she is right, call in the services of

some one who knows more than 6he does. Delay

may be dangerous. We think that those papers

who under the head of a " Hygienic Department"
publish all sorts of remedies and recipes do more
harm than good. Hygiene has very little to do

with dosing. We may here perhaps properly answer

questions which have been proposed probably a

hundred times in one form or another—that is, if

in our denunciations of all secret remedies, patent

or proprietary medicines, we would not exempt

this or that particular one which the writer has

tried and found useful. No ; we do not except one.

A large portion of these are frauds, being mere

stimulants of the cheapest sort. Others are medi-

cinal, hut there is not one of them from beginning

to end that is composed of any other than well-

known drugs. No ; we object to all these things

put up in bottles and labelled, for the reasons that

you do not know what you are taking, and that

you are paying an enormous price for some cheap

drug—fifty cents or a dollar for what could be

bought for five or ten cents, simply because it is

put up in a bottle with a showy label, and called

somebody's "balsam," "panacea," or what not.

The hundreds of babies that have come to their

untimely deaths from the use of " soothing syrups,"

which the mothers did not know contained deadly

quantities of morphine, should be a sufficient warn-

ing against secret compounds. Our friends who
have sent us recipes for what they consider "the

best thing in the world " for thi6 or that disease,

must excuse us if we do not publish them. It is a

little curious that most persons recommend any

remedy as "the best thing in the world," while

theirknowledge of the world is exceedingly limited.

Minor Hints and Notes.

A Careful Laundress can always be known by

one 6ign. It is not the smoothness or polish of

the bosoms aud collars, but by a minor matter.

Does she iron out strings ? There is nothing more

annoying than to have a tape used as a string to

drawers or elsewhere rolled and twisted into a cord.

All good ironers make them flat and as good as new.

Candied Honey.—The candying of honey is due

to a part of the sugar becoming crystallized. The

honey is just as good and as pure as ever, but not

quite so pleasant to eat on account of the small

grains of sugar. There is no way known to pre-

vent this, and the best honey, that made from

clover early in the season, is more apt to be can-

died at the present time than the later made. By

placing the bottle or jar containing the honey in a

vessel of water, with sticks under it to keep it from

direct contact with the bottom of the vessel, and

gradually heating it, the 6ugar will be dissolved

and the honey become clear, and last in that con-

dition a greater or les6 time, according to the tem-

perature at which it is kept. If it should become

candied again the heating may be repeated.

Are Plants in Rooms Unhbalthpul ?—We
have answered No a number of times, but the

question still comes, probably from new subscrib-

ers. The atmosphere of a greenhouse crowded

with plants has been analyzed, and found to be not

essentially different from ordinary air. If it were
uuhealthful to breathe the air in which plants were
growing we who live in the country should 6how
it, and those who during summer camp out in the

woods would hardly find the health tbey seek.

There is no danger in sleeping in a room with
plants. A whole roomful can not affect the air

nearly as much as an additional person or the

burning of a night-lamp. The fact that certain

odors of flowers are unpleasant to persons particu-

larly sensitive to such things is another matter. It

is usually a case of individual peculiarity, and
easily remedied by removing the offending plant.

Blacking Iron-Work. — " S. M. T." If the

iron-work is not to be exposed to heat you can

have nothing better than shellac varnish and lamp-

black. We have before given directions for mak-
ing the varnish, which are in brief : In a wide-

mouthed bottle put shellac with sufficient strong

alcohol to cover it. Put this in a warm place, or

in a vessel of water with something to keep the

bottle from touching the bottom of the vessel, and

heat the water gradually ; the shellac will soon

dissolve. If the varnish is too thick add more
alcohol. For black, put some lamp-black in a cup,

wet it thoroughly with alcohol, and add some of

the varnish and mix. This is to be used on the

iron-work as paint. Put on another coat if needed.

This black varnish dries bright on metals, but on
wood or other surfaces the first coat will sink in

and be dull, and the application mu6t be repeated.

If wanted very smooth polish with a flannel and a.

very little sweet oil. Other colors that are not

very delicate can be used in the dry state with the

varnish, which is a handy thing in the house.

In Kerosene Lamps the light often is unsatis-

factory while all is apparently in good order. It

should be borne in mind that, though the wick is

but very gradually burned, it is constantly becom-

ing less able to conduct the oil. During several

weeks some quarts of oil are slowly filtered through

the wick, which stops every particle of dust or

other matter that will with the utmost care be in

the best kinds of oil. The result is that the wick,

though it is of sufficient length and looks as good

as ever, has its conducting power greatly impaired,

as its pores, so to speak, or the minute channels

by which the oil reaches the place to be burned,

become gradually obstructed. It is often economy
to substitute a new wick for an old one, even if

that he plenty long enough to serve for some

time to come.

A >elli<-i-!an«l Breakfast.—R. Van
Oosterhout, Scott Co., Minn., writes :

" I contend

that the most wholesome breakfast is made of

Java coffee, filtered, with cream and sugar added

to the taste. A 6lice of white and Graham bread

each, lightly buttered with good sweet butter, and

a little grated or sliced cheese between. The dose

repeated if needed. It is the national breakfast of

the Netherlanders.

"

Johnny-Cake wtth Eggs.—Two cups of sweet

milk ; half a tea-spoonful of salt ; one table-spoon-

ful of sugar ; two eggs well beaten ; a small tea-

cup of white flour mixed with a tea-spoonful of

bakiDg-powder, and corn-meal enough to make a

batter. Sometimes I begin with the meal and

scald it, and then U6e only one cup of eweet milk

and no baking-powder, with no definite proportion

of white flour—enough to make the batter right.

The hatter should always be thicker when the meal

is scalded than when it is not, because in the latter

case you must allow for the meal to swell some.

Of course, the milk should be added to cool the

scalded meal before the eggs are put in, or the hot

mush would partially cook the eggs.

Paradise Cake.—Three eggs ; one cup of butter

;

two and a half cups of sugar ; one and a half cup

of sweet milk ; a small teaspoonful of soda ;
four

large cups of flour ; one pound of raisins ; cloves,

cinnamon, and nutmeg.
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1©YS <k ©MILS' (SdMLUJMSo

I'hr I>oelor takes the Boys to a
IvfatcU Factory.

"Uncle," said one of the boys, as the match with

which the evening lamp was lighted went off with a snap

and a fizz, " how are matches made ? " " That depends

upon the country," I replied. "In some Indian coun-

tries the young man tics a uursu near the hut of the

something that will take fire readily and burn long

enough to set fire to it. For the cheaper matches sul-

phur is used, but for what arc called parlor matches they

use parafflne, which burns without any unpleasant odor.

"What is paraffine? "—"It is one of the many things

obtained from petroleum ; it is a solid white body that

looks much like white wax ; it burns with a very bril-

liant light, and is used for making candles." At the

time of our visit they were making sulphur-dipped

matches, but the operation is the same with paraffine.

The material is melted in a large vessel, and the roll of

Fig. 1.—MAKING THE STICKS INTO ROLLS.

maiden, and if she feeds and waters it, the owner Is ac-

cepted ; but if the horse is left without care for three

days, he is " Then there was a shout. "What a

provoking old uncle I You know we don't mean that

kind of matches, but the kind with which we strike a

light." I promised to take them to the city next Satur-

day, where there are several match factories, the pro-

prietor of one of which I knew. At the proper time,

Wat, Art (as we abbreviate Walter and Arthur), and my-
self found our way to the place where matches are

made. "What I want most to see," said Wat, "is the

way in which all those nice round sticks are whittled

out. I should not think a man could make sticks for

many boxes of matches in a day, if he had ever so good
a knife." The proprietor smiled as he informed the

boy that the sticks were not made by whittling, nor

were they made at the factory. The sticks are brought
from Canada, where the making of them is a separate

business. They are made by
machinery which drives a block

of wood upon a steel die that

has numerous Bmall holes in it.

The wood is forced through

these holes in the rounded form
of the match sticks. They are

twice the length of an ordinary

match, and come .packed in

boxes. The first thing to be

done with the sticks is to ar-

range them so that large num-
bers can be handled at once in

dipping the ends in the mix-
tures that cause them to light

readily. If the sticks were
simply tied together in bun-
dles, they would be too close

together, and the composition
would be all in one mass upon
their ends, so a machine had
to be invented which should

make them into rolls and still

keep the sticks a little distance

apart. This machine (fig. 1)

did its work with wonderful
rapidity and accuracy ; the

sticks were upplied to the ma-
chine which made them into

large rolls, and with a belt of cloth between the layers of

sticks ; this cloth keeps the sticks just a little distance

apart. When the- bundle is large enough, some two
feet across, it is bound securely and then taken to an-

other room. "What a smell I " exclaimed both the

boys at once, as we entered the room. " It is not very

pleasant to strangers," said the proprietor, " but we who
are here every day do not notice it." We learned that

the composition upon the ends of matches does not

burn long enough to set fire to the stick, and that before

that is applied it is necessary to prepare the wood with

Fl£. 2.—DIPPING IN SULPHUR

sticks so suspended (fig. 2) that the ends can be evenly

and slightly dipped in the melted sulphur. Both ends
are dipped, and they are then ready to receive the com-
position that takes fire when the match is rubbed. The
principal thing in this composition is phosphorus, which
the boys saw, looking like sticks of barley candy in a

bottle of water. Finding it had to be kept under water to

prevent it from taking fire, and that it was a very curi-

ous substance in other respects, I had to promise to

tell them more about phosphorus and sulphur when
we got home, as we could not now take up the time of

the proprietor of the match factory. Although pure

phosphorus takes fire 60 readily, it may be so mixed

with other things as to require to be strongly rubbed be-

fore it will burn. It melts readily, and may be mixed

while in the melted state with these things, if care be

taken to keep it covered from the air. We learned that

different makers of matches use different mixtures for

more difficulty than they should. After it is well
mixed, the sticks that have had their cuds covered
with sulphur or paraffine are dipped in it in the same
manner as at the first dipping, only care is required
to have but a small quantity of the mixture just
at the very tips. The next step is to dry the matches,
and they are taken to a room where they are placed
upon racks ; here there is a fan rapidly revolving,
so as to constantly change the air and gradually dry the
composition upon the ends of the matches. They are-

not allowed to become bo dry that they will readily take
fire, as they have 6till to go through
another machine, and if they were
perfectly dry, disagreeable accidents

might happen. Thus, far the matches
are in pairs, or "double headers"—*
twice the length of one—and they

have to be cut apart. For thi6 they

are put into a cutting machine (fig. 5),

which unrolls the bundle and carries

the sticks over a knife which rapidly

cuts Ihem in equal parts, and the now
complete matches slide into boxes

on each side of the machine. All that

remains to be done is to pack them in

the proper boxes.

The boys left the factory feeling

that their curiosity about the making
of one kind of matches, at least, was
satisfied. I asked Art what part of

the operation interested him most.

y He said, " The machines that made
the match Bticks np into rolls and cut

the sticks apart. Why, they did their

work just as [if they could think."

"I know why," said Wat ;
" the man

who invented them put lots of think

into them."—"A very good idea,

Master Walter," I suggested, "but
it would be much more proper to

say, 'they embodied a great deal of thought.' "—I am
not sure, but I heard him remark in an undertone,

"He has forgotten his boys 1

talk."

Aunt Sue's Puzzle-Uox.
DECAPITATIONS AND CURTAILMENTS.

1. Behead " to stare " and leave an animal.

2. Behead a bird and leave " to agitate."

3. Behead a poet and leave a Hebrew measure.

4. Curtail an herb and leave " to lean."

5. Curtail a bird and leave a distinguished man-
6. Curtail a vegetable and leave an insect.

Italian Bot.

cross-word.

My firet is in marble but not in flint.

Fig. 3.—MAKING THE MIXTURE.

their composition, but all of them have phosphorus as

the principal thing. Some have chlorate of potash in

them, a substance that in some respects is a good deal

like saltpeter. The phosphorus is mixed with dissolved

glue, and whiting or some other powder to make a paste,

and coloring stuff is added. The whole, after being
stirred over a fire (fig. 3), is put into a machine where it

is more thoroughly mixed. It is very important that

the composition be well mixed, as otherwise some
matches will get more, and some lees phosphorus than

they ought to have, and will go off too easily, or with

ill

Fig. 4.—CUTTING THE MATCHES APABT.

My next is in thyme but not in mint.

My third is in glove but not in mit.

My fourth is in humor but not in wit.

My fifth is in room but not in house.

My sixth is in rat but not in mouse.

My seventh is in pretty but not in good.

My eighth is in splinter but not in wood.

My ninth is in tress but not in curl.

My tenth is in emerald, not in pearl.

I hope, with all my heart and soul,

You'll never suffer with my whole.
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SQUARE-WORD.

1. A city. 2. Apart. 3. Above, 4. Notions. .">. Mean-

ing. " Sweet P.'*

NUMERICAL ENIGMA.

My whole is a word of six letters, and is indispensable

in the formation of good habits.

My 2, 6, 1, 3, 4, 6 is an unenviable emotion.

My 3, 4, G—2, 5, 1 is worn as an insignia of office.

My G, 4, 5, 3, 1, 2 is one form of destitution. E. S. B.

ARITHMOREMS.
1. 200050500. 6. 400019004UI).

2. 4005010. 6. 1110016010900.

3. 5001601016015250. 7. 000110250.

4. 15080150. 8. 100017250.

O. A. Gag-e.

AI.rnAEETIC'AI. AltlTHHETXC.

Y A Y HI Y T A T I. R T Y I C
nunc

i' II T
B T

Y S L I.

YLTT
Y E B E
YSSK
YSL OWEOO.

8.

9.

10.

11.

The
North

A (1

chaco

GEOGRAPHICAL HOUR-GLASS.

A strait of Asia;

A city in Massachusetts,

A city in Scotland.

A lake in Asia.

A city in France.

One-fifth of an ounce.

A river in Russia.

A lake in Russia.

A sea of Asia.

A town on Long Island.

A city in New Mexico.

central letters, read dowmwards, give a lake in

America. Beau K.

pi.

row cone kenpos ton anc cb hugtorb kabc yb a

dan rofu. A. W. P.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE JANUARY NUMBER.

Anagrams.—1. Antiqnily. 2. Espousal. 3. Subaltern.

Pi.—Every one's faults are not written on his forehead.

Numerical Enigma.—Hippopotamus.

Concealed Trees and Flowers.—1. Balsam. 2. Olive.

3. Peony. 4. Elm. 5. Linden. 6. Ash.

Double Acrostic—C- ivi -C
R-ulc-R
O-utd -O
S-trc-"W

&-ire-N

Jmjvare-Word.— BLIND
LEVEK
IVORY
NEK VF,
DRYER

ii; ;-. Smith is the only one who send* a solution

tu this.)

Thanks for letters, puzzler, etc., to Mary C. S.,

F. M. Priest, Elkcim, Ira W. B., I.'. S. S.. and others.

Performing Bears.
Bears, great clumsy fellows as they are, have no little

intelligence, and they are capable of being taught vari-

ous tricks. Among the street shows
of large cities it is not rare to pee

bears who have been trained to go

through various performances. The
engraving represents a scene which
one of our artists saw in the street

some time ago. Among other things

that the animals had been taught to

do, one had the accomplishment of

standing on his head, while the other

would uncork a demijohn and take

a drink from it, much to the amuse-

ment of the bystanders. We never

see bears thus treated but we wish

they might get away to the wilds

where they belong. To be muzzled

and led about from place to place

and made to perform what are no
doubt very unpleasant antics, and

probably to be beaten, is indeed

a great change from the free life to which they were
born. There used to be a bear at one of the public gar-

dens near New York which was quite a good customer

to the proprietor's bar. The bear was exceedingly fond

of soda water, and visitors would buy bottles of it to

give to the bear for the sake of seeing how handily he

named a boat which he fitted up with a very rude engine.

Those who have been to New York city have no doubt
seen the great stone prison called " The Tombs." Where
this stands there was in the early days of the city a large

pond called the Collect, from which a small stream ran

through what is now Canal street to the Hudson Fiver.

It was upon the borders of this pond that Fitch fitted out

his boat, and it was on its surface that moved, so far as is

known, the first vessel propelled by steam. The boat is

described as a very rickety affair, which would move off

for a few minutes and then it would stop until more
steam could be made. The engraving made from an old

model shows how the boat looked. It does not seem
to have attracted a great share of attention, and finally

the boat went to decay and was carried off in pieces by
poor people to burn. It is said that Fulton was present

while Fitch was making his experiments, and if this

were the case be no doubt profited by bis failures.

Fulton has the credit of having first propelled a vessel

by steam, as he was the first who put the idea to practi-

cal use ; the same as Morse by his inventions made the

telegraph practical. Telegraphs had been experimented
with in a small way before Morse made his, bnt they

were of no real value until Morse took the matter in

THE FERST STEAMBOAT.

hand, and to him justly belongs the credit. An im-

portant invention is rarely the work of one person alone ;

many fail, but we hear only of the successful one.

PERFORMING BEARS.

4. Remedial
Coherence.

nestness.

Cross-Words.—1.

Diamond Puzzle

3. Confiscated, 6. Remembrance. 7. In-

Colounades. 9. Interpretation. 10. Ear-

Buffalo. 2. Money.

R
EEL

REFER
LEE
R

would undo the fastening to the cork and swallow the

contents of the bottle without spilling a drop.

The First Steamboat.
Who built thefirst Bteamboal T All the smart scholars

will probably answer at once "Robert Fulton.''" And
the smart scholars would all bo wrong, for the first

steamboat was built in 1706, while Fulton did nut build

his until 1807. One John Fitch built in the year first

Carrying: a ladder.—Did you ever see a person
carry a ladder r He puts it on his shoulder.

or it may he puts his head between the rounds
and has one of the sides resting on each

shoulder, and having it nicely balanced walks
along. A man with a ladder is an interesting

Object in a crowded street. He looks at the

end before him, but the end behind him he can
not see. If he moves the front to the right end
to get out of the way of a person, away goes
the rear end just as far in the opposite direc-

tion, and the slightest tnrn of his body, only a

few inches, will give the ends a sweep of sev-

eral feet, and those in the way may look out

for braised hats and bumped heads, while the

window glass along the street is in constant

danger from ihe unseen rear end of the ladder.

When a small boy, I was carrying a not very

large ladder, wheu there was a crash. An un-

lucky movement had brought the rear end of

my ladder against a window. Instead of scold-

ing me, my father made me stop, and said very

quietly: M Look here, my son, there is one

tiling I wish you to always lvmembcr ;
that is,

every ladder has two ends." I never have forgot-

ten that, though many, many years have gone,

and I never see a man carrying a ladder or other

Ion- thin- but « hat I remember the two ends.

Don't we carry things besides ladders that

have two ends ? When I sec a young man set-

ting "fast " habits I think he sees only one end

Of that ladder, the one pointed towards plea-

sure, and that he does not know that the other

end is wounding his parents' hearts. Many a

young girl carries a ladder in the shape of a

love for aress and finery: she only Bd'S the

gratification of a foolish pride at the forward

end of that ladder, while the end that she dues

not see is crushing ttue modesty and pure

friendship as she goes along thoughtlessly among the

crowd. Ah ! yes, every ladder bus two ends, and it is a

thing to be remembered in more ways than one.

Unole Carl.

It was not a very well-read farmer who told the sewing

machine agent, who solicited him to purchase, that

be did not want any of " them air machines," as his

wheat came up well enough when sowed by hand.
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l,i(> Insurance.
""VTONE is less respected than the man who
_LN muddles away his income nobody knows
how. For all expenditure there should be some-

thing to show, and that something ought to have

either usefulness or dignity or permanence to rec-

ommend it.

But every now and then we meet with cases of

expenditure actually mysterious. A man of princely

Inheritance or preferment does nothing with it,

makes no figure, helps nobody, maintains no ex-

pensive state, yet not only spends every dollar of

his income, but is in continual embarrassment and

difficulty. His estate crumbles away, his house

gTOws dilapidated, his equipments shabby, his cre-

ditors clamorous, and at last he dies, leaving his

sons penniless and his daughters homeless. In-

Btead of performing his part in sustaining the great

fabric of society as far as his influence and oppor-

tunity enable him to do so, there is one vast

dilapidation.

Nobody can say exactly where the fault is or

where the money is gone. It has not benefited

friends, assisted dependents, built school-houses,

tilled the soil, developed the country, beautified

the towD, or done anything that can he set down to

his credit. It has all been dribbled and frittered

away on hollow pretenses and petty occasions and

trivial objects, without either system or purpose.

It has won neither gratitude nor admiration nor

respect. The only useful thing the man docs is to

fertilize the earth by rotting in it.

How mean does such a life appear ! How un-

worthy of the name of life ! And yet how many
human lives are lived to no better purpose, and

leave behind them no more creditable results !

The sin of this aimless, empty prodigality lies at

other doors as well as those of the rich. Moderate

and even scanty incomes can be made to contribute

something permanent to the fortunes of their reci-

pients. But it is the men of small means and mod-
erate incomes who are most sadly at fault in respect

to that useless expenditure of which we are speak-

iDg. It is not extravagance, because such can not

be extravagant. It is a slippery habit of expendi-

ture, which justifies itself with the unspoken

apology :
" I can never save anything. My effort

to do so would be contemptible and vain. Why
then attempt it ?

"

But there is no man of howsoever moderate in-

come, or howsoever 6mall means, who can not at

least leave his family the better for his havinglivcd.

The savings of a little economy, the small self-

denials that can be made every day, and in the

making of which manhood grows to a tougher

fiber and a statelier height—these will suffice to

leave to the mother and her little ones a legacy

that will lift them above want and the fear of waut.

Life insurance is the only means known whereby

this can be surely done ; and in this light life in-

surance is seen to be a duty that no true man can

excuse himself in neglecting. It is frequently and

warmly commended, but it can not be commended
too often nor with too much warmth. It is the

moral duty of every man to bequeath to his chil-

dren more money than he began life with himself.

Life insurance alone enables him to do this beyond

peradventure.

Many are the companies appealing to the public

for patronage. Most of them are good; and

among the very best is the United States Life In-

surance Company of this city. It is secure; it is

liberal ; it is progressive ; it is honorable. Nearly

a quarter of a century has tested it, and each year

has borne increasing v/itness to its stability and

its worth.

Breech - Loading Shot-
Guns of all the celebrated makers-
Stnrtevant's Patent Brass

Shot Shell.
Shooting Tnckle of everv

deseriotion. Send for Descriptive

SCHUYLER, HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
ID Maiden Lane, New Tort.

Catalogue.

IffAMMOTBB BKO^ZS'I TURKEYS
-!'-- and POULTRY. J,. L. REED, Auburn, Ohio.
Circulars free.

\ CTTRlostTY o* page 118, ffeftA it, stifl sen's tot one.

(CIKCTJLAB.)

Consumers Importing Tea Co.,

No. 8 Church Street,

P. O. Box 5,509. New York City.

This Is a combination of capitalists to supply the consum-

ers of Teas throughout the United States on the mutual

priuciple.

"We have experienced agents in all the best districts of

China and Japan to select Teas especially for our trade.

Wc expect every consumer of Teas to render us all the

assistance they can in carrying out our enterprise, as wc

make a specialty of SUPPLYING CONSUMERS ONLY
(and allow no middlemen to make any profit on our import-

ations), which will enable us to supply tlicm with Teas at

prices lower than have ever been known, and of those fine

qualities that seldom reach the interior, being sold only in

the large cities and among tho very wealthy.

Hoping the consumer will take an interest in our enter-

prise, and send at once for a circular with lull explanations

of how to proceed to obtain our goods, we remain,

Most respccttully yours,

Consumers Importing Tea Co.,
No. 3 Church Street,

P. O. Box 5,500. New York City.

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in January, 18T4,

by the Consumers Importing Tea Co., in the Oflice of the
Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. C.

GREAT DEDUCTION.
TEAS and COFFEES

At Wholesale Prices.
Increased Facilities to Club Organizers.

Send for New Price-I*lst.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
(P.O. Box5M3.) SI and 33 Vesey St., New York.

OUR BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED

ICATALOGUES for 1874, of

im§p1[»
c|Numberingl75 PACES, and containing
— 2 fine large colored plates, are now ready.
C. To our patrons they wdl be mailed as usual
p free; to all others, on receipt of 25c, which
p? we rat urn in Seeds or Plants, with first order.

D| All purchasers ofov/r Books, either
Gardening for Profit,

or Practical FBoricnltnre
Price $1.50 each {prepaid by mail,) have
their names entered on oivr lists, and wiU
receive above C•italotju.es. unnuaUu> free oj

charge.

Seedsmen, 35 Cortlanrtt Street, New York,

IPLAWT5"

CHOICE SEEDS.
j*Eax*ls:et Gardener's Stock

FOR EARLY PLANT5KG.
Fottler's Brunswick Cabbage Per oz., 7.~e. Perpkt., 15c.
True Jersey Wakefield do " 75c. " 15c.
Boston Market Dwarf Celerv " 50c. " 10c.

" Hotbed Lettuce... " 50C. " 10c.
White Spined Hotbed Cucumber.. " 50c. " -10c.

Our new Seed Catalogue for 1874 will be
ready February 1st. Free to all applicants.
Address SCHLEGEL, EVERETT & CO.,

l(i South Market St.. Boston, Mass.

Erfaothus Ravenna;.
A 25c. pkt. of peed of this splendid Ornnmeut;il Gniss will

be given to all who send o-cent stamp lor my Spring Cata-
logue of PlantB, etc.

CHAS. T. STARR, Avondale, Chester Co., Pa.

SEEDS.
TRADE LIST for dealers only

mailed to all.appltenntB. Address
KERN, STEBEK & CO, Seedsmen, St. Louis, Mo.

aEO. A. PRINCE & 00.

ORGANS & MELODEONS.
The Oldest, Largest, and Most Perfect Manufactory in tn*

United States.

Kow in use.

No other Musical Instrument ever obtained the sam*

popularity.

ffF~ Send for Price-Lists.

AddreBS BUFFALO, IV. Y.

Send for The PIONEER.
I hear the tread of pioneers

Of nations yet to be

;

The first low wash of waves where soon

Shall roll a human sea.

A handsome illustrated paper, with information for the

people, mailed free to all applicants. Address
O. P. DAVIS,

Land Commissioner V. P. R.R..

OMAHA, NEB.

"The Best Article in tha
i Market."—Am. Institute Report. 1873.

H. W. JOHNS, 87 Maiden Lane, N. Y,
Patentee and Sole Manufacturer. Established 1S53.

THE TESTIMONY OP ALL.

SILVER TIPPED
The only Shoe for children.

"BEEBE"
lias an unexampled record-

not a machine of hundreds sold
ever having tailed to give per-
fect satisfaction. It is the only
truly faultless hand washer in
existence. Finishes the wort
entirely without supplement-
ary labor, and never wears or
tears the clothes. Cheap, con-
venient, handsome, and made
to last a lifetime. Price $15.00.
CARR & HOBSON, Sole Pro-
prietors, 56 Ueekman St., N. Y".

GRAPE - VINES
OUR SPECIALTY.

Price-lists for Spring, 1874, gratis. Correspondence soli-

cited. Address ISIDOR BUSH & SON, Itushberg, Mo.

CHEAP FLOWERS foran. Seeourad-
vertisement, p. Ill in this paper. W. L. Ferris, Jr., & Co.

Farmers and Mechanics, do you.
Want the Best 33oot or Shoe ?

BUT GOOD

CABLE SCREW WIRE MADE

MHTTT7V MADE RAPIDLT with Stencil and
W1W1N £j £ Kev Check Outfits. Catalogues and foil par-
ticulars free. S. M. Spencer. 117 Hanover St., Boston, Massr

NATIONAL LIVI JOURNAL,
PUBLISHED AT CHICAOO.SS^SSrF^re.-SaaYear,
Clubs of Ten with extra copy, 815. Specimens Free. Geo, W. Rust & Co., Publishers.
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WIUbemaHcd
F R E E to all

>licants. This is

one of the largest and
' most instructive Cata-

logues published. It is

r printcd on tinted paper, con-
r
tains 220 pages, over SOOillus-

r

trations of Vegetables and Flow-

a beautifully colored plate,

''and is invaluable to Farmer Gardener

and Florist. -

'Address, D.M.TEEEY&CO.,
8ocd.mcniui<in«'«ti, BETEOIT, MICH.

NOW READY.
CKOSMAHf BKO'S

Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue

Guide to the Flower & Vegetable Garden
For 1874,

Beautifully illustrated, and containing a magnificent Col-
ored Plate of Seven New and Popular 1' lowers, will be
sent Free upon receipt of stamp.
2^~ Don't fail to secure a copy of our Catalogue before

purchasing your seeds. Address

CROSMAN BRO'S,
(Established 1840.) Rochester, N, Y.

My business la to supply, what every farmer of experience
> u'mst anxious to get, perfectly reliable Vegetable and
Flower Seed. With this object in view, beside* importing
TOany varieties from reliable growers in France. England,
and i iermaoy. I prow a hundred and fifty kinds of vegetable
*<'cd on my vonr seed farms, right under my own eye.
Around all A these I throw the protection of the three
"warrants o! my Catalogue. Of new vegetable* 1 make a
l<

< .Yv. having been the first to introduce the Hubbard
and MarDlehead Squashes, the Marblehead Cabbages, and a
-cor; nl others. My Catalogue, containing numerous fine
engravings, taken from photographs, sent free to all.

JAJiZSS J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

^^MATEUR^

riO THE FLOWER AND KITCHEnN
GARDEN

F-I.T.AH.GED ANI> IMPHOVET*.
>Ia"uificeiit Colored Plate
I'linareci of Engravings, beside De-
scriptive Prica List of 3000 varieties
of choice Flower and Vegetable Seeds,
IUr* GladioluB, Lilies, &c, ftc. Full

« direetioniibr culture. Complete In ev-
\ ery respect Sent fr*» on receipt Of two
.stainpi. Addresg

WASHBURN & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

FLOWES AND VEGETABLE.

1 Clegant Books on Gardening,

aspremiumstoourcustomere. Seeourclepant
newillustrated Catalogue, ICOpaces.nowrfv'y
Free to all. WOOD fifHALL, Geneva, IT . Y

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

Ppooner*i Prize Flower Seeds;
12 varieties Splendid Aster Seeds
mailed to applicants upon receipt
of $1.00. New Illustrated Seed
Catalogue free. Address Wm. H,

I
SrooM-r, 4 Beacon St., Boston.

Seed Time Cometh!
Til

KIT'
plum
Seed
by tli

tuMes,
will lie

era [re<

cent st;

Sue

twenty-first editions or nnr illustrated FLOWER and
1KN GARDEN DIUKCTOIUES for IS?4, with n Sup-
it of Novelties :md Selections, embracing ft list of
rown by the best Boston Market Gardeners and also
most famous Knropestn growers of flowers and vepe.
inclndlllg itemv that can rarely be lonnd elsewhere,
forwarded about the first of February to all custom-

i of charge, and to other applicants inclosing a tliree-

tmp. D. T. CURTIS <Si CO.,
161 Tremont St., Uoston, Mass.

lessors to Cuiitis & Cobb.

SEED FOR EARLY FORCING.
Tokato, yew Early Dwarf, tine for small gardens—

V pkt. Me.
Tomato, Canada Victor, a superior productive early var.—

V pkt. ir.c.

Tomato. Tlie Arlington, bright red, solid, and fine form—
per pkt. 25c,

Uoston Market Tennis Dall Lettuce—Foz. 75c. ; Inc.?) pkt,
White Splned Cucumber. Improved— " SOc.; 150. "
Lous Frame Cucumbers, HUhM Mary and Hailstone, each

l!5e. per pkt.

"CM TROTMS" & WOODWARD,

E E D S M E
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CATALOGUES SENT FREE.

New and Rare Plants
FOR SPRING OF 1874.

John fcanl's Catalogue of New and Beautiful Plants will

be ready in February, with a colored plate. Mailed free to

all my customers ; to others, price 10 cents. A plain copy
to all applicants free.

JOS1A SAUL, Washington City, D. C.

FRESH AND RELIABLE
EASTERN GROWN

VEGETABLE SEEDS.
My crops of choice Onion, Cabbage, Beet, Cucumber. Let-

tuce, Corn, Beans, Peas, Squash, Tomato, Turnip, and all

other Vegetable seeds are in store in prime order, nnd I

would be glad to send my Tletatl Priced Catalogue to nil
Gardeners or Farmers, confident that the quality of my
Seeds will give great satisfaction.

I make a specialty of growing choice large Red and Yellow
Danvers Onion Seed, For terms, etc., see my 1874 Seed < !at-

aloguc. Special rates to Granges and Clubs.
Address K. D. HAAVLEY,
Seed and Implement Warehouse, HARTFORD, CONN.

CHOICE SEEDS.

FOR 1874
Sent free to our customers, and to all others on receipt of
two 2-ccnt stumps for the postage.

iiovey «& CO.,
53 Morth Market St., Boston, Mass.

CPT? T". C 9 i

Our Cntalocuea of Garden, Field,
>~ Fj JCi I / n . and Flower Seeds. Knots, Bulbs
T>T K IVTTC * [Greenhouse and Bedding Plants,
JrlJAll L rt llVegetable Plants, Seed Potatoes,TD XT' T7< C t Kruit.Miadc-.iindOrnaineiilalTrecs.

XV JZU JLJ k3 . I Vines, Shrubs. Roses, Small Kralls,
etc., to all on application. Pr.BMtUMS on Vet-'et ables prown
from Ohr Seed. Send for List. I). 11. llttoWN & SoSS,
Seedsmen, 20 Illltajt Steket, New Brunswick, K. J.

Cr AT^PiPATTIT^P! declare my Garden Manual valuableUAAUfUN £jAd ns a sj ,, ork . Slmlu ,,„,, Foll of
labor-savins rnethods and valuable ideas learned in manv
years' extensive rnarkrt pardening. Sent for two stamps.

"

J. B. ROOT. Seed Grewer. ROCKFORD. ILL.

THE BEST TOMATO

Early, Solid, Enormously Productive, nnd of
exeellent flavor. Is a cross between the Early Smooth Red
and Feejee. Fruit of perfect form, smooth, bright red color,
very solid, having small seed-cells, and no hard core
at flic center, being of the same delicate texture and
brilliant color throughout. IMpenswitb the earliest. Fruit
often vt'righing ' i to 20 ounces. Stands tho
drouth better than any other variety.

By the Potomac Fruit-Growers' Society It was pronounced
of superior excellence in size, form.coloV, solidity, evenness
ol ripentng, and flavor.

L. J. Tttttle, Assistant Treasurer, United State*, says: I
find the " Arlington " has In a remarkable degree all the re-
guifiites of a perfect Tomato. I know nothing that equals it.

The President's Gardener BAya: The Arlington Tomato,
tested under my supervision In the President's gardens, was
superior to any other kind.

D. W. Harrington, Washington, D. C, savs: I tested it on
my farm the past season side by side wita the "Trophv,"
"General Grant," and "Feejee," and while mv other plants
were older and larger when set, the "Arlington "ripened
fully ten days before any of the others, and has the further
peculiarity that the same vines bear an abundance of fruit
until the frost Kills them, while all other kinds with me have,
required an extra set of plants for late fruit. Its solidity and
flavor alone are enough to mark its superiority over any-
thing I have ever seen.

Many letters, from personB who have tested it the past
season, speak in the strongest terms of its superiority over
all others.

Seed saved from selected fruit, 25 cts. per packet; 5 pack-
ets for*!. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
P. O. Box No. 5,:^!, Kcw York.

Fottler's Early Drumhead,
Farmers and Gardeners, you all need tbis Cabbage for two

reasons: 1st, because It is the earliest of all the prmnbead
varieties; Jd, because every plant on an acre will make a
larce and sulid bead. Heed of my own growing Benl post-
paid by me for 15 cts. per pacfrage, *S cts. per ounce, Je per
pound, Uy Seed Catalogue Jree to all applicants.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, JfarbUhead, 2fass.

Seed Oats. Seed Oats.
YELLOW LATHAWTVIAN".—Willi three years* trie!

they prove superior to all othcri. The favorable testimon-
ials received Irom many State* from those who have tested
them show that thev arc adapted to every variety cf soil.

Four pounds by mail, post-paid, $1; t>ush„ by ex., $'.' ; one
bbl. of four bush- Jj.SEED POTATOES.—Early Rose and Late Rose, £3
per 1)1)1. ; Pweiiess, t2.T>; EatfVVcrmOht.oac pound I lufiUj
..'.i.; bush., by ex., $G. Coiupton'a Snrprlso, TOe. ] -i' lb.

Sena for Catalogue containing list of choice rami and
Garden Seeds. Address

S. 13. FANNiiVG, Jamcsport, Suffolk Co., 2?.Y.

Onr Annual Spring Catalogue 'of Flower and Vegetable

Seeds Is now ready. Free to all on rpplieatb-n.

New Catalogue
of choice Fruit and Ornamental Trees, flowering Shrubs,
and Hardy Plants sent free. Contains many things new and
rare. EDWIN ALLEN,

New Brunswick Nurseries, K. J.

r^iHK jr>iir>iJKT »m:ei> farm.-
JL Send by Postal-Card for my ncwbpiing Catalogue of
Seeds, Plants, Lilies, Gladiolus, etc., etc. Special ii luce-
men t.s offered, G- A. liAlV.

F :.i:n*1ale, nenr Bo.- c«), X i--
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VEGETABLE PLANTS AND ROOTS.
For Farmers and Market Gardeners.
Early Jersey Wakefield Cabbage Plants (cold frame), $1

per 1,1)00.

Early York, Flat Dutch, and Winningstadt, same rates.

Earh tSrCnrt Cauliflower Plants (cold-fruiue), $2U per l.njiO.

Horse-radish sets, *t3 per 1,000.

Asparagus, Van Sicklen's Colossal, 2 year old, $S per 1,000.

1 '• " U "
All thp above are now ready for shipment.
New Sandringham Dwarf Celery contracted Tor in qnan-

tltlcs, at special rates, delivered in July.
Purchaser* to the amount of $2;> worth of Vegetable

Plants trill be sent our work, on Market Gardening, "Gar-
dening for Projit,' 1 gratis; the price of the book in $1.50.

To such as do not want it, the value will be sent in addi-
tional plants.

SEEDSMEN, 86 CDBTLAITDT CT„ HeT7 Ycrb

BEAUTIFUL. EVER-BLOOMINGR O © E 8,
STRONG POT-PLANTS,

Suitable for Immediate Flowering. Sent

Safely by Mail, Post-paid.

5 Splendid Varieties, purchaser's eliolee. Si;
13 for S'3. For 10 cents additional we send

MAGNIFICENT PREMIUM HOSE.
Our elegant Spring Catalogue for 1874, describing more

than 300 finest varieties of Roses, and containing run
directions lor culture, "Willi chapters on Winter Protection,
Injurious insects, etc., now ready. Sent FREE.

run: h>s^4»i:b: & cokakij CO.,
Rose Growers,

WEST GROVE, Chester County, Pa.

C for m, U for }2, by mail,
post-paid.
A large collection of Bed-

dine Plants, H.inly shrubbery, etc. Plants by mail a spe-

cialty. A SPLENDID PREMIUM FUCHSIA
with each PACKAGE where 10c. is added.
Catalogue free on application. Address JOSEPH T.
PmEliIPS, West Grove. Chester Co., Pa.

ROSES

Packing

PostAC*

Free"

LADIES?^!
12 Verbenas, 12 kinds. - - $1.00
10 Bedding Plants. 10 kinds, 1.00
10 Basket Plants, 10 kinds, - 1.00
6 Roses, 6 kinds. - - - - l.'O

C Geraniums, 6 kinds, - - 1.C0
All named sorts, our choice.
100 other things cheap.
A Premium offered to Clubs.
A 56 page Catalogue Free.
20th vear. 300 acres, 11 Greenhouses
Address,

STORES, HAEEIS0N& CO.,
Painesville, Lake Co., Ohio.

B
R

FREE.

THORBUR\'8
FLOWER SEEDS.

C'ir annual descriptive Catalogue of Flower
Seerls, containing all the novelties, also Hybrid Gla-
diolus and Spring Itulb-. is now ready for mailing
free to applicants; also. Tree Seed Catalogue.

J. M. THORBURN & CO.,
15 John St., New York.

YKUBElf4S.-l Doz. Fine Varieties packed
and sent anywhere for $1.00.EDDI\G PL4iWS.-l doz. ass'tMfor
Bloom through the Summer. $1.50, with Basket.
O^ES.-1 Doz. assorted Tea, China, and Hy-
brids for $2.50, packed and shipped. Send for Catu-

ogue. B. P. ClilTCHELL, Cincinnati, O.

VERBEIVA SEED.
Extra superb, mixed, from finest flowers onlv. Per pack-

age, 25 cts.; 5 packages, $1.
Plant Catalogue on application. Inclosing 3-ct. stamp.
Address DEXTER SNOW, Cliicopee, Mass.

FLOWER SEEDS
I will send by mail, post-paid, 50 varieties of choice Firm -

er Seeds for $2.00. 25 varieties lor $1 .00. 10 varieties for 50c.
R. H. HARRIS, Yarmouth Port, M ass.

The Descriptive Price-List of
Trees, Shrubs, Grape-Vines.

Small Fruits, Roses, and Bcddint; Plants.
which we forward by mail or express. A iarjte assortment
of nursery stock suited to Lawn, Park, and Ceme-
tery planting. Send for Price-list.

WILLIAM H. MOON, Morrisville, Pa.

CWEET POTATOES for SEED.-
£5 Nansemond, Southern Queen, and Early lied. $2 for
% bushel ; (6.S0 bbl. (3 bush s

: $30 for 5 bbls. Plants in Mav
and June, $2.50 per 1,0011 ; $20 per i0,000.

TV. W. KATHBONE, Marietta, Ohio.

Matthews' Garden Seed Drill
Devised by the inventor and manufacturer of the Hoi
hrook " Regulator" Drill to excel
that "rany oiUjr evWoBfd. Jchal-
tengs the pmrfttetion or' its eijuaL
Hc-ni for descriptive circular to

10 S. Market St. Boston, Mass. -,

SPRING OP iH74.
We invite the attention of Planters and Dealers to our

large and complete stock of
Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees,
Grape Vines. Small Fruits,
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses.
New & Rare Fruit & Ornamental Trees,
Evergreens, and Rullious Roots,
New & Rare Green & Hot House Plants.

Small.parcels forwarded by mail when desired.

Prompt attention given to nil T:i<«niries.

Descriptive and Illustrated Prired Catalog?h sent prepaid
on receipt of stamj>s, as follow

No. 1—Fruits, lOe. No. 2—Ornamental Trees, 10c.
No. 3—Greenhouse, 10c. No. 4—Wholesale Free.

Address
MrtNiHi ELLWANGER & BARRY,

lOmnl Hope Xvrserlc*. ROCHESTER. N. V.
~ ir- 'ilim•' '

- - l^J-J

Sweet

Cbest-

lint

Trees,

Etc.

r.no.ooo sweet chestnut.
10,000 SPANISH CHESTNUT.
A Circular free,

300,000 GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS.
A 5G-jjase Catalogue free.

35,t|00 ROSES, dormant
25.0X10 ROSES, fii pots, for Spring.

100.0110 GRAPE-VINES.
5.000 TULIP TREES. 6 to 10 feet.

50,000 PEACH TREES, First-class.

2.000 WEEPING MOUNTAIN ASH.
1,000.000 EVERGREENS. B.'St in the market.
100.000 DECIDUOUS TREES.
500,000 FRUIT TREES.

20tli Vear. 300 Acres.
11 GREEN-HOUSES. Address

STORKS, HAK1CISON 3c CO.,
PAINESVILLE. Lake Co., Ohio.

Ise e s ! Flowers !
All Kinds—"Wholesale an i Uetail.

Dutchess Nurseries, Poughkcepsic, X. Y.
Choice Stock. (Established ISGS.} Cheap Rales.

ELMS ror avenues, fine Norway Spruce, American Arber-
\itsp, Hemlock, etc. Walter Gm pc Couly American
raisin Grape) and Downing Gooseberries, Specialties.

Greenhouse and Bedding Plants very cheap, in
large or small quantities. Send tor Priced Catalogue.

ETOPPER! 13 Choice Redding Plants In 8 sorts,
sent by mail, post-paid, for ."Si. sale arrival guaranteed.
An extra Plant to all who state where they saw this atlv't.

W. L. FERRIS, Jr., & CO., late L. M. Ferris & Son.

THE TEBO 2TURSEHIES CO.
IN perfection of organization for growing and handling

stock, in the quantities and finalities of stock ready for
market, these Nurseries arc now unrivaled west of the Mis-
sissippi. We offer 111 special Quantities for Spring of 18?£,
Apples, Hewes* and other Crabs, Wild Goose
Pluuis,Utnh Cherries, Peaches. Osage Ornnge,
etc. Dealers and Nurserymen are invited to correspond
With us before contracting elsewhere.
THE TEBO NURSERIES CO., Clinton, Mo.

HEIKES NURSERIES.
OUR locality and conveniences for handling stock enable

us to ship earlier and with greater promptness than
any other establishment in the Northern States. Our assort-
ments are full, comprising the following in large quantities:
Apples, standard and Dwarf Pears, Peaches, Grapes, Cur-
rants, Mt. Seedling and Hongiitmi Gooseberries, Raspber-
ries, Blackberries, Plum Seedlings, Peach Seedlings, for
transplanting, Osage Orange, Golden Dwarf Peaches. Blood-
Leaved Peaches, etc.THE HEIKES IVtTRSERIES CO., Dayton, O.

PURE CANE SEED.
"W^ARIETIES.-Libep.ian, Regular Sok-
* oo, and Oomsekana. PRICES.—By

mail, postage paid, f>0 cts. y &.; by express,

2."i tts. or less, HO cts. -O lb. ; over 2."> lbs. 'JO cts.

"? lb., package included. The Neeazana is

dropped from our lfct. Regular Sorgo and
Oomseeana are becoming subject to mildew
and rust. We therefore recommend the Li-

berian for general cultivation. Two to three

pounds required per acre. Money with or-

der. Sorgo Hand-Rook sent free.

BLYMYER MANUFACTURING CO.,
Successors to Blymyer, Norton & Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

^HjOUR CORUf produces well, makes fine
flour like wheat. Put up in large packages for seed,

1 sent by mail for 25 cts. bv
HORTON & CRANE, Bloomingburgh, N.T.

nVRRLVGTOX'S PATEAT.
The only com-
bine d Seed

.'lower and
CuLiivAroa.

Made only by j j Serjd for

Ames Plow Co. /\7\^t^SY oir<

53 Bcekman

St. New York. -^

34 STYLES,^Mul~ Seeders and Cultivators, fur Farm or
Girtlen. Light and durable. No ".juhI, Domes-

miliars of 8.
UBN

•M>.h.
L. ALLEN A CO., 119 S.4tb Ki.Phtla.,P.v

STRAWBERRIES. 23 varieties. Pare. 100 orp less by mail. ,/cks. 101). 1,000. 10,000
Monarch of- west, best ...$1.00 $i;.00 $w..on
Kentucky, good, late 40 100 4.00 $50 On
Wilson Albany, old tried, good 30 t-0 3 00 2-i 00
Clias. Downing, valuable SO 80 3.00 20C0
Cumming's Seedling, Kissina, Early Surprise, Hudson's

Earlv, Champion—new sorts, $1 duz.. $5 per 100; doz. of
each and doz. .Monarch of West tor £4.

Raspberries; s varieties. Doz. by mail, post-paid.
Rrandywinr, hardy, good $1.00 doz.

;
$4.00 100; $30 1,000

Herstine, hardv, very large.... 1.50 " 10.00 " 75 "
Kittatmny Blackberry 50 • i.nO *' 10 '•

Other Blackberries. Currants, Asparagus Roots, etc.
Extra Early Vermont Potatoes, -10c. lb.; $1.50 libs.; $2 peck;

$fi bushel.
Compton's Surprise Potatoes, 75c. lb. ; S J 4 lbs. ; Si peck;

$12 bushel.
Early Beatrice and other Peach trees. Catalogue free.

JOHN S. COLLINS, Moorestown, N. J.

New BlackherB'y !

1IOOSAC TIIOR^LKSS.
IV'o Tlio.-ns <o Scratch: S vrnra under cnltivntlon

;Hardy. Never has winter-killed j qualify the best:
in productiveness unequalled ; 1'repaiil hv mail,
JUXJeach; 2 pliints, * 1 .50 ; plants, J3.00; 12 pliints, $-iO0.
For lull history of berry and plate, with testimonials, ad-
dress at once FRANK FOI1D. Ravenna, O.
Agents wanted everywhere ; liberal inducements.

FREE. My elegant Illustrated Catalogue of

Flower and Vegetable Plants. Ver
benas, .5 cts. per dozen. Address

W. B. WOODRUFF, Florist, Westfteld, N..T.

¥» 4SB»i5i:itKIi:S, Currants, etc., at.» low rates. Monarch of tile West Strawberry
Plants, genuine, $1 per doz.. ^e per !00. post paid. Hovdeu
No. 30 at $1.2) per no. Wilson's, $S.r,u p.o- limn.

Kerry Baskets—in lots of 50 or 50,000.
Fruit Trees and Vines. Price-list Tree,

K. II. HAINES, Maldcii-.in.thc-IIiulson, N. V.

100,000 Strawberry Plants
Li 'took of the celebrated Setll Hoyden (No.

ety. Terms very reasonable. Send ror circular. Address
E. P. ROK (Auihor of "Play and Profit m my (iarden "j.

Highland Falls, N, Y.

Wilson's Early Blackberry
and other Small Fruit Plants. Also Peach Trees and a gen-
eral Nursery Stock at low rates. For prices address

DAVID BAIRD, Manalapan, N. J.

ftTR.4WKF.RKV, RISI'KERRY,
C5 BLACKBERRY, Asparagus Roots, and Seed
Potatoes tor sale by SAMUEL C. I>E COU.

Moorestown, llurlington Co., N. J,

PEAR SoiiTenir tin Congfres (figured
in Agriculturist, Dec. No i. Nqdrly twice the sfzu the

Bartlett—ripening before it. f-tndfor Catalogue riescilbing
Jrt new varieties anples and peai ?. cions at low rates.
W. S. CARPENTER & SON, Rye. lYc.stchester Co., N. Y.

The Rochester RERKY-K 4SKET.
Light, durable, well ventilated, low priced. Agents

wanted. Gen'l Ag'ts, JOHN S. COLLINS & CO..
Moorestown, N. J.

All lending varieties. Extra qualitv. Genuine Cheap
Price-list free. T S. HUBBARD, Iredouia, N.Y.

1,000,000 G rape-Vines
The best and cheapest in America, for sale. No one dare
undersell me. Concord, 1 year, $'»"> per 1.000; Select %&\
2 year old. $40; Extra, $43. Delaware, Eninelan, Martha,
Hartford. Diana, Hogers, and all other sorts—very cheap.
Also all sorts of Small 1 ruits and Trees—cheapest. Address

Or. H. SCHRODER, ISloomington, 111.

200.000 Transplanted Eves-erreona
$!0.50 will buv 1,000 transplanted Arbor-vitas, packed

and delivered at li.R. or Express office. Catalogue*, and
How, When, and where to Plant Evergreens mailed for
stamp. WM. MOIITON & SON,

Allen's Corner, Cumberland Co., Maine.

FARMS 'WlMMK,
With Dwellings, Barns, etc. Vegetation for New York mar-
kets four to six weeks earlier than New Jersey lands.

Quick and Cheap Steam Transportatiou

to All the Northern Markets.
Prices $5 to $2", per acre. Farms both large and smalt.

Lists with full particulars by addressing

WM. P. MOORE & CO., Suffolk, Va.

TOBACCO Growers, Truck Raisers, and^^^"^ ^^ Fawners generally—send for our
Circular and Price-list of the best implement made tor
ridging Tobacco, Cabbage, and other land. Also for cover-
ing potatoes, etc., and hoeing first time It has no pqnal.

GEOIiGE S. TAYLOlCAsent, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

f^OIS SAM!.—Five Stock, Grain, and Dairy
fi Farms ::,". miles S. W. of St. Louis ; over ?00 acres eul-
llvated : 1,260 acres on turnpike; unsurpassed tor heanty,
quality, health, water, timber, buildings, and schools.
Terms low and easy if applied for soon to

"SAM. BTRNS, HUlsboro, Jeff. Co., Mo.
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Hew York Life

Insurance Co.

OFFICE :

346 and 348 Broadway.
JANUARY 1, 1874.

Amount of net cash nsscts, Jan. 1, 1873. $21,574,842 70

INCOME.
Premiums and annuities $6,131,52133
Interest received and accrued 1,418,094 83—7,519,616 -Jl

(29,124,458 97
DISBURSEMENTS.

Losses bv death $1,416,123 01
Dividend.* and returned premiums
on canceled policies 2,:>44,305 33

Life annuities, matured endow-
ments, and reinsurance 82,629 13

Commissions, brokerages, and
agency expenses 145,882 yi

Advertising and physicians' lees 115,593 67
Taxes, office, and law expenses, sal-

aries, printing, revenue stamps,
etc 259,045 57

4,603,579 65

$21. 130.819 32
ASSETS.

Cash in Trust Company, iu bank,
and on hand $1,661,5'., Ba

Inve-ted in United States, New
York State, and other stocks
(market value, $1,037,320 24) 4,850,195 20

Real estate 1 ,768,174 14

Bonds and mortgages (secured by
real estate valued at f44.d00.ot ;

buildings thereon insured for
over $13,700,000, nntl the policies
assigned to the Company as addi-
tional collateral security) 14,135,265 23

LoanB on existing policies (the re-

serve held by the Company on
these policies amounts to $4,052,-

419 96) 962,112 9S
Quarterly and semiannual pre-
miums due subsequent to Jan. 1,

1874 .. ... 563,36583
Premiums on existing policies in
course of transmission and collec-

tion (estimated reserve on these

Eolicies, $800,000, included iu lia-

llttics). .. 287,936 34
Amounts due front agents 26,459 77
Interest accrued to Jan. 1, 1874 175,831 98

24,130,879 32
ADD. »

Excess of market value of securities over cost. £87,125 04

Cash assets, Jan. 1, 1874 $24,518,004 36

APPROPRIATE!! AS FOLLOWS:
Adjusted losses due subsequent to
Jan. 1,1874 271,055 00

Reported losses, awaiting proof,
etc 201.71500

Reserved for reinsurance on exist-

ing policies Insuring $i.'.'.594,-

273 20, participating Insurance i
at

4 per cen'", Carlisle net premium);
and $1,078,113 65 non-participating
<at 5 per cent, Carlisle net pre-
mium).. 22,087,449 38

Dividends outataudlng 208,630 57-22,775,149 95

Divisible surplus $1,742,554 41

From the undivided surplus of $1,742,554 41 the Board "1

Trustees has declared a reversionary dividend, available on

aettlement of next annua] premium to participating policies,

proportioned to titolr contribution to surplus.

The cash value of such reversion may be used iu settle-

ment of premium, if the policy-holder so elect.

During the year 8,834 policies have bceu Issued, insuring

*26,6il,0O0.

STEKS :

OKORGE A. OSGOOD,
HENRY BOWERS,
CHARLES L. ANTHONY,
SANFORD COBB,
EDWARD MARTIN.
EDWIN* IIOYT,
II. B. CLAFLIN,
WILLIAM H. BEERS.
.1. F. SEYMOUR,
CORNELIUS R. BOGERT, M.D.

FRANKLO,
President.

WILL, I ill II. KEEKS.
Vice.Pres. and Actuary.

TKEeDOEK M. BANTA, Cashier.

D. O'DELL, Superintendent of Agencies.

CORNELIUS R. BOGERT. M.D., and GEORGE WILKES,
M.D.. Medical Examiners,

-CHARLES WRIGHT, M.D., Assistant Medical Examiner.

TUTU
MORRIS FRANKLIN,
DAVID DOWS,
ISAAC C. KENDALL,
DANIEL S. MILLER,
HENRY K. BOGERT,
JOHN MAIRS,
WM. II. APPLETON,
ROBEItT B. COLLINS,
WILLIAM BARTON,
WM. A. BOOTH,

ItlOKKIS

VICTOR
HORSE HOE.
BEST AND CHEAPEST
STEEL HOE in use.

THOROUGHLY Pulverizes and works close to plants,

RAKE Attach't workestheweedsout,has Hilling Plows
First Ptemium SILVER MEDAL New England Fait, 1872.

CAP I C SEED SOWER.Ksnts in Hills or Drill

CHULC 4 Sizes Prices $6 to $16.

CLI PPE R WHEEL HOE. U 4 $5,50. Agents Wanted
AddreiS E. D. & O. B. REYNOLDS,
(Circulars Free.) Nobth Bridgewatzb, Mass.

Or CARR & HOBSON, Sole Agents,
56 Bcekmun St., New York.

The American Pulverizing Cultivator

The greatest ri-iills with the least draft.
No more "second plowing."

Send for descriptive circular to the sole manufacturers,
.TUL.IAN til I FOCI) & BRO.. Hudson, N. Y.
Or J. M. CHII.DS & CO.. Itica. N. Y.

The Sugar Maker's Friend

More
I Agenra wanted

ep. 5 "* to canvass adJ
sell Fosi's Pat-

ent GaI/VANTZED MkTALIO i-FRESA
Sap Spout and Bucket Hanged.
.Samples, Circulars and Terms Bent on
receipt of 20 cts. to pay postage.

Address C. C, TOST, Manuf. and Patentee, Burlington,Vt.

The Pulsometer or Magic Pump.
The simplest, most durable, and effective

steam pump now in use. Adapted to all

situations, and performs all the functions of

n steam pump without its consequent wear
and care. No machinery about it. Nothing

to wear out. "Will pump gritty or muddy
water without wear or injury to its parts.

It can not get out of order.

C. HE^RT HALL & CO.,

20 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

$75 PER WEEK
marie bv our agents throughout the country -ellintr our
celebrated l.aPerle liubbcr Goods. Indispensable articles

fur Ladies and Children's wear.
L.A PERLE RITBBKR CO.,

DO Chambers Street, New Tori;.

WA. «!OTERT Ai CO.. Prodnee
» Commission Merchants. No. Bt Pearl Street.

New York. •• Quick sales and prompt returns." tySi'ii.l

forourtt kly Prices-current and Marking Plate. _.:•: J

ADVERTISING RATES.

American Agriculturist.

Inside rages, SI.;50 per line (agate), each insertion.

Open Pages (open without cutting), S'Zper line.

Last Fage, and 2d aiidStl Cover Pages—S3.50 per line.

J'age next to Reading and Last Cover Page—$3.00 per line

No advertisement inserted for less than $7>.G0.

GKRIVIAX KDITIO^T.
Inside Pages, 25 cents per line, each insertion.

Business Notices and Last rage, 10 cents per line.

No advertisement inserted for less than $1.00.

Hearth and Home.
Inside Pages, per line (agate\ each insertion 50 centB.

Business Notices, 7th Page, and Last Page "> centB.

Reading Notices per line $1 00

No Advertisement inserted for less than $2.00.

(yNo Advertisement of Medicines or Humbugs received.

Address all orders to the

ORANGK JtIDD COMPANY,
245 liuoADWAY, New Yobi.

TH1 HERALD OP HEALTH
FOR 1874.

THREE EXTRA NUMBERS FREE TO
NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

The January number contains a remarkable article by
George Daewin, son of the great naturalist, entitled

Similar, Restrictions to Marriage.

Kvery unmarried person, male or female, should read It.

The February number contains :

Enlightened motherhood.
By Mrs. Cobbin.

SEX IN EDUCATION.
By Mrs. Horace Mann.

The March Number, among other things, contains :

HEALING THE SICK BY PRAYER.
By Rev. John Kjelly. of London.

THE WASTES OF LIFE.
By Bkv. 'W. S. Clark.

Prevention and Treatment of Consumption.

( This is the Jirst of a series of six valuable papers.)

Receipt for Graham Bread.

To Prevent Constipation.

CAUSE OF DEBILITY.
Catarrh—Its Treatment.

SCROFULOUS CHILDREN.
To Get Tree From Aches and Pains.

Each number contains valuable papers on the home treat-
ment of diseases, as Sick Headache. Dyspepsia. Teaching
Children Concerning Sexual Matiers, the Physical Kdu
cation of DelicateChildren, Diseases ot Women", and every-
thing that pertains to better health, physical and mental, tor
men, women, and children. It should be In every family
where there is an invalid or any sickness. It will teach how
to ;ivoid all, and rear families

In Health, Strength, and Beauty.

$3.00 a Year. Samples IS Cents.

Every Subscriber for 1ST-1 gets free

The Complete "Works of Shakspeare.

The Complete Works of Shakspeare.

The Complete Works of Shakspeare.

In one volume of over 1.000 pages and 86 Illustrations, the
most marvelous Instance of cheapness ever known, or our
Chromo, the ARTIST COW (see description In December
Agriculturist) . Both premiums and Herald one year, S2.50.
Address WOOD & HOLBROOK, 15 Laight St., New York.

Parturition Without Pain

;

Or, A Code of Directions for Avoiding most of the Patni

and Dangers of Child-Bearing.

Edited byM. L. Holbkook, Editor of the Herald of Health.
Contents.—l Healthfulness of Child-Bearing. 2. Dan-

gers of Preventions. 3. Medical Opinions as to Escaping
Pain. 4. Preparation for Maternttv. 5. Exercise during
Prcznanev. 6. The Sitz Bath and Bathing generally. 7. Whal

The Mind durine Preg-Food to Eat and what to Avoid
nancy. 9. The Ailmeuts of Pregnancy ami their Remedies,
10. Female Physician;, Ana^thetics.

To which are added : 1. The Husband's Dntv to his Wife.
2. Best Age for Rearing Children. 3. Shall Sickly People
become Parents? 4. Small Families. f>. Importance of Phy-
siological Adaptation of Husband and wire. »>. Olihncv.
1. Effects of Tobacco on Offspring. 8. Latest Discoveries as
ti the Determining the S"-x ol Offspring. 9. Father's vs.

Mother's Influence on the Child. 10. Shall Pregnant Women
Work? 11. Effects of Intellectual Activity on Number of
Offspring. 12. Size of Pelvis, and its Relation to Healthful
Parturition, etc., etc.

Godeu's Lady's liool savs: "We give our cordial appro*
batlon to this work, and would ljke to see it in the hands of
every mother in the land."
The course recommended can not lull to be beneficial.—

Jleecher's Christian Union.
Olad to see such books from the American press.— Meth-

odist (New York).

A work whose excellence surpasses our power to com-
mend.—New York Mail.
The price by mall, $1.00, puts It within the reach of all.

Sent with the Herald of Health, both Premium*, and Sexual
\Phystology, advertised In another column, for $5.00.

Address WOOD Si HOLBROOK, Publishers,

13 and 15 LaigHt St., New York.
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$1,500 IN PREMIUMS.
taut to Potato Growers.

COMPTON'S SURPRISE—Showing Habit of Growth.

Anr/S Afi to ne ĉ T*^e^ among the six successful

W /OUbUU competitors who shall produce the largest

quantity of cither of the following varieties of

Potatoes: EXTRA EARLY VERMONT,
BROWNELI/S BEAUTY, or COBIPTON'S
SURPRISE, from one-quarter of an acre of
measured ground. $250 for each variety.

*£^7Cft rtrt to ' ie (^ v '^ f> '^ among the six successful

4> / OU>UU competitors who shall produce the largest

quantity from ONE POUND of the seed of cither
of the aliove named varieties. $250 for each

variety. Subject to conditions named iu our Potato Cata-

logue, a copy of which will be mailed to all applicants.

|J3?~ The Seed in all cases to be purchased from up.

BLISS'S GARDENERS' ALMANAC
and Abridged Catalogue. 100 pages, illustrated. Mailed to

all applicants inplosing two three-cent stamps.

Bliss's Illustrated Catalogue and Guide to
the Flower and Kitchen Garden, 200 pages,

several hundred illustrations, with a beautifully colored

lithograph. Mailed to all applicants upon receipt of 25 cts.

Address
B. K. BLISS & SONS,

83 Park Place and 20 Murray St.,

P. O. Box 5713. Sew York.

Geneva Nursery. "rSSSr*
400 Acres of Fruit and Ornamental Trees,

LARCE STOCK OF
Pear Trees—extra size. Dwarf and Standard.
Pear Trees— first class, 3 and 4 year old.
Pear Trees—lirst class, 1 and 2 year old.
Apple 'frees—extra size, 6 to 8 feet.

Apple Trees— first class, 3 and 4 year old, 5 to 7 feet.

Peach, Plum, Quince, Cherry, Grape.
Dwarf Apple, Gooseberry, Currants.
The celebrated new Herstine Raspberry.

100,600 Anple, gratted in the root for Nursery planting-
cheap. All at lowest prices. Catalogues free.

W. & T. SMITH, Geneva, N. Y.

Marblehead Mammoth

!

You will find in inv Seed Catalog i lette ifr • of
verypeople who, bv following the directions sent with

package of seed, have raised this Qahbage to weigh from
30 to 60 lt»s. a single head! I was the orlelnal in-

troducer of this siant Cabbage, and my seed Is all grown
from heads that are extra large and very solid. Sent poBt-
paid by me, 25 eta. per package ; $1 per ounce: $m per lb.

My Seed Catalogue sentfree to all applicants.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Matblehcad, Mass.

BUILDING FELT.
This water-proof material, resem-

bling fine leather, is for outside

work (nolar substances used') and

inside, Insread of plaster. Felt

carpeting*, etc. Send two 3-ceut

stamps for circular and samples.~
C.J. FAY. Camden, N.J.

i£il f* S° !®'30 a Day.— Agents wanted for Everybody's
W-M-\y Monthly. Only 50c. a vear.with eleeant chromo. Par-
ticulars yree. Address Everybody's Monthly, Cleveland, O.

A CURIOSITY for old and youriff. Chain
** 14 inches long of running rings. Sample sent by mail
for 25 et.s.. postage paid. Circular sent free.

WILCOX CRITTENDEN & (.0.. Middletown, Conn.

B 4 U ORDER SEEDS,

brkggs & mm

The finest Floral Work ever issued in this country.

Published Quarterly—the four numbers sent to any address

for 55 cents—comprising an Illustrated and Descriptive

Catalogue of the Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants sold by

BRIGGS & BROTHER, Seedsmen and Flor-
ists, Rochester, New York, together with elaborate trea-

tises upon the care and cultivation of the same. Over
1,000 Premiums taken In the United States in 1873 upon
the products of BRIGGS & BROTHER'S SEEDS.
The January number alone will be worth more than a $2

book. Customers for $1.00 or upward become subscribers.

We challenge comparison on prices, reliability of Seeds,

and size of packets. Address
BRIGGS & BROTHER,

Roeliester, N. Y.

CTSR,
CTSR,
CTSR,
CTSR,
CTSR,
ctsi?;

CTSK,
CTSR,
CTS R
CTSR,
CTSR,

Tested Novelties & very Desirable
Vegetable and Flower Seeds.
Westchester Co. (N. T.< Cucumber Pickle Seed

produces nt the riite of 400,000 to the ncre. Arling-
ton, Canada Victor, Trophy, and Hathaway's Ex-
celsior Tomatoes. Gipsey water-melon (best ever
.introduced,. Nectar ana HackenBnck Musk-mel-
ons, Mammoth Chill Squash (often weighs 200 lbs.),

I Marblehead Squash. Fottle:'s Karly Drumhead
Cabbage, Egyptian Beet. Each 10 ets. pkt., pklfi.

1
50 cts., 13 pkts. $1.00.

! Double Camellia Balsam, Double Portnlaca Mixed
(Colors. Diadem Pink. Each 10 cts. pkt.
My Catalogue lor 1871 (IS pages) and a pkt. of

|anyol tiie aliove seed sent to anv address for 10
cts., or without seed for a S-cent stamp

1 It is no longer an experiment to plant my seeds,
as any one can learn bv " what my customers say'*
ill my Catalogue. H. E. ACKER,

I Seed Grower, Woodbridge, N. J.

Hew and Rare Plants for 1874.
Diplopappus Chrvsophillus.—A new dwarf hardy

Evergreen, lower side oi foliage covered with yellow
dust. 50 cts.

Doulile White Geranium, Aline SIsley.—The
best double wliite, strong. $1 ; $9 per doz.

Double White Geranium,Album Plenum.—75c.

Zonale Geranium, ** Cyclopc."—The finest deep
purple. 50 cts.

Golden Bi-eoIor,"Gen'l MacMahon."-The finest
yet introduced ; excellent bedder. 50 cts.

Double Petunia, ** Sovereign."—Purple and white
blotched ; fine form ; good bedder. 2.1 cts.

Primula Japoniea.—The "Queen of the Primroses.'*
The flowers are produced on stems from eighteeninehes
to two feet high, with five to six separate whorls of flow-
ers oi a deep rosy purple, with a white eye. Strong
flowering plants in 5-in pots, 50 cts.

; $5 per dozen.
The above will be mailed free at the prices affixed. For

other novelties, send for Dreer's Garden Calendar for 1871,
mailed free. Address

HENRY A. DREER,
No. 714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Flower Seeds. Flower Seeds.
33 KINDS FOR $ I .OO.

BY MAIL, POSTAGE PREPAID.
The subscriber, having over 40 years' experience in culti-

vating Flower Seeds, etc., has made a selection of all the
most desirable flowers for general cultivation. The list com-
prises over 250 kinds, and a person selecting from it can ob-
tain just as fine flowers as if selecting from an expensive
fancy catalogue, at less than half the expense—as many on
the list are sold by others at 10c, l">c . 20c., and 25c. per pkg.
The list will be sent to all who apply tor it.

G. R. GARRETSON, Flushing, L. I., N. T.
Wholesale and retail dealer iu :ill kinds of seeds.

THE IVY HBLL NURSERY
CATALOGUE

Of SMALL, FRUITS, SEEDS, and SEED POTA-
TOES will be mailed free to all applicants. Address

REISIG &. HEXAMER,
Newcastle, Westchester Co., Ji. Y.

IinpveH Foot Late
Small Engine Lathes, Small Gear Cut-
ters, llainl Planers for Metal. B;dl Turn-
ing Machines, Slide Rests, Foot Scroll
Saws. The very best. Selling every-
where. Catalogues free.

N. H. BALDWIN, Laconla, N. H.
Just the articles tor Artisans or Amateurs.

Tfee
Kansas
Farmer.

Tn Its 12th year. Enlarged, Im-
proved, and published weekly. All
about Kansas. A large corps of
aide writers. Sample copy free to
all applicants
T. K. HUDSON. Ed. and Propr.

Topeka Kansas.

Our Illustrated Seed Catalogue for 1874
is ready for distribution, and wdl be sent, to all who apply ,

inclosing a stamp for postage. This Catalogue cojfltams a
complete list of all the most valuable

SEEDS ami GRAINS, including FLOWER
SEEDS, NOVELTIES, etc., etc.

"We offer a valuable premium as an inducement to Club*
and purchasers of large amounts.

R. H. ALLEN &. CO.,
189 & 19! Water Street, New York.

WHAT—WHERE
—WHEN—HOW

To Plant Farm, Garden, and Flower Seeds; what they will

cost, and all other desirable information in o*ir

HAND-BOOK for 1874,
Containing a Beautifully Colored Chromo.
Sent to all applicants, post-paid, on receipt oi 10 cents, by

JAMES FLEMING, Seedsman,
07 Nassau St., New York.

Bill: REASON WHY WF SEUL

Two Millions
Of ROSES, GREENHOUSE, and BEDDING
PLANTS annually is in consequence of our rates being

less than half that at which they are usually sold. See

Combined List of Plants and Seeds, for Clubs, Dealers, or

buyers%n quantity. Sent free on application.

Skkdsmen and Florists,

35 CORTLANPT STREET, UEW YQUH.

The HANSON LETTUCE.
The most tender, sweet, and delicious variety grown ; free

from any bitter or unpleasant taste; heads birge and solid,
oite.n weighing 3 lbs. Single pkge £5 cfa 5 pkgs
$1. A Libbkal Discount to Dkalkus. jy fiend ,/br
Dreer's Garden Calendar for 1874, 168 pages,
illustrated, with practical direction*. Mailed FREE to
all applicants. HENRY A. DREER,

714: Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

A Household Necessity,
And just as represented, is the new Triumph Sweet Corn,
which is the result of ten years' careful cultivation, and u
peculiar selection «$Seed. It is huge, early, and very pro-
ductive. That it surpasses all other varieties is clearly
proven bv the high testimonials received trom prominent
Market Gardeners, Seedsmen, and Agriculturists, I own
and control all the seed stock of this variety, mu\ it can be
had only from the originator.
Free by mail at 25 cts. a package, or 5 pkts. $1.00. Selected!

ears $1.00 each. Address

DAVID C. VOORHEES, Blawcnbnrg, N. J.
I will give a Premium of $25.00 for the best six stalks hav-

ing the hirgest and niu^t perfectly ripened ears (kept pure
from hybridization with anv oilier coin) raised from the
seed of 'Trtfimpli Sweet Corn bought ot me. Sent to me
free before November 1st, 1874.

ADVERTISERS should Bend to Gro. P Powell & Co,,

41 Park Row. N. Y.. for their Eightu-paae Pamphlet,
containing lists of 3,000 newspapers and estimates, showing;

the cost oi advertising. Mailed free to all applicants.

AGENTS LOOK !—$12 a day made selling

Scissors Sharpener and other wares. Sample 25 ets. Cat-
alosuefrca. T.J HASTINGS & CO., Worcester, Mmsb.
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ON THE BUTE, BETWEEN CAMDEN AND CRETE,— CRETE AT THE LEFT, IN THE DISTANCE.
EEPRESENTATIVE VIEW OF LANDS FOR SALE BT THE BURLINGTON AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD COMPANY.

IF YOU WANT A FARM OR HOME,
YOU SHOULD JBTJY OF1 THE

BURLINGTON AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD CO.
BECAUSE—Their prices are low, ranging for the best land from Three to Ten Dollar s per acre.

BECAUSE—No payments are required of tb» purchaser for four years, except interest, at six per cent.

BECAUSE—Alter the expiration of four years, SEVEN YEARS are allowed fur payment of the principal.

BECAUSE—You are not obliged to go Into a wilderness, but into a well-settled Stale, the population of which Is rapidly Increasing.

BECAUSE—The mildness of the climate and fertility of the soil is such that the settler can pay lor his farm from the products raised upon It long before the time when the principal
becomes due.

BECAUSE—Failure of crops from drouth is unknown.
BECAUSE—Large allowances are made upon faro and freight, thus giving low rates on both to purchasers of this Company's lands.

AND YOU SHOULD BUY THIS YEAR.
BECAUSE—Purchasers during 1874 who cultivate one-half their land within two years from their purchase are allowed & reduction of twenty per cent on the price of their land.

LARGE DISCOUNTS also, FOK CASH, within One, Two, or Three Years.

B^" Send for Circulars, with fall information on all points, to CEO. S HARRBS, Land Commissioner,
At Lincoln, Nebraska, for land in Nebraska. At Burlington, Iowa, for land in Iowa.

Or to W. D. COWLES, General Agent, 317 Broadway, New York. J AS. R. WOOD, General Agent, 59 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Agents wanted for

WATERS' TREE

PKUNE-R.
lihgt, Send for circular

cnEAr ano- Price List, to

E. S. LEE & Co.,
Practic'l Box^
Durable Rochester, N. Y.

Received
Special

Medal ot
' Award at

Ant. lust.

1872.

Price, with 4 toot pole $2.r.o

" " 6 •• " a.:-,

10

B3?~ Samples C. O. T>. or on receipt of price.

Sn«rar Cane and Sorgo Machinery,

Steam Engines, Horse Powers,
Farm Mills, etc.

Manufactured by
GEO. I.. SQ.UIER. & I5RO.,

Cata logues free. Buffalo, K. Y.

love-joy's New Style

glass cutter
And Putty Knife
Cuts glass hrttcr tlmn a dia-
mond, ilverybudy should have
one. Any child can USB it.

Sent to your oddrcsH on receipt

of SO ccnt£ and btuiup by

ALVAN I,. LOVEJOY
229 Washington St.,

Boston, - - - Mass.
Liberal discount niaae to dealers.

BETTI3R TIIA* A (.Olll.lini:.
tanners. Teachers. Men and Women ! we want some

one to act for ns in every t'o. Good wftgea and exicnscs:
siticitions permanent. Tills is the opportunity of a life-
time. Write at once to

lilCE & CADWELL, 71 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

New York

Taylor's Rotary Engine.
Excelsior Portable and Agricultural Engine*}. Vertical

Engines and Boiler, Circular Saw-mills. Diamond State
Jpnni'iitnr; TI.ifci> Potvi'I-.; Tm m-mr.ii-) 11.. r.. .,„.. t-I.-.i-ca

Engii
Separators.
K;ikes. Lime Sp
Address T.
Agents wui

Horse Powers. Improved Herman Horse
^readers. Send for Circulars.

_ AYLtUl MANUFACTURING CO.,
Westminster, Md.

wmmm
For full particulars, address

E1VGL.E, EELLER & CO., Lancaster, Fa.

Farm Nursery & Apiary
FOR SALE OR LEASE.

"00 acres of line fanning lands, two-story brick dwelling,
7 large rooms, commodious out-buildings, water, timber,
and Blue-grass plenty. Cumberland Nurseries— 50 acres;
complete assortment of nursery stock; with a j:ood trade
established. SOO colonies of pure Italian bees, in. LangstrotVa
improved hives, and 20 choice Queens. Location 9 inib's or
Nashville, nl Junction ot two R R Address

T. B. HAMLIN, Eikgeileld Junction, Davidson Co.. Teun.

The Home Corn-Sheller,
Ttie best l.nml-s.iollcr for family use in the market.

EVERY MACHINE WARRANTED!
PltHF. S3- 50. Every Farmer and Poultry Kaiser

Blionid havo it. Agents wanted to sell on commission-.
Prolits lari;e. Addrrs* for Descriptive circulars, etc.,

LIVINGSTON -v CO., Pittsburgh, P».
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New Scheme of Easy Payments

MASON & HAMLIN

The MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN COM-
PANY have arranged a new system, under

•which they now offer their well-known Organs

For Rent, with Privilege of Purchase,

at prices and on terms extraordinarily favor-

able.

Payments may run through one to four

years.

All Rent which has been paid allowed and

deducted on Organs purchased and paid for

within one year.

An Organ may be returned after six

months at cost of only reasonable rent, if for

any reason it is not wanted longer. If an

Organ be retained, and rent paid four years,

it becomes the property of the party
hiring, without further payment.

Organs will be rented on this plan to any
part of the country accessible to our ware-

rooms or agencies. Only knowledge of the un-

rivaled excellence of our Organs, and practical

experience that they will be found so attrac-

tive in use that scarcely any of them will ever

be returned, warrant this offer to supply them
on such terms.

.
•' Titih- of Renting, containing full

particulars, with descriptions of Styles,

Rents, and Prices; also, Illustrated Cat-

alogues and Testimonial Circulars, sent

Free. Address

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,

Boston, New York, or Chicago.

THE PATENT

PIANO-FOETE
Excels all others in Tone andDurability,

and hi Elegance of Finish they

are Unsurpassed.
These Pianos are used exclusively in the New York Con-

servatory ef Music, and are recommended by the Profession
and the Press throughout the United States.
Before purchasing, write for Illustrated Pamphlet, and

mention the Agriculturist.

ARIOX PIANO-FORTE CO.,
No. 5 East 14th Street, New York City.

]V0. 10. HOWES PIANO & VIOLIN
or Flute Duels contain: Poet and Peasant Overture,

Gentle Spring Waltzes, and '20 other pieces of music, 7=> cts.;

No. ilJ Quintette Quadrille Band. $6 for f. parts, $9 for 9 parts.
Quintuple Musicians Omnibus, 4000 pieces of music for violin,
flute, ere, $>. Howe's Full Quadrille Orchestra, 150 Waltzes,
Quadrilles. Galops, etc., bv Strauss, Gungl, ZiUott'. Faust, etc..
for 9 instruments. 50 cts. each set. ELLAS HOWE. 103 Court
Street, Boston, Mass. Sent post-paid. Send lor catalogue.

DO YOU
LOVE

MUSIC?

If so, send us your address and the
names of your musical friends, to
whom we will mail, post-paid, our
new Descriptive CATALOGUE of
choice MUSK* and specimen copies
of the "MUSICAL WOULD," con-
taining $1.00 worth of Music.

S. BRAINARD'S SONS,
Cleveland, Ohio.

New Way to Sell a Book,
Agents are doubling their sales on this plan. Address
E. C. FISHER & CO.,No.48Beekmaii St., New York.

\A/AM t0 employ reliable persons everywhere toJv ni\l represent our Arm. Me:erchants, farmers, niin-
*t jc" ^n latere, teachers, etc., etc Good wages guaran*

I KL L/ teed. Address Hudson Biver Wire Co.
135 Maiden Lane, N. Y., or 13 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

WATERS' CONCERTO Bl ORCHESTRAL
nRPAMS are llt€ mos* beautiful in style

*5iV ami perfect in tone ever made.
The COHCERTU <£• OBOHES-
XKALi STOPS are the best
ever placed in any Organs.
They are produced toy an extra set of

j reeds, peculiarly voiced,
".the EFFKCT of which is MOST
FHABHIIVG onJSOIJL.
STIKUI9iC< K*ile the IMITA-
TION of the HUMAN VOICB

s SUFEHB. Tliese Organs
^are the best uiadejn the IT. S.

WATERS
MEW SCALER
PIANOS

have great power awl
£

a fine singing tone.
with all niotlern improvements, and are the

best Pianos made. These Organs an<t Pi-
anos are warranted for 6 years. Prices ex-
tremely low fir cash or par I cash, and bal-
ance in monthly 01 quarterly payments.
Second-hand instruments taken in ex-
change. GKEAT INDl'fKJIENTS to the

TUADli. AtiENTS WANTUII for every
City and County in the U. S. and Canada. A
lare-ediscount toZtacl«rj,.afi»ister»,CAurcftes,4"cftoo[s

Looms etc ILUSTR.ITEH CATALOGUES HIA ILED.
' ' HORACE WATERS 4: SON,

481 Broadway mid 4S Mercer St., New York.

THE

INTER - OCEAN,
Xhe Leading Republican Paper

in the Northwest.

A Folio Paper, containing Forty Large-

Columns of Reading Matter.

AS A LITERARY,
COMMERCIAL,

AND FAMILY PAPER
It is unexcelled by any in the country.

DAILY $12.00 per year.

WEEKLY 1.50 per year

The American Agriculturist and the INTEP.-OCEAN. By

special arrangement with the Publishers, the WEEKLY'

INTEH-OCEAN, $1.50 per year, and the American Agricul-

turist, $1.50 per year, will be sent to one address for $2.25.

Sample copies sent FREE. Address

INTER-OCEAN,
U'J Lake St., Chicago, 111.

AGENTS
WANTED

70R TEG CENTENNIAL
GAZETTEER mni&HMn.

A complete enoyclopredin of all tlie Pontes, counties, town-
ships, cities, Tfllnees, post-offices, mountains, rivers, lakes,
etc., with their climate, population, agriculture, manufac-
tories, mining, commerce, railroads, cnpltal, education, gov-
ernment, and history, showing the gigantic results of the

FIEST 100 YEARS of the REPUBLIC.
Ajrents make £100 to $300 per month. Rend for circular.
ZIF.GJ..EK «fc HTCUKDY, Philadelphia, Pa.; Cin-

cinnati, O. ; St. Louis, Mo. ; Springfield, Mass. ; Chicago, III.

Scribner's Lumber & Log-Book.
OVER HALF A MILLION COPTKS SOLD. This book ia

the most full and complete book of its kind ever pub-
lished. It gives correct measurement ofall kinds of lumber,
logs, plank, cubical contents of square and round timber,
stave and heading bolt tables, wages, rent, board, capacity
of cisterns, cord-wood tables. Interest, etc., and has become
the Standard Book throughout the United States and
Canada.
Be sure and get the New Edition, with Doyle's Log-Table,

Ask your bookseller for it. nr I will send one fm* 35 cents,
post-paid. G. W. FISHEtt, P. O. Box'J38, Rochester, N.Y.

GTELUCL ^e Ladies' Own Magazine
^^ a year, and two superb Cliromos in 17

fl-f+nvin oil Colors, "Just (me," bv Hays, and
V_^llfc/i b. " IC " ohi Oaken Bucket,''by Ilarvev,

for $2.50: or the Magazine and either
Chrome- for $'1.

Agents Wanted.-—Large Cash Commission.—Both
Chromos and Sample Magazine to Agents only 00 cents ; or
1 Chromo and Sample M;ie;:izirie 40 cents.

M. C. BLAND & CO., Publishers, 208 Broadway, N.Y.

AGENTS WANTED. GRAND BOOKS!
Cyclopedia of Tilings Worth Knowing.

25,000 wants supplied. All you want to know about
Farming. Gardening. Mechanics, Housekeeping, ere, etc.THE POPULAR FAMILY BIBLE.
With RildH Dictionary and 50O Illustrations. The hand-
somest Bible made. THE VOICE OF GOD. A
beautiful volume for every home. Terms, circulars, etc.

MILLER'S BIBLE A PUB. HOUSE,
1102 & 1101 Sansom St., PniLADELPni.v, Pa.

A Jl ft 1

'
" !I: ,NSURANCE

HI fillHUH 201 Broadway, N.Y.

CapitalStock $500,000

Cash value of Assets $1,S0S214

Total Liabilities s2.sca

Net AsBets $1 ,335,923

Dwellings and Farm llisks a specialty at all our Agencies.

HENRT A HOWE, President.
P. NOTMAN, V. P. and See'y.

THE PENNTSUfUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF PHILADELPHIA.
ASSETS ACCUMULATED, $1,427,996.9G.
The Penn is a purely mutual Company. All of its surplus

premiums are returned to the members every year. Divi-

dends may be applied to reduce the premium or increase

insurance as desired. SAM'L C. HUEI.Pres.
General and Local Agents wanted in the Middle and West-

ern States. Apply to H. S. STEPHENS, Vice Pres., No. Oil

Chestnut Street, P hil adelphia, Pa.

BrokeiTlTatioiial Bank-Notes
bought. Two per cent premium. Full printed lists fur-

nished free. DE HAVEN & TOWUSEND, successors to

De Haven & Bro., 40 So. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS.

American Agriculturist

PATENT DEPARTMENT
In compliance with the request of numerous inven-

tors, we have organized a

PATENT DEPAHT3IEJSTT
in connection with this office for the transaction or all

business connected with

Securing Patents
in the United States and foreign countries.

The character for

Reliability
which has been maintained by the American Agricul-

turist for mare than thirty years will be carefully

guarded in this as in other departments.

All Inventors
desirous of procuring patents at moderate cost are in

vited to forward (express prepaid) a model of their in-

vention, with a brief description of its working. The

model should not exceed one cubic foot in dimension.

Upon receipt of model an opinion as to patentability

will be given free of charge.

Preliminary Examination
at the Patent Office, to determine patenta- __
bilil y, v, ill lie promptly mad-- for a fee of $5. ELj

Litigation of Patents. '

The services of the best counsel have been

secured to prosecute or protect before the

0. S. Courts and the Patent Office the claims

of those intrusting their business to this I

agency.

Specifications, drawings, engravings, mo-

dels, and all other appliances furnished at

moderate prices.

In all dealings with this Department in-

ventors may depend upon promptness, fideli-

ty to their interests, and the best services

which can be rendered by thorough experts.

TFor full particulars, address EW"
AMERICAN ACRICULTURIST
PATENT DEPARTMENT,

S ORANGE JTJDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.
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DO VUU

Want to Make Money ?
IF ^O, PAINT YODR HOUSE WITH THE

Iffew York Enamel Paint,
\%D SAVE 50 PER CENT.

WHIT1 i ' K, AND ALL OTHER SHADES

»II\KU RIUKY FOR USE.
W:;i last Lbree liin - kg long as paint mixed in the ord:n>

'!
. Send for sample cards and price-lists.

H. Y. ENAMEL PAINT CO.
Office : 43 Chambers S<reet, New York.

OKLT S CENTS EACH.

New. Lots of Fun.

We offer the above brand nf White Load to the public
with the positive assurance that it is

PERFECT LY PURE.
K5f" For sale by dealers generally.

ECKSTEIN, HILLS Sc CO.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

&0TE.—Oonsnmers will consult their INTEREST by
bearing in mind that a large proportion of the article

sold as PURE WHITE LEAD is adulterated to the
extent of from 50 to 90 per cent ; and much of it does not
contain a particle »f Lead.

Every Man His Own Painter.
NEW JERSEY ENAMEL PAITVT COMPANY,

MANUFACTUKEKS of

LIQUID ENAMEL PAINT,
BRADLEY'S PATENT.

In pure white, and ::ny slunk1

, tint, or color desired. Put
op in 1,2, 3. 4.5, 10, 15. 20, and JO Gallon Packages. Mixed
ready for use. Are easily applied by any one. Require no
mixing or addition of drycrt. For sample color-card and
price-list address

NEW JERSEY ENAMEL PAINT CO.,
Rati (an, New Jersey.

LOVEJOY'S METALLIC

WEATHFJC HOUSES
Indicate the changes in the weather, and
arc pretty mantel ornaments. The little
I tidy appears in lair and the man in
stormy weather, and they never make
mistakes. Sent prepaid to any address,
safely packed, upon receipt of's-j (Two).
by ALVAN Ij. LOVEJOY,

Proprietor and Manufacturer,
229 Washington St. JUoston.

Special prke to dealers.

Something
The Great Puzzles—Uohlnsoi) CruROft—Washington Puzzle

-Rip Van Winkle—House that Jack Built—Historical Puz-
zle—Boston Tea-Parl jr—Mustang Puzzle—Man and Cat—
Jack and Bean-Stalk—Comical Transformations—Wonderful
Donkeys—Naughty Chinee—Invisible Horse. 5 cms cacti.

Six assorted for 25 cents. Package containing over one
dozen different Puzzles for 50 cents. Sent everywhere on
receipt of price. Address

Puzzlb Company, 755 Broadway, New York City.

l^IKST Premiums awarded by Aiucr. Inst., 1870.

MICROSCOPES.
Illustrated Price-LIsl sen! free on application.

MACIC LANTERNS.
Catalogue, priced and illustrated, sent tree.

T. H. MCALLISTER. Optician, 49 Nassau-xt.. N, Y,

CANIRY BIISOS.—How to take care of
them, :imi it pi'-u how to cur-' them. A little work

mailed gratia en appli atiouwitli i postage stamp. Address
Qrinton's New >"(»/' ed, and Bird Depot,

r; 1 hippe \ • street, Buffalo, N. T.

THE EXCELSIOR LAWN MOWER
FOR HAND OR HORSE POWER.

Ma,.„fac,..re,i „y chadborn & Coldwell M'f'g Co.,
(Send for Circular.) NEWBURCH, N. Y.

No More Loose Bolts and Nuts.
the celebrated "OTMM1SG* LOCK-NUT, Patented Jims 16, 1868.

No More Rattling CAR-
RIAGES ar.d WAGONS.
No More Dropping Down

of SHAFTS.
No More Lost Bolts from
REAPERS and MOWERS.

THE IXK-Iv-XUT AND BOLT CO. OF1 X. Y.

No More Flying Teeth
from threshers-
no More Bills for Re-

pairs Continually.
SENT) FOR PRICE-LIST AND

CIRCULARS TO

No. Gl Bioiiihray, Sew York.

Licenses granted to Manufacturers of Agricultural Maeliiues, Carriages, etc.

STEEL PENS
Sold by all Dealers.

No. 91 John St., New York.

HENRY HOE, Sole Agent. JOSEPH GILL0TT & SONS,

REMETGTOFS
Sporting, Hunting, and Target

Breech-Loading

Rifles & Shot Guns.
Also, jRevolvhui, Repeating, Drrhir/cr, and

Vest Bx-hrt

PISTOLS and RIFLE CAFES.

Automatic

PUMPS.
Water driven to any
beiglit and distance by
compressed air. Conn-
try houses eupplied
cheaply and certainly
for bath-ioonis, water
closets. Lot and cold
water faucete, etc.
Plenty of fresh water

for stock on farms.
Address

Hartford Pump Co.,
41 Trumbull St.,

Hartford, Conn

Donble-Barro! Breech-Loading Gun
[S ' OW HEADY.

The bcgl ever offered, containing all the most desirable
features of the heel imported, together with BOine valuable
Improvements peculiai only to this sun, Top Snap action,
half-cocked, breech opened and sheila extracted by one
motion.

E. BBMIWGTOX £ SOXS,
281 and 283 Broadway, -V. Y.

OR, ARMORY, ilion, N. T.

CUT TB1S OUT AND SEND FOS ILLXJSTRATi
PBICE LIST.

Halladay's Improved

Wind-Mill.
PERFECTLY Self-Regulating. The

Best, Cheapest, most Durable and
Popular Mill made. Manufactured
under the immediate supervision of
Iuventnr 18 years. Two million dol-

lars' worth new in use. Send for Cata-
ogue.
TJ. S. WIND ETOIffE & PUMP 00.

Batavia, III.

The BannerWindmill
Has proved Itself tlie most reliable and perfect Windmill in

use. Trial and warranty alvravB given. Circulars tree. Mare
chance for ngents. IV. P. MIX, Columbus, O.
Hocking Valley RtTg Co., Lancaster, O.

MARTIN'S IMPROVED

Brick
Machine.

Adopted nml used by the leading Ulicjs inamiiacturcre.
.Made and sold by the

AMES M'F'G CO., Ghicopee, Mass.

Brick and Tile Machines.
circnlars address J. W. PEKFIEI.n.

WnlOngUby, Lake Co., Oliio.
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A Send stamp for our circular
with description and prices of

b
N
oVe Reliable

c u a n o FERTILIZERS.
PHOSPHATE. Also ot Seeds ana Implements.

R. H. ALLE\ Ac CO.,
189 and 191 Water St.,

P. O. Box 376. NEW YORK.

MTA^TEB-by an Englishman, a situation
» * as stockman. Thoroughly understand* tlie breeding,

rearing, and general management of all kinds of thorough-
bred BtucL, and fowls as well. Applv to

G. C. JOHNSON, Tnrnersvillc, Camden Co.. N. J.

Improved Blooded Live-Stock.
N. GUILBEUT, Evergreen Farm, Gwvnedd. PA., Importer

and breeder of Horses, Cuttle, Milch Cows, Cotswold and
South-Down Sheep; best Swine; all ki»ds Geese, I>ucks,
Turkeys; Cochin nnd all other kinds of Fowl : Tecicoeks ;

Eggs; Dogs; MfHteee Cats- Babbits; Guinea Pigs; While
Mice; Eagle, Monkey, Kuccoons, Deer, Swan, etc. Price*
low. Wanted—Deer, Swan, and "Wild Geese.

Fleetwood Farm,
Near Frankfort, Ky. f

Thorough-bred Horsi-., Trotting Slock, Im-
ported Alderners, South Down Sheep, etc.

J. W. HUNT REYNOLDS.
(State where you saw this advertisement.)

ESSEX PIGS,
ESSEX PIGS,

ESSEX PBGS.
Pure,

Well-Bred,
Very Choice.

Orders for Spring Pigs solicited.

JOSEPH HARRIS,
Moreton Farm,

Rochester, N. Y.

JI^ICSM CATTJLK.
ESSEX PI«JS.

For sale by

G.W. FARLEE,
Cresskill.N. J.

SHO^THOKi^i WI'M., one year old, red
and while. Entered in tin.' forthcoming vol. of Short-

horn Herd-book. Address J. J, COPP, Groton, Conn.

BRONZE TIKKK1S-descended from
stock weighing 62 its. the pair. PEKIN DUCKS.

JERSEY CATTLE AND BLACK BASS.
Address W. CLIFT, Mystic Bridge, Ct.

CORY 1

?* POUL'rRY (UTALOdUR
A\l> (JllDE,-A guide lu success in Poultry breed-

ing for pleasure or profit ; comprising nr. Illustrated and
Descriptive Catalogue of Fauci/ Fowls, Eggs, etc., together
with ehiburaie ticiitises upon the care and management of
Poultry, issued quarterly for 25oj a year (free to my cus-
tomers). Klrst No. readv March lttfr.

Address D. B. CORY,
Office ot Hip Westfield Poultry Yards,

i Westfield, Union County, New Jersey.

Two Dollars per Setting.
E'.'gB from Choice Fowls, carefully packed and for-

warded for hatching, from L. and Dk. lirahinaa, P. Cochins,
Hoiidaus, Bro. Leghorns, B. \l. Games, (-old and Silver-laced
and B. R. Game Bantams. Send stamp lor Illustrated De-
scriptive Circular, etc. Address

A. M. CAREY, Sclin's Grove, Pa.

Light Brahnna E§-§'s.
"Warnnted pure. Satisfaction guaranteed. Only a few

d«z. ; from my 6 selected birds. Hens 10 lbs., cock 1C His.

Rai-ed from best crosses in thin or any country. Apply in
•r address O. F. BUOAVNING, i0 Murray St., New York.

PI i:r:-iti:ia> FOWLS and Eg^e for
Sale.—All the leading varieties. First and Special Pre-

miums »t Wibconsiu Poultry Shows. Send stamp for Illus-
trated Catalogue with prices. Subscription to a Poultry
Paper given to those who purchase of me,

W. E. BUTT, Columbus, Wis.

E«GS FOR MATClIINdJ-from thor-
ough-bred and imported Fowls, from 12 best, breeds

known, at reduced rates. (See our advertisement in Anri-
otUtitrisl, Keb. No.) Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

W. 8. CARPENTER & SOX, Rye, Westchester Co., N.Y.

IAHIKS NIIEPARD, Bristol, Ct.
•* Asiatics, Riintams, Crested-Fowls. Ilaniburelis and
Leghorns. Kegs and Fowls. Original Circular, with Photo
Illustrations, the only one of the kind ev r issued, sent to all.

BROWN LEGHORN FOWLS,
PARTRIDOE COCHIIV.

Send for Illustrated Circular.
El. H. HARKIj, Yarmouth Port, Mass.

TO FARMERS & PLANTERS,
Double Refined Poudrette for sate in

lots to suit customers. This article is sold
for half the price of other fertilizers, and is

cheaper for Cotton, Corn. Tobacco, and
j!

Vegetables than any other in the market.
Price, delivered on board in New York City,

J $25 per ton. I ask attention to the follow-
* ing testimonials:

Charles A. Messenger. Providence Co,,

R. I., writes :
" The Double-refined Pondrette

I bought of yon has given satisfactory returns, and I con-
sider it the best of anything I car. use for an early crop."

Thomas W. Latham, Providence Co., R. I., writes :
" I

would rather have your Double-refinid Pondrette than any
phosphate I ever used. Where I used it on Potatoes it was
far ahead of any other manure."'

L. H. Sheldon. Sup't of the New Jersey State Reform
School. writes: "'We have used Pondrette for several years
upon our farm crops, and for the money invested we have
found nothing that lias done us so much service."

S. J. Kelly. Burlington Co., N. J., writes: " I used
Double-refined Pondrette »n Rutabaga Turnips alongside
of Peruvian Guano and Hen Manure. Where the Pon-
drette was applied the increase was thirty per cent over
the othere."

William H. Cady, Ocean Co., N. J., writes: " I used
Pondrette on Corn* Street and ?ound Potatoes, Onions, and
Lima Beans. It brought forward my crops two weeks
earlier. I think it the best manure' I ever UBed, giving
belter results than Peruvian Guano, at much less cost."

Van Antwerp and Van Bcren. Montgomery Co.,N.Y.,
writes :

" Pondrette has been used in this locality for ten

years past, mostly on Corn, and those who have used it say
they have from i^'to % more Corn by using the Pondrette. 11

W. F. Gerkin, of Essex Co., N. Y., writes: lt
I have

used the Double-refined Pondrette for the last five years,
and I consider it the cheapest fertilizer I can buy—giving
the best results for the cost."

Milton Strong, Suffolk Co., N. Y., writes: " I gave
Pondrette a thorough trial this year, using it upon Corn,
Potatoes, Lima Beans, Tomatoes, and Vines, and I have
never raised better crops. NyCorn will yield 100 bushels
of ears per acre, and my garden was the, surprise and ad-

miration of all who saw it."

Henry T. Horton, Cheshire Co., N. IL, writes: "I
find, from experiments made last year, the Double'-refined
Poudrette is the cheapest fertilizer to use on Tobacco. I

pul it beside Peruvian Guano with equal cost of both,
and the Tobacco was 30 per cent better where I used
Poudrette."

W. H. Remington, Hartford Co., Ct.. writes :
" 1 have

used Pondrette on Corn, Potatoes, and Tobacco. There
was but one piece of Corn in the place equal to mine, and
that had 30 loads of manure per acre and mine none. The
Tobacco started as soon as set and grew luxuriant."

Wm. S. Pomeroy, of Hartford Co., Ct., writes: "I have
used the Double-refined Pondrette for several years on
Tobacco, and I think it one of the best fertilizers made
for this crop."

A Pamphlet giving full directions, etc., sent free on
application to " JAMES T. FOSTER,

66 Cor-tlandt Street, New York.

GENUINE
Peruvian Guano.
Farmers, AoEior/LTunrsTs, and Dealers in Fertilizers

have now an opportunity of obtaining this valuable manure
in small or large lots, nt importers' prices, by

applying to the Special Agency just established for the pur-

pose of delivering Genuine Peruvian Guano to consumers at

any accessible port or railway station in the country. Full

particulars given in circular mailed free ou application to

R. BALCAZAR,
PVo. 53 Beaver Street, New York.

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION:
Messrs. Hobson, Hurtado & Co., Financial Agents of the

Peruvian Government, 52 Wall Street, New York.

Mosss Tayloe, Pres. National City Bank, 52 Wall St., N. Y.

J. C. Tracy, Esq., Peruvian Consul. 26 .^ Broadway, N. Y.

Buy the Best Fertilizers,
Send for Agricultural Almanac for ISTi.

H. B. CRIFFSNC,
58 and 60 Cortlandt Street, New York.

BEES and SUPPLIES will be
furnished by M. QUI N BY,
St.Johnsville, Montgomery Co.. N.Y.

Price-list sent to all applicants.

TT E«SSIOIfi\K I,f. and Dk.BrnBimns.
JLl Stock the finest in the iporld. Eggs in season. Pure
Italian queens, $1.00 each. Address

J. A. BUCHANAN, Wlniersvillc, Jeff. Co ,

& Steel. Steel. Steel." Steel.

$p Of. They are lighter to handle, can be

^QvQfiJ J}*
drawn more easily, do better

Send ^^J-IOIXt " -- WQ1'k, aud last longer

stamp for cir- "^^-Ho /} >v«7
t*ian c^Bt-iron

culars illustrating oar "--QQq fV»>- tools -

new styles of these and of

Agricultural Implements,
Seeds, and Fertilizers.

R. H. ALLEft & CO.
p. o. Box 376. 189, 191 Water St.,

NEW YORK.

i

Ohio

Turtle Harrow.
Wi'ooght-iron frame! Back-slant steel coulter teeth!

Self-sharpening ! Self-clearing ! Every one warranted !

The most perfect agricultural tool ever offered. Sold only
by the undersigned, at their Agricultural Warehouse, 56
Beekman Street, New York.

£!ARR & HOBSON.
The Kansas Farmer.
The best agricultural paper in the West. Enlarged, im-

proved, and published weekly. Sample Copy free.

T. K. HUDSON, Ed. and Propr . Topcka. Kansas.

NEW POTATOES.
To the two popular varieties. JSxtra Early Vermont

and Compton's Suipnse, introduced by us last,

Spring, we take pleasure in adding two new varieties,
Snovt'ilakc and BrownelPs Beauty, as medium
sorls maturing between the two, their equal in quality and
productiveness—and the most beautiful varieties in cultiva-
tion. The great popularity of the Early Rose. Peerless, and
others of Brcsec s seedlings first, offered by us, and their
general adaptation to the various soils and climntes of the
civilized world, has induced thousands in all parts of the
country to experiment in raising seedlingB, in hope of pro-
ducing a better one, a large number of which have been
sent to us for trial. After being carefully tested by ourselves
as well as several of the most experienced cultivators io

the country, the above named varieties have been selected,,

which we offer to our patrons, fully confident of tbeit
superiority.
The following; favorable notice shows the high estimation

In which BrownelPs Beauty and Extra Early
Vermont are held In England :

Gardeners* Chronicle axt> Ageiciti.tural Gazette i

Offioe. London, England, October 7, lffTS.

Gentlemen-

: Last year you were good enough to send u&
for trial some of your new kinds of Potatoes. As a large
trial of over 800 sorts was projected to be carried out at the
Royal Horticultural Society Garden, at Cbiswick, thiB sea-
son, I thought the fairest way would be to send your sam-
ples to be tried with the rest. I sent them under numbers,
so that no one but myself knew either the names of the
varieties or the senders. I have now the pleasure of telling
yon that a First Class Certificate was awarded by
the judges to your Extra Early Vermont and to
Brownell's Beauty. No doubt vou will obtain official

notice of this ere long; meanwhile I thought you would
like to know how much appreciated your potatoes were.
I expect the official list of awards will soon be published.

I am, gentlemen, vour obedient servant,
(Signed), ' MAXWELL T. MASTERS.

To B. K. Bliss & Sons, New York.
For a full description, with prices, of each of the above

varieties, see our Illustrated Potato Catalogue, which will
be mailed free to all applicants. Address

B. K. BLISS Sl SONS,
23 Park Place and 30 Murray St.,

P. O. Box 5712. New York.

Seed Potatoes a Speciality..

Vermont Early Rose,
PEERLESS, WHITE PEACH-BLOWS, aarl

other varieties, in fine order, selected especially for plant

ing. Prices reasonable. Order of TATEM & DAVENPORT,
No. 1 Delaware Avenue Market, Philadelphia.

SEED M POTATOES S»srt.p!sa
SuKi.r Beet. The best to raise for stock. Yields, with
goon culture, from 25 to 30 tons per acre. Seed— t oz., 15c.

:

X lb., 40c. ; !<lb., 10c.; lib., $1.85; 4 lbs.. $1.50. Potutues
—Early Vermont— En>-Iie«t Potaln Known. 1 lb.. 50c.

;

4 lbs., $1.50. Comptou's Surprise—(1 raised 369ST
lbs. from 1 lb.) 1 lb.rrec. : 4 lbs., $2.50.

DAVID P.. WOOD, Morrisville, Lamoille Co., Vt.

IVGW POTATOES.-Extra Early Ver-
!•" mont. 2 lbs. $1.00; per peck $2.50

;
per bu. $R.OO

; per
bbl. (165 lbs.) $18. ComproD's Surprise, 1 lb. $1 : 4 lbs. $2.50.
Tlie above are warranted genuine. From seed obtained
directly from the introducers, Messrs. Bliss & Sons. Orders
filled promptly and sent as soon as weather permits.

E. W. GREENE, Norlh Andover, Mass.

Having grown tlie past 6eason 1,700 barrels of

Campbell's Late Rose Potatoes
I offer them for Fale at $3 per barrel. They yielded over
oue hundred barrels per acre.

I). AUGUSTUS VANDERVEKi:, Freehold, N.J.

ClEHin FOR CATALOfiUI'L-Twolbs.™ Early Vermont or one II). Compton's Surprise Potatoes
given to every purchaser of $5 worth of* Seeds bought 3f

J. G. PAY1VTA It, Whltestone. L. I.

CCORRESPONDENCE INVITED to eel! territory
J for my Potato Plainer and Gutter, Warranted lo do

work well. Address L.J MEVVUOItN, Kin .-ton. N. C.
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Standard Architectural Books for
Carpenters and Builders.

Monckton's National Builder and
Stair-Builder.—A. new and original work,

covering every practical branch of Con-

structive Carpentry, with 1,000 Working
Scale Drawings, in two colors. Showing the

simplest methods of rinding all Joints and

Forms; method of constructing all varieties

of French Roof; all other methods of Roofing,

all styles of Framing ; Splayed Work, Ceil-

ings, Domes, Niches, Raking and Level Mold-

ings, etc., with a Treatise on Stair-Building

and Hand-Railing, and Designs for Stair-

Cases, Newels, Balusters, and Hand-Rails.

One royal quarto volume, uniform with

"Woodward's National Architect." Post-

paid, $12.00.

The above work is also divided and published

in two volumes as follows

:

Monckton's National Stair-Builder.
—Is a complete work on Stair-Building and

Hand-Railing. Fully explained and illus-

trated by large scale diagrams, in two colors,

with designs for Staircases, Newels, Balus-

ters, and Hand-Rails. Royal Quarto. Post-

paid, $6.00.

Monckton's National Carpenter and
Joiner.—A complete work, covering the

whole science of Carpentry, Joinery, Root-

ing, Framing, etc., fully explained and illus-

trated by large scale diagrams in two colors.

Royal Quarto. Postpaid, $6.00.

"Woodward's Suburban and Country
Houses.—70 Designs mid Plans, and nu-

merous examples of the French Roof. Post-

paid, $1.50.

"Woodward's Country Homes.— 150

Designs and Plans, with Description of the

Manner of Constructing Balloon Frames.

Post-paid, $1.50.

"Woodward's G-raperies and Horti-
cultural Buildings.—Designs and Plans

of Hot-Beds, Cold-Pits, Propagating Houses,

Forcing Houses, Hot and Cold Graperies,

Green Houses, Conservatories, Orchard

Houses, etc., with the various modes of

Ventilating and Heating. Post-paid, $1.50.

"Wheeler's Rural Homes.—Houses suited

to Country Life. Post-paid, $2.00.

"Wheeler's Homes for the People.—
100 Original Designs, with full Descriptions,

and Constructive and Miscellaneous Details.

Post-paid, $3.00.

Harney's Barns, Out-Buildings, and
Fences.— Containing Designs and Plans

of Stables, Farm Barns, Out-Buildings, Gates,

Gateways, Fences, Stable Fittings and Furni-

ture, with nearly 200 Illustrations. Royal

quarto. Post-paid, $10.00.

Woodward's National Architect.—
1,000 Designs, Plans, and Details for Coun-

try, Suburban, and Village Houses; with Per-

spective Views, Front and Side Elevations,

Sections, Full Detail Drawings, Specifica-

tions, and Estimates. Also, Detail Draw-

ings to Working Scale, of Brackets, Cornices,

French Roofs, Sectional and Framing Plans

ofFrench Roofs, Dormer-AVindows for French

Roof's. Bay-Windows, Verandas, Porches,

Plaster Finish, Cornices, Ceilings, Hard-wood

Mantels, and all that is required by a Builder

to design, specify, erect, and finish in the

most approved style. One superb quarto

volume. Post-paid, $12.00.

Woodward's Cottages and Farm
Houses.—188 Designs and Plans of low-

priced Cottages, Farm Houses, and Out-

Buildings. Post-paid, $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY;

Eveleth's School-house Architecture.
—A new and original work, containing Seven-

teen Designs for School-houses, Sixty-seven

Plates with Perspectives, Elevations, Plans,

Sections, Details, Specifications all drawn to

working scale, with methods of Heating and

Ventilation. Large quarto. Post-paid, $10.00.

Copley's Plain and Ornamental Al-

phabets.—Giving examples in all styles,

together with Maps, Titles, Borders, Meri-

dians, Ciphers, Monograms, Flourishes, etc.,

adapted for the practical use of Surveyors,

Civil Engineers, Draughtsmen, Architects,

Sign Painters, Schools, etc. Post-paid, $3.00.

Publishers, 245 Broadway, New York.

Beckwitli

Sewing Machines
ONLY $12.

ONLY $20.

We Lave offered as a Premium, and also for sale, for

more than a year past, the

ESeckwith Sewing Machine,
which has been fully described in previous numbers of this

paper. We have already given and sold more than one

thousand of these machines, and testimonials of satisfac-

tion have come from every quarter.

We still offer the Bcckwith Sewing Ma-
chine, Improved, price $12. A new and very

simple braiding-foot has been made, by which a child can

sew on braid without the least trouble, following any de-

sired pattern with ease ; also a new arm, spiral spring

and lever for raising the presser-foot, all of which are

now set in a position that leaves the needle free to be

threaded. The joint is much enlarged, and the machine

is otherwise greatly strengthened and improved. The
use of the braider-foot alone will be valued more than

the cost of the machine.
Each of these machines is pat in a neat, compact

box, with hemnier and guide, oil-can with oily thready

different-sized needles, etc., with full Printed Directions

for using. On receipt of $12 we will scud one of these

machines to any address, espressage to be paid by the

purchaser.

The machine as a Premium.
We will give one of these $13 machines <o>

any one who will collect and forward eight
subscribers for Hearth and Home one year at
S3 each; or sixteen s ubscribers to American
Agriculturist for one year, at Si.50 each, ex-
pressage on the machine to be paid by the re-
cipient of it*

THE BECKWITH
PORTABLE

Family Sewing Machine.

PRICE $20.

Enlarged and Improved.

ITS WEIGHT IS 7 POUNDS.

While we continue the offer of the Improved $12 Ma-
chine as heretofore, we now offer the new

Portable Family Machine,
price $20,which comprises all the excellencies of the former,

with many valuable improvements. Its size and power are

increased, and its capacity thus very much enlarged.without

impairing its portability. There have been added cam and
eccentric movement, a balance-wheel, and also an oscillat-

ing needle-clamp, by which the length of stitch can with the

greatest ease be changed to the finest ehaclc of variation

without touching the needle.

To any one sending us $20, we will send one of the Machines

(packed in a neat, portable case, with handle to carry it

easily), expressage to be paid by purchaser.

Xlae Itlacliiue as a Premium.
YVe will give one of these S30 Machines to

anyone who -will collect and forward to u»
Fifteen Subscribers to Hearth and Home for

one year at S:i each, or Thirty Subscribers to

American Agriculturist for one year at SI.50

each, or One Hundred at SI each, expressage
on the Machine to be paid by the recipient

of it.

%W Almost any lady can readily secure the small

numberof subscribers required to get either the $12 or

the $20 Machine as described above ; or some friend can

thus obtain it for her as a present.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New Torx
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Newly Revised and En-

larged Edition.

Practical

Floriculture.
A Guide to the Successful Propagation and

Cultivation of Florists' Plants.

By r»ETEK, HEPsT13E:r£ft50]V,
Author of " Gardening for Profit."

Beautifully Illustrated. Price, Post-paid, $1.50.

In this work, which has everywhere become so deservedly
popular, not only is the whole " art and mystery " of propa-
gation explained, but the reader is taught how to plant and
grow the plants after they have been propagated. The work
is not one for florists and gardeners only, but the amateur'B
wants are constantly kept in mind, and we have a very com-
plete treatise on the cultivation of flowers under glass, or
in the open air, suited to those who grow flowers for plea-

sure as well as those who make them a matter of trade.

The work is characterized by the same radical common
sense that marked the author's "Gardening for Profit,'* and
it holds a high place in the estimation of lovers of
floriculture. The new edition has been thoroughly revised
by the author, and much enlarged by the addition of valu-
able matter.

The following are a few of the subjects embraced in the
latest edition

:

Laying out Flower Garden and Lawn Designs for
Grounds and for Greenhouses; Soils for Potting; Cold
Frames; Hot-Beds; Greenhouses Attached to Dwellings;
Modes of Heating ; Propagation of Plants by Seeds and by
Cuttings; Culture of the Hose and Tuberose; Growing of
Winter-flowering Plants ; Construction of Bouquets, Baskets,
etc.; Parlor and "Window-Gardening: Wardiau-Cases and
Ferneries; Insects; What Flowers Grow in the Shade;
Culture of Grape-Vines under Glass ; The Profits of Flori-
culture

; How to Become a Florist, etc., etc.

THE ILLUSTRATED

Book of Poultry,
With Practical Schedules for Judg-

ing, Constructed from Actual

Analysis of the Best Mod-
ern Decisions.

By LEWIS WRIGHT,
Author of " The Practical Pbidtry Keeper^

Brahma Fbwl," etc.

The

ILLUSTRATED WITH
Fifty Colored Portraits of Prize Birds,

Painted from Life by J. W. Ludlow.

CONTENTS.
Chap.
1.—Houses and Accommo-

dation.
2.—The Selection of Stock.
3.—Feeding and General

Treatment of Fowls.
4.—Eggs and Incubation.
5.—Artificial Hatching.
6.—The Management of

Chickens.
7.—Fattening and Killing.
8.—Poultry as National

Food.
9.—The Utility of " Fancy

Points."
10.—Commencing a Strain.
11—Mating Stock for Breed-

ing Prize Bird-.
12.—Hearing, Care, and Exhi-

bition of Prize Poultry.
13.—Shows and Judging.
14.—Buying, Selling, and

Exporting.
15.—Enemies in the Tard.
16.—Diseases of Poultry.
17.-Technical Terms.
18.—Cochins.

Price, Postpaid

Brahma?.
-Malays.
-Game.
-Dorkings.
-Spanish.
-Hamburghs.
-Polish Fowls.
-French Breeds of Poul-
try.
-American Breeds of
Poultry.

-Unclassed Varieties of
Poultry.
-Bantama (Except Game).
-Game Uanhims.
-Wild Breeds of Poultry,
Origin of the Domestic
Fowl.
-The Guinea Fowl.
-The Turkey.
-The Pea Fowl.
-Ducks.
Geese.
-Swans.
Possible Additions to
the Poultry Yard.

- - $15 OO
Either of the above books sent post-paid on receipt of

price by

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New Tore.

Chap

DO GOOD

MAKE

MONEY.
The Publishers of American Ag-

riculturist and Hearth and Home

take pleasure in presenting in the

adjoining Table, their new general

Premium List for 1S74. The Pre-

miums which they have offered In

past years have engaged the atten-

tion of a very large number of

persons of all ages and both sexes.

Many thousands have secured Pre-

miums, and very many of these,

who at first had small hopes of

Guccess, have been themselves as-

tonished at the ease with which

they have raised large clubs and

secured valuable Premiums.

Here is pleasant and profitable

work for all. Any one who wishes

to do good, and make
money, can do both by going

to work as here invited by the pub-

lishers of these two most valuable

journals, American Agriculturist

and Hearth and Home. You
need only to show specimens of

the papers, promise the beautiful

Chromos, which are 71010 ready for

delivery, according to the publish-

ers' offer, and forward your sub-

scriptions. TRY IT.

Explanatory Notes.

i\. B.
Read and carefully

Note the following Items:
(a) All subscribers sent by one person
count, though from one or a dozen
different Post-offices. But. (0) Tell

us with each name or list of names
sent, that it is for a premium
(c) Send Hie names as fast as obtained,

that the subscribers may begin to re-

ceive the paper at once. Tou can have
any time, from now until July 1st, to

fill up your list— (d) Send the exact
money with each list of names, so that
there may be no confusion of money
accounts (e) Old and new sub-
scribers all count in premium clubs,
but a portion, at least, should be new
names; it is partly to get these that
we offer premiums to canvassers

(/> Specimen Numbers, etc., will
be supplied free as needed by
canvassers, but they should be used
carefully and economically, and where
they will tell (g) Remit money in
Checks on New York Banks or Bank-
ers, payable to order of Orange -Tudd
Companv. or send Post-office Money
Orders. If neither of these is obtain-
able, Register Money Letters, affixing
stamps both for the postage and re°

gistry; put in the money and seal the
letter in the presence of the Post-
master, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in any of the above ways
is at our ris!: ; otherwise it is not.

[In the following table Is given the price of each article, and the number of
subscribers required to get it free, at the regular rates. $1.50 a year for American
Agriculturist, and $3.00 a year for Hearth and Home ; also at the club rates of $1 and
$2.30; also at the rates of $4 a year for both popers together.] £g" Descrip-
tion of Premiums sent free to applicants.

N. IS.

—

hi all Premium Clubs for either paper, TWO copies of American

Agriculturist (English or German) at $1.50 each, and ONE copy of Hearth ami

Home at $3.00, will count exactly the same. So also two copies of American

Agriculturist at $1 each, and one copy of Hearth and Home at $-2.50. will

count exactly the same. In this way Premium Clubs can be made up from the

id and -1th columns, or from the 3d and 5th, or wholly from the 6th column.

Table of Preminms and Terms
For American Agriculturist,

and for lleartli and Home,
for tlie Year 1874.

Open to all—No Competition.

No. Names of Premium Articles.
1— Moore's Floral Set {Moore Man'fq Co) $1 00
'2— Gold Pen, Sit. Case ( George F. Hawkes.) $3 253— Gold Pen and Silver Case (do. do.). $5 004— Gold Pen, Handle gold-lipped (do. do.). Jo 005—Ladies 1 Gold Pen and Rubber Case (do.) $6 006—Paragon Pit. Revolving Pencil (do.). $1 507—Paragon Pat. Revolving Pencil (do.). $3 00
S—Pai/son's Indelible Ink- 759— Cake Basket (Lucius Hart Man'jTg Co.)$12 00

(1) (3) (3)

American
Agricul-

turist
only.

^2 ! 1 Number
Sl Of SUb;

«£ scribers
•« £ required
S,Z\ at or at
K ,*1.60|»1.

$8 00
$7 00

do.)
do.)
do.). $6 00
rfo.).$12 00
rfo.).ti2 :o
do.). f2 75
do.). $5 CO

$20 00
$5 50
$4 25
ft 50
$2 00
$2 75

(2 on

$3 50

10— Revolving Butter Cooler (do.
11— Card Receiver (do.
1%—One Dozen Teaspoons (do.
13— One Dozen Tablespoons (do.
14— One Dozen Table Forks (do.
15-Chil<Fs Cup (do.
16— Child's Knife, Fork & Spoon(do.
17— Child's Carriage ( C. W. F. Dare)ila 00
18- Child's Self-operating Swing (do. do.), $4 00
19—Doll's Cottage Chamber Set (do. do.). $5 00
'iO-Crandall's Building Blocks $2 00
21— Crandall's Masquerade Blocks $100
22—Knives and Forks ( Woods Cutler// Co. )$12 00
'2S—Knives and Forks (Patterson Bros.)..$m 00
24—Knives and Forks (do. do.) ..

'"

25—Carver and Fork (clo. do.) ..

26—French Cook's Knife, Fork, and Steel,

'it—Pocket Knife 'Maiden Cutlery Co.)..
2H-Pocket Knife (do. do.) .

29-Poeket Knife (do. do.) .

SO-L'idies' Pocket Knife (do. do.) .

31—Multuin in Parvo Knife (do. do.) .

32— Garden Seedsd- Flower lulhs(seltctinn) $2 00
33—Extra EarlilVermonlPotato(2-lbparcel)i\ 00

34—Sewing Machine (Grocer d' Baker) $60 00
aK—Bevotna Machine (Florence) $65 00
36-Sewinq Machine (Willcox & Gibbs). ...$56 00
S7—Sewina Machine (Secor) $02 00
<fS—Beckwith $12 Sewing Machine $12 00
*tt}—Beckicith Portable. Family Stu'g MachSt'lo 00
40— Washing Machine (Doty's) £14 00

41— Clothes Wringer (Best— Universal) $8 00
4>i—Melodeon,4-o'ctave (G.A. Prince & Co.'«)$67 00
HS—Melodeon, 5-octave. (do. do.) H12 00
44 —Piano,Splendid l-octdSteinwaydSons) $650 (0
45—Silver Watch (American Watch Co.)... $40 00
46—Ladies' Fine Gobi Watch (do. do.) ..$100 00
47—Breech-loa<ling Pod ft Rifle $16 00
AS—Double-bbl. Gun (Conner, Harris d£B.).$30 00
40—Remington's Breech-loading Rifle $36 00
50—Remington's Single-barrel Shot-gun $8 00
51-Cbarles Pratt's Astral Oil (1 can.SGal.) $3 00
51—Hand Cultivator <r Weeder (Comstock) $!> 00
53—Family Scales (Fairbanks dt Co.) $14 00
54— Worcester's Great Tllndr'ed Dietionary^lO 00
55—Ann back Volume Agriculturist
JiH—Any Tivo Back Volumes do.
57—Any Three do. do. do.
SS—Any Four do. do. do.
59—Any Five do. do. do.
60—Any Six do. do. do.
61—Any Seven do. do. do.
6'i—Any Eight do. do. do.

—(Each add'/ Vol. at same rate.)
63-Seve.',iteen Vols. XVI to XXXII.
64—Any Rack Vol. Agriculturist
65—Any 2 wo Back Volumes do.
66—Any Three do.
67—Anil Four do.
6H-A111/ Fire do.
69-Any Six. do.
70—Any Seven do.
Til—Any Eight do.
72

—

Any Nine do.
—(Each add'l Volume at same rate)

73-Se.veuteen Vols. XVI to XXXII.
74—Farmer's Boy's Library
75—Farmer's Boi/'s Library
76—Farmer's Boy's Library
77—Farmer's Boi/'s Library.

do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.

$1 75
s $3 50,
°< $5 25l

ll $8 75,

I K.$10 50
o $12 '25

t $11 00

$29 75!

_• $2 50
S $5 00
£ $7 50,

§ $10 COi

g $12 50
I? $15 00
j $17 50

5 $20 00
B $22 50

^ $42 50
... $5 CO

. . . . $8 2'

.$11 25

.$15 75
78—Farmer's Boy\ Library $20 00
79—Any Back Vol. Hearth it Home (Bound). $4 00

SO—Any Two Back Vols. do. do. $8 00
(Eartt additional Volume at same rale.)

ur81---1 810 Library (To
82—4 815 Library
S3--1 £20 Library
84—.1 825 Library
85--1 830 Library
86-.1 835 Library
S7-.4 840 Library
SS-A 845 Library
89—A 850 Library
90—.4 860 Library
9X—A 875 Library
92—A 8100 Library
93—A Choice of Good Books.

Choice.)
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

.- .$10 00
6S$15 00

1

5 ZV*> CO,

js £$25 00'

5|g$30 00

S ^$35 00
« c $40 00

65
52
49
45
65
or,

27
87
102

82
S7
20

'65

75
108
40
84

'22

27
5:'

SO
22

C'lVi

2S5

246

270,
52<

100

70
52

295

'

II HI

1030

165
850,
Ml

150;
1681

52
27
54
70
58
201

291

87
47
54
61

(4) (5)

Heaith

and
Home
only.
Number
of Sub-
scribers
lequired
at or at

$3.00 $2.50

4
5
4
5
4
2

34 181

16 4R
is 60
21 71

24 m
27 w.m 102
88 110

i-ir,

12:1

135
26
50
85
28
14S
'.HI

BIB
H5
175

II)

75
84
28
14

29
35
29

I

10
I 15

7 19
H 24
» 27
10 32
11 34
12 87

(6)

Bollt
Papers

together.

Number
of Sub-
scribers
required,

at
$4.00

~=$45 00

5 Is $50 00

;»*« 00
^=$75 00

100 00
(See Description.)

. 9
. 9
. 3
6

. a

.11

. 9

.11

::i
::if
.. 7
.. 8
.. 4
.. 2
..11,
.13
.17
.. S

.. 4

.. 6

.. 4

. 6

.. 4

.. 2

.39

.45

.34

..42

.. 9

..17

.13

.. 9

.43
76
344
.32
.61
..14'M
.. 91
.. 6
.10
.13 .

.10 '

.. 2

.. 4

.. 8
. 9
.10
.11
.13

....14

24
3
6
9

.10
12
.14
.16

:!£

. 32

.. 7

.. 9

..11

.15
:
ir
6

.. 9

.10"
.14
.18
21
.25
.28
.31
.34
.38
.44
55
.70

VtWEvery Premium article is new and of Hue very best manufacture. No
-hargr A- made for packing or boxing any article in our Premium List. The

Premiums, Nos. 2 to S, 27 to 33, 55 to 78, and 81 to 93,
inclusive, will < ich h, ddirered FREE of all charges, by mail or express

(at the Post-office or express office nearest the recipient) to any place in the United

States or Territories.— The other articles cost the recipient o .ly t/te freight, after

leaving the manufactory of each, by any conveyance desired. Description of
Premiums sent free to applicants.
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PLANTS. .

Our Plant.-., for health and vigor, can not be surpassed. The im-

pression conveyed by the many complimentary letters we have received

the past year is, that our Plants are superior in size and quality to

those generally received from Nurseries. We lwve only space for a

few of those letters in our Catalogue.

Our collection of Plants will be found rich in popular varieties,

sitoh as Roses, Geraniums, Fuchsias, and many other favorites.

SEEDS.
Garden fceed*,

Field $eeds,
Flower Seeds.

Of the best and most popular kinds, and of undoubted quality, having
been selected from the most reliable growers in the world, and fully
tested by us. We call particular attention to our One, Two,
Three, and Five JDollar Collections of SEEDS, as set

forth in our Catalogue.

ROSES.
Our collection of Reses embraces the best kinds of

Hybrid Perpetual, moss, Bourbon, China,

and Ever-blooming Tea-Scented Varieties.

They are all grown in pots, and ready for immediate

ftowering. Can be sent by mail with perfect safety. We
will send six choice sorts, safely packed, by mail on re-

ceipt of $1.00, or twelve choice sorts, including one

Moss Rose, on receipt of $2.00. If the selection is left

to ue we will send such as will give constant flower the

whole season.

Geraniums.
Our collection of Geraniums is unrivaled, and includes

the splendid varieties, Master Christine, Jean
Sisley, and the beautiful Double Pink Variety, Ma-
rie Eemoine.
We send twelve beautiful varieties by mail for $2.00,

eacn twelve to include a plant of either one of the

above varieties the parties ordering may select. We
also send six sorts by mail for $1.00. We offer the new

Double White Geranium, Aline Sislej , at $1.00 each.

^Ve also offei live other Beautiful IVevv Double
Varieties, some of them cf quite new and remarka-

ble colors—for full description of which, with many

other new plants, see our Catalogue. We also make

some splendid special offers in Geraniums, which we are

enabled to do from our immense stock.

In our Catalogue will also be found a fine collection

of new and older

Fuchsias,
Carnations, Verbenas, Dahlias,

Chrysanthemums, Phloxes,
Pelargonium—Master Christine.

* His. beautiful new varieties of 1 OliEtT^i, with a full assort uaieaat of Greenhouse annul IReddintr

Plants. Sent everywhere !>y nnail or e\j»ress.

For ouir CATALOGUE inclose Letter-Stamp to the

BELLEVUE NURSERY COMPANY,
PATERSON, NEW JERSEY.

HENRY E. CHITTY, Supt.
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Contents for April, 1874.

Agriculture, French 139

Barn Yard, Plan of a 5 Illustrations. . 138

Bee Notes tor April 129

Boys and Girls
1 Columns—Some "Very Wonderful

Plants "A Stiangc Bird—Aunt Sue's Puzzle-Box

—A Corresponding Society—First Lesson in Row-
ing—Writing for the Paper 5 Illustrations. .147. 148

P.allis, Seeds, etc.. Treatment of Tropical 1 1-3
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Cheese Factory, Hon' to Start a 12 Illustrations. . 137
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Close Breeding
Colt, How to Feed a..

Colonies, Government
Help for iS

Compost, Heat for a 12'
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Corn, Sanford 127
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West 128
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North-West.an 127
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Dog Power 127
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Hay Fork, The Best 12S
Hoof. Contraction in 127
Humbugs, Horticultural. 128
Hnmbngs, Sundry 125
Lands. Neb. and Minn.. .126
Landscape Gardener 126
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Mill. Howard 120
Name, Your 127
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to an Acre 127
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Soap and Glue Refuse. ..128
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Oranges from Seed.—Some time ago we
stated, in reply to a correspondent, that oranges from

the seed would not be precisely like the parent fruit from

which the seed was taken. Several correspondents in

Florida wrote that this was a mistake, and that the fruit

waB reproduced with exactness. We now find our posi-

tion sustained by the Florida Agriculturist. While seeds

from the sweet orange will produce treeB bearing sweet

fruit, they will differ in other qualities, including pro-

ductiveness, and the only sure way of perpetuating a

variety and preserving every one of its qualities and pe-

culiarities unchanged is by budding or grafting.

n<>s ;<"•<'"- Bone-Mill.—"Englishman,"
Lynchburg, Va. The Bogardus bone-mill, to which we
have before referred as the best bone-mill, may be pro-

cured of A. Bogardus & Co., Center street, New York.
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NEW YORK, APRIL, 1874.

We have bad a remarkably mild winter, and the

indications now are that wc shall have an early

spring. Winter wheat, on our own farm, and we be-

lieve it is so generally, never looked better. It is,

of course, still liable to many drawbacks, but on
the whole there is a good prospect of an abundant

wheat harvest. Wc hope such will prove to be the

case. The country needs a big wheat crop and

liberal prices. We hope for both the present year.

There is a cheerful prospect for all good fanners.

We have had gloomy times. Tt lias required strong

faith to keep on improving the land, paying high

wages, and getting low prices. But those who
have now got their laud dry, clean, and rich are in

a condition to reap the reward of their faith and

practice. This is the great lesson taught by all

agricultural history and experience. Do the work

as cheaply and economically as possible, but do it,

and do it thoroughly. Slip-shod farming ; resorting

to temporary expedients ; chicking weeds, instead

of killing them ; sowing when there is no reason-

able prospect of getting a good crop, and doing

this year after year is about the meanest business

an intelligent man can engage iu. Farming is a

pleasant, profitable, honorable, and eminently use-

ful occupation—but it must be good farming.

Poor farming, with no efforts to improve the laud

and the stock is forlorn drudgery.

Farming is essentially slow. The husbandman

waiteth patiently. He must look ahead. He lays

plans aud does work for the future. Aud the better

he plans and the more he works and the farther he

looks ahead, the more pleasure will he have day by

day and the greater will be his ultimate profit.

Hints aliont Work.
Happy is the farmer who has got everything

ready for the active labors of the coming season.

But no matter how thoroughly he is prepared there

will always be a plenty to do.

Work makes work.—Something will break and has

to be mended. Something will be lost aud has to

be found. Tools arc scattered here aud there and

must be put in their places.

System and Order arc absolutely essential to suc-

cess iu fanning. But work is no less essential.

Whatever accomplishes the most work at the least

cost is the best system.

" Come Buys," must be the motto of the farmer
who employs much labor. He must be with his

men. But unless he is a remarkably vigorous and
healthy man he ought not to try to do as much
work as his men and superintend his farm besides.

Work occasionally, and put new vigor into the men.
Show them how to do the work to the best ad-
vantage. Plan, direct, be quick to 6ee the weak
spot and prompt to lend a helping hand.

Steady Work like plowing will almost do itself.

It is the odd jobs that require brains. You must
do the thinking.

A good Bay will often do a6 much work as a man.
lint yon must know how to treat him in order to

make him useful. Give him the best tools, the.

best plow, the steadiest team and the newest
harness. If be breaks anything do not scold, but
help him to repair damages and encourage bim to
do better. Above all do not let the men impose on
him. If you breakfast early, a growing boy that is

at work in the field should have a lunch at half-

past nine or ten o'clock. No one can work long
without eating, especially a growing boy.

Rainy Days are usually numerous this month.
But you will find work enough that needs doing in

the cellar or in the sheds or barns.

A Cheap Memorandum Book in which you can
note down work to be done, is of great advantage

—

provided you use it.

Work to be done may be classified under three

heads. First, Work for rainy days ; Second, Work
for fair days when the ground is too wet to plow ;

Third, Regular farm work when the weather and
land are both dry.

Under Rainy Days would come such work as

repairs, oiling harness, sorting potatoes, and cut-

ting them for seed ; mixing ashes, plaster, and
hen droppings ; whitewashing ; cleaning and oiling

implements and machines with petroleum, both

wood-work and iron
; grinding spades, hoes, axes,

etc. ; cutting up hay, and a dozen other things that

will readily occur.

Under When the Ground is Wet comes underdraw-
ing; cleaning out ditches, letting off surface
water; repairing fences and gates; piling, turning,

or spreading manure
; washing fruit-trees with lye

or carbolic 6oap ; scraping up the mud and scat-

tered manure in the barn-yard ; blasting large

stones, etc., etc. The morning after the next heavy
rain, fill up the list yourself. You will find it

very useful.

Under Regular Work include the general field

work of the farm, such as plowing, harrowing, cul-

tivating, rolling, drilling, picking off stones, haul-

ing manure, etc., etc. Go into details. Make
estimates of how long the work will take, and 6ee

that you have everything ready for emergencies.

Sowing Glover on winter wheat is usually done
before the frost is fairly out of the ground. If de-

layed till the land is dry, harrow the wheat with a

light harrow before sowing the clover and then

harrow or roll afterwards. Six quarts of clover and

four of timothy per acre is none too much seed.

If possible select a still day for sowing. See that

there is no space left unsown.

Qet Crops in Early, but not before the land is in

good working condition.

Spring Wheat is usually the first crop sown.

Barley can not be sown too early, provided the

land is in the proper condition. It should be made
as fine and mellow as possible. Sow from li to 21

bushels per acre. Barley and spriug wheat are both

good crops with which to sow clover and grass seed.

Make the land as fine as possible by repeated

harrowings before sowing, and then roll after the

grass seed is sown.

Oats or I\as do better on a recently inverted sod

than barley. But if the sod is old and tough it is

better to plant it to corn.

Jbtatoes require dry land. A rich, clover sod is

excellent. But if the land is rich enough potatoes

can be successfully grown after any crop. H
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manure i3 used it should be well rotted and fine,

and the more thoroughly it is mixed and incorpor-

ated with the soil, the less likely it is to injure the

quality of the potatoes. Peruvian guano is one

of the best auxiliary manures for potatoes—say

-0J pounds per acre sown broadcast, or a table-

spoonful dropped in the hill and mixed with the

soil before dropping the potatoes. The latter is

the better way to apply it, provided the work is

done carefully. Peruvian guano, if a good article,

will bum the potatoes if they come iu direct con-

tact with it.

On Sod Land it is far more convenient to plant

potatoes in hills, three feet apart, than in drills.

On mellow, rich land, where furrows can be opened

with a plow, it is a good plan to make the furrows

3 feet apart and drop the sets in the furrow every

15 or 18 inches and cover with the plow. If the

laud is rich enough a larger erop can be obtained

ia this way than by planting iu hills.

Harrowing the Potatoes with a light harrow, just

as soon as they begin to break the ground, will

kill millions of young weeds and favor the growth
of the potatoes. On our own farm we use a

Thomas harrow for this purpose, and go over the

ground three or four times. We have frequently

used an ordinary harrow. It pulls up a few hills,

but not enough to do serious damage to the crop.

Mangel Wurzel is a favorite crop with us. It re-

quires rich land. Should be sown early in drills,

2i feet apart, and thinned out in the rows, 12 to 15

inches apart. If drilled iu, 1 lbs. seed per acre ; if

dibbled in, 15 iuches apart, 3 lbs. is sufficient. Iu

the latter ease soak the seed for -IS hours.

Animate require special care at this season. The
weather is very changeable and horses and caws

are shedding their coats and liable to catch cold.

Sheep must be managed according to circum-

stances. If the yards are large and dry and you
have plenty of roots it is probably best to keep
them out of the pastures until there is a good bite

of grass. If the yards are small and muddy it will

be well to let them run out every fine day. A sod

licld that, is to be plowed for com will make a .good

run for them and will save the regular pasture. Feed

all the hay they will eat. It is a great mistake to

stop feeding hay and grain as soon as the 6heep

are turned to pasture. They may not eat much
hay, but they should have access to it and be
allowed to eat at will.

Ewes ait'l Lambs need warm, dry, sunny quarters.

Feed the ewes a plenty of bran, early cut clover or

other hay and as many roots as can be spared. Un-
less the ewes are very fat, a pound of oats each per

day may be fed with great advantage. Be careful

to avoid exposing the sheep and lambs to rain

storms. If a lamb gets chilled, wrap it in a warm
blanket; or, in extreme cases, put the lamb in a

tub of warm water. Lambs apparently dead have

been restored in this way.

Horses.—Feed liberally and allow plenty of time

to rest and digest their food. It is better to work
them steadily for eight or nine hours than to keep
them in the field ten or twelve hours, letting them
stand still one third of the time. When a man
needs to go home to lunch or supper the horses

need food also. A pail of water with a pint of

corn or oat meal stirred in it is a capital thing for

a tired horse. It will enable him to work an hour

or two longer in an emergency.

Cows should be carded every day. See Hints for

last month in regard to calving. It is especially

important to feed new milch cows liberally and
with good judgment at this season. Do not be in

a hurry to turn them out to grass. Give plenty of
early cut hay and have enough to keep their

bowels moderately loose. If thin, give a little corn-
meal or oilcake meal in addition. Cut the hay,
moisten it with water, and mix about two quarts
of bran and a quart of corn-meal with a bushel of
the chaffed hay and lei the cows have all they will

eat up clean. When turned out into the yard, let

them have a little long hay in the racks to pick at.

A cow giving milk need,- a great deal of water.

Let her have access to it all day, or at any rate

night and morning. If you can give each cow
half a bushel of mangels, or beets, or paisnips, or

carrots daily it will be of advantage.

Swine.—It now looks as if pork would next

fall and winter bring higher figures than for the

last two or three years. Many farmers iu the West
say it does not pay to feed out "fifty-cent corn."

We think they are wrong. At any rate one thing

is certain, if pigs are kept at o 11 it will pay to keep

them in good growing condition.

Last Fail Pigs should be fed very liberally at this

season, in order that when they are turned out to

grass or clover they may be strong and vigorous.

If they are fat now they will keep fat all summer
On good clover. With us this is the cheapest way

to make pork.

A Sow should be placed in a warm, comfortable

pen some days before she is expected to farrow.

The object is to let her get accustomed to the new
pen. It is well to let her out every day for exer-

cise before she pigs and occasionally afterwards.

Give a little flax-seed tea or oil-meal slops and

bran to keep the bowels open.

After Farrowing give her for a few days thin,

warm bran slops three times a day. Gradually give

richer food, such as oat, com or pea meal, mixed

with brau and mixed with 6lops from the house or

with milk. If cooked and fed warm it will favor

the production of milk. With well-bred sows the

milk is often too rich, and we should aim to feed

iu such a way as to increase its quantity, but not

its quality. Perhaps there is nothiug better for

this purpose than brewers' grains, or warm whey,

or skim-milk and scalded brau.

Work in the Horticultural Departments.

The warm, sunny days of April will be the signal

for the commencement of active out-door opera-

tions. To him who has completed everything

which could be done to advance the spring work,

the coming labors will be comparatively easy ; but

if these have been neglected there is great dang r

of falling behind with work. Gardening, to reach

the greatest success, requires as much forethought

as at!y mercantile business, and he who has the

clearest head, combined with energy and ; kill, will

be the most successful. Hurry up all the little

jobs which can be done now, and then vhen the

ground becomes warm and dry no delay need occur

in plowing and putting in the various crop:-,. Pro-

vide some in-door work for the men for rainy

days ; these will happen often during the season,

and the men feel better when there is something

to occupy their attention than if idle. Nothing is

better for this purpose than a tool-house supplied

with a good set of carpenter's tools and other

necessary implements in constant use in and around

the garden and buildings. Provide duplicate handles

for the forks, hoes, etc., so that if any accident

should occur they can easily be repaired. See that

all broken tools arc mended or new ones put in

their places. Nothing so discourages a workman
as a broken or poor tool. Teams which have been
idle during the winter must be put to hard work
gradually ; otherwise they are liable to give out.

Ort'liaril »u<l >'Mt*sei-y.

CUms.—If not yet cut, attend to it at once, as it

will not do to cut after the buds have started.

Preserve in sand or sawdust until needed.

Hoot Grafts.—Plant in nursery rows as soon as

the ground will allow.

Seeds of fruit and ornamental trees Bhould be

sown as soon as the ground is iu good condition.

Peach-stones, nuts, etc., which were buried in

boxes in the open ground last fall should be

planted at once before they commence to grow.

Grafting.—Do not commcuce until the buds swell.

If left until too late the bark 6lips so readily that

there is danger of injuring the tree by peeling.

Tree Planting.—In planting, do not attempt to do
it hastily ; one tree planted well is worth a dozen

poorly set. Take pains to break all lumps which

come in contact with the roots, and, besides, make
the hole large enough to allow the roots to lie

straight in their natural positions.

Bisects will still need looking after, as eternal

vigilance is the price of healthy trees and good
fruit. Wash the trunks and larger limbs with lye

or soft soapsuds if not already done ;
this, if done

with a stiff brush after the old bark has been

scraped off, will destroy most of the eggs of insects.

Look out for the rings of tent-caterpillars' eggs on

the ends of the twigs ; they can be easily seen

and destroyed uow.

Fruit Ciai-deii.

Currants.—Every garden 6hould have an abim-

dant supply of currant bushes, as with proper care

they may be made to yield large crops of fruit,

both for market and home use. Plant cuttings in

rows two feet apart, and the plants six inches in

the rows. In two or three years they will make
bearing plants. Versailles and White Grape are

the best varieties for general cultivation.

Strawberries need to be 6et out as early as the

ground can be worked. Give the newly-planted

beds, as well as the bearing ones, a good mulch of

cut hay or straw, or even leaves. Set the plants in

hills 18 inches apart, with the rows two feet. Do
not allow the newly-planted beds to bear before

the second year, as the plants will then be stronger

and better able to bear good crops afterwards.

Pasjiln rries a,a! Blackberries must be 6et out early

this month if the ground is dry. Four feet each
way for raspberries and G x 8 feet for blackberries.

Grapes.—Set out vines one year old in well-

drained soil which has been enriched by ashes or

ground bone. Do not use heating manures, as they

cause a very rapid growth, which is so prolonged
that the wood does not have time to ripen properly

before cold weather commences ; hence the wood
is readily injured by frosts. Select a proper pro-

portion of early, medium, and late sorts, so that

there will be a constant succession i fruitthrough-
out the season. Cuttings preserved in the cellar

since last fall should now be planted out in rows
13 inches apart, setting the euttiairs four ir:ehcs

apart in the rows, and pressing the earth very firmly
down around the bases of the cuttings.

Gooseberries.—Set out HouglTton and other Am-
erican varieties. Give thorough cultivation and
plenty of manure.

Quinces.—A handsome pyramidal quince-bush
can be secured if properly trained and pruned ; as
usually seen, they are not ornamental objects.

Figs can not be grown profitably north of the

latitude of Maryland, but a few trees arc easily

taken up and stored in the cellar in the fail, and
when planted among other fruit trees they give a
pleasing variety.

Kitchen («»nl)>n.

For directions for making hot-beds last month's
hints may be consulted, and also for many other
operations which will be in season for the present
month. Hot-beds must be carefully watched lest

the heat become strong enough to burn the young
seedlings. Remove the sash when the weather
will allow ; when too cool to remove admit air by
raising the sash a few inches at the back.

Asparagus.—Remove the coarse litter from the
beds and fork iu the manure as soon as the ground
is dry. Apply a coat of salt to established beds.

Beans.—In the Northern States the latter part of

the present month is early enough for planting;

however, it will be worth a trial to plant a few
rows now, and if there is any danger of frosts pro-

tect the young plants by placing two boards edge-

wise, like an inverted trough, along the rows so

that they will form a shelter for them.

Beets.—Sow as early as the state of the ground

will allow, as they will stand considerable frost

Cabbages and Cauliflowers.—Set out plants from
the hot-bed and cold-frame in rows 18 y.Zi inches,

and plant lettuces between ; the latter will be out
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of the way before the room is needed for the cab-

bages. Sow seeds in open ground.

Carrots.—Sow a few rows for early use in warm,

rieh soil in drills a foot apart
;
put in plenty of

seed to insure a good start.

Celery.—Set out plants for early crop. Sow seeds

in drills eight inches apart.

Chives.—As soon as the soil is dry fork in a dress-

ing of fine manure around the plants and remove

all the old leaves. New beds may be made by

division of the plants.

Cucumbers.—Sow a few seeds in pots or bits of

sod in a hot-bed, so that they can be readily re-

moved as soon as the weather is warm enough. Do
not, plant in open ground until next month.

Egg-Plants*—Sow in hot-bed giving considerable

beat, and take care not to check growth untimely

by removing the sashes.

Garlic.—Set bulbs in rows 13 inches apart, allow-

ing si>: inches between the plants.

Horseradish.—Plant out sets in rows, in well-

manured soil, 34x15 inches.

Herbs.—A supply of the more common herbs

Bliould be sown. Sage, thyme, summer savory,

etc., are in general use for flavoring. Sow in a

warm place or frame in rows four inches apart.

/ ks.—Sow seed as early as possible in fine soil

iu fifteen-inch rows.

lettuce.—Set out plants from the cold-frame in

rows a foot apart, and the plants six inches iu the

rows. There are many vacant spots where a few
plants may be set.

Onions.—The sooner the seed is put in after the

ground is open the betteristhe prospect for a crop.

In sowing, radish seed is sometimes mixed with it,

which allows the rows to be seen readily and the

weeds sooner hoed up between the rows. Plant in

rows 15 inches apart. Top and potato onions

should be set at once iu rieh soil.

Pirslcy.—Sow in hot-bed or open ground, first

soaking the seed in hot water a short time.

Parsnips.—Sow at once in very rich deep soil, so

thst they may get a good start before very warm
weather. Sow in rows 15 inches apart.

Has will bear considerable frost, and the sooner

they are planted the better they will yield. Do not

plant the dwarfs until the ground is warm and dry.

Uppers require to be treated the same as recom-

mended for egg-plants.

Potatoes that have been cut and started in the

hot-bed maybe set out at once in rows two to three

feet apart, and one foot iu the rows. Plant all

garden sorts early.

JRadislies.—Sow a few rows every week or ten

days during this month. Sow thickly in rows one
foot apart.

Salsify und Scorzonera.—These two vegetables

ought not to be neglected, for if once raised we
think they will always form a part of the gardener's

crops. Their culture is the same as for carrots.

Spinach.—Keep down the weeds iu the beds sown
last fall, and sow seed in rows a foot apart.

Needs.—Persons raising their own seeds should
set out the most perfect specimens of beets, par-

snips, etc., early.

Tomatoes.—It is yet too early to trust plants in

Open ground. The earliest should be trans-
planted to pots or boxes,where they will have more
room to grow, and so that they can be readily re-

moved without injuring the roots.

Turnout.—Sow a few rows for early use, and as
soon as they are up sprinkle with plaster to pre-
serve from insects.

Flower 4jSar«leii and Latvia.

There will be plenty of work in this department
on the opening of spring weather. Rubbish,
broken limbs, and everything which can disfigure

the appearance of the garden and its surroundings
should be cleared away.

town.—Apply a dressing of bone, ashes, or other

fertilizer. If any patches are thin or bare sow
seed thickly after loosening the soil with a rake.

Bulbs which were planted last fall should have

the covering of hay or leaves taken off, and the

ground loosened around the plants, which will just

now show themselves above the ground.

Ornamental Trees.—Set out such varieties as are

needed for shade or ornament. Evergreens do best

if not moved until May.

Annuals.—Sow seeds of the hardy kinds.

Herbaceous Perennials.—Move and divide at once
if not yet attended to, as many of the sorts will

commence flowering soon. A light, loamy, well

drained soil is the best for most sorts.

Bit nnials.—Transplant such plants as Hollyhocks,

Sweet Williams, etc., from the beds to where they

arc to Uowcr ; the earlier this is done the better.

Climbers.—Provide plenty of climbers for orna-

menting and covering porches, arbors, and ru.- tic-

work. Clematis, Trumpet-creeper, Honey-suckle,

Wistarias; Akebia, and the like are very orna-

mental both iu flower and foliage, and many an

otherwise bare-looking spot can be easily covered

by these hardy climbers.

llcdycs.—Trim and stir the soil around the plants

as early as possible, and if any new hedges are

wanted order the plants at once.

Wind-break* arc very useful, as well as neces-

sary in a flat country, and trees to serve this

purpose should be planted wherever n

Norway Spruce is one of the best evergreens for

this purpose, as it is of rapid growth.

Drives and Walks should be laid out and made at

once, for if left until later there will be too much
work on hand to do it properly.

Greemliosisc a it el Window iPlauis.

Ventilation is the main point to look after now.

Admit air every warm day, so that those plants

which are to be set out in the open border may be

properly hardened off.

Propagation of the desirable .-oris may still be

continue 1, and the plants, as soon as rooted, pot-

ted and placed in shade until established.

Seeds.—Sow seeds of annuals in greenhouse or

window boxes. Balsams, Asters, etc., do better if

started in this way.

Bisects.—Keep the greenhouse clear of insects

by smoking, washing, etc. The red spider may be

destroyed by keeping the house damp.

Camellias which are growing should have plenty

of water and a little more heat.

Azcdcas.—Prune and bring into shape bjr judicious

tying as soon as the plants have done flowering.

Bulbs that have completed their growth of leaves

may be turned out of the pots and stored in a dry,

cool place. Ixias and other greenhouse bulbs

should have plenty of water while flowering.

Tuberoses.—Start bulbs in the greenhouse for

planting outside,

Cannas and other tropical tuberous-rooted plants

do better if started in a little heat and planted

out-of-doors from the first until the last of May,

according to locality.

Plants wintered over in the cellar will need look-

ing after, and water given occasionally as needed.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

Tho following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for flic American Agriculturist,

from oar daily record daring Ihc year, show at a glance

the transactions fen- the monlh ending March 18th, 1S74.

and for the corresponding month last year:

1. teaxsactioxs at the hew yore: markets.

Beoeipts. Floor. VThenL Corn line. Rarity nuts.
at A'etiiv, m'tiiSiT.ono i,9v>,nno 41 i.ono 111,one is'..ooo 486,000
26d's Ms! ni'th 402,000 3,175,000 1,001,090 61,000 106/00 8M.O00

Sales. Floor. Wheat. Qorn. line Barley. Oats.
31 it's tl.is iu'l1i229,000 2,410,000 l.r.17.0110 110,000 829,000 1.104,000
26il'si(is< in'lir:96,000 2,812,000 1,597,000 131,000 813,000 1,437,000

ii. Comparison with same period at thin time last year.
BSOEIPTS. Flour, Wheal. Corn. Sue. Barley. Outs.
24 days 1S71...317,000 1,912,000 411,000 141,000 153,000 4S6000
23 days 1S73... 1,9,000 262,000 878,000 2,100 61,000 tlBli.OCO

Sales. Flaur. Wheat. Corn. line. L'arlen Oais
21 days 1S71... 229,000 2,419,000 1,017.000 116.000 829.000 1,104 001)
88 d»ya 1878...188,000 569,0,00 1,568,000 91,000 1,(.S6M»

3. Stock of grain in store at jy«o Yort.
Wheat. Com. n,/.\ Barlev. Oats. 2lalt.

, ousll. hash. hush. liiiBli. bush, bush.
Mar. 9, 18,4.. 1,320,813 754,511 20,378 01,416 751,375 22,376
Feb. 9, 1871.. 1,0711,619 511.800 11,608 40,906 735.992 23,769
.Tan. 12, 1871.. 1,235,113 1.146.202 1,131 1S0.2IS 511.117 35,482
Dec. 10.1873. .l..-.53.v.:3 2.tW},544 244.883 570.742 60,805
No,, s, i-t:;..i, ',>;,-,, ji 3.:oi,99: K'O.osa a::,so4 6:0.100 91,16(1
Oct. 6, 1871.. 1,2711.801 5,130,537 43.297 613.720 1.451,868 201.727
Oct. 7, 1872.. 23,142 ".-42,181 39,925 40,025 2,505.006 12,535

4. Exports from Xeiv Fork, Jan.l to Jturch 12:

Floor. Wheat. Corn. Jti/e. Hurley. Oatn. Peas.
bbls. bush, bush. bush, bush. bush. bush.

1874. ...451,520 5,833,103 2,026,680 190,085 21,993 48,700
1878....325,386 868,737 2,778,029 1,004 6.700 4.977 11.937
1872.... 165,416 1,1X11,001 2,874,449 135.787 5,717 51,103

Cold has been lip to 113 and down to 111?*—closing
March 12th at 115 as D^ainst 112Ji on February 12th

All things considered, a remarkably active movement for

the season has been noted in the leading kinds of Pro-
duce, the receipts and sales of Breadstuff's having been
in excess of those of the same lime hist year. The busi-

ness.in Flour, Wheat, Corn, and Rye has been in good
part for shipment. Under the liberal arrivals prices
generally yielded, but closed with more steadiness. The
scant supply of freight room available for prompt use has
been against, the export trade. The dealings in Barley
have been less extensive, and at lower figures. The
offerings of foreign have been large and urgent, partly

to arrive. Oats have met with a ready sale, mostly for

local trade purposes, and have held their own well as to

values The inquiry for the principal kinds of Pro-
visions has been fairly active, hut at variable prices,

closing more firmly. Butter and Cheese dearer, and in

good request. Eggs closed lower, with a very moderate
demand from consumers Cotton has been quite.

freely purchased, but closed in favor of buyers Wool
has been less sought after and rather less firm. The
better grades of domestic have been in quite moderate
supply. Manufacturers have been operating reservedly.

Tobacco, Seeds. Hay, and Straw have attracted

less attention. Tho offerings of Hay and Straw toward
tbecloso wcbc on a liberal scale flops have been
very dull, and generally weal: : thougn strictly prime to

choice stock was held with a fair share of confidence,

having been comparatively scarce.

Current Wholesale prices.

Feb. 13. March 13

Price op Colts 112H 113
FLOUli ll| •; to Extra Stale '.' 8 10 S3 OS ( 7 65
Super to Kxtra Southern, .. C 05 oil CO or,. ...10.-0
Extra Western 6 50 Mil 00 635 @10 75
ISxtra Genesee 8 83 810 00 7 75 8 9 60
Superline Western 5 85 a 6 35 5 65 a 6 25
Kvk Fl.iit 1: 5 00 ©6 011 4 75 (5 5 75
<Vm:v-Mi-\t 8 75 (5 4 75 8 50 O 4 50
i'.i CKWllEATFl.f.UR, i.non n,s. 2 50 @ 3 00 3 00 1.1 3 50
Wheat— All kinds Of While. 1 CD © 1 95 1 65 @ 1 95
All kinds 01 lied and Amber. 1 25 © 1 70 1 S5 a 1 75
Corn—renew .... so @ 86 ss © 91
Mixed . 77 (SI 89 80 © 92
White 84 ©90 8S @ 91

Oats— western 60 © 63ys 02 @ fii'

Stale. 60 © 6SH 62 © 66
Kvit 1 I." > 1 10 1 00 @ 1 05
Barley 170 (To 2 25 1 70 ® 2 10

Hay—Bale, * 100 OS 100 ©'143 100 © 1 85
Straw, * 100 lbs 60 @ 95 60 © 95
Cotton— Middlings. * ».... 16 © 16K 161j@ 16JJ
Hops—Crop oflSiS. * m 25 @ 45 20 © 45
Feathers -Live Geese, * lb 65 © 70 65 © 75
Seed—Clovei}* lb 9)s@ 9J6 9&® 9«
Timothy, ill bushel.... 3 25 ©3 50 8 15 ©3 30'

Flax. ii( bushel 2 85 © 2 40 2 CO @ 2 70
SnoAii— Eefl'gft Grocery* lb 6K® 8% tW® 8«
Molasskb, Cubn.*gal. ... . S3 ® 35 20- ® 40
New Orleans, * gal 60 ® 75 60 © 75
Coffee— P.io(Golrt) 23!{@ 20« 23><@ 20":

TORACCO. Kenlticjcy, &C..*Ib. 5X© 14- 5).:® 14

Seed beat, in 5 ® 65 6 ® 65
Wool—Domestic Fleece, * lb 32 @ 70 82 @ 65
Domestic, pulled, rub 30 @ 55 80 © 55
California, clip 20 © S7!4 18 ® 37
Tallow, "fib 7X® '% "<ii® 1%
OrL-CAKK—* ton 42 50 048 50 4S 00 ©4100"
Pork—M ess, V barrel if. 75 @io 00 — ©16 00
Prime, V barrel ... 12 75 ©13 00 13 50 ©13 75
Beef— Plain mess 9 50 (51100 10 00 ©1150
1, Ann, in tics, ft barrels, 9 1>. sv@ 9j$ s%© 9K
Butter—State, Vn> 28 © 50 82 © 55
Western, V a 22 © 40 SO ® 42
Cheese.. . ... . , .. 5 @ 17 5 @ 17);

Beans—* bnsliel 1 50 ©3 65 150 ©4 00
PEAS-Canada, free.* bu ... 105 ©125 1 20 © 1 25
Eqos—Fresh. * dozen .... 28 ® 27 18 ® 22

Limed "fl dozen 14 ® 18 11 ® 14

Poultet-FowIs 10 ® 17 10 ® 17
Turkey s-is lb 9 © 16 8 © 16
Geese, Woalr 1 50 ® 2 50 1 87 © 2 50
Durks, *pair 60 © 87 70 © 90

?| lb 10 ® 18 12 © 17

Partridges, * pair 70 ® 73 — @ —
Crouse, trapped, 7? pair 60 © 75 — @ —
Hares,* pair... 40 @ 55 40 © 50
Vknison, H>lb 6 © 12K — © -
Qvail. IHdoz 2 00 ©325 — ® —
BABiri's, * pair 40 © 50 30 © 45
Tit.mps *' lib) 60 ® 1 00 50 © 75
i'aiukiks-* 100 4 00 ©10 00 2 00 (31000
Onions—* Mil 4 00 ©5 50 4 60 ® 5 50
Potatoes—* bbl 150 ©3 50 2 25 ©8 25
Sweet Potatoes—* bbl 4 50 ©6 50 4 60 ©6 75
Carrots-* Mil 150 ©2 00 150 ©2 00

Broom-oork.. . 6© 11 6© It

Apples—* barrel 100 ©4(0 150 ©5 00

Cranberries-* bbl 8 50 ©1160 1150 ©14 50
rEAr.s, California, * box 3 00 © 4 00 — © —
Beets. * bbl 2 00 ©2 25 2 00 ©2 25

Celery, 9 doz 75 a 1 on 1 00 © 1 50

GREEN Peas, 151 bushel.. .... 1 60 ® 1 75 1 60 © 1 75
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New York Idve-Slock tlarkrls.
HECEIPTS.

wkbk icwptng Beeves. Cows. Cutties. Sheep. Swine. Tot'I.

February 16 7,481 48 609 19,446 86,830 6S.914

February 33 <i,iOa 52 584 25,4>:! 23.0S0 55,514

March 2. ...6,709 40 573 14,2(14 22,915 44,531

March 9 6,'J56 '8 703 19,6:51 28,218 55,536

MarchlO 7,022 50 642 20,002 32,550 60,272

Vital for 5 Weeks.. ii.SR 271 3,111 98,766 143,093 279,817

ilo.forprev.iWeeks32,m 189 2,426 90,822 127,288 259,179

Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Swine.

Average per Wee* 6,915 55 622 19,753 24,619

do. So. lOtt Month... 8.238 17 606 24,080 ,822

<io. Ao.prev's Month.. 1.M1 63 617 20,319 34,388

Beeves.—The month's bnsiuess has been character-

ized by dullness and depression, although prices have

not given way. The reduced receipts, however, finally

told upon the market, and with the disappearance of

stale stocks of dressed meat a general improvement oc-

curred. This was apparent in the tone of the market

rather than in prices, as may be seen by the latest quota-

tions, which show no actual advance. On the whole,

however, less quality was given for the same money at

the close than at any previous time during the month.

Texans sold at 9'4'c. @ 10c. $ lb. to dress 5G lbs. ; native

steers at 10c. @ 12 l

4'c. to dress 56 @ 5S lbs. ; extra and

fancy brought 12'4c. @ 13c. to dress 58 @ 0,0 lbs. A year

ago the choicest steers brought 13Xc. @14>£c. -p lb.,

although the average of the market was but Jfc. $ lb.

above our present quotations.

Prices for the past five weeks were

:

week exdin'g Bange. Large Sales. Aver.
February 16 7 @13 e. 10 @wy,c. 10;fc.
February 23 8X@13 o. IO^IO^c. 10KC.
March 2 8S@13 e. 1U>$@11 c. lOSfc.
March 9 8XSU3 c. 10>s@ll c. 10v.
Marchie 8M@13 C. 10X@U c. 1U3£C.

IVIilcli Cows.—For cows the market has been quiet

but steady ; all have been readily sold that were offered

at $40 @ $S0 for cow and calf Calves.—There lias

been a steady demand for hog-dressed veals, and at the

close an easy market prevailed at lie. @ 13Xc. $ lb. for

fair to good. Milk-fed gradually weakened, closing at

6,Yc. @ lO.^c. i? B>. Good to choice grass calves closed

at $12 @ $15 $ head Slieep.—After a dull market

for Iho month, wilh failing prices, an improvement could

be noticed at the close. The feeling was firmer, but

buyers resisted effectually the advances of sellers, and

sales were made at 5!4c. <$ lb. for common, up to 8c. @
S!ic. ^ fi>. for extra lots Swine.—Live hogs have

been neglected, and the market is reported as closing

dull at the reduced rates of 5;jc. $ lb. for common to

good, and 6c. $ lb. for the best. Dressed hogs closed in

fair demand at 6?ic. @ 7c. $ t>., and for Western at 7c.

— i »

containing a great, variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestions which we throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

Remitting' Money : — C'lioclcs on
New York €ity Banks or Bankers are best

forlarge sums ; make payable to the order of Orange
Judd Company, Post-Offlee Money Orders
for $50 or less, are cheap and safe also. When these are not
obtainable, register letters, affixing stamps for post-

age and registry ; put in the. money and seal the letter in

the presence of the postmaster, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in the above three methods is safe against loss.

Postase : On American Agriculturist, 12 cents

a year, and on Hearth and Home, 20 cents a year, in ad-
vance. Double rates if not paid in advance at the
office where the papers are received. For subscribers in

British America, the postage, as above, innst be sent

to this office, with the subscription, for prepayment here.

Also 20 cents for delivery of Hearth and Home and 12

cents for delivery of American Agriculturist in New
York City.

Round Conies off Volume Xliirty-
tivo arc now ready. Price, $2, at our office ; or $2.50

each, if Bent by mail. Any of the last seventeen volumes
(16 to 32) will also be forwarded at same price. Sets of

numbers sent to our office will be neatly bound in our
regular style, at 75 cents per vol. (50 cents extra, if return

cd by mail.) Missing numbers supplied at 12 cents each.

Clulbs can at any time be increased by remitting
for each addition the price paid by the original members

:

or a small club may be increased to a larger one ; thus
;

a person having sent 10 subscribers and $12 may after-

ward send 10 more subscribers with only $S ; making a
club of 20 at $1 each ; and so of the other club rales.

REMEMBER THAT
Three Months

REMAIN
For Premiums.

April, May, and June are the three months remaining,

during which any person who wishes to obtain one or

more of the useful and valuable articles offered in our

Premium List (of which a copy will be sent free to any

applicant, see page 159) can easily get them. This has

already been done by more than 1-1,000 persons, who dur-

ing years past have tried with success the raising of

Clubs of Subscribers for our papers, and availed them-

selves of the liberal offers of Premiums made by the

Pp 1
-.Ushers.

*Ve invite all our Subscribers to take hold of this

work and secure a Premium while the offer is open.

Specimen copies of both papers will be sent to auy wish-

ing to show them for this purpose.

Our Western Office.—Our friends in

the West arc reminded that we have an office at No. 4

Lakeside Building, Chicago, III., in charge of Mr. W. II.

Busbey. Subscriptions to American Agrtcidti'rist and
Hearth and Home are taken there, and sample copies

of the papers and chromos are delivered, and orders re-

ceived for advertising on the same terms as in New York.

All our books are on sale at the Western Office. Please

call and examine, buy, subscribe, and advertise.

Good Books.-Wc call the attention of all

our readers to the list of books for the farm, garden, and

household, which will be found ou the third cover-page

of this paper. No better investment can be made than

that which supplies the home with interesting and in-

structive reading matter.

New Books.—The Orange Judd Company
have just issued, in attractive duodecimo form, John
Esten Cooke's story, "Pretty Mrs. Gaston, 1

' illustrated

by Bush ; price, post-paid, $1.50. Also "John Andross,"

by Rebecca Harding Davis; price, post-paid, $1.50;

finely illustrated by Fredericks.

P. X. Qninn's IBorlicnltiiral
"Works.—By a natural gravitation the few rural books
not originally published by the Orange Judd Company,
one by one fall into their list. The latest accessions are
" Pear Culture for Profit," and " Money in the Garden,"
by P. T. Quinn. We have already favorably noticed

these works, and have only space to say that new issues

of both volumes are now ready.

A New Fertilizer.—R. H. Allen & Co.,

N. Y., offer a new fertilizer, the nitrogen (or ammonia)
in which is derived from dried blood, the richest availa-

ble source. The reputation of this house is sufficient to

warrant that this fertilizer is what it is represented to

be. Besides this they guarantee tbe amounts of potash,

ammonia, and soluble phosphoric acid. This is deserv-

ing of the attention of those about to purchase fertilizers.

The Patrons of nushandry.—The
interest in this order in no wise diminisbes. Indeed,

tbe late meeting of the National Grange and its emi-
nently clear presentation of the objects of the patrons
would naturafly direct attention to it anew, and lead

those who before regarded it with indifference to now
look upon it with interest.' The disclaiming of political

purposes has disappointed some who hoped to turn the

order to account, and perhaps led to the establishment

of the "Order of Independent Grangers," who make it

one of their avowed objects to take political action. In
reply to those who ask for sources of information in

regard to the Patrons, we would say that O. H. Kelley,

Georgetown, D. C, is the Secretary of the National

Grange, and we assume, without knowing it to be the

case, that he can supply circulars, etc., to those who
wish to know more definitely about the order.]

Watch Congress!—No law ever passed
by Congress is more directly of benefit to the agricul-

tural community than that allowing plants, seeds, and
books to be sent by mail at reduced rates of postage.

This law, which places settlers in new countries and all

who five at a distance from commercial centers upon an
equality with those who live near them, has been a

great help to the farming community. A proposition
has recently been made in Congress to exclude from the
mails everything but letters and papers ; and while
other countries are enlarging their mail facilities, St Sa

proposed that America shall progress backward in thie

matter, and prevent the farmer from receiving his seeds

and books at a low rate of postage. This proposition

came up about the time the attempt was made to revive

the franking privilege. We advise farmers and all in-

terested in this subject to watch Congreps; and this is a
case in which it becomes the Patrons of Husbandry to

be vigilant. Let your representatives know that who-
ever voteB to exclude plants, books, and seeds from the

mails is thereafter politically dead. Congressmen do not
seem to be aware that farmers propose to have some-
thing to say hereafter in politics. Watch the nien, and
see not only bow they Bpeak but bow they vote.

The Averill Chemical Paint.—Sev-

eral years ago we had a new barn and two outbuildings

to paint, and as at that time the Averill Chemical Paint

was a comparatively new thing, we determined to try eL

After we had purchased the paint we found the painters

of the neighborhood much prejudiced against it, ss-&

they, by predicting all sorts of evil, endeavored to deter

us from using it. At last we found a man who woaM
apply it and not talk about it. The barn had one and

tbe other buildings two coats. Tbe paint was appficd

between four and five years ago, and is still in good
condition. We have no occasion to regret having nsed

it, nor any hesitation in recommending it to others.

The paint is furnished in various tasteful shades of

color, and what is a great advantage is ready for imrawN

diate application. Asitreqnires no mixing, it. is espe-

cially adapted to the use of those who live in tbe conn-

try and wish to do their own painting.

SUNDRY HUMBUGS.—Such a pileof

letters and documents and such a tame lot. does not often

come before us. It. is very easy to write us in regard Z*>

this or that man and request us to

show iiim np.

Our friends must not be surprised if such letters arc un-

heeded. We take as much—even more—ca% to avoid

accusing any one unjustly as we do to show up those who
deserve that distinction. We must have evidence that

places the matter beyond all reasonable doubt, before we
place any one in this column. Often we feel quite enrc

that a scheme is a swindle, but refrain from publishing

it for want of evidence that would convince a jury of

twelve men, should it be brought before them. Oor
humbug correspondence has its amusing features, but It

has also a pathetic aspect. It is indeed sad to read the

complaints of some of the victims, and one loses his in-

dignation that the writers should be such fools as to be

caught with a badly baited hook, and feels only pity for

those who mourn over money they could ill afford to

lose. Some give (heir unhappy experience with the

Union Furnishing Co., of Chicago, and ask that it be ex-

posed. This was done weeks ago, and recent Chicago

papers say that the place is closed.

THE KENTUCKY LIBRARY LOTTERY,

they call it "gift concert," as it sounds less offensive

—

even publish a paper in the interest of the scheme. This

sheet informs us that the 4th "grand conceit 1
' will take

place on March 31st. These lotteries will probably con-

tinue as long as fools have money to throw away in the

purchase of its tickets. In order to clothe the affair with

an air of respectability an ex-governor is put in as mana-

ger. But all the governors past, present, and to come,

will never make this other than a disgrace to the state.

THE MAGNOLIA, IOWA, LIBRARY CONCERT

is a precious specimen of a swindle, and Maynard & Co.,

of Magnolia, arc about as sweet a set of scoundrels as

ever tried to cheat a man out of $10. These fellows send

a " special notice," of which we give an extract from one

of quite a file before us :

" At the grand award of gifts. Jan. 20th. we are pleased
to inform you that your ticket, No. 142068, was awarded
one of the miscellaneous gifts, valued at &200. You will

see by referring to circular sent to you, that on all mis-
cellaneous gifts 5 per cent, on the valuation of each mis-
cellaneous gift is required before the delivery of the gift,

and 10 per cent, is to be deducted from each cash gift.

Therefore 5 per cent, on your gift, amounts to $10, which
must be sent to us, together with the ticket, within 15

days from the day you receive this notice, or the gift wii)

be forfeited.

"Therefore if you desire the gift to be sent, remit $10
at once." Here comes an important caution :

" In send-

ing money inclose the bills in your letter, carefully fold-

ed, seal closely, write our name, town and state plainly,

and send the letter by regular mail and it. will come safe,

or if you desire yon can register your letter, or you can

send ns drafts on New York or Chicago, but yon must not

send postal money orders, as none but dishauutingoffices

have sufficient funds on hand to pay. and it might bo two
months before we could get the money, widen would pre-

vent our filling your order that length of time, so he par-

ticular to send bills in letter or drafts on New Tort or

Chicago.
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••In case your til n mislaid or lost, the facts

nms: I nil the gift "ill be BCUtaud the number
conl on receipt of money.* 1

This Maynard & Co. know enough of tho bad side 6f

human nature to feel quite erne there are others in the

world a* big rascals as they are, and that now and then

there will be found one who will take the bait and pre-

tend that he had a ticket and lost it. Later letters show

Chat likely the people of Magnolia have made the place

too hot for them, as they contain a notice as follows

:

"Since printing our notifications wc have discontinued
our office at Magnolia, owing to the inconvenience of its

mail facilities, and hereafter in no case must any money
or communication be pent to us at that office.

"Owing to the strong dc6ire on the part of our people
and the legislature to discontinue this line of business,
wc have decided to lend our aid in the cause of moral re-

form, and consequently will conduct no more diBtrtbn-
tions, and in closing up onv business we simply follow
our lint- of duty to our patrons on promises made iu the
past, and with many kind wishes, we are,

"Very truly yours, Maynard & Co."

Then follows the address of their "financial agents" in

Chicago. "Moral reform," indeed! and they propose to

close up tbeir business by getting as many times $10 as

there arc fools who will send it.

There are Prize Associations in New York which do

"business" on the same principle. They kindly send a

ticket that has already drawn a prize, and the recipient

can, by paying $1 for the ticket and $6.50 for " express

charges and packing," have a " rosewood melodcon, val-

ned at $90." While on this lottery business we may add

that no one need write to ask us to find out if this or that

lottery has been drawn, or to see if it is true that such a

ticket has drawn a prize. We can not be accessory to

any such transactions. Some

WALL STREET '' BROKERS ''

leem to have been sending out circulars quite freely all

over the country, and letters come asking if it would be

safe to put money iu the hands of these parties for invest-

ment. Safe 1 yes. indeed ! The money would be so safe that

the one who invests would never see it again. We advise

our friends iu Illinois and elsewhere to keep just as far

from such " brokers " as possible If any one wishes

to fret cheated on a cheap sewing machine they need not

end to Montreal for the purpose. They can get accom-
modated in Greenwich street.. ....Victor— it. should have

icon victim—sent $5 for a Parisian watch and chain, and
actually expec ad to get one. What is stranger still he

wends his doc : lenLs, including that lithographed letter

acknowledging he money and promising to send iu six

weeks, to us an asks us to collect his $5 for him. No,
no, Mr. V. YvY have done our duty by these Paris aud
Geneva watch I !cs long ago, but you did not bel.eve us,

and wanted to •• know how it is yourself.*
1 That $5 is a

first-class investment if it only keeps you from like follies

hereafter The "8 pounds of butter from a gallon of

milk " man is around yet. At last accounts he victimized

them at Barnesvillc, O One Mitcham fairly shrieks

in his circular for people to scud him $1 for his book that

tells "how to make from $5 to $20 a day without capital."

Ho, it is not likely thatMitcham gets $30 a day for this

book, and he invests capital in circulars and postage, to

say nothing of the rare talent displayed in writing such a

touching production. We cliarge M. nothing for the ad-

vice to go to work on his owu plau and save this outlay.

MEDICAL HUMBUGS.

A friend in San Jose, California, sends a request that

we show up the "New York Medical University " as a

notorious humbug, as he has nearly killed himself by
taking their " vile nauseating compounds." This gentle-

man can not have read the Agriculturist carefully, as we
Song ago stated that there was no such " University,"

except so far as yome quack medicine dealers chose to

rail themselves one. Medical colleges—a "Medical
University* 1

is a misnomer—never advertise medicines

or establish "Agencies" Here is our old acquaintance,

the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, whom wo had for a long time

lost sight of. Joe has turned up again, an 1 is on the
"* South Ameriean Missionary " dodge yet. Intelligence

«f Joey T. comes this time by way of Crinnell, Iowa,

where a good person is concerned because such a quack
has ensconced himself in the Bible House. That ehow3
where Joseph is 'cute. Everybody does not know that

one of the regular P. O. Stations la at the Bible House,

%nd it looks quite the thing for a "Rev." to have his

letters go to a plac^ with ei good a name. Inman is one

of the humbugs of the past generation " The "National

Surgical Institute" has a branch, (his time in Atlanta,

fia OarAtlanta correspondent will find that wc said our

say about it la-^1 year. The persons who run it claim to

to regularly educated surgeons. If so it makes the

•latter so much the worse; ignorant quacks might
Be excused for issuing such circulars, but for educated

men- -pah I Here is another "Rev.," and this one's

nam;- is Edward Burnett, and he hails from Albany.

The Rev. Ned plays the same old tune -he was a mis-

atonary. Tt was In South jrn Asia this time, and he has

sufficient of thie world's goods ducky boy l), and he does

not want to realize money (they never do), and he wants

to "drive disease and death from the happy fireside "

(thai' s right, go fur 'em), and he sends his recipe " to

you, fellow sufferer, from a sense of duty " (how lovely),

and alas! that it should bo so, people can not conveni-

ently get the herbs of the prescription in their own
town (or he might add any other), and although his time

is very much occupied he will just put it up himself for

£3.03. IIow charmingly precise, • but the Reverend

Edward Burnett is some at figures, and as he will in no

ease "ask or accept a profit on the medicine,41 he has got

the cost figured down to a dot—that three cents must con-

vince the most skeptical of the self-sacrificing nature of

this most excellent man. Burnett, don't you laugh

yourself at the fools who get caught with this very stale

old trick? Why the Rev. Inman mentioned above is

ahead of you by ten or fifteen years. If you are a min-

ister you should have respect enough for the calling to

lay aside your title when you dabble in quackery. It

looks more like a case of stealing the " livery of heaven

to serve the " Well, you know the rest.

COUNTERFEIT MONET Oil "QUEER*"

seeniB to have revived a little since the panic subsided.

It is the same old story over again, aud it is of lit tl-* use

to publish names, ns one rascal has no end of aliases

AST TARTY BY THE NAME OF CHASE

who wishes to go in for a share of that estate valued a;

£ :K
; ,000.Coo (no odd cents) can take one step towards it

by investing £5 iu three sheet? of genealogy. Money
sent to th.3 Treasurer at Fall River. Mass., or to

another Chase in Ohio, " will be safe," so says the circu-

lar, and we haven't the least doubt of it. Here, all yon

Chases, arc all th<'se millions lying round loose all for

the want of a few hundred dollars to send a Chase to

Europe on a wild goose chase. Who ever heard of one

of these wonderful estates being secured by the heirs?

The SSowanl Mill.—"N. F. &," Lex-
ington, Ky. The Howard Mill may be ordered through

any dealer of farm implements in Xew York, several of

whose names appear iu our advertising columns.

Asbosto* Roofing;.—"N. R.," Kinder-

hook. Ohio. About a dozen years ago we roofed a build-

ing with tliis roofing, as did several other persons in the

neighborhood. We do not know of an instance in which

it failed to give satisfaction, and in onr own case, with an

occasional coating of cement, the roof was in good order

three years ago, since when wc have not heard of it. and

it is doubtless so now. The roof should have a slope of

at least one foot in sixteen.

Arbor Way in Bovra.—A circular from

the Iowa Horticultural Societynames April 20th as Ar-

bor Day. The appointing of a day for the planting trees

throughout the state originated with Nebraska two years

ago, and other states are following her example. The

circular gives a list of premhims. varying from $1 to $30

each, for the greatest number of evergreen and the various

deciduous trees planted. The premiums are to he

awarded in October next, and only those trees that arc

then alive arc to count. Besides the premiums and regu-

lations, the circular gives notes on the proper methods of

planting, etc. Copies may be had of Jas. L. Budd, Shells-

burg, Benton Co., Iowa.

The Snyder JBlaelkfwerry.—It is not
our custom to pay much about new fruits until wc have

tested them. As several have asked in regard to the

Snyder Blackberry, a comparatively new variety, we have

made inquiries nud give their result without knowing
anything of the fruit ourselves. The variety was

found on the farm of a Mr. Snyder, whose name
it bears, near Laporte, Ind. It has been in culti-

vation since 1851, but has not as yet been very wide-

ly distributed. Wc have before us letters from several

well-known Western horticulturists, all of which speak

of the good quality of the fruit, the prolific character of

the plants, and especially of the surpassing hardiness of

the variety. Indeed, hardiness is the great merit claimed

for tin- Snyder by those who are introducing it, and then-

statements are sustained by what seems to us abundant

evidence. At all events we have ordered some plants of

Mr. J. R. Gaston, Normal, 111., and shall know more
about them hereafter.

Nebraska and Minnesota Lands.
There are no lands belter adapted to the growth of wheat

or grass than those In Nebraska and Minnesota. The
flue valleys of the Missouri, the Platte, and the Red
rivers in these States are now opened to settlement by

the Burlington and Missouri, the Union Pacific, and the

St. Paul and Pacific Railroads. These companies are

anxious to dispose of their lands and give every facility

to purchasers by means of exploration tickets, reduced

fares to colonies, cheap prices on the easiest terms, and

convenient accommodations to immigrants. Thousands
of successful settlers are now making comfortable homes
in these rich and healthful valleys.

Tlic IVlassaehnsetts Hortieultairai
Transactions for IST'J are a! hand. The reports of

the committees arc full and interesting, and the volume

is produced in a very handsome style.

Play and Profit in My harden,
by the Rev. E. P. Roe.—When this book first appeared

wc commended it as one of the most genial of horticul-

tural publications. Since then its publication has been

assumed by the Orange Judd Company, and a re-issue is

now ready. It is not only pleasant reading, but in-

structive aud eminently timely.

KffgT* and Plants l»y Express.—
'• T. TM" ITcaly, Montana. The vitality of c^p, carried

from New York to Montana, would almost certainly he

destroyed. It would at any rate be cheaper to procure a

trio of fowls, which could be sent safely, than the eggs,

although the first cost would be greater. Good fowls can

be procured at Chicago or in Minnesota. Trees and

plants, if properly packed, can be safely sent ten thou-

sand miles if necessary. Trees have been safely shipped

from Rochester, N. Y., to Australia.

Close Breeding.—Wc have received,

through the courtesy of Professor M. Miles, advance
sheets of i he Report of the Secretary of the Michigan
State Board of Agriculture for 1873, containing a very

valuable paper upon Close Breeding, by Professor Miles,

and which was substantially given in a lecture before the

American Association of Short Horn Breeders, at their

meeting at Cincinnati, Dec. 3. 1S73. This paper is a re-

markably effective defence of the practice of close or " in

and in " breeding, as a scientific process in the hands of

intelligent and thoroughly competent breeders. The ac-

cumulation of facts presented *n this paper furnish an

irresistible argument in favor of the position assumed by

the Professor, which might perhaps be. epitomized in

the statement that close breeding is only the means of

perpetuating the qualities which have been gained by

other means, and does not In itself necessarily improve

or injure animals, while, nevertheless, u close breeding' 1

in the hands of incompetent, uneducated, unscientific

persons is to be discouraged as almost certainly an in-

jurious practice. This paper should be read and care-

fully studied by every stock breeder.

Tick's Cliromo.—James Vick, the well-

known seedsman, of Rochester, sends out afloral chromo
annually. The one for the present year shows a larga

cross decorated with flowers, and is exceptionally good.

The Exhibition in Chili.—The govern-

ment of Chili, the most progressive of the South Ameri-

can republics, announce their Second International

Exhibition at Santiago, m September. 1875. This is a

fair worthy the attention of our inventors and manufac-

turers. These and all others interested can obtain pro-

grammes from A. Vilhirroel, office of Ribon & Munoz,
53 Pine street.

ISook Polices prepared for this month
are necessarily crowded out. We would like to give

especial notice to the very excellent "Elementary
Science Series.'

1 now being issued in rapid succession by

G. P. Putnam's Sons, N. Y., but have not space.

IiaiMlM'nno Gardener.—F. X. QetaSng-
er, from Germany, has established himself in New York
as a landscape gardener. He has had much experience

abroad, and his designs that wc have seen show both

taste and skill.

M*eristrophe.—It is not a little surprising

to read in the N. Y. Weekly Tribune the following

:

"Among the new plants out for the first time, none gave

ns more satisfaction than that lovely little golden-leaved

beauty, or to load it with its full title according to the

books, Perintropke anyustifolia aitreo-vatiegata." As an
offset to this gushing paragraph, we would say that the

plant (which by the way is not new) though very fine for

greenhouse decoration, has for several years proved

perfectly worthless with us as a bedding plant. We
have seen it in various gardens from Massachusetts to

Georgia, and all we have seen who tried it are quite dis-

gusted with it as an open-air plant.

Value of Corn and Hran.—"J. H. S.,"

Bourbon Co., Ky. Corn and bran can not be compared

with each other as feed because neither can be fed alone

to the best advantage. But equal measures of each ground

together will make probably the most nutritious fee » for

cither hogs or horses and a most excellent feed for cows,
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Cml»t»a<>-c Plan&s.— Sometimes one can

drop nothing and make trouble. Peter. Henderson &
Co.'s advertisement for last month offers plants of Jer-

sey Wakefield Cabbage at $1 per thousand. In making

up the page a dropped out. It should have read "$10

per thousand "—and cheap enough at that.

Your TOnrac—-Miss "R. E." writes to know
if a certain journal is still published. Information of

this kind, of interest to but oue person, can only bo

given by mail. All making such inquiries should send a

stamped and directed envelope, a directed postal card, or

at least a letter stamp. Had the question been other

than of personal interest, it would not have been an-

swered, as the lady did not send her name. We can not

notice anonymous letters, and we hope all readers will

bear this in mind. Sign letters as you please, but gi7e

as the real name beside.

I'urdy's fhrorao.-A. M. Purdy, pub-
lisher of the Small Fruit Recorder, Palmyra, N. ¥.,

sends out a fine fruit piece. It comes at the very mo-
ment of closing these pages, and we can only say that it

is a very handsome and creditable production.

Sanflonl Corn.—"A. 8.," West Brighton,

N. Y., sends us his experience with what he purchased

as the Sauford corn aud which he understood was to he

an early corn. It turned out to be remarkably prolific

of fodder, but very sparely so of seed, and his crop,

planted on the 15th of May, failed to ripen at all. yielding

about 30 bushels per acre of unsound corn.—Our own ex-

perience with this same corn was very similar. With ns

it was inferior to the common white flint corn. If would,

however, probably succeed better in a lower latitude than

that of New York.

Elcagnus parviloliiis. — "B.," La
Porte, 1ml. This is a very neat shrub, and promises

well as a hedge plant, but has yet to stand the test of ex-

tended trial. We saw a good stock of it in the nursery

of Thomas Meehan, at Gerinantown, Pa.

Safe Oils.—"C. M.," Springfield, Mo. If

there iB no inspector of oils in your State whose brand is

a safeguard, you must test the oil yourself. No oil should

be used which gives off a vapor that will flash at a lower

temperature than 110°. An inch of oil put in a deep tin

cup and heated should not give a vapor that will take firo

when a match is held above the oil at a less temperature

than 110*. It is not convenient for every one to do this,

as few have a suitable thermometer, hut every grocer

who sells kerosene oil should have an apparatus made
for the purpose of testing it, and be able to assure his

customers of its safety. Insist that your grocer shall

give you good oil.

Poultry Book.-u G. H. H.," La Grange,
Mo. L. Wright's Practical Poultry Keeper is probably

the best work for those who desire to keep poultry for prof-

it. It must be remembered that no one book of moderate
size could be exactly adapted to every person's particular

requirements. It will be always necessary therefore for

the student to adapt his own circumstances to the general

rules or ideas therein given, which any person of ingenu-

ity ought to he able to do. If one can not do that, but

must have particular directions for every emergency, he

is not the man to succeed with poultry, which require

more tact in their management than any other stock.

North-western Da-irymcn's Asso-
ciation held its annual meeting at Woodstock, 111.,

commencing February 10th. The attendance was large

"and the proceedings interesting. The dairy interests of

the North-west were shown to be exceedingly flourishing

and the business profitable. The production of cheese

had been sufficient to displace Eastern cheese to a large

extent in Western markets and leave a surplus for foreign

export. The burden of the speaker's remarks were the

improvement of quality of cheese and butter by means of

care in feeding, perfect cleanliness in milking, and in

the daily, order in every department, and honesty in ali

dealings. The following officers were elected: Pres-

idents. Favtll, of Missouri i Secretary, G. E. Morrow,
of Wisconsin: Treasurer, R. R. Stone, Illinois, with
fifteen Vice Presidents, representing Iowa, Illinois, aud
Wisconsin.

BSreaking; Prairie.—" J. H. B./» Has-
tings, Neb. The common way of breaking prairie sod
renders it necessary to plant a crop of sod corn or let the
son lie fallow until it rots, when it may be cross plowed.
It is best to follow the custom of the country in this

respect, especially for new beginners and those from
England, where everything is so different from things

here. By using two plows, one following the other, iq

the name mrrow, the sod may be covered with mellow
soil, but it is doubtful, even then, if clover or mangels
would thrive the first year. The sod requires reclaiming

by a process of rotting or decomposition before it is

available as food for plants. We would adviso you to

keep the seed until next. year, when yon will have this

year's breaking to replow, and break all you can this

spring, so as to have as large a crop of corn as possible,

which will doubtless be found useful.

ISook oil Horses.—"A. B.," Cass Co.,

Iowa. The best work we know of upon the management
of horses is " The Horse in the Stable and the Field," by

Stonehenge; price $3.60, at this office.

As to Patented Articles.—"G. B ,"

Oneida Co., N. Y. If patented articles have it not dis-

tinctly stamped or marked upon them that, they are pat-

ented and the date of the patent, then the patentee must

notify the oik; who infringes before he can enter a suit

against him. The butter-tub you refer to mayor may
not be patented ; we can not say as to thai, but it is very

certain that oaken butter-tubs, which are larger at one

end than at the other, have been in use for many years

back, and. unless there is something else about, them

which is novel, there can he no valid patent on such a tub.

For all information about procuring patents apply to the

patent department of this office.

S>og l»ower.-u L B.," Oxford, Ohio.

Among the really useful dog powers probably the best

is one made on the plan of the common horse power; it

is sold for $35 and may be driven by a sheep or a calf.

Tallow Scraps.— 41
J. J. B.," Monroe

C« . N. V. Tallow scrap contains skin and more or less

fat is it has been well or badly pressed. The fat, is use-

less as manure, so that the skin is the only valuable part,

and the value obviously depends upon the character of

the scrap. For manure we should hesitate to pay $30 a

ton for it, but would do so to use it as food for hogs or

poultry, for in this way the fat and digestible parts would

be utilized, and the skin or indigestible parts would be

in much more valuable condition for manure after pats-

ins through the animals.

"BromophTto.M-"C. II., " Bullitt Co.,

Ky. We do not know of what this fertilizer consists.

Any fertilizer, the composition of which is kept secret,

should be regarded with suspicion. We will not adver-

tise or advise the use of any compound of this kind.

Delay in Replies.—If our correspondents,

when writing for information along with other business,

would remember our frequent request and place their re-

marks or queries upon a separate piece of paper from

that on which they write about their other business, in-

closing both in the same envelope, they would much
facilitate the reply to their inquiries. Letters sometimes

lie over a whole month for want of this precaution.

Contraction of tSae Hoot*.—"J. H.
D.,'

1

Stouts, Ohio. Contraction of the horn of the hoof

is an effect and not a primary disease, and the lameness

is a symptom of the obscure disease which causes the con-

traction. It may be caused by chronic founder or lami-

nitis or by a diseased navicular hone, either of which is

incurable. If it is not caused by the above it may
result from had shoeing and cutting away the frog, in

which case a Goodenongh shoe should be used and the

frog in future be left entirely uncut. Contraction of the

hoof rarely or never occurs when the frog is allowed to

come to the ground.

Government Itelj> for Colonies.—
Charles Stumm. The government gives no help in the

shape of seed, implements, or passage money to home-
steaders. It is enough that it gives a free homestead,

upon which a man must work his own way to independ-

ence. We do not advise persons without means to go on

to a homestead. They suffer hardships and disappoint-

ments, which are apt to disgust them with their position.

Frost IMstnrbing a Cellar Wall.—
"B. It.," East Killingly, Ct. When the fall rains

saturate the ground and the winter frosts follow, the wet
ground in freezing expands greatly. This expansion

pushes in the cellar wall, and as the north side is the

coldest that side suffers most. The remedy is to have

a drain to carry off the water from around the house,

for when the soil is dry or nearly so frost has but little

effect upon it.

Heat for a Compost.—"C. H.," Hill-

view. Ky. A compost heap of stable manure aud leaves

will heat np very rapidly and will soon be in danger of

firo "anging unless plentifully supplied with moisture or

turned over to reduce the fermentation. As a rule nothing
but a loss is made by keeping manure piled up, so as to

heat very rapidly. We would draw it out and spread
it at once where it is to be used.

How Many Bundles of Oats to an
Acre.—"T. A. M., n Owensboro, Ky. The number of

bundles of oats there maybe to an acre upon good land

depends upon tho size of the sheaves. The best crop

we have raised, which is probably more than the average

and of which on that account we kept a record, amount-
ed to nearly 600 sheaves to the acre. The yield of grain

was one bushel to a dozen sheaves. It was a large

strawed variety with heavy grain, the seed of which was
imported from Nova Scotia, and therefore might not
be a fair test, hut it is the only one that occurs to us.

Plaster npon Wheat.-" A. H.," Litho-

polis, Ohio. We have seen no reason to believe that

plaster has any benefit whatever upon wheat. Clover,

corn, peas, potatoes, and perhaps oats are the only crops

for which we have found it of service.

Preserving Posts.—" W. F. C.," Albany,
N. Y., sends us as a plan for preserving posts a receipt

which has been widely published in both agricultural

aud scientific papers, the editors of which ought, to have
known better. It is to paint the posls with linseed oil

in which powdered charcoal has been mixed. This is

said to make them indestructible, but it can have no*

more effect than any -other paint. The charcoal, being
merely a surface application, can not. prevent the decay

which takes place in the interior of tin; post from natural

causes, nor can it prevent moisture entering by way of

the minute cracks which are found in the limber; and
where moisture and change of temperature occur, decay
takes place, unless there has been a chemical change m
the wood by some active, penetrative agent.

The Gardeners* Monthly.—What is

the matter with it ? Has it changed editors, or wdiat has
happened? In the March number a correspondent asks
the editor to tell him something about "Jerusalem arti-

chokes." Whereupon, after mentioning the proper arti-

choke, some learned writer says :

u Another artichoke is

that called 'Jerusalem.'' It is a sort of sunflower, and
' Jerusalem' in this case is nearly the sound in English
of a French word Which signifies sunflower. 11 Weal-
ways thought a knowledge of ancient, and modern lan-

guages a good thing for au editor to have, and we are;

now more than ever convinced of if. The French names
for this so-called artichoke are Toplnamlxmr and Poire-

daterre, and that for the sunflower in general is soleSt.

If any one can make these words sound like Jerusalem

we have no doubt it is the learned friend of the G. M. ;

but we would suggest that he would meet with better

success if he tried first on the Italian word for sunflower,

girasole. The article continues: "We suppose it was
called artichoke by mistake, by some one who did not
know any better, and then sunflower bad to be tacked
on to distinguish it. This [what? having sunflowers

tacked on ?] happens even in this day to the best of us."

A sad moral reflection, but behold how it is pointed and
adorned :

'" The editors of Hearth and Home and Amcr-
ieati Agriculturist , for instance, arc among the most in-

telligent in the country, and are seldom caught asleep,

but [so Jove sometimes nods] they did once figure and
describe a plant, which is really Ttdinum patens varle-

galum, as Boussingaidtia Lacfiattmii. So, for distinction,

we have to say Humboldt's Boussinganltia when we
mean the real Madeira-vine, and Thurber's Boussin-

gaultia when we speak of the other." There I if that

does not make the whole Jerusalem artichoke business

"as clear as mud in a wine-glass' 1 then there is no virtue

in illustrations. What interests us most in this remark-
able illustration of the statement that editors, like com-
mon mortals, arc liable to make mistakes or have sun-
flowers "tacked on to distinguish 1 ' them—we hardly
know which— is the positive assertion that the editors of
Hearth and Home and AmericanAgriculturist have Li

fig-

ured and described" a plant under a wrong name, and
actually done this in the case of Toli/wm patens varie-

gatmn—which they did flgnre and describe as B&ussin-

gaulUa Lachavmii. As at the oidy time when this fla-

grant error is likely to have been imposed npon a deluded

public Heauth and Home was edited by Mr. Donald
G. Mitchell, wc leave him to excuse himself to the

tribunal of the G. M. (not Great Mogul, but Gardeners1

Monthly) as he best may. Hut for ourselves, the little

we can say must be in extenuation, and in the humble
hope of mitigation of sentence. A new plant was intro-

duced for the beauty of its leaves alone, Now, we ap-

peal to the Gardeners' Monthly if it is an unn donable

sin, and one to be remembered foryeareand lo be brought

up against the one who commits it in its own page*,

wdierc to he held up as a warning and terror to evil-

doers is better thin, to b;- praised <]•., hen- ? T3 he Ihc
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first botanist, or even the first editor, who ever made a

mistake in naming a plant ? If G. M. will admit this,

then we will inform him lhat the editor or the American
Agriculturist never, in thnt paper nr anywhere else, did

publish Talina pattns variegatum as Bou&?i/iga>jItia

Lachaumii. G. M. says wc did. We are sorry to differ,

even so slightly with our friend, and to assert that ue

did not! G. M. is great for presenting theories, and as

such they are often amusing and interesting; as the out-

comes of an active imagination, but we thought we could

always depend npon it;- facts—but, alas I he says we did

that which we did not. Do wc accuse the editor of G.

M. of willful misrepresentation ? Not at all. for he would
not be guilty of that. To show that '"even the best of

us" arc sometimes "caught aslecp,
,, we will now tell our

venerable friend what foundation he had for the charge

which wc are obliged to deny. At the fall exhibition of

the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society in 1SG9 there was
exhibited a small variegated-leaved plant, with no flow-

ers, though if we mistake not a few buds were visible;

it was labelled "Boussingaultia LaehcsumS." When we
were making up the Horticultural Annual for 1ST0 Mr.
Peter Henderson brought us the same plant to figure, and
in his report upon the new plants of the year he had a

notice of it. We do not now recollect under what name
Mr. II. had it, but recognizing it as the plant wc had
seen at Philadelphia wo were at once put upon our

gnard. Philadelphia is admirably correct in some things,

but in names of plants she is loose unto profligacy
;

plants in the city are so frequently called " out of their

names,'' that the bad example extends for many miles

around. For instance, one florist on the Darby road calls

an Eulalia an Imperata. a mistake no one who knows
anything about the structure of grasses would make;
and even from Germantown we have a catalogue in

which the pretty Festuca glauca is disguised as Agrosfis

glauca, which, as both are grasses, is perhaps not so bad,

but then wc have Astilbc Japonka taken out of its natural

family and called a Spiraia ; and we might cite numerous
nther instances of the extent to which this bad example
c*f Philadelphia had spread. In making up the Annual
we thought best to be very cautious with the Philadelphia

name of this plant, as our venerable friend will see if he
turns to page 114 of the Horticultural Annual for 1870.

He will there find :
^BoussingauUia—? var. variegata"

Which means that it may be a variegated Boussingaultia

and may not. Wc congratulate G. M. that, after the

lapse of five years, he has been able to decide what the

plant is; but regret that he should have endeavored to

give prominence to his profound knowledge by using our

abject ignorance as a foil. We are not in favor of the
*' you're another" style of criticism, but as wc had taken

the editor of G. M. up on the Centaurea Americana ques-

tion he was bound to hit back somehow, and chose

a \ery unfortunate topic, lugged in by the ears, to a

place where it is no more apropos than a quotation from

the multiplication table. We do not consider these little

vagaries of the editor as detracting from the general

character of the Gardeners' Monthly, which perhaps

needs an occasional blemish to make its real excellencies

more conspicuons.

Lucera.-"G. T.W.," Wallfleet,Mass. Lucera
requires a rich, dry soil, such as a warm gravelly loam with

open subsoil. Sandy land is not suitable to it, unless it

has a strong loamy open subsoil. This crop exists more
upon the subsoil than the surface, after it has become
established, but it can not be established with any profit

upon any but a rich, mellow surface soil.

American Tnrf Register and
Racing Calendar for 1873 contains a synopsis and

reference record of the results of races in the United

States and Canada during that year. Published by the

Turf, Field, and Farm Association. Price $3.00.

Improving ^oatHecrn Fields.— " If.

A. L.," Point Pleasant, Mo. To get a stand of grass we
wouid suggest that you shoul 1 plow and sow an early

crop of cow peas, and when they are in blossom plow
them under. Repeat with another crop, which plow
under, and sow wheat with timothy in October next.

This will be far better than a bare fallow, and the cost of

the seed will be a very cheap price for the green manure
plowed into the soil.

How to Feed a Colt.— "II. W. H. M It

is the early care of the colt which makes or mars tbo

horse. The danger is generally in starving him rather

than over feeding. The point, to be aimed at is to keep

him growing. lie may be fed from two weeks old. At
that time, in addition to the milk from the mare, he

should have a handful—at first—of oatmeal or oats,

coaked in sweet cow's milk or water. If the mare does

not give much milk this may be gradually increased up
lo two quarts of oatmeal or oats in a few weeks. No
corn should be given to a colt at nny time, and all the

oats he will cat up clean and with an eager appetite may
be given without danger. He should be brushed daily,

so as tokeep the skin clean and free Irom scurf. It is

well to have a closed stall next to the marc for the colt,

in which he may run loose when not at pasture.

Harrowing; Wheat.—"T. F. H.," Sun
River, Montana. Wc have never heard of any injury hav-

ing been done to the young wheat by harrowing with the

Thomas harrow; on the contrary the experience of

those who have tried it is favorable. We have harrowed
wheat with the common harrow even with very great

benefit to the crop. We have also drawn a harrow, from
necessity, across the corner of a field of young oats, and at

the time supposed we had destroyed the plants, hut the

strip over which the harrow passed was afterwards

much the best of the field.

Soap and <u»ine Refuse,-" A Sub-
scriber," Kent Co., Mich. The retuse of glue or soap

works is a valuable fertilizer. That from the glue works
is the most valuable. What its actual money value is

depends upon so many contingencies that what might be

worth 10 dollars per ton in one place might not be worth
more than one dollar elsewhere. Wc have paid $-2 per

ton for glue refuse, a large portion of which was water.

We found it very valuable as a dressing for grass lauds

or for vcgetal.de gardens.

The best Hay Pork.-"T. A. J.," On-
tario Co., N. Y. While persons 1

tastes differ as to im-

plements, our experience is that the double harpoon "hay

fork is the best for hay, straw, or sheaf grain of any wc
have used. All these, whether long or short, may he un-

loaded with it, and manure maybe loaded with it equal'

/

well. A neighbor, who is a large and intelligent farmer,

last season unloaded his grain from over 150 acres with

one of these forks in a most satisfactory manner.

Bed-Bu^s.-"M. K. W.," Nashville, Tenn.,

writes that she docs not care to have corrosive sublimate

around on account of the children. Finding the children

were bitten, she put their beds upon the floor, and here

they were worse troubled than ever. The enemy waa
traced to an old lounge. This, as well as the crack-:- in

the floor, had its joints thoroughly scalded with boiling

brine. A few repetitions completed the job.

Ashes for I*enc-h-'JTrees.— ' Taylor."

There is no belter fertilizer for peach-trees than wood-
ashes.

Buckwheat.—"W. B.," Templeton, Mass,

There is no crop that responds more quickly to good soil

and cultivation than buckwheat. It is called the " lazy

man's crop," for the reason, that however badly it may
be put in, there is always something to be gathered at

harvest. For a good crop the soil should be well plowed ;

the seed may be sown upon the plowed ground and then

harrowed in. A dressing of 20 bushels of lime or 100

pounds of plaster per acre is very beneficial to this crop.

An excellent crop may be taken from a sod that is

plowed early in July, after the hay has been taken off,

which may be followed by corn or oats the next spring.

One bushel of seed per acre is sufficient : on very good

soil three pecks is enough.

furnishing; Chromes. — '* Constant

Reader." Mastic varnish, usually culled picture varnish,

19 the kind used. If you have but one ehromo that needs

varnishing it will be cheaper to send it to some picture

store than to buy varnish and a proper brush.

An Iron IHsh-C'loth.—Mr. George Smith,

Farmerslown, Ohio, sends us an "iron dish-cloth,"

which is like a piece of chain-armor, and useful for

scouring pots and other cooking utensils. Mr. S. says it

lias long been in use in his vicinity, but is not known
generally. They have been kept by our furnishing stores

these many years, but that does not make them any the

less useful.

Insects on IKoses.—" Franklin Street,

"

Portland. Me. Wc can not tell you how lo best fight in-

sects unless wc know what they are. You give no de-

scription, but only say, "an insect which cats ofl' the

tips of the buds when about balT grown/' This looks

like the work of the rose-bug, a small drab-colored

beetle. Nothing will do for this except hand picking.

In early morning it maybe readily shaken off. caught,

and killed.

Dairy Business in the West.—
" J. A. W.," Boston. There are many openings for the

dairy business in the West. Many localities are able to

furnish milk enough for a cheese factory, which would be

a home industry well worth encouraging. Either Iowa
or Kansas would furnish many such localities if J. A, W.
would go thither and seek them out. It i s more than
probable that a short notice in our advertising columns
would elicit much information as to these places. $3,000
would put np a factory such as is needed, and surplus
capital might if desired be employed in keeping a stock
of dairy cows in addition.

Primula Japonica.-u A. G. F.," Port-
land, Me. We think this will prove hardy, but we have
had so few plants that we have not cared to try them-

Poetry.—"C. H. H." sends us a poem which
we must decline for two reasons : 1st, we do not publish

any poetry that has appeared elsewhere; and 2d, we do
not print poetry at all. So much verse was offered us,

that several years ago wc found it expedient to make a
rule that wc would publish nothing called by courtesy
" poetry,''* and we have seen no reason to depart from it.

Our old readers are aware of this, and we may do a ser-

vice to some of our new friends by reminding them of it.

Moiinrch ofl" the West Strawberry
ami HersUne Raspberry.—" Scott." Those
who grow this strawberry on the light lands of southern

STew Jersey speak well of it; others who have tried it

on heavy soil fiud it a poor variety. The Uerstine Rasp-
berry is in every respect superior as a fruit to the Phila-

delphia. The winters of "TO, *T2 and '72-'T3 injured it

badly with us—but so it did other varieties counted hardy.

Utilizing ^fight-Soil. — "P. H. E, '

Liberty Corner, N. J. In the Agriculturist of October,

1ST;!, there is an article with illustrations entitled ''How
to Empty a Cesspool." In that will be found directions:

for preparing the contents for use. To use the prepara-

tion it is spread upou the surface of the soil, to be

manured and harrowed in as near the seed as possible.

Sforlieultural I&uinbug'S.—Lafayette
& Co. appear no more, but their mantle has fallen npon
shoulders quite worthy of it. A store up Broadway is

now in full blast, and offers the same wonderful things,

the merits of which are set forth in the same Gallo-

Yankcc language, and illustrated by as phenomenal draw-
ings aa were the worthless wares of Lafayette & Co.

By way of curiosity wc made a visit to the establish-

ment, and heard and saw these horticultural marvels

:

Apricots weighing one pound each, plums without
stones, raspberries with " large fruit as a egg of fowl,"'

are among the choice things of the catalogue. These
are as nothing compared to

' l Fragaria Africana arbotci*

strawberry in tree, having a fruit similar to this of u

herbacea fruit, much larger, with the same perfume, a

new kind.*' These are grafted on quince (1), considering

which $3 does not eceni so very high for a plant. Then
a grape, which is not here but is coming, bears bunches

weighing fifteen pounds, and ripens in the open air in

July. The asparagus, which cau be cut in ninety days

from the seed, is now sold at only two cents a 6eed.

while Lafayette & Co. charged for.r cents. In the way of

flowers, wc can only mention pausics of unheard of

shapes at twenty-five cents a seed ;

'

' G<:nUnna African'/,

'

'

which is in blossom during nine months, and " Calypm
borealis of China, remarkable by its dimension and
its agreeable smell, in blossom during three months."

The catalogue concludes with FragaHa arborea Af)i-

cana; whether it is different from the previously men-
tioned Fragaria A/Hcana arborea we do not know, but

presume it is as it " produces fruit weighing sometimes

one-half kilog. (one pound), delicious, four varieties.''

This bold imposture Is carried on every spring, some-

times under the name of Lafayette & Co., and sometimes

under another name, but they all have similar things and

similar machinery to aid them in disposing of them.

Men of means and intelligence will go to these fellows

and purchase stuff for which these preposterous claims

are made, and we have little sympathy for such people

when they get humbugged. It is with the amateurs

with small means that these chaps do the most mischief.

Those, with a great love for flowers, but without knowl-

edge enough to see that the representations made by

these travelling dealers are simply impossible, will pur-

chase the trash, and throw away for nothing a Fum that

would have given them much enjoyment if expended

for good things. These fellows, with their impossible

monsters, have some good-looking stock, such as roses,

camellias, and the like, which give their place a respecta-

ble appearance. It is probably impossible to stop these

swindlers by any legal means, as by the time a purchaser

finds out the fraud they are far away, and next year an-

other set (probably of the same gang) appear. Wc give

the present set credit for one thing : they have left the

"blue rose " out of this year's catalogue. No reader of

the AgricuUui'Ut will, wo trust, he taken in by any Ch
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representations as those we have quoted. Remember

that our own regular dealers have everything in the way

of seeds, flowers, and fruits that is worth growing, and

If a valuable new thing is offered in any part of the

world, the contest with them is to see who Bhall intro-

duce it soonest.

Petroleum for Primiwflf-—"S. &LW.,"
Shippensburg, Pa., writes that

,k an experienced car-

builder informs him that even the best mineral paints

will not adhere to wood that has been oiled with petro-

leum some weeks before painting. His plan is to apply

the crude petroleum as hot as possible, and put on the

paint as soon as the petroleum has fairly cooled. Result

much more satisfactory than when the petroleum is ap-

plied cold and the wood not painted for Borne weeks

afterwards." This is quite provable. For hard wood

the lighter oil will soak in more readily than the heavier

oil, and the hotter it can be applied the more rapidly will

It be absorbed. For pine or hemlock, except the weather

is very cold, it is not necessary to heat the oil. Paint

will not adhere well to the oiled surface unless the petro-

leum is absorbed by the wood. Last snmmer we put

petroli-um on to a new pine double wagon box. We went
over the box two or three tinvs at intervals of two or

three days, or when we happened to think of it. We
probably got on three or four gallons of oil. In two or

three weeks afterwards »ve painted it with Avcrill paint

mnd found no trouble. The paint adhered as well as

conld be wished. We put on two coats, and the box
looks as smooth, glossy, and firm as if made of the best

of hard wood. In cool weather, and especially with hard

wood, it would undoubtedly be advantageous to apply

the petroleum hot, for the simple reason that it would

penetrate deeper into the wo id. How long or how short

a time elapses before the mineral paint is applied is of

little consequence, provided the petroleum has been ab-

sorbed by the pores of the wood. TImb is the main point

to be observed. [This comes from one of our associates

who has had much experience in the use of petroleum,

and as he passed much of his life in a chemical labor-

atory it does not occur to him that anything can be dan-

gerous. So we must add that if petroleum is to be heated

it must be done with the greatest caution or it will take

fire. The »afest way will be to set the can in a kettle of

hot water out of doors, and be sure not to bring a lamp,

right a match, or allow flame of any kind near the place

where the work is going on.—Ed.]

Catalogues Received

Last month we left out other matter for the sake of

space to notice the catalogue-* of our friends, the dealers.

We supposed that wo had at ban 1 the majority of the

catalogue-*, flnrt were willing, for once, to give a Heparate

mention of each one with some not ice of its peculiarities.

Since then we have received a large number more, and
though these are of the same importance as those men-
tioned last month, we can not, owing to the claims of
others upon our space, give other than the briefest

notice.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.
J. W. Adams, box 1,340, Springfield, Mass.

Otto & Achelis, Westchester, Pa.—Large stock;
wholesale and retail.

A. Hance & Son, Rumson Nurseries, Red Bank, N. J.

—Also greenhouse plants.

Reisiq <fe Hexamer, New Castle, Westchester Co.

—

Specialties, small fruits, particularly strawberries and
seed potatoes.

P. T. Quinn, Newark, N. J., besides pears offers small
fruits and various vegetable plants.

8. J. Allis, Erie, Pa.—Grapes and other small fruits.

GREENHOUSE AND BEDDING PLANTS.
George Such, South Amboy, N. J.—General collec-

tion with gladiolus as a specialty. The neatest catalogue
yet seen from Europe or this country.

S. B. Vrkeland (Greenville), Jersey City, N. J.—
General stock with the fine Bonvardia Vreelandii as a
specialty.

W. B. Woodrutp, Westfl Id, N. J., besides green-
housu and bedding plants has a fnll list of vegetable
plants, and still another n<?w tomato—"Robert."
John Saul. Washington, D. C—A hu?e catalogue,

embellished with a fine colored plate of the new "Ball
of Snow" Abntilon.

W. C. Wilson, Astoria, N. Y., and 43 West 14th street,

**• Y.—An Immense general assortment with a number
of specialties not offered elsewhere.

Miller & Sievers, San Francisco, Cal.—A catalogue
so full as this Is a surprise to us. who knew San Fran-
cisco when there was not a florist west of the Rocky
Mountains. Send your oiher catalogues.

Dingee & Conard Co., West Grove, Chester Co., Pa.,

make a specialty of roses, which they send by mail at

very low prices. The catalogue is valuable for its sensi-

ble cultural directions.

P. J. Berckmans, Fruitland Nurseries, Augusta, Ga.,

is largely engaged iu floriculture as well as the nursery

business. Besides a general slock he ha.: many things

suited to Southern gardems only. Prices astouishiugly

low.

Sidney Wilkinson, Providence, R. I.—Wo are glad to

see so fine and full a catalogue from a city which for oue

of its size has heretofore had very few florists.

Olm Brothers, Newark, N. J.—This large establish-

ment always preseuta some uovelties, uud it has a num-

ber in this year's catalogue.

Wm. J. Hebser, PlattBmouth, Nebraska.—A more

complete list than one would expect to find iu a place

which but a few years ago was " ou the froutier."

Green, Beech & Abter, South Oil City, Pa.—Send

an illustrated catalogue of plants and seeds.

SEEDSMEN.

D. M. Ferry & Co., Detroit, Mich.—This is one of

the largest seed-growing establishments in the country,

and their descriptive catalogue is very full aud complete.

John Saul, Washington, D. C, has, besides from his

nursery, a seed etore opposite the Patent Office.

Schlegel, Everett & Co., Boston, Mass., have be-

sides the usual list many peculiar and Boston—and there-

fore very good—" notious " in the way of vegetables and

flowers.

J. M. Thorburn & Co., No. 15 John street, N. Y.,

publish each February a list of Tree and Shrub Seeds.

Those who write asking wh re such things can be had

should be.ir this in mind.

Hovey & Co., Boston, Mass.—For nearly 40 years have

this firm sent out each year their well filled catalogue,

and yet they keep up with the times.

Aaron Low, Essex, Mass., grows garden and flower

seeds, and his catalogue tells all about them.

James Fleming, f>7 Nassau street, has a very full Illus-

trated catalogue of vegetable and flower seeds, prefaced

by a handsome colored plate of Double Zinnias.

Vick'b Floral Guide.—Mr. James Vick, of Rochester,

extends his catalogne over the whole year and makes it

a quarterly. No. 2 has many interesting items and a
*' pronouncing vocabulary of botanical names," which
would be more useful if it were more correct. What can

he mean by telling us that coix is pronounced " coy 1"

Other words also needs revising.

W. H. Spooner, Boston, Mass., puts out his catalogne

as a '* Garden Guide," and a very creditable one it Is.

Charles Slzer, Monnt Lebanon, N. Y., sends out

what he calls a Shaker Catalogne, which is in appearance
very much like the catalogues sent out by the " world's

people," and contains no intimation that it is issued by

any Shaker community.

V. P. Dotrw & Co., Albany, N. T.—Seeds, Rustic

Work, Implements, etc.

IMPLEMENTS, FLOWER-POTS, ETC.

Gardener B. Weeks, Syracuse, N. T.—Cheese and
Butter Factory, and Dairy Supplies and Apparatus. Well
illustrated.

A. H. Hews, North Cambridge, Mors., have an illus-

trated catalogue of machine and hand made pots, etc.

Snow & Cooltdge, Wachneett Pottery, West Stirling,

Mass., Also send a catalogue of similar wares.

EUROPEAN CATALOGUES.
E. G. Henderson & Son, London, send an immense

catalogue of seeds of all kinds, including all the new
things.

Ai.EGATnrRE, Lyons, who Introduced the new donble
white and oiher double Pelargoniums last year, offers a
new Bet, raised by Jean Sisley and others, and a new lot

of Carnations.

Planting Trees upon Highways.

We have been requested to publish the law In regard
to the money allowed for planting shade trees on the side

of the roads In the State of New York. There was an
act passed April 26, 1869. entitled, "An Act to Enconra-je
the Planting of Shade Trees alonir the sides of the Public

Highways » (chap. 3-32). This act was amended May 3d,

1870, so as to include fruit trees (chap. 595). We give the

act as amended, and as it now stands:

" Section 1.—Any inhabitant liable to highway tax who
shall transplant by the side of the public niuhwav any
forest shade trees or fruit trees of suitable size shall be
allowed by the overseers of highways, in abatement of
bis highway tax, oue dollar for every four trees set out

;

but no row of elms shall be placed nearer than seventy
feet ; no row of maples or other forest trees neaivr than
fifty feet, except locust, which may be set thirty (Vet
apart

;
fruit trees must also be set at least filty (Vet apiirf

and no ullowance, aa before mentioned, ahull be made
unless suet trees shall have been set out the year pre-
vious to tne demand lor said abatement of tux* and are
living aud well protected iioin animals at the' time of
such demand.
"Section 2.—Any trees planted by the side of the pub-

lic highways as aforesaid, in the place of trees that have
died, shall be allowed for in the same manner and in the
same conditions as iu the preceding section.
-Section 3.—No person ehull be allowed an abatement

of his highway taxes as aforesaid, more than one quarter
ol his annual highway tax, and no one shall receive any
abatement ot tax (or trees planted previous to the pas-
sage of this act.
" Section 4.—This act shall take effect immediately."

The act has bad very little effect. Not one farmer in a
thousand knowB of its passage. And those who know of

the law seem to care little about it. The compensation
is too small. A farmer of oue hundred acres is assessed

say from $8 to $12 highway lax to be " worked out. 1 " A
man, team and plow, wagon or scraper, counts for three

days' work, or $3. So that if a farmer is assessed $12 all

he can get for setting out trees is one day's work for

himself and team. If section 3 was stricken out, so that

a farmer might he allowi d 25 cents each for ail the trees

set out, it might have some effect. As it is, a farmer who
has energy and sense enough to set out trees will not be
influenced by the small compensation, and those who
nave not will pay little attentiou to the law.

Bee Notes,—Advice to Beginners.

BY M. QUINBT.

Mr. Smith, Pa., writes that " wild Snllendine plant Is a

perfect cure for bee stings, and mosquito bites." All

that is necessary, be i=ays, is to apply the juice immedia-
tely, to prevent swelling: He probably means common
celandine, growing in wet places. At our association in

TJtica last February, a member brought what ho called

an antidote to bee stings, in liquid form. To convince

the skeptical of its efficacy he actually brought some bees

with him, and got himself stung in two places. To one
place he applied the remedy, and the effect ot the sting

on that did not seem quite so bad as the other, to which
nothing was applied. He urged all to make the trial,

and found but one willing, but be claimed that he illus-

trated its efficacy by partial success, at least. Ever since

I kept bees, new remedies for stings have been recom-
mended as certain cures. For a long time, I took pains

to test them ; sometimes a sting would be hardly felt, at

others it would be very severe, when both were treated

with the same remedy. My impression is, that in cases

where the effect is slight, the puncture is slight, but little

poison infused, or the bee is not incensed to make the

thrust with much vigor. This seems more probable

than that we have found an antidote. It is iong siuce I

have used anything, and do just as well. I do not wish
to deny their efficacy, or even discourage the trial of

them; but I trust I shall be excused from implicit con-

fidence, when I have failed in so many cases. Those
who have realized that it is easier to avoid contracting

various habits in any case than it is to cure tbem, will

And no exception to the rule, when applied to bees. In

their treatment in Ibis respect let the beginner experi-

ment for himself, and scan everything closely ; tako
nothing for granted till corroborated by his own obscr

vatlon, whether for or against, the little pets. 'I hope

no one will make the mistake of copying a blunder from

me. I only wish that bee-keepers would adopt the direc-

tions given for treating bees kindly, and watch the re-

sult.

In regard to the charge of their being a nuisance, it

does seem that much that is said is dictated by an unkind
spirit, to say the least. It is nothing but justice to exam-

ine both sides. We want facts.

A. S. Fuller, in the New York Tribune, is credited

with saying that " he is satisfied that in many localities

these winged workers are a far greater nuisance than
mosquitoes, or even sheep-killing dogs. Perhaps some
grape growers may ask their neighbors to keep their

bees at home, as they do the cattle, for there is certainly

no difference in the moral or legal aspect of the two
cases. Let every one keep as many bees as he or she

likes, but If they do any damage to the neighbors* crops

the owner should be held responsible."

The last sentence seems not very unreasonable, if we
Cfin only get at the real damage. I claim it is very small,

if any. It is difflci.t to ascertain. The difference in the

"aspect" of the two cases Is at once apparent. When
cattle trespass, it can be seen, proved, it is not difficult

to substantiate facts. But with the bee, how is it? Mr.

Fuller " Is satisfied," and seems to think it proved. In

court, witnesses must know; some are too easily satis-

fled. The prosecutor would lose his case if he had

nothing stronger. To see what satisfies Mr. F. we may
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follow him into the vineyard. He is examining his grape?,

ho finds a cluster of fair ones, with a hole through the

upper side of some of them, aud bees and hornets

nrounrt most of them, if the day is warm enough, busily

engaged sucking the juices. Here is proof that satisfies

him that bees alone have spoiled his grapes. The same

kind of proof would satisfy some, that when the larvae of

the flesh fly was found devouring the carcass of a putrid

animal, that they were the cause of its death. The same

kind of evidence has proved that the moth worm lias

destroyed bees, when they only completed the destruc-

tion that was inevitable from other causes. A negative

can not often he proved. I can not say that bees never

puncture grapes; hut I can say that I am satisfied that

they never do any more than the flesh fly kills the animal.

I have 4 or 500 grape vines and other small fruits, as well

as apples and pears, and a large apiary, all in one local-

ity. I have no interest to bias me, and ought to be able

to judge somewhat nnderstandingly. If I was called to

testify in BUCh case, it wwuld be of what I know. I have

seen bees on grapes; sometimes two or three on one,

when they had been punctured so as to expose the juices.

I have watched them long and patiently, to see them at-

tack sound fruit, and never yet saw one do it—and no

man of veracity ever told me that he had. The last

season I had several barrels of delicious pears. I have

seen bees on them—a dozen on one—and other bees en-

deavoring to get a chance at the orifice already made
;

and this while the sound ones of the same variety re-

mained on the trees untouched. But when one had

fallen, and was bruised sufficiently to expose the juice, it

was attacked without hesitation. The same with apples ;

as long as sound on the tree they were not molested
;

hut when taken to the cider-mill—only a short distance

from my bees—and ground into pomace, tens of thousands

would sacrifice their lives in their eagerness for the

juice.

Relative to grapes I would say that I have visited the

vineyard early, long before a bee was stirring. Found

grapes—three or four in a cluster sometimes—particularly

Concord—with a narrow strip of skin peeled off—loose

strip often left— the pulp fresh, and no juice gone, which

would not have been the case if bees had been the cause.

Yet the grape was as effectually spoiled for market as if

the bees had sneked it dry. What did do it? If I make it

clear that the bees did not, am I under any more obliga-

tion to trace '*. to the starting point than Mr. F. or any

other man ? .fill Mr. F. watch the Robins a little closer,

and see if some of the strange ones, on their way south,

may not be tempted to peck through the skin of the

grape as well as pear—perhaps only to find the grape un-

palatable.—See -New trick of the Robin," page 103,

last moil ;h'i Agriculturist—I want old bee-keepers as wel 1

as beginners, and those interested to look at these things,

not to substantiate a preconceived opinion, but to get the

facts, even if some notions are upset that appear to be

well founded.

Feeling much regard for Mr. Fuller for what ho has

done in horticulture I should be pleased, if on investiga-

tion it should appear that what is attributed to him he

nas not. said.

Many of our feathered songsters have been accused of

destroying the farmer's crops by the unreflective, and

have been slain by thousands, but investigation gave

them credit for actually assisting the farmer, and a few

have thought best to let them live and take the good they

do to balance the evil. Will Mr. Fuller, or some one

equally capable, just tell us if the bee does not help the

firmer somewhat in aiding the fertilization of the fruit

flowers, thus balancing some of the possible evils, and

then, if he can establish the actual damage over the

balancing benefits, the bee-keeper can choose between
" taking care of his bees/ 1 or paying the amount assessed

in dollars and cents. As the damage complained of

never takes place in a season of honey, they can be kept

from trespassing more cheaply than cattle.

Other complaints of damage have appeared, which 1

would like to examine some time, and see how close a

man can come to proving a thing aud not do it.

John. Johnston.

The readers of the American Agriculturist

will be pleased to see the portrait of that dis-

tinguished farmer, Jobn Johnston, given on

the first page of this number. The portrait is

given without his knowledge, and we dared

not ask him for any facts in regard to his life,

for fear he might suspect our purpose. We
must, therefore, confine our remarks to a few

of the more prominent events of his career.

John Johnston was born in New-Galloway,

Scotland, in the year 1791. Many of his early

days—and nights also—were spent on the hills

tending his grandfather's flocks of sheep.
" Whatever I know of farming," he once said

to us, " I learned from my grandfather." And
right nobly have these early lessons been re-

duced to practice throughout a long aud emi-

nently successful life. " Verily all the airth

needs draining," was a remark of Grandfather

Johnston in Scotland. We shall see how well

the boy Johnston, some years later, in far dis-

tant America, applied the idea to practice on

his recently purchased farm.

Mr. Johnston married in 1818, and came to

this country in the spring of 1821. After look-

ing about for a few months he selected and

purchased a farm lying on the eastern shore of

Seneca Lake, near Geneva, N. Y. The land

lies on a high ridge, and a casual observer would

not be likely to suspect that it needed draining.

The soil is a rich, calcareous clay, but when he

purchased was in a badly run-down condition.

Mr. Johnston being poor had to run more or

less in debt, and his neighbors predicted that

he would soon he sold out. Here he commenced
his life-work, and here he has lived for 52 years.

" I have always been an anxious man," he once

said to us, but his anxiety was of that kind

which stimulated industry and quickened

thought. He believed in hard work and good

farming. He had his trials and discourage-

ments like the rest of us, but when he stumbled

he came up ahead. He had unbounded faith in

himself. He was not afraid to run in debt for

land or for the capital necessary to Improve it.

He did not believe in small farms. " I do not

know how to manage a small farm," he once

said to us. He was quite as capable of man-

aging his farm of three or four hundred acres

as one of fifty acres.

Mr. Johnston's leading crop has always been

wheat. Everything else was secondary to this.

But he has also made a good deal of money hy
fattening sheep and cattle in winter. "But,"

said he, " I never made anything by farming

until I commenced to drain."

He commenced draining his laud in 1835.

He sent to Scotland for a pattern and got tiles

made by hand. His neighbor, the lamented

John Delarield, imported a machine for making

tiles in 18-18, and from that time Mr. Johnston

laid tiles as rapidly as he could get the work

done by the ordinary labor of the farm. "It

cost me more," he once said to us, " than it

would to have had the whole work done as

Mr. Swan did it, at once, but I had to get the

money from the crop on the drained field to

pay for draining the second field." In fact, his

draining paid for itself as it progressed. The
extra yield of one crop of wheat frequently

paid the whole expense of the draining ; and in

no instance did he fail to get all his money
back in two crops. In 1851 he had laid sixteen

miles of tile drain on his farm. In 1856, when
we visited him again, he had between fifty-one

and fifty-two miles of tile drains, and we be-

lieve nearly every tile had been laid with his

own hands.

Underdraining was a new thing in those days.

Some of the neighbors said, " John Johnston is

gone crazy—he is burying crockery in the

ground." But mark the result. When the so-

called weevil, or midge, proved so destructive

to the wheat of Western New York that nearly

all the farmers thought they should have to

abandon the crop ; when on many farms the

wheat would not yield ten bushels to the acre,

we visited John Johnston (in 1856) and found

hr had sixty two acres of wheat that almost

bid defiance to the midge. He had that year

twenty-five acres of Smile's wheat that averaged

33} bushels per acre ; and his red wheat was as

stout as it could grow. In 1859 his crop of white
wheat averaged over 41 bushels to the acre.

It would be an error, however, to attribute

Mr. Johnston's success solely to underdraining.

He has cultivated his land very thoroughly.

He is a strenuous advocate for summer-fallows

—plowing three, and occasionally four, times.

He has made his land dry, clean, mellow, and
rich. He grew great crops of clover for many
years, dressing the fields liberally with plaster.

After his land became rich he has grown timo-

thy grass as well as clover, as he thinks he gets

more and better hay. He has used lime with

great benefit on his wheat. He has also used

salt—a barrel per acre on his wheat—with re-

markable result; she has sometimes used as much
as seventy-five barrels of it in a year. He has

also used more or less Peruvian guano. But in

all his operations he has never lost sight of the

manure heap in his barn yard. He has raised

great crops of clover and fed it out on the farm.

He does not plow it under. His corn, stalks,

and straw, are all consumed on the farm, and
for many years he bought tons and tons of oil-

cake to feed with his straw. In this way he

made great quantities of manure—and it was rich

manure, not rotten straw. He piles his manure
in the spring and uses it as a top-dressing on
grass in the summer or autumn, the land being

plowed up the next spring for corn.

Personally, John Johnston is tall and fine-

looking, every inch a gentleman. He is tem-

perate in all things. He neither drinks spiritu-

ous liquors nor uses tobacco in any form. A
stranger seeing him in a select company would
pick him out as a gentleman of the old school

—perhaps a distinguished general or statesman.

He would hardly suppose he was " nothing but

a farmer "—that he had spent his life in a quiet

farm-house ; that he had followed the plow,

dressed hundreds of sheep for foot-rot, and laid

fifty miles of underdraining tiles with his own
hands. And the stranger would be right. John
Johnston is a distinguished man. Be has led a

most useful and honorable life. He has made
money—and made it solely by farming, not by

speculation. He has lived comfortably and

brought up and educated a large family. His

children, grandchildren, and great-grandchil-

dren, delight to visit the old quiet home on the

borders of the deep and beautiful lake. Here,

too, many of our foremost farmers like to go,

as on a pilgrimage, to pay their respects to the

man whom they have learned to honor. Here,

respected and loved by all who know him, may
his life long be spared, as a grand specimen of

an industrious, intelligent, true, and independ-

ent American farmer.

Ogden Farm Papers.—No. 50.

Since making up the statement of dairy re-

sults in the preceding article of this series, I

have noticed a report on the same subject pub-

lished by the Buffalo Live Stock Journal—to

the effect that Mr. Cooper, of Wyoming Co.,

made an average per cow, in a herd of thirteen,

of 4,928 lbs. (2,292 qui-ts) of milk. The net

money proceeds averaged $66.63 per cow—be-

ing 1
3,
/ioo cents per pound, or 2 M/ioo cents per

quart. In addition to pasture he fed green

oats and corn fodder. Mr. A. Tefft, of Chau-

tauqua Co., with a herd of twelve cows, made

an average of 7,245 lbs. (3,370 quarts) of milk.

O. Brunson, Chautauqua, with seventeen cows,

averaged 6,989 lbs. (3,250 quarts). A. P. Brun-

son, with twenty-four cows, averaged 6,168 lbs.
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(2,866 quarts). At Mr. Cooper's price (2°%°°

cents per quart) the others received, respec-

tively, $97.73, $94.25, and $83.11 per cow

per year.

Per contra, the Country Gentleman published

last autumn a series of very carefully prepared

articles by E. Lewis Sturtevant, analysing the

reports of over 300 butter and cheese factories

in the State of New York, and of dairy farms

to which the premiums of the New York State

Agricultural Society have been awarded. In

these articles it is demonstrated that:

1. " The average yield of the average cow of

New York State can not exceed annually

1,350 quarts."

2. "The average yield of superior dairies will

not exceed 1,800 quarts."

He concludes " that the annual yield of the

native cow in dairy regions of America can be

fairly estimated at 1,800 quarts a year."

Taking 2 S0
/i<>» cents as the average price, we

have $39.15 for the average of NewYork State
;

$52.20 for the average of the best dairies in that

State ; and $37.70 as the average of the dairy

regions of America.

Here is a difference between the average of

the four cases reported in Chautauqua and
Wyoming and the average of American dairies

—$37.70 per cow on one side and $85.43 per

cow on the other. The average of the good

herd is one hundred and twenty-seven per cent

better than the average of the whole.

The question naturally arises whether the

better dairies cost 127 per cent more than the

average, or whether any considerable part of

this increase is profit. Remember that we are

not considering the average cow of the whole
country, including all the poor animals kept

on poor forage by poor people, but the average

in what are sufficiently large herds to be con-

sidered as dairies, and where the sale of dairy

products is an important item of the farmer's

business ; this being, presumably, much above

the average of all, if we include the poorer

cows kept by the poorer people, and in those

regions, especially in some parts of the South,

where there is nothing worthy of the name of

dairying carried on.

We shall certainly be within the mark if we
say that the keep of a common cow generally

requires, on average farms, for pasture and hay
the year through, not less than six acres of

land; so that the product of $37.70 gives a

gross return of $6.28 per acre. Out of this

must come interest, insurance, and depreciation

on one-sixth of the value of the cow, the same
on her proportion of the farm buildings and

implements needed for the business of dairying,

the maintenance of wagons and horses needed

for marketing, and all the labor of hay-making,
driving to and from pasture, feeding, watering,

milking, and the care of utensils. The income
from twelve cows would be $452.40. How
much of this would be left for clear profit

after all the foregoing deductions were made,

and after paying interest on the value of 73

acres of land, any farmer can figure out for

himself. If he gets more than a meager sub-

sistence in return for his slavish work he will

probably find on examination that it comes
from some other item than the dairy.

It may. seem anomalous, but if it is fair to

allow six acres per cow in an average dairy, it

is fair to allow four acres per cow in the su-

perior dairy. In the first case I allow three

acres for pasture and three acres for hay (24

tons) ; in the second I allow two acres for pas-

ture, li acre for hay (two tons), and half an

acre for corn (grain, stalks, and green fodder)

and a few roots. The secret of this difference

is that better cows imply better farmers, and

better farmers imply better land, for improve-

ment in farming is literally a " double back-ac-

tion " affair. Good feeding reacts on the more

copiously manured land, which responds with

better supplies of food, and both of these stim-

ulate the farmer to the general bettering of his

farm and furnish him the means for it. A good

farm in the hands of the right sort of man is

like a swelling river in a limited channel : it is

always growing out of its bounds, getting big-

ger and bigger, and demanding more and more

capacity for its rising tide—just as a poor farm

in the hands of a dullard is like a stagnant

pool, which the rains of heaven are barely able

to keep from drying up altogether.

Seventy-two acres of well farmed land of the

same original character as that considered

above will carry eighteen cows as readily as

that would carry twelve cows. These, at an

average income of $85.43, will yield a gross

return of $21.36 per acre, instead of $6.28, and

for the 72 acres $1,537.74 instead of $452.40.

The interest on the cost of the land will be the

same ; on stock, buildings, and implements

more, of course, but we may leave an ample

allowance for this without nearly equalizing

the incomes. The labor will not be very much
more except for milking, for the labor of cul-

tivating the half acre will not greatly exceed

the cost of harvesting and renewing the extra

amount of mowing land of the poorer farm,

and it will be more than compensated for by
the extra profit from the incidental items of

the better farming.

Such estimates as the foregoing are not suffi-

ciently well grounded to be made minute and
exact ; but no one competent to form an opin-

ion would hesitate to say that after all expenses

are paid the inferior of the foregoing examples

would result in a tight squeeze to make both

ends meet, while the other would show a hand-

some and yearly increasing profit.

In the better cases cited (Chautauqua and
Wyoming) the cows were only well selected

natives, and the result might be materially in-

creased by the use of thorough-bred or even

grade Ayrshire or Hutch cows. In Mr. Tefft's

case the result was largely due to the fact that

he feeds his skimmed milk to his cows, mixing
ground feed with it (bran and corn and oats).

In reply to my question on the subject, he says

that this has long been his practice, and that

the whole product of skimmed milk may be fed

back to the cows yielding it, with excellent re-

sults in product and in health. Having had
no abortions in his herd, he ascribes his im-

munity (as is usual) to his manner of treatment.

I have previously referred to the subject of

coloring butter, and during the past five years

have experimented with nearly every recipe

that has come to my notice. I have now set-

tled on a system which is so satisfactory—after

nearly three winters' application of it in the

coloring of over 3,000 lbs. of butter—that it is

worth while to state it somewhat in detail.

The question whether butter ought to be col-

ored at all is one that may be left to the judg-

ment of the maker. It is quite certain that

butter of a good color sells for a better price

than that which is as white as winter butter

almost invariably is. I do not find that, my
customers object to artificial coloring, and I am
sure they would criticise an uncolored article.

No one objects to coloring with carrot Juice,

which is unreliable in the matter of taste, and
grows more and more so as the spring ap-

proaches; but annatto is sometimes looked

upon as a "drug," and many hesitate to use it

on this account. The annatto plant, which
grows in the tropics, bears a prickly pod about

the size of a horse-chestnut. In this are many
seeds, of about the size and shape of kernels of

buckwheat, which are imbedded in a reddish

pulp. When the pod ripens the pulp dries and

adheres to the secus. This pulp, removed from
the seeds, is the annatto of commerce. The
common means of preparation is by steeping

in water and boiling to a paste and then drying

;

this is "basket annatto." Recently, Mr. G. de

Cordova has developed a process for removing

the pulp from the seeds by washing in cold

water, separating the coloring matter from the

liquid and drying it without the application of

heat, and then pulverizing it, securing the col-

oring principle pure and of full strength. This

is called " annattoine," and is the substance

that we use, the form being not different from

that in which it exists in the native pulp, which

is used by the people of Brazil as a Savoring

matter in cooking much as we use salt, and

which is as much an article of food and as little

a "drug" as is carrot juice. Annattoine is a

natural vegetable product, artificially separated

from its natural combination without being

changed in character, and may be regarded as

wholesome and even nutritious. It may be

used in several ways. That which we have

adopted (and which costs about 10 cents per

100 lbs. butter) is according to the recipe of

Messrs. Whitman and Burrell, of Little Palls,

N. Y., who are large dealers in the material.

I first got their recipe from Willard's Dairy

Husbandry, and afterwards in an improved

form from themselves. It is as follows : 1. Dis-

solve one pound of the best potash and one half

pound sal-soda in ten quarts water, stirring oc-

casionally, and allowing it to stand until well

dissolved and until the impurities have all set-

tled to the bottom of the vessel. Pour off all

the clear liquor possible, let it settle again and

pour off more, and repeat until only the sedi-

ment remains. 2. Dissolve one pound annat-

toine in eight quarts clear cold water, and let

it stand in a cool place from one to two days

until perfectly dissolved, stirring occasionally

and thoroughly. This mixture will ferment if

too warm. 3. Mix the two liquids together

and let the compound stand until the annat-

toine is perfectly united with the alkali and

the liquid becomes clear, stirring occasionally.

4. Store in earthen jars, or if in glass keep in a

dark place. 5. Immediately before churning

shake the bottle and put into the cream a large

table-spoonful of the liquid for each gallon of

cream, and stir it at once. More or less may
be used, according to the depth of color de-

sired—more for butter to be sold fresh than

for that which is to be salted down, as the tint

becomes stronger with time.

I have received a long letter which I con-

dense as follows. (It is evidently written under

the erroneous impression that we—O. P.—own
the American Agriculturist. I wish we did.)

1. Why have you discontinued the use of

cooked food for neat stock ? 2. How can I

keep my stable from freezing ? It Is made of

matched rough boards, but there are some

cracks. Shall I cover with paper, then with

clapboards, and board up inside the joists and

fill in with sawdust? Would it be desirable to

make the stable warm, and what would it cost?

3. Would paper be better or cheaper than plas-
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tering to keep frost out of a cellar ? 4. Is not

the white or light color of Jerseys and other

cattle caused hy long-continued delicate keep-

ing and sheltering? 5. Why do you keep a

farm ? To enable you to run your printing

business? How much have you made by till-

ing the earth ? One of my late neighbors left

property valued at $75,000, accumulated by
farming and perhaps by the enhanced value of

real estate. He would have nothing to do with

than that of Lombardy, where the cattle are
uniformly without white. On the other hand,
the wild Chillingham cattle of England (now
domesticated) are white, and so are Polar bears.

5. Perhaps for the fun of the thing
;
perhaps

to have something to write about; perhaps
with a view to money making—and probably
with an eye to all three. The farm has no con-
nection with the paper, except as a subject.

The amount of our income from farming has

Fiz. 1.—DONNELLY'S ATTACHMENT TO PLOWS.

agricultural societies or papers. 6. For twenty

years I have never lost a cow or calf by sick-

ness and death, or had a single hour's sickness

among them. Two years ago I followed your
advice, and milked my best cow up to the time

of calving. She became so reduced that she

could not hold her supremacy, an .1 lost her

calf. I think a cow will give as mu:!i milk in

a year or in a lifetime with two montiiS or more
rest as with less. 7. I think I could so take

care of any herd as to prevent abortion or any
other kind of sickness. If the system becomes
reduced the animal Is sure to suffer from
disease. We should keep our animals
" happy."

To which I reply : 1. We have suspended the

cooking of food only because we had no corn

fodder to speak of (we did steam so long as

that lasted), and because our early cut hay is so

good eteaming would probably not help it

much. 2. It will suffice probably to clapboard

the outside of the barn (without paper) and to

board up on the inside with matched boards

(without filling with sawdust) unless the stable

Is very lar^e for the stock kept. Bank around

the base- board and foundation with leaves, or

else plaster so well about and over the under

pinning that no wind can blow in. It is very

desirable to make the stable warm and to allow

sufficient ventilation without having anything

of the nature of draughts in the air of the

stable. Any builder in your neighborhood can

tell you what it will cost. 8. Plastering might

co6t a little more than paper, but it would be

much better, and you can better stop the leaks

about the sill timbers. 4 It is hard to say what

is the origin of the white in cattle, but there

teems no reason for attributing it to delicate

keep. Jerseys are not delicately kept at home.

They a;-e tethered out nearly all winter, and

endure much rain and raw wind. The climate

i= ginftu softer than with us, but much colrler

not been publicly stated. Tour neighbor's

case may be a good example of the value of

neglecting the usual means for acquiring

knowledge of one's business—or it may not.

How much of his property was due to " the

enhanced value of real estate," and how much
to interest on money that would have been

better invested in giving himself and his family

a better education and a better life, would have

much to do with the matter. 6. You have

been careful, skillful, and lucky, and are to be

congratulated. Few farmers have had such

success, and those who have are more often

they who have seven cows than they who have

more. I do not now remember what I wrote

two years ago about milking up to the time of

calving, except that I favored it ; but my sub-

sequent experience has led me to think that it

is best to allow cows to go dry one month when
possible (with Jerseys it is not always possible).

But I think this ample, and the harder work it

is to dry tuem oft the better I like them. 7. I

think you would find yourself mistaken. Abor-

tion {as an epidemic) is not preventible by any

means now Known. It comes like a thief in

the night, and attacks

old and young, strong

and weak alike, and

without the least appa-

rent cause. Fortunately,

it goes as mysterious-

ly as it came, and it has

gone from Ogden Farm.
You hit the nail on the

very head when you say

that cows should be kept " happy,

a secret of success it lies in that

attachment which may be fitted to any plow
whatever, by the use of which a great improve-
ment may be made in plowing either sod or
stubble land. The attachment, with its method
of working, is shown in the accompanying en-
gravings. It consists of a blade of steel similar
to a round-pointed shovel attached by means of
a shank toa jointed and curved arm. The arm
is bolted to the plow by the bolts which fasten

the mold-board to the handle. The attach-

ment is shown in detail at the right

hand upper corner of figure 1. Beneath,,

it is shown in operation. Being at-

tached to the right hand plow handle,

it is set into the proper position for

work by means of the thumb-screw and
nul, shown at a and b. When so set,

and the plow is put in molion, the at-

tachment acts as a sort of scraper, which
scoops out of the newly-turned furrow
slice.a groove, ihe earth from which is

scattered upon the sole of the furrow.

This is shown at c in figure 2, where
the earth removed from the furrow
slice, leaving a groove at the right of

the letter c, is seen scattered at the left

in the furrow. The effect of this is

to make a mellow bed of earth, upon
which the inverted sod or earth falls,

leaving no vacant spaces into which
sped may fall and be lost, and causing

the sod, by close contact with this loose

soil, to rot pcifectly and not throw up
a new growihof grass in each furrow,

as it often does with our ordinary

plowing. The surface of the plowed
soil is therefore left in furrows and

ridges, closely packed with mellow earth in the

boitom of each furrow.

The advantages of using this improvement
are many. In planting potatoes the seed may
be dropped in the furrow immediately after the

plow, upon the mellow soil "eft by the scraper.

The next furrow falls upon tbe seed, the sod

and earth covering it. If the ground is manured
the manure falls upon the seed in the best pos-

sible position. After the field is plowed and
planted a stroke with the back of a harrow,

given after a few days, levels the surface, kill-

ing the weeds which may have germinated, and
covering the seed to a depth of about three

inches. If oafs are tj be sosvn upon a manured
stubble, the seed, as the soil is iuverted,

fa"s v.oon tne mellowed eaitli in the furrow

and remains covered with tbe manure. If fall

wheat is to be plowed in the same thing occurs,

but the surface is left in a succession of ridges

which offer the greatest protection to the slants

against winter-killing and heaving out by the

frost In both these cases a great saving of

labor is made, because one plowing finishes the

whole work and no harrowing Is needee'.

An Improvement In Plow*

We have recently had an opportunity o
testing nn improvement in plows, ci rntber an

Fig. 3.—KAJTOB OF OPEEATION OF PLOW ATTACHMENT.

If there is Fodder corn may be planted in the same man-
ner as potatoes by dropping the seed in the

fuj«5w. Many other advantages will be ob-

tIous to the plowman who realizes the neces-

sity of haying the seed and soil come together

in the best possible manner. The implement is

known ns"Donnelly'sattachmeut" to theplow.
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Oxford-Down Sheep.

The engraving here given is a copy of a

photograph from life of an Oxford-Down ram.

He is a three shearling, bred by Mr. Charles

Howard, of Bedford, England, and was ex-

hibited at two of the chief

agricultural fairs in Eng-

land, at both of which he

was highly commended.

The flock to which he be-

longs has taken no less

than 72 prizes at different

fairs since 1849, and be-

ing selected as a type of

such an excellent flock,

this ram may be accepted

as a model of what this

breed of sheep should be.

The Oxfordshire Downs
date from 1833. They
sprang from a cross of the

Hampshire and the South-

Down ewes with Cots-

wold rams. By judicious

selection a satisfactory re-

sult has been attained in

producing a breed excell-

ing in the desirable points

of producing a good fleece

of valuable wool, superior

quality of mutton, hardi-

ness of constitution, and
uniformity of character—all points of the great-

est value in a breed of sheep. From the flock of

Mr. Howard sheep have been sent to Australia,

Portugal, Spain, France, Germany, Austria,

Russia, Sweden, Holland, and Belgium. Each
year, in July, the rams are sold at public

sale, and the price has steadily advanced since

1865, when these auction sales commenced.

in hastening early lambs for market, and

a two weeks' old lamb would learn to nibble

its share along with the rest. Afterwards,

when the ewes come to be turned into the

field, the practice should not be discontin-

ued, but, if possible, some arrangement should

<&$&'«
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AN ENGLISH IAMB CHEEP.

Spring Management of Lambs.

The critical time with young animals is at

their weaning. The change of food is so com-

plete that if it is sud-

denly made mischief

can not fail being done.

This is particularly

true as to lambs, and
upon the proper treat-

ment before weaning

them greatly depends

their future constitu-

tion ; if indeed they

escape with life the

many dangers incident

to lambhood. As a

general rule it is best to

begin weaning a lamb
as soon as it is a month
old, or as soon as it can

be tempted to eat. Be-

fore the ewes are
'

turned out to pasture

a separate inclosure

should be made, to

which the lambs alone

can gain access, and

in which some tempt-

ing and nutritious food

is provided. This may
be made adjoining the yard where the ewes

are fed. There a small trough, several feet

long, resting upon the ground, should be

placed, in which a few handfuls of birth or

oatmeal sweetened with sugar should be

scattered. This has been our own practice

be made by which the lambs may have the run

of a good piece of grass or clover along-side of

the field in which the ewes pasture. We have

generally arranged this by making small gaps

in the fence, through which the lambs may
creep when they are disposed. These gaps

they soon discover and make use of, very early

learning the natural trick of trespassing where

they think they ought not to go. The best

method of making a " creep " for the lambs,

either in the yard or the field, that we have

seen, is one shown in the accompanying en-

graving. It may be attached to any fence or

-
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OXFORD-DOWN RAM.

hurdle. It consists of a small double gate, or

two single half gates, pivoted at the middle of

the upper and lower bars to an opening made
in the fence, in such a way as to afford room
for a lamb to pass outwards without opening

the gates. The inner extremity of each half of

the gate consists of an upright roller, which, as

the lamb squeezes through, turns and prevents

the animal from injuring itself or from tearing

its wool. The gates are pivoted, as before sta-

ted, at the middle of the upper and lower bars,

but on the outside of the fence. Thus when
the lamb presses outwards
the gate can not turn upon

-
r-i .

.
. the pivots, because one

half of it lies against the

fence. This prevents the

sheep from getting
through. But when the

lamb wants to return, af-

ter having filled itself and
become distended with

food, as it presses upon
the gates they open in-

wards and allow it to pass.

A light spring of elastic

wood or wire, just suffi-

ciently strong to restore

the gate to its first posi-

tion, is fixed to each

one, so that no way of

escape for the sheep

may be permitted. The
fence shown in the
engraving is one that is

quite common in sheep

districts in England, and
is very cheap and useful.

It is made by driving

light stakes into the ground and wattling

light brush-wood amongst them. The stakes

may be driven about four to six feet apart

and the fence made four and a half feet

high. A very useful portable fence for

sheep may be made in this manner by weav-

ing it in separate lengths of about 10 feet. Each
length should be fastened to the next one by
withes, and to a stake driven into the ground

at the point of junction; another stake should

be driven at the middle of each hurdle to

strengthen the fence. If made of stuff from
one half to one inch thick, a very substantial

but yet light hurdle

may be had, which
will last many years

with care, and which,

where the material is

readily procured, will

cost nothing but the

labor, and as this can

be well spared at some
seasons of the year,

the cost will be prac-

tically nothing. We
have seen such hur-

dles made of the low
birch and alder brush,

which abound i n
swampy places, that

answered every pur-

pose of a costly fence.

To make the hurdles

of such timber the

stems of the brush

should be cut into

lengths of four feet and
a half or five feet, and
closely trimmed of all

the branches. A scant-

ling the length of the hurdle required is procured

and holes are bored three or four feet apart.

The stakes or stems are put into the holes stand-

ing upright, and the branches can then be woven

between them very easily. The small twigs

should be woven in along with the larger ones.
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"Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 124.

"R. F. W.," of Chester Co., Pa., writes: "A
year ago last spring I sowed oats and peas, and

raised about half as many more as I sowed.

Last spring I tried it again, and the peas were

an entire failure. We don't care about trying

them any more."

Probably the conditions were not favorable.

The land must be very rich, dry, and mellow,

and the crop sown early. There is, of course,

nothing to be gained by sowing two crops on
the same laud if the land is not rich enough to

produce one crop. If you think the land too

rich for oats, sow peas and oats together and
you will stand a chance of getting a great crop.

Tiiis is all there is to it.

" We also tried," continues Mr. W. ,
" white

mustard and rape. Plowed the ground in the

spring and again in July. Sowed both mustard

and rape July 21st. The held is rather poor

—

too poor for a good crop of corn. The mus-

tard attained a growth of three to four feet.

The rape made considerable growth but did

not bloom. [It ought not.] Both were pas-

tured with sheep, which eat the rape to the

ground. The mustard was not eaten so well.

But it was too old when turned into."

The mustard should have been fed off in

September and October. The rape should

have been reserved for feeding late in the fall

and winter. Frost will kill the mustard, but

does not hurt the rape.

" We have an oat-stubble field," continues

Mr. W.," which we have been thinking of sow-

ing to mustard in April or May ; then pasturing

the crop with sheep and sowing the land to

•wheat in the fall. Will it pay ?

"

The difficulty will be in its ripening up so

fast that it can not be eaten off before it forms

seed. It ought to be sown at different times,

say a week or ten days apart. But in this case

it will be necessary to have hurdles or some
kind of portable fence to prevent the sheep

from running over the whole field at once.

" It is the prevailing opinion in this section,"

says Mr. W., " that 40 or 50 ewes are as many
as can be kept together to advantage. We un-

dertook to prove the contrary, and last fall in-

creased our flock to 113, of which five died

early in the season, and of late seven have lost

their lambs by premature birth. Can you tell

the cause or suggest a remedy? The sheep

have been fed corn, corn fodder, and clover

hay, and have been kept in the yard except

that they go out to water every day."

Perhaps they were kept too closely confined

in the yard, or crowded each other in rushing

through the door or gate when watered or fed,

or perhaps the corn fodder or hay was moldy,

or you feed too much salt at a time. Mi-. W.
does not say what breed of sheep he keeps.

There is a general impression in this country

that the long-woolcd and other English breeds

of sheep can not be kept in large flocks. The
improved breeds of sheep, which mature early

and fatten rapidly, will not stand neglect as

well as the slow-maturing breeds. Texan cattle

will stand long walks and short commons bet-

ter than a Shorthorn.

We have yet a good deal to learn in regard

to the management of long-wooled sheep. We
can adopt English practices only in part. We
must think and plan for ourselves. We must
study our climate and the demands of the

market. We can raise long-wooled sheep just

as well as they can in Canada. We can produce
all the long wool that our manufacturers re-

quire. We can supply our markets with good

mutton. But how best to do all this is an open

question. It is far from settled. I think it

will be done by grading up our common sheep.

" C. W. II.," who has a large farm near

Columbus, Ohio, asks me several questions.

He has au apple orchard, in which the trees

arc fifteen years old. They stand in a blue-

grass sod, very stiff, not having been pastured

or mown for several years. "The canker-

worm," he says, " is very bad in this section,

and has been for several years. My orchard

escaped until last season, when it had a few
on it. Had I better plow the sod or had I bet-

ter turn the hogs in it ?
"

Do both. Plow it very shallow early in the

spring or late in the fall. The sod will rot and
enrich the trees. The canker-worm can be

held in check by scraping off all the rough

bark and then taking strips of brown paper

three or four inches wide and pasting them
tight round the trunk of the tree. Then smear

these bands with tar or printer's ink and see

that the tar or ink is kept constantly fresh and

sticky. Plowing the orchard and turning in

the hogs will not kill the canker-worms. I

would turn in the hogs to eat up the fallen

fruit, and thus check the spread of the codling-

moth which produces the worm in the fruit.

The codling-moth is becoming a terrible pest.

I hold them so far in check in my orchard by
pasturing it with sheep. In the garden I have

over fifty varieties of dwarf apples. They are

very fine, thrifty trees, and bear well ; but the

codling-moth leaves me very little perfect fruit.

I have also on one side of the garden seven

Northern Spj' trees set out at the same time as

my main orchard. The latter last season pro-

duced from two to five barrels to a tree. All

the good apples I saved last year from the

seven trees in the garden were put in one barrel.

The rest were wormy. My old orchard, which

has been set out forty years or more, has always

been used as a hog pasture, and the apples are

entirely free from the codling-moth.

The Judge has an old orchard of about two
hundred trees, from which in four years he got

more money than he paid for his whole farm

of 75 acres. Three years ago, thinking to im-

prove it still more, he plowed it up the last of

May or first of June and sowed it to peas. He
thinks the plowing checked the growth and

productiveness of the trees. I think the or-

chard will get over it in a year or two ; but it

seems reasonable to suppose that cutting off the

roots while the trees are in full leaf must be a

serious check to them. The plowing should

either be done so shallow as not to cut the

roots, or done while the trees are compara-

tively dormant—in the fall or early spring.

From what the editor of the Agriculturist

said about the barrel of Northern Spies I sent

him I was afraid we had not pressed them tight

enough in the barrels. And so the last time I

was in New York I went to the firm who bought

my crop. They did not know me. One of the

young men asked me if I wanted to buy some
apples. I told him I would like to look at

some Northern Spies, ne opened a barrel,

and asked me $4.50 for it. " Have you nothing

better?" I asked, and he opened another barrel.

"These are small," I said. "I want to see the

best barrel }'ou have. These are not as good
as those I am now eating." He called another

young man, and they whispered together a

moment. "Not that," said the new comer,
" open that barrel," pointing to a barrel that

had my name on it. On opening the barrel it

proved lo be in perfect condition—just as hand-

some as when put up in the orchard. " How
much do you want for these ? " I asked. " Six

dollars," he replied. " Six dollars
! " I ex-

claimed angrily, " why, you only ask $4.50 for

the others ; why do you ask six for these ?

"

" These," said he, " are the choicest Northern

Spies ever put in a barrel. They were grown "

—and here he looked at the head of the barrel

to refresh his memory—" they were grown by

Harris, of Rochester."

"Didj-ou tell him who you were? "asked
the Deacon.

No. I told him I would call again—and I

will the next time I am in New York, as I want
to learn all I can as to the best method of

packing and handling the fruit.

In the market report of the last number of

tlic " Chamber of Agriculture Journal and
Farmers' Chronicle," published in London, it

says: "Barley: all qualities have been very

strong everywhere. Some 10,000 quarters

[80,000 bushels] have been bought in London
this week for shipment to America, consisting

partly of French and partly of Danubian. It

is not known whether this demand from Amer-
ica will continue." Our brewers«and maltsters

have themselves principally to blame for the

present high price of barley. We can raise in

this country all the barley that is required,

provided we could be sure of fair prices. But

the maltsters are as selfish and short-sighted as

other people. When they get control of the

market they force prices far below the cost of

production, and the farmers stop raising barley.

In 1850, I raised 30 acres of barley and sold it

in Rochester for 374 cents per bushel. In 1852

it was worth 70 cents. Since then there has

been a greater advance in the average price of

barley than in wheat, oats, and corn. But the

fluctuations in prices have been very discour-

aging. I find in looking over the New York
market reports in the Agriculturist that the

highest quotation for barley in December of

the different years is as follows

:

1856, $1.30 per bushel; 1857, 80c. ; 1858,

92ic. ; 1850, 88c. ; I860', 82c; 1861, 87'| 2c.

;

1862, $1.45; 1863, $1.55; 1864, $2.00 ; 1865,

$1.15; 18G6, $1.20; 18G7, $1.90; 1868, $2.30
;

1869, $1.30; 1870, $1.12; 1871, $1.25; 1872,

$1.16; 1873, $1.80.

In 1870 I fed out to my sheep and pigs 800

bushels of barley, which would now sell for

$1,500 or $2,000. And so we go. And so we
shall continue to go.

" Well, what are you going to do about it ?
"

asks the Deacon.

If you are a barley grower stick to it year

after year. If not, do not rush into it when
the price is high only to quit it in a year or two.

The truth is, only the best farmers should try

to grow barley. The crop is a profitable one

if you average 40 bushels per acre, but to do

this you require better land and better oulliva-

tion than one farmer in ten is likely to give it.

Unless your land is just right you will make
more money raising oats than barley.

"Or oats and peas," says the Deacon.

Yes ; but I have made up my mind not to

say anything more about oats and peas. I get

letters by the dozen about this mixed crop, and

so does the Agriculturist, some of which they

answer themselves and some they send to me.

Here is one just received from southern Ohio.

The writer wants to raise them for cow feed.

" Will they succeed ? " he asks. I do not know*
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If peas do well and if oats do well, the two

sown together on rich land will be likely to

give a good crop. The probabilities are that

he will do better by growing corn or by grow-

ing- oats alone. " "Where can I get the seed ?
"

I buy mine in Buffalo. The ptas are brought

from Canada, and can be bought at from $1.25

to $1.50 per bushel. " How much per acre ?
"

Sow 1,} bushel of oats and 14 bushel of peas, or

2.} bushels of oats and 1 bushel of peas. I sowed

thicker than this last year, but I do not think

there is much advantage in it. Sow as early as

the land can be got into good condition. It is

better to drill in the seed. See that the oats

and peas are well mixed and that they do not

separate in the hopper. I cut my crop with a

Johnston reaper. Thrash with a machine. A
good fanning-mrll will blow out the oats from

the peas so that they can be fed separately if

desired. The straw makes excellent fodder for

horses and sheep. The cows will eat it, but

they will give more milk on well cured

corn-stalks.

This same writer says :
" I like ' "Walks and

Talks,' but there arc some things that we "West-

ern folks can not put in practice. For instance,

you say petroleum is cheap and plenty. "We

don't get it at all here except in the refined

state."—I had just the same trouble here. The
gentleman who some years ago patented the

use of petroleum for preserving wood sent me
a " farm right " as a present. And so I thought

I would try it. I went to Rochester to get a

barrel. But it was not to be found. The deal-

ers in oils and paints evidently thought I was a

verdant man from the country, and offered me
" rock oil" that they kept for lubricating pur-

poses, telling me that I should soon be tired of

painting with such stuff. I had to come home
without my petroleum, and it was several

months before I succeeded in getting a barrel

of the kind I wanted. Since then I have used

a good many barrels of it, and have now no

trouble in getting all I want. And it will be

so with my friend in Ohio. I speak of using

crude carbolic acid, and I buy it by the barrel

;

but I suppose there are thousands of readers of

the Agriculturist who can not find it at the

stores. But I ouglit not to be blamed for this.

When there is a demand for it the dealers will

keep a supply on hand.

" It is just as I told you, Deacoj. We farmers

are going to have better times."

" You would not say so," ho replies, "if you
knew how hard it is to collect money. I tell

you, farmers are poor."
" I know that very well—I am a farmer my-

self. But look at the situation. Potatoes here

on the farm $1 per bushel ; while wheat, $2

;

butter, 40c. per poun^ —and anything but gilt-

edged Jersey at ttai; hay $25 per ton, and

straw $12; barley tor seed, about whatever you

like to ask for it. I suppose you could get

$2.40 per bushel of 48 lbs. for choice four-

rowed for seed, which is $100 per ton. I have

raised 1J ton per acre, and can do it again."

" Still, I tell you farmers are poor."
" I know it, Deacon ; I am poor myself. But

there is a good chance for good farmers who
have got their land in good condition. There

is no money in poor fanning—never has been

and never will be."

"G. W. C.," of Ashley, 111., writes that many
pigs are dying in that neighborhood. I have

had no experience with such diseases. I think

if the so-called hog cholera should break out in

my herd I should separate all that were sick

and put them in a dry, warm pen and keep

them as quiet as possible, and give them the

most nutritious and stimulating food and drink

I could procure. If I lived near a slaughter-

house I would give them fresh blood. Or I

would kill a few sheep or a steer and cut up
the carcass into mince-meat and boil it for a

few hours, and give the pigs some beef-tea or

mutton broth mixed with cooked corn-meal or

oat-meal gruel or any easily digested and nutri-

tious food. A little whiskey might also be

given to stimulate digestion.

Some people seem to think that the reason

why we have so much hog cholera is owing to

the introduction of improved breeds of pigs.

I think it is precisely the other way. What do

wo mean by an improved breed of pigs ?

Usually we mean a breed that has fine bono and

little offal. A breed that is very quiet and that

will turn the food it eats into flesh and fat. It

is a breed that will cat and digest a stomach-

ful of rich food and assimilate it. As a rule,

the weak spot in all high-bred pigs is that their

digestive powers are not as good as their assi-

milating powers. They can assimilate more
food than they can digest. On the other hand,

our common, coarse, unimproved hogs can

usually eat and digest more food than they can
assimilate. They are accustomed to forage for

themselves. They have plenty of exercise and
comparatively little food. Now then, if you
take such a, breed of hogs and endeavor to push

them forward rapidly with rich food, it is easy

to see how their blood could be poisoned by
the excess of material which the animal is not

able to convert into flesh and fat.

"Your remedy, then," says the Deacon, "is

not to feed so high."

Rather, my remedy would be to raise a better

class of pigs. I would raise such pigs as would
stand high feeding until they were fat enough

to go to market, and then I would dispose of

them without delay. If you lake pigs that are

not accustomed to mature before they are

three or four years old, and endeavor to so feed

and force them that they shall be fit for market

at twelve months old or less, what can you ex-

pect but hog cholera ? On the other hand, a

breed that is accustomed, and has been for

generations, to mature early can be pushed for-

ward rapidly without injury. I should expect

the best success from pigs raised from a large,

healthy, common sow sired by a highly refined,

thorough-bred boar of a breed distinguished for

its gentleness, fineness of bone, little offal, early

maturity, and fattening qualities. The mother

would furnish the digestive powers and the

sire the assimilating powers. These qualities

combined with early maturity, fineness of bone,

and high quality of meat would give you pre-

cisely what a good feeder wants.

Mr. C. also says: "I see some calculations

in regard to corn grown by John Johnston.

It is good ; but wo farmers in Egypt [southern

Illinois] do not profess to be thorough tillers

of the soil, and yet I raised 131 bushels of ears

of corn per acre, weighing 40 lbs. per bushel.

I counted one car that had 894 grains. Vari-

ety, yellow flint. It ripens earlier than our

white corn. The ground was broken and

planted without harrowing. Rows four feet

apart, and hills two feet in the rows and two

stalks to a hill. Cultivated three times twice

in a row."—I fancy Mr. C. is a far more " thor-

ough tiller of the soil" than he pretends to be.

I have an idea that there were not many weeds
in that crop of corn.

"W. H.," of Grey Co., Ontario, asks the

relative value of oil-cake and peas for fattening

cattle. I do not think there is mucli difference.

If anything, the oil-cake, provided it is genuine

linseed oil-cake, is the most nutritious. I do

not know how it is in Canada, but here I fear

there is a good deal of poor stuff sold for oil-

cake meal. I think half pea and half corn

meal is better for cattle than all peas or all

corn. Oil-cake enough to keep the bowels in

order is also very advantageous. Much more
depends on management and judicious feeding

than on the actual and exact quantity of nutri-

ment in a food. The farmer who does not

keep flax-seed or oil-cake on hand, for at least

occasional use,does not live up to his privileges.

I little thought when the Deacon and I talked

about Mr. Bliss's potato prizes that he would
act on our suggestion and offer such liberal

premiums for the largest yield per acre. I want
the Deacon and the Judge and the Squire to see

which can raise the largest crop of our common
varieties, and I wish others would join in. I

propose to plant Early Rose, Late Rose, and
Red and White Peachblows. I raised all these

in one field last year, and the Late Rose was
very decidedly ahead. Perhaps it may not be

so in all seasons. The Peerless is grown to

some extent here, and yields large crops. So
far it sells as well in market as any other kind,

and as long as this is the case it is a profitable

variety. I notice an article in one of my late

English agricultural papers on the " New Am-
erican Potatoes," in which it is said :

" It is not

probable that we shall ever beat the Americans
in the matter of raising crops. Our tubers

won't be so large, although we may get as many
to a root. This will be no evil, but rather a

gain. We shall get better quality iu our me-
dium-sized tubers than they get in their large

ones, and they will not be so liable to disease,

as it is a fact that wherever disease prevails the

largest tubers are most affected." It is new to

me that we raise larger crops of potatoes here

than in England. And I think it can not be

true. I supposed three or four -hundred bush-

els per acre was not an uncommon crop in

England. Here 125 bushels is a fair average.

I presume the tubers are not as large in Eng-
land owing to the fact that they plant in drills

and much thicker than we do when we plant

in hills. Here farmers seldom apply manure
to potatoes, and that is the main reason why
we do not raise as large crops per acre as they

do in England. We want to study not only

the varieties, but how to so manure and man-

age the land as to grow large crops without

any deterioration in quality. It seems a shame

that in this great and fertile country consumers

should now have to pay $1 a bushel for pota-

toes, and those by no means of extra quality.

There is money to be made in raising potatoes.

How to Lead a Horse-Power.

"B. K. A.," Lancaster Co., Pa., sends us two
methods of loading a horse-power which are in

use in his neighborhood. One is to procure

two scantlings or planks framed together with

cross-pieces. At one end of this frsrne is a

roller eight inches in diameter with holes in ft

for pins, by which it is turned. The frame is

twice as long as the power, and is hooked on

to the hind axle or bolster of a wagon so that
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it -will tip like a cart body. The -wagon -with

the frame is backed up to the horse-power to

be loaded. A rope or chaia is hooked to the

power, and is wound up upon the roller, draw-

Fig. 1.—LOADING HORSE-POWER.

ing the horse-power, beneath which small roll- r

era are placed, on to the wagon. When it is
|

to be unloaded, the horse-power is run back
until the end of the frame rests upon the I

Fig. 2.—POWER READY FOR WORK.

ground, when it is in the right position to be

used. Fig. 1 shows this method.

The other method is to mount and fasten the

horse-power upon the hind axle of the wagon

Fig. 3.—POWER KEADT FOR REMOVAL.

so that it may be readily tipped backwards.

The reach is loosened from the fore part of the

wagon when the power is to be used, and it is

simply tipped up against the barn floor or upon

it where it is needed. It may be propped up

securely at the exact angle required. When it

is to be removed the reach is brought down

and fastened again into its place. Figures 2

and 3 show how this is managed.

Plan of Barn Yard.

We are asked for a plan of an inclosed barn

yard suitable for a farm upon which the rais-

ing and feeding stock is the chief business, and

in which economy of labor is of greater con-

sideration than the first cost of the buildings.

Having considered this matter and made some

practical approach ourselves to the plan laid

out at figures 1 and 2, we are led to believe that

there are uiany points of convenience and ad-

vantage in it, and that it will be of service to

our reauers. Fig. 1 represents the ground plan,

in which the barn is shown
at a. As will be observed

there are no stalls for stock

in this building ; it is re-

served altogether for storage

for feed, grain, fodder, and

apartments for preparing the

feed. Upon each side of the

barn are stalls, b b, for oxen

or cows. At c c are stables

for work horses, and loose

stalls for mares, stallions, or

colts. At d are loose stalls

or pens for calves or young
cattle or bulls. Each of these

stalls should be 10 feet square

inside, and a feed passage at

least 5 feet wide should pass

around the whole range and

through the central barn. At e is an office for

the reception of tools and stable implements,

the storage of materials for repairs and for

making repairs of harness, etc., and for medi-

cines and such surgical and
other instruments as must of

necessity be kept upon every

well appointed stock farm.

At/ are the pig pens, with
poultry roosts above them

;

the stairs at each end of the

building giving access to

store rooms for grain and
feed for both pigs and poul-

try. At g are the manure
wells, having cemented cis-

terns in the center, of such a

depth as may be needed. Jf

liquid manure is to be saved

and used, the cisterns should be 8 or 10 feet

deep, covered with bars, and pumps should

be attached to each one. The manure wells

are surrounded with stone walls four feet

high except at one end, for

the purpose of retaining it

in a compact shape and neat

condition, and so that wag-
ons or carls might be backed

upon the manure to be load-

ed when desired. AtAisthe
cistern which receives the

whole water shed from the

roofs, and which is carried

off by spouts and pipes. The
pump upon the platform

should be a force pump so

that the water might be

forced to any part of the buildings, or into

supply tanks for each stable, or by means of a

rubber hose into scattered water

troughs around the yard. At each

side of the pig pen gates give ad-

mission to the yard, which should

be paved with cobble stone where
practicable on account of the ex-

treme cleanliness and dryness

which such pavement renders at-

tainable. A side entry as at i will

also be found a great convenience.

There are many advantages con-

nected with this plan which we
have not space to enlarge upon,

but which, upon examination,

will be readily perceived. Where
a sufficient number of stock is kept to make

such an arrangement desirable, its cost will

be found much less than that of scattered

buildings, while from a partial adoption of

this plan in our own experience we can sug-

a

Fig. 1.—PLAN OF BARN YARD.

gest none that offers more conveniences.

Figure 2 shows the elevation of the buildings,

substantially but very plainly built. The plan

Fig. 2.—ELEVATION OF BUILDINGS.

admits of any amount of elaboration architect-

urally or otherwise that may be wished.

Concrete Building.

Charles Hodgkinson, Scott Co., 111., sends us

his plan of building concrete houses, which in

many places in the West, especially where

building materials other than lime and gravel

are scarce and dear, may be found acceptable.

He commences by making a solid foundation

n - , <£- g
<v

4=4 c
£

3

Fig. 1.—PLANK, CLEATS AND PIN.

of stone or brick-work and leveling the surface

carefully. Upon this he places his set of box-

ing, shown in the engraving. The boxing or

frames are made of inch boards 12 iuches wide

and all of one size. Cleats are nailed upon

each end and on each side, as seen at a, to pre-

Fig. 2.—MANNER OF PLACING THE BOXING.

vent warping. Holes one inch in diameter are

bored through the boards and pins of oak are
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made to fit them loosely. A small hole is hored

through each end of the pin into which a nail

may be put to hold the board in its place. The
pin is shown at b, and it is made long enough

to pass through the

walls and the
boards and cleats

upon each side of

it, and two inches

or more to spare

at each end. For

a 12-inch wall the

pins would then be

20 inches long.
Cleats two feet

long, three inches

wide, aud an inch

thick are then made
as seen at c, and are -

bored to corre- S
spond with the

holc-i in the boards

for two sets of boxing.

built in, which protect the corners from being
broken down, and make them easy to repair

when necessary, the corners being the weakest
part. The boards which have been used for

; «^5£

Fig. 1.—VIEW OF A CHEESE FACTORY.

When these are ready
the building is commenced by placing a row of

boxing around the foundation, the boards being
held apart by strips shaped like that shown
at d. When the boxing is placed it is filled

with the concrete, which is rammed solidly

down. The concrete is made by mixing one

boxing are used afterwards as sheeting for the
roof, and no material is wasted.

Fig. 2.—PLAN OF A CHEESF. FACTORY.

part of good lime with two parts of clean sand
and one of coarse gravel. This will occupy one
day. The next day another set of boards are

set up without removing the first set, the cleats

projecting as seen in the engraving, being all

ready to receive the boards. This set is then
filled the same as the previous one. The next
day the nails or keys are removed from the

lower pins, and they are knocked out of the

wall and the lower boxing is removed. The
cleats are then swung around so that they are

reversed, and the lower parts are then made to

project above the second row of boxing. An-
other row is then placed in position and filled,

aud this process is repeated until the walls are

raised sufficiently. The rate of building is one

Fig. 3.—CONDUCTOR FIFE.

foot per day, which gives ample time for the

consolidation of the concrete. The door and
window frames arc made of plank of equal
width with the thickness of the walls, and are
built into them. At the corners of the buil 1-

ing at every foot square pieces of board are

How to Start a Cheese Factory.

The factory system of making cheese is easy

aud economical as compared with a private

dairy. In a factory,

the milk of 300 cows
may be worked up
with about the same
labor and with about

half the proportionate

cost of materials as

that of 30 .cows in a
farm dairy. If ten

or more farmers can

associate themselves

into a factory compa-
ny, and by so doing

save the labor of nine

of them and half the

cost of furnishing ten

separate dairies, it is

an important econo-

my. We need not

enlarge upon this view of the case ; it is appa-

rent to everybody.

There are several methods of starting cheese

factories. One is the

joint stock system, in

which the cost is di-

vided into shares

which are distributed

in convenient propor-

tions amongst the '

pr o p r i e t o r s, who
choose from their

number a president

as general superin-

tendent, a secretary,

treasurer, and a business manager or a

committee of management. The shareholders

supply milk to the factory according to the

number of shares they own (one cow generally

representing one share), and the expense of

making the cheese and the proceeds of its sale

are divi«W pro rata amongst the shareholders.

The rkcesemaker is hired and makes the

cheese, furnishing all help and everything ex-

cept the machinery at a fixed rate per pound
of marketable cheese. Another plan is for

one or more parlies to own the factory and
make the cheese at a certain rate per pound of

cheese sold, the cheese belonging to the patrons

or farmers who supply the milk aud sold on
their account by a person or committee ap-

pointed by them. Another plan is for the fac-

tory to be owned as in the last preceding case,

and to purchase the milk outright from the
patrons at so
much per pound,

and pay for it in

cash as may be

agreed upon. The
cheese then is the

absolute property

of the owner or

owners of the

factory. In gen-

eral practice this FiS- 4 ~weighing can.

last plan is found the best and the freest

from occasions for dispute or disagreement
Unfortunately it has been found necessary

under whichever system a cheese factory ia

managed, to make very stringent regulations

and agreements, and to attach severe penalties to

their violations hi order to prevent adulteration

of the milk, not so

much through dishon-

esty, as has been said

by Mr. Harris Lewis, a

noted dairyman and
factory expert, a3 to

rivalry as to who should

produce most milk.

When, however, the

p'eiiminary arrange-

ments have been made,
the site and building

become the next consid-

erations. The site
should be dry, free

from any taint in soil,

water or atmosphere,

with good drainage and
well supplied with cool spring or well water
in a constant flowing current, by gravitation or

by means of mechanical power. The building

should be proportioned in size to the number
of cows supplying it. For a private factory

for 30 to GO cows, a building 18 ;< 24 would bo

sufficient, with the upper story for a curing-

room. For 100 cows, the building should be

28 x 45, with 18 feet posts. 18 feet at one end

should be partitioned off for a making-room,

and the remainder, with the whole upper floor,

will -be used for the curing-room. For 200

Fig. 5.—CURD KNIVES.

Fig. 6.—ONEIDA VAT.

cows, the building should bo 55 feet long; for

300, one will be required Co feet long, with an

Fig. 7.—CDBD MILL.

addition of 6 feet to the width of the make-

room, 20 feet long. For 400 cows, it should be
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75 feet long, by 30 wide. For larger factories

with GOO to 1,000 cows, it may be better to have

the curing-room a separate building from the

Fig. 9.—IRON PBESS
RING.

Fig. b.—PRESS RING AND HOOF.

make-room. In such a case, the make-room

might be connected with the dwelling pro-

Tided for the superintendent, and a building

24 x 40 feet or larger should be provided for it.

The curing-room would then need to be made
from 24 to 36 feet wide and 75 to 120 feet long.

The general character of the needed buildings

may be gathered from the accompanying en-

gravings. Fig. 1 represents a factory of GOO

cows, at Rutland, Vermont, which we recently

visited, and which in-

cludes dwelling-rooms,

make-room, and curing-

rooms. The small ad-

dition at one end holds

the heater by which

the curd is cooked, and

that at the front is the

covered driveway at

which the milk is received. In front of the

driveway is a platform upon which is fixed a

pump for delivering the whey which is stored

in a vat beneath it.

The interior arrangement of this factory,

shown at fig. 2, is very similar to that of other

cheese factories. The make-room is supplied

with vats, AAA, which are heated by steam

pipes passing from the heater, B, in the adjoin-

ing yoom. The whejr is run off through pipes

into (he vat alrea.ly wer.ticned. V\m draining

vat, G, is placed so that the curd may be read-

ily dipped from the milk vats into it. The

weighing platform, D, is connected with the

receiving platform outside, and is made such a

hight that the milk may run from the weigh-

ing can, fig. 4, by means of the conductor

head and pipe, fig. 3, into the cheese vats,

where it is immediately cooled down until all

the odor is dissipated. For small factories in

which no heater or steam engine is needed, the

Oneida vat, fig. 6, is used, which is provided

Fig. 10.

—

single or :ese tress.

with heating apparatus for cooking the curd.

After the curd has formed, and before it Is

cooked, it is cut into small cubes witli the curd

knives, fig. 5. After cooking, the curd is dipped

into the draining vat, 0, fig. 2, where it is suffered

to cool. It is then ground in the curd mill,

fig. 7, which, in small factories, is operated by

hand, but in large factories by a steam engine.

The press hoops now come into use. Those

for small factories or private dairies are of

wood, fig. 8, or of iron, fig. 9. The press is

shown at fig. 10. For large factories the gang

press, fig. 11, is now generally used, and is

found very economical. The presses are ranged

around the make-room, E, fig. 2, and a drain

carries the drip of whey from them to the

whey vats. After the cheeses have become

compact, they are removed from the presses

and taken to the curing tables. These are long

tables of wood free from resinous or other

matter that would flavor the cheese, about 3

feet high and 33 inches wide, or sufficient to

hold two rows of cheeses. In the New York
factories the tables are generally closely jointed

Fig. 11.—GANG PRESS.

at the top, while those in the Vermont facto-

ries are formed of bars or scantling placed

longitudinally three or four inches apart. We
are not prepared to decide which of these

forms is the better, but our preference is for

the Vermont fashion. These tables need to be

very strong to sustain their load of cheese.

Indeed, the whole of the building needs to be

Fig. 12.—CUBING HOUSE.

substantial and solid, although it may be of the

plainest material and workmanship consistent

with economy. Fig. 12 shows the curing-house

belonging to the Whitesboro factory in Oneida

Co., New York. This curing-house combines

all the requisites needed ; it has perfect ven-

tilation beneath, being elevated upon posts, non-

conducting double walls to preserve the neces-

sary evenness of temperature, thorough ven-

tilation above, shaded windows, and within,

spacious airy apartments. This curing-room

we consider a model one, as indeed is the

whole factory as to its management, although

the make-room is somewhat old fashioned,

for the cheese from this factory has acquired

a high reputation in England.

The cost of the factory building depends al-

together upon that of the materia". -, and very

close estimates can be made in an;,- locality

from the descriptions here given. T, c appa-

ratus, such as has been described for o dairy

of 20 cows, will cost at the manufactory in the

city of IJtica, N. Y., the headquarters of this

business, about $70 to $90 ; for 30 cows, $90

to $120 ; for 40 cows, $105 to $145 ; for 70

cows, $135 to 180 ; for 100 cows, $260 to $325 ;

for 200 cows, $400 to $475 ; for 300 cows, $555

to $700 ; and for 400 cows, $650 to

1.—JERSET MTLK GLOBULES.

Varieties of Milk.

That the milk yielded by cows of various

breeds differs very much in quality and char-

acter is a well-known fact. For this reason it

is necessary that the dairyman should select a

certain breed of cows which he has learned by
experience or otherwise is best suited for hi.-i

special branch of

this business. The
maker of fancy

butter chooses

the Jersey as his

cow, for the rea-

son that from her

milk the cream
rises very rapidly

and in large

quantity, churns

quickly, and
yields a rich-

colored, fragrant

butter. The Ayrshire breed furnishes not only
a cow second only to the Jersey for the butter

dairy, but one which is pre-eminently a cheese

producer ; while the Ayrshire and the Dutch
breeds are best suited for the dairyman who
supplies towns and cities with milk. That these

peculiarities in the several breeds here noted

were due to some peculiar characteristic of the

milk was very evident, but exactly what those

characteristics were, has not been generally

known. The composition of milk has long

been under investigation, and many micro-

scopic examinations of it have been made,
which have shown it to be a complex fluid in

which are sus-

pended a vary-

ing quantity of

globules of fat or

butter, each in-

closed in an en-

veloping film, or

membrane. These
globules being

lighter than the

milk in which
they are suspend-

ed, rise to the

surface when the

fluid is kept at rest, and form what we know as

cream. When this cream is agitated or churned,

the sack inclosing the globule of butter becomes
broken, by the crushing or wearing action of

the dash of the churn, and the butter separates.

All this has long been known, but why the

cream of the Jersey cow or of some other cows
of a similar character should rise rapidly and
abundantly and
should churn
readily, and why
the skimmed
milk of these

cows should be

rery blue and
poor, yielding a

very poor cheese,

known from its

character as a

"white -oak"
cheese, while ex-

actlythecontrary

should occur with an Ayrshire or a Dutch cow,

remained a matter for investigation. At the last

winter meeting of the Vermont Dairymen's As-

sociation, Dr. E.L. Sturtevant, of Massachusetts,

gave the results of over 9,600 microscopic ex-

aminations of the milk of the Jersey, Ayrshire,

and Dutch cows, from which he gatherod that

Fig. 2.—ATBSHTBE MILE
OLOBULES.

Fi>T. 3.—DBTCU STTLK GLOBULES.
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the butter globules of these varieties of milk arc

very distinct in appearance, and that their dif-

ferent characters very readily account for their

different behavior in the dairy and in the churn.

For instance, the Jersey butter globule is larger

than that of the other breeds, and is of a more
uniform size, there being in Jersey milk very

few small globules or granules, as they have

been termed by himself and other investigators.

The character of the globules in the Jersey

milk is shown at figure 1, A. At figure 3 is

seen the character of the globule of the Ayrshire

milk, and at figure 3 that of the globule of the

Dutch milk. The cream of the Jersey milk,

consisting of large globules, rises quickly, some-
times separating wholly in four hours, leaving

a blue skim-milk beneath ; the cream of Ayr-
shire milk requires over ten hours to rise only

in part, leaving a very white and still rich skim-

milk. Amongst the Ayrshire cows there exists

a family of butter cows whose milk throws up
the cream almost as rapidly as that of the Jer-

seys. The Dutch milk throws up the cream
more quickly than the Ayrshire, but the glob-

ules being comparatively small the cream is

readily mixed with the milk again by stirring.

This cannot be done with the Jersey milk. The
Jersey cow, therefore, stands first as a butter

producer, but is a poor cow for producing milk
for sale, and a very poor one for cheese ; the

Ayrshire cow stands next to the Jersey as a

butter cow, but first of all for the cheese dairy

or for the milkman, and is therefore pre-emi-

nently the useful cow for all purposes. The
Dutch cow stands second to the Ayrshire and
before the Jersey for the purposes of the cheese

maker or the milkman, but third and last as a
butter cow. These characteristics, well known
in practice, are explained when we come to ex-

amine closely the character of their milk.

Laying' out a 'Western Faim.

In the western states where land is subdi-

vided into squares or parallelograms, the lay-

ing out of a farm would seem to be one of the

simplest things possible. Nevertheless fre-

quent mistakes are made in doing this, which
add to the cost of fencing, to waste of land and
to waste of time in passing to and from work,

and in hauling in the crops. A square field re-

quires less fencing than one of greater length

than breadth. If there are more roads than

necessary, land is wasted; and if the homestead
is at one end or one side of the farm, much
time is lost in reaching the distant fields. In

the accompanying plan we propose a method
of layiug out a farm which avoids all these

wastes, and in which the homestead is not only

in the most convenient position, but is shel-

tered by belts of timber and plantations from
the prevailing winds.

The homestead faces the east, and is sup-

posed to be in the center of an 80 acre or a 320

acre tract. For a 40 or 100 acre tract which is

square, the same general arrangement would
answer. The fields are squares of 10 acres

each in an 80 or 1G0 acre tract, and 40 acres

each in one of a 320 acre. A belt of timber

is placed across the north end of the tract

and along the east side of the northeast field.

Another plantation is made in the northwest
corner of another field ; both of these together
will furnish protection to the farm and the
farm buildings, which should be placed some-
where near the smaller belt of timber and
within its protection. The house is surrounded
by an orchard at the rear, and scattered groups

of trees ornament it and shelter it upon the east

and south. If those who are now settling up
the vast prairies would take some pains to lay

out their new farms and plant their orchards

and protecting groves in some such method
as is here described, the face of the country

would very soon become a scene of unsur-

passed beauty, and the present bleak, unshel-

tered, dreary aspect of the landscape in winter

would disappear in a few years. The money
value of the timber, and the shelter with its

accompanying beneficial influence upon the

climate would far more than pay the cost of

labor and the very small necessary outlay of

money. In the plan there are no farm buildiugs

laid down, as the slope or other configuration

w

PLAN FOR LATINO OUT A FARM.

of the ground and the supply of water would
affect the choice of their location, but in gen-

eral it would be found convenient to place them
near the homestead where we have indicated.

Cultivation op Tobacco.—The magnifi-

cent castles in the air which have been erected

during the past few years by the over-sanguine

tobacco growers now lie in ruins. The unfor-

tunate builders are disappointed and disgusted.

It was ever thus with growers of what may be

called special crops. For a few years large

profits tempt greater ventures and then come
excessive crops for one or two scasm} and
prices go out of sight. A Connecticut farmers'

club has of late discussed this matter. It was
there stated that in Franklin County there was
enough tobacco for sale to give 25 dollars to

every person, old and young, in the county.

We have heretofore cautioned our readers that

this result might happen ; that tobacco was one
of those illegitimate crops, so to speak, which
might be profitable for a season, but were a

poor dependence. What is to be done ? A
tobacco stubble makes an excellent ground for

a corn crop or a root crop. We have heard of

45 bushels of wheat having been harvested from
one acre of tobacco land in Massachusetts ; 100

bushels of corn would not be a more valuable

crop, which with the fodder, would bring near-

ly $100 per acre ; this would be probably as

much as many tobacco crops in the palmy days

of the business bave yielded, net, and twice or

four times as much as it would now yield. It

is now a good time not to grow tobacco. When
the surplus is worked off it will doubtless be
again profitable. Tobacco is a risky crop.

French Agriculture.—The superficial area

of France, according to the official returns, con-

sists of 115,500,000 acres. Of these over 16,-

000,000 acres are owned by proprietors whose
estates cover only 8| acres upon an average.

Over 10,000,000 acres are owned in farms of an

average size of 35 acres ; over 19,000,000 acres

consist of farms of an average of 87| acres,

aud of farms of an average of 415 acres there

are but 43,000,000. Nearly twenty million of

the population subsist upon the smallest sized

farms : two and a half million upon those of an

average of 35 acres, and only one million upon
each of the other classes of farms. The con-

sequence is that three fourths of the popula-

tion never taste sugar or beef, but live in the

greatest economy upon bread and vegetables

and drink water or the poorest wine or cider.

How Leather is Tanned.

The business of tanning leather is a rather

complicated one, and can not be well under-

taken without the expenditure of a good deal

of capital in buildings and machinery. As the

process occupies some months, it is also neces-

sary that a large stock of material should be
accumulated, and this adds to the amount of

capital needed to carry on the business. A
very small tannery would require $20,000 to

put it in operation, and there are many large

ones in which ten to twenty times that amount
is invested. It is also necessary for the busi-

ness that a supply of bark should be near at

hand; we therefore find the tanneries near ex-

tensive tracts of timber land in which oak and
hemlock predominate. The stripping of the

bark from the trees can only be done in the

spring ; that from oak trees is only to be pro-

cured in the month of May, while that from
hemlock can be stripped during May and June.

The whole year's supply of bark must there-

fore be secured in these months and piled up
and stored for use. Very large sheds are

needed at every tannery for storage of the

bark. Fig. 2 of the accompanying engravings

shows the method of gathering the bark. The
trees are cut down, and the bark is cut all

around the tree every four feet in length with

the axe. It is then split from cut to cut. A
long handled spud or blunt chisel is then in-

serted beneath the bark, and if peeling well it

separates with great ease in one piece four feet

long ill ai ajnl the tr;>3, otherwise it comes of!:

in smaller pieces. The bark is laid out to dry,

and then piled up into cords ready to haul to

the tannery, where it is stored under cover. In

drying the bark care must be taken to keep it

from mildew, which spoils its color and qual-

ity. The bark is ground as it is wanted for

use in strong iron mills, fig. 3, to a coarse pow-

der. The ground bark is taken from the bark

mill by means of conveying spouts, or elevator

cups, like those used in grist mills but much
larger, to the leaches, where it is soaked in hot

Fig. 1.—A HIDE DONE UP.

water until all the strength is extracted, and a
dark liquor, very much like strong coffee in ap-

pearance, is strained from it. The waste bark

is what we know as tan-bark, and is useful for

packing ice, bedding for cattle when dry, and
for making gentle hot-beds. The tan liquor is

run into large vats for use. The hides undergo

various preparatory processes before they are

put into these tan vats. They come to the tan-

nery either in the shape seen in figure 1, which.

is a green country hide, properly folded and

tied, or as dry or green salted. In this last

shape they have no horns attached and are tied

up in somewhat the same shape as the fresh

hides, but having been kept for some time, or

coming from South America or Texas, they do
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not suiell very agreeably. At the tannery

they are first put into soak vats, which are filled

with water only. Here the salt is dissolved out

of them, and all dirt and sand which adheres to

Fig'. 2.—COLLECTING TAN BARK.

the hair is loosened and separated. They then

go to the lime vats, figure 4, in which they re-

main eight days in strong lime water, being oc-

casionally turned and moved from one vat to

another, by means of hooks fastened to the ends

of long poles. This lime water loosens the

hair so that when, after the lime bath, the hides

are put upon the " horse," figure 5, and scraped,

Fig. 4.—THE LIME VATS.

the hair is all removed with case. The flesh

which may remain upon them, and all rough
tags, are shaved off with the sharp edge of the

knife which is seen in the workman's hands.

After the scraping the hides are "put into other

Tats in which there is a solution of hen manure
for the purpose of freeing them from lime.

Here they remain six days, when they are bath-

ed in a somewhat rough manner, by means of

wheels similar in shape to water wheels or

paddle wheels of a steam boat. These wheels

Fig. 6.—BATHING WHEELS.

are shown at figure 6. After this process they

become very soft and smooth. They are then

put into the vats of tan liquor, figure 7, and

here the process of tanning really commences,

all the previous processes being merely prepara-

tory. The tan liquor contains, as is well

known, a strong astringent principle, which it

has dissolved out of the bark. This astringent

principle is called tannin. It has the chemical

property of rendering the gelatinous part of

the hide insoluble in water, and almost inde-

structible so long as it is

kept dry. It is this which

changes the hide into

leather—a chemical union

of the tannin is formed

with the glue or gelatine

of the skin. A long time

is required for this change

to take place,and the hides

remain in the tan liquor

for three months before

it is complete. They
are, however, handled

many times during that

period, and are removed

frequently from one vat

in which the tan liquor

has become exhausted, into others filled with

fresh liquor. When this process of tanning is

complete, and the hide has become leather,

nothing remains but to dry it in the upper

rooms of the tannery, where currents of air are

admitted through slatted or open windows. It

then appears as a yellowish brown skin, hard,

tough, and flexible, and thick or thin according

to the kind of hide which

I
. has l)een tanned. It

is then split down the

BjS-. . middle and becomes two
. *A_ sides of leather. Heavy

Sm§£ ox-hide or cow-hide is

iiliij'
ma<ie m*° SCMe leather;

light cow-hide, two-

year-old hides or kips,

and calfskins arc colored

black and curried and

used for upper leather;

the best of the cow or

ox hides are selected for

harness leather, which
requires not only great

strength, but great solidity and density, to fit

it for the use to which it is to be hereafter put.

Farmers' Clubs.

"We notice with great satisfaction the increase

of these institutions in all parts of the country,

and notably in the New England States, and the

provision they are making for the entertain-

ment of rural communities. They are so well

managed in many places that they contribute a

very important clement to

the social and intellectual

life of the people. They
are taking the place of

lyceums, and to some ex-

tent of balls and fashion-

able parties. Their infor-

mal and business charac-

ter makes them attractive

to man}' who think they

have uo time for visiting

and social enjoyments.

Pomology and floricul-

ture receive a due share

of attention, and make
the meetings acceptable

to villagers, who have only fruit yards, gardens,

and conservatories. Indeed, the most flour-

ishing clubs generally have their center in the

village, and the winter meetings are held in

some public hall. Sometimes a course of lec-

tures is given which draws full houses from

village and country. Often there are discus-

sions upon questions of practical interest which
bring out the experience of the best cultivators

in the town. Exhibitions of fruit and flowers

and exchanges of grafts and seeds and eggs are

Fig. 3.—GRINDING THE BARK.

frequent adjuncts of these meetings, and not

the least important of their advantages. The

educating power of these clubs is very great.

They quicken thought in many ways. They

direct the attention to the best methods of hus-

bandry. They serve to economize time and

labor, and introduce new fruits, flowers, imple-

ments, and stock. They break up the dull rou-

-1. 5.—SCRAPING THE HIDES.

tine of the farmer's life, and are doing some-

thing to make farm life attractive to the young.

We have often called the attention of our readers

to the value of these clubs in past years, and

are glad to see that the good seed sown is

springing up in so many places. The State

Board of Agriculture in Connecticut has been

doing a good work the past winter, in holding

meetings in connection with ihese clubs in va-

rious parts of the State, for lectures and discus-

sions. The meetings have generally been con-

Fig. 7.—THE TAN VATS.
i iiiumiiinnrrrr

fined to one day in a place, holding three ses-

sions. Lectures have been given by Professors

Johnson and Atwater, and by the Secretary,

T. S. Gold, with discussions at the close. It

would do much to popularize the work of our

boards of agriculture if they .would follow the

example of Connecticut in all the States.
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Annuals—Drummond' a Phlox.

When Mr. James Drummond, some fifty

3'cars ago, first saw the little Phlox which now
bears his name, he could hardly have foreseen

that it would become perhaps the most popular

annual in cultivation; and instead of the rose-

purple color

{',. t belongs

to it in its

native state

it vr o ti 1 d
"break" into

a great variety

of colors and

shades which

would receive

distinct flor-

ists' names.

The writer

has seen it

covering large

stretches of

prairie, where,

though pret-

ty, it appears

rather com-

mon,and bears

but little re-

semblance to

the choice and

brilliant varie-

ties of the gar-

den. Drum-
mond's Phlox,

or Phi o

x

Drummondii,
as the cata-

logues have it,

is one of the few annuals that the English

gardeners admit in their lists of plants for the

elaborate bedding designs now so much in favor

in their countiy, but which have not been ex-

tensively practiced in this. Those who wish to

attempt the massing style of planting will find

the different varieties of this Phlox well suited

to experiment with. The plants vary but little

in bight, and there is no trouble on account of a

difference in growth as where several plants of

a different kind are used. In colors there are

pure white, rose, pale yellow, several shades of

crimson and purple, and the most brilliant

scarlet, and besides various combinations of

color, as pure white with purple eye, purple

with a white center, and several with stripes

and marblings of contrasting colors—surely

variety enough for one plant to produce. A
circular or oval bed planted with successive

Hues of strong.y contrasting colors makes a

most brilliant show. We rarely sec this plant

in perfection, and the same may be said of

other annuals. A packet of seeds that costs

but ten cents may produce 50 or 100 plants. As
each plant costs so little, only the fraction of a

cent, it is very natural that it should not re-

ceive the same care that would be bestowed

upon a Geranium or other plant purchased

from the florist for 25 cents. Hence, annuals

are generally crowded, ill-shaped, weedy look-

ing affairs, which after a short season of bloom,

die away, or become so utterly shabby that

they are pulled up in disgust. To have this

Phlox in its best condition it should have

proper treatment, and what is advised for this

should be followed with most other annuals.

The seed should be sown this month in boxes

of light rich earth ; sow thinly in drills, keep-

ing the varieties distinct; those who can may
place the boxes in a gentle hot-bed, but a sunny

window will answer quite as well. When the

plants are large enough to handle transplant

them to other boxes, setting them two inches

apart each way ; shade for a day or two, and

then give them plenty of light, but do not

scorch them; water as needed, and give air

when the outside temnerature will allow.

A GliOTTP OP DRUMMOND'S PHLOX.

When the plants are about three inches high
" stop them," as the gardeners say, which means
to pinch out the growing point in the center;

this will have the effect of making them throw

out side branches, and for this reason the dis-

tance of two inches was advised in transplant-

ing. Before the time for setting out, in May,

or whenever the ground is will dried and

warmed and cool nights are over, the plants

should be thoroughly hardened off by exposure

in boxes, day and night, to the open air. One
great trouble with this plant is its tendency to

mildew, which maybe avoided by giving plenty

of room. Most of the varieties grow about a

foot high, and these should be set a foot apart

;

some of the newer varieties are said to be only

six inches tall, and these may be placed as many
inches apart as they are high; these low-grow-

ing kinds must be planted at the margin of a

A COMBI.^ED CELLAR AND GKEKXHOUSB.

bed with the taller ones nearer the center. In

planting a bed with lines of various colors It

will be a good plan to put a few plants of each

kind into small pots and keep them in reserve.

The plants in the bed will soon begin to show

flower, and it may happen that a line will have
a " rogue " or two—that is, plants that have
not come true to kind; such plants should be
taken up as soon as they " show their colors,"

and replaced by those that have been kept in

reserve ; being in pots they may be turned out
without checking their growth, and any un-

seemly breaks

in the bed be

avoided. If

the branches

of one row
grow in with

those of the

next, so as to

destroy the

well defined

line between
them, the scis-

sors must be

used to re-

move all un-

ruly growth.

To secure a

long continu-

ance of bloom
no seed should

be allowed to

ripen on the

bed; as soon

as a cluster

has passed its

prime clip it

off; if allowed

to bear seed

the plants
will become
exhausted. If

it be desired

to raise seed for another year a plant or two

of each kind may be set in another place

expressly for this purpose. It may be added

that the seeds should be gathered as soon

as the pods begin to turn brown, or else they

will open on the plant and the seed be lost.

We have given thus in detail what we consider

the treatment best for the majority of annuals.

Some do not need to be pinched, but the other

points must be observed if really good results

are desired. The engraving here given is from

the new and elegant catalogue of Messrs.

Briggs Brothers, Rochester, New York.

Combined Cellar and Greenhouse.

BY TETEH HENDERSON.

Many years ago an accidental circumstance

gave me an opportunity of proving the utility

of combining a cellar and greenhouse under

one roof. An excavation of 20 feet by 40 had

been made, seven feet deep and walled up with

stone, and the beams laid across preparatory to

placing a building on it, when the owner
changed his plans and found himself with this

ugly excavation but a dozen yards from his

costly residence. There seemed to be no alter-

native but to fill it up or plank it over ; but both

plans were objectionable, and in discussing how
to get out of the difficulty I suggested erecting

alow-roofed greenhouse over it, as the owner

had a taste in that direction. This suggestion

was followed, raising the walls one foot above

the surface and erecting a span roof of glass.

My idea (which was found to be nearly cor-

rect) was that the large volume of air in the

excavation, which would at all seasons average

about 40°,would be sufficient to keep the upper

or greenhouse portion of the structure above
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the freezing point in the coldest weather. This

it did completely when the glass was covered

at night with shutters; and the plants with

which it was filled, of a kind requiring a low

temperature, kept in better health than if they

had been grown in agreenhouse having fire heat.

Now, although I have never seen such a com-

bination since, I am satisfied that in favorable

circumstances such a structure might be made
of great advantage and at a trifling cost, for as

it dispenses with heating apparatus, which
usually is more than half of the whole cost in

all greenhouse erections, the use of a cellar and

greenhouse could be had at probably less than

the cost of an ordinary greenhouse ; and for all

half hardy plants—plants that will do well in

winter if kept but above the freezing point

—

such a greenhouse will be better for many vari-

eties than any kind of greenhouse heated by

fire heat. All kinds of Roses, Camellias, Aza-

leas, Zonal Geraniums, Violets, Cape Jessa-

mines, Carnations, Abutilons,Verbenas, Primu-

las, Stervias, and, in short, all plants known as

cold greenhouse plants, will keep in a healthy

though nearly dormant condition during the

winter months, but growing and blooming with

increased vigor at their natural season of

growth, and flowering as spring advances.

Besides the cellar may be used for the ordinary

purposes of such a place ; or if exclusively for

horticultural purposes, no better place can be

had for keeping all deciduous hardy or half

hardy plants, Hyacinths in pots to start to

flower, or any bulbs of similar nature. The
great point to be observed is that the soil where

such a structure is to be formed is entirely free

from water, or if not so naturally must be

made entirely dry by draining.

The style that I think would suit best for

general purposes would be twelve feet in

width, and of any length desired. The ex-

cavation should not bo less than seven feet

deep, wailed up to about one foot above the

surface. When complete it would show some-

thing like the section in the cut annexed.

If the glass roof is made fixed it should have
ventilating sashes 3x3, at intervals of six or

nine feet on each side of the roof; if of sashes

they should be seven feet long by three feet

wide, every alternate one made to move for

ventilation in the usual way. The position of

the structure would be best ending north and

south. The shutters best for covering the glass

with at night are those made of light half-inch

pine board, three feet wide by seven feet long.

It will be understood that the advantage of

this combination of cellar and greenhouse over

the ordinary cold pit is that the air of the

greenhouse is warmed or equalized by mixing
with the atmosphere of the cellar, which will

rarely be less than 40'. For the same reason,

if a high temperature by fire heat was wanted,

say 70
1

, this atmosphere of 40° from below
would make it difficult to be obtaiucd. It will

be necessary, of course, to have the flooring

boards covering the cellar wile enough apart

to freely admit the air; this will at the same
time give light enough for any operations

necessary to be done in the cellar.

Treatment of Tropical Bulbs, Seeds, etc.

BY PETER HENDERSON.

Any information that can be given in an

article short enough to be suitable for your

columns on a subject so extended as this must

be confined to a few well known and leading

plants most valued for general cultivation.

First may be placed the Tuberose, which in

most Northern States must be artificially for-

warded to bloom in perfection in the open air.

The seasons are too short for the full develop-

ment of the flowers in fall unless the bulbs are

so forwarded. All that it is necessary to do is

to place the dry bulbs in soil in pots or in boxes

about May 1st (not before), keeping them rather

dry until they start to grow freely, when more
water may be given. Plant the bulbs thus

started in the open border the first week in

June. The bulbs while being forwarded may
be kept in any place where the thermometer

ranges from about 65° to 75'. At night we
usually place them under or alongside the hot-

water pipes in our greenhouses, covering them

up with paper to keep the heat of the pipes

from them. Light is not necessary until they

have well started to grow. A greenhouse is

not at all essential to start them in, as a hot-

bed or even a warm sitting-room will do nearly

as well. Any one wishing to have their Tube-

roses "started" can do it themselves just as

well as a florist can, and as the dry bulb costs

less than half the price of the started one, and

is more safely transported by mail or otherwise,

any one taking the trouble to do it will save

expense and have the bulbs in better condition

for planting.

Some of your readers have seen or cultivated

the bulbs known as fancy or spotted-leaved

Caladiums. There are probably no plants that

assume such a varied and wonderful marking

of the leaves as these, and when properly grown
they are among the most attractive plants at

our horticultural fairs. The continued high

temperature necessary for the healthy growth
of the Tuberose is equally indispensable for the

Caladium. The bulbs we treat at first exactly

in the same manner as the Tuberose; that is,

they should not be started much before May
l.st, and never should they he kept for any

length of time in a less temperature than 65°.

They are best started in small pots, and should

be shifted into larger ones as soon as these

get filled with roots. Started in May, and pro-

perly treated, they should be large enough by

August or September to require a flower-pot

twelve inches in diameter, and the plant should

be, according to the variety, from two to three

feet in diameter across the leaves. Caladiums

require a partial shade, and if kept in a green-

house during summer the glass should be

shaded, but the light of an ordinary sitting-

room would just be about right; so that even

those not having a greenhouse can grow these

rather rare and beautiful plants with perfect

ease. The only thing necessary, if grown as a

window plant, would be to turn the plant

around every few days so that each side would

get the light—a necessity with all plants grown

in windows. The soil best suited for its growth

is that known as sandy loam, to which should

be added one-third rotted manure or leaf mold.

The same time of starting and a similarly

high temperature is required for Begonias

of all kinds, Bouvardias, Cissus, Coleuses, Dra-

cenas, Euphorbias, Poinsettias, and all other

plants known as "hothouse" or "tropical,"

and the same general treatment will in nearly

all cases lead to satisfactory results. All of the

plants or bulbs referred to will dwindle or die

if long kept in a low temperature, and hence

it is important that amateurs should remember
that they ought not attempt the cultivation of

these plants unless they have the means of

steadily keeping up the necessary high tem-

perature. For that reason we recommend that

they should not be staried before May, as at

that time there is less chance of being chilled.

What is true of tropical bulbs or plants is

equally so of tropical seeds. All seeds of

tropical plants are safer, in the hands of those

who have not had experience or the means of

keeping up the necessary high temperature,

not to be sown before April 1st. Of vegetable

seeds the best known of this class are the To-

mato, Pepper, and Egg-plant. I know they

are often started in March in hot-beds or green-

houses with satisfactory results, but let any one

try the experiment of sowing March 1st and

April 1st, and note the result in the earliness of

crops, and he will find that the chances are

that the last shall be first ; not but what if

it were always practicable to keep the necessary

temperature steadily along that the first sown
would not be first, but that this is often very
difficult to accomplish, while there is but little

difficulty with the later sowing, as assistance is

then given by the increasing outside tempera-

ture. For this reason, seeds of tropical annu-

al flowers, such as Amaranths of all kinds,

Balsams, Salvias, Double Portulacas, Cannas,

Coxcombs, Zinnias, etc., should not be sown
before April in the hot-bed, or if in the open

ground, in this latitude, not before May 15th.

The Clematis.

BY At FRESCO.

Like most enthusiastic amateurs I have my
floral favorites, and one of my greatest pets is

the Clematis. My impression is, that I was the

first to import the new varieties raised by Mr.
Jackman, and I well remember the pleasure it

gave me to escort the editor of the Agricul-

turist to inspect the first blooms. After several

years' experience, I must confess that my love

for these beautiful climbers increases. Daily,

during tte oours3 of last summer, carriages

were stopped in front of my residence in order

that the occupants might feast their eyes on
the gorgeous mass of flowers, that in some
places entirely hid the foliage from view. To
me it was a source of pleasure to listen to the

remarks and exclamations of those who were
capable of appreciating the beautiful.

My practice is to plant a number of varieties

in a clump, aud by adopting this course the

flowering season is prolonged. One circular

bed four feet in diameter, contains Clematis

azurca grandiflora, C. Standishii, C. Jackmanii,

and C. rubro-violacca. The bed which has

given mo the greatest satisfaction contains C.

rubella, O. Lady Bovill, C. Prince of Wales, C.

Jackmanii, C. rubro-violacea, C. Standishii, and
C. azurea grandiflora. " Tut ! tut ! " some of

your horticultural readers will exclaim, "you
planted too many in a four-foot bed." My an-

swer is that the soil is nearly three feet in

depth, and composed of two parts decayed turf

and one part decomposed manure. During
very dry weather, holes are carefully made
between the plants, and these are repeatedly

filled with water until the entire soil of the

bed is thoroughly soaked. A fevr days before

the first flowers open, the bed receives a good
watering with liquid manure, aud as a re-

sponse to generous treatment a trellis six feet

high and three, feet diameter at the base pre-

sents almost a perfect mass of color for weeks,

some of the blooms ranging from five to six

inches in diameter. The Clematis will thrive

in almost any soil or situation, but will amply
repay the planter for any extra attent-ios. In

England the Clematis h<s b«<» hijikly resom-
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mended as a bedding plant. To test this mat-

ter I planted a number of the single species and

varieties and among the double flowered ones,

C. Fortunu and G. Veitcftii, but the result has

not justified the labor of preparing the soil and

weeding the bed. The varieties of Clematis

will bloom freely the first season they arc

planted. In April, '73, I received a number of

plants from England, and when the case was

opened I found that they had made a growth

of several inches, and had developed flower

buds. The young wood was removed, and

they were planted out, and before fall favored

me willi numerous flowers. Each spring the

owners of villa gardens spend many dollars

in the purchase of Heliotropes, Geraniums,
Puschias, Lantanas, etc., which produce but
few flowers, and are destroyed by the first

frost. If they could bo induced to cease the

purchase of the plants referred to, and devote

the amount expended for two or three years to

securing one or more clumps of the Clematis,

they would be rewarded for their venture-

The Clematis is not the plant of a season, but

improves in size and blooming capacity year

by year. The branches of the Clematis are

slender and easily broken by the wind. The
plant has no tendrils, nor does if twine, bnt

clings to supports by means of the leaf-stalks,

which coil themselves around small objects.

My favorite trellis for this class of plants is the

top of a cedar tree, or bush, about six feet in

length. I carefully remove the bark and
shorten the branches so that it has a pyramidal
form. When dry, I give it one coat of lead

colored, and two coals of green paint. Before
planting the Clematis, I obtain a chestnut, oak,

or a cedar post, four by six inches, and three

feet long. This post is firmly placed in the

center of the bed and about six inches al-

lowed to remain above the surface to which
portion I firmly nail the cedar bush. To as-

sist the young plants, I firmly place close to

each plant a stick about one inch square, the

top of which is beneath the surface of the

ground. To each stick I attach a piece of

about No. 20 copper wire and fasten the other

end to the top of the brush. I find this brush

and the wires to afford all the assistance the

plant requires.

When frost has destroyed the foliage, I

remove all dead wood and leaves, and care-

fully tie up what remains. To the iaexpe-

rienced it will at first prove troublesome to

determine what to leave and what to remove,

but a careful examination will show where
well developed buds exist, and the wood must
be cut back to such buds. The wood of Jack-
manii, rubro-violacea and allied varieties, dies

back to within one to three feet of the ground,
and the flowers of these are usually produced
at the extremities of vigorous growths of
the same season's production. The wood of

Standishii and uzurea-grandifiora is persistent

and the flowers are mainly produced from
small branches which grow from the old wood,
and in consequence care is necessary to protect

the last season's wood from injury. It is very
small and brittle and easily broken, and re-

quires care in handling. Jobbing gardeners
usually trim all plants by rule, and I would
advise the cultivators of the Clematis to keep
these necessary evils from applying their rule

to this tribe of plants.

The Clematis presents a fine field for ex-

periment. Many of our native species arc very
ornamental, more especially the herbaceous
section, and are capable of great improvement
by hybridization. Hybrids are apt to sport from

seed, and I would advise all to sow the seed of

the hybrid varieties, for some remarkable new
ones may be obtained by adopting this course.

Those at present under cultivation are allied in

colors to the parent stock—blue, white, purple,

and pink being the prevailing tints. What we
require is a scarlet or crimson colored variety,

and the raiser of seedlings may yet be re-

warded by securing the prize. A scarlet or

crimson colored Clematis with flowers the siee

of Lady Bovill, would prove to be the most or-

namental garden plant possible. By careful se-

lection and the annual production of seedlings,

the result, may not be far distant. In raising

seedling Clematis, the experimenter will re-

quire patience, for the seed requires twelve

months to vegetate, and under favorable cir-

cumstances the seedlings will not bloom before

the autumn of the second year. From my ex-

perience, I can but say that several of my seed-

lings have rewarded me for the exercise of

patience and perseverance, although a crim-

son variety has not rewarded my efforts.

Yucca or Bear Grass and its Uses.

If there is anything we like it is to meet a man
with a horticultural hobby. We ought to be

doubly gratified in the case of Col. Jas. T. Worth-

ington,of Chillicothe, O., who has two hobbies,

which he has rode very successfully for some
years. One of these is to show that figs can

be grown in Ohio, in the open ground, and the

other is to utilize the Yucca or Bear Grass. We
some years ago called attention to Col. W.'s

estimate of the value of this material, and now
having another letter from him we renew the

subject. The common Yucca filamenlosa, the

Bear Grass or Adam's Needle, is a very common
plant in our gardens, where it is cultivated for

its subtropical foliage and its enormous dus-

ters of white lily-like flowers. Tkekird grown
by Col. Worthington has been by some bota-

nists considered as a distinct species and called

Yucca flaccida, but our best botanists regard it

as a form of Y. filamentosa, with longer, more

abundant, and less rigid leaves. The leaves of

this, when properly cultivated, are three to four

feet long and one to two inches wide ; the

plants grow so vigorously that in three or four

years they form stools covering a space about

four feet square and furnishing a great abund-

ance of leaves. The flowers are very similar

to the form so common in our gardens. In

regard to the uses of this plant Col. W. writes :

" For supplying cheap, strong strings and

bands it has no equal ; is excellent for tying

up bacon, hams, corn shocks, vines, bundles of

vegetables, mending baskets and other purposes

when string or band is needed, and requires

only to be known to be generally cultivated.

The leaves of this plant will, I think, be event-

ually used for cordage, matting, and coarse

cloths, instead of jute and other fibrous materi-

als which we now import."

Experience with Tomatoes.

[The following garden record comes to us

from Steel Bros., Laportc Co., Ind., which is

not only interesting as an account of the per-

formance of the different varieties in their

locality, but as an example which may well be

followed by those who would make a fair com-
parative test of tomatoes or other vegetables.

This is, of course, a local experience, and as

such is valuable, but we can point to cases in

which both the Arlington and Canada Victor

made a much better showing—in fact, were
equal to any.

—

Ed.]

April Wt, planted under the same sash of
hot-bed seeds of Trophy, Arlington, "extra-
selected" Canada Victor tomatoes. We only
got eight plants of Canada Victor.

—

May 2d
set out eight plants of each kind, in boxes six

inches square filled with one half sandy soil

and one half well-rotted manure, in a fresh

hot-bed.

—

May 28th, set the plants in the open
ground, in rich sandy soil, but without manure
this year.

—

July 23d, picked the first tomatoes.

The table below will give the result of all the

pickings

:

July a?

Trophy. Arlington.

la.

Aug.

No

77
2 69
2 1-3 8

1 10,8
1 S3

9 9
t 4^0

tin

1 6J7
4 3,6 •

!f
ft

No ttts.o:

16 126 '/,o
19 96>Vto

1

8
4
14

6 3
2910
33 13

77

12 7
10,7
86
55
2 6
84
155
2 5
85
6,5

S|4
124
93

"A

2
7=r,

3V-o

Total!l7174 14lG'7„ 281 S4 3U253
/,,,,, 257 52 4!3«%57

Canada Victor.

No

Is

Ihs.oz

rii

- /ss

8 8 »/„

4 103 «/ii
3 43 '/,„
5 12 2 '%,
6 12»»/„

August 21st, we had the most severe hail-

storm ever known in this part of the country.

It cut the tomato-vines so badly that we had
very few afterwards. The pickings the next
day were very much bruised. Some parts of

our patch partly recovered, but none of the

specimen plants ripened a perfect tomato after

the hail. Owing to the cool, dry season toma-

toes ripened very slowly this year. At the last

of the pickings the Trophy was just beginning

to ripen up well. The Arlington was appar-

ently just in its prime. The Canada Victor

was almost done bearing, and would probably

not have lasted two weeks longer under any
circumstances. The Canada Victor is early,

but altogether too small for market, averaging

only a little over three ounces. Probably one

half were too small to sell at all. The Arling-

ton is not quite as early, but larger, averaging

almost five ounces, and very few very small

ones. The Trophy is quite as early as the Ar-

lington, and very much larger, averaging almost

seven ounces. Every one must draw his own
conclusions from this showing. We shall try

all three varieties again nest year, but shall not

plant many of any except the Trophy.

Forced Plants.—European florists force

plants for commercial purposes much more

than ours do, although ours are enlarging their

operations in this respect. Last year there

were many more thousands of the Lily of the

Valley forced than the year before. With the

French gardeners much attention is given to

forcing the Lilac. Houses are built for the

purpose without glass, as the forcing is done in

the dark in order that the flowers may be

white. Plants that have been forced are a long

while in recovering. In small gardens, where

space is valuable, it will hardly pay to try to

resuscitate them. Hence garden plants that

are forced into bloom for sale in the mark', t

and by peddlers are nearly useless to the

purchaser until (hey have grown a year.
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The Rock Tunica.—(Tunica Sascifraga.)

In forming a collection of herbaceous peren-

nial plants with a view to determine their

adaptability to our climate as well as their or-

namental value, we have in the course of sev-

eral years cultivated hundreds of species and

varieties. Some of these die out of themselves,

others after a fair trial are thrown out, while

the garden. It keeps on blooming for several

months. The engraving was made with a view

to show the size and shape of the leaves and

flowers rather than the habit of the plant,

which is not here represented. The delicacy

and lightness of the flowers render them espe-

cially useful in bouquets for vases and the like,

as they give a grace that is often wanting in such

bouquets. If we wished, we could easily pro-

plant does not belong to the family of the

clover and pea. The flowers are yellow, with
four petals and six stamens ; the pistil is curi-

ously raised upon a stalk, a character which
with others shows the shrub to belong to the

caper family. The pod is more than an inch

long, and contains several seeds the size of a

small pea. Nuttall first described this shrub,

and called it Isomeris arborea. Isomeris means

dock tunica.—[Tunica Saxifraga THE CALIFORNIA isomeris.—(Isomeris arborea.")

there remain a select few which we not only

keep for their excellence but propagate for the

purpose of exchanging with our friends. One
of the plants we would not willingly part with

is the Rock Tunica, Tunica Saaifraga, which
though not at all showy has many good qual-

ities to commend it. The plant is a native of

the Alps and Pyrenees, but, unlike most truly

Alpine things, it makes itself at home in almost

any situation. We have it in the very light

sandy soil of an open border, where it is not in

the least injured by the heat of summer or the

cold of winter. The habit of the plant is ex-

ceedingly neat; it has small, linear, bristle-

like, stiff leaves of the size and shape of those

shown in the engraving; its stems are prostrate

and branching, and it forms cushion-like tufts

of foliage a foot or more across and but a few

inches high. From among the tufts of leaves

arise the slender, much branched flower-stalks,

which arc about nine inches high, and bear a

profusion of pinkish flowers of the size shown
in the engraving. The individual flowers are

in themselves not showy, but they are produced

in such abundance upon flower-stalks that arc

so slender and thread-like that the flowers al-

most seem to be floating above the plant, and

thus make it a noticeable and pleasing object in

pagate the plant by division, but it multiplies

itself so freely by self-sown seeds that there is

no need of taking the trouble. Late in summer

or in early autumn seedlings will be found

springing up around the plants by thousands,

and we have only to prevent them from being

hoed up as weeds to have as large a supply as

we wish. The name Tunica, which means a

coat, has reference to the small bracts which

form an involucre around the calyx ; the spe-

cific name Saxifmga indicates its resemblance

in habit to some saxifrages. It belongs to the

Pink Family.

A California Shrub—Isomeris.

Those who have visited the southern portion

of California can not have failed to see a large

shrub or small tree quite unlike anything they

have known in the eastern states. It has a

peculiarly sad-looking foliage of that grayish

green color so common to plants in arid coun-

tries. The leaves being three-foliate would

lead one to suppose that he had come across

some relative of the clover, an idea that would

be borne out by the pea-like pods. Rut an ex-

amination of the flowers would show that the

equal parts, and it was probably given for the

reason that the stamens and petals are equal in

length, while in related plants they are un-

equal. The leaves and all parts of the plant

have a singularly heavy and unpleasant odor.

The stem, which is often as large as one's arm,

is yellow within, and the wood quite hard.

Our correspondent, A. M. Gass, Esq., of San

Diego Co., Cal., sent us some seeds last spiiug;

these germinated readily, and during the sea-

son the plants reached the height of about two

feet, and were flowering freely when the frost

put a stop to them. Although this is a botan-

ically interesting plant, and noticeable in its

native localities, we can not commend it for

cultivation as its other qualities do not com-

pensate for it3 disagreeable odor. We figure

it because of the frequency with which it

has been sent from California for a name.

Saucer Propagation.—Wc have explained

this several times, but correspondents still ask

al out it ; one has some grape cuttings and

wishes to know if he can start them by saucer

propagation. No. This is only suited to very

young, soft wood. A saucer of sand, kept

t a 't>>/ wet, lias the cuttings of young shoots

stuck in the sand an 1 I posed to full sunlight.
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tee Emnmmmm.
W (For other Household Items, see "Basket'' pages.)

Abo at Earth-Closets.

Those who live in properly sewered cities give

but little thought to the disposal of waste matter.

Each house connects with the main sewer, and all

offensive substances are carried off at once. In

villages the accumulations of the household are

usually deposited in vaults which are emptied

yearly or less frequently, while upon farms it is

very often the case that the provisions for getting

rid of effete matter are often not only inadequate,

but it is stating it mildly to say that the whole ar-

rangement is a positive nuisance. It is more than

a nuisance ; it is often a crime. This is a subject

that is not often discussed for the reason that it is

not a pleasant one, but it is of so much importance

that we can say that in many cases it is a matter of

life and death. The great prevalence of typhoid

fever in agricultural districts as compared with

cities is traced directly to the general carelessness

in disposing of that deposit which for the want of

a better name we call "night-soil." That many
privies are in dangerous proximity to wells is a fact

so well established that we do not propose to dis-

cuss it here. A remarkable instance of the danger

resulting from this state of things is cited in Ogden
Farm papers, No. 46, in December last, page 449,

to which our readers are referred. The object of

the present article is not to show how privy vaults

may be properly built and safely placed, but to im-

press upon the reader the fact that there is no need
of the privy, as now used, at all. The health of

the household is usually in the especial care of the

mother, and here is one matter in which she can

exercise her power for good in establishing an im-

portant reform—a reform not only of the greatest

moment from a sauitary point of view, but one
which will add much to the family comfort. It is

a fact that any one who goes about with the senses

of sight and smell ordinarily acute, finds it is the

exception to come upon a farm privy which is not

offensive to one or both of these senses—an evil

that is crying loudly for a remedy. The amount of

labor required to remedy this state of things is but

little, and the expense almost nothing. We wish

every one knew the virtues of dry earth, not dry

sand, but good loamy earth, and the more clayey

the soil the better. By dry we do not mean not

positively wet, but absolutely dust dry. In sum-
mer this is easily secured by laying down a plat-

form of old boards, scraping up the dry surface

soil and throwing it upon the boards in a thin

layer. It wdl become perfectly dry in a few days,

when it may be sifted and be stored in a dry place

for use. In spring this can not so readily be done,

but take the driest earth that can be found, spread

it on boards under a shed or in any covered place,

Tig. 1 and 2.

—

earth commode.

and then thoroughly dry a small quantity at a time
in a shallow box placed under or behind the kitchen

stove or wherever else it may dry and not be in the

way. Those who keep plants know to their sorrow

how quickly earth will become dry if put where it

can absorb no moisture. Any one who sets about
it can get a sufficient supply of dry earth at any
time when the ground is not frozen hard. Then
the blessed discovery has been made that coal ashes

—of hard or soft stone coal—are about equal to dry

earth for sanitary purposes, and we may make
ashes, formerly a nuisance to be got rid of, a bless-

ing in the household. Secure a good supply of

finely sifted dry earth or of coal, not wood, ashes,

and you have the means of remedying all nuisances

of the kind already referred to, and of assuring

safety from all diseases communicated by human
excrement. Those who have never tried it will be

surprised to see how small a quantity of dried

earth or coal ashes will render a deposit entirely

inodorous. The main thing is to secure the absorb-

ing material ; the how of using it is of very little

consequence so that each deposit is at once cov-

ered with it. Patented appliances are sold for let-

ting a supply of earth or ashes upon the deposit in

various ways. These are very excellent, and worth

what they cost to those who can afford the expense.

3 and 4.—sections of commode.

The machinery is patented, but dry earth and coal

ashes are not, and any one can contrive a box or

other receptacle for the deposit, and have at hand
a quantity of the earth or ashes with a convenient

scoop, and accomplish the end without the aid of

any machinery whatever. The end is to cover each

deposit with the dry material, and if it is regularly

done the privy will cease to be a nuisance. Exist-

ing buildings and vaults maybe arranged for this

—

first, of course, removing all previous accumula-

tions. Or a place may be arranged in any shed or

out-building, and no matter how near the house it

may be, if each person does his or her duty, it will

be the cause of no offense whatever. But note

this: no slops of any kind must be emptied into

the receptacle of any earth-closet. If this be done

the whole affair is ruined. While the earth-closet

is a great blessing for general use, its inestimable

value is shown when there is sickness in the house
or where there are invalids or delicate persons who
are unable to go out-doors. For house use there

are commodes of various styles and by different

makers, and all agree in the principle of throwing

down a quantity of dry earth or coal ashes, though

they accomplish the end by different mechanical

means. We use the one first made in this country,

by the Hartford Earth-Closet Co., and have had it

some five years, during which time it has been en-

tirely satisfactory. In the house the earth or ashes

may be used by hand, the same as already men-

tioned, but, besides being more compact, it saves

trouble from dust to have a closed apparatus of

some kind. The different patented commodes are

not very expensive, but one who is ingenious in

such matters can readily contrive some affair that

will answer the purpose. We recently saw in the

English Mechanic engravings and description of a

commode which was intended to both sift the ashes

and apply it. We are not sure that this is advis-

able, but we give the illustrations more for the

purpose of furnishing hints to those who would
constract something of the kind than as a pattern

to be followed. The inventor states that it is not

patented, and does not conflict with any of the

closets patented in England ; how it may be with

those in this country we can not say, but as there

is no machinery about it we doubt if a thing like it

has been patented here. In this closet or commode
the cover is made large enough to receive the cin-

ders as they come from the grate, and by the ope-

rations of lifting and shutting it the ashes are

sifted out and at the same time made to fall upon

the deposit. Figure 1 shows the commode closed
and figure 2 gives the same open. Figures 3 and 4
are sections showing the internal arrangement and
the action when the cover is shut and open. The
inventor describes the working of the appa-
ratus as follows: "To feed the commode raise

the lid a of the ash-box, which forms the cover of

commode (or closet), and contains the screening

apparatus, c c, and throw in the refuse just collect-

ed from under the fire grate ; fasten down the lid

tightly, and when you wish to use the commode
raise the cover, as iu fig. 4, the mere doing of which

causes a certain quantity of

ashes to pass over the screen,

the finer portions, d d, drop-

ping through the screen, fall

upon a shovel or distributor,

e, and the cinders, D, roll over

the screen down the sloping

board C, and into the drawer

E, to await removal for re-

burning. After using the

commode, pull down the cover

(as in fig. 3), when the shovel

e, before at the horizontal, now
falls to the sloping position,

throws the fine ash which
rested upon it over the soil in

the receptacle/. The partitiou

of tin, B, when the cover was
upright, held any fine ash that

would otherwise have irixed

with the unriddled again ; but

now throws it off, so that at

the next use it will slide down
with the rest into the shovel. The wooden stage

A acts in the same manner, and serves to meas-

ure the ashes that pass over the screen at each

use. (See fig. 4 for the way iu which it holds back

the bulk of the ashes, b b, and fig 3 for the mauncr
in which the measuring is done.) "

We can not too strongly commend this matter to

the careful consideration of every mother and father

who reads these pages. We may add that the

deposits from such closets may be used upon
land, though their fertilizing value has been over-

estimated. Still they are worth using on any farm

crops. Kemembcr that the earth must be loam,

and not sand, and if ashes are used as an absorbent,

they must be from coal and not mood.

What Shall we
BY MRS. THOMAS S,

Have for Breakfast ?

ROEIE, NEW IPSWICH, N. T.

Sunday.—Fried oysters or clams ; hot white rolls.

Monday.—Broiled smoked halibut or salmon
;

baked potatoes; graham rolls.

Tuesday.—Beefsteak ; fried potatoes, and milk

toast.

Wednesday.—Fried sausage cakes ; baked pota-

toes ; com rolls.

Thursday.—Beef toast ; buckwheat cakes.

Friday.—Mutton chops ; baked potatoes ; fried

hominy.

Saturday.—Fish balls ; brown bread toast
;

bread fritters.

Fried Oysters or Clams.—They should be

drained over-night. Dip them in pounded cracker

crumbs and fry in hot fat. [These can only be had

in perfection by those within easy communication

with the coast, although in winter oysters go along

distance in good condition in sealed cans.—Ed.]

Smoked Halibut or Salmon.—The fish should

be put in soak the night previous. To avoid the

disagreeable smoke which results from broiling on

the top of the stove, it can be placed in a k:>t

oven, on a bake-pan well buttered, and covered

with another bake-pan. It will soon brown, and

should have a little butter and pepper put on it

before serving.

Sausage Cakes are much nicer than the ordinary

sausage, and are easily prepared. The meat being

chopped and seasoned according to taste, it is made

into little cakes, as fish-balls are made. They will
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keep a long while in a cold, dry place ; but if a large

quantity be made at once it is well to have it press-

ed hard into bags of strong cotton cloth.

Beef-Toast is prepared by chopping flue the

remnants of beefsteak or cold roast beef. It should

be warmed up with a little water and seasoned with

butter, salt, and pepper. Slices of bread should

be toasted and laid on a platter on which the meat

is to be turned when hot.

Bread Fritters are made by soaking bread-

crumbs in milk over-night. In the morning add
an egg and salt and very little flour, as the thicker

the batter is made by the crumbs the shorter and
more delicious they are.

The lady who sends the above advises, as do the

others, that all possible preparation for breakfast

be made the night before.

Home Topics.

BT FAITH ROCHESTER.

Mistress and Maid.—I can not wonder at all

that refined American girls shrink from going out

to service in families. But what girl who works
for a living, as sewing girl or shop girl, would not

find a happier lot in the kitchen of Mrs. Sin Saxton

Scherman (see "Other Girls," by Mrs. Whitney),

especially with such a work-fellow and room-mate
as Bell Bree or Kate Seneerbox ? Better still to be
housemaid for Miss Louisa Alcott, the author of

"Work." I read lately some of her experience

with American help contributed by herself to the

Boston Transcript. It is better than Anything she

can say in fiction upon the subject. I was espe-

cially delighted with the terms she made with the

helpers she employed. If I had not sent away the

paper containing the article I would venture to

quote verbatim, although I know the editor would
cut it out, as he insists on " original " matter—as

if anything ever was original.

She frankly stated what sort of work she wished
done ; she wanted some one to work with her in the

kitchen, taking at the same time the brunt of the

labor. She wished an intelligent, respectable wo-
man, who could make one of the family, sitting at

the table with them, and reading their books and
newspapers. She found just such companionship
and help as she desired, in more than one case, and
can not possibly supply all the applicants that now
come to her for a situation, as she can not afford to

give up her own share in the household gymnas-
tics, so essential to her health.

I think the great secret of Miss Alcott's success

with American helpers lies in the fact of her having
outgrown, or having perhaps failed to inherit, the

spirit of caste which mars nearly all human rela-

tions so far in history. Her helpers were never
thought out of place in the parlor, though they

were persons of sufficient refinement to leave the

room when company called—just as you or I would
do if boarding or visiting in Miss Alcott's family

when visitors called to sec other parties, unless we
were invited to remain. Miss Alcott never hesitated

to introduce her help to guests, when they fairly

met, as "Miss So-and-so," not just "Jane," or

"Mary." In short, she treated her help as one
'lady treats another lady She paid no exorbitant

wages, but gave the women who worked faithfully

for her three dollars per week and a warm (soul-

warming, I mean), comfortable home, where they
were free to enjoy all the luxuries and refining in-

fluences of that home like its other inmates.

Getting Away from the Children.—When a

baby is too young to reason with at all, it may be
best to put on your bonnet in another room, and
save it if possible from all thought of your absence
until your return. But I have found it the best

way usually to give the little ones an affectionate

gooa-by when I leave them for an hour or more.

It is only treating them fairly, and they appreciate

your confidence in them. Sometimes one will set

up a cry to go too, when it is not a part of your
plan to have its company ; but you have only to

refuse firmly—the more emphatically the louder it

cries. It usually takes more than one lesson to

teach a child that it can not conquer you by scream-

ing. Many children do gain their wishes in that

way. Last summer I heard a child of four crying

to go down town with her father. I heard him say

petulantly more than once, "No, you can't go"!
She only screamed the louder, and at the last mo-
ment he said, with the air of a vanquished man,

"Well, get your bonnet and come along then."

That child knows how to gain her point with her

father, who regards her as a very willful child. A
few weeks afterward the same little girl's mother

eame along past a group of children, and her own
child skipped out to meet her. The mother had
her hat under her shawl. She gave the little one

some errand into the house, and then ran fast

around the corner with the friend who accompan-
ied her, saying to me, "I am going to meeting and
I don't want her to go." The little one came out
in a few moments and inquired for her mother. I

called her to me and said, " Your mother has gone
to meeting. She was afraid you would cry to go
with her if she told you ; but I am sure I can tell

her when she comes home that you did not cry at

all." She went back to her play without any com-
plaint, and the mother seemed surprised when I

told her about it next day.

Food for Expectant and .Nursing Mothers.
—I find many excellent things in a book called

"The Philosophy of Eating," by A. J. Bellows,

M.D., late professor of chemistry, physiology, and
hygiene. To set a few thoughtless mothers to

thinking, and to save their families from some sick-

ness, and death perhaps, let me give the substance

of a portion of the volume. He says in effect

that the milk of the cow was intended to

develop the calf, a work which it does perfectly
;

but if the calf were fed on cream alone or on but-

ter it would very 60on die. Butter can not develop
a human being ; and yet how many expectant and
nursing mothers thoughtlessly provide themselves
and their precious little ones with food largely con-

sisting of superfine flour, butter, and sugar,without

knowing or thinking that sugar and butter have no
elements at all for muscles or bones or brains, and
white flour very little.

Children, if then- mothers fed exclusively on such
food, would die within a month ; and as it is, ac-

cording to Dr. B., only one half in all Christendom
and not one eighth in all Heathendom have vital

power to carry them through the first five years.

Those that live have a life of struggle with disease

and suffering in just the proportion as they are

deprived of food containing elements adapted to

develop the whole system, and give power to resist

and overcome disease. He states,what all thought-

ful persons know, that most of our food contains

an undue proportion of carbon. The butter, fine

flour, and sugar which form so large a portion of

our diet, consists largely of carbon, and this he
considers renders all organs more susceptible to

inflammatory and other diseases ; while the defi-

ciency of the nitrates and phosphates is another

fault in such food. Animals in their natural state,

living as they do according to natural laws, as a

general thing raise all then- young to full maturity.

A physically perfect young man or woman, with

perfect teeth and sound lungs and well-developed

muscles and brains, is a rare exception to the

general rule, and this he ascribes to improper food.

Mothers' milk, if the mothers live on proper food,

is the best as it is the natural food for children

until teeth are formed, which indicates a condition

that requires a change ; but sickly mothers, those

mothers who live on white bread and butter,would
greatly benefit their children by weaning them and
substituting the milk of the cow for their own poor
product. The cow furnishes milk with too much
nitrogenous matter. For this reason wc, for young
children, dilute it with water. As to other food
than milk, that which will supply nourishment for

the muscles and brain should be selected; hut
starch, arrowroot, sugar, and cream, all of which
arc sometimes given in ignorance of their charac-

ter, contain no element of food but carbon ; but,

on the other hand, beefsteak and oatmeal, and
such other articles as contain large proportions of

nitrogenous and phosphatic elements, tend to

develop the muscles and brain too rapidly ; and a

special regard should be had to this consideration
where the child is very active and precocious.

The Breakfast Question.—I am curious to see
some of those best bills of fare sent in by the
brcaklast-getters of the Agriculturist constituency.
I do not know whether they would help my case
much. There are a good many difficulties in the
way of solving this problem of a good early break-
fast. First is the difficulty of waking up in time.

Who wants to get out of bed and light a match to

examine the clock on a cold winter morning? Tou
lie waiting for it to strike, perhaps, and what if you
have to count seven for your pains? Or you wait

for a whole hour, and it strikes one, and by that

time your blood is all in your head and your feet

are cold. Tou have been writing articles for the

press in the rare quiet of the hour—how clear the

thoughts do come (and go !) just when there is no

possibility of putting them on paper !—or you have

the children's wardrobes all pulled to pieces about

you, and can't sleep again until you see how they

are all to be clothed for the coming season.

Then there is the fire to start. We have nothing

to do on a winter morning but light the fire, oil

laid the night before in the kitchen stove, with the

match and scrap of paper on the hearth.

The baby is always the unknown quantity in this

problem. No one can tell at just what stage in the

proceedings she will put in her claims for attention.

If one woman has everything to do the time is a

very busy and perplexing one.

I can not sleep comfortably if my mind is not

made easy on the subject of breakfast materials

before I go to rest. Steak to broil, potatoes all

dressed for baking or boiling, plenty of bread iu

the house, coffee ready browned ; that makes the

problem not very difficult, especially if your hus-

band, like mine, is ready to do a part—to broil the

steak and make his own coffee, for instance, should

any emergency arise such as is quite supposable

where young children abound. Many nice things

may be quickly prepared for an early breakfast if

the preparation is begun the previous day ; for in-

stance, potato or fish-balls, meat, or meat and

potato hashes, etc.

If warm bread must be made, graham gems take

least time, provided your oven heats quickly. If

the oven is hot when the raw gems go into it, you
can take them out, done, in twenty or at most
thirty minutes.

Professor Blot Concerning Bread.—We ex-

pect to find some directions about bread-making
in our recipe-books. I turned to see what our
celebrated cookery instructor would say, and found
only this : "It is next to an impossibility to make
good bread in a small family range or stove ; four

times out of five the bread is too much or not
enough baked. Good baker's bread, besides sav-

ing a great deal of time and labor, is as cheap as

you can 'make it at home." That is all! audit

edifies me more than I can tell. But please tell us
where to find our "good baker's bread."

That reminds me of a new recipe for yeast which
I have just received from the best bread-maker I

know of—my own sister. After all, perhaps I

ought not to call her the "best bread-maker."

The author of " The Philosophy of Eating " would
call her very light, very white, very sweet bread,

made of superfine flour mixed with new milk, poor
stuff compared with almost any kind of graham
bread, because superfine flour is such worthless

stuff in his estimation. But if he saw the rye and
Indian bread that always accompanies this beautiful

white bread to the table he would feel better, for

he highly commends rye and Indian bread. I hope
sister will send me her recipe.

Yeast.—Two cups of grated potatoes; oue half

cup of sugar; one fourth eup of salt. Place these

in a pan and pour over the mixture one quart of

boiling water, stirring meanwhile. Place the whole
on the stove and let it boil up once. When cool

enough—about blood heat—add half a cup of

good yeast. Set in a warm place to rise. It is

very light and foamy, and does not sour readily.

Like all soft yeast, keep it in a covered vessel as

cool as possible without freezing.
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HOTS & ©lOiJLS 5 iB©jLOTHS=

Soine "Yory Wonderful " 5*lauts,

There are a great man)' curious things told about plants

nowadays. Some plants shut up and droop their leaves

when touched, and some time ago I told you about a

plant that kept its leaves in constant motion whenever

the weather was warm enough. Then there is the

Venus's Fly-trap of North Carolina, that actually catches

flies and other insects and appears to absorb their juices,

or as we may say actually feed upon animal food. These

stories about plants are very wonderful, and there are

others quite as strange ; but they are true, and any one

who will take the trouble can sec for himself that they

are true. But our great-grandparents and their grand-

parents were told stories about plants that were many
times more wonderful than any that I have ever told yon.

When they were boys and girls, and were allowed to have

a peep into the rare old books of their day—for children

were not then of consequence enough for any Doctor

Fitf. 3.—A FERN ROOT.

Fig. 1.—THE GOOSE-TREE.

Gray of the time to write about "How Plants Behave"
for them, or any other Doctor to tell them about things

in the Agriculturist; indeed they bad no Agriculturist.

People talk about the ''good old times," but I think they

must have been very stupid old times for boys and girls.

Depend upon it, we live in the very best possible times.

But we must not forget to tell about the wonderful things

the boys and girls of the old times saw when they were

allowed to look at the books. Just think of a "goose-

tree "
! Yes indeed, a tree which bore eggs for fruit, and

which always grew conveniently near the water, so that

when the fruit was ripe and broke open the little goose

that was inside could fall into the water and swim away
as nicely as cculd be. "You do uot believe it?"—Well,
here is the picture which plainly shows the whole thing.

Yes, as strange as it may seem, this story of the way in

which some kinds of water-fowl were produced was be-

lieved not by ignorant people alone, but the men of two
and three centuries ago who were considered the most
learned of their time gave full and minute accounts of

the matter, describing the tree, egg
y
and bird, and even

claiming to have seen the young bird within the egg. I

know of three different books, each of which has an en-

graving showing the same thing each in a different way.

You wonder how these people could have been so de-

ceived; but you must recollect that in those early days

TIIE TARTARIAN LAMB.

there was much less known about plants and animals

than at present. Many a bright boy and girl who reads

this really knows more about gcogi'aphy than Columbus
did, and so with other things our young people know
better how to use their eyes than did even the learned

doctors of the old times. It is believed that this whole
story grew out of the fact that there is a salt-water animal,

a kind of barnacle, which has a white shell-like covering

that is shaped something like an egg, and is perhaps

as large as a robin's egg. Each of these has a sort of

stem, twice as long as itself, by which it is attached to a

piece of wood or any other support. The animal within

this shell has curious feelers, shaped something like a

hand with many long and delicate fingers. This barnacle

seems to be the foundation of the whole story. Those

who saw that the shell contained something alive did not

use their eyes and

examine the mat-

ter carefully, but

took the fisher-

men's stories
about their hatch-

ing out birds to

be true. Quite as

absurd is the

" traveler's tale "

of the Tartarian

Lamb, a most curi-

ous thing which
was part plant

and part animal.

According to the story, this Iamb grew upon a stem about

three feet high, which was attached to it at the belly.

When the little lamb wished to feed, all it had to do was

to bend the stem over until it could graze away at the

grass all around it. This was a very pretty ar-

rangement, as when satisfied with eating it had

only to rock and dandle away upon its stem, a thing

that the lambs of the present day are unable to

enjoy. To be sure the contrivance had its dis-

advantages, for when all the grass within reach

had been eaten up the poor little thing could

only " up and die," and how any seed was pre-

served for the nest year's crop the few travelers

who had seen the plant fail to state. As the Tar-

tarian lamb was only found in the far-off desolate

plains of the Volga, it was a long time before the

real truth of the matter could be made out. U
you would like to know what the little lamb was

like, here is a picture (figure 2) of one from a

drawing made of a specimen in the British Mu-

seum, lis fleece was not "as white as snow,"

like the celebrated one that "Mary had," but was

yellow, and it does not look much as if, like

Mary's lamb, it was "sure to go." Like the goose-

tree, this lamb plant when properly examined turns

out to be a very simple affair. The underground

stems of some of our native ferns look very much
like the one shown in figure 3. Perhaps some of you

have seen in a plowed clearing fern stems that are a good

deal like the figure—I have, hundreds of them—as they

are a long while in decaying. This stem grows along

underground, and the leaves come up from it year after

year. This Tartarian lamb was made from a similar fern

stem, which is, as some of them are, clothed with long,

coarse hairs. When all but four of the leafstalks arc cut

away, and the thing turned upside down, it can, with a lit-

tle trimming, be made into a good enough lamb to serve

as a foundation for the story. If those travelers who
brought home the tale of this wonderful lamb

had been taught to use their eyes properly

when they were young they would not have

been deceived by such a stupid trick—at least

so thinks Tue Doctor.

A Strange Bird*

You perhaps think that the bird in the pic-

ture is not a beauty, but no doubt its mother

thought it one or the dearest little chicks that

ever came out of a shell. It is said, you know,

that ''every crow thinks her own young the

whitest," and it is likely that this fondness for

one's own was shared by the mother Dodo.

Yes, Dodo is its name—don't call it doodoo, it

should sound like
ll
so-so."—Its scientific

name is Biclus, but you had better stick to

Dodo, for fear you should get the names mixed
and say li dido," which every youngster knows
is a very bad thing to ""cut up." Why do we
tell you about the Dodo? certainly not on ac-

count of its good looks ; but it is very interest-

ing for a reason that we will try to show. You
are aware that in some places, especially on
the Connecticut river, the rocks sliow the foot-

prints of enormous birds. These birds trod

upou the sand and, being heavy, made a deep
track ; the water brought down more sand and
filled up these tracks, and after many years the

sand became hardened into sandstone, and
those who get out the sandstone to build brown-
stone houses, every now and then came across these

enormous foot-prints, made longer ago than any of us can
think. The:: again in some parts of the country there

are found the bones of huge birds, which were much
larger and different from any living birds

;
yes, even the

bones of birds with teeth were round last year. All this

goes to show that at one time there were birds (as well

as other animals) quite different from any that are to be

seen now, and all that we know about them is what can

be learned from their bones, or fossils as they are

called. In the island of Mauritius there are bones of a
very large bird, but the bird itself is not to be found.

Uuiike the birds that were just spoken of as having lived

so long ago, this bird of the Mauritius was known to be
living less than 200 years ago. It was discovered by the

Portuguese sailors but a few years after the famous voy-

age of Columbus, and was later taken to Europe, where
its portrait was painted several times, and it was de-

scribed by several writers. A head and a foot saved

fioin a stuffed specimen are yet in the British Museum.
There is every reason to believe that this bird, not an in-

dividual of which is known to be living now, and which
we can only know from its bones, was quite at home on
the island of Mauritius, and so abundant that the sailors

used to catch them for food, though they found them
rather tough eating. Here we have a case in which a
bird, now found only as a fossil, has lived until very re-

cent times, and that makes the bird a very interesting

one, and helps us to see in our imagination a few ages

back, when the huge Shanghai-like creatures took their

walks along the sandy shores of the Connecticut valley.

The name Dodo was probably given by the Dutch sail-

ors. Five paintings of the bird were known to be in

different galleries and museums in Europe, and a few
years ago a sixth was discovered, which has recently

been figured iu the London Field, from which we borrow
the picture. The bird has evidently some unpleasant

thing sticking to its bill from which it is trying to remove
it by the use of its claw. The Dodo was evidently not a

very swift bird; the naked part of its leg was as big

around as it was long ; it could not fly as it had no wings
to speak of; its body was covered all over with a mouse-
colored down and it had for a tail and wings a few long

feathers; it weighed about 50 pounds. Naturalists have
been puzzled to know in what family of birds the Dodo
belongs but tlicy now consider it to be most nearly

related to the pigeons than to any others. What nice

pets a coop full of pigeons like this would be, and what
a lot of corn sueh a bill would devour !

Ansel Sue's Puzzle-lBox.

NUMERICAL ENIGMA.

I am composed of fourteen letters.

My 0, 7, 12, 10 is to suffer.

My 1, 2, 3, 11 is an article of dress.

My G, 4, 5, 8 is the outer part.

My 13, 14, 2, 6, 11 is a building.

My whole is Hie familiar name of a bird. Katie.

HIDDEN COUNTIES.

1. Oh ! Ed, get off, or don't kick so.

9. Smith's cottage was burnt last spring.

3. I was surprised to see that fop open the door.

THE DODO'S PORTRAIT.

4. Indeed, Sal, I nocd a new book.

5. I am glad to hear that the lost ark was found.

6. She works hard in the shop all day.

7. The meal was as bitter as gall at Indiana.

Jessie Mat Flower.

ri.

Fi ony swih ot eb pahyp foulresy virsct ot kame sertho

hyppa. Mart A. H.
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DIAMOND PUZZLE. ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN TUE EEBKrART NU1LUER.

The center letters, perpcnuiculai and horizontal, name Ncmemcal Enigmas. — 1. Be just, and fear not.
'1 isc First Lesson in Koiring.

one of Suakspeare's characters. 2. Autumn leaves. Can you swim? Yes, Miss, we mean you as well as
1. A consonant. Cross-Words.—1. Laura. 2. Samuel. your brother. We believe that both boys and girls

2. A qnadrnped. Alphabetical Arithmetic— should be taught to swim. Boys generally, if they live

3. Trials of speed. lS09)3SeG502SO(213737 Key: "Reckon last." near the water, learn to swim without much teaching.
4. A name. Square-Word. J V D D If they can swim, then they can learn to row, for we do not
5. Sediment. JOKER think that a boy should be trusted in a boat unless he is

C. Eaten. UKASE able to take care of himself if he should happen to ^ct over-
7. Two hundred. DESKS board. It is not only useful to know how to row, but

William P. and Edwin H. Albright. DRESS rowing is most capital exercise. It calls a great num.-

TAKING HIS FIRST
CROSS-WORD.

My first is in tact but not in skill.

My nest is in dose but not in pill.

My third is in noun but not in verb.

My fourth is in spice but not in herb.

My fifth is in part but not in whole.
My sixth is in heart but not in soul.

My seventh is in won't but not in will.

My eighth is in note but not in bill.

My ninth is in pink but not in blue.

My tenth is in one but not in two.

My eleventh is in knoll but not in hedge.
My twelfth is in pin but not in wedge.
My thirteenth is in blue but not i»pink.
My fourteenth is in speak but not in think.

My whole is a city of well-known fame:
Study the letters aud tell its name.

Ja-se-pe-es.

alphabetical arithmetic.

OLA)CRIIBEKS(LIOLA
C A A R

Draicn and Engraved for the American Agriculturist.

K L A E
K E H B

BHSK
B C C H
LCSS
L B n S

A A E
BLANKS.

(Fill the blanlcs with words pronounced alike but
spelled differently.)

1. He was ordered to out the of the church.
The does not grow on the island of ,

Will you a of apples for the child?

The was a man of mean .

I am afraid this will not agree with the

2.

3.

4.

5.

youn
C. The child began to - - for the -

Italian Boy.

ITidden Names op Ancient Grecian Deities.—

1. Venus. 2. Castor. 3. Saturn. 4. Cybelc. 5. Doris.

6. Occanus.

Ornithological Amputations.—1. Powter, tower.

2. Plover, lover. 3. Snipe, pine. 4. Ortyx, Tory.

All contributions for the Puzzle-Bos should be ad-

dressed to "Aunt Sue," Bos 111, P. O., Brooklyn, N.T.

AUNT SITE'S NOTICES TO CORTiE9PONT>ENTS.

Hannait K.—Thanks for your " contribution, " but as

it may be found in most of the unabridged dictionaries

it is scarcely worth our while to publish it.

Thanks for answers, letters, etc. to O. A. Gage, Miles

P. J., Mary C. S., Maggie Cator, J. E. Frahm, W. II. S.F.,

James LI. G., and Mamie W.

A Corresponding Society.—One of

our boys writes that he thinks that a corresponding soci-

ety might be formed- among the farmers' boys which
would result in great benefit to its members, and sends
us a notice calling for the addresses of those who wish
to become members and asks us to publish it. This is a

question to which there are two sides, and we hope that

"O. F." will not think us unkind if wc decline to pub-
lish his call. In the first place he takes no measnres to

satisfy us that there is such a person as " O. F.," and we
do not Inoic—although wc do not think it—but it is a
dodge of some one to get the addresses of boys all over
the country. Secondly, we do not think such a proposi-
tion would meet the approval of parents in general. We
should not wish a son to be in correspondence with a

circle of boys of whom we know nothing whatever. A
forced correspondence of this kind is not likely to result

in much good. If " O. F." is desirous of improving him-
self let him get together half-a-dozen or more boyB in

his own neighborhood and form a young Farmers' Club,

lie will find it of much more use than a wide-spread cor-

respondence with Btrangers you never have seen.

ber of muscles into play, and not only exercises the arms,

hut the chest and, in fact, the whole body. Rowing is

now very popular with college students, and crews from
a number of the leading colleges have a yearly rowing
match, which is the occasion of mnch excitement. They
carry a good thing too far, but even that is better than

horse-racing. The hoy is fortunate if he. like the one in

the picture, has an "old salt" for a friend, who will

teach him how to handle the oars. Of course great skill

can only be had by practice, but you can get along much
faster with a little showing. It is amusing to see what
work those make who are unused to rowing; they lay

out a great deal of strength to little purpose, and get move
tired in fifteen or twenty minutes than a regular oarsman
would in all day. Some men who live in the lake

regions make nothing of rowing twenty miles or more
from one point to another. The hoy in the picture has

"caught a crab." Perhaps yon doirt know what that

means. When one misses a stroke and instead of pulling

his oar against the water pulls it against the air he is

very apt to lose his balance and tumble over, and this is

what sailors and water-men call " catching a crab."

Writing: for t\\e Paper.—A number
of boys and girls have written us articles that they wish

us to print. Now, we are always glad to hear from any
boy or girl of our large family ;

you may he sure of that.

But wc must be the judge as to the printing. There are

but few very young people who can write what other

young people would care to read. It might please the

writers to see what they have written in print, but we do

not often get an article from boys and girls that we think

should be printed. "But should wc not try?" 01

course yon should, and the very first one who writes

what we think the rest would he pleased to sec will have

the article appear in the paper. You who can nol yi
I

spell all the words correctly must not think of writing

for the paper. First learn to write a plain and neat

hand without making a single mistake in spelling;

the time will be much more usefully employed than

in writing things that you hope may be printed.
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Life Insurance.

THE largo majority of men do not accumulate.

Tbey live in the present. They take care of

to-day's wanta with to-day's means. They use

their capital, forgetful that it may at any time be

made unavailable by disease or accident, or swept

away entirely by death ; forgetful also that, as the

years roll on and the palsy of age steals over them,

that capital which they have in life and health will

gradually diminish and its incoming interest

grow less.

These considerations, to the man who has only

himself to care for, are but trifling. He knows that

so long as he is able to work he will be provided

for, and that when death comes he will receive the

last offices of the living—whether kind and loving

or merely formal matters little to him. But he

wh» has a family should bethink himself that he

liveth not unto himself alone ; that he owe.3 a duty

to those who are dependent upon him. Of the

capital which he has in his strong arms and his

trained intellect, only so much belongs to himself

as is necessary, by its use, to provide himself with

the means of living, and that which remains belongs

to those whose natural protector he is. He has no

right, if he can in any way guard against the con-

tingency, to deprive them of their rightful share of

the capital. He may guard against that contin-

gency, if he shall live long enough, by saving his

surplus till it shall reach a sum sufficient for their

support. It is well—nay, it is his duty—to do this.

But in the way of its accomplishment stands that

ominous " if.'* To-day he is strong, capable, with

a long life apparently before him. His capital and

that of his wife and children is to all appearance as

secure as though it stood in United States bonds.

To-morrow the skeleton hand of the grim messen-

ger reaches for him, and his strength is impotent,

his skill is naught. The man's capital is dissipated !

To himself this is nothing, tor he has no earthly

wants to be supplied ; but to his family his death

is utter bankruptcy. For them "the strong staff

is broken," and they are helpless.

Just here the beneficence of life insurance is

made to appear. By accepting the oflcr held out

by the United States Life Insurance Co. of this

city, the man whose capital is all in himself may
continue that capital for the use of his dear ones.

There is no other investment so safe as this, and

none more profitable. The Company has proved

its stability through the most eventful quarter of

a century in the history of this country. Its plans

are liberal ; its management honest and capable
;

and its security beyond doubt.

The Best Water Pipe,
also the cheapest, when strength and durability

are considered, is the Tin-Lined Lead Pipe, made
by the Colwell Lead Co., No. 213 Centre St.,

New York. Price \&% cents a pound. Descrip-

tive Pamphlets 6ent by mail free.

S. B. Parsons & Sons offer at

Flushing, N. Y., Rhododendrons
and other Trees and Plants at

less than cost of importation.

HOWARD & CO.'S

Advertisement of

Walai Watches.

When you write, toty

nchwtieement earn in

"Am. AgriwUurisL."

A catalogue of all the
grides of genuineWaltham
Watches, with prices, will
be mailed free to any one
who writes to Howard &
Co., No. 223 Fifth Ave.,
New York. Watches or-
dered from it will be sent
by express for examination
to any part of the country.
Gold and Silver Watches
only. ALL warranted.
LOW prices and no risk.

SEND FOR THE BOOK
and judge for yourself.

Mutilated National Bank Notes

g
and C B. notes bought—one (11 per cent discount. Two
"*) per cent premium paid for broken National Bank Korea,
B HAVE.V & TOWNBEND, 40 6. 8d 6t„ Philadelphia, Pa.

MnTTT7V~M^DE_RAPIDLY^i ^Stencil
_
aid

JwlvlN iit I Kev Check Outfits. Catalogues and full par-
ticulars free. S. M. Spencer. 117 Ban over it.. Boston, Mass.

BANKING & FINANCIAL.

vr Banking-house of fisk & hatch.
No. 5 Nassau st., New York.

We bny and sell Government Bonds and Gold at cur-

rent market rates ; buy Gold Coupons ; buy and sell

Stocks and Bonds at the Stock Exchange on Commis-
sion, for cash ; rcccivo Deposits and allow Interest at

the rate of four per cent. ; make Collections, and trans-

act a general Banking and Financial business.

We also deal in the CENTRAL PACIFIC
and WESTERN PACIFIC GOLD BONDS,
which, at present prices, are very desirable for invest-

ment.

We are also selling the CEVl'IMI/ PACIFIC
GOLD SIX PER CENT LAND BONDS
at 85 and accrued interest.

FISK & HATCH.

The finest nnd richest chromo ever sent out by anv editor
us a premium. It is no "cheap <iaul>" or "meahiiifflefca
picture," as is proved by the unanimous verdict of all 10
whom :t lias been sent.

John J. TnoMAS, Union Springs, N. T.. writes: "The
common practice of offering Chromoa to subscribers has
nearly had lis day—third rate ones being chosen for the pur-
pose because they can not lie otherwise disposed of. This
on s, however, is n Very different thine—good aB a work of
art, and brilliant and refreshing as a picture. The fine dis-
play of fruit which it represents make* it very appropriate
tor the readers of tin* J-'ruit Hecorder, and I think all will be

|

pleased with It."

From James Vick. Rochester, N. F. :—" Friend Purdt:
Accept my thanks for your prettv Fruir Chrcmo. Tt is well
executed, and will be appreciated by all lovers of fruits and
p 'itntimrs. Next yettr. enppnse you give us a Chromo of
popular Small Fruits, in winch you take so much Interest."

From J. B. Root, Rockford, 111.: "We shall hereafter
have choice iruit in the house the year round, for your
Chromo iB fully equal to nature—one of the finest pieces tor
the drawing-room I ever saw."
We have similar testimonials from such men ns T. G. Ypo-

man?, Thos. Mcehan, Ellwanger & Barry, William Parry,
T. C. Maxwell, and hundreds of other subscribers who have
received it—most of ihem going into ecstasies over it. Out
of the twelve thousand we have now sent the Chromo to
we have not received a xiitffle complaint. We doubt if this
can be said of manv chromo* sent out as premiums. We
offer to refund the money and stop the paper if any are dis-
satisfied with ihe Chromo or paper and will return them to
us. We have the entire cnntrol of this magnificent fruit
piece, and it can only be had by subscribing for

" The Fruit Recorder & Cottage Gardener" for 1874,
a monthly, at $1.00 per year, or $1.15 with the Chromo.
Specimen copies of the paper sent/ree to all applicants. A
single copy will satisfy any one as to its being the mast
practical paper printed on this continent for the fruit grow-
er, flower fancier, and market gardener. Club agents say
they have found nothing like it and Chromo to work with,
and that no publisher offers more liberal inducements. All
necessary papers sent to such as desire to work for clubs on
application. We also send out a book of 61 nazes, called
" The Small Fruit In^trnrtor." which tells in a
plain, common-sense wav just how to grow small fruits in
abundance for family U9e and market. Price, pott-pukl, 2J
cents. Address

A. M. PIIRDY, Palmyra. N. Y.

Send for The PIONEER.
I hear the tread of pioneers

Of nations yet to be

;

The first low wash of waves where soon
Shall roll a human sea.

A handsome illustrated paper, with Information for ths
fboplb, mailed free to all applicants. Address

O. F. DAVIS,
Zand Comjnissioner TJ. p, R.R^

OMAEA, NEB.

Farm for Bale. Rare Chance

Consumers Importing Tea Co.,

)

No. 8 Church Street,
f

P. O. Box 5,509. New York City. )

Th a is a combination of capitalists to supply the consum-

ers of Teas throughout the United States on the mutual

principle.

Wo have experienced agents in all the best districts of

China and Japan to select Teas especially tor our trade.

Wc expect every consumer of Teas to render us all the

assistance they cau iu carrying out our enterprise, as we
make a specialty of SUPPLYING CONSUMERS ONLY
(and allow no middlemen to make any profit on our Import-

ations), which will enable us to supply them with Teas at

prices lower than have ever been known, and of thoBe fine

qualities that seldom reach the interior, being Bold oaly In

the large cities and among the very wealthy.

rioping the consumer will take an interest In our enter-

prise, and send at once for a circular with full explanations

of how to proceed to obtain our goods, wc remain,

Most respcctlully yours,

Consumers Importing Tea Co.,

P. O. Box 5,509.

No. 8 Church Street,

New York City.

Entered, according to Act "f Congress, In January, 1874,

by the Consumers Importing Tea Co.. in the Office of th*
Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. C.

GREAT DEDUCTION.
TEAS and COFFEES

At Wholesale Prices.
Increased Facilities to Club Organisers.

Sen:l for New Prico-Ztfst.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
(P. O. Box 5W3.) 31 mid 33 Vescy St., New York.

GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.

The Oldest, Largest, ana Most Perfect Manufactory In the

United States.

No other Musical Instrument ever obtained the sam«

popularity.

tW Send for Price-Lists.

Address BUFFALO, N. Y-

"Th^ Best Article in the
larket."—,4m*. JnsUnUe itepw*. iS7.l

to bny a farm under good cultivation. 100 acres: well '

watered ; suitable for stock-breeding, dairy, or tobacco.
Good buildings. 15 miles from Hartford; 2 miles from
R.R. station; IK miles from six churches, good schools,
and markets. Address

WM. K. HURD, Forestville, Ct. i or our weekly

mmmm,
H. W. JOHNS, 87 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
Patentee and Sole Manufacturer. Established 1853.

Beckwith Sewing Machine Co.

Will exchange their $30 PORTABLE FAMILY
SEW1SG MACHINE! for their $10 and $11 machines,

and allow for the same when returned their retail price le»9

t?, to apply In part payment of one new $20 machine. Send
for Circular and samples. Address

803 Broadway, New York.

BY MAIL-o plants
for»l/0; 19.00 per 1*. See
Advertisement, page 156.

PARSONS &, CO., Flushiug, n-.T.

ROSES
R. B

WA. COVERT Ac CO., Produce
• Commission Merchnnts. No. 63 Pearl Street.

New York. "Quick sales and prompt returns.** f^*~Sonc(
Prices- "ea-enrrent and Marking Pl-Ue. U£%
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NEW POTATOES.

*"«• ru„ —

-

COMPTON'S SURPRISE.
Showing the product from a single eye In the grounds of F. Seiler, Verona, N. Y., who raised 3S4 pounds from

one pound of seed.

lioy.il Horticultural Society Garden, at Chiswick, this sea-
son, I thought the fuirust w;iy would be to send your sam-
ples to be tried with the rest. I sent them under numbers,
so that no one but myself knew either the names of the
varieties or the senders. I have now the pleasure of telling
you that a Fir* I Class Certificate was awarded by
the judges to your Extra Early "Vermont and to
Browneirs Bcanty. No doubt vou will obtain official
notice of this ere long: meanwhile I thought vou would
like to know how much appreciated your potatoes were.

I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant,
(Signed), ' MAXWELL T. MASTEliS.

To B. K. Bliss & Sons, New York.

To the two popular varieties. Extra Early Vermont
and Campion's Surprise, introduced by us last
Spring, we take pleasure in adding two new varieties,
Snowflake and ttrownell's Beauty, as medium
sorts maturing between the two, their equal in quality and
productiveness—and the most beautiful varieties in cultiva-
tion. The great popularity of the Earlv Eose, Peerless, and
others of Bresee s seedlings first offered by us, and their
general adaptation to the various Boils and climates of the
civilized world, have induced thousands in all parts of the
country to experiment in faisine seedlinss. In hope of pro-
ducing a betLer one, a large number of which have been
sent to us for trial. After being carefully tested bv ourselves
as well as several of the most experienced cultivators in
the country, the above named varieties have been selected,
which we otfer to our patrons, fully confident of their
superiority.

In addition to the many valuable testimonials received
from growers of the above varieties in our own country,
the foliowing favorable note is received from Dr. Masters,
the talenten and well-known editor of ihe London Garden-
ers' Chronitiie, which shows the high estimation in which
Brownd's Beauty and Extra Early Vermont
are held in iCngland

:

GxRUENERS' CKBONICLE AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE J

Office. London, England, October 7, 1873. S

Gentlemen: Last year you were good enough to send us
for trial some of your new kiuds of Potatoes. As a large
trial of ovex 300 sort* was projected to be carried out at the

$1,500 IN PREMIUMS.
IMPORTANT TO POTATO UROWERS.
djf"p;A fifk to t»e divided among the six successful competitors who shall produce the largest quantity of
OD 0\J.\J\J either of the following varieties of Potatoes: EXTRA EARLY VERMONT,
BIIOWMILL'S BEAUTY, or COMPTON'S SURPRISE, from one-quarter of an acre of
measured ground. ¥250 for each variety.

Q*7 IK fi 4~bA t0 De divided among the Bix successful competitors who shall produce the largest quantity from
•35 I O \J. \f\f ONE POUND of the seed of either of the above named varieties. $250 for each
variety. Suoject to conditions named in our Potato Catalogue, a copy of which will be mailed to all applicants.

0y THE SEED IN ALL CASES TO BE PURCHASED FROM US. _&3
BLISS'S CAkDENERS' ALMANAC AND ABRIDGED CATALOGUE,

One Hnndrea pages, illustrated. Mailed to all applicants inclosing two three-cent stamps.

Bliss's "Illustrated Catalogue and Guide to the Flower and Kitchen Garden, 200 pages
Rivera1

, hundred illustrations, witli a beautiful colored lithograph. Mailed to all applicants upon receipt of 25c. Address

Prices for Eroff*nelV8 Beauty and Campion's Surprise.—
Per lb.. $l;3 lbs. to one address, $2, by mail, prepaid.
By express or freight, charges paid by the purchaser,
K peck. $S; 1 peck, $5; %, bushel, $8; 1 bushel, $15;
1 barrel, $30.

EXTRA EARLY VERMONT.—By mail, prepaid, 1 pound,
75 cents; 3 pounds, $1, By express. charges paid by pur-
chaser, 1 peck, $3; X bushel, $5; bushel, $9; barrel, $20.

SNOWFLAKE—by mail, prepaid, $3 per pound.

For full description of each of the above varieties, see
our Utiixtrated Potato Catalogue, which will be mailed free
to all applicants.

Z£.
V. O. Box 07 1 a.

ELiISS eft! SONS,
23 Park Place and «U Murray St., New York.

Seed Potatoes a Speciality.

Vermont Early Rose,
PKBKX.KSS, WHITE PEACH-BLOWS, and
othei varieties, in fine order, selected especially for plant-

ing. Prices reasonable. Order of TATEM & DAVENPORT,
No. 1 Delaware Avenue Market, Philadelphia.

SEED and POTATOES £^cra£»M!
tsuKatr JUeet. The best to raise for stock. Yields, with
goocl culture, from 25 to 80 tons per acre. Seed—I oz., 15c.

;

J»lb„ 40c: klb.Wc.; lib. J1.S5; 4 lbs.ji.50. Potatoes
—Early Virnwat-Sir/i«( Potato Known. 1 lb.. 50c:
i 'os., %u,a. Compton's Surprise— {l raised 3H0%
lbb. from I lb.) 1 lb., 15c. ; 4 lbs.. S2.50.

DAVTO K. WOOD, Morrisvllle, Lamoille Co., Vt

CHOICE SEEDS.
Mar'!i:et Gardener's Stools;

FOR EARLY PLANTING.
bottler's Bnoswlct Cabbage Per oz., 75c. Perpkt., 15c.
Tn;e Jersey *'.-Bkef) eld do " 75c. •' 15c.
Boston Mai set Dwarf Celerv " 60c. " lOo.

" " Hotbed Lettuce... " 50c. " 10c.
White Splned Hotbed Cucumber.. " 50c. " 10c.
Our new Seed Catalogue for 1874 will be

veadv Febre;try 1st. Free to all applicants,
.address SCUXUGEL, F.VKKETT & CO..

, Boston, Mass.
KUKL, K\ K Ki-

ll) Sooth Market Bt„

H*Uvi>AKD SQUASH SEED.
Strictly pure. Grown lm. from anything that would

toil. 10a per pkt., post-paid.
AXONZtJ HITCHCOCK, Concord. Dodge Co., Minn.

^p#^p1P
The HANSON LETTUCE.
The most tender, sweet, and delicious variety grown ; free

from any bitter or unpleasant taste ; heads large and solid,

oiten weighing 3 lbs. Single pkgc 23 cts. 5 pkgs
Si. A LiBKUAi, Discount to Dkalkbs. ITS'" Setici for
Dreer's Garden Calendar for 1874, 16S pages,
illustrated, with practical directions. Mailed FREE to

all applicants. HEIVRY A. DREER,
714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Our Annual Spring Catalogue of Flower and Vegetable

SeedB lg now ready. Free to all on application.

Seed Time Cometh!
The twenty-first editions of our illustrated FLOWER and

KITCHEN GARDEN DIRECTORIES for 1874, with a Sup-
plement of Novelties and Selections, embracing a list of
Seed grown by the best Boston Market Gardeners and also
by the most famous European growers of flowers and vege-
tables, including many that can rarelv be lound elsewhere,
will be forwarded about the first of February to all custom-
ers free of charge, and to other applicants inclosing a three*
cent stamp. D. T. CURTIS & CO.,

161 Treniont St., Boston, Mass.
Successors to Curtis & Cobb.

Si: I l> FOR EARLY FORCING.
Tomato, New Early Dwarf, fine for small gardens—

# pkt. 25o.
Tomato, Canada Victor, a superior productive early var.—

V pkt. 15c.
Tomato, The Arlington, bright red, solid, and fine form—

per plct. 25c.
Boston Market Tennis Ball Lettuce—V oz. 75c. ; 15c. V pkt.
White Spined Cucumber, improved— *' 50c. ; 15c. "
Long Frame Cucumbers, High'd Mary and Hailstone, each

25c. per pkt.

Fresh & Genuine Wethersfield ( Ct.)

ONION SEED.
By mall, post-paid, at following rates :

Per lb. Per oe.
Wet.hersfleld Large Red—true $3.00 .20

Medium Earlv Thick Red 3.50 .25

Extra Early Red—very early 3.75 .30

Yellow Danvers—true 3.50 .25

White Portugal or Silver Skin 4.00 .30

White Globe—extra tine 5.00 .40

Fottler's Imp. E'v Brunswick Cabbage—true. 12.00 1.00

Comstock's Pre. Flat Dutch " " 4.00 .30

Comstock's Seed Sower and Onion Weeder combined, by
express, $15.35.

I would again call the attention of gardeners and others
to the great superiority of our true WethersjUXd grown
Onion, as well as other Seeds, and urge upon them the im-
portance of procuring reliable seed.
Catalogues sent free to all.

R. D. HAWLEY, Seedsman, Hartford, Conn.

My business is to supply, what every farmer of experience
is most anxious to get, perfectly reliable Vegetable and
Flower Seed. With this object in view, besides importing
many varieties from reliable growers in France, England,
and Germany, I grow a hundred and fifty kinds of vegetable
seed on my four seed farms, right under my own eye.
Around all of these I throw the protection of the three
warrants of my Catalogue. Of new vegetables 1 make a
specialty, having been the first to introduce the Hubbard
and Marblehead Squashes, the Marblehead Cabbages, and a
score of others. Mv Catalogue, containing numerous fine
engravings, taken from photographs, sent /?•«.» to all.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

.^LMATEUP^

rfo THE FLOWER AND KITCHEnN
GARDEN

Enxaeged ant> Improved.
Magnificent Colored Plate
Hundredi of Engravings, beside De-
scriptive Price List of 3000 varieties
of cnoice Flower and Vegetable Seeds,
Rare Gladiolus, Lilies, fee, ic. Full

• directions for culture. Complete in ev-
s ery respect Sent fre« on receipt of two
stamps. Address

WASHBURN & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

Hew & Hare Plants.
Our Illustrated Catalogue of

Plants for 1874
Is now readj*. and will be sent free to all onr customers, and
to all others on the receipt of two 3-cent stamps.

HOVEY & CO., 53 North Market St., Boston.

SEEDS

!

SEEDS!
SEEDS!

Spooner's Prize Flower Seeds:
\1 varieties Splendid Aster Seeds
mailed to applicants upon receipt
of $1.00. New Illustrated "Seed"
Catalogue free. Address Wat. H,
Spooner, 4 Beacon St., Boston.

|4 STYLES,^r&Ml
' Seedereand Cultivators, for Farm or
(i»r<K-n. Lidit aud durable. No equal, Domett-
ii.' or Imported. DflsoriptlTe Circulars of ft.

: ,. ALLEN A CO., 1« S. 4tu S L. r tiihv.Pt.
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Early Jersey Wakefield Cabbage
Plants—fall sown * -'»

Celery Plants—Boston Market and Sealey a

Leviathan -75

Tomato Plants—Canada Victor S.OO

Extra select Trophy l.oO

Lettuce—Boston M'k't and Simpson, tall sown .50

Massey's Winter Head (best frame
Lettuce) 2.00

" Hanson 2.50

Egg-Plums — Improved New York, pers
"doz.,*l.00 5.00

Sweet-Potato Plants—Southern Queen
and Yellow Nansemond •«>

Asparagus—Conover's Colossal, 2 yrs., Ex
*tra nSe a,-Cabbage Plants—In July, Druniuead.Wm
nigstadt. Savoy, Flat Dutch, and BrunS'
wick

100. 1,000.

1.00

30

$6.00

6.00

10.00

4.00

2.50

6.00

2.50

If to be sent by mail add $1.00 per 100. Correspondence
solicited with those who plant largely.

MASSEY & HUDSON,
tlnstti town, K.ent Co., Md.

Marblehead Mammoth

!

You will And in my Seed Catalogue letters from a tcore of

people who, bv following the directions sent with every
package of seed, have raised this Cabbage to weigh from
30 to OO lbs. a single head: I was the original in-

troducer of this giant Cabbage, and my seed is all grown
from heads that are extra large and very solid. Sent post-

paid bv me, 25 cts. per package ; $L per ounce ; $10 per lb.

My Seed Catalogue sent free to all applicants.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead. Mass.

SILVER-LEAF DRUMHEAD

CABBAGE SEED.
"For Makket or Family use this 1b unsurpassed. It In-

variably forms a solid head of good size, beeps well, and
always brings the best price in market.
Price, per ounce, $1.00; per pound, $12.00.

Seed Catalogues sent on receipt of stamp for postage.
Address

R. H. ALLEN & CO
1S9 and 191 Water St., New York City.

Agents wanted for

WATERS 1 TREE

PKUNEK.
lihgt, gend for circular

cnEAP and Price List, to

E. S. LEE & Co.,
Practical Box 642i

Durable Rochester, N. Y.

h 4 foot pole

ty Samples C. o. D. or on receipt of price.

PEACH TREES.
Stand, and Mrf Pears,

Ct/ieeants, Gooseberries, Blood-
Leaved Peaches, Plum Seed-

lings, Osage Orange,
And a full line of other stock.

The HeikesNurseet Co., Payton. O.

PEACH TREES—Leading sorts.—No. 1
Trees $8 per 100. $60 per 1,000. Extra Apple Trees.

Hedge Plants, and general varietv trees and plants at low
rates. JOHN WAMPtEIJ, Carthage, Missouri.

BRASB¥WINE Raspberries, red, $2 per
50, or $30 per 1,000. Heistine, large, red. hardy. $5

per 50. Boyrlen No. 30 Strawberries, $1.25 per 100,
post-paid. Monarch, $1 per doz., $6 per 100. Wil-
son's $8,50 per M, $30 per 10,000. Specialities. Also other
Small Fruits. Trees and Vines.
Berry Baskets —various kinds—in lots of

50 01-50,000. Price-lists, with references, etc.. free.
K. H. HAINES. Malden-on-the Hudson, ST. Y.

SMALL FRUIT PLANTS and
PEACH TREES—genuine—at low rates. See

page 111, last number Am. Agriculturist. Catalogues free.
JOHN S. COLLINS, Moorestown, N. J.

ANGER'S QUINCE STOCKS.—
No. 1 $U; No. 2 $11) per 1,000. Apple Seedlings—No. 1

$5; No. 2 $1 per 1,000. T. & H. HALE, "Wales, N. T.

TREES, Etc.
SPRING OF 1874.

We invite the attention of Planters and Dealers to our
large and complete stock of

Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees,
Grape Vines, Small Fruits,
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses,
New A; Rare Fruit & Ornamental Trees,
Evergreens, and Bulbous Hoots,
New 3c Rare Green & Hot House Plants.

Small parcels forwarded by mail when desired.

Prompt attention given to all inquiries.
Descriptive and Illustrated Priced Catalogues sent prepaid

on receipt of ttampt, as follows ;

No. 1—Fruits, 10c. "No. 8—Ornamental Trees, 10c.
No. 3—(ireeuliou.se, 10c, No. 4— Wholesale Free.

Address
AKdiviiMo. ELLWANGER & BARRY,

Mount Bope Nurserie-1. ROCHESTER, K. Y.

rees! Flowers !TAll Kinds—Wholesale and Retail.

l)u(< Ins. Nurseries, Poughlteepsie, IV. T.
Choice Stsck. (Established 1863.) Cheap Rates.

ELMS for avenues, fine Norway Spruce, American Arbor-
vitas, Hemlock, etc. Walter Grape (only American
raisin Grape) and Downing Gooseberries, Specialties.

Greenhouse and Bedding Plants very cheap, in

large or small quantities. Send for Priced Catalogue.

WOPFBR1 12 Choice Bedding Plants in 8 sorts,

sent by mail, post-paid, lor $1. Safe arrival guaranteed.

An extra Plant to all who state where they saw this adv't.

W. L. FERRIS, Je., & CO., late L. M. Ferris & Son.

Sweet

Chest-

nut

Trees,

Etc.

600,000 SWEET CHESTNUT.
10,000 SPANISH CHESTNUT.
A Circular free.

200,000 GREEN-HOUSE PLANTS.
A 56-pajje Catalogue free.

25,000 ROSES, dormant.
25,000 ROSES, in pots, for Spring.

100.000 GRAPE-VINES.
5.000 TULIP TREES, 6 to 10 feet.

50,000 PEACH TREES, First-class.

2.000 WEEPING MOUNTAIN ASH.
1,000.000 EVERGREENS. Best in the market.

100,000 DECIDUOUS TREES.
500,000 FRUIT TREES.

20th Year. 300 Acres.
11 GREEN-HOUSES. Address

STORKS, HARRISON A CO.,
PA1NESVILLE, Lake Co., Ohio.

CHOICE TREES,
FRUIT and ORNAMENTAL. SHRUBS and HARDY
PLANTS. ROSES a specialty. All at low prices to suit the

times. Send for our new PRICE-LIST per dozen, 100 or

1,000. Address W. S. lJTTMJ,
Commercial Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

TREES.
Imported and Native Nursery
Stock at Wholesale and Retail. Price-
list mailed free.

P. CHAPMAN,
50 and n2 Vesey St., New York.

GRAPEVINES.
All leading varieties. Extra quality. Genuine. Cheap.

Price-list free. T. S. HUBBARD, Fredonia, N. T.

Norway Spruce.
A large and splendid stock, 2 to 6 feet, at very low rates.

Also Pears, Apples, Peaches, and a general Nursery Stock,

by SMITH & POWELL, Syracuse, N. Y.

NORWAY SPRUCE. 100,000.
All sizes.

Very fine. FRUIT TREES—A large slock. Send for
Catalogue. J. W. ADAMS, Springfield, Mass.

000,000 Transplanted Gverp^ens^ $'0.50 will huv 1.000 transplanted Arbor-vitae. packed
and delivered at R.R. or Express office. Catalogues, and
How, When, and where to Plant Evergreens mailed for
stamp. WM. MORTON & SON.

Allen's Corner, Cumberland Co.. Maine.

Native Evergreens.
Unlearn Fir, Arbor-Vitse. White Pine, Spruce, and Hem-

look. Also I.arch. 5 to 12 inches high at $;
s
. per l,ooo

;
$io for

5,000. Packing free. JAS. A. ROOT, sknneateles, N.Y.

THE II%EXHAirSTI«lJE—New Ever-
bearing Strawberry.—A cross of Victoria and Pine-

apple, by fmabrtle) France. Large berries (mm May to
frost. 1 plant. 50c. ; 5, $2; 10, $3. Cions of Souvenir dii
Consrps—slzemonstrntis, ripens before Bartlett. New Straw
berries, Raspberries. Blackberries, and Currants. Send for
descriptive cntalogue.
W. S. CARPENTER & SON, Rye, Westchester Co., N. Y.

AEJBATVY SEEDLING STRAW-
BEHKV— *'J.r.O per 1.000. Seth Hoyden's No. MO—$3

per 1,000. Chas. Downing and Kentnrkv— $'2.50 per 1.000.
SAMUEL C. DE COtJ, "Moorestowu, N. J.

ROSES.
Eight Well-Established Pot Plants
of everblooming sorts sent securely packed by mail for

ONE DOLLAR.
These will bloom the entire summer in the open ground*

and at this price persons at the North can afford to let them
go with the Verbenas and other Bedding Plants in the

autumn. Send for our list of $1 collections of plants. The
cheapest offer in the whole country.

MASSEY &, HUDSON,
< lust* i tow ii, Kent Co., Maryland*

BEAUTIFUL. EVER-BLOOMINGR O S E S,
STRONG POT-PLANTS,

Suitable for Immediate Flowering. Sent

Safely by Mail, Post-paid,

5 Splendid Varieties, purchaser's choice, Si;
13 for $3. For 10 cents additional we send

MAGNIFICENT PREMIUM ROSE.
Our elegant Spring Catalogue for 1871, describing more

than 300 finest varieties of Roses, and containing lull
directions for culture, with chapters on winter Protection,
Injurious insects, etc., now ready. Sent FREE.

THE i>b.x;b:b; & COWARD CO.*
Rose Growers,

"WEST GROVE, Chester County, Pa.

A Specialty at the Roches-
ter Commercial Nurseries.
The best are the cheapest.s^ Hardy Hybrid Perpetuals.

extraplants from large pots for immediate blooming,
S3 per doz. by Express. Small plants by mail very cheaj>.

Splendid imported Tree Roses. All kinds ol Fruit and
Ornamental Trees and Plants. Send for our Circulars.

ROSESi

W. S. Little, Rochester, N. Y;

ROSES 6 for $1, 14 for £2, by mail,
post-paid.
A large collection of Bed-

dine Plants, Hardy Shrubbery, etc. Plants by mail a spe-

cialty. A SPLENDID PREMIUM FUCHSIA
with each PACKAGE where 10c. is added.
Catalogue free on application. Address JOSEPH T*
PHILLIPS, West Grove, Chester Co., Pa.

Packing

PostAG*

FreET

LADIES ^is
12 Verbenas, 12 kinds. - - $1.0(1

lOBeddingJPlants, 10 kinds, 1.00
lOBaBket Plants, 10 kinds, - 1.00
6 RoseB, 6 kinds, - - - - 1.00
6 Geraniums, 6 kinds, - - 1.00
All named Borts, our choice.
100 other things cheap.
A Premium offered lo Clubs.
A 56 page Catalogue Free.
20th year, 300 acres, 11 Greenhouses
Address,

ST0EES.EASEIS01T&C0.,
PainesTille. Lake Co.. Ohio.

ERBEHAS.-l Doz. Fine Varieties packed
and sent anywhere for $1.00.

i: 1> B \O PLANTS.—1 doz. ass't'd for
Bloom through the Summer. $1.50, with Basket.

ONES.—1 Doz. assorted Tec, China, and Hy-
B

brids for $2.50, packed and shipped. Send for Cata-
B. P. CRITCHELL, Cincinnati, O.

FLOWER SEEDS
I will send by mail, post-paid, 50 varieties of choice Flow-

er Seeds for $2.00. 25 varieties lor $1.00. 10 varieties for 50c.
R. H. HARRIS. Yarmouth Port, Mass.

—The true CAPE COD CHANBERRY—
best sort—Upland, Lowland, or Garden—by
mail prepaid. Priced Catalogue gratis of
this and all Fruits, Ornamental Trees, Ever-
greens, Shrubs, Roses, Plants, etc., andfresh.
Flower and Garden Seeds (25 sorts $1)—the

choicest collection in the country—with all novelties.
500,000 Conover's and Giant Asparagus, 1, 2, and 3 years.

B. M. WATSON.
Old Colony Nurseries and Seed Warehouse,

Plymouth, Mass.

c. c.
c.

FERMHH
PRESS&S,"DIES|'

ANp ALL' **

FRUIT-CAN
;
. TOOLS:!,

. S'ei/D T&R ^fTHpCiRAPll

Matthews' Garden Seed Drill
Devised bv the inventor and manufacturer ofthe Hol-
brook " Regulator" Drill to excel
that or any other ever used. Ichal- .

lenge the production of its equal, f

Send for descriptive circular to

J. 15. SMAiJ^,
10 S. Market St. Boston, Mass.

Brick and Tile Machines.
For circulars address J. W. PEHPIELD,

Willoughby. Lake Co.. Ohio.

LOVELL'S FAMILY WASHING MACHINE.—
Price f". A. perfect success. Warranted forfive years.

Agents wanted. Address M. N. LOVELL, Erie, Pa.
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ARE YOU GOING TO PAINT?
OVER 200,000 HOUSES

PAINTED WITH TUB

Averill Chemical Paint.

White and all the fashionable shades
mixed ready for use and sold

by the gallon.

Choice Flowering Plants

GIVEN AWAY!

EXTRACTS FIIOM OUR LETTERS.

Hon. Jas. Neglky, Pittsburgh. Pa.: "Altogether 1 find
the ' Averill ' the cheapest and nest.**

Petbr Henderson. Esq. :
" The ' Averill ' has proved su-

perior to lead aud oil."

C. \v\ Spoonki*, Treas., Cordage Co., Plymouth, Mass.:
"The ' Averill Chemical * has proved good.

C. A. Ar.r.YN'. Esq., Palmyra, N'.Y.: "The 'Averill Paint'
Is as bright to-day as when applied three years ago."

Hundreds of testimonials from owners of the finest resi-

dences In the country, with Sample Card of Colors, fur-

nished free by dealers generally, and by the

AVERILL CHEMICAL PAINT CO.,
33 Burling Slip, New York; or 133 East

River St., Clevclanil, Ohio.

Carbonized Enamel
15 AS PURE AS CLASS.

The Bridgeport M'f'g Co.,
OP BRIDGEPORT, COIVIV.

(Office, No. 8S Chambers St., New York),
Hiive the exclusive control of this valuable enamel, and are
using It to cover ..11 <>t their celebrated

American Submerged Force Pumps.
Thev also enamel pipe inside find out, which delivers the

wa r or chemlc dlv pure. The Enamel is composed of vege-
tabK1 matter, bake<t on so hard that a blow does not break
it, ana U resists acids that eat gold.

Gentlemen: I hare examined Die sections of Carbonized
Enamel Pipe submitted io me by you. It is superior to anv
pipe I have ever seen for resisting arids and conducting
water from springs or for use in connection with pumps,
etc. The Enamel adheres with astonishing tenacity, with-
standing even heavy blows; and the surface of the metal
where i lie enamel i* beaten off seems to be protected against
the ordinary action of water.

M. C. WELD,
Late Associate Editor Am. Agriculturist.

8 Fuchsias
a 1.00.

f ,2

r -5

The Florist's . Friend
ami Family Visitor.

~

A Monthly Journal of

16 pa^es. £1.25 pci

year. Edited by Mrs
S. O. Johnson (Dais*
Eyebright). Devoted tu

Flowers, Home Adorn
mente, Pursuits and! g
Pleasures. A sped- ^
men copy, with pack- _2
et of choice DoubU
Pink Seed for 10 cts.

8 Basket Plant* •

for $1.

Each subscriber, by •

6 Fine Geranl- ^
urns for SI . lc%

I I» M il 'I

sending 12c. postage,
can have any one ol

the dollar collection!

in this advertisement
as a premium. Th*3

plants are packed in
boxes, and will go in
pafety to any part of
the country. Address

A. REESER.
Erie. Pa,

S Summer Flow.
Plants for SI

lOUBLE TUBEROSE!
Flowering bulbs ; 1st class; 10c. each ; 3 for 25c.

;

$1 per doz. ; by mail, prepaid.

Carnation Pink Plants.
Best winter-blooming varieties ; 20c. each; $1.80
per doz. ; $10 per 100; post-paid.

Descriptive Catalogue of Plants, etc.. free.

CHAS. T. STARR, Avondale, Chester Co.. Pa.

THE REASON WHY WI? SELL

Two Millions
Of ROSES, GREENHOUSE, and BEDDING
PLANTS annually Is in consequence of our rates being

less than half that at which they arc usually sold. See

Combined List of Plant? and Seed-?, for Clubs, Dealers, or

buyers in quantity. Sent free on application.

SEEP8MEN A3TD FLOBIST6,

So CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

MUDGE & WOODS, So. S8 Chambers St., N. Y.,

are the exclusive selling njrents of the Bridgeport MT<r Co.
for the Licenses of States counties, and towns rights for the

American Submerged Suction and Force Pumps,

The Pulsometer or Magic Pump.
The simplest, most durable, nnd effective

steam pump now in use. Adapted to all

situations, and performs nil tlte functions of

a steam pump without its consequent wear
and care. No machinery about it. Nothing
to wear out. Will pump gritty or muddy
water without wear or injury to Its parts.

It can not get out of order.

C. HENRY HALL & CO.,

20 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

GRAPE - VINES
OUR SPECIALTY.

Price-lists for Spring, 1ST4, gratis. Correspondence soli-

cited. Address JMDOR BUSH *fc SON, Imshberg, Mo.

THE CROTON GRAPE.
Fine two-year-old plants of this variety by mail or ex-

press. Send for price-list.

S. W. CNDERHILL, Croton Landing P. O., N. Y.

The Snyder Blackberry
Ha* never winter-killed since discovered, 23 years ago. Flue
flavor. No hp.rd, sour co e. Good size, strong, erect canes,
with short, f.tout lateral-*. Few thorns. Nearly straight.
Needs neither protection nor stakes. Send lor circular.
Price—one root, 50c. ; 12. $3; mo,*?0; 1,000. $|.*0.

J. R. GAS TON, Normal, McLean Co., 111.

Farmers, Wheelwrights,
Bend for circular of the HOPE SEAT SPRING.
.wents wanted.

BENJ. F. WELLS. Sole Agenr,
47 Dey Street, New York.

WOM! IIIIM. NEW in relation to Boys'
k Boarding School. Btli year, .W> extras. All books fur-
uiihed /re« to scholars. Catalogues tree. Address

HIRAM H. POST. PrlQ., Sing Sing, N.Y.

Folding Plant Protector,

THI.j not only protects from bugs, borers, and fowl, but

subdues oil violence of wind, rain, and cold, keeping
ofl light frosts and facilitating the growth of young plants

In a wonderful degree. When open they cover nineteen

inches square, and when folded, twenty-four dozen can be

put Into a common flour barrel.

PRICE PER DOZEN, S 1 .50.
Send for circular of this or for any other article wanted

ou the Farm or Garden. Address

R. H. ALLEN & CO.,
189 and 191 Water Street,

P. O.Box376. New York City,
Send Stamp for our Illustrated Seed Catalogue.

LOVEJOY'S METALLIC

WKAXIIER HOUSES
Indicate the changes in the weather, and
are pretty mantel ornaments. The little
lady appears in lair and the man in
stormy weather, and they never make
mistakes. Sent prepaid to any address,
Balely packed, upon receipt of $2 (Two),
by AL.VAN L,. LOVEJOY,

Proprietor and Manufacturer,
339 Washington St. Boston.

Special jtri'-e to dealers.

l^IKST Premiums awarded by Ainer. Inst., 1870.X MICROSCOPES.
Illustrated Price-List sent free on application.

MAGIC LANTERNS.
Catalogue, priced and Illustrated, sent tree.

T. H. MCALLISTER, Optician, 49 Nassan-Bt., N. T.

GENTS wanted to Introduce our Justly celebrated
Articles for Ladles* and Children's wear. Indis-

pensable and absolutely necessary. Thousands sold
monthly. No lady or child can well do without
them.
Samples sent, post-paid, on receipt of $2.00. Send

for Illustrated Catalogue. „
LA PERLE RUBBKP. CO., 90 Chambers St., N.Y.A

VEGETABLE PLANTS AND ROOTS.
For Farmers and iUarket Gardeners.
Early Jersey Wakefield Cabbage Plants (cold frame), 810

per 1,000.

Early York, Flat Dutch, and Winningstadt, same rates.
Early Krturt Cauliflower Plai ts ('.old-frame ). £20 per 1.0C0.
HorBoiadish seis, *6 per 1,000.

Asparagus, Van Sicklen'B Colossal, 2 year old, $8 per 1.CO0." " "1 *' - 6 "
All the. above are tune ready for shipment.
New Sandringliam Dwarf Celery contracted for in quan-

tities, at special rales, delivered In July.
Purchaser- to the amount of $25 worth of Vegetable

Plants ic ill be sent our work on Market Gardening, -'f.ar.

dening for Profit" gratis; the price of the book is $1.50.

To rnich as do not want it, the value will be sent in addi,
lionai plants.

SEEDSKE1T, 85 00ETLATOT BT„ TTew York.

TO FAEMERS AND MAEKETMEN.
You want none but the very best of seed, grown jrom

carefully selected seed stock. "With the money you have to

Invest In manure, help, and glass, you know you can , >t

afferd to use any other; you feet very anxious about It -.

try anifE. Catalogues free to all.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Masn.

R. B. Parsons & Co.
Offer in their larje assortment of all the BEST
VARIETIES especially fine stocks of the following:

ORNAMENTAL TREES, of the best sorts.

EVtRCREENS of all the rarer sorts.

RHODODENDRONS—'he best hardy Shrnb.

FLOWERING SHRUBS in large variety.

ROSES—both dormant ami in pots—strong.

Also, by MAIL, smaller plants for snmraer blooming.

For Catalogues, address at Flushing, N. Y.

THE IVY HILL NURSERY
CATALOGUE

Of SMALL PRTJITS, SEEDS, and SEED POTA-
TOES will be mailed free to all applicants. AddreSi

REISIC & HEXAMER,
Newcastle, Westchester Co., N. Y.

SEEDS—PLANTS
—TREES—

Our Catalog-nee: One of Garden, Field
T

and Flower Seeds; Fruit, Hedge, and Tree Seeds: Grasses
and Clovers; Seed Potatoes, Onion Sets, etc. ,, and Garden
Requisites. One of Frai\ Shade, and Ornamental Trees,
Shrubs. Vines, Rose?, Climbing Plants. Small Fruits (5W.0O0
Wilson's Strawberrv i.etc. One of Greenhouse and Bedding
Plants ; Hardy Herbaceous Plants : Foliage Plants; Bulbs;
Vegetable Plants icoU-frame, hot-bed, and open ground).
Premiums on Vegeta'i.es for our exhibition table.
Above Catalogues free to all on application.

D. H. BROWN & SONS,
Seedsmen anl Dealers in Nnrserv Stock and Plants,

20 Hiram Street, New Brunswick, New Jersey.

VEGETABLETWEEDS,
FLOWER SEEDS,
FIELD SEEDS.

For Catalogues, write o

J. M. THORBURN & CO.,
15 John St., New York.

T'TJT'T' ^e Descriptive Price-List of
i ll.rjij. Trees. Sllriibg, Grape-Vlnea,* "" Small Fruits, Roses, nnd Bert-
fling Plnnts. which we forward bv mail or express.
A large assortment of nursery stock Baited to Lawu,
Park, and Cemetery planting. Send for Price-list.WILLIAM H. MOON, Morrisville. Pa.

Hawthorne Hedge Plants.
2 years, first class extra, at $8 per 1,000.

2 years, second class extra, at $5 per 1,000.

JAMES A. ROOT, fckaneateles, N. T.

F. X. HEISSINCER,
Practical Landscape aud Garden Engineer*

196 BROADWAY, ROOM 19, NEW YORK.
Furnishes Plans and Specifications for Parks, Private

Grounds, Greenhouses, Conservatories, Rustle Works, etc^
etc. ; also superintends the execution of such works. Plans
of works already executed can be seen at the office. Pre-
miums received at exhibitions at Munich 1K>8 and 1861 ; the
World's Fair, Vienna, 1873, American Institute, N. Y., 1873.

arged
proved, and published weekly. All
about Kansas. A large corps of
able writers. Sample copy free to
all applicants.
T. K. HUDSON. Ed. and Propr.,

Topeka, Kansas.

»290Plauo. Circulars fre«. U.S.PtanoCo. blO B'dway, N.T»
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Universal Fertiliser.
Guaranteed to contain not less than

5 pei* cent of" Ammonia,
t per cent of Actual Potash,
8 per cent of Soluble Phosphoric

Acid,
Besides reverted phosphate, bone phosphate, and other es-

sential and valuable constituents.

It is in the form of a dry and fine powder, uniform and

invariable. Send stamp for our descriptive circular.

"We havo had this fertilizer prepared expressly to offer

to farmers and gardeners a substitute for Peruvian Guano,

which shall exceed it in practical value for all crops.

Price SCO per ton, in bbls. of 25U lbs. each. Sample bags.

Also PERUVIAN GUANO direct from Government
Stores. Price reduced to $'/0 per ton, under guarantee.

Various other Fertilizers, Seeds, and Agricultural and
Horticultural Implements, Tools, and Machines, etc.

R. H. ALLEN &, CO.,
P. O. Box 376. 189, 191 Water St.,

NEW YORK.

CHARLES TREMAIN,
Manufacturer of the best and cheapest fertilizer in use.

Manlius Plaster.
AXAT.vsrs:—"Manlius" pure Gypsum, 9J.23; Nova Scotia

do., SS.Uii ; Cayuga, 71.75; Virginia do., 63.42,

MANLIUS CEMENT,
In use on GOVERNMENT, CITY, ami STATEWORKS RAILROADS, RESERVOIRS, and
CISTERNS for strong anil ordinary Masonry.
Has received the encomiums of eminent engineers, who

place it foremost in the ranks ol Hydraulic Cements.

QUICK LIME—A pt'rc caustic Lime for Farmer**
and Gullaers' nse.
Special freights obtained. Send for circular.

Works at MANLIUS, N. Y.

Farm Implements

^^^ FERTILISERS.
Buy the Best and at Lowest Prices.

N?l. ^jHoOUBLE^

[GROUND)))
fjPERuviAN

^REFINED^
[.warranted] WJONE.

Agricultural Almanac Sent Free.

H. B. QRIFFINa,
tS & GO COURTLAyDT FTKEET. N. Y.

GENUINE
Peruvian Guano.
FiKirEits, AGKicrLTTjr.isTS, and Dealers in Fertilizers

have now an opportunity of obtaining this valuable manure
in si.i all or large lots, at importers' prices, by
applying to the Special Agency just established for the pur-

pose of delivering Genuine Peruvian Guano to consumers at

any accessible port or railway station in the country. Full
particulars given in circular mailed free on application to

R. BALCAZAR,
No. 53 Beaver Street, New York.

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION":
Mess™. Hobson, Hrr.TADO & Co., Financial Agents of the

Peyuvlun Government, 52 Wall Street, New York. .

Mosks Tatloi-., Pres. National City Bank, S2 Wall St., N. Y.
T. C. Tract, Esq., Peruvian Consul, 'idy. Broadway. N. Y.

50c, $1, and $1.50 PER GALLON.

Cottage Color Paints e

Ground in Oil and mived ready for use. In cans, kegs
and libls. Liquid Slate Roof Paint. Cheap, durable, and
flre-proof. Send for curds or Oloi's and Testimonials.NEW YORK CITY Oil, CO., Sole Agents.

11G Maiden Lane, New York.

s ELF-ACTING GATES.
Mt'ilOLSOX'S PATENT,

i'lie best in tlie world. AddressAMERICAN GATE CO., Cleveland, O.

Don't You Forget It.
MEANS WHAT HE SAYS.

See advertisement in March number of the Am. Agricul-
turist, page 113, headed

A Household Necessity.
TRIUMPH SWEET CORN,

a new and valuable variety. For sale only by the originator.
Free by mail at 25 cts. a package; 5 pkts. $1.00; selected
cars $1.00 each. Address

DAVID C. VOORHEES, Biavt-riiburg, N. J.

CTSR.

CTSR.

CTSR,

CTSR.

CTSR,

CTSR.

CTSR.

CTSR.

CTSR,

CTSR,

CTSR,

CTSR.

Tested Novelties & very Desirable
Vegetable and Flower Seeds.
Westchester Co. (N. Y.) Cucumber Pickle Seed

produces at the rate of 400,000 to the acre. Arling-
ton, Canada Victor, Trophy, and Hatbaway's Ex-
celsior Tomatoes. Gipsey Water-melon (best ever
introduced), Nectar and HackenaacU Musk-mcl-
ons, Mammoth Chili Squash (Often weighs 200 as.),
Marblehead Squash. Fottler's Early' Drumhead
Cabbage, Egyptian Beet. Each 10 cts. pkt., 6 pkis.
50 cts., 13 pkts. $i.on.

Double Camellia ISalsam.Double Portulaca Mixed
Colors, Diadem Pink. Each 10 cts. pkt.
My Catalogue for 1871 (4K pages) and a pkt. of

any ol the above seed sent to any address for 10

cts., or without seed for a 3-cent stamp.
5 pkts. Choice and Showy Flower-seeds 23 cts.;

12 pkts. 50 cts. ; 2n pkts. $1.00.
25 pkts. Vegetable Seeds bv mail, prepaid. $1.00.
M Tomato Plants, either of above varieties, by

mail, for 50 cts., or 25 for $1.00.
It is no longer an experiment to plant my seeds.

as any one cau learn bv "what my customers say
1 '

in my Catalogue. H. E. AtKER,
Seed Grower, Woodbridge, N. J.

GAMEWELL'S GARDENS,
GAMEWELL BRO'S, Proprietors,

CScar Midland R.R. Depot), Hackccsack, N. J.

Flowering and Bedding Plants at lowest market

prices. Send for Circular.

The reason why we don't annually sell

Roses, Greenhouse, and Bedding Plants

Is that the Millions have not yet learned that our prices arc

less than those of any other Florists. Send for our Price-

list and give us a trial, and we will boon sell the two mil-

lions and more.

MASSEY & HUDSON,
CHestertown, Kent Co., Md.

NEW HARDY GRIPE.
THE CAMBRIDGE.

flovey & Co. arc now sending out this new and valuable

grape, somewhat resembling the Concord, but hardier than
the Concord—earlier than the Concord—and superior to the

Concord. Never mildews, never needs any protection.

Young vines $3 each, $30 per dozen. Scud for our descriptive

Plant Catalogue. Address,

HOVEY «fc CO., 53 North Market St., Boston.

Self - Frosel-

For Cripples

For In anil

State yonr weight
for illustrated cir-

styles and prices.

Please mention
this paper.

"Will remove May

ling Chairs

and Invalids
Oat Door Use.

:ind send stamp
cular of different

S. A. SMITH,
90 William St.,

N. Y. City.

1st to S3 Piatt St.

^Improved Foot Lathes.
Small Engine Lathes, Small Gear Cut-
ters, Hand Planers for Metal. Ball Turn-
ing Machines, Slide Rests, Foot Scroll
Saws. The very best. Selling every-
wli'M e, Catalogues free.

X. II. HAI.mviN, Lnconia, X. II.

Just the articles for Artisans or Amateurs.

Something* New,
Aftents wanted for too HOPE SEAT SPRING.
Send for circular.

HEXJ. F. WELLS. Sole Affenr.
47 Dcy Street, New York.

Turtle Harrow.
Wronght-iron frame ! Back-slant steel coulter teeth •

Self-sharpening ! Self-clearing ! Every one warranted !

The most pertect agricultural tool ever offered. Also iho
best steel plows. The best subsoil plow. Premium side-hill
and level land plows. Victor horse hoes, and a general
variety of the latest and best implements.CARR & HOBSON,

56 Beckinan Street, New York.

THE DONNELLY
PLOW ATTACHMENT.
This is figured and described in this number, page 133. It

saves two thirds of the labor In planting potatoes, half the
labor in putting in spring grains, and enables any plow and
almost any plowman to do excellent work. In fact, it

PERFECTS THE PLOW.
Price J$5. Liberal discounts to the trade. Address
WM. DONXKLXY, 397 Herkimer St., Brooklyn, N. T.

R. H. ALLEN & CO.. 18ft. 1D1 Water St., New York, are
General Agents. N. CORWIN & SON, River Head, are
agents for Suffolk Co., L. I.

SESSIONS & KNOX'S

Patent Hard Steel Plows.
Awarded Highest Prizes by the New York State, N. II.

State, Vermont State, and New England Agrl'I Societies.

Steel Plows possess many advantages over Cast-Iron
Plows. The Patent Hard Steel Plows have all the desirable
qualities ot hardness, flexibility, lightness, strength, and
durability combined, and embrace all sizes and styles
adapted to every kind of soil and to alt localities. Perform
better work, ami pass through the soil more easily than
other plows.

Also Swivel Plows for Side-Hill and Level Land, Eagle,

Knox's Pat. Inip'd, and other Plows.
Made onlv by

AMES PLOW COMPANY,
53 BeekmiLU St., New York,

ami Qui iii-y H all, Boston.
Descriptive circulars and price-lists sent free on application.

Seven reasons why
Event Lady using :i

Sewing Machine should
have the

MAGIC
THREADER:
1st, it saves the eyes;

2d, it saves the nerves

;

3d, it saves pointing the
thread ; 4th, it saves
ooking for the eye ; Bin,

it saves time ; 6th, it is a
great help in setting the
needle; 1th, it is simple,
reliable, and well made!
Sent hy mail, post-paid,

with instructions, for
25c. ; or one threader and
K doz. standard needles
for oOc. In ordering,
give name of machine.
Agents wanted every-
where.
THE ARGO M'F'G CO.,

Springlleld, Mass.
Box 342.

Sexual Physiology.
By R. T. TnALL, M. D. Containing Sexual Genera-

tion ; the Physiology of Menstruation : Impregnation ; Preg-
nancy; Parturition; Lactation; the Law ot Sex; Regulat-
ing the Number of Dflsprinjr; The Law of Sexual Inter-
course ; Hereditary Transmission ; Philnsophv of Marriage.
Prof. Wilder, of Cornell University, says it 18 the best work,

yet written on the subject. JO.IHW sold. Price $2.(0 by mail.
For $3.00 we send this book, file Herald of Health for one
vcar. and a volume ol the Complete Works of Shakspeare,
containing l.cioo pages and 80 illustrations. Agents wanted.

WOOD &, IIOLBROOK, 15 Lai&ht St., New York.

^5^,

m
BUILDSNG FELT.
This water-proof material, resem-

bling fine leather, is for outside
1 work tuo tar substances used) and

Inside, instead of plaster. Felt

carpetings, etc. Send two 3-cent

stamps for circular and samples.

C. J. FAY, Camden. N. J.

WAT^JDE©.-Tne United States Life Insurance Company is now reorganizing its Agency

Department, and is prepared to negotiate with gentlemen of business ability to act as

Agents. Previous connection with the business is not considered necessary.

Apply at the Home Office, 261 Broadway, New York. JOHN E. HEWITT, President
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«' Our Preference is the Buckeye."
—American Agriculturist, Juno, 1873.

TWO FIRST PREMIUM
GRAND MEDALS FOR MERIT

-A_-t "U'ioiina, 1873.

vSfS^AKINt^

-Uw/Hrtgffi?

^CIDREDW'ADRIAHCE.PLA-TT&CO

STYLES, SIZES & PRICES TO SUIT ALL FARMERS.
Deocrlptive Circulars Forwarded by MaiL

The Superior Hay Spreader
(Improved ami perfected for season of 1874).

This machine will do the work of ten men.
It Is the lightest draft machine ever built, one horse work-

ing it easily.
It has taken first premiums wherever exhibited.
Send for a descriptive circular.
The Superior Spreader is unsurpassed in beauty, work-

manship, and durability.
Manufactured by
THE HIGGAIVUM MAIVtJFACTURHVG CO.,

1 1 i «* «^a li iim , Conn

.

Address

lor Price List

ami description

P. K. DEDERICK & CO., MBAHY, H.Y.

BALES HAT
nthont Tramping

or Stopping.

THE P. 2. DEDSBICE PEBPETUAL EA7 PEESS

Rales hay faster, puts H in belter shape, with less help and
less expense than any oilier. A whole stack or mow of hay
may be pitched into' it without slopping or tramping, and
will be- discharged in bales by the machine without assist-
ance. See them in operation at our works, Tivoli St., Al-
bany, N.Y. ; No. 90 College St., Montreal, P.O.; No. 165
"West 16th St., Chicago, 111.; Cor. Wilkinson Ave. and Third
St., N. St. Louis, Mo.

CHAPMAN'S. The beat
and Conveyor In use.
nmended by a host of
ho have tried It.

Saves labor, time, money.
Sent on trial. Agents want-

". Circulars sent.

WEEKS & CO.,
SYRACUSE, N.T.

SEEDS!
Tested, Fresh, and Reliable.

Flower, Field, and Garden Seeds, wholesale and retail.
(Send for Catalogue.) Seeds in boxes on commission.

DETROIT SEED COMPANY,
20 and 22 Michigan Ave., Detroit.

TWO GO L.D-ME D ALS

9 #
3NIKPVW sihi aaoav/wv

Sugar Cane .and Sorgo Machinery,

Steam Engines, Horse Powers,
Farm Mills etc.

Manufactured by
CEO, X.. StltllER & BRO.,

Catalogues free. Buffalo. IT. Y.

Diamond State Separator.

No. 1, 28 Inch cylinder, 89 Inch separator, 1225.
No. 2, 30 " " 41 " "

2GT>.

No. S, 80 " " (For Steam Power) S00.
Simplest, lightest-running, cheapest, and best separator In

market.
Address TATLOK M'F'G CO.,
Agents Wanted. Westminster, Did.

SPRING
STEEL
TOOTH.

ITHACA

EXCELS AIX OTHERS.
Thousands In use giving i ntire satisfaction.
Mannfactim il bv

WI1KKLBK & MKLICK CO., Albany, N. Y.
WILLIAMS BROS., Ithaca, N.Y.
TOUNGLOVli. MASSKY .t CO., Cleveland, O.
GRAND RAPIDS M'F'S CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOUST'S PATENT HAY LOADER, mannfac-
tnrrd at the Mhm.mi.i.k Ao'l Wokkb, Meadvillc, Pa.

Warranted to elevate a ton of hnv from the winrow to the.
wagon In five minutes, and take it as clean as bv the hand
rorK. anil to be adapted to all ordinary meadow land. Send
lor Descriptive Circulars.

Straw Preserving Thresher.

This Machine leaves the straw straight and unbroken,
when it can again be i»,,r into bundles, making it more valu-
able for market. WITKRLEII & MKLICK CO.. Sole Manu-
facturers, Albany, K.T. Bend for circular.

TO PAHMERS & PLANTERS.
Docblk Refixed Poudhettb for sale in

lois to suit customers. This article is sold
for half the price of other fertilizers, and is
cheaper for Co/ton. Corn, Tobacco, and
Vegetables than any other in the market.
Price, delivered on board in New York City,
$25 per ton. I ask attention to the follow-
ing testimonials:

Charles A. Messenger,. Providence Co.,

R. I., writes :
" The Double-refined 'Poudrette

I bought of you has given satisfactory returns, and I con-

sider it the best of anything I can use for an early Crop."

Th./mas W. Latham, Providence Co., R. I., writes :
" I

would rather have your Dottble-reftned I\mdret/e than any
phosphate I ever used. "Where I "used it on Poiatoes it was
far ahead of any other manure."

L. n. Sheldon. Sup't of the New Jersey State Reform
School, writes : "We have used Poudrette for several years
upon our farm crops, and for the money invested we have
found nothing that has done us so much service."

S. J. Kelly, Burlington Co., N. J., writes: "I used
Double-refined Poudrette on Rutabaga Turnips alongside
of Peruvian Guano and Hen Manure. Where the Pou-
drette was applied the increase was thirty per cent over
the others."

William II. Cadt, Ocean Co., N. J., writes: "1 used
Poudrette ouCorn, Sweet and round Potatoes, Onions, and
Lima Beans. It brought forward my crops two weeks
earlier. I think it the best manure I ever used, giving
belter results than Peruvian Guano, at much less cost."

Van Antwerp and Van Botien. Montgomery Co.,N.Y.,
writes :

" Poudrette has been used in this locality for ten
years past, mostly on Corn, and those who have used it say
they have from Jj to ,

a
3
' more Corn by using the Poudrette.'*

W. F. GEitKiN, of Essex Co., N. T., writes: "I have
used the Double refined Poudrette for the lastjtot years;
and I consider it the cheapest fertilizer I can buy—giving
the best results for the cost."

Milton Strong, Suffolk Co., N. Y., writes: "I gave
Poudrette a thorough trial this year, using it upon Corn,
Potatoes, Lima Beans, Tomatoes, and Vines, and I have
never raised better crops. My Corn will yield 100 bushels
of ears per acre, and my garden was the surprise and ad-
miration of all who saw it."

Henry T. Horton, Cheshire Co., N. H., writes: "I
find, from experiments made last year, the Double-refined
Poudrette is the cheapest fertilizer to nse on Tobacco. I
put it beside Peruvian Guano with equal cost of both,
and the Tobacco was 30 per cent better where I used
Poudrette."

W. H. Remington, Hartford Co., Ct., writes: " I have
vsed Poudrette on Corn, Potatoes, and Tobacco. There
was but one piece of Corn in the place equal to mine, and
that had 30 loads of manure per acre and mine none. The
Tobacco started as soon as set and grew luxuriant."

Wm. S. Pomerot, of Hartford Co., Ct., writes : " I have
used the Double-refined Poudrette for several year.* on
Tobacco, and I think it one of the best fertilizers made
for this crop."

A Pamphlet giving full directions, etc., sent free on
application to JAMES T. FOSTEK,

GO Cortlandt Street, New York.

NOT8CE TO
Manufacturers of Agrlcnltnral Implemeits.

Parties deBirous of sending their MANUFACTURES for
EXHIBITION and SALE to the great INTERNATIONAL
AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION to be held at BREMEN,
GERMAN V, commencing June 13th, a. c, will tind it profit-

able to use cur medium, as we have made the most favorable
arrangements to this effect.

HAKJES & HERKT-OTZv
Forwarding A' Com mission Agents, BREMEN.
Particulars and references can be Jiail by addressing

Messes. liODIGEK, ElEliNAN & CO., 48 Broadway, N. Y.

wmmm
•PEED S TieAMER
For full particular?, address
ENGLE, KELLER Si CO., Lancaster, Pa.

CABLE FENOINGT
Cheap, handsome, and durable. Proof againBt Cattle,

fire, and Rust. Hundreds of miles erected. Send for Clr-

PIIILIP S. JUSTICE.
14 North Fifth St., Pliiladelphin.
42 Cliff St., New York.

The Home Corn-Sheller.
The best HAND NllKl.l.KK for family use in the

market. EVERY MACHINE WARRANTED.
PRICE 8'i..

r>0. Every Parmer and Poultry Raiser
should have it. Shipped c.o.D. to any part of the country.
Dealers, address for descriptive circular

LIVINGSTON & CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Kansas Farmer.
The best agricultural paper in the West. Enlarged, lm-

prOTCtl, ami published weekly. Sample copy free.

T. K. HUDSON, lid. and Propr , Topeka. Kansas.

1i.AVEr.AOK College and Hudson River Inst., at Haver-
J ack, N. V. 20 instructors. Aloxzo Flack, Ph. D., Pres-
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New Excelsior,
for fl*74.

PRICES OF HAND MOWERS.
No i,_-Width oi cut, 9 in., $15
« \— l^in., 20
» 3.— " " " lain., 25
• > 4.— " " " 18 in., 30

The New Excelsior is simple and durable.
The gearing securely incased and will not clo°:.

Has & full roller, without which no machine is perfect.
A pawl ratchet (noiseless), needs no oiling.
The front rollers are adjustable, to vary the height of nut.
Open balance wiper—with steel knives—the only practical

menus of securing strength and ease of draft.
Patent adjusta hi? wrought iron handle, attached to each

side of the machine, being much superior to the single
wooden handle used in other machines.
Manufactured by

CHADBORN & COLDWELL M'f'g Co.,
Send for circular. NEWBUHGH, IV. V.

Fanciers' Journal
POULTRY EXCHANGE.

The only weekly, and the best Poultry. Pigeon, and Small
Pet paper published in ttiis country. Every family should
take it. $.\">0 per annum

; $1.25 for six months : 10 cents tor
asp -cimen cony. JOS. M. WADE,

S9N. Ninth St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Are a yery SUPERIOR STRAIN of this VALU-
ABLE BREED.
A very limited number of orders for EGGS will be

booked this season at $5.00 per dozen. Address
J. M. AV. KITCHEN,

Box 199. Blorrlstown, W. J.

EGGS from Fine Stock.—Reduced
prices—Light Brahma, White Leghorn. S. G. Dorkinjr,

S S. Hamburgh, Sebright Bantam, B. B. B. G. Bantam, Avles-
burv Duck—$'2 doz., 2 doz. $3. Partridge Cochin. Dark
Brahma, Buff Cochin, Hondan—$3.50 doz., 'J doz. $1. Bronze
Turkeys—$1 doz. Rend lor descriptive catalogue.
W. S. OABI'KNTELJ & SON\ Hye. Westchester Co., N. Y.

BROWN LEGHORN ft'OWLS,
PAKTRIDKE COCHIN.

Send for Illustrated Circular.
R. H. HARRIS, Yarmouth Port, Mass.

KGHOIC^iS, i.t. and l»k. Bratun as.
Stock the finest in the world. Eggs in season. Pure

Italian queens. $l .00 each. Address
J. A. BUCHANAN, Wintcrsville, Jeff. Co., Ohio.

ROizi rilRKEVg-descended from
stock weighing K lbs. the pair. PEK.1ST DUCKS.

JERSEY CATTLE AND BLACK BASS.
Address W. CLIPT, Mystic Bridge, Ct.

Improved Blooded, Live-Stock.
N. GUILBEIIT. Evergreen "Farm, Gwvnedd, Pa., importer

and breeder of Horses, Cattle. Milch Cows, Cotswom and
South-Down Sheep; best Swine; all kinds Geese, Ducks,
Turkeys; Cochin und all other kinds of Fowl; Peacocks

;

Esgs; Dogs; Maltese Cuts; Rabbits* Guinea Piss ; White
Mice; Eagle, Monkey, ttaccoons. Deer, Swan, etc. Price*
low. Wanted—Deer, Swan, and Wild Geese.

AYH£E»ilSK*£B': 16871,9^.—From first-class
Herd Book. Milking stock. Six months to 2 yrs. old.

For pedigree, price, etc., address E. O. CUUTISS,
Kaviusir.Min Stock Farm', Stratford, Ct.

Herd Register Jersevs
Fifty head at an

loguc. J. IIOWAI.'I'
Am

iiflST, r ki-

" send forCata-
Ualt. Co., Md.

A HERD BOOK AYRSHIRE BllLL for sale;
is 4 years old, free from faults, and from the best strains

of milking stock. Pnce$!J0. Address
Jf. ANDREW CASTEULINE, DoTOr, N. J.

JflSRSEl" CATTLE.
ESSEX PIGS.

For sale by
G. W. FARLEE.
Crrs-.l,ill,N. J. ;

1 hour from N. Y.

MANOR BEE HIVE & TRAP.
Divide a colony in three minutes without

disturbing them. Set half a colony on (he
DOrlOT table, and let mi bees escape Towu-
iiip rights from $10 up. Scud stamp for

circular. DR. S. T. DAVT-,
Millersville, Lancaster Go., Pa.

S and S11PP&.3ES will be
furnished by .*,:. Q,CJrVRY.
Bt.Johnsville, Montgomery Co., \.Y.

Price-list sent to all applicants.

EMPIRE.
Price,

14 in. cut,

S20.00.

The Simplest, Strongest,

Easiest

and

Running

Lawn Mowers
1V1AT3E-

All who need a Lawn Mower, either for a small or

large Lawn, should examine the merits of Walker's

Patents, Empire and Monitor. They are sim-

ple in construction and very light, not. fatiguing the

operator. Send for Circular. Agents wanted in

every town. Manufactured by

BARLOW & WALKER
Sing: Sing:, JV. Y.

MONITOR.

No. 0, 10 in. cut,

$15.00.

No. 1, 14 in. cut,

S30.00.

"VULCANIZED RUBBER-COATED IRON PIPE"
FOR W^ATER, GAS, &o.

Manufactured^,- Patents MORRIS, TASKER & CO.,
&S~ For sale by them, their Agents, and Dealers generally. PHILADELPHIA.

Every Man His Own Painter.

NEW JERSEY ENAMEL PAINT COMPANY,

JIANtTFACTOT.ERS OF

LIQUID
BRADLEY'S PATENT.

In pure white, ami any shade, tint, or color desired. Put
up in 1, 2, S, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 40 Gallon Packages. Mixed
ready for use. Are easily applied by any one. Require no
mixing or addition of dryers. For sample color-card and
price-list address

NEW JERSEY ENAMEL PAINT CO.,
Kaiiii^i, New Jersey.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

We offer the above brand of White Lead to the public
with the positive assurance that it is

PERFECTLY PURE.
t*&~ For sale by dealers generally.

ECKSTEIN, HILLS Sc CO.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

NOTE.—Consumers will consult their INTEREST by
bearing in mind that a large proportion of the article
sold as PURE WHITE LEAD is adulterated to the
extent of from 50 to 90 per cent ; and much of it does not
contain a particle of Lead.

ESTABLISHED 1S5S.

TRADE MAE.K PATENTED.
The best and cheapest Paint in the world for Iron,

Tin, or Wood. For sale everywhere. PRINCE'S ME-
TALLIC PAINT CO., Manufacturers, 96 Cedar St.,N.Y.

CAUTION.—Purchasers and consumers are cau-
tioned against purchasing imitations of our Metallic
Paint. Allnrenuine PRINCE'S METALLIC PAINT
will bear our name and trade mark on each and every
package. Send for a circular.

THE FIRST DIVISION
OP THE

St- Paul & Pacific

RAILROAD COMPANY
OFFER THEIRLANDS
FOR SALE

At moderate prices and on 10 years'
credit, if desired, and also TOWN
LOTS in Towns at R.R. Stations.
They will also sell PRAIRIE LANDS
at low prices on 31 years' time with-
out interest, provided the purchaser
will make satisfactory improvements.

GOVERNMENT LANDS
Are still to be had under the HOME-
STEAD and TREE CULTURE laws
near the lines of this Company; 240
acres can thus be secured FREE, ex-

cept the regular Land Office entry

fees.

The State of MINNESOTA pays a
bounty of two dollars ($2) each year
for IO years, for every acre of trees
planted and cultivated, and two dol-

lars ($25 per year for IO years for every
half mile of trees planted and cul-
tivated along any Highway.
For particulars, address

HERMANN TROTT,
Land Commissioner, St. Paul, Minn.

EDWARD D. ATWATER, Secretary.

Adams' Celeb™
ted Universal

GLASS CUTTERS C^ajpliE
Warranted the best in mar
fcet. They Cut glhss belle:

than a Diamond. Are verj
simple and durable. Anyone rnn rise tl

one. We make three styles: Putty Knif
Ei I her one sent to your address on receipt

count to Agents. 'None cremiine but those manufacturer! by

B. F. ADAMS & CO., Springfield, M
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PRAIRIE, TEN MILES EAST FROM LINCOLN, NEB.

A FINE REPRESENTATIVE VIEW OF FARMS AND CULTIVATED GROVES ON ROLLING PRAIRIE.

IF YOU WANT A FARM OR HOME,YOU SHOULD BUY OF THE
BURLINGTON AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD CO.

IN IOWA OK NEBRASKA.
BECAUSE— Their prices are low, ranging for the best land from Three to Ten Dollars per acre.

BECAUSE—No payments are required of the purchaser for four years, except interest at six per cent.

BECAUSE—After the fourth year only one seventh of the principal is payable annually till the whole is paid.

BECAUSE—You are not required to go Into a wilderness, these being well-settled States, the population of which la rapidly increasing.

BECAUSE—The mildness of the climate and fertinty of the soil is such that the settler can pay tor his farm from the products raised upon it long before the time when the principal

becomes due.

BECAUSE—Failure of crops from drouth is unknown.
BECAUSE—Large allowances are made upon fare ami freight, thus giving low rates on both to purchasers of this Company's lands.

AND YOU SHOULD BUY THI§ YEAR,
BECAUSE-Purchasers daring 1STI who cultivate one-half their land within two years from their purchase arc allowed a reduction of twenty per cent on its price.

LARGE DISCOUNTS also, FOR CASH, within One, Two, or Five Years.

tS- Send for Circulars, with fullinlbnuation on nil points, to GEO. S. HARRIS, Land Commissioner,
At Lincoln, Nebraska, for land in Nebraska. At Burlington, Iowa, for land In Iowa.

Or to W. D. COWLES, General Agent, 317 Broadway, New York. JAS. R. WOOD, General Agent, 5!) Clark St., Chicago, 111.

HARNESS
MANUFACTORED EXPEESSLY

FOR TH3
TRACK, ROAD, PARK OR FARM.
Single at $8. $12. 915, $20, $25, to $200 per Set. Double at

*2j, $30, $35, $40 to $500 per Set. Blankets, Sweats, Hoods.
Muzzles, Clipping Machines, and Horse furnishing goods of
every description, style, ana grade, adapted for use on the
Track, Road, Farm or Stable.

C- M. MOSEMAN & RIIO.,
Manufacturers* 114 Chambers St.

" Send for Descriptive Price-list." New York.

Automatic

TVatf-r driven to any
bei^lit and distance By
compressed air. Conn-
try houses supplied
cheaply and certainly
tor oath-rooms, h ater
closets, hot and cold
water faucets, etc.
Plenty of fresh water

for stock on farms.
Address

IlAF.TFonn Pump Co.,
•11 Trnmbnll St.,

Hartford, Conn.

The HannerWindmill
II;. = proved (teplf Hie most reliable and perfect Windmill In

ope. Trial and war:.'.,.! .- always given, Clronlars free. Rare
cLance for agents. ' .\ . P. MIX, Columbus, Ohio.

New York

SOMETHING HFEW.

LOTS OF" FTJ]V.
Endless amusement for both youns and old.

THE GREAT PUZZLES.
Tlu-y are sure to please everybody. Packages containing

one dozen different nuzzles sent anywhere for 25 cents.

Address PCZZ1.E COMPANY, 7S5 Broadway, New York.
Agents, you can sell them fast. Liberal discount.

ADVERTISERS should send to Geo. P. Rowem. & f 0,

41 Park Row. N. Y.. for their EighlU-pnO* Pamphlet,
containing lists of \.f>x:. newspapers and estimates, showing
the cost of advertising. Mailed free to all applicants.

FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY,

201 Broadway, N.Y.NIAGARA
Capital Stock $500,080

(/ash value of Assets S ,op8,£M

Total Liabilities s.,3c.

Net Assets $1,235,952

Dwellings and Farm Risks a specialty at all our Agencies.

HENRY A HOWE, President,

P. NOTMAN. V. P. and Sec'y.

THE PENN MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF PHILADELPHIA.
ASSETS ACCUMULATED, S i,«7,096.0G.
The Penn is a purely mutual Company. All or its surplus

premiums are returned to the numbers every year. Divi-

dends may be applied to reduce the premium or increase

insurance as desired. SAM1, C. H1E1'. PrSB.

General and Local Aleuts wanted in the Middle and West-

ern States. Apply to II. S. STEPHENS, Vice Pres., No. 921

Chestn ut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Loyejoj's New Style

GLASS CUTTER
And Putty Knife
Cuts plasa better than a dia-

mond. Everybody ehuuldluive

eae. Any 'child can use it.

Sent to your address cm receipt

of 60 ctuU Olid fclaiiip by

ALYAN Iu I.OVEJOY
229 Washington St.,

Boston, - - - Mass.

Liberal discount made to dealers.

AG-ENTS TV^A.IVTEI>
fur the HOPE SEAT SPRIXG. the best, cbeapi it,

cud mosl dnrablc spring ever offered. Send lor circular.

l'-KN-I. F. WELLS. Sole Agent.
J7 Dey Street, New York.
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CONDENSED PRICE-IJST OF

Great "Western Gun Works,
285 Liberty Street, Pittsburgh', Pa„

Any of the following list of Revolvers or Pistols will be sent by mail or express, prepaid, to any address on receipt of price and 2 ate, per ounce. Or by express, C. O. D., to any
express office iu the United States or Canada, with privilege to examine before paying bill—provided the express charges be paid one way before package is opened :

Single Barrel Pocket Pistols.
X cap, powder, and ball : fall length G In. ; weight, fi oz.

;
price, 2 in. barrel, 5

No. 2.—Hero sinjrle Pistol, for cnp. powder, find ball, steel barrel, varnish stock ; length, Bin ; weight, 13 oz.; price, & in
No. 3 —Vest Poeket Pistol, using No. 1 cartridges, 2-inch blued steel barrel, silver-plated liame, rosewood stock ; weiu'l

No 4.—Vest Pocket Pistol, using No. 1 cartridges, 3-incli rifled steel barrel, sliver-plated frame, rosewood stock, shell c
No. a—Pocket Pistol, using No. 32 cartridges, 3-ineli rilled steel barrel, silver-plated frame, rosewood stork, shell extra

No. 1.—American Single Barrel Pistol, using can, powder, and ball : full length G in. ; weight, G oz.
;
price, 2 in. barrel. $1.00—3 in., $1.25—1 in., $1.">0.

No. 2.—Hero single Pistol, for cap. powder, and ball, steel barrel, varnish stock; length, 6 in; weight, Goz.; price, 2- in. barrel, $1.50—3 in., $1.75—1 in., $2 00.— barrel, silver-plated iranic, rosewood stock ; weight, 3 ounces
; price, *3.00.

barrel, silver-plated frame, rosewood stock, shell extractor ; weight, 'founces ; price, $4.50.
.-..'idges, 3-inch rifled steel barrel, silver-plated frame, rosewood stock, shell extractor; weight, 5 ounces ; price $5.50.

No. 6.—Deringer Pistol, using No. 41 cartridges. 2'^-ineh rifled steel banv], silver-plated frame, rosewood stock, shell extractor ; weight, r, ounces
; price, $6 TO.

No. 7.—Hampton's ljull Dog, ouly Pistol made using No. 44 cartridge, 4 inch rifled steel barrel, finely blued, checkered ebony handle, patent extractor; weight, 12 oz. ; price, $7.00.

No. 8.-

No. 9.

No. 10.

No. 11

No. IS

No. 13.

No. 14

No. r
No. 10

No. 17

No. 18.

Pocket, Belt, Army, and. Navy Revolvers.
Great Western 7-shooter, No, 1 cartridge, 2K-m. rifled steel barrel, varnished stock, plated frame ; weight. ounces: price, $f>.00.

Colt's Patent 7-shooter, only Pistol using lung or slant No. 1 cartridges, side loader, plated (Vaine ; whole length onlvC in.; weight, 7 ounces; price, $£.00.
-Colt's House Pistol, 4-shooter, using No. 41 cartridge, 4-in. barrel, plated frame ; weight only 1 1 ounces. Everv farmer should have one in his house. Price, $10.

..—Colt's Belt Pistol, 5-shooter, using No. S3 cartridge, center or run fire, 4! .-in. barrel. Suitable for hunters or travelers in tin? South or West. Price $12.00.

2.—Smith & Wesson, 7-shooter, using No. I cartridge, S-in. steel rifled barrel, finely blued, rosewood handle, shell extractor; weight, 8 ounces; price, $10.00.
3.—Smith & Wesson, a-shooter, using No. 32 cartridge, SJ-4-inch steel rifled barrel, finely blued, rosewood handle, shell extractor; weight, 13 ounces; price, $12.0(1

J.—Smith & Wesson, 6-shooter, using No. 44 cartridge, center fire, 7 in. rifled barrel, finely blned, rosewood Handle; shell extractor; weight, 2. lbs; price, $£.00.
Kernington, 5-shooter, using powder and ball, 31 cal., S-ln. barrel, full length 7 in., either thumb or self-cocker-; w< ight. 10 ounces ; price, $8.00.

-Remington New Pocket Revolver, 5 shots, 31 cal., 2 cyliii'iers, using powder and ball or met 1 cartridges, :

! -in. barrel, molds, etc. ; weight, 12 onnces ; price, $12.00.
-Remington New Police Revolver. 5 shots 36 cal., 2 cylinders, using powder and ball or metal cartridges, 4K-m. barrel, molds, etc. ; weight, l(i ounces; price, $11.00.
Colt Army or Navy Revolver, 6 shuts, 3G or 44 cal., 7'

3 or fc-iu. barrel, second-hand, nearly good as new, molds, etc.; weight, 2 lbs. ; price, t >.00.

Muzzle-Loading* Hunting, Spotting*, and Target Rifles.
No 19—llright iron barrel, side lock, selt trigger, brass mounted, '..' stock, SO to 40 in. barrel, 1 to 10 lbs. wt., ".0 to 200 balls to lb. Price $10.00.

No. 20.— llriglit iron barrel, side lock, sett trigger. br-.ss mount. -tl, y. stock, patcll-hox, 30 to 40 in. barrel, 'i to 10 lbs. wt., 50 io 200 balls to lb. Price SI 1.00.

No. 21 —Brown iron barrel, ribbed, side lock, sett trigger, brass mounted, patcll-hox, varnished, I st< clc, SO to 40 in. barrel, 7 to 10 lb3. wt., 50 to 200 halls to lb. Price 315.00.

No. K.—Brown Iron barrel, patent breech ribbed bar lock, selt trigger, brass mounted, patch-box, oiled or vitr., H stock. "0 to 40 in. barrel, 7 to 10 lbs. wt., 50 to 200 balls to lb. Trice * i. 10.

No. 2s —Double Barrel llifle. over and under or side by side B. A. lock, brass mounted patch-box, a stock, sett trigger, SO to 40 in. brrl.. Io 13 lb., 50 to 123 balls to lb. Price ?r,,00.

No. 25—Double Parrel P.ifle and Shot Gun. plain finish. Rood barrels, locks, and mountings', rifle barrel 00 to 100 ball, ehfit barrel 12 to Hi. SO to 34 in. brrl., 9 to 11 lis. Price ?:;>.0n.

No. 26.—Double Barrel Itiflo and Shot Gun, line finish, extra barrels, locks, and niountinj;.-, sett trigger for rifle, 00 to 150 ball, shot barrel 12 to 50, 28 to lii in. brrl., 9 to 11 lie. Price $15.00.

Sinjgle and Double Barrel Muzzle-Loading? Shot-Guns.
No
N'o
No
No
No.
"Co.

No.
No
Ho
No
No
No
No
No.
No.
No.
No.
N'o,

NO.nl.-
No. 52.

No. 53.-

No. 54.-

No. 55.-

No. 56.-

No. 5T.-

No. 58.-

No. 60.-

No. 61.-

No, 62.-

No. 6!.-

No. 64.-

No. 65.-

No. 66.-

—Bovs" Sstl. Gun, iron barrel, plain finish, var. stock, small size, 30 in. barrel, $3.00; medium size, £6 in. barrel, 94.00; large size, with lib, 36 to 33 in. barrel. $5.50.
—Great Western Sgl. Gun, made ol" Springfield rifle barrel, bored sniooih, 14 to :0 bore, SO to 40 in., 6 to 8 lbs., price $7.50; Willi rib and solid pat. breech. $9.00.

—London Fine Twist, p it. breech, ribbed B. A. lock, dickered var. stock, blue and engraved steel mountings, 30 to 30 in., 6 lo 8 His., [nice $12.00; with line steel bar lock,
—Double Barrel, plain iron Im. twist B. A. locks, plain blue mtg., var. stock, range 30 to 40 yds., 30 I o ".' in. banal, 12 to 14 bore, 7 to 8 lbs. wt. $S.

—Double Barrel, better finish, plain iron Im. twist B. A. lock's, plain blue nitg., var. stock, range 30 to 40 ids., 30 to 34 in. barrel, 12 to 16 bore, 7 toSKlbs. wt. $9.00.

—Double Barrel, plain iron pat. breech, Im. twist, plain blue mlg.. Tar. stock, range 30 to 40 yds., 30 to 36 in. barrel, 12 to 16 bore, 7 to 9 lbs. wt.. $12.00.

—Double Barrel, good iron barrels, pat. breech, Im. Lam. steel or Damascus, var. stock, range 35 to 45 yds., Co to 38 in. barrel, 12 to 16 bore, 7 to 9'.. lbs, wt. $14.00.
—Double Barrel, real twist barrels, pat. breech, swivel B. A. locks, var. stock. Bteel mtir., range 35 io 45 yds., 30 to 34 in. barrel, 12 to 16 bore, 7 to 9 lbs. wt. 815.00.

—Dbl. B irrel, Loudon flue twist, pat. breech, fine swivel B.A. ,'ocks, checkered var. stock, blued aud engraved mlgs.. 30 to 35 in. brrl., range 40 to 60 yds., 11 top; bore,? to 8%
—Dbl. Barrel, London tine twist, pat. breech, flue swivel bar locks, checkered var. stock, blued and engraved itttgs., SO to ::.", in. brrl., range -10 to 60 yds,, 11 to 16 bore, 7 to 81.

:

—Dbl. Barrel, London stub twist, pat. breech, steel swivel bar orS. A. locks, English walnut slock, tine steel mtgs., 30 to 35 in. bril., range 50 to 70 ids., 11 to 18 bore, 7 to 3r<

40.—Dbl. Brrl. fine English slub twist, pat. breech, fine steel swivels. A. Locus, cxlra walnut stock, fine steel mtgs., 30 to 85 in. brrl., range 60 to 75 yds., 10 to 20 bore, 7 to ll"

42 —Did. Barrel Extra ueivvy, London line twist Duck Gun, good bar lock, walnut stock, blued and engraved mtgs.. 30 to 35 in. brrl., range 75 to 100 yds.. 10 I o 14 bore. 9 to 11

—Dbl. Barrel, Laminated steel barrels, steel bar locks, Eng. walnut stock, blued and engraved mtgs., 30 to 36 in. brrl., r :ngo 50 to 75 yds,, 11 to 16 bore, 7 to 9 lbs. $30.00.

—Dbl. Barrel, better Lam. steel barrels, steel bar locks, Eng. walnut stock, spring trigger, blued and engraved mlgs., 30 to 36 in. brrl.', range 50 to 75 yds., 10 to 17 bore, 7 to 9
—Dbl. Barrel, fine Lam. steel barrels, fine steel bar locks, curled walnut stock, spring trigger, blued and engd. mtgs., SO to 38 ill. brrl., range 50 to 75 yds., 10 to 17 bore, 7 to 9
— Dbl. Brrl. ex. Eng. Lam. steel bis., very fine steel bar locks, ex. curled Eng. wal. stock spring trigger, bid. and en. intafl.,S0to3Sin. brl'l., range 60 to 80 vds.. 10 to 17, UK to 9
—Dbl. Barrel ex. Eng. Lam. steel bis., locks, and mtgs of very superior finish and workmanship by Greener, Scott, and others, range 60 to 90 yds , 10 to" 16 bore, 7 to 9 lbs.

Breech-Loading Rifles. Single and Double Barrel Shot-Guns.
—=o vens's Patent Sri. Shot-Gun, 30 in. steel barrel, oiled stock, blued mlgs.. II bore. 6 lbs., adapted to brass or paper shells. Price, with 1 doz. hi-ass shells, $20,00.

-Dexter's Patent Sgl. Shot-Gun, 30 to S3 in. steel barrel, oiled stock, blued intgs.. 14 or 16 bore, 6 to 7 lbs., use oil her brass or paper shells. Price, with 1 doz. brass shells, $28/0.
-Double Barrel Breech-loading Phot-Gun. fine twist barrels, steel locks, snip action, center tire, for brass or paper shells. 3ti tn :;2 in. brrl., 7 to S Ins., 12 bore. $50.00.

-Double Barrel Breech -loading Shot-Gun, fine Lam. steel barrels, steel locks, Bide snap ai lion, center fire, for brass or paper shells, 80 to 32 in. brrl., 7 tos)<: lbs., 10 or 12 bore. Rn.rA
-Dbl. Barrel Breech-loading Shot-Gun, flue Lam. steel barrels, steel bar locks, side snap action, center flic, for brass or paper shells. 30 to 32 in. brrl.. 7 lo8ji lbs., 10 or 12 bore. $70.00.
-Dbl. Barrel Breech-loading Shot-Gun, line Lam. steel barrels, rebounding locks, side snap action, center fire, for brass or paper shells, 30 to 82 in. In a!.. 7 to 8'

: lbs., 10 or 12 bore. $90.00.
-Dbl. Barrel Breech-loading Shot-Gun, extra Lam. steel barrels, extra locks, top snap action, center fire, for brass or paper shells, 30 to 32 in. brrl.. 7 to8'-< lbs., 10 or 12 bore. $120.00.
-Dal. Breech-loading Uifle and Shot-Gun, Lam. steel barrels, bar lock, fide snap. Center fire, rifle 38, 44, or 50 cal. shot. 10 or 12 bore, use brass shells, 28 to 82 in. brrl. $75.00.

-Br It -loading P.ifles, steel barrel, 2.', 32, 83, 41, or 50 cal., 20 to 28 in. brrl., 7 to 10 lbs. Price $:IO.OO. Longer sizes to order, at 50c. per inch extra.
-Winchester Repeating Rifle, 18 shooter. 26 in. steel barrel, -I I cal., oil slock ami s]ni_-. v, I <.>". lbs. Price 5.10.00, with sell trigger extra $5.00. Longer sizes to order.
-Spei • Repeal Ing Rifle. 8-shooter. 30 in. steel barrel, fill cal., M-hand but in first-rate order. Price $20.00. The 22 in. barrel, same style, $10.00.

$14.C.'.

lbs. f.l^.fio.

lbs. $20.' 0.

lbs. $25.00.
lbs. $30.00.
lbs. $2S.0O.

lbs. $85(0.
lbs.
lb". :".''.

$75.00.

Sharp's Sporting Rifle Breech-loader, 28 in. steel barrel, 10 round balls to lb., using paper cartridge, any one can make them. 9 lbs. wt., octagon barrel, $20.00.
Air Gun, using steel-pointed darts, for saloon or parlor use. Price $35.00. Flobcrt Parlor Rifle, using ljnl'

-Gap and Shot-Gun, fur parlor use, using a shot and strong cap. Price, for best qnalitv with sett trigger, $
-Pocket P.ifle, 10 in. steel rifled barrel, with attachable shoulder rest, uses No. 1 cartridges, plated frame, globe sights, very accurate shooter. $12.00.

ill ball caps, with 250 rounds, $15.00.
:ger, $35.00; plain finish, sett trigger, $25.00.

AMMUNITION, FUTURES, AND SPORTSMEN'S MATERIALS,
5. No. 50, ss.ro.

per box of 2a0. I

Cartridges—per 100—Mo. 1. 50c. No. 1. long, 65c. No; 80, 90c. No. 82, $1.00. No. 82. long. $1.25. N/o. S3, $1.50. No. SS. long, $1.75. No. 44, $1.'

Caps, English Waterm-oof, per box of 250, 25c. Double "Waterproof, per box of 250. GOe. Beet Pistol Caps, per 100, 20c. Waterproof Musket taps,
Wads.—Kiev's Hair Kelt, any size from No. 10 to No. 25. per box of 250, 25c. No. 9, 35c. No. 8, 4 c. Wads by mail, 5c. per box extra.
Wire Gartrnlges. tor double shot-gun, will kill game 100 to 125 yds., all sizes on hand, at 75c. per doz,, or $3.r,o per gross.
Dog Calls.—Small, 25c. Medium, 35c. Extra large, 50c. Postage. 5c. Steel Nipple Wrench, 50c. Extra Tubes or Nipples. 25c.
Cleaning Rods, jointed, with brush swab aud jag to carry in nocket, $1.25. Pocket Drinking Cup.—Leather, 80c. Britannia. 7.1c.

Do"- Whips—at 50c, 75c, and $1.00. Turkey Calls, $1.00. Duck Calls, $1.50. Hunting Knife, 8 in. blade, $2.00. Camp Knife, Pork, and Spoon, $t.C0.

Pocket Compass. $1.25. Dog Collars, -De, to $J.5n. Powder at 50c., 75c, $1.00, $1.25. and $1.50 per lb. All sizes cartridges.
Wad Cutters—Iron. 35c. Best Steel, 50c. Game Bags— 1 pocket. $l.u>. 2 pocket, $2.00. S pocket. $8.10. 4 pocket, $4.00. Yen- fine, $5.00.

Gnu Covers.—Cloth, 50c. Waterproof Leather Cover. $1/75. Gun cases at $5.t0, $8.00, $10.00, and $12.10. Gun Gil. per bottle, 25c.

Shot Belts.—Single, common, 50e. ; better at 75c., $1.00, $1.25 ; best, $1.50. Double Shot Belt, $1,00, $1.50. $2.00, S.'.Su. $3.1 0. $4.00. $5.00.

Powder Flasks.—2 oz. at 25c. to $1.00. 4 oz. at 49c. to $2.00. 8 oz., shot-gun sizes, 5rc. to $2.00. 16 oz. at $1.00, $2.00, $8.00, $5.00.

Shot Pouclies at 50c. to $5.00. Bullet Pouch, wilh apartments for balls, cans, and flask, etc.—Bi st Leather, $1.75. Extra Engraved, $2.50.

Powder and Shot Measures, graduated, $1.25. Buckskin Monev Belts, $1.25. Buckskin Boxing Gloves, per set of four, $5.0'.'. Extra fine, $6.00.

Main Spring Vises, 75c. Cap Primers.—Brass, $1.50. German Silver, $3.00. Gum Blankets, $2.50. Gum Poncho, $2.25.

Implements aiad Fixtures for Breccia-Loading Guns,
Draper's Brass Shells for Breech-loaders.—No. 8, 10, 12, 14, and 10, $3.01 per dozen. These shells use common gun caps.
U. M. C. Brass Shells for Breech-loaders.—No. *, 10, 1*2, 1 J, and 16, S'I.t'0 pi r dozen. These slu-iis use Berdan's primers only.
Paper Shells for Breech-loaders, inn or central Inc.—No. R and 10, $l.r.O per 10.). No. 12, 14, Ifi, and 2". $1.25 per 100.

Hall's Patent Crimper and Loader for paper shells. Best in use. Price $2.50. Cap ejector and rccapper, for pin lire, $2.50. Central five, $3.50.
Pocket Barrel Cleaner, any size, $2.00. Cartridge Carriers, for 30 to 100 cartridges, at $2.00 to $^.00 each.
Books for Sportsmen.—Art of Shooting on the Win**;, 10.) pases, by mail, 7r>c. Game Laws of all the States, by mail, 6?c.

TAKE NOTICE.—Our new model American Double Barrel Diiclr-Onn (No. 90), made of Springfield barrels, is now ready for delivorv. Length of barrels. S4 to 40 In. ; bore. 12
to 20 ; wt., 8 io 10 lbs. ;

patent breech ; blue ffltg.; oiled stock. A good, strong, plain gun, just the thing for killing large game at long range—SO to 100 yards, Price $1S,00. Same gun with
fine side action bar locks, $20.00.

Packing box for one gun costs 41 cents. For each additional gun, 20 cents.

FISHING TACICI-»E.—Hooks in groat varietv. Silk, linen, cotton, and hair lines. Minnow nets, ready for use, from 5 to 20 feet. Minnow netting by the vard. Seines, readv for
us\ from 10 to loo yards. Seine Twine, Hods, l'ly, Bass, "and Trout. Cane, Japan, and Bamboo Poles. Artificial Minnows, Trolling Bait and Flies. Gut, Leaders, Reels, etc., etc. Send
stamp for priee-Jis't.

Persons in want of any Gun or Revolver not found in this list will please address Be. giving description, and if possible wo will furnish the same to order. Send stamp for Illustrated
Catalogue. Address ,1. II. JOHNSTON, Great "Western Gun Works, US3 Liberty St., Pittsburgh, Pa. (Formerly at 170 Smitlilield St.), aud state that you saw this advertisement in the
American Agriculturist.

TERMS.— Cash with order, or cash on delivery when goods arc s<mt C. O. D. Purchaser pays return chirgea on moncv and charges for transportation. DISCOUNT.—Three Guns
1 remitted by draft on New York, by Post-Office Order, by Express, or Registered

"Weyat-wega, "Wis.. Oct. 3. 1S72.
The gun I purchased of you answers every description.

I am very well suited with it, belter than I expected I should
be at first. Yours respectfullv,

H. TV. POTTFU.
Perkt County, Pa.

DeakPiu: That gun r sent for two years ago is »be best
gun in this country. I shot 70 turkeys, 2 hawks, 30Osquirrels.

5 deer, and a large amount of other game.
S. S. OliRIS, Ickesbury, Perry Co., Pa.

or Revolvers at one order, 10 per cent; six at one order, 15 percent; 12 guns, 20 per cent. Money miiv be re
Letter at my risk. Money by express should be prepaid. Money seut in a common letter is at Bender's risk.

Yazoo Crrr, Mtss., Sept., 1872.
Mr. J. H. JonNSTON: Since writing, I have fired fifteen

shots with my No. In double barrel shot-sruu ; the result was
five squirrels, one coon, one owl, and four alligators ; it is
the best shooting gun I have had since the war.

T. C. GARROWAY.
Indiana Co., Pa., August a, 1S72.

Mr. J. II. JonNSTox— Dear Sir: I received the gun. No.
5, all in good order, and it has been proved a good shooting
gun. Yours etc., R. M. REED.

Gridley, III., Sept. 30, 1872.

Mr. J. II. JonxsTON—Dear Sir: Fill the order as soon as
you can. The No. A. 40 gun Is perlect; I killed prairie
chickens on the wing 80 yardR.

Yours truly, L. C. PRAY.
New Salem, O.. April 27, 1872.

Mr. J. II. JonNflTON'—Dear Sir: I received the new model
American gun which I ordered of you. I gave it a fair trial

and it nives perfect satisfaction. I am well pleased with it.

Yours truh', EMANUEL KINCH.

Address all letters to H. JOHNSTON, Great Westes-n Gim Works,
385 liberty Sareet, PSiislMirgBa, Pennsylvania.
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New Scheme of Easy Payments
FOR

MASON & HAMLIN

CABINET

The MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN COM-
PANY have arranged a new system, under

which they now offer their well-known Organs

For Rent, with Privilege of Purchase,

at prices and on terms extraordinarily favor-

able.

Payments may run through one to four

years.

All Rent which has been paid allowed and
deducted on Organs purchased and paid for

within one year.

An Organ may be returned after six

months at cost of only reasonable rent, if for

any reason it is not wanted longer. If an
Organ be retained, and rent paid four years,

it becomes the property of the party
hiring, without further payment.
Organs will be rented on this plan to any

part of the country accessible to our ware-

rooms or agencies. Only knowledge of the un-

rivaled excellence of our Organs, and practical

experience that they will be found so attrac-

tive in use that scarcely any of them will ever

be returned, warrant this offer to supply them
on such terms.

^" Terms of Ri'inin:, containing full
particulars, with descriptions of Styles,

Rents, and Prices; also, Illustrated Cat-

alogues and Testimonial Circulars, sent

Free. Address

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.

Boston, New Tore, or Chicago.

BAIRD'S

For Practical Men.
My new revised and enlarged Catalogue of PRACTICAL

AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS, 9G pa?es, Svo., will be sent,

free of postage, to any one who will favor me with Ills ad-

dress. HENRY CAREY BAIRD,

Industrial Publisher,

406 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

Scribner's Lumber & Log-Book.
OVER HALF A MILLION COPIES SOLD. Thisbookis

the most full and complete book of its kind ever pub-
lished. It gives correct measurement of all kinds of lumber,
lojrs, plank, cubical contents of-square and round timber,
*tave and heading boh tables, wages^ rent, board, capacity
of cisterns, cord-wood tables, interest, etc.. and has become
the Standard Book throughout the United States and
Canada.
Be tare and get the New Edition, with Doyle's Loa- Table.

Ask your book-wlier for It. or I will send one for 33 cents,
post-paid. G. V>\ FISHRR, P. O. Box 388, Rochester, N. V.

WANTED AGENTS—for Dr. Cornell's Dollar
Family Paper— Itel1(rion and Health united—A

splendid premium to every subscriber—nothing like it in
the country—a rare chance—pariiculars free.

B. U. BtJSSELL, Publisher, Boston, Mass.

WANTED! CANVASSF.KS for the Farmer
and fiiirdeiier, Lancaster, Pa. Larue commis-
sion and premiums given. Send 25 cents for an

Agency Snbscrvtioiit Samples 6 cents.

In the Fields again with Prof. Gray.

Standard Text Koolis*.

Prof. ASA GRAY of Harvard.
Moke Extensively Used than all Other Botanical

Series Combined.

HOW PLANTS GROW. A complete and charm-
ins elementary work. Price $1.12.

LESSONS IN BOTANY and Vegetable Physiology,
to which is added a copious Dictionary of Botanical Terms.
Fully Illustrated. Price $1.30.

SCHOOL ANO FIELD BOOK. A mo=t popular
and comprehensive School Book. Tins work, in connection
with "MOW Plants Grow" supplies a complete course in

Botany for Common Schools, Academies, and Seminaries.
ti22 pages. Price $2.50.

MANUAL OP BOTANY. For higher grades and
Colleges. 700 pages. Price $2.25.

The same, with 77ie Lemons. Price $3.00.

The same, with Mosses and Liverworts. Price $3.75.

STRUCTURAL ami SYSTEMATIC BOT-
AN Y, with 1,300 wootlcuts. 556 pages. Price $%£0.
*** "We will send single copies of either or all of the

above. If desired for examination with a view to introduc-
tion, on receipt of half the appended prices. The most
liberal terms will be given for Introduction.
Full Descriptive Circulars of Gray's Botanies, uith trump

testimonials from eminent scientists and teachers, by mail
on application. Address

ITISOIV, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR & CO.,
Educational Publishers,

138 «fc 140 Grand St., New York.

The Rural Kansan
Published monthly, at Humboldt, Kansas, at $1 per annum,
contains 32 large columns. 3 columns to the page, and is the
only publication in the country that has a large department
devoted exclusively to

Land Question,
in which (be laws, decisions, and riillnpB relating to the
various Acts of Congress for the disposal of the public
lauds are published, and all questions ot inquiry relating to
lands in the Wist answered without charge-

It Is invaluable to those desiring to avail themselves of the
Homestead. Pre-emption, or other Acta of Congress.
Send 10 cents for specimen copy. Address

RURAL, IvANSAX, Humboldt, Kansas.

ASirCCESSFIJJL, BOOK. —The Keio
York Evening Post says: " We learn from the best

authority that the amount paid to the heirs of William H.
Seward for copyright of the first six mouths of Sewa id's
Travels Round the World, was over Forty-one
Thousand Dollars. The second six monthsbegan on the 1st

of August, and the sale of the work continues constant and
large. Such a profit tor snc.li a time Is probably withonl a
parallel in tola country, if It has ever been equalled any-
where." *»* The above work: makes a large and handsome
Octavo of 800 pages, and 200 illustrations. It Is Bold only by
Subscription, and is the best selling book of the day.
A Jew desirable Agents can secure good territory byap-

plyttig soon to tin publishers.
I>. APPLETON *fc CO.,

549 and 551 Broadway, New York.

AGENTS
WANTED CENTENNIAL
CtA2ETTE£R united state?

A complete encyclopaedia of all the States, comities, town-
ships, cities. Tillages, post-ofllces. mountains, rivers, lakes,
etc., with their climate, population, agriculture, manufac-
tories, mining, commerce, railroads, capital, education, gov-
ernment, and hisiorv, showing the gigantic results of the

FIRST 100 YEARS" of the REPUBLIC.
Agents make $100 to SSOOper month. Send for circular.ZIEGbER & M'CUKOY. Philadelphia, Pa.; Cin-
cinnati, O. ; St. Louis, Mo. ; Springfield, Mass. ; Chicago, 111.

"TTYFnf1 !? A "DTTV " A new book on the art of
JjJJJLUUTajAJTII X . Writing by Souud ; a com-

plete system of Phonetic Short Hand—the shortest, most simple,
easy, and comprehensive, enabliDg any one, in a short time, to report
trials, speeches, sermons, Ac. The Lord's Prayer is written with
forty-nine strokes of the pen, and 140 words pcrminute. The un«?m-
[iloyed should learn this art. Price, by mail, ">0 CtB. Agents wanted.
Address T. W.EVANS & CO., 139 S. Seventh Street, Phila., Pa.

-*£H %£&*
STEEL PENS!

Sold by all Dealers.
No. 91 Jobn St., New York.

HENRY HOE, Sole Agent. JOSEPH GIIAOTT & SONS

AGENTS WANTED
tor Die HOPE sr.\t SPRING throughout Hm
United suites, Send for circular.

BENJ. F. WELLS,
il Dey Street, New York.

FIFTY
Fine Flowering Plants

FOR
TEN DOLLARS,

BY EXPRESS.
Comprising *£ varieties of choice Bedding Plants, Roses,

etc., an follows;
3 Geraniums, including Master Christine, Jean Sieley, or

Mrs. Pollock,
3 Roses, including Bon BUene or Saffrano.
2 Heliotropes.
2 Pyrethruni or Golden Feather.
2 Pentstemons—newest best varieties.
2 Ainaranthus Monst rusts.
2Dlanthun Chlnenals.
2 Meseniuryanthemum Potneridla»um.
2 Lobelias—choice dwarf.
2 Fuchsias.
2 Pausles—best English show and bedding.
^ .Stocks, Intermediate.
2 Sweet Williams— Scutch seedlings.
2 Wall Flowers—Scotch Seedlings.
2 Hollyhocks—European seedlings.
2 Agmstemas.
2 Lark Spurs, black and blue.
2 Verbenas.
2 Irisinas.
2 Stock GilliflowerB—French.
2 Tropa?olums.
2 Coleus, golden and velvet.
2 Petunias.
1 Calceolaria.
1 Cineraria.

Wliere parties may desire but one plant each, of the above
25 varieties named, I will express Bame for |6, or mall them
at $8, prepaying postage.
The above are thrifty and well-grown plants, from seeds

and stock carefully selected by the proprietor while travel-
ling last summer and fall for his health, in England, France,
Germany, Austria, and Italy. We have also a full stock of
Azaleas, Camellias, Begonias, Carnations, LilieB, etc.-whtcn
will be furnished to patrons at moderate prices, we are
also growing many novelties from seeds we brought over,
including the new ornamental Chilian Beet. We are also
receiving au importation of choice Orchids, Draca'nas, Cal-
adiuniM, etc. Also, the newest Geraniums. Fuchsias, etc.,
which will be fur sale next season. Prlce-Llsts free on ap-
plication.

SAM'L GREIVES,
Ma.naGEU GBKENBROOK NTTRSEBIK8,

Near Paterson, N. J.
P. O. Address,

Box 837, Paterson, N. J.

THE PATENT

PIANO-FORTE
JSkcct Is (ill others in Tone andDurability

y

and in Elegance of Finish they

are Unsurpassed.
Thofto Pianos are ubbA exclusively in the New York Con-

servatory oi Music, and are recomnu nded by the Profession
and the Press throughout the United stateB.
Before purchasing, write lor Illustrated Pamphlet, and

mention the Agricultit) ist,

AitlOV PIAJVO-FORTE CO.,
No. 5 East 14th. Street, New York City.

If so, send us your address and the
names of yonr musical friends, to
whom we will mail, post-paid, our
new Descriptive CATALOGUE of
choice MUSIC rind sneeinu-n nijma
Of the "MUSICAL WORLD/' coa-
lmining $1.00 worth of Music

E

iO? s. BRAINARD'S SONS,
Cleveland, Ohio.

FARMS IN VIRGINIA,
Willi Dwellings, Barns, etc. Vegetation for New York mar-
kets four to six weeks earlier than New Jersey lands.

Quick and Cheap Steam Transportation

to All the Northern Markets.

Prices f J 1o $'.'."» per acre. Farms both large and small.

Lists with full particular* by addressing

WM. P. MOORE & CO., Suffolk, Va,

ANTED-Agents—$75 to $350
per month, everywhere, male and female, to In-

troduce the GENOME (MPBOTED COMMON
SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE. This

Machine will slitch. hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord,

bind, braid, and embroider in a most superior

manner. Price only $15. Fully licensed and war-

ranted for live years. We will pay $1,000 for any

machine that will sew n stronger, mure beautiful,

I olnstic seam than ours. Address SECOMB & CO.,

Mass.; New Tork City j Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Chicago,

St. Louis, Mo.

A<;
B'.vrS LOOK I—$12 ;\ ihy made selling

Scissors sharpener and other wares Sample 25 cts. Cat
aloguclree. T. J. HASTINGS & CO., Worcester, Mass.
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DO GOOD

MAKE

MONEY.
The Publishers of American Ag-

riculturist and Hearth aud Home

take pleasure in presenting in the

adjoining Table, their new general

Premium List for 1874. The Pre-

miums whieh they have offered in

past years have engaged the atten-

tion of a very large number of

persons of all ages and both sexes.

Many thousands have secured Pre-

mium:, and very many of these,

who at lirst had small hopes of

success, have been themselves as-

tonished at the ease with which

they have raised large clubs aud

secured valuable Premiums.

Here is pleasant and profitable

work for all. Any one who wishes

to do good and make
money, can do both by going

to work as here invited by the pub-

Ushers of these two most valuable

journals, American Agriculturist

and Hearth and Home. Tou
need only to shovr specimens of

the papers, promise the beautiful

Chromos, which arc now ready for

delivery, according to the publish-

ers' offer, and forward your sub-

scriptions. TRY IT.

Ex2»lauatory IVotes.

Read and carefully

Note the following Items:
(a) All subscribers sent by one person
count, though from one or a dozen
different Post-offices. But (b) Tell

us with each name or list of names
sent, that it i.6 for a premium
(c) Send the names as fast as obtained,

that the subscribers may begin to re-

ceive the paper at once. Ton can have
any time, from now until July 1st, to
fill up your list (d) Send the exact
money with each list of names, so that
there may be no confusion of monev
accounts.... (c) Old and new sub-
scribers all count in premium clubs
but a portion, at least,' should be new
names; it is partly to get these that

we offer premiums to canvassers.

(/) Specimen Numbers, etc., will
be supplied free as needed by
canvassers, but lliey should be used
carefully and economically, and where
they will idl.... (g) Remit money iu
Checks on Now York Banks or Bank-
ers, payable to order of Orange -Tudd
Company, or send Post-office Money
Orders. If neither of these is obtain-
»ble, Register Money Letters, aflixin"
stamps both for the postage and re-
gistry; put in the money and seal the
letter in the presence of the Post-
master, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in any of the above ways
i> at our risk; otherwise it is not.

[In the following table is gfiven the price nf cneli article, and Hie number of

subscribers required to <xet it free, at the regular rates. $1..">0 a year for American
Agriculturist, and $:3.00 a year for Hearth and Hume ; also at Hie club rates of $1 and
$•^.50; also at the rales of $4 a year for both papers together.] C3T" Descrip-
tion of Premiums sent free to applicants.

N. B.—In all Premium Clubs for either pa]»>\ TWO copies of American

Agriculturist (English or German) at $1.50 each, and OXE copy of Hearth and

Home at $3.00, will count exactly the same. So also livo copies of American

Agriculturist at $1 each, and owe copy of Hearth and Home at ijW.SO, will

count exactly the same. In this way Premium Clubs ran be made up from the

2d and 4th columns, or from the 3d and 5l/i, or wholly from the. 6th column.

Tabic of Premiums and Terms
For American Agriculturist,

and for Hearth and Home,
for the Year 1874.

Open to all—No Competition.

No. Names of Premium Articles.
1— Moore's Floral Set (Moore Man'fg Co) $i no
OJ

—

Gold Pen, Sil.Case (George F. Hawl.es.) sg 253— Gold Pen and Silrer Cose {do. do.). $5 no4— Gold Pen, Ho ndle gold-tipped (do. do.), sj; (X)5—Ladies' Gold Pen and Rubber Case (do.) $6 00
6—Paragon Pit. Revolving Pencil (do.). $1 50
7—Paragon Pat. Revolving Pencil (do.). $3 00
S—Payson's Indelible Ink 759— Cake Basket t Lucius Hart Man'f'y Co.)U2 00

ll) (3) (3)

American
Agricul-

turist

only.
Number
of Sub-
scribers
ret] aired.
at or at
$1.50 *l.

(4) (5)

Hearth

and
Home
only.
Xumber
of Sub-
scribers
required
at or at

$3.00 $2.50

(O
Both
Papers
together

Number
of Sub-
scribers
reqnhed

at
$4.00

do.). J8 00
do.). f-TW
do.)

. *6 00
do.).ram
do.).ta 00
do.) . $2 75
do.). |5 00

.430 00
. *5 50
. *4 25
*1 50

. J2 00

f2 75

12 00
J3 50

10— Revolving Butter Cooler (do.
11— Card Receiver (do.
X'2—Cne Dozen Teaspoons (do.
13—One Dozen Tablespoons (do.
14— One Dozen Table Forks (do.

IS- Child's Cup (do.
16— Child's Knife, Fork & Spoon (do.
17— Child's Carriage ( C. W. F. Dare).?x 00
18— Child's Self-operating Swing (do. do.). |4 00
19—Doll's Cottage Chamber Set (do. do.). $5 00
'iO— Crandall's Building Blocks }2 00
21— Crandall's Masquerade Blocks $1 00
o>'2—Knives and Forks (Woods Cutlery to. j$i2 10
23—Knives and Forks (Patterson Bros.).. 415 00
24—Knives and Forks (do. do.)
25— Carver and Fork (do. do.)
Hit—French Cook's Knife, Fork, and Steel
27-Pocket Knife (Meriden Cutlery Co.).,

US-Pocket Knife (do. do.)
Qtft-Pocket Kn{fe (do. do.)

30—Laities' Pocket Knife (do. do.)
3\—Multum in Parvo Knife {do. do.) ..

32—Garden SeedsA Flower Bulbs (selection) f2 HO
33—Extra Early VermontPotatoti-lbparceim 00

34—Sewing Machine {Grover A Baker)— feo 00
35—Sewing Maebine ( Florence) $65 00
Sta—Seiving Machine (Willcox A Oibbs)... S5G 00
37—/tewing Machine (Seeor) 562 00
•fS—Berkwith $12 Sewing Machine f 12 00
99—Becltwiih Portable Family Selc'g Mach.120 CO
40- Washing Machine (Doly's) $14 00
41— Clothes Wringer (Best—lnlrersal) (S 00
42—MelodeonA-o'rtave. (G. A. Prince &Co.'t)$t)~ m
4.3—Melodeon, S-actave (do. do.) $112 10
44—Piano,Splendid l-ort.tSteinwni/d-Sr.nn ffCO 00
45—Silver Watch (American Watch Co.) .

-mm
4n—Ladies' Fine Gold Watch (do. do.) ..$10000
47—Breech-loading Pocket Bine ?1G to
4,S—Double-bbl. Gun ( Cooper, Harris &E.).%W 00
49—Remington's Breech-loading Rifle $86 0(1

50—Remington's Single-barrel Shot-gun $8 00
51— Charles Pratt's Astral Oil (1 can, SGal.) $3 00
S'i—Hand Cultivator A Weeder (Comstoek) ('J CO
53-Family Scales (Fairbanks A Co.) fit 00
54— Worcester's Great lUustr'ed DicuonaryfV) no

3 !..

8 i

12
15

15
4

8
3
19
10
10
15
19

19
7
12
SO
9
12
5
3

19
22
SO
14
10
i
6
7
6

0
i

87
45

45

2
5 "15
7 19
K •»

8 28
2
r> 15
•i

ii 33
8 28

55—Any bank Volume Agriculturist
5ii—Any 'Pico Back Volumes do. £ $3 50,

"i $5 25
_ If? 00

S3 $8 75
; ~.sio 50
= $12 25
= $11 00

$29 75
_• $2 50
~ $5 00
5 $7 50
2- $10 oo
S $12 50
C, $15 00

»j $17 50
S $20 00
a $22 50

—(Each add'l Volume at some rati)
I £ I

73-Sevcnleen Vols. XVI to XXXII. J
N $42 50

74—Farmer's Boy's Library $5 00.

75—Farmer's Boy's Library $8 25
76—Farmer's Hot/'s Library $11 25

77—Farmer's Boy's Library $15 75
7S-Farmer's Bon's Library $20 00
79—Any Back Vol. Hearth A Home (Bound). $4 00

57--Any Three do. do. do.
5ft--Aiiy Four do. do. do.
59 -Any Five do. do. do.
«0--Any Six do. do. do.
«1--Any Seven do. do. do.
«2 -Any Eight do. do. do.

-(Each add*l Vo, nf game rate.)
«3 -Seventeen Vols. XVI to XXXII.

l>4 -Any Back Vol. Agriculturist
Ka--Any 7wn Back Volumes do.
mi -Any Three do. do. do.
H7--Any Four do. do. do.
HS--Any Five do. do. do.
«9 -Any Six do. do. do.
70--Anv Seven do. do. do.
71--Any Eight do. do. do.
72 -Any Wine do. do. do.

137
21

36
48
60
71

82

92
102,

110

10
|

"J

15

7
3

!

2
10

|

11 '

15

11
14
11

15

11

131

37
I

145
St

I
123
1S5

26
50
35
28
148
200

1
8

S9
CD

313
20
f5
12

25
SO

85
175
,0

84
28

5 14 :

9
I

29
11 I 35 !

'

29 'I

10
15

7 19
H .'4

9 sn
10 32
11 34
12 37

20 64
12

80—Any Two Back Vols. do.—(Each additional Volume at sam
81—A $10 Library (Your Choice.)
S-i-A S15 Library do.
83--1 S20 Library do.
84— .1 825 Library do.
85-1 830 Library do.
86-.1 S35 Library do.
87-4 S40 Libruru do.
SS-A $45 Library do.
89—A S50 Library do.
90—.1 SSO Library do.
91—A *75 Library do.
92—A »100 Library do.
93—-1 Choice of Good Books.

$8 00
ate.)

*f .$10 OO
1

»S$15 10

I £$20 00

£ a$25 00 I

S3$30 00

5 ,.$35 TO

S =>$40 TO
-3 $15 00

i

SS$50 TO
*
&$C0 00

S»$75 TO
J
N

110 00
Leecrlplion.)

Hill

S3
52

S5j

102

85
I

17
26
32
42

51
16
25

.. 2

.. Ii

.. 8
. 9

.. 9

.. 3

.. 6

.. 2

..11

.. 9
9

.. 9

.11

.11

.. 5

.. 8

.17

... 4

... 2

... 4

... «

... 4

... G

... 4

... 2

.39

...45

..34

...42

... 9

...17

...13

... 9

...43

.. 76

.344

.. 32

.61

...14

:M
... 91
.. 6
...10
...13
...10
... 2
... 4
... 8
... 9
...10
...11
...13
...14
...„„ ...

... 3

... 6
. 9

...10

...12
.14
.16

::i2

32
. 7
. 9
.11
.15
.17
. 6
. 9

.10

.14

.18

.21

.25

.28

.31

.34

.38

.44
55
.70

ZS~Every Premium article ii new and of (Iu tery best manufacture. Xo
charge is made for packing or boxing any article la our Premium List. Tlie

Premiums, Nos. 2 to 8, 27 to 33, 55 to 78, end 81 to 93,
inclusive, will each be delivered FREE of all charge', by mail or express

(at the Poet-office or egress office nearest the recipient) to any p!ac: in the roiled

Slates or Territories.— "Die other articlt a '. the recipient only the freight after

leaving the manufactory of each. Im any conveyance desired. Boscrintiou of
Premiums sent free to applicautSj

" Up for Repairs,"
A Beautiful, New Picture

FOR EVERY SUBSCRIBER
TO THE

Ameri can
Agriculturist

FOR 1874.
The great satisfaction which has been expressed

by tens of thousands of subscribers to this paper
who have received the picture entitled " Mischief
Brewing," has led the Publishers to provide an-

other beautiful Gift for their patrons for the com-
ing year.

An exquisite Oil Painting by the celebrated

American Painter, Mr. B. F. Reinhart, executed

expressly for the American Agriculturist and entitled

"UP FOR REPAIRS,"
has been most successfully reproduced in Chromo
by the well-known firm of Bencke & Scott. It is a
picture of a scene in childhood, which many will

recognize as what they have themselves witnessed

or been actors iu, and can not fail to please both
old and young. The Chromo is so perfectly done
as scarcely to be distinguished from the original.

The Publishers will give this beautiful Chromo

To Every Subscriber
to this paper for the year 1974 received after this

date, as detailed below. It is ready for im-
mediate delivery at 2 15 Broadway,
Free of Charge.

If to go by mail, 10 cents must be sent to
cover cost of packing and postage, for t?5
Cents it will l»e Mounted, Vanish-
ed, Packed, and sent Cost-paid.

IV. IJ.—The Chromo will be delivered :

At the Office, I'liieooniited, Free.
" " " Mounted, 15 cents extra.

Sent by Mail, Unmounted, 10 cents extra.
" " 4l Mounted, 25 cents extra.

We advise all to have them rronutedbefore leaving
the office, as in the large quantities we put up we
are able to mount them for a quarter of the. cost of
doing it singly, and better than it can usually be
done elsewhere.

The picture is designed for every siihserib-
cr upon the terms stated above, whieh please read
carefully; and on these terms all are alike entitled
to it, whether their names come 6ingly at $1.50
each, or in Clubs of Four for $5, or Clubs of Ten at
$1.30 each, or in Clubs of Twenty or more at $1
each. Subscribers in Premium Clubs will also
thus be entitled to it.

(g^° 7%. B.—A few of the beautiful pictures
entitled " Mischief Brewing," which have been
given to so large a number of subscribers, are still

in stock, and, while any remain, subscribers to the
American Agriculturist can have their choice be-
tween this and the new Chromo " Up for Re-
pairs ;

" but the choice must be named at time of
subscribing.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Broadway, New York.

Play and Profit
IN MYJJARDEN.

By E. P. ROE,
Author of "Barriers Burned Away," etc.

CONTENTS.
Chap.
1.— Will you Walk into my

Garden ?
2.—My Garden Accounted

for.
3.—My Garden—Its Locu-

tion.
4.—My Garden—How it

Grew.
5.—My G:irdcn-What Fruits

were Cultivated.
fi.—The Same—Continued.
7.— Murkets.
s.—Expenses.
'.).—Ground for a Garden.

Price, Postpaid

Chap.
10.— Wlien to Commence a

Garden.
11.—We will so to Work.
12.—The Campaign in Sep-

tember.
13.—Preparing for "Winter

Quarters.
14.—Gardening Over a Win-

ter Fire.

15.—April.
16.—Graftintr or Horticultural

Con version.
17_Corn and Beans (Succo-

tash).

- - - SI 50

OKANGE JUDD COMPANY, 345 Broadway, N. Y.
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PLANTS

For ErafMi.

PLANTS
Ry Mail, without Cost for

Packing or Postage.

WE §EMI>
12 superb Verbenas, 12 colors, $1.00

6 Monthly Tea-Roses, 6 colors, 1.00

6 other Roses, assorted, . . . 1.00

6 choice Geraniums, 6 colors, . 1.00

C fragrant Geraniums, . . . 1.00

6 handsome Coleus, distinct sorts, 1.00

6 Heliotropes, 6 sorts, . . .1.00

6 choice foliage Regonias, . . 1.00

6 choice flowering do., . . . 1.00

6 choice Chrysanthemums, . 1.00

6 choice Dahlias, ...... 1.00

G Lady Washington or Show Ger-
aniums, . . 1.00

choice Phloxes, 1.00

6 choice Perpetual Carnations, 1.00

ornamental folinged Redding
Plants, 1.00

10 Plants for Hanging Basket, . 1.00

6 splendid Feichsias, .... 1.00

6 choice Rouvat'dias, .... 1.00

We grow no inferior varieties, but the

selection of sorts at the above rates must

in a great measure be left to us.

WE AESO OFFER
The new variegated Ice»PIani, La
Be31e Carnation, 6 new and beauti-

ful Coleus, new Fuchsias, Dah-
lias, Chrysanthemums, aud many
other new, rare, and beautiful
Plants, for full descriptions of which,

with a full collection of Greenhouse,
Redding, and Window Plants see

our new Catalogue of 96 pages.

We are now sending our Plants to

every part of the United States and Can-

adas. By mail and express they reach

their destination in perfect safety. Here
is a letter to the point just now come to

hand

:

New Lenox, Will Co., lLL.,Feb.l3,'74.

H. E. Chitty—Dear Sir : The Gera-

niums arrived last evening in perfect

order; not wilted nor dry—as fresh as

when first started, and not a leaf broken.

Tours truly,

Mrs. N. Gottgar.

The above is an example of letters

daily received.

For our CATALOGUE inclose Letter-Stamp to the

BELLEVUE NURSERY COMPANY
PATERSON, NEW JERSEY.

HENRY E. CHITTY, Supt.



AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST
Farm, Garden, and Hou.seh.olci.

"AGIUCULTURE IS T11E MOST HEALTHFUL, MOST USEFUL, AND MOST Noltl.i: EMPLOYMENT OF MAN."-W»3amoTo».
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AMERICAN AGRICULTUR 1ST.

NEW YORK, MAY, 1874.

May is a busy month. In fact we know of no
month in the year when a farmer can not find

plenty of work that ought to be done. When we
speak of winter being a season of comparative

leisure, we simply mean that we can, if we choose,

postpone our work for a few days or weeks. On
a well-managed farm there is always work that can

be done to advantage. Farmers often complain

that their work is never done. We would not wish

it otherwise. Without honest work there can be

no honest pay. He that won't work neither shall

he eat. How often does a man say, "if I could

only get work I should be happy." A farmer need

never say this. He is never in the condition of a

briefless lawyer, or a minister without a charge, or

a doctor without a patient. His store never lacks

customers. His factory need never be run on half

time. For this let us be thankful.

On our own farm, and we presume it is so on

others, it is almost impossible to get ahead of the

work. The seasons are short and the weather un-

certain. The land is too wet to plow this week

and too dry and hard to plow the week after. We
must be prompt. We must be systematic and

orderly. Plows, harrows, rollers, cultivators,

drills, stone-boats, crow-bars, chains, spades, forks,

wagons, carts, harness, bags, pails, baskets, ropes,

whippletrees, devices, bolts, monkey-wrench, ax,

hammer, nails, and a score of other things that are

likely or unlikely to be wanted should be all ready

for use and just where you can lay your hand on

them in the dark if needed. We must be ready at

any moment to change from out-door to in-door

work—to plow and harrow or grind hoes and oil

harness ; to draw off stones, sow plaster, build

fence, dig, underdrain, or to cut feed, sort pota-

toes, repair tools, whitewash walls, or paint imple-

ments. To do all this without loss of time, and a

hundred other things connected with good farm-

ing, requires a clear head, great patience, much
self-denial, untiring energy, systematic and prompt

industry, and constant iiersonal supervision.

Himts nljout Work.
Hi-rwj need to be well looked after at this Fearon.

Much depends on their ability to do a good day's

work now. They require not only good feed, but
good digestion. Neither man nor horse can work
well unless he eats well, sleeps well, and digests
his food. Horses sutler more from iudigestion
than from any other one thing. At this season we
are apt to keep them too many hours in the field.

We know horses that are taken out to plow at sis

o'clock in the morning, are brought to the stable

at noon, the bits taken out of their mouths, but
the harness not removed. They ara given a few
ears of corn, and have some long, dry hay thrown
into the racks ; are again taken to the field at half-

past one, and kept there until half-past seven at

night. The horses are tired and exhausted when
brought in at noon, and before there is time for
the process of digestion to commence they are

again put to hard work.

Three-Horse Teams are becoming more and more
common, and can not be too earnestly recom-
mended. A man can drive three horses as easily

as he can two. Where it takes the strength of one
horse to draw the empty wagon, three horses have
double the effective force of two horses.

Plowing is often hard work. This is especially

true in striking out the first furrow. In sod land

we should always put on three horses, or else strike

out a light, narrow furrow. On stubble land we
throw up a light furrow and then turn it back
again. This plows the whole laud and does not
overtax the team.

When the Horses are Brought Home at Noon give
them a pail of water with a pint of corn or oatmeal
stirred in it. Take off the harness. Wash the
shoulders. If sweaty, rub them dry with straw,

curry off the mud and dry sweat, and rub them
down with a brush. Then feed them, and let them
eat while you are at dinner.

Better Grooming in the stable and less idle time
in the field is what we aim at on our own farm.

Cut Feed, moistened with water and mixed with
meal and a little bran, can be eaten more rapidly

than long hay, and leaves more time for rest and
digestion. We mix. a bushel of cut hay, four
quarts of corn-meal, and two quarts of bran toge-

ther, and let the horses have ail they will eat of

the mixture, and give them a little long hay in

the racks.

Keep the Mangers Clean and Sweet.—As soon as tho

horse stops eating the cut feed remove all that is

left from the manger. This is very important.

Give a little salt in the manger every day. The
horses will not eat too much if they have it

regularly.

For Chafed Shoulders wash with warm soft water

and castile soap and then dress with crude petro-

leum. If ulcerated, wash them with carbolic soap
and apply petroleum afterwards. If possible, let

the horse rest a few t!ays.

Planting Corn is the important field work of the

month. Cora is not likely to be as low next year

as it has been for a year or two past. We think it

a good time to plant freely.

Better Cultivation Is, however, more desirable

than a larger area. Wet land and weeds are the

great enemies of the corn crop.

Early Planting is desirable, provided the land is

warm and in good order.

On Sough Land we woul '. plant in hills Si cr i

feet apart. We can then cultivate both ways and

clean and subdue the land with little hoeing.

On Clean, Smooth, P.ich Land we think it pays to

drill in the crop. When the stalks are valuable

for fodder, and the land is rich enough, we are

sure that drilling is more profitabl: than planting

in hills.

Drilling has one great advantage. The work i3

not only done much more expeditiously and

cheaply, but you can put in the seed every day as

fast as the land is plowed and harrowed, and thus

avoid delay from wet weather. A drill that would

drop in hills so as to have the rows straight both

ways would enable us t j do the 6ame thing, but we

have never yet found a drill that will drop the teed

exactly in the hi'.'.s.

_ laster cau b. cowc eith:.
v roadcast or dropped
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on the hills after planting, or dusted on the leaves

of the young plants. If there is a manure attach-

ment to your drill, it is a good plan to drop the

plaster with the seed.

Mangel-wurzel should be sown as early as the land

can be got in good condition. We sow in drills

about 30 inches apart, with an ordinary grain drill.

The land should be rich, and then 300 lbs. of good

superphosphate mixed with coal-ashes and drilled

in with the seed will be a great help. Sow i lbs.

of seed per acre. Thin out the plants to 13 or 15

inches apart in the rows. If you sow by hand,

soak the seed for 48 hours in rain-water, changing

the water every 13 hours. Cover the seed from

one to two inches deep. Roll the land before and

especially after sowing the seed.

Potatoes as a rale, especially Peachblows, do best

when planted early ; but we have had a good crop

of Flukes planted as late as the first of June. A
clover sod on light loam is considered best for

potatoes. If the land is dry and rich, it does not

matter what the previous crop may have been.

Mark the land carefully three feet apart each way,

and drop one large potato or two sets in each hill.

Cover two or three inches deep with a hoe. A
spoonful of plaster dropped in each hill frequently

has a beneficial effect. We have known it increase

the crop 50 bushels per acre. If planted in drills,

drop the sets 15 to 18 inches apart. We make the

drills with a light steel plow, 3 feet apart for Early

Rose and 3i feet for Peachblows. Cover with a

plow three or four inches deep, and as soon as the

weeds begin to start, or before, harrow the land

with a Thomas or other light harrow. See Hints

for last month.

Beans are sown as soon as we are through plant-

ing corn. They are usually sown on a clover sod.

Rows :A feet apart, and four or five beans in a hill

13 or 15 inches apart, or if drilled in with a grain-

drill, drop the beans about two inches apart. Plow
the land carefully and harrow very thoroughly, and
roll before planting. Use the cultivator freely and

keep the crop clean. If you can not do this do not

go extensively into bean growing.

Mowing Land should be got ready for the

machine. Pick off stones. Put a stake by the

side of any stone that can not be removed, so that

you will not run the machine against it.

Sow Plaster on clover and on dry upland mead-
ows—say one to two bushels per acre.

Pastures are frequently injured by turning stock

on to the.n before the grass has got a good start.

Keep the stock on grass land intended for corn,

potatoes, or beans until the regular pastures afford

a good bite.

Young Clover, when the dew is on, is very apt to
j

produce hoven in cattle when first turned out to

pasture. The green, wet clover ferments in the

stomach.

Milch- Cows will be longing for green grass before

it is ready for them. We do not believe in the

notion that if they once taste grass they will not
eat hay afterwards. It is not true. Cut up hay,

moisten it with water, sprinkle on a quart of eora-

meal and a quart of bran to each bushel of the hay,
and let the cows have all they will eat, night and
morning. Contiuue this feed after the cows are

turned out to pasture as long as they will eat any
of it. It will pay.

Calves should be fed liberally. Nothing, of course,

is so good as new milk ; next fresh skimmed milk,

with flaxseed tea or oil-cake tea, A little nice

early-mown hay, bran, oatmeal, corn-meal, oil-cake,

6liced mangels, carrots, or parsnips are all good
for calves in addition to a run in a sunny, shel-

tered pasture.

Sheep.—Let ewes and lambs have the best of pas-

ture, and give a daily feed of clover hay and sliced

mangels if you have them. Dock and castrate the
lambs when three or four weeks ,;d. Tag the old
sheep, aud keep a sharp lookor for any symptoms
of foot-rot. If any are affect eu pare and dress the
feet ot* the whole Sock immediately with crude car-

fa lie acid or a sattuuted solution of blue vitriol.

Do the work thoroughly, and repeat in three or

four days.

Swine should have rings in their noses and be

turned out to pasture every day. Clover is best

for them, but they will do very well on grass.

Young, growing pigs should have some grain in

addition to the grass. Pork is likely to be high

next winter, and it will pay to feed liberally.

Work in tie Horticultural Departments.

In all sections wherein gardening is carried on
May will bring plenty of work. There will be the

planting of the general crops, besides the numerous
odd jobs of which every garden has its share.

There will also be an abundance of weeds to con-

tend with, which will give constant employment.

Aim to always keep in advance of the work. If

the weeds are once allowed to become established

the labors of the coming season will be more than

doubled. Keep the cultivators, hoes, and rakes

moving rapidly. This will be all the more neces-

sary should a loug season of drouth ensue. Then,

watering is impracticable, and all that can be done
is to stir the soil as often as possible. Keep a rec-

ord of the daily operations. It will take but a few
minutes each day, and will be of much value for

reference in the future. Put down the date the

different crops are planted, kind of manure applied,

and any other items of interest.

Orchard and Wsirsery.

Boot- Grafts should be got out at once, setting

them in rows four feet apart, and the grafts

twelve inches in the rows, taking care to press the

earth firmly around the lower part of them.

Planting of all fruit trees must be completed as

rapidly as possible. If properly heeled-iu, they can

be set out a week or two after those in the nursery

have started. If crops are to be raised between the

rows, supply plenty of manure so that the trees

will not be robbed of nutriment. In planting,

have the trees set out in straight rows. Nothing
looks more slip-shod than trees planted irregularly.

Trees received from the nursery should be buried

root and branch for a few days if their bark is

shrivelled ; this will usually restore them. If the

buds have started from too much heat and rrois-

ture, cut back severely before planting.

Mulch.—If orchardists would mulch their newly-

planted trees as soou as set out, there would be

less complaint that nurserymen send out poor
stock. The mulch prevents the soil c ver the roots

from drying, and insures a vigorous growth.

Insects.—It is not yet too late t.:> look after the

eggs of the tent-caterpillar. I" will require less

time to destroy them now tnan wheu they are

hatched. Wild-cherry trees serve as breeding

places for caterpillars, aud i any are allowed to re-

main they too should be kept clear of them.

Seedlings should all be set out this month and the

rows kept clear of w: 3ds. Seeds should be sown
at once iu fine soil. Collect seeds of Maples, Elms,
etc., as soon as ripe, and sow at once. Ever-
green seeds require to be sheltered with lattice-

work or brush; otherwise the sun will kill the
young plants as soon as they get above ground.

Grafting should he finished this month if not
completed last. It is best to set the grafts just be-

fore the leaves start, but where there are a great

many to be set this can not always be doue.

Fruit Warden.
Planting.—The directions given above will serve

in this department as well.

Packages.—Where fruit is marketed, provide a
supply of crates and baskets, and see that they are

:.:: i;rder for immediate use and properly marked.

Cuttings of currants and gooseberries buried last

fall may be set out, and after one season's growth
will be tine young plants. Press the earth firmly

around thp ".uttings.

Qrape-T. .«s.—Be careful not to injure the buds

when working among the vines. Allow only one
cane to grow on newly-planted vines the first year

;

select the strongest, aud remove the others.

Cur ants.—If borers have worked in the bushes,

cut out all the injured portions and bum; then-

work will be shown by the yellow, sickly ap] car-

anee of the bush. Dust the leaves with powdered
white hellebore if the currant-worm appears.

Mulch both the old and newly-planted bushes.

Strawberries must be set out as soon as the ground
will allow. Use only strong plants from runners.

Keep the beds, both old and new, clean and well

mulched, to prevent weeds from growing, and to

keep the berries from being soiled with earth.

Cut off all runners unless plants are wanted.

Raspberries and Blackberries should have been set

out last month, but if not attended to then do it as

early as possible. Tie up the last year's growth to

stakes or trellises, and apply a heavy mulch.

Kitchen Jji.rdeu.

Such of the hardier vegetables as were sown last

month will now be growing, and should he kept

free from weeds, and, as soon as large enough,

thinned. Iu most localities, all the varieties of

vegetables, except perhaps tomatoes and egg-plants,

may be planted iu the open ground now.

Asparagus.—Do not cut until the plants are two

years old, and if they can be left until three all the

better for the future of the bed. Set new beds now.

Beans.—Do not plant until all danger from frost

is over ; then plant in rows three feet apart. Limas

started on sods under glass may be set out when
cool nights are over; and when the ground becomes
dry and warm seeds may be put in.

Beets.—Thin out the early plantings and keep

carefully hoed ; the thinnings make greens, prefer-

red by many to spinach. Plant for a succession.

Cabbages, Broccoli, Cauliflower, etc., all need the

same general treatment when young. Set out
early plants from the hot-bed or frame, and keep
well hoed. Sow for late crops in the open ground.

Carrots.—Sow the main crop when the soil is

varm, and keep clean from the start, or the weeds
will soon exceed the carrots in size, and the crop

be injured.

Celery.—Sow seeds, if not '.lready done, in open
ground.

Corn.—Plant as soon as all danger of frost is over

in drills 3i to i feet apart. Plant every week or ten

days for a succession.

Cucumbers.—Plants started on pieces of sod may
be set iu the open ground and covered at night

with frame or even a paper to prevent their becom-
ing chilled. Sow seeds iu open ground as soon as

warm, and dust the plants when up with plaster or

ashes to prevent the "bugs" from working
on them.

JSgg-Plants.—Do not set out until cool nights are

over and the ground becomes thoroughly warmed;
then set in rich soil two f<:et apart each way.

Lettuce.—Keep the soil around early-set plants

loose and free from weeds. Set out new beds and

sow seed for a later crop.

Melons require the same treatment as cucumbers.
When growing well, give liquid manure once or

twice a week.

Onions should have been sown last month to in-

sure a good crop. Weed as soon as up and keep
the soil stirred often. Ashes worked in between
the rows, and worked in with a hoe, aud a dressing

of salt are beneficial.

Parsley.—Soak the seed in warm water and sow
in open ground, patting down the earth well.

leas.—Bush before they fall over Earth up a
little when hoeing. Plant late soils > rows four to

five inches deep, so that they will not dry out dur-

ing iKira weather.

Potatoes.—Finish planting for general crop, ana
hoe the early sorts as soon as up. Just before the

potatoes appear above ground draw a harrow over

the rows ; this will dt .troy minieri.:.. weeds.

Radishes.—Sow every week for a succession and

keep clear of weeds.
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Parsnips.—The earlier these are sown the better

the crop is likely to be. Use only last year's seed.

Hoe and weed as soon as the plants appear.

Khubarb.—Do not gather from plants set last year.

Cut off all flower-stalks as soon as they appear.

Squashes for late use should be planted by the

middle of the month in rich soil. Treat the early

sorts the same as cucumbers.

Tomatoes.—Transplant as soon as warm enough

to the open ground, setting the plants i feet apart.

Turnips.—Dnst air-slaked lime or ashes on the

young plants as soon as up to destroy the black fly

which attacks them.

B?lower Warden and Lawn.

Planting will form the main work in this depart-

ment for ths first part of this month. Evergreens

succeed best when planted some time during this

month. Great care must be used not to allow the

roots to dry by exposure to the winds, as when

this happens the tree seldom survives. Set out

ornamental trees at once before they commence

their growth. If any trees need moving attend to

it at once.

Lawns.—Clear up all dead leaves, sticks, etc.,

if not done before. The lawn should be cut

often in order to keep the surface neat and smooth.

If the grass is not too thick allow it to remain on

the ground ; it will serve as a fertilizer, and also

prevent the sun from drying out the roots.

S/irubs.—A selection of early flowering shrubs will

give a place an attractive appearance in spring be-

fore the leaves have started on the ornamental

trees. Shrubs flower better if properly pruned.

Edgings around walks and beds should be kept

neatly cut, and no grass or weeds allowed to grow
on the paths.

Paths.—If any new paths or drives are needed

mike at once, and use plenty of broken stone as a

foundation, and finish with gravel.

Annuals.—Sow as soon as the ground becomes
warm—at least by the middle of the month. Keep
the beds clear of weeds.

Perennials should be sown in a separate bed from

the annuals. Sow seed of those now coming into

flower as soon as ripe.

Bulbs.—Set out Gladiolus, Tiger-flower, and Lily

bulbs in rich soil. Tuberoses do best if planted in

pots and started in the house before setting out.

Cumbers.—Sow seeds of Sweet-pea, Cypress-vine,

Morning Glory, etc., where a screen is needed and
for covering trellises.

Dahlias started in the house may be planted out

now, and as soon as they commence their growth
they must be tied to stakes.

Ccrceiiliomise anil Window Plants.

Do not put all the greenhouse plants out of

doors, as is sometimes done, but keep the house

looking well the year round. This can easily be

done if a little pains is taken with shading.

/Shelter.—Some shelter is needed for Camellias

and other greenhouse evergreens when they are

placed out of doors during the summer. The best

thing is a sheltered spot surrounded by trees, but

not under their drip, and the ground where the

pots are to be placed covered with coal ashes to

keep out worms. Florists use a lattice-work shed

built for the purpose.

Plunging is sometimes resorted to with plants

which it is not expedient to turn out of the pot,

and also when it is desirous to use greenhouse

plants for decorating the lawn. Such plants as

Palms, Yuccas, Ficns, and other subtropical things,

may be used for this purpose with fine effect.

Bedding Plants.—Do not set out until settled

warm weather, and then in good soil, and give

water until the plants arc well established.

Bummer Propagation may be carried on in a cool

greenhouse kept shaded during the middle of

the day.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

from our daily record during the year, show at a glance

the transactions for the month ending April 13th, 1874,

and for the corresponding month last year

:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT THE NEW YORK MARKETS.
Receipts. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Hue. Barley. Oats
21 il'<*i m'lliSOU.OOO 1,317,000 2,078,000 0,000 131.100 7514,000
24 d's last m'th317,000 1,912,000 411,000 141,000 15:j,000 486,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Hue. Barley. Oats.
21 d's this ni'tli258,000 2,101,000 2,3:6,000 3'J.IU) 23o,oni)' 1,0117 000
24 d's last 111'Ui 229,000 2,419,000 1,617,000 116,000 329,000 1,104,000

3. Comparison with same period at lids lime last year.
Ueceipts. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Hue. Barley. Oats.
34 days 187*. . .896,000 1,317,000 2,673,000 0,900 131,000 794,000
25 days 1873... 191,000 267,000 381,000 2,750 59,000 643,000

Sales. Flour. Wheal. Corn. Hue. Barley. Oats.
24 days 1371. . .853,000 2,104,000 2,316,000 39,000 839,000 1.097,00.)
25 days 1873...225,000 637,000 1,395,000 4,500 187,000 1,115,000

3. Stock of grain in store at Next) York.
Wheal. Corn. H//e. Barley. Oats. Malt.
bush. busli. biish. btisb. bush, busli.

April 6, 1811.. 1,036,091 128,602 20,379 118,820 408,673 45,475
Mar. 9, 1874.. 1,320,818 754,511 26,378 61,416 751,375 22,276
Feb. 9, 1874.. 1,070,619 511,800 11,608 40,906 735,99! 23,760
Jan. 12,1874. .1,235,413 1,146,203 1,131 186,208 514,117 8*488
Dec. 10, 1873.. 1,553,313 2,093,544 241,885 570,712 00,805

4. Exports from New York, Jan. 1 to April 9

:

Flour. Wheat. Corn. St/e. Barley. Oats. Peas.
libls. bush. bush. bush. bush. bush. bush.

1874....012,380 7,330,021 8,018,830 254,310 SO.r.81 69,10!
1.373....296,843 l,0u0,712 3,182,533 1,004 11,830 6,162 IS 380
1872....217,804 1,873,515 8,579,019 119,330 8,730 67,317

Current Wholesale Prices.

March 13. j April 11.

Prick of Gold 113 113«
FLOUK-Supcr to Extra State $5 65 15 7 65 *5 S3 <a 7 75
Super to Extra Southern.... 6 50 a, 10 50 6 30 @io 75
Extra Western 6 S5 ©10 75 6 35 ©10 50
Extra Genesee 7 75 © 9 50 7 85 © 9 50
Supcrnne Western 5 05 © G 25 5 85 ©6 45
ItYK Flour 4 15 ® 5 75 4 15 @ 5 83
Corn-Meal 3 50 © 4 50 3 75 ©4 50
Buckwheat Flour.?! 100 Bs. 3 00 ©3 50 Nominal.
Wheat— All kinds 01 White. 1 65 © 1 95 1 05 © 1 90
All kinds ol lied and Amber. 1 35 © 1 15 1 40 © 1 75
Corn— Yellow 88 @ 91 £8 @ 94
Mixed 86 @ 92 &4 © 91
White SS ® 91 SO © 92
Oats- Western 62 @ 66K 02 © 60K
State 63 @ 60 08 © 08
Kte 100 @ 1 05 105 ©112
Barley 110 ©2 10 150 ©195
Hat— Bale, IB 100 lbs 100 ©185 100 ©140
Straw, ft 100 Us 60 ©95 60 © 95
Cotton— Middlings, V lb.... 16^® 16% 17 & 17K
Hops—Crop of 1873. H> lb 20 @ 45 15 © 35
Feathers —Live Cecse, HI ft. 65 ©75 05 © 75
Seiid— Clover, 9 lb 9%@ 9}/ 9'i® 10!<
Timothy, if) bushel 3 15 @ 3 30 — © 3 00
Flax, f) bushel ... 2 50 ©2 10 8 10 ©2 80
Sugar— Ren'g& Grocery id lb 6",;® S% SJjia Sv
Molasses, Cuba, H<gal 20 ©40 33 @ 4S
New Orleans, ?! gal 60 © 15 60 ® 15
CoFFfiE-lIio(Gold) 23K® 20,^ 19 © 23^
Tobacco. Kentucky, &c„ Hi lb. 5>£® 14 5 @ 13

"

Seed Leaf, HI lb 5 @ 65 5 © 65
Wool—Domestic Fleece, V lb 82 © 65 SO © 60
Domestic, pulled, H* Id 30 © 55 25 © 50
California, clip 18 @ 37 10 © 35
Tallow, H" lb la® 1% ~i%% 1%
OlL-CAKK-ii! ton 43 00 ©4100 44 00 ©45 00
Pork—Mess, H' barrel — ©16 00 17 00 ©17 1214
Prime, H> barrel 13 50 ©13 75 14 00 @M 50
Beef—Plain mess 10 00 ©1150 9 50 ©1100
LAitD, in trcs. & barrels, IP n. s;<@ 9;<; 9,>j@ \0H
Butter—State, fib 32 © 55 27 ® 35
Western, H> E> 80 © 42 20 © S3
Cheese.. . 5 ® 17^ 5 ® 17

Bkans-iD bushel 1 50 © 4 00 1 50 © 4 25
PEAS-Canada, free. * bu ... 1 20 @ 1 25 1 25 © 1 21
EOGS-Fresh.li) dozen IS ® 22 ISM® 16

" Limed 3R dozen 11 ® 14 Nomiual.
Poultry-FowIs 10 © 17 10 © 19

Turkeys—Hi B 8 @ 16 10 © IS

Geese, if) pair 1ST ©2 60 175 © S 00
Ducks, if< pair 70 ® 90 15 © 1 25

" f ft 12 © 11 12 ® 84
Ducks, wild. ?) pair — ® — 30 ® 1 75
Plover. H) dozen — ® — 1 00 ® 1 25
Snipe, f) dozen — @ — 1 50 © 1 75

Capons, HI ft — ® -- S5 ® —
Pigeons, ?( dozen — ® — 2 50 © 3 00

Turnips Hi bbl 50 © 15 50 © 75
Cabbvges-H' 100 2 00 ©10 00 4 00 ©SCO
Onions-H) bbl 4 50 © 5 50 3 00 © 6 50
Potatoes—H> bbl 2 23 ©3 25 2 25 ® 3 12>$
Swbbt Potatoes—H) 1)1)1 4 50 @ 6 75 7 00 ® 1 50

Carrots -HI bbl 1 50 © 2 00 2 00 © 2 50

IlROOil-CORN 6 @ 11 6 © 11

Strawberries—Hi quart — ® — 30 © 90
Appi.es—Hi barrel 1 50 ® 5 00 1 50 © 6 00

Cranberries- 1? bbl 1150 ©14 50 1100 ©15 00

Beets, H) bbl 2 00 @ 2 25 2 00 ©2 25

Celery, HI doz 1 00 @ 1 50 2 00 © 2 50

Green Peas, Hi bushel.. 1 60 ® 1 15 1 50 © 1 15

Water-Cresses. H) basket... — © — 40 © 7;i

Rhubarb-HI bunch — ® — 12 ® —
Radishes—HI 100 bunches.... — ® — 8 00 © 3 50

Maple Sugar — © — 8 © 15

Ginseng — ® — 1 25 © 1 o5

Gold has been up to 1137b and down to 112—closing

April 11th at 113=4 as against 112 on March 12th

The receipts and sales of Breadstutl's have been on an

extensive scale for the season. The arrivals of Corn

have been unusually heavy. The demand for Flour,

Spring Wheal, and Corn has been active, largely for ex-

port. Prices have been variable, closing generally with

more firmness. The dealings in Oats have been quite

liberal, and the market closed strong; prime samples of

both Mixed and White, scarce, and wanted for trade

purposes. Kye has been in better request, and much
firmer toward the close. Barley has been plenty, and

seriously depressed iu price, with less inquiry for sup-

plies. Spring Wheat and Mixed Corn has been sold lo a
considerable extent for forward delivery at the ruling
figures. There has not been much call for Wheat, millers
having been the priucipal buyers, and purchasing ouly to
meet urgent wauts. The rise in ocean freights toward
the close tended to check operations on oxport account.

Provisions have been more active, the transactions
in Pork, Lard, and Bacon having been largely on specu-
lative account at firmer rates. Beef easier ; Butter and
Eggs 'much cheaper; Cheese about steady There
has been a fair movement in Cotton for prompt and for-

ward delivery, closing, however, in favor of buyers
Tobacco, Seeds, Hay, and Straw have been moderately
sought after within our revised range Wool has been
iu fair demand, and though somewhat irregular during
the month closed rather stronger, with very scant sup-

plies of really desirable grades available. From Califor-

nia the reports are that shearing is now quite general,

and that the San Francisco market will be quite liberally

supplied in the course of a few weeks. A lot of 48 bales

new Spring Clip has been sold in San Francisco at 25c,
gold. The Wool was from Santa Cruz Island, light con-
dition with few burs. According to recent advices,

fully a fourth part of the sheep in Northern California

has becu lost, which loss, however, will probably be made
up by the increase of the clip in Southern California, so

that the quantity of Wool raised in 1874 will doubtless

abent equal the clip of 1813 Hops have declined

materially, on a very dull market In most other

articles trade has been without notable activity.

Ken Yorlc I^ivc-Slocli Marlccts.

Beevs. Colt's. Calces. Sheep. Sicine. Tol'l.WEEK ENDING
March83 1,893 99
March 30 8,227 2C0
April li 9,374 100
April 13 7,517 SO

Total for 5 Weeks. .88,011 589
Ao.forprev. 5 WeekSSS,'l53 274

71.7

1,260

1,990

1,111

16.712 25.005 50,514
16.7.75 29,820 57,807
14.07S 33,576 58,388
19,205 87,631 66,123

66,180 126,092 231,222
98,166 113,093 279,817

Averageper Week
do. do. last Mouth,
ilo. do. prev'8 Month

Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Strine.
8,253 134 1,200 16,695 31,523

. 6,915 55 622 19.753 24,619

. 8,238 17 600 24.0S0 31,822

Beef Cattle.—The regularly increasing supply of

cattle has to some extent prevented an advance in prices
that the good demand might have warranted. At the
close of last month an increase of over 1,000 head per
week broke the market, which remained dull until the
still further increased receipts at the beginning of April

reduced prices fully #c. |1 lb. Prices are yet too high
for liberal consumption, and the market is sustained only
by the unexpectedly good demand. Trade has been active

during the month since our last report^ and as we close

we have to note a falling off in the demand ami a shrink-

ago in prices, extra beeves selling at 12?4C @ 13c. to dress

60 lbs. ^1 cwt. ; steers and oxen bringing 10c. @ 12.Vc. to

dross 50 to 58 lbs.; and rough cattle, dressing 55 lbs.,

selling at 9>;c. %] lb.

The prices for the past four weeks were as follows

:

Range. Large Sales. Aver.
9'..i«13 e. 11 @ll!*c. llKc
~ @i3^c. lojflausfc. iij^o.

WEEK ENDING
March 22
March 29
April 6
April 13

9
8t.®13)ic.
8)i@13

10,k@llXe.
10K@llKc

OTileli Con's.—The demand has been steady, with
a fair promise of advanced prices ; but the heavy receipts

of March 29 were too much for the trade to dispose of

without a reduction, and prices were marked down $5.00

per head. At. the close the market was tame, with a
little better feeling, the range being from $40 to $S0 for

cow and calf Calves.—The receipts of this stock

have been steadily increasing, but the demand has beeu
steady also, and prices remain firm at. 8c. ® 10c. $ lb. for

veals and lie. @ 14c. <|p fl). for hog-dressed Slieep
and Lambs.—After a week or two of dullness, the

market lias fully recovered its tone, and sellers ask full

prices, without, however, raising quotations. Buyers
can get no reductions, and sales are about equal to sup-

ply. Unshorn sheep sold at the close at 7)40. @ 9>j'c.

$ £)., and spring lambs of poor quality brought $0.50 @
$S,00 <$ head Swine.—The market for live hogs

has been practically dead ; there have been no offerings

for many days, and those offered early in April were not
good. Thin Ohio hogs averaging 121 lbs. brought 5c.

<L9
ft>., and good hogs would bring Gc. Dressed hogs have

been easy throughout, and the quotations as we close are

1.
3
a'c. @ l.'u'c. ^2 lb., with 7Xc. as the ruling price.

As lo BJree«liiig' Sows.—"D, L. G.,"

Honey Creek. Mo. Although it is stated by some writers

upon " the pig" that if a sow is not brought to the boar

when her pigs arc two or three days old she will not

breed again until the pigs are weaned, that is not always

the case. On the contrary, sows are sometimes brought

to breed when their pigs are four weeks old, as in your

case, but more frequently they are not. If the sow is al-

lowed plenty of exercise, and is well fed, she will less

often fail to breed than when kept up in a pen. No
directions can be given for spaying sows. The operation

must be learned by practice ouly.
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DO YOU
WANT ONE

OF THE VALUABLE

PREMIUMS?
TWO MONTHS MORE.
May and June are the two months remaining, dar-

ing which any person who wishes to obtain one or

more of the useful and valuable articles offered in our

Premium List (of which a copy will be sent free to any

applicant, see page 199) can easily get them. This has

already been done by more than 14,000 persons, who dur-

ing years past have tried with success the raising of

Clubs of Subscribers for our papers, and avcilcd them-

selves of the liberal offers of Premiums made by the

Publishers.

We invite all our Subscribers to take hold of this

work and secure a Premium while the offer is open.

Specimen copies of both papers will be sent to any wish-

ing to show them for this purpose.

containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints anil Suggestions ichich we throw into smaller
type and coiulensed form

%
for want of space elsewhere.

Remitting- Money: — Checks on
New York City Banks or Bankers arc best

for large sums ; make payable to the order of Orange
Jndd Company. Post-Offloe Money Orders
for $50 or less, are cheap and safe also. When these are not

obtainable, register letters, affixing stamps for post-

age and registry
;
put in the money and seal the letter in

the presence of the postmaster, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in the above three methods is safe against loss.

Postage : On American Agriculturist, 12 cents

a year, and on Hearth and Home, 20 cents a year, in ad-

vance. Double rates if not paid in advance at the

office where the papers are received. For subscribers in

British America, the postage, as above, must be sent

to this office, with the subscription, for prepayment here.

Also 20 cents for delivery of Hearth and Home and 12

cents for delivery of American Agriculturist in New
York City.

Bound Copies of Volume THirty-
two arc now ready. Price, $2, at our office ; or $2.50

each, if sent by mail. Any of the last seventeen volumes
(16 to 32) will also be forwarded at same price. Sets of

numbers sent to our office will be neatly bound in our
regular style, at 75 cents per vol. (50 cents extra, if return

ed by mail.) Missing numbers supplied at 12 cents each.

Clu1>s can at any time be increased by remitting
for each addition the price paid by the original members:
or a small club may be increased to a larger one; thus;
a person having sent 10 subscribers and $12 may after-

ward send 10 more subscribers with only $8 ; making a
club of 20 at $1 each ; and so of the other club rates.

Xlac Germs&n Agriculturist is pub-
lished at the same price as the English edition, and is

mainly a reproduction of that paper, with a special de-

partment edited by the Hon. F. Munch. Will our readers
kindly mention this to their German friends ? Perhaps
some who employ Germans as gardeners, laborers etc.

would be glad to supply them with useful reading matter
by subscribing fur the German edition for them.

Oardeniiig for Profit.—New and en
larged edition. The success of Mr. Henderson's work
has been sometbing unparalleled in the history of rural
literatnre. No work of its class has in this country, and
probably not in any other, had anything like the sale
this has met with. The reasons for this are that it met a
want which no other book did, and the author told all

the secrets of the business without any reservation.
The publishers intended to bring out a new edition next
fall, but the demand during the past few months has
been such as to make it necessary to produce it at once.

Several new chapters have been added, and, in the selec-

tion of varieties, much has been changed, though the

plan of the work is the same as before. The new edition,

now in press, will probably be ready by the time this

reaches our readers, or a few days after. Though over

thirty pages larger the price will remain the same, $1.50

by mail.

Our Western Office.—Our friends in

the West arc reminded that we have an office at No. 4

Lakeside Building, Chicago, 111., in charge of Mr. W. II.

Busbey. Subscriptions to At?ierican Agriculturist and
Hearth and Home arc taken there, and sample copies

of the papers and chromos are delivered, and ordei'B re-

ceived for advertising on the same terms as in New York.

All our Looks are on sale at the Western Office. Please

call and examine, buy, subscribe, and advertise.

5*c*ize K^ssiys oei Ejiiwn Manage-
ment.—The makers of the " Philadelphia Lawn Mow-
er" oiler prizes fur the best essays on the management
of lawns. There arc nine prizes, amounting in all to

$3GS. The competing essays must be received at the

office of the makers, 031 Market street, Philadelphia,

before the first of June.

ESlaelf: AsSa Shingles.—"A Constant

Reader," West Shelby, N. Y. We know of nothing that

will prevent black ash shingles from warping ; it is their

nature to warp. If we had no choice but to use this tim-

ber we would work it up into what are called "shakes,"

strips two feet long, eight inches wide, and three quar-

ters of an inch thick at the butt, and use them.

Canbagc for " Croat."-u H. C. C,"
Adams Co., O. Any hard-headed cabbage is used for

making saucr-kraut. The Flat Dutch and Bergen Drum-

head are used about New York, but any one adapted to

your soil will answer.

Hugs on Grape-Vine.—E. O. Wctteyer.

The insects that eat off the blossoms of your grape arc

no doubt rose-bugs. The only remedy is to shake off

early in the morning, catch in a dish with water, and kill.

Xlae Michigan Bee Association will

convene at Kalamazoo, May 6th, 1S7-I. Arud C. Balcb is

President.

Tlie Horticultural Exhibition of*

L> oiik, France, is now one of the most important

held in Europe; a note from the Secretary of the Cerclc

Horticole informs us that the next annual exhibition

will be held in September next, 17th to 20th.

Buried Pork.-"C. W. N., 1
' Essex Co.,

Mass., in digging a cellar, disinterred a fat hog which he

had buried four years before, and found it in a state of

almost perfect preservation. He asks why it did not de-

cay. Fat buried in this manner decays very slowly in-

deed, and there was probably enough to protect the other

parts of the animal. Oily seeds, when buried deeply in

the soil, are preserved for a very long time. It often

happens that fat, and even flesh, when buried, is con-

verted into a peculiar substance called adipoccrc, and

in this state bodies are found after very many years, with

their form almost perfectly preserved.

Size of an Acre.—"J. D.," Brooklyn,
N. Y. A piece of laud 210 feet on one side and 207 feet

5 inches on the other, will make an acre. If an exact

square is desired the side will be 208 feet 8 inches and

Vio of an inch. Upon newly broken prairie sod a crop

of 20 bushels of wheat is a 'fair yield ; with every favor-

able circumstance this yield may reach 25 to 35 bushels

per acre. Even move than this has been occasionally

raised.

Sending Plants toy Mai!.—"A. C. S.,"

Factoryville, Pa., writes—"I sent some strawberry, rasp-

be rry, and other plants to my son in Washington Terri-

tory by mail, packed in the following manner. 1 took

common quart oyster cans, cut out one end to make room
for packing, moistened the plants, filled the cans, putting

some damp moss on top. Cut a piece of tin the right

shape to cover the end of the can, and soldered it tight.

Put paper around the whole for convenience in directing.

Although they were nearly four weeks on the way, yet

they arrived in good order, and nearly all lived."—Thia
will answer In cold weather with dormant plants, but

had the weather been warm, or the plants in a growing
state, they would have been decayed and useless.

rKcwburgh Buy IforticuEtural So-
ciety.—This wide-awake society announces its annual

exhibition for September 23d to 24th. Aside from the

great shows at Boston and Philadelphia such a flue dis-

play of fruit can not be seen elsewhere.

SLi\I>UY lEUBMUGS.—In fulfilling

our duty in looking over the mass of humbug material,

one is reminded of a certain resemblance these affairs

have to plants. We hope the plants will excuse us for

mentioning them in such company, but it is only in the
matter of duration that humbugs resemble them, Some
plants perform their career in a day, others take weeks
and months. Again, some endure for a year and two
years, while many continue from year to year indefinitely.

The humbugs are many of them too lovely to last, and
have almost the evanescence of the mushroom. Of this

kind is the Magnolia (Iowa) "Library Concert," run by

the promising Maynard. We mentioned last month its

removal to Chicago, but before the article reached our

readers the "moral" youth was stopped; the hard-

hearted officer?, who had no " music in their souls, 11
ar-

rested Mr. Library-Concert-nian, and thus this affair went
out almost as rapidly as a puff-ball under a hot sun. Of

the annual kind the majority of the quack medicines are

good examples, as the average duration of these is not

m«re than a year. Now and then one of these turns out

a perennial, but they rarely flourish after the first winter.

The most lasting humbugs arc those which are on the

border line between rascality and respectability. Th^
Kentucky Public Library Lottery is an example in which

a scheme is kept along by the aid of names that have

heretofore been considered respectable. This is a peren-

nial, the existence of which depends upon the season.

S© long as there are showers of greenbacks every few

months this disgraceful affair will survive, but when peo-

ple become tired of throwing away money upon it there

will be an end.

THE CRIES OP THE WOUNDED

after a battle is one of the saddest things about war, and
it is really the sober side of our humbug matters. How-
ever vexed we may feel that a person should be so

stupid as to trust his money to swindlers, whose prom-

ises every sensible person must know can never be made
good, yet after all we read the letters of the victims with

sadness. There is often a touch of the pathetic in the

complaints of those who could ill afford to lose ; but

there is hope for them, as they generally request us to

publish their cases as warning to others. The victims of

the Union Furnishing Co., of Chicago, have not yet

ceased to cry out. All the consolation we can give them
is that Geo. B. Hodge & Co. are closed, and that they

have thousands of companions in suffering. These let-

ters are sad, but one from a man in Vermont is

A HOUSE OF ANOTHER COLOR.

This gentleman likes the Agriculturist because it ex-

poses humbugs, but he is on the lookout for a " gift en-

terprise" that is reliable. He sends us a circular of one
which claims to have done business for ten years, and
6ays, " If I could see any one who ever drew anything of

any account, or a large sum of money and got it, I might
have some faith.

11 Faith in a gift enterprise I Here is a
confiding gentleman. Why, bless your dear Green Moun-
tain heart, the object of these men is to get money, not

to give it. There are many things in which one may
have "faith. 11 To take no higher view, you may have
faith that honest work will bring honest money, that a

dollar earned will do you in the end more good than a

hundred dollars cheated out of other people, as it would
be if you drew it in a lottery—but " faith" in a "gift

enterprise " never 1 Here we have it

:

"DOCTOR MAItSTELLUS IMPROVED MAGNUM OPUS."

What Dr. M.'s "big work" was before he improved it

we don't know, but now it is a "chemical preparation

for making all explosive fluids non-explosive." What
mischief this will play with the nitro-glyccrine business.

And then "this preparation not only save lamps from
exploding, but prevents chimneys from cracking and
breaking." It will not mend a cellar door and put a baby

to sleep yet, but when this " magnum opus " gets " im-

proved" a few more times we can't say what it may do.

Such things as these are hawked about the country by
plausible, glib-tongucd fellows, who can convince nine

people out of ten that the claims are true, and appar-

ently prove it by experiment.

Gumption is not an elegant word, but it is the only

single one that we know of that expresses in short " an

intelligent and practical knowledge of matters and things

in general." If gumption could be imparted at schools,

if a majority of people had it, these multitudinous hum-

bugs would have " no show." Alas ! the lack of gump-

tion. Once in a while these venders meet the wrong

customer. The chap with the "magnum opus" hap-

pened at Tiffin, Ohio, to meet with a man with gumption

—but we will let him tell his own story :
" This evening

a young man called at my house selling a compound (see

the inclosed circular). After putting some of his prepa-

ration into the lamp, he lighted the wick and stuck it in

the lamp, but coal-oil of the proper standard will admit
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of that. When he came to test the chimney, he dipped

it in cold water, then pat it on the lighted lamp, and as

soon a? he could he commenced throwing cold water on

it without its breaking. I asked him to let the chimney

get thoroughly heated, and then apply the cold water/

The result was a broken chimney. Before he commenced
his experiments I asked him what was your opinion and

aUo that of Munn &, Co. His answer was it was some-

thing new. He acknowledged before he left that he gave

up all hopes of selling any to me after my asking the

opinion of the agricultural and scientific papers."

If any live where they can no; get this "magnum
opus." we can tell them that a little silicic oxide or cat-

decarbonate, which the unlearned call sand and chalk,

if put into a lamp, exactly 23 grains of each, will pre-

vent all danger to the lamp—provided the right kind of

oil is used. It may be well to Bay here that even very

dangerous oil will extinguish a lighted match— oil does

not explode ; it is the vapor from the poor oil mixed
with air that explodes.

DOUBTFUL CASES.

We have already stated that we keep many cases un-

der advisement awaiting investigation, and when the

suspected parties are at distant points this often takes a

long time. Among the concerns that we have had inqui-

ries about are several that look suspicions ; but we can

not give definite answers. If the writer of either of

these inquiries should go to a merchant to buy goods

upon credit, he would be asked at once for his refei

ences. Every man who has money should put himself

in the position of the merchant who has goods to dis-

pose of. and before he lets his money go out of his hands

into those of an unknown person, demand references,

or some assurance that he is to be trusted. The gentle-

man who inquires about the " Mississippi Valley Man-
ufacturing Co." should not send money until he first

finds out if there is such a company ; which he can do

by writing to the mayor or city clerk of the place

If there is such a concern as the "Empire City Paper

Co.," it does its business in a room far up stairs, with a

hole in the door for letters. We hope our Tennessee

friend will get his paper The "Five Dollar Sewing

Machine " chaps are—as the market reporters say—much
inquired after. We have yet to see a $5 machine

worth the money, and we have tried very hard. At one

time we had a curious collection of these rattle-traps.

We have just now but one, that sent out by A. Cateley.

Supt., corner Greenwich and Cortlandt streets. If any

one wishes to buy this for something less than $5, we
are open to an offer " on account of whom it may con-

cern." We are asked if this Cateley is the same Cately

& Co. who offer cheap watches in another part of the

city.

OFFERS OF COtTNTERFEIT MONET

still continue. We say offers, for these people are not

fools enough to have or part with any. If they get a poor

weak fellow into their hands, they will get his money
and give him nothing in return—well knowing that one

who enters into a bargain with them dare not " squeal."

It is of no use to publish the names under which their

circulars are sent, as each one of the gang has a dozen

aliases, and they are changed so often that it can help

nothing. The postal law checked the flood of circulars

for a while, but the chaps send them to be mailed at

email places where there are no detectives. The busi-

ness presents no novel features.

MEDICAL HUMBUGS.

Almost every month there is some interesting novelty

in this class of humbugs, but the spring styles do not

open very attractively A young man asks our opin-

ion of n Diffenbaugh's Remedy."—We do not give an

opinion of secret remedies of any kind. If he wishes

advice, we will say—let them alone Here comes J.

W. Van Namee, M.D., all along with a lavender-colored

pamphlet about " Psychometric and Clairvoyant Powers

to Locate and Diagnose Disease. 11 There ! if that isn't

"pooty tasted," we don't know. The whole subject is

too much for us. and we turn to something more tangi-

ole. " The Good Samaritan," published by E. Andrews,
Albany, N. Y. The great trouble about many of these

incarnations of evil is that we can not tell just how bad
they are without polluting our pages. Here is this An-
drews, who blasphemously uses the name of Jesus, and
on the next leaf proposes to do that which we can not
mention. The pamphlet fairly reeks with foulness, de-

ceit, and humbuggery. The wretch claims to have
healed diseases " at the Holy Sepulchre, at the Well of

BiToam" and numerous other sacred spots upon one
page, and npon the* next offers to tell how to catch fish

without bait or net. He claims to have lived in Albany
for over a quarter of a century, whicu shows what a

city in the present day may tolerate and not meet with
the fate that befell Sodom and Gomorrah.

THE "NATIONAL SURGICAL INSTITUTE. 11

fi gentleman writes from Indianapolis that he highly

approves of our course in showing up " humbugs," but
thinks we ought not to include the above named con-

cern, as he believes that it is doing "a great deal of

charitable work, pecuniarily and professionally." If the

persons managing this ''institute* 1 had not claimed in

their circular to be regularly educated physicians, we
perhaps should not have noticed it. We judge the " in-

stitute
1
' solely by the manifestoes it sends out. Let ns

ask our correspondent what he would think If he re-

ceived a circular like this: '•The National Church,

served by first-class, regularly ordained Ministers, open
every day to attend to the cases of sinners. The most
hardened that have been to other churches, and not con-

verted, are advised to try here. We have several re-

markable sermons on hand, of a kind not preached in

any other church." Following this an enumeration of

particular sins ; then a lot of portraits—A B before at-

tending, A B while being preached to, and A B after

conversion. Besides this, the pattern of the clergyman's

gown, three or four styles of baptismal fonts, and an

exact representation of the communion service. Im-
agine a whole broadside covered with engravings of

this kind to match an equal space on the other, covered

by the most ridiculous claims for the peculiar efficacy of

this church over all others. Would not our Indianapolis

friend be simply disgusted with a circular of this kind ?

Would he not feel not only that the claims were absurd,

but that the pictures were of things that should not be

presented to the public eye? Would he not say,
t,
If

this church is not a humbug, and its ministers quacks,

why do they act in a manner to make people think they

are? " That is all we have to say about this institute. If

the persons connected with it are educated men, why do

they act like quacks ? If properly educated physicians,

as they claim to be, how horribly must they feel when
they see the circular, which is absolutely repulsive with

its hrtman deformities and suffering 1 and is in form and
manner like the advertisements of quacks and impostors.

15utter--\vorliiiig; Machinery.— " J.

A.,
11 New York. The **Dake" process of working but-

ter is as well adapted to the purposes of country stores,

where butter of all kinds is received, as any we know of,

and perhaps better. Such butter of various colors and

qualities is not salable in the market except at a low

price, but if well mixed and brought to a uniform color

it is more readily salable, and fills the demand for a low

grade by the poorer class of consumers. This is accom-

plished by this process. The address of the party is

D. W. Dake, Beloit, Wis.

Patent Phosphate.—"T. M. H.," Hun-
terdon Co., N. J. There can be no patent upon a so-

called superphosphate made by mixing GOO lbs. bone-dust

with '200 lbs. oil of vitriol, and seven bushels of earth with

some salt, gypsum, and nitrate of soda. It is wanting in

novelty, as such mixtures have been made for years back

by hundreds of people.

Milk Fever in Cows.—This disease is

to be feared amongst cows over four years old that are

well bred and good milkers, and that receive more than

ordinary care and attention. The system in a vigorous

condition, filled with rich blood, and not having the

elasticity of that of a younger and growing animal, is

suddenly subjected after calving to a reflux of the blood

which has been circulating through the system of the

calf. The drain upon the mother's system consequent

upon the support of the calf's life is stopped, and a great

reaction occurs. The parts of the body which have been

excited during the birth of the calf suffer from the re-

action, and the womb and udder and frequently the bow-

els become inflamed. Sudden changes of the weather

also increase the difficulty, and after a fit of shivering,

which may occur from the first to the third day, a fever

sets in, the appetite fails, rumination is stopped, weak-

ness across the loins causes a staggering gait or an in-

ability to rise, the udder is hard, hot, and swollen, the

animal groans, looks wild, and frequently falls into con-

vulsions, or becomes frantic and dashes her head about

violently. When these last symptoms occur, rapidly fol-

lowing the first, recovery is very doubtful. To prevent

an attack of this disorder, the cow's feed should be re-

duced some time before calving, and only hay and bran

gruel be given to her. The bowels should be kept loose

by a few handfuls of linseed meal, and plenty of salt

should be given. If the cow is in good flesh she should

have one pound of Epsom salts with half an ounce of

ginger a week before her time is up, and as soon as she

shows signs of calving in the relaxation or looseness of

the hinder parts, she should be kept in a quiet and well-

sheltered part of the stable ; a loose box or stall being

the safest place, in which she need not be tied up. If

there is a flow of milk it should be drawn from the udder.

If the cow has had this fever previously, or her symptoms
cause an atttick to be expected, she should be given

twenty-five drops of tincture of aconite three or four

hours after calving, repeating the dose every tjix hours
until four doses have been given. If, in spite of all

precautions, an attack occurs, the aconite, as pre-
viously mentioned, should be given along with two
drams of powdered opium in a bottle of thin gruel
immediately. A pound of Epsom salts with half a
pound of common salt dissolved In water, with some
sugar or molasses to flavor it, should be given soon
after. Cloths dipped in hot water should be placed across
the loins, and the cow should be covered with blankets.
All the cold water she will drink should be given as fre-

quently as maybe needed, and she should be kept a3
quiet as possible. The milk should be drawn every few
hours. Pure, fresh air is also indispensable.

Seven-Mouths* Calf. — " Subscriber,"
Westchester, N. Y. It is not impossible for a cow to pro-
duce a perfect calf in seven months. Cases occasionally
occur the authenticity of which is undoubted.

Eggs all the Year Round.—"W. H.
n.," Jersey City, N.J. It can not be expected that alien
should lay continually. The productive capacity of a
hen is enormous when she lays moderately well. If she
lays 120 eggs a year she produces fifteen pounds, or thrice

her own weight. Some time for rest is therefore neces-
sary. But if bens are allowed to set and produce a brood
of chickens, their time is not only profitably employed,
but by skillfully arranging the time of setting, some may
be brought into laying while others are "laying off."

Some hens may be set early in the summer and they will

lay in the fall, and some may be set later and they will

lay during the winter if fed generously and kept warm.

Cross-hreu Fowls,-"W. H. H.," Jersey
City, N. J., writes as follows: "A neighbor of mine
crossed a Black Spanish hen with a White Leghorn cock.

Some of the chicks were black and some white, but thy

most of them were a mottled gray color, which have made
very fine fowls, and have proved themselves remarkably
good egg-producers. The pullets commenced laying
December 26th, and by March 1st the flock of twenty-five

had laid 5S6 eggs.

As to Rots.—"D. J.," Ontario. Bots are
the larva? of the horse gad-fly (GEstrus equw), and are in a
condition exactly equivalent to that of the caterpillar ol

a moth or butterfly. They therefore can not breed or re-

produce themselves in the stomach of a horse, being in.

perfect insects and incapable of breeding. It is easier to

prevent their presence in the horse's stomach than to get

rid of them. If the yellow nits or eggs which may be

seen npon horses'
1 knees or shoulders in July or August

are washed off with warm water, or scraped off with the

edge of a knife, the horse can not lick them off and carry

them to their temporary resting-place. Every farmer

eh'mid learn the natural history of the insects and animals
with which he comes in contact; then he would know
how to treat them with propriety.

To Kill Lice.—" D. J.," Thornhill, Ont.
Whale-oil is fatal to lice and not hurtful to cattle. An
ointment of three parts of lard and one of sulphur liber-

ally applied is also destructive to lice.

Wheat Growing? in Minnesota.—
The St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company have insti-

tuted a novel method of disposing of their lands in

Minnesota. They sell 640 acres to one or four (not

more) persons at $fj per acre without any payments
until the third crop has been harvested. The terms of

sale are that the purchaser shall fence the wholo of the

purchased tract, break up the surface, excepting that

part which may be too wet for tillage, plant forty acres

in timber, and cultivate the rest in crops each year. The
cost of the improvements by contract is as foHows:
breaking. $3.50 per acre ; sowing with wheat and seed.

$2.87! ; harvesting, $3 per acre ; thrashing and hauling

to depot, 14i cents per bushel. The average yield of

wheat is 20 bushels per acre, and the price from 70 cents

upwards. Persons with a capital of $5,000 are now en-

gaged in raising wheat in Minnesota upon lands pur-

chased on this plan, with every prospect of raising the

purchase money out of the land before the time of pay-

ment shall arrive.

Spent Hops as Manure.—u W. B. C,"
Sandusky City, Ohio. Spent hops are a very valuable

fertilizer and are worth drawing 5 miles. They may
be used as an absorbent in the stable or be composted

with the manure, or piled up until rotten, being frequently

turned to prevent dry rot, and then hauled to the field

and spread and harrowed into the soil. As a general rule

manure should not be plowed under unlesa the land is to

be soon cross-plowed, in which case the manure ii brought

near the mrface again ; and this is the best place fur it
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Artificial Manures upon Poor
Laad.-'R. H. S.,"

1 Fayette Co., Pa, It would not

pay to buy guano or superphosphate to apply to a corn

crop without there was something in the 6oil to aid the

effect of those fertilizers. They start the crop and it

looks promising, but if the soil is not able to carry it on

to maturity they can not do it alone, and the crop falls

off and fails to pay their cost. This is beginning at the

wrong end. The first thing to be done is to save the

manure you are now wasting as you say by exposure to

Tain. It would certainly not pay to borrow money to

buy guano in this case at $110 per ton ; but it might pay

to buy some extra feed for your stock and improve the

quality of the manure, and to make improvements in

your stables and yards to prevent its waste.

Experiments with Waste from
"Wool-scouring Vats.—" G. P. L.,

1
' Philadelphia,

favors us with the following experience with the waste

from vats in which wool had been scoured. lie pumped
the water into a tight wagon box, holding 10 barrels, and

hauled it on to the fields, where it was spread. A ti-

mothy meadow, to which it was applied, yielded 3 tons of

hay per acre, and very good Hill pasture. The crop of

corn was increased by it one fifth, in yi Id of grain and

largely in fodder. Potatoes failed partially ; mangels

foiled entirely, and Hungarian grass, sown upon the same

ground as a substitute, also failed. The waste contained

the loss of 20.000. in shrinkage of 50 per cent on 40,000

lbs. of wool, which consisted of yolk and sand mainly;

5 casks of soda ash, 10 barrels of urine, and 5 barrels of

cotton seed oil soap. (We should like to know upon

what extent of land this was spread.)

Agricultural Plaster.—" J. V. V.,"

Salado, Texas. The sulphate of lime used for manure,

is not calcined, but is simply the rock, crushed and

ground fine. It is worth about $7 a ton in New York.

Bones.-"E. H. S.," Greenbrier Co., W. Va.

The best method of reducing bones for use in a garden

is to place them in barrels in layers along with unleached

wood-ashes and keep them moist for several weeks, when
they may be readily pounded fine enough for use.

Plaster for Market hardens.—U M.
J.," Cherry Grove. Pa. We have no reason to believe

that plaster would he of great service upon market gar-

dens. It is a special manure valuable upon clover, peas,

corn, and other broad-leaved crops grown in the field,

but it is not sufficiently stimulating for the purposes of

the market gardener; certainly not if used alone, but if

u<=ed along with others it might be worth while trying with

cabbages, potatoes, or corn. When sprinkled upon young
cabbage plants, beans, melons, or turnips, it is often of

use to drive off the flea or the squash hug.

Ashes lor Top-Dressing- Whesst.
—" R. W. T.,

1
' Wicomico Co., Md. Wood-ashes may be

applied to wheat as a top-dressing at any time. They
will not injure either bones or superphosphate that may
have been applied at the sowing of the wheat.

Shallow Plowing for Corn.—U R.

H. S.," Dunbar, Pa. It was once said by an intelligent

farmer that the soil should not be plowed deeper than it

could be manured. There is much truth in that idea.

Upon that principle it would not be well to plow a sod

for corn so deep that the sod is buried beyond the reach of

the roots of the corn. The depth of the plowing depends

altogether upon the character of the soil, and tvhat may
be right for one soil may not be so for another.

Peas. — " L. TV. F.," Chambersburg, Pa.

There are two varieties of peas known as Canada peas,

one the Black Eye Marrow Fat and the other the Gray
pea. The first is suitable to a rich soil, upon which it

makes an extraordinary growth of fodder. The second

is a pea with a less developed vine and smaller seed, but

it will yield a crop where the first would be unprofitable.

Any produce dealer or seedsman in New York could

supply the seed. It arrives in this market in barrels,

and is now quoted at $1.23 per bushel.

Poland China Hogs.-" L. G. C,"
Hawcahon, Dl., writes that he has sold his last July

Poland China pigs in February of this year, and they

weighed from 225 to 240 pounds. The Bpring pigs of

the same breed were sold in the fall, and averaged 300

pounds each.

Xhe Slide Gate.—"J. A., Jr.," Morrow
•Co., Ohio. The simple plan of sliding a gate upon a

roller or a bar placed between two posts has been in use
for many years. But there have been many patents

taken out for peculiar rollers to be adapted to the slid-

ing gate. We have frequently cautioned our readers

against giving notes to swindlers who claimed patent

rights which do not belong to them, etc. If any device

has been in use two years before a patent covering it was

procured that patent can not be sustained, and if any

person claims a patent right upon a gate, simply sliding

upon a bar or an ordinary roller, which has been procured

within 20 years past, he claims more than he can sustain

at law. When one of these patent claimants comes
along do not be frightened or let him bully you into

paying anything. Ask to see his patent. If he can not

show it, get the name in which it was issued and precise

date of issue and tell him to call again. If he is an im-

postor he will bluster and will not be heard of again. If

he is a real owner of a patent that you have uninten-

tionally infringed, he will behave like a gentleman and

give every opportunity for you to find out if his claim is

a just. one. For a small fee a copy of the patent can be

had from the patent office. Recollect that the farmers

have some rights that even owners of patents are bound

to respect, and that the law was not made to oppress

honest and innocent people.

Cnrdy Milk.—u A. A. B." When a cow's

milk curdles while sweet and her yield suddenly falls

off three fourths, it is evident that her health is seriously

affected, but how or why, it is impossible to say without

knowing something more than this bare fact.

Catarrh in Sheep.—"R, S." Wayne
Co., Michigan. Sheep if kept too warm in the winter

will lake cold and run at the nose. There is danger that

this may affect their lungs and cause fatal disease in the

spring. The remedy is to keep them during nights in an

open shed with a yard attached to it, so that they may
have the choice of in-doors or out-doors as they desire.

They will generally choose the outside of the shed. A
tea-spoonful of pine tar placed upon their tongues and

one upon their noses will be some help. During the

day they should have, at least, some hours 1 exercise, in a

field or in a large yard in which there is no manure.

Pure Light Brahmas.—"A. L.,"

York, Pa. The description of a pure Light Brahma, ac-

cording to Tegetmeier, is as follows : Head white, neck

white with black stripes down the center of the feather,

breast, belly, and thighs white, back and shoulders

white, saddle white striped with black, wings white

with a black stripe on the edge, formed by the black

feathers known as "primaries," tail black, legs bright

yellow, feathered with white feathers slightly mottled

with black.

To Destroy Lice.—"J. H. F.," Colony,

Mo. There is no really effective method of destroying

lice upon any animal without oil or grease of some sort.

In some recent experiments in England a mixture of

one part of sulphur with three parts of lard and a mixture

of one part of oil of tar with three parts of linseed oil

destroyed the lice to which they were applied almost im-

mediately,while corrosive sublimate, mercurial ointment,

arsenious acid and carbolic acid were without any effect at

the end of two hours, and tobacco water destroyed the

vermin at the end of an hour. We have found a mix-

ture of lard and kerosene oil to completely destroy lice

both upon poultry and calves without any injury to the

animals whatever. Kerosene oil alone will severely in-

jure the skin.

Feed for Pigs.—"H. D.,n Madison Co.,

Iowa. There are no roots so valuable for feeding to

hogs, cooked, as potatoes. The prolific coarser varieties

as the Ilarison, Peerless, or Garnet Chili would he the

best to plant. The best green crops for summer feed are

clover, peas aud oats mixed, vetches or cabbages. Rye

would answer for early spring feed. Ilogs might, no

doubt, be profitably pastured within hurdles, as is com-
monly done with sheep.

Care of the Poultry Yard.-U S. P.

TM" Susquehanna Co., Pa. We have not sufficient room
here to give full directions for managing a poultry-yard

with all sorts of fowls and under oil circumstances. Few
books even can do all that, but "Wright's Poultry

Book" will be found to contain as much as any other

book wc know upon these matters. Price $2.00.

Pood for Sheep and Lamhs.—
"K. P.," Otsego Co., N. Y. Roots should* always be

provided for sheep, yet they must not he fed in excessive

quantities during the winter, as they then become in-

digestible and dangerous from the large amount of water

they contain, which reduces the temperature of the

stomach, and in the case of ewes in lamb have often

caused death. For 100 sheep two bushels of roots, sliced

and sprinkled with bran, may be given at a feed. Hay or

straw should always be fed between the feeds of roots.

I
The best roots are sugar beets and ruta-bagaa. Mangels

are considered less valuable than these. Young lambs
may be fed a small quantity of bran aud ground
oats, scattered thinly in a broad flat trough so that one
can not get more than its share.

Impregnation of Turkeys' Eggs.
—U T. Burr Marsh,* 1 Tewkesbury, Mass., states that in

the spring of 1870 he purchased a flock of hens and with

them a hen turkey which laid 15 eggs, and then wanted

to set. The eggs were placed under hens ; the turkey

was broken up, and soon commenced to lay again. The
second laying of eggs upon being set under hens proved

fertile although there was no turkey cock in the neigh-

borhood. Several other correspondents have related

similar experiences, which shows that one impregnation

fertilizes the eggs of a second brood of a turkey hen.

Nests for Early Chickens. — u J.,"

West Vincent, Pa., says that hens* nests for early hatch-

ing at this time of the year should he lined with clay.

They are thus made warmer, being air-tight, and are

cleaner than if of any other material.

Resins for Feed.—"Inquirer," Clinton,

Co., N. Y. Old or discolored and unmarketable beans may
be ground and fed to stock, either cows, hogs or poul-

try, with profit. But unless ground they are not readily

eaten. For hogs or poultry the meal should be cooked

and fed in thick mush, cold ; for cows the meal should

be stirred in hot water and given as a drink when nearly

cold, or may he mixed with cut hay.

Sliecp in the Orchard.—"B. S. H.,"
The obviously best cure for a sheep that barks apple-

trees is to keep it out of the orchard. It is their nature

to do this whenever they have an opportunity.

duration of Scan.—"G. W. C," Potter

Hill, N. Y. It requires at least two years before the pas-

ture or the yards which have been occupied by scabby

sheep will become safe for the occupatiun of a healthy

flock. Those places where the sheep have rubbed them-

selves have become infested with the insect which causes

the seal), and in had cases the ground itself may he in

the same condition by means of dropped locks of wool

;

so that even careful whitewashing of the yards and
fences may fail to make the place secure.

Slow Hilling o€ Meat.— Philip Mick.
The length of time occupied in killing an animal has no
ill effect upon the meat; on the contrary, it is said to

make it tender. For this reason, as well as to make tlie

flesh white, butchers used to bleed calves to death so

slowly that they were often twelve hours in dying, and
the same practice was in use with turkeys until the cruelty

was stopped by law. I. is more likely that the diar-

rhoea complained of was due to some unhealthy condition

of the animal, possibly from its possessing some para-

site in its flesh, as " measles," which always produces,

this effect.

A Poultry House fbr Young
Chicks.— "J..'

1 "West Vincent, Pa., describes a house
in which he successfully raised a large number of early

chickens last year as follows : It was ten feet long by
eight wide, made of boards except the front, which was
glazed. There were four corner posts, a floor in it, and
it was kept warm "by a stove. The sash for the glass

was made of laths, and the whole cost of the material

was a few dollars. In fine weather the chicks were al-

lowed to run out in a small yard exposed to the sun.

In this house there was room for two hundred chicks.

By giving good care to the chicks they may be taken,

from the hen very early, and the hen put to laying again.

Cure rov Balking-. — "W. P.," Port
Chester, N. Y. There is no specific cure for a balky

horse. Gentle treatment and extreme patience have
often effected a cure of this vice. Violence and punish-

ment only make matters worse.

Millet for Soiling.—U H. K. G.," Rock-
land Co., N. Y. Millet makes a very good soiling crop.

We do not know that it is any better than fodder corn or

so good, but it has the advantage of making a variety

which is very agreeable and desirable for cattle, who=e
appetite it is necessary to stimulate in this way. The
seed is very small and should be lightly harrowed in

upon mellow soil. This crop succeeds better upon well-

drained rich soils. If the soil is moist we would rather

choose oats and peas mixed for a fodder crop.

Removing Turnip Flavor from
Milk.—Mrs. "C, C. £.," Randolph, Wis., sends us the

very o!d information that a pinch of saltpeter dissolved

in the milk wilt remove the flavor derived from feeding

turnips. As this may be new to some of our more recent
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readers we repeat the fact, as well as the equally useful

one, that if the tarnips are fed immediately after the

milking the next milking will be free from any disagree-

able flavor.

Horse Talk.—" Clip," Natick, Mass. We
would not breed from a spavined mare ; the deformity,

or weakness which causes spavin, is often constitutional

and hereditary. The Turf, Field and Farm, published

in New York, is a weekly journal devoted to the "horse

interest " chiefly.

Sorglmm.—"New Beginner," Ogecb.ee, Ga.

Sorghum, or as it is sometimes called, China sugar

cane, is planted and cultivated the same as corn. About

two quarts of seed per acre is used. The hills are generally

planted four feet apart in check rows. The yield of

syrup is from 100 to 300 gallons per acre, but so far the

manufacture of sugar from the syrnp has not been a suc-

cess, on account of the difficulty of crystallizing it.

The Northern Spy in >*ew Jersey.
I. J. Blackwcll, of Titusville (N. J.) Nurseries, writes:
" This is justly considered one of the finest apples to be

found in our markets. In size, color, and quality it is

all that can be desired. It seems to be a fair but not

heavy bearer here ; and unfortunately in this section it

ripens in September, and will not keep through October.

The Tompkins Co. King is a September fruit, and the

Rhode Island Greening ripens early in October, and will

not keep through November. Many of the fine Northern

apples lose their late-keeping qualities here. The Fam-
euse or Snow apple ripened this year in August."

An Egrs; within an Eg^.— "R. C,"
Philadelphia. Such cases occur now and then. "We

have seen several, and they are frequently reported.

Wheat Growing in Kentnclcy.—
11 O. B.," Bogle Co., Ky. The practice of growing two
crops of wheat in succession, then clover for hay, fol-

lowed by clover for pasture, and again commencing with

wheat, will soon wear out the richest land. On your best

limestone soils you might by feeding the clover and
spreading the manure thus made, and then pasturing and
plowing under a good sod, raise one crop of wheat every

third year, but we doubt if you can raise two crops in

succession for many years.

Comndnm.—"Will the gentleman who sev-

eral months ago sent us specimens of Corundum kindly

inform us what locality thoy are from?

Renting- a Small Parni.-"J. O. B.,"

Pa. It is better as a general rule to rent a farm either for

a money rent or for half the grain than to hire it worked,

when the owner can not supervise it himself. Upon 27

acres it will hardly pay to keep a pair of horses and hire

a man steadily. There is not sufficient work to keep

them from " eating their heads off," unless it is a market

garden, and then there would be more than they could

do. An ordinary farm of that size might make a living

for one man, but it is too small to make any profit for an

owner who has to hire labor.

Bois d'Arc-A Louisville (Ky.) paper pub-
lishes a long article on the wonderful qualities of the

Bois d'Arc tree of Texas, and it is now going the rounds.

If the article had only stated that what is called Bois

d'Arc and Bodock in Texas is elsewhere known as Osage
Orange it would have been more sensible.

Forcing Rhubarb.—"J. B.," Chicago.

It would be a waste of money to put up a house for forc-

ing rhubarb in winter. A hot-bed will answer every

purpose. As the tenderest stalks are produced in the

dark, a pit containing a plenty of fermenting manure
covered with boards will give as good results as a more
erpensive arrangement.

Report of Swine-Breeders' Con-
vention.— " J. J. D.," Subina, Ohio. For this report

apply to Col. F. D. Curtis, Charlton, Saratoga Co., N. Y.

Remedy Tor Potato Blight and
Rot.—"D. C," Berkley, Mass. We know nothing
about this save what is given in the circular. The state-

ment that insects are the cause of the potato disease is

absurd, even if supported by the statements of members
of Congress. We do not nse or advise the use of or ad-

vertise any manures unless we know their composition.

For South Carolina.—"R. A., 1
' Laur-

ens Co., S. C. Merino sheep are more suitable for South

Carolina than Cotswold. The latter thrive better in a

colder climate. Essex pigs would probably suit your

climate best, Berkshire nextv and the Poland-China

would not be suitable. In size, these pigs rank in the

order in which they are mentioned, the first being the

smallest. The muzzle shown in the Agriculturist of Oc-

tober, 1S72, if the best preventive of cribbing we know
of. Morgan horses are generally dark bay or brown.

Orchard grass would probably be the most suitable grass

for South Carolina. It needs a rich, dry soil.

Hennery Wanted.-" C. C. M.," Green-

wich, Ct. We do not know where there is a hennery on a

large scale carried on expressly for the production of

poultry and eggs for market. If any of our readers know
of such a one we should be glad to learn of it, for our

own sakes as well as for the information of our cor-

respondent.

Plant Trouble.-" Western Subscriber,"

111., is troubled by flics which deposit eggs in the earth

of flower-pots; these hatch into small white maggots,

which injure the roots. Try watering with perfectly

dear lime-water. We have tried this in some cases for

earth-worms without injury to the plants. Whether it

can be used for all plants we can not say.

Cancer in the Eye. — " S. W. L.,"

Oskaloosa. We know of no cure for cancer in a cow's

eye except removal of the eye, which could only be done
by a surgeon.

Cabbages for Seed. — C. N. Brown.
Cabbages from which seed is to be raised must have the

stump preserved quite as carefully as the head. Some
set them in trenches deep enough to hold the whole cab-

bage, and when they are a little frozen cover them plen-

tifully with litter to keep them at a uniform low temper-

ature. Others open a furrow, and set in the cabbages in-

clined one upon another in the direction of the furrow,

and carefully cover the stumps with earth. When freez-

ing weather comes on, earth is drawn up to cover the

heads sufficiently to prevent freezing and thawing.

Corn in Egypt,—G. W. Caunnack, Ash-
ley, 111., which is down in Egypt, sends us some figures

of his corn crops to work up. He says he shelled 20 ears

and the corn weighed 13 '4 lbs. He plants four feet apart

each way, with two stalks to a hill. He gets from one to

six ears to the hill, and the corn weighs 66 lbs. to the

measured bushel. From these figures we get the follow-

ing: At 4x4 feet there are 2,722 hills to the acre ; allow-

ing three ears to the hill as an average there would be

8,166 ears. If 20 cars weigh 13'4' lbs. there would be

5,406 lbs. of shelled corn, at 56 lbs. to the bushel, equal

to 9S bushels per acre.

A Cultivating Harrow.-"W. E. M.,"

Clay Co., Minn. As the object of cultivating is to loosen

and mellow the soil, as well as to destroy weeds, the use

of a roller immediately after a cultivator or harrow would

neutralize both these effects, and would therefore be

unadvisable.

Shrinkage of Corn. — "D. W. H.,"

TJtica, Mo. It depends somewhat upon the kind of corn

how much shrinkage there will be in drying. A variety

with a large cob would shrink more than a smaller vari-

ety. Southern or Western Dent corn will shrink 25 per

cent in drying, and flint corn about IS to 20 per cent.

THree-Horse Clevis.—"F. C. Wriglit."

The clevis of which yon send a drawing and description

is patented. Persons making and using it are therefore

liable to the owners of the patent right for infringement.

Lncern (Alfalfa).—u J. K.," Wilmington, O.

When a good plant has already a good name by which it

is widely known, it only leads to a confusion of ideas to

give it a new and incorrect name. The plant now fre-

quently called "alfalfa
1
' (its Chilian name) is liiccrn, and

is widely cultivated in Europe as a green forage plant.

It would doubtless succeed very well in Southern Ohio,

but needs a deep rich soil for its profitable culture. It

will stand several cuttings in a year, and last several years.

The advertisement of the Rev. J. Copeland which yon

scud to us is a genuine affair, and no humbug.

Moles.—"M. A. S.," Warrenton, Va. We
have not been very successful in getting rid of moles.

The latest remedy we have seen is to make a dough of

meal mixed with arsenic ; make a hole in the run, and

drop in a pill a6 large as a marble ; then cover the hole

to exclude light. This, if followed up, is said to destroy

them—but we have not tried it.

Easter Flowers.—It is estimated that the

floral decorations in the New York City churches on

Easter Sunday cost a total of upwards of thirty thousand
doilais 1 A small portion of these only are purchased by
the funds of the churches, the greater part being volun-
tary gifts by wealthy attendants.

Mole or I>rain IMovr.—" G. E. S.,'"

Union Co., Pa. R. H. Allen & Co., Water St., New York,
make a plow that loosens the subsoil at a depth of 14 to

18inob.es, which they call the Miner subsoil plow. .The
use of this plow, which can be drawn by two horses,

will probably be as satisfactory in drying the surface soil

as the more costly and heavier mole plows.

Hitching: Horses.—"H. B. A." It is not
safe to hitch a horse to a weight. We would not hitch a

colt in that manner. The heavier the weight the nearer the

approximation to safety, until the weight is so heavy that

the horse conld not move it. The flatter the weight the

better it would be, and 50 lbs. would probably be safe

under ordinary circumstances. A firm post as high as

the horse's head is the safest thing to hitch to.

Bee-StiEags.—"W. A. B.,
1

' Bridgeport, Ct.,

writes: "The best thing I have ever tried for bee-stings

is to first pull out the sting, and then take a small tube.

the end of a hollow key for instance, and firmly press

round the sting for a short time. The reasons for its

action, I think, are two : first it presses out the poison,

second it bruises the flesh so as to partly stop its spread-

ing. It must be done very quick to do any good. I have

tried it, and a good many other remedies, and this has

done the best.'
1

Stals'e Floors.—"H. B. M.," Providence,

R. I. A plan of laying a stable floor which is water-proof,

solid, and permanent, is described in the Agriculturist of

November, 1873. page 415.

Pwre Butter for 3 cts. a Pound.—
"J. K." If farmers, who should know all about butter,

can be induced to believe that it can be made in any

other manner than from cream, or by the nse of powders

or any other mixture, and to pay $1 for the Eecret, they

richly deserve to be swindled, because they become, by
trying to make butter in such a way, nothing butter than

swindlers themselves.

!.iee upon Chickens.— "Mrs. S. A. P.,"

Alpine City. Chickens are everywhere subject to these

parasites, which when numerous are frequently fatal to

the chicks. The remedy is to grind up some sulphur and

lard very fine, and rub the ointment upon the chicks*

heads and beneath their wings. Severe heat in a dry

climate is a cause of many troubles to young chickens.

In such circumstances they should be provided with

shade, plenty of water, and green food, such as lettuce,

chopped cabbage, etc.

Butter from Suet.—"S. D. J.," Wil-

mington, Del. It would be nselcss to give the process

for making suet into a substance resembling butter, be-

cause it is subject to a patent, and therefore conld not be

used withont paying for the patent right. Whether the

process is worth paying for or not is a question we can

not answer.

Preserving: Meat in Summer. —
The refrigerator has come to be indispensable to the

comfort of the household. Soft butter, sour milk or

cream, tainted meat, and dry, shrunken bread are no

longer tolerated in any family whose means enable them

to procure a refrigerator. In these, as in other things,

there are some requisites necessary for perfection. That

perishable articles may be kept from spoiling during hot

weather, the co«led atmosphere in which they are kept

should be dry. Moisture rapidly produces taint and de-

composition, and it is because of the abundant moisture

in ice-houses that meat or butter so soon spoils in them,

and that vegetables become moldy. Mold is generated

with rapidity only in moist atmosphere. In dry air the

mold plant can not grow, neither can flesh, fruit, or

vegetables spoil. For these reasons the refrigerator

should be so arranged that the inside air, while it is

cooled by the ice, should not be in contact with it. A
refrigerator upon this principle is made by A. M. Lesly,

of New York, and is known as the " Zero/' The ice is

in an upper chest, from which water, as the ice melts,

passes through a charcoal filter, and is collected in a

reservoir, from which it is drawn by a tap in the front.

Upon one side of the ice chamber is a deep chest for milk

or bottles of liquid. Below is a close chamber, which

has no communication with the ice above ; consequently

the air in it is dry. What moisture it may have contained

is deposited upon the cold walls of the ice-box, from

which it trickles through a pipe in which is an air-trap,

and ifl discharged into a pan placed underneath.
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Apples in Sawdust.—A "Subscriber"

writes* ihut he found sound apples last October in a box

in which they hod been packed in dry Bawdust the fall

before. Sawdust is no doubt a good material in which

to pack fruit, provided it is from wood that has no un-

pleasant odor.

Sheep Tide-—"M.," Melery, Iowa. The
reddish insect which infests sheep is the sheep-tick.

There is no better method at this season when dipping

is out of the question than to go over the sheep and kill

the ticks with a pair of small scissors, crushing the eggs

that are found like little brown balls, at the same time,

between the points of the scissors. We have gone over

100 sheep a day in this way, and few ticks have escaped.

They will be found mostly about the sides and brisket.

Horse and. Cow StabSes.-"J.A.E./ 1

Baltimore. In the Agriculturist of December, 1879, there

was a plan of stable for horses and cows in a basement

building, which may probably be what you want.

Raising fi'orli in California.—
"H. A. W.," Hay Fork Valley, California. Wilhpork at

ten cents a pound it ought to pay well to raise hogs. If

clover can not be grown in California, at least alfalfa

(lucern) can be, and that makes an excellent green feed

for hogs. Potatoes, oats, barley, and rye all make good

feed, and wheat if boiled with potatoes would also an-

swer excellently.

The Jersey in the ©airy.—"E. K.,"

"Whitewater, Wis., sends the following statement of the

production of butter by a Jersey cow during last season.

The cow had just dropped her third calf, and was four

years old, and during the mouth of May was injured in

one teat by another cow stepping upon it. The yield was

as follows : March, 40 lbs. 10 oz. ; April, 41 lbs. 10 oz.

;

May, 31 lbs. 10 oz. ; June, 39 lbs. ; July, 33 lbs. ; August,

31 lbs. 4 oz. ; September, 35 lbs. ; October, 26 lbs.
;

November, 20 lbs. ; December, 17 "lbs. 4 oz. The total

production for the ten months was 315jg lbs., or over one

pound per day on the average. During the last two

months 24 native cows, two of which were fresh, and all

of the others had come in since the Jersey, made on an

average 13 1
/.; lbs. per month, and the Jersey made under

exactly the same treatment 1SX lbs. per month. He
thinks this a fair test of the dairy value of the Jersey.

Concrete Pipe.—"M. O. B.,»' Nunda,

N. Y. There must be some mistake in procuring the

proper kind of cement or the pipe eould not have failed.

There are hundreds of miles of cement pipe laid in the

country ; several miles of it have been laid by the super-

intendent of the Onondaga (N. Y.) salt works with entire

success. We have also had no trouble in laying cement

both for a cistern and pipe.

CiMlerdrainin;;.—"C. W. H." has a farm

of 172 acres, one mile from Columbus, Ohio, that

he wishes to drain. It slopes to the east with a

smooth surface; has a fall of 10 feet in 1,100 feet. Soil,

on two thirds of the farm, clay, the other third black.

He asks what is the best material to use. He can get

pipe tiles, 3)£-inch bore, at 33 cents per rod; flat, stone,

75 cents per perch ; burr oak lumber suitable for draining,

$20 per M. Can get second-class aewer pipe, two feet

long and six-inch bo:e, at $1 per rod. We would very

earnestly advise him to use tiles. Taking everything

into consideration—ease of laying, durability, and effi-

ciency—they are far cheaper than anything else. For the

sub-drains S^-inch tiles are not needed ; two-inch pipes

are large enough. A very common mistake is to lay the

main drains with two small tiles, and the sub-drains with
tiles needlessly large. For a main drain the six-inch

sewer pipes would be excellent, and would carry off an
immense body of water.

Remedy for the Cnrcitlio*—M. M.
Ostrander. There is no plan or device for protecting

fruit from the curculio worth anything except the plan of

jarring the trees and catching and destroying the insects.

All methods by hanging such thiugs as corn-cobs soaked

in syrup or in carbolic acid even in the trees arc as in-

effectual as trying to catch old birds with chaff.

Cross-bred Pigs.—"C. W. HM" Colum-
bus, Ohio, writes :

" I have crossed a thorough-bred Es-

sex on Poland-China sows. The pigs are very fine."—
We should expect a very useful class of pigs from such a
cross. One or two more crosses with Essex may be used
with advantage.

The Star Thistle.—" Senex " writes:
" Dear Mr. Agriculturist: I wish to follow up your re-

mark about Oentanrea Amemcana as a well-known cul-

tivated plant. Being older than you are, I can remember
a long way back. About forty years ago we used to have

this showy annual in our country gardens. Nuttall in-

troduced it into cultivation from Arkansas. Barton fig-

ured it at Philadelphia in 1822, and Don in England in

1831, since which I suppose seeds have always been in

the market and the plant in many gardens. Lately,

Thompson, of Ipswich. England, raised a particularly

good variety of it from E. Hall's seeds, gathered in Texas,

and this has given the species a new start."

After Rutabaga*.—"C. A. K.," Arling-

ton, Mass., writes that he has raised three hundred

bushels of ruta-bagas upon half an acre. The best crop

that can follow these roots is rye or wheat, with grass

and clover. The best rotation when roots are raised is

corn, oats, followed by turnips the same season, or ruta-

bagas or mangels the next season, and finally wheat or

rye, with grass. But several hundred bushels of roots can

not be taken off from an acre of ground without exhaust-

ing the soil ; and the reason that your crops have failed

after the ruta-bagas is probably fur want of the needed

fertilizer. Two hundred and fifty pounds of fine bone-

dust or of superphosphate, with a few loads of manure,

might have told a different tale.

Cougrhing; ana Wheezing; ESo£S.—
" L. C." It is not often that hogs suffer from cold. They
more frequently suffer from too much warmth and insuf-

ficient ventilation. Then a sudden change of temperature

affects the lungs or bronchial tubes, and coughing and
difficulty of breathing result. When so affected, rubbing

the throat and chest with turpentine has been found

beneficial, but generally a change of food from grain or

meal to boiled potatoes or turnips, with the removal of

the cause of the trouble, will remove the complaint.

China Geese.—'"J. H, S.," Logan, Ind.

The only distinguishing characteristic of the Chinese

gander is its shrill voice, which is so marked as to be

readily noticed. The marks of these birds are alike in

both sexes.

TCeclaimisag; a Swamp.—" Inquirer."

There is a process known In agriculture as " paring and
burning," which might in some cases be usefully em-"

ployed in reclaiming swamp lands after they have been
drained. Draining is the first thing absolutely essential.

Then with a sharp broad-shared plow turn a broad fur-

row three inches thick, thus cutting all the roots of

bushes, weeds, and tussocks. The sods remain until

dry, when they are cut with a broad axe into lengths, and
are piled into heaps and burned. The ashes are scat-

tered over the bare surface, which is then sown to grass.

Timothy and red-top would be suitable for such a soil.

The seed may be harrowed in with a sharp light harrow.

This is costly, but where meadow land is worth $100 an

acre it pays. We have succeeded in this wey, without

burning the sods however, using them with lime for com-
post for uplands, and lining the drained and cleared

swamp with 50 bushels of lime per acre. Timothy grew
four feet high upon the new soil.

IT*e of Swamp Muck.—"I. H. P.,"

Lexington. Ohio. Swamp muck is of considerable value,

when free from sand, as an absorbent in the stable and a

help to the manure pile. But it should he dug some
months, frozen, and well dried before it is used.

Itutter from Sweet Cream.—" A. B.

L.," Greene Co., N. Y. There is no method of making
butter from sweet or any other cream but by churning in

the usual manner.

A Roiigh-coiited florse.—"A. B. L.,"
Leeds, N. Y. A rough, staring coat upon a horse is a
symptom of ill-health. A change of food is often suffi-

cient to restore the smoothness of the coat. Boiled oats

or scalded bran, with a few handfuls of linseed-meal

mixed in, and fed cold, may be given along with some
mild alterative or tonic medicine, such as half an ounce
of sulphur or one dram of copperas daily in the food.

Muzzle for Crib-Biter.—"B.," Perry-
ville, 111. The muzzle referred to in Agriculturist of Oc-
tober, 1872, is not made by any one person in particular.

Any blacksmith or wire-worker could make one in half

an hour. Very stout wire or light band-iron should be
used, riveted where the pieces cross each other.

The Japan Pea.- In reference to this,

pea, which was described in the Feb. No., 1874, Mr. J.

Niel Stribling, Anderson Co., S. C, writes:—I raise the

Japan pea as a field crop ; the yield is much larger than
that of any other pea. I cut the stalks for forage and
grain, jnat before they are entirely ripe, in order to get

the best feed, and thrash in a thrasher. The finer part

I take for hay—my cows are very fond of it. To save

seed, the top of the plant is taken as it ripens first, and
it must be stored in an airy place immediately after cut-

ting, else the sun will pop open the pods. Cultivation,

soil, etc., are the same as for cotton. Its maturity is

the same as that of the cotton plant. It is a good table

pea if soaked twelve hours in saltwater before cooking."

Treatment of Lampas,—"J. L. G.,"
Sappington. Mo. The swelling of the bars of the mouth
is sometimes caused in young horses by the cutting of

the teeth, in which case scoring the swollen parts lightly

with a sharp knife will cure it, or, what is better still,

touching them with lunar caustic. In old horses it oc-

curs from overfeeding with corn or other grain, when a

change of food and cooling medicine Bhould be given.

The Eorase .—"B. G. L.," Lakeville,

Mass. The above-named instrument for castrating colts

without loss of blood, is made by D. W. Kolbe, Phila-

delphia, instrument maker to the University of Pa.

Treatment to.—u D. M.," Salem
Co., N. J., reports the following successful treatment of

scab in his sheep. He si applied kerosene oil with

the squirt-can of his thrashing machine to every scabby

spot, carefully goii_g over th: fiocV. He also gave each

sheep daily, for a week, half an ounce of sulphur in

meal. The lambs were treated the Bame as the sheep.

The result was a complete cure in the course of two
weeks.

Jersey and Alderney.—"J, W. A."
The unfortunate confusion of ideas as to the proper

nomenclature of these cattle will probably exist for some
years to come, and make it necessary for this oft repeated

statement to be re-repeated a hundred times. Alderney

was formerly understood as referring to any cattle from

the Alderney group of islands, Jersey, Guernsey, Alder-

ney, and Sark. As the cattle are really distinct breeds,

and have been very strictly kept so for many years, the

name of each island now, and has for some years been
given to its own particular breed of cattle. Jersey and
Alderney are therefore two distinct breeds. The same
trouble is now laying up in regard to Dutch or Holsteiu

cattle, which are Dutch only when they are large, black

and white, heavy-milking cattle from Holland, and Hol-
steii when they are red, brown, and other colored beef

cat le from Holstein.

Time to use Plaster.—"A Reader,"

West Shelby, N. Y. Plaster should be used in the spring

as soon as the growth is fairly started. As 400 parts of

water are required to dissolve one of plaster, and it is

very heavy and readily carried in loose soil beneath the

reach of the plants, it is only when there are copious

rains or dews that it produces its best effects.

Patching Old Roote.—" C. H. P." It

is unsatisfactory business to patch old shingle roofs with

roof paint of any kind. Better put on a new roof at

once.

Flax.—"T. G. A.," Nemaha Co., Kansas.

Flax may be made a very profitable crop upon rich bot-

tom land if proper care is given to it. The soil must be

very clean and free from weeds. If grown for seed only

a bushel should be sown per acre, as the thinner the

crop the more the plant spreads, and the larger and

better the crop of seed. Afair yield is twelve to eighteen

bushels of seed per acre. It should be sown early, or

about the time of sowing oats.

Tlie Peach Prospects.—Knowing the

desire of both producers and consumers of peaches to

have the earliest reliable intelligence from the great

peach center, we have requested a gentleman who haa

unusual facilities for procuring information to keep us

advised of the prospects. The following is the outlook

up to the time of our going to press—April 15th :— £ am
in almost daily comniunic.' tion with prominent fruit

raisers in all parts of the great peach-growing districts

of Maryland and Delaware. The reports are somewhat
conflicting as to Delaware. In the lower part of Kent and
Sussex counties the trees have been in full bloom for

some days, as they also have in the following counties ha

Maryland, all large peach-growing districts — Queen
Anne's, Caroline, Talbot, Dorchester, Worcester, Som-

erset and Wicomico. These are the southern counties

on the eastern shore; but few peaches raised on the

western shore. The prospect in the above named coun-

ties, the most southern part of the peach districts, is

only fair, as we have had much cold weather, with ice,

6leet, and several severe frosts, seriously affecting the

crop in the inland orchards. Those orchards located on
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or near onr bays, rivers, or inlets, asp not affected so

much by frost and sleet. Notwithstanding all this, the

prospect ie that there will be an immense crop of fruit

shipped from those districts the coming season. In

the upper part of Kent and New Castle counties, Del.,

the upper part of C£ueen Anne's, Kent, and Cecil coun

ties. Md.. the trees are not yet in bloom, and the pros-

pect was never better for au immense crop of peaches.

The question now among our people is to know what to

do with the fruit if the crop should prove as large as the

present prospect would indicate. Already capitalists

are on the move, and canning houses and Alden drying

establishments are springing up all over the country,

and with all these increased facilities, if the present

prospect holds good, peaches will be thrown on the

market in such quantities this season that the prices

will rule low, and nothing but prime fruit be worth
whipping. While tbere may be failures in some locali-

ties, the prospect, on to*; whole, was never better for a

great crop. The prospect for small fruit crops is good.

Eight years ago we did not ship one car-load of berries

a day : in 1873 we shipped on the Delaware railroad as

high as sixty-five car-loads of strawberries a day.

Books Noticed.

Our publishing friends must excuse Tie. In the spring

months we are so crowded with purely agricultural

matters that we have been unable to acknowledge their

favors. We can only give the briefest mention.

FrnLD Ornithology, Comprising a Manual of In-

struction for Procuring, Preparing, and Preserving

Birds, and a Check List of North American Birds, by Dr.

Elliott Coues, U. S. A., Salem. Naturalists' Agency.
This title is so descriptive that little need be added to

indicate the contents of the work. It is by one of the

best of our practical ornithologists, and written in such
a plain and direct style, and withal so full aud complete,

that it makes just the work needed by both young and
old ornithologists. Price $5.50.

Pleasant Talk about Fruits, Flowers, and Farm-
ing, by Henry Ward Beecher. New York : J. B. Ford &
Co. The publishers do well to issue a new edition of

these ** Talks," most fitly called " pleasant." There are

a few additions to the first edition, which we well recol-

lect as one of the most charming books wc ever read.

Mr. Beedher's writings, speaking horticulturally, are not
only perennial, but evergreen, and are just as good m
1874 as they were in 1859. The author has the advantage
over many who write about horticulture in possessing

the not common qualification of knowing something
of his subject. These articles are not only bright

and cheery, but practical and sensible—in other words,

they are Beechery.

Jenny June's American Cook Book, by Mrs. J. C
Croly, N. Y. American News Co. The author of this

work is well known in literary circles, and her name
would predispose one in its favor. Unfortunately a cook
book can not be fairly judged by merely reading it ; as

with a servant one must try it in the kitchen in many ways
before deciding upon its value. The lady who presides

over the writer's culinary matters says the book "seems
promising." and this confirms our own impression. The
general directions are marked by eminent good sense.

Flower Object Lessons, or First Lessons in Botany,

a familiar description of a few flowers from the French
of M. E. Le Maout. This is a portion of a work by a

well-known French author, translated by Miss A. L.

Page, Danveis, Mass. With a good teacher this book
may be of use in th»; lack of a better, but notwithstanding

the "testimonials " printed with it we think it a very in-

different work. One of its claims is that " not a tech-

nical word is used," which strikes us as of no advautage,

as common words are strained out of their meaning and
applied to things which have " technical " names and n i

other. If we wish a child in the garden to bring a rake,

we do not call it ** a piece of iron to which teeth are
fixed at right angles, and furnished with a handle," but
make the child learn that the proper name for the thing
is rake. Yet this circumlocution would be no more
nonsensical than the "powder wands" of this book
applied to stamens. The fact is that these bodies

are peculiar, and they occur only in flowers, and their

proper name is stamens, which is just as easy to learn,

being but one word, as " powder wands," two words in-

correctly applied, and which the child will very soon
have to unlearn ; mai:y stamens, as it will soon find out,

have nothing " waud "-like about them, and much pollen

is not powder. Equally absurd is it to call the pistil

"column" and "central organ." We are heartily in

favor of making the study of plants plain and attractive

to children, as has ben done by Dr. Gray aud Miss You-
nmn", ami which has been attempted without very
ureal fcuccess in this book.

Easy Lessons in Natural Science, by R. E. Kremer.
Philadelphia: Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfiuger. What
real use this book can serve we are unable to see. It may

! help one of those stupidities that an inscrutable Provi-

| dence sometimes allows to stand in the place of a teacher

j

to cram a child's head with fragmentary, disjointed, and

j
useless answers to equally fragmentary and useless ques-

tions, to be repeated without any more knowledge of the

subject than a parrot. We could fill a page with the ab-

surdities of this book, but a few examples must suffice.

Under " Salt" we find " What is common salt?" Ans.—
11
It is a substance used for seasoning or preserving meats,

vegetables, butter, and other articles of diet; " and this

is all that the child is taught as to what salt really is.

Under "Apple" it is asked, "How many varieties are

known?" Ans.—"Over two hundred." We can not

see that this is an important part of a child's education,

but as the book professes to teach science, it should ap-

proach accuracy. The fact is that one American book
describes over two thousand, and does not include all

the varieties known. The " vegetable kingdom " is dis-

posed of in just one page, and how full of wisdom that

page is may be seen from this : "What great natnralist

prepared the system of Botany which is now in use?"
Behold the answer I—" Linnceus of Sweden" ! I ! Mr.
Kremer, we would advise you to cram yourself better be-

fore you attempt to teach children matters about which
yon appear to know absolutely nothing. Your book is

Bosh.

The Carpenter's and Builder's Assistant, by
Lucius D.Gould. New York: A. J. Bicknell & Co. This is

avery concise treatise upon the principles of carpentery,

and includes with others the now popular system of bal-

loon framing. The illustrations are exceedingly neat,

and the descriptions though brief are clear, and the

work can not fail to be of great use to the carpenter who
wishes to work by rule.

Catalogues Received.

Our friends who come so late must be content with a

very brief acknowledgment of their catalogues, as we
have not space for more.

SEEDS.
J. H. & W. E. Cone, Hartford, Ct., with their cata-

logue of Wethersfleld seeds, give a farmers' almanac.

A. S. Johnson, North Chili, Munroe Co., N. T.—Seed
Potatoes a specialty.

W. B. Btmon, Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Vegetable and
Flower seeds.

Miller & Sievers, San Francisco, Cal.—Californian

and Australian Tree and Flower Seeds.

H. W. Williams & Sons. Batavia, Kane Co., HI.

—

Flower and Vegetable seed catalogue and a Potato circu-

lar. Also Greenhouse and Bedding Plants.

Jordan Horticultural Compant. St. Louis, Mo.—
General Stock of Seeds, Florists and other Plants, and
Horticultural Goods.

NURSERIES.
L. B. Chapman, Portland, Me., and 145 Fulton et., N.

Y.—Small Evergreens a specialty.

J. & W. J. Judeftnd. Edesville, Kent Co., Md.—
Amazon Raspberry a specialty.

J. W. Manning, Reading, Mass.—Fruit and Orna-
mental.

Frank Ford, Ravenna, O.—Hoosac Thornless Rasp-
berry a specialty.

Thomas Meehan, Germantown, Pa. — Ornamental
Trees and Hedge Plants especially.

Jonathan A. Holmes, Polo, Ogle Co., 111.—Apples
and Small Fruits.

Calkins & Brooks, Bricksburgh, N. J.—Peach and
other fruits.

A. D. Prtal, Oakland, Cal.—General Nursery and
Greenhouse stock.

E. Y. Teas & Co.. Cascade Nursery, Richmond. Ind.

—

Fruit and Ornamental, with extensive Greenhouse stock.

Roses a specialty.

Plnnet & Co., Sturgeon Bay, Wis.—Manual of Ever-

green and Forest Trees, accompanied by a Catalogue of

the same.

FLORISTS.
B. P. Critchell, Cincinnati, O.—A very full catalogue.

Thomas Meehan. Germantown, Pa., has added exten-

sive greenhouses to his nursery, and has a full stock.

A. Whitcomb, Lawrence, Kansas.—This isa charming-
ly neat catalogue.

Wm. H. Page (Wm. B. Horey, Agent), Norwich, Ct.—
Flowers & Vegetable Plants.

W. B. Dixon, Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y.» sends with Lis

catalogue a fine little chromo.

Marion Welsh, Mt. Vernon, O.—Vegetable Plants

and Hardy Shrubs, in addition to a full florists' stock.

Geo. W. Penney, Newark, O.—Vegetable Plants also.

A. Hance & Son, Red Bank, N. J.—Bedding and Rare
Plants.

II. P. Closson, Thetford, Vt. -Bedding and Green-
house Plants and Fruit Trees.

EUROPEAN CATALOGUES.
Ch. Huber & Co., Hyeres, France.—Rare Plants,

Palms, Cannas, etc.

Aleoatiere, Lyons. France, offers several new double
Pelargoniums and Carnations.

Anthont Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking,
Surrey. En?.—This nursery is celebrated for its Rhodo-
dendrons, Hollies, and other select plants, and has sup-

plied the finest collections in this country.

F. K. Bell. Stratford upon Avon, Eng., sends a cata-

logue of his Imperishable Labels, which, from the locali-

ty we presume, he calls *' Shakesperean."

J. B. Glullot Fils, Lyons, Fiance. A catalogue of

roses remarkable for its great number of novulties and
standard varieties.

Note.—We have several duplicates of the catalogues

of Anthony Waterer & Guillot Fils, which maybe had
upon inclosing a stamp to the editor.

IMPLEMENTS.
A. J. Nellis & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.—Harpoon Hay-

Forks.

E. S. Lee & Co., Rochester, N. Y.—Pruning apparatus.

J. J. Thomas «fc Co.. Geneva, N. Y.—A catalogue set-

ting forth the merits of the well-known Thomas
Harrow.

Bee Notes.

BY M. QUfNBT.

Some op the Objections to Bee-keeping Consid-

ered.—It is well known bow much honey is yielded by

certain districts in the state of New York. Taking this

as a basis and making proper allowance for waste land

and other non-producing portions of the area, it is esti-

mated that in this state alone twenty millions pounds of

honey are annually wasted for the want of bees to

gather it. At the present time instead of stating any

arguments in favor of making an attempt to secure this

important item in our resources by extending the knowl-

edge and the practice of bee-keeping, it may be well to

consider some of the objections that have been made to

the pursuit.

Much has been said in opposition to bee-keeping,

and said judiciously if it is not proved a legitimate

and profitable business. Several writers in the news-

papers are manifesting a good deal of interest from pro-

fessedly disinterested motives. Early in March a little

item appeared in the N. Y. Tribune, pretending to be a

fair report of a bee-keepers' convention. I failed to die-

cover wherein it was fairly represented. It seemed to

me to be especially designed for the purpose of discour-

agement, by giving only the dark side. Was there noth-

ing said that might have been some benefit f The name
"bee merchants" was given to the members. Not more
than two or three of the whole number -ever bought and

sold bees. One especially, that has secured more honey
than any one in the state, nev«r yet sold a bee. What
constitutesamerchantbutbuyingand selling? Is it just

to represent the convention thus ? There is abont 100,-

000 pounds of honey sent to New Y'ork city annually.

The man referred to has furnished about one fourth of

it. Now Buppose this man who knows how to manage
bees successfully attends the convention and teaches

his fellows how to manage until five or ten times the

quantity is sent to market. The price it now bears would

be lessened, and if he did not get his reward on a broader

principle than pecuniary remuneration, I think he had

better be silent. Where there is an interest, I hope
there will be an impartial investigation.

Prof. C V. Riley, of Mo., has had much to say against

the bee. A private correspondent wishes to know whet I

" have to say to these charges." With regard to the injury

bees do to fruit, it would he about the same in substance

as was said last month. Prof. Riley seemed desirous to

convince his readers that bees injured fruit without posi-

tively asserting it. Such words as •' I am convinced"

and " there is no doubt of it " may reach far enough to

convince many readers that he has seen what he speaks

of, when he has not committed himself to a positive ex-

pression. His proposition to poison the bees is one so

repulsive that I abstain from any comment here. His

plan to annihilate them by sowing milk-weed shows that

he has not investigated the matter. My views on bcea

and milk-weed were given to the public over twenty

years ago. I would not alter Them now further than to

say that the more that milk-weed was sown near my beca.
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the more prosperous I Bhould expect them to be. I have

had opportunities of watching more closely since then

where there were acres of milk-weed, and bees by the

hundred colonies kept in the vicinity, which prospered

ss finely as any that could be found. The flowers of the

weed have a peculiar shape, as well as an appendage

that becomes detached and adheres to the foot of the

bee, which becomes hooked to the flower when at work

and held fast. But it will be found that not over one

bee in a thousand is caught fast.

When we had the old box hive, and it was only part

full, a few—a dozen bees or so—might be seen on the

bottom board in the morning unable to get on the combs

above them, because of this adherence to their feet. But

very few of the whole number were disabled thus, as

waB proved by the quantity of these appendages that

was worked off of the feet of those in the cluster over-

head, that had ascended. Handfuls mixed with scales

of wax might be scraped up, proving to me at least that

only a small portion of the bees that work on milk-weed

are lost. If it should be established that getting honey

from the flowers of milkweed did not kill the bees but

was rather a benefit to them, the absurdity of the Prof.'s

recommend to sow the weed is evident.

The injury bees are alleged to do to the flowers of

fruit, grain, and grass, may be discussed another time.

If the objections against bee-keeping are greater than

the inducements to undertake it, of course it is better

not to commence till these are removed. We think we
have recently discovered means to lessen the danger

from the dreaded stings, and if we can abandon fear and

approach them with a desire to discover facts we shaH

progress in a ratio quadruple to anything we have done

before.

Kentucky Blue-Grass.

BT THE HON. JOHN H. KXIPPART, COLUMBUS, O.

A paragraph appeared in the March number
of the American Agriculturist from which one

would be led to infer that this grass attained

its greatest perfection only in a few counties in

Kentucky, and that it required a limestone soil

on which to flourish in any locality. The
fact is that the limestone formation of the

blue-grass region in Kentucky extends over

Brown, Butler, Clermont, part of Clinton, part

of Greene, all of Hamilton and Montgomery
counties in Ohio ; but for some reason the blue-

grass does not seem to flourish so luxuriantly

on the Ohio side of the lower Silurian forma-

tion as it does on the Kentucky side. But in

Union, Madison, Greene, Clarke, Fayette, Pick-

away, Ross, Franklin, and Champaign counties,

in Ohio, the blue-grass grows as luxuriantly

and forms as staple a pasture grass as it does in

Bourbon or Woodford counties in Kentucky.

In the Ohio counties just enumerated the
" drift " ranges from five to 150 feet deep ; and
in some of the counties this drift rests upon
black shale, and in others upon the corniferous

and Helderberg or Water-line limestone forma-

tions. How much influence the bedded lime-

stone or shales lying beneath 150 feet of drift

may or does exert upon the blue-grass growing
on the top soil I am not prepared to state.

There is no grass which accommodates itself

to any given locality with as much facility as

does this same blue-grass—it is almost protean

in the variations which it assumes according to

climate and soil. We find it in southern and
central Ohio growing rankly and luxuriantly

on gravelly soils ; then we find it equally rank
on the bottom lands, and it does very well on
stiff clay lands. It is the wayside pasture or

June grass of Northern Ohio, but it does not

do so well nor grow so luxuriantly there as on
the gravel soils in southern Ohio.

A writer over the initials " J. L. C," in an
article on Kentucky blue-grass, says: "It is

one of our earliest grasses, growing, with an
upright round stem, from one to three feet

high, with three or four long, rich, bluish green,

highly nutritious leaves, with a perennial fibrous

Toot, creeping near the surface." This is prob

ably correct for northern Ohio, but in central

or southern Ohio it differs somewhat. There

are three or four leaves on the stem, it is true,

from two to four inches long; but I have count-

ed as many as thirty radical leaves belonging

to one stalk, each leaf longer than the longest

one on the stem. In these radical leaves is

where the great merit of the plant lies. It is

scarcely worth cultivating as a meadow grass

or as a grass from which hay is to be made

;

the radical leaves are too short to mow, and

the stems are unfit for hay, being very tough

and wiry, so much so that as a matter of fact

it is in some localities better known as wire-

grass than by any other term. "J. L. C."

warns persons not to grow it with clover, giv-

ing as a reason that " they are not fit to cut at

the same time." If blue-grass is not sown with

clover or oats, or some rapid-growing nurse, it

will be many a long day before a " set " can be

obtained. If sown by itself, the June or July

sun will kill the tender plant down to the very

roots—at least this has been my experience

;

but every time I sowed it with clover—and

clover is the best nurse for it—I have succeeded

in getting a good set. " J. L. C." says :
" From

the fact of its roots extending near the surface

it is easily affected with drouth." Here in cen-

tral and southern Ohio it resists drouth better

than any grass we have. In Union and Madison

counties are blue-grass pastures which have not

been disturbed by the plow since the settlement

of the country, and these undisturbed pastures

are the most luxuriant and richest pastures we
have. More than fifty years of constant graz-

ing does not appear to have diminished the

yield of pasturage. One field in Union county

was plowed up some fifty years ago, and several

crops of corn grown on it; then it was al-

lowed to become a blue-grass pasture again,

but up to to-day any one can see that it is in-

ferior in its production of pasturage to the ad-

joining fields which were not disturbed by the

plow. This is to me conclusive evidence that

it is not any more exhaustive than any of the

ordinary meadow or other pasture grasses.

'. —. m»m i .

A Pigeon Show.

The engraving upon the first page represents

the principal prize birds at the first exhibition

of the National Columbarian Society recently

held in the city of New York. It may be sup-

posed that pigeons are of very little practical use

and are unworthy of the notice of persons whose

efforts are turned towards producing something

useful. But this would be a mistake if for no

other reason than that one class of these birds,

the carriers, possess a value for their services

alone which in some cases can hardly be com-

puted. In the late siege of Paris by the Ger-

man armies, the mails were frequently carried

by these birds, and letters or information either

upon political, mercantile, or social affairs of

incalculable value were safely sent by their

means over the lines of the besiegers. A trained

carrier pigeon might easily be the means of de-

ciding the safety or destruction of an army,

and thus change the destiny of a nation. Trav-

ellers or business men might send a rapid and
inexpensive message from a distance or from
their place of business to their home, by a car-

rier pigeon, which might be carried with them
for this purpose in a small basket, and many
hours of anxiety and suspense be thus prevented.

Besides as pets and ornamental birds they

have their place in many a couatry house, to

say nothing of their special adaptation to the

purposes of the pie. We therefore give this

prominent place to these portraits from life of

probably the most valuable pigeons in the

world ; for it must be confessed that the birds

sent from England for the purpose of exhibi-

tion here, as their best, were greatly surpassed

by American birds. No. 4, the pigmy pouter,

and No. 3, the bronze-wing, are two of these im-

ported birds. They, however, arrived too late

for entry and were not therefore in the compe-

tition. No. 2, the Antwerp carrier, is a new
variety in this country and has already become
very popular. These birds have not hereto-

fore been figured ; the specimen shown in the

engraving is the property of Mr. P. C. Biegel.

No. 1, the bald head tumbler, is owned by Mr.

H. A. Brown, who entered the five varieties or

colors of these birds, which are now almost ex-

tinct in America. He received a prize for each

color. No. 6, the black swallow, is the proper-

ty of Mr. T. S. Gaddess. No. 5, the red barb,

owner H. Colell. No. 8, the black trumpeter,

owned by T. S. Gaddess. No. 10, a pouter

hen, a magnificent bird which took a prize of

$50 and is valued at $250, is the property of J.

Yeudall, Philadelphia. No. 7 is H. Colell's

black fan tail ; No. 13 is the black English

carrier owned by P. C. Biegel; No. 12 the

dark almond tumbler owned by A. Scheld ; No.

11, the African owl, owner J. Yeudall; and No.

9, the yellow priest, owned by Mr. Gaddess.

—-. -m»~ —m

Ogden Farm Papers.—No. 51.

Much has recently been written about large

yields of butter, and an active discussion has

been in progress on the subject in various ag-

ricultural papers. This discussion has re-

vived what I wrote in the Ogden Farm
Papers for August last concerning the dairy of

Messrs. I. Boies & Son in Illinois. I have re-

cently received a letter from them, in reply to

a request for more information, in which

they say

:

"In our statement to you last spring we
think we stated that we made about 300 lbs. of

butter per year per cow. We thought so then,

and we think so now. We have no means of

knowing exactly how much we do make per

cow, as we have never yet been able to give

the matter a thorough trial. We are milking

this winter 132 cows, 84 of which calved in

September and October last, 48 having been

milked from 13 to 18 months, it being impossi-

ble to get some of them with calf. In October

last these 84 new milch cows gave an average

of 28 lbs. per cow, or something over 2,350 lbs.

total of milk, while on January 9th the same

cows gave 26 lbs. per cow. The same cows are

giving at present an average of 21 lbs. per cow.

You will see that there is a great decrease from

January 9th to the present time, a part of

which is owing to our having to buy hay, and

it is not so good as our own, as we take pains

to have our hay cut very early. Every year

since we have been in the dairy business our

cows have given more milk in the middle of

May and June than in the months of March
and April. In the months of September and

October last it took, September, 24 lbs. of milk

to make a pound of butter, and October, 21 lbs.

January, 23 lbs., and at present wc are making

from 23 lbs. Therefore, taking the months of

May and June at the same average per cow that

they are now giving, you will see that the aver-

age can not be far from 300 lbs. per cow. We
think we can make 300 lbs. from a cow that

comes in September 1st as we can 225 front one
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that comes in March 1st—both to be milked

until they go dry. We intend to weigh all our

milk next year, commencing October 1st, and

we are in hopes to prove that we can make as

much per cow (and as good butter) in Illinois

as can be done in the old dairy regions at the

East. Our neighbor, Mr. 0. S. Tamner, bought

40 cows in the spring of 1873, commenced
delivering milk March 1st, and in one year he

delivered us 7,212 lbs. of milk per cow, his

cows going farrow however."

In their former letter these gentlemen state

that they feed their cows" eight quarts of corn

and oat-meal (mixed) per day for every day that

they give milk. In winter we give them every

day, in addition to the meal, a large load of

corn in the shuck, also what nice early cut hay

they will consume."

The foregoing is a very explicit and exact

statement, and there is no reason to question

its accuracy.

Supposing the 84 fresh cows to produce, as

is stated, from October 1st to April 1st, 4,550

lbs. of milk, yielding about 198 lbs. of butter,

we need not strain the point very far to credit

them with 102 lbs. for the other half of the

year, when they would be mainly at grass, and

would each have eight quarts of rich grain feed

per day in addition. Mr. Tamner's 40 cows,

being left farrow and fattened for the butcher,

produced, according to the statement (at 23 lbs.

milk for one pound butter), an average of 313

lbs. of butter within one year.

Such a forcing system of feeding is of course

hard on the cows. More than one third of the

Boies cows failed to get with calf, and with the

Tamner cows there was no effort to get them
with calf. This process of butter and beef

making is closed to those who raise their own
stock, but even these may take a hint (to be

followed with judgment) from the mode of

feeding described.

And what feeding it is !
" What nice early-

cut hay they will eat" (and hay so good that

when purchased hay is fed the cows fall off

materially in their yield); eight quarts of oats

and corn-meal per day; and a large load of

corn in the husk, which must amount to at

least 10 lbs. of shelled corn per day for each

cow—-considerably over a peck of grain per day

!

No wonder they give large yields of butter and

come out at the end of the year beef fat.

There is, too, much more than a hint for

Western farmers, who are now groaning under

the oppressive charges for the transportation

of their corn to the sea-board markets. Why
send it at all, you who can feed it at home?
Why not make butter or cheese, and from the

refuse of the food, and from the skimmed milk

and whey make pork, and so put your gross

product into a net form? You will get as

much for the dairy products and the pork as

you would for the corn from which they are

made, and will save the cost of transportation

on the greater part of your crop.

You will save something else, too—the enor-

mous amount of valuable manure which your
corn now makes here at the East and in Eng-
land. The day has fortunately gone by when
an agricultural writer need hazard anything of

his reputation by asserting that in Illinois, as

well as in all the rest of the world (old or new),

the manure question is henceforth to be the

question, and that a universal recognition of

the value of manure among Western farmers

Is of the greatest importance to the permanent

interests of the country, which depetid so much
on Western prosperity.

A friend in Maine, writing to congratulate

me on the results of my dairying as set forth

in the March number, says: "I observe with

surprise the large percentage of abortions in

your herd—seven out of thirty—and you make
no allusion to it as an unusual occurrence. It

would be considered so here, and in fact a sin-

gle abortion is unusual in all this region. In

my own herd, varying from twelve to twenty,

there has not been an abortion for many years.

Is it common with you and in your vicinity,

and to what cause is it attributable? If the

cause is not certainly known, what are the spe-

culations on the subject ?"

Abortion has been common here, but fortu-

nately it is decreasing, and seems to have left

my own herd altogether. The speculations on

the subject, so far as they have come to my
notice, seem to be of no value whatever, and,

after the costly investigations that have been

bestowed upon it during the past few years,

there has been no theory developed which
seems to fit the conditions under which it oc-

curs; neither has any effective preventive been

suggested, unless it be the one prescribed by
Mr. Sam. J. Sharpless, and published some

time ago in these

papers, and which
is worth repeating.

It is this: Abor-

tion is accompanied

by, whether caused

by or not, a rather low
condition of vitality,

and it seems to be

arrested by stimula-

tion of the digestive

organs — by tonics,

that we have used, and
which we think has been effective, is a powder
consisting of : 2 oz. suphate of iron, powdered

;

8 oz. ground ginger ; 8 oz. fenugreek ; 8 oz.

caraway; 4 oz. gentian. Dose: A heaping
tea-spoonful daily with bran or other feed.

Mr. Sharpless gives this to his whole herd,

and during much of the season of pregnancy.

We have used it much more sparingly, but
with apparent good results. If a cow shows
by the swelling of the bearing, by the laxity of

the cords at the side of the tail, or by a ten-

dency to spring-bag, that she may be preparing

to lose her foetus, we separate her from the

herd, give her the powder at once, and give her
somewhat stronger food. In every case where
we have tried this, for a year past, the indica-

tions have disappearad, and the cow has gone
regularly on with her pregnancy. The cases

have seemed clear enough to show that the

powder does good, but it is possible that the epi-

demic (according to its habit) had run itself out

Fig. 1.—SEAT SPRING.

The form of tonic

Fig. 2.—SEAT ATTACHED TO BOX.

and disappeared of its own accord—>&unys-

teriously as it came.

There is abundant indication of the fact that

a change is coming over the minds of dairy

farmers on the subject of Jersey cattle. In

spite of hard times, farmers are making active

inquiries about them, and actual sales are iu-
|

creasing every year in numbers and in price.

A few years ago bull calves could be bought in

plenty for $25 each at six months old, and for

not much more at twice that age. The price

now runs for good animals at from $50 to $100.

I am not now speaking of the demand from
breeders of thoroughbreds, who pay even as

high as $300 for young bulls of unmistakable
pedigree and quality, but of that from dairy

farmers. I have recently sent two bulls into

New York State, one for $75 and the other for

$100 (express charges being in each case about

$30), both sold to dairy farmers in districts

where Jersey- cows are almost unknown, and
where they are to be used only on native cattle

and for the improvement of the herds of

butter-producing farms. For another, which
I advertised at $50, I had seven applica-

tions within two weeks. Three years ago I

should not have had probably a single one.

The meaning of this is that butter-makers

are awakeuirg to the knowledge that the

superiority c[ the Jersey breed for the but-

ter dairy ic an established fact—not a mere
fancy of rich men running after a fashion. It

has been sufficiently demonstrated that an in-

fusion of Jersey blood into a herd of native

cows will materially increase their product of

butter, and will make it easier of manufacture

and better in quality. This it does without

increasing the size of the cows, and without,

therefore, causing a greater consumption of

food. Such being the fact, it is not at all to be

wondered at that intelligent dairymen who are

awake to their true interests should be quick

to find it out and be anxious to take advantage

of the proffered benefit. The good that is to

be done to the country by the dissemination of

Jersey bulls to be used for the improvement of

common cows is of far more consequence than

is that of the extension of the use of pure

Jersey cows, for the reason that this latter will,

at least for a long time to come, be confined
1

to

a comparatively few of the better farmers,

while one bull in a neighborhood will make a

lasting amelioration of all the well kept herds

for miles around. This is an improvement,

too, which is sure to extend and increase the

more the sterling qualities of this race become

known, and it must lead eventually to the

wide extension of the pure Jersey cow, which

stands in relation to the half-breed as gold

does to silver.

An Easy "Wagon-Seat.

It is somewhat difficult to adapt a convenient

spring-seat to an ordinary wagon with the

appliances generally at a farmer's hand. We
have, however, recently been shown a spring-

seat which seems to combine all the requisites

of convenience, portability, ease, and cheap-

ness, which would make it desirable for a

farmer to possess it. It is shown m the an-

nexed engraving. Fig. 1 shows the spring to

which the seat is attached. The spring, a

strong spiral steel one, is contained in a strong

but light wrought iron frame. The frame is

provided with two hooks, by which it rests

upon the edge of the wagon-box—outside of it

and out of the way of a load—and is so made
that it may be slid along with ease from one

part of the box to another. The seat is bolted

to the upper part, in which there are two
holes made for this purpose. Fig. 2 shows

the seat complete, affixed to a wagon-box.

This seat is patented, and is made by B. F.

Wells of No. 47 Dey street, New York.
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The Wild Ass.
e

Although we rarely find an ass engaged in

farm labor, yet indirectly this much ma-

ligned animal is of agricultural interest and

-value. As the sire of the mule he renders an

invaluable service, and anything

new pertaining to his history is

worthy of record. By reason of

many sorrows and misfortunes

and much ill-usage the ordinary

ass has lost much of its original

spirit and beauty, and it is dif-

ficult to recognize in the graceful

animal depicted in the annexed

engraving (for which and that of

the Poitou Mare we are indebted

to the London Field) a creature

which we might designate as a

pure-bred donkey, a true descend-

ant of the original race. The en-

graving is a portrait taken from

a photograph of a young wild ass,

a female, which was recently cap-

tured after a chase of forty miles,

which was made in 3 hours and

5 minutes, upon the Runn of Kutch

by an English army officer and a

party of fifty native hunters. The

district in which it was captured is

a vast grassy plain, much resem-

bling our own Western plains, in

Tartary, and is the native home of

the wild ass. These animals are very shy and

fleet, and being possessed of great endurance are

rarely captured. This is the second instance

only of a capture, the first being that of a mare

heavy with foal, which was taken after having

been wounded, and this, being a young animal

only six months old, was only taken after having

been disabled by a wound from a spear. A
remount of horses also was necessary to make

the capture. This proves the native endurance

of the race and tends to explain also the fact

that our domestic ass so

well survives the great-

est ill-usage, the most

severe labor, the poorest

and most scanty fare,
«"'

that his longevity and

freedom from disease

have become proverbial.

It is a fact worthy of

notice that the wild ass

(Equus onager) is col-

ored differently from its

domesticated relative.

The animal here shown
is white and fawn ; the

under parts of the body,

the neck, chest, and

nose, part of the face,

the rump, channel, and

inside of the legs are

white; the mane is

short, thick, and dark

brown. A dark dun
streak of long hair runs

along the back, widen-

ing towards the rear,

and continues down the

tail to the end. The
rest of the body is of

a fawn color; the coat

is smooth and glossy, and the tail has a tuft of

long dark-brown hair at the end. The legs are

clean and flat, the sinews prominent, the feet

are small, hard, and well formed, and the pas-

terns long. The ears arc smaller than those of

the tame ass, and are constantly pricked, and

the eye is of . unusual brightness and quite

black. The muzzle is small and black, with

large open nostrils. This animal does not have

the cross upon the shoulders, which is borne by
the domestic ass, and is 12 hands high, although

. ;tt>

A WILD TARTARIAN ASS.

now only a year old. As this wild ass is

probably the original of our domestic one, it

is a curious problem to trace out the causes

which have led to the variation between it

and the races that have descended from it.

The Poitou Mare and Mule Foal.

We have previously described and illustrated

the Poitou Mule, and now complete its history

A POITOU MARE AND Ml'LE FOAL.

by describing the typical dam from which it is

bred. Indeed this part of its history is of con-

siderable importance in a national sense. As a

large number of these animals are annually

imported into this country, it becomes a mat-

ter of interest to know if we can not just as

well raise the animals we need ourselves, as

pay the foreign breeders for doing us this ser-

vice, and so have this industry added to those

we already possess. As in a family everything

made at home, in leisure hours, saves expendi-

ture and adds to the wealth of the

household, so in a nation every-

thing that is produced, if it does

not interfere with other productive

labor, also adds to the general

wealth. It is quite plain to us
that we need not go to France for

such mares as this, and equally

so that thousands of mules may
be raised in several of our States

without hindering any profitable

work. If, then, we use the mares
we have and devote attention to

this business, all we need is to im-

port the necessary animals to start

with, and set this industry to work
for ourselves. It is questionable,

indeed, if we do not already pos-

sess equally good animals with the

French breeders, and if we could
not by using the same care as they
do in selecting sires and dams pro-

duce equally good mules. We have
little doubt of it, and knowing
what has been done by our breed-

ers in other respects, and the great

success they have attained, it

would be strange indeed if they could not

produce exactly the kind of mule needed for

every purpose, and render importation un-

necessary. It will be seen from the engrav-

ing and the following description of the

Poitou mares that we have already the ma-
terial for a home supply. The engraving re-

presents a prize Poitou mare, and a mule foal

three months old. The mare is 16 hands high,

coarse in bone and heavy in build, and very
much resembles the horses common in Nor-

mandy, some of which
have been brought to

this country under the

misapplied name of

Percheron. Indeed,
many mares have been
taken directly from
Normandy for mule
breeders (mulassiires),

although both stallions

and mares are now
brought from England
to supply a stock of

dams. These dams are

rarely used to labor, but

are kept almost alto-

gether for breeding.

Generally they have
colts when three years

old, and the idea of the

French breeders that

very low keep upon
straw and similar innu-

tritious food is favora-

ble to the process of

gestation, and the safe

production of the colt

does not tend to im-

prove their appearance,

although it may be

effective for the purpose designed. Certainly

the pampering of breeding animals is neither

productive of prolificacy or hardiness in the

dam, nor hardiness in the offspring; but on

the other hand there is a judicious mean
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which is not wisely departed from. The
youug mule inherits the heavy litubs of

the dam and its size, as also to some ex-

tent its coarseness ; the capacity for draft be-

ing the great object to be attained. On the

whole the French system of raising these mules

is contrary to what we should consider as ex-

actly proper, and it is quite possible that in a

very short period we could surpass them in the

character of the animals raised. For instance,

the young foal is denied the first milk of the

dam, and this frequently results in its injury or

early death. Then as soon as the colts are

weaned they are sold to farmers, who rear them
until yearlings, when they are sold again and

again to others who keep only mules of two,

three, or four years, as the case may be, until

finally they are sold to the foreign purchasers.

A more enlightened treatment of the mules
could not fail to be of service to them, and it

is hardly questionable but that American bred

mules would be superior to the imported ones.

Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 125.

Mr. S. R. Elder, of Beaver Co., Pa., writes

rue an interesting letter. " Corn is our surest

•crop," he says, " and always follows a manured
clover sod. We usually get about 70 bushels

shelled corn per acre. The next spring we sow
oats on the corn stubble. And here our trouble

commences. The oats fall down and do not

fill, and taking one season with another we do
not get more than 35 bushels per acre. I once

sowed five acres of oats and peas. They had a

splendid appearance when in bloom, but fell

down and rolled before they showed any signs

of ripening. Now, can you suggest any crop

to take the place of the oats and leave the land

in good condition for winter wheat ?
"

In this section wheat does better after barley

than after oats. I should try plaster or salt to

see if it would not give stiffer oat straw. Sow
200 lbs. broadcast per acre after the land is

plowed and harrowed in the spring and before

the seed is drilled in. If Mr. Elder has been

in the habit of drawing his winter-made manure
on to his sod land in spring, and plowing it

under for corn, I would try the plan of piling

the manure and turning it once or twice so as

to thoroughly ferment it, and then draw it out

in the fall on to the clover sod and plow this

clover sod up for corn next spring. I think the

oats that followed this com crop would not be

so likely to fall down as they would be on land

where coarse, fresh manure was plowed under

for corn. I think oats and wheat frequently

fall down, not because the land is too rich, but

Because it is not rich enough. The trouble is

probably due to an excessive amount of car-

bonaceous matter in the soil, and to a deficiency

of nitrogen, phosphates, and potash. One of

the best remedies for this evil is to grow more
root crops. A crop of mangel-wurzel or turnips

will take up this carbonaceous matter from the

soil and organize it into good nutritious food.

But it is not an easy matter to hit on the best

rotation of crops. If we could only get reli-

able artificial manures at reasonable rates we
could farm to much better advantage. The
time will come, and that shortly, when such

will be the case. We could then adopt any
rotation that best suited our particular circum-

stances. The old notion that there is any real

chemical necessity for a rotation of crops is un-

founded. Wheat can be grown after wheat, and

barley after barley, and corn after corn, pro-

vided we use the necessary manures and get

the soil clean and in the right mechanical
condition.

"What, then, do we gain by a rotation?"

asked the Deacon.

Much every way. A good rotation enables

us to clean the land. We can put in different

crops at different seasons.

" So we could," broke in the Deacon, "if we
sowed wheat after wheat, barley after barley,

and corn after corn."

True, but if we sowed winter wheat after

winter wheat there would not be time enough
to clear the land.

" Just as much as when we sow wheat after

oats, or peas, or barley."

"True again, Deacon," I replied, "but we
are supposed to have cleaned the land while it

was in corn the previous year. I say supposed,

because in point of fact one half our farmers

do not half clean their land while it is in corn.

It is the weak spot in our agriculture. If our

land was as clean as it should be to start with,

there is no rotation so convenient in this sec-

tion as corn the first year, barley, peas, or oats

the second year, followed by winter wheat

seeded down. But to carry out this rotation

to the best advantage we need artificial

manures."
" But will they pay ? " asks the Deacon.

"They will pay well provided we can get

them at a fair price and get fair prices for our

produce. If we could get a good superphos-

phate made from Charleston phosphates for 1}

cent per lb., and nitrate of soda for 4 cents per

lb., and the German potash salts for '/t cent

per lb., and could get on the average. $1.25 per

bushel for barley and $1.75 for good white

wheat we could use these manures to great

advantage."

"Nothing like barn-yard manure," says the

Deacon.

No doubt on that point, provided it is good
manure. Barn-yard manure, whether rich or

poor, contains all the elements of plant-food,

but there is a great difference between rich and

poor manure. The rich manure contains twice

or three times as much nitrogen and phosphoric

acid as ordinary or poor manure. And this is

the reason why artificial manures are valuable

in proportion to the nitrogen and phosphoric

acid that they contain in an available condition.

When we use two or three hundred pounds per

acre of a good artificial manure we in effect,

directly or indirectly, convert poor manure into

rich manure. There is manure in our soil, but

it is poor. There is manure in our barn-yards,

but it is poor also. Nitrogen and phosphoric

acid will make these manures rich. This is the

reason why a few pounds of a good artificial

manure will produce as great an effect as tons

of common manure. Depend upon it, the

coming farmer will avail himself of the eliseov-

eries of science, and will use more artificial

fertilizers.

I have several times alluded to the experi-

ments of Lawes and Gilbert on barlej', giving

the main facts. For twenty years barley has

been grown year after year on the same land.

One plot has been left entirelywithout manure
;

one plot has had 14 tons of barn-yard manure

per acre every year; other plots have had

superphosphate of lime; others sulphate of

potash, soda, and magnesia, with and without

superphosphate. On other plots, nitrate of

soda and salts of ammonia have been used,

alone, and in connection with superphosphate,

and also in connection with salts of potash,

soda, and magnesia. One plot had 2,000 lbs.

of rape cake each year per acre, alone, and also

in connection with superphosphate, alone, and
in connection also with potush, soda, and mag-
nesia alone, and with superphosphate added.
The results of the experiments for twenty
years have recently been published. They
show that we have much to learn—and, what
is equally important, a good deal to unlearn.

They are, however, on the whole, decidedly

encouraging. They show that great crops can

be raised, and that it is well worth a farmer's

while to study agricultural chemistry.

The crop on the plot that was sown to barley

( very year for twenty years without manure
produced an average of 23 of our bushels per

acre and over 1,300 lbs. of straw. This, in

itself, is a striking result.

"It must be veiy rich land," remarks the

Deacon.
" No," I replied, " it is no richer land than

yours or mine. It is what we should call a

rather heavy wheat soil. It is some such land

as my north lot, but I think not naturally

as rich."

" When you sowed barley in that field, if I

remember right," unkindly remarked the Dea-
con," you did not get over 15 bushels per acre."

This was not because the land was poor. It

was because it hael never been more than half

plowed and worked, and was full of weeds.

The plot that was manured every year with

barn-yard manure averaged 54+ bushels per

acre and over 11 ton of straw. The smallest

yield on this plot during the twenty years was
34| bushels per acre, and the largest yield

05 bushels.

The smallest yield during the twenty years

on two plots which received nothing but the

best artificial manures was 33J bushels per

acre on the one plot and 39J- bushels on the

other. The largest yield on these two plots

was n& bushels per acre on the one and 73$

bushels on the other.

"That will do," says the Deacon, "but after

all it is not as big a crop as your oats and peas

last year. You had 85| bushels per acre, with-

out any artificial manures."

The year before I had 88* bushels by weight,

reckoning a bushel 32 lbs. This would be

2,832 lbs. per acre. Mr. Lawes's largest crop of

barley, at 48 lbs. per bushel, was 3,540 lbs. per

acre. This, by weight, is equal to over 110$

bushels of oats per acre.

"I suppose," says the Deacon, "that Mr.

Lawes had spent a small fortune in underdrain-

ing the land."
" It so happens," I replied, " that this field

was not artificially drained at all. The only

reason for such large crops was the application,

in an available condition, of nitrogen and

phosphoric acid. But recollect one thing,

Deacon, it is vain for you or for me to hope

to get big crops until we make our laud clean.

In a letter just published, Mr. Lawes, in allud-

ing to the fact that nitrate of soda and super-

phosphate can be used with profit on the. barley

crop, well says :
' It is hardly necessary to adel

that the land should be clean ; many of the

weeds which infest our fields are cmite as fond

of ammonia anel phosphate as arc the gram
crops, and if allowed to do so they will appro-

priate to themselves a very considerable por-

tion of tb.e manure."

The Deacon got up to go. I have only to

speak of " weeds" to start him at any time.

" Don't be in a hurry," I said, " there are
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several letters here that I want you to help me

to answer. Here Is one from Champaign, 111.,

from a gentleman who wants to know how

many pigs he can keep on an acre of clover."

"If the pigs have nothing but clover," said

the Deacon, " they will eat nearly as much as

one of your big Cotswoltl sheep. They keep

eating all the time. But a good deal depends

on the breed. And I will say one thing in

favor of your black pigs. They are the best

graziers I ever saw."

That is simply because tiiey are so quiet

and have little offal. Restlessness and offal,

like weeds in a corn field, run away with half

the food and all the profits. There are pigs

that weigh no more in the fall after a summer's

grazing than they did in the spring. The great

advantage of having well-bred piga is shown
in the pasture lot more than in the pig-pen. I

am not sure that a coarse, common, ill-bred hog
that has nearly got his growth will not gain as

fast after he is shut up to fatten as a well-bred

Essex or Berkshire. But turn a couple of such

pigs at say six months old into a good clover

or pasture lot, and the well-bred pig will not

only increase the more in weight, but this in-

crease will consist in a good degree of good

solid flesh and fat, while the increase of the

other will bo principally in bone, water,

and offal,

A pig will eat more in proportion to live

weight than any other domestic animal. Bous-

singault states that a pig from six to eight

months old will eat green clover equal to over

five pounds of hay per day. We shall not be

far wrong in assuming that young clover con-

tains 80 per cent of water, so that a pig would

eat 25 lbs. of green clover per day—20 lbs. of

which consists of water. If we assume that

the pasture will produce in the season clover

and grass equal to 2J tons of hay, an acre would

support five pigs for six months.

The Deacon thinks they would not eat so

much clover if they were allowed one or two

pounds of corn each per day. I think they

would eat nearly or quite as much. In one of

Mr. Lawes's experiments he gave one pen of

pigs 28 lbs. of grain per head per week and all

the bran they would eat ; and to another pen

only 19£ lbs. of grain and all the bran they

would eat. But the pigs having the smaller

allowance of grain ate no more bran than the

other. Both pens ate 18 lbs. of bran each pig

per week. And so I think it would be with

the clover. The pigs will eat about all the

clover they can get into their stomachs, say 25

lbs. per day. But I think they would manage
to squeeze in an extra pint of corn night and

morning.
" But what is the good ? " asked the Deacon.

Let Mr.Lawes's experiment alluded to above

answer. The pen that had 18 lbs. of bran (all

they would eat) and 19J lbs. of graiu gained

4.16 lbs. per week; while the pen that had 18

lbs. of bran and 28 lbs. of grain gamed 7.43 lbs.

per week. In other words, 8J lbs. of extra

grain per week produced 3!- lbs. of pork.

The next letter is from a well-known agri-

cultural writer in Ohio. He wants to know
what is the best work on agricultural chemistry.

I tokl him to get Prof. S. W. Johnson's works,
" now Crops Grow " and " How Crops Feed."
" I have not time to go at all deeply into the

subject," he writes, " but I am convinced that

there must be more science and more brains in-

fused into our agriculture before there can he

much improvement or even a check to the

downward progress of our crops and the fer-

tility of our soils."

I have not much fear of a " downward pro-

gress." I do not think our soils are being ex-

hausted. I know my farm will produce a great

deal more now than it would 25 years ago. Take
the field where I am now sowing 14 acres of

mangels. Twenty-three years ago it was in

wheat. My father, who was a good English

farmer, walked over the field with me, ami ex-

claimed, " I never saw such a wretched crop
;

but it looks like good land." Last year I had

a grand crop of corn on this same field. And
yet about all I have done to it is to get out

some of the stones, plow it better, cultivate

thoroughly, and kill the weeds. I have plowed

under no clover, have not put fifty loads of

manure all told on the whole field until this

spring. Now I am putting on eight or ten

tons of manure per acre, and expect, with a

favorable season, a fair crop of mangels.

" J. S. D.," of Bartholomew Co., Ind., asks

"if Diehl wheat is an early or late variety?

smooth or bearded ? has it stiff straw, and is it

suitable for the rich bottom lands of Indiana ?

Is it liable to be struck by rust or attacked by
the fly ? Is it a hardy winter wheat ?

"

It is early, not bearded, very stiff straw.

With me it has escaped the midge and rust.

Last year it was badly killed by the winter,

but not more so than other varieties of white

wheat. Mediterranean and other red wheats

suffered less ; so much so that many of our

farmers did not sow white wheat last fall, but

have gone back to the Mediterranean. The
truth of the matter is just this. If your land

is not dry enough or rich enough to produce

twenty bushels of Mediterranean wheat per

acre in a favorable season, it is useless to sow
Diehl or any other choice white variety. But

if your land is too rich for Mediterranean, and

is diy and othewisc in good order, try the

Diehl. You will be likely to get a larger yield

per acre and a higher price per bushel.

A farmer in Ohio writes :
" I have just sold

twenty-nine black-walnut trees to a man hi

New York for $600. My neighbors think it

will hurt the sale of my farm. I look at it in

a different light. That six hundred dollars

will enable me to add many conveniences and

some necessities. Such timber is too expen-

sive to split into rails. Fully two thirds of the

rails on the farm are black-walnut."

When a man does not wish to sell, what is

the use of this constant talk about this or that

thing helping or hindering the sale of the

farm ? If the black-walnut trees have got their

growth, sell them and spend the money in

making such improvements as will add to your

own comfort and to the real value of the farm.

To split up black-walnut trees into rails is

about as sensible as it is to feed out clover seed

to sheep or to plow it under for manure.

This same correspondent says he has "half

an acre of mallows, or what the boys call

cheeses. I cut it up six times last summer, and

in the fall had a splendid crop. Will salt

kill it ?

"

I think not. It is a wretched weed. I have

been fighting it for years. It does not seem to

fear the hoe. It must be pulled up by the root

—which is easier said than done. During last

winter we had such mild weather that the land

could be plowed, and I struck the plow into a

patch of land full of this weed and turned up

the roots. All I can say at present is that they
do not teem to like this treatment.

The next letter is from a farmer in Pennsyl-

vania, who asks if it is better to fatten grade

Cotswold lambs the first winter, or summer
them over.

It depends on circumstauces. Unless they

are remarkably good lambs, and with more
than one cross of Cotswold blood in them, I

am inclined to thick it will be better to keep

them over. You get the wool, and it is not

necessary to feed so much grain. They will

make capital sheep the next winter or spring.

When lambs are to be fattened the first winter

it is necessary to have them come early, and to

push them along rapidly through the summer
and autumn ; they ought to have some roots

in winter.

" Is the Thomas harrow," asks "B. It. E.,"
" as good as claimed in corn working ?

"

It certainly kills a great many seedling weeds,

and, so far as my experience goes, it does not

pull up the corn to any serious extent, If the

land is very hard it will not do much good,

and if it is very light and rough it will smother

some of the plants. Still, I think it a very use-

ful implement, and one I should not like to

dispense with. The only trouble I have had

with it is with the couplings breaking or com-

ing loose, and sometimes the harrows ride each

other. I think the harrow might be improved

in this respect. I ought to say that I have had

my harrow some years, and it is very likely

that this trouble has since been remedied.

A Butter Factory:

The factory system which has been so suc-

cessful in the manufacture of cheese is equally

adapted to the manufacture of butter. The
creameries, as the butter factories are called,

have made an excellent reputation in the

butter markets, and "creamery pails" bring

the highest current rates. Concentrated effort

and capital are brought to bear in producing

butter with the most complete economy and of

the greatest possible excellence. The appli-

ances necessary are i:i no way different from

those belonging to any private dairy, except in

capacity. The building needed is only an en-

larged dairy house, and the principles upon

which it is constructed arc those upon which

any daily depends for its success. Still, as ex-

perience has been gained, there, is found to be

a style of building which is best suited for the

purpose, and internal arrangements which are

the most economical and convenient. Such a

building is shown in the engravings. Fig. 2 gives

the elevation of a successful factor}' in central

New York. The building is 60 feet long, 30 feet

wide, and 18 feet to the eaves. The basement

or cellar is only partly below the snrface of

the ground, and is built of stone with hollow

walls ; the floor is paved with flagstone laid in

cement. This secures a perfectly dry, cool,

sweet cellar, with an equable temperature

throughout the year. The building above the'

basement is of frame, boarded outside and

lathed and plastered within. There i3 a cov-

ered drive-waj- at one end for delivering the

milk, and a covered porch in the front with

steps leading to the front door, and below the

porch is the basement door. The floor of the

factory consists of a milk-room 30 x 36, a work-

room 22 x' 14, a chuming-room 8x14, with an

engine-room attached. The plan is shown at
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fig. 1, The milk-room contains twelve large

pans each 10 ft. 10 in. long by 4 ft. 3 in. wide

and 7 in. deep. They are what is known as the

Jewett pan, which is made with a double bot-

tom with a half-inch water space divided into

1.—PLAN OF BUTTER FACTORY.

channels open and closed at alternate ends, so

that the water which passes underneath the

milk for the purpose of cooling it runs in a

suddenly reversed current back and forth uutil

it is discharged at the end opposite to that at

which it enters. The entrance and discharge

pipes arc both raised above the level of the

false bottom upon which the milk rests, so that

the water space is always completely filled.

tion of the floor is removed to show this pipe.

These pans shown at A A, fig. 1, are placed

20 inches apart upon each side of the room.

A rail track is laid in the center of the room
between the pans, upon which a hand-car is

run, which carries the

milk from the receiving

door. The milk is received

into a weighing can, the

can rests upon the car,

which is higher than the

pans, and the milk is run

from the can directly into

the pans. At B is the

boiler and engine. The
Anderson boiler is the one

used and is eight-horse

power. At O is the churn-

ing-room, in which com-

mon upright dash churns,

D,D, are worked by steam power. The
sink, 12 feet by 3 feet, is seen at E. At F is the

sour milk tank, and at 6 is the work-room. The
milk pans, A, A, contain 200 gallons each, or

the milk of 100 cows at one milking ; milk is

received at this factory from 300 cows. The
twelve pans and fixtures cost about $700, and

the whole building with all the apparatus com-

plete cost nearly $4,000. The upper story is

used for the dwelling apartments of the super-

intendent, and the

whole building is

neatly painted out-

side and whitewashed

inside. The perfect

cleanliness and order

usual in the best pri-

vate dairies are to

be provided for in

any factory building,

and such a location

must be chosen as

will secure purity of

atmosphere, good
drainage, and a cen-

tral position amongst

its patrons. The cost
Fig. 2.-ELEVATION OP FACTORY. of makiug butter at

complete structure having no this factory is three cents a pound, and twenty-

eight pounds of milk upon the average are

required for each pound of butter.

The ground plan of a private dairy of 75 cows,

owned by Mr. P. D. Merriam, of "West Port, N.

Y., is shown in fig. 4. The milk-room, A, is 30

x 18 feet; B is the ice-water tack which supplies

the pans, C, C, O, C, of the Jewett pattern, with

cold water. These pans are 11 feet long by 3| in

width. D is the churning room, 15 x 8 feet ; E,

the sour-milk room, is 8 x 5 ; Fis the sour-milk

tank ; at G is the wash-room, 12 x 8, which con-

tains a stove and scales ; at 27 is the butter and

cream room, 2 x 12 ; and at I the ice-house,

10x12. Mr.JVIerriaui makes choice butter for

the Boston market, and speaks very favorably

of the large pans, for convenience, saving

of labor, and larger yield of butter than in the

small pans. He states that the saving of labor

is one half, and the butter made with these

pans is superior both in quality and quantity.

plowing done in England and other countries

at this time does not invert the soil at all, but

merely pulverizes it. This operation is per-

formed by what are known as grubbers. These

implements, drawn by horses, have been in use

The pan is a

loose parts, and rests upon a wooden table.

Figure 3 shows the form and arrangement of

these pans. There are several other styles of

pans in use in other factories, and some fac-

Fig. 3.—JEWETT MILK PANS.

lories practice the deep-can system, which has

been frequently described in our columns. In the

engraving (fig. 3) the pipe is shown at a by which
the water is brought into the pans. It is brought

from a spring near by at a temperature of 48',

and cools the milk to a temperature of 60° in

the course of four hours. The milk-room is

warmed to the same temperature in winter by
means of steam pipes which pass through it.

At b is seen the pipe which carries off the over-

flow of water from the pans, and which passes

down by one of the legs of the table. A por-

The Grubber.

Since the introduction of steam power in the

cultivation of land a new system of plowing

has come into use. The idea that when the

term plowing is used the inverting of the soil

as by the ordinary plow is meant, is no longer

correct. A very large proportion of the steam

4.—PLAN OF MR. MERRIAM'S DAIRY.

for many years as aids to the plow in breaking

up the subsoil and mellowing the surface soil,

but have only recently been substituted for the

common plow altogether. Now that it has

been found that very satisfactory crops may be

Fig. 1.—THE GRUBBER.

raised by the use of these implements upon
stubbles or fallows, when operated by steam,

they are coming into use in place of plows
drawn by horses. No root crop is sown until

the ground has been thoroughly worked with
these implements. They are also coming into

use in this country. One farmer of our ac-

quaintance uses one to follow the plow, and
breaks up the subsoil to a depth of twelve

inches. Tlisfarm has a very light soil. Another
uses one in preparing his land for potatoes and
also in cultivating between the rows as soon as

the plants appear

above the ground.

There are many other

opportunities of mak-
iug these implements

useful. Fall-plowed

land could be worked
with one of them in

the spring, instead of

cross plowing, with

great advantage and
economy. They
would entirely obvi-

ate the necessity for

subsoil plows, as they

would do the same

work much more rap-

idly. They would
prepare a corn stubble for a fall wheat
crop much better than is now done by the sur-

face harrowing common throughout the West-
ern States, and would undoubtedly tend to in-

crease the yield. As a cultivator to break up
between the rows of corn or potatoes they

Fig. 2.—tooth.
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would do the work in half the time of the plow.

The annexed engravings show the forms of

the teeth generally used and the smallest-sized

grubber. Fig. 3 is a tooth intended to fit upon

the bars of the frame by

means of a key which

passes through the bar,

and to carry a winged

share which penetrates

and lifts and loosens the

subsoil. Fig. 2 is a tooth

which is clamped upon

the frame by means of

bolts, and simply stirs

the soil. Fig. 1 shows

the frame, which is sim-

ilar to that of an ordi-
Fig. 3.—tooth. nary cuitivator, and to

which either of the above forms of teeth may
be affixed. "We know of no person who makes

these implements at the present time, but as

the teeth are of wrought iron any fair black-

smith should be able to make them. The frame

is made of timber strengthened by bolts. A
farmer whom we visited some time ago was
using a similar implement, the teeth of which

were ordinary picks, and he expressed himself

as being very much pleased with its effect, both

in preparing for crops and cultivating them.

How to Make Hurdles,

The picture in April of the " lamb creep "

formed of hurdles has brought us several

Fig. 1.—MAKING A HUBBLE.

inquiries as to the best method of making
the hurdles for portable fencing. For this

purpose they are very useful, and as they

are quickly and cheaply made and last, when
taken care of, many years they are very eco-

nomical. The material is generally such as

is of little or no use for any other pur-

pose. Brush from fence rows, swarnps, river

or creek banks, or the undergrowth of woods

Fig. 3.—A HTJKriLE SET DP.

is what is wanted. The thicker portion of this

is cut into stakes five feet long and trimmed of

all branches. A piece of scantling 10 feet long

is provided, and holes 18 or 24 inches apart are

bored in it. The stakes arc set upright in these

holes, and while in this position the smaller

brush is interwoven between them. Figure 1

shows the method in which this is done. When
the hurdle is completed it is set up in the fence

in the following manner. The stoutest of the

stakes are reserved and pointed at each end.

These are driven into the ground at such dis-

tances apart as may be needed, so that the hur-

dles may be fastened to them. Generally one

at each end of the hurdle is sufficient, or an-

other in the middle of each one may be used.

The hurdles are then tied to the stakes by
withes, cords, or wires. Holes are left in the

hurdles at each end for this purpose. Figure 3

shows the method of setting up this fence.

A Lard-Oil Press.

The home manufacture of lard oil is a pro

cess that may profitably be

carried on under some circum-

stances. Those who may find

it convenient to make their

own lubricating or burning oil

or manufacture it for sale may
make use of the simple con-

trivance here described by

"E. K. G.," of Hollistou,

Mass. It consists of a frame

made by fitting two pieces of

timber 4x6 inches thick

from the floor to the roof or

ceiling of an apartment at least

10 x 20 feet in size. Holes 1£

inch in diameter are bored

through the timbers 15 inches

apart, and an iron bolt is

made to fit them. A press

bed is then made of plank

three inches thick, 18 inches

wide, and four feet long, with

a gutter cut out all around
it, which leads to a pipe that passes into a

cistern below. The bed is placed in front

of the upright pieces. Two other upright

timbers 4 x 10 are placed upon the bed three

feet apart and framed into it and fastened

above. A guide one inch thick and two
inches wide is fastened to the inside of each

of these uprights, and a follower, shown
at a in the engraving, is made to fit them. A
lever 15 feet long and 4 inches thick, 10 inches

wide at one end and 6 inches at the other, is

made ; and a hook affixed to the small end, on
which a box may be hung to receive a burden
of stone or other heavy material. The press

is then ready for use. The lard is prepared by
being packed in a box 10 inches square and
3 inches deep, in which a small sheet of strong

cotton cloth has been laid. When the box is

packed full of lard the cloth is folded over the

top of it. The package of lard is then taken

out and laid upon the press bed. More lard is

prepared the same way, and the packs are

placed iu pairs, a piece of board being laid

upon each pair. When enough has been pre-

pared, a heavy follower which fits the guides is

placed upon it, and a wooden saddle or rocker

is put upon the follower, and the lever is then

arranged so as to press upon the saddle.

Weights are then placed in the box. The oil

which is pressed from the lard runs down
through the pipe into the tank beneath. As
the lard is pressed down the pin at the end of

the lever is lowered one or more holes as may
be needed. The oil made iu such a press in

the winter time will be of the best quality.

the barn and one near the house we should
rarely see stock driven several miles each day
through clouds of dust and in intolerable heat
to get water, which, while it saves the lives of
the animals, is in many cases unwholesome and
unfit to drink, and is doubtless the cause of

many deaths among stock. Frequently the

cost of a cistern, which would be filled by one
heavy spring rain and replenished by every
shower afterward, would be saved during every
month of a summer drouth. The sum of $4C?

would be sufficient to build such a cistern as is

here described, 8 feet in diameter and 10 feet

A LAED-OIL PRESS.

deep, which would hold 105 barrels, or 10^

barrels of water, or 373 gallons for every foot

in depth. This quantity of water would sup-

ply a moderate number of stock for three

months; at least it would give one barrel of

An Underground Cistern.

A capacious cistern is next in value to a good
well, and is better than a failing one. It may
be constructed with but little labor, and the ex-

pense, as compared with its convenience, is

small. If every western, farm had a cistern at

SECTION OF A CISTSRX.

water a day for 100 days, even should no con-

siderable shower fall within thai time. If a

larger supply were needed we would rather build

several cisterns than one large one, as being

more secure against accident. The most eco-

nomical cistern, both as to cost and space, is

a cylindrical one, that is, a round one with

straight sides. Iu a clay soil such a one may
be very safety made, but where the soil is
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coarse, compact gravel, it is better to make it

somewhat spreading at the sides, or bell-shaped,

and similar to that in the engraving. The sit-

uation should be chosen in the most convenient

place, as it is easier to lay a pipe to it than to

carry water from it. Tne digging should be

smoothly done, or there will be waste of ce-

ment in the plastering. When the whole is

durr the cement may be prepared. This should

be water lime or hydraulic cement. Our native

!: udale cement will answer the purpose very

well, but if expense is no object, and the best

work is desired, we would finish with a thin

coating of imported Portland cement. This

costs three times as much as Rosendalc cement,

being worth about $5 a barrel, while the other

is about $1.75. The cement should be mixed

dry, as evenly as possible, with seven times its

bulk of clean, sharp sand. As it is needed it may
be mixed with water upon the floor of the cis-

tern, so as to become a soft mortar and be im-

mediately spread. A flat stone large enough

to stand upon, or several of them, should be

laid in the bottom of the cistern, and bedded

in the cement. Then the sides should be plas-

tered at least an inch thick, or somewhat thick-

er at the bottom, in streaks all round the cis-

tern, going regularly around in a spiral, taking

• care to make the joints very accurately, and

leaving scratches to receive the finishing coat.

In this way it is finished to the top. After it

is d me a light coat, with half as much sand as

before, is laid over it and smoothly finished.

n this is done a thin coat of pure cement,

made as thick as whitewash, is laid on with a

brush. A covering of joists and plank is laid

vover the top, and water may be run in at any

time, the sooner the better. If any cracks ap-

pear before the water comes in they should be

carefully filled with the cement wash by means
of the brush. The accompanying engraving

shows the shape of the cistern which is best

fitted for gravelly soil. In stiff clay the shape

is not of great importance. In sandy soil the

walls of the cistern must be bricked before

cementing.

For domestic use a waste shoe should be

provided to bo hung upon the lead spout from

the roof, for the purpose of carrying off the

first run of water, which is very apt to taste

badly. After the roof and spouts are washed

:lean, the shoe may be removed and the water

turned into the cistern pipe. It is well also to

clean out the gutters occasionally and remove

dead leaves and dirt. A filter should be attached

to the house cistern, made of a wooden or ce-

mented box, two feet square, into the bottom

of which the lead pipe discharges. Layers of

coarse gravel, sand and pounded charcoal are

placed in the box and covered with a slate or a

slab of cement pierced with holes. Upon this

.-lab a layer of coarse gravel is placed. The
water passes through all these and is freed from
ill tastes and color. The engraving shows the

wanner of making the filter.

Ear-Marks for Stock.

There are various methods in use for mark-

ing and numbering animals so that they may
be reidily distinguished by the breeder. In a

recent number of the London Field we find a

system described which has been invented by a

Gcnmubreeder, Von Thaer. It consists in the

use of three marks only, which may be so com-
bined as to indicate very clearly an}* number up
to 10,000. Ther:c marks are, first, a notch in the

fur; second, the tip of the ear cut

squarely off, and third, a hole in the ear. Each

mark has an arbitrary value which changes ac-

cording to its position upon the ear, or either

car, and the sum of the values represents the

number of the animal which bears the marks.

A notch on the front of the left ear stands for

1, two such notches stand for 2 ; a back notch

on the same car stands for 3, two such notches

stand for six ; one notch in the back and one

in the front of the left car stand for 4, and

combinations of these notches mark up to 9

;

a front notch upon the right car marks 10, and

aback or outside notch marks 30; combina-M M M

tallic ear marks, at least for horned stock,

while those previously described will serve ad-

mirably for sheep. The metallic ear marks,

stamped with the owner's private brand, win
be a readily distinguished mark ; upon male

animals they may be placed longitudinally inthe

car, and upon females they may be placed cross-

wise, as shown in the accompanying figures.

000 '.< .2000 " *- 500 '- A 00
Fig. 1.—EAR-MASKS FOB ANIMALS.

tions of these notches upon this ear mark up
to 90, and with those upon the other ear up to

9D; a notch upon the tip of the left ear marks

100, one upon the tip of the right ear 200, and

these two together 300 ; a square cut, off from

the tip of the left ear, is 400, and from the right

ear marks 500 ; this last mark with the notch in

the tip of the left ear marks 600 ; the tips cut

square from both ears mark 900. Thus we
have marks up to 999, and the third comes in-

to use. This is a circular hole which, in the

left ear, marks 1,000, and in the right ear marks

3,000. By combining these marks any number
up to 10,000 may be represented. "We append

the following engravings of various marks,

with the values represented by them. A sim-

ple pair of pincers, provided with the required

cutters, is the only tool needed. A register of

the stock of course will be kept in which the

character of the animals will be recorded oppo-

site their particular number. This system is

A Smoothing Drag.

E. W. Greene, North Andovcr, Mass., sends

as a sketch of a smoothing drag which is used

extensively in his neighborhood in-

stead of a roller. It is eight feet long,

and made of two-inch plank. The bot-

tom is two feet wide on the flat, and

a plank twelve inches wide is placed

in front at such an angle as will enable

the drag to ride over the ground and

crush all rough clods without pushing

them ahead. The sides are made of

4x4 scantling, beveled at one end to

fit the front plank. A chain is fast-

ened to the front by hooks, and when
in use the driver rides. In addition to

its use as a clod-crusher, it will be found very

convenieut in gathering rubbish and roots of

A b.MOOTniSG DRAG.

grass or other weeds from plowed ground. The
accompanying engraving shows the drag ready

for use.

Our Supply of Salmon Spawn.

MM
Fig.

:
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EAR-MARKS FOK ANIMALS

well adapted in cases where stock is running

at larrre and is in danger of tearing out the ear

marks made by inserting rings or bands bear-

ing Utters or numbers. Where stock is care-

fully kept the Dana ear-marks here shown may
be made very useful. Careful breeders find it

quite necessary to be able to distinguish each

individual of their herds. When a calf in a

large, herd is removed from its dam to be

.—DANA'S EAR-MARKS.

weaned, its identity becomes lost unless a mark
is put into its ear. Upon the western plains

the usual brands must give place to these me-

lt is only four years ago that we were

obliged to send to the government hatching

house on Wilmot's Creek, near Newcas-

tle, Canada, for salmon eggs, and get

them as a special favor, at $40 a thousand,

gold. So jealous were the Canadian au-

thorities of all intrusion into their terri-

tory for salmon spawn, that the hatching

works on the Migamichi River were

broken up, and we had to purchase at

the Wilmot establishment, or go without.

Fortunately there were a few rivers in

Maine that yielded salmon, and it was thought

possible to get a supply from the Penobscot,

where some six or eight thousand were taken

annually by fishermen. There had been a

successful experiment of taking land locked

salmon spawn at Grand Lake Stream in Maine,

in the fall of 1S70, by catching and pounding the

salmon during the fall until they were ready to

spawn in November. From this it was inferred

that the Salmo Salar might be taken alive from

the weirs on the Penobscot during the summer,

and kept securely in ponds, until the spawning

A company was organized of the Fish

Commissioners "f Maine, Massachusetts, and

Connecticut, and the Poquonnoc Fish Com-

pany, who agreed to meet the expenses of an

experiment near Bricksport, Maine, under the

direction of Chas. O. Atkins, Esq. , one of the

Maine Commissioners. The first year about

72,000 eggs were taken, and the price of eggs

to 1 parties was found to be about eighteen

doll irs a thousand. The second year, an ap-
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propriation having been obtained from Con-

gress, Prof. Spencer F. Baird, U. S. Pish Com-

missioner, took stock in the enterprise,

operations were enlarged, and 1,500,000 eggs

were secured, at a cost of about five dollars a

thousand. This last fall there was a still larger

investment in salmon, and about 2,350,000 were

secured, at a reduced price per thousand.

These eggs will be hatched and distributed

mainly in the rivers of New England. Beside

these over a million of eggs of the Sacramento

salmon were taken by Livingston Stone, Esq.,

under direction of Prof. Baird. These, we
learn, are destined for the Delaware, and Sus-

quehannah, and streams farther south, to

which this species is thought to be adapted.

The country is to be congratulated upon this

early and abundant supply of salmon spawn
within our own borders. The main difficulties

in the way of stocking our barren rivers with

this delicious fish are already overcome and

cheap salmon are not far in the future.

Care of Young Chickens.

P. J. Kinney, Worcester, Mass., sends us his

method of raising chickens as follows: The
eggs are placed beneath the hens in boxes in

the bottom of which dry earth is placed six

inches deep. In very cold weather a newspaper
foiled two or three times is placed upon the

earth. Then two or three inches of fine chaff is

laid in the box, and the eggs are placed upon it.

As the chicks are hatched they are removed,

and fresh eggs are placed in the nest. Some
hens thus hatch 45 chickens each. Five or six

hens are set at a time, which bring out eight

to eleven chickens each. Fifty of these chicks

are put together into a cheese-box which will

hold a 50 lbs. cheese. A hole is cut in the box
to let them in and out after they are four days
old (see fig. 1), and one inch in depth of clean,

dry, coarse plastering sand is scattered in each

box. The chicks are fed with thin cakes made
of sifted corn-meal and sweet skimmed milk
and baked hard. The cakes are pounded fine

TH

Kg. '.'.—BBS FOB CHICKENS.

in a mortar, and with each pint the hard-boiled

yolks of two eggs are mixed. This quantity

serves to feed 50 chicks each day for the first

two days ; the next two days 1 1- pint and four

yolks are given, and the next two days one
riuart and six yolks. After thi3 some boiled

meat, wheat screenings, cracked wheat, and
corn are given four times a day, in addition to

the pounded cakes three times a day, until the

chicks are a month old. No soft feed is given.

When six weeks old the pullets are separated

from the cockerels, and they are each placed

25 to 50 together in separate runs. These are

made of dry-goods boxes about four feet long,

2} feet high, and two feet wide. One side and
one end are knocked out from each box, and
two are placed together so as to form one open

box (shown at figure 2). These are covered

with tight roofs of matched boards, and in

front of each is placed a fence made of boards

sixteen feet long and six inches wide, to which

are nailed, one inch apart, common plastering

laths cut in two. These runs can easily be

moved about, and dry earth, charcoal, feed, or

any other thing is easily put into them. Earthen

fountains containing two quarts are used, are

emptied every night, refilled each morning, and

the saucer rinsed out each noon. Holes are cut

in the tops of the boxes, so that by removing

the roof the chickens may be gathered into a

small compass when necessary.

For early chickens a frame may be used

(fig. 3). It is made like a hot-bed large enough

for three sashes, thirty inches high at the back

and fifteen inches at the front. The center

only is covered with a sash, the rest of the top

Fig. 1.—CHEESE-BOX FOB CU1CKENS.

is covered with a roof of matched boards. The
frame is placed at the south side of a tight

board fence, and the ground inside is raised

four inches with dry clean sand and gravel.

Fifty early chickens may be raised in this bed

without trouble, and if they are brown Leg-

horns, and are hatched in March and April,

they will bring at eight weeks old 50c. to 75c.

a pound for broilers, and the cockerels will

weigh two pounds each on the average.

The following is the account for 50 chickens

hatched April 27th, 1873, and sold at eight

weeks old:

50 chickens, at $1.23 $03.50

1 bushel screenings $1.00

2 dozen eggs SO

1 bushel meal l.OO

00 quarts skimmed milk 1.50

,V bushel onions 1.50

5 bushels smail potatoes 2.00

100 lbs. cabbage 3.00

1 bushel cracked corn 50

C dozen eggs set 2.40

Feed of hens 1.00

$14.TO

Profit. $17.80

The manure pays more than the cost of

frames and care.

The hens need to be carefully managed.
They require green feed, meat, a variety of

grain daily, with pure fresh water, sand, crushed

shells, and bones, dry ashes or earth to wallow

in, and plenty of light and ventilation. Ten
hens with one thorough-bred cock may be kept

in a room 18 by 6 feet perfectly clean and free

from unpleasant smell, and each hen may be

made to hatch out 45 chickens. Of the chirk-

ens hatched nine out of every ten may be

raised by using the plan previously described.

The yellow Western corn, cracked, is the best

standard feed. Shorts scalded with the water
the meat is boiled in, and fed warm, should be
given to the laying hens. Full grown fowls
should get two ounces of meat a day, all at

qnce, in the morning, during the cold weather,

and in two portions in the summer. Onions

:
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Fig. 3.—rnAiiE fob ohioheks.

are very desirable feed, and every day some
should be given along with raw potatoes or

turnips pounded fine. Cabbage is excellent

but costly. Fowls should be fed thrice a day,

and in warm weather fresh water should be
given as often.

The following is an account of the expense
and receipts of 28 hens with their progeny, in-

cluding the present value of the chickens

raised, during the past year. All the figures

arc taken from the account book except those

relating to the manure, which are estimated:

22 Brown Leghorn and Worcester Co. fowls, at

$3.00 $110.00

mixed hens, at $1.25 7.50

100 bushels grain 100.00

2,000 lbs. meat, at lii'c. a lb 30.00

3,000 lbs. vegetables, at lc 30.00

(.'are. at 30c. a day 109.50

Ilouee rent and incidentals 30.00

$117.08
Cr.

407>r dozen eggs, at 40c. $103.00

Eggs sold to hatch 27.50

Chickens sold for poultry 9S.78

Chickens sold to breed from 262.00

100 B. L. hens in yards 500.00

18 crowers, at $5.00 90.00

5 Worcester Co. crowers 25.00

20 Worcester Co. hens 100.00

33 mixed hens for sitting, at $1.25 41.25

2 tons manure, at $00.00 120.00——$1,127.53

The Sod House.

The sod house of the prairie or the plains is

the counterpart of the log house of the back-

woods. Each is the rough-and-ready dwelling

made of such material as comes most easily to

the hand in a locality where the settler has

nolhiug but his own skill and the native re-

sources of the country to help him. Each is

the home of a hardy, industrious, worthy repre-

sentative of the spirit of adventure and enter-

prise, who carves a home for himself out of the

wilderness. Each frequently shelters beneath

its roof a settler who is poor in everything but

hope and determination to succeed, but yet in

each we have seen a home where an intelligent

family has lived for a time in comfort and has

enjoyed many of the advantages of what is

called civilized life. Books, pictures, and music

are sometimes seen in such habitations, occu-

pied by well-educated and intelligent settlers,

who for the sake of advancing the interests of

their children have chosen to undergo many
privations and some temporary hardships. In

the interiors of some such houses as the one

here pictured, well-filled book-shelves, a musical

instrument, newspapers and magazines may be

seen, and yet the floor may be of earth and the

chimney of sticks plastered with mud. Yet

the hopeful anticipations of future prosperity

keep the tenants of these rough habitations in

cheerful spirits, and each field broken an*
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planted and each tree started into growth re-

pays all its cost of discomfort. Many of the

SOD HOUSE—INTERIOR.
•

most cheerful and congratulatory letters we
receive come from such habitations, and only

recently one came from a sod house in Nebras-

ka, written by a lady who cheerfully described

the earthen floor of her cabin, and remarked

that if she and her young children were to

choose, she and they would many times rather

keep the earthen floor than miss the Agricul-

turist's monthly yisits to them. Doubtless

there is sunshine in that cabin whatever there

may be outside of it, and the incident helps to

recall to us the remembrance of several such

hornes upon the unbounded prairie from

whence we have seen neatly dressed children

issue, singing and frolicing on their way to

school, or from which we have heard tha

sounds of music as we rode past. But while

all this and sometimes the reverse is often true,

there is a practical sense in which the sod house

should be considered ; for if the floor is wet, and

the roof leaks, and the walls are suspiciously

unsafe, the most cheerful-minded woman will

lose her good-nature and contentment, and the

chief support of the household being withdrawn

disorder and discomfort reign therein. The
choice of situation for the dwelling is the first

consideration. This should be a spot from which
the ground slopes in every direction. There

If the ground slopes towards the dwelling in

any one direction there is danger that some
heavy rain may swamp
it completely, and if

the cabin is a " dug out

"

the basement will be

filled with water. Fre-

quently this danger is

not discovered until the

misfortune occurs, and
then it is too late. In

building up the sods the

joints should be broken,

especially at the corners

of the building, or

cracks will open as the

structure settles. In
wintertime these cracks

will be found incon-

venient. As these build-

ings are only intended

to be temporary, the

stables and out-houses

should be placed as near to them as may be

;

and for protection against the few severe

storms that may occur in winter, when it may

general, it is far from wise for a new settler to

ignore the fact that his neighbors frequently
know more than he does himself, and that it is

the part of wisdom to receive advice, and in-

deed to ask it, especially if the settler is from
a foreign country and is unused to the ways
and the necessities of his newly-chosen locality.

A Shetland Grist-Mill.

At the present time some American farm-
ers cousider themselves the most unfortunate
of their class, that they work harder for less

profit, and enjoy fewer of the comforts of
life than any farmers elsewhere. It may
probably tend in some degree to dispel such a

mistaken idea to consider the position of farm-
ers elsewhere. With this view we give an en-

graving of a farmstead and grist-mill in Scal-

loway, one of the Shetland islands. The
grist-mill, which is shown in the foreground,
would be impossible to match in this country
for poverty and wretchedness. It contains

but one pair of stones, which are turned by a

horizontal wheel consisting of pieces of board

SOD HOUSE—EXTERIOR.

be unsafe to be at a distance from the house,

a shelter of sods or some other material should

be made to protect the passage from the house

A SHETLAND GRIST-MILL.

should be no hollows near, for in the spring and
early summer these hollows often become
lakes of water, and every level spot is saturated.

to each out-building. Such a convenience
might have saved life during the winter of

1872-'73 which was lost for want of it. In

fixed to an upright sliaft, anil the movable
stone is 'fixed upon this shaft, making but

sixty revolutions per minute. There are no
holts in the rnill ; the only grain ground is

oats, and each farmer who carries his grain

thither grinds his own grist, which runs from
the stones upon the floor, from which it is

swept up and taken home in the bags in which
it was brought. If this process is rough and
inconvenient, the farming upon these islan

equally rough and surrounded with hardships.

Oats are the staple, or rather the only grain

which ripens, and sometimes this crop fails to

mature, or the season is so unpropitious that

it can not be gathered, but remains in the

shock far into the next season before it can be

dried sufficiently to thrash, or is sometimes to-

tally lost. The herbage is scanty but nutri-

tious, and sustains the very diminutive ponies,

which are file only horses upon the islands, a

few very small cows, which give three quarts

of milk per day during a short season, and

very short-woolcd sheep, some of which are

not much better than goats. The winter

lasts six months, and the agricultural opera-

tions of the inhabitants are supplemented by
fishing, which is rendered hazardous by the

frequent storms. We doubt if there is one

farmer in our highly favored country whose

position would be bettered by changing places

with the most prosperous Shetlander.
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An Enormous Arad — Ainorphophallus.

The recent taste for " subtropical " garden-

ing, in which regard is had to grace of form in

plants or striking character of foliage, rather

than beauty of flowers, has led to the introduc-

tion of numerous curious subjects, among

which is AmorpJwphalhis Rivieri. As it has

not yet received any English name we can not

offer any other as an alternative. Two years

ago, Messrs. B. K. Bliss & Sons gave us a tuber

about the size of one's fist as a great novelty

just received from France. This tuber threw

up a single leaf-stalk about two

feet high, which at the top was
surmounted by a large umbrel-

la-like leaf cut into three princi-

pal divisions, which are them-

selves curiously and irregularly

subdivided. An idea of the

form of the leaf can be obtained

from the engraving, though a

portion of it is concealed by the

flower. The tuber produces but one leaf each sea-

son, but this is a monster. Mr. Bliss informed us

that he saw them in France, from strong tubers,

four or five feet high, with the blade four feet

across. Growing by itself upon the lawn, its

unusual and somewhat grotesque appearance is

sure to attract attention. The leaf stalk is of a

greenish black color, with numerous lighter

spots, while the leaf itself is of a dark green.

Our tuber when taken up in the fall had in-

creased considerably in size and thrown off a

great number of offsets, by means of which it

may be rapidly propagated. This spring Messrs.

Olm Brothers, florists, of Newark, N. J., had a

large tuber flower in one of their greenhouses

;

they sent it to ns, and we have had an engrav-

ing made from it. The huge flower was, in-

eluding stem, about three feet high ; the flower

stem arises from the tuber unaccompanied by

leaves, and, as well as the flowering portion, is

of a peculiarly lurid greenish purple color and

spotted; the spathe or expanded portion is

irregular in outline and somewhat ruffled on

the margin ; the interior surface has a some-

what metallic luster. The projecting central

portion, the spadix, is flattened sidewise and

roughened with small tubercles. It is at the

base of this spadix that the flowers are borne
;

the large showy spathe being only a protecting

covering and not the flower itself. The flow-

ers are of the simplest structure, consisting for

the male flower of a single anther and in the

fertile flower of a single pistil, each without

anything like calyx or corolla. The pistillate

flowers are crowded together in a band around

the base of the spadix, with the staminate ones

in another band directly above them. The en-

graving will at once bring to mind the common
Calla Lily, and the flower looks like an enor-

mous lurid purple Calla without leaves, but

still more like some of the exotic Arums. We
ought not to take leave of this remarkable

flower without saying something of its odor

—

to describe it is hardly possible. The eccentric

Dr. De Wolf said that a dead dog was a true

aristocrat, as he kept common people at a dis-

tance ; so this must be among the most aristo-

cratic of flowers, as but few would venture upon
familiarities with it. Dr. Wight says of an In-

dian species, A. campanulatum, that its odor

was such " as to induce flics to cover the club

of the spadix with their eggs." The flies may
be pardoned for their mistake if the odor of

that species was like that of this. It is not a

desirable plant for house culture, but a most

striking one upon the lawn, and as the flowers

appear before the leaves they can be cut away
before they open. As the tubers multiply

rapidly, and are kept with no more care than

is required by the Dahlia, we think it will

AMORPEOPHALLUS KIVIERI.

become popular with those who like odd things.

The plant was first brought into notice by M.

Biviere, director of a garden near Algiers, who
found a minute tuber accidentally mixed with

some seeds sent from Cochin China, and to

whom the species was dedicated. The generic

name, Amorphophallvs, might be translated, an

unshapely club, probably because the club-like

spadix is flattened and irregular in form.

The Preservation of Celery.

BY PETEK HENDERSON.

Spring is hardly the proper season in which

to describe an operation that can only be done

on the approach of winter, but I am convinced

that many of your readers would cultivate ce-

lery, were they sure that they could easily pre-

serve it during the winter. Market gardeners,

who store away large quantities, preserve it in.

narrow trenches in the open ground, and pro-

tect it by means of a covering of leaves or lit-

ter, as already described in your pages and in

" Gardening for Profit " ; but for smaller grow-
ers, either for sale or for private use, quite a

quantity may be preserved in any cellar where
there is no furnace or other fire heat. When a

few hundred roots only are to be stored, it can

be placed in narrow boxes, say nine inches

wide, four or six feet in length, and of a depth

a little less than the height of the celery. A
few inches of sand or soil is placed on the bot-

tom, and the celery is packed in the box up-

right, the roots being

placed on the sand at

the bottom ; the cel-

ery must be packed

in as tight as possible,

but without bruising.

Boxes thus packed

and stood on the cool

floor of the cellar,

if put away in November, will be "blanched"
fit for use during January, February, and

March. If put in sooner than November, it

will blanch earlier, and if stored later it will

keep later. If larger quantities are to be kept

in the cellar, the cheapest practicable way to

do so is to begin at one side next the wall,

farthest from the entrance, and erect boards

across the cellar, nine inches from the wall,

and of a height a little less than the length of

the celery—that is, if the celery is twenty-four

inches in length, the boarding may be eighteen

or twenty inches high. In this narrow division

the celery is packed in upright, as above de-

scribed for [lacking in boxes. As soon as the

first tier is filled, erect another board trench or

division at nine inches distant from the first,

and so on until the whole space required is

filled up. It will be understood that no
soil or sand is packed between the stalks of

celery, only two or three inches being strewn

on the floor, on which the roots are placed. A
cellar or root-house so packed, 20 x 20 feet, will

hold from 3,000 to 5,000 roots of celery, accord-

ing to their size. Care must be taken not to

get the board partitions forming the trenches

or divisions between the tiers of celery more
than nine or ten inches apart, for if at much
greater distance, the stems and leaves would be

in too large masses and would generate heat

and soon decay.
,

As the cellar or root-house is usually a damp
and dark apartment, there will generally be no

necessity to water the celery after it is packed.

Every means of ventilation should be used,

even in cold weather, for it must always be

borne in mind that celery is a vegetable that

will stand quite a severe frost without injury,

so if the temperature of the cellar falls five or

six degrees below the freezing point, no injury

will be done. When celery or other vegetables

arc packed away for preservation in cellars or

in the open field, it is indispensable that no'

water be allowed to lodge in the pit or trench
;

so that in the event of using a cellar or root-

house for this purpose, a matter of first im-

portance is to provide for thorough drainage,

in soils where drainage is at all necessary.

The Weeping PortAR is now being written

up abroad, and this will probably convince our

planters what we have for years insisted upon,

that it is one of the most valuable of lawn

trees. It should be grafted eight feet high.
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The Pea-Weevil.—We do not know if

seed peas are unusually " buggy " or not this

year, but we have had an unusual number of

letters about the "pea-bug," as the insect is in-

correctly called. One writer is afraid to plant

some "buggy" peas for fear of introducing

troublesome insects into his garden. So far as

we are informed, the pea-weevil attacks the

pea only. The mother weevil lays her eggs

upon the outside of the young pod ; she does

not " sting " the peas, as many suppose. When
the larva hatches out it eats its way to the in-

side of the pod and young pea, where it feeds

on the (marrow) fat of the land, and, unless it

is first eaten itself by pea-lovers, it forms a

chrysalis withiu the shell of the pea, and in

spring comes out as a small black beetle ready

to continue the work. It is a general impres-

sion that because the germ is not injured

" buggy" peas are just as good as any other for

seed. This is a mistake, although the seed

will germinate ; the plants, being deprived of

their proper nutriment when young, the weevil

having devoured it, are never so vigorous and

productive as those from sound peas. Our
seedsmen have their seed peas grown in local-

ities where the insect has not yet been intro-

duced or where cultivators take pains to destroy

it. Peas germinate when several years old, and

if all in a neighborhood would agree to pi ml
no infested seed for a year the insect would
disappear. White says that putting the ] eas

in a tightly corked bottle with a tea-spoonful of

spirits of turpentine will kill the insects with-

out hurting the peas. Others have success-

fully used chloroform in the same manner. If

the peas are put into water the viusound ones

will float. In raising peas for seed the insect

can be avoided by planting in June, after it has

ceased to operate, though in most localities

late-planted peas do not succeed very well.

Notes from the Pines.

Forced Plants.—Any plant made to grow

and flower at other than its natural season is

properly a forced one. When we bring Hya-

cinths and other spring-flowering bulbs into

bloom in January, they are forced, though that

is done so frecpuently and even in an ordinary

window that we do not look upon it as forc-

ing. There are many plants that we enjoy in

the open border in spring that we can have

in flower in the winter, if we take a little fore-

thought, and get up the plants and pot them in

the fall. I think I mentioned last year what
gratifying success I had that winter in forcing

Aslilbe (or Spiraea, as some will call it) Japo-

ni:a in my study windows. Bleeding Heart

(Dicenlra) is another excellent subject for forc-

ing ; it will do well in a warm window, and
nothing can be finer. In forcing such plants

as these the

Essential Thing to Observe is to give

the plants a complete rest before we begin to

start them. In the open border thej' are kept
perfectly dormant by the low temperature, and
when we pot them in the fall they should be
kept in a cool place. Tbe cellar is often so

warm that they are excited into growth too

soon, and this must bo prevented by keeping
them as dry as may be without injury. If kept
wet in a warmish cellar, they will make a slow
growth and fail of that absolute rest which
seems to be necessar3r

. Last fall Ihe ground
had begun to freeze before I had lifted all my
plants, and some were grubbed up with a cake

of frozen earth adhering to them. These were

put under the greenhouse bench to thaw out,

so that they could be potted. Some weeks
after, in overhauling the things stored under

the benches, I came across some roots without

a label, which on examination proved to be the

Bleeding Hearts which were taken up to be

forced but had been overlooked when the rest

of the things were potted. Tiiey were so dry

as to be apparently beyond all hope of recov-

ery, and I was about to throw them out, but

finally concluded to see what they would do,

and potted them. I never saw the Dicentra

finer than came from these roots, which had
been so thoroughly rested that I supposed them
to be past awakening.

A Greenhouse Pump.—Early in the winter

I got tired of the primitive way of dipping

water from the cistern under the greenhouse

floor and looked about for a pump. By good
luck my eye caught the advertisement of the

People's Pump, sold by W. S. Blunt, No. 77

Beekman street. An inspection of the pumps
gave a favorable impression, and one was or-

dered and put in. It stands under the bench
of the greenhouse, cjuite out of the way; the

handle in use projects into the path, but at

other times it is fastened up against the edge

of the bench by a button, and is hardly notice-

able. It can be transformed from a lifting into

a forcing pump in "a jiffy," and as either it is

perfectly satisfactory. The compactness of the

affair and the ease with which it works are so

satisfactory that it is almost worth while to

build a greenhouse just for the fun of having a

People's Pump.
It is not altogether satisfactory to write at

the end of March notes to be read in May.
Spring work has hardly begun, and in May one
will not care to think about in-door plants.

With so large and miscellaneous a collection

as I have, it is a matter of interest, after cold

weather is fairly over, to go about and sec how
things have passed the winter. It is a succes-

sion of surprises. Many plants that one would
expect to find hardy are found dead, and others

that were left to be killed by the winter will

be found to survive. It is a great pity that we
have nothing in this country to correspond to

the French garden of Acclimatalion. There is

no direction in which experiments can be more
usefully made than in testing the hardiness of

different plants. It is true that the nativity of

a plant is some guide, but by no means a cer-

tain one, as some of our persistent weeds are

from tropical countries. We now and then find

out by accident that a plant heretofore thought

to belong only to the greenhouse is really

hardy. Few persons can afford to experiment

largely in this matter, and there should be

some public garden where it could be done.

Primula Japonica.—At last I have flow-

ered this much talked of and high priced

novelty. Year before last Mr. Hogg gave me
a plant of the " simon pure" right from Japan,

but it daily grew smaller. Last fall he gave me
another, which was left out in a frame until

January, and Mr. Chitty of Bellevue Nursery,

Paterson, N. J., sent me this spring two more
that had been similarly treated. One of these

plants was put in the coolest part of the green-

house and the other two in a window of my
study, and all three came on finely. Many
have complained of failure with this plant, but

it has been due to loo tender treatment. It is,

no doubt, perfectly hardy—though no one that

I have heard of has risked his $3 or $5 plants

in e tafelisfa the fact—and should be treated like

any other hardy perennial. If wanted in bloom
in the house, then it should have the same
treatment as other hardy plants that are forced.

The plant is a beautiful one, but mine do not

bear out the extravagant encomiums of the

English horticultural journals or the highly
colored plates of the foreign catalogues. It i?

handsome and showy, but has not afforded me
so much pleasure as another Primrose,

Primula Involucrata, about which no one
has exhausted all the adjectives and exclama-

tion points. A plant of this modest species

came from Mr. George Such, at South Arnbo}'.

The leaves are of a peculiar silvery whiteness,

and the plant would be a handsome one if it

did not flower. It throws up a cluster of long

tubular, delicate yellow flowers of the fragrance

of a spring morning.

Planting Timber.—It will be but a very

few years before timber becomes very much
enhanced in value. Ten years more will see

the supply in the north-west greatby reduced in

quantity. No more profitable use of land can

be made than to plant walnut, chestnut, oak,

hickory, spruce, ash, maple, poplar, and other

trees that have a value in the arts fortheir tim-

ber. It is highly probable that, as pine be-

comes more costly, it will be used only as joists,

rafters, and flooring, and that brick and stone

will be more commonly employed as building

materials. When this occurs the stock of pine,

throughout the country, will be found to last

almost indefinitely. The more valuable pine

trees grow very slowly and would hardly be

profitable to plant.

Crossing—Hybridizing.
>

—

There would appear to be just now an un-

usual interest in the matter of improving plants

by crossing or hybridizing, to judge from the

letters we have had asking us to describe the

process. Crossing and hybridizing are terms

often and incorrectly used to express the same

thing. Crossing takes place between varieties

of the same species, while hybridizing should

only be applied to the operation as applied to

plants of different species. The latter are very

often infertile and can not be propagated by

seed. We are asked for directions to perform

the operation, but can only give the most gen-

eral ones. Whoever would experiment in this

matter must have some knowledge of the struc-

ture of flowers and be a close observer. The
production of a cross or a hybrid is effected by

fertilizing the pistil of one plant by the pollen

of another plant. To understand this simple

statement requires a knowledge of flower struc-

ture that many have never acquired. In every

perfect flower there are two sets of organs en-

gaged hi the production of the seed. A magni-

fied flower of the grape (fig. 1 ) will servo to

illustrate. The bottle-shaped central body, J,

is the pistil which contains some minute

greenish pulpy bodies which may become

seeds, but which will never mature into seeds

unless they receive some influence from with-

out ;
in other words, they must be fertilized.

Here in the grape there is an abundant provi-

sion for fertilizing the pistil in the bodie3 which

surround it, one of which is marked a. These

are the stamens, each of which consists of a

two lobed pouch upon a stalk. This pouch is

the anther and the stalk the filament. When
the flower is fully developed, each half of the

pouch or anther cracks open by a slit and lets
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Fig. 1.—GRArE.

out a fine yellow dust, the pollen. Unless

this pollen, or that of some other grape, falls

upon the proper part of the pistil, which in this

case is the flattened disk at the top, it will pro-

duce no seeds. It is not necessary here to state

what is known of the wa}>- in which fertiliza-

tion takes place. Practically there must be a

pistil to be fertilized and pollen to fertilize it.

In the grape these are both provided in the

same flower; in Indian corn, the squash, and

all of that family, one set cf flowers has the

pistils and another set the stamens which fur-

nish the pollen. In the hop, spinach, and

others, the pistil bearing and pollen producing

flowers are on different plants. The grape was

taken as an illustration, and let us continue

with that. In the ordinary course of things

the pollen will fall upon the stigma and fertil-

ize it, or if the pollen of this flower is not quite

ready to be scattered and the pistil is ready to

receive it, the pollen from another flower close

by may fall upon the pistil and complete the

work. Now to cross this grape, which we will

assume to be the Clinton, with another, we will

say the Black Hamburgh, we have to attend to

three things: We must prevent this flower

from being fertilized

\<i by its own pollen ; we
must bring to it the

pollen of the Black

Hamburgh and, after

applying this, prevent

any pollen from

another Clinton flow-

er being brought by

winds or insects to

this pistil. The pe-

tals of a grape flower

fall off as a little cap

;

when this is about to fall off it is removed, and

all the stamens, before they have shed their

pollen, are cut away. Some are so expert as to

be able to pinch them off. This prevents the

flower from fertilizing itself, and is done early

in the morning. In practice several flowers ou

a bunch are prepared and all the rest cut off.

The pollen of the Black Hamburgh must be

at hand. This is collected from the flowers of

that variety by holding a sheet of paper under

the flower clusters and shaking them. When
the day i3 warm and the air dry, pollen in

great abundance is shed by the anthers. The
pollen when collected is carefully preserved in

a small bottle or, if not to be kept long, in a
paper. Grape pollen will keep in good condi-

tion for some weeks, and that of other plants

has been known
to preserve its vi-

tality for months.

The maturity of

the pistil is

known in the

grape by the

moist appearance

of the stigma, as

that portion
which receives

the pollen is called ; and by means of a camel's

hail brush some of the foreign pollen is placed

upon the stigma, and then the flowers that have

been thus operated upon are inclosed in a muslin

bag to prevent insects from bringing other

pollen to them, as this might interfere with the

action of that already applied. This is the

briefest outline of the manner of crossing or

hybridizing the grape. If a novice wishes to

try the process upon some other plant, the

first difficulty he will meet with is thai the

flower is quite different in appearance from

3.—POTATO.

the grape, and he is at loss to discover the

parts that appeared so plain in the grape

flower. All flowers are constructed upon the

same plan, but the variations in carrying out

the details are truly wonderful, and unless one

knows the variations of which all the parts are

susceptible he will be puzzled. Compare the

potato flower, fig. 2,

with the grape flower.

In the grape the stamens

are longer than the

pistil, and stand out

from it, and the fila-

ments are long in com-
parison with the an-

thers. In the potato

the stamens are shorter

than the pistil, and are

crowded close to it ; the

anthers, which in the

grape were small, are

here longer than the

Fig-. „.—lilac. filaments, and instead

of opening by a slit

to let out the pollen it makes its escape through

little holes in their tops. Here arc all the parts

that are in the grape flower, but wonderfully

modified. Another variation is all wc can

show. Pig. 3 is a lilac flower cut. open. Here
the novice will be puzzled to find two stamens
only, and these stuck fast to the tube of the

corolla. A mere outline of the matter can only

be given here, hut enough has been said to show-

that whoever would undertake artificial fertili-

zation must give some thought to the matter.

The whole subject of natural fertilization is

full of interest and abounds in curious facts,

and is worthy the study of any intelligent per-

son, even if he docs not wi>h to make any prac-

tical use of the insight he may gain of the

workings of nature. It may be mentioned

here that a French florist, whose name we have

forgotten, has recently found it to be a great

aid iu his fertilizing operations to touch the

stigma of the pistil with honey, and that by
thus doing his success is much more uniform

than before. It is probable that the honey

serves to retain the pollen until the stigma is

ready to receive its influence.

The Vanilla Plant.

£Y H. O. LCNGKEN, H.D.

[By Vanilla, plant we do not refer to the plant

which furnishes vanilla, but to a native species,

Liitiris odoratisaima, which, on account of a si-

milarity of odor, has received that name. Most
of the species of Liatris or Button-snakeroot,

have a tuber-like root, and long straight stems

upon which the numerous flower-heads are

crowded iu a close spike. A number of these

are cultivated as ornamental plants, and we
figured several of them a few years ago. Iu

L. odoratissima, the root-leaves are from 8 to

12 inches long by 3 or 3 broad; those of the

stem very small. The stem divides above into

a broad branching panicle of purple" flowers,

which make the plant an attractive one. Our
correspondent, Doctor II. G. Luugren, of Volu-

sia Co., Pla., has at our request given us the

following account of the plant.

—

Ed.]

The Wild Vanilla, or, as it is commonly
called, " Hound's Tongue," or " Deer Tongue,"

grows abundantly on the edges of what are

called " Bays," i. e., low mucky places in the

pine woods, which are partially covered with

water and grown over with bays (a species of

Magnolia), or on low swampy pine woods iu

East and South Florida a- d in portions of

lower Georgia. The fres„ leaf has, when
crushed, a greenish, disagreeable odor, but
when pulled from the plant and dried in the

shade for a day or so, it becomes highly fra-

grant, having a smell resembling vanilla or

Tonka-bean, and similar to the sweet-scented

vernal grass, but much stronger. This odor is

developed by some chemical change made in

the leaf during the process of drying, whereby
a peculiar principle known as Coumarine is

formed. Coumarine is found abundantly in the

Tonka-bean of commerce, but so abundant is

it in the Liatris, that it is often found in large

quantities on the upper portions of a mass of

the semi-dried leaves. It is readily sublimed

by a low degree of heat (150"), and the heat

generated in these masses or bundles is suffi-

cient to sublime it on the upper or cooler layer.

When found iu this way, Coumarine is com-

posed of snow-white, needle-shaped crystals,

exceedingly fragrant—a leaf of the Liatris

often being covered on its under side, and

looking as though it had been out all night in

cold, frosty weather.

The dried leaves furnish an article of com-
merce, aud one that is steadily growing in im-

portance. It is gathered all through East and
South Florida, principally on the St. John's

river and its tributaries, by the poorer people,

and sold by them in small lots to the country

store-keeper iu exchange for goods; by these

store-keepers it is sent to the balers and pack-

ers, by whom it is sent to New York for home-

use and exportation. Pilalka, on the St. John';;

river, is the head-quarters iu this trade. One
may often see seventy-five or one hunu
bales, of 200 lbs. each, lying on the wharves,

awaiting shipment—one dealer at this place

having an order to fill of 150,000 lbs. Adults
can gather from 150 to 400 lbs. of the green

leaves in a day ; active boys aud girls nearly

as much. The green leaves are taken home
and dried iu the shade, aud lose about 80 or 85

per cent; they are, when dried, sold at the

country stores for from 3 to 6 cents per lb.,

yielding quite a good return for the labor. The
packer bales and ships, and realizes from 8 to

12+ cts. per lb. The dried leaves are used to

give a flavor to segars, snuff, aud smoking to-

bacco. For segars, it is sufficient to place the

leaves and segars in alternate layers in a box,

and allow the whole to remain together for

several days; for snuff, the leaves arc dried,

ground, and mixed ; it is granulated orshredded

up and mixed with smoking tobacco. A small

quantity is sufficient to flavor a large mass of

tobacco. The odor is given off much more in-

tensely on a damp day than on a dry one. Al-

though large quantities of these leaves are

consumed in our home factories, a much larger

quantity is shipped to Germany and France

diii et, where it is rapidly growing in favor.

It is quite probable that it will soon be an

article used extensively in perfumery ; and as

it is known to keep " the wicked moth away,"

it will be in great demand for that purpose

in the stead of the strong-smelling camphor

and tobacco stems.

The Pale Corydalis.

As wc were, a few years ago, inspecting the

grounds of a well-known amateur cultivator

of flowers, he said :
" Come and see a new

Dicentra that I have just flowered." We west,

and found the Pale Corydalis, Corydalis glauea,

which we had never before seen in cultivation
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except in our own grounds. Among the many
wild flowers that we have introduced into the

garden none have given us more pleasure than

this. It is a biennial, which ripens its seeds

Fumitory Family (Fumariacea), and its name
is the ancient Greek one for Fumitory. The
beautiful Alleghany-vine, Adlumia, and the

native and cultivated Dicentras (Bleeding-

Georgia by the late Mr. Durand, without

suspecting it was not a wild plant. He sent the

plant to Torrey and Gray, who supposed it to be

a new species of Cinquefoil or Potentilla, and

pale cortdalis.—{Corydaiis glama.)

and drops them early, and the young plants

from them acquire sufficient size the same sea-

son to flower next year. In the wild state it is

more common in rocky places than elsewhere,

and is often not more than six inches high, but

in the more favorable soil of the garden it is

two feet or more. The plant in its first season

from the seed is not without beauty, as it

presents a tuft of finely-

divided leaves which are of

a remarkably pale, glau-

cous-green color. In May it

shoots up a leafy flower stem

which bears at the top a

panicle of purplish, yellow-

tipped flowers, which, while

not very showy, are exceed-

ingly neat and pleasing.

Ii: the garden the plant

continues to flower nearly

:ill summer. The flowcra

resemble those of the well-

known Dicentra, except that

instead of having two spurs

to the corolla this has but
one. This species is rather

common, and is found as

far south as the mountains of North Carolina;
a pale yellow species, ft flavula, and a golden
yellow one, ft aurea, are less common. Several

exotic species are perennials, the finest of which,
ft nobilis, is sometimes, though rarely, seen in

our gardens. The Covydalis belongs to the

vanilla plant.—(JAatrU ocloratissima.)—See paye 183.

Heart, Dutchman's Breeches, and Squirrel

Corn) also belong to the same botanical family.

The Indian Strawberry.

It is a little strange that a plant, at first

known only from Nepaul, should have become

rHDiAN STBAWBERET.

—

(Fragaria Indica.)

naturalized in this country and make itself at

home with all the appearance of belonging

here. This the Indian Strawberry, Fragaria

Indica, has done. It is sparingly found near

Philadelphia and more plentifully farther

smith. Many years ago it was collected in

named it in their Flora of N. A., P. Durandii.

As these botanists had the plant without fruit,

this mistake is not to be wondered at, as this

Fragaria differs from all other strawberries in

having yellow flowers, which is the color of

the flowers in most Potentillas ; the main dif-

ferences between the two being found in the

fruit; The Indian strawberry, which is amuch
smaller plant than cither of

our native ones, unlike them
produces leaves along its

runners; its manner of

flowering is different from

that of other strawbi

in producing a single flower

Stalk in the axil of a leaf

which bears but a solitary

flower. The calyx proper

has acute sepals, and im-

mediately beneath these are

id leafy bractlcts; pe-

tals bright yellow. The
fruit, which is small, has

the appearance of an ordi-

nary strawberry, but is

odorless and insipid. In

Europe it is valued as a

plant for growing upon rock-work ; it is also

fine for a hanging basket, being an almost per-

petual bloomer. A piece of our garden plant

was taken into the house, and has produced

its cheerful yellow flowers and bright but

deceptive scarlet strawberries all winter.
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t^~ (For other Household Items, see "Basket" pages.)

About Paper-Hangings.

It has no doubt puzzled many housekeepers that

wall-paper should be called paper-hangings, and

there had to be as many blocks as there were to be

colors in the figure, each color being applied sep-

arately, and the paper dried after each impression.

For the finest French papers block printing is still

in use, and at one establishment celebrated for its

papers, which are said to equal fine paintings, as

mauy as 8,000 blocks are required for one pattern.

The invention of the paper machine, which pro-

it body. The first operation, as in block printing,

is to apply the ground color, which, like all other

steps of the process, is done by a machine (fig. 1)

;

here one side of the paper which is in large rolls

of CO to 100 pounds comes in contact with the

body color, and is passed into the drying-room
(fig. 2), where it hangs over poles in a highly

heated atmosphere until it is quite dry. It is again

'GROUNDING" THE PAPER

that a man whose business it is to paste paper

upon a wall should be called a paper-hanger. In

olden times the rooms of the wealthy had their

walls covered with fabric of some kind—silk or

velvet and even leather being used, as well as

tapestry, which was often most elaborately em-

broidered and very costly. These were called

hangings. Some 200 years or more ago paper to

use instead of these fabrics was imported into

England from China, and was naturally enough
called paper-hangings. Paper for walls had been

in use from time immemorial in China, where the

designs were put upon the paper with a brush.

The early English attempts to imitate the Chinese

paper were by stencilling

—

i. e., rubbing on the

colors through patterns cut out of pasteboard.

This rude method soon gave way to stamping the

figures upon the paper by meaus of wooden blocks

upon which the design was carved. Before the in-

vention of the paper-making machine the paper

was all in single sheets, which were first printed

and then pasted together. First there was aground

duces paper in a continuous sheet of any required

length, and the application of machinery to the

printing, has quite revolutionized the manner of

THE DRTING-ROOM.

making all but the most costly kinds of wall-paper.

Calicoes were formerly all printed by hand with

blocks as described for paper printing, and the in-

vention of the calico-printing machine naturally

THE PAPER.

rolled up for the next process. If the paper is to

be " satined," as those which have a smooth, pol-

ished surface are called, it is passed through a

machine (fig. 3) where it is subjected to the fric-

tion of a rapidly revolving brush, which leaves

the surface finely polished. The paper, whether

"satined" or with a rough ground, has the

figure printed on it by means of a machine
(fig. 4) very much like those on which calico is

printed. The designs are cut upon rolls, which

are cylinders, usually of copper, upon which the

pattern is engraved. These are so arranged as to

take np the color and apply it to the paper as it

passes over them. There must, of course, be as

many rolls as there are colors to the figure, and the

impression made by each must match that made by
the preceding one with great nicety. The final op-

eration is to make up the paper from the large roll

into smaller ones such as are sold in the etores.

This is also done by a machine (fig. 5). When the

small roll is of the proper size it is cut off by means

of a large knife with an edge like a saw. Those pa-

color rubbed evenly over the paper by means of

brushes made for the purpose ; this was dried, and
either printed on directly or the surface polished

by rubbing. Then the design was printed on by
blocks, first dipped in the color, and then applied

by means of pressure or struck a smart blow with
a mallet. One block printed but one color, and.

led to the use of a similar one for printing paper.

One of our artists has recently visited a paper-

hanging factory, and made sketches of the opera-

tions. The colors used are mixed with a size of

glue-water sufficiently strong to make them adhere

wheu dry, and some, especially the ground color of

the paper, are thickened with very fine elay to give

pers that present a rich, velvety surface have this

effect produced by what is called flock—this is wool,

usually the shearings from woolen-cloth factories,

dyed of different colors, ground in a mill, and

sifted. The portion of the paper to which the

flock is to be applied is first covered with an ad-

hesive size and the flock sifted over it. Frequently
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papers have gold introduced in the pattern. The

places to be gilded are printed with size, and gold-

leaf imitation metal leaf is applied by hand.

Closets in ths House.

Having suffered some for closet room at one

time and another, or for places to stow away things,

I have had considerable sympathy with that man

who said that when he built a house he should be-

gin with a big closet and make additions to that.

When I speak of closets my husband understands

me, but immediately begins to talk about modes

of ventilating closets, and I have only gradually

grown to understand his strong sense of the neces-

sity for closet ventilation. Having for several

years hung the clothing of the family in rooms

where there was a free circulation of air, I am sur-

prised when I go into the well-finished clothes-

rooms (let us call them close rooms) in some fine

houses to find how dead and unwholesome—not to

say foul—the air is. The soiled garments hung in a

tight and dark room, contaminate the whole apart-

ment, aud such contamination is very perceptible

to a well-trained nose or to olfactories accustomed

to the refinement of habitual pure air. Old boots

and shoes cause a bad smell in a dose room.

To pursue an unpleasant subject a little farther

—

why will people keep the dirty clothes designed for

the weekly wash in a close closet ? That which

has come from the skins of unclean or unhealthy

persons (the latter adjective describes nine tenths

of the human family) grows constantly more im-

pure 6hut away from light aud air, and everything

kept in the same room is contaminated by the

effluvia. Can not soiled garments be kept while

waiting for the wash, in some bag or covered basket

in the wood-shed or some such place? There

are baskets on purpose for soiled clothing, open

enough for ventilation but too fine to admit mice.

Unless a closet is ventilated so that there is some

circulation of air through i!, it is no place to hang

away night-gowns, unless they have previously

been aired, so that the perspiration accumulated in

the previous night—only insensible perspiration,

perhaps— has been dried and sunned away.

I have no means of ascertaining this morning

how far science has attended to this subject of

closet ventilation, but I am very sure that it is an

important matter, and should be well looked into.

Of course, there can be closets with windows in

them, and this should generally be the case. They

can be kept dark, as a general rule, if desired, but

it ought to be possible to admit a ilood of light.

Closets built under stairways might be ventilated

by a grate closed by a sliding shutter under one of

the stairs. It would be well to have the grate

capable of being shut to keep out dust when the

stairs are swept. I do not kuow whether this has

been tried, but the idea has occurred to me as

practicable. A sliding window in the closet door

is also possible. The small sliding window in the

door and the grate in the elevation of oue of the

stairs ought to give a sufficient circulation of air to

a small stairway closet.

It is idle to suppose that a closet (or any other

room) is provided with ventilation because it is

built large aud high. There must be some circula-

tion of air, or the atmosphere becomes dead.

Bell.

Home Topics.

BY FAITH ROCHESTER.

Towns-people's Criticisms on Country Fare.

—The tide will soon he setting again from city to

country. City people are generally ready to pay

country people a good price for comfortable lodg-

ings and board during the hot summer months ;

but they make many complaints of disappointment

m respect to the fare which they arc obliged to take

up with along with rural life among the fanners.

I have had several months of city life lately, but

the country seems likely to become my permanent

home, aud that speedily—whereof I am glad. So
I may speak freely of the shortcomings of couutry

housekeepers and householders, as one who may
be included somehow in the general castigation.

A friend writes to me in a private letter :
" I do

think that there is a deal of missionary work to be

done among farmers' wives. I was sometimes

vexed with the family where I boarded to see how
every drop of cream was converted into butter and

heavy lard pie-crust set before us ; while cracked

wheat, graham meal, and oatmeal were unheard of.

I felt like exclaiming that 'good farmer's fare'

was the most indigestible in the world. The inev-

itable piij occupies so prominent a place in their

household economy that I was tempted to wish

that a hog-plague would sweep through the

country."

So large a proportion of those who flee from the

city during summer are in pursuit of healthier

conditions of living that it seems as though it would

be the fair and Christian course for us who have

any of them to entertain to give some study to the

subject of the preservation of health by natural

means. First the air. There is plenty of pure,

life-giving oxygen out-of-doors, but the air of

many country houses is constantly foul and poison-

ous. I say that which I do know. The windows

are opened to ventilate the dwelling, perhaps ; but

ignorance has done its best in many cases to make
a supply of pure air in-doors, even in the breezy

summer time, literally impossible until great

changes are effected. On one side there is perhaps

a big horse barn and cattle shed, with piles of fer-

menting manure. On another side is a row of foul

pig-pens; on another the slops from the kitchen

and pantry are thrown out to decay aud ferment

aud send up their fetid gases ; under the floor of

the dwelling is the unclean cellar perhaps, where

very likely there is no such provision for ventila-

tion as allows a fresh breeze to sweep through it,

and where, possibly, some of last year's vegetables

are going to decay. Then there is perhaps an open,

unshaded "out-house," neglected and disgusting.

So it seems hardly possible for the dear, good

winds of heaven to blow toward the house from

any quarter without bringing deadly poison along

with them. There is no disagreement among sci-

entific men, including all educated physicians, as

to the fact of the poisonous nature of all these

foul odors that arise from decaying animal and

vegetable matter.

Do you ask what shall be Orme with refuse mat-

ter ? Our wise Creator is trying to teach us the

folly of all waste, aud that everything is good in

its place. The manure fromwhich the earlyDutch

farmers of New York used to move their barns

away and leave behind as useless, is now prized

and cared for as of great value to make the land

give forth its crops. We can not longer afford the

deep vaults as receptacles of human excrement

;

we can not afford to pollute our rivers of water

with it by means of sewers. A little pulverized

dry earth scattered in mercy over each addition to

this kind of "refuse" or " waste " matter turns

all its apparent foulness into treasure for the far-

mer, fruit-grower, and florist. The kitchen slops

poured into a compost heap and properly worked

n.id mixed with soil save the premises from evil

and yield their blessing to the garden aud the field.

Difficulty with Graham Gems.—Ought I to

" fuss " a little ? Well, do you know ?—I couldn't

make a graham gem fit to eat for weeks and weeks

last summer! Actually, I got to thinking that

graham gems must be a humbug, for I tried every

way, and nobody would eat my gems if they could

get any other bread. I did not hanker for them

myself.

There came an article in Hearth and Home,
beginning with the question: "Did anybody

ever 6ee any of those wonderful graham gems,

made only of flour and water, which are said

to be perfectly light and sweet, ' perfect puffs,'

etc.?" This article harmonized with the mood
into which I had fallen, and despite all my happy

experience of years gone by, I began to read it aloud

in a triumphant tone to my husband, who had not

ceased to sigh for "</oo</ graham gems."

I looked up after reading a little way, and met

such a look of astonishment (at my tone and man-

ner I suppose) that I laid down the paper to hear

the grave remark : "But we have had graham gems
made only with flour and water that were deli-

ciously sweet, perfectly light, and sufficiently ten-

der, and you have made them many a time."

So I had. I was sure of it at that moment. I

remembered how I had time aud again myself

broken open a fresh gem (by the way, they should

always be broken and never cut open when warm

—

the same of all warm bread) with the remark,

"Now, if that is not light, I don't see how bread

can be light "—alluding to a positive declaration

made by one of the wise men of the deceased

"Fanners' Club" that unleavened graham bread

" could not be made light."

Well, I tried again, askiug first to have the stove-

pipe lengthened above the roof of the woodshed

or summer kitchen where it stood. I had to wait

a long time for the oven to get decidedly hot, and

Pater had almost finished his breakfast before I

eould give him a hot gem ; but that morning the

gems were a success—for the first time in more

than three months. We had lovely white yeast

bread upon the table that morning, made of the

"gilt-edged" or patent flour—exquisitely white,

but said to contain a large proportion of the nutri-

tious canaille or middlings. (Will the "humbug
man " of the Agriculturist please inform us whether

this "patent flour" could be classed under the

head of "sundry humbugs.") Every one at the

table preferred the gems to the much beloved white

bread, and that day baby called only for "good
gem " when she was hungry for dinner or supper.

The great mistake that I had been making all

that time was in not having my oven hot enough

when the gems were put into it. The chief secret

of making " perfect puffs " lies in having the oven

so hot that a skin or crust is very quickly formed,

and this confines the expanding air and water as the

inside of the gem grows hot, so that the gem
comes out of the oven, if the batter has been well

stirred and well baked, all full of fine air-holes.

A great many people can not believe that these

simple flour and water gems can be really as good
as those mixed with sour milk and soda, or with

baking-powder, aud salted and sweetened. I tried

them with baking-powder and sugar, and with

yeast, butter, aud sugar, but wc all do honestly

prefer the genuine flour and water gems now that

I have regained the secret of making them. New
milk is better than water for mixing if you can

get it. I have been no more pleased than surprised

to find that my children, having grown accustomed

to forms of food that were sweet, because they had

not been deprived of the natural sweetness of then-

materials iu the processes of preparation for the

table, prefer these simply cooked and plainly sea-

soned dishes to what is called richer food.

It takes a careful cook, who understands the

science somewhat, to make plain food palatable.

If Bridget leaves the sugar out of your gems or

johnny-cake she will probably try to atone for its

absence by an extra allowance of salt—something

to give the bread a taste you know ! As though

God forgc|, 'hat when he contrived the wonderful

wdieat ken(pl ! But it requires a refined taste, per-

haps, to appreciate the pecidiar sweetness and

delicate flavor of well-cooked wheat.

Cliocolntc CaUr-.—.Mrs. E. G. B.—Butter,

J£ tea-cupful ; sugar, 2 tea-cupfuls ; flour, 8 tea-

cupfuls ; milk, 1 tea-cupful ; eggs, 4 ; baking-

powder, 1 tea-spoonful. Bake as jelly cake, aud

put between the layers the following mixture:

Into one pint of boiling milk stir one tea-cupful

each of grated chocolate and sugar and one table-

spoonful of corn-starch. Boil until it forms a

smooth paste. In boiling milk, always set the pan

with the milk into another vessel contaiuingwater,

and thus remove all danger of burning.

Cora-Starch Calce.-Mrs. E. G. B.—
Sugar, IV; tea-eupful ; flour, V< tea-cupful; butter,

}a tea-cupful ; corn-starch, }.< tea-cupful; milk,

\i tea-cupful; six eggs, whites only; baking-

powder, 1 tea-spoonful. Flavor to taste.
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IEiBYlS 4 OWLS' ©flD&WIim

Do yoa recollect that Mother Goose verse,

Mary, Mary, quite contrary,

How does your garden grow?

It is not the finest specimen of a rhyme, as to make it

jingle properly you have to say coiWra-ry, which is con-

trary to the rules of pronunciation. Perhaps instead of

asking Mary, or any other youngster, boy or girl, how

her or his garden grows, I had better find out if she or

he has a garden. Have you a garden ? If not, go to work

r'ght off and make one. You will think that a very diffi-

cult thing to do, especially those girls and boys who live

in towns and villages where land, one of the very first

things one needs in making a garden, is very scarce.

The word garden covers a wide range, as a garden may
be of many acres, only a few feet of a back-yard, or an

olfl soap or similar box filled with earth. In fact, it

often happens that the one who has the smallest of these

gardens finds more enjoyment in it than those who have

very large ones. "Enjoyment' 1

is just what I wish you
to have a garden for, and I hope that every boy and girl

old enough to read this will this summer have a garden,

if it is only just one plant, and that a bean or one of the

very commonest seeds. If any of you have never put

seeds in the ground and seen plants grow, here is some-

thing you can do that will give you pleasure all summer
long. Not pleasure only, but you can learn much from a

garden, even if it is only a very little one in a bos or a pot.

The crackling sound when you stroke the cat's back on a

cold, dry day iu winter is only thunder on a very small

scale ; the little snaps are from the same cause which
follow the same laws as that which makes the stunning

Lhunder-clap. A twenty-acre field of wheat is made up
of single wheat plants, and if you sow a single wheat
grain and watch it from the seed until the plant that

comes from it ripens wheat again, you can learn as much
about the way iu which wheat grows as if you had a

large field to observe. Indeed, you would be likely to

learn more, as having but one plant to watch you would
have a better chance to see what it was doing thau if it

were crowded by others. If you can get a small bed in

the large garden of your parents that will be very pleas-

ant; but if this not convenient you may be able to find a

little spot in some fence-corner somewhere. Those who
live oil a farm will usually be able to do one or the other

of ihese. Tho6e who can not get a bit of earth in any
other way can have a box in some safe place, only a box
of earth will often need watering in hot weather. Hav-
ing the earth, it must be made light and fine by digging

and rakiug, and then it will be ready for the seeds.

—

" What seeds shall I sow ? " you will ask nest ; and my
answer will be, What you can get. If your mother finds

that you wish to have a little garden, you may take my
word for it that she will be very glad to help you, and if

she has no flower seeds there are no doubt some friends

who have will be willing to let you have some. I

have noticed that persons who are really fond of flowers

are not only willing, but glad to help others who love

them. If there are no flower seeds, then take some
beans, or squash, or any garden or field plant. Only have
something that will grow, and that you can watch from
day to day. Don't put your seeds too deep, nor too thick.

Small seeds ueed but very little earth as a covering, and
no plants do well when they arc crowded. You must
ask some older person to tell you how the seeds ought
to be sown. A Beed—did you ever see anything more
wonderful? A little, dry, lifeless body that has been
lying still for months, it may be for years. You put
it in the grouud, and what a wonderful change 1 A
living plant comes from it, that will grow often many
feet in length. I don't mean to say that the plant was in
the seed, but the beginning of it was—a tiny, baby plant,

eo to speak, all wrapped up, very much asleep, you will

think, to have kept quiet so long, and with enough food
with it to keep it growing until it is strong enough and
quite ready to run alone. Suppose that all plants had
heretofore grown from cuttings or slips of other plants,

just as you know some do, and some one should come
along with a bag of seed, we will say tomato seed, and
declare that each one of these little yellowish things, no
bigger than a flattened out pin's head, would produce a
large plant that would bear a bushel of fruit, who would
believe him ? Why, each single seed would be a greater

wonder than Baruum's "Great Moral Show." But, oh
u\ear ! God's wouders are so manifold, that we all of us,

old and young, have our senses confused by their very
abundance. As with the seed, the whole of a plant's

life is full of wonders, and if you watch your plants care-

fully you will see every day some new thing. If you
have Morning Glories or other climbing plants, just Bee

how they get hold of something to lift up their weak
stems ; if they twine, like a Morning Glory, just try to

make one of them twine in the opposite way, and see

what success you will have. Each leaf as it appears will

be a thing of beauty, and then there will be flowers,

bright delicate flowers for you to admire. But before

the flowers open there will be something to see that is

quite as interesting as anything else about them. You
must notice, with the single flowers at least, how nicely
the parts are packed away iu the bud. The parts of the
flower are not stowed away all in " a muss," but each as
carefully folded as your mother folds her choicest linen.

Just see how nicely the Morning-Glory is packed, and
how prettily it is twisted, and compare this with the way
in which the flower of the Four-o'-clock and others are

tucked in. Then, as flowers go, seeds will begin to

ripen. Yon will notice that the seeds are iu pods or cases

of different shapes, and that some of them when ripe

open to let the seeds out. The different ways of doing
this will bear watching, and if you wish to save any
seeds yourself you must learn which plants scatter their

seeds naturally and which do not. But I can not tell you
all that there is to see in your garden, no matter how
small it may be. You have eyes—learn to use them.

The Doctor.

Another Curs-saaat Question.

In February last I, the Doctor, answered a little girl's

question, who wished to know what the dried currants

of the stores were. Now it is Miss Amy, down in Nova
Scotia, who wishes to kuow why our garden currants,

which do not come from Corinth at all, arc called cur-

rants. Don't I wish I could tell her! It is probably be-

cause of a resemblance of the two in size and shape

(when the store currants are fresh), but I am not sure. I

can not find in my library any book that tells when and

why the name was given. My oldest book about plants

is dated 1640, and they were called currans then ; but the

author says that in some parts of England the currant is

called gozel, which sounds like an Anglo-Saxon name. If

we wished to know why the early inhabitants of Britain

called the fruit "gozel" we should be equally puzzled.

The study of names is a very interesting one, and I like

to see young people with to know all they can about

them. We can learn much about the origin of names,

but however far back a name maybe traced, there is a

point beyond which we can not go. We can learn that

must of the words we now use were originally Anglo-

Saxon, or from the Latin, French, and other languages,

but why the names in these languages were given to par-

ticular things is not so easy to discover. The use of

sounds to signify things began long before these sounds

were expressed in writing, and the early history of lan-

guage is very obscure. I hope the Nova Scotia Miss will

get a more satisfactory answer to her nest question, and

should she find out anything more about this- one I hope
she will let us all know.

Aunt Snc*s* 3.*ai5Kzle-Box.

ANAGRAMS.

1. Farce hunter. 5. Buy oval car.

2. Lai "nionkies." 7. I'm in coal-pit.

3. I go, Miss Mat. S. Rebel's ague.

4. Can not live on. 9. Aunt, oil dice.

5. Secure tin. 10. Our thought.

SYNCOPATION.

Syncopate a substantive and leave a verb; syncopate

the verb and leave another; syncopate that and leave a

proposition ; syncopate that and leave a beverage.

Jessie May Flower,

cross-words.

1. My first is in hot but not in burn.

My next is iu cream but not in churn.

My third is in new but not in old.

My fourth is in snow but not in cold.

My fifth is in hair but not in curl.

My sixth is in peach but not in pearl.

My whole is the name of a little girl.

C. E. Gorton.

2. My first is in cord but not in twine.

My next is in groan but not in whine.

My third is in Tom but not in Bill.

My fourth is iu valley but not in hill.

My fifth is in Neil but not iu Sue.

My sixth is in brown but not in blue.

My seveuth is iu good but not in bad.

My eighth is in you but not in lad.

My ninth is in square but not in round.

My whole in a library should be found.

Lizzie B.

pi.

" Het nows-stirfd, chiwh vaeh nail os goln,

Gintnahu het dendhi konos,

Keil lyguti htsogs evah lipedps wyaa,

Seunen, tino het korobs. 11

William P. Albright.

CONCEALED GEOGRAPHICAL NA2LES.

1. Oh ! do not leave me, as I am all alone 1

2. Alas ! Kate, iny darling, I must go.

3. Pa ran a horse all the way to the Saint Francis.

1. When he returned from the San Franc, I scolded

htm so that he begged for mercy.

5. Although he gaid, "Ob. I I ought to have known
better." 0. W. Shelmire.

i^UAUE-WORDS.

Square the words "LOWE 11 and "HATE."
Charley Smith.

alphabetical arithmetic.

WKI)DIOCYB(KKIE
EDO
DSC
EDO

C E Y
IOK
BED
BWS
K B Frank Powers.

mt
No. 439. Illustrated .Before—also a Double Acrostic—

[This is one Annt Sue sent a long time ago, and it has
been crowded out until now ; so if wehave not given the

right name to it yon must not blame her. When the

parts of the rebus are properly made out, the first and
the last letters of each, read as an acrostic, will be the

name of something you are no doubt all very fond of.

—

Ed.]

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN TUE MARCH NUMBER.

Decapitations and Curtailments.— 1. Gape, ape,

2. Grouse, rouse. .3. Homer, omer. 1. Sage, sag.

5. Ileron, hero. 0. Beet, bee.

Cross-Word.—Rheumatism.

Square-Word. PARIS
ASIDE
RISEN
IDEAS
SENSE

Numerical Enigma.—Thread (Haired. Red hat [the

Cardinal's], Dearth).

Aritfimorems.—1. nold. 2. Folio. 3. Attentive.

4. Ivory. 5. Going. 6. Option. 7. Nook. 8. Poise.

Alphabetical Arithmetic.—
292)124!)40G(427S (Key ; Hysterical.)

Geographical Hour-Glasb.—Meshickemau.

B A B E I. M A N D E L
WORCESTER
PAISLEY

S I II O N
A I X

C
OKA

ONEGA
MARMORA
SAGHARB OR
ALBUQUERQUE
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Pi._A word once spoken can not be brought back by

a coach and four.

AUNT SUE'S NOTICES TO C0r.ltESF0NDENT8.

Bella C. E.—To "And out an

anagram," print the letters on a

piece of card, then cut them apart

and rearrange them into the

original word. For instance, here

is an anagram — " DO, PAT."

Now print upon a strip of card (or

paper) "DOPAT"; cut each

letter separate, and twist them

about until you have the original

word, which is "ADOPT." The

method of making or " finding out

square-words " I described very

thoroughly in the May number of

the Agriculturist, 1871.

Bessie Bennett.—Very hearti-

ly do I exclaim " God speed 1 " to

the women who engage in good

works ; but in the matter you

speak of I dread reaction.

Thanks, for letters, puzzles, etc.,

to E. S. R., Jere P., F. S., Bessie

Bennett, J. B. K., Robt. F. J.,

B. C. E., Minnie F. D., and W.
H. S. F.

All communications for the

Puzzle-Box should be addressed

to "Aunt Sue," P.O. Box 111,

Brooklyn, N.Y. [and not ever to the

office of the Agriculturist.—Ei).]

An Impersonation.
" An Impersonation : what is

that? " you will say. The picture

is an impersonation. Now, don't

be in a hurry and think that im-

personation is another name for

frogs. To impersonate is to give

an animal or other thiug the

qualities of a person. In the pic-

ture frogs are made to appear as

persons, and being represented

as doing as persons do, they look

exceedingly ridiculous. It is just

for the ridiculousness of it, the fun

oi the thing, that we give this picture ; for we think it well

to have once in awhile a nonsense picture with those of a

different kind. We do not know but are very sure that

this picture was drawn by a French artist. The French
have a great fancy for these impersonations, and some of

sects were the only inhabitants, and there carried on all

the business and various operations that men and women
do in this world. You may imagine that the pictures

were very funny. There was a band of music, with

I OUT, AND CURL AND SHAVE 'WITH CARE, AND TO BALD HEADS RESTORE THE HAIR.

crickets and all the noisy insects playing away for dear

life. A quack doctor, represented by a duck with his

patient, very properly a goose, and all sorts of amusing
things. Frogs are especially suited to this kind of im-

personation, aud in the picture the obsequiousness of

Making an Acquaintance.

We like those boys on the fence, especially the oldest

one. The good old cow has a calf, and instead of bounc-
ing roughly into the presence of

the frightened little stranger,

they make their approach quiet-

ly, and one of them brings a gift

of welcome in his hand, with the

hope of forming an acquaintance.

Is there anything more awkward
and, so to speak, unreasonable,

than a young calf? It has no
beauty in its early days and is ex-

ceedingly obstinate aud stupid.

It sccniB to know just one thing

:

that its mother's milk is its own
property, and there is just one
right and proper way for it to get

it, and it takes a great deal of

teaching and requires great pa-

tience in the teacher to make it

drink milk. It is not likely that

the calf will eat the apple that the

boy has brought, but it shows that

the youngster knows what every

boy and girl ought to know, that

the way to treat all animals is to

make friends with them from the

beginning. The little calf does

not meet the boys 1 advances now,
though the mother does in her

looks seem to try to encourage it

;

bnt it will soon, and before long

will be glad to have the boys pet

it. Did you ever notice the differ-

ence between colts that had been
petted from the first and those

that had been "shooed" at just

to see them kick up their heels

and scamper across the pasture ?

We have seen colts not a year old

that would come trom any part of

a large lot when called, and seem
to enjoy a little petting and coax-

ing as much as a boy enjoys ap-

proving words from his father or

mother. When colts and calves

hear only pleasant tones, when
they are taught, as they soon may

be, to look upon us as their friends, there will be little

need of what is called "breaking" of horses or steers;

having been always treated kindly, they may be taught

without trouble to do what is required of them. Ani-

mals that have become attached to you by kindness

their artists arc wonderfully skillful at making them. We
have seen a large French book, called " Another World,"

in which the writer pretends that in some mysterious

way he went to some planet where beasts, birds, and iu-

M AKING AN ACQUAINTANCE.

the barber and the patience of his sitter are very cleverly

done; and we must not forget to notice the satisfaction

with which the one who has bad his "shave" takes his

sun-umbrella, aud walks off to pleasure or business.

appear to really wish to please you if they only know
what you want them to do. They arc slow in finding

this out, and need a great deal of patient showing.

When they once understand they will gladly obey.
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B.iiV Insurance.

HOW to get money, or to keep it, is by no

means the most difficult or desirable of ac-

complishments. It requires but a very ordiuary

ability ; and if that ability is not accompanied by

other qualities of a higher order, its possession is

not to be greatly coveted. But one thing it does

require, without which no ability can succeed, and

that is—money. A fortune can no more be acquired

without some capital to start with, than a crop of

com can be raised without corn to plant. The

plowing and cultivating may be done ever so dili-

gently and well, but without the seed there can be

uu crop.

That "first thousand dollars " necessary to a

successful embarkation after the golden fleece

must first he obtained, or the ambitious argonaut

sets his sails and launches his ship iu vain. Thou-

sands and tens of thousands have essayed the voy-

age without it, only to meet with certain shipwreck

of fortune or character, or of both. In the effort to

get that "first thousand dollars" what years of

weary toil and care must usually be expended.

The number is almost incalculable of those who,

having the power of success, lack the means ; and

whose lives, that might yield a rich revenue of good,

are spent iu comparatively profitless drudgery,

delving after that "first thousand dollars," the

possession of which is to be the corner-stone of

future fortune.

There is but one way for the poor man to save

his children from this slavery, and that is by leav-

ing them the little legacy which delivers from the

necessity that has been laid upon him, and puts

them on the high road to success, if the elements

of success he in them. To do this in a single sum,

by a single saving, is impossible ; but to do it by
many savings of many sums is possible, if life is

spared him until the end is attained.

But, if life is not spared, what then ? Why, for

his children, the same dreary, hopeless life which
he has endured.

From this the United States Life Insurance Com-
pany, of this city, eminent among the best of such
institutions for its safety, economy, and liberality,

furnishes a ready deliverance. It furnishes to

every man the way of purchasing for his little

ones that golden key which unlocks the door of

opportunity—that "start in life" which wins the

race—that "first thousand dollars," which is the

fulcrum resting upon which, with the leverage of

faith and industry and honesty, the world itself

may be moved.

S. B. Parsons & Sons offer at

Flushing, N. Y., transplanted

Trees and Plants.
(By Long Island Central R.R. to Kissena Stntion.)

GEO. A. PEINCE & CO.

ORGANS & MELODEQNS.
The Oldest, Largest ami Most Perfect Manufactory In the

United States.

53,000
Now in tisc.

No other Musical Instrument ever obtained the same

popularity.

B2f Send for Price-Lists.

Address BUFFALO, N. Y.

CtiA r\ fS A MONTH made honestly with Sten-
CPSJV> \J oil and Key-Check outfits. Catalogue and
sample free. S. M. Sfencer, 117 Hanover St., Boston, Muse.

$290 Piano. Circulars free. U.S.PianoCo. SlOB'dway.N.Y.

(CIRCULAR.)

Consumers Importing Tea Co.,

)

No, 8 Church Street, f

P. O. Box 5,509. New York City. )

This is a combination of capitalists to supply the consum-

ers of Teas throughout the United States on the mutual

principle.

"We have experienced agents in all the best districts of

China and Japan to select Teas especially tor our trade.

AVe expect every consumer of Teas to render we all the

assistance they can in carrying out our enterprise, as we
make a specialty of SUPPLYING CONSUMERS ONLY
(and allow no middlemen to make any profit on our import-

ations), which will enable us to supply them witli Teas at

prices lower than have ever been known, and of those line

qualities that seldom reach the interior, being sold only in

the large cities and among the very wealthy.

Hoping the consumer will take an interest in our enter-

prise, and send at once for a circular with full explanations

of how to proceed to obtain our goodjs, we remain,

Most respectiully yours,

Consumers Importing Tea Co.,
No. 8 Church Street,

P. O. Box 5,509. New York City.

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in January, 1S74,

bv the Consumers Importing Tea Co., in the Office uf the
Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. 0.

Branch Office and Factory: 506 West. Street, NEW YORK,
Any Shade from Pure "White to .Jet Black.
A combination of the purest paint with India Rubber,

forming a SMOOTH, GLOSSY, FIRM, DURABLE, ELAS-
TIC, and BKAUTIFUL Paint, unaffected by change of tem-
perature ; is perfectly water-proot, and adapted to all classes
of work, and is in every way a better paint for either inside
or outside painting than anv other paint in the world. Being
from one lourib to one third cheaper, and lasting at least
three times as long, as the best lead and oil paints.

Be sure that our TRADE-M.VRK (a facsimile of
which is given-above) is on every Package.

Prepared ready for use, and sold by the gallon only.
There has never been a paint offered the public that has

become so popular (in the same time) and given as perfect
sati -faction as the Rubber Paint.
Send for sample card and testimonials.

DEVOE'S
BRILLIANT OIL.
Snfe beyond any chance. The finest illu-

minator in the world.

Diploma of Merit received from Vienna Exposition of 1S73.

Put up in barrels and faucet cans.

Ask for Devoe's Brilliant Oil and take iio other.

THE DEVOE M'P'G CO., New York, Proprietors.

For sale everywhere.

TO FARMEES AND MARKETMEN.
You want none but the V6lfy best of seed, g?'ow?i front

carefully selected seed stock. With the money j
rou have to

Invest in manure, help, and glass, you know you can not

afford to use any other; yon feel very anxious about It

;

try mink. Catalogues free to nil.

JAMES J. H. GliEGORY, Marblehead. Mas*.

SCALES
THE

QTANDAET)
W^^r OF the mAs^

WORLD.
HIGHEST PRIZE AT VIENNA, 1873.

KNiCHTLY CROSS
OF THE

IMPEEIAL 0EDEE OP PEANCIS JOSEPH,
CONFERRED BY THE

EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA
Upon the Inventor of the Fairbanks Scale.

E. & T. FAIRBANKS & CO.'S
Principal Ncale Warehouses.
FAIRBANKS & CO 311 Broadway, New York.
FAIRBANKS & CO 1G« Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.
FAIRBANKS & CO 53 Camp St., New Orleans.
FAIRBANKS & CO !I3 Main St., Buffalo, N. T.
FAIRBANKS & CO 33S Broadway, Albany. N. Y.
FAIRBANKS & CO 403 St. Paul St., Montreal.
FAIRBANKS & CO London, Ens.
FAIRBANKS, BROWN & CO 2 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
FAIRBANKS <& EWING..71S Chestnut St., Philadelnhla.Pa.
FAIRBANKS, MORSE <fc CO. ..Ill & 113 Lake St., Chicago.
FAIRBANKS, MORSK & 0O..1S9 WalnutSt.,Clnciiinrti,"0.
FAIRBANKS, MORSE * CO.. 1SS Superior St., Clevela d,0.
FAIRBANKS, MORsE & CO Is Wood St., Pittsl :h.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE & CO.. cor. 5th & Main Sts.,
Louisville, I r.

FAIRBANKS & CO.. .302 & 3(14 Washington Aye., St. Lot .

FAIRBANKS & HUTCHINSON San Francisco, C

GREAT WESTERN

PITTSBURGH PA
Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, Pistols, Ammunition, Fish-

ing Tackle, etc. For Price-list, see page 157, April No. Am-.
Agriculturist, or address, with stamp,

OREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS,
2S3 Liberty St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

mwzEm
Fon Sale by Druggists.

\\T A. COVIIKT «fc CO., I»i-«Mlnce" • Commission Mercliuiits. No. 63 Peru-] Street,

New York. "Quick sales and prompt returns." 6^" Send
or ourweekly Piiceies-enrrent and Marking Plate. _^gfl

WOMF/rHlNC; I^EW iu relation to Boys'
v- Boarding School. 8th year. Xo extras. Alt books tur-

nislied trte to scholars. Catalogues tree. Address
HIUAM H. POST, Prin., Sing Siug, N. Y.
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Lanes Improved
IMPERIAL,

SUGAR BEET.
This superb variety is the

result of b carelul selection
for several years past of tho
French Imperial Sugar Beet.
After a satisfactory trial,

we can recommend* it with
the greatest confidence, as
being hardier, more produc-
tive, and containing a greater
percentage of sugar than the
ordinary variety, and much
bettei adapted for cultiva-
tion in this country, either for
stock or the manufacture of
sugar. We hear the most
favorable reports from those
who have tested it in various
sections of the country, all of
whom are satisfied of its

supeiioritv. It is the best
beet raised for feeding cows
or young stock. From thirty
to forty ions raised to the
acre, at a cost of from live to
eight cents per bushel. The
cheapness with which they
can be raised, the large
amount of healthy, nutritious
food raised to the acre, and
Its great value as food for
cattle, sheep, and swine,
make this the most profit-
able root to raise.
Four pounds is the amount

usually required for one acre.
Price, 15 cents per ounce ; r>0 cents iour ounces ; $1.60 $ lb.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
No. 23 Park Place, and 20 Murray St., New York.

Bliss's Improved Long Orange Carrot.
This superior variety is the result of a careful selection,

for successive years, of the best-formed, largest, and deep-
est-colored roots of the Imported Long Orange Carrot, by
which It has attained a perfection hitherto unknown in this

useful vegetable, being larger, better flavored, and of a
deeper orange color, and more sure to produce a crop. But-
ter-makers will tlnu this variety very useful in giving to
their butter a rich, deep yellow color. We unhesitatingly
pronounce it the best variety In the market, and one which
will not fail to give satisfaction to the purchaser. One oz.,

15c.; four ounces, 50e.; one lb., $1.50, by mail, post-paid.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
P. O. Box No. 5,712, New York.

My business is to supply, what every farmer of experience
la most anxious to get, perfectly reliable Vegetable and
Flower Seed. With this object in view, besides importing
many varieties from reliable growers in France, England,
and Germany, I grow a hundred and fifty kinds of vegetable
seed on my four seed farms, light under my own eye.
Around all" of these I throw the protection of the three
warrants of my Catalogue. Of new vegetables J make a
specialty, having been the first to introduce the Hubbard
and Marblehead Squashes, the Marblehead Cabbages, and a
score of others. My Catalogue, containing numerous fine
engravings, taken from photographs, bum free to all.

JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

100. 1,000.

Early Jersey "\Vake6eld Cabbage
Plants-fallsown ...$ .75 $G.OO

Celery Plants— Boston Market and Sealey's
Leviathan .75 6.00

Tomato Plants—Canada Victor S.U0
Extra select Trophy 1.50 10.(10

Lettuce—Boston M'k't and Simpson, fall sown .50 4.00
" Massey'B Winter Head (best frame

Lettuce) 2.00 15.00
" Hanson 2.50

Egjr-Planis — Improved New York, per
doz., $1.00 ... 5.00

Sweet- Potato Plants—Southern Queen
and Yellow Nansemond 30 2.50

Asparagus—Conover's Colossal, 2 yrs., Ex-
tra flue 1.00 6.00

Cabbage Plants—In July, Drumhead,Win-
nlgstadt, Savoy, Flat Dutch, and Bruns-
wick .30 2.50

If to be sent bv mail add $1.00 per 100. Correspondence
solicited with those who plant largely.

MASSEY Sl HUDSON,
(liisinlouii, Kent Co., Hid.

Onr Annual Spring Catalogue of Flower and Vegetable

Seeds 1b now ready. Free to all on application.

The Kansas Farmer,
The best agricultural paper In the West. Enlarged, lm-

proyed, and published weekly. Sample copy Iree.

T. K. HUDSON, Ed. and Propr , T»peka, Kansas.

BEAUTIFUL. EVER-BLOOMINGROSE
STRONG POT-PLANTS,

Suitable for Immediate Flowering*. Sent
Safely by Mail, Post-paid.

5 Splendid Varieties, purchaser's choice, Sl;
V4 for $2. For 10 cents additional we send

MAGNIFICENT PREMIUM HOSE.
Our elegant Spring Catalogue for 1874, describing; more

than 200 finest varieties of Roses, and containing full
directions lor culture, with chapters on winter Protection,
Injurious insects, etc., now ready. Sent FREE.

the dix.ee & coaAru com
Rose Growers,

WEST GROVE, Chester County, Pa.

ROSES 6 for $1. 14 for $?, by mail,
post-paid.
A large collection of Bed-

ding Plunts, Hardy shrubbery, etc. Plants by mail a spe-
cialty. A SPLENDID' PREMIUM FUCHSIA
with each PACKAGE where 10c. is added.
Catalogue free on application. Address JOSEPH T.
PHILLIPS, West Grove, Chester Co., Pa.

LADIESM*
12 Verbenas, 12 kinds. - - $1.0U
]<J Bedding Plants, 10 kinds, 1.00
10 Basket Plants, 10 kinds, - 1.00
6Ro6efl, 6kindB, - - - - 1.00
6 Geraniums. 6 kinds, - - 1.00
All named sorts, our choice.
100 other things cheap.
A Premium offered to Clnbs.
A 56 page Catalogue Free.
20th year, 900 acrefi, 11 Greenhouses
AddresB,

BTOBES, HARBISONS CO.,
PaineBville. Lake Co., oMo.

'KRBE>AS.-1 Doz. Fine Varieties packed
and sent an vwhere for $1.00.

EDD1.\G PLAXTS.-1 doz. nss't'dfor
Bloom through the Summer. $ 1 .SO. with Basket.

OSES.—1 Doz. assorted Tea, China, and Hj-
B

brids for S2.50, packed and shinned. Send for Cata-
B. P. CliiTCHELL, Cincinnati, O.

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

SEEDS

!

Spooner's Prize Flower Seed?
;

12 varieties Splendid Aster Seeds
i mailed to applicants upon receipt
of $1.00. New Illustrated Seed
Catalogue free. Address Wm. H.
Spoon kk, 4 Beacon St., Boston.

Red Cedars Seedlings,
bv the 100 or 1.000. The most attractive unfl symmetrical of
the Evergreen fimilv lor beautifying the Hedge or Lawn.

A few inches liljjli. per 1,000, *r>.00.

6 to 8 7.50.

12 to 13 •' 10.00.

Address T. L. BAILEY & CO.,
Makanda, Jackson Co.. Illinois.

Norway Spruce.
A large and splendid stock, 2 to 6 feet, at very low rates.

Also Pears, Apples, Peaches, and a general Nursery Stock,

by SMITH & POWELL, Syracuse, N. T.

TREES. Norway Spruce and Arbor-VitiP, all

sizes, at wholesale; also a liirsrQ

variety of Evergreens suitable for
Lawns, Parks, and Cemeteries.

A. P. CHAPMAN, £>o and 53 Vcsey St., New York.

OSACS 13 PLAjXTS.-No. 1 at $2.50 per
1,000, *10_per 5,000.

No. 1 Pencil Trees, $7 per 100. $.'0 per l.fOO.

E. C. EVANS, Agt. for .John Wampler,
Trotwood, Montgomery Co., Ohio.

Agents wanted for

VTATEBS 1 TKEE

PEUNER.
iihgt, Pon(j fnr Circular

and Price .List, to

E. S. LEE & Co.,

Box 0-12,

Rochester, N. Y
Price, with 4 foot pole $2.10

6 » 'li.T.i

8 " " S.00

" 10 " " S.25

Z~&~ Samples C. o. D. or on receipt of price.

THE ROCHESTER BEKIEV
BASKRT. — Light, durable, well

ventilated, low priced. Agents wanted.
General Agents,

JUHN S. COLLTNS & CO.,
Monrestown. N. J.

BB:B5B;V HASKF.XS—General assort-
ment—Six of the most approved kinds. Semi eigrly

for descriptive lists. K. H. HAINES, Maiden, N. Y.

Unequalled for Butter.
Ogden Farm, Newport, R. L, Jan. 13th. 1874.

TVhitman & Burrell—Dear Sirs: I prepared the An-
nattoine according to your directions, and it works admir-
ably. Tour solution put In the churn i3 as good as anything
can be. It costs 10c. to color 100 lbs. butter.

Very truly jours, GEO. E. "WARING. Jr.
See Ogden Farm Papers in Am. Agriculturist for April.

One pound of Annattoine colors 12.000 lbs. of cheese.
For full directions and illustrated circular send to

WHITMAN" & EURRELL, Little Falls. N.T.,
Dealers in First Premium Butter and Clieeae
Factory Apparatus, Materials, etc.

Sweet Potato Plants.
Yellow Nansemond. — Best variety

for Northern cultivation. Packed in

boxes to carry safely long distances.

Price—1.000, $3.00; 0,000, $13.00. Cir-

cular directions for cultivation gratis.

M. M. MURRAY & CO.,
Foster's Crossings,

"Warren Co., O.

;

Or, 44 East Pearl Street,

Cincinnati, O.

ESSEX PIGS.
ESSEX PIGS.

ESSEX PIGS.
Pure,

Well-Bred,
Very Choice.

My Essex pigs tbis spring are remarkably fine, and it

will give me great pleasure to receive orders from any
readers of the American Agriculturist. I can send such

pigs as will give entire satisfaction. My prices are

reasonable. The American Express Co. have agreed to

carry my pigs and Cotswold sheep at from 33 to 50 per

cent less than their regular rates for live stock. I box
the pigs, furnish food for the journey, and deliver at Ex-
press offices without extra charge, and guarantee the

safe delivery' of the pigs. It is a good time to order

Essex pigs. I can furnish pairs and trios not akin, and

well mated for breeding.

Orders respectfully solicited. Address

JOSEPH HARRIS,
Moreton Farm,

Rochester, N. Y.

Premium Chester Whites,
BERKSHIRE, and ESSEX PIGS, bred and for

sale by GEO. B. HICKMAN,
West Chester, Chester Co., Pa.

Send stamp for circular and price-list.

Improved Blooded Live-Stock.
N. GOILBERT. Evergreen Farm. Gwvnedd, Pa., importer

and breeder of Horses, Cattle. Milch Cows, Cotswold and
South-Down Sheep; best Swine; all kinds Geese, Ducks,
Turkeys; Cochin and all other kinds of Fowl ; Peacocks;
Eegfii Dogs; Maltese Cats; Rabbits; Guinea Pigs ; White
Mice; Ea-rle, Monkey, Raccoons. Deer, Swan, etc. Prices
low. Wanted—Deer, Swan, and Wild Geese.

THOROUCH-BRED
JERSEY CATTLE.
Bulls, Cows, Heifers, and Calves, from Imported Stock

(registered on the Herd-Book of the American Jersey Cattle
Clubj. For sale by

J. C. & D. PENNINGTON, Paterson, N. J.

Office, No. 5 William St., New York.

^BDORTDBOin BULL.-POLA^'D^ CHINA PIGS.— I have for sale, cheap, a very fine,
pedigreed Bhorthorn bull. Al60 some very fine pure-bred
Poland-China pigs. Address

S. B. KIRTLET, Mexico, Andrlan Co., Mo.

JERSEY CATTLE.
ESSEX PIGS.

For sale hv
G. W. FARL'EE.
Crcsskill, N. J.

;

1 hour from N. Y.

EGGS from Fine Stock. — Light
Brahma.Wlilte Leghorn. S. G. Dorking, S. S. Hamburgh,

Sebright Bantam—$2 doz. Partridge Cochin, Dark Brahma,
Buff Cochin, Houdan. Aylesburv Duck—$2.50 doz. Bronze
Turkeys—ft doz. Send lor descriptive catalogue.
W. S. CARPENTER & SON, Rye, Westchester Co., N. T.

EGGS FOU HATCHING—From 13
leading varieties of premium choice FANC\

FOWLS. Send stamp for circular.
N. B. PERKINS, Jr., No. 2 Cherry St.. Salem. Mass.

EGGS—Only $« per Doz. for my 10 to
15 lh. Light Brahmns. Address

J. L. BROWNING. Chatham Village, N. T.
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Before You Buy,
Send for a circular of

TURTLE HARROW,
EAGLE SEED SOWER,

VICTOR HORSE HOE,
CLIPPER WHEEL HOE,
NEW SUBSOIL PLOW,
HODCE'S SWIVEL PLOW.

Ench we unhesitatingly claim arc the best in their rcspee-

tive line in the world.

C^RIt «& HOBSON,
56 Beckman Street, New York.

TO FARMERS & PLANTERS.
Double Refined Poudrette for sale in

lots to suit customers. This article is sold
for half tft£ piice of other fertilizers, ami is

cheaper for Cotton, Corn. Tobacco, and
Vegetables than any other in the market.

I| Price, delivered on board in New York City,
attention to the follow- IS*.! I

! .! %2o per ton. Iask
j3©5 iuK testimonials

:

Charles A. Messenger. Providence Co.,

R. I., writes :
kt Th<' Double-refined Poudrette

I bon«ht of von has given satisfactory returns, and I con-

sider it the best of anything I can use for an early crop.

Thomas VT. Latham, Providence Co., R. I., writes :
" I

would rather have vour Double -refilled Poudrette than any
phosphate I even- used. Where I used it on Potatoes it was
far ahead of any other manure."

L. H. Sheldon. Sup't of the New Jersey State Reform
School, writes : "We nave used Poudrette for several years

upon our farm crops, and for the money invested we have
found nothing that, has done us so much service."

S. J. Kelly. Bnrlincton Co.. N. J., writes: lk
I used

Dovble-refined Poudrette on Rutabaga Turnips alongside

of Peruvian Guano and Hen Manure. Where the Pou-
drette was applied the increase was thirty per cent over

the others."

William H. Cadt, Ocean Co., N. J., writes: "I used
Poudrette on Corn. Sweet and round Potatoes, Onions, and
Lima Beans. It brought forward my crops two weeks
earlier. I think it the best manure I ever used, giving
better results than Peruvian Guano, at much less cost."

Van Antwerp and Van Buren. Montgomery Co.,N.Y.,
writes :

" Poudrette has been used in this locality for ten
years past, mostly on Corn, and those who have used it say

they have from j^ to % more Corn by using the Poudrette."

W. F. Gerkin. of Essex Co., N. Y.. writes :
" I have

used the Double-refined Poudrette for the lastjfro years,

and I consider it the cheapest fertilizer lean buy—giving
tlu* best results for the cost."

Milton Strong. Suffolk Co., N. Y., writes: "I gave
Poudrette athorough trial this year, using it upon Corn,

Potatoes, Lima Beans. Tomatoes, and Vines, and I have
never raised better crops. My Own will yield 100 bushels

of ears per acre, and my garden was the surprise and ad-

miration of all who saw it."

Henry T. Horton, Cheshire Co., N. H., writes: "I
find, from experiments made last, year, the Double-refined
Poudrette is the cheapest fertilizer to use on Tobacco. I

put it beside Peruvian Guano with equal cost of both,

and the Tobacco was 30 per cent better where I used
Poudrette."

W. H. Remington, Hartford Co., Ct., writes :
" I have

used Poudrette on Corn, Potatoes, and Tobacco. There
was but one piece of Corn in the place equal to mine, and
that had 30 loads of manure per acre and mine none. The
Tobacco started as soon as set and grew luxuriant."

Wm. S. Pomeroy, of Hartford Co., Ct., writes :
" I have

used the Double-refined Poudrette for several years on
Tobacco, and I think it oue of the beet fertilizers made
for this crop."

A Pamphlet giving full directions, etc.. sent free on
application to JAMES T. FOSTER,

66 Cortland t Street, New York.

GENUINE
Peruvian Guano.
Farmers, Agriculturists, and Dealers in Fertilizers

have now an opportunity of obtaining this valuable manure
in small or lure;*- lots, nt importers* prices, by

applying to the Special Agency Just established for the pur-

pose of delivering Genuine Peruvian Guano to consumers at

any accessible port or railway station in the country. Full

particulars given ha circular mailed free on application to

R. BALCAZAR,
No. 53 Beaver Street, New York.

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION:
Messrs. Hobson, Hurtado & Co.. Financial Agents of the

Peruvian Government, 53 Wall Street, New York.

Mosks Taylor, Pres. National City Bank, 5'2 Wall St., N. Y.

J. C. Tracy, Esq., Peruvian Consul, 26>^ Broadway. N. Y.

FOR SALE-MANURE
from 18() horses for a year. For particulars, apply to the

TROY & LANSINGBURGH R.R. CO., Lausingburgh. N. Y.

Gas Lime Given Away
and put on board vessel, at the Dock of the Brooklyn Gas
Light Co., East River, next to Navy Yard.

MORRIS, T-A-SS^EHL eft! CO.,

PASCAL IRON WORKS.
TASKER

Office
Office ami Warehouse.
Office and Warehouse..

PHILADELPHIA.
RON WORKS, NEWCASTLE, DELAWARE.

FIFTH AND TASKER STREETS, PHILADELPHIA.
No. 15 GOLD STKEET. NEW YORK.

No. 36 OLIVER STREET, BOSTON.
Manufacturers of Wrought Iron Welded Tubes, plain, galvanized, anrl rubber coaled, lor pas, steam, and water. Lap-

"SYelded Charcoal Iron Boiler Tubes. Oil-Weil Tubing and Casing, Gas and Steam Fittings, Brass Valves and Cocks, Gas and
Steam Fitters' Tools. Cast Iron Gas and Water Pipe, Street Lamp Posts anil Lanterns. Improved Coal Gas Apparatus, etc.We would cull the Special Attention to out* Patent Vulcanized Rubber-coated Tube.
THOMAS T. TASKER, Jk. STEPHEN P. M. TASKER.

o More Loose Bolts and Nuts.
THE CELEBRATED " CUMMING " LOCK'NUT,

No More Rattling CAR-
RIAGES and WAGONS.
No More Dropping Down

of SHAFTS.
No More Lost Bolts from
REAPERS and MOWERS.

THE LOCK-NUT AND BOLT CO. OF N. Y
Licenses granted to Manufacturers of Agricultural Machines, Carriages, etc.

Patented June 16, 1808.

No More Flying Teeth
from THRESHERS.
No fV.ore Bills for

pairs Continually.
SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

CIRCULARS TO

No. 61 Broadway, New York.

Re-

AND

JbJ V JtlifX" Xj-A-I>"S" SHOUIiD HAVE J±. SIET QE*

I

Sf* "SPRING"

TEMPERED
Consisting of Four Widths and .i Dress Binder. Sent by Mail on Receipt of Price.

ForSale by all Sewing Machine Agents. 1 II n GhflRDIMI Z 205 s!a'e Street, CHICAGO, _
VS-Price, Only One Hollar.-®).) 13. Ui UUUUmufl) \ 103 N.lOlh St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Inventor of Tlio Goodrich VucIl T^E.-»t-1v«m-.

.LL.

Universal Fertilizer
Is in the form of a dry and line powder, uniform and
invariable. Send stamp lor our descriptive circular.

We have liad tills fertilizer prepared expressly to offer

to farmers and gardeners a substitute for Peruvian Guano,
which shall exceed it in practical value for all crops.

Price SSdO per ton, In bbls. of 250 lbs. each. Sample bags.

Also PERUVIAN GUANO direct from Government
Stoves. Price reduced to $70 per ton, under guarantee.

Various other Fertilizers, Seeds, and Agricultural and
Horticultural Implements, Tools, and Machines, etc.

R. H. ALLEN & CO.,
P. O. Box 376. 189, 191 Water St.,

NEW YORK.

Sanford Corn.
In Minn., Ills., Mich., and other States, It has ripened in 85

days. It will yield more than any other variety which

rioens as early. The best proof of its superiority is that

from many sections where it has been tested I am now re-

ceiving large orders for seed. Selected Seed—sample by

mail, 25c. ; 1 qt., 60c. ; 4 lbs., $1. Peck, by ex., $1.50; K bu.,

$3; 1 bu., $5. Send stamp for circular giving full descrip-

tion. Address S. B. FANNING, Jamesport, N.T.

Farm Carts and Wagons

Always on hand and made to order. Also every description
of Heavy Cart and Wagon for city and country use and for
shipping. Illustrated Circulars free by mail.

JOHN L. K.IPP, 163 Eldridge Street, New York.

HARNESS
MANUFACTURED EXPRESSLY

~~ FOR THE
TRACK, ROAD, PARK OR FARM.
Single at $8. $12, $15, $20, $25, to $200 per Set. Double at

$25, $30. $35, $40 to $500 per Set. Blankets, Sweats, Hoods,
Muzzles, Clipping Machines, and Ho* e furnishing goods of
every description, style, and grade, adapted for use on the
Track, Road, Farm or stable.

C. M. IHOSEMAN & BRO.,
Manufacturers, 114 Chambers St,

*' Send for Descriptive Price-list."

Gaet>bn Engine andFikk
Extinguisher.—For Wash-

u ing "Windows, Carriages, etc.

3 Protect? Buildings from Fire,
:ind Trees, Vines, etc., from
Insects. Throws water 50 ft.

Easily carried. No Dwelling,
Country Home, or Factory
should be without the Foun-
tain Pump. Send for large

Illustrated Circular. J. A. WHITMAN, Sole Proprietor
and Manufacturer, Providence, R. I.

Screw Stump Machine.

Send fbrCtrcuIar to

<jsE0. Chamberlain & So&OixaxNI,
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•Prac
' The

tically FIRE-PROOF,
Be»t Ariiclc in the

Medal awarded
171.

1870.

"Is very slrons, repels water effectually," 1872."We rccommeud it to all as the best in use," 1871

EXTRACTS FROM
AMERICAN INSTITUTE

REPORTS. ) "We recommend it to all as the best in "rise," 1873
The ASBESTOS ROOFING is adapted for steep or flat roofs in all climates, and can be cheaply tratiL

ported and easily applied. Is furnished in rolls containing 200 square feet each, packed in stton" skeleton cases
ASBESTOS' ROOF COATING, for restoring and preserving roofs. In 5, 10, and SO gallon kegs and barrels
ASBESTOS PAINT, for Shingle and Tin Roofs, and all outside work. In 1, 2. and 3 gal cans ke-s and bbls
ASBESTOS CEMENT, for repairing leaks on all kinds of Roofs. In 10-Hi. pails 25 and SO-lb 'ke^s

'

ASBESTOS BOILER FELTING. ASBESTOS BOARD and PAPER, SHEATHING FELTS ASBESTOS etc
FIRE-PROOF COATING, for inside of Factories, Railroad Buildings, Bridges, etc. In kecs and barrels. '

These materials are prepared readv for use. and are put up for shipment to all parts of the world &W™ Send for
Descriptive Pamphlets. Price-Lists, etc. LIBERAL INDUCEMENTS TO GENERAL MERCHANTS AYD
DEALERS.

Patentee andSole Mannfactnrer,
j
JJ f yy JQHJ^ gy fl,,,^ Lfme jj y

Carbonized Enamel
IS AS PURE AS CLASS.

The Bridgeport M'f'g Co.,
OF BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

(Office, No. 8S Chambers St., New York),
Have the exclusive control of this valuable enamel, and are
using it to coverall of their celebrated

American Submerged Force Pumps.
They also enamel pipe inside and out, which delivers the

warer chemically pure. The Enamel is composed of vege-
table matter, babel on so hard that a blow does not break
it. and it resists acids that eat gold.

Gentlemen: I have examined the sections of Carbonized
Enamel Pipe submitted to me by you. It is superior to any
pipe I have ev«r seen for resisting acids and conducting
water from springs or for use in connection with pumps,
etc. The Enamel adhere with astonishing tenacity, with-
standing even heavy blows; and the surface of the metal
where The enamel is beaten off seems to be protected against
the ordinary action of water.

(VS. C. WELD,
Late Associate Editor Am, Agriculturist.

MUDGE & WOODS, IVo. S8 Chambers St., IV. T.,

are the exclusive Belling airents of the Bridgeport MTg Co.
for the Licenses of States, counties, and towns rights for the

American Submerged Suction and Force Pumps.

THE PULSOH1ETER.
The simplest, most durable, and effective

steam pump now in use. Will pump gritty
or muddy water without wear or injury to
its parts. It can not get out of order.

C. HENRr 'HALL & CO.,

20 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

Branch Depots :

104 Sudhurv St., Boston, Mass.
1,327 Market St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
59 Wells St., Chicago. 111.

South Western Ex position. New Orleans, La.
Sll and 813 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.

TATEM & DAVENPORT,
Produce Commission Merchants.

Office, So, 1 Delaware Ave. Market,
Philadelphia. Pa.

Southern Produce a specialty. Correspondence solicited.

Consiimors advised dully.

Est'Mixierl IS^.

M-Pronel-
For Cripples
Can be easily

in or out doors,
ing the use of

State vour weight
for illustrated
ferent styles and

Please mention
this paper.

lil Chairs

and Invalids
propelled, either
by any one hav-
I lands.

and send stamp
catalogue of dif-

prices.

S. A. SMITH,
No. 32 Piatt St..

K. T. City.

EVERY LADY that uses a
Sewing Machine needs the

MACIC THREADER
By mail. 35 cts. : with % doz. standard

needles, aQcts. Full description in Am,
Agriculturist tor April, pacre U.S. iu or-

dering, give nanm of Machine. Agents wanted everywhere.
Tht> A.RGO BIT* Co., Box W, Springueid, Mass.
Please mention Am. Agricultnrifit.

FARM FOR SALE
1ST DANBURY, CONtV.

Address J. M. IVES.

A«E:vrS LOOK !—$12 a day made selling
Scissors Sharpener:, ud other wares. Sample 25 cts. Cat-

alogue free. T. J. HASTINGS & CO.. Worcester. M,,ss.

BAIRDS

For Practical Men.
My new revised and enlarged Catalogue of PRACTICAL

ASD SCIENTIFIC BOOKS, 96 pa-es, Svo., will be Bent,

free of postage, to any one who will favor me with his ad-

tfress. EEXRT CARET BAIRD,

Industrial Publisher,

406 VTalnut St.. Philadelphia.

VICTOR HUGO'S LATEST and GREATEST NOVEL.
This remarkable and powerful story, dealing with the

events of the French Revolution, begins in The New
York Semi-iVeeklt Tribune. March 27th, and will be

continued regularly in that paper. The Semi-Weekly

Tribune is $3 per year, or 30 cents per month (S num-

bers) for single copies; $3.50 per year, or 25 cents per

month (8 numbers) in clubs of five or over.

Address The Tribune, New York.

THE SABBATH.
Greatest and Latest of CJntrch Choir HooJcs.
Foralldenominations.Sl3.50rt doz. Sample copy, Si .25

CLARKE'S NEW METHOD FOR THE
PIANO-FORTE. The BEST of Ikstkuo
tion Books. Has the endorsement of all ^ood

teachers who have examined it.. Sent by viuil, $3.75.

"THE AMATEUR."
The Great Musical Monthly ! ELEVEN" pages of
new music—and NINE pages of musical matter in
each number. Sample copy, 10 cts. Subscription, in-
cluding beautiful Cheomo, 81.00 per year.

LEK fc WALKER'S MUSICAL AtMAHAC.
Sent free to any address.

G
KTZE'S SCHOOL FOR THE ORGAN.
"The Unrivalled Instructor.'* The best

work for teachers and pupils.

Sent by Mail, price, $2.50.

LeeS Walker,
922 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia.

SONGS ofGEACE & GL0EY
Tlie very l>r**t Sunday-School Song Book. By
XV. F. SHJERWIX and S. .T. VAIL. 1(50 Pages
Splendid Hymns, Choice Music. Tinted Pap<r,
Superior Binding. Price in Boards. 35c; $30
per lOO. A Specimen Copy in Paper Cover mail-
ed (as soon as issued) on receipt of Twenty-five
Cts. CT" Orders filled in (urn. READV MAY
1st. HORACE WATERS & SON,

481 Broadway, New York.

The
Kansas
Farmer*

In its 12th year. Enlarged) im-
proved, and published weekly. All
about Kansas. A large, corps of
aide writers. Sample copy free to
all applicants.
T. K. HUDSON, Ed. and Propr.,

Topeka, Kansas.

AGENTS WANTED FOR
THE LIFE ABD PUBLIC SEEYICES OF

EDWARDS LESTER.
This work has been long in preparation, and is now com-

pleted, with an account of his lamented death : the tributes
of the. nation at his grave, and the universal sorrow of the
friends of humanity throughout the world.
The volume will embrace about fiOO pages, Svo, with a por-

trait on steel of die late Senator, and numerous illustrations.
Send Si.5l> for prospectus, certificate for territory, and

outfit. U. 5. PUBLISHING CO., Sew York.

AGENTS WANTED FOB, THE

HISTORY OF THE
GRANGE MOVEMENT

OS, THE
FARMER'S WAR AGAINST MONOPOLIES.
Read what lead ins: Grangers say of the boot:
T. A. Thompson, Esq., Lecturer of the National Grange,

writes: " There is a great demand for information concern-
ing the Order. This you have met in your History of the

Grange Movement in an admirable manner. The work is

opportune, and merits an extensive circulation. M

Col. A. B. Smedley, Master of the Iowa State Grange,
writes: " I have received your very excellent book ; am
much pleased with it. Many thanks for the copy sent me.
I prize it hisrhly."

Mr. D. B. Mauger. Master of the Penn'a State Grange,
writes: " I return to yon my sincere thanks for the History

of the Grange Movement. I have perused it with much in-

terest. It is indeed stored with 'Golden Grain' for every
Patron's family, and should be in the household of every
Patron in the land. I can cheerfully recommend it."

Send for specimen pages and circulars containing terms
to Airents, and many more indorsements from reading
Grangers. Address

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.. Philadelphia, Pa.

H A *T^ Tn>T Unscrupulous publishers have taken advan-
w£= W X J>UlN . tage of the great demand for this History of
the Grange Movement, to issue unreliable works ou the sub-
ject—mere compilations from, agricultural newspapers.
Do not be imposed upon. See that the book you buy is

indorsed by the leading Grangers.

GEMS \*iNTED for the new book,
LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF

Kit Carson
i.y his comraae and friend, D. W. C. P<)t*TS, Brevet Lt.

TiLand Surgc»D,U.S. A., fr-m fctcta i icUtad by him-
i-AL The<r yTEL'snid Aitthemtc life of America's
.reatent HUNTER, TR a PPER. SCOUT and GUIDE
ever published. II ct. tains f»ll sod complete deaerip-

t-.e Indian tribes ofthe FAR WEST, as teen I y Kit Cerecs,
vfd am on £ f^em all h til He. It give* a full, reliable account

of t^e MODOCS.and tbe MODOC WAR. Aa* wo k of HISTO-
RY , It isinvaluabl A grand opportunity foregentaiomakemoney.
Ottr Illustrated circnlars sent tree In all applicants. Writeandse-
«urc territory at once. DUSTIN, OILMAN 4 CO.. Hartford. Coop-

Do you want Employment
"We will give von immediate, steady, honorable work.

which will pav Vou beyond all your expectations. Thou-
sands at work for us are now mHkiug from $100 to #300 per
month, and thousands more can do it. The business is In
introducing our publications in your own aud other towns.
With Makk Twain's or Josh Billings's new works, with
"Mr Opinions and Betsey Bobbkt's." and with many
others out of our list, vou can secure a fine income easily.
Write us for information. We send it full aud free. Address

AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.

NTtNNIAL
GAZETTEEE muSVtW

AGENTS
WASTED

A complete enovclopa?dia of all the States, counties, town-
ships, cities, villases. post-offices, mountains, rivers, lakes,
etc., with their climate, population, agriculture, manufac-
tories, mining, commerce, railroad", capital, education, gov-
ernment, and history, showing the gigantic results of the

FIEST 100 YEABS' of the REPUBLIC.
Asents make $!0O to $"00 per month. Send for circular.
ZIF.6LF.U .t M'CtTRUY. Philadelphia, Pn.; Cin-

clnnatl, O. ; St. Louis, Mo.; Springfield. Mass. : Chicago. III.

Scribner's Lumber & Log-Book.
OVER HALF A MILLION COPIES SOLD. This book is

the most full and complete book of its kind ever pub-
lished. It gives correct measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs, plank, cubical contents of square and round timber,
stave and heading bolt tables, wages, rent, hoard, capacity
of cisterns, cord-wood tables, interest, etc.. and has become
the Standard Book throughout the United States and
Canada.

lie mtre and get the Xew Edition, iritfi Dm/ie** Loo-Table.
Ask vonr bookseller for it. or I will send one for 85 cents,

post-paid. G. W. FISHER, P. O. Box ,'3S, Rochester, N.T.

WEvrVEinP"D A lYLTV " A DCW book on the "* °*

J^lJ>Pil MTr>.H r ri X • Writing by Sound; a com-
plete system of PhonaUc Short Hand— rtie shortest, moat simple,

easy, and comprehensive, enablinga» one, in a short time, to report

trials, speeches, sermons, &c. The Lord's Prayer is written wltQ
fortv -nine strokes of the pen, and HO words pcrinlnnte. The nnem-
plovcd should learn t his art. Price, by mail, 60 Cts. Agents wanted.

T W. F.V,\- 9 * CO., 139 3. Seventh Street, Phila.. Pa,

CLAVERACK College and Hudson River Inst at Clav.-r-

ack, N. Y. 20 Instroctora. Alonzo Flack. Ph. D„ Pres.
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ARE YOU GOING TO PAINT?
OVER 200,000 HOUSES

PAINTED WITH THE

Averill Chemical Paint.

White and all the fashionable shades
mixed ready for use and sold

by the gallon.

EXTRACTS FliOM OUR LETTERS.

Hon. Jab. Neglicy, Pittsburgh, Pa, :
" Altogether 1 find

the ' Averill ' the cheapest and best."

Peter Henderson, Esq. :
'* The 'Averill * has proved su-

perior to lead and oil."

C. W. Spoonkr, Trcas., Cordage Co., Plymouth, Mass.:
" The * Averill Chemical ' luis proved good."

C. A. Allyn, Esq., Palmyra, N. Y. : " The * Averill Paint

'

is as bright today us when applied three years ago."

Hundreds of testimonials from owners of the finest resi-

dences in the country, witli Sample Card of Colors, fur-

nished free by dealers generally, and by the

AVERILL CHEMICAL PAINT CO.,
33 Barling Slip, New York; or 133

River St., Cleveland, Ohio.
East

For Farm Wagons, Trucks, Carts, Mowing
Machines, and Coal Carts. The best and

Easiest-ItMing- Spring1

tver invented. Every Spring Warranted. Good

igents wanted in every city and town in the United States.

Rend for Circular.

BENJ. F. WELLS, Sole Agent,

47 Dey St., New Yorlc.

HAKES' IMPROVED

SWIVEL PLOWS,
For Level Land and Side Hill,

Overcome all objections in Swivel Plows heretofore made
for plowing level land, and the same results are obtained as
with land-Bide plows.
Possess a combination of advantages which recommend

them to universal use, effecting the complete inversion and
pulverization of the soil on level as well as uneven surfaces,
avoiding dead furrows and side ridgee, giving an even sur-
face to the fields.

The merits of these Plows are fully slated in our illustrated
and descriptive circular, which will be sent by mail, free, to
any address. Made only by

AMES PLOW COMPAJfF,
53 Bcekman St., New York,

niul Cttiinry Ilnll, Boston.

Refrigerator,
WITH COOLER.
Best in the World.

Send for Book.
A. M. LESLEY,

''21 West 23d St.,

NEW YORK.

LovejoY's New style

glass cutter
And Putty Knife
Cuts glass better than a dia-
mond. Everybody should have
one. Any child can use it.

Sent to your address on receipt

of 60 cents and stamp by

ALVAN I.. LOVEJOY
229 Washington St.,

Boston. - - - Mass.
Liberal discount made to dealers.

^£*ce?«*» Price Reduced to $50 per Ton.
The most Economical Fertilizer for Farm and Garden.

COMPOSED OF
Bones, Flesh, Blood, Calcined Bones, Phosphatic Guano, Potash, and Sulphuric Acid.

I
Analysis on dry basis, April 9th, 1874 ;

14.57. J \V. J. Parks ; by Dr. I. Vvalz, New Yo
Ammonia, 3.57.

Decomposed Phosphoric Acid
Ammonia, 3.24.

Decomposed Phosphate, 25.

cargo, 394 tons
ork.

(Analysis on dry basis, January 10th,
( Baltimore, Aid.

Sch.

1874, by G. A. Licbic:,

JSarreU 250 ffis. net.

Ma pes' ODORLESS Ammoniated Superphosphate
For Lawns, Vegetable and Plowci Gardens, etc., around dwellings.

Packed in bags, 200 lbs. each-$60 per ton. Packed in small bags-SO cents each.

Liberal rnducements • SEND F0P» circular to

to Dealers. CHARLES V. MAPES, 1GO Front St., N. Y.
B. K. BLISS & SON. 23 Park Place, N. Y. K. C. P.EEVES, 185 Water St., N. T.

N. T.ALFRED BRIDGEM AN, 816 Broadway, N. Y.
JAMES M. THOKBUUN & CO.. 15 John St., N. Y.

PAUL C. COFFIN & CO.. cor. West and Duane Sts..
H. B. GRIFFING, 60 Oortlandt St., N. Y.

Farm Implements

FEBTILIZEES.
Buy tha Best and at Lowest Prices.

PURE^ M?l. > Z^uOuHz
5

ground! p™m fREF,NEDi
BONE JO) GUAN0

-\ WOUDRETTE,

^§M^0^& WARRANTER

Agricultural Almanac Sent Free.

H. B. G-RIFFINGr,
58 & 60 COURTLANDT STREET, N. Y.

FARMS IN VIRGINIA,
With Dwellings, Barns, etc. Vegetation for New York mar-
kets four to sis weeks earlier than New Jersey lauds.

Quick and Cheap Steam Transportation

to All the Northern Markets.
Prices ?5 to $25 per acre. Farms both large and small.

Lists with lull particulars by addressing

WM. P. MOORE & CO., Suffolk. Va.

|| fi f| |% m FIRE INSURANCE

N! fill A II II company,

lllfl^niin 201 Broadway, N.Y.

Capital Stock $500,000
Cash val ue of Assets $1 ,808,22

1

Total Liabilities 82,302

Net Assets ? 1 ,225*922

Dwellings and Farm Risks a specialty at all our Agencies.

HENRY A HOWE, President.
P. NOTMAN, V. P. and Sec'y.

THE PENN MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANYOK1 PHILADELPHIA.
ASSETS ACCUMULATED, $4,427,996.9G.
The Perm is a purely mutual Company. All of its surplus

premiums are returned to the members every year. Divi-
dends may be applied to reduce the premium or increase
insurance as desired. SAltl'L* C. HUEY, Pres.
General and Local Aeents wanted in the Middle and West-

ern States. Apply to H. S. STEPHENS, Vice Prcs. No. 921,
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

STEEL P E N S !

Sold by all Dealers.
No. 91 John St., New York.

HENRY HOE, Sole Agent. JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS

Sexual Physiology.
By E. T. Tkai.t„ M. D. Containing Sexual Genera-

tion
;
the Physiology of Menstruation; Impregnation ; Preg-

nancy ; Parturition ; Lactation; the Law of Sex ; Regulat-
ing the Number of Offspring; The Law of Sexual Inter-
course ; Hereditary Transmission ; Philosophy of Marriage.
Prof. Wilder, of Cornell University, savs it is the liest work

yet written on the subject. 20.000 sold. Price J2.IjO by mail.
For $3.50 wc send this book. The Herald of Health for one
year, and a volume of the Complete Works of Shakspeare,
containing 1.000 pages and ">6 illustrations. Agents wanted.

WOOD & HOLBROOK. 15 Laight St., New York.

GENTS WANTED to sell our justly cele-
brated Articles for Ladies' wear. Indispensable
aud absolutely necessary. 10,000 SOLD
MONTHLY. Tliev give comfort and satisfaction.
No female can well do without. Ihcm. Sample pent,
on receipt of 8 i.iin. FREE. Send for Illus-

trated Circular. LE I'ERLE RUBBER CO..
90 Chambers St., New Tork.A

A
M

Ttl.lL T,*H0»TH,1E Pq{Sf.ri flMU ta"!
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IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS.

American Agriculturist

PATENT DEPARTMENT
In compliance with the request of numerous inven-

tors, we have organized, a.

PATENT DEPARTMENT
in connection with this office for the transaction of all

business, connected with

Securing Patents
in the United States and foreign countries.

The character for

Reliability
which has been maintained by the American Aoricux-

TtrnisT for more than thirty years will be carefully

guarded in this as in other departments.

All Inventors
desirous of procuring patents at moderate cost are in-

vited to forward (express prepaid) a model of their in-

vention, with a brief description of its working. The
model should not exceed one cubic foot in dimension.

Upon receipt of model an opinion as to patentability

will be given free of charge.

Preliminary Examination
at the Patent Office, to determine patenta-

bility, will be promptly made for a fee of $5.

Litigation of Patents.
The services of the best counsel have been

secured to prosecute or protect before the

U. S. Courts and the Patent Office the claims

of those intrusting their business to this

agency.

Specifications, drawings, engravings, mo-

dels, and all other appliances furnished at

moderate prices.

In all dealings with this Department in-

ventors may depend upon promptness, fideli-

ty to their interests, and the best services

which can be rendered by thorough experts.

For full particulars, address

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST
PATENT DEPARTMENT,

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

E
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PRAIEIE, CORN-FIELD AND HEED OF CATTLE, SIX MILES WEST OF LINCOLN, NEB.

IF YOU WANT A FARM OR HOME,
YOU SHOULD BUY OF THE

BURLINGTON AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD CO.
IN IOWA OR NEBRASKA.

BECAUSE—Their prices fire low, ranging for the best land from Three to Ten Dollars per acre.

BECAUSE—No payments are required of the purchaser for four years, except interest at six per cent.

BECAUSE—After the fourth year only one seventh of the principal is payable annually till the whole is paid.

BECAUSE—You are not required to go into a wilderness, these being well-settled States, the population of which is rapidly Increasing.

BECAUSE—The mildness of the climate and fertility of the soil is such that the settler can pay for his farm from the products raised upon it long before the time when the principal

becomes due.

BECAUSE—Failure of crops from drouth is unknown.
BECAUSE—Large allowances are made upon fare and freight, thus giving low rates on both to purchasers of this Company's lands.

AND YOU SHOULD BUY THIS YEAR.
BECAUSE-Purchasers 01 our lands in Nebraska during 1S74 who cultivate one-half their land within two years from their purchase are allowed a reduction of twenty per cent on its

price. LARGE DISCOUNTS also, FOK CASH, within One, Two, or Five Years.

V3~ Send for Circulars, with full information on all points, to CEO. S. HARRIS, Land Commissioner,
At Lincoln, Nebraska, for land in Nebraska. At Burlington, Iowa, for land in Iowa.

Or to W. D. COWLES, General Agent, 317 Broadway, New York. JAS. R. WOOD, General Agent, 59 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

BUILDING FELT.
This water-proof material, resem-

bling fine leather, is for outside

work (no tar substances used) and
inside, instead of plaster. Felt

carpetings, etc. Send two 3-cent

stamps for circular and samples.

C. J. FAY, Camden, N. J.

SOMETHING I\EW.

LOTS OF1 FUN.
Endless amusement for both young and old.

THE GREAT PUZZLES.
They are sure to please everybody. Packages containing

one dozen different puzzles sent anywhere for 25 cents.
Address PUZZLE COMPANY, Tn5 Broadway, New York,
Agents, you can sell them fast. Liberal discount.

TKT A TT^PT^T^
-"-^013 *5

'
*or ^ie people' 8 un -

VV JTilN lAzA.'.J. denominational, family paper, iiThs
CoxTi:iBi'Ton." Fifteen departments; sixteen prices. Onlv
$1.00 a year. Rev. A. B. Earle writes lor it. A magnificent
premium. "The Old Oaken Bucket." Nothing like it for
Asents. One writes: "Took 35 subscribers the first dm/ in
4 hours; and 47 the. next day in 7W hours* Another:
"Takes like hot cukes." Another : "Sells it-seif." Commis-
sions large. For terms, samples, etc., address

J. H. EAULE. Boston, Mass.

AGENTS WANTED. g—f^ teS;;
with Chromos. Perfect Gems. Sample sent, post-paid, 7">c.

For illust'ed circular Bend stamp. J. Bride, Hudson, Mass.

\A/ A fcl to employ reliable persons everywhere toVV /A 111 represent Our Arm. M-orchants, farmers, min-
He. Good w:igea cuaran-
Hitdson Hirer Hire Co.,

or 18 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

T- r- r\ latere, teachers, etc., etc. Good «
I t U teed, Address

138 Maiden Lane, N- Y.

ADVERTISERS should send to Gpio. P. Roweli, & Co..
41 Park Row, N. Y., for their Eight u-P'i<f Pamphlet,

containing lists of 3,000 newspapers and estimates, showing
P>e coat ol advertising. Mailed free to all applicants.

--xmx-;-:-<-ckkk-x K-*0-CKK-C-XkO<HX-C-C-V

FLORENCE
The Long-contested Suit of the

FLORENCE! SEWING MACHINE CO.
against the Singer, Wheeler A Wilson,

and G rover & Baker Companies, involving over

$250,000,
Is finally decided by the

Supreme Court of the United States
in favor of the FEOHKNCEj which alone has
Broken the Monopoly of High Prices.

THE NEW FLORENCE
Xs the ONLY machine that sews bark-
ward and forward, or to right and left.

Simplest— Cheapest—Best.
8old fob Cash Only. Special Terms to

CLUBS and DEALERS.
April, 1874. Florence, Mass.

l^TED-Agents—$75 to $350
per month, everywhere, male and female, to in-

troduce the GENUINE IMPROVED COMMON
SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE, This

Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord,

bind, braid, and embroider in a most superior

manner. Price only $15. Fully licensed and war-

ranted for five years. We will pay $1,000 for any

machine that will sew a stronger, more beautiful,

or more elastic seam than ours. Address SECOMB & CO.,

Boston, Mass.; New York City; Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Chicago,

111.; or St. Louis, Mo.

wmmGUTF ppE"^ DIES
«« *ti:jRU IT-CAN TOOLS
BRIO«T0N 'N-J. ; ffWD-pOR J..THOGV.PV

IOVELL'S FAMILY WASHING MACHINE.—
A Price 95. A perfect success. Warranted for five years.

Agents wanted. Address M. N. LOYELL, Erie.Pa.

Hr\\A/ TO MAKE MONET AT TIOME. 48 pp.
VJW Book free. ,T. JAY GOULD, Boston, Mass.

THE PATENT

PIANO-FORTE
Excels all others in Tone andDurability,

and in Elegance of Finish they

are Unsurpassed.
These Pianos are used exclusively in the New York Con-

servatory of Music, and are recommended by the Profession
and the Press throughout the United States.

Before purchasing, write for Illustrated Pamphlet, and
mention the Agriculturist.

ARION PIANO-PORTE CO.,

No. 5 East 14th Street, New York City.

200 PIANOS & ORGANS
New and Second-Hand, of First-Class Makers,
Including Waters', will be sold at Lower Priees
for cash, or on Installments, or for rent, in City or

Country, during this month, bii HORACE
WATERS & SON, No. 481 Broadway, than
ever before offered in New York. SPECIAL-
TY: Pianos and Organs to let until the rent
money pays the price of the Instrument. Illus-

trated Catalogues mailed. A large discount
to Ministers, Churches, Schools, Lodges, etc.

DO YOU
LOVE

MUSIC?

If so, send us your address and the
names of your musical friends, to

whom we will mail, post-paid, our
new Descriptive CATALOGUE ol

choice MUSIC and specimen copies

of the "MUSICAL WOULD," con-
tainiug $1.00 worth of Music.

S. BRAINARD'S SONS,
Cleveland, Ohio,
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Newly Revised and En-
larged Edition.

Practical

Floriculture.
A Guide lo the Successful Propagation and

Cultivation of Florists' Plants.

By PETER HENDERSON,
Author of " Gardening for Profit."

Beautifully Illustrated. Price, Post-paid, $1.50.

In this work, which has everywhere become so deservedly
popular, not only is the whole " art and mystery " of prop&

Hon explained, but the reader is taught how to plant ami
l row the plants after they have been propagated. The work
is not one for florists and gardeners only, but the amateur's
irants are constantly kept in mind, and we have a very com-
plete treatise on the cultivation of flowers under glass, or
in the open a>'r, suited to those who grow flowers for plea-
sure as well as those -who make them a matter of trade.
The work is characterized by the same radical common

that marked the author's "Gardening for Profit," and
it holds a high place in the estimation of lovers of
floriculture. The new edition has been thoroughly revised
by the author, and much enlarged by the addition of valu-
able matter.

The following are a few of the Bubjects embraced in the
latest edition

:

Laying out Flower Garden and Lawn ; Designs for
Grounds and lor Greenhouses; Soils for Potting; Cold
Frames; Hot-Beds; Greenhouses Attached to Dwellings;
Modes of Heating; Propagation of Plants by Seeds and by
Cuttings; Culture of the Itose and Tuberose; Growing of
Winter-flowering Plants ; Construction of Bouquets, Baskets,
etc.; Parlor and Window-Gawlening: Wardian-Cases and
Ferneries; Insects; What Flowers Grow in the Shade;
Culture of Grape-Vlnes under Glass ; The Profits of Flori-
culture

; How to Become a Florist, etc., etc.

THE ILLUSTRATED

Book of Poultry,
With Practical Schedules for Judg-

ing, Constructed from Actual

Analysis of the Best Mod-
ern Decisions.

By LEWIS WRIGHT,
Author of " The Practical Poultry Keeper," " The

Brahma Fowl" etc.

ILLUSTRATED "WITH

Fifty Colored Portraits of Prize Birds,

Painted from Life by J. W. Ludlow.

CONTENTS.
Chip.
1.—Houses and Accommo-

dation.
2.—The Selection of Stock.
3.—Feeding and General

Treatment of Fowls.
1.—Eggs an! Incubation.
S.—Artificial Hatching.
6.—Thf Management of

Chickens.
7.—Fattening and Killing.
8.—Poultry as National

Food.
9.—The Utility of " Fancy

Points."
IP.—Commencing a Strain.
11.—Mating Stock for Breed-

ing Prize Bird*.
13.—Rearing, Care, and Exhi-

bition of Prize Poultry.
13.—Shows and Judging.
11.—Buying. Selling, and

Exporting.
In—Enemies in the Yard.
If,.—Diseases of Poultry.
1?.—Technical Terms.
18.-Cochins.

Price, Postpaid -

Either of the above books
price hy

Chap.
19.—Brahmas.
20.—M.layi.
21.-Game.
22.—Dorkings.
38.—Spanish.
24.—Hamburghs.
25.—Polish Fowls.
2ti.—French Breeds of Poul-

try.
27—American Breeds of

Poultry.
26.—Uuclasscd Varieties of

Poultry.
29.-Bantams (ExceptGame).
30.—Game Bantams.
31.—Wild Breeds of Poultry,

Origin of the Domestic
Fowl.

SI.—The Guinea Fowl.
83—The Turkey.
34.—The Pea Fowl.
85.— Ducks.
.%.—Geese.
37.—Swans.
3S.—Possible Additions to

the Poultry Yard.

- - - $ I 5 OO
sent post-paid on receipt of

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
'J45 Broadway, New York.

THE PRACTICAL

POULTRY KEEPER,
A. COMPLETE AND STANDARD GUIDE TO THE

MANAGEMENT OF POULTRY,

FOR DOMESTIC USE, THE MARKETS, OR
EXHIBITION.

Beautifully Illustrated..

Br L. WRIGHT.

NOTICES BT THE TRESS.

This book is a valuable manual for everybody who
feeds chickens or sells eggs. It suits at once the plain

poulterer who must make the business pay, and the chick-

en fancier whose taste is for gay plumage, and strange,

bright birds. The most valuable portion is the first sec-

tion, extending through fifty-five pages. These were writ-

ten with the intention of producing a manual so plain,

minute, and practical, that anyone could, by using it as a

guide, with no previous experience with poultry, become
at once successful in producing eggs, young chickens, and
fat fowls for market. The author has not missed his aim.

The middle parts of Mr. Weight's Manual are taken up
with minute directions for making show fowls for Fairs,

a nice discussion of thf good and bad points of the dif-

ferent breeds, and a brief sketch of such fancy stock aE

peafowl, pheasants, and water-fowl. Then follows a
section on artificial hatching, and another, worth special

attention, on large poultry yards A study of Mr.
Wright's book will convince any farmer's wife that all

Bhe needs is to give a half hour each day, of intelligent

and sagacious attention to her poultry, in order to obtain

from them, not tape, and knitting needles, and buttons,

and nutmegs merely, but the family supplies of sugar,

ehoes, and cloth. New York Tribune.

It is the most complete and valuable work on the mat-

ters of which it treats yet published. It will be found a
plain and sufficient guide to anyone in any circumstances

likely to occur, and is illustrated with elegantengravings

of many breeds of fowls. Farmers' Cabinet.

This is a reprint, with numerous wood engravings, of

an English book, the object of which is to convey in

plain language a great deal of practical information about

the breeding and management of poultry, whether for

domestic use, the markets, or exhibition The book is

eminently practical, and we recommend it to farmers an<?

others interested in breeding and selling poultry.

Philadelphia Press.

It is a handsome volume, brought out in the best style,

and enriched with nearly fifty illustrations. It is evidently

the fruit of a thorough, practical experience and knowl-
edge of fowls, and will be found a plain and sufficient

guide in all the practical details of poultry management
as a profitable business. United Presbyterian.

The subject is treated fully and ably by an experienced

hand, and the volume will doubtless find a large sale

among the growing class of poultry fanciers. It is em-
bellished with numerous illustrative engravings.

New York Observer.

The author has called to his aid all who were expen
enccd in the subject whereof he writes, and the conse-

quence is a volume of more than ordinary thoroughnese

and exhaustiveuess. Rochester Democrat.

The book is a complete ana standard guide to the man-
agement of poul* r/ for domestic use, the market, and
for exhibition. Watchman and Reflector.

PRICE, POST-PAID, $2.00.

ORANGE JUDD CO.,
245 Broadway, New York.

ATWOOD'S

Country and Suburban

HOUSES.

By DANIEL T. ATWOOD
ARCHITECT.

Illustrated with about 150 Engravings.

NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

The work is one that canwell be read by every man about
to build or buy a place ot residence, as the author has uracil

to say—and says it in a direct and simple manner—on all

points connected with a matter so important, and which so
closely concerns the comfort and the health of all persons.
— Traveler (Boston).

The part of the volume preceding the designs contains

useful suggestions on selection of localities, modes of build-

ing, properties of timber, painting, etc.— Country Gentleman
(Albany, N.T.)

It is a volume of nearly three hundred pages, amply Illus-

trated, containing hints and suggestions as to the general
principles of house-building, style, cost, location, symmetry,
and modes of building. It is especially designed to en-

courage a taste for pleasant country houses.— The Freeman
(Montpelier.Vt.)

This is a useful and valuable work, filled with suggestions

as to the general principles of house-building, illustrated

with about one hundred and fifty engravings.— Watchman
and Reflector (Boston).

There is much in the book to recommend it to the atten-

tion of all ; particularly the remarks on building material,

appropriateness, the effects of different combinations of

paints to produce harmonious colors, etc.—State Republican
(Lansing, Mich.)

A splendid volume, illustrated witli about 150 engravings.

Tlir> directions and statements it gives are eminently plain

and practical, and seem sufficient for the establishment of

something more than houses merely, and that is homes.—
Rutland Herald (Vt.)

An admirable work. It is just the book for any one con-

templating the erection of a house or barn.—Farmer?
Cabinet (Amherst, N. H.)

There are single chapters in it which are worth more than

the price of the work ($1.50), not only to those who are build-

ing anew or building greater, but to such as contemplate

improvements, and, unfortunately—owing to bad jobs at the

beginning, or decay's effacing fingers—there are few homes
about which improvements are not needed.— The World

(New York).

A valuable work, gotten up in the best style. It must prove

both interesting and useful to all who wish a home in which
beauty, taste, convenience, and economy are combined.—
United Presbyterian (Pittsburgh, Pa.)

It contains some practical and common-sense advice as to

the selection of sites, etc., which should be carefully consid-

ered by every one who is seeking where to locate hi3 home,
while the information given as to the principles and details

of building is also of the utmost value for putting one in a

position to know if he is having his work well done and

getting his money's worth.—Evening Mail (New York).

PRICE, POST-PAID. ..$1.50.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,

345 Broadway. New York.
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« Our Preference is the Buckeye."
—American Agriculturist, June, 137^.

TWO FIRST PREMIUM
GRAND MEDALS FOR MERIT

.A-t Vienna, X873.

Tie Superior Hay Spreader
(Improved and perfected for season of 1874).

STYLES, SIZES & PRICES TO SUITALL FARMERS.
Descriptive Circulars Forwarded by MoiL

THE WESTINGHOTJSE

Threshing Machines
AND

HORSE POWERS
Are not equaled by any In the market.

We make 4, 8. and 10 Horse-lever Powers of 2 and 3 Horse-
Tread Powers, and Threshers for steam or any kind of
Horse-Powars ; also, our Improved Combined Clover and
Grain Thresher. Send for Circular.

C. WESTINCHOUSE & CO..
Scliencctadv, N. Y.

SPRING
STEEL
TOOTH.

ITHACA

EXCI2I..S AS. I. OTHERS.
Thousands in use giving i ntire satisfaction.
Manufactured bv

WIIEELEH & MELICK CO., Albany, N. Y.
WILLIAMS lll'.oS.. Ithaca, N. T.
YOUNGLOVE. MASSEY &. CO., Cleveland. O.
GliAND liAI'IBS M'F'G CO., Grand Kapids, Mich.

DIRECT

DRAFT

EUREKA

MOWER.

Give away Hay Tedders ami
Side Cut Machines. Save TIME
and MONEY by using

Wilber's Direct Draft
Eureka Mower.

Tou can cat and cure one third more
grass in a given time, and gain '43 per
cent in quality of hay.
For Descriptive Circular, address
ISAAC W. WHITE, President.

Poughkeepsic, N. T.

Patentees and Manufacturers of
Railway, Chain and Lever Hokse Powers, Threshers
akd clea.ners, threshers and shakers, clover
Hullers, Feed Cutters, Ithaca Wheel Horse
Rakes, Horse Pitchforks, Shingle Mach- ^g
ines, Straw Preserving Rye Thresh-

ers, &c, &o.
Send for Circular. ALBANY N. Y.

FOUST'S PATENT HAY LOADER, manufac-
tured at tlie Meadville Ag'l Works, Meadville, Pa.

Warranted to elevate a ton of hay from the winrow to the
wagon In five minutes, and take it as clean as by the hand
fork, and to be adapted to all ordinary meadow land. Send
for Descriptive Circulars. .

(PITCHING)

CHAPMAN'S The best
Fork and Conveyor in use.
Recommended by a host of

, those who have tried it.

Saves labor, time, money.
' Sent on trial. Agents want-
ed. Circulars sent. *£#

G. B. WEEKS ifc CO.,
SYRACUSE, N.T.

Straw Preserving Thresher.

This Machine leaves the straw straight and unbroken,
when it can again be nut into bundles. making it more valu-
able for market. WHEELER & MELICK CO., Sole Manu-
facturers, Albany, N. Y. Send for circular.

SHAKER
VA FIRST CLASSSMALL

THRESHER. %
'

• < :. t- '<<:•'. r
^i> Xl

iBLYMYERMTGC?
CmCWHATI.
.OHHIO.

^WILLTHRESH&CLEAN
/ 2bOTo400Bi).W.HEAT,PERTJAr

$£ND FteO//?Cl/LAiR.

ELF-ACTINC GATES.
NICHOLSON'S PATENT.

The best in the world. Address
AMERICAN GATE CO., Cleveland, O.

4 STYLES,•Spftrtfil
Seeders and Cultivators, for Farm or

Garden. Light and durable. No equal, Domes-
tic or Imported. Descriptive Circulars of B»
I,. ALLEN A. CO., 119S.ituSt.Pbila.,P«.

The Peerless Thresher and Cleaner. Price 5225 and $213.

The Peerless, Straw Pieserving Rye Thresher, Overshot.

Price $160.

We make the above?aSpecialty.
Railway and Lever Powers.

B. GILL, *fc SON,
Trenton Agricultural Works,

Trenton, N. J.

For lull particulars, address

ENGLE, KELLER & CO., Lancaster, Pa.

STANDARD

Cane Machinerv,
For Sorgo and Sugar Cane.

The only recognized standards
in Cane Machines are the

COOK EVAPORATOR
AND

VICTOR CANE MILL.
There are of these Machines
Over 31,000 In Use.
They have taken the

FIRST PREMIUMS AT 117 STATE FAIRS.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue and Price-List.

BLYMYER MANUFACT'G CO., Cincinnati, O.

Shaker Thresher, Corn and Cob Crushers, Wood-Sawing;
Machines. Farm, School, and Church Bells.

Sugar Cane and Sorgo Machinery,

Steam Engines, Horse Powers,
Farm Mills etc.

Manufactured by
[GEO. L. SQUIER & BRO.,

Catalogues free. Buffalo, N. Y.

CABLE FENCING-.
Cheap, handsome, and durable. Proof against Catties

fire, and Bust, Hundreds of miles erected. Send for Cir-

culars.
PHILIP S. JUSTICE.

14 North Fifth St., Philadelphia.
42 t'lif! St., New York.

C^^ Blind Ditching Plow.

M M^Jbr particulars, address

.JL. (JmCHffiEHLffir&S<wOLm.IX
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The Simplest,

Strongest,
AND

Easiest Running

Lawn Mowers
MADE

ARE THE

EMPIRE
MONITOR.

Send for circular.
Agent 3 wanted in every

town. Manufactured by
BARLOW & "WALKED,

Sing Sing, N. T.

Price of

10 in. cut,

$15.00.

11 in. cat,

$30.00.

ITew Excelsior Lawn Mower.
GREATLY IMPROVED FOR 1874.

It lias the Largest Sale of any Lawn Mower
in the World!

It hat been adopted, and can be seen in practical operation
on C't-iitral Park and all the other City Parks,
New York ; Government Grounds and City
Parks,Washington ; Boston Common, Boston;
Prospect Park, Brooklyn; and on almost every
prominent Park throughout the United States and
Canada.
Four sizes for hand-power; four sizes for horse-power.

Prices from $15 to $200.
EVERY MACHINE WARRANTED.

Address

CHADBOEN & COLWELL M'FG CO.,
Stndfuf Circular. Newbursh, N. Y.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

We offer the above brand of White Lead to the public
with the positive assurance that it is

PERFECTLY PURE.
^~ For sale by dealers generally.

ECKSTEIN, MILLS & CO.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

NOTE.—Consmners will consult their INTEREST by
bearing in mind that a large proportion of the article

sold as PURE WHITE LEAD is adulterated to the
extent of from 50 to 90 per cent ; and much of it does not
contain a particle of Lead.

50c, $1, and $1.50 PER GALLON.

Cottage Color Paints.
Ground in Oil and mixed ready for use. In cans, kegs,

and bbls. Liquid Slate Roof Paint. Cheap, durable, and
fire-proof. Send for carde of Colors and Testimonials.

NEW YORK CITY OIL CO., Sole Agknts,
11G Maiden Lane, New York.

The Novelty Lawn Mower and Trimmer.
THE

SIMPLEST,
CHEAPEST,

LIGHTEST,
AND BEST.

It has the Only Correct Principle—viz.,
the Field Mower Cut.

It is llu Only Lawn Mower that can Cut Long
Grass and do the Trimming.

Does all the Work of a Sickle or Shears.

|H* It is tlie JLiglUcst Machine in Use, Weighing only
Twenty Pounds. A Child can Work it.

The Construction is so Simple that it

can not get out of Order.

PRICE-LIST.
No. 1.—14-inch Cut $15.00.
STo. 2.—10-ineh Cut 10.00.
No. 3.—18-lneh Cut 18.00.
No. 4.—30-lnch Cut 30.OO.

MANUFACTURED BY

GEO. DWIGHT, Jr., & CO.,
Hillman St. Springfield, Mass.

THE PHILADELPHIA LAWN MOWERS. 1874.
9

Sizes.
!

Semi for Descriptive Circular to

Or to
Wholesale Agents,

"Weiglit from 2S lbs. to 315 lbs.

) Price front $15.00 to $110.00.

GRAHAM, EJILEN <Sl PASSMORE,
Patentees and Manufacturers. C01 Market St., Philadelphia.

Ii. H. ALLEX & CO., New York.
WM. E. BAKKKTT & CO., Providence, P.. I.

T. 1IAWLET & CO., Bridgeport, Conn.
JOSEPH BEECK & SONS. Boston, Mass.
J. M. CHILDS & CO., Utica, N. T.
CHAS. E. WALBRIDGK, Buffalo, N.T.
BOOTH, DOUNCE, ROSE & CO., Klmira, N. T.

THE FIRST DIVISION
OF THE

St. Paul & Paciic

RAILROAD COMPANY
OFFER THEIRLANDS
FOR SALE

At moderate prices and on IO years'

credit, if desired, and also TOWN
LOTS in Towns at R.R. Stations.

They will also sell PRAIRIE LANDS
at low prices on 3H years' time with-
out interest, provided the purchaser
will make satisfactory improvements.

GOVERNMENT LANDS
Are still to be had under the HOME-
STEAD and TREE CULTURE laws
near the lines of this Company; 240
acres can thus be secured FREE, ex-

cept the regular Land Office entry
fees.

The State of MINNESOTA pays a
bounty of two dollars ($2) each year
for IO years, for every acre of trees

planted and cultivated, and two dol-

lars ($21 per year for IO years for every

half mile of trees planted and cul-

tivated along an" Highway.
For particulars address

HERMANN TROTT,
Land Commissioner, St. Paul, Minn.
EDWARD D. ATWATER, Secretary.

rVAUTSEMO^O SWEET-POTATO
XH PLANTS. May and June. Best for the northern
climate. Packed to carry lontr, distances. Bv mail, pre-

paid, 60 cts. per 100. By express, $3 per 1,000. Discount on
large orders. Address

S. GRAY Norwalk, Huron Co., Ohio.

JXJLIEN
CHURN.

Sold from the Atlantic
to the Pacific.

The best Churn in thr*
market, and bo war-
ranted.

Send for Butter-Mak-
ers' .Manual.

Wholesale Agents ;

H. B. Gciffixg,
C'ortlaudt St., New York.
"Woodford & Chamber-
lain, Cleveland, O.

L. J. Bush & Co.,
Milwaukee, 'Wis.

Sajiuel Cdpplks & Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.

TV. C. Chambki:latx,
Dubuque, Iowa.

EstablisJied 1S58

TT.ADE MARK PATENTED.

The best and cheapest Faint in the
worhl for Iron, Tin or "Wood. For sale by
the Trade everywhere. PRINCE'S METALLIC!
TAINT CO., Manufacturers, 96 Cedar St., New York.
CAUXIOIV.—Purchasers and consumers are cau-

tioned against imitations of our Metallic Paint.
All genuine PRINCE'S METALLIC PAINT will
bear our namo and trade mark on each and every
peckage. Send for a circular.

Automatic

PUMPS.
"Water driven to any
height and distance by
compressed air. Coun-
try houses BUppllfd
cheaplv and certainly
for bath-rooms, water
closets, hot and cold
water faucets, etc*
Plenty of fresh water

for stock on farms.
AddreBB

Hartford Pump Co.,
41 Trumbull St.,

Hartford, Conn.

Mix's Banner "Windmill
has proved itself the most reliable and perfect Wind Powki:
in use. Each mill warranted. Circulars tree. Agents
Wanted. Hocking Yallkt M'f'g Co., Lancaster, Ohio.
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BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE.

A Practical Book, one that Architects, Builders, and Car-

penters can not afford to be without, entitled

DETAIL, COTTAGE, AND CONSTRUCTIVE

ARCHITECTURE,
Containing 76 PULL PLATES, 20 plates more than
before offered in a similar work r Ten Dollars.

Published under the direction of A. J. BICKNELL.

Showing a great variety of Designs for Cornices*, Brackets,
"Windows and Window Caps, Doors, Piazzas. Porches, Bay
and Dormer Windows. Observatories. Towers, Chimney
Tops, Balconies. Canopies, Scrolls. Gable and Sawed Orna-
ments, Fences, Stairs, Newels. Architraves. Mantels, Plaster
Finish, etc., etc.; inrinding Forty-five Perspectives. Eleva-
tions and Plans of Modern Designs for Cottages with De-
tails, and Eighteen Elevations of Summer Houses, Villas,
Seaside Cottages, and Country Houses, together with Four-
teen Designs for Street and Store Fronts, with Inside Finish
for Stoves and Banks ; also. Framing for Dwellings, Barns,
Exhibition Buildings, Roofs, Bridges, etc., etc., making in
all a Practical Book for Architects, Builders, Carpenters,
and nil who contemplate Building or Remodeling Wood,
St me, or Brick Buildings. One Large Quarto Volume, sent
Free by Mail or Express, on receipt of Price 110.00.

j

s Village Builder,

And SUPPLEMENT.
THE VILLAGE BTILDEK shows Elevations and Plans

for Cottages. Villas, Suburban Residences, Farm Houses,
Stables and Carriage-Houses, Store Fronts, School-Houses,
Churches, Court-Houses, and a Mod 1 Jail. Also, Exterior
and Interior Details for Public and Private Buildings, with
approved Forms for Contracts and Specification . contain-
ng fifty-five Plates, drawn to Scale, giving the Style and
Cost of Biuhlins in different sections of the Country. Re-
vised Edition, with three additional Plates, showing inside
finish for Stores, Banks, and Insurance Offices, and two Ele-
vations and Plans for low-priced Dwellings ; also, a variety
of Details added to several Plates. Quarto Volume. iBsued
Februarv 1, lffK. The SUPPLEMENT contains Twenty
Plates, Bhowlne eighteen Modern and Practical Designs for
Country and Suburban Residences of moderate cost, with
Elevations, Plans, Sections, and a Variety f Details, all

Drawn to Scale. Also, a Full Set of Specifications, with
Approved Form of Contract and Estimates of Cost. The
Two Books in one Volume, price $12.00.
Parties desiring the Supplement only, will be supplied,

post-paid, on iceeipt of $5.00.

ABCHXTECTTJRE.
By CtJMMINGS ft MILLER.

A Practical Book on Architectural tails: containing
over One Thousand Designs and Illustrations, showing the
manner of constructing Cornices, Doorways, Porches, Win-
dows, Verandas, Railings, French Roofs Observatories,
Piazzas, Bay-Windows, Cut-Stone Work, various styles of
Modern Finish, and Street Fronts of Houses, Stores, etc.,

etc. One Large Quarto Volume. Price, post-paid $10.00.

Modern American Architecture.
By CTJMMINGS ft MILLER.

Containing Deigns and Plan- for Villas, Farm-Houses,
Scl I-Honsi -, Coitas i, Citv Residences, Churches, etc.
Also, Trussed iloofn, Interior Store Finish, and many Exte-
rior Details. In One Large Volume, bound in Cloth, "4

Plates price $io.ou.

LojtiYs Practical Stair-Builder.
\ complete Treatise on the Art of Untitling Stairs and

![:ui'!-i; til-. Designed Tor Carpenters, Builders, ami Stair.
Bniltlcrs. ii':i'n;i

i with Thirty Orlelnal Plates. By C.
KDWAItD LOTH. Professional Stair-Builder. One largo
Quarto Volume. Bound In Cloth. Price $10.00.

Address

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
315 Broadway, New York.

WHOLESALE PRICE-LIST.

CRANDALL'S IMPROVED

BUILDINGr - BLOCKS
FOR

CHILDREN.

BEAUTIFUL,
AMUSING-,

INSTRUCTIVE.

CRANDALL'S

Building' - Blocks.
price: per dozen boxes.
No. 1, $12.00 (3 Dozen Boxes in a Case).

No. 3, $ 6.00 (6 Dozen Boxes in a Case).

No. 4, $ 6.00 (fi Dozen Boxes in a Case).

CRANDALLS
Masquerade - Blocks.
Price per Dozen Boxes $6.00 (QDoMen Boxes

in a Case).

CRANDALL'S
Expression - Blocks.
Price per Dozen Boxes, $3.00 (12 Dozen Boxes

in a Case).

Crandall's Acrobats.
Price per Uozeu Boxes, $8.00 (G Dozen Boxes

in a Case).

CRANDALL'S
Alphabet-Blocks,
Red White and Bine.

Price per Dozen Boxes, $6.00 (6 Dozen Boxes

in a Case).

Orders from the trade will be supplied on liberal

terms.

MANUFALTUHCD BY

C. M. CR&ND.IM. St CO.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
.Sole Aireiit J ,

:M5 L'uoadway, Saw York.

" UP FOE BEPAIBS,"
A Beautiful, New Picture for Every Subscri-

ber to the

American Agriculturist
FOR 1874.

An exquisite Oil Painting by the celebrated
American Painter, Mr. B. F. Reinhart, executed
expressly for the American Agriculturist and entitled

"UP FOR REPAIRS,"
has been most successfully reproduced in Chromo
by the well-known firm of Bencke ifc Scott. It is a
picture of a scene in childhood, which many will
recognize as what they have themselves witnessed
or been actors in, and can not fail to please both
old and young.
The Publishers will give this beautiful Chromo

To Every Subscriber
to this paper for the year 1874 received after this
date, as detailed below. It is ready for im-
mediate delivery at S-45 Broadway,
Free of Charge.

If to go by mail, 10 cents must be sent to
cover cost of packing and postage. For 25
cents it will be Mounted, V:iini-li.
ed, Packed, and sent Post-paid.

HF. B.—The Chromo will be delivered:
At tbe Office, Unmounted, Free.
" " " Mounted, 15 cents extra.

Sent by Mail, a 'nmuunteil, 10 cents extra.
" " " Mounted, 35 cents extra.

We advise all to have them mounted before leaving
the office, as in the large quantities we put up we
are able to mount them for a quarter of the cost of
doing it singly, and better lhan it cau usually be
done elsewhere.

The picture is designed for every sul>scrib>
et- upou the terms Btnted above, which please read
carefully; and on these terms all are :ilike entitled

to it, whether their names come singly at $1.50
each, or in Clubs nf Four for S5, or Clubs of Ten at
$1.30 each, or in Clubs of Twenty or more at $1
each. Subscribers in Premium Clubs will also
thus be entitled to it.

[g^- 3f. B.—A few of the beautiful pictures
entitled " Mischief Brewing," which have been
given to so large a number of subscribers, are still

m stock, and, while any remain, subscribers to the
American Agriculturist can have their choice be-
tween this and the new Chromo " Up fob Re-
pairs "

; but the choice must be named at time of
subscribing. ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,

345 Broadway, New York.

BEAUTIFYING

COUNTRY HOMES,
AN ELEGANT QUARTO VOLUME.

By J. WEIDENfllANlV.

PRICE, POST-PAID, $15.00.

This magnificent work is illustrated not only with numer-
ous fine wood-engravings, but also with seventeen full-page

and seven double-page colored lithographs of places already

improved. It embodies the results of a long practice in

landscape architecture and rural adornment, and while Its

teachings are in accordance with the received rules of art,

they are thoroughly practical in their character. It is one
ot the most elegant, and ought to prove one of the most
useful works ever issued in the country. The work, both In

its letter-press and colored lithograph?, is beautifully printed,

and it is elegantly bound in beveled boards.

Knssey's National Cottage

Architecture.

Now and Original Designs, Working
Scale Drawings, and Details for all

Styles of low-priced Houses, with
SpccifiCQtioi.s and Cost. Just pub-

J lished. Royal quarto. Post-paid, $6.

OTAOT.W AUTVfl \ 1.000 Working Drawings.

winBTAWAT (Wm»j Details, Speciflcn-
JNiUxUlN lib f tioiis, and Estimates. Twelve
ARCHITECT. ) Dollaus. post-paid.

MONCKTON'S NATIONAL* six dollars

STAIIIBUIDER. f
post-paid.

MONCKTON'S NATIONAL ) six Dollar.

CAa±»ENTER and JOINER. \
post-paid.;

Either of the above books sent post-paid on receipt ot

price by

Orange Jndd Company, 245 Broadway, N.T.
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Beckwith

Sewing Machines
$12 and $20.

We have offered as a Premium, and also for sale, for

more than a year past, the Beckivitli Sewing
KSacIifne, which has been fully described in previous

numbers of this paper. We have already given and sold

more than one thousand of these machines, and testi-

monials of satisfaction have come from every quarter.

We still offer the Beckivitli Sewing Ma-
chine, Improved, price $12. A new and very

simple braiding-foot has been made, by which a child can

sew on braid without the least trouble, following any de-

sired pattern with ease ; also a new arm, spiral spring

and lever for raising the presser-foot, all of which are

now set in a position that leaves the needle free to he
threaded. The joint is much enlarged, and the machine
is otherwise greatly strengthened and improved. The
use of the braider-foot alone will be valued more than
the cost of the machine.
Each of these machines is pnt in a neat, compact

box, with hemmer and guide, oil-can with oil, thread,

different-sized needles, etc., with full Printed Directions

for using. On receipt of $12 we will send one of these

machines to any address, esprcssage to be paid by the

purchaser.

Xlic Machine as a Premium.
We will give one of tHese $1"-J machines io

any one who will collect and forward eight
subscribers for Hearth and Home one year at
S3 each; or sixteen subscribers to American
Agriculturist for one year, at Si.50 each, ex-
pressage on the machine to be paid by the re-
cipient of it.

THE BECKWITH PORTABLE
FAMILY SEWING- MACHINE.

PRICE $30.

Enlarged and Improved. Its Weight ia 7 Pounds,

Wliile we conUn
chine as heretofore

to the offer of the Improved $12 Ma-
we now oiler the new

PORTABLE FAMILY WIACHiME,
price $30,which comprises all the excellencies of the former,
with many valuable improvements. Its size and "power are
increased, and its capacity thus very much enlarged, without
impairing its portability. There have been added cam and
eccentric movement, a balance-wheel, and also an oscillat-
ing needle-clamp, by which Lhc length of stitch can with tlw
greatest ease be changed to the finest shade of variation
without touching the needle.

To any onesending us $3n, we will send one of the Machine!
(packed i:i a neat, portable case, with handle. to carry it

easily), expressage to be paid by purchaser,

T5se ^Iac5iiii« si» n Premium.
We will ~5vc one of these 830 Machines to

siny one who will collect anil forward to us
fifteen Subscribers to Hearth ami Home for
one year at S3 each, or Thirty Subscribers toAmerican Agriculturist for one year at 81.50
each, or One Hundred at Si each, cxprcssngc
on the Machine to be paid by the recipient
of it.

Z3~ Almost any lady can readily secure the small
i.".:nbcr of subscribers required to get either the £12 or
the $20 Machine as described above ; or some friend can
tlius obtain it for her as a present.

• 03ANGB JTJDD COMPANY,
245 Bko.idwav, New Ycu.t.

DO GOOD
ADD

MAKE

MONEY.
The Publishers of American Ag-

riculturist and Hearth akd Home

take pleasure in presenting in the

adjoining Table, their new general

Premium List for 1874. The Pre-

miums which they have offered in

past years have engaged the atten-

tion of a very large number of

persons of all ages and both sexes.

Many thousands have secured Pre-

miums, and very many of these,

who at first had small hopes of

success, have been themselves as-

tonished at the case with which

they have raised large clubs and

secured valuable Premiums.

Here is pleasant and profitable

work for all. Any one who wishes

to do good and make
money, can do both by going

to work as here invited by the pub-

lishers of these two most valuable

journals, American Agriculturist

and Heaktu and Home. You
need only to show specimens of

the papers, promise the beautiful

Chromos, which are now ready for

delivery, according to the publish-

ers' offer, and forward your sub-

scriptions. TKY IT.

Explanatory rVoles.

^ • .85©

Read and carefully

Note the following Items:
(a) All subscribers sent by one person
count, though from one or a dozen
different Post-offices. But (i) Tell

us with each name or list of names
sent, that it is for a premium
(c) Send the names ci fast as obtained,

that the subscribers may begin to re-

ceive the paper at once. You can have
any time, from now until July 1st, to
fill up your list (d) Send the exact
money with each list of names, so that
there may be no confusion of money
accounts (e) Old and new sub-
scribers all count in premium clubs
but a portion, at least, shonld be new
names; it is partly to get these that
we offer premiums to canvassers

(/) Specimen Numbers, etc., will
be supplied free as needed by
canvassers, but they shonld be used
carefully and economically, and where
they will tell (y) Eemit money in
Checks on New York Danks or Bank-
ers, payable to order of Orange -Tndd
Company, or send Post-office Money
Orders. If neither of these is obtain-
able, Register Money Letters, affixing
stamps both for the postage and te-
gistry; put in the money and seal the
letter ia the presence of the Post-
•naster, and tnke his receipt for it.

Money sent IE .my of the above ways
is at oar ris^; otherwise it is not.

[In the following table is given the price of each article, and the number ot
subscribers required to get it free, at the regular rates, $1.50 a year for American
Agriculturist, and $3.00 a year for Reartk ami Home ; also at theclub rates of $l and
$"J.f)0; also at the rates of $4 a year for both papers together.} J^~ Descrip-
tion of Premiums sent free to applicants.

N. B.—In all Premium Clube for either paper, TWO copies of American

Agriculturist (English or German) at $1.50 each, and ONE copy of Hearth and

Home at $3.00, will count exactly the same. So also two copies of American

Agriculturist at $1 each, and one copy of Hearth and Home at $-2.50. will

count exactly the same. In this way Premium Clubs can be muds up from the

Id and Ath columns, or from the 3d and 5th, or wholly from the 6fh column.

(1) Ci) (3) CD (5)

Table of Premiums and Terras

For American Agriculturist,

and for Hearth and Home,
for the Year 1874.

Opeti to all—Xo Competition.

No. Names of Premium Articles.
1

—

Moore's Floral Set (Moore Man[fg Co) $i oo

I

2— Gold Pen ,Sil. Case ( George F. Hawkes.) $s 25
' 3— Gold Pen and Silver Case (do. do.). $5 00
I

4— Gold Pen, Handle gold-tipped (do. do.). $6 005—Ladies' Gold Pen and Rubber Case (do.) $6 00
]

6—Paragon Pat. Revolving Pencil (do.). $1 507—Paragon Pat. Revolving Pencil (do.). $3 008—Payson's Indelible Ink 759— Cake Basket {Lucius Bart Man'fij Oo.j$12 00
1 10—Revolving Butter Cooler (do. do.). $8 00
I

11— Card Receiver (do. Co.) $7 00
12— One Dozen Teaspoons (do. do.) $6 00

I 13— One Dozen Tablespoons (do. do.).$12 00
14— One Dozen 'Table Forks (do. c.'o.).$12 00
15—CMUI'a Cup (do. <.'o.).$2 75

1 1&— Child's Knife, Fork & Spoov(dc. do.). $5 00
I
17— Child's Carriage (C. W. I'. Eare).%20 00
18— Child'! Self-operating Suing (do. do.). $4 00
19—Doll's Cottage Chamber Set (do. Co.). $5 00
BO—Crandatt's Building Blocks $200
21

—

CrandalVs Masquerade Blocks $100
22—Knives and Forks (Woods Cutlery Co.)$12 00
•23—Knives and Forks (Patterson Bros.).. £15 00
24—Knives and Forks (do. do.) ...$20 00
25—Carver and Fork (do. do.) ...$5 50
26—French. Cook's Knife, Fork, and Steel.. $4 25
27—Pocket Knife (Meriden Cutlery Co.)... $1 50
•its-Pocket Knife (do. do.) ..$2 00
Hit-Pocket Knife (do. do.) .. $2 75
30—Ladies' Pocket Knife (do. do.) . . $2 00
31—Multnni in Parro Knife (do. do.) ..$3 50
3'i— Garden Seeded Flower Bulbs(selection) $2 00
33—Extra Early rernwiitPotato(2-lbparcel)$l 00
34—Sewing Machine (Grover <i Baker) $£0 00
35—Sewing Machine (Florence) $65 00
36—Sewing Machine (Willcox ds C<lbs) $56 00
HI—Sewing Machine (Secor) $62 00
StS—Beckwtth $12 rcwino Machine $12 oo
pM-HeokecdK Portable Ft mlly Seu'g XachMO (0
40— Washing Machine (I'oty's) $11 to

<l\ — Clothes'Wringer (Best— Universal) $8 00
42—Melodeon.i-octave (G. A. Prince & Co.'sKCi 00
i3—Melodson, S-octave (do. do.) $112 to
44—Ptano,St>lendid l-oct. (Stein irayd-Sons) $650 (0
45—Silver Watch (American Watch Co.).. .$40 00
46—LaVes' Tine Gold Watch (do. etc.) ..$100 00
47—Breech-loa ling rocket Rifle $16 to
18-Double-bb>. Gun (Cooper

,
'Harris dH.).tS0 00

4-9-Remington's Breech-loading Bale $86 CO
liO—Bemiiiatnu'i Single-barrel Shot-gun $8 00
51— Charles Pratt's Astral Oil (lean. SGal.) $3 CO
fyi-nand Cultivator it Weeder (Comstock) $9 CO
^3-Fumily Scales (Fairbanks A Co.) $14 CO
» I— War repier's Creai Hlustr'ed DictionaryrlO CO

American
Agricul-

turist
only.

2 11 Number
~

I

of Sub-
~ 1

scribers
£ reguired

I.
at or at

S ,$1.50|$t.

55—Any rack Volume Agricuuur
56—Aw/ Two Back Volumes do.
57—Any Three do. do. do,
S8—An 1 n~our do. do. do.
59—An; Five do, do. do.
60—An/ Six do. do. do.
61—Any Seven do. do. do.
62—Any Eight do. do. do.

—(Each add'l Vol. at same rate.)
63—Seventeen Vols. XVI to XXXII.
til—Allj Back Vol. Aoriculturist
65—Any 7wo Back Volumes do.
66—Any Three do.
67—Any Four do.
68—An:/ Five do.
69—Any Six do.
70—An 1 Seven do.
71—Any Eight do.
7'2—Auy Nine do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-(Each add'l Volume at some rate)
73-Seventeen Vols. XVI to XXXII.
7 I—farmer's Boy's Library
73—Farmer's Boy's Library
76—Farmer's Boy's Library
77—Farmer's Bon's Library
78—Farmer's Boy's Library
79—Any Back Vol. Hearth cf- Home (Bound). $4 00
SO—Ani/ Tico Rack Vols. do. do. $3 00

( Each additional Volume at same rate.)

fl 73
.0 $3 50
°i $5 25

„-8 W 00
,1-g $8 75,

< S a?10 50
= $13 25

5 $14 00
b

$29 75
j $2 50
3 $5 00
S $7 50
2,

$io 00
S $12 50
s; $15 00
^ $17 50
g $20 00
S $22 50

01
$42 50

.... $5 00

.... $8 25

....$11 25
$15 75
$-jl ik:

S I.

8
13
15
If,

4
8
3

r?

16
15
IS

19

7
12
EO
9
12

5
S
19

23
80
14
10
4
6

7
6

81
82
s.'t

SI
85-
v<;
87-
88-
89-
90-
91
<li
93-

A SIO Library (Your Choice.)
-1 815 Library do.
-1 S'20 Library do.
-I $525 Library do.
A S.10 Library do.
-1 S35 Library do.' $10 Library do.
A 845 Library do.
A 850 Library do.

A S60 Library do
A 9.75 Library do.
.1 SlOO Library do.

,$10 00
ciSS$15 CO
~£$20 001

~ £-$25 00
5 [a $30 CO

S s.$35 00

I =$40 00
~$45 00

65
75
KB
40
84

"22
27

22
SO
33

262
385
346
270
52
1MI

70
52

2!'5

400
1630
165
JaM

SO
160
168!

53
27

64

70
53!

20
29
S?
47
54

!

61'

=--

A Choice of Good Books,

,^$50 00
:»,*6o 00

,
;~**75 111

J
N

100 CO
(See Description.)

Hearth
a lid

Home
only.
Number
of Sub-
scribers
reguired
at or at

$3.C0 $2.50

CO)

BtXli
Papers
together.

Number
of Sub-
scribers
required

at
$4.00

58 160 29
12 IK

1

6
Hi 52 8
20 65! 10
25 85 13
30 11 w 15
9 32

1

5
16 50

1

8

18 B8j 9
21 Rs! 13
81 106 16
.
J
'i 125 19

44 144 22
50 162 25

56 177 28
62 192 81
68 207 34
80 237 40

100 282 50
125 360 63

|

39

43
53
63
72

81

89
96
10!

119

141

130

.... 6

.... 8

.... 9

.... 9

.... 3

.... 6

.... 2

...11

..%
.... 9
...11

::?\
.... 8
...17

::::!

:::.%
...11
...13
...17
.... 8

::::f
.... 6
... 4

.... 6

.... 4
::::3|
... -15
... 34
...42
.... 9
... 17
....13
... 9
... 43
... 76
.344
... 33
....61
...14

::::§!
... 9
.... 6
...10
...13
...10
.... 2
.... 4

.10

..11

.13

.14
"24"

. 3

. 6

. 9
10
.12
14
16

\l
32

.... 7

.... fl

....11
...15
...17
.... 6
.... 9

""io""'
....14
...IS
...21
....25
....28
....31
...34
.. .38
...44
.55
....70

W?~Every Premium article is new and of the very best manufacture. No
charge is male for packing or boxing any article in our Premium List. Vie

Premiums, !Vos. 2 to S, 27 to 33, SS to 7S, and 81 to 93,
inclusive, will each be delivered FREE of all charge*, by mail or express

(at. Vie Post-cifflca or express office nearest the recipient) to any place in the United

states or Territories.—The other articles cost the recipient, onf, the freight after

leaving lhc manufactory of each, by any conveyance desired. jBescri'iti.i.:: of
Freiiii-.ims scut free iaapniicanls,
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GREAT DEDUCTION.
TEAS and COFFEES

At Wholesale Prices.
Increased Facilities to Club Organizers.

Send for New Price-List.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
(P.O. 1*0X5643.) 31 and 33 Vesey St., New York.

WOOD, TABEE & MOESE,
Maton, 3I«dison Co., N. Y.

NUFACTURERS OF

Steam-Engines,
Portable, Stationary, and

Agricultural.
Hundreds In use in Shops, Print-
ing Rooms, Mills, Minus, and on
Farms and Plantations for Grain
Threshing, Food Cooking for
Stock,Cotton Ginning, Sawing, etc.
Circulars sunt on application.

HO! FOR IOWA
Ho5iE9, at $."> ami $G per acre, on long time. Over 1,500,000

acres Railroad Lands, free from mortgage, for sale by tlie

Iowa Railroad Laud Co., all on the C. & N.W. & 111. Central
Railway lines, in the middle region of Western Iowa, the
richest farming belt in tlic West. Pure water abundant. No
fever and ague. Send for a land guide. It costs nothing,
and gives every needful information. Address

JOHN B. CALHOUN,
Laud Commissioner,

90 Randolph Street, Chicago, or Cedar Rapids, Iow>

The Fleetwood Scroll Saw.
For all description of light Scroll or Fret Sawing in Wood,

Lone, Shell, or Metal. Just the thing for making Parlor
Ornaments, Brackets, Picture Frames, Monograms, etc.

The Best Machine for the Price Ever Made.
Price $10 and $15.

Hundreds of extravagant testimonials. See full descrip-
tion In Am. Agriculturist, November, 1873, pages 409 and 132,

Send for illustrated circular and list of designs.

TRUMP BROS.? Wilmington, Del.

LOVEJOY'S METALLIC

WEA'JTIIEK HOUSES
Indicate the chaDges in the -weather, and
are pretty mantel ornaments. The little
lady appears in lair and the man in
stormy weather, and they never make
mistakes. Sent prepaid to any address,
safely packed, upon receipt of S'2 (Two),
by ALVAN L. LOVEJOY,

Proprietor and Manufacturer,
239 Washington St. Boston.

price to dealers.

. T. ALLEN & CO.
Have manufactured a large stock of

RICH AND WIEDBUN! PRECED

FURNITURE
for the spring trade, winch is now on exhibition and for

6&le, at wholesale and retail, at their extensive

WAREKOOMS,
185 A IS7 CANAL ST., NEW YORK.

Improved Foot Lathes.

Small Engine Lathes, Small Gear Cut-
lers. Hand Planers for Metal, Ball Tuni-
ng Machines, Slide Rests, Foot Scroll
laws. The very best. Selling every-

Swhere. Catalogues free.

N. II. BALDWIN, Laconia, N. H.
Just the articles for Artisans or Amateurs.

"1-iMRST Premiums awarded by Amcr. lust., 1870.

* MICROSCOPES.
Illustrated Price-List Bent free on application.

MAGIC LANTERNS.
Catalogue, priced and illustrated, sent free.

T, H. McALtlSTER, Optician, 40 Nassau-st., N. Y.

PUIOSr.lEVI". VOITR STOVESfnim
Itust l>v polishing them with GEM STOVE

POLISH before patting them away for the summer.

THE

HOOSIER
SCHOOL-MASTER.

By EDWARD EGGLESTON.
Finely Illustrated, with 12 Full-Page
Engravings, and Numerous Other

Cuts.
* NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

It is full of quaint humor, a tender pathos, and vivid de-
scriptions.—New York Standard.
The "events " are stirring and dramatic, and the style is

Quiet, impersonal, and almost epigrammatic in its ability to
lay bare an entire situation or character iu a sentence or
phrase.—Brooklyn Daily Eagle.

It is at once quaint and truthful, and illustrated as it is by
masterly cuts, it should lie one of the most popular
books.— Christian Standard (Cincinnati).

For realistic conception and life-like delineation of char-
acter, it is not excelled by any American story —Methodist.

Some passages in it, for life-like delineation and the sim-
ple, artless beauty which constitute the highest perfection
of Btory-writing, are equal to some of the very best passages
in Dickens.—Religious Telescope.

PRICE, POST-PAID $1.25.

The End of the World,
A LOVE STORY.

By EDWARD EGGLESTON,
Author of "The Hoosief School-Master."

WITH

Thirty-two Fine Illustrations.
NOTICES BY ..THE PRESS.

The personages who figure in this story are, with one
exception, country people—such men and women as
Wordsworth loved to study. It is not every man, what-
ever may be his talents, that can safely (Miter this sphere
of literary labor. To be successful in it, he must possess
exceptional Qualities; but for those who know how to

find it, here there is gold of the purest, richest kind. In
such a work, however, there is no convenient place
where mediocrity can rest; there is nothing but absolute
failure or absolute success. And Mr. Eggleston has suc-

ceeded. His power lies in the delineation of character.

The plot is ingenious and natural, the incidents are man-
aged with great skill, and there are many descriptive

passages of singular force and beauty. Bui the strongest

impression left on the reader's mind as he closes the
volume is that he has been in the company of very inter-

esting men and women, and has made a number of new
and valuable acquaintances.— 7%« Albion, New York.

Price, Post-paid, $1.50.

The Mystery
OF

Metropolisville,
By EDWARD EGGLESTON,

"

Author of "The Hoosicr School-Master," " The End

(f the World," etc.

FINELY ILLUSTRATED.
CONTENTS.

Preface.—"Words Beforehand. Chapter 1. The Autocrat of

the Stntre-Ooach.—2. The Sod Tavern. -3. Land and Love.—
4 Albert and Katy.—5. Corner-Lots.—6. Little Katv's Lover.
—7 CatcliinK and Guttine Caught.—S. Isabel M.arlay —
9 Lovers and Lovers.—10. I'lausaby, Esq., takes a Fatherly

Interest.—H. About Several Things—12. An Adventure.—
13 A Shelter—14. The Inhabitant.—15. An Episode— 16. The
Return —17. Sawney and his Old Love.—18. A Collision.—

19 Standing Guard in Vain—20. Sawney and Westcott —
21. Bowing.-22. Sailing.-23. Sinkint'.-Sl. L>ragging.-25.

Aitenvards.-26. The Mystery .-27. -Hie Arrest.-28. The
Tempter.—89. The Trial.—80. The Penitentiary,-ol. Mr.
Lniton.—32. A Com'essiou.-S3. Heath.-31. Mr LuiI.jiis

( 'i.uriRhip.— 35. Unbarred.— 30. Isabel.— oi. lhe Last-
Words Afterwards.

ILLUSTRATIONS.—Bt FRANK BEARD.
His Unselfish Love found a Melancholy Recompense.—

The Superior Being.— Mr. Minorkey and the Fat Gentle-

man.—Phmsabv soils Lots.-" By George ! He ! he ! he!' -
Mrs Plausahv".—The Inhabitant.—A Pmch ol Snufi.— Mrs.

Ferret.— One' Savage Blow lull in the Face—"What pn
Alrth'a the Matter?"—Tne Editor of "The Windmill. —
" Git up aud Follcr! "

Price Postpaid - - - - - $ I 50
Either of the above books sent postpaid on receipt of

price, by the

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Bboauwat, New Yokk.

A Man of Honor.
By GEORGE CARY EGGLESTON.

Finely Illustrated.

The publishers take pleasure in commending this as

one of the most charming stories that has been presented

to the American people. Mr. Eggleston has given to it,

with rare fidelity, the local coloring of the part of the

country where its sceneB are laid. It is a realistic story

of life in the Old Dominion. Its people are ladies and
gentlemen. Robert Page brook, the '"Man of Honor," is

every inch a man, and his sayings and doings at once at-

tract and hold the reader's attentive interest. It is a

love-story, too, and has the merit, which is not as com-
mon as it might be nowadays, of ending to the leader's

entire satisfaction.

NOTICES BT THE PRESS.

A capital picture of Life In Old Virginia before the war is

to be found in Mr. George Gary Eggleston's "A Man of
Honor." Virginian hospitality, Virginian cousinship, Vir-
ginian housekeeping, are portrayed in accurate and attract-

ive colors. It is a life which the author has himself known
and loved, and he writes of it with a warmth that comes
from the heart.—X Y. Evening Post.

Really readable iu the most refreshing sense of the term—
a story of the most amusing aud attractive interest.—£(.
Louis Times.

It is written in an off-hand manner, and is bright and
amusing.— Worcester, 31ass., .spy.

With Virginian life as a specialty, Mr. Eggleston has drawn
a simple, straightforward, truthful, and withal, artistic pic-
ture of Southern society. It is sketchy, perhaps too much
so, but the sketches are all vigorous and show the hand of a
practiced artist. In forming the characters of his book it is

evident that Mr. Eggleston has drawn oftener on his memory
than on his imagination; that he ha.; lived among the people
whom he describes, has heard them talk, and seen them
under all the moods of ordinary life.—-.Boston Daily Adver-
tiser.

CONTENTS.

Chapter 1. Mr. Pagebrook gets up and calls an Ancient
Lawgiver.— 2. Mr. Pagebrook is Invited to Break-
fast.—3. Mr. Pagebrook Eats his Breakfast.

—

i. Mr.
Pagebrook Learns Something about the Customs of

the Country.—5. Mr. Pagebrook Makes some Acquain-
tances.- 6. Mr. Pagebrook Makes a Good Impression.
—7. Mr. Pagebrook Learns Several Things—8. Miss
Sudie Makes an Apt Quotation.—9. Mr. Pagebrook Meets
an Acquaintance.— 10. Chiefly Concerning "Foggy."—
11. Mr. Pagebrook Rides.—12. Mr. Pagebrook Bines
with his Cousin Sarah Ann.—13. Concerning the Rivu-

lets of Blue Blood.—14. Mr. Pagebrook Manages to

be in at the Death.—15. Some very Unreasonable
Conduct.— 10. What Occurred Next Morning.— 17. In
which Mr. Pagebrook Bids his Friends Good-by.—18.

Mr. Pagebrook Goes to Work.— 19. A Short Chapter,

not very Interesting, perhaps, but of some Importance
in the Story, as the Reader will probably Discover after

awhile.—"20. Cousin Sarah Ann Takes Robert's Part.

—21. Miss Barksdale Expresses somo Opinions.—23.
Mr. Sharp Does his Duty.—23. Mr. Pagebrook Takes
a Lesson in the Law.—24. Mr. Pagebrook Cuts Himself

Loose from the Past and Plans a Future.—25. In which
Miss Sudie Acts very Unreasonably.— 2t>. In which Mies

Sudie adopts the Socratic Method.—27. Mr. Pagebrook

Accepts an Invitation to Lunch and Another Invitation.

2S. Major Pagebrook Asserts Himself.—29. Mr. Barksdale

the Younger goes upon a Journey.—30. The Younger

Mr. Barksdale Asks to be Put upon his Oath.—31. Mr.

William Barksdale Explains.—33. Which is also the

Last.

ILLUSTRATIONS.—By M. Woolf.

"Now I've Got You " (Frontispiece).—Mr. Robert

Pagebrook was li Blue."—" I Fall at Once into a Chronic

State of Washing up Things."-" Foggy."—Cousin

Sarah Ann.—The Rivulets of Blue Blood.—Miss Sudie

Declares Herself ' so Glad.'
1—" Let Him Serve it at Once,

Then."—" Very Well, Then."—"I'm as Proud and as

Glad as a Boy with Red Morocco Tops to his Boots."

PRICE, POST-PAID $1.25

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New Yoke.

WANTED.—Tue United statcs Lifc Insurance Company is now reorganizing its Agency

Department, and is prepared to negotiate with gentlemen of business ability to act as

Agents. Previous connection Mith the business is not considered necessary.

Apply at the Home Office, 261 Broadway, New York. JOHN E. DEWITT, President.
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One need not go to the Holy Land to find

"two women" "grinding at a mill," as the an-

cient mill is still to be found among the Irish

peasants. The mill consists of two stones about
22 inches in diameter, the lower being about an
kich smaller than the upper. The upper face of

the lower stone is convex, and has in its center a

I T I V E MILL
strong pivot. The upper stone, which is con-

cave on the lower side, to match the face of the

lower stone, has a three-inch circular hole in

its center; across this hole is fixed a strong

piece of wood, which has upon its under side

a hole extending part way through to serve as

a socket for the pin in the lower stone. By

N D.

means of this cross-piece and the pin the two

stones are kept together, and by placing bits of

leather in the socket or hole in the cross-piece

the two may be separated more or less as the

meal is required to be coarser or finer. A handle

is fixed on the upper stone. As in olden

times, this mill requires two women to work it.
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Contents for June, 1874.

A Primitive Mill ,
Illustrated.

.
201

Boc Notes—Advice to Beginners 810

Boys and Girls' Columns—Street Toy, The Magic

Tape—He has a Strong Passion—Beautiful Charity

—Games for Picnics—Old Fireplaces—Neat Puzzlj

—Aunt Sue's Puzzle-Box—Origin of an English

Word—Goats—Au Apology—Sunrise 4 Illustra-

tions 227, 22S

Butter, Fraudulent 217

Cora-Ears, Unloading 3 Illustrations . .210

Corn-Marker ,
Illustrated. .210

Ducks, Raising 218

Ducks, Some Wild 4 Illustrations. 213

Evergreens from Seed 223

Farm-IIou-e, a Convenient 3 Illustrations. ,217

Farm Work for June 202

Feed, Consumption of 217

Fence, a Portable Illustrated.. 911

Flower Garden and Lawn in June 204

Fruit Garden in June 203

Fruit Prospects, Western 209

Greenhouse and Window Plants in June 204

Guano and Woolen Waste 218

Harrow, a New Illustrated. .217

Hens, How to Manage Sittiug 219

Hook for Sideboards Illustrated .218

Household Department for June—Farm Bath-Houscs

—Home Topics—Wet Boots—Wants to Suit George
—Washing Milk Dishes—Tea-Cakes—Baked Apple-

Dumplings 4 Illustrations. .825, 226

Kitchen Garden in June 203

Mackerel and How they are Caught Illustrated . .220
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Every spring furnishes renewed evidence of the

advantage of underdraining, and also, on many
soils, of fall plowing. On our own farm we were

able to sow oats and peas April 21st on sod plowed
this spring. Barley we sowed April 35th. This is

late sowing, but it is the best we could do, and if

the laud had not been underdrained it could not

have been plowed and sowed for a week or ten

days later. This often makes the difference between

a good and a poor crop. We have had an unusually

cold and backward spring. Winter wheat was

much injured by freezing weather and cold winds

in March and April. On wet land it has been badly

winter-killed—or, more correctly, spring-killed.

On many farms in our own vicinity not a fiutow was

plowed until the first of May. Farmers who can

raise
rgood crops this year will probably have no

reason to regret the time and money they have

spent in draiuing, cleaning, and enriching their

farms or in improving their stock.

We hope and believe that we shall see no more
25-cent corn for some years. We shall hear little

about "oyer production." The railroad magnates

will learn that farmers will not long continue to

raise crops and sell them at a loss. And farmers

will learn that it is better to sell their hay aud

grain in the form of beef, pork, mutton, cheese,

butter, and wool than to transport it long distances

to market in the raw state. Clean land, larger

crops per acre, better breeds of stock, and more
liberal feeding are the fundamental planks in the

American Agriculturist's platform. Here we haye

stood for years and here we now stand. We wish

every farmer in the United States to join our party.

Hints a1»ont Work.
The Season is Late, and much land intended for

spring grains has not been sown.

Corn may still be Planted.—The small, early,

northern varieties are the best for late planting.

Put in all the Crops you can take good care of.

They are likely to be wanted.

Corn Planted by Hand may be soaked in warm,
soft water for twenty-four to thirty-six hours. If

the land is moist, mellow, aud warm, it will soon
germinate aud grow rapidly.

Pour the Soaked Corn aud water on to a sieve, and
after the water has drained off spread it out to dry
for an hour or two, and then dust it over with plas-

ter and stir it with the hand until every kernel is

coated with plaster. This will not only make it

easier to separate in dropping, but it will help the
growth of the young plants. We have dropped
soaked corn with a drill, but it is, of course, neces-

sary to calculate for the increased size of the corn,

aud also to sec that there is no clogging or crushing

of the grain.

Corn for Fodder may be sowu any time this

month. You must have rich, dry, clean, and mel-

low laud. If it can be avoided, never sow broad-

cast. Drill or drop in rows 2}.< to 3 feet apart, so

that you can use a horse hoe to clean and mellow
the land. Use plenty of seed, say from six to eight

kernels to each foot iu the row.

Beans are usually drilled or dropped in rows 2>£

feet apart. If dropped in hills a foot apart in the

rows, put from four to six beans in each hill. This

plan facilitates hoeing and pulling. If drilled in a

continuous row use a little more seed, say eight or

ten beans in a foot. Go over the field after the

drill and see that all the beans are covered.

The Depth of Planting depends very much on the

kind of soil and on its condition. On light soil

seed may be put in deeper than on heavy soil. At
this season it is necessary to plant deep enough to

reach the moist earth, say from one to three inches

deep.

Harrowing is rarely done as thoroughly as it

should be. It is very important to make a fine,

mellow seed-bed.

Polling is also too much neglected. Roll and

then harrow and then roll again until you have

four or five inches of line surface soil. Such a soil

will attract and retain moisture.

Swedes Turnips or Ruta-bagas should be sown
about the middle of the month or before. The soil

should be made as fine and mellow as possible.

Drill in rows 2}.< feet apart, using two to three

pouuds of seed per acre. The object of such thick

seeding is to give some of the plants a chance to

get ahead of the so-called turnip-fly or beetle. If

possible, drill in with the seed two or three hun-

dred pounds of superphosphate per acre, mixed

with three or four times its bulk of sifted coal

ashes. Thin out the plants when in the rough leaf

to a foot apart in the rows. Do not neglect to roll

the land immediately after sowing.

Mangel- Wurzel or Beets should now be ready to

hoe. Thin out to fifteen inches apart. If it is

necessary to transplant, he careful to dig up the

plants with the hoe, and not pull them up out of

the hard earth aud thus strip off the soil and fine

roots. In hoeiug, do not cut too deep. In hoeing

turnips, it will not hurt the plants to take away
nearly all the soil from their roots ; but this is not

the case with mangels. The. less the soil around

the roots of the young plants is disturbed the

better. Cultivate every week or ten days. Tou
should have a narrow tooth horse hoe, so as not to

throw the earth ou to the young plants.

Fight the ITWs.—Eight them as you would fight

a fire. Do not let them get beyond your control.

Kill them while in the seed-leaf. On loose, mellow

soil, a fine harrow, if used just as the weeds are

breaking through the soil, will kill them by the

million ; but if delayed a few days in warm, grow-

ing weather it will have comparatively little effect.

Start the Cultivator the moment you can 6ee the

rows of corn, or potatoes, or mangels. The out-

side teeth of the cultivator should be bright, sharp,

and as thin as possible consistent with the neces-

sary strength, and they should be set so as to

throw the earth towards the center of the row.

With a good cultivator the soil may be stirred

within an inch of the plants, and leave little neces-

sity for hand hoeing.

Summer Falhnm must not be neglected. In break-

ing up sod laud use three horses abreast, and

turn over a good furrow. Then roll, and afterwards
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harrow thoroughly lengthwise of the furrows. In

a week or so put on a two or three horse cultivator,

and iu a few days follow with a harrow and then

cultivate again as soon as any weeds appear.

Whether it is best to plow only once, or two or

three times, is a disputed point. Whichever plan

you adopt, let the work be done thoroughly. That

plan is best, other things being equal, which causes

the most weed seeds to germinate and then kills

the plants.

Bainy Days can be turned to good account in

getting ready for haying, in cleaning and white-

washing cellars, iu repairing broken tools and im-

plements, and puttiug everything iu order.

Hang Things up.—Do net throw plow-points,

cultivator-teeth, wheels, coulters, harrow-teeth,

chains aud pieces of chain, rings, clevis, extra

whipplctrees, neck-yokes, etc., into some dark and

dusty corner, but put some wire round them and

hang them up where they can be seen.

Grind Eves, aud keep them constantly bright

and sharp. Spades also, and if you have a power

grindstone it will pay well to grind coulters, culti-

vator-teeth, and plow-poiuts.

Clover should be cut for hay as soon as the earli-

est blossoms begin to get brown. There can be no

doubt that early cut hay is more nutritious, or at

any rate more readily digested, than when the grass

or clover is allowed to get ripe.

Timothy and other grass, if intended for con-

sumption on the farm, should also be cut early. If

to be sold for city horses, you will get more hay,

and a better price, by letting it grow until the seed

is beginning to form.

In Curing Clover Bay, our own plan is to start

the machines in the afternoon aud keep cutting

until dark. Dew or rain will not hurt grass while it

is green. The next morning, after the dew is off,

rake the partially dried grass into small windrows
with a steel rake. Turn them immediately after

dinner, and towards night rake into larger wind-

rows aud put into cock. Turn or spread out the

cocks the next moruiug, and draw in the hay iu

the afternoon.

Milch Cows should now furnish a full pail of rich

milk. See that they have access to plenty of fresh

water. Unless the grass is unusually rich, from

one to two pints of corn-meal stirred in a pail of

water and given twice a day will often prove

profitable.

Calves and young stock should have the best of

pasture and more or less corn-meal soaked in water

or cooked. The quantity will depend on the age

and other circumstances. As a rule, from half a

pound of meal to one pound for each 100 lbs. of live

weight will not be over-feeding.

Sheep.—The above rule will apply to sheep. The
English farmers find it profitable to give grain or

oilcake to their fattening sheep and lambs even

when runuiug in rich pastures.

Ewes and Lambs should have good pasture and
access to water. The lambs will pay well for a

little grain fed iu an inclosure separate from the

ewet. For scours, change the pasture and let the

sheep have what hay they will eat.

In Washing Sheep, be careful to keep the nose
and mouth of the sheep out of the water. Tag the

sheep before washing.

Lambs should be dipped in a solution of carbolic

eoap to kill ticks. Repeat in two or three weeks.

Swine should have access to fresh water and the

ruu of a good clover or grass pasture. Let them
have coal or wood ashes, salt, sulphur, and char-

coal—all they will eat.

Young Pigs are unusually scarce, and pork is

likely to bring good prices. Feed liberally. Give

the young pigs all the milk. The old ones can get

along without it. The secret of produciug good
and cheap pork is to get an improved breed and
feed liberally, especially while the pigs are young.

Nothing will Pay Better than to cross common
sows with a thorough-bred boar of a well-estab-

lished and highly improved breed, such as the

Essex, Suffolk, or Berkshire. Now is the best time

to order a young, two months' old boar. He will

be ready for moderate use next fall and winter.

Work in the Horticultural Departments,

June will bring its abundance of fruits aud flow-

ers; strawberries, raspberries, currants, and other

small fruits will follow each other in quick succes-

sion; the early vegetables should also yield an

abundant supply. Weeds will grow rapidly in the

now warm 6oil, and should be destroyed as soon as

they appear. Some crops may have failed owing

to too early sowing or too wet weather ; all such

should be replanted at once before it is too late.

In a favorable season seeds will germinate very

rapidly, and it is not too late to sow and expect a

fair crop of most things. Succession crops ought

to be sown all the season ; coru if sown every two

weeks, even until July, will generally pay, for if it

fails to produce a crop of ears the fodder is the

best possible food for cows.

Orchard smcl 3fursery.

Trees set out this spring will need attention, to

see that they acquire proper shape. Where buds

appear which are not needed for branches rub

them off. Do not allow the trees to be displaced

by the wind ; to preveut this, two or three large

stones placed around the roots are better than

stakes for keeping them in place. See that the

trees have open heads ; low heads are better than

high ones.

Grafts set last month will require attention. Re-

move shoots which start on the stock, so that all

the nourishment may be given to the graft. If two

cions have been put on the same branch, remove

the smaller if there is danger from crowdiug.

Budded Stocks.—Sometimes the shoot from the

bud is so vigorous that the "newly formed wood is

not strong enough to withstand the winds; when
this is the case they should be staked.

Pruning.—June, by most orchardists, is consid-

ered the best month iu which to prune, especially

where large limbs are to be removed. Cover the

wounds with liquid grafting-wax, paint, or other

protection to prevent decay.

Orchards containing young trees should be cul-

tivated in such a manuer as to keep the soil mel-

low ; this may be done by planting crops between
the rows, to which plenty of manure is given.

Thinning can hardly be too severely practiced

upon young trees, and older ones are greatly bene-

fited if half or more of the fruit is removed. The
quality of the remainiug fruit will be enough im-

proved to repay the trouble. Thinning will give a

crop of fruit every year.

Seed-Beds of evergreen and deciduous trees will

need shading with screens of lattice-work or ever-

green boughs. The shading must be so arranged

that air can circulate freely around the plants.

Insects.—He who would have good fruit as well

as healthy trees must keep a sharp lookout for

every species of injurious insect. Caterpillars of

all kinds will have to be looked after sharply.

Another very destructive insect is the

Borer.—The parent deposits the eggs near the

base of the tree, where they are hatched, and the

young borers work themselves into the tree. To
prevent this, wrap a piece of thick paper around

the tree, the lower edge of which should be below

the surface of the soil.

Slugs appear on the leaves of the pear and
cherry, and are small, green, and slimy. Lime
or ashes dusted over will destroy them.

Fruit diarden.

Strawberries.—If not mulched before this, attend

to it at ouce. Any material which will keep the

fruit from being soiled will do. If the crop is to

be marketed, provide plenty of baskets and crates

for shipping.

Blackberries.—Do not allow the new canes to

grow over five feet ; when they reach this hight

pinch off the end. This will induce the growth of

side branches ; these ought to be stopped when
they reach a length of eighteen inches.

Raspberries. —-Four new canes to a stool are

enough, unless more are wanted for planting.

A good plan for training is to tie the canes to a
wire stretched along the row, aud attached at each

end to a firmly-set post.

Currants.—Apply a heavy mulch of litter to

keep the weeds down as well as to keep the ground

moist. Give the bushes a dusting with powdered
white hellebore if attacked by borers.

Grape- Vines. — If vigorous, healthy vines are

wanted, do not allow but one shoot to grow the

first season after planting. Rub oil all other

shoots, and keep this one tied to a stake during

the season. Young vines should uot be allowed to

overbear ; two bunches to a shoot are enough.

For training older vines there have been recom-

mended a great many plans. Any may be adopted

which keep up a supply of bearing wood down
near the ground.

Insects will be troublesome here as well as in the

orchard, and should be carefully looked after, and

the larger beetles and caterpillars removed by
hand-picking.

Kitoheu Garden.
Work will be lively here from the constant hoe-

ing and cultivating required to keep the weeds

under subjection.

Hoe and Bake.—These are both necessary imple-

ments in the garden, and should be kept sharp.

The wheel-hoe described in a former number of

the Agriculturist is a great improvement over the

old form ; with this a man will do twice as much
work and do it better than with a common hoe.

The bayonet hoe or its improvement, the lanee-

head hoe, are very useful in weeding and thinning

out the rows of carrots, parsnips, etc.

Seeds of many things can be sowu now and with

the prospect of a good crop. Beets sown now will

make a rapid growth, and even until the first of

July the prospect of a crop is good.

Asparagus.—Do not cut after the peas are plenty.

Hoe over the bed occasionally to keep down the

weeds, aud if there is well-rotted manure to be

had apply now.

Beans.—Continue to plant the bush sorts for

late snaps.

Beets.—Keep the early sorts well hoed, and thin

as soon as large enough to handle. The thinnings

make good "greens." Sow early soils now for

succession.

Cabbage.—Transplant the early and medium sorts

from the seed beds and sow for late. The cold-

frame and very early hot-bed plants will now be fit

for the table or for market. When the early crop

is harvested the land should be plowed aud mau-

ured for other crops.

Carrots.—It is not yet too late to sow, but it

should be done at once. Keep the young plants

free from weeds.

Celery.—Young plants in the seed-bed should not

be crowded or allowed to become weedy.

Corn.—Sow every two weeks for a succession

;

later in the season sow only the early sorts, as the

others will not have time to grow.

Cucumbers.—Prepare well-manured hills four feet

apart each way, and use plenty of seed, and manure
in the hill. There arc many devices for keeping

off the "striped bug," but some simple covering

answers.

Egg-Plants require a rich soil, and should not be

planted until the ground is warm and dry. The
"greeu-wonn" which attacks the tomato also

preys upon the egg-plant ; the only remedy is

hand-picking.

Endive.—Transplant and sow seeds for late crop.

Lettuce seldom does well in summer unless plant-

ed in a shady, moist place.

Melons need the same care as cucumbers, except
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that they should be planted from four to eight feet

apart according to the variety.

Onions require careful attention to prevent the

growth of weeds. If there is a near market they

are usually more profitable when green and half

grown than if allowed to ripen.

Parsnips need to be hoed often, or until the

leaves cover the ground.

Teas.—Plant for a succession, taking care to

cover deeply. Give brush to all that need it.

Rhubarb.—The flower-stalks should be removed

as soon as they appear. When fruit comes stop

cutting and give the plants rest.

Buta-Bat/as may be sown the last of this month.

Dust on ashes or plaster as soon as up to keep off

insects.

Salsify.—Keep the plants hoed and the ground
loose and mellow. Seed may be sown at once, but

the roots will not be so large as if planted earlier.

Spinach goes to seed so quickly during summer
that it is of but little use to sow now. New
Zealand is best suited for hot weather.

Squashes.—Plant the same as cucumbers; the

bush sorts three to four feet apart, and the large-

growing winter sorts eight feet.

Sweet-Potatoes.—The first week in June is early

enough to plant at the North. Set out the plants,

12 or 15 inches apart, on well-manured ridges.

Tomatoes.—Set out plants and keep well hoed.

Provide some support in the shape of brush or

trellis ; this will allow the fruit to ripen, and also

prevent it from becoming soiled by the earth.

Flower Waj'desa riiid S,awn.

Lawns.—In order to obtain a velvety surface,

the lawn should be cut frequently. For this pur-

pose a lawn-mower is needed, as it leaves the lawn

with a smooth surface, and not ridged as when
mowed with a scythe.

Annuals may be sown in the open ground now
that it is well wanned. Transplant such as require

it, and weed those already sown.

Bedding Plants should be planted out in the bor-

ders where the practice of massing is followed.

Specimen Plants from the greenhouse are often

used to ornament the grounds with good effect.

Oranges, Oleanders, Palms, and any other sub-

tropical plants are useful for this purpose.

Fuchsias.—Do not plant in the open ground un-

less there is some shady spot for them.

Bulbs.—Hyacinths, and other fall bulbs should be

taken up as soon as the leaves begin to decay.

Tuberoses started under glass may be set in a

warm spot. Plant out Cannas, Gladioluses, and

Caladiums in beds on the lawn or in the borders.

Climbers, whether woody or herbaceous, 6hould

be provided with stakes or trellises.

Weeds will grow rapidly here as well as in the

vegetable garden, and care must be taken to keep
them down.

CSreenliouse anil Window Plants.

Do not remove all the plants from the green-

house during the summer ; enough should be left

to make good show during the season. Make all

necessary repairs now before the house is needed
for the plants in the fall. Shade will be needed,

and should be given either by whitewashing the

glass on the outside or by means of scroens.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

from our daily record during the year, show-at a glance

the transactions for the month ending May 13th, 1S74,

and for the corresponding month last year:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT TnE NKW YORE MAP.EETS.
Receipts. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Rue, Barley Oati
25 d's mm m'tii299.ooo 2,519,ooo 2.107,000 3i.f.oo 49,000 611,000
24d's last m'tli296,000 1,317,000 3,678,000 0,900 131,(00 701,000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Com. Rye. Rarlen Oats
25 d's tills m'tli29l,000 3,306,000 2,631.000 17.000 317,000 1 ,619,000
24 d's lust m'th 258,000 2,101,090 2,316,000 89,000 230,000 1,097,000

3. Companion Willi same period at this time hint year.
Receipts, /'lour. Wheat. Corn. Jtt/e. Barleti. Oats.
25 days 1S74. . .290,000 2,519,000 2,107,000 21,600 .19.000 611,000
25 days 1873...312,000 619,000 400,(100 500 101.U00 035,000

Sales. Ftour. Wheat. Corn, Hue. Barley. Oats.
25 (lavs 1S71...29I.OO0 2,306,000 2,6:11,000 47,000 317,000 1,600,000
25 days 1873. . -236,000 1,678,000 2,274,000 71,000 147,000 1,512,000

3. Stock of grain in store at Xeio York.

Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oats. Malt.
bush. bush. bush, bush, bush. bush.

Mavll, 1S74.. 315,331 34,003 25,839 41,125 53,527 40.939
AprllO.lsTI.. 1,030,091 138,092 20,379 118,330 466,678 45,475
Mar. 9, 1S74.. 1,310.313 754,511 211,378 01,416 751,375 22,276
l-'.'b. 9. K71. .1.07,1,619 511.' .I ll.M.s |u.'.,„0 735.99: 23.,i..i

.Ian. 12,1371. .1,235,413 1,146.302 1,131 186,208 514.117 35,482
Dec. 10, 1873.. 1,553,313 2,093,544 244,885 579,742 60.S65

1. Exports from New York, Jan. 1 to May 9:

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oats. Peas.
bbls. bush. bush. bush. bush. bush. bush.

1874. ..782,15'; 9,309,705 5,515,551 352,573 45,113 158,917
1873... 302,997 1,137,3:6 3,965,331 49,700 11,830 10,561 21,152
1872... 286.752 2.380,216 4,425,213 203.UOU 9.3UI l'.\8-K

1871... 659.952 3,199,703 1,(10(1,576 17.333 01.905 15,777
1370... i'.:lj,5l5 1.603,651 119,022 6,709 1.089

1868.'." 319)203 1,708J175 3,'903.'oil 158,093 36,409

Current Wholesale Pricks.

April 11. May 12.

Price op Gold 113% 113MFlows—Super to Extra State $5-85 tin 7 75 $5 20 © 7 75
Super to Extra Southern 6 30 ©10 75 6 30 ©10 50
Extra Western 6 35 ©10 50 6 00 ©10 50
Extra Genesee 7 S5 @ 9 50 7 75 © 9 50
Superfine Western 5 85 @ 6 45 5 20 © 5 90
ItYE Flour 4 75 © 5 85 4 75 @ 6 00
Corn-Meal. 3 75 © 4 50 3 90 a 4 75
Wheat— All kinds or White, 165 o 190 165 ©187)4
All kinds or lied and Amber. 1 40 @ 1 75 1 35 © 1 70
Corn— rcllow 88 @ 94 84 © SO
Mixed 84 @ 91 81 @ 85K
White.. 86 ® 92 83 ® 86
Oats— Western 62 @ 66)4 63 ® 66
State 62 ® 66 03 @ 66
lira 105 ©113 106 @ 1 12
Barley 1 50 © 1 95 1 80 ® 1 70
Hat— Hole, V 100 lbs 100 ® 1 40 100 @ 1 60
Straw, % 100 It-s 60 © 95 50 ® 1 00
COTTOS— Middlings. ~i< Be... 17 ® 1796 18!<@ 18^
llOPS-Crop ol 1873. f( It. 15 @ 35 10 @ 30
Feathers—Live Geese, y lb. 65 © 75 58 @ 65
Shed— Clover. 39 lb 9>^@ 10i4 10)4© 10%
Timothy. HB bushel — @ 3 00 2 75 ® 3 00
Flax. |i bushel 3 70 ® 2 80 3 50 @ 3 01><
Sugar— Reli'gdS Grocery ifitt 6)f® 8V 6%® 9M
Molasses. Cuba, tfgal 33 @ 48 SO @ 48
New Orleans, V gal 60 ® 75 70 © 80
Coffee—ltio(Uohl) 19 @ 32)4 17 ® 31
Tobacco, Kentucky, Ac^lb. 5 © 13 4).£@ 13
Seed Leaf, 9 lb 5 @ 65 5 @ 65
Wool—Domestic Fleece, ^ lb 30 ® 60 30 © 60
Domestic, pulled, fl lb 35 @ 50 35 © 50
California, clip 16 © 35 18 © so
Tallow, if< lb 1%% 1% 7)6® 7&
Oil-Cake—W ton 4100 ©45 00 4150 ©13 00
Pork— Mess. V barrel 17 oo ©17 12',' 17 r.J.c. 17 35
Prime, ifi barrel 14 00 ©14 50

'

11 25 (.11 6: ;

Beef—Plain mess 9 50 ©1100 9 50 ©12 00
Laud, ill ties. &. barrels, V lb 9X® 10M 1' ', 10*
nilTTER—State, "I'tt. 37 © 35 36 © 36'
Western, V Si 30 ® 83 20 © 34
Cheese.. a @ 17 5 @ nv
Beans—V bushel 150 @ 4 35 150 ©4 25
Peas—Canada, free, *l bu ... 1 25 © 1 37 1 20 ® 1 25
Egos—Fresh. 1? dozen I3)$@ 16 14 @ 18
Poultrt—Fowls.... 10 © 19 12 © 19
Turkeys— "f( lb 10 ® 18 13 @ 23
Geese,i?pair 175 ® 3 00 100 @ 3 00
Duck-, r< pair 75 © 1 25 75 © 1 35

79 It. • 12 ©24 14 © 23
Ducks, wild. W pair SO ® 1 75 — ® —
Plover. W dozeu 1 00 ® 1 25 1 75 @ 1 87
Snipe, $ dozen.. 1 50 © 1 75 1 75 © 2 00
Capons, V lb S5 @ — 23 ® 35
Pigeons, V dozen 2 50 ® 3 00 1 00 o 1 25
Turnips $ bbl 50 @ 75 50 © 75
Cabsvges— f< 100 4 00 ® 8 00 5 00 @ 8 00
Onions—V bbl 3 00 ® 6 50 7 00 © 7 50
Potatoes— "(1 bbl 2 35 ® 3 12K 2 25 ® 3 35

" new, Bermuda, 73 crate — @ — — @ 4 00
" new, Bermuda. $ bbl.

.

— @ — 10 50 ®12 00
Sweet Potatoes—IP bbl 7 00 ©7 50 7 25 @ 7 75
Carrots -V bbl 2 00 ® 2 50 1 50 @ 3 00
Broom-corn 6 @ 11 7 @ II

Strawberries—7? quart SO © 90 50 © 75
Apples— (9 barrel 150 ® 6 00 4 50 ® 00
Cranberries—V bbl 1100 ©15 00 — © —
Beets, S bbl 200 ® 3 25 150 ©2 00
Celery, V doz 2 00 © 2 50 2 00 ® 2 50
Green Peas. V bushel 1 50 © 1 75 1 50 ® 1 70

" Charleston, new, V crate — © — 2 50 © 3 00
Lettuce, hot-house. 79 head. — @ — 3 © 9
Spinacit, Southern. V bbl.... — © — 1 75 ® 1 00
Tomatoes. Bermuda, crate.. — © — 1 25 © 1 50
Asl'AR AdCS.Sonllici 11. bnncll — © — CO © 75

Water-Chesses, V basket. .. 40 © 75 50 © 75
RHUBARB—S bunch 13 ® — 8 © 12

Radishes—V 100 bunches.... 3 00 ©3 50 75 ©175
Maple Sugar 8 © 15 9 © 15
Ginseng 1 25 © 1 35 1 25 ® 1 35

Gold has been up to Ill's' and down to 111*,,'—closing

May 12th at 112'; as agrtinst 118?8 on April 11th

With the resumption of inland navigation comes the

promise of renewed activity in the wholesale produce

line. The earliest receipts from the Canal have come to

hand within a few days, and have made liberal and
much needed additions to the available supplies, espe-

cially Breadstuffs. The demand has been fairly active, in

good part for export. The distribution of stock has

seriously diminished the amount remaining in store at

this point. The high range of ocean freights has been

against the export business. Prices of Flour and Grain

closed lower Cotton has been more active, for both

prompt and forward delivery, at advanced figures

Provisions have been quite freely dealt in, particularly

Pork and Lard, which closed higher, on a lively specu-

lative inquiry Tobacco, Hay, and the better grades

of IIops have been selling moderately within our range.

A more active business lias been noted in Wool.

Manufacturers have been making more liberal purchases,

chiefly t i provide for immediate wants, while the trade
inquiry has been moderate. Prices have showu firmness
on really desirable grades of stock, which have been
offered sparingly. Little new clip, comparatively, has as
yet reached this market, but considerable receipts of
California by rail are looked for soon. Included in the
recent sales in the local market were : Domestic
Fleece at from 48c. @ 55c. ; Georgia at 25c; Unwashed
slock at 30c. @ 40c. ; Washed at 55c. ; Scoured at 55c. @
$1.05, chiefly at 55c. @ 76)<fc. ; Combing at 50c. @ 65c;
Domestic Pulled at 25c @ 50c. ; Lambs at 26^c ; Nevada
at 33c ; Texas at 18c @ 32c ; California Fall at 18c. @
2iyj.'c. ; 17,000 fts. New California Spring Clip, at 23c
@ 32c ; and 17,000 lbs. Noils, part domestic, at 47Xc.
At Buston considerable sales have been reported of new
clip California Spring at 31.V @ 30c, the latter rate for

fancy lots In most other commodities trade has been
comparatively tame.

New York lMre-Stock markets.
RECEIPTS.

Beeves. Coirs. Calces. Sheep. Siolne. Tot'l.WEEK ENDING
April 30 9,608
April 37 8.354
May 4 8.8S1
May 11 9,310

Total for 4 Weeks. .35,613
do.foiprev.iWeeksSSfin

1.S44

3.850
5,377

3,795

312 11,056
539 4,800

32
33
90
91

17,413 33.861 62.21S
15.790 42,468 69.485
10,481 41,754 67,589
13,548 42,811 69,545

57,232 163,894 268,837
66,780 126,093 231,332

Beeves. Cows. Calces. Sheep. Sirlne.
Average per Week .8,903 60 2,904 14,308 40,973
do. do. last Month... 8.253 134 1,200 16,695 31,523
do. do. prev's Month.. 6,9 15 55 622 19,753 34,619

Beef Cattle,—The month's business closes un-
favorably for sellers, after a brisk trade, at gradually
rising prices during the previous three weeks. Freights
are now less than 40c a hundred from Chicago to New
York, and consumers look for a share of the advantage.
If freight were just nothing, it is a qnestion if farmers
or graziers would reap a cent's worth of advantage,
and if the consumers whose needs really make the mar-
kets would not get the profit. As it is, prices in the
West arc just now too high for dealers to make money at

current rates here, and as we close our report they are

losing $2 to $5 a head on every beast sold. The market
is down at least Vc to 54c. <$ lb. since May 4th, and this

does not show all the loss, as the estimates arc also

against the seller, and a good many head, at least 25 car-*

loads, go over unsold. Poor native steers to dress 55 lbs.

to the gross cwt. sold at the close at 9><;c. tp lb., and the

best at \2y.c. to dress 58 lbs. Fair Texans at 10c @ lie.

and fat bulls at S'.j @ 5>fc ¥ t).

The prices for the past four weeks were as follows

:

week ending Ituiioe. Zorot Sales. Aver.
April 20 9 ©18 c lOKftll'jC. 105?c.
April 27 S&®18 c. lOSSll c. lOVc
May 4 !>'

v <sl3 c. 11 ©llj.c. Ilijc
May 11 9X®12J4c. 10X®ll>ic. 11 c.

Miloli Cows.—In this class of stock there has been
a steady business at fair prices. All that have been

offered were taken readily, and dealers report a fair de-

mand, at $40 to $S0 per head for cow and calf. Really

choice family cows have sold at $90 to $100 per head

Calves. — The unwholesome practice of shipping

'"bobs" at the tender age of ten days only demoralizes

the market for veals. Hundreds of these -• hobs" are

allowed to come on the market under the noses of the

inspectors, and prices arc run down in consequence.

The market is weak under the pressure, and 4c @ 7c is

all that is quoted for poor to prime veals Sbeep
and E,atnbs.—Clipped sheep are now coming in, and
have met with an active demand until the last week,
when an increased supply and a weak market meeting
prices went down and some sheep went over unsold.

For prime shorn sheep 7,Vc @ SJ^c is quoted at the

close, and for unshorn 8c @ 9>^c. Good lambs are sell-

ing as we write for ll,vc @ 12,v:c. "(") lb . Swine.—
Live hogs have been without animation throughout the

month, and close dull at 5 3aC. @ 5vc *{5 lb. Dressed

hogs have been active, but close easier at 1%c. $ ft>.

Prcpariits' l»onlttrj- for market.—
Agentlemau in Maine reports that he followed the direc-

tions for preparing poultry given in the Agriculturist for

November last, and that in the Portland and other neigh-

boring markets his poultry brought him several cents a

pound less than it should have done had he not scalded it.

At the head of the directions it was stated that they were

for the New York market, and we did not expect them
to apply to any other. In the matter of poultry espe-

cially, the customs in the markets of cities vary greatly,

and to bring the best prices the poultry must be dressed

according to the customs and prejudices prevailing at the

place where it is to be sold. For example : poultry that

is not drawn will not meet with a ready sale in Boston.

Providence, or other New England cities, while drawn

poultry in New York is likely to spoil on the hands of

the dealers. Each one shonld make himself acquainted

with the requirements of the market to which he pro-

poses to send produce of any kind.
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The Orange Judd Company,
PUBLISHEKS,

245 Broadway, New York.

Officers t OEAHGE JUDD, President,

and Chief •] 0. C. HOKTH, Vice-President,

Proprietors: ( SAMUEL EUKNHAM:, Secretary,

*»« Messrs. L. A. Chase and A. P. Miller, being engaged

in other business pursuits, havfe retired from official connec-

tion with the Orange Judd Company.

LAST GALL
ON THE

GENERAL LIST OF

PREMIUMS
For 1874.

ONE MONTH MORE.
One Month — June — yet remains, during

which any person who wishes to obtain one or more

of the useful and valuable articles offered in our Pre-

mium List (of which a copy will be sent free to any

applicant, see page 239) can easily get them. This has

already been done by more than 14,000 persons, who dur-

ing years past have tried with success the raising of

Clubs of Subscribers for our papers, and availed them-

selves of the liberal offers of Premiums made by the

Publishers.

W« invite all our Subscribers to take hold of this

work and Becuro a Premium while the offer ia open.

Specimen copies of our papers will be sent to any wish-

ing to show them for this purpose.

containing a great variety of Itetyxs, including many
r/ood Hints and Suggestions which we throw into smaller

'type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

Remitting; Money : — Cheeks on
New York City Banks or Bankers arc best

for large sums ; make payable to the order of Orange
J' i idcl Company. Post-Office Money Orders
for $50 or less, are cheap and safe also. When these are not

obtainable, register letters, affixing stamps for post-

age and registry
;
put in the money and seal the letter in

the presence of the postmaster, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in the above three methods is safe against loss.

Postage : On American Agriculturist, 13 cents

a year, and on Hearth and Home, 20 cents a year, in ad-

vance. Double rates if not paid in advance at the

office where the papers arc received. For subscribers in

British America, the postage, as above, must be sent

to this office, with the subscription, for prepayment here.

Also 20 cents for delivery of Hearth and Home and 12

cents for delivery of American Agriculturist in New
Yo:k City.

Round Copies of Volume Thirty-
two are now ready. Price, $2, at our office ; or $2.50

each, if sent by mail. Any of the last seventeen volumes

(1G to 32) will also be forwarded at same price. Sets of

numbers sent to our office will be neatly bound in our

regular style, at 75 cents per vol. (50 cents extra, if return

ed by mail.) Missing numbers supplied at 12 cents each.

Tick's Premiums.—Our friend Yick is

one of the irrepressibles. This time he offers liberal

premiums for the best exhibition made at any state fair

this fall, of flowers raised from seeds purchased from
him. Those interested can obtain circular of particulara

by addressing James Vick, Rochester, N. Y.

Mr. Orange Judd, whom the papers all

over the country have had as likely not to live to get

home, or as the last account had it, was dying at Geneva,

quietly walked into the office on April 25th, looking very

much unlike one in the condition these papers had repre-

sented him. Mr. Judd had not been in a satisfactory

state of health since the severe illness which overtook

him while on the United States Sanitary Commission in

1864, and last summer he quietly slipped off to Europe in

search of complete rest. His many friends will be glad

to learn that he returns looking as if he had taken a new
lease of health and had no present idea of going on the

retired list.—Ed.

The Centennial <*azetteez' of the
United States.—A gazetteer for this country only is

a thing that has long been wanted, and in one by Gen.

A. von Steinwehr, and just published by Ziegler & Mc
Curdy, Philadelphia, we have a compact and comprehen-

sive one. A work of this kind can only be properly

judged after an extended acquaintance, and we base our

good opinion of this from a long acquaintance with the

author, whom we have known in the field as a most ex-

cellent topographer, and out of It as an enthusiastic ge-

ographer. During the few weeks that we have had the

volume it has been in frequent use, and in no case has it

failed us for even the most obscure places. It is based

upon the last census, the post-office department records,

and all the official sources of statistical information.

Each state and territory has a very exact description of

its physical features (brawn from the most recent surveys,

and the work can not fail of being of great assistance to

those who are looking westward. The statistics of

counties are also very useful. We congratulate the au-

thor on having made a valuable addition to our handy
books of reference.

The Cable Screw Wire Shoes.—
"J. W.," Lancaster Co., Pa. Fordurability and comfort

In wear the shoes and boots made with the cable screw

wire will be found superior to those made with wooden
pegs, as the wire is forced through the leather and riv-

eted by machine in such a way that they can not shrink

and work loose. No water can enter these shoes, and

they will not come apart. For the rough work necessary

upon the farm this is a great advantage. The address cf

the makers is the Cable Screw Wire Company, Boston.

I\o More Advice.—Mr. Fred. Mather, of

Honeoye Falls, N. Y., whose communications on fish

culture we have sometimes published, is quite tired of

answering letters asking advice, and wishes us to say so

to our readers. He says :
" Circumstances vary so much

—soil, flow, temperature, material, and objects of the

owner—that justice to myself demands that I should not

risk my reputation in giving advice by mail. As I am
engaged to the U. S. Fish Commission for the shad season,

I can recommend parties to employ an expert, and thus

avoid expensive mistakes."

The Japan Pea.—"Jap" writes: "When
properly cooked, they are very palatable to persons who
are fond of beans or peas, for the taste resembles a mix-

ture of navy beans and lady peas cooked together. To
cook them: Put in soak over-night in warm water; then

boil them, taking care not to add cold water, grease, or

salt. When done, mash, season to suit taste, and bake.*'

Sawdust as a Mulch.—"J. C. C "

Washington, Ind. If your sawdust is, as you say,

" thoroughly rotted," it will be an excellent mulch around

your trees. Fresh sawdust is objectionable around young

trees, as it forms a bed for the growth of fungi, which

are said upon good authority to injure the tree. If the

sawdust is considerably decomposed, it might be a better

use of it to compost it with lime and use it as a fertil-

izer rather than as a mulch.

A Remedy for Looseness.-(tJ.W. B.,"

Bay River, S. C. In a case of looseness of the bowels in

a horse we would give half an ounce of prepared chalk

and half an ounce of ground ginger in the feed once a

day. As indigestion is probably the cause, the feed

should he carefully selected, and what grain is given

ehould be ground. An ounce of salt should also be given

in the feed daily.

Cabbage Worms.—"W. N. B.," Pa. We
cannot recommend any "certain" remedy for the cab-

bage caterpillar, by that meaning the now troublesome lar-

va? of Pieris rapa>. The butterflies, white with black

Epots on their wings, appear with the first warm day, and

in early morning are easily caught with a sweep-net.

Every female killed will prevent the birth of many
"worms." Any application to the caterpillars must be

made while they are very young, as they soon hide them-

selves and are sheltered by the central leaves. Salt, gua-

no, etc., must touch the caterpillar to be of any service.

When the butterflies are seen about, the eggs and young

caterpillars should be searched for. It is very fortunate

that this pest disappears as suddenly as it comes; it

probably has several natural enemies; at all events a lo-

cality will be devastated by them oue year and quite free

from them the next.

SIT^fDRT HUMBUttS have been like the
season, "very backward in coming forward," yet still they
are not by any means dead. When one is killed we never
know that it is dead. A well-known American quadruped
which is fond of prowling around poultry yards is easily

shot, but that is by no means the last of him—he leaves a

fragrant memory for weeks and weeks. It is so with
these humbugs, even after the law has put its quietus

upon them, their scented trail extends far and wide. The
law effectively squelched a most barefaced project of a
" Library Concert," which so misappropriated the pleas-

ant name of Maguolia, yet its all-pervading scent comes
to us in the form of letters from far-off places. The in-

dustry with which the managers of this swindle worked
is something remarkable, and they seem to have aimed

atthc most distant territories. Onegentlcmau in Dakotah

writes that they were especially busy there. The latest

of these gift conceits comes, of all places in the world,

from Utah, and is the

FIRST GREAT SALT LAKE GIFT CONCERT,

which is to be drawn on the 4th of July next, all for the

benefit of the " Public Free School, the only free school

in Utah." Then such a flashy programme, and the big

figures, $226,500.00 to be distributed, has a look quite as

large and lively as that Kentucky scheme. Now this

town of Corlnne had at the last census, 1S10, just 7S3 pop-

ulation. Corinne, for a small town, you make a great

blow. Asking the people to buy 500,000 of your tickets

at $1 each in order that you may have "the only Free

School in Utah " is equal to anything in the way of bom-

bast we have seen Chicago claims to be the me-

tropolis of the West, and has of course her metropolitan

luxuries; one of her chief ornaments just now is the

firm of
HOWARD & CO.,

who profess to import and manufacture watches, jewelry,

and silverware. Whether this is the same Howard & Co.

who a few months ago flourished in Philadelphia on the

$4 Geneva watch dodge, we are not aware, but they

must be mighty nice people to send a school-boy a bill

of $20.25 for repairing a hunting, stem-winding, gold

chronometer, with the following letter

:

"Bear Sir: The watch received from you January 15th

is now ready fur delivery. You were correct when you
stated it could not be repaired outside of our house. We
have had great difficulty with it, but it is now in thor-
ough order, and we will warrant it to keep correct time
for five years. You wrote that the watch was found, and
desire to know its worth. It is a very valuable time-
piece, and must have cost at least $500 in gold. It is now
worth $400, in gold, and for any one desiring a reliable

time-keeper is really cheap at first cost. Please remit
amount of bill by express, and the watch will be imme-
diately forwarded. Respectfully,

Howard & Co."

That is a very pretty trick, Messrs. Howard & Co., but,

unfortunately it is an old oue. The Minnesota boy, to

whom you sent it, is one of the kind who reads the

Agriculturist, and no doubt had a good laugh at your ex-

pense. But doesn't it look mean, though, when you see

it in print. You will probably catch many boys and

men who (think they) can notafford to take this journal,

and in their simplicity will forward the "$20.25," hop-

ing to get somebody's $400 watch. The $20 would pay for

the Agriculturist 20 years, or for 20 copies a whole year.

The " Howard & Co." here referred to must not be con-

founded with the worthy and reputable house of Howard
& Co., New York City.

THE $5 SEWING MACHINE

offered last month on favorable terms still remains on

hand. Now that Barnuui has returned we may get rid of

it, for we are quite sure that he saw not its equal in

Europe. We advise all persons to be exceedingly cautious

of any cheap sewing machines advertised from Green-

wich or Canal streets. These places, though carried on
under different and changeable names, are equally ob-

scure, and from the numerous complaints we have of

persons who have sent money and received no return are

equally suspicious. We can not conceive how any per-

son can be so inconsiderate as to send money to a person

for whose honesty they have no assurance, for a machine

not advertised through the regular channels. Moral:

Let all doubtful sewing machines severely alone. One

lately advertises from Greenwich st., and one Mulligan

from Greenwich or Canal, just as it pleases. This Canal

st. circular has a flaming headingof " Steam Iron Works "

and all that ; but upon going to look him up at his num-

ber, we found no exterior sign, and only found where his

room was by inquiring in a hair-dresser's shop on the

lower floor. Whatever else may be done by M., he does

not waste money on signs.

VILE LITERATURE

secm6 to have taken a fresh start. We include under

this head not only offers of books that aro actually ob-
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scene, but those works which propose to teach impossi-

bilities. If the American Book Co., Manchester, N. II.,

and the Central Book Co., Garrettsville, O., are not en-

gaged in a business which should induce the authorities

in those towns to shut them up as nuisances, then they

should not send out the circulars they do. Strictly

speaking, it is just as much a fraud to get money by in-

ducing a person to think that the books offered are bad

ones, as in any other way. The circulars of both these

concerns are vile in the extreme In the same cate-

gory we place the Central Book Co., Ashland, Mass.,with

its offer of a book to teach the making of " love pow-

ders" and all such nonsense And equally rascally is

the circular of Willis & Co., of Williamsburgh, N. Y.

What fools these Willis & Co. arc. They propose to sell

a book with all sorts of secrets—upon one of which

"many men have retired with a large fortune." These

chaps say, with equal disregard of grammar and truth:

"My arrangements with the post-office are such as that if

you address correctly it is impossible money to be lost."

The very contents of their circular show that they are by

law shut out from the use of the post-office altogether.

There is a so-called publishing concern in Spring-

field, Mass., about which an amount of unpleasant evi-

dence is accumulating.

THE HOTEL DODGE

has at lost turned up again. We had supposed that had

gone oft* with old "Bands of life," but here it is as

bright and blooming as ever. Perhaps some of our

newer readers do not know this stale old trick. This

time it is " Resp'y " E. Callinwater, who keeps a hotel,

which it is the Arcade, in New York, of course, and on

the "'European plan." An unfortunate citizen, A. E.

Clements, stopped at said hotel, but in two days he up
and died, probably on the "European plan." No won-

der he died, for he must have eaten and drank fearfully,

as his bill for two days at this Arcadian place amounted
to $11.7."). Fortunately the defunct left a trunk, which
Callinwater opened, and found "a fine gold watch, two
silver-mounted revolvers, gold ring, clothing," etc. But
more than these -he found a paper addressed to another

Clements away down in Georgia. Happy thought for

Callinwater I He writes to the Georgia Clements, tell-

ing him that the trunk is valuable, and he is the proper
person to have it, which he can do by forwarding toCal.

the amount of $11.75, due by the defunct Clem. The
Georgia Clem, doesn't bite worth a cent, but writes us
to sell the pistols and pay Cal., and send on the " rest of

the estate." He desires to express his grief for the loss

of his relative, but particularly wants that trunk. We
should just like to know what Cal. did with the body of

the deceased Clem. Did he dispose of that " on the

European plan ? " It appears that here is a case for the

coroner to look after, as people who leave gold watches

and such things around don't generally get buried for

nothing in New York. It may be that the new crema-

tion society baa got hold of his body and incinerated it

as an experiment, and the unfortunate is now only a

small handful of ashes.

What is the C. O. D. Supply Co ?

After the inglorious ending of the Union Furnishing

Store at Chicago we should think that this "C. O. D."
business would rest awhile, but it has started anew, and
the circulars and plans are so like the old that it looks
" much of a muchness." To the lady in S, C, and other

inquirers, we give the advice not to meddle with any
machinery you know nothing about. Such persons as

Stewart and Lord & Taylor do not need any machinery
of order slips and tickets and such "gumgoolcry " to do
their immense business. If these " C. O. D." chaps are

doing a straightforward business, why don't they do it

in a straightforward way? The boy knew the hole the

woodchuck went in at, but couldn't tell which one he'd

come out at. And so we fear it will be with money that

goes in to any of these dubious enterprise?.

MEDICAL HUMBUGS .

present few new features. One person writes to ask our
opinion of " Uncle Ben Joe's Bell Tongue Syrup." We
disposed of u Old Uncle " months ago. The strangest

part is that any one should ask our opinion about any
quack medicine whatever. All the-c things that are

advertised are useless or worse, and the chaps who ad-

vertise them arc quacks or worse. . . So with eye-cups

and ear-drums. It is of no use to ask us if the adver-

tisers of these are reliable men. We neither know nor
care. If any one wishes to tinker with his own eyes or

ears, about the internal structure of which he knows
nothing, he will not do it with any aid of ours.

Seed Po«atocs.-u S. T.," Marion, Ind.

We bare raised the largest crop of potatoes when we rut

the seed to single eyes and planted two sets to a hill,

hills (for Early Rose) thirty inches apart. The plan,

however, will not answer so well for all kinds. The
Feachblow cut in the same way has yielded with as very

much less than with two sets of three eyes each in a hill.

We have frequently planted sets cut from very small po-

tatoes without finding any difference between the yield

and that from sets from large potatoes. But when the

small potatoes have been planted whole and not. cut as

the others were, the yield has not been so good. Never-

theless we would always prefer to plant seed from fair-

sized, well-formed, perfect potatoes. Liquid manure
may usefully be applied while the crop is young.

Homesteads.—" Wallie." A soldier may
take a homestead of 100 acres within the limits of a rail-

road grant, or ten miles upon each side of the road, but

any other citizen may only take eighty acres within it.

He may, however, take 160 acres outside of the grant,

while a soldier can take no more anywhere. The
fees for homestcading arc $14. Any person may pre-empt

or purchase not more than 100 acres anywhere, but within

a railroad grant the price is $2.50 per acre or double

what it is outside of it.

Spelt.—"J. A. M.," New Ulm, Minn. Spelt

( Triticum spelta) is not wheat, although it belongs to the

same botanical genus. It is an inferior grain weighing

only thirty-six to forty pounds to the bushel, and because

it thrives upon soil where wheat will not it is grown in

some of those European countries where the agriculture

is somewhat backward. The reason it is not grown here

is because there is no demand for it in the grain markets,

and if a crop were raised it is doubtful whether or not it

could be disposed of. Rye would be a more profitable

crop upon soils where wheat would not succeed. But
instead of looking for crops suitable for poor land, it

would be wiser to improve the soil and raise the best

crops possible. There arc spring and fall varieties of

spelt as there are of wheat or rye.

Poland China Hogs.—"J. D.," Mid
dletown, Del. The Poland China ho^s arc a large breed

best suited to the Western states or in places where rapid

growth and large size upon abundant food is desired.

On reference to the advertising columns the names of

breeders from whom they can be procured will be found.

Sycamore Timber.—" Subscriber," WT
est

Va. The wood of the sycamore tree {Platanus occiden-

talis) is better fitted for furniture or other purposes in

which it is used in-doors and is not exposed to the weather
than for out-door use. By exposure to the weather it

twists and warps very much. It is not a durable timber
when exposed to damp, as when buried in the ground fur

drains. The cucumber tree (Magnolia accuminata) would

furnish much more durable timber for drains, and the

chestnut or chestnut oak and white oak would be far bet-

ter for fence posts, boards, or palings.

Kxcelsiov I,aw n Mower.—" Subscri-

ber," Woodbury, N. J. A lawn can not be kept smooth

and neat without the use of a good lawn mower with

roller attached. The machine referred to is an excellent

one, and has the gearing all inclosed so that it can not

clog with the cut grass. It is made by the Cbadborn &
Coldwell Manufacturing Company, Newburgh, N. Y.

The CJardener's Monthly still remains

a puzzle to us ; its course is quite beyond our compre-

hension. In its March number it made a statement in

regard to the Agriculturist that was so wrong that we felt

called upon to set it right, and supposed we had done so

in a pleasant manner in our paper for April. To this

article the Gardener's Monthly for May makes the follow-

ing rejoinder, which is as far out of the way as its original

statement, and while we have no disposition to continue

a discussion which our cotcraporary is disposed to treat

as if it were a quarrel, it is only just to ourselves that

we deny those things of which it wrongly, and we arc

quite sure mistakenly, accuses us. The following is the

Monthly's article

:

Bousiingaiillia Laehaumii.—The American Agriculturist
devotes a column and a half of small type to abuse of
the Gardener's Monthly. (') for pointing out the fact that
what the Agriculturist, Company, in a recent issue of a
" list of wood-cats for sale," calls Boussingauttia Laehau-
mii is nothing but Taliimm patens. (

a
) It acknowledges

that, wc are right, in the correction ; but says that Donald
G.Mitchell made the mistake first In the Hearth and
Home. (3) It elegantly says that Mr. Mitchell can settle

this with the "G. M.. which may mean either Grand
Mo'^ul or Gardener's Monthly," which ever the reader
pleaseth. (

4
) It is not clear to us why a mistake which

Originated in the Hearth and Home " rl should be
continued in a catalogue of Orange Judd & Co. years
after Donald G. Mitchell's time ; and only that, we depre-
cate the use of abusive language in the discussion of
such innocent questions (

fl
) as these, we might, slightly

altering our cotemporaries expression, say that "Mr.
Mitchell can settle this with the A. A., which may mean
Arrant Ass or American Agriculturist."1

(
7

)

To this wc reply: 1. We are quite surprised that the

Monthly should look upon our article as "abuse." Wc
too well appreciate the good work that journal has done
and is doing, and have too high a personal regard for its

editor to treat it to anything like abuse. We totally dis-

claim iii the article referred to any other feeling than that

of the greatest kindness and good-nature. It placed us
upon record as having said something which we did not
say, trusting to an impression rather than positive knowl-
edge. We acquitted it of all wrong intent, and wc refuse

to be considered as abusive 2. There Is not, to our
knowledge, any such organization as the " Agriculturist

Company." The Orange Judd Company did issue a .ist

of wood-cuts for sale, and the name Bmissingaultia

Laehaumii does not occur in it. This is a simple differ-

ence as to a fact, and we trust that this statement may
not be regarded as " abuse." 3. We are at loss to sec

how our language could be construed to read thus. We
did not say it 4. This is put in quotation marks as

our language. We did not say so. It is an error of quo-
tation. As the gravamen of our article seems to be in

what was intended to be a playful use of the initials,

which wc supposed the editor would laugh at. we un-
qualifiedly retract the expression " Great Mogul," and, it

it will better satisfy it, will say that it is in no sense
either "Mogul" or "Great " 5. Here is another quo-
tation, but no such words occur in ourarticle. It is safer

not to quote from memory G. We agree that it is an
innocent question, yet it is a question of fact. We were
positively charged with giving to a plant a name which
we did not give. We denied that we used the name edi-

torially. Now it is charged that it is used in a business

advertisement. Having examined this catalogue, and
not finding it, wc arc obliged to deny its existence there.

If it is abusive to deny it we are sorry. We charge our

friend with no ill intent, only a singular misapprehen-

sion ; and wc in our first article, as distinctly as language

will allow, acquitted him of " willful misrepresentation."

7.
u This reminds us" of an occurrence in the Rhode

Island legislature many years ago, when T. W. Dorr

Cafterwards known as "Governor" Dorr) first entered

public life. In a discussion with blunt Mr. H., a farmer

representative old enough to be his father. Dorr exhaust-

ed all his rhetorical resources in an elaborate invective

against old Mr. H. When II. arose to reply the assem-

bly, knowing his power when aroused, were in expecta-

tion of seeing Dorr completely demolished ; the old man,

however, pointing his long, skinny finger at Dorr, said,

"Mr. Speaker, 'taint pooty, 'taint pooty," and took his

seat. As our friend J. B. would say, "the bearings of

this observation lays in the application on it."

The Planet Drill.—Among the many
machines for sowing seeds and distributing fertilizers,

the "Planet," made* Dy S. L. Allen & Co.. Philadelphia,

is quite different in principle from any other wc have

seen. Up to the present time of writing the weather

has been too unfavorable for a thorough trial of the

machine, but we have used it with some of the seeds

most difficult to sow with a machine, and find it to

work excellently, and have no doubt that it will im-

prove upon acquaintance. One of its merits is its great

simplicity,

ITmlergronml Poultry - Houses.—
" H. M. S.," Northfield. Upon page 216 of the present

number will be found an engraving and description of a

poultry-house partly underground, which we know an-

swered its purpose very successfully. But the soil was a

very dry gravel, and we should doubt if a similar bonse

in a damp clay soil would answer nt all. Fowls can not

live in damp places, and a dry situation is necessary

for them, especially if they are to live in a cellar.

Young: *V Elliott.—This well-known firm

of seedsmen and florists arc removing from their old

place in John street to a fine large store No. 12 Cort-

landt street, the same in which their plant auctions have

heretofore been held. It is rather late to mention the

fact, but we would say that the auctions held each

spring and fall by this house are an important feature in

the plant trade of New York. They receive consign-

ments from florists and nurserymen and plant collectors

from far and near, and their auction room is an impor-

tant exchange for dealers, and not without its attraction

for mere sight-secrs; indeed, their place is often as inter

cstingas a horticultural exhibition.

Farm Scales.—"J, \V. B.," Chester Co.,

Pa. The farmer who never weighs or measures must

certain]; lose considerably in the course of a year. The

small cost of a platform scale suitable tor farm use would

soon be saved, and the economy would appear in many
ways. The Fairbanks platform scales have a good rep-

utation for accuracy and durability, and they can be pro-

cured in almost every considerable village in the country.

Production of"I*otatoes.— "G.W. A.,"

Milton, Pa. According to the census of 1S70 there were

raised in the United States in that year 148,887,478 bush-

els of potatoes and 31,709,SS4 bushels of sweet potatoes.
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As to Piss and Pork.-" Subscriber,"

Sanilaci Michigan. Pigs, unless greatly infested with

trichina?, show no symptoms of the parasites during life.

When badly infested they sometimes suffer from stiffness

of the limbs and partial paralysis, but a pig estimated to

have sixty millions of trichinae in its muscles has shown

no symptoms during life. When the flesh has long been

infested the cysts or envelopes of the parasites may be

seen upon close examination by the unaided eye as small

white specks. Infested meat may be eaten with perfect

safety if it has been exposed thoroughly to a heat of 212%

the temperature of boiling water. Only pork that is

thoroughly cooked can be eaten with safety. The yellow

color of the fat of pork is caused by a disordered condi-

tion of the animal's liver consequent upon overfeeding

during fattening. It is not considered unwholesome and

is a parallel case to that in which the flesh of sheep be-

comes yellow when the disease known as " rot," a liver

or bilious disorder, is just beginning. In this condition

they fatten very rapidly.

A Great Sale of Horse Stock:.—"Wc
much regret to hear that the magnificent establishment

of the Kansas Stud Farm near Lawrence, Kansas, is to

be sold. The seniorpartner of the.firm of Messrs. Sprague

& Akers, the Hon. Arnasa Sprague, of Providence, R. I.,

bv nason of financial reverses has found it convenient to

dispose of his interest. Two hundred and fifty head of

stallions and mares descended from the best stock in the

country, including Ethan Allen, Rhode Island, St. Elmo,

Comus, Erie, and others will be brought under the ham-

mer. The sale at Lawrence, Kansas, commences on the

3d of June, and a sale of equal interest hardly occurs

twice in one's lifetime.

Dipping for Scal>.— tl
J. S.," Downing-

ton, Pa. A method of dipping sheep or lambs is shown

In the Agriculturist for May, 1873. ' The sheep dip used

for the scab, Buchan's carbolic dip, may be procured of

the Orange Judd Company, 245 Broadway, New York, in

packages sufficient for fifty sheep for $3.00, with direc-

tions for use. The sheep had better be shorn before dip-

ping, and afterwards kept in a stable if the weather is

cold. The dipping ought to be repeated in two weeks.

It will be necessary to rub and break the scabs with a

piece of coarse cloth or blanket dipped in the liquid, as

the scab insects burrow beneath it.

ITlirec Horses Abreast.—"W. H. M.,"

Montgomery Co., Pa. When three horses are used to a

plow the central line of draft must come in aline with the

ftuTOW that is being plowed; otherwise the draft is

greatly increased and the side draft must be overcome by

great exertion of the plowman. But the side draft caused

"by the extra horse may be partly overcome by using a

draft rod from the side of the beam near the standard,

gradually extending outwards from the left on the land

side of the beam, and connected with a draft plate pro-

jecting from the end of the plow beam on the left suffi-

ciently to bring the inside horse into the furrow.

Turpentine for Crows.—" W. T. G.
?

"

Chatham Corners, Canada, says that common black hot-

tics each containing half a pint of spirits of turpentine,

hung from stakes driven in the cornfield go that the ter-

pentine can be smelt by the crows in all parts of the field,

will frighten them away. If the seed is clipped in com-

mon tar and rolled in plaster or dry sand before planting,

the crows will not take it.

Male or Heifer Calves.—"J. A, C,"
Dover, N. J. The accident of the sex of a calf is one

which we can not control. Any person who offers to sell

a secret whereby it may be controlled for $1 or any other

sum is either a knave or a fool. A breeder may very easily

have ten c. calves this year to one b. calf, but nest year

the proportion will probably be reversed. On referring

to the writer's record of seventy calves born in five years

wc find 37 c. calves and 33 b. calves, and one of the

cows had c. calves each year, while another never had

a c. calf at any time. From experience and observation

as well as on general principles, we have no faith in any

method or plan to produce either sex at will.

Value of CSra.de Jersey €ows.—
"F. M. N.," New Berlin, Ct. Grade Jersey [cows
(that will make two pounds of butter a day should be

worth $150 each. If they were pure bred they would be

Worth $300 to $500, according to their " points " or gen-

eral appearance. This is not an idle or worthless dis-

tinction, as some would maintain, for the reason that

animals which breed true to color or "points" may be

depended upon to breed true to quality as milkers; and
a cow that throws a wild-colored calf may also throw a

poor milker, although she may be an excellent milker
herself. For this reason a self-colored cow, with all the

marks that are called " fashionable," and which produces

calves like herself, is valued at double or treble the

price of other cows.

Cots-wolds or Leicesters.—"W. P.T.,
11

Clearfield, Pa. Our experience with these sheep is in

favor of the Cotswold as hardier and altogether better

than the Leicester. We would rather breed for early

maturity than for excessive size, and would choose a

moderate-sized ram with good, close, heavy fleece rather

than a very large one with an open, light fleece. We
would also rather use a good Cotswold ram, although he

was the sire of the ewes, than a Leicester ram that we
did not. approve of. One such cross might not be objec-

tionable with sheep if it could not well be avoided.

The Cause of Chicken Cholera.—
" Farmer's Wife," Franklin Co., Ohio. We do not think

the introduction of foreign fowls is the cause of chicken

cholera. The foreign breeds are no more subject to

disease than any others. Besides, what breeds have we
that are not originally of foreign origin ? The cause of

cholera is undoubtedly lack of attention to cleanliness,

warmth, and to a proper diversity of food, and want

of pure water.

Poultry Raising-.—"D. K. R.," Shclby-

ville, Ky. The best time to commence keeping poultry

is in the fall or early winter. At that time young hens

can he purchased readily. In the spring farmers' wives

arc not anxious to sell their fowls. If they are fed well

and a warm place provided, some of the hens may be set

in February or earlier, end some early broods may be

hatched out and sold for early chickens. On eight or ten

acres 500 fowls might easily be kept, or if skillfully man-

aged double that number. One variety would be found

most profitable, unless fancy poultry were kept, when of

course there must be a separate house and yard for each

kind. A change of roosters should be made each year.

Contraction of the Hoof.—"J.H.D.,"
Adams Co., Ohio. Probably the best thing to he done

in a case of contracted hoof is to fit a set of the Good-

enough shoes to the feet without any paring or rasping,

to leave the frog and bars altogether untouched, and to

depend upon nature to restore the sonnd condition of the

hoofs, which has been destroyed by wrong treatment.

Hasping the hoof and cutting away the frog and bars arc

the chief causes of contracted hoofs, and this injurious

practice should be discouraged. The hoof may be occa-

sionally washed with cold water and anointed with

glycerine. Tar should not be smeared upon the hoofs.

nog Cholera.—A. G. Wallace, of Tuscola,

111., recommends the following as a feed for hogs when
the cholera is raging: Use two swill barrels. Mix a feed

of bran, shorts, or middlings, and water and feed only

after fermentation. Thi3 mixture soon becomes sour

standing in the sun and is devoured eagerly by the bogs.

Feed once a day through the season when hogs are most
likely to have the disease. By using two barrels, and
mixing in one in time for fermentation to take place be-

fore the supply is exhausted in the other, the same degree

of " sourness " is maintained. He has fed this regularly

for five years in the cholera season, and has not lost a

single animal. Others who have tried it have met with

the same success. Mr. Wallace has in the same time lost

no chickens or turkeys by disease, and he attributes their

freedom from disease to the use of the fermented food.

The cholera has made sad havoc among the hogs in Cen-

tral and Southern Illinois this season, and as all the old

preventives and remedies have failed, the very simple one

above given may prove of value.

Wool-hearing CJoats.— "P. H. W.,"
Washington Co., Md. The Cashmere goat is the wool-

bearing goat. The wool or down grows beneath the

hair and next the skin, and is very fine and valuable. It

is the material of which the costly Cashmere shawls are

made. We do not know of any of these goats in this

country. The Angora goat, allhougb frequently called

the Cashmere by people here wdio raise them for sale, is

a different animal altogether, and comes from another

and a distant locality. Its fleece is of long hair and is

used for various small manufactures, such as trimmings.

The market, value is from 30 to 80 cents a pound. We do

not recommend persons to keep goats where and when
they can keep sheep, because they arc not so docile to

manage, are not so profitable, and are equally subject to

disease, death, and destruction by dogs.

The Most Profitable Stock.-" Sub-
scriber," Ponghkcepsie, N. Y. It is impossible to say

definitely what breed of cattle may be made most profit-

able to raise for selling. There is no one breed that holds

any pre-eminent position, and the choicest specimens of

any breed are sought for by the fanciers of that particular

stock as eagerly as those of any other breed by their fan-

ciers. It is a question of capital and skill altogether.

The breeding of Short-horns would require more capital

than would the breeding of Jerseys, Ayrshire s, orDevons
because they cost more and need more costly care and at-

tention, and the risk is greater. The price is proportion-

ately higher, but the profit is no greater than with less

costly stock. If there is any choice of breed so far as

ease of keep and readiness of sale at remunerative prices

are concerned, the Jersey, Ayrshire, or Guernsey stock

might probably be the best.

Galloway Pollen Cattle.—"D. W.
C. H.," Clifton, 111. There are breeders of Galloway

cattle in Michigan and in Canada, but as we have not

their addresses at hand wc can not give them. The
number of inquiries which conic to us for the names of

breeders of these cattle suggests the propriety of their

making themselves known in the usual manner.

A Yearling' Jersey Bull.—"A. J.WM
"

Broome Co., O. " A large and vigorous yearling Jersey

bull" may be allowed to serve about a dozen cows ; but

be should be fed a quart or two of meal a day in addition

to his regular feed. A Jersey heifer may be bred at

twelve months without injury. This breed is remark-

ably precocious, and has been bred purposely to produce

this condition.

Big' Head.—"A. B.," Cass Co., Iowa, and
others. The disease in horses known as osteoporosis,

or "big jaw," or "big head," is incurable. Its seat is

in the bone, which can not be removed without destroy-

ing the horse.

Breeding Hules.—u M. A.," Florence,

N. C. The best mules are bred in Kentucky, and it is

not uncommon to find teams there sixteen bands high

and weighing 1,-400 pounds each. Although occasionally

there are larger mules, even as high as eighteen hands,

such are rare and undesirable. The use of mules is rap-

idly increasing in this country, there being over 1,150,000

in use in 1870, against 570,222 in 1850. When properly

and kindly used the mule is not the vicious animal it is

generally supposed to be, and it is a mistake to be prej-

udiced against it on that account.

Remedy tor Foot Rot.—"J. H.,"
Lime Ridge, Pa. The best remedy for foot rot is to pare
away all the loose horn and dress the diseased parts with
muriatic acid. When the fungoid growths have been
thus destroyed the foot should be washed in a solution of

two drams of chloride of zinc in a pint of water, and if

there are any holes in the foot they should be plugged
with tow soaked in the solution until they heal.

Keeping; Sheep for Health.—" Read-
er." East Tennessee doubtless offers some advantages
to a seeker after health and profit together in keeping
sheep. But the Western plains would be found equally

healthful and far more profitable, as pasture is practically

free and unlimited in extent. The whole capital could

therefore be expended in purchasing sheep, and no land
need be bought for many years.

Diarrhea in Calves.—"C. A. N.," Dun-
ville, N. J. Diarrhea in yearling animals exists as a
symptom of disease rather than as a disease of itself. It

may indicate the presence of worms or other irritants in

the intestines, or it may accompany disorder of the liver

or of the blood. Without knowing anything but the sim-

ple fact of the complaint it is difficult to say what would
be the best treatment. It would be safe, however, to

give only the most digestible food and no fresh green
fodder. Good clover hay cut and mixed with some fine

middlings or mi lis tuft* and a handful of linseed meal,

and the whole scalded and given in moderate quantity

when cold would he beneficial. Three ounces of cpsom
salts, two drams of carbonate of soda, and two drams of

ground ginger may be given in half a pint of slightly

warm water. After this has operated one ounce of tinc-

ture of rhubarb, an ounce of tincture of cardamons, with

one dram of carbonate of soda may be given in half a

pint of water, and a tablespoonful of molasses, once a

day for a few days.

Baling Hay #«v Haricot.—When a

person buys a bale of hay, it is supposed that he trusts

something to the honesty of the person who packs it.

This is a great and sad error. It may contain chaff-dust

or damaged ha}', but the farmer who packs the bale is

really the one who suffers. It is a sad reflection that not

even a bale of hay is taken on trust any more, and tho

shipper who has not made a reputation for honesty,

although his bales may be perfect in every respect, can

not hope to get a top price for his produce. The risk of

bis dishonesty is discounted by the dealers, who have to
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suffer the loss, and it is only when he has become known

and has made a reputation that he can hope to get full

value for his hay. It is strange that even now there are

men who suppose purchasers in cities will pay two cents

a pound for sticks, and therefore they ornament their

hay hales with stout ones at each corner, which arc

worse than useless, because they are a standing reproach

against the honesty of the farmers who make the bales.

The guilty packers do not suffer alone, but cause inno-

cent parties to lose as much as they tlo. If they only

knew that these tricks are unavailing, and that they only

cheat themselves, they might act on the principle that

honesty is the best policy.

As to Merino Sheep.—"Ohio." The
difference between the several varieties of merino sheep

consists in the quality of the fleece, and to 6ome extent

in the weight of carcass. Some varieties have finer wool

than others, and some longer wool; there arc also differ-

ences in the amount of yolk or grease contained in the

fleece. The improved American merino claims to com-

bine the excellences of all the foreign varieties, but al-

though this may not be justified by the facts yet it is a good

enough sheep for all our purposes when carefully bred.

Chicken Claolera. — "E. D.," Clinton,

Kansas, says after losing 100 chickens by cholera he

found that a table-spoonful of soda mixed with a quart

of milk and given with the food was a cure.

Ayrshires for Beef.—"G. S. A.," Lin-

coln, Neb. The Ayrshire ox is an excellent worker and

a good beef animal. The Ayrshire cow, upon good feed,

is as good beef as the Devon cow, while she is much
superior as a milker. Where beef and milk are both

wanted, the Ayrshire or perhaps the Dutch cattle would
be the best upon your prairies where the feed is good
and nutritious.

Selecting- Esrgs for Pallets* —
" J. R. K.," Mendocino Co., Cal. During many years we
have made many experiments in selecting eggs for

hatching with the purpose of observing whether one
kind or another would produce pullets or otherwise.

We found that eggs produced one or the other sex of

chickens irrespective of their size or shape, and that the

ehape of the egg depended upon the hen that laid it, and
not upon what it contained. Out of a flock of 300 hens

wc soon learned to distinguish the eggs of a large num-
ber, each one of which laid eggs of a peculiar and uni-

form shape, size, and color, and a Betting of eggs of ex-

actly the same character in every way so far as it could

be discerned produced the usual proportion of male and
female chicks.

The Best Sheep.—"S. B. B.," Dover,

N. II. A selection of sheep should be made altogether

in reference to the locality and the character of the farm

upon which they are to be kept. Upon hilly, poor land

the Merino sheep or its grades would be the best; upon
hilly but rich pastures the South-Down, the Cotswold, or

the Shropshire sheep would be suitable; low, flat lauds

are unsuitable for sheep of any kind.

metallic Ear-9Iark. — "L. M. K.,"
Adams Co., Iowa. The best metallic ear-mark we know
of is Dana's, described in May Agriculturist.

Shipping- Eggs.—"California." If ship-

ping eggs for market is meant, there is no better way
than to pack in barrels with cut straw or chaff. A flour

barrel will hold sixty to seventy dozen, and if plenty of

packing is used and the head tightly pressed down the

eggs will stand much rough usage safely. i£ggs for

hatching should be packed in dry wheat bran in a light

box, which should be again packed in a larger box with

plenty of dry straw between the two boxes.

Feeding Meal Wet or I>ry.—"J. H.
D.f

" Stouts, Ohio. The most economical way of feeding

mcai is to mix it with a little cut hay, straw, or. roots.

Feeding it dry and alone is a wasteful practice, because

Bonie of the meal is not digested, and is therefore lost.

Roof for Root Cellar.—" E. M. S.,"

Worcester Co., Mass. The most perfect roof for a root

cellar is an arch of brick laid in cement and covered with

a coat of asphalt or gas-tar.

Patent Bntter Firkin. -"G. B.,"

Oneida Co., N. Y. We can not say whether there is any
patent upon a butter package which is narrower at the

bottom than at the top, or not. There are too many
patents for any person to keep the whole of them at his

fingers 1 ends. But if there should be it is infringed

every day of the year, and has been for many years

back, and by thousands of people, for such butter pack-

ages are more commonly used than any other. The
Orange Co. butter pail is just such a package, and there

is nothing to prevent any person using such a one.

The Mole Plow.—"J. N. S.," Pendleton,
S. C. A good lifting subsoil plow would probably be of

better service than a mole plow in any other soil than a

clay. The subsoil plow will break up the hardpan, and

if the ground beneath is not very retentive of moisture,

that is often sufficient to dry the surface without drain-

ing. Draining is not always and everywhere required,

and is sometimes an unnecessary expense. The mole

plow acts best upon clay soils, and there its effects are

visible sometimes for three or four seasons, after which

it needs to he used again.

Steamer for Feed.-"G. L.W.,' 1 Shreve-

port, La. In another column of this number of the

Agriculturist there is described a steamer or boiler with

which we have been acquainted for several years, and

which perfectly answers the purpose of steaming feed.

For twenty cows the interest on the cost of a boiler and
small engine for cutting the feed could be saved many
times over each year. In the Agriculturist of January,

1873, will be found a description, with engravings, of a

good form of steam chest.

Horse Power.-'J. N. S.," Pendleton,

S. C. The Harder railway horse power is considered a

good one and with a pair of good-sized mules will be able

to run a thresher and cleaner or a cotton gin. A hull of

good size would run such a horse power for doing light

work. We never found the cast-iron endless chain upon
railway powers any trouble. With each machine some
spare links should be sent, and if one is broken it can be

replaced. The broken one may be used as a pattern

whereby to cast others. It is strange that you do not see

advertisements of these horse powers: they appear in

our column s almost every month, and the makers of each

kind are trustworthy and responsible parties.

The Soot eli Plow.—"W. H. S. G.,"Cha-
tauqua Co., N. T. The plow figured in the engraving on

the first page of our April number was made by Gray &
Co., Scotland, and was imported by Mr. Wm. Crozier, of

Beacon Farm, Northport, Long Island, for his own use.

We have no doubt that Mr. Crozier, who is extremely

obliging to his brother farmers, would willingly order one

for any of our readers who deBire it and will communicate

with him.

Fumigation ofa Meat-House.—"G.
M.," McMinnville, Tenn. When a meat-house is infested

with the meat-bugs or weevils, a good fumigation for a

whole day with sulphur would probably destroy the ver-

min. The meat should be removed during the operation,

for although it would not be injured, yet it would acquire

an undesirable flavor.

Tnree-Horse Clevis.—" T. J. L.," Indi-

ana. The clevis of which you send a sketch is a patented

one, and any person using it is liable to pay the patentee

a royalty for its use or be called upon to defend a suit.

As to the justice of the patent we of course can not give

an opinion, but we know that the same contrivance has

been in use in Great Britain for many years, and we be-

lieve it has also been in use in this country long before

the patent was issued. This is not the only patent upon

which farmers are called to pay for rights to use devices

which have been in use for years before some person was

granted a monopoly of them by the patent office.

Iron or Woodeu Axles.—"B." The
advantages of the iron axle over the old-fashioned wooden

ones are chiefly its greater strength and durability, and

the less risk of losing the linch pin and parting with the

wheel. An iron axle runs somewhat easier in a wooden

box than in an iron box. There isno practical difference

Id the draft whether the axle is small or large.

Feed Barrow.-'D. P.," Otsego Co., N.

T. The axle of the feed barrow shown upon page 16 of

the Agriculturist of January, 1874, is formed of two small

flanged gudgeons which are bolted to the sides of the

barrel. The handle of the harrow is made to fork, and at

the end of each fork a hole is punched, through which

the gudgeon passes before it is put into the hub of the

wheel and pinned to keep the wheel on. The pin is a

common spring linchpin. Or the axle maybe a hoop
which encircles the barrel at the middle.

Getting; Rid of Stones.—"Evergreen
Farm,'" Ct. It would be a good plan to dig drains in a

wet meadow forty feet apart, three feet deep, and eighteen

inches wide at the top, and twelve inches at the bottom.

The drains may then be filled with stones, selecting the

largest for the bottom of the drain, and placing them so

that one large flat one is laid upon two smaller ones,
thus leaving an arched or covered channel. The smaller
stones are to be laid upon these up to a foot from the
surface, which will prevent them from being ever dis-

turbed by the plow. If the ground is very wet and
springy it would be better to dig the drains four feet deep
or thirty feet apart. Although tiles are better than stones
for making drains, yet when the stones arc at hand and
must be got rid of they may profitably be disposed of in

this way. If carefully placed in clay soil the stone drains
will last many years.

Breast Strap or Collar.—"E. A. B.,"
Newark, X. J. A horse can draw better in the ordinary
collar than with the breast strap. The collar has a bear-
ing upon the shoulders as well as upon the breast, and if

it fits well there is no pressure upon the throat. The
breast strap having much less bearing is more apt to
bruise or press upon the throat when the draft is heavy.

As to "Wells.—" A. J. D " Ottumwa, Iowa.
There is no need to go to the expense of making a well so
large as is usually done. If water is within 20 feet of the
surface the drive may be used with a tenth part of the
cost of the ordinary wclL But for stock wells and where
a larger welt is wanted, or where rock has to be passed
through, the Jilz auger well may be put down with a bore
of from 6 up to 20 inches at a cost of about a dollar a foot

with tubing, etc., complete. If such a welt with a wind
pump attached were to be put down at the corner where
four farms or fields join, at the joint expense, much money
might be saved. But farmers, for some reason or other,

do not avail themselves of this plan of co-operation as
much as people who live in towns or villages do, or as

much as they might very usefully do.

Straw-Preserving Tlireslier.—"A
Subscriber," Clinton Co., N. Y. The machine you re-

quire is the improved straw-preserving thresher, made
by the Wheeler & Melick Company, Albany, N. Y. There
are no spikes in the concave or cylinder to break the

straw, and the straw is delivered sidewiae along a travel-

ing bed on to a horse where it may be bound in even
bundles like hand-threshed straw.

Baling* Hay.—"A Farmer," Augusta Co.,

Va. There is no necessity for making hay bales so large

as 300 pounds. One hundred ponnds is a more conven-

ient size, and the hay maybe pressed just as close in such
bales as in large ones, and lighter ties will answer. P.

K. Dederick & Co., Albany, N. Y., manufacture an im-
proved press in which bales of any size from 100 pounds
up may be made, either of long hay or of cut hay.

Tar Paper Tor Poultry Houses.—
11 G. P. A.," West Haven, Ct., writes that he built a poul-

try house three years ago and lined it as well as the nests

with the common tarred roof paper, wrapping the ends

of the roost also with the paper where they were fixed to

the wall. As he has not yet seen any lice upon the fowls

he believes the tarred paper to be a preventive.

Butchers9 Offal.—u D. B.," Champaign,
111. The readiest mode of utilizing butchers' offal is by
spreading it upon the ground and plowing it under. After

a time a cross-plowing will mix it pretty thoroughly with

the Boil.

Frost-Proof Fruit House.—"Stew-
Rrtsville,'

1 Ind. A double-walled frame buildiDg with a

space of a foot filled with chaff between the walls would
not he warm enough to keep fruit from freezing in very

cold weather. An earth-protected house such as is

shown in the Agriculturist of October, 1873, would be

frost-proof if properly constructed. There should be at

least two feet of earth over it and an air space between
the outer wall and the lining.

Old Hay.—"Farmer," Danielsonville, Ct. It

will be no injury to good hay to keep it until the second

year. Many people believe that hay is better feed when
over a year old than new hay, at least for horses.

Xlie New Timber Act.—By the provis-

ions of the new act relative to timber culture in the prai-

rie states, a person who homesteads SO or 160 acres, and

has filed his claim, is not prevented thereby from acquir-

ing 160 acres under this act. Any person who is the head

of a family, or is twenty-one years of age or over, may
take up a quarter section of land for timber planting.

There arc still many tracts of government land open to

settlement in Kansas, Nebraska, and Minnesota, but they

are distant from railroads ; and on the whole for a person

who has the necessary money it will be found greatly

more profitable to pay five dollars or sir dollars an acre

for land near a town and railroad depot than to take laud

for nothing ten or twenty miles away from it.
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Paris <«r«M?n.—D. Rex asks "if Paris green

is a safe remedy for insects upon every kind of plant and

which is the best way to apply itr" We should not ad-

vise its use upon salads, cabbages, or any other plant the

foliage of which ia to be eaten. One part of the green,

provided it be pure, mixed with twenty parts of flour, is

sifted upon the foliage when wet with dew from any con-

venient tin box with perforated cover. For small opera-

tions a wide-monthed bottle like a quinine bottle wllli

muslin or other open fabric tied over the inouili will

serve. Keep to the windward and avoid breathiug the

dust, and keep the poison always where no accident can

occur. It is found that the poison is so neutralized in

the soil that no danger can arise from its being intro-

duced into the system of the plant.

Mow to Feed Salt.—" G. H. A.," North

Conway, N. H. The plan of keeping rock-salt before

horses aud cattle continually is a very good one, but it

has some inconveniences. Our plan is to have a barrel

of salt in the feed-room, and to scatter a handful upou

each bushel of feed as it is cut and moistened in the

reed box. In summer time an equal amount of salt is

scattered along a trough in the yard daily.

Tomatoes Dying-.—"A. N. S.,
1

' Savan-

nah, Ga„ reports that in Effingham Co., Ga., tomato-

plants grow well enough until the fruit begins to ripen,

when the whole plant dies down suddenly, aud asks us to

prescribe a remedy. The first thing we should do in this

case would be to carefully examine the root and ascertain

whether any insect, large or small, is the cause of the

trouble. Should no insect enemy be found we should

then try what effect pruning would have. It. may be that

plants allowed to grow at will set more fruit than can be

ripened, and in the rapid swelling of a large quantity of

fruit more nourishment is demanded than the root is able

to supply. We shall be glad to hear more of this.

Clematis front Need.—"Mrs. A. L. R."
The best wiiy is to sow the seeds as soon ns ripe in a

bos of earth, and if the plants do not appear the same
season, keep the box in a cold-frame over winter and

they will be very likely to start the next spring. If no

cold-frame is at hand cover the box with boards to keep

the storms from washing the earth.

I^atc Crow of Turnip*.—" W. W«,"
Baraboo, Wis. Rutabagas may be sown with safety as

late as the first week in July ; they will, however, be

better if sown in June. A good crop of white or yellow

turnips may be taken from an oat stubble if the ground

is in good order and the seed is sown by the first of Au-

gust or soon after. The best fertilizer after barnyard

mauure for any root crop is superphosphate of lime or

fine bone-meal.

Why they do not Lay.-U
C. F.,"

Detroit, Mich. Fowls will not lay unless they have ex-

ercise. A coop five feet by four, aud only three feet high,

is much too small for a single fowl, much less for seven.

A run fifteen feet by four is also insufficient. If the

fowls are turned out they will probably begin to lay very

soon. They should also have a roomy, airy place to

roost in. It is probable that fowls kept np so closely,

and well fed, are overloaded with fat. and possibly are in-

fested with lice.

How to Secure a Calf.—"8. W. J.,"

FoidenskjeUl, Minn. It has long been a custom when a

cow failed to breed to drive her some miles to a bull,

and the plan is generally successful. Recently an Irish

breeder followed this plan with some Shorthorn cows
which had failed to breed for several seasons, and they

all became in calf. The ancient poet Virgil speaks of a

similar practice as being in use in his day, and also of

reducing the quantity of food and the condition of the

animal—cow or mare—as a means of procuring fertility.

We know of no modern practice that is so effective as

these old ones.

" it. mi I i In I Moral Inn Bad Bot-
any" is the heading of an item in the New York
Weekly Tribune. That the paper can judge of a moral

we do not care to dispute, what its practice in moralB is

we shall briefly show, but for it to pretend to judge of

botany of any kind, good or " bad," is simply too laugh-

able. In that strange medley which the Weekly facetious-

ly terms 'agriculture," there have been some absurd-

ities to which we have good naturedly called its atten-

tion. This has set the Weekly to hunt up something in

retaliation, and naturally enough it went into the juve-

nile department, and in the pa^es of 18fi8, with the aid

of •• A Correspondent," it found a " tender, sweet little

story" which involved a botanical question, and paraded

it in its columns as the opinion of " the Editor of the

Agriculturist** The editor of the Agriculturist never

saw the article before, and is no more responsible for it

than he is for the absurdities which appear in the

Weekly Tribune. He, however, has his opinion of that

kind of journalism which will descend to making an error

of the head of a distinct department, made several years

ago, appear us his opinion. The " moral " may be " beauti-

ful," but the morals which will bring up an obsolete

affair as an opinion of to-day, and state it is from the

American Agriculturist without reference to date or

place are of a kiud we do not can; to qualify. Anything

more microscopically small has not occurred in our edi-

torial experience.

IPopnlatiou ana Industrie!* of
Kansas.—We have received through the kindness of

Air. Alfred Gray, secretary of the Kansas State Board of

Agriculture, some extracts from the annual report of that

institution for 1S73. The exhibit of the present condi-

tion of this young but rapidly growing State is very

favorable. The population of the State is now over

605,000, against 301,000 in 1S70 and 107,000 in I860, a vast

growth in thirteen years ; and to this should be added

the population in twenty-nine counties which are not yet

organized. The increase in productions and in material

wealth is equally striking, and shows that those who
have made this State their home have gone there to

workj and that their industry lias been crowned with

success. The report is worthy the study of those who
are interested in the affairs of that State.

I>it<-1iiii£ ^faeliinc.—" A Western Far-

mer," Springfield, Mo. The Carter improved ditching

machine cuts a drain three feet deep and a foot wide,

leaving the earth in a ridge at one side. With four

horses and two men from 3,000 to .',000 feet of drain may
be dug in one day. The machines are made in St. Louis.

We have seen the machine doing excellent work In

heavy clay soil free from stone. Large stones would be

an insuperable obstacle to its use.

Peritviisn 4xu;bqio.— 41 Market Gardener."

The quality of guano is variable, being frequently adul-

terated, and to procure it genuine it should be purchased

of some trustworthy dealer. It can be procured genuine

as imported, in small or large lots, of R. Baleazar, 53

Beaver street. New York, who is the special agent of the

consignees of the Peruvian government.

Cutting' and Grinding; Corn-
Stalks and Ears.—u L. D.," New Iberia, La. We
have found it easy to cut corn-stalks, with ears unhnsked

and in the sheaf, by using a Telegraph fodder cutter run

by a two-horse tread power worked with one horse. The
cars and stalks arc cut into slices from a quarter to half

an inch thick. If the fodder is then steamed it is eaten

clean by cows, oxen, or calves, and would be so undoubt-

edly by mules. If, however, it is desired to make the

fodder still finer, a Little Giant cob-crusher would reduce

it to coarse chaff. Two-horse power would be sufficient.

Potatoes, ^'ew and Old.—''Subscrib-

er," Goshen. N. Y.. thinks that our correspondent at

" The Pines " in calling Vermont the li mother of pota-

toes " overlooks the claims of New York State and the

labors of Mr. Goodrich in improving the potato. Wo
are quite sure that the gentleman referred to gives full

credit to Mr. Goodrich, to whom we are creatly indebted

for having started the race of potatoes which finally cul-

minated in the Early Rose and other choice sorts. Had
it not been for Mr. Goodrich's labors we should have had
no Early Rose, and it is to be regretted that he died just

as his work was on the eve of manifesting its usefulness.

Our Goshen correspondent says of potatoes in his

vicinity: ,b We have produced some new seedlings, both
early and late, from the Early Rose. They are very good,

and the public are beginning to look after them. The
'Carpenter's Seedling' has become quite popular as an
early variety. Next in season (some later) is the 'Ice

Cream. 1 Very productive, and of superior quality. For
the main crop, taking the place of the Peachblow, it is

likely to be a particular favorite, especially with the

West, on acconnt of its being almost exempt from the

ravages of the Colorado beetle. The 'Lawrence' Is an-

other variety, only two years from the seed. It has not

been thoroughly tested. It is very promising; a hand-

somer potato in appearance."—Our correspondent has

obligitiL'ly furnished us samples of these, which will be

tried with numerous other new and as yet unfamed sorts.

Catalogues, Pamphlets Etc., Received.

Mabxon Moon & Son, Morrisville. Bucks Co., Pa.

We have perused this catalogue with much interest, as

it contains, besides the usual plants kept by florists, a

number of good old things, things that one rarely meets

with, and all at most moderate prices. It is a pity that

so good a catalogue had not received more careful proof-

reading.

Briggs & Brother, Rochester. N. Y., issue their

catalogue as a quarterly, and the April number is beau-

tifully illustrated, and contains many items of interest

to flower-growers. We must take exception to one
statement. In a clever chapter on Ferns the writer says
of them :

" Spores or seeds are produced on the back of

the leaves, and are insignificant and of no beauty what
ever." As it is mainly by these that ferns are distin-

guished from one another, they can hardly be consid
ered " insignificant." Even the common Polypody is

handsomer in fruit than when sterile, and Polypodium
venosum, aweum and others are vastly more attractive

in fruit, as are the Goniophlebiums and many others.

The Flower Garden is another quarterly catalogue.

This is issued by Beach. Son & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

We have expressed our good opinion of previous num-
bers, and that for April is deserving of like commenda-
tion—only why don't the editor give credit *

Louis Lerot. Angiers, France, shows by his catalogue

that this old nursery establishment is np to the times

with novelties.

Vilmoren, Andriedx & Co., Paris, have a seed-list

that is a perfect wonder in the way of completeness.

These last two houses, each the most extensive of its

kind in France, have as their agents in this country the

well-known mercantile firm of Pabst & Esch, No. 11

Murray street, from whom catalogues may be had.

The Bulletin op the Busset Institution. Part 2d

of this valuable contribution to scientific agriculture is

at hand, and like its predecessor is filled with elaborate

records of experiments made npon the farm at Jamaica

Plain (Boston). Our readers no doubt recollect that the

Institution is an adjunct of Harvard University, and

Massachusetts is to be congratulated on having In it a

place where her young men can be thoroughly taught in

the higher branches of agriculture.

Rutgers" Scientific School, which is the New Jer-

sey State Agricultural College, sends an interesting re-

port for 1873.

Correspondence Botanique is an attempt to give

a list of the botanic gardens of the world, in which

there is great room for improvement, as far as the

United States are concerned. Compiled by E. Morren,

and published at Liege, Belgium.

Forest Trees in Minn., a pamphlet of twenty pages,

by L. B. Hodges, of " practical suggestions," etc. Pub-

lished by the St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Company, St.

Paul. Minn.

Western New York Horticultural Society held

its nineteenth annual meeting at Rochester, in January

last, and its proceedings come in a valuable pamphlet of

fifty-six pages. P. Barry is president, which probably

accounts for this promptness.

New Jersey State Board op Agriculture.—Its
first annual report gives its organization, an account of

the work done, a geological map of the state, and other

useful matter. Prof. Geo. H. Cook, New Brunswick, is

secretary.

The Flora op Colorado, by Thoa. C. Porter and J.

M. Coulter, is one of the reports relating to Prof. Hay-

den's survey, and of great value to all interested in the

plants of the far West. Received from the secretary of

the Interior.

Commercial Fertilizers at Home and Abroad is

the title of a lecture by Prof. W. O. Atwater, Wesleyan

University. Middletown, Ct., before the Connecticut

State Board of Agriculture, and is of importance to all

who deal in or use artificial manures.

The Educational Claims op Botany is an essay by

Miss Eliza Youmans, which should be read by every

school officer in the country.

Western Fruit Prospects.

Reports from the fruit-growing regions of Illinois,

Michigan, and Ohio, received at the Western office of

Orauge Jndd Company np to May 1st, are generally favor-

able, and in some cases unusually promising. In Central

and Southern Illinois the anxiety is in regard to peaches.

The severe winter of lS72-'73 dismantled many fine

orchards—so many, that last season the region about

Centralia was scarcely counted as a peach-growing dis-

trict. Entire orchards were cut down, and the fruit-

growers turned their backs on peaches. But the young

trees escaped with comparatively little injury, aud now

wherever there are young orchards there is promise of

an abundant crop of peaches. In the Alton district the

prospect is still better. The trees will hear a full crop,

but as there are not as many trees as of old, the crop in th«

aggregate will not measure with the full crops of former

years. As the crop will be mainly from young trees, it
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is argtied that the fruit will be of superior quality. In

the extreme southern part of the State the frosts this

season have donu much injury to the peach buds. Iu the

Illinois fruit district apples and pears promise well. In

the northern district pears do nut succeed well. "While

in northern Ohio the men who have lost peach orchards

are turning to pears as a sale and profitable investment,

iu northern Illinois men will hardly consider the ques-

tion at all. It is certain that in the vicinity of Toledo

we find some of the finest pear orchards in the West, but

profits come after a long experience in the testing of

varieties. Whether any varieties would succeed well in

the vicinity of Chicago seems to be an open question.

In the great Michigan fruit district there is promise of a

rare crop of peaches and other fruits. While the spriug

kas been unfavorable in a general way, it has not been

unfavorable to the fruit interest. Iu northern Ohio the

peach trees of bearing age will give not more than a

fourth of the old crop in favorable years. Grape-vines

will give probably a fair crop, which means a better crop

than last year. Apples, pears, cherries, and all small

fruits except strawberries promise well.

I\ortU-Western l>airyraen's As-
sociation.—The eighth annual report of the North-

western Dairymen's Association contains the addressee

delivered and discussions winch occurred at the annual
meeting held at Woodstock, III, in February lust. We
have before alluded to the interesting character of these

proceedings, and have now t.-aly to recommend those

dairymen who wish to read them at their leisure to pro-

cure a copy from the secretary ol the association. G. E.

Morrow, Of Madison, Wis., or the president, Stephen

Favill, of Lake Mills, Wis.

Bee Notes.—Advice to Beginners.

BY M. QUINET.

Many ladies have written me that they are almost per-

suaded to become bee-keepers, and have been encouraged

by what has appeared in the Arjricvliut'isL With a little

further direction, they see no reason why they can not

turn their labor to more advantage, pecuniarily, than in

fancy work. I would say once more to those with suffi-

cient ambition and perseverance, learn how, and I confi-

dently predict success. Fear of stings, that has kept so

many from the undertaking, needs scarcely be an objec-

tion, now that smoke (that has long been used to neu-

tralize the poison of their stings aud quiet their anger)

has lately been applied so effectually that there is little

risk. The most convenient way of applying it was to

set a stick of decayed wood on fire without a blaze, hold

it near the bees, and blow the smoke on them. This

brought the face often disagreeably near, and sometimes

there was danger of fire from sparks blown off. We
now place the burning stick in a tin tube, and with a

6mall bellows connected with the tube, held and worked
with one hand, it is safe, convenient, and effectual.

Mrs. A. has more than one hive of bees—they are in

movable combs, of course. She says: "One has ap-

parently become crowded with bees ; another seems to

work well, but there are not many bees. They have

honey enough. What Is the matter ? " It may be they

have ui queen. Tet Mrs A. says " they never bring in

bee-bread if they have lost her. Have seen somewhere
that they work just as well without a queen as with

one." I would advise the lady in question to look in-

side the best one first. She will need a sharp-pointed,

heavy jack-knife, or, what would be still better, a car-

penter's scratch-awl. made flat at the point, to use as a

lever to pry the frames apart without much of a jar.

Let it be in the middle of the day, while it is warm and
the bees are busy. We will suppose the operator is

timid, and in that case it will be judicious to put on a

veil, for an unlucky movement might make the bees

augry ; yet it must be admitted one can not work as

satisfactorily with a veil on. Then go to the full hive—
the top is loose, not nailed—slip the knife under, and
pry it up from the top, raising tt very moderately an
inch or two. If no angry buzzing is heard, take it ofl

quietly. Should a jar or too sudden exposure to light

get up an excitement, when the top is first raised an

iuch, the buzz will be heard. Blow in some smoke,
which will drive the beeB down among the combs. After

the top is ofl', once in a great while a few bees may come
to the top of the frames and manifest anger, when a

little smoke Bhould at once be directly applied at the

exact point wanted. If suspended frameB. pry them
apart, giving room to take out one from the middle

without touching others. Be careful not to crush any
hues. Pry all the frames looBe, and lift one out. If

the other kind of frames, begin on the outside, and
move sidewise first, then back half an inch, and unhook
and lift it out Sometimes, even at this season, they are

nearly out of honey. If they have any sealed up, theru

is not much danger of starving. Look at all the combs
as you take them out, and if there is no sealed honey,
feed a little. If there is enough, see how much sealed
brood they have—don't mistake that for sealed houey

;

the brood is generally near the center of the hive, they
spread it from there each way. Estimate the number of
square inches sealed in each comb. Fifty square inches
in each, of six or Beven combs, will make a tolerable

swarm when it hatches. Find the queen while you are
looking, catch her, and cut off one wing-she will never
leave with a swarm for the woods afterwards. If they
are making preparations for swarming, queen cells may
be seen, most of them containing larvte, and a swarm
may be expected to issue the next fair day after the first

cell is sealed up. After seeing how the inside of a good,
thrifty stock appears, it is well to examine a weak one,

and find what is wrong there. Proceed to open it in the

same way. Most of the bees will be found near the
center. Examine the combs there for the queen, brood,
eggs, or foul brood. There are many things to prevent
an increase of bees. The eggs of a bee must be kept
warm, like those of a fowl, to hatch well. Bees enougli

to feed and rear them are necessary. The warmth in a

weak hive is generally deficient. If no disease, see if

they have any brood sealed. If that is found, the queen
is probably all right, without bees enough to keep the

eggs warm. If no brood is iuany stage of development,

and no queen can be found, it can be put downas*queen-

less, but not to be discarded. There are combs worth
several dollars and some bees, and may be something

can be done to save them. Take from the best hive a

comb with brood ready to hatch, as nearly as can be
judged, as such require no nursing. An empty comb-
at least one without brood—can be taken from the light

hive and put in the place of the one taken containing

the brood. See where the bees are thickest in th^ light

hive. Part the combs there, and put in the one
containing brood. Close the hive all but one small

entrance, to make it as warm as possible, and the

maturing brood will strengthen the colony materially.

If they hatch well, another comb can be given in a week
or so, and still another until strong enough. Occasional-

ly the queen is lost while there is brood to rear one, and
they do it. In such a case, the remains of the queen
cells will be seen. A young queen, before laying, is not
bo easily found as the old one ; she is nearer the size of

workers, and very active. To make it more certain that

there is no queen, look again in three or four days after

the first examination. They will have started some
queen cells over some of the brood that was given them,
if there is none. If no cells are started, it would indi-

cate that there is a queen and she is either too young
to lay or barren. If no eggs In ten days it shows the

latter; when she must be found and destroyed. If not
likely to have a laying queen of their own, give them
one ; but it will not do to leave her to make the

cotony strong without giving brood. If any hive has
swarmed, queen cells may be had in place of the queen.

The young bees that have hatched from the first comb
of brood wifl be more likely to succeed in raising a

queen than the old bees that were in the hive. By con-

tinuing to change combs with the strong, the weak ones

can be made as good as the best. One queen will gen-

erally lay eggs «nongh for two hives, if change of combs

is properly made. After there are bees enough to nurse

& larger number, more of the brood that is not sealed up
may be given them. Occasionally a hive is only weak
from want of brood, which, if introduced in this way,

will soon make a worthless hive a profitable one. The
condition of every hive bhould be understood. Learn

to distinguish between a good and a poor one. This

can be done now more conveniently than ever before
;

and I havo consequently more hopes in the success

of ladies. They will take time to study the subject

more deliberately, think what they want to do, and why,

and help discover many things yet in the daik.

Increase of stocks will be desirable. But let strong

colonieB be the first idea. When all are so, and the yield

of honey is good, you can choose between surplus honey

and increase. An excess of both is not often realized.

I advise putting boxes on full hives, and allowing the

bees to fill them if they will. Keep watch for the queen

cells, and if they are determined to swarm, make them do

it artificially. Directions for doing it have already been

given. If the honey is extracted, not more than one in

fifty will try to swarm. In most sections, but little sur-

plus is collected after the first of August. If there has

been no increase, and there are bees enough, it. will do

to divide at this time, if care is taken to feed according

to their needs. When there is no buckwheat or late fall

flowers, a colony may be wintered by feeding. It would
be well to have a laying queen ready to introduce when
divided at this time. Twenty-five pounds of sugar will

take a swarm through the winter, when they have no
honey.

Learn bow to make all stocks strong, and to know
when they are Btrong.

Very many allow their bees to build their combs

crooked on the frames, through neglect, and can not
examine them in consequence, and then inquire what
shad be done. I will give a specimen

:

Chesteu Co., Pa.

I have two colonies of bees in Langstroth's movable
comb hive. I would like to take out the frames to ex-
amine them, but the bees have ruu the combs zigzag so
that I can not get them out without much cutting. 1

want to artificially swarm them this summer. How shall

I proceed? Howard D. Busii.

I have many such. The proceedings should be in
accordance with the shape of the combs. They are
much more crooked sometimes Uan others. When very
crooked transfer as from a box hive. Quite often on
one side, on one or more frames the combs are straight.

Sometimes a part of the combs will run straight part
way on the frame. First, see to how many frames
one comb is attached. If any are disconnected with
others take them out first. These can generally be seen
from the top. When the colony is strong and the weather
cool enough for the propolis to snap and jar the bees
enough to wake them up. it will be necessary to use
smoke. The top of course is off. The combs that cross
the frames are welded fast to the sides of the hive. Now
you want a long thin knife—a carving knife will do.
Drive the bees away with the smoke from the place you
wish to loosen. Cut every comb from the sides of the
hive. With a sharp-pointed instrument loosen the frames
where they reBt on the rabbeting, but do not move the
frame enough to break the comb. Put on the top or honey
board, and turn the hive bottom upwards. If the frames,
where they rest on the rabbeting have been properly loos-

ened and the combs all cut loose from the sides, the hive

can be lifted off, leaving the combs standing. Don't be
alarmed and think the stock ruined, and feel afraid of

being stung. Nothing of the kind will occur if you
have used smoke judiciously. Keep cool and think

what is to be done. Smoke and drive the bees away
from where you want to see the comb. If there is any
comb straight part way on the frame, leave it fast. Cut
off all that crooks from a straight line ; keep the pieces

as large as possible. As you cat them out lean them
against something pretty straight up for a time. When
the bees gather in little clusters they may be brushed or

shaken into an empty box for the time being. As soon

as a frame is loose and separated you can proceed to fill

it with combs ; bold it with small sticks fastened just as

directed last year for transferring. Cut off drone comb.
Set up the hive and put into the frame with the combs
straight. They will soon be fastened, when the sticks

may be removed. If necessary to use drone combs to

fill the hive, let them occupy the outside frames. If the

hive is such as I recommended last June, which could be

enlarged or diminished at pleasure, there would be iij

need of using drone comb to fill it. If bees have to

build comb to fill the hive at this season, it is quite sure

to be drone cells. In filling the frames, if there are

spaces an inch or two square left there will be no great

loss, and bees fill them with the large cells. It is possi-

ble that rearing a few drones in combs of this size, may
gratify an instinct and stimulate to some benefit.

Ogden Farm Papers.—No. 52.

— .->— •

Six years ago there was formed an asso-

ciation of breeders under the name of the

"American Jersey Cattle Club." The purpose

was to establish a " Herd Book " aud to encour-

age the breeding of pure animals. The associa-

tion now includes more than one hundred of

the principal breeders of this stock, most of

the northern and some of the southern states

being represented in it. Great care is taken to

admit to membership only the most trust-

worthy men, and no pedigrees about which
there is the least room for doubt, are accepted

without the indorsement of a member.

Three volumes of the " Herd Book " have

been completed, and nearly five thousand

pedigrees are recorded. This part of the work
goes regularly ou, and the book is now self-

supporting, so that the fund derived from
membership fees can be appropriated to other

purposes. At the recent annual meeting $G00

were appropriated for the procurement of an

essay on Jersey cattle, which shall be adapted

to making their advantages for American uses

generally known. Three prizes are offered

:

1st, $250; 2d, $150; 3d, $100 ; and the amount
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remaining is to pay for the cost of publication

and distribution. It was also dec'ded to hold

a show of Jersey stock in connection with the

Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia in 1876.

My attention is called by a correspondent to

the " Basket " item in the Agriculturist for May,

entitled "Jersey and Alderney," which he

thinks calculated to mislead. He asks whether

there are any Alderneys in this country, and

whether they can be entered in the Jersey

" Herd Book." There are four principal islands

in the Channel group—Jersey, Guernsey, Al-

derney, and Sark. Jersey, the largest, is about

the size of Staten Island, in New York har-

bor; Guernsey is less than half the size of

Jersey ; Alderney is only about one sixth the

size of Jersey (about 2,500 acres) ; and Sark is

(in arable land) considerably smaller than Al-

derney. These are usually called, not the

Alderney Islands, but the Channel Islands.

They have two distinct breeds of cattle—Jersey

and Guernsey. Sark has a mixture of the two,

and Alderney is stocked with animals origin-

ally from Jersey, but with the admixture of

some Guernsey blood. It is not usually con-

sidered a distinct breed, and is not accepted as

a pure race in the other islands. Alderney

cows are apparently degenerated Jerseys, or

rather Jerseys which have not been improved

as they have been in the larger island. I know
of but one Alderney cow in America (" Lottie,"

belonging to Mr. fm. P. Botts, of Philadel-

phia), and she has every appearance of a Jer-

sey, though she has been refused admission in

the " Herd Register " of the American Jersey

Cattle Club. The name " Alderney " was
given to Channel Islands cattle because the

early importations into England were from
that island, where there are many English

residents, and it has probably been retained by

mere force of habit. Its retention in this

country was perhaps due in part to the con-

fusion that might follow between Jersey and

New Jersey. What we call Alderneys are al-

most exclusively Jerseys. There are a few
Guernsey cattle in the United States, but not

enough to constitute a prominent class. They
are large, rich milkers, and good farmer's

cows, but they lack the characteristic beauty

of the Jerseys, and are on this account less

attractive, even to ordinary farmers, who like

handsome animals as well as any other cUss

in th3 community.

During the past month I have been " neigh-

boring " among some farmer friends in Massa-

chusetts, and have had some light thrown
upon the question as to whether farming is a

good business in New England.

Mr. Edward Burnett, of Southborough, is a

young man who, during his college vacations,

and oven as a boy before he entered college,

indulged his agricultural tastes by hiring him-

self out as a farm band, and learning the

business from the bottom. Mr. Bowditch, of

Framingham, tells me that he used to pay

him during haying and harvest $40 per month
and board, and considered him the best hand

he ever had. During this occasional appren-

ticeship, he boarded with the farm hands, and

was in all respects on the same footing with

them, so that he became a thorough -going,

practical farmer. When he left college, he

took the management of his father's farm,

which was well improved, an 1 when he mar-

ried he bought the farm (200 acres) on mort-

gage, and went at it like a man to work his

way out. From present indications he will

not be very long in demonstrating his success.

Of course he has material advantages in hav-

ing fallen heir to many improvements, made
without especial reference to their cost, and

which a farmer beginning at the bottom of

the ladder would not have—some which, al-

though valuable, are hardly worth what they

would cost to make anew. On the other

hand, he has as good a farm to lose money on

as could well be found, if he would only de-

velop its resources in this respect; and nine

men out of ten, not used to farming, taking it

with a good capital, would swamp their for-

tunes in very few years ; for a good farm, with

the appliances for fancy farming, responds

very promptly to the influence of neglect and

bad management. It will be fertile in disas-

ter or in success exactly according to the skill

with which it is managed. Mr. Burnett may
be safely depended upon to steer his craft in

the right direction, and to demonstrate the

possibilities of agriculture in New England,

which seems to me to offer a better opening to

an enterprising man than does that of any
other section of the country.

All that New England seems to lack is a

fertile soil— its fertility has waned, and the

brood which fed upon it in its "virgin" days

has gone West, and further West, leaving in

their whole track a worn-out soil and a pros-

perous and well-peopled land. They have

earned to the country more than they have

cost it, and I am not disposed to give them
anything but praise. But it remains for us,

who benefit by their pioneering, to restore the

productiveness of their fields, and to follow

their simpler destructive farming with a sys-

tem that has been made possible only by the

general prosperity they have initiated. The
farm that we have to cultivate is less rich

than they found it, but it is in the midst of a

wealthy and thriving population, and this is

an advantage that can hardly be overrated.

If we work as though our farm were in West-

ern Iowa, we shall probably fail—and deserve

to fail—for our poor land can not compete
with the Western farm, under the same sys-

tem. But if we realize the fact that we have,

within easy reach, a market that is eager for

the best and freshest products of a sort that

will not bear long transportation, and that we
are surrounded with towns and villages from
which we can get an abundant supply of ma-
nure, we shall see that our circumstances are

worth more to us than our acres, and shall in-

troduce into our operations an element of suc-

cess that is impossible to those who are more
remote.

The most hopeful thing about Mr. Burnett's

case is that he has realized this condition, and
works to meet it. His cows are pure Jerseys

(and good ones) and he has a ready market in

Boston (by contract with a large hotel) for all

his butter at 75 cents per pound. Then again,

he makes a large item of the swine, which feed

on Ids skimmed milk (and on corn-meal), and
of similarly fed pork, which he contracts to

take from butter-making farmers in his neigh-

borhood. He does not go into Faneuil market
and sell for the going price for the best quality,

but advertises that he makes a specialty of

family pork, fed on milk and corn alone, and
put up with the greatest care; that he will de-

liver at private houses in Boston, free of cost,

lard, bacon, jowls, shoulders, hams, and sau-

sage-meat at 20 cents per pound. In this way

I

he gets 10 cents per pound for the cost of rais-

ing and dressing his pork, which pays, and

another 10 cents per pound for preparing for

market in the best manner, and this pays enor-

mously. Another item of his business is the

sale of family cows. These he buys from
farmers far and near, on his own reliable judg-

ment, at fair farm prices, and is able to sell at

agood advance to persons who have confidence

in him and in his know ledge of cattle, but who
have neither the time nor the experience to se-

lect for themselves.

His whole system is based on advertising,

reputation, and the demand for strictly first-

class supplies for families who can afford to

pay extra prices, and who know the value of

extra quality ; and this is the best basis he

could possibly have—the only one which takes

his circumstances as they actually exist, and

makes the most of them. If there is any bet-

ter definition of good farming than this one of

making the most of all existing conditions, I have

not found it out.

I imagine the comment being made, as it al-

ways is made, that if everybody did as Mr.

Burnett does, there would be no extra quality

and no extra prices. Exactly! But everybody

won't. It is only the very, very few who will

ever try to do the best that can be done, and

such examples as the one now given will al-

ways be rare. It is given not as praise to a

friend, but as an incentive to the few enter-

prising men who are well located, here and

there, in the Eastern states, and who really

" mean business " when they undertake an im-

proved style of farming—men who are destined

to be valuable examples of success in farming,

and to revolutionize the agriculture of their

neighborhoods, and who are to be followed by

others who will be as far in advance of them
as they are of the average standnrd of to-day.

It is not safe to advise any young man to

adopt farming as the business of his life ; but

to those who have decided on this, it is surely

safe to advise an emulation of the example of

Edward Burnett, beginning, as he did, with the

hard work of the farm, hand in hand with the

other hired men, and learning the details of all

kinds of work by downright hard work, until,

like him, the}' cau beat many a born farmer in

the harvest-field, and many a born dairy-woman
in the butter-room.

I hope I shall be forgiven if I temper my
commendation with a little criticism, which I

do publicly (as I have to himself in private),

and warn eager }'oungsters against the error of

being " boss and all hands." It is too much to

ask of any merely human mind and body to

work like a slave from morning until night in

hard field work, and at the same time to man-
age the business and carry on the correspond-

ence of such an establishment as I have de-

scribed. It is very important that the head of

such a farm should be able to do any sort of

work in-doors or out of doors, and to know
how to get it done by others ; but the large

capital invested, and the important outside in-

terests on which success so largely depends,

are not fairly treated when they get only the

guidance of a work-weary brain. The one

part of the work which can not be hired done

is the part to which the owner's first care and

best and freshest efforts should be given. If

you are your own foreman, you must be al-

ways to the fore, and exhaust your capacity in

manual labor. It is better to have a good

hired leader, and put a shoulder (physical or

mental) to the wheel whenever and wherever it

is most needed at the moment. Labor is one

agent you have to employ, but business man-
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agement is an equally important one ; and as

the captain of a steamer is worth more in the

pilot-house than in the stoke-hole, so is the

manager of a large farm worth more in the

general direction of his operations than at the

end of a hoe-handle.

Another example of a young Harvard man
turned farmer, is Mr. E. F. Bowditch.of Frarn-

ingham, who has taken 400 to 500 acres of

worn-out farms, and built up a capital estab-

lishment, to which he devotes his whole time,

and on which he is reaping a permanent and

satisfactory success. His case is less instruc-

tive than Mr. Burnett's, because he started with

a capital that few young men turning farmers

can command ; but it is, at the same time, an

example well worthy of the study of all who
go to the business hoping to find it at least an

inexpensive pastime, and who too often do find

it a most wasteful extravagance. Like Mr.

Burnett, he is a breeder of Jersey cattle, of

which he has an unusually fine herd, descended

from his own importations, and he sells his

butterata high price in Boston. It was largely

a desire to see his Jerseys which led me to visit

him, and I found them well worth the trip. I am
sure I shall be doing a favor to my readers, to

whom this may come in time, by calling their

attention to the fact that he advertises an auction

sale of twenty or thirty head—his surplus,

but including some of the best of his herd

—

to take place in Boston on the fourth of June.

This will be a good
opportunity to pur-

chase, and an equally

good one to study

the characteristics of

some excellent speci-

mens of the breed.

A correspondent in

Illinois writes: "I
wish you would call

attention to my
way of preventing

cows from kicking,

though it is by no

means my invention. I know that not one

farmer in a hundred knows how to do it. I

use it in breaking my heifers to milk, with great

success. Take a strong strap and buckle it

tight around the cow, in front of the bag and
back of the hip-bones. If drawn tight, the cow
can not kick, and she will soon cease trying."

This seems like an efficient remedy, and it is so

simple and safe that it is well worth being

brought to the attention of those who have

restless cows and nervous or sore-teated

heifers to train.

The long continuance of cold weather this

spring made it necessary for us to buy a small

stock of hay, but our own supply, which was
of excellent quality, lasted until April 25th, and

we are fully content with the result thus far.

One help we had from outside, it is true. We
last spring hired two acres of clover which had
been sown in 1872 with barley. It was intended

for soiling, but we did not need to use the

whole of it in this way, and made a part of it

into hay. We weighed all that was brought to

the farm. Allowing six tons of green clover

to make one ton of hay, the crop of the two

acres was equal to eleven and one lalf tons of

clover hay. This heavy crop was due to the

good management (good management in this

case meaning heavy manuring) of the owner,

who is one of our best farmers, with a firm

conviction that what is worth doing at all is

worth doing well. He has another firm con-

viction, which is that good land is worth a

good rent, and he charged me $200 for the

rent of that field for one season.

Swivel Plows.

The advantages of the swivel plow are not

so well appreciated as they should be. A few
years ago, desiring to test their value upon level

ground, we did the whole of our spring and
fall plowing with them. We used one of them
which was designed only for hill-side plowing,

and by no means so well calculated for level

work as some of the newer and improved
plows, both for sod and st'jbble, and found it a

great saving of time and labor. By returning

upon the same furrow we went up there was
no waste in going around the headlands, and

the harrow could follow close up to the plow.

Thus, in corn planting in the spring or in sow-

ing wheat or other crops, every foot of plowed
ground at the close of the week could be fin-

ished and sown or planted, and on Saturdays

the week's work evenly and neatly done up.

Besides, the seed could always be put into the

ground while the soil was mellow and moist,

an advantage in some seasons of great import-

ance. The annexed engraving shows one of

these plows greatly improved and furnished

with a coulter for plowing sod. It will be seen

SWIVEL PLOW.

that the character of the mold board is such as

to insure easy draft, and as in using these plows

each horse alternately walks in the furrow the

labor of the team is greatly lightened. The
efforts of plow makers have been industriously

turned of late to the improvement of these

plows with great success, and it needs only

that tbe attention of farmers should be drawn
to them to profitably extend their use.

The Use of Steam on the Farm.

As compared with other industries the busi-

ness of farming is not carried on economically.

The cost of producing what there is to sell is

too high, and the profits are reduced accord-

ingly. Steam power is made useful in nearly

every industry but farming, and in that horse

power is the sole dependence. At some future

time it is probable that much of our field work
will be done by steam. At the present time a

large share of the in-door work of the farmer

may be. A great portion of his business and

labor is in feeding stock and preparing their

feed. It has been frequently shown that when
feed is cut and steamed it is fed with tbe great-

est economy. The great bugbear connected

with it is the labor needed to cut and steam

the feed. It is said that it will not pay to

steam feed for Jess than forty or fifty head of

stock. We are satisfied from our own expe-

rience that it will pay with only ten head.

Where there are less than ten head of stock

upon a farm the use of steam will in most cases

IWI

Fig. 1.—SECTIONAL VIEW OF BOILER.

make it profitable and practicable to increase

the number up to ten head without extra cost

of food or labor in preparing it at all in pro-

portion to the increase. As to the cost of the

machinery, it is well worth considering whether
if a five-horse power boiler and engine that

could do all the inside work of the farm, cut-

ting feed and steaming it, thrashing grain,

hoisting and unloading hay or grain, sawing
wood, and any other work needed, could be

procured for $580, all complete and ready to

run, and could be operated with safety from
fire or explosion, it would not be a great econ-

omy; the cost of fuel, too, being less than fifty

cents a day for such an engine, and tha* only

while it is working. The first cost of five

horses, harness, etc., would be considerably

more than the cost of such an engine and
boiler, not to speak of the cost of maintenance.

The boiler and engine we here specially refer

to are made expressly for farm use, by Whitman
& Burrell, of Little Falls, N. Y., and are known
as the Anderson steam boiler and the Kipp
engine. A sectional view of the boiler is shown
at figure 1, and the boiler, water-tank, and en-

gine at figure 2. The boiler is double, so that

water completely surrounds the fire space.

The large heating surface requires but little

fuel, and the water-tank is so arranged that

while the supply of water is kept up there is

perfect safety. The engine is compact, and of

very strong and solid construction, and is made
as small as two-horse power. An engine of

three-horse power needs no more fuel than an

ordinary stove of common size. It is impossi-

ble to doubt that there are thousands of farms

Fig. 2.—ENGINE, BOILEK, AND WATER-TANK.

upon which steam power so cheaply procured

would be a great advantage and its purchase

an economical investment
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Some Wild Ducks.
BY J. H. BEATTY.

Upon this page are illustrated four drakes of

very beautiful and somewhat rare native ducks.

They are generally known to the sportsman,

and all to the ornithologist, yet they are almost

strangers to the general public. There are forty-

one distinct species of ducks that inhabit North

striped with two longitudinal black bars,which

meet near the base of the bill and spread as

they approach the neck, making a V-shaped

figure. The tail is slightly rounded, the quills

pointed and brownish black; back brownish

black, with two small patches of white on
the rump; wings brownish black; coverts

white ; secondaries curved, hanging pcndaut

over primaries; back, neck, and shoulders

the crest lies flat. The systematic name of the

Hooded Merganser is LopJiodytes cucullatus.

The male has its head and neck black, with a

half crescent shaped patch of white extending

along the top and back of the crest ; the upper

parts are black; secondaries and scapulars

striped longitudinally with white ; base of neck

banded with a crescent of white; sides brown-
ish, finely barred with brownish black; tail

Fig. 1.—KING EIDEK DUCK.

America, including the Teals and Mergansers,

and twenty-six of these are common to our

Eastern waters. One of the largest, rarest,

and most beautiful of ducks is

The King Eider Duck, Somateria spcc-

iabilis, or King Duck. It is the most boreal of

its family, and during the severest wiuters it is

seldom observed south of the Bay of Fundy.

Its migrations are not so extensive as those of

other ducks, and it ranges on our Eastern coast

from Machias, Maine, to the Arctic Ocean.

The King Ducks are erroneously known to the

cod and herring fishermen as " mongrel sea

ducks," and are by them supposed to be hybrids

between the common Eider Duck and some

other species. They breed in Labrador in con-

siderable numbers, but the greater body of

them nest further north. The specimen from

Kg. 2.—HOODED MERGANSER.

white; top and hind head pale dove color;

cheeks sage green ; forehead furnished with a

fleshy knob or pervious, membranous protu-

berance, partially divided by a black band of

feathers which extends from the nostrils to the

top of the head ; bill rather small, toothed, and
furnished with a strong nail at the extremity

of the upper mandible.

The Hooded Merganser is widely dis-

tributed throughout the United States, and
may be . called a fresh-water duck. I have

taken several females near the Fire Islands,

N. Y., but they were migrating, and evidently

were more in search of a resting-place than of

feeding grounds. This duck is often found
in company with the young of the year of

the Buffel Head in the inland lakes and
rivers during the autumn. It feeds on fish,

long and rounded and brownish black; bill

long, narrow, convex above and underneath,

and deeply toothed ; eyes light yellow. The

dimensions of the specimen from which the

drawing (fig. 2) was taken are, extent 27

inches, length 18.50 inches. While the Hooded

Merganser is by some authors placed in a

separate genus, Lophodytes, others include it in

the genus Mergus with the

Red-breasted Merganser, Mergus serrator,

which is also called the Fish Duck. It is not a

rare species in this country, and is found also

in Europe. Like our only other species, M.

Amerk-amis, the Sheldrake, this has a red bill

with the upper mandible furnished with sharp

recurved teeth ; the male has a conspicuous

crest; the head and upper part of the neck

dark green, the under parts reddish white ; the

n i i
\

*s* &
PINTAIL OR SPRINGTAIL DUCK.

which the illustration (fig. 1) was taken was shot

in Labrador in Nov., 1871. The eggs of this

duck are small in proportion to the size of the

bird, are of a uniform pale green color, and
from three to seven of them are deposited in

the nest, whicb is made of moss and lined with

down plucked from the breast of the female.

The King Duck is black from the breast to the

tail; breast cream colored; throat whitish,

and is an expert at diving. When wounded, it

often gives a severe chase to the hunter, who
when it appears on the surface of the water

after diving bangs away at it in vain. It has a

large, full, hair-like crest or hood, wbich can

be erected or depressed at will. When the

bird is swimming on the water the crest is

raised, giving it a very showy appearance, but

when it is flying or swimming under the water

RED-BREASTED MERGANSER.

portion just above the breast reddish brown,

streaked with black. The sides are conspicu-

ously barred with transverse black lines, and

the white of the wing is marked by two black

bars. The only remaining species that there

is at present room for, is a bird well known
to sportsmen as the

Pintail or Springtail, Dafila acuta, more

nearly related to the proper ducks than any of
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the other species here figured, and distinguished

from them by its much narrower bill and its

remarkably pointed tail. Its bill is black above

and below, and on the side a deep blue ; the

head and upper part of neck deep brown, with

a green and purple gloss behind ; the lower

side of the neck, breast, and body white ; the

back and sides finely lined with black and

white; there are sixteen tail feathers. This

duck is common all over the country, and in

the fall of the year is very common in the New
York markets, which are principally supplied

from the "West, large numbers are sent from

that part of the country in the fall, and there

is an irregular supply' all through the earl}' part

of winter. The marketmen call it also Winter

Duck. It is one of the prized varieties for the

table. We have engravings of other species

which must wait until another time.

Walks and Talks on the Farm.—No. 126.

" W. W.," of Fairfax Co., Va., who is raising

early lambs for Washington market, asks if it

is true, as he has heard, that Cotswolds are too

slow in maturing fortius purpose. It depends

on the kind of Cotswolds—or, more correctly,

on how they have been bred. If the object of

the breeder for several generations back has

been to obtain the largest sheep, if the breeder

has aimed at size and that only, then doubtless

such sheep will not mature early. I am sorry

to say that some breeders of Cotswolds have

done this very thing.

The last time I was in New York, Col. Weld,

who has always taken much interest in the so-

called Mapleshade flock of Cotswolds, re-

marked :
" They tell me you are reducing their

size."
—"I do not think it is true," I replied,

" but it depends on what you mean by reduc-

ing their size. If you mean that I am not aim-

ing to breed sheep that at three and four years

old will weigh 400 lbs., it is true. I do not

want such sheep. But if you mean that I am
reducing the amount of wool and mutton in

my lambs and yearlings then it is not true. I

am aiming to breed sheep that are intrinsically

good—good for the purposes for which they

are kept, and not good merely to attract atten-

tion in the show-yard."

"Thee writes," continues my Virginia cor-

respondent, " in reply to ' R. P.W.,' of Nebras-

ka, in No. 123 of Walks and Talks, that thee

keeps about a half dozen Merino ewes to raise

lambs for thy own use ; are not Cotswolds as

good, or why does thee keep Merinos for that

purpose ? "—For this reason : The Cotswold

ewes cost from $75 to $100 each, and the

Merino ewes I bought for $2.50 each. I have

never killed a pure-bred Cotswold lamb, but

imagine it would not be bad eating. The grades

are good enough for a farmer, and much better

than any lamb I can buy in market. With a

little mint sauce and a dish of green peas

picked fresh from the garden, a grade Cots-

wold-Merino lamb that "will dress 40 or 50 lbs.

is decluedly good eating after you have earned

your dinner in the hay-field.—" This is all true

enough," says the Deacon, " but ' W. W.' prob-

ably means to ask if you would not get better

lambs from common long-wooled sheep crossed

with a Cotswold ram than you would from

common Merino ewes ? "—You might get bet-

ter lambs and you might not, It depends on

the feeding. The Squire got a lot of long-

wooled sheep in Canada, and bought a pure

Cotswold ram from me. His lambs, now a year

old, will not average over CO lbs. live-weight.

—

" That is so," says the Deacon, " but it does not

say much for your pet theory about using

thorough-bred male animals to improve our

common stock."—" I will not argue that matter

with you, Deacon," I replied, "and I do not

want to make the Squire angry by telling how
he has fed his sheep. I have scales in the barn,

and if you will go with me we will weigh some

of our grade ewe lambs, now (April 15th) from

eleven to twelve months old."—" All right,"

said the Deacon, and we got the shepherd and

drove the sheep into the barn.

" Now then, Fred," I said, " the Deacon

wants to see if your grade lambs will weigh as

much as the Squire's. Pick out a good oDe."

He did so and put her on the scales. She weigh-

ed 118 lbs. " Now catch another ;
" 119 lbs.

The next weighed 101 lbs. " Now catch some

of your thorough-bred Cotswold ewe lambs."

The weights were 128, 122, 125, 135, 129, 137,

125, 125, 109, 104, and 101 lbs. The last one

had a magnificent fleece of fine lustrous wool,

from 12 to 14 inches long, and though the

lightest lamb in the flock is certainly not the

poorest. " But tell me," said the Deacon, " did

you not once say in the Agriculturist that the

Cotswolds were the largest breed of sheep in

the world, and that if a man had a small one

it must be a grade ?
"—" No. I never said any-

thing of the kind. I should be much more
likely to say if you have a sheep of great size

he must be a grade or a cross-bred."

" Won't you weigh the ram lambs ? " asked

the shepherd, "it will not take long." He
evidently wanted the Deacon to see them

weighed. The first one weighed 145 lbs. ; then

142 lbs. "How old is this one? "asked the

Deacon.—" He was dropped May 3d, 1873, and

is about 111 months old."—"He is a good

one," says the Deacon.—" We have some
bigger ones," remarks the shepherd, " and I

was allowed to feed them only a little grain

and no hay until the 1st of March."—"Bring

on your next," I said; "the sheep never did

better, though they have been wintered on pea-

oat-straw, bran, and mangels. I am not

ashamed of them."—" Here is a good one,"

said the Deacon.—" Yes, splendid fleece, but

his long wool makes him look larger than he

is."—He weighed 157 lbs.
—

" Now handle them

and pick out the heaviest. How much ?
"

—

"179 lbs."—" Try another."—187 lbs.—"That
will do ; if you get a heavier one the Deacon
will think it is not thorough-bred."
" How much will such a sheep dress ?

"

asked the Deacon.—"Divide the live weight

by 7 and that will give you the dressed weight

per quarter. 187h-7=2GJ lbs. per quarter.

Now pick out your best yearling ram and that

will do."—"He is a noble-looking fellow," re-

marked the Deacon.—He weighed 253 lbs. I

could put another 100 lbs. on to him by next

fall, and make him dress 50 lbs. per quarter.

But who wants such mutton? Tallow is cheap.

"Don't you want to weigh 'fourteen-

pounder ' ? " asked the shepherd.—I explained

to the Deacon what he meant. "We weigh

all our lambs as soon as born and keep a record.

We had one pure-bred Cotswold ram lamb that

weighed when dropped 14 lbs. He is now one

month old. How much will he weigh ? But

never mind guessing. Balance the scales accu-

rately. Keep him still a second. How much?"
—"33 lbs."

—"Animals eat in proportion to

live weight," say the authorities, and a gain of

two per cent per week is fully up to the aver-

age on a sheep over a year old. That is to say,

a sheep weighing 100 lbs. will on good feed

gain about two pounds a week. But this lamb

has gained over 20 per cent per week on its

average live weight. We then weighed a pair

of twin grade lambs that will be a month old

to-morrow. They weighed when dropped

10± and 91 lbs. They now weigh 27 and 24 lbs.

This is a gain of over 22 per cent per week
average live weight. In another month these

two lambs will together weigh more than their

mother. Wc have another splendid grade ewe
lamb that has two crosses of Cotswold blood

in her. Weight when dropped 10J lbs. At a

month old, two days ago, she weighed 29 Ibs.

To-day, 30£ lbs. Her Merino grandmother, at

four years old, probably weighed about 70 lbs.

So much for good blood—"and good feed"

added the Deacon.

"Now weigh the heifer calf and we will

stop." This calf was born August 7th, 1873.

Small at birth, but pretty. Dam, a native

;

sire, full blood Shorthorn ; weight, now at

eight months and eight days old, 420 lbs. Feed
during winter, clover hay and raw mangels,

with a little skimmed milk when we had it to

spare, and a liberal allowance of bran and oats.

—" She will go ahead when she gets out to*

grass," remarked the Deacon.—Yes, and that is

one reason why I think, for me, it is better to

have calves come in the fall than in the spring.

We have been making butter all winter, and

by the time the cows begin to slacken in their

milk we shall have a good bite of grass to start

them on again. In July and August,when the

pastures are burnt up and the weather not

favorable for butter-making, the cows are dry,

and will calve in time to get the benefit of the

rich fall feed. In winter you have time to give

them the best of care. You can steam the

food and not feel that your labor is wasted, as

the full flow of milk pays handsomely as you

go along. I do not cook the food, but we feed

mangels liberally and give two quarts of bran

and two quarts of corn-meal per day to each

cow. If the cows will not stand such feeding

you do not want them—but the butcher will,

for they will be fat at a time when beef brings

the highest price, say in May or June.

"Now, Deacon, let us go into the house

again and look over our letters."

nere is one who writes from Virginia: "I
would like to ask your opinion of a plan I have

thought of trying with a portion of a field

that is to be sown to wheat this fall. Instead

of sowing it to oats, as is our custom, and

hauling out the manure into a large heap to rot

during the summer, I propose to draw out the

manure this spring and spread it on the land,

and then incorporate it with the soil by plow-

ing and harrowing during the summer to kill

the weeds."— " In other words," said the Dea-

con, " he proposes to summer-fallow instead of

sowing oats, and to apply the manure now in

the fresh state in' tead of rotting it and apply-

ing it to the fal! w in the fall. I think it is a

capital plan."—If the manure could be kept in

a properly managed heap, so that it would fer-

ment without loss, I think he would get more

wheat by sprcadiug the well-rotted manure on

the surface of the fallow after the last plowing,

and harrow or cultivate it well in. But with

carelessly made heaps I have no doubt there is

considerable loss of ammonia, and in such a

case it would be better to adopt the plan he

proposes. One thing is fully proved by Mr.

Lawes's experiments on barley and wheat, that

when barn-yard manure is plowed into rather

heavy land it decomposes so slowly that we do

not, for some years at least, get half the benefit

from it that the plant-food it contains is capable
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of producing. I wro.te to Mr. Lawes, telling

him that John Johnston anil some of our best

farmers claimed that they got far better crops

by spreading the manure on the surface of the

laud and letting it lie exposed for several

months than they did when it was plowed un-

der. He replied : "I have no doubt that the

farmers are quite correct in what they say, as

exposure to the air and rain for so many
months would set free many of the ingredients

of the dung."— " He means," said the Deacon,
" that they would be set free and evaporate into

the atmosphere, which is precisely what I

think."—No, he means that they would be set

free and be carried into the soil by rain, and

produce a better effect than when plowed un-

der in the fresh state. The soil is so conserva-

tive, that when it once gets hold of manure it

tries hard to keep it. If you should take a

field of clover with a crop on it equal to two
tons of hay, plow the crop under on half the

field, and mow it on the other half and remove

the hay, and then plow it up, and in due time

sow the whole field to wheat, what have you
done ? You have made one half the field 100

ibs. per acre richer in nitrogen than the other

half. Now this 100 lbs. of nitrogen is as much
as is contained in 70 bushels of wheat and its

usual proportion of straw. But does any one

suppose that this half of the field will produce,

even if we should sow the whole field to wheat

for two or three years, 70 bushels of wheat per

acre more than the other half? And if not,

why not ? We know that if we could convert

this nitrogen into ammonia and nitric acid, and
apply it in proper quantity, it will produce a

far greater increase of wheat, barley, oats, and

grass than when applied in its organized con-

dition. So much we know. But how best to

attain this object is yet to be determined.

Mr. Isaac Stickney, of Woodhull, 111., favors

me with samples of wool from his pure High-

land sheep and from the half and three-quarter

grades. I had supposed that these sheep were

best suited to mountain regions, but Mr. S. says

he has had them now for six years on his farm

in Illinois, and they are very healthy. The
soil of the farm, judging from a sample which

Mr. Stickney sent me for analysis nineteen

years ago, is rich, remarkably fine, and abound-

ing in organic matter—better suited, I should

have said at that time, for corn growing than

for sheep breeding. Mr. S. has about 900 acres,

and he says there is not an acre of waste land

on the farm. It is a beautiful rolliug prairie.

Mr. S. keeps over 100 head of cattle, and has two
pure-bred Shorthorn bulls, 100 Highland sheep

and grades, 10 horses, and 180 hogs of last

year's stock, "mostly," he says, "of the black

Berkshire and Poland, so called—a mixed up
breed which I never have found a person that

could tell what races they were composed of."

This so called Poland-China breed originated in

Butler and Warren Counties, Ohio. The last

cross, Mr. Milliken tells us, was a Berkshire,

and consequently they must have at least fifty

per cent of Berkshire blood in them. Mr.

Stickney was one of the earliest importers of

Suffolk pigs, but he says he has given them up,

aa their thin skin and light hair render them
unsuited to the prairie wind and hot sun. He
now proposes to try the Essex. I must confess

I can not see why a white pig will not stand

the sun and wind as well as a black one, but

certainly Mr. Stickney can have no prejudice

against the Suffolks.

Here is an interesting letter from " H. L.W.,"

Hardin Co., Ky. He has a farm of 75 acres.

Hay sells for $14 per ton ; corn 40c. per bushel

;

wheat 90c. ; oats 20c. ; early potatoes 75c. ; late

potatoes 50c. per bushel, and cabbages 4c. per

head. He asks, " What crop would pay best ?

Would it be better to keep stock ? if so, what
kind? Will it pay to subsoil?"—I have not

much faith in the immediate benefit of sub-

soiling, but it would be well to try it on an acre

or two. At the prices named, potatoes and
cabbages ought to pay better than any other

crops. But it is necessary to make the land

rich, and this can only be done by keeping

stock and making good manure. I am inclined

to think that for a few years to come "H. L.

W." would find pigs more profitable than any

other stock.

"H. B. G.," of De Kalb, 111., writes: "In
your work on the pig, page 141, is a table giv-

ing the value of manure in producing 100 lbs.

of pork from different kinds of food. The
valuation is evidently too high for Illinois.

What would be a fair basis for this State ?

Corn is worth 50c, oats 40c. per bushel ; tim-

othy hay, delivered, $7.50 per ton."—This is a

very difficult question to answer. The table is

correct, so far as it goes. It shows accurately

the comparative value of manure obtained from
different foods. In other words, ;/ the manure
from a ton of wheat straw is worth $2.68, then

the manure from a ton of meadow hay is worth

$6.43, and from a ton of clover hay $9.64, and

from a ton of corn $6.65, and from a ton of

peas $13.38. If the manure from a ton of

straw in Illinois is only worth $1.34, or half

the above estimate, then the manure from the

other foods will only be worth half. The ac-

tual money return from the application of

manure to land depends a good deal on the

price obtained for the crop. If you were rais-

ing onions or potatoes at 50c. to 75c. a bushel,

manure would be worth fully the price given

in the table. With wheat at $1.75 per bushel,

and hay $25 per ton, I think the table is not

too high. But if you are raising corn at 25c. a

bushel, manure would be worth very little—or

land either. Timothy hay, delivered, at $7.50

per ton, can not be a very profitable crop, es-

pecially considering that its removal from the

farm tends to impoverish the soil. Whatever
manure may or may not be worth, it seems

certain that those farmers will ultimately make
the most money who feed out to good stock all

the hay, corn, and oats they raise rather than

to sell them at the above prices. I would,

however, rather sell oats at 40c. per bushel than

hay at $7.50 per ton. Here, it costs me $2.50

per ton to deliver hay, but we get $25 and over

per ton for good timothy. This pays very well,

provided you bring back a ton of bran for

every ton of hay sold.

When and How to Go West.

Much unnecessary suffering and disappoint-

ment may be avoided if those who have deter-

mined to go West should know exactly what
difficulties they will meet with and what obsta-

cles they will encounter. It profits little an

empty-handed man to stand upon a soil as fer-

tile as may be, and it is an aggravation of his

poverty that the air he breathes only invigor-

ates an appetite which he has nothing to satis-

fy. Labor is a drug where every man is a la-

borer, and where one's neighbor is as poor as

himself. Yet the temptation of a free home-

stead attracts many men with dependent fami-

lies into situations where without available

means poverty becomes actual destitution.

Besides, the most available homesteads are now
occupied, and the further from a railroad and
a town a new settler is, the more helpless ne
becomes. For this reason we would dissuade

the settler who depends upon his labor for his

living, and who can not afford to remain idle

for a year or two, from going any farther than
the point where he can secure work. The man
who can take $1,000 or more along with him
is independent of circumstances, if he has only

wit and smartness sufficient to keep himself

from making glaring mistakes. All other men,
as a rule, would find it better to keep from the

frontier and remain where they are, or not to

go so far out, but seek those places where land

is still cheap and where their labor can be made
available. For the man with some money, the

lands remote frem the railroads are not the

best. He may there procure a homestead free,

but its actual cost in the five years needed for

its acquisition will be more than that of a tract

near the railroad, even if it be bought at $10

per acre. The time lost in going back and forth

for supplies, and in marketing his crops, will

soon amount to the value of 160 acres near a

town at $10 per acre. The comfort to him and

his family of being near a town will be an im-

portant consideration. If he is not suited there

will be many chances to sell out to new com-
ers, but in the back country he can not do this

;

he must simply stay there or abandon his Im-

provements. Now is the season to go West.

About this time last year we saw a farmer from
Missouri arrive upon a tract in Reno Co., Kan-
sas, which he had purchased from the railroad

company, and his mode of procedure struck us

as so business-like and successful that we de-

scribe it as a model. He arrived with two cov-

ered wagons, in which he had his family, his

household goods, some plows, and other im-

plements. As he drew up upon his lot, which

he had previously selected and staked out, he

hauled a plough out of one wagon, and, un-

hitching the team, hooked on to the plough

and commenced breaking the sod. His two
boys tethered the cows, brought out a tent and

pitched it, set up a stove, and the old lady be-

gan housekeeping. The family arrived early

in the morning, and as we returned past their

camp, in the afternoon, there were two ploughs

at work ; a hedge-row had been broken around

160 acres, and the teams had already com-

menced breaking a 40-acrc lot for corn. The
old gentleman told us he intended to break 80

acres before he stopped to build his house. If

every one who went to the West was so well pre-

pared as this man there would be fewer disap-

pointed settlers. All the ha.-lships incident to

such a life must be submitted to patiently and

willingly, or the man who goes West had better

have stayed at home.

Making Drain Tiles.

In places where there is a supply of clay,

and which are so distant from a manufactory

of tiles that the freight is too costly for their

profitable use, it would be better to manufae-

ture them where they are to be used. If the

quantity to be used is not more than one or

two hundred thousand, a cheaply constructed

hand machine can be used. Where larger

quantities are desired, some of the various

horse-power machines costing from $250 up-

wards would be more suitable. A very effec-

tive hand machine is shown in the annexed en-
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graving, fig- 1, which can bo made by any me-

chanic, and which is capable of making 300

tiles per hour. It is a wooden box divided into

two compartments; in the rear one there is an

upright post by which the machine may bo

bound to a tree or a firmly planted fence-post.

A lever is hinged to the upper part of this up-

right post and is attached to a plunger which

fits into the forward compartment of the box.

At the front of this compartment the dies,

shown at fig. 2, are fastened into an opening.

The clay, already tempered and worked until

tough and plastic, is shoveled into the box
;

the plunger is brought down
^- I by the lever and the clay is

j forced by the pressure through

.if.;.: I the dies. The tiles thus ruold-

I ed are run out upon a table

-—
,.

j -—" which rests upon rollers, and

which moves forward with

the tiles. A fresh supply

of clay is put into the box, the plunger is again

brought down and the tubes of clay make an-

other move forwards." When the table is filled

a frame upon which fine brass wires are

stretched is brought down upon the tiles and

cuts them into proper lengths. The dies are

made of an iron plate, the central core is held

in its place by a bent crossbar of iron. Vari-

ous dies, of course, are needed to suit the differ-

ent sizes of the tiles. The inside of the die-

plate is shown at fig. 2.

As the tiles are cut they are picked up by a

boy with the pronged holder seen lying upon

plete success. There are deaths, sickness, ver-

min, losses of eggs, hidden nests, and the loss

of broods, depredations of hawks, owls, skunks,

or cats, and all the other ills from which poul-

.I.TRT-HOrSE.

Fig. 1.—TILE-MAKING MACHINE,

the ground near the machine in fig. 1. The
prongs should be as long as the tiles and should

fit them closely, so as to prevent any injury in

removing them. They are carried upon the

holder to a level drying ground or are placed

upon racks to dry. "When dry they are laid

up in a kiln to be burned.

Poultry Farming.

There is something alluring in doing things

upon a large scale. The desire to possess a

thousand fowls has enticed many men to go
into poultry farming as a special business, and
indulge in dreams of an easy and comfortable

business if not of wealth. Unfortunately in

nearly every case which has conic to our

knowledge, there has been failure, at f rst dis-

appointment, then disgust and sickness of heart

from the hope deferred, rather than from any
inherent impossibility of keeping a thousand

fowls as easily as a hundred. It would seem

as though a person who could successfully

manage one small flock could manage several

with equal success, but in reality few persons

manage a flock of a hundred fowls w ith corn-

try suffers by reason of neglect or want of skill

in the great majority of small flocks ; but be-

cause of the small value involved nothing is

thought of these losses. We always hear, how-
ever, when a man fails in his endeavor to man-

age a poultry farm.

The cause of the fre-

cjuent failures is not the

impossibility of suc-

ceeding, but the want of

the care, skill, and pa-

tience necessary for suc-

cess. With, these .quali-

fications, a suitable lo-

cality, and a proper ar-

rangement of buildings,

we know of no reason

why poultry keeping

for eggs and chickens

should uot be made
profitable with the use

of a moderate capital.

We know of a case in

which it was successful so far as it was carried,

and have no doubt that it might have been

indefinitely enlarged with equal success. For
the information of those who have requested

such information, we describe the plan.

The farm was a tract of cheap land, rough,

hilly, and with too many large stones in the

soil for cultivation. There was some young,

second growth of limber upon the hill-side and

a spring broke out near the foot of the hill.

Excavations were made in the bank and log

houses built therein, all but the front being

covered with earth. The houses were 18 feet

long by 12 wide, and about G feet high to the

eaves. The roof was of rough boards, and a

large ventilator was placed in the center of it.

The arrangement is shown in the accompany-

ing engraving. The soil, of coarse gravel and
very dry, was left to form the floor of the

house. Roosts for one hundred fowls, and

boxes for nests were put in each bouse, and in

the space of twelve feet or thereabouts left be-

tween the houses, some places were fitted for

nests with logs and earth. The houses were

whitewashed inside and outside. The water of

the spring was brought in a half-inch lead pipe

near to the houses and ran into a trough. Two

hundred hens were kept in the two houses with-

out any trouble, and were free from lice and all

disease when we last saw them. They had a

range over seventy-five acres of ground, which
was only partly in a

poor sod, the rest being

gravel or sand with a

plentiful growth of

blackberries and dew-

berries. Corn, barley,

oats, and wheat screen-

ings were used for

food, and the young
man who owned and

ran the farm was well

satisfied that he could

add more houses j'ear

by year until his hill-

side was fully occupied,

and still succeed. The
warmth of the under-

ground houses kept the

hens laying through a

greater part of the win-

ter when eggs were

selling at a high price.

The fowls were com-

mon native ones which

were purchased from

the neighboring farmers, but they were all pul-

lets of the previous year. To this fact as well as

to the care and tact with which they were man-

aged, the success was probably in a grea t measure

due. To the numerous inquiries now before

us relating to this business we would say, that

if some such plan as this were followed upon a

piece of cheap land near a village or city which

would furnish a market for fresh eggs in the

winter at not less than twenty-five cents a doz-

en, and for early chickens at not less than

twenty-five cents a pound, with proper care,

close attention, a watchful eye, and quiet pa-

tience with the wayward flock, a reasonable

profit might be made out of a small investment.

Unloading Corn-Ears.

"J. S. B.," Nebraska City, describes a plan

of unloading corn-ears which we illustrate in

two engravings. The labor and the time re-

quired to unload a large crop of corn-ears,with

the help of a common scoop shovel only, are

very great, and some means are needed whereby

UNLOADING COBN FROM WAGON-BOX.

a whole load may be elevated and emptied into

the crib. The following plan of doing this is

described by " J. B. B." Where there is a

double corn-crib, several hooks are fixed to the

rafters at their junction at the peak of the roof.

A set of blocks and tackle is suspended to
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either of the books, the rope from which passes

beneath a pulley or roller at the bottom of the

crib. Rings are fixed to the sides of the wagon-

bos, and rope slings arc made provided with

hooks to fit these rings. When a load of ears

is brought from the field the slings are hooked

to the rings of the wagon-box and to the lower

Fig. 2.—UNLOADING CORN-EARS.

block of pulleys, and the team is hitched to tbe

rope. The whole load is then elevated, and

when high enough the box is turned, the end

board loosened, and by means of a hook the

rear end of the wagon-box is fastened to the

crib. The team being carefully driven ahead,

the front of the box is raised and the corn is

shot out into the crib. If there is only the

common open crib usual in the Western corn

regions a frame of poles may be erected to

which the hoisting tackle may be fastened. To
adapt the plan to a small corn-crib we suggest

the contrivance^shown at figures 3 and 3. It is

to provide boxes which fit in pairs upon the

frame of the wagon instead of a wagon-box.

Rings are fastened to the sides of the boxes.

A floor with low sides and ends is made to re-

ceive them. As the corn is gathered the bask-

ets are emptied into the boxes, and when the

whole of them are filled they are taken to the

crib. Here they are hoisted one by one by

means of a rope passing over pulleys (as hay is

hoisted on a hay-fork), and emptied in at the

door of the crib. One side of the box is made
sloping and projecting, so that the corn is

readily dumped, the sloping lip resting upon

the sill of the door of the crib. If the boxes

are made twenty inches square and twenty

Fig. 3.—BOXES FOE CORN-EARS.

inches deep they will hold about three bushels

of ears each. Fourteen boxes of this size can

be used in a space of twelve feet. If the wagon-

box is of that length, a load of over forty

bushels may thus be drawn at once. If the

wagon is made to contain sixteen of the boxes

about fifty bushels may be drawn at a load.

Fraudulent Butter.—From the outset we
have discouraged the manufacture and sale of

the so-called "suet butter" as a fraud upon the

consumer as well as the dairyman. In no sense

can the stuff be called butter, and we are glad

to see that at last the sense of the dealers in

butter is aroused, and that a demonstration is

making against " oleo-margarine," or fat, suet,

tallow, or whatever it may be, churned in sour

milk and packed and put upon the market as

butter. In just so much as this fraud may be

perpetrated is the market value of butter de-

pressed in the market. Because as there is an

established market for butter of poor grades

amongst poor consumers and bakers in the

cities, anything which may dispute the position

in the market of this class of butter makes it

unsalable, and affects the entire market by an

accumulation of stock. Therefore factory-

men, dairymen, and even makers of the " gilt-

edged butter" arc directly interested in pre-

venting this stuff from corning»upon the market

as butter. Let it be sold for what it really is

—

a preparation of tallow ; this the makers of it

have a perfect right to do, but when it enters

the market as butter of any kind it usurps a

place to which it has no right, and becomes a

fraud and a thing to be discouraged. The
New York Butter and Cheese Exchange has

at last determined to interfere to protect the

interests of their clients, and to obtain such

legislative action as shall enforce the use of a

proper and descriptive brand upon this spuri-

ous article, and to deny it a position of any

character whatever amongst dairy products.

A Portable Fence.

By and by the interior fences upon the ma-

jority of farms will be abolished. As farmers

learn the value of economy they will no longer

A PORTABLE FENCE.

submit to the enormous wastes caused by these

fences, and will either fence their pastures only,

or use portable or temporary fences which can

be readily taken down, moved, and replaced

elsewhere. We give here an engraving of a

hurdle fence which is made of panels of light

poles, strips, or boards, and which are connected

together by means of wire rings or loops of

light rope. They are placed

in a zigzag position so as to

support each other, and each

panel may be used as a gate

as occasion may require.

CONSUMPTION OF FEED.

—

A horse v, ._! consume 18 lbs.

of hay and twelve quarts of

mixed oats and corn, ground

into coarse meal, per day. A
cow will need 18 lbs. of hay

and 6 quarts of meal if she is

milking. If at pasture three

quarts of meal may be profit-

ably fed per day. 100 hens

will require 100 bushels of

corn in a year, in addition to

what they can pick up on

their range. They will need

very little corn in the sum-

mer, but at least a quarter of a pint a day

in winter. Tbe quantity of corn needed by

a hog depends much upon its size, breed,

and appetite, in all of which hogs differ very

much. It would be safe to allow half a bushel

of corn, ground into meai, a week for a hog of

100 to 150 pounds, and more in proportion for

larger ones. At fattening time there can be
no limit given ; the hog should have all it can

be induced to eat or made to digest.

A New Harrow.

The harrow shown in the annexed engraving

is one made by Messrs. Carr & Hobson, of

Beekman street, New York. It i^ specially de-

signed for strength and indestructibility—being

AN IRON AND STEEL HARROW.

made wholly of iron and steel—as well as for

mellowing the surface, destroying weeds, and
for evenly covering seed. As an implement for

working either a summer or a fall fallow it is

very effective, while for covering seed it is a far

better implement than the common harrow,
which leaves a large portion of seed upon the

surface and covers another portion too deeply.

The action of the teeth is to turn over the soil

so as to cover the seed very evenly and yet

leave the surface without ridges. Upon newly-

plowed sod it will also do excellent work. The
teeth are of cast steel, sharp and very strong,

and clear themselves so perfectly that nothing
can possibly be retained upon them while the

harrow is at work, so that manure may be
evenly spread with the implement if desired.

A Convenient '"arm-House.

" Subscriber " asks for a plan whereby he
can build a small house to which by and oy he
can add a front, and thus secure as many con-

veniences as possible without unnecessary pres-

ent expense. The plans here shown will prob-

ably answer the purpose. The detail may be

altered to suit almost any circumstances, but

as they are here given they were found very

convenient as a farm-house for a small family

FARM-HOUSE COMPLETED.

The part to be

This consists of
by the writer some years ago

built first is the rear portion.

four or five rooms, two below and two or three

above with a wing containing a dairy and
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wood-shed. The ground plan will be seen in

fig. 2, attached to that of the front portion of

the building. There is a hall between the two

lower rooms with a staircase leading to the

rooms above. A hall also separates the upper

Fig. 2.—PLAN OF GROUND FLOOR.

rooms. The right-hand lower room is intended

for the kitchen, in which there is a sink and a

pump, seen at s, from a cistern under the dairy.

There is also a sink and pump in the dairy, seen

at 8. The dairy is entered from a door upon
the covered porch and is provided with a chim-

ney, so that a stove may be used to warm it in

the winter. It should be placed upon the north

side of the house. Behind the dairy is the

wood-shed, having a door connecting it with

the kitchen. Part of the upper hall is parti-

tioned off and made to serve for two closets,

one for each bedroom. A chimney is built

upon each side of the hall from the ground up-

wards in which fireplaces may be made in each

room ; these chimneys connect beneath the roof

and are brought into one stack above it.

"When circumstances require the front to be

built, it is added to the rear part. This portion

consists of two rooms below and two above

with halls and an open staircase which makes
a turn as it enters the upper hall. The plan

seen at fig. 3 shows the interior arrangements

sufficiently without further explanation. The
elevation of the building is seen at fig. 1. A
porch runs along the front of the rear building,

to which a glass door rr-ay lead from the front

parlor. There are tay-windows in each of the

front rooms and a covered porch protects the

front door. The size of the building and that

of each room would of course depend upon the

taste or necessities of the occupant. The house

to which this description applies was 36 feet

Fig. 3.—PLAN OF UPPER FLOOR.

by 12, and 16 feet high in the rear part ; the

dairy and wood-shed were 20 feet by 12, and
9 feet high. The front part of the building-

was 36 by 18 feet, and 20 feet high. But the

narrowness of the rear portion was a mistake
and it should have been 18 instead of 12 feet.

Almost always a person who builds anything
makes the same mistake, and it is better to

have too much room than too little both in

houses and barns.

COMPARATIVE VALUE OF WOOLEN WASTE
and Guano.—The waste of woolen mills is a

very valuable fertilizer. Wool contains IT per
cent of nitrogen, equal to 20-J- per cent of am-

monia, which is a larger proportion than most
of the best guanos contain. But it is slow in

its action, because the ammonia is undeveloped,
or what is known as potential, and some years

elapse before its full effects appear. It is there-

fore a lasting manure and very well

fitted for permanent meadows. Its

money value is difficult to fix, because

it is very rarely sold here as a fertilizer.

In England it brings in the market

$25 to $50 a ton, according to its purity

or freedom from grease and sand; at

the same time guano sells for $70 a

ton. It is used as a top dressing upon
grass, or is plowed in along with the

clover sod for following crops. The
liquid waste of a woolen mill should

be composted with earth or spread upon grass.

A Hook for Side Boards.

Frequently when drawing manure, stone,

wood, or such coarse materials, it is not desir-

able to use a good wagon-box, but rough side

boards or planks put in its place. Then these

persist in falling down when they ought to

stand up, and a person's temper is tried, and

HOOK FOR WAGON SIDES.

very often fails, with the usual results in such
cases. All this may be prevented by using this

simple contrivance. It consists of a ring of

iron large enough to slip over the stake of the

wagon-box and has a claw attached to one
side. When the ring is on the stake the claw

is placed inside of the plank or side board

and holds it in position. Both the hook and
its application are shown in the engraving.

Hoot Pulper.

The accompanying engraving shows the sec-

tion of a root pulper which is readily and
cheaply made, and which grinds the roots into

pulp very rapidly. It consists of s. cylinder of

hard wood 16 or 20 inches in diameter turned
exactly round and smooth, and of whatever
length may be desired.

This is mounted upon
gudgeons and armed
with steel teeth made
of half-inch square steel.

The teeth are ground
to a chisel point and
are screwed into the cyl-

inder with the bevel of

the points upwards and
projecting half an inch. K
This toothed cylinder

is fitted into a box of hard wood plank and
the box is supported upon a stout frame which
should be firmly bolted to the barn floor. The

ROOT PULPER.

front of the box is brought snugly up to the

teeth of the cylinder. The roots are shoveled
into the box at the top and are rapidly reduced
to a fine pulp by the action of the sharp chisel

points ; the pulp is thrown out at the bottom
of the box, where it is received upon an apron
of plank, and from that it falls upon the floor

or into baskets placed to receive it. A driving

pulley is affixed to one of the gudgeons so that

it may be worked by a belt from a horse-power.
It is too heavy a machine to be worked by
hand, although a small machine might be con-
structed upon the same plan if thought profit-

able to do so.

Raising Ducks.
-—•

—

It by do means follows, because ducks are a
water-fowl, that much water is required to

raise them. Yet this is a very common impres-
sion, and multitudes of farmers and villagers

deny themselves the enjoyment and profit of a
flock of ducks because they have no pond or

stream near the house. It is true that adult

ducks will get a good deal of their living out
of a water privilege, if they have one. It ia

not true that water to swim in is essential to

their profitable keeping. They want some
range and grass and good fresh water to drink
every day. Ordinarily, ducks can be profitably

raised wherever hens can be. They make a
pleasing variety in the poultry yard, and all

who have room for them can enjoy them. The
first thing in raising ducks is to get them out
of the shell, and for incubation we decidedly
prefer hens to clucks. They sit more steadily,

and take much better care of the young. The
wetting of the ducks' eggs daily in the last two
weeks of incubation is even more necessary
than for hens' eggs.

In a recent visit to a poultryman who has
just started in duck-raising, he showed us five

young Pekin ducks and six dead ducks, well
dried up in the shells, from a sitting of twelve
eggs. He had not learned the secret of wet-
ting the eggs. This is sometimes done by
sprinkling water upon them, but we think it

better to take them from the nest and put them
in a basin of tepid water about blood-warm.
This moistens the whole shell without chilling

the embryo life within. The ducklings out of
the shell may be allowed to remain upon the
nest with the hen for a day. The hen may
then be put upon a grass-plat, under a coop,
where the ducklings can go in and out at

pleasure. Or if the hen is allowed liberty, the
ducklings should be confined in a small pen
from which they can not escape. A dozen in

a pen ten feet square is enough, for the first

two weeks. For water they only want a shal-

low pan—so shallow that they can not swim,
and in which they can wade at pleasure. The
water should be changed often and kept in

good drinking condition. For the first food
nothing is better than the yolk of hard-

boiled eggs or boiled liver, chopped very
fine. The food had better all be cooked
for the first week. It may then gradually
be changed to coarse scalded Indian meal,
oatmeal, wheaten grits, or rice, as suits

the convenience of the feeder. Bread-crumbs
and sour milk are excellent food, as are angle-
worms and snails. They are quite as good as
chickens at devouring insects, and nothing
seems to harm them but rose-bugs, against
which they should be jealously guarded. For
this reason they should be kept away from
grovie-vines and other plants specially Bttrac-
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tive to these insects. As the ducklings grow

older they may have more liberty and a greater

variety of food. If they have not plenty of

.grass its place should be supplied by lettuce,

onions, cabbage, or other green succulent food.

If you desire exhibition birds of the largest

size, it is particularly important that the duck-

lings should be fed regularly, and at frequent

intervals, having all the food they can digest.

Five times a day is none too frequent feeding.

We have usually succeeded quite as well with

ducks as with chickens in a village yard.

When grown, we give them a larger range. *

Future Prospects of Wheat Culture.

It has now become a settled fact that in the

future the wheat product of Great Britain will

steadily decrease. The importations into that

country the present shipping season will not be

far from 100,000,000 of bushels. It is the de-

mand for this va3t Quantity of grain that has

kept up the price in our own markets to a

profitable point ; and it is the future demand
that will govern the price of our wheat in the

future. If that demand shall keep even with

the surplus which we have to spare the price

will be satisfactory ; but if our production shall

overrun the necessities of our foreign custom-

ers, the price will be so iow that it will not pay

the cost of producing it. The fact, therefore,

that large tracts of land in Great Britain and

Ireland have been withdrawn from wheat cul-

ture and have been turned into grazing fields

and the production of meat, and that American
fields are now looked to for the supply of grain,

should not tempt us to go out of our way to

largely increase our wheat production. On the

contrary, our plan is to follow their example,

to keep our wheat production stationary, and
to increase our stock of beef cattle, sheep, and
hogs, as much as possible, so as to supply our-

selves and leave only a moderate excess for

shipment. If Europe needs 100,000,000 bush-

els and we have but 90,000,000 to dispose of,

the price of that 90,000,000 and that of all we
need at home, in fact the price of the whole

crop, will advance up to the extreme point that

our customers can pay. But if we have but a

small quantity over their needs the price of our

whole production will depend upon what they

are willing to pay. It would not then be wise

to increase our growth of wheat, but rather to

turn our attention to growing grass, and our

meat and dairy products.

How to Manage Sitting Hens.

A good deal of the success of the poultry

crop depends upon the management of the

birds while sitting. Hens that steal their

nests and follow their own instincts do very

well if they are not disturbed, but frequently

they get frightened or robbed, and the eggs are

lost. As a rule, it is better to have all the sit-

ting birds completely under your control, and

make them follow your will rather than their

own instincts. With a well-arranged poultry

house it takes but a little time daily to have all

the birds come off for food and exercise. But
without this we manage to make the sitters

regular in their habits. We usually set the

hens near together in a sheltered sunny spot, in

boxes, or barrels, that we can cover, and thus

perfectly protect them against enemies, and at

the same time compel them to sit until the

box is uncovered. Wherever they may lay,

when they want to sit we remove them to the

hatching-yard by night, and put them securely

upon a nest full of eggs. We usually take

Asiatic fowls for mothers, as they are very con-

tented upon the nest, and cover a large number
of eggs. We have never failed to make them
take kindly to a new nest. They also bear

handling better than most other varieties, and
are very patient, good - tempered mothers.

Every day about twelve o'clock we remove the

covers, and carefully take the hens from their

nests for food and water. In pleasant weather

they have from a half hour to an hour to

scratch in the dirt and take their dust bath.

Most of them return to their nests voluntarily

before the time is up. Occasionally a bird

will take to the wrong nest. It takes but a

few minutes to see every bird in her place, and

make her secure for the next twenty-four

hours. As the hatching time approaches, we
dip the eggs in tepid water every day to keep

the pores open, and to facilitate the hatching.

This moistening of the eggs we have found of

special service in the hatching of the eggs of

water-fowl set under hens. By this method we
have good success with sitting hens. *

A Corn-Marker.

The annexed engraving is one of a marker
for corn or potatoes which we recently saw in

use. It is a very light, neat, and useful im-

plement for those who plant these crops by
hand in check rows. The markers are strips

of plank four feet long, two inches thick,

and six inches wide, into which gains are cut

to fit the crossbars. Iron straps are fastened

over these gains, in which holes arc made.

Holes are also made in the crossbars, and as

the markers are moved along the bars, as they

may be set wider apart or otherwise, they are

held in their places by iron pins inserted

in the holes. The crossbars are connected by

two flat iron rods, and a tongue is fixed and

braced to them. A handle is also fixed behind

to guide the motion. At the rear end of

each marker wings of wood are attached by

A COrtN-MAEKER.

which fvfrrows are made. The seed is dropped
into these furrows at each intersection of the

cross furrows.

Feeding Meal to Cows.—The best way to

give meal to cows is either to mix it with some
cut hay, moistened so that the meal will adhere

to it, or to scald it and give it in the shape of a

thin gruel as a drink. In the first place it is

necessary to perfect digestion that the saliva

should be mixed with the food and that the

food should be returned from the first stomach

to the mouth for a second chewing or rumina-

tion. This is only done when the food is

bulky, requiring considerable chewing. In the
second place the gullet, or passage from the

mouth to the stomach, in ruminants, opens
directly into the third stomach, having inter-

mediate longitudinal openings closed by lips,

by which the food enters the first and second
stomachs. If the food is bulky and solid it

separates the lips of these openings and finds

an entrance to either or both the first and sec-

ond stomachs. If otherwise, it passes over the

closed lips and enters the third stomach. In
the first case, by a periodic inverted action of

the gullet, the food is thrown in small quanti-

ties from the stomachs to the mouth, where it

is reduced to a soft semi-liquid condition, in

which state it is passed easily to the third

stomach for digestion. In the second place it

misses this process of rumination, and is there-

fore not in a condition for perfect digestion,

and the meal is seen to pass away in the dung
in considerable quantities unaltered.

The Timber Culture Act.—A recent

amendment of the Act of Congress to encourage

the planting of timber upon the western prai-

ries, provides that 160 acres of land, or less, may
be entered by any person w7ho is the head of a

family or who is 21 }'ears of age. One fourth

of the land shall be planted with trees. One
fourth of this required quantity must be broken

the first year and planted the second year.

Another fourth must be broken the secoud

year and planted the third, and the remaining

half must be broken the third year and planted

the fourth. After eight years' cultivation a deed

will be granted. The fees are $18 for each entry.

How to Kill Skunks.

During all the breeding season, sitting hens,

ducks, geese, and turkeys are exceedingly liable

to the depredations of skunks. These creatures

forage in the night, and will come into sheds,

barns, and cellars in quest of food. They are

very fond of eggs, and when they have once

got a taste of this delicate food they will come

so long as there is an egg left. If a dog is

set to catch them, the skunk carries too many
guns for his enemy, and the result is a per-

fumed watchman upon the premises for the

remainder of the season. If trapped or shot

he dies game, and not infrequently leaves a

gamey odor in one's clothes that puts them per-

manently upon the retired list. A correspondent

to whom we sent some choice Rouen ducks'

eggs last season was robbed by one of these

marauders, and we are indebted to him for the

following method of destroying skunks, which
we give in his own language :

" A skunk got at

the nest, and sucked all but two of them before

we suspected that it was not the hen that broke

two eggs every night. She was sitting in a

cellar carefully guarded, except the drain,

which had an outlet about fifty feet from the

building; it was through this the skunk came

in. As soon as we suspected the true cause of

the mischief we closed the drain, aDd I sucked

out a part of the contents of an egg through a

small hole in one end, and put. in a little pow-

der of strychnine, shook it up well, and cov-

ered the hole with court-plaster, and left it at

night near the mouth of the drain, which I had

closed up. The next morning the egg was

partly eaten, and about two rods distant lay a

dead skunk. I think this is the best way, in
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cartful bands, of ' killing the varmints,' as there

is no unpleasant smell which usually accom-

panies the shooting or trapping them, and it is

a dead sure thing."

It would be better indeed if we had suitable

poultry houses where sitting birds could be

perfectly protected, but as a matter of fact not

one farmer in fifty has anything of the kind,

and the hens sit where they please. Turkeys

almost ievariably make their nests in exposed

places, and a single skunk upon the premises,

if left to himself, will destroy the poultry crop

for the season. Use strychnine.

Connecticut.

Mackerel and How they are Caught.

Next to the cod, the mackerel is probably

the best known fish, as in a salted state it finds

its way to even the most remote inland towns,

and is sold fresh in large quantities in all places

within easy railroad communication with the

coast. The mackerel, Scomber vernalis, appears

in the markets fresh about the middle of May,

and continues nearly to the first of July. When
just taken out of the water it is a beautiful

fish ; tbe upper part of the body is of a steel

blue color, becoming lighter on the sides, while

below it is of a silvery white with metallic re-

flections. Extending from the back half way
down the sides are 24 to 30 deep blue bands.

It is from 16 to 18 inches in length, with a

fusiform cylindrical body, its greatest depth

being near the last rays of the first dorsal fin.

It has an excellent flavor, and furnishes a cheap

and savory dish.

Mackerel are very numerous along the At-

lantic coast, and are caught by fishing smacks
in great numbers from Cape May to Cape Cod.

These fish were until late years caught with a

small hook, but as fishing became more exten-

sive a new plan was discovered by which a

greater number could be caught in less time

than with the hook and line. It would take

the fishermen, wit'i hook and line, a long time

to get a load to bring to market fresh, but now
they often get enough in one haul to load their

vessel, and there bas of late years been an in-

creased quantity brought to Pulton market,

which is the great fish depot of New York.

When there are a great many fish in market
the fishermen salt their mackerel at sea, and
avoid a dull sale. The price varies from
one to three cents, and is sometimes as low as

half a cent per pound. They are, when plenty,

peddled through the city by street venders, and

a large number is sold in this way.

The engraving shows the method of catching

the fish with a net. The smackmen have two
fishing-boats and a large seine-like net, about

200 fathoms in length and eight in depth, with,

a large weight of 150 pounds called " Old
Tom," fastened to tbe bottom rope about mid-

way of the net. They have pulleys connected

with this weight and small rings fastened to

the bottom rope about four feet apart. A long

rope is passed through these rings and attached

t<!> the pulleys, so by pulling on this rope the

men are able to draw up the bottom of the net

like a bag. On approaching a school of mack-
erel the fishermen drop " Old Tom " overboard,

and then row around the fish and let out

the net so as to form a circle, as seen in the

engraving. After the fish have been closely

gathered in the net the captain comes alongside

the net with the smack, and with a large scoop-

net he, with the assistance of the crew, hoists

them on board. The engraving also shows

how mackerel were formerly caught with the
" gig," a method of fishing that afforded much
sport to the smack-men. The fish, however,

were not iflways in the humor to bite at the

"gig," and the fishermen would often see

hundreds of them at the surface of the water

at a time and not be able to catch them. The
two men standing in the rigging are on the

lookout for mackerel.—D. W. Morris,
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Succulents as Decorative Plants.

BY CUA1U.ES U. KOVEY, CAMBRIDGEFOI1T, MASS.

The class of plants known as succulents is

now attracting much attention

amongst gardeners and amateurs on

account of their decorative qualities

for both the greenhouse and the

garden. Then- various and often

grotesque forms and interesting habit

of growth give them a peculiar in-

terest, and afford a never-ending

source of study and amusement.

Many of them arc desirable additions

to any collection of plants ; some be-

ing fine bloomers, lasting in flower

from two to three months, while

others are indispensable for bedding

purposes. Their great tenacity of

life, or, in other words, the impunity

with which they bear neglect, as also

their rapidity of growth when cared

for, render them universal favoriteE.

Of all the plants grouped under the

title of succulents the Echeverias will

undoubtedly prove the most generally

useful. They afford so great a variety

in style of growth, and such decided

contrasts in color, that in time we
shall have our groups of Echeverias,

producing a more unique and as

striking an effect as we now have from

our masses of Geraniums, Coleus, and
similar bedding plants. It may be

remarked that some botanists include

these plants in the genus Cotyledon,

but as this is still a disputed point it

is best in the present article to use the

names by which they are known in

the collections of florists and in then-

catalogues. The following species and

varieties are some of the most desir-

able for the greenhouse and garden

:

Echeveria agavoides. — One of the

rarest and best of the Echeverias ; a

dwarf, compact grower, with leaves

of a semi-transparent green color,

tipped with red, exactly resembling

in its appearance a miniature Agave.

E. argentea vera.—A new variety

from California ; leaves six or seven

inches long and from one to two in

width ; the whole plant is completely covered

with a thick white powder ; this variety most

generally grows in clumps, and is very showy.

E. Californica.—Also rather new, from the

Pacific coast ; with long, narrow, green leaves

;

pointed, and of a beautiful white color; simi-

lar to E. drgentea ne¥a, and one of the best.

E. lurid'i.—This variety is probably a hybrid

from E. sanguinea, which it resembles in

ECHEVEIUA METAJLLICA.

somewhat resembling in style of growth E. ago-

voides; a dwarf, dense grower, and very distinct.

E. farinosa.—Another recent introduction

from California ; leaves long, narrow, sbarply-

EOUJSVIiRIA KETUSA FLOKTBnH'DA SKLESDEKS.

growth ; the young leaves are of a bluish red,

fading to a rusty brown ; a promising species.

E. metaUica.—This is the most generally

grown of all the Echeverias, and is perhaps the

most effective for greenhouse and garden, its

large, pink, metallic leaves showing off to great

advantage ; and its being a very free grower

will render it the most popular of all the

Echeverias. The engraving shows the ap-

pearance of a small specimen.

E. metaUica glauca.—Somewhat similar to

the preceding, but more compact and regular

;

leaves large and of a bluish white color; fine

for bedding, and a good flowering variety.

E. ilexicana.—A new variety, after the style

of E. secunda glauca, but much superior; of

regular and compact growth, with leaves of a

beautiful pale blue color, it forms a perfect

rosette, and must supersede all others of its

style for edging purposes ; synonymous with

E. rosularis.

E. pvmila.—In growth similar to E. secunda;

leaves long, narrow, and of a glaucous, green

color; a distinct variety.

E. racemosa.—A variety said to be a hybrid

from E. sanguinea, which it resembles in

growth; leaves of a pinkish, salmon color.

E. rosea.—Resembling the Cotyledons more
than the Echeverias in growth ; leaves green,

slightly tinged or edged with red.

E. return glauca.—A strong growing variety,

with glaucous, green leaves; one of

the best flowering varieties.

E. retusa floribunda splendent.—The
best of all the Echeverias for flower-

ing ; flowers a brilliant scarlet, and a

very free bloomer ; similar in growth
to E. retusa glauca, but with nar-

rower leaves. See engraving.

E. sanguinea.—A distinct species,

with long, narrow leaves, slightly

channeled, and of a dark red color;

fine for bedding in contrast with the

light-colored varieties.

E. scaphophylla.—One of the newest

of the Echeverias, a hybrid between

E. agavoides and E. lingua-folia ; leaves

blunt, and slightly channeled like the

latter, but in growth and color si-

milar to E. agavoides.

E. secunda.—An old variety with

green leaves; a dwarf and compact

grower, and fine for bedding.

E. secunda glauca.—One of the best

for bedding ; similar to E. secunda in

growth, with leaves of a bluish white

color; next to E. metaUica, perhaps

the most generally grown. A small

specimen is shown in the engraving.

E. secunda glauca major.—New and

fine; a large variety of E. secunda

glauca, with leaves not quite so light

colored.

E. secunda ramosa.—A monstrosity

in habit of growth ; stem fiat, broad,

and covered at the top with numerous

small green leaves ; in appearance

resembling the flower of a Cockscomb.

E. nuda, E. linguafolia, E. lutea

gigantea—are all very similar to E.

retusa glauca, and are all good flower-

ing varieties.

Of the above varieties, the six most

distinct in style of growth and con-

trast of color are E. metaUica, E.

Mexicana, E. farinosa, E. agavoides,

E. sanguinea, and E. metaUica glauca.

All the species and varieties above

described may be propagated from

seeds or cuttings, and most of them from single

leaves ; if raised from seed it should be sown

and treated similarly to Cineraria or Calceolaria

seed. If propagated from cuttings or leaves

they should be laid away on a dry shelf until

they become thoroughly dry or callous, and

then be potted in a light, sandy mixture and

ECHEVBRIA SECUNDA GUOCA

sparingly watered until rooted. As soon as

rooted, if they are repotted in a mixture of

leaf-mold or well-rotted manure and loam,

with one fifth part sand, they will amply repay

the trouble of repotting.

[Last winter we received from Messrs. Olm
Brothers, of Newark, N. J., a fine specimea
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with the formidable name already given above,
" EcMveria retusa floritntnda splendens." It

was so handsome a plant that we had an en-

graving made from it, which is here given

;

after the drawing was made the plant kept in

flower in our greenhouse for some months.—Ed.]

Improved Mignonette.

Within a few years there has been consider-

able attention given to the improvement of the

Mignonette, and though some of the new vari-

eties that have been sent out have not proved

equal to the representations made in their favor,

yet we have several that are a decided improve-

ment upon the common form of this old-fash-

ioned garden favorite. A few days ago we re-

ceived from Mr. James Fleming, seedsman,

67 Nassau street, New York, some spikes of

Mignonette that in size were simply astonish-

ing, and having expressed a desire to know more

of its history, we are favored with the follow-

ing account by the raiser, Mr. Samuel Henshaw,

gardener to J. C. Green, Esq., New Brighton,

Staten Island. Mr. H. says

:

"The Mignonette of which I send you a

sample is the result of careful selection in sav-

ing the seed, thinning, etc., until it is now quite

a distinct variety. Three years ago I grew for

the first time the variety called Reseda ameli-

orata,which produced flower-spikes about three

inches in length ; thinking it might be still fur-

ther improved, I saved seeds of the largest

flower-spike, and only the seeds that formed

on its lower half. The year following there

was a decided improvement, the plants being

more vigorous and the flowers much finer. I

continued selecting only the finest for seed, and
this year the spikes saved for seed for next win-

ter's flowers measure at this date (April 29th)

lQi inches in length, and are still growing. The
seeds were sown last fall about the third week
in August, in the bed of a small span-roofed

house devoted to violets, and treated the same

as the violets as to watering, ventilation,

etc., air being given freely all winter, and the

temperature never allowed to rise to more than

50° at night, and oftener it was about 40'.

When the weather was severe the soil was kept

rather dry,with occasional doses of weak liquid

manure ; the plants were thinned to about 12

inches apart, but would have been better if

allowed twice this room, as they are now very

crowded. The Mignonette for early winter

blooming is sown about the end of July in

boxes about two feet long by one foot wide

and nine inches deep. About six plants are

enough to each box. These are placed on the

greenhouse shelves in October, and yield abun-

dance of flowers until past midwinter."

This is a useful bit of information, not only

to gardeners, but to all who raise flowers or, in

fact, any plants from seeds. But few who have

not tried it are aware of the decided improve-

ment that may be effected by a proper selection

of the flowers for seed. It is too frequently

the case that those who intend to save seed

wait until the plants have expended their

strength in blooming before they gather it, or

wait until near the end of the tomato and melon
season before they think of next year's crop.

It is something to forego the plucking of the

earliest and finest flowers or the best and soon-

est ripened of the garden products. But who-
ever works in a garden, be it large or small,

must have faith, and one exercise of this faith

can be manifested in foregoing present enjoy-

ment for the sake of future good.

Evergreens from Seed.

In an article given last March it was stated

that the difficulties were so great that we could

not advise farmers in general to undertake to

raise evergreens from seed. Still the inquiries

continue to come, and we will give such direc-

tions as can be given, remarking that this is a

branch of horticulture requiring the greatest

skill and experience, and those who undertake

it must expect to meet with disappointment

and losses, for these fall to the share of those

who have made evergreen growing the busi-

ness of their lives. One reason why we advise

farmers to purchase young evergreens rather

than to undertake to raise them is the fact that

so few of them like at any time to do what is

called " puttering " work, and unless they are

willing to give to the evergreens while they are

young all the care that they demand, it will be

money and time thrown away. But few plants

are so " miffy " as these the first year, and our

hardiest evergreens when young are as delicate

as a tender exotic ; and as seedlings two or three

years old—an age when they are no longer lia-

ble to the troubles of their infancy—can be had

at very low rates of those who raise them on a

large scale, we are sure that we do farmers a

service when we advise them to buy rather than

to attempt to grow them. Besides getting ser-

viceable trees two or three years sooner, the time

that would be required to raise these seedlings

is worth more than the plants will cost. To
those disposed to try raising their own trees,

we would say that it is now too late to start

with any hope of success. The one thing most
injurious to the young seedlings is the hot sun

;

hence the seed must be sown at the very earli-

est moment. Some growers even sow when
only the surface of the earth is thawed, and it

is still frozen beneath. To guard against the

injurious effects of the sun, the bed must be

shaded, and in such a manner as not to prevent

a free circulation of air. A very good plan for

those who grow upon a small scale is to raise a

common hot-bed frame upon bricks or blocks a

few inches above the bed, and whitewash the

glass. This gives shade and a free circulation

of air. On a large scale the beds of convenient

width have stakes driven along their edges to

which boards six inches wide are nailed, their

lower edges being three or four inches above

the surface of the bed ; upon these boards rest

screens made of common lath with the laths an
inch and a half apart. The beds of Messrs. R.

Douglas & Son, Waukegan, 111., who are the

largest growers in the country, are protected

by screens of brush supported upon posts seven

feet above the beds, and they have acres covered

by this kind of protection ; this has the advan-

tage over the other shading that it allows the

necessary work to be done without the trouble

of removing the screen. The seeds are usually

sown broadcast and raked in, the surface being

afterwards lightly rolled or pressed. Weeding
and thinning have to be done, and a constant

watch kept against " damping off." Thousands
of seedlings will sometimes decay at the sur-

face of the earth, without any_ warning; the

only remedy for this is to sift on a covering of

dry sand kept for the purpose.

Stocks for Fruit-Trees—Peaches.

In discussions with fruit-growers as to the

want of success with this or that variety of

apple, pear, or other fruit, we have suggested

that an uncongenial stock might have some-

thing to do with it, but these gentlemen have

not been disposed to adopt this view. In their

eyes, one stock is as good as another. Suppose

a nurseryman buys a lot of imported or home-
raised apple or pear seed ; it would be quite

within bounds to say that each pound of this

contained seeds from a dozen trees of quite

different character, not only in the quality of

the fruit and its time of ripening, but in the

habit of the trees. Some may be regular and

others straggling growers, there may be seeds

from slow and quick growers, and from those

which ripen their fruit in August and those

that mature in December. The nurseryman
sows his seeds, and when the stocks raised

from them are of proper size he buds or grafts

them indiscriminately, throwing out, probably,

the very unpromising looking ones. To say

that a dozen Baldwin apple-trees grafted upon
a dozen stocks of widely differing character

will, when set in the orchard, all produce fruit

precisely alike, is to state something that we
can not agree to. In rapidly maturing trees

like the peach this matter is more readily

tested than with a slow tree like the apple.

Entertaining these views,we were much pleased

with an article by Col. Edward Wilkins, which
appeared in the American Farmer (Baltimore)

for April. Col. Wilkins is the largest peach-

grower in America, and consequently in the

world. Having had the pleasure of visiting his

immense orchards at Riverside, Md., a few
years ago, we know he brings to fruit-grow-

ing all the intelligence and shrewdness that

a successful merchant applies to his busi-

ness ; he makes peach-growing a business, and

a successful one, and has a sharp eye to every-

thing that detracts from or conduces to that

success. Having found that varieties of the

peach which should ripen some weeks apart

would, much to the detriment of the grower,

mature very nearly at the same time, as well as

other unfavorable indications in his orchards,

he has given much thought to the causes of

these abnormal peculiarities. In the well con-

sidered article to which we have referred he

attributes these troubles to uncongenial stocks.

To avoid the yellows the nurserymen try to

procure for their stock seed from what is called

the "native peach," that is a peach which has

long been grown in eastern Virginia from the

seed ; a very poor fruit, but the tree is remark-

ably healthy. Col. Wilkins states that there

are as many bushels of seed sold as coming
from this native peach as there are bushels of

the fruit raised. He claims that stocks raised

from this seed, from a very poor fruit, grown
on a very light soil, are not suitable subjects

on which to bud the rich melting varieties

which need good soil and culture to bring them
to perfection. Col. Wilkins can not see (nor

can we) why seeds from healthy budded vari-

eties of the peach should not give more conge-

nial stocks than these miserable " native "

peaches. This is not merely a notion with Col.

Wilkins, but he gives a bit of experience to

support his views. The first orchard he ever

had was budded upon stocks raised from the

seeds of first-class peaches ; this was the best

orchard he ever had for size, and health of the

trees, and the quality of the fruit. In Europe,

where there are no " native " Virginia peaches,

we hear of no difficulty resulting from the use

of the seeds of good fruit for stock whenever
the peach stock is used. In Europe, the peach

is generally budcred upon some varieties of the

plum, which are readily multiplied by layers.
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The point of Col. Wilkins's article is that to

get peaches true to their kind they should be

budded on stocks obtained from healthy trees

of the same variety. To restrict the budding

to the same variety seems to us an unnecessary

refinement, but we would bud clingstones on

clingstone and freestones on free stocks, and

late sorts we would not bud upon stocks from

early varieties, nor vice versa. To the amateur

cultivator this matter presents but little im-

portance. He sets trees, and is only too glad

if he gets any fruit at all ; but to the peach-

grower who numbers his trees of each variety

by the thousand, the ripening of a sort only

three days out of its proper season is a great

inconvenience and loss. Another point this

gentleman insists upon is that the buds for in-

serting upon the stocks should be from select

bearing trees. It is the custom in nurseries to

take buds from trees that were budded the year

before, and the growth of these buds will be

taken to furnish buds the next year ; and so on,

always budding from young stock that has

never fruited. We are not prepared to give an

opinion upon this point, but it is a legitimate

subject of inquiry if constantly budding year

after year, from trees that have produced wood
and leaves only, may not ultimately have an

effect upon the bearing qualities of the trees.

We regret that we are unable to give Colonel

Wilkins's article entire, but we believe we have

presented the main points of it. It is a good
sign for our horticultural progress that one

so largely engaged in fruit-culture gives his

personal experience for the benefit of others.

A Trap for Cut-Worms.

There is no trustworthy remedy against cut-

worms except actual catching and killing them.

Any application to the soil sufficiently strong

to injure or discommode them would certainly

destroy the crop, and all the recommendations

to use salt, carbolic acid, and other similar

substances may be set aside as use-

less in practice. We have trapped

them in various ways, beneath chips,

stones, and in holes punched in the

ground with a smooth round stick,

such as an old broom handle. But

unfortunately in these cases they

are caught only after they have

spent the night in destroying the

young cabbages or corn. Finally we
hit upon the expedient of surround-

ing the hill or plant with a ring of

holes close together, and in this

way caught a great many of the

pests every night. Making so

many holes with a single stick is

process, but with the contrivance

in the annexed engraving, the whole ring of

holes is made at one stroke. An old shovel

handle is split for about a foot with a fine saw.

The split portion is soaked in boiling water to

soften it and the euds arc inserted into holes

made in a hoop or ring of wood two inches

wide, one inch thick, and eight inches in diam-

eter. In the bottom of the ring there are in-

serted a number of pieces of an old broom-
handle projecting two inches and placed not

more than a quarter of an inch apart. When
this is pressed into the earth around a hill of

corn or a cabbage plant, it leaves a circle of

smooth round holes two inches deep with com-
pact sides and bottoms. The cut-worms fall

into these holes in their nightly rambles and
tray be found and destroyed in the morning.

My Gaxden Mistakes and Successes

in 1873.

BT COL. O. S. INNIS, COLUMBUS, O.

[The following article was intended for

April, but failed to reach us in time. It was
crowded out last month, and though it is late

for some of its suggestions, we give it, as the

experience of so skilled a cultivator as Colonel

Innis, if put on record, is sure to be of use to

some one.

—

Ed.]

Tomatoes.—We had a very fine lot of plants,

short, stalky, and branching. We made the

mistake, however, of putting them on some
very rich land—land that would have produced
a fine crop of onions or cabbages, but was too

highly manured for tomatoes. This I had
learned by experience a time or two before,

but somehow we have to learn such things

over again every five or ten years. We will

not repeat this folly the coming season, but

will select good corn or wheat land, rather in-

clined to clay than sand or loam, for our

tomato crop. This moderately rich soil will

produce more fruit and less vine, will ripen the

fruit more evenly and earlier, and the product

will be smooth and of the very best flavor.

Cabbages.—With our early cabbages we
made a success last year. This was done by
sowing the seed quite early in a hot-bed ; then

transplanting into other beds early in March,

putting the plants about four inches apart each

way. This made us large, fine, and well-rooted

plants by the middle of April, when we re-

moved them to the field and then set them 30

inches apart each way in very highly manured
land, and had very large solid heads, and early

too. Before other folks got in our way we had
sold most of them at good prices. We never

made much by planting inferior plants of any
kind, or by using poor seed, to save the price

or labor of obtaining good ones.

Melons.—With Skillman's fine netted green-

fleshed melon we made a fine success. We
planted them on the richest land we had. A
sandy loam, subsoil of yellow clay, underlaid

with sand and gravel. Plant about May 10th,

or as soon as the ground gets warm enough for

corn or beans, in rows seven feet apart both

ways. The greatest enemy of all improved

varieties of vines is the yellow striped hug.

For this mix three table-spoonfuls of good

Paris green in a three-gallon can of water and

sprinkle the plant. This is certain death to all

insect life. By the way, permit me to say right

here that last fall a green-looking worm ate up
most of the late cabbage in Central Ohio. It

was a rare thing that a patch escaped. Visiting

a friend, I noticed they had the finest kind of

cabbage heads. Upon being asked how it came
that they had such nice cabbages, while other

folk's were all destroyed by the worms, the

lady replied that she noticed the worms were

eating theirs, and took common table salt and
sprinkled them quite freely; that it seemed to

rust or burn the plants a little at first, but the

worms quit at once, the cabbages soon recov-

ered, and made the best crop they had had for

ten years. I determined to learn a little from
this good housewife. All garden vegetables

want to be worked while 3
roung, and must be

kept entirely clean of weeds or other vegetable

growth to insure success. Two crops can not

be produced on the same ground at the same

time. A crop of weeds and useful plants can

not be raised together under any circumstances.

Potatoes.—With the Early Rose, planted

very early, we made a success, notwithstanding

the Colorado bugs. This variety seems to do
best on light, rich soils, heavy wet clays being

unsuited to it. The Early Rose, in common
with all the early varieties, should be planted

as soon in spring as the ground can be worked
or made in good order. When this is done
they make a crop before the extreme hot and
dry weather sets in, about July or August.

Peerless.—This variety yields enormously,
and our greatest mistake of last year was in not
planting more of them. In 1872 the Peerless

were nearly worthless for table use, but last

year they were quite good. The reason of this

difference seems to me is that the Peerless

being a medium early variety, and planted

early, ripened in 1872 in a very dry and very

hot spell of weather, the latter part of July and
first of August, the thermometer ranging in the

nineties most of the time day and night. This

made the potato deficient in starch, and conse-

quently not good. In 1873 the weather was
rainy and very much cooler when they were
ripening, and made them of good quality.

Were it not for the bugs, I would suggest

planting late, say about June 20th, so they

would ripen during the cool weather in

September.

Thorburn's Late Rose.—This, with us, was a

grand success, though I doubt it being a dis-

tinct variety, probably a selection from the

Early Rose. Potatoes can be changed very

considerably by judicious selections.

CampicWs Late Hose.—This variety with us

was not a success. It grew vigorously for a

time, and promised well, but mildewed badly
in two or three days' time, and made a poor
crop on very good land.

The Jersey Peachblow was generally a failure

in Central Ohio the past season.

Can One be Both Market Gardener and

Florist?

BT PETER HENDERSON.

A correspondent from Columbus, Ohio, asks

me if the prosecution of the business of mar-

ket gardening can be profitably combined with

that of the florist, and as there are doubtless

many readers situated in places where the pro-

ducts of both are wanted I will occupy a short

space in reply. On this subject I feel com-

petent to advise, having for many years been

extensively engaged in both pursuits at the

same time, and have made them both fairly

profitable, more so, I believe, than if the two

had been separate. This was particularly so

in the beginning. Beginning with some ten

acres of market garden and three small green-

houses, I employed an average of eight men
throughout the year. From April to December
our labor was almost exclusively in the market

garden, or what little was necessary for the

flowers planted outside, these then being of but

secondary importance. Our main energies

were devoted to the market garden. On the

approach of winter, instead of discharging a

portion of our hands, as our neighbors who
were market gardeners only did, the work then

necessary in our greenhouses profitably em-

ployed the help no longer required in the

vegetable department, thus enabling us to re-

tain a full corps of trained men ready for the

busy work in spring, instead of having the an-

noyance of breaking in unknown and inexpe-
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rieneed hands each year, the loss from which is

rarely sufficiently estimated.

A difficulty with the florist at the beginning

is, that the business is usually too small to afford

the expense of a horse and wagon, which at some

seasons is indispensable ; but when be combines

his business with that of market gardening

the teams necessary for that can be used

for the occasional requirements of the

greenhouse with little or no detriment.

In many other respects one business can

be made to serve the other. Under

the tables or benches of the green-

house on which the flowers are grown
is a capital place for forcing rhubarb,

an article everywhere commanding a

ready sale at a high price. It requires

but little knowledge or labor to pro-

duce this crop under the greenhouse

benches. All that is necessary to do is

to pack the large crowns or clumps of

rhubarb as closely together as they will

go, filling in the interstices with any

good soil, beginning say the first week
in January, February, and March to

give a succession of crops. The roots

should have been previously dug up
and kept in some cool shed or cellar

or in the open ground, provided they

are so protected from frost that they

can be dug up at any time in win-

ter. Asparagus roots may be treated

in the same way, but it is necessary

that the asparagus and rhubarb roots

should be of good size, such as when
growing in the open ground would
give strong and healthy shoots. Toung
or small plants of either would not

answer. Mushrooms may also be grown
under the benches of the greenhouse,

the beds being prepared in the usual

way; but the crop of these in inex-

perienced hands would not be likely to

be so successful, nor would the sale,

unless in very large cities, be so cer-

tain. The greenhouse too, as we have
before stated in your columns, is quite

as safe a place in which to raise all

kinds of plants in use in the market
garden as either the hot-bed or cold-frame. It

can be easily made to serve this purpose if the

demand for flowers is not yet enough to re-

quire the whole space. Vegetable plants can

be raised with greater safety and with less care

than is necessary in raising them in hot-beds or

in frames, while the work is far more agreeable.

turnip rows, which will be ripe by (lie middle

of next June, when a crop of cow-peas or

other variety of beaus may be grown, to be

followed by turnips again, or a similar crop.

The ground on which this experiment has

been made has been in cultivation thirty-five

years, and is better to-day than ever before,

gvj*s

Three Crops in One Year.

S. C. wrote last December from Lexington,

8. C, in the most enthusiastic manner respect-

ing the great advantages offered by the climate

of his state, and gives the following account

of one of his experiments

:

The first week in January last, I planted a

small plot of ground in my garden with garden
peas, which were ready for the table the 1st

'

of May, and cleared away 20th of June, when
I manured and turned under the same, plant-

ing northern corn in drills. The corn yielded

splendidly, was matured, and cut the first week
in September, with the beans which I planted

in hills between the corn-rows, and also yielded

well. On the 5th of Sept., I again covered it

with manure and plowed under, when I sowed
turnips in the drill. The turnips are still

growing finely, and are now ready for the table.

I have now sown barley in drills between the

the japan proteose.—(P.-imida Jiiponica.)

and I think there is little danger of over-crop-

ping if a sufficiency of plant food is furnished

to meet the wants of each successive crop.

This is but a single experiment, but it may be
successfully repeated every year, for this has

not been the most favorable season for farm-

ing, and I cordially invite my northern friends

to come and see for themselves. But few per-

sons, even among those who have cultivated

all their lives, have any idea what a good soil

properly managed is capable of producing.

Primula Japonica—" Queen of Primroses."

The Japan Primrose we arc obliged to re-

gard as one of the greatest of recent horticul-

tural humbugs—or rather let us say, not the

plant, but the manner in which it was intro-

duced. The plant taken upon its own merits

is well enough, and a desirable addition to our

hardy species, should it prove hardy, as we do
not doubt it will. It is only when we compare

the plant as it really is with the representations

made of it both in descriptions and engravings

in foreign journals and catalogues, that we are

obliged to regard it as a fraud. An English

journal goes on in this way :
" Hail ! Queen of

the Primroses I for so its introducer designates

the lovely flower we now figure, which is as

hardy as a peasant and as resplendent as a prin-

cess," which as a " gush " is about equal to any-
thing to be found under " agriculture " in a New
York weekly paper. Then we have in another
journal with a picture to match, "A Primula
a foot and a half high, bearing four or five se-

parate whorls of flowers, each an inch in diame-

ter, and of a splendid magenta color, and
the plant moreover perfectly hard}'

—

can any thing be added to this to indicate

its value?" To this last conundrum
we can say yes—tell the truth about it,

and say that while there are four or five

whorls of flowers, they do not all open
at the same time, and that the plant is

about one fourth as floriferous as the

pictures show, and as this description

would imply. Our florists, with this as

they do with other new things, have
copied the foreign descriptions and en-

gravings, and are not to be charged with

misrepresenting a plant they had not

yet had an opportunity of flowering.

Last year English cultivators were
bringing it into flower, and complaints

began to appear in their horticultural

journals that the plant was not like

the pictures, and though the question

was often asked if it had ever been

known to produce more than one whorl

of flowers at a time, we do not recol-

lect to have seen an affirmative answer.

We have inquired among those of

our friends who flowered the Primrose

last year, and their experience with our

own this spring, with plants direct from
Japan and from one of the best floral

establishments in the country, make us

conclude that if two or more whorls of

'lowers ever do open at once it is an un-

usual occurrence, and not the general

habit of the plant. In our own plants

by the time the first (lowest) whorl has

faded, the flowers upon that next above

are just beginning to open, and the

seed vessels begin to enlarge so rapidly

that if one did not wish seeds it would

be best to remove them, as they de-

tract from the beauty of the flowers on

the whorl above. The engraving gives a rep-

resentation of our best plant, which to insure

exactness and leave nothing to the imagination

of the artist, was drawn with a camera lucida,

which gives even more accuracy than a photo-

graph. We do not know that any one has yet

tried the Japan Primrose as an open border

plant, but it is quite hardy in England, and as

it has been kept until midwinter in a cold

frame, we do not doubt that it will prove com-

pletely hardy. To sum up, this plant has been

much over-praised, and been put upon the mar-

ket at a high price with descriptions which to

say the least were highly colored, it would be

hardly polite to add with respect to distin-

guished horticulturists, " the same with intent

to deceive," for we can understand that a florist

if he be a F. H. S., or even writes an L.

S. after his name, can look at a plant with

double extra glorifying spectacles, especially if

said plant is to bring him £1 Is. (the only fash-

ionable price, which is quite different from the-

vulgar £1) a specimen. It is, however, a pretty

plant, and when it finds its place in the border

with other spring bloomers it will no doubt be

quite popular. It is no more entitled to be

called " Queen of Primroses " than P. Cortu-

soides and others, and as for a plant to force

there is no need of it while we have our fine

varieties of Chinese Primroses.
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iST" (For other Household Items, see "Basket" pages.)

Farm Bath-Houses.

It must bo confessed that the virtue of cleanli-

ness is not sufficiently practiced by farmers or

their families. Yet there is no class of people

with whom the daily bath in summer time is a more

Fig. 1.—BATH-HOUSE.

imperative duty, and scarcely any to whom the duty

canbe made more easily practicable. Generally,

farm houses have few conveniences for bathing in-

doors, but there is plenty of room out of doors for

It. A bath-house will be found probably the most
convenient arrangement. Where there is a small

stream upon the farm, the plan shown in figures 1

and 2 may be adopted. We have made use of such

a contrivance for the convenience of our own
workmen, and they and their boys very gladly

profited by it. It consists of six light poles or

scantlings, pointed at one end, and set in the ground

so as to cross the stream. Eight light cross-pieces

are made with a wire hook at each end ; the little

brass hooks sold at the shops will answer the pur-

pose. These hooks fit into small eye-screws in-

serted into the upright pieces, so that when the

frame is put together a screen of double width

brown 6heeting may be hung around them. One

side is made to open like a tent door, but may bo

closed by means of buttons and button-holes upon

the ends of the strip of eloth. The screen incloses

a space sufficieutly large for a person to bathe in.

A plank is placed across the stream upon which

one may stand while dressing or nndressing, and

some hooks are fastened to one of the cross-pieces

upon which to hang the clothes. Figure 1 shows

Fig. 4.

—

cup VALVE.

the appearance of the screen. Figure 2 shows the

inside with the arrangement of the frame. Where
there is no stream upon the farm, a bath-house of

similar construction might be set up in the back-

yard, in which a pail or tub of water might take

the place of the stream,

A bath-house of somewhat more solid character

is shown at figure 3. It is arranged for a shower-
bath, ami is built of light scantling and boards. A
platform is made within upon which the bather

may stand, and from which the water may run into

a drain and be carried away. A common tub is

placed upon the roof, in the bottom of which the

cup valve seen at figure 4, with the sprinkler and
pipe, is fitted and cemented so as to be water-tight.

The pipe may be of lead, and the valve cup and
sprinkler of tin. The valve is a ball of lead, which
is attached by a cord to a lever. From the other

end of the lever a cord passes iuto the house
within reach of the bather. It is not wise to u^

e

cold water from a well for a shower-bath, but only

water which has been exposed

to the air and sun until it has

gained the same temperature

as the atmosphere. Nor is it

wise to allow a sudden shower
to fall upon the head or

shoulders and the back of the

neck, as is frequently done.

But when the water is falling

the feet should be extended

alternately into the stream,

then each knee, then one side,

afterwards the other, and by

and by the stream may be re-

ceived upon the shoulders and

the back. In the mean time

friction of the body should be

kept up with a sponge or flesh

brush, and the bath should

not be long continued. The
reaction from a bath thus

taken is very pleasant, and

after a weary day in the hay
or harvest field it brings a sensation of purity as

well as of rest. It prevents that unwholesome,
clammy perspiration winch is always experienced

when the skin is foul, and it produces grateful,

restful sleep. Of course, no person who takes this

necessary pains to be clean will sleep in his work-
ing underclothing; that would be greatly undoing
what the bath has done. The working under-

clothing should hang all night in an airy place,

and a proper night-dress should be worn in bed.

Home Topics.

BT FAITH ROCHESTER.

"Good Living."—There is a difference of opin-

ion as to what constitutes good living, and I shall

not undertake to settle any disputes dc gustiius.

The Esquimaux Indian may eat his delicious tallow

candle and drink his whale oil, and call both good
;

the Icelander may delight in his rancid butter ; and

others may swallow sour-krout with unmoved face,

or cook and eat their wild game after it has become
unbearable to the sense of smell—I shall not say

that these things are not pleasant to the taste of

those who eat them—but "deliver me." Science

may put in a modest word—and Science, you ob-

serve, grows more and more modest in her dictions

—concerning the healthfulncss of various articles of

diet. She may venture to ask us whether anything

can really be good living which gives only a

momentary pleasure to the nerves of taste, while it

destroys the comfort of the body and undermines

the health.

Nothing can be called "good living" by a person

who has not the least relish for it, and it is doubt-

ful whether anything is really good for a person

which is eaten with positive disrelish. So I think

it very unwise to oblige children to cat anything

agaiust which their stomachs rebel, because they

have taken it upon their plates or because we think

it is good for them. I know the dilemma very well,

and am sometimes obliged to decide that it shall

be that or nothing farther at that meal, when I

perceive that the child refuses its plain fare, which

was palatable only a moment before, as soon as it

catches sight of something more dainty.

But it is very certain that the appetite changes

with habit, and that it is capable of cultivation.

Children who are brought up to eat vegetables

saturated with butter and highly seasoned with

pepper and salt, so that very little, if any. of the

natural flavor of the vegetable is retained, can not

believe that they could relish the same things sim-
ply well-cooked and only very moderately seasoned.
They even prefer rancid butter on their squash or
turnip to no butter at all, and then if there is any
disagreeable flavor, or combination of flavors, they
drown it out with pepper.

It sometimes happens that a person who has
learned how much depends upon care in the pre-

paration of articles of food will sit down to a table

where there is a variety of dishes which he would
like if suitably cooked, and not find a single thing

that he can relish. The potatoes are soggy, or

flavored with the decay which one or more bad
ones had imparted to the kettleful, or they are

served swimming in hog's fat or melted butter.

The other vegetables are all tainted with poor but-

ter, or made hot with pepper or over-salted. The
eggs are cooked so much as to be very hard of

Fig. 3.—INTEIUOB OF BATH-HOUSE.

digestion. The meat is not "just done," or is too

greasy. The prepared fruit has been deprived ol

its own finest flavor, and the fault has not beeu

remedied by the excess of sugar in its seasoning.

The yeast bread is sour and hard, and the hot bis-

cuit is green with soda. Even the graham gem
gives out an odor of soda as you break it open, and

the oatmeal mush is so salt that you can not like

it. Even the milk tastes of the cellar. But there

is cake and there is pie, and you are supposed to

be able to fall back upon these with satisfaction
;

but it is not at all likely that a housekeeper who
spoils all her plain cookery by carelessness or ig-

norance will give you very satisfactory and whole-

some pie or cake. Anyhow, a well-educated stom-

ach does not wish to depend upon pie and cake—it

wants good nutritious aud appetizing food.

A Man's Repokt of a Good Cook.—A gentle-

man who had just returned from a business trip to

Missouri said in my hearing that Mrs. was the

"best cook in Missouri." I took an early oppor-

tunity to ask him to tell me wherein the excellence

of her cooking lay.

"Well, in the first place," said he, laughing,

"her table-cloth is always nice and clean. Then

her dishes are always

so bright, and every-

thing she puts on

the table comes on
in good shape,

somehow."
"Go on," I said,

" All this gives you
a good appetite for

the food itself."

"Yes," he replied.

"I always feel as

though the victuals

would he good as

soon as I see her table, and they are good. She

gives us just the same things that we get at other

places, and they seem to be cooked plainly and

not much seasoned, but they are always cooked

just right—nothing burned and nothing half raw.

And they all look so nice !

"

"You see, Faith," good-naturedly interposed

this gentleman's wife, to whose skirts two small

children were at that moment clinging—" You sec,

SnOWEF.-EATn.
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Mrs. S. has not a single child to soil her table-cloth

or hinder her washing it, or to demand immediate

attention at any critical moment during her cook-

ing. She does all of her work herself, and does it

nicely—not much as most hired girls would do it."

Yes, I did see, and so did the gentleman who

gave me his idea of a good cook ; and we all agreed

that he was probably right in his estimate of the

Missouri housekeeper, while we realized that these

little things, which are so important after all, are

not so easy for every housekeeper to secure as

many might suppose at first thought. Tet these

things, carefuluess in details, cleanliness, and

order, are always worth striving for.

Night Visits. — Mother, you had better say

"no" decidedly when your little girl asks if she

may go to stay all night with Mollie or Katie, or

Bell ; and never consent to your little boy's request

to be allowed to spend the night with one of his

school-mates. Tell them that the night was made
for sleep, and not for long talks while lying in

bed. Explain to them what a blessed thing sleep

is, "tired Nature's sweet restorer," and what a

good thing it is to get a habit of going to bed and

to sleep regularly at an early hour, so that body

and brain may both get plenty of quiet rest, 60

necessary for their growth and healthful activity.

Then give them clean, well-aired beds, in rooms

where there is plenty of pure air all night long,

and let them sleep until they wake themselves in

the morning.

Early Rising.—The old couplet—

" Early to bed and early to rise

Makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise—

"

seems to be falling into contempt The cause of

this may be the fact that too many have insisted

only upon early rising without paying any atten-

tion to the hour of retiring. It has been discov-

ered that most of us who work with our hands or

our brains take too little sleep, and so grow ner-

vous and diseased. So late rising is recommended,
while little protest is made against the late hours

of bedtime in which such persons usually indulge.

This is beginning a reform at the wrong end.

It is better to begin at this end, though, than not

to begin at all npon a reform. Lack of sleep is

one of our most crying physical sins. We know
how cross and unreasonable small children become
when they lose their regular daily nap. Children

of a larger growth are affected in the same way,

though they, perhaps, only " fret inwardly." The
scolding and fault-finding in families would grow
beautifully less if all the family members had
plenty of healthful rest for body and brain, such

as natural sleep affords. The demand for stimu-

lants of all kinds would also grow less.

It is a very cruel thing to wake a child from its

morning sleep. If it sleeps late, it is probably be-

cause it goes to bed late—unless it sleeps from
very stupor, because its bedroom is so badly ven-

tilated. If the child comes late to breakfast, or

otherwise causes annoyance, let it feel some natural

inconvenience or discomfort itself—a cold break-

fast perhaps, or the loss of papa's morning society

before business claims him for the day. It will

soon learn that " early to bed " is the natural fore-

runner of " early to rise."

It is only fair that the older members of the

family should grow quiet as the children's bedtime

approaches, so that the little ones will not feel that

they are making a great sacrifice in leaving the

family circle.

I do not know whether all children need the

6ame amount of sleep. Certainly the youngest
ones require most. Our boy of seven thrives best

upon ten hours sleep out of each twenty-four; and
I see that other children of that age require the

same amount. The younger children take more
when they take what they seem to need, but all

are in the habit of sitting down with the family to

a quarter-past-six breakfast, as a general rule.

Hanging Lamps.—" Somebody keeps getting in

my light." "Take care! you'll have that lamp
tipped over!" Such expressions are very common
where the "evening lamp" stands upon a table

around which the family gather for reading and

amusement.
I have lately been visiting in a family where no

such expressions are heard, where all, sitting in any

part of the room, enjoy a full flood of light. This

family could not be induced to part with their

hanging lamp. It gives them a feeling of safety

in the midst of fun and frolic, and it is always an

ornament to the room. Some rooms are too low

for hanging lamps, but wall lamps might often be

used* to advantage in such rooms. The room of

which I write is twelve feet high, but the same
lamp could be used in a lower room without incon-

venience by using a shorter chain for its suspen-

sion. It has three lamps, but seldom are they all

lighted at once. The frame-work is of bronze, and

the glass oil fountains are taken down upon the

table for trimming and filling. This lamp cost ten

dollars, but cheaper ones can be obtained—those

with two burners or with only one, of various

patterns.

The Broken Lamp.—If the fountain (or the

glass globe that holds the oil) has only come loose

from the standard, this is very easily remedied by

the use of plaster of Paris. Mix a small quantity

with water, make it as thick as cream, and fill

it in between the glass of the fountain and the

hollow in the top of the standard as quickly as

possible. As it sets immediately, everything must
be done with promptness. If the fountain is

broken in pieces, and there is a whole bronze or

brass standard remaining, it will pay to purchase a

new fountain and set it upon the old standard in

the manner described above. The brass top can be

fastened on in the same way.

Cleaning New Iron-ware.—I do not remember
to have seen directions anywhere for preparing

new cast-iron utensils for service in cooking. I

know I had a deal of trouble with my first stove

furniture, and whenever I have anything of the

kind to deal with now I wonder if there is not

some better way than I have learned. I have just

been tackling a new set of iron gem-pans. I filled

them with ashes and water and left them standing

during the forenoon. I heated them ou the stove

before emptying them, and then gave them a good
washing and rinsing. I think they will do for use

to-morrow morning. I usually scour new kettles

with ashes, then rub them over with a little grease,

and wash them well with 6uds. To-day a lady told

me that it was a good way to wash new irons with

sour milk. I had no sour milk to use, but I do not

see the philosophy of it. It is not rust with which

we have to deal in cleaning new iron, but a fine

sand, used in the casting.

Salt Mackerel is almost always too salt when
served at table. So I think that Prof. Blot is right

in advising a twenty-four-hours soaking, the water

to be changed three times. Then he would have

you broil the fish over hot coals. It may be served

with a little cream, or dry if preferred.

A lady cooks mackerel for dinner in the follow-

ing acceptable manner : Wash it thoroughly and
soak it over-night. In the morning change it to

fresh water, and two hours before dinner put it iu

enough sweet skimmed milk to cover it. Then
put it in cold water to cook, never letting it more
than simmer in the gentlest manner, but keeping

it in water at the boiling point for about twenty
minutes. Take it carefully from the boiliug water

upon an unrusted baking tin, cover with sweet

cream, and 6et in the oven for a few minutes
before serving. But the next biscuit you bake in

that tiu may taste of mackerel unless you are

very careful in washing it.

Cracker Dessert.—I do not remember to have
seen in print directions for making a quick and
cheap and pretty and palatable dessert which I

learned how to make many
; ago. Choose

whole soda crackers, and lay each one upon a

separate small plate. Pour upon it enough boiling

water to soak it well, and leave none upon the

plate ; cover with a dressing of good sweetened
cream with a spoonful of jelly in the center if you
choose, or dip upon it a portion of nice fruit,

canned, stewed, or fresh, as is convenient.

Recipe for Ink.—I thought I would not write

another word with this detestable " writing fluid,"

but wait until I had made myself a whole gallon of

good black ink. But it occurs to me that some
one else may also be suffering for good black ink,

and I might tell them how to get a gallon of it for

a dime. I have made it several times, and always
with success, and the materials have never cost

over ten cents. The actual cost is probably less,

but your druggist may not be willing to put up any
" prescription " for even so small a sum. Ask him
for 1 oz. extract of logwood, 48 grains bichromate
of potash, at grains prussiate of potash. Heat a

gallon of soft water to boiling, add the logwood
and boil five minutes, then add the other materials

and boil all together two minutes.

Wet Boots.—A friend writes from Europe :

What an amount of discomfort wet boots entail,

to be sure ; and how well we all recall the fretful

efforts we have now and then made to draw on a

pair of hard-baked ones which were put by the fire

over-night to dry. Damp and adhesive within,

they are without stiff and unyielding as horn.

Once on, they are a sort of modern stocks, destruc-

tive of all comfort, and entirely demoralizing to

the temper. The following simple device will rob

the cold, wet barn-yard of a slushy winter or spring

evening of half its promise of discomfort for the

next morning : When the boots are taken off, fill

them quite full with dry oats. This grain has a

great fondness for damp, and will rapidly absorb

the last vestige of it from the wet leather. A6 it

takes up the moisture it swells and fills the boot

with a tightly fitting last, keeping its form good,

and drying the leather without hardening it. In

the morning, shake out the oats and hang them in

a bag near the fire to dry, ready for the next wet
night, draw on the boots, and go happily about the

day's work. This simple recipe, tender-footed

reader, will save you much discomfort, and will

make you a tender-hearted reader as you sit in your

soft foot gear looking over your Agriculturist as

you wait for breakfast to be made ready.

Wants to Suit George.—A lady asks

for help. Who mil respond ? She says :
" I should

like to ask the best way to make a nice, light,

boiled, cheap pudding—one that we can afford to

eat as often as we want it. I have tried a number,

but have failed to suit George. Will some of the

lady readers please help me out ? Also I should be

pleased to get a recipe for nice sponge cakerand

one for catsup that will keep for a year."

Washing Milk Dishes.—Last fall there

was an item on washing milk dishes. One of our

housekeepers thinks her way is better. She says :

" First wash the pans in lukewarm water which,

without causing the cheesy element in the milk to

adhere, does entirely dissolve the cream. Follow

with clear, hot water; then scald the pans and

wipe them, after which give them a 'sun bath,'

or in the cool season place by the hot stove until

sure there is no moisture about the seams. I use no
soap, but my pans are always sweet and smooth."

Tea Cakes.—By Mississippi.—Five tea-cups

of flour, two and a half of sugar, half a cup of

butter, four eggs, sour cream enough to make a

soft dough, and one tea-spoonful of soda. Roll

thin, cut into shapes, and bake in a tolerably

quick stove.

Baked Apple Bumplinjrs.—By Miss-

issippi.—Roll out some dough thicker than pie-

crust, and inclose a handful of sliced ripe apples

well covered with sugar and butter. Bring the

edges together as in any other dumplings. When
as many are made as are desired, place them side

by side in a pudding pan, spread butter and sugar

over them, and pour boiling water to about half

cover the dumplings. Put them in the stove and

cook moderately fast until they are nicely browned.

The butter, sugar, and water make a nice sauce,

which can be enriched with more butter, and

flavored with nutmeg if desired.
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A Street Toy—Tne Magic Tape.

One who goes about the streets of New York, whether

he is only a visitor or lives in the city, is much amused

at the variety of toys offered for gale by the street

venders. Some have a single toy, the whole stock of

which they cany in their hands and coat pockets or in a

bag ; others have several, which they display upon a

stand that can be carried from place to place. Very

often the fashion will suddenly change, and a particular

toy will disappear and another take its place. One of

the new toys of this kind is one called the " magic tape."

Not long ago there were men and boys crying out, " 'ere

you are, only ten cents—the magic tape—'ere you arc."

Of course we always stop to look at these street things,

as they are often quite amusing. In this case the man
had what appeared to be a small square stick with a slit

in two opposite sides, and through this slit there ran a

piece of tape with a knot at each end to keep it from

running through. There did not seem to be anything

very 6trange in a piece of common red tape hanging from

a slit in a square stick—but the man took hold of the

knot upon the opposite side and pulled it through, and
behold it came out black! Some of these square sticks

had a tape at each end, as in figure 1, and each one by

being pulled through showed two different colors. What
could make- the tape change color so quickly by just

drawing it through a slit ? Being used to such tricks, we
saw at once how it was done, and by showing you the in-

side of the affair in figure 2 you will readily see the way
of it. The square stick is made of a piece of pasteboard,

cut part way through so that it will beud easily and
neatly. The tape, instead of going directly through the

Fi|r.l Fig. 2.—INSIDE,

slits in the side, as it appears to, is much longer than it

looks to be, and is passed around a loop of string or wire

fastened inside of the case. If one half of the tape be

white and the other half blackened with ink, it will be

seen that when one knot is pulled the white will show,

and when the other is pulled the red will appear. Like

all tricks of this kind, this is easy enough when you
know how.

He has a Strong: Passion*

One of our boys says in a letter that he has "a strong

passion for writing," aud sends us an article hoping that

we will publish it. Our decliuing to print the article

will, of course, disappoint the writer, but it is better to

do that than to publish an article that would only interest

him and perhaps his family. We think that some jour-

nals for young people have done mischief by printing

articles by children and giving the names of the writers.

It directs a child's attention from proper studies, and in

many cases it encourages a harmful vanity by printing

children's names. While we like to l>ave the boys and
girls write to us and tell us what they are doing, and ask
us questions about things, we rarely print their articles,

aud almost never, except in awards of prizes, give their

names. Now, we would not discourage any boy who
wishes to become a writer; indeed, if he is naturally

bent in this direction, it would not be possible to dis-

courage him. But boys with a " strong passion " in this

way should remember that they may indulge it to the loss

of something useful. We pity the youngster who has

taken it into his head that he will get his living with the

pen. Some of the very few successful writers are held

up as examples, but very few know of the thousands of

miserable failures made by men who try to write for a

livelihood. So we say to this and all other boys with " a

strong passion for writing," first learn some useful occu-

pation by which you can always be sure of a living, then

if you have a marked talent for writing it will find a

chance for exercise. But one can not write without

education and experience. And you can no more draw

water from an empty cistern than write anything worth

reading from a brain that is not well stored with knowl-

edge gained from observation and study. Do not indulge

in this strong passion, or any other, until you have a

thorough English education at least, and we would espe-

cially advise the boy in question to give his attention to

spelling and grammar. A passion for writing is not half

so desirable as the ability to write well.

A Beautiful Charity.

As we passed out of the depot in Boston, two or three

years ago, we saw by a sign that " Flowers for the 6ick

poor may be left at chapel, on Tuesdays, Thurs-

days, and Saturdays." We stopped and looked at this

sign and thought, " Well, this is a ' Boston notion, 1 and a

blessed one it is." Upon inquiry, we found that certain

ladies met at a chapel which was handy to the many
business men who have fine places in the vicinity of

Boston, and that these gentlemen brought in flowers on
certain days, and the ladies made them up into bouquets
and distributed them among the sick in the poorer parts

of the city, and if there were any left after all the in-

valids were supplied, they were taken to the women
who work all day in crowded factories and shops. We
say this is a beautiful charity. You who have never

lived, much less been sick, in a house in a narrow street,

where the only view is another house upon the other

side of the street, can not imagine what a precious gift

a handful of even common flowers can be. How many
a poor boy and girl have been made happy, and the hours
of their sickness made less dreary by having some bright

and beautiful flowers to tell them of the world without I

and more than this, to tell them that there are kind and
loving hearts which could devise and carry out such a

blessed plan I A good thing is sure to be imitated, and
last summer some ladies in New York did the same kiud

office for the many sick in the public hospitals. Each
one of you boys and girls can be a society of one to do
some good in this way. People make a great mistake

in sending the sick things to eat. It is done in kind-

ness, but it is in most cases mistaken kindness. The
sight is often the only sense that can be gratified with-

out injury, and flowers are almost always welcome to

the sick. When you know that one is ill—and you need
not care if it is a personal acquaintance or not, only

know that some one needs them—you can often do much
good by quietly leaving a bunch of flowers at the house.

Wild flowers are often quite as pleasing as any. When
you know that the person is very ill, avoid all strongly

perfumed flowers, as these are sometimes oppressive

even to those who like them when they are well. It is

not the value of a gift that is appreciated, it is the

thoughtfulness that sends a gift at all ; and the merest
child in this way can often bring light and cbcerfulness

into the chamber of sickness." Think of this, and when
the opportunity offers, act.

Games fbr Picnics.

Unless there is some lively person at a picnic who
knows all sorts of amusing games, and will " keep tilings

agoing," the affair is very apt to prove a dull one. There
are a plenty of games for in-doors, but most of these are

not suited as out-door amusement. We know that fox

and geese and such games, which are too boisterous for

the parlor, are just the things for the open air, but these

lively games are so few that it is a pity we had not

more of them. We heard the other day of a game
which boys can play for the amusement of the girls, as

it is a little too rough for them to engage in it. In fact,

it is a trick rather than a game, and there is not much
fun about it if all know it. It is called the "Prussian
Drill." The boys are the soldiers, and are drawn up on

the grass to be drilled in the presence of the young
ladies. The captain takes his place in front and the

sergeant is in his place on the right of the company
;

these two only should know the trick. The captain

should be quite pompous, and tell his troops to follow

the motions of the sergeant. He begins by a few simple

movements, as "heads up," "eyes right," "front,"
" eyes left," etc. Then the order is given "ground right

knees," aud all follow the sergeant in kneeling on the

right knee. " Right hands forward," " left hands back-
ward," brings the arms out to front and rear. Then the
captain gives the order to "fire," at which the sergeant
gives the boy next to him a push, he tumbles against
the next, and all, being in this helpless position, go over
like a row of bricks, to the great amusement of the
spectators. If you know that there is any " touchy "

boy in the party, who can not get a harmless tumble
upon the grass without being offended, yon had better

not try this trick ; but with boys who like fun, even if

it is at their own expense, it is very amusing. Who
will tell us some good games for picnics that both boys
and girls can take a part in—not the old, old ones, but
some that have come up of late years ?

About Old Fireplaces.
In these days of stoves there are but few fireplaces

compared to what there were fifty or more years ago, and
those that we do see are common affairs made to simply
burn wood. In olden times, those who built houses took
much more pains with fireplaces than we see given to

thera at present. They were, in the houses of the

wealthy, made very showy and expensive. The mantel-

piece was often curiously carved and costly, and the

opening of the fireplace surrounded by a frame of brass,

which, with the large brass andirons, was kept as bright

as could be, and as the two reflected the light of the fire

it made the fireplace look very bright and cheerful. In

houses a hundred years old or more there can still be

fuund some of these quaint fireplaces, which were in

their day thought very fine. In the better houses of that

time it was a very common custom to have all around the

opening of the fireplace a row of ornamental tiles.

These were imported from Holland for the purpose, and

wore known as Dutch tiles. They were, however, used

by others besides the Dutch settlers, for they were the

fashion in New England where there were no Dutch. The
tiles were six or eight inches square, of a white glazed

earthenware such as table dishes are made of, and were

ornamented with figures of various kinds. There was

usually a border of ornamental work, and in the middle

AN OLD DUTCH TILE.

a figure-piece of some kind, all done in black, blue, or

other color. Sometimes these tiles had the pictures

so arranged one after another as to tell a Scrip-

ture or some other story ; sometimes they had no
relation to one another, and they were often quite funny.

The writer recollects, when a child—oh 1 so long ago I

—

of sitting before grandmother's fireplace and trying to

guess what these tiles were trying to tell. But all are

gone now—house, tiles, grandmother, and all but the

memory of the child sitting and wondering at the tiles.

You may suppose that we were pleased to see a drawing

which one of our artists made of one of these tiles which

he came across in a collection of curiosities. It brought

back the things of long ago; and we thought that you
would like to see the picture of this tile and know about

this odd custom of our grandparents and great-grand-

parents for many generations back.

A. Neat Puzzle.—We have not had any
puzzles lately, and this, which is a very simple one when
you know how it is done, is really a puzzle to those who
have never seen it. The puzzle is to take a piece of stiff

paper, card-board, or leather, five inches long and three

inches wide, and so cut the piece so that you can pass

through it. This column that you are reading is just two

and a half inches wide, so that will help you to form an

idea of the size of the piece if you have not a measuring

rule at hand. We will let you puzzle over this until

next mouth. It is easily done if you know how.
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Aunt Sue's Puzzle-ISox.

HIDDEN NAMES OP ANCIENT GEECIAN DEITIES.

1. How diligent the ant is.

2. I have only been once to New York.

3. This, Pir, is one of your manufacture.

4. Was Oliver there when you left?

5. Before you go I should like you to take a nap, Anna
6. I wish you would go to the shop, Sam, and bring

me some wire. Bessie Bennett.
puzzle.

To make a man's name, take one-third of the sun, one-

quarter of a hand, one half of a

male, one-fifth of the earth, and

one-quarter of a colt.

F. SCHWANMAN.

NTMEr.ICAL ENIGM.S.

1. I am composed of twenty

-

eix letters.

My 4, S4, 17, 13 is a coin.

My 10. 11, 20 is a stamp.

My 6, 18, SI, 14. S, is a marsh.

My 1(1, 22, 21, 20 is to repair.

My 12, 25, 1 is a quadrnped.

My 2, 15, 7, S, 21, 20 is to damag-e.

My 10, 5, 23, 13 is to carry.

My whole is a motto of one of

the United States. Elkcim.

2. I am composed of twenty-

six letters.

My 9, 1, 4, 16 is a mineral.

My 19, 22, 24, 26, 10 is to perch.

My 2, 6, 12, 14 is endless.

My 5, 15, 20, 25 is a young lady.

My 17, 13, 2, 19, 6, 7, 8 is a fish.

My 26, 10, 11, 3, 5, is an article

of furniture.
.

My 24, 23, 18, 21 often causes
terror to the superstitious.

My whole is a well-known
proverb. Kate McCdne.

SQUARE "WORDS.

1. Square the word " CORD."
a. Square the word " DISH."

Willie H. E.

pi.

Tantsonc progdpiu liwl rewa
yaaw totsen.

Charley Smith,

concealed square-word.

This is such a sharp knife, it

cut me as I ate my breakfast. Is

it safe, do you think, to have
such a sharp thing about ?

transpositions.

Fill the blanks with the same
words transposed, (e.g.—The
was very

. The peaeli was
very cheap.)

1. The has just crossed
the .

2. "Hurry and get up ,"

said one of the .

3. I shall the proposition
to take a .

4. The ran off with her
box of .

5. Some people who have plenty of are very —

.

6. He the food at periods.

7. The Mormon entertain different of
polygamy.

ALPHABETICAL ARITHMETIC.

PEEISH)TOPERSEYES(YHYIO
I E P O S Y

My seventh is in thick but not in thin.

My eighth is in needle but not in pin.

My whole a lovely place I ween,
In Italy it may be seen. J. M. Irvtn.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE APRIL NUMBER.
Numerical Enigma.— Robin redbreast.

Hidden Counties.— 1. Ford. 2. Scott. 3. Pope. 4.

Saline. 5. Stark. 0. Hardin. 7. Gallatin.

Pi.—If you wish to be happy yourself try to make
others happy.

C S C C T E
PERISH
HSTTTTT
ISPOS i'

i HCOTSE
Y I I R E S I

HI I E S Y S
nCTETSO

II 32 Y Y II R

CROSS-WORD.

My first is in false but not in true.

My next is in boil but not in stew.

My third is in you but not in me.
My fonrth is in river but not in pen.

My fifth is in water but not in air.

My sixth is in lion but uot in bear.

M. L. A.

Blanks.—1. Write, rite. 2. Cypress, Cyprus. 3. Pare,
pair. 4. Principal, principle. 5. Air, heir. G. Bawl, ball.

Diamond Puzzle.— M
CAT

RACES
MACBETH
DREGS
ATE
U

Ckoss-Woiid.—Constantinople.

Alphabetical Arithmetic—
723)4861059(6733 {Key: Black Horse.

j

T.i:mk?, for letters, puzzler, etc., to E. J. K., Oiu.'e C,
CInrkson P.. Perry A. M., J. Plumcr, Fumne r

. r.ud

Gnssle D. L. V.

All communications for the Puzzle-Box should be scut
to Aunt Sue, P. O. Box 111, Brooklyn, N. Y.

East produces a sticky substance upon its Btcm and
leaves which, iC swallowed or smoked, prodnces a re-
markable kind of intoxication. A person under its in-
fluence sees wonderfuKvisions and is .'or awhile in a
most happy state. One of the names for this drug is
hashish or hasheesh. About 800 years ago there was in
Persia, Syria, and Arabia a remarkable secret society or
order, happily long ago broken up, as it was kept np for
the most wicked purposes. Every member of it bad to
swear perfect obedience to his superiors, and if told to
kill another, or to kill himself, he was obliged to do it.

A great many secret murders, even of sultans and other
officers, were committed by the

members of this wicked crew.

In order to get those who joined

this society to take the. horrid

oaths that bound them, they were
made drunk with hashish; tiny

were given to "hashishin," as

the using of hashish was called,

and as the hashishins oft' n killed

people, the name was also need
for murderers. It is by this round-
about way we get our English
word assassin. The Doctor.

Goats. — An Ohio boy,
ten years old, having seen our
account of goats, has written to

know if we can get him a pair.

We are sorry to tell Master Ira

that we can not do this, for two
reasons. In the first place, we
do not make purchases of ting

kind for any one. We have not

the time. If we wished a pair of

goats ourselves ive should pay a

person to go and hunt them up

for us. In the second place, we
do not think that youngsters of

ten are the best judges of what
they ought to have, and if we
knew where to get goats we
should not help our young friend

to introduce the troublesome

things upon his father's farm

We have no doubt that a pair of

goats would in one season do

damage to the amount of the value

of a good horse. Master Ira sayn

he has already a colt and a yoke
of steers, which we think otiglil

to satisfy him for awhile.

An Apology is needed
to those boys and girls who last

month looked for the apple that

the boy, in the picture called

"{Making an Acquaintance,'1 '' hud

brought to the calf. We looked

at the drawing hurriedly before

writing about it, and were quite

sure there was an apple in the

boy's hand. Perhaps the artist

altered his mind after we saw

the picture, perhaps it was a

mistake of ours—but, at any
rate, that boy might, could, or

should have had an apple iu his

hand with which to make friends with the little calf.

A Curious Origin of
Word.

au EzislisSa

Wlu-n answering the question about currants last

month, I happened to think of a word that has a curious
< rigin. In order to tell you about this I must state Hint

the hemp which grows iu India and other parts of the

SuairisOo

Here is a picture for little girls—and by the way we do
not know of any reason why little boys, and big ones, too,

may not like it. The artist had seen the sun rise bright

and clear, driving away the darkness and making all thu

world look pleasant, and naturally enough when he saw
thie little girl rise up from her sleep he thought of the sun,

and he called his picture " Sunrise," for she in the little

world of the family brought brightness, and seemed, as

many little girls arc, the light of the house. We, unless

id, all of us rise every morning as regularly as the sue. Tho
2\m is always bright and shining somewhere, thongh
clouds may prevent us from enjoying bis warm rays : yci

when there are the thickest clouds he gives some light

through them. But do our little girls always rise wlih

brightness ? They arc sometimes dim ; the clouds do not

hide (heir light, the darkness is in themselves. No
doubt this little girl in the picture, who begins the day
aright, will keep pleasant and sunshiny all the day long.

It is a good thing for all of us to start right in the morn-
ing, and let our presence be to our friends as welcome as
the sunshine. This picture is from a beautiful bas-relief,

but we shall have to tell what that is another time.
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Lift: Insurance.
"What is he worth?" is the question by the

answer to which, in this somewhat mercenary

world of ours, a man's standing, reputation, ability

—himself, in short—is measured. Whether the

gauge be a true or false one, whether by its appli-

cation genuine worth be often made of no esteem,

and tinselled vice be adjudged virtue, still the fact

remains ; this is the popular standard of man's true

merit ; and we all, to a greater or less extent, in

spite of our counter-protestations, accept and are

governed by it. Even while on our lips may be

the trite quotation, "Worth makes the man, the

want of it the fellow," we turn contemptuously

away from the "man" because he is poor, to effu-

sively greet the "fellow," because he is rich ! We
note the fact, and pass it with the commentary,

"Such is life."

But, apart from all this, every man, every work-

ing man, in whatever department of labor, has n

money value. He can be ciphered up and reduced

to dollars, and that without reference to the money

he has accumulated. The commonest laborer, al-

though he own not a foot of real estate, or an ar-

ticle of personal property, save such as are indis-

pensable to himself or family, has, nevertheless, a

money value ; he is worth something in currency.

He is a capitalist ; he has that in him which yields

a revenue. His muscle and the skill which directs

it. are stock. The pay which be receives at stated

times is the interest on his investment. Suppose

his wages to be $1.50 per day ; then, making no

allowance for loss of time by sickness or other dis-

ability, he receives annually, as interest upon his

capital, ?469.50. Taking the average rate of inter-

est as eight per cent, this income represents a

capital of $5,868.75. The actual worth of this cap-

ital—its actual amount, if you please—is reduced

by the liability of its possessor to disease or acci-

dent. But, these apart, the money value of the

day-laborer, working at the rate named, may be set

down at very nearly $6,000. "This represents what

he is worth in money to himself and those depend-

ent upon him for support.

The mechanic, whose skill and labor yield a

return twice as large as that of the day-laborer,

has a capital twice as large—is worth twice as much.

The money value of the active professional man
is greater than that of the mechanic, because he

has more capital invested, and his labor brings him

more money. As the marketable value of the skill

and labor employed in any of the various avoca-

tions of life increases, so does the money worth of

the worker in that avocation increase. And, gen-

erally, for each additional $1,000 of income earned

by a man for his family, his money value is increased

1 J,500.

This value should be protected by insurance, as

much as any other value. The man who fails to

insure his goods in store gets little credit, and finds

no sympathy when calamity overtakes him. But
what creditor has such demands as wife and chil-

dren ? Who have bestowed more ? Who have

exacted less ?

The duty of providing the family against the

contingencies of his early death is one which no
husband or father can honestly neglect. And
among all the places where that duty can safely

and satisfactorily be performed, none is more
secure, more liberal, more desirable than with the

United States Life Insurance Company, of this city.

Its solvency is undoubted ; its record stainless

;

and its present management all that could be

desired.

We desipe to employ
for the next '! veai's
:i bov ni- trhi from 11

to IB years of Age
tit every townshi i

the U. S. to sell

oor nnpntir books.
I. JEWETT & CO.,

^O.HF/rnn'ft TVIR'W' in relation to Boys'
v Boarding School, sth year. No estra*. All nooks tar-
nished /r« to scholars. CtUiilpitnes free. Address

hii:am II. PtJST, Prin., Sine Sine N. T*.

WIND .ANY WATfjtJ.r'lYOT W t ft H

$iS0Pi»uo. Clrcalan free. U.S. Piano Uo. siuB'iiway.A.y.

The ASBESTOS KOOFITVG is adapted for steep or flat roofs in all climates, and can he cheaply trans-
ported and easily applied. ASBESTOS ROOF COATING, for restorinsr and preserving roofs.

ASBESTOS PAINT, for Roofs, and all onls.de work. ASBESTOS CEMENT, for repairing leaks of all kinds
on Roofs. ASBESTOS BOILER FELTIXG. ASBESTOS BOARD and PAPER, SHEATHING FELTS, etc

These materials are prepared ready for use. and are put tip for shipment to all parts of the world. ISfSendfor descrip-
tive I'amph els, Price Lists, etc.. etc. LlttERAL INDUCEMENTS TO GENERAL MERCHANTS AXl> DEALER*.

Pa.en.cc «ndSolel.In„,,faetnrer,,
H| W JOHNS, SI Maiden LaiH?, N. Y.

(CraCTTLAJt.)

Consumers Importing Tea Co.,

)

No. S Church Street, f

P. O. Box 5,509. New York City. )

This is n combination of capitalists to suppiy t lie consum-

ers of Tens throughout the United States on the mutual

principle.

We have experienced agents in all the best districts of

China and J:ip;in to select Teas especially lor our trade.

We expect every consumer of Teas to render us all the

assistance they can in carrying out our enterprise, as we
make a specialty of SUPPLYING CONSUMERS ONLY
(and allow no middlemen to make any profit on our import-

ations), which, will enable us to supply them with Teas at

prices lower tlian have ever been known, and of those line

qualities that seldom reach the interior, being sold only in

the large cities and among the very wealthy.

Hoping the consumer will take an interest in our enter-

prise, and send at once for a circular with lull explanations

of how to proceed to obtain our goods, we remain,

Most respectlully yours,

Consumers Importing Tea Co.,
No. 8 Church Street,

New York City.P. O. Box 5,309.

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in January, 1874,
by the Consumers Importing Tea Co.. in the Ottice of the
Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. U.

HOPE SEAT SPRING,
One of the most useful inventions of the age. It is adapted

for any kind of Wagon. It is cheap, it is effective, it is

durable. No fanner should be without a pair. Those

using them say It is the best and easiest spring ever

made. Send for circular.

BENJ. F. WELLS, Sole Agent,

47 Oey St., New York.

GREAT WESTERN

PITTSBURGH PA
Rifles. Shot Guns, Revolvers, Pistols, Ammunition, Fish-

ing Tackle, etc. For Price-list, see page 157, April No. Am.
Agriculturist, or address, with stamp,

GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS,
283 Liberty St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

A SILVER TIP
Adds" Five Cents

TO THE COST OF A SHOE,

and $1 to its value.

Self- Prorel-

For Cripples
Can be easily

in or out doors,
Ing the use of

state vour weight
for illustrated
ferent styles and

Please mention
this paper.

ling Chairs

and Invalids
propelled, either
In- any one hav-
iiands.

and send stamp
catalogue of d it-

prices.

A, SMITH,
No. ?>1 Plan St.,

N. Y. City.

«^° Eclipse Portable
rtest. litest Iniprov

DSC. A grind BUe.ce
FlilCK A CO.

ed K\«I\K. Portable or stationary
sal Guaranteed. Send for Catalogue.
, Steam Engine and Boiler Works,

Wayuesboiu', Franklin Co., Ta.

TheTurtle
Is the only Harrow made in the United States entirety of
wrought iron and hard steel, and is the moat indestruct-
ible tool in market. Nothing can equal it as a pulver-
izer, a weeder, a sod-cutter, or a seeder. It is absolutely
self-clearing, pelf-sharpening-, and is altogether the most
desirable Agricultural Implement ever offered.

Also, the best and latest improved Swivel Plow for
LEVEL LAND or Side-Hill. Has been victorious in all

Held trials, taktrig first premiums in every case as the
lightest in draft and for the BEST WORK, in competition
With leading fiat land as well as other swivel plows.
For circular* and lull particulars of the above, or for

any other really first-class farm tools, addressOAKR & HOBSON,
56 Beekman St., New York.

GEO. A. PEINCE & GO.

The Oldest, Largest and Most Perfect Manufactory in the
United States.

Now in use.

No other Musical Instrument ever obtained the same

popularity.

P?~ Send for Price-Lists.

BUFFALO, IV. Y.Address

EVERY LADY that uses a
Sewing Machine needs the

MAGIC THREADER
By mail. 25 ets. ; with '<; floz. standard

needles, 5uets. Full description in Am.
Agriculturist tor April, page ln3. In or-

dering, give name of Machine. Agents wanted everywhere.
The ARM"> M'f'g Co., Box 342, Springfield, Mass.
Please mention Am. Agriculturist.

IT IS NOT ECONOMY

To buy a poor Shoe. Try Good

Cable Screw Wire
FOR ECONOMY.
TATEM & DAVENPORT,

Produce Commission Merchants.
Officr, No, 1 Delaware Ave. Market,

PHILADELPHIA. Pa.

Southern Produce a specialty. Correspondence solicited.

Consignors advised daily.

Established 1812.

w
New York. "Oniek sales and prompt returns.
for onrweekly Prices-current and Marking Pla

A. (OV11RT A CO.. Produce
• Commission Merchants. No. 68 Pearl Street,

Plate._*j

<t^An A MONTH made honestly with Sten-
*sp \J \J ^^ nil ami Key-Cnecfe outflts. Catalogue and
samples free. S. M. Spencer, 11? Hanover St., Bos-ton. Mass.
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" Our Preference is the Buckeye."
—Avierican Agriculturist, June, Vili.

TWO FIRST PREMIUM
GRAND MEDALS FOR MERIT

JX.t ~%7m

±e>xxxi.a,r X873.

^tfdKEY^

§USELR
akjncreapf

CTUREDBYADRIANCE,PLATr&GO

STYLES, SIZES & PFICES TO SUITALL FARMERS.
Deicriptive Circulars Forwarded by QlaiL

THE WESTINGHOTJSE

Threshing Machines
AND

HORSE POWERS
Are not equaled by any In ihe marKet.

Wc make i. 8, and 10 Horse-lever Pow< r? of 2 find 3 Horse-
Treafl Powers, and Threshers for stea.ii or anv kind of
Horse-Powers; also, our Improved Combined Clover and
Grain Thresher. Send for Circular.

G. WEST1NCHOUSE & CV,
Scheneclatly N. Y.

SPRING
STEEL
TOOTH.

ITHACA

EXCELS AM, OTHERS.
Thousands In use giving < ntire satisfaction.
Mnnnfartnred bv

WHEKT.ER & MF.LICK CO., Albany, N. Y.
WILLIAMS BROS, Ithaca, X. Y.
YOtTNGLOVE. MASSEY & TO., Cleveland. O.
GRAND RAPIDS M'F'G CO., Grand Rapids, Mieh.

DIRECT

DRAFT

EUREKA

MOWER.

Give nway Hay Tedders and
Side Cut Maehinea. Save TIME
nnd MONEY by using

Wilber's Direct Draft
Eureka Mower.

Ton can ent and cure one third more
gr:iss in a given time, and gain '-J5 per
cent in quality of bav.
Kor Dksckiptivf. CircctTLAR. addresB
ISAAC W. WHITE, President,

Poughkeepsle, N\ T.

TWO GOLD METJAIS

ITHEElLilR «fc faa-CBVBd CO.,
Patentees and Manufacturers of

Railway, Chain and Lever Horse Powers, Threshers
and Cleaners, Threshers and Shakers, Clover
Hullers, Feed Cutters, Ithaca Wheel Horse
Rakes, Horse Pitchfoi-.ks, Shingle Mach-
ines, Straw Preserving Rye Thresh-

ers, &c, Ac.
Send for Circular. ALBANY, IV. Y.

FOUST'S PATENT HAY LOADER, manufac-
tured at the Meadville Ag'l "Works, Meadville, Pa.

Warranted to elevate a Ion of hav from the winrow to the
wagon in five minutes, and take It as clean as by the hand
fork, and to be adapted to all ordinary meadow laud. Send
for Descriptive Circulars.

CHAPMAN'S. Thebest
Fork and Conveyor in use.
Recommended by a host of

those who have tried it.

Saves labor, time, money.
Sent on trial. Agents wait-
ed. Circulars sent.

G. B. WEEKS & CO..
SYRACUSE, N. T.

Straw Preserving Thresher.

Thi« Machine leaves the straw straight and unbroken,
wlipn it can ugain be nut into bundles. making it more valu-
able for market. WHF.ELER & MKLICK CO., Sole Manu-
facturers, Albany, N.T. Send tor circular.

'SHAKE
THRESHE

iBLYMYERMTl
CINCINNATI.

|oA FIRST CLASS SMAL L

Tfei thresher,
i|4n>£ HORSE-LEVER POWER.

/.WILLTHRESH&CLEAN
/;20Ko400 BU.WHEAT, PERLAY.

>' SF/VD fO/f 0/ROl/lAH.

Agricultural Works.
A. B. FARQUHAR, Proprietor,

Manufacturer of the celebrated Farquhar Threshing Mach-
ines, steel plows, cultivator teeth, and standard Implement!
generally. Send tor circular. Please address

A. B. FARQUHAR, York, Pa.
Or 50 Beckman St., Neio Fork.

The Superior Hay Spreader
(Improved and perfected for season of 187I>.

This machine will do the work <"»f ten men.
It is the lightest druft machine ever built, one horse work-

ing it easily.
It has taken first premiums wherever exhibited.
Send for a descriptive circular.
The Superior Spreader is unsurpassed In beauty, work-

manship, and durability.
Manufactured by
THE HIGGA3VUM MANUFACTURING CO.,

Hlgganum, Conn.

The Peerless Thresher and Cleaner. Price $225 and $245.

The Peerless, Straw Preserving Rye Thresher, Overshot.

Price $160.

We make the above a specialty.

Railway and Lever Powers.

B. GILL & SON,
Trftiton Agricultural Works,

Trenton. N. J.

Dve's Patent Stump Extractor. Tree Puller, nnd Building
Mover. The best and only effective Machine. For Machines
and State and County Rights, address

ROBERT BRUERE, Imlaystown, N. J.

w^m$m
For full particulars, address

EKGLE, KKL.LER & CO., Lancaster, Pa.

STANDARD

Cane Machinery,
For Sorgo and Sugar Cane.

The only recognized standards
in Cane Machines are the

COOK EVAPORATOR
AND

VICTOR CANE MIIX.
There are of these Machines
Over 31,000 In I'se.

They have taken the

FIRST PREMICSIS AT 117 STATE FAIRS.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue and Price-List.

BLVMIEB MANUFACT'G CO., Cincinnati, O.

Shaker Thresher, Corn and Coh Crushers, Wood-Sawing
Machines. Farm, School, and Church Bells.

Sugar Cane and Sorgo Machinery,

Steam Engines, Horse Powers,
Farm Mills, etc.

Manufactured by

GEO. I,. SQ,tIIER & BRO.,
Catalogues free. Buffalo, jr. Y.

rilPlP FlRltKM Fine salt water locations.
^IIEi/lT F OHHIO .—(jooa bargains! Send for
pamphlet. J. F. MAKCH A. Easton, Md.
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The Studebaker Wagon,

I'wcaljr V«-ai\~ Ago ili<- Smallest,

TO-DAY THE LARCEST,

WAGON WORKS IK THE WORLD!
Puffing and advertising will not maintain the reputa-

tion of any manufactured article for any length of time,
if it has not REAL MERIT.
Twenty years bl'o we built FIVE WAGONS A YEAR.

TO-DAY WE BUILD 10,000. Do you want better
evidence of the superiority of the " Studebaker Wagons" ?

Studebaker Bros. Manf'g Co.,
igODTH BE>I), <!»».

HARNESS
MANUFACTURED EXPBESSLY

FOB THE
TRACK, ROAD, PARK OR F.VKM.
Single at $8, $12, $15, $20, $25, to $200 per Set. Double at

$25, $30, m, £-10 to $500 per Set. Blankets, Sweats, Hoods
.Muzzles, Clipping Machines, and Horse furnishing goods of
everv descripti'<n, style, and grade, adapted for uee on the
Tract, Roa i, Farm or stable.

C. M. MOSEMAN &- BRO.,
Manufacturers* 114 Chambers St.

*' Send for Descriptive Price-list."

DOUBLE HARPOON,
THE BEST

Horse Hay Fork
made. Descriptive Catalogue sent free.

I'ENNOCK MANUFACTURING CO.,

Kenuett Square, Clie-ler Co., Penn.

Screw Stump Machine.
$*&,tMH\sma.M&.,Cnoap , an.4. vrtft. -jxjW

•ftve "tot&Mk 6V\HHis "wiSa. «aae. -,

Send for circular to '

Oftn Cn»ivmFP,T,STir8tS0ir.0LEAKSX

GENUINE
Peruvian Guano.
Farmkrs. AQBiODTiTUElSTS, and Dealers in Fertilizers

have now an opportunity of obtaining this valuable manure
In small or large lots, at importers' prices, by
applyfns to the Special Airency Just established for the pur-

pose of delivering Genuine Peruvian Guano to consumers at

any accessible port or railway station in the country. Full

particulars given in circular mailed free on application to

R. BALCAZAR,
No. 53 Beaver Street, New York.

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION:
Messrs. HonsoN, Hurtado & Co., Financial Agents of the

Peruvian Government, 52 Wall Street. New York.
Mosps Taylor, Pres. National City Bank, 52 Wall St., N. Y.
J. C. Tracy, Esq., Peruvian Consul, 26« Broadway. N. Y.

TO FARMERS.
Double Refined Pouruette of the

" Lodi Manufacturing Co.' 1
for pule in lots

to Kiii t customers. This article is sold for

half the price "f other fertilizers, and is

cheaper for Buckwheat, Cabbage, and Tur-
nip? than any other in market. Price
(delivered on hoard in New York City) %2o
per ton-. A Pamphlet 2ivhn« full directions,
etc.. nent ftec on application to

JAMES T. FOSTER,
(56 Coitlandt St., New York.

FOR SALE-MANURE
from 180 horses for a yenr. For particulars, apply to the

TROY & LANSINGBTJRGH U.R. CO.. Lansingburgh, N. Y.

Gas Lime Given Away
and put onboard vessel, at the Hack of the Brooklyn GaB
Light Co. , East River, next to Navy Yard.

ROSES,
STRONG POT-PLANTS,

Suitable for Immediate Flowering. Sent
Safely by Mail, Post-paid.

5 Splendid Varieties, purchaser's choice, $1;
12 for $3. For 10 ceuts additional we send

MAGNIFICENT PEEMIUM EOSE.
Our elegant Sprihg Catalogue for 1874, describingmore

than JJOO finest varieties of Roses, and containing full
directions for culture, with chapters on winter Protection,
Injurious insects, etc., now ready. Sent FREE.

CO.,THE DI^GEE & CO.\Alil>
Rose Groovers,

WEST GROVE, Chester County, Pi.

VEGETABLES and FLOWGBN.
Send for our Qfuejgl Pnce-Usts of Tomatoes, Egg-

plant, Peppers, Sweet Potatoes, CABBAGE, c'ELEfiY"
PLANTS, wd FLOWERING PI ANTS. All grown from
cllOiCQ Seed. Our Improved Purple Top Yellow Iiuta-Baca
Turnip Seed ran not be excelled. 85 eta. per lb., post-paid;
2ri cts. per X lb. I). H. BUOWN & SONS, Seedsmen.

20 Hiram St., New Brunswick, N. J.

CABBAGE PLANTS-Large stock of
best varieties, throughout June and July. By express,

very securely packed, $2.,0 per 1,000; $20 per 10,000.

TILLISGHAST BROS., I'actoryvillc, Wyoming Co., Pa.

STRAWBESSSV Cultivators and Ama-
teurs.—Please c:dl at my place on the 20th. ;'lst. 22d. or

23d ol .Tune, and examine one of the most superb and valu-
able Strawberries ever produced.

WM. SOMERS, 4".6 Pembroke St., East Bridgeport, Ct.

BERRY BASKETS—General assort-
ment—six of the most approved kinds. Send early

for descriptive lists. R. II. HAINES, Maiden, N. T.

CABLE FENCING-.
Cheap, handsome, and durable. Proof against Cattle,

Fire, and Rust. Hundreds of utiles erected. Seud for Cir-

culars.
PHILIP S. JUSTICE.

14 North Fifth St., Philadelphia.
42 Clill St., New York.

Established 1858

TllAJjE MA11E PATENTED.

The best and cheapest Paint in the
world for Irou, Xin or Wood. For sale by
the Trade everywhere. PRINCE'S METALLIC
PAINT CO., Manufacturers, 96 Cedar St.. New York.
CAUTION,—Purchasers and consumers are cau-

tioned against imitations of our Metallic Paint.
All genuine PRINCE'S METALLIC PAINT will
bear our name and trade mark on each and every
package. Send for a circular.

]
Improves Foot Lathes.

all Engine Lathes, small Gear Cut-
lers. Flann Planers for Metal. Bnl] Tiirn-

] ins Machines, Slide Rests, Foot Scroll
I Saws. The very best. Selling every-
} where. Catalogues free.

N. H. BALDWIN, Laconia, N. H.
Just the artlcleSffor Artisans or Amateurs.

Blind Ditching Plow.

Tor particulars, address

Cis. CausniLVEaSoiOimH

Automatic

Water driven to any
height ami dlBtance by
compressed air. Coun-
try houses Bupplled
Cheaply and ceriainly
for bath-rooms, water
closets, hot and cold
water faucets, etc.
Plenty ot fresh water

for stock on farms.
Address

Uahtfoep Pump Co.,

O ~<5**r>£z:.—*^Z?iVZ^ Hartford, Conu.
Agent lor New York and vicinity. Mason C. Weld, at

the Agricultural Warehouse of R. H. Allen & Co., 189, 191
Water St., where working apparatus may be examined.

Hulladuy's Improved

Wind-Mill.
PERFECTLY Sclf-Retrulating. The

Best, Cheapest, most Durable and
Popular Mill made. Manufactured
under the immediate supervision of
Inventor IS years. Two million dol-
lars' worth now In use. Send for Catal-

ogue.

IT. E. WBJD EKGIBE & PUMP CO.
Batayia, III.

LIVINCSTON & CO., Iron Founders,
PITTSBURGH, PA.,

Manufacturers of Light Grey IronCASTINGS,
For Agricultural Implements, Light Machinery, and Mis-

cellaneous Articles generally

Requiring a Soft and Strong Iron.
£3?" Our arrangements for Low Freights to all parts of the

country enable us to furnish Good L'uxtinys as low us any
works East or West.

Oat.den Engine ixpFim:
Exti kqtjishbb.—For Wash-
ing Windows, Carriages, etc.

Protects Buildings from Fire,
: ml Trees. Vines, etc., from
Insects. Throws water 50ft,
Easily carried. No Dwelling.
Country Home, or Factory
should he without Lite Foun-
tain Pump. Send for hirer
WHITMAN, Sole Proprietor
e, R. I.

ESSEX PIGS.
ESSEX FIGS.

ESSEX PIGS.
Pure,

Well-Bred,
¥ei*y Choice.

I am now prepared to fill all orders for Pigs promptly.

My Spring Pigs are the best I have ever raised. Prices

reasonable. I shall have great pleasure In sending a

single Pig, pair, or trio to any reader of the American

Agriculturist who wishes to improve his stock. The

American Express Co. carries my Pigs and Sheep at a

reduction of one-third to one-half less than the usual

rates for live stock. I guarantee the safe delivery of the

Pigs. Orders respectfully solicited. Address

JOSEPH HARRIS,
Moreton Farm,

Rochester, N. Y.

SECOND SALE OF

Millwood Farm Jerseys.
To be held dune 4th. at 11 o'clock, at Isbury & Walker's,

8, id. and 12 Fast Street. Boston, Mass.
Twenty-three head of dersev cows, belfcrs, calves, nnd

vming halls All registered animals, and bred by mi self

troni my own importations. Catalogues can be had on ap-

plication to the auctioneers or-to
E. F. BOWDITCH, Franungham. Mass.

FOK S .41,12—One Durham bull and heifer

with calf. SlSn. One Devon bull nnd two heifers, $J0u.

Are two years old. best herds, with pedigrees.

J. H. PETTY, No. 1 Pine St., New York.

JERSEY CATTLE.
ESSEX PIGS.

For sale hv
G. W. FABLKE,
fresaklll, N. J. ;

1 hour from N. V.

f'GGS from Fine Stock. — Light
i Bralmia.WlilteLealiorn.S. O Dorklue.S S. Uamhurirh,

Sebright, Bantam—$2 doz. Partridge Coelnn. Dark Brahma.
Buff Cochin. Hnudau. Avlesburv Dnck—*2.50 rtoz. Bronze
Turkeys—$1 doz. =end lor descriptive catalogue.

W. S CARWCNTER & SON, Rye, Westchester Co., N. 1
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TO
PLANTERS. PRINT Kits, BREWERS,

AL.L. I SINU STEAM POWEKS.

PATENT STEAM BOILER

RIFF'S NEW ENGINE.
Best aud Cheapest iu tlte World!

IIIGrXIES T ^ *\7C^ .A. H. 33.
Large Silver Medal at American Institute Fiiir, full of I8i3, for

the best Portable Sterna Boiler, 'J to l,' Horse Powers. Also, 1st
and Highest Premiums at seven State Fairs and Expositions.

Tins IS IVOT A FMJE IIOILER.
Immense amount of heating anrfn
of any Steam Boiler yel Introduce

-It is a holler within a boiler, the two connected together, and presenting an
. and also securing the Greatest Strength, Durability, and Effectiveness

id. Over 15H put in on trial, and never lost a sale.

•45 to 3D per Cent Savi'd in Fuel—Five Sizes—si to 10 Horse Power.—Will raise steam from cold water
to liO pounds pressure In 11) to 12 minutes. Tlie Most Economical Combination Extant. Feeds Itself
from a Tank, aud requires no more attention than an ordinary stove, and is just as safe. The engine is of the
simplest possible form ; the cylinder, bed, frame, guides, and bearings, being all cast in one piece, can not get out of line.

Clieese and Butter Factory Apparatus and Fixtures.
WHITMAN o>£ LUJRRELL,, Manufacturers and Dealers, Little Falls, N. Y.

THE PHILADELPHIA LAWN MOWERS. 1874.

Send for Descriptive Circular to

9 i Weight from 28 lbs. to 315 11)8.

Sizes. ? Price from $15.00 to $110.00.

GRAHAM, E9ILEN <fc PASSMORK.
Patentees and Manufacturers, 6:11 Market St., Philadelphia.

ALLEN & CO., New York.

Or to
"Wholesale aoe

I R. H. AI.LKN' * CO.. New Tork.
I WM. E. UAUItETT & CO., Providence, P.. I.

1 T. HAWI.EY & CO.. Bridgeport, Conn.
...,.,

/ JOSEPH HISEt'K & SONS. (lust. in, Mass.
™ rs

" 1 J. M. CHILDS &, CO.. Ftica. N\ V.
I CHAS. E. W A I.BUI Del K, llutlalu, N. Y.
< BOOTH, DODNCE, HOSE & CO., Elmira, N. T.

NOW READY.
Celery, Cabbage, and Caulillower

And SEEDM of all kinds,

FOR FALL AND WINTER CROPS.
Price-List mailed free.

SEEDSMEN AND CJROWERS,
35 Cortlandt Street, New York.

^"^^SSiSa^tx

I
m

o
30

Branch Office and Factory : 506 West Street, NEW YORK,
Any .Shade from Pure White to .Tet Black.
A combination of the purest paint with India Rubber,

forming a SMOOTH, GLOSSY, FIRM, DURABLE, ELAS-
TIC, and BKAUTIFUL Paint, unaffected hy change of tem-
perature; is perfectly w&ter-proot, and adapted to all classes

of work, and is in every way a better paint for either inside

or outside painting than anv other paint in the world. Being
from one fourth to one third cheaper, and lasting at least

three times as lone, as the best lead and oil paints.

Be surf that our TRADES-MARK (a facsimile of
which Is given ahove.) is on every Package.

Prepared ready for use, and sold hy the gallon only.
There has never been ft paint ottered the pub i id that lias

become BO popular (In the same time) and given as
_
erfect

satisfaction as the Rubber Paint.
Send lor sample card and testimonials.

50c., $1, and $1.50 PER GALLON.

Cottage Color Paints.
Ground in Oil and mixed readv for use. In cans, kegs,

and bbls. Liquid slate Roof Paint. Cheap, durable, and
lire-proof. Send for cards ol Colors and Testimonials,

NEW YORK CITY OIL CO., SOLE Aorntr.
lid Maiden Lane, New York.

ACiiKIVTS IjOOK. !—*12 aday made selling
Scissors Sharpener and other wares. Sample 25 cts, Cat-

ulogne free. T. J. HASTINGS & CO., Worcester, Mass.

Factory Churns.
At the urgent request of some of the

prominent Dairymen of the country, we
have designed and made two sizes of
FACTORY CHURNS which we believe

to be every way adapted to the wants of
Butter Factories and large Dairies where
power is used.

The new No. 8 is intended to chum
from 50 to 75 gallons of cream, and the
No. 9 from 75 to 150 gallons at a time.

Z^° They are just the article needed,

and may be obtained through any of our
Agents or directly from us.

Prices and details sent on application

to the Sole Manufacturers,
PORTER BLANCHARD'S SONS,

Concord, N. H.

FOR HOED CROPS.
Cultivating: Plows, Horse
Hoes and Cultivators,

and every variety of Implements needed on the Farm,
Garden, or Plantation, with the l»est KOLUHLEPERTIUZKRS immediately available to the
plant, and applicable during cultivation.
Address for circulars.

R. H. ALLEN & CO
189 and 19! Water St.,

P. O. Box 376. New York City.

lovejov's metallic

wkathfj: houses
Indiratc the changes In the weather, and
are pretty mantel ornaments. The little
lady appears in lair and the man in
stormy weather, and they never make
mistakes. Sent prepaid to anv address,
ftfel; packed, upon receipt of'*'.! (Two),
by AL.VAN I,. LOVEJOl,

Special price to dealers.

Proprietor and Manufacturer,
329 Washington St. Boston.

A
CiENTS WANTED to sell our Justly cele-
brated Articles for Ladies' wear. Indispensable
and absolutely necessary. 10.000 SOI.D
MO\TIII.Y. They give comfort and satisfaction.
No female can well do without lliem. Sample sent,

on receipt of Sg.OII, FREE. Send for Illus-

trated Circular. L1C PERLE RtJBBEB CO..
90 Chambers St., New York.

Hew Excelsior Lawn Mower.
GREATLY IMPROVED FOR 1874.

It lias tlie Largest Sale of any Lawn Mower
in tHe World!

It has been adopted, and can be seen in practical operation
on Central Park and all the other City Parks,
New Turk; Government Grounds and City
Parks,Washington ; Boston Common . Boston ;

Prospect Park, Brooklyn; and oil almost every
prominent Park throughout the United States aud
Canada.
Four sizes lor hand-power; four sizes for horse-power.

Prices from S15 to 9300.
EVERY MACHINE WARRANTED.

CHADBORN & COLDWBLL MTG CO.,
Send for Circular. Newbutgh, N. Y.

Carbonized Enamel
IS AS PURE AS CLASS.

The Bridgeport Mf'g Co.,
OP BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

(Office, No. 88 Chambers St., New Yorlt),
Have the exclusive control of this valuable enamel, and are
using it to cover all of their celebrated

American Submerged Force Pumps.
They also enamel pipe inside and out, which delivers the

water chemically pare. The Knamel is composed or vege-
table matter, baked on so hard that a blow does not break
it, and it resists acids that eat gold.

Gentlemen: I have examined the sections of Carbonized
Enamel Pipe submitted to rae by you. It is superior to anv
pipe I have ever seen for resisting acids and conducting
water from springs or for use In connection with pump?',
etc. The Enamel adheres with astonishing tenacity, with-
standin-* even heavy blows; and the surface of the metal
where the enamel is beaten off seems to be protected against
the ordiuary action ol' water.

M. C. WELD,
.Late Associate Editor Am. Agriculturist.

MUDGE & WOODS, No. 88 Chambers St., N. Y.,

are the exclusive selling agents of the Bridgeport MTg Co.
lor the Licenses of States, counties, and towns rights lor the

American Submerged Suction and Force Pumps.

THE PULSOMETER.
The simplest, most durable, and effective

steam pump now in use. Will pump irtiilv
or muddy water without wear or injury to
its parts. It can not get out of order.

C. HENRY HALL & CO..

!,Bia|fJ' 20 Cortlandt Street. New Tork City.

iSHril Branch Dkpo'I's:

'if WSSKl 104 Sudhurv St.. Boston, Mass.m 1,327 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
59 Wells St., Chicago, 111.

South Western Exposition, New Orleans, La.
SU anil 813 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.

N Ifm AHA C0MPAMY
'

II InU Jul If! 201 Broadway, N.Y.

CapilalStoek $500,000
Cash value of Assets tl,S08,S31
Total Liabilities 88.808

Net Assets $i,;-.!5,9M

Dwellings and Farm Risks a specialty at all our Agencies.

HENRY A HOWE, President.
P. NOTMAN, V. P. and Sec'y.

SELF-ACTING CATES.
NICHOLSON'S PATENT.

The best in the world. Address
AMERICAN GATE CO., Cleveland, O.
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For the Harvesting Season
We offer the most improved MOWERS anA

REAPERS, RAKES, and SUPERSOR
HAY TEDDERS, with a full assortment of

Farming Tools and Machines, Seeds
and Fertilizers. Address for circulars

R. H. ALLEN &, CO.,
i89 and 191 Water St.,

P. O. Box 376. New York City.

THE

HAY TEDDER.

Enables the most Important Agricultural product

ofAmerica to be cut, cured and stored in the barn

in one day. Improves the quality and increases

the value of the hay crop. Prevents all risk of

damage from storms and sudden showers. Is sim-

ple, durable and of light draft. Was awarded the

New England Agricultural Society's only first

prize, at the Great Field Trial, at Amherst, Mass.,

as being superior to all others, and the best and

only perfect machine for tedding or turning hay,

MADE ONLY BY

AMES PLOW COMPANY,
Qytincy Ball, Boston,

and 53 Seekman St., New York,
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

CHARLES TREMABN,
Manufacturer of the best and cheapest fertilizer in inc.

Manillas Plaster.
Analysis:—"Manlius" pure Gypsum, 04.23; Not* Scotia

do., 85.36; Cayuga, 71.75; Virginia do., 62.42.

MANLIUS CEMENT,
In use on GOVERNMENT, CITY, and STATEWORKS, RAILROADS, RESERVOIRS, and
CISTERNS for strong and ordinary Masonry.
Has received the encomiums of eminent engineers, wlio

place it foremost In th'? ranks ot Hydraulic Cements.
QUICK LI (VIE—A pure caustic Lime (or Farmers'

and builders' use.
Special freights obtained. Send for circular.

Works at MANLIUS, N. Y.

For Practical Men.
My new revised and enlarged Catalogue of PRACTICAL

AXD SCIENTIFIC BOOKS, 96 pages, 8vo., will be sent,

free of postage, to any one who will favor me with his ad-

dress. HENRY CAREY BAIRD,

Industrial Publisher,

406 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

PAINTER'S MANUAL.
House and sign painting, graining, varnishing, polishing,

kalsomining, papering, lettering, staining, gliding, glazing,

silvering, glass staining, analysis of colors, harmony, con*

trast, etc., 50c, Book of Alphabets, 50c. Book of Scrolls

and Ornaments, $1. Watchmaker and Jeweler's Manual,

50c. Taxidermist's Manual, 50c. Soapmaker's Manual, 25c.

Guide to Authorship, 50c. Lightning Calculator, 25c. Em-
ployment Seeker's Guide, 25c. Of booksellers, or by mail.

JESSE HANEY & CO., 119 Nassau St.. New York.

CLAVERACK College and Hudson River Inst., at Claver-
ack, N. Y. 20 instructors. Alonzo Flack, Ph. D., Pres.

LIFE AND PUBLIC SERVICES

By C. EDWARDS LESTER.
The second edition ready. Bonk canvassers enn still

secure territory, and make money in spite of "luii'd times."
tend lor Press notices and terms.

UNITED STATES PUBLISHING CO.,
13 University Place, New York.

ic^^srx© w^est^o tw the boo*

--Tell ItAW
[
By Mrs. T. B. H. Stenhouse, for 25 years wife of a Mormon

I High-Priest. With introduction by Harriet Beeeher
StOWe- Two years ago the author wrote a pamphlet on
Polygamy which excited the Mormou newspapers to sneer-
ingly invite her to write a book and 'Tell Bt All,* The

W ffi&|
,^ 1 '}!"W 'n' 1 eminent men aud women urged her to accept tho

challenge. She did so, and 6Tell It All * Is the result. It is a work
of extraordinary interest, full of startling revelations, truthful, hold,
and good. The only book upon this subject ever written by a real
Mormon woman. The story of 'Eliza Ann, Wife No, 19,'^
told in full by herself, 625 pages, superbly illustrated :iud bound.
It is the most popular book ever sold by agents, outselling all others
three to one. It takes like wildfire. Gj^Iifn.OOO will be. sold. Steady
work or for spare hours for men or women—$25 to $200" month
easily made. Descriptive pamphlet, term-:, Ac, sent free to all will
prove this. Address A. D. WORTHINGTON* & Co., Hartford, Cocu.

Do you want Employment
"We wall five you immediate, steady, honorable work,

which will pny "you beyond all your expectations. Thou-
sands at work for us are now mating from $100 to $300 per
month, and thousands more can do it. The business is in
introducing our publications in your own and other towns.
With Mark Twain's or Josh Billings's new works, with
"Mr Opinions and Betsey Bobbkt's," and with many
others out of our list, you can secure a tine income easily.
Write us for information. We send it full and free. Address

AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.

'*"cvmrnr,D a "dijv 5? a ncw ***>* °n the art <*

JjJJJuUMlb.fl.rIl I , Writing by Sound; a. com-
plete system of Phonetic Short Hand—the shortest, most simple,
easy, and compreheasivc, enabling any one, in a short time, to report
trials, speeches, sermons, kc. The Lord's Prayer is written with
forty -nino strokes of the pen, and 140 words per minute. The unem-
ployed should learn this art. Price, by mail, 50 Cts. Agents wanted.
Address T. W\ EVANS & CO., 139 S. Seventh Street, Phila., Pa.

GENTS WANTTEI), everywhere, fO£

,

The Home of
God's People.
One of the most ilngnlorly attractive, Tslmable ond

tT_J Interesting workB everUsued. Every family needa and
w.llhaveit, Hhaaprovedltaelf to be the "best paying
biok extant,and any energetic malo or female Agent can make
S3.500 » year, taking orders for it. Our circulars(Eent free )
will give you our exceedingly liberal terme, full particulars, en-

dorsements, Ac Old AgenU, or any one desiring a lucrative

business, will do well to wtitous at once. Address,

DUSriN, G1LMAN & CO., Hartford, Conn*

The Best Work Ever Issued for Farmers,

Carpenters, and Mechanics, is

B E L US
Carpentry Made Easy,
It is useful to all who have barns, bridges, and ont-

honses to build, as it treats on the science and art of
Framing on c new and improved system, with specific
instructions for building- Balloon Frames, Cam Frames,
Mill Frames, Warehouses, etc.

Nicholson says of " Carpentry" :

u With an experience of more than twenty-four years
at carpentering*, I may say it is the best work of the kind
I have ever had the good fortune to meet with, as it gives
more information for the amount of money, either to
Master Workman or Journeyman, the principles being
so different from other works of the kind, yet so plain
that any apprentice should be able to comprehend them
in a short time. JOHN J. NICHOLSON."
Another Carpenter says: "It is just the book for a

young beginner.

"

PRICE, $5,OO f Prepaid.
HOWARD CHALLEN, Publisher, Philadelphia, Pa.

Scribner's Lumber & Log-Book.
OVEtt HALF A MILLION COPIES SOLD. This book is

the most full and complete hook of its kind ever pub-
lished. It gives correct measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logy, plank, cubical contents of square and round limber,
stave and heading bolt tables, wages, rent, board, capacity
of cisterns, cord-wood tables. Interest, etc.. and has become
the Standard Book throughout the United States and
Canada. „ •

lie sure and get the New Edition, with Doyle's Log- Table.
Ask vour book'seller for it. or [ will send one for 35 cents,
post-paid. O. W. FISHER, P. O. Box 2SS, Rochester, N.Y.

MAGIC PHOTOGRAPHS.
Wonderful! Curious! Amusing!

25 cents a package ; 5 assorted packages $1; one dozen
assorted packages $2. Sent to any address, postage paid, on
receipt of price. Address

PUZZLE COMPANY", 755 Broadway, New York.

"WALKS' COM'-EKTO PAHLGF, OFvGAtfS
the nnoKt foea.«tifiul/J i')t

rv^JOj styflo and perfect in tone
»=» ever isadc. The COIt.

CJEKTO STOS» is the best
ever placed, iaa assy
Organ,' It is produced btj

aa& estrasetf/radjpe.
CKLHarlyvoicesl, the

a*EFFEtT of Khich is

"--VlMOSTCHAKMING
T^Mand SOUL. OTIK=
""'EINC, white its 191=
STATION of theM.
MAN" VOICE is SU-

] S?EKJBo Terms liberal.

,TEI

©RCASUS,

_-IJCW Vesper and
r Orchestral
in KNBtJJJK FKEJVCia

' 7CASES,ort'anw tithe best
made, and combine PUEESTVo/'VOBCMC
with, #reat volume of tone. S*2Et»E>le for
PAKEOSe, CJHWrecil, or BIVSSV HALL.
WATEKS' Mew ScaEe PIANOS
have great power and a £i"e singing- toafie,
with all modern improvements, and are the
BEST PIANOS MADE. These Organs and
PEanos are warranted for 6 years. PRICESEXTREMELY LOW/or cash or part cash,
and balance in monthly or quarterly pay.
ments.Sccond.hand ioistrumentstaken
inexchange. AGENTS WANTED iu every
County inthe XJ. S. and Canada. A liberal
discount to Hachers, Ministers,Ctiurchps,Schools,LQdQes,
ete. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE? MAILED.

IIOISACE WATERS & SOW,
481 Broadway, New York. P. O. Box 3367.

THE PATENT

PIANO-FOETE
Excels all others in Tone and'Durability

y

and in Elegance of Finish they

are Unsurpassed.
These Pianos are used exclusively in the New York Con-

servatory of Music, and are recommended hy the Profession
aud the Press throughout the United Stales.
Before purchasing, write for Illustrated Pamphlet, and

mention the Agriculturist.

AKION PIANO-FORTE CO.,
No. 5 East 14tli Street, New York City.

with Privilege of Purchase. We Rent
elegant first-class Pianos at very mod-
erate rates, and allow the Kent to pai;
for the instrument. By our new-

rental system a person can have from
Tico to Seven Years to pay for a
Piano. Any responsible person wish-
ing a,

,
first-class Piano on Ea.fi/ Pay-

ments should send stamp (or our new Illustrated Catalogue
with full particulars. Address

S. BRAINARD'S SONS, Cleveland, Ohio.

THE SABBATH. .

Greatest and IJatest of Church Choir BooltSm.
For all denominations. $13.50 a tfoz. Sample copy, $1.25 i

CLARKE'S NEW METHOD FOR THE
PIANO-FORTE. The BEST of Instruc-
tion Books. Has the endorsement of all frood

teachers who have examined it.. Sent by mail, $;1.75.

"TH E AMATEU R."
The Great Musical Monthly ! ELEVEN pages of
new music—and NINE pages of musical matter in
each number. Sample copy, 10 cts. Subscription, in-
cluding beautiful Chromo, $1.00 per year*

MSB k WALKER'S MUSICAL ALMANAC.
Sent free to any address.

GETZE>S SCHOOL FOR THE ORGAN.
"The Unrivalled Instructor.'' The beat
work for teachers and pupils. -*

Sent by Mail, price, $250.

Lee & Wolkr~^Ja%it SK

SONGS ofGRACE & GLORY
The very best Snndav-Scb.ool Song Bonk. By
W. F. SHERWIN and S. J. VAIL. 1GO Pages
Splendid Hymns, Choice Music, Tinted Paper,
Superior Binding. Price in Boards, 35c.; S30
per 100. A Specimen Copy in Paper Cover mail-
ed for Twenty-five Cents.

S. M_.„ e._„- in pamphlet form.yor
IX New bongs scnday-school as-

NIVERSARIES, /ran "SONGS of GRACE and
GLORY." Price S3 per 100. Specimen copy of
the Anniversary Songs, and O sample pases of the

Book, mailed for 3 cent slamp. Publishers,
HORACE WATERS & SON.

481 Broadway, New York. P. O. Box 8567.
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SUPERIOR STANDARD WORKS.
Published by ORANG^JUDD COMPANY.

THE HORSE. FIELD SPORTS.

FRANK FORESTER'S

HORSE OP AMERICA.

By HENRY WM. HERBERT.

Revised, corrected, enlarged, aud continued to 1S71,

By S. D. and B. G. Bruce.

Always an Acknowledged Standard, and now
the most Complete and Authentic Work on the

HORSE. With steel-engraved portraits of Thirty

of the most famous

REPRESENTATIVE HORSES,
including pedigrees, histories, and performances.

Two superb royal octavo volumes of upward of 1300 pages.

Post-Paid, Ten Dollars.

WALLACE'S

American Trotting Register.

CONTAINING ALL TIIAT IS KNOWN OF THE

PEDIGEEES 01 TROTTING HORSES,

their ancestors and descendants, with a record of

All published performances in which a mile

was trotted or paced in 2.40 or less,

lrom the earliest dates until the close of 1868, and

a full record of the performances of I860 and 1870.

Giving complete Summaries of over 6,000 Contests.

With an Introductory Essay on the true

origin of the American Trotter. And a set of Rules

for the government of all trials of speed. By J.

H. WALLACE, compiler of Wallace's American

Stud-Book. Royal octavo.

Post-paid, Ten Dollars.

WALLACE'S AMERICAN STUD-BOOK.

Vol. One. Being a Compilation of tee

PEDICREES OF AMERICAN AND IM-
PORTED BLOOD HORSES,

from the earliest records, with an Appendix of all

named animals without extended Pedigrees prior

to the year 1840. And a Supplement, containing a

history of all Horses and Mares that have trotted

in public from the earliest trotting races until the

close of 1866. By J. H. WALLACE. Royal octavo

of over 1000 pages elegantly bound in extra cloth,

beveled boards, and splendidly illustrated.

Post-paid, Ten Dollars.

Horse Portraiture. — Breeding,

Rearing, and Training Trotters. Prepara-

tions for Races, Management in the Stable, on

the Track, Horse Life, etc. By JosEpn Cairn
Simpson. Post octavo. Post-paid, $3.00.

Frank Forester's Field Sports.
Embracing (tie Game of North America, Upland Shoot-
ing, Buy Shooting, Wild Sporting of the Wilderness,
Forest, Prairie, and Mountain Sports, hear Hunting,
Turkey Shooting, etc. IStli edition, revised and illus-

trated. Two post octavo volumes. Post-paid, $ij.00.

Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing.
100 engravings. Embracing a full illustrated description
of the Game Fish of North America ; Trout and Salmon
Fishing; Shoal Water and Deep Sea lrishing: Lake and
River Fishing ; Trolling, Fly Fishing, etc. 12th edition.
One post octavo volume. Post-paid, $3.50.

Frank Forester's Complete Manual.
For Young Sportsmen, of Fowling, Fishing, and Field
Sports. With directions for handling the Gun, the Hide,
and the Uod. Art of Sh ootingon the Wing. The Break-
ing, Management, and Hunting of the Dog. The vari-
eties and habits of Game. River, Lake, and Sea Fishing.
Post octavo. Post-paid, $3.00.

Frank Forester's American Game in its

SEASONS, Fully Illustrated and Described. New edi-

tion, post-paid, $3.00.

The Dog.
By Pinks, Mayhew & Hutchinson. Compiled and edited
by Frank Forester. Containing lull instructions in all

that relates to the breeding, Rearing, Iireaking, Kennel-
ing, and Conditioning of Dogs, with valuable recipes for
the treatment of all diseases. Illustrated. Post octavo.
Post-paid, $3.00.

The Dead Shot:
Or, Sportsni an's Complete Guide ; a Treatise on the use
of the Gun, with Rudimentary and Finishing Lessons in
the Ait of Shooting Game of all kinds. By" Marksman.
Post-paid, $1.75.

The Crack Shot:
Or, Young Rifleman's Complete Guide: being a Treatise
on the use of the Rifle, with Lessons, including a full de-
scription of the latest improved breech-loading weapons;
rules and regulations for Target Practice, and directions
for Hunting Game. Ry Edward C. Barber. Post-paid, $1.75.

Gun, Rod, and Saddle.
Nearly fifty practical articles on subjects connected with
Fishing, Shooting, Racing, Trotting, etc. Post-paid, $1.

Practical Trout Culture.
Ry J. H. Slack, M. D., Commissioner of Fisheries, New
Jersey. Fully illustrated and describing thoroughly all

that is requisite to successiul Trout Culture, Post-paid,
$1.50.

AGRICULTURE.
Woodward's Graperies and Horticultural

BUILDINGS. Designs and Plans of Hot-beds, Cold Pits,

Propagating Houses, F'orcing Houses, Hot and Cold
Graperies, Greenhouses.Couservatories, Orchard Houses,
etc., with the various modes of Ventilating and Heating.
Post-paid, $1.50.

Jacques' Manual of the Garden, Farm,
AND BAKN-YARD. Embracing the Cultivation of
Vegetables, Fruit. Flowers, all Field Crops, Details of
Farm Work and Hearing Domestic Animals. New and
Revised Edition. One volume. Post-paid, $1.75.

Young Farmer's Manual.
Vol. I. The Farm <iml the Workshop, with Practical
Directions for laying out a Farm. Erecting Buildings,

Fences, Farm Gates. Selecting good Farm and Shop
Tools, and performing Farm Operations. Fully Illus-

trated. Post-paid, $1.75.

Young Farmer's Manual.
Vol. II. How to Make Farming Pay, with full Details of

nent. Character of Soils. Plowing. Man age-Farm Manageme.
ment of Grass Lands. Manures, Farm Implements, Stock,
Drainage, Planting, Harvesting, etc. Illustrated. Post-
paid, $1.75.

Husmann's Grapes and Wine.
The Cultivation of the Native Grape and Manufacture
of American Wine. By Geo. Husmann, of Missouri.
Post-paid, $1.50.

Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees.
For Planting Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries. Private
Grounds, and Avenues. Fully Illustrated and described.
Post-paid, $1.50.

Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist.
The Cultivation of Forest Trees for Shade, for Shelter,
for Fuel, for Timber, and for Prollt. Illustrated. Post-
paid, $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY, 345 Broadway, N. T.

A Man of Honor.
By GEORGE CARY EGGLESTON.

Finely Illustrated.

The publishers take pleasure in commending tins as

one of the most charming stories that has been presented

to the American people. Mr. Eggleston has given to it,

with rare fidelity, the local coloring of the part of the

country where its scenes are laid. It is a realistic story

of life in the Old Dominion. Its people are ladies and

gentlemen. Robert Paeebrook, the u Man of Honor,' 1

is

every inch a man, and his sayings and doings at once at-

tract and hold the reader's attentive interest. It is a

love-story, too, and has the merit, which is not as com-

mon as it might be nowadays, of ending to the reader's

entire satisfaction.

NOTICES BY THE PRHSS.

A capital picture of Life in Old Virginia before the war is

to be found in Mr. George Cary Eggleston's "A Man of
Honor." Virginian hospitality, Virginian cousinship, Vir-

ginian housekeeping, are portrayed in accurate and attract-

ive colors. It is a life which the author has himself known
and loved, and he writes of it with a warmth that comes
from the heart.—iV. Y. Evening Post.

Really readable in the most refreshing sense of the term—
a story of the most amusing and attractive interest.—St.

Louis Times.

It is written In an off-hand manner, and is bright and
amusing.— Worcester, Mass., Spy.

With Virginian life as a specialty, Mr. Eggleston has drawn
a simple, straightforward, truthful, and withal, artistic pic-

ture of Southern society. It is sketchy, perhaps too much
so, but the sketches are all vigorous and show the baud of a
practiced artist. In forming the characters of his book it is

evident that Mr. Eggleston has drawn oftener on his memory
than on his imagination ; that he lias lived among the people

whom he describes, has heard them talk, and seen thein

under all the moods of ordinary life.—Boston Daily Adver-
tiser.

CONTENTS.

Chapter 1. Mr. Pagebrook gets up and calls an Ancient
Lawgiver.—2. Mr. Pagebrook is Invited to Break-

fast.—3. Mr. Pagebrook Eats his Breakfast.—1. Mr.

Pagebrook Learns Something about the Customs of

the Country.—5. Mr. Pagebrook Makes Borne Acquain-

tances.— 6. Mr. Pagebrook Makes a Good Impression.

—7. Mr. Pagebrook Learns Several Thirgs—8. Miss

Sndie Makes an Apt Quotation.—9. Mr. Pagebrook Meets
an Acquaintance.— 10. Chiefly Concerning "Foggy."—
11. Mr. Pagebrook Rides.—13. Mr. Pagebrook Dines
with his Cousin Sarah Ann.—J3. Concerning the Rivu-

lets of Blue Blood.—14. Mr. Pagebrook Manages to

be in at the Death.—15. Some very Unreasonable
Conduct.— 16. What Occurred Nest Morning.— 17. In
which Mr. Pagebrook Bids his Friends Good-by.—18.

Mr. Pagebrook Goes to Work.— 19. A Short Chapter,

not very Interesting, perhaps, but of some Importance

in the Story, as the Reader will probably Discover after

awhile.—20. Cousin Sarah Ann Takes Robert's Part.

—21. Miss Barksdale Expresses some Opinions.—22.

Mr. Sharp Docs his Duty.— 23. Mr. Pagebrook Takes

a Lesson in the Law.—24. Mr. Pagebrook Cuts Himself

Loose from the Past and Plans a Future.—25. In which

Miss Sudie Acts very Unreasonably.— 26. In which Mies

Sudie adopts the Socratic Method.—27. Mr. Pagebrook

Accepts on Invitation to Lunch and Another Invitation.

23. Major Pagebrook Asserts Himself.—29. Mr. Barksdale

the Younger goes upon a Journey.—30. The Younger

Mr. Barksdale Asks to be Put upon his Oath.—31. Mr.

William Barksdale Explains.— 32. Which is also the

Last.

ILLUSTRATIONS.—Br M. Woolf.

"Now I've Got You " (Frontispiece).—Mr. Robert

Pagebrook was " Blue."—" I Fall at Once into a Chronic

State of Washing up Things."-" Foggy."-Cousin

Sarah Ann.—The Rivulets of Blue Blood.—Miss Sudie

Declares Herself " so Glad."—" Let nim Serve it at Once,

Then."—" Very Well, Then."—"I'm as Proud and as

Glad as a Boy wilh Red Morocco Tops to his Boots."

PRICE, POST-PAID $1.25

ORANE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New Yorx.
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DON'T FAIL

TO HAVE A LIBRARY,

GOOD BOOKS
For Farmers' Libraries.

In response to a request made of one whose thorough and

practical knowledge on all matters pertaining to the Farm,

Garden, and Household is bo fully conceded that his opin-

ions could not fail to secure attention and command respect

were we permitted to give his name, wo have received the

following as his judgment concerning some of the works on

our Catalogue of Books for Farmers.

Any of these Book^ will be forwarded, post-paid, to any

address in the United States or Territories, on receipt of the

price, by Orange Judd Company, 245 Broadway, New York.

For a Farmer's Library.
If L could have but two

hooks in such a library it

would be these, as I con-

sider them the most import-

ant contributions to agri-

cultural literature of mod-

ern times. They contain

all of vegetable physiology

and agricultural chemistry

that any except special stu-

dents need, and nowhere is

there so much of agricul-

ture condensed in so small

a space. As works of refer-

ence they are indispensable.

Most farming operations

are accomplished by force,

applied through imple-

ments and machines, and a

farmer should understand

mechanics, at least suffi-

ciently to apply force most
economically. In this work
the fundamental principles

are clearly taught, and their

application illustrated.

This is the best American
work upon general farm

management. It treats of

the leading crops, build-

ings, draining, etc., and in-

cludes sufficient about ani-

mals of different kinds to

meet the wants of most

farmers.

For the farmer who
wishes to know something

about the weeds upon his

farm, as well as useful cul-

tivated and wild plants,

thi3 will answer better than

a general treatise on botany.

Such a library should have

some work on domestic ar-

chitecture. Most works
upon the subject are costly

on account of the designs.

This is one of the best

works, at a moderate price,

and contains, with other

matter, the method of build-

ing with concrete.

After the farm crops, fruit

is of the most importance.

No work covers the whole
subject so completely a3

this.

Farms near cities often

make more from garden
crops than from farm crops.

This is the best work on
market gardening, and will

serve for the family garden

also.

An excellenttrardcn hook,

and in the libraries for

Southern farmers might be

substituted for Hender-

son's, but it would be well

to have both.

I do not know of any
book upon out-door flower

gardening that on the
whole is so good as this.

Its teachings are sound, and
style pleasing.

How Crops Grow,

(price $2.00), and

How Crops Feed,

(price $2. 00. )

By Prof. 5AX*L W. JOHNSON.

Farm Implements
and Machinery.

By John J. Thomas.

Price $1.50.

The New American
Farm Book.

By IK L. and L. F. Allen

Price $2.50.

American Weeds and
Useful Plants.

By Dr. Wm, Darlington.

Price $1.75.

Country and Suburb-

an Homes.
By D. T. Atwood.

Price $1.50.

The Fruit Garden.
By P. Barry. Price $2.50.

Gardening for Profit.

By Pkter Henderson.

Price $1.50.

Gardening for the

South.

By Wm. N. WniTE.

Price $2.00.

Mysteries of Bee-

Keeping.
By M. Quinby. Price $1.50.

Practical Poultry-

Keeper.
By L. Wright. Price $2.00.

The Pig.

By Joseph Harris.

Price $1.50.

Draining for Profit.

By Geo. E. Waeikg, Jr.

Price $1.50.

Dairy Husbandry.
By X. A. WlLLAF.D.

Price $3.00.

Tim Bunker Papers.

Price $1.50.

Bees, Poultry, and Pigs

are often made subjects of

especial care by small far-

mers, and separate treatises

on these are more likely to

be asked for in a library

like this than those upon
the larger animals. Each
of these is the best in its

line.

So in farm operations,

those of Draining and Dai-

rying, especially the factory

system, are not likely to be

treated sufficiently in detail

in general works.

As all the other works are

matters of fact, it may be

well to have a little pleas-

antry. This conveys much
sound teaching on rural

economy in a quaint style,

and it is sometimes policy

to sugar-coat your pill.

The New Book
Flowers.

By Josepii Brkok.

Trice $1.75.

Of

Books for a Larger Library.

Besides all the -works In the foregoing list, I would add
the following:

American Cattle. L. F. Allen. $2.50.

Randall's Sheep Husbandry. $1.50.

Hints to Horse Keepers. II. W. Herbert. $1.75.

American Catllc Doctor. Q. H. Dadd. $1.50.

Insects Injurious to Vegetation.
Dr.. Harris. $4.00.

Frnits and Fruit Trees of America.
Downing. $5.00.

Cranberry Culture. J. J. Witite. $1.25.

Grape Cnlturist. A. S. Fuller. $1.50. (For the

West would substitute Husman's Grapes and Wine.

$1.50.)

Grasses and Forage Plants.
C. L. Flint. $2.50.

Forest Trees. Arthur Brtant. $1.50.

Landscape Gardening. Kent. $2.50.

Hops. 40 cts. Flax. 50 cts. Tobacco. 25 cts.

Onion. 20 cts. Essays.

Boussingault's Rural Economy. $1.00.

Play and Profit in My Garden. Eoe. $1.50.

Window Gardening. Williams. $1.50.

Books for a Still Larger Library.

In addition to those mentioned in the other two lists, I

would name the following

.

Animals and Plants under Domestica-
tion. 2 vols. Chas. Darwin. $6, (Thisnot suggest-

ed for its doctrine, but as a useful work of reference.)

Hussey's National Cottage Architecture. $6.

Landscape Gardening. Downing. $6.50.

The Vegetables of America. F. Burr. $5.

The Book of Evergreens. J. Hoopes. $3.

Trout Culture. Dr. Slack. $1.50.

Farm Gardening* Seed Growing. Brill. $1.

The Dog. Dinks, MayiieV & Hutchinson. $3.

Young Sportsman's Manual. Forrester. $3.

Hunter and Trapper. H. TimAsiiER. $1.

The Market Assistant. Devoe. $3.50.

Hedges and Evergreens. Warder. $1.50.

Pear Culture. P. T. Quinn. $1.

Money in the Garden. Quinn. $1.50.

How Plants Grow. Gray. $1.25.

How Plants Behave. Gray. 75 cts.

Illustrated Horse Doctor. Mayhew. $3.

Peach Culture. Fulton. $1.50.

Barns, On t-Buildings A- Fences. Harney. $6.

Cottages and Farm Houses. Woodward. $1.50.

Country Homes. Woodward. $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,

245 Broadway, New York.

Newly Revised and En-
larged Edition.

Practical

Floriculture.
A Guide to the Successful Propagation and

Cultivation of Florists' Plants.

By X»ETER, MENDEHSON,
Author ol "Gardening for Profit."

Beautifully Illustrated. Price, Post-paid, $1.50.

In this work, which has everywhere become so deservedly

popular, not only is the whole " art and mystery " of propa-

gation explained, but the reader is taught how to plant and
grow the plants after they have been propagated. The work
is not one for florists and gardeners only, but the amateur's

wants are constantly kept in mind, and we have a very com-

plete treatise on the cultivation of flowers under glass, or

in the open air, suited to those who grow flowers for plea-

sure as well as those who make them a matter of trade.

The work is characterized by the same radical common
sense that marked the author's "Gardening for Profit," and
it holds a high place in the estimation of lovers of

floriculture. The new edition has been thoroughly revised

by the author, and much enlarged by the addition of valu-

able matter.

The following are a few of the subjects embraced in the

latest edition:

Laying out Flower Garden and Lawn ; Designs for

Grounds and for Greenhouses; Soils for Potting; Cold

Frames; Hot-Beds; Greenhouses Attached to Dwellings;

Modes of Heating ; Propagation of Plants by Seeds and by
Cuttings; Culture of the Uose and Tuberose; Growing of

"Winter- flowering Plants ; Construction of Bouquets, Baskets,

etc.; Parlor and Window-Gardening: Wardian-Cases and
Ferneries; Insects; What Flowers Grow in the Shade;

Culture of Grape-Vines under Glass ; The Profits of Flori-

culture; How to Become a Florist, etc., etc.

THE ILLUSTRATED

Book of Poultry,
With Practical Schedules for Judg-

ing, Constructed from Actual

Analysis of the Best Mod-
ern Decisions.

By
Author of

'

LEWIS WRIGHT,
The Practical Ibullry Keeper,"

Brahma Fowl," etc.

The

ILLUSTRATED WITH

Fifty Colored Portraits of Prize Birds,

Painted from Life by J. W. Ludlow.

CONTENTS.
Chap.
1.—Houses and Accommo-

dation.
2 —The Selection of Stock.
3.—Feeding and General

Treatment of Fowls.
4.—Eggs and Incubation.
-..—Artificial Ilatcbing.
6.—The Management of

Chickens.
7.—Fatten imr and Killing.

8.—Poultry as National
Food.

9.-Thc Utility of " Fancy
Points."

10.—Commencing a Strain.

11.—Mating Stock for Breed-
ing Prize Birds.

12.—Hearing, Care, and Exhi-
bition of Prize Poultry.

13.—Shows ana Judging.
14.—Buying, Selling, and

Exporting.
15.—Enemies in the Yard.
IS.—Diseases of Poultry.
17.—Technical Terms.
38.—Cochins.

CriAP.
19.—Brahma5.
20.—Malayi.
21.—Game.
22.—Dorkings.
23.-Spanisti.
24.—Hamburghs.
25.— Polish Fowls.
2(3.—French Breeds of Poul-

i ry.
27.—American Breeds of

Poultry.
28.—Unch'.sscd Varieties of

Poultry.
29.-Bantnms( Except Game).
30.—Game Bantams.
31.—Wild Breeds of Poultry,

Origin of tlie Domestic
Fowl.

3?.—The Guinea Fowl.
33.—The Turkey.
34.—The Pea Fowl.
35.—Ducks.
30.—Geese.
37.—Swans.
38.—Possible Addilions

the Poultry Yard.
to

Price, Postpaid - $ I 5 OO
Either of the above books sent post-paid on receipt oi

price by

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.
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DOANE COLLEGE, IN SOUTH PART OF CRETE, NEB.

This is a fair representative view of Valley, Rolling Prairie, and Timber Lands for over sixty miles in Gage, Salina, Seward, and Butler Counties, in Nebraska.

IF YOU WANT A FA] OB HOME,
YOTJ SHOULX> J3UY OF" THE

BURLINGTON AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD CO.
fi\ IOWA OR. N£BRASK.A.«

BECAUSE—Their prices are low, ranging for the best land from Three to Ten Dollars per acre.

BECAUSE—So payments are required of the purchaser for four years, except interest at six per cent.

BECAUSE—After the fourth year only one seventh, of the principal is payable annually till the whole is paid.

BECAUSE—You arc not required to go into a wilderness, these being well-settled States, the population of which Is rapidly increasing.

BECAUSE—The mildness of the climate and fertility of the soil is such that the settler can pay for his farm from the products raised upou It long before the time when the principal

becomes due.

BECAUSE—Failure of crops from drouth is unknown.
BECAUSE—Large allowances are made upon fare and freight, thus giving low rates on both to purchasers of this Company's lands.

AMD YOU SHOULD BUY THIS YEAR.
BECAUSE—Purchasers ol our lands in Nebraska during 1874 who cultivate one-half their land within two years from their purchase arc allowed a reduction of twenty per cent on its

price. LARGE DISCOUNTS also, FOK CASH, within One, Two, or Five Years.W Send for Circulars, with full information on all points, to CEO. S. HARRIS. Land Commissioner,

Or to W. D. COWLES, General Agent, 317 Broadway, New York. JAS.
At Lincoln, Nebraska, for land in Nebraska. At Burlington, Iowa for land in Iowa.

R. WOOD, General Agent, 59 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Sews

Hems

Binds

Gathers

Coils

THE PALMER
Combination Attachment

lor Sewing Machines.
Received the Grand Prize Medal at the American

Institute Fair, New York, 1873. New Jersey State Fair,
1873. Western New York Fair, 1873.

THE PALMER ATTACHMENT
Without basting.

THE PALMEE ATTACHMENT
all poods bias on straight.

THE PALMEE ATTACHMENT
j With EEA1D Or CUT BINDING. Scallops

) and Points.

THE PALMEE ATTACHMENT
I plain—and sews to a, band at same
I time, if desired.

THE PALMER ATTACHMENT
bias bands and places a
(of different colors into the pathor-

rt j TfT-ij. I
Ing seam, at the 6ame time sewing on

.fill] WRIT! if desired, at one operation, and alluuiu " Uil without basting. It prepares and ap-

I plies a
FRENCH HEM and places aMj in any seam without basting.

1 EIGHT DIFFERENT KINDS of
French Folds, including the celebrated

Mil liners' and Dressmakers' Fold in One and
also in Two Colors.

The Palmer Attachment combines all the princi-

pal attachments in use, amounting, when sold, to from
$15 to |20. Dressmakers can save its entire cost in one
day, and to all having a Sewing Machine It Is invaluable.

Save Your Monet and buy the moat useful and popular
selling article ever offered to the public.

A limited number for sale of the above excellent at-

tachments, adapted to the " Singers," " Willcox & Gibbs,"
" Weed," and " Domestic " machines. Regular price

$4.00. Sent by mall, post-paid, with full directions for

nee, for $2.50 each. Address

J. E. JEWETT,
245 Broadway, New York.

Refer to Oeange Judd Company.

Makes

ffl m Sft^H

EVERT SErn? ox*
151* "SPRING"

5 TEMPERED
Consisting of Pour Widths and a Dress Binder. Sent by Mail on Receipt of Price.

ForSale by all Sewing MachineAgents.
i U ft PftrtRDIPU (205 State Street, CHICAG

«S"Price, Only One Dollar.,-»/ II, Ui UUUU 5111)11, i 103 N. 10th St., PHILADELPI
Inventor of Tlio Goodrioli Tucb. Marker.

FLORENCE
Tfie Long-contested Suit of the

FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE CO.
against the Singer, Wheeler k Wilson,

6nd Grover & Baker Companies, involving over
$250,000,

Is finally decided by the
Supreme Court of the United States

in favor of the FLORENCE, which alone has
Broken the Monopoly of High Prices.

THE NEwTfLORENCE
Is the ONI,Y machine that sews baeh-
ward and forward, or to right and left.

Simplest— Cheapest—Best.
Bold fob Cash Only. Special Terms to

. ,.°Ji,t29* and DEALEK8.
April, 1S74. Florenct, Mast.

AGENTS wanted—Male or female
—to sell our Patent Spool Holder, Thread
Cutter, and Needle Threader combined.
Just out. Sample box of two styles, by mail,
25ct£. Also other novelties. Send for clrcu-

. Address Plumb& Co., 1'htladelphia. Fa.

A>TEB>-AKonts-«?5 to «S*0
per month, everywhere, male and female, to in-

troduce the GENUINE IMPROVED COMMON
SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE. This

Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord,

hind, braid, and embroider In a most superior

manner. Price only $1S. Fully licensed and war-

ranted for live years. We will pay $1,000 for any
machine that will sew a stronger, more beautiful,

or more clastic seam than ours. Address SECOMB & CO.,

Boston, Mass. ; New York City; Pittsburgh, Fa. j Chicago,

111.; or St. Louis, Mo.

A MONTH TO AGENTS
to sell the IMPROVED "HOME
SHUTTLE" SEWING MACHINE,

a practical, low-priced " Lock Stitch" Sewing Machine.
Address JOHNSON, CLARK & CO., Boston, Mass.;
New York City; Pittslmrjh, Pa. ; Chicago, 111. ; Louis-

ville, Ky. ; or St. Louis, Mo.

$200

HOW TO MAKE MONEY AT HOME. 60 pp.
Book free. J. JAY GOULD, Boston, Maes.
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THE

!TEE.
By EDWARD EGGLESTOM.

Finely Illustrated, with 12 Full-Page
Engravings, and Numerous Other

• Cuts.

NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

It is full of quaint lmraor, a tender pathos, and vivid de-
scriptions.—iVieio York Standard.
Tiie "events" are stirring and dramatic, and the style is

quiet, impersonal, and almost epigrammatic in its ability to
lay bare an entire situation or character in a sentence or
phrase.—Brooklyn Daily Eagle.

It is at once quaint and truthful, and illustrated aa it is by
masterly cuts, it should be one of the most popular
books.— Christian Standard (Cincinnati).

For realistic conception and life-like delineation of char-
acter, it is not excelled by any American story.—Methodist.

Some passages in it, for life-like delineation and the sim-
ple, artless beauty which constitute the highest perfection
of storv-writing, are equal to some of the very best passages
in Diclieus—Religious Telescope.

PRICE, POST-PAID $1.25.

The End of the World,
A LOVE STORY.

By EDWARD E&GLESTON,
Author of "T7ie Booster School-Master."

WITH

Thirty-two Fine Illustrations.
NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

The personages who figure in this story are, with one
exception, country people—such men and women as
Wordsworlh loved to study. It is not every man, what-
ever may be his talents, that can safely enter this sphere
of literary labor. To be successful in it, he must possess
exceptional qualities ; but for those who know how to
find it, here there is gold of the purest, richest kind. In
such a work, however, there is no convenient place
where mediocrity can rest; there is nothing but absolute
failure or absolute success. And Mr. Eggleston has suc-
ceeded. His power lies in the delineation of character.
The plot, is ingenious and natural, the incidents arc man-
aged with great skill, and there are many descriptive
passages of singular force and beauty. But the strongest
impression left on the reader's mind as he closes the
volume is that he has been in the company of very inter-
esting men and women, and has made a number of new
and valuable acquaintances.— The Albion, New York.

Price, Post-paid, $1.50.

The Mystery
OP

Metropolisville,
By EDWARD EGGLESTON,

Author of " The Itoosier School-Master," " The End
of the World," etc.

FINELY ILLUSTRATED.
CONTEXTS.

Preface—Words Beforehand. Chapter 1. The Autocrat of
tlie Staye-Coacli.—2. The Sod Tavern.—3. Land and Love —
4. Albert and Katy.—5. Corner-Lots.—6. Little Kutv's Lover
—7. Catching and Getting Caught.—S. Isabel Marlnv —
9. Lovers and Lovers.—1U. Phuisaby, Esq., takes a Fatherly
Interest.—11. About Several Tilings.—13. An Adventure —
13. A Shelter.—14. The Inhabitant.—15. An Episode.— ig Tiie
Return.—17. Sawney and His Old Love.—18. A Collision —
19. Standing Guard in Vain—30. Sawney and Westcott'-
'.'1. Rowing—22. Bailing.—23. Sinking.—24. Dragging—25
Afterwards.—2C. The Mystery—27. The Arrest.—2S7 The
Tempter.—39. The Trial—30. The Penitentiary.—31. Mr.
I.urton.—33. A Confession.—33. Death.—34. Mr. Linton's
Courtship. — 35. Unbarred.— 36. Isabel.— 37. The last—
Words Afterwards.

ILLUSTRATIONS.-Bt frank beard.
n.?

iS
o
Unselfish Love found a Melancholy Recompense.—The Superior Being.— Mr. Minorkey and the Fat Gentle-man.—Plausahy sells Lots.—" By George ' He ' he ' he ' "—

Mrs. Plansahy.-The Inhabitant.—A Pinch of Snuff.—Mrs.
»?«sJr:.

0ne«sTy<lB
.?.,

B1Sw Iul1 ln the Face.—''What on
£'it„V"

e
* ya

,V'',
?

,

Tne Editor of "The Windmill."-
Git np and Foller! ,J

Price Postpaid $150
Either or the above books sent post-paid on receipt of

price, by the

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
"

345 Broadway, New York.

THE PRACTICAL

K COMPLETE AND STANDARD GUIDE TO TDB

MANAGEMENT OF POULTRY,

FOR DOMESTIC USE, THE MARKETS, OR

EXHIBITION.

Heau.tifu.lly Illustrated.

By L. WRIGHT.

NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

This book is a valuable manual for everybody who
feeds chickens or sells eggs. It suits at ouce the plain

poulterer who must make the business pay, and the chick-

en fancier whose taste is for gay plumage, and strange,

bright birds. The most valeable portion is the first sec-

tion, extending through fifty-five pages. These were writ-

ten with the intention of producing a manual so plain,

minute, and practical, that anyone could, by using it as a

guide, with no previous experience with poultry, become
at once successful in producing eggs, young chickens, and

fat fowls for market. The author has not missed his aim.

The middle parts of Mr. Wright's Manual are taken up
wilh minute directions for making show fowls for Fairs,

a nice discussion of the good and bad points of the dif-

ferent breeds, and a brief sketch of such fancy stock aa

peafowl, pheasants, and water-fowl. Then follows a

section on artificial hatching, and another, worth special

attention, on large poultry yards A study of Mr.

Wright's book will convince any farmer's wife that all

she needs is to give a half hour each day, of intelligent

and sagacious attention to her poultry, in order to obtain

from them, not tape, and knitting needles, and buttons,

and nutmegs merely, but the family supplies of sugar,

shoes, and cloth. New York Tribune.

It is the most complete and valuable work on the mat-

ters of which it treats yet published. It will be found a

plain and sufficient guide to any one in any circumstances

likely to occur, and is illustrated with elegant engravings

of many breeds of fowls. Farniei's" Cabinet.

This is a reprint, with numerous wood engravings, ol

an English book, the object of which is to convey in

plain language a great deal of practical information about

the breeding and management of poultry, whether for

domestic use, the markets, or exhibition The book is

eminently practical, and we recommend it to farmers am1

others interested in breeding and selling poultry.

Philadelphia Pre^s.

It is a handsome volume, brought out in the best style,

and enriched with nearly fifty illustrations. It is evidently

the fruit of a thorough, practical experience and knowl-

edge of fowls, and will be found a plain and sufficient

guide in all the practical details of poultry management
bs a profitable business. United Pi'esbyteiian.

The subject is treated fully and ably by an experienced

hand, and the volume will doubtless find a large sale

among the growing class of poultry fanciers. It is em-
belfishcd with numerous illustrative engravings.

New York Observer,

The author has called to his aid all who were expen
enced in the subject whereof he writes, and the conse-

quence is a volume of more than ordinary thoroughness

and exhaustiveness. Rochester Democrat.

The book is acomprete and standard guide to the man-

agement of poul'^r/for domestic use, the market, and

for exhibition. Walchma/i and Reflector.
,

PRICE, POST-PAID, $2.00.

ORANGE JUDD CO.,
245 Broadway, New York.

THE BREECH - LOADER,
By "CLOAN."

FULLY ILLUSTRATED.

COKTENTS.
Of the Breech-Loading Gun.
Names of the Parts of the
Breech-Loading Gun.

The Barrels of the Breech-
Loader.

The Selection of a Breech-
Loader.

How Breech-Loaders arc
Made.

The Pin and Central Fire
Breeeh-Loaders.

Metal and Paper Cartridges.
The Fit of the Breech-Loader.
TheLocks-ofaBreech-Loader.
To Ta lie a Gun Lock to Pieces.
Names of the Parts of the
Gun Locks.

To Take Apart and Put To
gcthcr a Breech-Loader.

Load the Breech-

the Brecch-for

How to
Loader.

Powder
Loader.

The New Explosives.
Shot for the Breech-Loader.
Wadding for the Breech-
Loader.

Concentrators for Breech-
Loaders.

The Breech-LoadingGunCase.
A Model Gun Chest.
How to Clean a Breech-
Loader.

The Dead Shot.
How to Aim.
The Value of Field Sports.
Game Laws.
Field Philosophy.

Price, post-paid. Two Dollars.

win
By HENRY T. WILLIAMS,

EDITOR OF THE HORTICULTURIST, AND HORTICULTURAL
EDITOR OF THE NEW YORK INDEPENDENT.

FINELY ILLUSTFvATED.

There can be no more attractive ornaments abont the
house than beautiful flowers, and Mr. "Williams's book tells
exactly how they may be arranged, and what flowers to
plant. It is seldom that a book is published on such sub-
jects containing so much practical information.

—The World (New York).

CONTENTS:
Chap. 1.—"Window Gardening
—Its Pleasures—Increase in
Popular Taste — Refining
Influences.

Chap. 2.—Location and Be
signs for Window Gardens

Chap. 3.—General Manage
iiicnt of Window Gardens.

Chap. 4.—Special Care 01
Window Gardens.

Chap. 5.—Insects, and howto
Kill them.

Chap. G.—Propagation from
Seeds, Cuttings, etc.

Chap. 7.—Propagating Boxes,
Heating Cases, etc.

Chap. 8.—Window Pots, Box
es. Plant Stands.

Chap. 9.—Conservatories and
Greenhouses.

Chap. 10.—Hanging Baskets.
Chap. 11.—Thelvy for Deco-
rative Purposes.

Price, post-paid,

Chap. 10. — Climbing Vines,
Balcony Gardening.

Chap. IS.—Bulbs.
Chap. 14.—Ferncries,*Wardian
Cases, Fern Decorations.

Chap. 15.—The Camellia.
Chap. 16.—The Rose.
Chap. 17.—The Fuchsia, Myr-

tle.

Chap. IS.—The Heliotrope.
Chap. 10.—The Geranium.
Chap, yo.—The 01cander,Bou-
vardia.

Chap. 21.— Verbenas, Petu-
nias, etc.

Chap. a|.—The Mignonette.
Cinerarias.

Chap. 23.—Carnations.
t han. 24.—Alpine Plants.
Chap. 25.—Miscellaneous
Plants.

Chap. 26. — Parlor Decora-
tions.

. . S 1 . 5

jy*

Either of the above books sent post-paid on receipt of
price by

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

A Irochar for Cattle-Men,
In June of 1872 we gave illustrations of a Tro-

char and Cannula to lie used in ringing

a bull, and on page 13 (January) and
page 97 (March) of last year's volume
we described the use of this apparatus

in relieving hoven in cattle. These ar-

ticles have brought out a large demand for

Trochare, and failing to find just the right

kind among the makers of surgical imple-

ments, we have induced an establishment
to undertake their manufacture. We give

herewith a small engraving of the Trochar.
These articles are now in the trade, and
may be bad of most dealers in agricultural

implements. Those who can not get them
from dealers can receive them from this office, post-paid,

for $1.00.

Address ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

A Copper Bull-Ring,
2J4 inches in diameter, of the

most approved pattern, with

screw-driver for putting It to-

gether, will be sent, post-paid, on

receipt of $1.00.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Broadwat, New York.

Address
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Architectural

CONTAINING

387 Designs and 967 Illustrations

Of the Various Parts Needed in the Construc-

tion of Buildings, Public and Private,

both for the City and Country.

ALSO, PLANS AND ELEVATIONS OF

Houses, Stores, Cottages, and
Other Buildings.

BY

M. F. CUMMINGS, A.M., Architect,

Associate Author of "Architecture, by Cummings
& Miller," and " Modern American Archi-

tecture, by Cummings & Miller."

Nearly eight years ago, the author of this work,

In connection with Mr. C. C. Miller, architect,

published a work on architectural details, which,

as soon as it was presented to the architects, car-

penters, and builders of the country, met with a

rapid sale; and, judging from the number of edi-

tions through which it has passed, and the great

circulation reached, it must have met the approval
of those most interested in practical architectural

works, and must have filled, in a measure, a want
before unsupplied.

The success of that book has induced the author
to publish a second one, which is now presented to

the public, and in it will be fouud an extensive

collection of designs illustrating the features

which go to make up structures such as are

needed to meet the wants of the American
people.

What has been aimed at is this : To present a

mass of architectural details, easy of construction,

pleasing in form, and generally of an inexpensive

character, and all so designed that a great variety

of selections may be made from them, which, when
combined in a building, will produce a harmonious

whole ; and it is believed by the author that this

work will be found to be of value, and that its

design is practicable, for there are hundreds of

towns and villages, in all the States of the UniOD,

in which the wants of the people continually de-

mand the erection of buildings, largely of wood,

and whicli in the bauds of the builder and work-

man may be made elegant aud pleasing in all their

features, provided they have at baud a guide such

as this book is intended to be.

Iivyal Quarto. Price, postpaid, $10.

OKANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

PEAH CTJLTUHE
FOR PROFIT.

PRACTICAL HORTICULTURIST.

ILLUSTRATED.

Contents:
Chap. I. Varieties.

II. Aspect.
" III. Preparation of

the Soil.

" TV. Distance Apart
In Planting.

" V. Dwarfs and
Standards.

VI. Planting-Time.
" VII. Planting.
" VIII. Nursery Trees.

PRICE, POSTPAID

Chap. IX. Varieties to Plant.
" X. Pruning.

XI. Manuring and
Mulching.

" XII. Gathering Fruit.
" XIII. Marketing Pears.
" XIV. Profits.

" XV. Propagation, etc.

" XVI. Practical Sugges-

tions.

" XVII. Orchard Record.

$1.00

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

JOHN
ANDROSS.

ET

REBECCA HARDING: DAVIS,
Author of "Life in the Iron 3Iifls," "Dallas Gal-

braith
y
" etc.

y
etc.

ILLUSTRATED.
NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

The story is or intense interest, and holds the reader from
its commencement to its close, and gives much food for

thought regarding the workings of political rings and gov-
ernment frauds in our large cities.

—

Post, Salem, Mass.

The characters and their work are strongly but no doubt
truthfully drawn. Aside from its literary merit, the book
deserves credit for calling attention to a crying shame of
our time.— Christian Advocate, Pittsburgh, Pa.

It will at once enchain the atteution of the reader, and
prove vigorously and skilllully* written, by this among
the foremost novel writers of America.— Coyiwwmcealth,
Boston, Mass.

Of a story of Mrs. Davis it is hardly necessary to say that

it holds the reader's absorbed attention from beginning to

end. Though the interest of the plot is very considerable,

it is subordinate to the higher interest of the description

and development of character. There Is a great deal of

very life-like painting of people and manners.— Christian

Union, New York.

The characters are well drawn, the incidents are full of

interest, and the plot sustained with consistency and power.
—Daily Spy, Worcester, Mass.

"We are constantly struck with the outcropping of the
one golden thread that holds all her writings together, and
never fails to shine through the web of whatever plot she
weaves about it—that singleness of point and moral more
characteristic of her writings than of any other we know of,

and which is, broadly stated, a self-sacrificing devotion to

duty.—Daily Standard, Bridgeport, Ct-

Her hero is a man entangled by the great Ring of Penn-
sylvania, who is sent by this corporation to the State Senate
with ahold of criminality to keep him in hand, who even
then attempts to break loose and join the party of honesty,
but is at the crisis brought in check again by the Ring, with
the still more potent motive of love. , . . The plot is very
well wrought, and the denouement is powerfully conceived
and managed.—New York Evening Mail.

Price, Post-paid, $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

PEETTT
MRS. GASTON,
AND OTHER STORIES.

J. ESTEN COOKE,
Author of "The Mrginla Comedians,'''' "Dr. Van Dyle"

"Surry of Eagle's Nest" etc.

NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

The narrative is ever animated, and here and there touch-

ed with warm, tender, yet natural emotion. — College

Courant, New Haven, Conn.

The principal figure of the story, the pretty widow Mrs.

Gaston, is well drawn and attractive, and the author has

displayed in the treatment of this character much care and
ingenuity.—Boston Traveller.

The style of Mr. Cooke's writings is smooth and fascinat-

ing, and whoever commences the perusal of them will never

regret the undertaking.— Westjleld News Letter.

A romance with a most delightful complication of matri-

monial purposes, as well as having a villain, forger, gambler
and detective to assist in the action.—Boston Post.

The plot of the principal story is finely wrought out, full

of incident, and there is a sort of fascination about the style,

which claims the attention of the reader until the close.—

Salem Gazette.

Avery lively and amusing book.— Country Gentleman,

The story is written in popular style—a little plot, a little

mystery, a little love—and is sure to attract a large nnmber

of readers.—Beading (Pa.) Eagle.

Beckwith

Sewing Machines
$12 and $20.

Price, Post-paid #1.50.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadwat, New Yoke.

Wc Lave ofl'ered as a Premium, and also for sale, for

more than a year past, the Beckwitu Sewing
machine, whicli has heen fully described in previous

numbers of this paper. We hare already given and sold

more than oue thousand of these machines, and testi-

monials of satisfaction have come from every quarter.

We still ofl'er the Beckwitii Sewing Ma-
chine, Improved, price $12. A new and very
simple braiding-foot has been made, by which a child can
sew on braid without the least trouble, following any de-

sired pattern with ease ; also a new arm, spiral spring
and lever for raising the presser-foot, all of which are

now set in a position that leaves the needle free to be
threaded. The joint is much enlarged, and the machine
is otherwise greatly strengthened and improved. The
use of the braider-foot alone will be valued more than
the cost of the machine.
Each of these machines is put in a neat, compact

box, with liemmer and guide, oil-can with oil, thread,

diffei enl-sized needles, etc., with full Printed Directions

for using. On receipt of $13 we will send one of these

machines to any address, expressage to he paid by the

purchaser.

The Machine as a Premium.
Wc nil I give one of these Sri machines to

any one who will collect and forward eight
subscribers for Hearth aud Home one year at
$3 each; or sixteen subscribers to American
Agriculturist for one year, at Si.50 each, ex-
pressage on the machine to be paid by the re-
cipient of it.

THE BECKWITH PORTABLE
FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.

PRICE $30.

Enlarged and Improved, Its Weight is 7 Pounds.

While we continue the offer of the Improved $12 Ma-
chine as heretofore, we now oifer the new

PORTABLE FAMILY MACHINE,
price $20,which comprises all the excellencies of the former,

with many valuable improvements. Its size and power are

increased, and its capacity tlius very much enlarged,without

impairing its portability. There have been added cam and

eccentric movement, a balance-wheel, and also an oscillat-

ing needle-clamp, by which the length of stitch can with the

greatest ease he changed to the finest shade o( variation

without touching the needle.

To any one sending us $20, we will send oneof the Machines

(packed in a neat, portable case, with handle to carry it

easily), expressage to be paid by purchaser.

The Machine as a Premium.
We will give oneof these $20 Machines to

any one -who will collect and forward to us
Fifteen Subscribers to Hearth and Home for
one year at $3 each, or Thirty Subscribers to

American Agriculturist for one year at $1.50

each, or One Hundred at Si each, exprcssnge
on the Machine to be paid by the recipient

of it.

t^T~ Almost any lady can readily secure the small

number of subscribers required to get either the $12 or

the $20 Machine as described above ; or some friend can

thus obtain it for her as a present.

OttANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.
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DO GOOD

MAKE

MONEY.
The Publishers of American Ag-

riculturist and Hearth and Home
take pleasure iu presenting in the

adjoining Table, their new general

Premium List for 1874. The Pre-

miums which they have offered in

past years have engaged the atten-

tion of a very large number of

persons of all ages and both sexes.

Many thousands have secured Pre-

miums, and very many of these,

who at first had small hopes of

success, have been themselves as-

tonished at the case with which

they have raised large clubs and

secured valuable Premiums.

Here is pleasant and profitable

work for all. Any one who wishes

to do good and make
money, can do both by going

to work as here invited by the pub-

Ushers of these two most valuable

journals, American Agriculturist

and Hearth and Home. Tou
need only to show specimens of

the papers, promise the beautiful

Chromos, which arc now ready for

delivery, according to the publish

ers' offer, and forward your sub-

scriptions. TRY IT.

Explanatory Notes.

M. B.
Read and carefully

Note the following Hems:
(fl) All subscribers sent by one person
count, though from one or a dozen
different Post-offices. But (b) Tell

us with each name or list of names
sent, that it is for a premium
(c) Send t/te names as fast as obtained,

that the subscribers may begin to re-

ceive the paper at once. You can have
any time, from now until July 1st, to
fill up your list.... (d) Send the exact
money with each list of names, so that
there may be no confusion of money
accounts (e) Old and new sub-
scribers all count in premium clubs,

but a portion, at least, should be new
names; it is partly to get these that

wc offer premiums to canvassers

If) Specimen Numbers, etc., will
be supplied five as needed by
canvassers, but they should be used
carefully and economically, and where
they will tell. ... (g) Remit money in
Checks on New York Banks or Bank-
ers, payable to order of Orange Judd
Company, or send Post-office Money
Orders. If neither of these is obtain-
able, Register Money Letters, affixing
stamps both for the postage and re°-

gislry; put in the money and seal the
letter in the presence of the Post-
master, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in any of the above ways
is at our risk; otherwise it is not.

[In the following table is given the price of each article, and the number of

subscribers required to get it free, at the regular rates, $1.50 ft year for American
Agriculturist, and $3.00 a year for Hearth and Hume ; also at the club rates of $1 and

$".1.50; also at the rates of $1 a year for both papers together.] 15T" Descrip-
tion of Premiums sent free to applicants.

N. B.—In all Premium Clubs for either pa)>er, T1VO copies of American

Agriculturist (English or German) at $1.50 each, and ONE copy of Hearth and

Home at $3.00, will count exactly the same. So also two copies of American

Agriculturist at $1 each, and one copy of Hearth and Home at $2.50, will

count exactly the same. In this way Premium Clubs can be made vp from the

2d and 4th columns, or from the 3el ami 5th, or wholly from the 6th column.

Table of Premiums and Terms
For American Agriculturist,

and for Ilcartlt mid Home,
for the Year 1874.

Open to all—No Competition.

*i
No. Names of Premium Articles.
1_ Moore's Floral Set (Moore Man'f'g Co) $1 003— Gold Pen, Sil. Case {George F.Hawkes.) £j 253— Gold Pen and Silver Case (do. do.). $5 004— Gold Pen, Handle gold-tipped Ulo. do.), a; 005—Ladies' Gold Pen and Rubber Case Ulo.) \c, flo

6—Paragon Pat. Revolving Pencil (do.), ji 50
7—Paragon Pat. Revolving Pencil (do.). $3 00
8—Payson's Indelible Ink 759— Cake Basket (Lucius Bart Man'f'g C'o.jjlj 00
10—Revolving Butter Cooler (do. do.). $3 00
11— Card Receiver (do. do.). It 00
12— One Dozen Teaspoons (do. do.). $6 00
13—One Dozen Tablespoons (do. do.) $12 00
14— One Dozen Table Porks (do. rfo.).$12 00
15— Child's Cup (do. do.). $2 75
16— Child's Knife, Fork & Spoon (do. do.). $5 CO
17— Child's Carriage ( C. W. F. Dare) .$20 00
18— Child's Self-operating Siring (do. cto.).$4 00
19—Doll's Cottage Chamber Set (do. do.). $5 00
'iO— Crandall's Building Blocks $2 00
21— Crandall's Masquerade Blocks $1 CO
'2-2—Knives and Forks < Woods Cutlery Co.)$12 00
23—Knives and Forks (Patterson. Bros.)..$K 00
24—Knives and Forks (do. do.) ...$20 00
25—Carver and Fork (do. do.) ...$5 50
2(j_French Cook's Knife, Fork, and Heel.. $4 25
27 -Pocket Knife (Merielen Cutlery Co.)... $1 50
'ZH-Pocket Knife (do. do.) . . $2 00
29-PocJet Knife (do. do.) ..$2 75
SO-Ladies' Pocket Knife (do. do.) ..$2 00
31—Mullum in Parvo Knife (do. do.) .. $3 50
32—Garden Seeded- Flower Lulbs(seleetian) $2 00

e
3—Extra Early VermonlPolate)C2-lbparcel)U 00
4_sewing Machine (Grover & Baker)— $60 00
35—Sewing Machine (Florence) $65 00
36—Setcing Machine (Willeox tC Cibbs) $56 00
37—Sewing Machine (Secor) $62 00
38—Becku'ith $12 Sewing Machine $12 00

39—Beckwith Portable Family Sew'g Mach.tZ(t 00
40— Washing Machine (Holy's) $14 00
41— Clothes'Wrinaer (Best— Universal) $8 00
42-Melodeon , i-o'ctave. (G.A. Prince & Co.'s)f(u 00
43—Melodeon. 5-ortave (do. do.) $112 00
4* -Piano,Splendid 1-oct.(SteinwaydeSons)fSS0 CO
45—Silver Watch (American watch to.). ..$40 00
4«—Ladies' Fine. Gold Watch (do. do.) ..$100 00
47—Breech-loading Pocket Rifle $10 00
4,8-Double-bbl. Gvn (Cooper, 'Harris & K.).$30 00
49—Remington's Breech-loading Rifle $36 00
50—Remington's Single-barrel Sliot-gun $8 00
51— Charles Pratt's Astral Oil (lean, 5Gat.) $3 00
H'2—Hand Cultivator <t Weeder (Comstock) $!) CO
HZ—Family Scales (Fairbanks A Co.) $14 CO
51— Worcester's Great Illustr'ed Dictionary^)!) 00

Atn.m hr.nl* TTnl..™.. A .W^iM.alsf 1 _l 41 17.-,

(1) (3) (3)

American;

Agricul-
,

turist
only,

i

Number
j

qf Sub-
|

scribers
required
at or at

¥1.50

55—Any bark Volume Agriculturist
5<i—Any Two Mack Volumes do.
57—Any Three do.
US—Any Four do.
59—Any Five do.
GO—Any Six do.
61—Any Seven do.
6%—Any Eight do.

—(Each add'l Vol, at name rate.)
63—Seve?iteen Vols. XVItoXXXll.
64—Any Back Vol. Agriculturist
65—Any livo Back Volumes do.

do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.
do. do.

.... 5(1

*! $5 25

«•« m 00,

If $8 75,

1 1*10 50
o *12 25
~ *14 00
s

J $29 75
s

_• *2 50
•S $5 00
S $7 50
g1

*10 00'

§ *12 50,

ft, $15 OOI

,_• $17 50
S $20 00;

s $22 50

66—Any Three.do. do. do.
67—Any Four do. do. do.
68—Any Five do. do. do.
69—Any Six do. do. do.
70—Any Seven do. do. do.
71—Any Eight do. do. do.
72—Any Nine do. do. do.

—(Each add'l Volume at same rate)
73-Seventeen Vols, xri to XXXII. .

N *« 50
74—Farmer's Boy's Horary $5 00
75—Farmer's Boy's Library $8 25
99—.Farmer's Boil's Library *11 25
77—Farmer's Ben/'s Library $15 75
78—Farmer's Boy'* Library $20 00
79—Any Back Vol. Hearth it Home (Bound). $4 00
80—Any Ttco Back Vols. do. do. $8 00

(Earh additional Volume at same rate.)
81—^1 S10 Library (Your Choice.)
82--1 SI 5 Library do.
83--1 820 Library do.
84—.1 S25 Library do.
85-A 830 Library do.
86-.1 £35 Library do.
87-A 840 Library do.
88-A 845 Library do.
89—A 8-50 Library do.
90-.4 860 Library do.
91-A 875 Library do.
9-2-A 8100 Library do.
93—A Choice of Good Books'.

_~- .$10 00
&S*15 00

| £$20 Ou!

~ §$25 oo:

=tS*so oo

2 j. $35 00'

g=*40 00

~-gS45 00

S£$50 00

Jb»*60 00

S«*75 00N
100 00

(See Description.)

*1.

65

52
49
45
65
65
27
S7

102
62
S7
20

"C5
75
102
40
84

'22

27
22
SO
22

262
285
246
270

1

52

n
295
400

ic::0

1C5

850!

80

1

1511

KM
52
271

54
70

:

5:1

so

29,

871

1,

54
61

(4) (5)

Hearth
and
Homo
only.

Number
of Sub-
scribers
required
at err at

$3.00
|

$2.50

(6)

t . -1; Bn

Papers

together

Number
eg- Sub-
scrtbt rs
required

at
51.

W

... 2

... «

... S

... »

... 9

... 3

... «

... 2

...11

... B

... 9

... 9

...11

...11

... 5

... 8

...17

... 7

... 8

... 4

... 2

...11

...13

...17

... S

... 7

... 3

... 4

... 6

... 4

... 6

... 4

.4
...45
.34
...42
... 9
...17
...13
... 9
...43
.76
.344
.32
...61
...14

:::!•!
... 9
... 6
...10
...13
...10
... 2
... 4
... 8
... 9
...10
...11
...13
...14

'.'.'.'ii"

,.. 3
... 6
... 9
.10
.12
.14
.16

32
. 7
. 9
.11
.15
.17
. 6
. 9

.10

.14

..18
.21
.25
..28
.31
.34
.38
.44
.55
.70

&~Every Premium article is new and of the very best manufacture. No
charge is maele for packing or boxing any article iu our Premium List. Tlie

Premiums, Nos. 2 to 8, 27 to 33, 55 to 78, and 81 to 93,
inclusive, will each be delivered FREE of all charges, by mail or express

(at the Post-office or express office nearest the recipient) to any place in the United

Stales or Territories.— The other articles cost the recipient only the freight after

leaving the manufactory of each, by any conveyance desired. Description ofPremiums sent free to applicants.

it

UP FOE EEPAIRS,"
A Beautiful, New Picture for Every Subscri-

ber to the

American Agriculturist
FOR 1874.

An exquisite Oil Painting by tbe celebrated
American Painter, Mr. B. F. Reinhart, executed
expressly for the American Agriculturist and entitled

"UP FOR REPAIRS,"
lias been most successfully reproduced in Cbromo
by tbe well-known firm of Heneke & Seott. It is a
picture of a scene in cbildbood, which many will

recognize as what they have themselves witnessed
or been actors in, and can not fail to please both
old and young.
The Publishers will give this beautiful Chromo

To Every Subscriber
to this paper for the year 1874 received after this
date, as detailed below. It is ready for ii«.
mediate delivery at '-1-&5 Broadway,
Free of Charge.

If to go by mail, 10 cents must be sent to
cover cost of packing and postage. For 25
cents it "will he Mounted. Varnish-
ed, Packed, and sent Post-paid.

IV. B.—The Chromo will be delivered :

At the Office, Unmounted, Free.
" " " mounted, 15 cents extra.

Sent by Mail, Unmounted, 10 cents extra.
" " " Mounted, 35 cents extra.

We advise all to have them mounted before leaving

the office, as in the large quantities we put up we
are able to mount them for a quarter of the cost of
doing it singly, and better than it can usually be
done elsewhere.

The picture is designed for every subscrib-
er upon the terms stated above, which please read
carefully; and on these terms all are alike entitled

to it, whether their names come singly at $1.50

each, or in Clubs of Four for §5, or Clubs of Ten at

$1.20 each, or in Clubs of Twenty or more at ?1
each. Subscribers in Premium Clubs will also
thus be entitled to it.

(gy IS. B.—A few of the beautiful pictures
entitled " Mischief Brewing," which have been
given to so large a number of subscribers, are still

in stock, and, while any remain, subscribers to the
American Agriculturist can have their choice be-
tween this and tbe new Chromo " Up for Re-
pairs "

; but the choice must be named at time of
subscribing. ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,

245 Broadway, New York.

BEAUTIFYING}

COUNTRY HOMES.
AN ELEGANT QUARTO VOLUME.

By J. WEIDENMANJV

P1UCE, POST-PAID, $15.00.

This magnificent work is illustrated not only with numer-
ous fine wood-engravings, but also witli seventeen full-page

and seven double-page colored lithographs of places already
improved. It embodies the results of a long practice in

landscape architecture and rural adornment, and while Its

teachings are in accordance with the received rules of art,

they are thoroughly practical in their character. It is one
of the most elegant, and ought to prove one of the most
useful works ever issued in the country. The work, both in

its letter-press and colored lithographs, is beautifully printed,

and it is elegantly bound in beveled boards.

Hussey's National Cottage
Architecture.

New and Original Designs, "Working
Scale Drawings, and Details for all

Styles of low-priced Houses, with
Specifications and Cost. Just pub-
lished. Royal quarto. Post-paid, $6.

WOflDWABTI'S) 'COO Working Drawings,

WATTflWAT t
Plan8 ' »<>ta»»> Specific*:

.
JlS.iiMiiA.4i I tions, and Estimates. Twelve
ARCHITECT, ) Dollars, post-paid.

MONCKTON'S NATIONAL ( Six dollars,

STAIRBTJ1DEE. )
post-paid.

MONCKTON'S NATIONAL ( Six Dollabs,

CARPENTER and JOINER, i
post-paid.

B Either of the aboye books sent post-paid on receipt of

price by

Orange Judd Company, 245 Broadway, N. \.
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GREAT DEDUCTION.
TEAS and COFFEES

At Wholesale Prices.
Increased Futilities «o Club Organizers.

Semi for New Price-List.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
(P. O. 00X5013.) SI unci 33 Vcsey St., New Tort

WOOD, TABEK & MOKSE,
Eaton, Madison Co., N. T.

MANl'FACTUKEKS OF

Steam-Engines,
Portable, Stationary, mi<l

Agricultural-
Hundreds in use in Shops, Print-
ing Booms, Mills, Minos, and on
Farms and Plantations for Grain
Threshing, Food Cooking for
Stock,* lotton Ginning, Sawing, etc.
Circulars Bent on application,

HO! FOR IOWA
Homes, at $5 and $G per acre, on long time. Over 1,500,000

acres Railroad Lands, free from mortgage, for Bale by the
Iowa Railroad Land Co., all on the C. & N. W. & 111. Central

Railway lines, in the middle region of Western Iowa, the

richest farming belt in the West. Pure water abundant. No
fever and ague. Send for a land guide. It coats nothing,

and gives every needful information. Address

JOHN B. CALHOUN,
Land Commissioner,

90 Randolph Street, Chicago, or Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

lovejoy's New Style

GLASS CUTTER
And Putty Knife
Cuts glass better than a dia-
mond. Everybody should have
one. Any child can use it.

Sent to your address on receipt

of 50 cents and stamp by

ALTAS L. jLOVEJOY
229 Washing-ton St.,

Boston, - - - Mass. ^
Liberal discount made to dealers.

STEEL PENS!
Sold by all Dealers.

No. 91 John St., New Yobk.

HEMtY HOE, Sole Agent. JOSEPH GILL0TT&S0NS

BUILDING FELT.
This water-proof material, resem-

bling fine leather, is for outside

work (no tar substances used) and

inside, instead of plaster. Felt

carpetings, etc. Send two 3-cent

stamps for circular and samples.

€• J. FAY, Camden, N. J.

CARPENTRY
E EASY;

Or, The Science and Art of Framing, on a new an

d

# im-

proved system. With specific instructions for Building Bal-

loon Frames, Barn Frames, Mill Frames, Warehouses,
Church Spires, etc. Comprising also a system of Bridge-

building, with Bills, Estimates of Cost, and Valuable Tables.

Illustrated, by Thirty-eight Plates and near Two Hundred
Figures.

Architect and Practical Buildkk,

Price, Post-paid, - SS.OO.

Address

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

Have manufactured a large stock of

RICH AND MEDIUM PRICED

FURNITURE
for the spring trade, which is now on exhibition and for

sale, at wholesale and retail, at their extensive

WAREROOMS,
185 Sl 187 CANAL ST., NEW YORK.

IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS.

American Agriculturist

PATENT DEPARTMENT
In compliance with the request of numerous inven-

tors, \vc have organized a

PATENT DEPARTMENT
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THE C

No animal presents greater contrasts than
does the male deer at different seasons. In
winter, after his horns have fallen, and in

spring, while waiting for them to grow again,

the buck presents a very different appearance
from the same animal in autumn, when, with
wide-spread antlers, and courageous bearing,

LCOPYBIGUT 6ECUKED.] .

O M B AT. — Drairn and Engraved for the American

he is ready to do battle with his rival. At this

season the bucks roam the forest in search of

the does, and when two meet, a battle is likely

to ensue. In these contests the horns of the

bucks become sometimes so interlocked, that it

is impossible for the animals to disengage, and

death by starvation must follow. Iu the wilds

Agriculturist.

of Texas, we have frequently met with pairs

of skulls with the horns thus entangled. When
we consider that the horns will be shed natural-

ly in a few months, the strength with which

they hold to the skull is astonishing. Even
the horns of three animals have been found

fastened together, with, tho skulls attached-
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-iiiaUihi- Macliiiios.—"J. E. S.," Rich-

mond Co., N. C. There arc various machines invented

for drawing milk from the cow. but none arc in nsc prac-

tically that we know or have heard of. There are two
principles involved in these machines, one to open the

duct by inserting a tnbe and allowing the milk to flow

out by its own weight, and the other to draw the milk

from the teat by a pnmp, or by creating a vacuum into

which the milk hows. We see so many practical objec-

tions to the nse of theso machines, that wc can hardly

adyitec any one to waste time in trying them.
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July is a hot and busy month. We are in the

midst of haying and harvesting, with corn, pota-

toes, beans, and roots to cultivate, hoe. and keen
free from weeds. We have to think also of the

next wheat crop, and not neglect our summer fal-

lows. Then there are the cows, the sheep, the

horses, the swine, and the poultry to he looked

after. There is, perhaps, fruit to be picked and

marketed. Altogether, the farmer has his hands

full. He needs an active brain iu an active body.

If he has good health, the work should not dis-

courage him. He will pull through. He 6houId

not get excited ; he should not worry. He should

keep cool ; and the best way to do this, iu more

senses than one, is to keep steadily at work. Work
will clear the mind and cool the body. But it

should be energetic, spirited work, not slow, plod-

ding drudgery. Every stroke should be directed

by the mind and be given with a will. It is such

work that tells. Few of us realize how much the

character of farm work has changed. It is better

to run a mowing machine than to swing a scythe

all day, but there are men who are not happy un-

less they are engaged in some hard, steady work.

They have not patience enough to manage a ma-

chine. They are mental sluggards. They want a

machine to put itself together, to tighten its own
bolts, to be self-sharpening and self-oiling. Such

men are bom hewers of wood and dra-wcis or

water. They will not make successful modern

farmers. The farmer who has his mower, tedder,

unloading-fork, self-raking, and self-binding reaper

;

who cuts feed, turns the grindstone, and pumps

water by wind or horse power ; who plants his corn

with a drill, hoes it with a harrow, cultivates within

an inch of the rows, cuts up the crop, and husks it

with a machine, is a very different man from Hodge,

the farmer, as he exists in the mind of the novelist

or poet. We believe in farmers and in farming.

There is not as much isolation on a good farm as in

a large city. There is no lack of excitement or of

mental stimulus. We have not time to be dull.

The seasons are too short and the work too press-

ing. We are in a hurry to harvest our crop, that

we may sow the next. We live iu the future ; and

if we aim to improve our farms and our stock, we

can yearly see sufficient evidences of real progress
to feed our hopes and encourage us to continue our
labors. Farming is slow work, but wc are building
on a solid foundation, and are reasonably certain of
our reward Let us brace our minds with hope,
and continue the good work. The prospects for
good farmers in this country were never more en-
couraging than at the present time.

Hints aleout "Wort.
The Host Important Work on a farm is not plow-

ing and sowing, haying or harvesting. These are
big jobs that force themselves on our attention.

They are rarely neglected.

Little Things, which we are apt to overlook and
neglect, are the most important. We need to look

more to the little rivets that fasten the sections on
the cutter-bar of a reaper than to the main driving-

wheel. Dipping lambs to kill ticks is more im-
portant than sripnrine: the sheep, because more
likely to be postponed and forgotten.

Farmers often Work too Sard.—Some of the most
successful farmers we have ever known were men
who kept others at work, but did little so-called

work themselves. They knew how everything

should be done, and saw that it was done promptly

and well. They lent a hand when it was necessary,,

but took hold of no steady work that an ordinary

laborer could perform.

Your own Health and that of your Family should

be the first consideration. See that the cellar is

clean, and the sink and out-houses are not giving

off poisonous gases.

Dry Earth is a cheap disinfectant. Use it freely,

and be not sparing of water, soap, and lime.

Personal Cleanliness would be less rare among
hard-working men and boys if bathing conveniences

were more common. A good swim is a good thing,

but a man can be clean without having a river to

bathe in. A tub of soft water, in the bam, if need
be, with soap and sponge and towels, should not

be lacking on any farm. We should think little

or the man or boy who will not use them.

In Malarious Regions do not get up too early in a
morning ; and in our changeable climate no house
should be without the means of making a fire at a

moment's notice. If the evenings are damp or

chilly, make a fire, if necessary for comfort, and
keep the dooi -s and windows open. Many people

seem to think if they make a fire they must shut

the doors.

Nutritious Food and plenty of it is essential to

good health. A man who does not eat can not

work. Meat soup is better than beer, and a cup of

good coffee is more invigorating than a pitcher of

hard cider. For a hard-working man, good bread

and firm, fat pork, are better than cakes or cookies.

Work Lively.—It is less fatiguing to milk ten

cows in an hour, than in an hour and a half, and
you have the half hour to give them a little extra

food, which is certainly good for the cows. Horses

should rest in the pasture or the stable, and not

when in harness. Heavy boots and slow motions

belong to a species of farming which is fast be-

coming extinct. Do not carry one pail of water

when you can carry two. Study the economy of

labor. Do not waste your time or your energy.

Make every stroke count, and let the strokes be

given with a will.

Saying should be pushed forward rapidly. In

our experience, it is not wise to wait for the wea-

ther. While the grass is green, a little rain or dew
does not hurt it. We like to cut in the afternoon

aud evening, and let it lie all night. The next

morning, when the dew is off, turn it or ted it with

a machine. In the afternoon rake into windrows,

and.if timothy, draw it in ; or if clover, put it in a

cock and draw in as soon as ready—say the next

afternoon, turning or opening the cocks in tho

meantime, if necessary. Clover makes capital hay

if cut early and well-cured.

Wheat should be cut as 60on as there is no milk

in the kernels. If the field is square, and there are

five meu to bind, each man will have a side, and
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they can go round and round the field after the

reaper. A man will bind one side while the reaper

cuts five sides. If the field is large and the crop

heavy, a good reaper will give the -five men all they

want to do. See that the sheaves are of the proper

size and well bound, and be careful that they are

firmly stuck up in shocks that will shed rain.

If you Thrash as drawn from the field, the grain

must be thoroughly dry and hard, and even then

there is danger of the wheat heating if placed in a

large heap. We nearly always thrash our own

wheat as drawn from the field, but we are careful

to turn the grain every two or three days, and

spread it out as much as possible on the barn-floor.

Bate the stubble between the shocks immediately

after the wheat is cut. If this is done in the even-

ing, or in the morning while the dew is on, there

will be lees grain lost by shelling.

The Hakings, when you thraoH from tne nelcl,

should be loaded the night before and drawn to

the machine. A good man, with nothing but

sheaves to pitch, will send home the wheat as fast

as a ten-horse power machine can thrash it. You
require three wagons—one at the machine, one

going back and forth, and one in the field.

Six-rowed Barley will be ripe aboutihe same time

as wheat, and you can cut it while the wheat is

curing in the field ; thrash-both crops at one opera-

tion, and put the straw of both into one stack.

Two-rowed Barley is rarely ripe for some days

after the wheat, and many prefer it on this account.

Binding Barley into sheaves like wheat is the

better plan, provided the crop II a heavy one.

Oats will not be ready to cut for ten days or two

weeks after wheat, giving as a breathing spell. So

far as the quality of the grain is concerned, oats

are quite frequently injured by cutting too early.

But where the straw is used for fodder, what we
lose in the grain we gain in the straw.

Owi-u ...«• .rbw Rivwii lugeuier, we cut with a
Johnston reaper. The machine tiiruwo tn& x.!,^ „&

the platform into moderate 6ized heaps. These are

turned once or twice, and then drawn to the barn

and thra6hed. If the weather is unsettled and the

crop very green, it may be necessary to put it into

cocks. If well cured, the straw is very nutritious,

and is greedily eaten by sheep and horses.

Peas are sometimes pulled up with a rake. It is

a 6lovenly practice. It injures the fodder and

leaves a large percentage of the peas on the

ground. True, these can be eaten by pigs and

sheep. But at this season we have all the other

stubbles for the 6tock to glean. It is better to

" roll " the crop with a scythe, unless it can be cut

with a reaper.

Cultivating Corn must, on no account, be neg-

lected. The cultivators, with 6hort whiifletrees

attached, should be in the field and ready for use

at a moment's notice. Then if a shower stops

work in the hay or harvest field, or while the dew
is on in the morning, start the cultivators, if it is

only for an hour or two. The ground 6hould never

be allowed to crust over, and no weeds should be
suffered to grow. We plant no pumpkins with our
own corn, and cultivate frequently as late as the
first week in August. " It is the last blow that

kills the cat," and it is the last hoeing and culti-

vating that kills the weeds and leaves a clean corn

stubble.. Cultivate shallow—just deep enough
to kill the weeds. If any thistles escape, cut them
with a hoe.

Boot Crops, 6uch as beets, mangels, and ruta-

bagas, must be kept thoroughly cultivated and
hoed. Thin out the plants in the rows to twelve or

fifteen inches apart.

Common Turnips, such as the Yellow Aberdeen,

may be sown any time this month, and 6uch varie-

ties as the Strap-leaf may be sown as late as the

first of August. Superphosphate of lime is the
beet of all manures for common turnips. It is far

better to sow in rows wide enough apart to admit
of the horee-hoe—eay twenty-eight inches—than to

»ow broadcast.

Summer-fallows for Wheat must be repeatedly

stirred with the harrow and cultivator, and kept

mellow and free from weeds.

Barky, Oat, or I\u Stubble, intended for wheat,

should be harrowed or cultivated immediately after

harvest, to start any eeeds lying on or near the

surface. Then plow carefully and well, narrow

and roll. Any weeds that start must be killed by

the cultivator. Whether it is or i3 not best to plow

again before sowing, depends on the character of

the laud and on the weather. On light land and in

dry weather, we think it is not desirable to plow

the second time. We want to retain as much
moisture as possible in the soil, and one or two

inches of loose, mellow surface soil, makes a capi-

tal mulch, and keeps the soil below moist and in

good condition to start the wheat when the seed is

deposited in it with a drill.

Weeds on Siublles and in Ihstwres may be cut with

a mowing machine, and if the seeds are ripe

enough to grow, rako up the weeds with a wire

horse-rake and burn them.

If you are Short of Crass, keep the horses in the

stable or yard, and feed cut hay, shorts, and corn-

meal. A large horse at hard work requires about

sixteen pounds of hay and fifteen pounds of corn-

meal per day. A bushel of cut hay weighs about

eiijht pounds, and corn-meal about forty-five

pounds per bushel. If you mix half a peek of

eorn-mcal with a bushel of moistened cut hay, and

a quart of 6horts, you can let the horses have all

of this mixture they will eat up clean three times

a day. Let them have a little long hay in addition.

If Pasture is Abundant, turn the horses out at

night. If they are at hard work, let them have all

of the above mixture of hay and meal they will

eat. They will probably cat but little, but they

should have all they will cat. Make short nooning,

and quit the earlier at night, so as to give the

horses longer time in the pasture.

" Corn-Meal Soup 11
is an established institution

ou our own farm. Wc keep a half-barrel constantly
lull ol water, with a little corn-meal soaking in it.

The horses are allowed to drink alTthey wish. We
let them drink the first thing in the morning, and
again when taken to work. When brought home
at noon, they are also allowed to drink before being

put in the stalls, and again when taken out, and so

at night. By standing a few hours, the chill is

taken off the water, and allowing them to drink

when brought in from work, does not seem to hurt

them. If tiia meal gets sour, remove it and feed to

the pigs.

Mileh Cows must have access to pure water. If

the pastures are poor, a feed of corn-fodder, cut a
few hours before feeding, will be of great value,

especially if the cows are fed enough meal to make
the eoru-fodder as nutritious as the best of grass.

Sheep should have their feet pared ; and if there

is any reason to apprehend foot-rot, dress their

feet with any substance that will kill the virus.

We use crude carbolic acid, mixed with an equal

quantity of melted tallow, and put it on with a

small brush, being careful to cover every part of

the hoof, especially between the claws.

Dip the Lambs, to kill ticks, in a solution of car-

bolic roap or tobacco water. Repeat in two weeks.
Towards tne ena or mo manor, clip the sheep also.

S:irinc should have access to water. With this,

and a good pasture, breeding stock needs nothing
more. Young pigs and store hogs, that are to be
fattened this fall, should bo fed liberally.

Salt seems necessary to the health of all farm
animal:-.. They will not eat too much, i£ they have
access to it at all times. If they arc allowed to go
without salt for two or three weeks, they will then
eat more than is good for them. For swine, we
mix about two quarts of coal or wood ashes, one
pint of salt, and half a pint of sulphur, and let

the pigs eat all they will of it.

Work in the Horticultural Departments,

July should have been called the Month of
Weeds. The larger share of the cultivator's ener-

gy, in whatever department, is expended in keep-

ing down the plants that are not wanted. Those
who claim that weeds are a great blessing, as they
induce a frequent stirring of the soil, can now en-

joy this blessing in the fullest abundance. Weeds,
like fire, are easily controlled, if attacked while

small, but when they get fairly established, it is

often cheaper to plow up the crop, than to under-

take to weed it.

«—
Orchard audi IVursery.

Where crops are planted between the trees, the

surface should be kept clear of weeds, and the soil

mellow and loose.

Pruning may be done this month. Aim to get a
broad, open head, so that plenty of light and air

can reach the fruit, to perfect it properly.

JZuddinff may be performed as soon as the buds
are well matured, and the bark of the stock loose

enough to be raised easily.

Young Trees, in nursery rows, must be looked
after. Keep clear of weeds. Be careful, in culti-

vating between tho rows, not to injure the trees

with the whiffletree. Use a short wbiifletree, with

the ends well covered with leather or woolen.

Seedlings ought to be shaded, and if very dry,

water occasionally. Iland-weed when needed.

Grafts, set in the spring, will require looking

after, as it often happens that the stock will throw
out vigorous shoots, which will rob the graft of its

nourishment. All such should be rubbed off as

soon as they appear.

Thinning, if not already attended to, should not

be longer delayed. The difference in the size and
quality of the fruit, will pay for all the trouble, in

the increased price.

Seeds.—Save 6eeds of forest trees and shrubs,

as fast as ripe. Most kinds need to be preserved

in sand, to prevent them from becoming too dry.

Fruit Garden.
There will be plenty of work in looking after the

harvesting of the fruit, and destroying the weeds,
which now grow rapidly.

Strawberries, in most localities, will be through
with by this time. The mulch should be taken off,

and a dressing of manure applied. If plants are

needed for new beds, allow the runners to take

root. The j lants thus formed, may be set out in

the coming fall, or the following spring.

Raspberries follow close upon strawberries, and
will require picking daily. After the crop is gath-
ered, cut out the old fruiting canes, and allow only
three or four new canes to each stool ; these should
be tiad to stakes, or trellises, so that they will not
be broken by high winds.

Blaeliberries will often need to be tied up, owing
to the k.rge quantity of fruit they set. A heavy
mulch will enable one to keep down the weeds, as

it is often difficult to hoe among them. The young
and vigorous caccs for next year's fruiting must
be tied up.

Grape-Vines.—Tie up the young shoots, and thin

out the fruit ou young vines. Pinch the laterals to

one leaf, and as they again start, repeat the pinch-
>'"JT. Keep a sharp look-out for bcetlee and eater-
pillars, which should be hand-picked. As soon as
mildew appears, apply sulphur with a bellows.

Currants.—If the " worm " eats the leaves, dust
with powdered white hellebore. When trained in

tree form, the branches are liable to break down,
unless supported.

Dwarf Trees need care in thinning the fruit.

Preserve the proper shape of the tree, by remov-
ing all superfluous and pinching rampant branches.

Kitchen Garden.
Asparagus.—Do not cr.t too late. As soon as

peas eome to take its place, stop cutting, and give

a good dressing of manure. Allow the tops to

grow until fall, then cut and bum, to destroy the

seeds, if they are not wanted for sowing.
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Beans.—Plant a few rows for late snaps. Pinch

Limas when they reach the top of the poles.

Beets.—Early varieties, 6ov.n this month, will

grow rapidly, and make excellent roots for winter

nse. Use the thinnings for greens.

Cabbages and Cauliflowers for the late crops may
now be transplanted from the seed-bed. Keep
well hoed, and occasionally water with liquid

manure, if convenient.

Celery.—Set for main crop in rows, three feet

apart, and the plants six inches.

Carruts.—Hoe often, until the tops cover the

ground so much as to prevent working.

Corn.—Plant the early sorts now, for late use,

and for drying, if wanted. Keep the cultivator

and hoe in motion among that already planted.

Egg-Plant.—See that these have plenty of manure,
both liquid and, solid. Do not allow the fruit to

remain long in contact with the ground.

Herbs.—Transplant from the seed-bed, and keep

ivell hoed.

Jf.lons.—Pinch back the ends of the vines, so as

to throw' all the strength into the fruit already

formed. Remove such fruit as will not ripen.

Onions will need hoeing frequently to keep down
She weeds.

Has.—It is of little use to plant peas at thi3

season, as they are almost sure to mildew. If it is

proposed to risk it, plant at least six Inches deep.

Seeds.—As soon as they ripen, gather and store

fn a dry, airy place, where mice can not get at

them. Save seeds of only the earliest and best-

formed fruit, roots, etc.

Swcet-Potatocs.—Do not allow the vines to root

;

move them once a week, and keep free of weeds.

Squashes.—Hand-pick the squash-bug ; this is the

only effectual remedy. Allow the vines to strike

root at the joints.

Z'017iaC'JCS teliuulj lju DiafUl.ll Opon tic-lliaoo o£ oomo
tind, to keep the fruit from contact with the soil.

Brush or hay is better than nothing, and should be

used if nothing else is at hand.

Weeds are to be fought persistently, and, if

possible, keep the horse and cultivator in motion

among the larger crops ; it will do no harm if

done every day.

There will be much clearing up of odd corners,

said of ground already cropped to be done, and ad-

vantage must be taken of this time of comparative

Msure to attend to it.

Flower Warden and )L>avrn.

Lawns require frequent cutting to keep the grass

Seating fresh and velvety ; this will also kill annual

weeds. Perennial weeds must be taken out when
young, with a spud.

Climbers.—Keep neatly disposed upon the trel-

Escs, and provide supports forall such as need them.

Lilies.—Tie to stakes as soon as they become tall

enough to need it.

Gladioluses will need stakes to prevent their

flower-stalks being broken. Most seedsmen and
florists now keep neatly turned sticks, which answer
lery well for this.

Annuals. —Quick growing eorta may hfi sawn
aow for late flowering.

RrenniaU.—Keep the ground carefully weeded.

Saw seeds as fast as they ripen ; mo3t kinds will

make plants strong enough to winter safely, aud
Dloom ne"xt year. Some will remain dormant uu-

til spring.

Dahlias require some support for their flower-

stalks. Remove all imperfect flower-buds as soon
is they appear.

Sub-Tro}ncal Plants, where grouped upon the

lawn, need considerable care to keep them in a

flourishing condition. Remove defaced leaves, and
stake such as require it.

Foliage Plants.—TVherc beds of Coleus, and other

so-called "foliage" plants are used, they should
"it back, so as to form compact, bushy plants.

Greenhouse and Window Plants.

It will be difficult to keep the plhnts in the

greenhouse aud windo ws looking well at this season,

unless considerable care is used. Plants should

not be subjected to hot, drying winds, as these will

soon destroy them. Shading of some kind is

needed during the summer months, otherwise the

leaves will become scorched. Admit plenty of air

through the ventilators every day, and during warm
nights they need not be closed.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

Gold has been up to 113 s
« and down to 110 5

s'—closing
June 12th at lit as oguinst 112^ on May 18th
Receipts of Produce have been quite liberal since our
last, and prices o! Breadstuff^ have been generally quoted
lower, leading to an active business, in good part for
export ; the decline in ocean freights helping the out-

ward movement. Corn has been exceptionally scarce

toward the close, and prime samples having been
greatly needed for prompt shipment, values b*vo been
quoted stronger Provisions have been fairly active,

but at irregular quotations, closing generally in favor of

buyers "Wocl has been in fair demand, and held with
more firmness, on very moderate offerings of desirable

grade. New Clip, especially California, is in better sup-
ply, but held above the views of purchasers, in most in-

stances, checking operations. Manufacturers are the

chief buyers Tobacco is quiet, at rather easier fig-

ures IIops, Seeds, and Hay are selling slowly,

closing barely steady Cotton is in brisk demand,
mainly for forward delivery, on speculative account, at

variable prices, closing somewhat more firmly In
most other lines, trade is slow.

CUECKNT YVU0LKSALK 1'r.ICKS.

May 12. June 12.

PSIOH OP GOLO 1I27S; 111
Fm>uk—Super to Jixtm Stale f& 80 a> 7 75 *4 50 a. 1 35
Super to Extra Southern.... 6 SO ffiio ro 5 00 ©to so
ICxtra Western GOO @10 r>0 5 50 <a to ^5
Extra. Genesee 7 75 % 9 50 7 S5 @ 9 00
Snperfinc Western 5 20 e$ 5 90 4 50 @ 5 25
Kyk FLOtir.. 4 75 © 6 00 4 75 © 6 00
Coi:n--Mi!.m.. 8 90 ® 4 75 4 00 @ 4 75
wnevr— All kiimis oi wmte. 1 G5 @ l 87H 1 GO ©ISO
c^reiiow' '

."
"..':. 'M i rl ' 83 i' B,*

Mixed 81 @ R5K 82 ® 85
White 83 @ 8G 90 ©110
OtTS— Western 63 ® 6G 62 © 70
State 63 © CG G2 @ 70
ItTlt 101) ©112 103 © 1 0G
Bmm.ky 130 ©170 Nominal.
Hat— ISale, VlOHtts 1 00 @ 1 GO 1 00 ® 1 GO
Stuaw, * H10 lis 50 ©100 50 ® 1 03
Cotton— JlidillliiRS. * n> ... 18Ji@ 1SX 1SK«S 18%
lions-Crop or 1873. V H 10 © 80 8 © 35
Kk.vtiikus— five (leese.litt 58 © 65 50 © 6214
SmtD-Clover.iS lb ... 10^@ 10.V 10 ® 10«
Timothy. 9 bushel 2 75 ® S 00 2 90 © 3 121J
Flux, *'< bushel.. 2 50 © 2 62

X

Nominal.
SuGAi:-r.efl'g& Grocery t>I> 6%® Vii 6^-ffl 9^
Mor.ASSKS. Cuba. V gal. ...... Rll ® 48 31 © 4S

New Orleans. V gal 70 © 80 75 @ 85
COPFKIC-ltio(Uohl) 17 © 21 17 © 21«
Tomooo. Kentucky, fccifltt. 4^'© IS' 4X© 13
Seed Leaf, ifl lb 5 ® 65 4 @ 55
iVnoi,- Domeslie Fleece, Jill SO © CO 30 © G2«
Domestic, pulled, V It> 25 @ 50 25 © 52>j

California, dtp 18 © 36 13 ® 37
TAM.OW, ?lb 7M© 7£ 8 (3 8>£
OII.-CAKK—V ton 4150 ©13 00 4150 ©43 00

Por.K—Mess, V barrel 17 !2X®17 25 17 90 ©18 TO

Prime, in barrel 14 25 ©14 62 X 15 00 ©15 25

BKliF—Plain mesa 9 50 ©12 00 9 00 ©1150
I.a no, in trcs. & barrels, V ft . MJO 10X 11 @ \\%
11" iiltr.—State, if) ft 26 © 36 20 © 82
Western. ?! ft 20 © 84 16 © 27
CltEKSB.. . 5 © 17jf 5 ® 15X
Hkins— "f> bushel 1 50 ® 4 25 1 90 © 5 00
Pms-Canada. free. V bu ... 120 ©125 120 ©122)4
Eoos-Fresh.'Sl dozen 14 ® 18 l''-v© 17

Poultry—Fowls 12 © 19 lSXrgi 20
Tnrkeys—SB 13 a 23 14 © 22
Geese,'19 pair 100 ©3 00 1 no ©2 50

Dncks. v pair ,

.

75 @ 125 70 & 125
ia IT. 14 © 23 — © —

Snipe. V dozen 175 ©2 25 — © —
Pigeons. ?! dozen 100 @ 1 50 — ©,—
Ten sirs V I'm •''» <'' 7S '•• ©100

new, V bunch — © — 4 © —
C7nrs\GFS-TS 100 5 00 66 8 00 1 00 ®!1 CO

Onions— e> bbl 7 00 ©7 50 Nominal.
Potatoes—V bbl 2 25 Oi 3 25 — © —

•• new. "pt bbl 10 50 ©12 00 5 00 ® 7 00

Sweet Pmwtoks—$ bbl 7 25 ©7 75 4 50 © 5 00
i ' \ v. iwts -"ft bbl 150 ©2 00 — © —
P.nooM-cnuN 7 © It 5 ® 11

STnAWREiT.iES— t' quart 50 © 75 5 © 8
Apples—Vimrrcl 4 50 ® 6 00 5 00 ©15 00
CRANUEP.EIES—^ bbl — © — — @ —
BEETS, V bbl 1 50 © 2 00 1 25 © 3 50

Celery, *> doz . 2 00 © 2 50 — ® —
Gkken Peas, new, # bushel.. 1 50 © I 70 1 50 ffl 4 50
String Peaks, new, %i crate 250 ©300 2 00 ©2 50

Lettuce, V bbl — © — 2 00 @ 8 50
Spinaou, Southern, $ bbl.... 175 ©2 00 — © —
Tomvtoes. 1? Tate 125 ©150 80 © 4 00
Asparaous, $1 doz. bunches. 60 © ..") 75 @ 2 50
Water-Cresses. 19 basket... 50 © 75 SO © 40
RiimAitn-Vlmiich 8 © 12 2X® 3
Radishes—* 100 bunches. ... 75 ©175 1 00 ® 1 50

Mapi.k Svoak 9 © 15 9 © 15

Cinseng 125 ©185 — © —
Cucumbers, V crate — © — 2 00 ©2 50

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

from our daily record during the year, show at a glance

the transactions for the month ending June 13tb, 1874,
aud for the corresponding mouth last year:

1. transactions at tue new yore markets.
Rzi hits. Flour, meat. Om. i.-ije. liarlev. oais
26 d's«/m lll'thav.l.ooo 5,849,000 1,915.000 167;i)00 58,000 753.000
25 d's last m'tli290,000. 2,519,000 2,107,000 24,600 49,000 611,000
Sales. [imir. WliaU. Coni, Ilur. Ildrleu. Outs
20 d's tliis ni'rh 237,000 4,107.000 2,312,000 S9.0"6 104,000 1,416 000
25U's klel ln'th 294,000 2,:,O6,000 2,631,01.0 47,1)00 317,000 1,6)9,000

3. Comparison with same period at this Unit luatyear.
Receipts. Hour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. H'trlet/. Oats.
26 days LSI 1... 359,000 5,819,000 1,915,000 16;,000 5S,0«j 753.000
26 days 1S73... 813,000 2,627,000 2,712,000 103,000 75,000 838,000

Sales. Flour. Wheal. Corn. line, llarleo. Oats.
26 days 1871. ..H37.000 4.106,000 2.S12.000 89,000 104,000 1,116,000
26 days 1873. .305,000 2,912,000 2,776,000 166,000 35,000 1,637,000

3. Stock of gram in store at Few York.

Wheat. Corn. Hoe. Barley. Oats. Malt.
bush. bush. biish. busli. bush. bush.

June8,1S7i.. 3S3.169 116.651 GS.1S8 1.573 323,343 74,669
Mavll, 1S74.. 3K,33i 34,003 2 ,S39 41.125 53,27 40.939
Anril 0,1871.. 1,036.091 128,692 20.379 118..-20 468,673 -15,475

Mar. 9, 1874.. 1,320.813 754,511 26,378 61.416 751,375 22.276
Feb. 9. 1874. .1.070,619 511.800 14,008 40,906 735,992 23,769
Jan. 12, 1871.. 1,885,418 1,146,202 1,131 P6.118 514.117 3%482
Dec. 10, 1873. .1,553,313 2,093,541 244,885 579,742 60.805

4. Exports from New I'ork, Jan. 1 to June 11:
r/..,,,. Wheat. Corn. Rue. Barley. Oats. reas.
bbls. bush. DUSh. buol.. bufcli. bush bush.

1874....957,783 15,083,540 7,021.9 413,193 100 57,785 236,916
1873.... 5-26,562 3,241,919 5,393.119 20,8.3 16,526 18,046 38,200
1878....363,380 3,212,961 6,966,769 252,624 22,6781 15,178
1371....S71.090 6,153,72! 3,2 0,632 31,919 78.SI8 14,889

1870... 727,097 5,135,282 13'i,559 36,595 9,378
1869.... 420.294 3.802.539 1.328.809 40,101
1808.... 403,536 2,580,805 3,559,097 158.093 39.008

5. Receipts at head of tide-water at Albany each season
to June bth.

Flour. Wheal. Corn. Rye. Rarley. Oats.
bush. bnsh. bush. bush. bush. bush.

1S7I 6.500 3,179.900 1,319,600 110,7.00 71,1(0 54:1,100

187:; 26,000 1,131,801 1.G72.900 114,400 13,000 346,900
1872 22,400 900.800 1.988,500 135,700 337,000 787.200
1871 48,500 2,511,500 8,ifl3,S00 E8.200 29.700 59:1.500
1S70 38,400 1,900,600 127.700 41.200 78,900 382.500
1863 28,500 1.53U100 718,000 124,400 11.S00 519,61-0

1868 65,700 3,6847900 3,297,4«0 149.200 326,300 1,86-1,900

1-07. ....17,100 21,700 592,100 28,000 28.200 279,5110

I860 34,200 317,200 2,090,700 64.800 41,700 898.700

1865 94,100 517,900 731,800 51,000 111,300 1,914,800

rl'ew York Live-Stock Markets.
BECEIPTS.

were endino Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Swine. Tot'l.
May 13 7,893 38 3,683 17.747 35,325 61,191
May 25 9.374 90 3,502 12,310 89,786 65,09-2

June 1 8,073 86 4.410 16.039 39,053 67,666
June S 9,095 33 4,332 16.977 36,773 67,210
June 15 8,273 54 4,001 15,447 38.233 65,988

Total for 5 Weeks.. 42.188 301 19.933 78.550 189.175 380.147
do.forpreo. i iree*s35,G13 .212 11,050 57,232 163,691 868,837

Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Swine.

<lc> So Ms« Month. .. 8.903 60 %M 14.308 40$73
w. au.'jj>wa '!6lOW»t ''

8ffB 134 ],200 10,695 31,5^3

Beef Cattle.—The unprofitable business at tho

close of last month left dealers heavy losers. The
natural conseqnence was the diversion of 70 car-loads of

stock to other markets, and a falling off of 2,000 head in

the receipts (luring the first week of the present mouth,

as reported above. This gave a firm tone to the market,

and a recovery of all that had been lost the previous

week. The improved tone gained strength the next

week, and Die extra quality of the offerings helped the

market to make another advance of &c. This improved

feeling has marked the whole of the month' b business,

and a steady market throughout, with a constantly ad-

vancing value of the better grades, and a fairly active

demand tor Inferior grades has been the result. At the

close of our report the feeling is somewhat easier, and

inferior Texans are decidedly weak, although the market

was cleared early in the day of all supplies. Texans sold

at 8>J @ 12c. $ fl>,, to dress 56 to 57 lbs. per cut. ; com-

mon to prime native steers brought ll&C. @ l%Hc-i and

selections to dress 58 to 59 B>s. ^ gross cwt. realized

easily 12?4'c. © 13c. $ B>.

The prices for the past five weeks were as follows

:

wekk kndino Rmwe. Lara? S-ites. Aver.
May 18 9v@U»kc. iox@iiXc. il c.

Mav"25 9:Y(ai3 c. 11 @ll\c. n^o.
June 1 9X@I3 C. 11 ®11^C ll^c.
June 8 8«@1S C. 11K^H\'C. H-XC
June 15 8;Yfe;13Kc. U @12 C. 12^0.

ITIilcli Cows.—Dealers have met a brisk demand
for good cows, and comparatively scant supply has kept

the price for extra np to $90 per head, calf included.

Common fair to good cows are selling s.t $50 to $75 each.

Calves,—-The market for veals has been irregular,

and clo?es with a downward tendency. Buyers are hold-

ing off, and business is dull, at4^c. @ 6JJc. $ fl>. for

common to good State veals. Veals averaging 135 lbs.

sold at Gc. $ tt> Sheep and Lambs.—The
business in sheep is reported as having been a losing

one, and early in the past month eheep sold at a loss of

$100 per car-load to the owners. Slaughterers also com-

plain of an unprofitable trade, and the market closes

without any recovery. Sheared sheep are dull, at Sjtfc,

@ 7c. $ B>. Lambs are also weak and declining, the last

sales were at 8c. (7>i lie. \%1b Swiue.—The market

for live hogs has been without business, all arrivals being

consigned direct to the slaughterers. Dressed hogs have

been easy throughout the month, with a gradual decline

from extreme rates of last month to 7c. @ TJtfc $J lb.

The bulk of the business at the close was done a*

7? B c- $ B>., witli a tendency toward lower prices.
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SPECIAL PREMIUMS
STILL OFFERED.

MULTUM IN P1KTO KNIFE, OPEN—WEIGHT 2 OZ.

The General Premium List closed July 1st. The

following Special Premiums are continued until

further notice

:

The Miiltum in Parvo KuiS' for 8

subscribers to American Agriculturist at $1.50 each

a year. (Knife sent post-paid.)

The SScckwitli Improved $13 Sew-
injj-Maeliiise for 16 subscribers to American

Agriculturist at SI.50 each a year.

Xlie ISccliwitli Portable Family
Sewing-Machine, price 520, for 30 sub-

scribers to American Agriculturist at $1.50 each

a year.

BECKWITH. PORTABLE 820 SEWING-MACHINE.

To secure the Chromo, mounted and prepaid,

£5 cents must be remitted with each subscription

for American Agriculturist,

1Y. B.—Two haliivcar subscribers in all

the above cases may count for one full year in a

Premium Club List.

Concerning the Advertisements,

We have a few words to say to oar Readers : We
mean to exclude everything which we think may be in-

jurious or useless to the readers of this journal. We
shut out all advertisements of patent and secret medi-
cines, because we don't believe people ought to buy or
use them. It is a pretty severe sacrifice to do this, be-
cause the medicine makers get from sick and nervous
people dollars for what ensts thorn half-dimes, and they
can. and do, pay publishers largely for space in which to

work upon the fears and hopes of the pco,ule. We also

ask advertisers of good things, when they are not known

to the editors personally, or by good repute, to furnish

satisfactory evidence that they have both the ability and

the intention to do what they promise V do iu their ad-

vertisements, and if we are not well enough satisfied on

this point, they are excluded. Our strict rules annually

shut oat a hundred thousand dollars of advertising,

which is admitted into most newspapers. Sometimes,

with all the care we can exercise, an objectionable ad-

vertisement gets in. but on our attention being called to

it, we stop it. There have been one or two books, for

example, admitted, which, though proper enough to bo

read by parents or adults of good judgment, we do not

wish to bring to the notice of children or young people

of prurient imagination. We shall try not to err even iu

this respect again. And now, after this explanation, wo

ask our readers to always look over and through the ad-

vertising pages. They will get many suggestive hints

about business, by so doing. And further, as our adver-

tisers are generally a good and reliable class of persons,

and are in a good place, amoug good company, we like

to h<v?o thorn l=ow toot thoy roooli, through thU jmirnil,

a good class of readers—we think the best class in the

world. So when our readers send inqniries, or orders,

or for circulars, to our advertisers, they will confer a

favor upon them and upon us by mentioning the fact

that the advertisement was seen in the American Agri-

culturist. (We may hint, privately, that this may be

useful to the readers, for onr advertisers generally know
that if there is a " black sheep" among them who does

not deal honest"y by ovr readers, he will thereafter be

liable to exclusion from these columns, if he does not

also "catch it" by an editorial notice, that will not be

of the most pleasing character.)

Please tell your Friends
THAT TITEY CAN SECURE THE

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST

Six Months for only 75 Cts.

Iu order to enable many persons to become acquainted

•with this valuable Journal, who have not hitherto taken

it. the Publishers will receive subscriptions for it for the

months commencing with July and ending with Decem-

ber, 1S74, at seventy-five cents each. Will not each of

our present subscribers speak "a good word *' to friend

or neighbor?—Please note: Wc will send the American

Agriculturist for six months, beginning with July, 1S7-I,

for seventy-five cents. This offer, of course, does not in-

clude the beautiful chromo "Up for Repairs," which is

offered to all yearly subscribers free, when taken at 245

Broadway, or twenty-five cents extra when sent prepaid.

Give the paper a six month's trial trip, or better still,

try it a year.

Better Still!

BEAUTIFUL $5 CHE0M0,

Half a Year's Subscription,
ALL

For a Single Dollar.

Considering the hardness of the times, and

in order to meet the wishes of a great number

who desire to have our beautiful chromo,

" up FOR REPAIRS," but who did

not feel able to pay the $1.75 required to

get it, the Publishers have just decided to

send the American Agriculturist, from July

1st to the end of the year, and to deliver, free

of postage, a mounted copy of this beautiful

Chromo, which has given so much pleasure,

all for §1, if promptly called for.

(£3lf" Please make this known to all your

friends aud neighbors.

containing a great variety of Itefns, including rnavff

good Bints and Suggestions which we throw into smaller
'type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere

Remitting- 3Ioney: — CUecJss oit

New York City Ranks or Rankers arc beet

for largo sums. ; make payable to the order of Orange
Jiuld < ompany. Post-Office Money Orders
for $50 or less, are cheap and safe also. When these are not

obtainable, register letters, affixing stamps for post-

age and registry
;
put in the money and seal the letter in

the presence of the postmaster, and fake his receipt foriL

Money scut in the above three methods is safe against los&.

Postagc : On American Agvlodturht, 12 cents

a year In ail nauitf, Double rates if not paid in advance

at the office where the papers are received. For sub-

scribers in British America, the postage, as above, must

be sent to this office, with the subscription, for prepay-

ment here. Also 12 cents for delivery of American Agri-

culturist in New York City.

ISouiid Copies of Volume Tliirty-
(wo are now ready. Price, $-2, at our office; or $2.50

each, if sent by mail. Any of the last seventeen volumes

(16 to 32) will also be forwarded at same price. Sets of

numbers sent to our office' will be neatly bound in onr

regular style, at 75 cents per vol. (50 cents extra, if return-

ed by mail.) Missing numbers supplied at 12 cents each.

Our Western Office.—Our friends ii»

the West are reminded that we have an office at Lake-

side Building, Chicago, 111., in charge of Mr. W. B_

Busbey. Subscriptions to American Agriculturist are

taken there, and sample copies of the paper and chromo

arc delivered, and orders received for advertising on the

same terms as in New York. All our books are on sale

at the Western Office. Please call and examine, buy,

subscribe, and advertise.

Sale of Hearth and Home,—During
four years past, the Publishers of this Journal have a!so

issued the weekly Hearth and Home. Mr. Judd has
been absent in Europe for a year; and experienced so

great benefit in the improvement of his health, that he
desires to be more at liberty in the future to devote him-
self to the American Agriculturist. The Publishers have
therefore deemed it expedient to be relieved of the care

and labor of a weekly journal, and Hearth .',nd Home
has been sold to the Publishers of the Graphic Company,
of 30 and 41 Park Place, who will hereafter issue it with
illustrations by the new photographic process. And now,
with the well-known and well-tried corps of Editors at

their posts, and with the attention of all concent -atcd

upon this Journal, the Publishers arc confident that their

old favorite, the American Agriadtuiist, will be more
than ever worthy a place in every home.

Otlicr Basket Items on page 273.

SlTNimir MI,Tj»imT«3S.—It seems nec-

essary to remind onr friends, from time to time, that this

column is not the place iu which individual grievances

can be set forth. We take quite as much care to avoid

doing injustice to innocent parties, as to do justice to

those fraudulent persons, who deserve the distinction of

a place among humbugs. Men, on the average, are sns-

picions, aud if mistakes occur in their dealings with

persons at a distance, they at once conclude they have

been defrauded. There is no business In which dissatis-

faction is more likely to occur, than in that of seedsmen.
Probably not one person in ten can sow seeds properly,

yet all failures, from whatever cause, are set down to

dishonesty on the part of the seedsmen. There is hardly

one of our seedsmen, even those of the highest reputa-

tion, of whom we have not had complaints, accompanied

with a request to put him among the humbugs. Upon
investigating such cases, we have found that the fault

was generally on the part of the complainant, and the

dealer ready to make ample reparation, whenever the

fault has been bis own. In fact, no dealer in seeds, or

other matters, in which a good reputation is all impor-

tant, can afford—to put it upon no higher ground—to be

dishonest. A seedsman, florist, or nurseryman, who
gets a reputation for inaccuracy or unfairness, might as

well shut np shop. The same remark will apply to deal-

ers in live-stock of all kinds, from bees to Shorthorns.

That Pennsylvania live-stock concern, of whom we hfrvti

had so many complaints, would hav? been shut up iong
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ago, had any of the swindled parties one particle of

spunk. Each of the many persons who has come to us

with complaints, appears to haveago»d case, but instead

of bringing the rascals into court, they write to us, and

ask ns to expose the concern, and not give their names.

We are not in the catspaw business ; and while, when

convinced that systematic fraud is being practised, we

are willing to take the risk of exposing it, we can not

take up cases for which there is a ready remedy. The

clergyman in Missonri, who thinks kc has been de-

frauded in a bee transaction, a correspondent in New
York, whose ducks' eggs did not hatch, and the one in

Massachusetts, who is in trouble about his pigs, will see

that we can not show up certain dealers as humbugs,

upon their simple accusation, and without having avail-

able witnesses and facts to justify us before a jury, if

need be.

HORTICULTURAL HUMBUGS

have been so frequently exposed in our columns, that we
supposed no reader of the Ar/ric/ddu isl could be taken

in by those French scoundrels, who appear each spring

in our principal cities, somi>timoc ns Lafuyotto & Oo.,

and in other years under other names. These chaps

have catalogues so similar, and piclures of their won-

derful products so alike, that they are probably all parts

of one great swindling concern. " Greenhorn " sends

ns one of these French-English catalogues, with the

things marked which he has purchased, and asks if he

has been " sold." Now, friend " Greenhorn," you have

marked on this catalogue, "Mezel Cherry, eleven in one

pound;" Pear, ''Monstrous of Africa, heavy, four

pounds;" "Prince's Plum, without stone," and other

equally absurd things. If you do not know that "Tree
Strawberries," with fruit weighing a pound ; that apri-

cots, weighing a pound each; that raspberries, with

"large fruit as a egg of a fowl," arc barefaced frauds,

yon have taken a very sure, but very expensive way of

learning. Know, O " Greenhorn," that our nurserymen

are as wide-awake as any other dealers; and if there

were upon the face of the earth, any such trees or plants

as are given in the catalogue yon sent ns, they would

liave them, if they had to send to the most remote coun-

tries. New York City is a great field for these impos-

tors. Gentlemen who have country places, and who
would, by no means, pay a skilled gardener bricklayer's

wages, will spend their money freely upon these novel-

ties, becanse they are " French," and th..ir claims m-o

set forth with unblushing impudence and lying. Wc
confess to feeling very little compassion for those who
throw their money away in this manner A New
Yorker, who does no! give his name, offers " Two of the

greatest medicinal and sweet-scented plants in the

world," "presented for the first time to the American

public." One is Nigella satire, (intended for saliva),

• makes one of the greatest tonic medicines in the world."

If the friend who sent us the circular, knows of any old

grandmother's garden, where the plants of fifty years

ago are yet undisturbed, ho will find this wonderful

Kigdla, grown under the name of " Nutmeg flower."

Its only novelty consists in its antiquily; its seeds are

aromali :, and were formerly used as a spice. The other

plant is PltiUaudrium aqualicum, which should be spelled

PheUandrium, and is now known as (Enantke. This, it

i6 said. " is used for bronchitis, consumption, and obsti-

nate ulcers." Now, we advise all afflicted with cither of

these troubles, not to dose themselves at all, but espe-

cially not with this " PliSlandrium," ns it is a dangerous

narcotic poison, and like related plants needs to be used

with great caution. While wc have no reason to doubt

that the advertiser will furnish the plants upon the terms

he proposes, they are offered under incorrect, and no

doubt, mistaken ideas of their value ; and so far as this

goes, they are horticultural humbugs.
*

THE NON-EXPLOSIVE POWDER MAN

has been in Troy, and one Trojan speaks his mind on

the subject. If any ladies take offence at what is ?aid,

they must remember that the remarks are not ours,

but those of our irate correspondent. He, in sub-

stance, says: "I take your paper, and am pretty well

posted as to the leeches of humbugs, but my wife,

confiding as women generally are, has been duped

by one of them. An -Agent' called at my house,

with some powder to render kerosene oil non-explosive,

and nothing would do but he must try some of it, to con-

vince my wife of its qualities. Tie put some of it into n

Perkins & House's safety lamp, and it has succeeded

splendidly! It rendered both the oil and the lamp non-

exploslvc, as it stopped up the lube which supplies oil

to the wick, and of course rendered the lamp perfectly

useless. I am not in the habit of using strong language,

but if ever that agent comes within range of a ' Spring-

field
' that I brought home from the war, I will try some

powder that will nol be ' non-explosive.' " Our advice

to the Trojan fri nd is, to sny nothing, buy a new lamp,

and set the other aside, as a sort of beacon, to point oil)

Shoals and dangerous places. The wife has had her les-

son, and has not paid half so dearly for it, as she would

had she bought some qnack mediciue. It might be worse.

CHEAP AND WORTHLESS SEWING MACHINES

are still complained of by those who are victimized by
the venders. Some complain, that they saw advertise-

ments of these things in a horticultural paper; such

would do well to present their grievances lo the paper,

through whose agency they were induced to invest. We
can not help those who have sent money, and receive

nothing in return. It would require the whole time of

one man to investigate all the various complaints, and
amount lo nothing. The best way is, to regard the

amount lost, as so much paid for instruction, and if it

leaches caution in future, it maynot ben had investment.

...Cheap Carpets. "J. L. II.." Kansas. We know
nothing of the concern you inquire about, but if you suc-

ceed in getting good carpets at 37X cents ay«rd, we hope

you will let us know, as wc would like some too.

A GRAND "PRIZE CONCERT ;

"

this time it is in Texas, and it does not pretend to be for

any State library, children's home, or use anv other char-

itable cloak to cover its sin. It is a prize concert for the

benefit of the manager, and so far is above-board, but the

circular accompanying the tickets, which are sent out

freely to people in Ihe Western States, says :
" Should

your State laws prohibit the saie of ' Prize Concert

tickets,' (remember that they are concert tickets, and not
lottery tickets.) yon can then advertise for applications for

tickets." If any one thinks he can get around the law

by following this advice, he would soon discover his

mistake in any law-abiding community That Ken-

tucky Library lottery advertises one more final distribu-

tion, but it will no doubt keep at it so long as a dollar is

to be made.

medical humbugs.

There is one thing, that we have repeated again and

again, and yet it does not seem possible to make it

generally understood. It is, that it is perfectly useless to

send to ns for our opinion of any "doctors," wdio ad-

vertise cures, or advertise their medicines—no matter

in what papers they advertise, or where they live, or how
many distinguished names they may have appended to

their " certificates," we hold them all to be unsafe, and

to be avoided. Notwithstanding we have given this no-

tice so many times, scarcely a day passes, but the mails

bring us letters, asking about these advertising doctors.

We have no acquaintance with any of these chaps, and
we arlvlse every one to let mem alone ; wc maKe no ex-

ceptions whatever. Some are ont-and-ont swindlers,

others are ignorant pretenders, withont any knowledge

of medicine whatever, and ir, by chance, there is one

among them, who has a right to the title of M. D., the

very fact of his advertising his claims, and vaunting the

cures he has performed, shows that he could not make

himself a position in the medical profession, and has

gone into quackery to make money Clark Johnson,

M.D., Jersey City, turns up again, in the form of a letter

to an agent in Texas, in which he says of the exposures

in the " Agriculturist," " particnlarly do we ignore

them since we know the cause to be jealousy of our un-

precedented success."—This is pretty good for a man
who does not exist. If there only was such a person, as

Clark Johnson, M.D., what a Tellow he would be 1. . . .A

most pernicious little pamphlet bears the title of " Med-

ical Good Sense," and claims to be published by the

"Manhattan Medical Institute." This sels forth a delicate

disease, which no one would care to have, in an alarming

light, and then gives "an infallible test," by which those

who bad their fears excited by the description, may

themselves tell, whether they have the disease or not.

The test is, to put sonic nrine in a pint-bottle, and

set it in a cool place, and if at the end of three days and

ni'hrs there is cloudiness or sediment, there is " un-

mistakable evidence" of a serious derangement, and, of

course, the only safe thing to do. is to send some or the

sediment to the author of this pamphlet for microscopic

examination. Now, every one wdio knows anything

about such matters, is aware, that cloudiness in the urine,

after standing in a cool place, is a very likely thing to

happen, and it is not an "infallible test" for anything.

It is just a dodge of this humbug, to frighten people into

coming to him for treatment There is a rascally Dr.

" & Co.," in Dalton, Ga., who is using the U. S. mails

for a nefarious purpose. The proper officers down that

way should put a stopper on him or them . . .The medical

humbugs are not a cheerful lot generally, but once in a

while a bit of drollery turns up among them. A friend

sends us an advertisement from a daily paper,which reads:

"TO CAPITALISTS.-DTJTRIN6THBMEXICANWAB
of 181C T was attached to the Army of the United States.

and while there in 1847, obtained a very valuable medical

recipe for purifying the blood, etc., of an aged Aztec

Indian woman. '

I have not the means to bring it before

the public. Tlnte is a fortune in it."

If any capitalist wishes to make a "fortune" by

"pnrifying the blood, etc.. of an aged Aztec Indian

woman," we will give him the advertiser's address.

It. U. Illiss A. Sons' Removal.—This
seed establishment is on the move to 34 Barclay st.

Cause, want of sufficient room in the old locality for the

rapidly increasing business.

The Patrons of Husbandry have at
last met with the only thing needed for their complete
success—persecution. However swimmingly they have
gone on upon their own merits, having now been thor-

ough' maligned, aud held up ns something to be avoided,

they will prosper with unprecedented vigor. Au Anti-
Secret Society held a meeting a few weeks ago at Syra-

cuse, N. Y., at which a new political party was proposed,

and at which Mr. Chas. W. Green " went for " the

Patrons and the Granges in the most absurd style. For

the good he has done their cause, the Patrons should pen-

sion Chas. W. for life. In our view of the matter the

officers and members of the order make a mistake in re-

plying lo him. Let him go on and advertise them.

Delaware Peaches.— Last month we
eiw,» n vm-y favorable reDort of the prospects of the peach
crop, since then an unfavorable change has taken place,

much of the young fruit having fallen. If we accept the

statements of the local papers, the estimate of 2,500,000

baskets, has dwindled down to about 100,000.

Hibberd's Horticultural Worhs.
—Messrs. Groombridge & Sons, London, send copies of

" The Amateurs' Flower Garden," " The Amateurs'

Greenhouse and Conservatory," "The Fern Garden,"
" The Amateurs' Rose Book " and " Field Flowers," all

by Shirley Hibberd, a horticultural author who is well

known for his vigorous style and practical skill. These

works are issned in a handsome form and finely illustrat-

ed, and are decidedly popular in England. They will be

useful to such American amatuers as have sufficient horti-

cultural knowledge to enable them to adapt their direc-

tions to the peculiarities of our climate. The same house

publishes "The Floral World and Garden Guide," an

illustrated monthly edited by Mr. Hibberd. The year's

numbers of this make a fine volume.

Sale of Thorough Bred Horses.—
The sale of horses frtin the Btuds of August Belmont,

Esq.. and Messrs. Hunter & Travis, tool-, place at the

Nursery, near Babylon, I-. i-> <>= j..«~ **- • --

a lar -e' attendance and the prices realized were fair on

Ihe whole. Several of the animals, however, were

withdrawn for want.ofbids equal to their estimated value.

Valuable Reports.—Just as we go to

press, there come to hand two reports too valuable to be

disposed of in a hurried note : The Proceedings of Ihe

American Promological Society for 1S73, and the Sixth

Annua! Report, by C. V. Riley, on the Noxious and Bene-

ficial Insects of Missouri. These will receive attention

another month.

Steam on the Canals. —The Baxter

steam canal-boat has been awarded a premium of $35,000

by the Legislature of New York, on condition that six of

the boats be put into service forthwith. A company has

been organized, with a capital of a million dollars, to

build and run twenty of these boats this season. The

reduction in the cost or transporting grain between

Buffalo and New York, by these boats, is about three-

fourths of the former rates. Now we need enlarged canals.

Shipping Hressed Meats.—The Texas

and Atlantic Refrigerator Company have now one hun-

dred cars engaged in transporting dressed beef from

Texas to Eastern cities. One hundred beeves are slaugh-

tered daily at Dcnnison, Texas, and the number will

soon be increased to five hundred.

The English "Lock.out."-The
"lock-out" of English farm laborers still continues.

This is really a strike upon the part of the farmers, who

are the employers of the laborers, the desired effect of

which is to destroy the agricultural laborers' union. The

need for laborers is pressing, and Belgian immigrants

are being introduced, to take the place of the union

laborers. The introduclion of Chinese laborers into

England has even been suggested. It is difficult to real-

'ae the altered condition of things in England, as evinced

by these occurrences.

The Tobacco Iicaf.—" J. W. H.," Hart-

ford. Ct. The " Tobacco Leaf" is a weekly journal, de-

voted wholly to the tobacco interest, and will be found to

contain a large amount of special information, of value

to tobacco growers. It is published at 142 Fulton street,

New York, for $4 a year.

See Past 273 for other Basket Items.
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** Sony's of Grace and Calory," is the

title of a new music and hymn-book for Sunday-schools,

published by Horace Waters & Son, New York. Price

33 cents. We rarely sec Bach good mechanical execution

in so cheap a work, while the hymns and music are of a

better class than arc found in many of the music-books

for Sunday-schools.

Farmers* Conventions.—The Farmers'

Reform Convention of Indiana met at Indianapolis, and

the State Farmers' Convention of Illinois was held at

Springfield, both on the same date, June 10th. Both

bodies set forth a "platform," and nominated a ticket

for State officers. In neither State is the governor to be

elected this year, and the contest will be over the oilier

officers. As these are the first general elections in which
a distinctly farmers' party has taken part, the results

will be watched with interest by both the friends and the

enemies of the movement. The platform or enunciation

of principles is in each State such as much commend
itself to all who oro not professional politicians. For

ourselves, we rejoice at anything which awakens formers

to the fact that it is their duty to take a part in public

affairs, and that it is a neglect of this duty which has

allowed State matters to be mismanaged.

Holding: On.—California farmers are now
shipping their wheat direct to Liverpool, rather than sell

at the current rate in San Francisco, which is about $1.85

per 100 lbs. Some time ago, the same wheat could have

been sold at $2.35 per 100 lbs. An offer of 1,200 tons of

choice wheat, to be delivered in July, at $1.C5 per 100

lbs., was recently made and refused.

Buckwheat for Cows.-"W. L. C.,"

Montgomery Co., Ohio. Our own experience with buck-

wheat for dairy cows is unfavorable, at least so far as re-

gards the quality of the butter. It is true that it increases

the flow of milk, but the butter yielded is white, and of

poor, greasy flavor. As tothc increased quantity, that has

probably been shown as well, by some experiments

made at the farm of the Eastern Pennsylvania Agricul-

tural Society, in January last. In a week's feeding,whcn

wheat bran was added to the feed, sixteen cows produced
1.858 lbs. of milk, yielding 117 lbs. of cream, and 57?a
lbs. of butter. The next week an equal quantity of buck-
wheat bran was substituted for the wheut bmn, an a tut,

cows produced 1,262*4 lbs. of milk, yielding 121 lbs. of

cream and 59^ lbs. of butter. During the last week the

cold was much greater than the previous one, which

would show a still greater value lor the buckwheat.

Nothing is said, however, as to the quality of the product.

Crop for Green Manure.—"A.W. H,"
Clinton Co., Pa. It is too late now to sow any crop for

green manures, except buckwheat. This may be sown
up to the latter part of this month. We would sow at

least a bushel of seed per acre.

Time to Market IKog-s.—« M.," Warren
Co., Iowa. The best time to market a hog is when he
has made the largest growth upon the least feed. For
early spring pigs this is generally in the next winter.

At eight or nine months a good hog well kept from its

birth, might weigh from 200 to 400 pounds, according to

circumstances. If such a hog is kept over the winter,

and well fed all the time for another year, its extra

growth will hardly pay for the feed, and it will be too
heavy for packers' use. In winter-time there is less

growth for the same amount of feed than at any other
Beason, therefore the objects should be to have the pigs

come early, feed them well, and kill as soon as desirable
in the early winter.

Poultry for Effys.-H. B. Lashor, Ulster
Co, N. Y., writes that he is now managing a hennery
fur the production of eggs and fowls for market. lie

has 300 layers. We shall be glad to hear how our corre-

spondent succeeds.

Corn Shelled or in the Har,—"F.,"
Madora, Iowa. There is always more or less waste in

feeding dry corn either in the ear or shelled. We have
fed corn in the cob with the least waste, when it has been
put into a barrel the day before it was to be fed, and
scalded With boiling water, leaving it to soak until fed.

This plan has been about as cheap as grinding the corn
and feeding raw meal.

Sow-Bujis-Wood-Liee.-A gentleman
from Westchester County, N. Y., came to us with speci-
mens of a depredator, which makes serious trouble in

his garden by attacking Asters, Amaranths, and other
annuals, it being especially fond of Mignonette. The
culprit proved to be what is. in tbia country, popularly
known as ' L sow-bug." It is not an insect, hut a crusta-
cean, and more nearly related to the crab and lobster

than to a " bug" of any kind. It is a species of Oniscus,

usually found under boards and stones, in damp places,

and though we have heard of its being troublesome in

greenhouses, we never knew it to be annoying in the

open border. Oniscus Melius, the wood-louse of England,

is a pest in greenhouses there, especially to orchids.

Tho gardeners in that country rely mainly upon trap-

ping: the animals have a desire to secrete themselves in

crevices, and traps are made by stuffing flower-pots full

of hay, placing two boards together with a small stick,

to separate them, so as to leave a hiding-place, or by

cutting a potato in half, scraping out a portion of the

interior, and placing it cut-tide down upon places they

frequent. If any of our readers have had any experience

with this crustacean, we hope they will give it for the

general good.°
•

Sal-Soda for Manure.—"J. M. A.,"

Huntingdon Co., Pa. Sal-soda, or crude carbonate of

soda of the shops, is of no value as a fertilizer. Common
salt, which is chloride of sodium (sodium in the metal,

the oxide of which is soda), is a far better means of sup-

plying soda to the soil, and is frequently of great value.

We have greatly added to the yield of clover and wheat

by the use of a bushel of salt per acre, but never knew or

beard of any benefit accruing from the use of sal-soda.

Poland China Hogs.- "A. G. F.,"

Warren Co., Iowa. The Poland China, or Magie hogs,

can hardly be called thoroughbred yet, but, notwith-

standing this, they are an excellent race of hogs where
large size is wanted, and probably as good as any for

general use where corn is cheap and heavy pork is sale-

able. They can be procured of any of the breeders

whose names are found in our advertising columns.

"Split Hoofs.'*—"A. G. F.," Warren Co.,

Iowa. Sand crack or u a split hoof" is very difficult of

cure, without entire rest until new horn grows from the

coronet or upper part of the hoof. But light work may
be done if any blacksmith can be got who can put a bar-

shoe upon the foot. When this shoe is put on, the crack

should be cleaned of all dirt or sand, and the edges pared

evenly. At the upper end of the crack a hot iron should

be drawn across the horn in the shape of a V, or a cut

should be made with a sharp knife partly through the
lion, in il.nt cliapo, ao ai) to Boparata til© entire llOm
from that which is cracked. The nail upon each side

of the crack at the bottom of the foot should not be
clenched until some strong, fine wire is wound in figure

S form around them. They should then be clenched so

as to retain the wire in place. When a new shoe is put
on, the same should be repeated, bar-shoe as well, until

the crack grows out altogether.

Sheep Wets.—"W. Y.," Wytheville, W. Va.
The nets used in hurdling sheep are made in England.
We have not the facilities here for making them cheaply

enough. Mr.William Adamson, Gainesville, Pr. William
Co., Ya., writes us that be has imported some for his

own use, and will furnish them to those who want them.

Manure for Clay Soil.—"E. W. C."
After barn-yard manure, the best fertilizer for a clay soil

is probably lime, with clover plowed under after it.

Ifeaitter from Sweet Cream.—"H. B.
O.," Whitinsvillc, Mass. The butter referred to in the

extract sent, and also at page 238 of " Flint's Dairy Farm-
ing," would not be marketable butter by any means, nor
will it retain its flavor long. It is in fact a sort of sweet
cream cheese, white, of delicate but not true butter

flavor, and is not really butter. When we speak of but-

ter, we refer to the article known and sold as butter in

the markets and in daily use, and we know of no method
of making this wiinvert tome mechanical process of agi-

tation as in churning.

Thorough-Pin.—"J. B. D.," Union Co.,
Ohio. The weak points in the largo, heavy Norman
horses are the feet and legs. They arc specially subject

to thorough-pin and other like troubles, and if they arc

cured, the difficulty generally returns as soon as they go
to work again. The proper treatment, however, is lo let

the horse rest, take off the shoes, and let the feet rest

upon soft, level ground, if possible. Use no shoes with
high heel-corks, which, throwing the leg out of line,

strain the sinews and cause wind-galls, thorough-pin and
spavins. Use a Goodenongh shoe when the shoes are
replaced, and bandage the part of the leg with a long
narmw strip of cotton-cloth, and keep it wetted with
cohl water, with tincture of arnica added in the propor-
tion of one ounce to each pint.

"Alfalfa," or Lnccrn.-" M. A. C,"
North T.opeka. It is in vain to try to raise lnccrn (or

the so-called alfalfa), unless the ground is free from

weeds. Then it should be sown early in spring, in drills

9 inches apart, which might be cultivated with a walking

sulky cultivator, by changing the teeth to suit the rows.

In this way it would make a very rapid growth and soon

cover the ground. It should be cultivated every spring

iu the same manner, if the ground is at all weedy.

Sowing Clover and Timothy. —
11 V. W. K.," Union Co., 111. Clover and timothy may be

sown in July. We once had an excellent stand, when
they were sown with a crop of buckwheat on the 13th of

July. On that occasion, 150 lbs. of Peruvian guano, sown
with the seed, no doubt helped the grass and clover.

Feed for Early Spring;.—"C. H.,"

Reno Co., Kan. The best feed for early spring is rye

sown early in the fall. The ground may be prepared

now or next month, and if low, it should be ridged in

narrow lands, not over five paces wide. This will keep

it dry during winter and spring. It may be pastured, and
the ground afterwards plowed for corn.

Horn Ail.—" O. E. S.," Bath, Me. The dis-

ease known as horn ail, is not a disease of the horn at

all, but a general constitutional disturbance, resulting

from various causes, which shows itself by inflammation

of and suppurratiou from the bronchial tubes, and the

nasal lining and sinuses. It is very similar in effect to

what is known as the epizootic in horses. It is probably

better characterized as influenza, or cataarhal fever.

There is much fever, dullness, and heaviness of the

head, with heat around the base of the horns, and gen-

eral distress and suffering. The best treatment is to give

a purge, if the bowels arc constipated, but if there is

considerable looseness, an ounce of aromatic spirits of

ammonia might be given, in a pint of water. The feet

should be bathed copiously in hot water, and the body

should be rubbed briskly with a coarse woolen cloth,

and afterwards clothed with a blanket. If perspiration

and discbarge from the nostrils can be induced, a cure is

begun. To effect this, a bag of scalded chaff should be

hung around the muzzle, and wetted occasionally with

hot water and vinegar. After the bowels are regulated,

two ounces of sulphate of potash may be given night

and morning, until the fever is removed. Good nursing,

plenty of cold wulor, nml soft brim mashes, will finally

bring the animal round again. If the disease is neg-

lected, pneumonia may follow it, and is generally fatal.

It usually follows a hard winter and poor keep.

Soiling- Crops.—" Subscriber," Kendall-
ville, Ind. Without knowing the exact condition of the

soil, it would be difficult to say what would be the best

grasses for a permanent pasture. On a strong, clay loam,

however, it would be safe to sow in August, or early in

September, G quarts of timothy, l>j" bushels (21 lbs.) of

orchard grass, and 1 bushel (14 lbs.) of Kentucky blue

grass. The ground should be made very fine, and should

be rolled after seeding, instead of being harrowed, which
would cover the seed too deeply. In the spring, 6 quarts

of red clover maybe sown upon the list snow. These
grasses may be sown with rye, which may be pastured in

the fall, if sown early, and then be cut for fodder in the

spring. The blue grass will not appear until the third

year, when, if the soil and locality are congenial, it may
in time occupy the ground. Tares or rape may be sown
now for late fall cutting for fodder, or cabbage plants be
set out; these can be purchased very cheaply by the

thousand, or white, yellow or Cow-horn turnips may be

sown, all of which will make valuable fodder crops.

White Leghorn Pullets.—Miss "M.
A. C," Chatanqua Co., N. Y., writes, that her 12 white

Leghorn pullets have laid, in 5 months and 10 days, since

December last, 103 dozen of eggs.

Underground Milk Cellars.—"W.
J. II.," Brady's Bend, Pa. In the Agriculturist of Oc-
tober, 1S73, we gave descriptions, and engravings, of

buildings suitable for milk cellars, to be built in a bank.

Double-Volked EgrgfS.—" A. D.,"Louis-
ville, Ky. The large eggs which contain double yolks
are rarely batched. If properly fertilized and success-

fully hatched, they would doubtless produce twin chick-

ens, or by reason of a mechanical annexation of the

yolks or growing bodies, they could produce malformed
or monstrous chicks. A recent case of this occurred in

Illinois, and is reported in a trustworthy paper. A chicken

was hatched which bad but one head, one neck, one
breast-bone, and then the chicken separated into two
bodies with four legs and four wiugs. The curiously

malformed bird, or birds, was accidentally killed, and
was found to have one heart, liver, and gizzard, but the

intestines split into two about one inch from the gizzard,

and there were two sets of them, one for each body.

This was probably produced from a double-yolked egg.
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Yield oi* Cora in r%ebra*ka.—The
State Board of Agricnlture, of Nebraska, offered a pre*

miiiiu of $.j0 for the best yield of corn in that State in

1873. The premium was awarded to M. M. Nelson, of

Cass Co., whose crop was raised on thirty-live acres of

ground, which was broken two year.-? before. The state-

ment -worn to by the grower was as follows :

Viilt] of corn upon the 35 acres 3,20*2V bushels.

Average yield per acre 91>i" "

Weight of com, per bushel G3 pounds.

Total cost of the crop $106. 26*.

Cost per acre 4.75.

Cost of corn, per bushel Bl
l 10 els.

The variety grown was known by the local name of

Mahogany. The cost is made up of the very reasonable,

or we may say, very low charges of $1.25 per acre for

plowing, 45 cents for planting, $1.80 for cultivating, and

$1.25 for harvesting. We suppose the cars were stripped

from the stalks, which were not " cut up, 11
as is the

method in the Eastern States.

Some I>nii-y Items.—"Subscriber," Col-

orado Territory. The lactometer is not made expressly

for testing milk ; i
f s purpose is simply to test the specific

gravity of a Eqnid. Used alone, it is a very fallible in-

strument, and is calculated to mislead as much as to in-

struct. A cream gauge should be used along Willi it, and

then, in the hands of a skillful and judicious person,

who is able also to use other tests in corroboration of its

disclosures, it may be of some service. Any dealer in or

maker of scientific instruments, or dairy implements,

could furnish a trustworthy lactometer and cream gauge.

We could hardly advise you to purchase at present Short-

horns of pure blood for dairy purposes, with a view to

profit. The cost of cows of a good milking strain would
be such as to preclude any profit, with milk at nine cents

a gallon. At present, this class of stock is held and
dealt in by breeders only, and is therefore scarce. It is

in course of distribution, and by and by, as its nnmbcrs
increase, it will become reduced in price. But it has a

large field to extend over, and until that becomes fairly

occupied, we may expect to sec the best strains of Short-

horns retain a value which places them beyond the reach

of a dairyman. However, it is probable that by search-

ing amongst some of the breeders in Colorado, a young
bull of good character could be picked up which might
be Cl'OSSed Upon Ayrshii'o or extra good llttLlYC cows with

benefit. The Ayrshire and Shorthorn cross has produced

some excellent dairy cows. In selecting a bull for this

purpose, one should be chosen from a heavy milking

dam, and having fine bone, a fine neck, wide chest, a

loose mellow skin, and fine hair; the heavier beef-pro-

dncing qualities may be ignored in a bull for dairy pur-

poses. Butter at 35 cents a pound is more profitable

than milk at nine cents a gallon, in a dairy of good
butter-yielding cows.

Iteceut I>i*?covery of Guano. —

A

short time ago, some extensive beds of guano were dis-

covered in Peru, to the south of the Province of Tara-

psca. An examination of the beds has recently been

made by two surveyors, which were sent out by the Cen-

tral Board of Engineers of Lima, Peru. Their report is

of very great interest, as it shows that several large

beds of guano, of excellent quality, exist in that locality.

Those which have been surveyed, arc estimated to con-

tain nearly eight million tons; one of them alone con-

tains five million tons of fine quality. These fortunate

discoveries not only remove all fear of a present failure

in the supply of guano, but indicate that there are yet

other undiscovered beds in existence, which will provide

a practically inexhaustible supply.

Pencil Borers.—"L. F. M., n Piedmont,
Mo. We doubt if coal oil or any other application will

destroy the borer, when once at work within the tree.

The only sure treatment is to kill the grnb by some me-
chanical means. In the peach districts of Delaware and
Maryland, *' worming is done as soon as the crop is off,

as then there is a plenty of labor at hand. Each person

is provided with a hoc, to remove the earth from the

base of the tree, a strong knife, to cut away the bark and
wood, to find the channel of the borer, and a wire or

whalebone, to pass into the hole, and kill the invader.

As the borer often enters considerably above the base of

the tree, we can not see how coal oil, applied to the

roots, will reach it.

Clean Seed Wheat.—"H. K.," Green
Bay, Wis. Our course to procure seed free from

weeds, is- to go through a portion of the field, and gather

every head of cockle and other weed that could possibly

be harvested along with the wheat. This portion of the

grain should be kept separate from the rest, and thrashed

by itself, and kept.esnrcssly for seed. The usual care-

less habit of throwing the screenings from the grain into

the barn-yard, is the source of a great part of the weeds

upon farms. All such trash should be cither burned, or,

if mixed with light grain,ground,and fed to hogs or fowls.

Old. Brood Marcs. — " Horseman,"
Orange Co., N. Y. There have been many cases of

mares breeding after the age of twenty years. The fa-

mous Lexington was foaled when his dam was twenty-

three years old, and the dam of Dexter now has a foal at

foot, and she is in her twenty-seventh or twenty-eighth

year. The mare Katydid is recorded as having a foal at

twenty-eight years.

Fine Mushrooms.—The finest exhibition

of mushrooms we ever saw, was seen a few weeks ago

at the seed-store of James Fleming, G7 Nassau street.

Ftir size, abundance, and excellent shape, they were
truly remarkable. We learn that they were raised by
Samuel Ilenshaw, gardener to J. C. Green, Esq., New
Brighton, Staten Island, the same successful cultivator,

WhOSe improved Mi^tlOllPll.^wnQmfnllonod laot month.
Mr. II. has a cellar arranged for mushroom growing, and
we hope he will give our readers an account of the

method, which produces such fine results.

Grape Scissors.—There have been sev-

eral contrivances for conveniently picking fruit, without

handling it, but we have
seen none better calcu-

lated to do this than the

scissors invented by S. W.
Valentine, Bristol, Ct. The
stem is cut by the blades
of the scissors, and there

is a spring which holds
the fruit, until it is re-
k-ascd Vy upcnlng me
handles. Grapes, especial-

ly, are much disfigured by
having the bloom rubbed

off by handling, and this will allow the picking to be done

without touching a berry. The engraving shows the

form of the scissors.

Rhubarb and Tomato Wine.—
"N. M. L.," Iowa. Almost any fruit or vegetable juice,

mixed with an equal measure of water, with about

three pounds of sugar to the gallon, and allowed to

ferment, will form an alcoholic liquid. That anything

bearing the remotest resemblance to wine can be made

from either tomatoes or rhubarb, we do not believe. We
have seen many samples, which in the opinion of the

makers were good, but in our opinion very poor stuff.

Breaking Tor Hedge Kows-" C.

C. R.," Barton Co., Kansas. The ground for a hedge

row should be broken in August. The strip broken

should he at least six feet wide, and should be plowed

deeply, with an open furrow in the center. Just before

frost, the ground should be plowed back again, filling

the dead furrow, and turning one more furrow of sod

upon each side. Early in spring, the ground should be

plowed once more, throwing a ridge in the center of the

row, upon which the hedge plants should be planted.

The hedge will thus stand in the center of a ridge, not

less than eight feet wide, and with a deep furrow upon

each side, for drainage. If fire is feared, a fire guard, of

six feet wide, had better be plowed around the fence.

The fence row must be kept well cultivated.

now to Make a Root House-" W.
J.," Reed City, Mich. Full directions for making root

cellars of logs, were given, with illustrations, in the

Agriculturist for October, 1S73, page 3T6.

As to I*icl*les.—''Gardener,' 1 Albany, Ind.

The usual market value of cucumbers for pickles is

about the same all over the country. We have known

but little difference between the prices in New York and

the Western cities; if any, the prices in the West arc

higher. In New York, pickles come to market packed

either in brine or vinegar, in barrels of forty galls, and

half barrels. The barrels hold 1.000, *2,000, or 3,500. ac-

cording to size, and are now worth $14 to $10. The

half barrels hold 500, GOO. S00. or 1.000, and sell for $4.75

^o $G.00. The favorite size arc the smaller ones, of COO

to the half barrel ; these bring $5.50 fit the present time.
The fresh gathered "pickles" arc generally eWffl [o per-
sona who pack them, at $l.£o per 1.000. The packers
put them down in brine, and sometimes keep tttcm two
years, when the demand is dull. The value in Chicago
or St. Louis is about $10 a barrel, generally. An article

on pickles will be found on page 202.

draining- "Sticlcy" Laud.-'J-N.
Z.," West Charlotte, Ohio. Black sticky laud, with a
clay subsoil, would undoubtedly be improved by drain-

ing. Much of the sticky character would probably dis-

appear after it is freed from water, and it would become
looser and mellow. This effect has repeatedly been real-

ized by draining, and it is one of its most marked im-
provements. At all events, it would be safe to experi-

ment upon a strip at the lowest part of the land first.

Disease amongst Lambs.- ('J. E.

G.*" West Falmouth, Mass. We know of no disease

amongst lambs, attended by such symptoms as sore-
ness of the eyes, and swelling or Hie eyelids, un-

less it be what is known as opthalmia. This is accom-
panied with considerable general disturbance of the

system, as shown by a dry, hot mouth, loss of appetite,

and suspension of rumination. The wool feels harsh,

and the lambs keep away from their companions. It is

probably dne to poor keep, and when on a bare pasture,

the flock is exposed to the reflection of light and heat,

from the bare ground. Cold, damp, and exposure to cold
winds, will also produce it. Immediate care is needed,
to avoid ulceration of the eye. which frequently follows

the inflammation. The lambs should be kept up in a dark
stable, and a few drops of a solution of one grain of

chloride of zinc, in an ounce of water, should be syringed

into the eye four times a day. Rags, dipped in a mix-
ture of a pint of water, and two ounces of laudanum,
should be hung, by means of a string, around the head,

so as to cover the eyes. A tea-spoonful of Epsom salts,

dissolved in water, should be given to each lamb, and a

quarter of a pound of linseed-meal daily, would be a help.

Bees.—Some one at Dennisport, Mass., sent

his letter without signing it. Had he given his name,
we should have sent him Mr. Quinby's circular, which
would have answered his a"e=t;™«°

tuo oafry In the North*west.—
"W. S. S.,'" Chatauqua Co., N. Y. There is no risk

whatever as to the onality of the product in dairying, in

cither Kansas Nebraska or Minnesota. The native

grasses of the prairies arc abundant, and produce excel-

lent butter and cheese. We have never seen anywhere

else, than on these prairies, such high-colored or sweeter

flavored butter or richer milk. The very common grass,

with narrow leaves, known as Eouteloua, and which is

frequently mistaken for Buffalo-grass (Buchloe dacfy-

loides), is productive of very rich milk, and the best of"

butter. This grass does not disappear, as the Bnflhlo-

grass does, when the prairie* come to be occupied by

settlers, and it would doubtless furnish the most valu-

able, although rather thin, pasture for a number of years,

if indeed it would not be permanent. The latu- prairie

grass is also nutritious, and gives a heavy crop of hay.

The chief drawbacks are want of water and shelter, but

the first exists only in some localities, and the other will

soon no longer exist. Already there are abundant open-

ings for cheese factories and creameries, and in many
cases tempting inducements arc offered by the farmers

for dairymen to go in and erect factories.

Summer-Fallowing; Prairie.— lt M.
A. C," North Topeka. We would not summer-fallow a

prairie soil that is rich in vegetable or soluble mineral

matter. The chief object of summer-fallowing is to kill

weed's, but. they may be killed without it. Another ob-

ject is to work up and expose a hardly used soil to the

air and weather, to mellow it and improve its condition.

But on a soil that is already in cood condition, yet full of

weeds, it would be just as well to let. the weeds grow,

and plow them under before they blossom. If the

greater part of the seeds can be destroyed, by one or two
plowing? in this way, a great good may be done, and the

land may then be put in fine condiiion for a fall wheat

crop. But we woulA encourage the weeds to grow, and

keep the ground weft covered until it is again plowed,

rather than keep it bare by constant harrowing. A well-

cultivated corn crop -would answer the same purpose.

What is " I*i " ?—" E. W. C." The word
' pi'

1 means a quantity of type scattered irregularly. In

the puzzles on the last pages of the Agriculturist it means

letters out of their proper place in the words, and thus

meaning nothing ; the puzzle is to so re-arrange the let-

ters as to make the words read correctly. This gives

amusement to both children and old folks, and helps to

make boys and girls think quickly
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Health ofFarmers.-The Massachusetts

State Board of Health, in their fourth animal report, Have

a paper upon the sanitary condition of farmers, based

npon the reports of the country physicians throughout

the State. Evidence collected for 28 years past shows

that the average length of the life of a farmer, in that

State, is 65V£ years. This is much longer than that of

any other class of citizens. The class most nearly ap-

proaching farmers, viz. : out-door mechanics live only

52>4 years on an average. But the almost unanimous

opinion is that farmers might live much longer than they

now do by exercising more care in choosing, cooking, and

eatln .; their food, in avoiding overwork and exposure to

change of weather, and the use of foul drinking water.

Their food consists too much of pork, pies, and saleratus

bread, and cakes. The cookery is bad, and meals are

eaten too quickly for good digestion when work hurries.

More vegetables and fruit should be eaten, and more rest

taken. More cleanliness as regards ont-houses, sinks,

acd bark-yards, should be observed, and more care taken

to avoid leaving cess-pools, sinks, atc.
t
nearer a well

than 30 feet at the least.

Sale of Shorthorn*

The sale of the Forest Hill herd, property of J. H.

Spears & Sons, took place at Jacksonville, 111., May 27th,

the forty-three animals bringing $33,000. The boll

Cherub 2d (one year old) was sold to G n. Charles L.

LIppincott for $5,800, the largest price ever pald^for a

yearling bull. The cow Dnchess of Sutherland was sold

to Gen. LIppincott for $1,600, and her bull calf to S. K.

Reigina, Petersburg, 111., for $1,050. These were the

highest prices paid. The purchasers were all residents

of Illinois, Indiana, and Iowa, the majority of the ani-

m ils remaining in Illinois.

It is stated that Mr. Geo. Bobbins, who bid $14,000 tor

the Second Duke of Ilillhurst at Col. King's sale, did not

come to time in making satisfactory "arrangements,"

and the bull remains in Col. King's possession. We
understand that he has refused all offers to purchase

It since.

The joint sale of the shorthorn herds of Messrs. Taylor,

Pickrell, and Elliott took place at Decatur, 111., May 28th.

The Lonans of the Taylor herd sold well, Lonan 6th
(bought by E. W. Miller, LUIIa, 111.) bringing $2,110;
Lonan 4th $1,760 (to J. Nichols of Bloom in^ton. 111.)

;

Lonan 5th $1,300, to Claude Matthews, Clinton, Ind.

;

Lonan 3d $1,100, to Emery Cobb, Kankakee, 111. ; Lonan
8th $1,200, to Edward F. Ills, Springfield, 111. ; Oxford
Duchess, $1,095, to J. Nichols, Bloomimrton, 111. The
Imported bull, British Flag, three years old, sold for only

$530, (cause, bad temper). The cows in the Taylor herd

brought an average of $S50. The Elliott and Pickrell

herd sold at an average of about $300.

NoteB upon other sales will be found npon page 259.

Swindling by Mail.

The mail trade of seedsmen, florists, and the like is

now very large, and though from the nature of flic case

there is more or less delay and lops, yet it is on the

whole a great convenience to dealers, and a great saving

\o purchasers. AmongitsdIsadvanta.es to the dealers

Is the fact that it allows of a considerable amount of

small swindling, and there has grown up a set of knaves

who systematically swindle them. Their mode of

operation is generally to send an order, stating fhat the

money is inclosed. The dealer finds no money, hut the

writer claims that he sent it, and it must have been lost,

that he can ill afford to lose the sum, and appeals to the

sympathy of the dealer, who, rather than have his cus-

tomer suffer, usually sends the goods. These cases have
happened so frequently, that the dealers have c< mpared
notes, and discover that the Bame parties play the same
trick upon the prominent seed and plant dealers all over

the country. The following, from a highly respectable

Beed firm in Rochester, gives an account of the opera-

tions of one of these correspondents, which will serve

as a sample of the rest

:

" Our first experience with this class of 'unfortunates*

was with a party who has bemoaned his misfortunes in

losses of money by mail for several years, with the great-

est steadiness and persistence, and is not yet disheart-

ened ; he has repeatedly been rewarded for his style,

which is ' childlike and bland, 1 by confiding seedsmen
and is not yet satisfied—Mr. Ross A. Bagley, of Big
Creek, Forsyth Co., Ga. Ilis first letters to us claimed a
loss of $10. SO, which, being a man far removed from
money-order offices, and unused to mercantile pursuits,

he had sent us in all confidence ; thin also contained a
proposition that we share his loss, as he was not able to

bear it. We supplied promptly the full amount wo
authorize to he sent by mail at our risk, without regis-

tration, suggesting that his letter might have been regis-

tered at the pu*r-<>ffiee, and we couid do no more. Again

he pleaded, and again was refused , he closed the corre-

spondence with an appeal, from which we quote :
•

! end

the chromo any way, if you sympathize with a poor man,

who wished and tried hard to be u customer. I should

have reiuailed you the money at the star;, if I could have

done so, but it is my misfortune to possess hut few of

this world's goods, therefore I could not possibly afford

it It is not my intention to ask for more than is

right. I do not think the fault lies with you, and if you

can not send the chromos willingly, we will drop the

subject.' Our suspicion was increased by the studied air

of moilesty and confidence expressed in this note, and a

gentleman connected with our house remembered the

name as one that figured in a transaction where a neigh-

bor of ours in the same trade had suffered considerably

from an attack of Bagleyism. We found Mr. Jas Vick

possessing a file of papers in the familiar chirography of

Bagley, and that he had an experience similar to our own.

Seeking further to know the probable extent of the busi-

ness as done by this particirtar individual, we requested

information from other nonseB In the same line, and the

responses came promptly, and of similar tenor. 'Mr.

Ross A. Bagley,' say Messrs. B. K. Bliss & Sons, 'has

favored us with his patronage,' and proceed to give in

detail a repetition of the familiar story of a loss by mail

and a request for remuneration. Peter Henderson & Co.

say that " in 1873 that accomplished rural rascal, Bagley,

of Big Creek,' had found them out, and bitten them, but

not deeply, for which they are duly thankful. Jas. J. H.

Gregory has a matter of a few dollars, for furnishing

Bagley with seeds the last fall and the present month.

We also learn from Reisig & Hexamer that he attempted

to victimize them. It seemed to us that such frequency

of misfortune should not be permitted to remain in ob-

scurity, or a snecess achieved by such effrontery and low

cunning be allowed to continue, and we present this case

as one fit for exposure by the AgiHodtuHd, to which

other specimens of this new pest may he added by our:

selves and other dealers. We do this as a protection to

the trade, by giving timely notice to those who might

otherwise suffer, and also warn any who might hope to

escape detection in the fc ways that are dark and tricks

that are mean,' by the pitiful littleneBsof the act.

Chase Brothers & Woodward.
"Rocke&ttr, N. Y."

» » ~^a^^^^—— « ^ - -

Bee Notes.—Advice to Beginners.

BT M. QUTNBT.

Cattle, while running wild, and receiving no attention

from man, give him but very little towards his support.

But after studying their nature, and cultivating it, he

has from them, in addition to the hide and tallow, many
of our choicest luxuries — milk, butter, and cheese.

Bees, in their wild state, furnish wax, bee-bread, and a

little honey mixed with it. With the same attention to

their cultivation, that we give our cattle, we can improve

their products equally as well. Cattle thrive and grow

when running wild; so do bees, in their native state;

but such thrift satisfies only those who are ignorant of

what may be done. Such persons maintain that the

nearer we follow nature, t lie more certain we are of suc-

cess ; but it must be admitted that this course is not

always satisfactory. Fruit will grow without assistance

from man. We prune, to allow light, heat, and circula-

tion of air, our object is not to prolong the life of the

tree, but to promote the production of fruit. So with

fl!f"iiK

TRACK OP THE MOTH-WORM.

bees; for the greatest success, attention must be given
to a thousand little details, that have been too much
neglected; and the person that judiciously aitends to

the greatest number of these, will succeed the oest.

Since the introduction of the Italian bees, it has been
discovered that they drive off the moth worm, much
more effectively than the black bee. Yet when these are

not very strong, considerable inroads are often made
upon them, and much time is consumed in mending up
mutilated comb, and replacing brood that has been de-

stroyed, makii.g all the difference between a handsome
profit, and nothi Jg at all. Iu such case, the person who
knows nothing of bees, would complain that they did
not p iy, just as he would if he took no care of his cattle,

and expected a first-rate yield of milk, butter, and
cheese. We should understand that the moth, having a
burthen of eggs to deposit, seeks a place for them, and
finds it, usually in some weak hive, and that the young,
when they hatch out, will take the sustenance near at

band. Wax-comb is their natural food. The moth is

active in a temperature so cool, that bees wxposed to it

will move but little, but creep close together, for mutual
warmth, leaving a part of the combs bare. There the

eg-_'s of the moth will be deposited. As soon as the

weath r la warm enough for a few days, or the air is

warmed 1)y the bees, these eggs hatch. No mature moth
lives through the winter. The egg or the worm will live

in a moderate temperature, and mature iu warm weather.

When the female has her eggs ready, they must be de-

posited somewhere. If every hive is strong enough
with bees, to cover the combs, they will not be allowed
inside. In such a case, the eggs are left near the en-

trance of the hive, in some crevice, or where the bees, in

passing over them, will attach some of them to the little

pellets of pollen on their legs, and being small, they are

packed with it in the cells. When the hive is warm,
there is where they hatch first. Some persons have
imagined that the moth, when it can rind no other place

to deposit eg'^s, visits flowers covered with farina, and
leaves them, trusting to the bees to convey them to the

hive with the pollen. I have not room to give all the

indications of this, but I hope closer observation will

decide whether it be so or not. Iu the humid atmos-

phere of the cluster in the hive, the motbs' eggs hatch.

If there is brood enough to consume most of the pollen,

as brought in, the worms, as they hatch, are carried out,

and little harm is done. The worm, when not removed,
commences eating the waxen comb that surrounds it,

making a passage large enough for its body, and spin-

ning a silken gallery, inside of which it travels. When
the colony is moderately strong, and the brood of the

bee has changed to chrysalis, and is sealed over, the

head of the bee's chrysalis does not touch the sealing,

by near an eighth of an inch. Over the heads of these
bees the worm travels, consuming the sealing and ends
of cells, and spinning the gallery, to flerend itsetr from
the bees. Now is the time to assist the bees, before the
worm has matured. Without the movable comb-hivo,
nothing of the kind can be done. When the worm has
its growth, and has destroyed perhaps a thousand cells,

and maimed or killed as many bees, it leaves the combs,
and spins a cocoon, in which to repose for a fortnight or
so, to change from a crawling worm to a winged insect.

They may be found in crevices around the bottom, or
outside, which are often not large enough to admit their

body, though they seem to have no difficulty in biting

away any soft wood, tiil the dimensions suil them. Not
one moth ought to be .llowed to mature, to lay eggs for

a future progeny. Take advantage of their helplessness
now, and destroy them. When allowed to arrive at this

state, we have neglected one of the advantages of the

movable comb-hive, and of the new method of applying
smoke to keep the bees quiet. Examination should have
been made long before this. In the middle of some warm
day, when most of the bees are at work, quietly take on*

the tup of the hive; have the smoke ready, of course ; the

day may not be so very fine, and you will find necessity

of using it more ; take off boxes, if any are in the way

;

set them down, to prevent crushing the bees;

now take out the combs, until you find sealed

brood. If necessary, put on glasses, to be able

to look closely, and if worms are at work, you
will see a mark much like that shown in the

engraving. With the noint of a sharp knife,

pick this off till you c< me to the worm, which
is to be dispatched. Perhaps it is not half it*

full size yet, and half the mischief it would do
is warded off. I expect ladies to do this more
effectually than those of the other sex. wlo
are in the habit of doing what they think a

nobler work. It is a small matter to kill a

moth worm ; so it is a small matter to save a
kerne! of tvhe&t. An accumulation of small

matters Is iii:;Mir*ant. When the hive has but

little hct. v and the moth's eggs hatch near

the botton -,f the cell, the worm bites it*

way through the center of the comb, crowd-

ing the young bees outward, which does

not immediately destroy their life; but fhc worm, in

spinning its gallery, attaches its web to legs, wings,

etc., ot trie ijee, holding it so that it can not leave

the cell whei. it has matured. They may be seen with

their heads protruding, unable to emerge. As such beea

arc worthless when helped out carefully, it Is well to cut

them out, and find and destroy th worm er worms.
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Strong stocks only me safe. I will not repeat now all

me directions for securing strong stocks, but only add
tliat every worm, small or great, should be thoroughly

'r-ushud whenever found, and one point towards strong

stocks 1b gained.

Cabbages as a Field Crop.

The value of the cabbage as food for stock

is rarely considered. Yet as a fodder crop to

be consumed" in summer when the freshness of

the pastures is past, or as green winter fodder

for young stock, fattening sloek, milk cows or

sheep, we know of none better. The value of

the cabbage as compared with other fodder,

known to be of the greatest excellence, may be
seen by the following statement of the compo-
sition of the various substances here mentioned :

for instance, there is in 1,000 parts of

Water. Ash. Pot- Lime. Phos- Soda. Mag-
ash. phor.c lesia.

acid.

Green clover 800 13.1 4.G 4.6 1.3 0.5 1.6

Green peas 815 13.7 5.6 S.9 1.8 — 1.1

b ugar beet roo I s 816 i8.0 4.0 0.5 1.1 0.3 0.7
" leaves 840 6.5 1.9 0.G 0.3 1.6 0.7

Cabbage 833 12.1 6.0 1.9 2.0 0.5 0.1

Considering the excess of phosphoric acid,

which is the most valuable of all the con-

stituents of the ash, the cabbage is seen to be
quite equal to sugar beets as a fodder, while this

excess gives to it a special value for young and
growing or milking animals.

Again if we compare the amount of valuable

organic matter contained in clover and cabbage,

we find the following, wfe., in 100 parts of

Fut.

'"lover

' ^abbnge

Albuminoids Carbo-hydrates.
Water, orjieshform- orfatformers,

era.

80 3.3 7.7

89 1.5 6.3

Crude
Jiber.

2.0

1.0

Thus although cabbage is not so nutritious as

elover, yet the large amount of water it con-

tains makes it a valuable fodder for winter

when given with dry food, and it contains a

very small portion of crude indigestible matter.

it is, however, considerably more nutritious

than turnips. The carbo - hydrates consist

mainly of starch and gum. These substances

are largely consumed in the respiratory process

and help greatly to maintain the natural heat

of the animal. As a winter food, therefore,

'he cabbage is seen to possess a high value, being

superior to turnips and only slightly inferior

to clover. From our own experience with it

we consider it the very best food for ewes pre-

vious to ani after lambing, as it causes a

arge flow n milk; and also far better than

turnips, be:_.i'> no cutting is necessary and
there is no Jf.jger of choking. The same
advantages apply to it as feed for milk cows.

For its culture considerable previous prepara-

tion is necessary and for a crop for next sea-

son it is nc„ too early now to begin to prepare

the seed-Veil. One great advantage of this

crop is that a succession may be grown and an
early crop may be ready for use in August, at

which time it will be found of the greatest value

for cows that are in milk. For this early crop

the plants must be grown in the fall and win-
tered over in cold frames. The bed for the

plants should be chosen in a dry, warm, shel-

tered place, and the soil should be carefully

dug over with the spade or the fork, and made
fine and mellow, and rich with well-rotted

manure. For each acre of crop a bed of two
square rods will be sufficient, upon which space

one pound of seed should be sown. Drill

sowing will be found more convenient thin

broadcast, as it will be necessary to keep the

bed clear from weeds and the hoe can be used

betwpen the drills. The seed should not be

sown until the end of August or early in Sep-

tember. We have found the large Drumhead
the best for this early crop, as it is very hardy
and upon rich ground comes forward quickly

in the spring and grows to a large size. Heads
weighing twenty pounds and over are not un-

common in a field of this variety. When the

plants are about four weeks old it is best to

transplant them to the spaces between the drills,

by which they are checked in their upward
growth and make more stocky plants with

more spreading roots. The frames may be

made by placing boards upon their edges be-

tween the rows about four feet apart, and nail-

ing strips to hold each pair of boards together.

The strips may be nailed about three or four
feet apart, and loose boards laid between the

strips to complete the covering. The loose

boards may be removed during the days when
the weather is not too severe, to give light and
air to the plants. Upon very cold nights straw

or coarse hay may be heaped upon the frames
for protection.

The ground for this crop may be a corn or

oat stubble plowed in the fall and manured
well with ten to twelve two-horse loads of fine

manure directly upon the plowed ground. The
soil and manure should be mixed by a thor-

ough harrowing or working with the cultivator,

and then lightly cross plowed and left rough
until spring. In spring, as early as possible,

the ground should be harrowed level and
marked out into rows three feet apart. A dress-

ing of 200 pounds of fine bone-dust, superphos-

phate of lime, or guano spread in the rows will

be found of great benefit. The plants should be

set out two feet apart in the rows,and if troubled

with the flea they should be dusted over with
fine dry-slacked lime or soot. Clean cultivation

is needed. A later crop may be made from
plants sown in a hot-bed in March and planted

out in May and June. For this crop we have
found the Early Winningstadt an excellent

variety, and growing to a good size. The late

crop will be raised from seed sown in an
open bed in May and planted out in July, and
the Marblehead Mammoth or the Drumhead
are probably the best varieties. If a piece of

clover sod c*an be plowed and well manured
early in this month, it will pay to purchase

plants from the seedsmen if they have not

been prepared at home. A good clover sod

turned under has yielded us an excellent crop,

and we have also raised a good crop by plant-

ing cabbages between the hills of corn and
working them with the hoe. For these late

crops and such a catch crop as that raised with

corn we have found Peruvian guano or fish

guano the best fertilizer. With a small hand-

ful of fish guano with every plant we have

raised some good cabbages in a cornfield ; but

where a piece of ground can be specially de-

voted to them it will be found the best, although

where it can not be had we would by all means
raise what we could in every available spot,

either with the corn or in vacant spaces

amongst the potatoes. Over 7,000 plants rnay be
raised upon an acre, and if by careful cultiva-

tion and liberal manuring heads of an average
weight of six pounds only are grown, there will

be twenty tons of most excellent and healthful

fodder. Such a crop is by no means beyond
the range of probability where the proper
attention is given. We know of few crops
which return a greater value for the labor ex-

pended, and it is one which stands heat and
drouth better than turnips and equally well

as mangels.

Ogden Farm Papers.—No. 53.

I have had an unusual amount of correspon-
dence lately concerning land drainage, and
there is evidently a decided revival of interest

on the subject among farmers in various parts

of the country—enough to justify a repetition

of some points which are to be found in detail

in the books on draining.

To begin with, there is no special charm in

burned clay which will make wet land dry, and
poor land rich, by the mere effect of its being

buried a certain number of feet below the sur-

face. In fact, the material in itself has nothing

whatever to do with the effect of a drain, so

long as it remains good. What is needed is an
open channel, at the proper depth, through
which water can find its way ; having a con-
tinuous fall, so that it will be easier for the

water at every point to run off through the

opening than to soak away into the ground

;

and placed at a sufficient depth to leave enough
dry soil above it for crops to grow to the best

advantage. If such a channel exists it makes
no difference what means, have been used to

obtain 4t. While it exists and is kept open from
end to end, it will answer all the purposes of a
good drain, whether it is made of tiles, of stone-

work, of gravel, of plank, of brush, or of any
other material. A drain made by a mole-plow,

so long as it remains a drain, is just as effective

as though it were laid with the best tiles.

The considerations which should decide us
in selecting the kind of drain to be used are

cost and durability. The best, and in the end
the cheapest, drain—where tiles are accessible

at reasonable cost—is one properly laid with a
good quality of small round tii-^, im..;>*g n^n.pa

or sleeves to keep the pipes in line, and to in-

crease the facility of entrance of the water.

Such a drain is practically indestructible, and
should last as long as the land itself. Where
good gravel can be had on the farm, an excel-

lent drain may be made by digging a narrow
ditch and filling it to a depth of six or eight

inches with gravel from which all stones over

an inch in diameter and all fine dirt have been

carefully screened. A drain made in this way
will last almost indefinitely, and will be com-
paratively inexpensive. Brush laid in the bot-

tom of a wider ditch, well tramped down, and
covered with inverted sods before the earth is

thrown in, will often last for many years and
do good service. Poles and board trunks are

also pretty good.

Stones are a favorite material, and it is pos-

sible to make a good and permanent drain with

them—but they have the disadvantage of being

very costly. It is a quite common opinion that

tiles are more expensive than stones. I should

say that wherever the smallest tiles can be laid

down on the farm for $50 per thousand feet it

will bo cheaper to use them than to use stones,

although these may be immediately at hand.

A ditch for a tile-drain requires certainly not

more than three-fifths as much digging and
back filling as one for a stone drain, and the

cost of collecting, handling, and placing the

stones will usually be nearly if not quite as

great as the cost of tiles— it is often more. Be-

cause the stones are procured and put in place

without the actual outlay of cash, the expense

is not always felt ; but if it does not cost money,

it does cost money's worth, and it would often

be an economy to work out by the day and use

the wages to buy tiles rather than to spend so

much labor in hauling, preparing, and hand-

ling stones.

Good gravel, prepared as above stated, is often
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cheaper than tiles, and it is be ter than stones.

In making stone drains there is a preference

in favor of using broken or small stones rather

than to lay what is called a " French " drain,

or a drain with an eye, because the latter re-

quires the water to flow over an earth-floor,

which it washes more or less according to the

character of the soil, often undermining and

displacing the stones which form the eye, or

washing earth away from one place to deposit

it in another to form an obstruction. Further-

more, surface water often breaks through from

the top of the drain, carries dirt and rubbish

into the channel to choke it, and helps to dis-

arrange ihe stones. In using any other material

than tiles, it is better to have a drain through

which the water will trickle, than one through

which it will run in a copious stream. This is

the reason why a drain made with gravel or

small stones is better than one made with large

stones. It is better because less liable to become
disturbed and made useless. One obstruction

makes all the drain above it useless—often

worse than useless—from the water accumu-

lated in the upper part of the drain breaking to

the surface at the obstructed point, and making
a considerable tract springy and unfit for the

production of good crops.

Another point connected with the draining

of land often receives less attention than it

merits1
. So much is said and thought about

under-draining that there is too much disregard

of the less important surface draining. Some
soils are so tenacious that, no matter how well

they may be underdrained, they will not allow

the water of heavy or long-continued rains to

pass through them so rapidly as it should do.

in an sucn cases mere snould. be surface gutters

—more or less wide—to allow surface waste to

pass off at once. These gutters should be al-

ways kept in grass, in order that the ground
may not be worn away by the current

It may be accepted as a principle that all

farming land should be freed from the presence

of excessive moisture beneath, and of surface

water at the top. This is absolutely necessary

to the economical cultivation of anything but

rice and cranberries. At the same time, the

work may be done much more cheaply than is

usually supposed, and the exercise of a little

common-sense will show that the desired result

may be obtained more directly, more simply,

and more cheaply than by the course often

adopted. Many think that they must skirmish

with soil water, coax it to run where it is not

inclined to, circumvent it, attack it with " her-

ring-bone " drains or " gridiron " drains, or ap-

ply some other " scientific " means to get rid

of it. In draining, as in everything else, the

scientific way is the simple, straightforward,

practical way. The end to be accomplished is

to take water from where it does harm, and

lead it to where it can do no harm, and the

natural law on which the whole process is

based is this : Water runs down hill, and straight

down the steepest slope of the hill. Conse-

quently, if we wish to remove the water from

a certain tract, we should not carry it diagon-

ally, nor indirectly across the slope of the

ground, but straight down the steepest descent,

just where it would run had it its own choice.

It is often required to collect the water of a

number of lateral drains and lead it toward a

convenient outlet, and to do this by following

a line diagonal to the slope of the land, but the

laterals themselves—the real drains—should run

in the direction in which the water itself would
run were it flowing over the surface. The
reason for this is that this is the natural way

for it to flow, and that if the drain is laid in

this direction, the tendency of the water will be

to follow it—while if another direction is taken,

the tendency of the water will be to leave the

drain and seek the more direct fall. If the

land is made wet by a spring, the proper plan

is, not to go around Robin Hood's barn to cut

the spring off, but to " hit him straight in the

eye." Take the spring where it i3 and as it is,

and tap it at the point where it accumulates all

its water—then its entire removal will be cer-

tain. Any other course will be more expensive

and less effective. Springy hill-sides must be

treated on the same principle : strike straight

and deep into the water-bearing stratum, and
give the water an easier and lower vent than it

finds at the surface, then carry it by the most
direct route to the bottom of the hill.

To drain a wet place of a few rods, it is not

necessary to underlay it with a cobweb of

drains; one drain cut quite across the whole

width of the wet ground will often prove suffi-

cient. It is nne of the sources of expense in

draining that too many drains are made. As
a rule, if the complete and thorough drainage

of the whole land is not needed (and often it is

not), and if it is the chief object to bring the

soil into good grass-bearing condition, the best

course will be to drain the wet spots by as few

drains as will do the work, to tap all springs

which it is desired to get rid of, and to arrange

for the complete removal of all surface water.

Of course, the complete and thorough drainage

of the whole land often is necessary. It was
necessary at Ogden Farm, and the whole place

is underlaid with tile drains, four feet deep, and
forty feet apart ; there are over thirteen miles

of them. When work is to be done on this

scale, the owner will take more comprehensive
advice than could be given in a newspaper
article ; but it seemed probable that a few hints

for men who do their own engineering, and
much of their own work, would be as useful

as anything that the past month and its letters

have suggested.

The cost of tile draining—which for many
reasons is the best wherever it is practicable

—

can not be exactly stated, for much, of course,

depends on the character of the soil and on
prices. In fair, solid clay, where not more
than one-half the earth has to be loosened with

the pick, a first-class tile-drainer, with proper

tools, will dig, lay, and back-fill five rods per

day, 4 ft. deep, 14 inches wide at the surface,

and from 2 to 3 inches wide at the bottom.

He takes out 45 cubic feet of earth for each rod

of drain. An ordinary laborer would insist on
a much greater width of ditch, (with ordinary

tools he would need it), and if the drain were

to be made with stones, a greater width would
be necessary. Such a workman making a ditch

for stones, say 4 feet deep, 24 inches wide at

the surface, and 16 inches wide at the bottom,

would throw out 110 cubic feet of earth for

each rod of drain. The cost of twice handling

the extra 65 feet of earth would be generally

enough to pay for tiles, unless the location were
very remote from a factory ; it would often be

much more than enough. The relative differ-

ence is equally great in making drains only

3 feet deep.

One other matter in which it is common to

make a mistake, is in the size of tiles used. If

of good form, and with well-fitting collars, 1J-

inch tiles, laid with a fall of six inches in 100

feet, are ample for the removal of the rain-fall

on an acre of land, and—to skip intermediate

details—6-inch tile is sufficient for 40 acres. Of i

course, spring water (which is the rain-fall on

other land brought underground to ours) wiii

affect this rule, but less than is often supposed.

Now and then, by way of encoura
, ment, I

look back over the history of some of our Jer-

sey cattle investments, and trace the directions

in which particular strains of blood have been

disseminated. Here is an instance : In tha

winter of 1867-8 we bought from Mr.Hartman
Kuhu, of Philadelphia—together with some
others—a young heifer to come in the next

summer with her first calf. The price paid

was $350. She arrived here safely, and did

well. Her first calf was a bull, and in those

days we did not consider a bull calf worth

raising. The next (1869) was a heifer, Nora

;

the next (1870) a bull, Nebuska, used here as a
yearling, then sold for $200, and went to Mis-

sissippi. In August of that year Nelly was sold

for $750, and went to Massachusetts. In 1871

Nora had a heifer calf, Noreina ; in 1872 a bull,

Norajah, sold for $100, and went to Connec-

ticut ; in 1873 a heifer, Donora, sold for $175,

and went to Tennessee ; in 1874 a heifer, Bel-

nora. In 1873 Noreina had a bull calf, Belnor,

sold for- $100, and went to Jefferson County,
N. Y. She will be due to calve again in a few
days. Nelly, Nora, and Noreina have always

been very profitable from the time of first

calving. The sales named above amount to

$1,325, and we have still on hand Nora,

Noreina, and IJelnora. This result, in a little

more than six years, from an investment of

$350, is satisfactory. We have others whose
report would be quite as favorable.

This number will reach its readers too late

for the beginning of the haying—too late for

the bulk of it, where farmers understand their

best interests—but there will still be a great

breadth to be rut, and it is not too late for the

repetition of an oft-made suggestion—which I

repeat, because my own experience has con-

vinced me of its great value. There is but one
best way of doing anything, and the best way
to make hav is the following, or if it is not,

pray let us have information as to a better one :

1. Start the mowing machine after five o'clock

in the afternoon, and do no cutting after the

dew is off of the grass in the morning. 2. On
the first clear morning after the cutting, but
not until the dew is well off, start the hny-ted-

ding machines^as many of them as can be got
hold of—and keep them going without unnec-
essary intermission until the last lock is hauled

into the barn, or until the dew begins to fall in

the evening. The more constantly the hay is

stirred the better it will cure. 3. Begin haul-

ing early enough on this same day to get all

that has been cut safely into the barn or stack.

By this process the crop will be put in in the

best possible conditiou, and though it may look

too green it will be quite safe to keep (if it has
been well stirred), and will "spread " better than
if made by any longer process. Should rain

follow the evening cutting, no harm will be
done, for the grass will not have its nutritious

parts kached out until it has first been wilted.

Carriage and Pigeon House.

"A Subscriber" asks for a plan for a car-

riage-house with an apartment above for fancy

pigeons. Ws give herewith a plan with eleva-

tion of a building adapted for these purposes.

Fig. 1 shows the elevation of the buildir~

which has a carriage-house and stable f' .wo

horses below, a hay-loft above, and a pigeon-

house above the loft, An alighting board run?
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around the outside of the pigeon-house above

the roof of the loft, and a ventilating cupola

—CARRIAGE AND PIGEON HOUSE.

is placed upon the top. The arrangement of

the interior of the stable is shown in fig. 2, and
that of the pigeon-house in fig. 3. The nest-

N
L

Fig. 2.—PLAN. Fig. 3.—SECTION.

boxes are ] .laced upon shelves around the walls,

a:d a trap-door in the floor near the wall gives

access from the hay-loft.

Natural Pastures,

We recently had the pleasure of visiting a

farm in Litchfield County, Ct., where a large

portion of the pasture land luul never been

plowed. There was at least one hundred acres,

containing a good variety of soil and exposure,

that had received no care from the hand of

mm since the forest was cleared off a hundred

or more years ago. Some of it was hilly and
strewn with boulders, some quite smoolh and
available for the plow, and other portions

moist and covered with coarse grasses and
rushes. The present owner and manager is

t-ighty-five years of age, and has been in pos-

session for sixty years, and one of his hobbies

is natural pastero He has followed the rais-

ing of Devon cattle and Merino sheep nearly
~7. liile iii'e, and these have been the impor-

tant -lops sold from the farm. The pasture

retain, ill the natural grasses that originally

grew up \ the soil. The surface mold formed
by the detay of the leaves and stumps of the

forest has never been disturbed or exhausted
by tillage. The annual crops of grass have
been consumed by sheep and cattle, and the

most of the manure has been left upon the soil.

The raising of cattle to sell for stock has this

advantage over dairying. The cattle are left

in the pasture through the summer, while the

cows are brought -I P to the milking yard at

pight, and at least one half of the manure Is

left 1a tk« }%ii. Sbeep tie i& tie pastures

through the season, and their manure is quite

evenly distributed. If there is any excess in

any part it is upon the high ground and hill-

tops, to which they generally resort at night,

or when they are lying down. The portions of

the pasture that are most exposed to washing
and most likely to be poor receive the largest

share of manure. The result of this treat-

ment, in this case at least, is a complete vin-

dication of the policy of keeping the plow
out of land devoted to pasture. Everywhere
there is a thick, heavy sod, and a good bite

of grass, even upon the driest hill-top.

There has been an increase in the capacity of

the pasture to carry stock, and the feed is

better now than it%vas sixty years ago. This
man has attained a result by simple grazing

with sheep and cattle, which others attain by
expensive plowing, cultivating, and heavy
manuring. May not the multitude of emi-

grants who are clearing away the forests in

the new states and territories leam something

from the experience of this old farmer ?

After the forest is cut away, and the trees

and brush are burned, there is no need of

raising wheat and corn several years to pre-

pare the way for the grasses. If the grasses

are not already there, the seed would catch

readily upon the soft mold and ashes after

the burning. The stumps would remain for

a time, but they would not be in the way of

sheep and cattle as they are in the way of

the plow and the reaper. They would go to

decay in a few years, and this decay might

be hastened by burning after they were

thoroughly dry. The ashes and mold would
add to the riches of the soil and the luxuri-

ance of the grasses. The thick,- heavy sod,

thus formed at little cost, would be a better

investment than any bank or railroad stock.

The cashier would Hot default. It could not

be stolen. It could not be burned up. It

would declare dividends while there were

sheep and cattle to graze it, and a man to

watch the herds and flocks. From what we
have seen here and in other grazing districts

of these natural pastures, we are convinced

that a great deal of labor is worse than

wasted in putting cleared forest lands into

grass. Connecticut.

Fig. 2.—BIT.

tempts to carry the tongue out over or under
it, it is turned, and prevents the movement.
There can not possibly be any lolling of the
tongue in this case- Both of these bits are

made by Joseph Baldwin & Co., 254 Market
street, Newark, N. J.

Binders for Sheaves.

The ordinary bands for binding sheaves are

both wasteful of grain and time. A band that

is ready-made, and which can be fastened in-

1.—SHEAF-HOOK.

stantly and tightly, would be a great conve-
nience. For binding corn it would be a great
boon. We here illustrate two methods of mak-
ing bands which are used by French farmers,

and which would be found useful to us, inas-

much as they are easily made, quickly fastened,

and hold the sheaves securely. Figure 1 shows
the hook, which is best made of malleable cast

Fig. 2.—SHEAF BOUND.

iron. A cord is passed through the hole, and
is knotted at each end. To bind a sheaf, the

cord is passed around it and over the hook at

the back, drawn tight, and then passed once

around the tongue of the hook, and finally

along the groove, and tucked in firmly between
the straw and the hook, leaving the knotted

end hanging loose. To unbind the sheaf, the

Lolling of the Tongue.

We have had rnany inquiries as to a form of

bit, best calculated to prevent lolling of the

tongue in horses, and

we now illustrate two
kinds of bits, that are

well designed to pre-

vent this disagreeable
Fig. 1—bit. habit The pr incipie

upon which they are made, is to prevent the horse

from getting his tongue over the bit. If this is

prevented, the tongue is seldom thrust out at

the side of the mouth. Figure 1 shows a bit,

having an attachment

at the upper side, and

an extra ring, by
which it is kept in its

proper position. The

tongue can not pos-

sibly be got over this

bit. But we have oc-

casionally seen a horse

which would thrust the tongue out beneath

the bit. For such a rare case, the bit shown
at figure % is provided. The plate upon this

hit iwiaga readily, and. whether tk« horn at-

Fig. 3.—SHEAF-BINDER.

knotted end is pulled and the tie is loosened

instantly. Figure 2 shows the sheaf bound
with this tie. Figure 3 shows another and
more simpie tie, which is a long, narrow hook
of stout wire, made with an eye at the end of

the shank. This is attached to a cord knotted

at both ends and at various places near that

end which is distant from the hook. When

Fig. 4.—WIRE SHEAF-HOOE.

used, the cord is drawn tight round the sheaf

and slipped into the hook, which holds the

knot fast. Figure 4 shows another form of

this tie, the catch for which may be ma'le of

strong wire, siwb m it use4 f#r foscei,
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Dutch (or Holstein) Cattle.

The engravings on this page are portraits of

a Dutch bull and cow which took the first pre-

mium at the New York State Fair of 1873 ; they

are the property of Gerrit S. Miller, Esq., of

Highland Farm,

Peterboro', N. Y.

The bull, Rip Van
Winkle, was im-

ported in his dam
in 1869, and is now
four years old. The
cow, Crown Prin-

cess, was imported

from West Fries-

iand in the same

year, and is now
eight years old.

Her yield of milk

in one day in 18T1

was 74A lbs., or

about 3-4 quarts,

and her average

yield per day for

six months was 504

lbs., or about 23

quarts per day. Her
feed was nothing

but pasture during

June, July, and

August of this pe-

riod. Mr. Miller

feeds his cows in spring six quarts of grain daily,

and in fall and winter four quarts daily. We
assume that this cow had the usual allowance

during the other months than those mentioned,
although we have not been informed as to that.

We are glad to have the opportunity of pre-

senting the portraits of these two animals, be-

cause they are types of a breed of great intrinsic

value and of great importance to our own dairy

interest. The dairies of Holland have had a

wide reputation for many years, and the Dutch

butter and cheese have long been celebrated for

their excellence. The Dutch cattle for genera-

tions back have

been bred especial-

ly for their dairy

qualities, but at the

same time their

large frames, well

covered with flesh,

have rendered them
moro than fair beef-

producing stock.

Some of the best

qualities of the now
fashionable Short-

horns have been

derived from the

blood of the short-

horn Dutch cows.

The rich pastures

of the alluvial fields

of Holland have

helped during all

these years to build

up a race of fine

dahy cows prolific

of milk, butter, and
cheese, and which
when they have be-

come no longer profitable for the dairy quickly
take on fleshand fat.and yield an excclleutquali-
ty of beef. The color of these cattle is white and
black, their frames are large and well covered
with flesh, their skin is fine, soft, and mellow,
their constitutions are hardy and robust, they

possess the favorite points of dairy animals, are

apt and hearty feeders, and arrive at an early

maturity. Recently a bull of this breed was

slaughtered in Philadelphia, and dressed over

1,600 pounds net weight of the choicest beef,

portions of which sold in the market for fifty

PKIZE DUTCH OR HOLSTEIN BULL.

cents a pound. The Dutch cattle, then, may
claim to be considered as first-class dairy ani-

mals and as respectable beef ?tock.

But it is as dairy stock we propose to con-

sider them, and here condense from a commu-
nication pent us by Mr. Miller the following

remarks in reference to the comparative excel-

lence of the Dutch and Ayrshire cows as sst

forth by Dr. E. L. Sturtevant in a recent lec-

ture before the Vermont Dairymen's Associa-

tion, already alluded to in a previous number
of the Agriculturist. It is admitted by Dr.

Sturtevant that the cream of the Dutch cow's

- - : ; .

••

FH1ZE DUTCH OK HOLSTEIN COW.

milk rises more quickly than that of the Ayr-
shire cow's milk. Mr. Miller therefore claims

that, as a butter cow, the Dutch should stand

before the Ayrshire of a butter family even.

Further, referring to the experiments of Dr.

Sturtevant as to the keeping qualities of the

butter of cows of various breeds, in which pats

of butter were placed in a warm cupboard near

a steam heater, and their behavior under these

unfavorable circumstances noted, he says

:

"There was one sample of Dutch butter, one
of Guernsey, seven of Jersey, and two of Ayr-

shire; a few days

later another pat of

Ayrshire butter was
added. The Guern-

sey butter was very

high colored ; melt-

ing point 99°; had
an oily rather than

waxy look, but was
very attractive; it

molded in spots in

about a month.

The Jersey butters

in about seven

weeks were all

slightly rancid ; one

sample lost its color

in spots, the white

spots left resem-

bling tallow in colqr

and taste ; no butter

flavor. The Ayr-

shire butters had
lost all flavor, were

poor, very poor,

but scarcely rancid.

The Dutch sample

the best preserved of the lot. This is another

proof of the Dutch outranking the Ayrshire as

a butter cow. The keeping quality of butter

is certainly an important item in determining

its value. "As for the cheese qualities of the

Dutch cow, if her cream and milk are so readily

mixed, by stirring, it would give our cheese-

makers but little trouble to secure the cream in

the curd, as it is their custom to keep the

night's milk in gentle motion to prevent the

rising of cream. When comparing the Ayr-
shire and Dutch as dairy cows, it should be re-

membered that the Ayrshire has had a com-
paratively thorough

trial in the best

dairy districts of

this country, and
has been bred and
improved here for

many years ; while

with the Dutch im-

provement is just

beginning. So far

as my experience

of four or five years

goes, the Dutch
have proved them-

selves equal to any,

and are surpassed

by no other dairy

stock in the worl 3.

Not only is their

yield of milk large,

but the average

proportion of cream

it contains I have
found to be at least

16 per cent." It

would seem that

Mr. Miller makes

out a strong case for his favorite breed, and the

reputation of these cows in their native country

will go far to support him in his claims. It

can not be doubted that there is a large open-

ing amongst our dairies for the introduction of

cattle of such excellence as the Dutch cows.
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Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 127.

I had a visit the other day from four of the

agricultural students at Cornell University. I

enjoyed it very much. They were so genuinely

enthusiastic and so anxious to learn. They got

into the underdrains, examined the surface soil

and subsoil, looked at the stones, the weeds,

the crops, the fences, the implements, machines,

horses, harness, whippletrees, pigs, sheep,

grades, thorough-breds, lambs, and wool. It

made me feel ten years younger to talk to such

bright boys. One of them spent his last vaca-

tion on Dr. Hexamer's farm. Don't tell me
that we have no young men who love farming,

or that there is no call for agricultural colleges.

There is a chance for Cornell to do something

for agriculture yet. These young men speak

highly of Mr. Roberts, the new professor of

agriculture. I believe Mr. Cornell has always

wished to give agriculture a leading position in

the University. I hope he will yet do so.

" You have been predicting better times for

farmers," said the Deacon, "but I don't seem

to see them. Winter wheat looks miserable.

Clover has been badly winter-killed. Old

meadows are far from promising. The weather

this spring has been cold and dry, and the

crops have been put in late, and the prospects

are that we shall have a light yield of oats

and barley."

"This is a gloomy picture, Deacon," I re-

plied, "but, admitting all that you say, I do

not feel discouraged. When you say I have

been predicting better times for farmers you
do not quote me correctly. I have-been pre-

dicting better times for good farmers."

The Deacon thought a moment, and then

asked quietly, " What do you mean by a good
farmer ?

"

This seemed a proper question to ask, but I

knew the Deacon too well to suppose that he

asked it with any other object than to get me
into a corner. And so I thought I would touch

the Deacon on some of his tender points.

" A good farmer is a man who feels that he

was sent into this world to work and think.

He has more faith in himself than he has in

what some people call 'nature.' When the

gooseberry saw-fly first made its appearance, he

did not fold his hands and let the caterpillars

strip every leaf from his bushes. He consulted

the books, and found out that it was no new
thing. He availed himself of the experience of

those who had studied the subject. He set out

some good varieties of currants in rows four or

five feet apart, where he could keep the land

clean and mellow with a horse hoe. He exam-
ined the bushes, and found hundreds of bead-

like eggs glued to the underside of the leaves,

and these be killed with his thumb and finger.

He found, too, that the insect laid its eggs on

the leaves of the young suckers. He cut off the

suckers, and in this way not only killed thou-

sands of eggs and young caterpillars, but
strengthened the bushes by removing a large

quantity of useless growth. He found that the

lady-bugs came to his assistance, and he felt

encouraged to persevere, and the result is that,

while your old hedge-row currant bushes are

used up, he gets a big crop of large currants

that bring him $5 per bushel. And so this in-

sect, instead of being an injury, is in reality an
advantage to him. He gets better prices and
far greater profits than when he 'let nature

take its course.' I use this only as an illustra-

tion oi a genera) ptincirjle. The c< dliug-moth

is destroying thousands and tens of thousands

of barrels of apples in Western New York every

year. A good farmer adopts means to hold

them in check, and gets better prices for his

apples than he would if there was no such in-

sect. During the ' bearing year ' he thins out

his fruit, and the next year, when there is a

light crop, he gets an average yield of fine fruit

and big prices. It is the extra price and the

extra yield that a farmer must look to for his

profits. Take, for instance, an orchard of two
hundred apple-trees, that produce 1,500 barrels

of apples this year and 200 barrels next year.

The crop this year is large and the fruit small,

and it sells say for $1.25 per barrel. Next year

the fruit brings $3.00 per barrel. It costs say

40 cents a barrel to pick, head up, and market

the fruit, and 40 cents for the barrel. The
returns are

:

1874.-1,500 bbls. apples, @ $1.25 $1,875

Bands, picking, and marketing, @ 80c 1,200

$675

1875.—200 bbls, apples, © $3 $000
Barrels, picking, and marketing, @ 80c 160

$4-10

" On the other hand, suppose the orchard is

in high condition, and instead of letting the

trees overbear this year the owner thins out the

apples and gets 1,200 barrels of choice fruit

worth $2.50 per barrel, and the next year

1,000 barrels worth $3.25 per barrel. The
returns are as follows

:

1S74.—1,200 bbls. apples, © $2.50 $3,000
Barrels, picking, and marketing, @ 80e 900

$2,040

1875.-1,000 bbls. apples, @ $3.25 $3,250
Barrels, picking, and marketing, @ 80c 800

$2,450

" In the one case the returns in the two years

from the orchard are $1,115, and in the other

$4,490."

"But you do not know," said the Deacon,
" that you will get $3.25 per barrel for apples

next year."
" Of course not, but I got it last year, and

what has been will be. I am trying to give

you my idea of a good farmer. What is true

of apples and currants is equally true of other

crops. I sold potatoes this spring at $1.25 per

bushel, hay at $30 per ton, butter at 40 cents

per pound, and good beef and mutton are so

scarce that I judge, from what he brings us,

our country butcher can pick up nothing but

old Merino ewes and half-starved yearling

heifers. A piece of good sirloin from a well-

fattened three-year-old steer is a rarity."

"All this is true enough," said the Deacon,

"but by the time we have anything to sell

prices will be lower. I tell you, farming is a

poor business, and if it was not for your fancy

pigs you would not talk so cheerfully. If I

could sell pigs at two months old for $40 a

pair I could make money by farming too."
'

' Now, Deacon," I replied, " that is what I

call mean. Here you have been neighbor to

me ever since I have had these pigs. And it

was two or three years before I could persuade

you to try the cross on common sows. Before

this you had amused yourself and others by
saying that they were too delicate for ordinary

farm treatment, that they were too small for

profit and too fat to breed, and, above all, that

they were black, and that the butchers and
packers would not buy black pork. My first

litter of pigs were all killed but two. I felt

discouraged, and all the consolation I got was,
' I told you so.' I took my pigs to the State

Fair. One of my neighbors was on the com-
mittee. ' I hate a black hog,' he said, and
when the awards came out my sow was put
last and a grade white sow first. The next
time I exhibited I brought home half a dozen
or more first-prize cards, but my best sow-

shortly after she came back from the fail
- was

stricken down with paralysis and never recov-

ered. 'Too fat, too high-bred, too delicate,'

were the kind remarks I heard on every side.

After this I had two sows due the same day.

One had a litter of eleven pigs. It was a ter-

ribly cold night hi March. I sat up with her

myself until one o'clock, kept the sow and

little ones warm by keeping them covered with

a blanket. I raised nine of them. The next

morning I found that the other sow had had
ten pigs, and my men, not knowing how to

keep them under the blanket, allowed them to

get chilled, and finally carried them into the

house in a bushel basket without any covering,

and left them there squealing. When I got up,

and took them back to the sow, they were too

far gone, and every pig died. I have lost a

good many animals in my time, but do not

recollect ever feeling the loss so keenly as I did

this—because it was sheer carelessness. Far-

mers all over the neighborhood lost a great

many litters of pigs that spring from sows that

were certainly not too fat or high-bred, but that

did not matter. Mine died because they were

too delicate. After this my luck turned. I had

three sows that produced thirty pigs, and we
raised every pig and sold them for $25 apiece.

They are scattered all over the United States,

and have, so far as I have heard, given a good
account of themselves. In that litter of nine

that I saved during the cold night in March
tnerewere four 'sows. Two of them I sold,

one to Mr. Weed of New York for $100, and

the other to Mr. Hardin of Kentucky for $200.

The other two I have yet. One we call Favor-

ite and the other Rainbow. Neither of them

bred until over two years old. Since then they

have bred regularly, and have brought me in

more money than any other two sows in the

herd. I believe neither Mr. Weed nor Mr.

Hardin had patience enough to wait for their

sows to breed, and have abandoned the busi-

ness. And you would do the same, Deacon.

There is not one man in ten thousand who has

the qualifications requisite for success as a

breeder. My men who left the litter of pigs to

die in the basket went into the woods to chop.

It was what they were adapted for. It requires

the patience and gentleness of a woman to take

care of high-bred stock. Some time since a

lady in Illinois wrote me that she was carrying

on a farm for her fatherless children, and
wanted some pigs. I sent her some, and if I

mistake not we shall hear from her. We have
all read of Lady Pigot's success as a Shorthorn

breeder. L know a lady in Saratoga County
who, without saying anything about it, is

equally enthusiastic and skillful. Mark my
words, Deacon, the coming farmer will be a

woman."

Two years ago, J. A. W., of Center Co., Pa.,

wrote me that he wanted a pig to cross with

his Chester-white sows. As he wanted a white

breed, I recommended him to get a thorough-

bred Suffolk. He did so, and now he sends me
the weight of one of the pigs he killed when
exactly one year old. He weighed the pig

every week for the last six weeks. The small-

est gain in any one week was 6 lbs., and the

largest 20 lbs. His average gain during the six

weeks was 11 V lbs. par week, or 1| lb- per day
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His live weight was 386 lbs. ; dressed weight,

354 lbs. This is a shrinkage of only about

eight per cent.

L. R, of Tennessee, asks: "Why do you

recommend wheat after oats ? Why not wheat

after clover? Is not the oat crop better to seed

down with than wheat ? "—Not in this section.

Winter wheat is the best crop we have to seed

with. Barley is our best spring crop to seed

with ; oats the worst. I was not aware that I

had "recommended" sowing wheat after oats.

I rarely, if ever, adopt the practice on my own
farm. True, I sow wheat after oats and peas,

but oats and peas together are a different crop

from oats alone.

Mr. R. adds :
" I hope you will excuse me if

I say that I was sorry you remarked (in Walks
and Talks for May) that wheat can be grown
after wheat, corn after corn, etc. Not because

1 think that you are not right, but because a

great many will make it an excuse to drop

their established rotation."—I am not afraid to

tell the readers of the American Agriculturist

the truth.

"The rotation," continues Mr. R., "which I

and others have practiced here with success is

:

Corn ; oats ; clover mowing ; clover pasture
;

wheat. The wheat stubble plowed and sub-

soiled in the fall, hauling manure on it, during

the winter, and cross plowing in the spring.

Then plant corn. We can not get a stand of

corn on clover sod on account of worms."

—

If this suits the soil and climate and enables

the farmer to clean the land to the best advan-

tage it is not a bad rotation. It affords a capi-

tal opportunity to clean the land. Tou can
plow immediately after the wheat is harvested,

or perhaps, what is better, break up the surface

with a heavy four-horse cultivator. You have

three or four months to clean and mellow and
aerate the soil. In Tennessee, too, I suppose

land can be plowed more or less in winter. At
any rate it can be plowed again in the spring

and got into splendid condition for corn. This

system has some of the features of my " fall-

fallow." I would use it as a stepping-stone to

something better. I would use it to thoroughly

clean the land. But as soon as I got my farm

clean I would sow clover with the wheat ; mow
it or pasture it one year and plow it up the

next spring for corn. The worms would not

be likely to give much trouble on a year-old

clover sod, turned over immediately before

planting. After corn, follow with oats or

barley and seed down again. Mow the clover

for hay and for seed the first year. Pasture

the next spring
;
plow up in June or July ; and

sow wheat in the fall and seed down again.

I have a field I am going to serve in this way
this year. It is a two-year-old clover sod.

Was mown for hay and for seed last year and
again for hay this year. As soon as the hay is

off I propose to plow it carefully with three

horses, and then roll and harrow, and after-

wards keep the surface clean by the frequent use

of the cultivator, harrows, and. roller until the

first week in September. Then sow on a barrel

of refuse salt to the acre. Then drill in 1| to

2 bushels of Diehl wheat per acre, sowing at

the same time in the drills with the seed 150

lbs. of superphosphate and 100 lbs. nitrate of

soda. In the spring, seed down with a peck of

clover seed per acre and 100 lbs. nitrate of

soda and 100 lbs. plaster.

J. D. W., of St. Croix Co., Wis., wants to

know how to use straw to the best advantage.
"I purchased the farm last year," he writes,

"and there is in the stock-yard an accumula-

tion of straw from the last ten years in all

stages of decomposition, from pure muck to

solid straw stacks. There is probably 500 loads.

Which is the cheaper, to haul manure from
town, 3i miles, where I can get it for nothing,

or to attempt to make manure out of straw ? I

hate to burn the straw, as my neighbors do,

but if I keep on as my predecessor did my farm
will be all straw stacks."—I do not think I am
capable of giving good advice on this subject.

Thirty years ago or less, farmers in this section

threshed their wheat in the field and afterwards

burned their straw to get rid of it. This spring

I saw the poorest kind of poor straw sold in

the Rochester market for $18 per ton.

"What of that," said the Deacon, " it would
not have paid us to keep our straw until now."
—Of course not, but it would have paid us to

keep up the fertility of our land.

"But you are always saying that straw

makes poor manure."—So it does when used

alone. But in connection with clover hay,

corn, bran, peas, and oats it can be used to

great advantage. The most difficult thing I

have to contend with in keeping so many pigs

is to get straw enough for bedding. I could

use four times as much as I grow. If J. D.W.
will keep more stock, raise more clover, and

sow less wheat he will find no difficulty in

using all the straw he can grow. The straw

and manure now on hand I would draw out at

every leisure time and spread on the grass land.

At the same time I would draw as much
manure as possible from the stables in the city.

It will certainly pay. J. D. W. gives a list of

prices. Wheat, $1.10; timothy hay, $13 to $14

per ton ;
potatoes, $1.00 to $1.25 per bushel

;

onions, $1.50 to $1.75; oats, 60c. ; com, 70c.

With manure for the hauling, and straw burned
to get rid of it, I would pile on the manure
until the land was rich enough to grow 400

bushels of potatoes, 800 bushels of onions, and
100 bushels of shelled corn per acre.

W. F., Centre Co., Pa., wants to know
which is best to cross with common ewes—

a

Cotswold or a Leicester. If he could get a

pure-bred, old-fashioned, genuine Leicester,

such as Mr. Sandy, of Nottingham, used to

breed twenty years ago, I think he would be

better than the Cotswold. But there are now
no such Leicesters. The so-called Leicesters

of the present day are as large or nearly as

large as the Cotswolds, and^ I do not know
that they are in any way superior. My own
opinion is that the Cotswolds are good enough.

I do not want any better sheep than well-fed

grade Cotswold-Mcrinoes.

"This is true enough for the first cross,"

remarked the Judge, "but after that they de-

generate. "—I know this is the common idea,

and it is true provided you breed from cross-

bred rams and ewes. But if you continue to

breed to a pure-bred ram you can continue to

"grade up "with very decided advantage. I

have now lambs with three crosses of Cots-

wold, and they are very strong and healthy. I

do not think it will make much difference

whether W. F. uses a Cotswold or a Leicester.

The important point is to get the right sort of

sheep, and to get one that is pure bred.

A. S. Tipton, of Howard, Pa., asks: "Do
you know of a cheap and better steamer than
the Prindle ? "—While I think it would be easy

to make a better, I continue to use my old

Prindle steamer. It is safe, simple, and conve-

nient. I have had it changed so as to burn

coal, and it is now far more effective, as we
can keep up a hotter and steadier fire with
less labor.

Steel Bars for Bells.

N. II. D., Fillmore Co., Minn., wishes a sub-

stitute for bells,which are very costly. He has

read that steel bars have been used in place of

a peal of church bells, at very little cost, and
thinks, if this is true, that steel bars might be

appropriately used for school-houses and farms.

We believe the substitution of bars in place of

bells for use in churches to any large extent has

thus far only been proposed but has not yet been

made. Yet as we have seen them frequently

used in place of bells in mining districts to call

the miners to work, there is no doubt of their

fitness for farm and school-house uses. A bar

such as is used for miners' drills, of octagonal

steel, an inch in thickness and six or eight feet

long, is bent into the shape of a triangle and
suspended at one

corner by a string or

wire. When this is

struck with an iron

rod the vibration pro-

duces a sound which
may be easily heard

at a distance of a mile.

Tne weight of such a

bar is about three

pounds to a foot, and

the cost of Pittsburgh

steel, which is equaiSy

R3 wnorons as' the

more costly English,

is about fifteen cents a

pound. A bar six feet

long, of three-quarter inch steel, would answer
for farm use ; for a school-house the steel should

be 1J inch thick, and the bar should be nine

feet long. In the engraving we have shown
the shape into which the bar is bent and the

proper shape of the striking rod. The rod •

should have a wooden handle, and when not

in use may be hung upon the triangle. The
bar should be heated in a blacksmith's fire and
bent over the horn of the anvil to the required

shape. The heated portion should be allowed

to cool gradually, lest it might break off at the

bend when rung in very cold weather.

TRIANGLE AND STRIKER.

Getting Out Swamp Muck.

At the request of several of our subscribers

we describe a method of digging muck from a

swamp which can not be entirely drained, and
illustrate it with two engravings. Figure 1

represents a very common kind of swamp, one
in a hollow with high ground all around it,

from which it receives the drainage. Many
swamps of this character have a layer of shell

marl beneath the peat, which, as well as the

peat, is of considerable value as a fertilizer.

To procure either the peat or the marl is a
work of difficulty, because the soft nature of

the ground forbids the use of oxen or horses

until it is drained and dried to some extent.

To commence to dig the muck under such cir-

cumitauces we would level off a portion of the

hill-side on the edge of the swamp, making a
road of as easy a grade as possible to the mar-
gin. Then a boat should be constructed such
as is shown at figure 2. It is of pine boards,

nailed very securely to side pieces of pine phi'V,

and has a center board to strengthen it. i he
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seams are calked with tow and pitch so as to

make it water-tight. If made nine feet long,

four feet wide, and sixteen inches deep it will

float with a ton of muck. It should have a

pair of runners beneath it, so that it may be

now be deepened two feet more by commencing
at the place of beginning and proceeding as

before. The muck may be dug from the bank
of the ditch with long-handled shovels if the

bottom is not dry. By and by, as the ditch is

deepened, the water

-^B

Kg. 1.—DITCHING A SWAMP,

readily drawn upon the ground when out of

the water. At each side there should be a hook

or eye to which a chain may be fastened. A
strong eye should also be fastened on one side

and at the bottom, into which the chain hook

may be placed when wanted. All these are

Fig. 2.—BOAT FOR GETTING OUT HUC

will flow into the

deep part and leave

the shallow portion

dry enough to work
in. When one ditch

is completed another

may be dug, and in

this manner a very

wet swamp may be

rendered dry enough
for .i meadow. The
marl from the bot-

toms of the ditches

will make an excel-

lent dressing for the

surface of the swamp
as soon as it is drain-

ed. By excavating a

pond in the lowest

portion of the swamp
and taking the supply of peat or marl from

it, the water may be collected there and the

swanip in a measure drained. When the boat

is to be unloaded it may be drawn to the place

where the muck is piled to dry; the hook of

the draft chain is placed in the eye at the side,

and the oxen or

horses can easily up-

set it and dump the

load. By reversing

this method the boat

is restored to its origi-

nal position. A'pnir

of mud "pattens"

will be found very

useful when work-

ing in the swamp.

shown in the engraving. To commence the

digging, the boat is hauled up to the edge of

the swamp and loaded with muck, which is

drawn to the place where it is to be piled. The
heap should be as close to the swamp as possi-

ble as, being so full of water, much labor is

saved by hauling the muck home after it has

•iried for a few months. As the muck is dug

Fig. -MUD PATTEN.

out, planks arc laid down and pegged to the

ground for a tramway, to enable the boat to be

easily pushed into the swamp, which should be

done by means of a hand-spike. By and by

the muck will have been dug away sufficiently

to allow the boat to float. Then the ditch is

lengthened out until it is carried across the

swamp. When the boat is loaded it is poled

towards the landing-place with the hand-spike.

If the ditch has been dug two feet deep it may

Cl»

b.

They are made, as shown in figure 8, of half-

inch boards in strips 2i or 3 inches broad for

the bottom pieces and narrower ones for the

two side pieces. A strap of leather passes

across the toe of the boot ami another buckles

like the strap of a skate across the instep.

With these one may stand or work upon very

soft mud without sinking in it. In walking

with these "pattens" it is

necessary to carry the feet

wide apart, or a closer ac-

quaintance with the mud may
be made than would be agree-

able. The value of muck
alone as a fertilizer is apt to

be overrated. We can not

agree with Dana in his " Muck
Manual," that a mixture of

muck, salt, and lime is equal

to barn-yard manure. This

compost lacks some of the

most valuable constituents of

well-saved stable manure. But

as a basis for a manure pile, or as an absorbent

in place of straw, we have found it to be very

valuable, and the ease with which it is spread

in the field is one of its great advantages.

With a plentiful supply of muck on hand one

may use all his straw for feed, and thus greatly

extend his resources.

I''
C»

L

had engraved. He says this pattern, although

very similar to that described in the Agricul-

turist of February, 1873, is better than that in

some important points. The ends of the yoke
are stronger, and less liable to split when made
from this pattern than from the other, and

Fig. 1.—TOP VIEW OF YOKE.

neater in appearance. The bows are also better

supported. This yoke is make from a block

8 x 10 inches thick, and preferably of basswood,

cherry, or butternut, when used for light work,

but where heavy work such as lumbering is

done, soft maple should be used. The length

of the yoke of which tnia is the pattern was flv«

Fig. 2.—SIDE VIEW OF YOKE.

feet two inches, but the length will vary ac-

cording to circumstances. The distance be-

tween the bow-holes at the top is eight inches,

but for light oxen the holes should fre made to

suit the bows, and the bows should be made to

fit each ox just as a collar is made to fit ahorse.

When making a yoke, it is best to cut out a

piece of board the exact shape of the pattern

shown at figure 1 and lay it on the block to

mark out by. The dotted lines show the

amount of the chamfer upon the edges of the

yoke. The portion between the bow-holes

should be rounded off to very much the shape

of the ball of the thumb, which is the most
suitable to fit the neck of the ox.

A Prairie Stable.

A "New Subscriber" writes us from Piatt

Co., Nebraska, and although he does not

live in a sod house, he compliments us upon

our representation of one. He, however, has a

sod barn, and wants to know how he may
thatch it with long prairie grass. Very oppor-

tunely we have a communication from another

of our friends upon the Nebraska prairies, de-

scribing his plan of building a sod barn, which

An Improved Ox-Yoke.
e

J. S., Philippi, Jefferson Co., Pa., sends us

two drawings of an ox-yoke, which we have

Fig. 1.—POSTS FOR PRAIRIE STABLE.

we here give with illustrations. His plan is a>9

follows : Set four rows of heavy posts in the

form shown at figure 1. For a stable 20 x 30

feet, five posts are set about 8 feet apart in

each row. The first row, a, is 74 feet from the

next row, b ; from b to c is 5 feet, and from c

to d is 7* feet. The outside rows should be 6

feet high in the clear, the inside rows 74 feet.

The posts are then joined at the top, length-

wise of the building, by strong plates. These

may be laid in natural forked timbers or be

firmly pinned to the posts. Rails are then laid

about two inches apart upon the plates. Extra
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posts are now placed at e and / for door-posts,

and at g two posts are placed meeting together

at the top like a letter V inverted, and as wide

apart at the bottom as may be needed for the

door of the cellar. The frame is now finished,

Fig, 2.—FRAME OP STABLE.

and is shown at figure 2. Then a piece of tough

low prairie sod is broken, and the furrow slices

are chopped with an ax into pieces twice as

long as wide. The perfect sods only are laid up

outside of the frame into a wall as thick as the

length of the pieces of sod; the joints are

broken carefully, and all spaces are filled with

Fig. 3.—STABLE FINISHED.

small pieces of sod. Where windows are

wanted, the frames are put in at five feet from
the ground, as the wall is built up, and closely

sodded around. The walls are built up closely

to the roof of rails. A thick coating of prairie

hay is laid upon the rails and covered with sods

closely fitted together. This again is covered

with several loads of coarse prairie hay fastened

down with hay ropes or poles. The doors are

hung upon wooden hinges, wooden latches are

fitted, and all the crevices are tightly packed

Fig. i.—THATCHING ROOF.

with sod or hay. If wild cucumber-vines, hops,
or other climbing plants are planted around
the stable the building will be covered with a

mass of verdure which will greatly add to its

appearance. To fit up the inside, rails or boards

are fastened to the rows of posts, b and e,which

make an alley-way or feed manger, and a space

is left between them so that the animals can

put their heads through into the alley to feed.

The cellar is then dug out,

steps being dug in the earth

for the entrance at g. The
roof is supported by posts

the same as that of the

stable, and is covered with

hay, then with earth, then

again with hay and the earth

that was thrown out of the

cellar, until it is frost-proof.

Shutes may be made at the

sides of the cellar by which

potatoes or roots may be
unloaded directly from the

wagon into bins. The en-

trance, g, should be covered

with a trap-door. The stable

should stand east and west if upon an open

prairie without shelter, and hay should be

stacked upon the north and south of the west

door. The door opening into the feeding alley

is at A. Sods cut in the summer or fall are

more durable than if cut at other seasons.

Figure 3 shows the stable with cellar complete.

When the roof is

to be covered with

coarse hay only, it

may be clone in the

manner shown at

figure 4. That is by

taking tufts of long

hay, previously damp-
ened, and laying them
upon the rails, com-
mencing at the bottom
and working in a row
from one end of the

roof to the other. As
each tuft is placed,

the upper end is turn-

ed under the second

rail and brought over

the first one, where it

is tied by a twisted

cord of the damp hay.

When one row is thus

laid, another is laid

over it, leaving a few inches of the first row
only to the weather. As the second row is

laid it should be beaten down with a wooden
paddle to compact it closely. To make a good

job there should be at least six inches or

more in thickness of hay laid upon the roof.

Draft Irons for Plows.

One of the most important points in plowing
is to have the draft exactly right. There are

many things which may interfere with the

draft of a plow to make it take too much or too

little land, or cause it to run into the ground
too much or not enough. A proficient plowman
ma}' be able to regulate this by altering the

traces or otherwise adjusting the harness, but

sometimes even this can not be done when the

ordinary clevis is used. We give two illustra-

tions of improved draft irons, by the use of

which the draft may be regulated with great

exactness. Fig. 1 shows one of these irons. It

has a horizontal curved bar which is attached

to the beam ; this is pierced with holes about

an inch apart. A vertical draw-plate is also

fixed to the beam by means of a pair of straps

Fig. 1.—DRAFT IRON.

and a bolt, as shown in the figure. The draw-
plate swings to one side or the other, as may
be recraircd to

regulate the side

draft, and is fixed

in the place in £
which it is to be

used by a bolt

and nut or a pin

and key. The
vertical draft is

regulated by a series of holes in the draw-plate.

Fig. 2 shows a variation of the same principle,

in which the position of the bar and draw-

plate is reversed

—the bar being

vertical and the

draw-plate hori-

zontal. After

having tested

both of these we
are not able to

give a preference

to one over the

other, and it is

a matter of taste or convenience as to which is

the more desirable. Probably that shown in

figure 1 will be the most frequently chosen.

Fig. 2.—DRAFT IRON.

To Build a Chimney.

A correspondent writes us that his chimney
" refuses to draw," and the smoke, instead of

going up, curls downwards and pours out into

the room for some time after a fire is built in

the fire-place. The chimney is one of the old-

fashioned ones, of large capacity, and that such

a chimney should so behave is what surprises

our correspondent. But this

is just such a chimney as

might be expected to do this.

The fault is in having a throat

of too great capacity. When
a fire is made in the fire-place

of such a chimney a current

of heated air and smoke en-

deavors to pass upwards. But
in its passage it encounters a

current of cold air passing

downwards to fill the space

vacated by the upward cur-

rent. These counter currents

mingle to some extent, and

where they mingle curls and

eddies are formed. The smoke

is entangled in some of these

eddies of cold air, and falls

with them to the bottom

and pours out into the

room. If a current of air could be directed to-

wards the fire-place from some part of the room
sufficient to overcome this downward current

the fault would be cured; but it is seldom that

this can be done, and to get relief a radical

change needs to be made in the chimney. The
back of the fire-place needs to be drawn in,

instead of being carried up straight, until the

passage for the smoke is contracted to a few

inches in width, as shown in the accompanying

figure. As soon as the contraction is made the

chimney is again widened to its full width.

Then the warm current escaping from the

throat passes upwards, and the counter current

reaching the throat is deflected into the heated

stream (as shown by the arrows), which carries

it upwards with it, and so prevents it from
reaching the fire-place and causing it to

" smoke." In building a chimney this should
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be carefully attended to, and of several which

we have built in this manner we never had

one that smoked at the wrong place.

The Cure of Alkali Lands.

Upon the plains in our new territories on

both sides of the Rocky Mountains, there are

vast tracts of alkaline soils so much impreg-

nated that they yield nothing but sage brush

and grease wood, or are entirely barren. If

cultivation is attempted, a white crust soon

forms upon the surface, and all cultivated

plants die. There are millions of acres of these

lands rich in all the elements of plant food,

but made worthless by the superabundance of

alkali. It has been generally supposed that

these lands could never be made productive.

The settlers of Utah have been entirely success-

ful in treating these lauds, and have done a

good work for the nation in demonstrating

their great value. "We some months ago visited

the farm of A. P. Rockwood in the Jordan

valley, and saw meadows with a thick heavy

sod, yielding three tons of hay to the acre,

that were once entirely barren. We also saw

upon a neighboring farm wheat fields that

would»turn fifty bushels to the acre reclaimed

by the same process. This matter has attracted

the attention of the British Government, as

they have large areas of similar lands in India,

that they have never been able to make pro-

ductive. The Deseret Agricultural Society

have given to the public the best methods of

their farmers iu reclaiming these alkaline soils.

The secret of their success lies in a process of

leaching the surface of the soil, more or less

prolonged according to the quantity of alkali

the soil contains. The fit'ld to be treated, of

any convenient size, is first surrounded with a

ditch about three feet deep, to carry off any

water that may be run upon it at the upper

edge. It is then laid off into strips about two

rods wide by deep furrows running across the

slope. The upper side of the furrow is ridged

high enough to make a shallow pond covering

the whole surface of the strip. The next

breadth of the meadow is prepared in the same

way, and so on until the whole is finished.

Water is then taken from the irrigating ditch

and turned into the upper basin, and this com-

municates with the lower basins until all are

flooded. The water is allowed to stand for a

few days in these shallow pools, when a frothy

scum rises to the surface. It is then drawn
off, carrying the scum with it into the out-

side ditch. As this large ditch is lower than

the surface, the water charged with alkali is

all the while draining off through the soil.

The water is kept running over this land sum-

mer and winter, for one or more years, accord-

ing to its character. In some obstinate cases

it is kept in the leach four or five years, before

it will bear good crops. In others a single

season will subdue it. The best crops for the

first season after treatment are found to be

castor beans, cotton, summer squash, melons,

onions, and lucern. A few inches of sand

spread over the surface is thought to have a
beneficial influence, facilitating the germina-

tion of seed, and preventing the formation of

crust. It is agreed by all parties who have re-

claimed these soils that they are the most pro-

ductive lands in the territory, bearing succes-

sive years of cropping without any apparent

diminution of yield. Iu some parts of the ter-

ritory they have succeeded in reclaiming these

lands without irrigation, but this is where there

is more rain-fall than in the Jordan valley, and

probably where there is less alkali in the

soil. A. K. Thurber, of Spanish Fork City,

mentions a tract in his vicinity formerly worth-

less but now used as an inclosed pasture,

and producing good feed. lie attributes the

great improvement in its character " to the

increased rain-fall of late years, and partly

to the mixing of the grass with the earth

through the tramping of cattle, aud its becom-
ing thereby decomposed." There is no doubt

a large increase in the rain-fall in Utah, and this

alone in some cases, has made the land pro-

ductive. To facilitate the action of the rain

the land is plowed up and down the slope that

the water may run off freely upon the surface.

The laud is flowed frequently, and the particles

undergo a change as they come in contact

with the atmosphere, sun, rain, and frost. There
are large tracts of these reclaimed lands in

the territory yielding magnificent crops, and
fine gardens and orchards loaded with fruit.

Grading Grain in New York.

The past gradual growth of the export trade

in grain and its probable continued develop-

ment in even greater ratio in the future, has

necessitated a change in the method of hand-

ling the immense quantities yearly arriviug at

the port of New York, so that it may be trans-

ferred to ships with greater economy. Various

propositions have been discussed, and vast

warehouses and elevators, in which grain may
be stored and to which ships may be brought

to receive cargoes, have been contemplated,

and a bill known as the Gardiner Warehouse
bill was introduced into the legislature of New
York for the purpose of authorizing their con-
struction. Many serious objections, however,

existed to this gigantic plan, both on the score

of expense and convenience, and a very sim-

ple and inexpensive mode of storage of grain

while it is awaiting shipping, has been proposed

in its place by the merchants of the Produce

Exchange. By this plan the grain will be

stored upon the boats in which it arrives, or

into which it will be transferred from the cars.

The grain will be graded upon its arrival, and

receipts given for it which will guarantee to

deliver not the identical grain but the same
quantity and grade which has been received.

The identity of the grain received will, of

course, be lost, but by the method of grading

proposed, it will be in the same position ex-

actly as so many dollar bills paid iuto a bank

;

while the same bills can never be drawn out

again, yet an equal number of similar value

may be procured on presenting a check. The
warehouse receipt will take the place of the

check, and will be a negotiable paper which

can be sold or bought or transferred by indorse-

ment, calling for so many bushels of grain of

such a grade. We can not see that this plan

is different in any way from the warehousing

system iu Chicago or Milwaukee, excepting

that the grain is stored iu boats, and is there-

fore much more cheaply stored than in costly

elevators, and will be much more cheaply

transferred to the ships or steamers than in

any other way. Every dollar thus saved, of

course, comes finally to the farmer who raises

the grain or to the consumer who cats it.

Need for Protection.—The old adage

that "shelter is feed," is well exemplified by
the following statement of what occurred in

southern .Kansas during last winter. The
quantity of Texan stock wintered in that dis-

trict was greater than ever before. Feed was
plentiful under ordinary circumstances ; but the
winter was open with frequent long-continued
rains, and the cattle utterly without shelter and
chilled to the bone refused to feed or trampled
their fodder into the mud and wasted it.

Strong three-year-old steers lay down in the

mud and never rose again. Out of one herd of

127 head only one was left alive. Many large

herds lost 20 per cent, one herd of 140 lost 80,

aud green Texan stock, less hardy than the ac-

climated cattle, suffered more than others. The
rudest shelter would have saved these cattle.

With dry coats they will stand even unusual
cold, but a cold rain quickly subdues them.
The losses of last winter would have paid for
substantial shelters which would last many
years, and prairie sods and coarse hay, with a

few poles, would cheaply furnish such shel-

ters. We have frequently spoken of the neces-
sity for shelters for cattle on the plains, and the
moral is so pointedly enforced in this case, that

it is to be hoped it will be heeded even now,
while there is ample time to make every prepa-
ration for the needs of the coming winter. We
have heard of cattle being " in lifts " even in the
Eastern states the past spring, and this means
simply exposure and starvation. Humanity to

our stock is a virtue, and a virtue which is its

own reward in a pecuniary sense as well as

every other way.

Sheep as a Cleansing Crop.

How to clear our pastures of brush and
weeds is a very important question in all our

grazing districts. As a matter of fact, upon
most dairy farms it requires the utmost vigi-

lance and considerable expense annually in

cutting brush to keep them clean. The grazing
of cows and young cattle alone will not clean

the land from brush and weeds. Patches of

briars, whortleberry, sweet fern, hazel-nuts,

scrub-oak, or other brush spring up, and spread

year by year until the grass is crowded out,

and the land is covered with a young growth
of forest-trees. In many of the older states

there are large tracts of land now covered with
timber, that forty years ago were in pasture.

In the case of rough, hilly laud that can never

be plowed, this return to forest is often de-

sirable. But a certain portion of every farm
is needed for pasture, and if animals can be
substituted for human labor in killing brush'

and weeds, it is exceedingly desirable to know
it. We recently visited two farms lying side

by side, with no perceptible difference in the

quality or moisture of the soil. The pasture

lands were only separated by a stone fence,

but something much broader than a fence line

had separated the management of the two
farmers. The one pasture had been grazed

by cattle for a long term of years, and the

policy had gone to seed in a magnificent

growth of alders, whortleberry brush, young
maples, vervain, thistles and golden rod, briars

and other brush and weeds. There were

patches of grass in perhaps one quarter of the

field, where the cows got a scanty living. The
other pasture, in addition to its cattle, had the

constant tread of a flock of one hundred and

sixty sheep, and their hoofs in this case cer-

tainly had been gold. Besides all the wool,

mutton, and lambs sold from the flock, they

had paid for their keeping every year in free-
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ing the pasture of brush and coarse weeds, and

in enriching it with their manure. There was

no brush of any considerable size, and very

few weeds. And we learned from the pro-

prietor that sheep were the only agents em-

ployed in keeping the field clean. They had

nibbled the young shoots every year as they

started, and what they had not killed outright

by this cropping they had kept even with the

grass. There was good feed in every part of

this pasture, even late in the fall, and the

owner of this farm used this contrast between

these adjoining pastures as a standing argu-

ment in favor of sheep husbandry. It was
very much to the point. If it is true, as

George Geddes asserts, that sheep in certain

proportion to cattle pay their way in a pasture

naturally clean, they must pay much better in

pastures inclined to produce brush and weeds.

We have had occasion to notice the beneficial

effects of the grazing of sheep upon another

farm that has been under observation several

years. They have not only subdued sweet

fern, briars, and thistles, but have greatly im-

proved the grasses. The sod is much thicker

and heavier, and the white clover has come in

where once it made no show at all. In pas-

tures where the brush is already strong, and
higher than the sheep can reach, it can not be

expected that they will conquer. But if the

brush be cut for a season or two, and the sheep

turned in sufficient numbers upon the young
growth, they will keep it under and eventually

destroy it. This is much cheaper than the

use of the scythe and plow perpetually.

Bale of Shorthorns.

The popularity of Shorthorn stock is well

sustained. Although we can not expect to

see the excitement which attended the sale of

Mr. Campbell's Duchesses repeated within a

generation, yet the recent sale of Mr. Coffin's

herd at Muirkirk, near Baltimore, shows that,

as a matter of mere business, a sale of excel-

lent stock will attract buyers from all parts of

the country, and that good stock retains its

full value. The herd consisted of forty-two

cows and heifers and twelve bulls, which were
descended from the best families of both the

Booth and Bates' strains. The average of

the sale was $640 per head. $1,425 was
the highest price paid for a cow, Muirkirk

Gwynne, a three-year old roan, which goes to

Kentucky, as do also eleven others of the best

animals. The sale of part of the Glen Flora

herd at Waukegau, 111., on May 30th, was also

well attended. Seventy-eight head were dis-

posed of for $55,000. The highest price for a

cow, $2,500, was paid by Mrs. Dunlop, of

Jacksonville, for Jubilee Gwynne. Eight cows
of this favorite family of the Gwynnes brought

$8,300. The average price per cow at this

sale was $900. Mr. C. C. Parks, the owner of

the Glen Flora herd, still retains sixty head of

the choicest animals. At the sale of General

Meredith's stock at Cambridge city, Indiana,

on May 22d, fifty head brought $25,000. The
highest price paid for cows was $2,000, by T.

C. Jones, of Delaware, Ohio, for Royal Duch-
ess, and Avery and Murphy, of Detroit, Mich.,

for Joan of Arc.

On May 21st, the Lyndale herd of Mr. W.
S. King, of Minneapolis, Minn., was disposed
of. There were fifty-eight cows and heifers

and twenty-one bulls, sold for a total amount
of $101,615 for the cows and heifers, and

$25,375 for the bulls. The average prices

were thus $1,753 and $1,200 respectively. The
highest prices were for a pair of twin heifers,

Lady Mary 7th and 8th, $11,000, and for a

bull, 2d Duke of Hillhurst, $14,000. This last

price is the highest ever yet paid for a bull

;

and thus those who fancied that the prices

paid at Mr. Campbell's sale would never again

be reached, have proved to be mistaken. In-

deed, considering the well-deserved popularity

of the best families of Shorthorns, and the

high excellence and intrinsic value of this class

of stock generally, it is unsafe to predict that

present prices may not be far outreached in

the future.

Herd-Books.—Of making many herd-books
there is no end. For every breed of horned
stock we have a herd-book, and the fact that

this is necessary only goes to show that stock-

breeders are very much like others, herd-

books being neither more nor less than a

method of guaranteeing the purchaser, to some
extent, against imposition. But when herd-

books for swine, for sheep, and nOw for poul-

try are proposed, it is time to ask for what
good purpose are they needed. For cattle,

which do not very rapidly increase, and whose
identity is easily determined, it is desirable to

have the safeguard of a herd-book, provided it

be only thoroughly well and honestly managed.
But for animals which reproduce so rapidly

and the identity of which it is so impossible to

preserve as that of pigs, sheep, or fowls, herd-

books seem to us not only useless but impracti-

cable and absurd.

Roads and Road-Making.

It has been said that the civilization of a peo-

ple is measured by the condition of their roads.

If we should judge ourselves by this test, at

least so far as our wagon roads are concerned,

we must admit that we are somewhat behind

the general standard of civilization. But the

prevalence of railroads has greatly diminished

the importance of other roads, and made them
but secondary means of communication instead

of primary ones, as they formerly were. Never-

theless we can not ignore the fact that the

usual bad condition of our country wagon
roads is a serious tax upon the agricultural in-

terest. A badly-made road is expensive to keep

in repair, and one which costs only $1,000 a

mile to construct at the outset will have cost in

the course of ten years a sum which would
have paid for an excellent road upon which
very few repairs would have been necessary.

Again, a bad road, built for $1,000 a mile,

is more costly to use than one on which three

or four times as much has been expended
in making it, because a farmer who draws
loads to market upon the one can only carry

a third or a quarter as much as upon the

other, and to move this reduced load requires

double the time that the larger load would on a

good road. There is hardly a question that

any community can better afford to build a

level, solid, smooth, stone road at a cost of

$6,000 or $8,000 a mile, and maintain it in good
order at a merely nominal annual cost for forty

or fifty years, than to build an uneven, rough,

soft, earth road at a cost of $1,000 a mile, and
keep it in barely passable condition for the

same number of years at the necessary high
annual cost. This leaves out of calculation the

loss of time, team power, and wear of wagons,

horse-shoes, and harness which is inflicted

upon every traveler who uses the road.

All this shows the importance of laying out

roads of easy grades, and passing around hills

instead of over them, and of making the sur-

face hard, smooth, and durable. Probably one

of the best county roads in the country is one

now in course of building by the Telford

Pavement Company of Orange, N. J. Some
time ago we had an opportunity of inspecting

this method of road-making, and here describe

it, with the machinery used both in preparing

the material and finishing the road-bed. The
road-bed is first excavated, graded, and properly

formed to a depth of fourteen inches from the

level of the gutters ; this cross section is made
to conform in every respect to the cross section

of the pavement when finished. It is then

thoroughly and repeatedly rolled with the

steam roller, all depressions which may appear

being carefully filled and rolled before the

stone is put on. On the road-bed thus formed
and consolidated a bottom course or layer of

stones of an average depth of eight inches is

set by hand, in the form of a close, firm .j«ve-

ment, and thoroughly rammed or settled in

place with sledge-hammers, all irregularities of

surface being broken off and the interstices

carefully wedged with pieces of stone. An
intermediate layer of broken stone, of a size

not exceeding three inches in diameter, is then

evenly spread thereon, to the depth of four

inches, and thoroughly rolled, after which a
half an inch of sand is applied and rolled in.

The surface layer of broken stone, of a size

not exceeding two and a half iuches in diam-

eter, is then put on to a depth of four inches,

thoroughly rolled, and a half an inch of sand
applied and rolled in aa before. -Care is taken

to so spread the stones that the total depth

when finished shall be uniformly not less than
fourteen inches, and that the grade and cross

section of the pavement may be perfect when
thoroughly consolidated. A binding composed
of clean sharp sand, or of the screenings of the

broken stone, is then applied, well saturated

with water, and thoroughly and repeatedly

rolled with the steam roller until the surface

becomes firm, compact, and smooth, when all

superfluous binding material is swept off and
removed.

The steam roller weighs not less than fifteen

gross tons, and is so constructed that its com-
pressive force on the roadway being rolled

shall not be less than 450 lbs. per inch run.

The cost of a road thus prepared is $1.00

per square yard for nine iuches in depth of

stone, and $1.50 per square yard for twelve

inches in depth. A road five yards wide, of

the former description, would thus cost $8,800

per mile. A road like this would be of such a

permanent character as to require very little

repair for many years, and could be kept in

good order at a very small annual expense. In
some parts of the couutry the citizens have
already found it a measure of economy to raise

money by bonds to make roads of this charac-

ter, the annual saving in cost of repairs being

sufficient to pay the interest upon and provide a
sinking fund for the final payment of the bonds,

when the road will practically have cost the

township nothing as compared with the former

poor roads.

The road material is rock. The best rock is

hard trap; the next best is crystalline lime-

stone ; but the ordinary " hard-heads " or boul-

ders, so common in many places,when broken,

furnish one of the best materials. The s"ft
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limestone common in much of the -western

country will make an excellent road, hut will

need more frequent renewal, the cost of which,

however, is but a small item compared with

that of the foundation. Neither is it necessary

hardest rock to fragments of the required size.

The broken rock is then hauled and spread

upon the road to the proper depth, when the

steam roller compresses it with great force into

a solid mass which binds together with great

a grade of one foot in fifteen. An engine
weighing eight tons has a compressive force

upon the road of 270 lbs. to an inch of bear-
ing surface, and uses 400 lbs. of coal per day.
The total cost of working is about §6 a day,

Fig. 1.—WARING'S ROCK-DRILL. Fig. 2.—STONE-BREAKING MACHINE.

in all cases to be at so great a cost for the pre-

paration of the bed. A veiy fair road may be

made without excavating the foundation, and

a large portion of the cost saved. If the rock

is to be blasted from a ledge, the compressed

air-drill or a percussion steam-drill is used.

The drill shown in figure 1 is the Waring corn-

compactness. A certain portion of sand or fine

stone screenings adds greatly to the binding

together of the stone.

The steam roller is shown in figure 3. It is

a road locomotive which has a double set of

wheels, one for ordinary draft purposes, and

one of greater weight and width used only for

and the cost of the engine with a set of four

furrow plows for preparing the foundation or
for field plowing is about §4,000. An engine

of this weight is twelve-horse actual power,
and may be used for threshing or any other

purpose to which a locomotive engine is suit-

able. This general availability renders it of

pressed air-drill, which is capable of making
1,000 strokes per minute and of boring in any
ordinary rock with great rapidity. In the em-
ployment of drills of this character a large

amount of time and labor is saved. The rock
is broken by a Blake stone-crusher, which pow-
erful machine (shown in figure 2) reduces the

Fig. 3.—AVELING & PORTER'S HOAD LOCOMOTIVE.

rolling and compressing the road. It is made
by the Messrs. Aveling & Porter, of Rochester,

England, but is imported and sold by their

agent in this country, where it is already in

somewhat extensive use. One of these engines

has drawn eleven two-horse wasrons loaded

with stone upon an ordinary country road up

such service that its cost is within the means

of almost any township in the country or of

any agricultural association. Some of our

agricultural societies could, by putting these

machines in use, help to solve the question of

the usefulness of steam cultivation, and also-

that of how we can have durable roads.
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Long Moss—Tiliandsia.

To the traveler in the Southern States no

natural object is likely to be more striking than

the Long Moss, which from North Carolina to

Texas drapes the trees of all kinds, but is espe-

cially abundant upon those which grow in

damp situations. This moss is sometimes

found only here and there in small tufts,

but frequently it is in such quantities upon a

tree as to appear to fill all the spaces between

its branches, and from the lower limbs it

hangs in pendent tufts several feet in length,

which as they are swayed by the wind wave
with a certain grace. In localities where the

moss is very abundant, its dull gray color

and general drooping habit produce a very

somber effect. As it grows most luxuriantly

in situations which from being constantly

moist are unhealthy, it is easy to associate it

with disease and death, and in some locali-

ties it bears the not very cheerful name of

"Coffin Fringe." Though popularly called

moss, it does not belong to the proper mosses

at all, but, strange as it may seem, to the

Pineapple Family, the Bromeliaaem. Its bo-

tanical name is Tiliandsia vsneoides. The
genus was named in honor of a Russian pro- /'

fessor, Tillands, and its specific name means,

resembling Vsnea, a long drooping lichen

which hangs from Northern trees in a similar
' manner. Including this there are eight spe-

cies of Tiliandsia in the United States, this

being the only slender pendulous one ; some
of the others have broad, pineapple-like leaves,

two feet or more long, with their bases di-

lated so as io hold water. All the Tillandsias

are epiphytes

—

i. e.. they stow upon other

plants, mostly upon the branches and trunks

of trees, but they are not parasites, as they

desire no nutriment from the plant to which

they are attached ; this merely serves them

as a resting-place, and they are nourished en-

tirely by what the air and the rains bring to

them. Some of the South American and

West Indian species are valued as ornamental

hot-house plants, and are usually grown in

pots of sphagnum, a condition which ap-

proaches nearly to their natural one. Indeed,

our Southern species are some of them quite

handsome, especially T. bracteata, the bright

red stems of which bear small purple flowers.

The species under consideration, T. usneoides,

is, as just stated, of a very different habit

from the others; its long, branching steins

are so slender as to be almost thread-like.

Several years ago we wished, in answer to

some questions, to give a figure of (his plant.

Having herbarium specimens, we supposed

that, with these and the aid of an engrav-

ing of the flower we could easily present an
illustration of it ; but much to our surprise

we discovered that the only engraving of

this very common and useful plant was to

be found in a work published in Paris in

1823—and not accessible. We then attempt-

ed to procure living materials for an engrav-

ing, and wrote to several correspondents

in the Southern States to send us the

plant in flower. We received abundant spe-

cimens with the remains of seed-pods, which
were no doubt mistaken for flowers, but only

this spring have we been able to procure the

flower. Our correspondent, Dr. H. G. Lun-
gren, of Volusia Co., Fla., sent us flowering

specimens, and though the flowers he packed
all faded, an abundance of others opened when
the plant was placed in the greenhouse, and we
are thus enabled to give an engraving of the plant

in flower. We mention these matters to

show the difficulties which sometimes attend

the illustration of a very common plant.

The slender stems produce leaves at intervals

of about three inches, which are narrow, re-

curved, and from two to three inches long;

from the axil of each a branch is produced,

rz. DEL.

long moss.—(Tiliandsia usneoides.)

which may be terminated by a flower or be

much prolonged to form a part of the tangled

mass of stems of which each plant consists

The plant presents one peculiarity of which we
find no mention in any of the descriptions:

each internode, or space of the stem between

two leaves, in the young stems at least, forms

an open graceful spiral of about two turns,

which adds much to the beauty of the plant,

when its stems are separated and allowed to

grow singly. Both stem and leaves present a
uniform gray color, which while the plant is

growing has a greenish tinge ; an examination

with a glass shows the stem and leaves to be of

a light apple green, but completely covered

with small, almost transparent, overlapping

scales, which give the silvery gray appearance.

The epidermis is readily separated from the

central portion of the stem, which is tough,

and resembles horsehair in size and appear-

ance. The solitary flowers are borne at the

ends of the branches; they have a three-

parted calyx and a corolla of three petals,

which, though not more than a fourth of an
inch across, is exceedingly interesting from
being of a bright gamboge green color. The
pod is about an inch long, and splits up in

such a manner that it looks very much like

a withered flower ; this, together with the

small size and unusual color of the proper

flower, has no doubt troubled unbotanical ob-

servers who have endeavored to furnish us

with flowering specimens.

Aside from forming a striking feature in

the landscape, the Long Moss is of no little
5
economical importance. The central portion,

exceedingly tenacious and elastic, has long

been employed as a substitute for hair. The
plant is found in Central and South America

and the West Indies, and has been put to so

many uses by the Spanish Americans that in

some localities it is known as " Spanish

Moss." The primitive method of procuring

the fiber is to place the moss in shallow

ponds exposed to the sun to rot the some-

what fleshy outer covering ; it is then taken

out and allowed to dry, after which a moder-

ate beating removes the outer portion, and
the fiber is left in a black, tangled mass,

which but for its branching character it

would he difficult to distinguish from hair.

We learn that since the war several establish-

ments have been erected for the preparation

of the moss in a more rapid manner. The
moss is placed in large tanks, where it under-

goes maceration by heat, and after drying is

beaten by machinery ; this is said to afford

a superior product. By itself it forms an

excellent stuffing for mattresses, chairs, and

the like, and is probably largely used to mix
with hair ; it forms a considerable article of

commerce, and its domestic uses are numer-

ous. In Texas we have seen it twisted and

woven into a coarse matting to serve as a

saddle blanket, and have also seen horse-col-

lars woven of the same material. It is said

to be capable of forming excellent ropes and

cables, and we have recently seen a newspa-

per announcement of the formation of a

company to manufacture these articles from

the tough fibres of the Long Moss.

Apple-Tree Borer.—We have followed

this insect with a sharp wire for over thirty

years, and if there is any better remedy for the

creature after he has begun to throw out his

chips, we have not discovered it. With a

sharp-pointed knife and a bit of wire a few
inches long, it is not a very difficult task to

dislodge the enemy. He should be attacked as

soon as he makes his appearance. Young
apple-trees should be examined at least twice a,

year. The sooner the borers are destroyed, the

smaller the wounds that will be made around

the collar of the tree. Generally the worm
can be reached with the point of the knife. If

this can not be done, follow him with wire.

As a preventive, we have found oil-cloth, or
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stiff, thick paper to answer a good purpose.

Remove the earth an inch or two around the

collar, then hind on the cloth or paper with a

string. We have seen fine, thrifty young apple-

trees, worth five dollars apiece, destroyed for the

"want of a half hour's attention in the spring.

The European Daisy.

The Daisy is a plant so commonly referred

to in English poetry and literature that it seems

a great pity that it should be of difficult culti-

vation in this country. There are many who
suppose our common Ox-eye Daisy or White-

weed to he the same as the plant so frequently

referred to by European writers. Two plants

of the same famity can hardly be more unlike

than the Ox-eye Daisy ILeucantheiimm mtlgnre)

of our meadows and the European or English

Daisy (Bellis perennis), which while it often

appears as a weed in English lawns, is never-

theless in its cultivated forms a charming

flower. In its wild state the proper Daisy has

a yellow disk or center surrounded with white

or pinkish ray florets, but in cultivation the

disk disappears, the florets are all like those of

the ray. There are two obstacles to its general

cultivation in this country : our summers are

too hot and our winters are too cold for it, and

it, like the Polyanthus, Auricula, and similar

plants, can only be successfully grown by

treating it as a frame plant and giving it pro-

tection from extremes of temperature. Con-

siderable quantities are sold in our city markets

every spring, in pots, and forced into early

flower. These are especially attractive to

English and other Europeans, who gladly pur-

chase a plant that reminds them of home, but
their purchases, if the plants are set in the

open ground, can only result in disappointment.

The Daisy is readily raised from seed, which

will give a portion of double flowers. The

seeds should be sown in a slight heat, and the

young plants potted off and kept in a shaded

frame in summer, and in winter be plunged in

coal-ashes in the frame and kept from severe

frosts. It is easily multiplied by division of

the clumps. One form of the plant, known as

the " Hen and Chickens," has the flower-head

surrounded by a ring of smaller heads which

are produced from just beneath it. Within

a few years several choice varieties have

been produced, which in England play an

important part in the decoration of borders

in spring; there is a great variety in the

size of the flowers, as well as in their col-

ors, which range from pure white to bright

crimson ; besides this there are some with the

foliage handsomely marked with spots, like the

leaves of Aucuba, and are called Aueubaefolia,

there being both white and red flowered kinds

with marked leaves. One'of the finest daisies

we have ever seen was left at our office in A2>ril

last by Mr. J. T. Lovett, who is with A. Hance

& Sons, nurserymen and florists, Red Bank,

N. J. This was received from England as

" Queen Victoria," and is truly a queen among
daisies. It is a strong-growing plant, and a

most abundant bloomer, producing flower-

heads an inch and a half across. The florets

are of a bright carmine on the outside and

vrhite within; a part are completely quilled, or

tubular, and others are flat, and the contrast

between the two surfaces produces a pleasing

variegation. If we can not enjoy the daisies as

hardy border plants, there are some, such as

the one referred to, eminently worthy of being

cultivated for greenhouse decoration.

How to Propagate Roses from Cuttings.

EY W, F. BLASSET, CHESTERTOWN, 3ID.

[There is no plant that the amateur more de-

sires to propagate than the rose, and there is

none with which he more frequently fails.

The majority of roses offered for sale by florists

are propagated in spring from cuttings taUen

from potted plants which arc started into

growth for the purpose. Another method is

to take off cuttings of ripened wood in October

and set them in a frame where they will be

protected from severe cold weather ; by spring

the majority of the cuttings will be found to be

callused, if not rooted. The method given in

the following article is not generally known,
and will be acceptable to many. The author

is of the firm of Massey & Hudson, Ohester-

town, Md., who make a specialty of furnishing

roses at cheap rates. They this spring sent us

some specimens of the stock they grow in the

manner here described, and we have seen no

finer and more healthy young roses from any

place.

—

Ed.]

The best time to commence the propagation

of Roses, especially the everblooming sorts, is

about the last of August. The best cuttings

are taken from plants which have been grown
in beds under shaded glass during the summer,

but if the weather is moist, and the plants out

of doors are in a vigorous state of growth, as

good cuttings can be procured from the open

border as from plants under glass.

Prepare a bed of clean, coarse sand, not less

than four inches deep, cither on the benches of

a greenhouse or in a cold-frame out of doors.

The cuttings will do as well in the one place as

the other, but if a greenhouse is available the

bed will be more convenient to work at. This

sand bed is then to be soaked with water, and

never afterward allowed to get dry. For cut-

tings, select shoots not more than a week or so

old. The slender, wiry shoots of the monthly

roses which just begin to show a blossom bud
are the best. Avoid the rank, pithy young
shoots which frequently sprout from the base

of the bushes ; these will root, but not so readily

as the more slender shoots, nor do they make
so good plants. Cut off the soft tip of the

shoot, and divide the remainder into cuttings

of not less than two eyes. The top of the

cutting should be cut at least three fourths of

an inch above an eye, and the leaf at this eye

should remain on; the base of the cutting

should be about a half inch below the second

or third eye, the leaves from which should be

stripped off. If the wood buds in the axils of

the leaves on the lower part of the shoot are

fully developed, it is an indication that the

wood at that point is too ripe to take root

easily, and should not bo used unless cuttings

are very scarce. In short, the cuttings must

not be so soft as to present no woody fiber in

cutting, neither must the wood be hard ; a little

experience will soon indicate to a close observer

the exact state which is best.

Having your cuttings all prepared and your

sand bed ready, take an old knife or a piece of

hoop iron and, using a lath or other straight

edge as a ruler, cut a line at the end of the bed

across the sand, going completely to the bot-

tom. In this line or groove set the cuttings

nearly up to the leaf at the top and about half

an inch from each other in the row. Turn the

leaves of the cuttings all in one direction, so as

to be out of the way in setting the next row,

and also to present a neat appearance. When
the first row is filled, press the sand tightly to-

ward the row, and about three inches from this

first make a second row and fill it in with cut-

tings in the same manner, turning all the leaves

toward the first. row. Proceed in this way
until the bed is filled or your cuttings ex-

hausted, then sprinkle the bed thoroughly with

clear water. The glass over the bed must be

shaded with a thick coat of whitewash, and
the house or frame kept quite close. If in a

cold-frame, the sashes may be slipped down an
inch or so at the top during the heat of the day.

The frames should slope north, and not south

as usual. If the bed is in a greenhouse there

should not be any ventilation given overhead
;

a little air from the doors or side ventilators is

sufficient. If the thermometer rises during the

day to 100° or over, it will not hurt if the bed

is kept watered and the house moist and shady.

The cuttings will be rooted sufficiently to pot

in about four weeks, and the process of propa-

gation may be continued as late as good cut-

tings can be had from the open ground, pro-

vided some means is at hand for heating the

bed when the weather grows colder. When
rooted, pot off into 2^-inch pots, using decom-

posed sods and woods-mold in about equal

parts with a very small portion of well-rotted

manure. Water thoroughly and keep shaded

until they start to grow. When well estab-

lished in the pots, plunge them in a cold-frame

or pit for the winter and protect from freezing.

In spring plant out where they are intended to

flower. If wanted for sale in spring, shift

them into three-inch pots in January and place

them in a greenhouse where the night temper-

ature does not exceed 50°, and by the last of

April most of the everblooming sorts will show
flowers and make fine plants for the market.

This method cf propagation is more oopocialljr

applicable to the tender varieties such as Teas,

Noisettes, Bengal, and Bourbon, as the wood
of these sorts is usually in the proper condition

in autumn, but any roses can be rooted in the

same way if shoots can be had of the proper

age. During the past fall the writer has pro-

pagated thousands of Moss roses in this way,

which he was enabled to do by the favorable

weather which kept the plants in vigorous

growth. Moss-rose cuttings should be almost

as tender as the green shoot of a scarlet gera-

nium. In this condition we never have any

difficulty in rooting them. The above method

can be'used by almost any one, while the pro-

pagation of roses during winter and spring can

only be practiced by florists who have houses

adapted to the purpose.

About Pickles.

A farmer sees that a jar of pickles sells at the

village store for fifty cents ; he knows that he

can raise the quart of cucumbers it contains for

a very few cents, and estimating the cost of

vinegar, bottle, and putting up at. a liberal fig-

ure, he finds that there must be to some one at

least thirty cents profit upon each jar that is

sold. He thinks here is a chance for a profit-

able undertaking ; he has the land and knows
he can raise the cucumbers, which in his eyes

is the main thing, and he writes to his agricul-

tural paper to know all about putting up such

pickles as are sold in the stores. The fact is

that the cucumbers, while they are the princi-

pal thing to the consumer, are but a small part

of the investment of the pickle-maker. It is

probable that if one of our farmer friends who
have an idea of pickle-making could have bot-

tles, vinegar, and all other necessary materials
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placed od his farm free of cost, he would make

a very poor business of it ; he might sell a few

at the stores where he traded, but he would

meet with no general sale. The person who
put up the pickles he saw at the store has been

for years in building up a reputation, so that

his name upon an article sells it at once ; then

he has his factory at a commercial center from

which radiate the channels through which

merchandise passes out to the consumer. He
has sufficient capital to allow him to carry a

whole year's stock, and buildings large enough

to contain it, and the sum invested in cucum-

bers and other vegetables to be pickled is but a

small share of the whole. In this as in many
other cases, it is not easy for the producer of

the raw material to manufacture it for market.

While we would encourage every one to do

that which will make his farm more produc-

tive, we do not think that pickle-making or

fruit-canning can as a general thing be made
profitable on ordinary farms, on account of the

capital and skilled labor required. In fact the

production of the raw material, and the prepar-

ing of it as a finished product for market, are

two distinct kinds of business, either of which

requires the whole energies of the person who
engages in it. The growing of cucumbers

forms a legitimate part of a farmer's or garden-

er's business, and when he is within easy reach

of a factory where he can deliver his cucumbers

fresh, or is able to put them up in salt for the

market, it is often a profitable one. Any good

land will produce a crop of pickles, but the

hills must be enriched with fine manure. Mark
out the land about five feet each way and at

the intersections spade in a shovelful of manure
to mix it well with the soil. The seed is usu-

ally pui hi tliu lust -weok iu June or the first

week in July. "Where small pickles are in de-

maud the Early Cluster will give the best re-

sults ; if large ones are wanted, the White
Siime may be sown. The Long Green Prickly,

while it produces a fruit long iu proportion to

its thickness, is such a poor bearer that grow-

ers generally discard it. Indeed those who
make a specialty of this crop raise their own
seeds and are very particular iu the selection

of the plants to furnish them. By careful se-

lection for a few years each grower establishes

a strain which he thinks better than any other

and of which he is very choice. An abundance

of seed is sown in each hill to guard against ac-

cidents ; although insects do not so trouble the

young to the extent that they do earlier, it is

well to have air-slaked lime at hand to check

them in case they are destructive. The ground

is to be kept clean by the use of the cultivator

and hoe, and when the plants show two or

three rough leaves, thin them to leave three or

four of the strongest to the hill. Some grow-

ers sow round turnips at the last hoeing and
thus get a double crop from the land. In case

the cucumbers are supplied to a factory there

Should be an understanding beforehand as to

sizes ; the usual size is four inches, but for cer-

tain purposes they are required smaller than

this. Much of the success of the crop depends

upon the picking; if a vine is allowed to ripen

the first fruit it sets, it will produce but little

after that. There should be force enough to go

over the vines every other day, and the pickers

should be taught to pick not only the fruit of

the required size, but everything that has grown
beyond that, in order to keep the plants up to

their full productiveness. The cucumbers
must always be cut and never pulled, not only

for the safety of the vines, but because those

with stems are more salable. Picking is usually

done by women and children, who are paid by
the thousand a price which varies with the lo-

cality from twenty-five to forty cents. The
pickers should be careful not to tread upon the

vines. The delivery at the factory may be

made at such times as may be agreed upon, as

if not in such large masses as to heat the cu-

cumbers will be in good condition for several

days. Those who send their pickles to market

salted follow different methods. One of our

friends who was formerly largely engaged dur-

ing the war in supplying the southwestern

markets put up his cucumbers in the following

manner. New barrels were used, and one

head being removed, the barrel was filled as

full as possible by shaking, about half a peck

of salt added and the head put iu place. The
barrels were then filled quite full of water

through the buughole, and then bunged up
tightly. He stated that as they were sold by

the barrel and not by count, it was a profitable

business for him. It is probable that in tightly

closed barrels the pickles would keep for some
months in this weak brine ; at that time the ar-

ticle met with a ready sale, and our friend

never heard any complaint of their spoiling.

Mr. Waldo P. Brown, a well-known Ohio

seed-grower, in his " Parm Quarterly " for

April gives his method of salting cucumbers as

follows :
" Cover the bottom of your barrel

with salt, then pour in a bushel of pickles,

then sprinkle three or four quarts of salt, and

so on till the barrel is full. In twenty-four

hours you will find the barrel only two thirds

full, and the brine at the top of the pickles

;

then fill again, and perhaps a third time, and

when full put on a loose-fitting cover and a

weight to keep it under brine, and nothing

more is necessary except to see that the brine

does not settle so as to leave them bare, in

Whiclr case make strong brine and refill. Many
make brine and pour over them; but by my
plan nearly one third more pickles can be put

iu the same space, and I think the pickles are

better for drawing the juice out of them, and

if salt enough is used they will keep indefinitely.

I have kept them over the second summer in

fine condition. A forty-gallon barrel will hold

about three thousand pickles, if salted as I di-

rect, and with a little experience a man can

count and pack four thousand an hour."

Eerns and Fern Collecting.

Taken as a whole, few plants present a

greater variety of graceful outlines than do our

native ferns. Those who go from cities for

their summer vacation are quite sure to be at-

tracted by the ferns, and as they have seen

other ferns cultivated in cases and in green-

houses, they set to work to gather the roots of

these to take home for the decoration of their

rooms during winter. Ladies, and sometimes

gentlemen too, make excursions to the hills and

valleys in search of these plants ; the roots are

carefully placed iu boxes and watered and

shaded until the time for the return, and on the

journey home the parcels are taken by the col-

lector's own hand, as something too precious

to be risked with the baggage. At length the

plants find their place iu the fernery, and are

watched with much interest. They perhaps do

not look very well, but that may be on account

of the journey. As cool weather comes on the

ferns look worse, and are given more heat. A
still worse condition suggests that they should

be kept cooler, or have more air, or more or

less light; but with all the changes they go

backward, and by Christmas the probabilities

are that not a green frond is to be seen. This
want of success is ascribed to improper soil,

too much or too little water, or to any cause
but the right one—a want of knowledge of the

plants themselves. The fact is that the great

majority of our ferns are deciduous, and when
taken home at the end of summer no treatment

whatever will make them flourish ; they have
completed their career, and must have rest

until the next season. These deciduous ferns,

graceful and delicate as they are, will not an-

swer for house-culture ; we have a few ever-

green ones, readily distinguished by the firm-

ness and persistence of their fronds, which will

do admirably ; but with the exception of these,

if we would fill up a fernery, we must depend
upon the exotic species furnished by the

florists. Still we would not discourage the

collecting of native ferns, for much enjoyment
may be had from their cultivation, only it must
be for the most part out-doors rather than in

the house. There are but few city yards that

do not furnish a shady corner which will allow

of a small fernery, and some stones should be

arranged to form a little rook-work on which
many kinds will grow that would not flourish

in the border. Some ferns seem to need the

protection the stones afford to their roots.

Upon such a small scale no very picturesque

rock-work can be achieved ; the best that can
be done is to imitate some rocky hill-side with
crevices between the rocks which are filled

with earth, which extends down to and is

in connection with the soil of the border. This

precaution must be observed in making a rock-

work of any kind, large or small, for_ ferns or

any other plants, for if the earth is in mere
pockets it will soon dry out, and as no supply
of moisture can come up rrom eeiow tiie plants

will in a dry time be sure to perish. To those

fond of ferns there is every encouragement for

them to attempt their cultivation in the manner
here stated, and we have seen several ferneries

in city yards which possessed much interest,

the plants having been accumulated during

successive summer excursions. In collecting

ferns, it would be better to remove them in

early spring, just as they are starting into vege-

tation. But while this is practicable to those

who live in the country, those who live in cities

must take them just as they are in the height

of their growth or not at all. In this case, the

best thing to do, after having secured a good

clump of roots, is to cut away all the fronds,

provided the plant is one of the large kind. If

considerable time must elapse between the time

of gathering the plants and that of taking them

home, it will be best to set them closely toge-

ther in a box in which some woods-earth has

been placed. Put the plants in a shady place,

and sprinkle as often as may be needed to

prevent them from drying out, yet they should

not be too wet at the roots. In setting the

ferns out, as near 'an approach as possible

should be made to the natural localities of the

plants. Those found upon rocks should have

a place on the rock-work ; those that were col-

lected along the edges of thickets and by road-

sides will make themselves at home in the bor-

der ; and the " Ostrich Fern," which grows in

rich, moist soils, and the "Flowering Ferns,"

which come from the margins of swamps, may
have a place to which water can be conducted

to keep up the proper moisture. The great

trouble the town cultivator will encounter will

be the soil. Very often that in the yard is of

the poorest kind, and mixed with builder's rub-

bish. For some species it will be absolutely
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necessary to have soil that is light, and which

contains a large share of vegetable matter-

such as is known as woods-earth or leaf-mold.

It sometimes happens that a florist will furnish

a supply of soil of this kind for a moderate

sum, or arrangement can be made with some

of leaves besides. The stem is terminated by

usually two umbels of flowers, which have the

structure peculiar to the genus. But few plants

present such a striking departure from the or-

dinary form of the flower as do those of the

Milkweeds. Wonderfully curious is the ar-

are derived from Latin and Greek, could be

perplexed as every druggist is almost daily by

the indefiniteness of common names, tbey

would gladly adopt the definite botauical ones.

To distinguish the Yellow-root in question

from the others Dr. Gray very properly gave it

& J*k-£ dot

.

foub-leaved milkweed.—(Asdepias quadrifolia.) shrub yellow-koot.—(ZanlJiorhiza apiifolia.)

market gardener to bring in a barrel of the de-

sired material. One who is really in earnest

can procure it without great difficulty. We
would advise those who collect ferns by all

means to learn their name. We have seen a

large collection, the result of several years'

labor by a lady, who did not know the name
of a single one of her ferns, and we could not

help thinking how much more she would have

enjoyed her pets could she call them by name.

In Gray's Manual the ferns of the Northern

States are carefully described by Prof. D. C.

Eaton, and as one specimen r.f each genus is so

illustrated by engravings that its characteristic

parts are distinctly shown, almost any intelli-

gent person can with a little study make out

the names of the species he finds.

The Four-leaved Milkweed.

(A&depias quadrifolia.)

One or more species of Milkweed is to be

found in almost every lo l,.lity, but the com-

moner ones which grow along roadsides and in

fence-rows have generally..,!! coarse, weedy look.

Not so the little four-leaved species of the

woods, which is as delicate as the others are

coarse. This has a slender stem, one to two

feet high, upon which are one or two whorls

of four leaves together, and one or two pairs

rangement of the stamens, from which the

pollen can only be removed by the help of in-

sects, and singularly beautiful is the crown of

cups attached to the stamens, each cup or hood

looking like a minute, tinted shell, within which

is a slender curved horn ; this crown is often

the most conspicuous part of the flower. In the

present species the hoods are nearly white,

delicately tinted with purple at the base. The
flower appears in June, and has a most pleasing

fragrance. We do not remember to have seen

the Four-leaved Milkweed in cultivation ; but

it is worthy of trial by growers of native plants.

~— 0m r-^

The Shrub Yellow-root.

It is the misfortune of common names as ap-

plied to plants that they are very apt to be used

loosely. Sometimes the same name is given to

widely different plants, and again a plant will

have several common names, and the greatest

confusion prevails among the common names

of our native plants. There are five kinds of

" Rattlesnake Root," three things called Check-

erberry, while the plants known as "Snake-

root " number a dozen or more, henct it should

not surprise us to find three or four distinct

plants called in diflerent localities "Yellow-

root." If those persons who hold in contempt

botanical names of plants simply because they

the name of Shrub Yellow-root, and as the

others bearing this name are herbs this simpli-

fies matters greatly. The botanical name,
ZanthorMza, is the rendering of Yellow-root

into Greek, and its specific name, apiifolia,

means parsley-leaved, as the foliage is cut up
something after the style of that of " single

"

parsley. It belongs to the Ranunculus Family,

and is interesting as being one of the few mem-
bers of that large and important family that

are shrubs. The plant has long, deep, yellow

roots, from which arise several steins, sometimes

as high as three feet, but more commonly from

one to two. The stems have large terminal

buds, from which in spring appear the many-

divided leaves and the drooping racemes of

small, brownish purple flowers. The general

habit of the plant is given in the engraving.

The plant is found in Western New York,

Pennsylvania, and southward along the moun-

tains. Both root and stem have a very yellow

and bitter bark, which was found in use by the

aborigines as a dye, which takes readily upon

wool and silk. Some years ago it attracted at-

tention as a medicinal plant, but its properties

are only those of a simple bitter, and it is not in

this respect superior to other and more com-

mon tonics or vegetable bitters, which are

much alike in their effects. The coloring

matter is similar to that of the barberry.
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[For other Household Items, see "Basket " pages).

A Clothes-Line Reel.

An Illinois correspondent sends us a sketch of a

contrivance for taking in a clothes-line, which he

has made, and, finding it to work satisfactorily, he

wishes to give it to the readers of the Agriculturist.

He justly remarks that it is a great deal of trouble

to put up and take down an ordinary clothes-hue,

and it is often left out and exposed to the weather
and soon becomes rotten. We regret that his

description is not quite so full as it might be, but,

as we understand it, it affords a hint to those hus-
bands who like to make things handy for the
" women folks," and give his sketches and descrip-

tion. In the first place, he has an upright box, to

serve as a post, built of boards ; this is shown at

a iu both engravings, figure 1 being a front view

Fig. 1.—FRONT

and figure 2 a side view iu section. This box, a, is

made large enough for the weight, b, to move up
and down freely inside ot it. Attached to this up-

right box, at the proper bight, is a box, e, to con-

tain the reel for the line. The reel is double ; it

has a large shaft, <?, upon which the line is wound,
and a smaller shaft, c, for the cord of the weight.

This box is so attached to the upright one that the

small shaft, e, is opposite to it. The weight has a

pulley attached to it ; the cord for the weight is

fastened to the top of the upright box, goes
through the pulley on the weight, over a pulley at

the top, and down to the shaft, e, of the wheel.
When this cord enters the box there is a guide pul-

ley or roller, /, to make it run smoothly. When
the line is put upon the reel the weight is first

wound up by revolving the reel, which will wind

the weight cord up upon e. The line being made
fast to the shaft d, the weight is allowed to ran

down, which will reel up the line upon d. There

must be an opening iu the box, c, the length of the

shaft, <?, in order to allow the line to run freely.

When the clothes-line is pulled out, of course the

weight will be wound up, and when it is to be taken
iu the descent of the weight will cause the line to

be reeled upon its shaft and be properly housed.
We give this merely as a suggestiou, regretting
that our correspondent did not give exact measure-
ment, size of weight, etc., allot which are neces-
sary in explaining such a contrivance.

J^ tea-cupful ; eggs, 3 ; baking-powder, 1 tea-

spoonful. Bake like jelly-cake, but have the layers

thicker. When done, split open with a sharp knife

and place one above another, having the crust

down, with mock-cream between each layer made
thus : One pint boiling milk, beat well, and stir in

2 eggs, 1 cup of sugar, 2 table-spoonfuls of corn-

starch, and lastly add }< tea-cupful of butter. This

cake is better two or three days old. It makes a

very nice dessert.

Frencli Oeaui-Calce.—Mrs. E. G. B.—
Sugar, 1 tea-cupful ; flour, 2 tea-cupfuls ; milk,

The Atrocity of Feather Beds.

BY A COUNTRY PARSON.

The cackling of the goose is said to have saved

Home. The feathers of the same bird are dealing

death to America. We are reminded ot this as the

summer approaches and the hospitality of rural

friends occasionally introduces us to the "feather

bed" which has come dowu an heirloom in the

family for Ave generations. It is a capacious bag,

holding some thirty to forty pounds of good, honest

goose feathers, plucked a hundred years ago, and

held in high esteem by succeeding generations until

it has come into the possession of the present in-

cumbent of the old homestead. Underneath this

feather bed is the straw bed, filled annually with

clean, sweet oat straw. This relieves the pressure

upon the bed cords, which are annually tightened

at the spring house-cleaning with the old-fashioned

winch and pin until the tense cord makes music

to the stroke of the hand. This feather bed was a

tolerable institution iu the days of log houses, with

the free ventilation of a big fireplace and rifts in

the roof through which the wind whistled and the

snow drifted in every winter storm. But now, with

tight houses and stoves that heat everything from

cellar to garret, the case is altered. No amouut of

airing and suulight will permanently redeem the

bed from the odor of old feathers, which is any-
thing ljut agreeable, tmd the more atrocious effete

animal matter that has escaped from the sleepers

that have sought repose here for generations past.

Think now of John Giles coming in from his day's

work in the field where he has been following the

plow or driving the mower or reaper, his body all

day long iu a vapor bath, to repeat the process in

the night watches as he stretches his weary limbs

upon this unpatented pcrspirator. Here he tries

to sleep, but wakes often from fitful dreams, and
tosses as if a fever were raging in his veins. Is it

any wonder that he rises from unrefreshing sleep

with the early dawn, that he grows lean and
cadaverous, and becomes cross and dyspeptic ?

The poor wife who shares his couch has possibly,

in addition to his discomforts, the care of a nursing

child. Is it auy wonder that she comes to the

morning more dead than alive ? Is it any wonder
that so large a per ceut of the inmates of our
lunatic asylums come from our farms? The old

proverb that "the rest of the laboring man is

sweet " needs to be received with several grains of

allowance. There is not much sweetness or refresh-

ment on this pile of feathers in the sweltering

summer nights. It is surprising to see how long it

takes modem improvements to invade the agricul-

tural districts, even with the help of railroads and
newspapers. Hair mattresses and spring beds are

unknown luxuries in many of these districts where
the civilization is at least two hundred years old.

" The age of home-spun," supposed by some of

our brilliant writers to have departed fifty years

ago, is still continued in almost unbroken force.

Something cool and soft to sleep on and under, is

still a desideratum in most farm-houses. The
apology for feather beds and cotton-quilted com-
fortables is not poverty, but convenience of manu-
facture. The feathers are a home product, and a

tea-drinking makes the quilts and comfortables.

Yet John Giles owns his farm, is out of debt, has a

good bank account, owns railroad stock, and could

have mattresses, fine linen, and blankets if he un-

derstood their comfort and economy. Where are

our advertisers of good beds and bedding?

Home Topics.

BY FAITH r.OCUESTER.

The Contents of Children's Dinner Bask-
ets.—I think I will tell a little true story, to begin

with—a bit of my own early experience.

I was rather a delicate child, subject to sick

headaches and to frequent fits of childish sickness

—in the summer fevers, and in winter inflammation

of the lungs, cold in the head, et at. I got the idea

when quite young that I was not expected to make
a very healthy woman, and that it would not be
strange if I should grow up to be a chronic invalid.

It did not occur to me—nor to any one else,

so far as I am aware— that this would depend
chiefly upon my habits of liviug during my early

years. Though I became a church member at

thirteen, I had not the least awakening of con-
science in regard to physical sins (or unhealthy
habits of eating, dressing, exercise, etc.) until more
than five years later, and since then I seem to have
been learning only slowly, with pain and difficulty.

When I was twelve years old I was a pupil at a

select school more than half a mile from home, and
carried my dinner in a small tin pail. I was allowed
to put this up for myself, without any supervision

from others. A little white "milk emptyings,"

bread, well spread with butter, went in for decen-

cy's sake ; all the rest was pie, cake, and pickles.

The cake and pickles were my chief dependence.

I used to feel secretly sure that I should soon
die of heart disease ! My little five-year-old Dot
knows more of physiology and hygiene to-day than

I did then, though I was getting on well with my
algebra and grammar and history, and had just

taken a prize for the best composition. I thought

it was my heart that pained me so under my ribs

after I had eaten the cake and pickles. One after-

noon I had to go out of school crying with the

pain, and the teacher's wife allowed me to lie on
her bed until school was over. Then, instead of
walking home, I went to stay all night with my
seat-mate, who lived nearer the school. Her
mother said it was dyspepsia that troubled me, and
that she had it herself. I had heard the name be-

fore, and felt rather flattered at having such a

respectable disease, and drank the hot tea she

prescribed and prepared with an unusual feeling of

being in the fashion.

Not long after I took my dinner witji me and
went home with my seat-mate at noon. I sat nib-

bliug my lunch in the kitchen, where Anna's eldest

sister, a young married woman home on a visit,

was ironing. I always liked her. She looked into

my pail, saying merrily :
" I wonder what you carry

for your dinner."

"I don't wonder that you have a pain in your
side so much !

" she exclaimed. " Don't you know
that it is the pickles?"

I explained that I had dyspepsia, but she laughed,

and told me that I always would have, and worse

and worse, as long as I ate such lunches. She

counseled me kindly to make the bulk of my dinner

of bread and butter or other plain fare. This ad-

vice was acted upon in some degree, and I soon

found such a connection between pickles and sick

headaches and dyspeptic paius, and later between
mince-pie and rich cake and the same aches and
pains that prudence led me to avoid them. It was
not conscience yet.

This experience, like others of the same stripe,

has enabled me to realize better the wisdom of the

good God in giving us pain and sickness and death

as results of disobedience to physical laws. It

seems strange that individuals learn the wisdom of

obedience so slowly ; and very strange that the

human race parts with its stupidity in this respect

so tardily. Yet all this may not seem slow or

strange to us millions of years hence, but only a

beautiful part of our Maker's great plan for our

full and perfect creation. He might have created

us with only instinct, like the brutes, but he gave

us reason and freedom to work out our own salva-

tion, physical as well as spiritual.

The dinners of the school children tell steadily

upon their growth and welfare and future useful-
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ness in the world. Like grown-up people, they use

up daily, or waste by exercise of all sorts, by mere

bodily combustion too in keeping the body warm
with blood, a large portion of the nourishment

they get from food. This daily wastage must be

made good. Children have not only to repair the

daily waste, but to go on building up new bone,

new muscle, new brain, as they grow from day to

day. Their food should contain nourishment for

all parts of the system, and they should have

plenty, but they should be accustomed to such

plain fare that they can readily stop eating when
their hunger is satisfied, and not go on nibbling

merely to gratify the palate, thus forming habits

of gluttony.

Cake and pastry have but little, and pickles have

scarcely a particle of nourishment in them, and

they almost invariably do the system positive harm,

in greater or leas degree, when taken into the

stomach. The harm may be so little and the over-

coming influences so strong, in the way of out-door

exercise and other healthy conditions, that no evil

result may be apparent ; but all our diseases are

caused by violations of hygiene in some respect.

We are not always personally responsible for these

violations, since our sanitary conditions are not

always within our own control, never indeed en-

tirely so ; but where we can help ourselves we
ought clearly to do so.

Large and Small Washings.—There is more
than one way to " save washing." There is a right

way and a wrong way, and each of these ways in-

cludes many details. Of course, I am writing for

people of moderate means. Some housekeeping is

done "regardless of expense," and regardless of

everything but the personal wishes or whims of its

directors. "Household" articles on domestic

economy are not read or desired in such establish-

ments. But we who have to look after the small

arts of living comfortably and healthfully, and at

the same time with true economy, must e;ive earnest

thought to all departments of our housekeeping.

I know a woman who always used calico night-

gowns for herself and children because they would
not show dirt like white ones, and could be worn
a longer time without washing. But the colored

gowns were as much soiled as white ones would
have been. White garments can be more thor-

oughly cleansed, by strong suds, washing fluid,

boiling, and bright sunshine, than can colored

ones ; so I think it a mistake to use colored night-

gowns with an idea of saving washing iu that way.

This does not exactly apply to the use of gingham
or hickory shirts by farmers. A man who works
in his shirt sleeves is likely to soil the outside of

the garmeut so very soon that he does well, if he
wishes to keep a decent appearance during the

days while he must wear the same shirt, to have it

made of some material that does not show spots 60

easily as white cotton, but of fast colors that will

bear boiling.

Nor do my remarks about night-gowns apply to

children's dresses and aprons. The darlings look
" sweet " in white frocks, but I know so much
more than I once did about the cost of those dainty

garments that my admiration is by no means un-
mingled with distrust. The first cost may be
trilling—no more cents per yard than a good ging-

ham or delaine perhaps. But when the little roly-

poly is dressed in its spotless gown and turned

loose to play— Oh ! But you don't turn it loose

to play with white dresses on ! No, and that is

just the pity of it. There is where you are paying
altogether too dear for your whistle. Tou may
spend money in vain for medicines in the effort to

buy for a pale and puny child the rosy cheeks and
bright spirits and cheerful voice and promise of

long life which you have sacrificed to its white
dresses in the effort to keep them clean.

A mother may resolve that she will eat her cake

and have it too—that she will keep her child in

clean white dresses and not restrict his healthy

rough-and-tumble exercise out of doors and on the

floor. Think it over well, loving mother. How
many dozen little white garments can you afford to

make on yonr sewing machine each season ? How
many can you wash and iron weekly ? What hours

of reading will you give in exchange for these

labors of love—the sewing and the laundry work ?

Can you keep your child in spotless robes and your-

self in the cheerful spirits that go along with un-

strained nerves and a body not overworked ?

Our ideas of beauty have their foundation in

some perception of spiritual truth, however dim
or poorly conceived. Pure and spotless robes are

beautiful, and no one dreams of a heaven without

them. I too long for them, and gladly believe that

when the kingdom comes on earth good gowns
and white robes will belong to everybody's ward-

robe. But at present I would not take as a gift

the wonderful white gown which my neighbor re-

gards as a great triumph of art. It is so fearfully

and wonderfully made, with its ruffles and tucks and

puffs and skirt over skirt that no one but its owner
can be trusted to iron it. This task takes her just

one whole clay, she says ; and the complicated gar-

ment can be worn only a few times before it has to

have a fresh washing and ironing.

Neither do I envy the hired girls their ruffled

white skirts. Annie would tell me at eleven o'clock

that the ironing was all done but a few pieces, and

in the middle of the afternoon the kitchen fire

would still be raging, while Annie's red face was
bowed over the ironing-board, where her own puffs

and ruffles on her white skirts were being smoothed.

Plain hems for me ! And white skirts only with

very light colored dresses ! And very light dresses

only for the leisure hours, and not then if they

make me fear to have the children run in from play

to hug and kiss me.

Give us plenty of undergarments—separate one9

for the day and for the night, so that these

may be changed and cleansed as often as once a

week at least. But there is a great saving in the

labors of the laundry if most outer garments be
made of colors and materials which can be worn a

long time without showing slight spots or stains,

but which can be brushed and aired iu the sun-

shine, and sponged in the places most exposed
to soiling.

Colored table-cloths save a good deal of labor,

and if large oil-eloth mats or japanned paper trays

be slipped under the children's plates the cloths

will look clean enough to use a long time, especially

if carefully folded in the same creases each time.

Folded paper under the children's plates will

serve in an emergency. The use of table bibs will

save the children's aprons a great deal, and if the6e

are of rubber they need not go into the wash.

What Shall we Have for Breakfast?

ET MISS J. J. O., WOODEOUKNE, SULLITAN CO., N. T.

Being a farmer's daughter, acquainted both by
observation and experience with many needs of

farmers and their families, I venture sending a few
hints. I esteem no one thing more essential to the

success of farmers than that of having breakfast

well and promptly prepared, so that they may be
able to avail themselves of the early, cool morning
for their own work and that of their teams. By
proper forethought in making allowance for the

next breakfast when cooking the dinner, the accom-

panying lists can be prepared by any active house-

keeper in half an hour. Of course, if potatoes and
meats are to be cooked, they must be made ready

over-night, coffee ground, etc., to spare the vexa-

tion of uncomfortable haste in arranging the break-

fast. Coffee is supposed to be served at each meal,

that being our usual breakfast beverage, although

chocolate, tea, or water may be substituted if de-

sired. The kinds of meat may be varied with the

season, to include fowls, fresh fish, veal, mutton,

or whatever is procurable or desirable ; and similar

variations may be made in the fruits. It is some-

times a grateful change in midsummer to leave out

meats altogether, and add more fruit, cither raw or

cooked. Potatoes are mentioned in the lists be-

cause it is taken for granted that every farmer has

them; but those who relish other vegetables, an 1

five them place in the garden (aa every fain

should do), will often exchange them for or supple-

ment them with some of the many other healthful
vegetables. No breadstuffs appear in the lists, as
it is assumed that bread, buckwheat, graham, or
Indian meal cakes will be served each morning ac-
cording to season or preference.

It has always seemed to me that none have better
opportunities for an abundance of good food than
farmers, providing their wives and daughters ap-
preciate their position as they should, and will give
to the preparation of the meals the amount of
thought and care that good cooking requires. I
fancy that I hear some hurried, overworked house-
keeper saying: " Oh ! do not speak of putting out
any more work or thought on cooking than we now
do." Far be it from me to add to the burdens of
the already over-tasked American farmer's house-
hold; but permit me to whisper a doubt of our
work being always just as well systematized as it

might be, and just as much pruned of extra duties.
I do not purpose to carry this subject out, as it

could easily be, to the extent of an entire volume
or more; but I must say that it does not appear to
me necessary for even independent, middle-class
farmers and their families to seek the adoption of
furniture, equipage, and dress indulged in by peo-
ple of more wealth though less independence than
farmers ; every mere luxury bringing with it added
care. Ah, tired house-mother ! Leave the ruffles

off the children's clothing, put aside the extra
stitches and the extra rubs

;
prepare a simple,

healthful, early breakfast (for starting right in the
morning is a good foundation for going through
the day right), and let every member of the house-
hold have a pleasant memory of the dear old farm,
its quiet reunions around the breakfast-table, and
a thousand other possible reminiscences of peace
and beauty to take with them not only through the

toils of present days, but through other years,

when they may too truly become only memories to
its scattered flock.

Breakfast Lists.—The articles in parentheses

refer to different seasons :

Sunday.—Baked potatoes ; roast beef from pre-

vious dinner, set in the oven until hot ; stewed ap-
ples (pie-plant) ; rice pudding.

Monday.—Potatoes, from previous dinner, cut
in slices and heated or warmed over by dropping in

hot fat, like crullers ; roast pork, cold ; cucumber
pickles (cut cabbage) ; raspberries, fresh or canned.

Tuesday. — Boiled potatoes ; salt mackerel

;

chopped tomato pickle (lettuce)
;
pie, apple (pie-

plant or cherry).

Wednesday.—Baked potatoes ; broiled beef

;

tomatoes, canned or fresh ; stewed apples (straw-

berries, cherries, etc.).

Thursday. — Codfish, Agriculturist's mode of

cooking ; boiled potatoes ; cucumber pickles (mar-

tynias, etc.) ; canned plums (baked pears).

Friday.—Broiled ham and poached eggs ; ap-

ples, stewed or baked ; rice pudding.

Saturday.—Potatoes, wanned over by slicing in

just water enough to keep from burning, to which
add butter and seasoning; broiled steak; chopped
tomato pickle ; cherries, canned or fresh (black-

berries, grapes, etc.).

Pudding Sauce.—Mrs. T. H. L. 6ays:
" For the benefit of those who do not have milk in

plenty, the pudding sauce mentioned in March
last can be made very nice by taking the same
quantities of sugar and butter, adding water in-

stead of milk, letting it all boil together, and when
boiling pour slowly on a well-beaten egg, not put-

ting on the stove again ; when nicely thickened

by stirring pour into a dish on wine and nutmeg.
I U6e this recipe often."

• i ^om — »-» •

Lemon Custard.—By Mississippi.—Take
four eggs, beat them well ; add six table-spoonfuls

of sugar, three of butter, half a tea-cupful of rich

cream, and juiee of two lemons. Beat all the in-

gredients well together, and pour on crusts and

bake. This quantity will make three ordinary-

sized custards.
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The liey or tlie Bastile.

It is likely that every boy and girl old enough to read

knows that Mount Vernon is the name of the estate

where Washington formerly lived ; it was here that he

died and was buried. This place, which is upon the

Potomac River, a few miles below Washington, is visited

by many persons who wish to see the place where the

great general and our first President lived, and the spot

where he is buried. The house is kept in very much the

earnc condition that it was in Washington's lifetime, and

eev OF THE DASTILE.

the rooms he occupied and the furniture he used are shown
to visitors. Among the objects shown is a large key in

a glass case, which was sent by Lafayette to Washington
—the key of the Bastile. How many of you know what
the Bastile is, or rather was ? In French it is spelled

with two Ts, and is the general name for a fortress, bnt

was especially applied to a large fortress in Paris, which,

was begun as long ago as 1639, and afterwards much, en-

larged. It was an immense stone building, with towers

and a great ditch running all around it, and had numer-

ous cells in the towers, as well as horrible dungeons
below ground. This place was for a long time used for

the keeping of state prisoners. Princes and others who
were supposed to be dangerous to the government were
put away here where they could do no mischief. After a

while it became a common jail, and great numbers of

persons suspected of being opposed to the rulers were
confined here. When you read the history of France you
will find that the Bastile plays an important part, and that

many distinguished persons were imprisoned here, and
went from it to be executed for their political belief.

There is no sadder page in all history than that of which
the Bastile is the center, and perhaps you will sometime
read all about it, and learn how the passions and preju-

dices of people led them to do wicked deeds. For a

lung time the very name of the Bastile was a terror.

During one of the French revolutions, in July, 1789, the

people destroyed the famous prison; the guards made
but a feeble derence, ana the people rushed in, liberated

the prisoners, some of whom had been there many years,

and one had been confined there since he was eleven

years old. The people toppled the towers down into the

ditch and underground dungeons, and the whole fortress

was completely destroyed. Upon the place where this

famous prison formerly stood there is now a monument
erected to the memory of the patriots who fell at that

time, which is called the Column of July. Lafayette,

who was as you know a great friend of Washington, and

who was always a patriot, sent to him the key of the

terrible prison, as a memento of the triumph of the peo-

ple over their wicked rulers, and the key can be seen by

all who visit Mount Vernon.

Mi*. CrandallS Acrolmts.
Mr. Crandall has probably done more to amuse young

people than any other living man. Some of you who are

old enough to read, and doubt whether you are to be still

classed among the boys and girls, but think you are

almost young men and women, can remember when his

building-blocks first came. What a treasure those build-

ing-blocks were, for the things that can be made of them
are numberless, and then, unlike all other blocks, the

houses and other structures made of them hold together.

These blocks have gone all over the country and to far-off

countries; for children in Australia and South America
are just like other children in wanting to be amused,
and fathers and mothers everywhere wish to amuse the

children, and it would surprise you to know how many
far-off places have sent for the blocks. The loads upon
loads that have been sent to different parts of this coun-

try, if you could see them altogether, would make a tre-

mendous pile. But Mr. Crandall was not satisfied with

his success with the blocks, and away up in his home in

the mountains he has been contriving other things to

amuse children ; he has sent out blocks of various kinds,

but at last he has hit upon something new—his Acrobats.

Hurrah for the Acrobats ! for they are just the funniest

things ever made. But stop. WT
hat is an acrobat? That

question would puzzle more than one old person, and

the children might as well know that it comes from a long

Greek word meaning -to walk on tiptoe ; it was first ap-

plied by the French to rope-dancers, and has since been

used for persons who perform gymnastic feats of any

kind. As Mr. Crandall's toys can be made to do almost

any ridiculous thing, he has called them ''Acrobats,"

and it is just as good a name as any other. There are

four acrobats in a box, and each one consists of a body,

a head, two arms, and two legs. All these parts are so

grooved and notched that they can be put together to

suit the child's fancy. They go together much as the

blocks do, and, like them when put together, they hold.

Then there are long and short grooved strips in each

box, which allow the acrobats to be set up in all sorts of

ways. When Mr. Crandall sent his first sample box, you

ought to have seen how a lot of old "boys "amused
themselves with it. Men who are grandfathers took the

greatest delight in putting these figures together in

strange shapes, and then laughing at them just as chil-

dren would. Well, that is right; a man should never

forget that he was a child once, and probably each one

wTas laughing to think how his children would be pleased.

Did not the figures illustrating these Acrobats take up so

much room we would show them here, but the publish-

ers, who have the sale of this, the best toy of the century,

give the whole thing in the advertising pages, and we
advise you to turn to them and learn more about these

funny acrobats from the engravings than a long descrip-

tion could tell. We think the boys and girls should bold

Mr. Crandall in their esteem as only next to St. Nicholas.

Sunrise.—Bas-relief.
In our mention of the picture called " Sunrise," given

last month, we just had room at the bottom of the page

to say that it was from a " beautiful bas-relief," and

promise to tell more about it. Probably some were puz-

zled to know what a bas-relief was, and others must have

wondered why the little girl had such strange eyes. Yet

perhaps the eyes, if nothing else, led them to think that

the picture was copied from a piece of sculpture in marble.

This was really the case. One of our artists saw this

marble work, and being pleased with it he made a copy

of it. Besides the figures which stand by themselves,

such as the statues and busts, sculptors make works in

which the figures are attached to a background of marble

or other material. These are called works in relief, or

relievo, as the Italians call it. In high relief the fig-

ures arc only attached to the background here and there,

and are in places quite free from it; in half relief, the

figures project half-way from the background ; and in low

relief the figures stand out but a little way—less than

half. The word for this ill French is bas-relief (pro-

nounced ba-relief), and is perhaps more generally used

than the English bass-relief.

Baa Writers.

A great many stories are told about the mistakes of

printers, and there are some ridiculous ones that may
happen by the use of a wrong letter, but the printers

would not make so many blunders if those who wrote

for them wrote more plainly. Many noted writers have

been celebrated for their horrid hand. The bad writing

of the eminent lawyer, Rufus Choate, has often been

mentioned as the worst possible ; some one said that the

word "what" as he wrote it,
' k looked like a small grid-

iron struck by lightning." One of the widely read Eng-

lish journals not long ago had an article on " Wretched

Writers," which was mainly devoted to showing the

mistakes made by Horace Greeley, as if there were not

abundant examples of bad writing in England. It is

true that Mr. Greeley would never have succeeded as a

writing-master. We have several pieces of his writing

which are not so difficult to make out when one gets the

hang of it and knows that he made s, a and r all alike,

as he did &, p and h. This English journal givcB an

instance of his bad writing that we nad col seea f»

fore. Mr. Greeley was invited to-attend a press meeting
in a Western state, and sent a letter declining to come.
Those who invited him studied over his answer, and this

is what they made out of it: "I have hominy, carrots
and railroad ties more than I could move with ei^ht
steers. If eels are blighted, dig them early. Any in-

sinuation that brick ovens are dangerous to hams gives
me the horrors." What he did write was: l

I find so
many cares and duties pressing on me, that, with the
weight of years, I feel obliged to decline any invitation

that takes me over a day's journey from home."
It does not seem possible for every one to learn to

write an elegant hand, but it is possible for every boy
and girl to write a plain hand that can be read without
difficulty. The most troublesome letters that come to
this office are those of persons who use flourishes, and
though the written page as a whole presents a fine ap-
pearance, yet it is more difficult to read than the poorest

cramped school-boy band. It very often happens that

we can read every part of a letter but the most impor-

tant—the signature. While you are young, get in the

way of writing your name so plainly that there can be
no doubt of a single letter in it. It may save yourself

and others much trouble in after life.

Aunt Sne*s Puzzle-Box.
ANAGRAMS.

I undid vial.

Let M. audit.

O hem her rag.

She pops the corn.

Train my mole.

6. Pet cider.

7. Adored love.

S. Is Peter a Pictf

9. Crimp feet.

10. Clide Inn.

CONCEALED SQUARE-WORD.

I saw him stab and kill a buffalo, entirely for sport,

and did "not enter his name on my list of friends;"

indeed, I never wish to see him again. Elkcim.

rr.

Noe tenleg drow hatt I amy kapes,

Neo dink dan volgin edde,

Amy—ought a ritlet ropo adn kewa

—

Overp ikle a nity edes ;

Dan how nac letl thaw dogo yam gnirps

Morf chus a revy fillet uight ? J. C. C.

3,1,-MEIfICAT. EXIGMi.

I am composed of eleven letters.

My 1, 4, 2, 5 is a planet.

My 0, 11, 10, 9 is pretty poor when it blows nobody
any good

!

My 8, 7, 1 is an article of food.

My 10, 11, 3, 9 is a sort of avenue.

My whole is an American river. H. S. E.

CROSS-WORD.

My first is in father but not in son.

My nest is in bread but not in bun.

My third is iu purchase but not in buy.

My fourth is in pudding but not in pie.

My fifth is in strike but not in pound.

My sixth is in oval but not iu round.

My seventh is in vigor but not in health.

My eighth is in money but not in wealth.

Select the right letter from every word,

And you'll find a name you have often heard.

II. L. Morton-.

DIAMOND PUZZLE.

1. Part of a day.

S. A vehicle.

3. To mark.

4. A geometrical figure.

5. A disease.

G. A girl's name.
7. Part of the hand.

rATrrnvonK.

Take 1/Q of a hand, l/A of a fragment, '/a °^ a third,

1
/.i of a Iamb, and make an amiuing puzzle of the whole.

CHARADE.
My first, a kind of seed

That in my whole's contained;

My next is sharp indeed,

Its wound with blood's soon siained.

My whole is ripe in full,

Its taste delicious quite,

In shape 'tis like a ball,

With pulp both soft and white. IIenkt.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE MAT NUMDER.

Anagrams.—1. Furtherance. "2. Knlsomine. 3. Miso-

gamist. 4. Conventional. 5. Centuries. 0. Vocabulary.

7. Implication. S. Beleaguers. 9. Elucidation. 10.

Throughout.

Pi.—The snow-drifts, which have lain so long

Ilauntiug the hidden rocks,

Like guilty ghosts have slipped away,

Unseen, into the brooks.
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Syncopation.—Slate, late, ate, at, t (tea).

Cross-Words.—1. Hannah. 2. Catalogue.

Concealed Geographical Names.— 1. Asia. S.Alas-

ka. 3. Parana. 4. San Francisco. 5. Ohio.

Squake-Words.—
LOVE
OVAL
VATS
ELSE

HATE
AJAR
T A P S
ERST

although many of them are popped into the scrap-basket

as altogether too poor for use.

J. H. W.—It is scarcely worth while to "Pi" well-

known proverbs or verses, as one or two words will often

give a key to the whole, and " spoil the fun."'

Bessie Bennett writes to me on the 9th of May, and

says :

k
" You just ought to be in the country now ; every-

thing is as pretty as can be."—I am just going, Bessie.

If there be one thing I love above another it is to see the

GULLIVER BEFORE TOE CITIZENS OF BROBDIGNAG.

Alphabetical Arithmetic.—
143)628897(4 1©5 {k'oj : Wicked boys.)

Illustrated Douele Acrostic—Water-melon.
W- igwa -M
A- ntelop -E
T- owe -L
E-ighty-tw-0

R- ai -N

AUNT SUE'S NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Effu M. G.— I am glad you "all enjoy the puzzles so

much." I can not do less than thank the dear children

when they take the trouble to write and send me puzzles,

baby leaves rocked in their bud cradles by the May
zephyrs to the sweet music of happy birds. Bessie

squares LOVE five times and HATE ten times ; she

seems to find it easier to u get square" with hate than

with love.

Minnie, Hester, and Ettie.—Thanks. I have a

superabundance of numerical enigmas, but, under the

circumstances, yours shall be prepared for publication.

Thanks, tor letters, puzzles, etc., to M. Cator, Isaiah

S. It., M. C. Slear, Mattie J., W. J. K., D. H. L., Ruthie

A. B., Frank L. H., and Nellie Van.

All contributions for tlxu IYzzle-Box should be ad-

dressed to ArNT Sue, P. O. Box 111. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Gulliver in Brobdignag.
Perhaps the first questions you will ask will be,

"Where is Brobdignag, and who was Gulliver ?"—You
will not be likely to find Brobdignag on any map or in
any gazetteer, for the place, as well as Gulliver, was the
work of a gentleman who had a very lively fancy, who
described both as if they were real. Over a hundred
years ago there appeired a book called Gulliver's Travels,
by one Jonathan Swift, better known as Dean Swift,

and it was a most interesting story;

fifty years ago or less it was printed

with pictures as a children's book, as

the story was so well told that children

Could get amusement from it as they do
from Robinson Crusoe. But it was
not intended as a child's book; the

author wrote it to ridicule some of the

people and the fashions of his time.

The story says that Gulliver was ship-

wrecked on a strange land called Lili-

put, where the people were only six

inches high ; and it gives a great many
amusing adventures that happened to

him among these little'people. Hewas
first taken prisoner by them, having laid

down to sleep near one of their cities.

He found upon waking that he could

not rise ; the little fellows had made
him fast l>y the hairs of his head, as

well as by many cords over his limbs.

They thus took him captive, and he
lived for a while among these little

people, doing many strange things.

Although Liliput was a fanciful name,
it has become fixed in our language,

and wc call anything that is small
" liliputian."

After a while Gulliver escaped from
Liliput and reached home, but soon af-

ter he went on another voyage and got
left by his ship in the land of the

Brobdignagians, who were a race of

giants, as much larger than he was as

he was larger than the Liliputians, and
his adventures here were quite as

Bteaougg ami na lanjfliirore as tnosc

among the pigmies. He was taken

possession of by a farmer, who put

Gulliver in the care of his daughter, a

bouncing lass, who had the beautiful

name of Glumdalclitclu You can

imagine the size she was said to be by
the story that she had a box made in

which to carry Gulliver about, like a

pet bird. Everything in Brobdignag,

according to this history, was as large

iu proportion as the people, or, to be

exact, trees, birds, hailstones, and all

other natural objects were eighteen

hundred times larger than iu England.

After a while he went to court and lived

with the king and queen. One of the

royal attendants had a spite against

Gulliver, and as he was walking iu an

orchard shook the trees, and the apples,

each nearly as large as a barrel, came
near killing him. He had wondrous

battles with the linnets and other small

birds of the country, as well as with a

frog. For exercise he used to row
in a boat which the princess hung up

in her closet to dry after he had used it.

But perhaps some of you may some day

come across this quaint old book, which

though written to ridicule tha court of

England, and princes and public men
now long dead, is very bright and

amusing for the way in which the story

is told. Some very beautiful editions

of this famous book have been pub-

lished, with fine illustrations. The
picture here given is from one of

these volumes, and Is bj Morten, The
farmer who first had Gulliver used to take him about

and exhibit him, just as Barmim in later years did with

Tom Thumb. The picture shows one of these exhibi-

tions before the wise people and dignitaries of Brob-

dignag. His mistress, Glumdalclitch, is showing Off her

pet, who is evidently astonishing the natives. A por-

tion of the box in which the lady carried Gulliver around

is seen at one side, and she holds in her hand one of the

straws of that remarkable country, which, according to

Gulliver, served him for a lance or spear. If the persons

who are witnessing his exhibition are fair specimens of

the citizens of Brobdignag. we do not wonder that he

Was glad to leave the country, notwithstanding that he

W09 a favorite with the king and the royal family.
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J.iiV Insurance.

Modern science and civilization have achieved

no prouder triumph than in the discovery and

practical application of the principle of life insur-

ance. As a discovery, it ranks with the most won-

derful inventions of the century ; as a beneficent

institution, it ou«rauks and overshadows every

other that has been devised by the wit of man.

The unwritten record of its benefactions are one

grand epic, telling of the triumphs of human love

over sorrow and death. The visible creations and

monuments of its power are the strongest, purest,

and most enduring financial institutions of the age.

Among these, conspicuous alike for its age, its

stability, and its liberality, stands the United

States Life Insurance Company of this city. Or-

ganized in 1850, when life insurance was an experi-

ment in America, and little more than an experi-

ment anywhere, this company comes forth from the

trials and vicissitudes of nearly a quarter of a cen-

tury with $4,253,8615.48 of assets, a surplus as to

policy-holders of $915,443.46 and a record without

spot or blemish.

Twenty-five years is a long time in the history of

American life underwriting. In that time, what

financial changes, what social progress, what poli-

tical revolutions have trauspired. Through what

6torms and perils has every great moneyed corpora-

tion of the country passed—either to oblivion, or

to a secure place in the confidence of men.

The founders of the United States Life Insurance

Company were among the pioneers of life insur-

ance in this country. Time and space are wanting

with us to tell the story of their early struggles, of

their patience, and a faith — a patience that

"worked" rich experience, autl a faith gloriously

illustrated by works.

They contended with difficulties that to less

sturdy souls would have been insurmountable.
They cxptorcd untried repionn. and wrought with

unknown material. The.v builded with the trowel

in one hand and the sword in the other, but t/«*/

builded better than they knew. They laid the founda-

tions, and sprung the arches, and established the

economy of a buildinsr that has outlasted their

lives, and promises to outlast the memory of their

names—a building beneath whose staunch roof-

tree more thaa 10,000 families are sheltered and

secured.

Avoid Lead and Zinc Poison and Iron rust,

by usins? Tin-Lfned Lead Pipe. It i* the best Pipe for

water, and i^ highly recommended. Price 16X cents a

pound, ior pi 1 sizes. Descriptive Pamphlets sent by

mail free. Cotwell Lead Co., 313 Centre St., New York.

(CIKCTJLAB.J

Consumers Importing Tea Co.,

\

No. 8 Church Street,

P. O. Box 5,500. New York City,

Tli's *s a combination of capitalists to supply the consum-

ers of Teas throughout the United States on the mutual

principle.

"We have experienced agents in all the best districts of

China and Japan to select Teas especially lor oar traue.

We expect every consumer of Teas to render ns all the

assistance they can in carrying out our enterprise, as we

maKfl a specialty of SUPPLYING CONSUMERS ONLY
(and allow no middlemen to make any profit on our import-

ations), which will enable us to supply them with Teas at

prices lower than have ever been known, and of those fine

qualities that seldom reach the Interior, being sold only iu

the large cities and among the very wealthy.

Hoping the consumer will take an interest In our enter-

prise, and send at once for a circular with full explanations

of how to proceed to obtain our goods, we remain.

Most respccttnlly yours.

Consumers Importing Tea Co.,
Ho. 8 Church Street,

New York City.P. n. Box 5,300.

Eutere-1. nTordtnpr to Act of uongress, la January, 1874,

hy tho Comunn 's Importing Tea Co., la'"'
Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. C

l the OUlce Of tt)«

fwomi* eifsusws&eth y,s.i-»u»yw, m»'iYw,x.x,

FAIRBANKS' STANDARD
HAY,

CATTLE,

COAL,

PLATFORM,

COUNTER,

FAMILY,

S C A. L E S
SEND FOR PAMPHLET TO

FAIRBANKS & CO., 311 Broadway, New York-

fVfc, Suits, »io, sis, »ao

'O

$
Hi

m . *- (ft

^ ** —

^ — »
e c ©

O
"'

\
Suits, $35, $30, $35, Quits, $40, $50, $eo.

The stock for the present season is of unparalleled extent, and

embraces all the most fashionable styles for all

occasions and occupations.

ORDERS to measure promptly executed

at Moderate Prices.
<fc

Or

fcl
» #* c5

Cfi 3

I'LOTHING WAREHOUSES,
.fju 13S and 140 Fulton St., New York

^^* ORDERS By MAIL.

URR

°4

&) - 5 9 09

5" •*

2 n

J» J *d a"

8 n ? g. o

e

GO-5-0

°*>FREEMAN & BURR'3 NEW SYSTEM for

Self-Measure, of which thousands avail themselves,

enables parties in all parts of the country to order direct from
them, with the certainty 01 receiving the most Perfect Fit Attainable.

*fc

« S J
D

»

%
R TTT T7C mi! CT?T 17 1W"P fl CTTC t"

SilmPle3 or Goofs, mustratea Bool or rasn-
ttUL.Jl.3 JJUit OiLljJ!-iai!iiiaUiXJi, ions, and Prices Sent Free on application.

Q
Highest Premium (Medal) Awarded by AMERICAN INSTITUTE.

^3

The ASBESTOS KOOFINfi is adapted for *teep or flat roofs in all climates, and can be cheaply trans-
ported and easily applied. ASBESTOS ROOF COATING, for restoring and preserving roofs.

ASBESTOS PAINTS, for Roofs, and all outside work. ASBESTOS CEMENT, for repairing leaks of all kinds
on Roofs. ASBESTOS BOILER FELTING. ASBESTOS BOARD and PAPER, SHEATHING FELTS, etc.

Tliese materials are prepared ready for use. and are pat up f-ir shipment to all parts of the world. t^"Sendtor 'lescrip-
Uve Pamphlets, Price Lists, etc., etc. LIBERAL INDUCEMENTS TO GENERAL MERCHANTS AND DEALERS.

Patentee and Sole Mami fact urer, I
1

Established 185S.
r
'JH. W. JOHNS, 87 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Parents, reduce your SHOE
Bills two-thirds, by buying

SILVER-TIPPED SHOES.

GREAT WESTERN

Rifles, Shot Gui. s. Revolvers, Pistols, Ammunition, Fish-

ing Tackle, etc. For Price-list, see page 157, April No. Am.
Agricuttui'i'it, or address, with stamp,

GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS,
285 Liberty St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

II''The Science of Health.
|

Tllnstrated rtrul Independent. Not medical,
luit for the pPopl< j

. $'J.0fl a year, '.'0 cts. a No.
,On Trial 3 mos., 25 cts. Address S. II.
iWEMA, Pullli«cll4T.35$ P.ROAD\VAY,N.
I Y. Mention Am. Agriculturist.

C<01UF/rfllt\Ci NEW in relation to Boys'^ Boardlne School. Stli year. Na extra*. All books lur-
nlshed tree to scholars. Catalogues free. Address

HI!?AM H. POST. Prfn..^1ncr Sine. TT. Y".

. WILL W1IS|0 tf^f#-N6fWEAR

GEO, A. PRINCE & CO.

ORGANS & MELODEONS.
The Oldest, Largest and Host Perlect Manufactory In tho

United States

Now in use.

No other Musical Instrument ever obtained the game
popularity.

tW Send for Price-Lists.

Address BUFFALO, N. Y.

64 The Verdict."

GOOD CABLE SCREW WIRE
Boots and. Shoes*

BETTER THAN PEGGED or SEWED.

IF you have any Ch.crries von certainly need a

Fumlly Cherry Moner. ralftle by I). H/CfaOWSM*,
W Qumbsn §W( ?tvw Tors, fev just oas m\m.~

Cb/COO A MONTH made honestly with Sten •

vpDUU eji anilKev-CIieek outtlt>. Catalogue ana
sswples nee, s, M. Stones*, lit SftBover St., Boston, Mu»$.
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S. K. BLISS & SONS'
REMOVAL,.

In consequence ot our rapidly increasing business, and in
sufficient accommodations iu our former localitv, 23 Park
Place and 20 Murray Street, we have been under the neces-
sity of making another removal, and are happy to announce
to our triends and natrons, Unit we have leased the large
and beautiful IRON BUILDING.

No. 34 Barclay Street,
a few doors west of Broadway, opposite the new post-office,
which has been fitted up in a most convenient manner, to
accommodate the various branches of our business. The
additional room acquired by our removal, will give m
seven floors, <*iich. £5 by 100 feet, and will enable
ns so to systematize our business that we hope to be able
hereafter to execute all orders, with which we may be
favored. Immediately upon their receipt, and prevent the
delay, which has sometimes been unavoidable during the
busy season of the. year, for want of room-
In connection with our trade In seeds and bulbs, we pur-

pose to make large additions to our stock of horticultural
requisites, useful as well ns ornamental, consisting of garden
implements and rustic work of every description, vases and
flower pots in iron and terra cotta/ormnuental ironwork,
for the. lawn, conservatory, or the window garden, htwn
mowers of all sizes, suitable, tor the city lot or the most ex-
pensive lawn, descriptive circulars of which will be mailed
to all applicants, we take, the present opportunity to thank
our many friends tor their many favors and liberal patron-
age, and hope to be favored with a continuance of the same.

B. K. BLISS & SONS, P. O. Box 5,712, N.Y.

Turnip Seed hy Mail.
The following varieties, the

quality of which can not be
excelled, will be mailed post"
mid to any address in the
Jnion upon receipt of price
affixed : Karly White Dutch,
While Strap-leaf, Ked-top
Strap-le;if. Yellow Aberdeen,
Long White or Cow-horn, Im-
proved American liuta-baga,

ter*8 improved Swede, Skirving's Im-
proved Swede, Long White French, Sweet
German, 10 cents per ounce, 25 cents 1

ounces, 75 cts. per pound. Large Yellow
Globe, cts. per ounce, 30 cts. 4 ounceB, $1 .00

per pound. Prices lor larger quantities to
dealers, either in bulk or packets for retail-

ing, will be given upon application. Address

BLISS & SONS, P- O. Box, 5,712,

No. 34 Barclay Street, New York.

RYDER'S AMERICAN

Family Fruit Drier.
Fruit prepared on THE AMERICAN FRUIT-
DRIER has taken the FIRST PREMIUMS
wherever exhibited. The apparatus has been thorough-

ly tested two years, haB given entire satisfaction, and its

nse 1b rapidly extending wherever it Is known.

With the Americau Fruit-Drier surplus fruit of
every kind, and also that which from over ripeness or infer-

l r size or quality is untlt fur marketing Iil the unprepared
state, can all be converted into a marketable commodity,
wolcu, from Its excellence, will command the highest

nrice. Such fruit as is prepared by this means sells readily

st an average of fifty per cent, more that ordinary dried
fruit. Illustrated circulars giving a full description of the
r.oove mailed free to all applicants. Address

:

B. K. BLISS & SONS, Agents.

l\ O. Box 5712. 34 Barclay st„ New York.

Turnip Seeds by Mail.
Early White Flat Dutch, Purple Top, 1'eHow Aberdeen,

White French, White Globe, Early White, Tellow Stone

Turnip Seeds, Purple Top, Golden Globe, and White Ruta

Baga Turnip Seed. Mailed to any address In the Union, on

receipt of 75c. per lb., lOc^per oz Address

HENRY A. TlllEKIl, Seedsman,
1A Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Cabbage and Celery Plants.
Premium Flat Dutch and Drumhead Savoy Cabbage

Plants, true to name, 50c. per 100, $4 per 1,0"0.

Incomparable Dwarf, White Solid lloston Market, and
White Saudringham celery, Be. per 100, |3 per 1.000; (1 per
100 by mail. Address P. T. QULNN, Newark, N J.

4 i 1 lilt 4<Jt: PLANTS.-Half a million
^>* Kuperl) plants now readv. Eight best varieties, care-

Jully parked, *>.»> per 1.000. *
:M per 10,000. TILLINGHAST

BHOTHKKS, Factoryville. Wyoming Co.. Pa.

FRUIT AND

ORNAMENTALTREES

!

LARCE STOCK. LOW RATES,
STANDARD I'fcAK -TREKS A SPECIALTY.

AGENTS WANTED AddreBS

E. MOODY & SONS, l.orkporl, N. Y
Niag\ra NTTT.8ERIE9, established 1639

("JAWTHROP'S IMPROVED HYDRAULIC
RAMS. Send for ilium atnd Cireular and Price-List.

A. OAWTHROP & SON.
Wilmington. Del.

PARTIES having for sale ANGORA GOATS.
suitable for brent" purpo^'S, address, with full

WticmlM* JAUV1S & CO

Tongue-Lolling- Bits.
We make "its to prevent the above bad r...oit. $2, $3, or

$4. for cash .vitb order, or C. O. D. Hand *rrged Bit* made
Id any ntjie to order. Patentees of the.

BALDWIN BIT, Tor side pullers and hard mouths.
12, $3. and $4. Also ajrentB lor the
MARTIN BIT. See adv. in •• iurt. Field, and Farm,"

and " Wilkes' Spirit of the Times."
JOS. BALDWIN <Sfi CO., Newark, N. J.

Prizes for Essays on Jersey Cattle.
The American Jersey Cuttle Club offers three Prizes, $?50,

$150, $100, for best three Essays on Jersey Cattle. MSS. to
belong to the club, and to be submitted before December
1st, 18iJ, to Chairman of Committee,

J. MILTON MACKIE, Great Barrington, Mass.

Essex Pigs.
No other breed kept on the farm. I can furnish pairs or

trios not akin. No poor pigs Bent out. Prices reasonable.

Orders respectfully solicited. Address

JOSEPH HARRIS,
Moreton Farm,

Rochester, N. Y.

Automatic

Water driven to any
height and distance by
compressed air. Coun-
try houses supplied
clieaplv and certainly
for bath-rooms, water
closets, hot and cold
water faucets, etc.
Plenty of fresh water

for stock on farms.
Address

Hartf'ord Pump Co.,
^^SiBpaftEiittJ !

-^.Sjhi^r- 41 Trumbull St.,O —-<3V'*Z^ J** t******£?v&Hte. Hartford, Conn

.

Agent tor New York and vicinitv, Mason C. Weld, at
the Agricultural Warehouse of K. H. Allen & Co., 189, 191
Wate

Agrk
erSt., where working apparatus may be examined.

Halladay's Improved

Wind-Mill.
PERFECTLY Self Regulating. The

Best, Cheapest, most Durable and
Popular Mill made. Manufactured
under the Immediate supervision of
Inventor 18 years. Two million dol-
lars' worth now In use. Send for Cata-
ogue.

U. S. WTJTD EKGINE & PUMP CO.
Batavia, III.

LIVINGSTON & CO., Iron Founders,
PITTSBURGH, PA..

Manufacturers of Light. Grey Iron

For Agricultural Implements. Light Machinery, and Mis-
cellaneous Articles generally

Requiring a Soft and Strong Iron*
t^Our arrangements for Low Freight* to all parts of the

country enable us to furnish Good Castings as low as any
works 'East or West.

Garden Engine ani> Fere
FxTTNCtriPHER.—For Wash-
ing Window?. Carriages, etc.

Protect? Buildings from Fire,
and Trees, Vines, etc.. from
Insects. Throws writer 50ft.
Eiisilv carried. NoDwrnin?.
Country Horn", or Factory
shnnl* be without the Foun-
T'-tn Punin. Send f< H largo
whitman Sole propritfw

W BrOftUTtiy. NwTwls Wf 1 *ft$ M«uuf«WvtuV
t PT9TWWW, R, 1-,

Factory Churns.
At the urgent request of some of the

prominent Dairymen of the country, we
have designed and made two sizes of
FACTORY CHURNS which we believe

to be every way adapted to the wants of
Butter Factories and large Dairies where
power is used.

The new No. 8 is intended to churn
from 50 to 75 gallons of cream, and the
No. 9 from 75 to 150 gallons at a time.

I5ir° They are just the article needed,

and may be obtained through any of our
Agents or directly from us.

Prices and details sent on application
to the Sole Manufacturers,
PORTER BLANCHARD'S SONS,

Concord, N. H.

GENUINE
Peruvian Guano.
Farmers, Agriculturists, and Dealers In Fertilizers

have now an opportunity of obtaining this valuable manure
in small or large lots, nt importers* prices, by
applying to the Special Atfency just established for the pu:-
pose of delivering Genuine Peruvian Guano to consumers at

any accessible port or railway station in the country. Fail
particulars given in circular mailed free on application to

R. BALCAZAR,
No. 53 Beaver Street, New York.

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION:
Messrs. HonsoN, Hurtado & Co., Financial Agents of the

Peruvian Government, 52 Wall Street, New York
Moses Taylor, Pres. National City Bank, 5'2 Wall St., N. Y

, C. Tract, Esq., Peruvian Consul, 26>£ Broadway. N. Y

fi^%

Farm Implements

FERTILIZERS.
Bay the Best and at Luwest Prices.

PURE

[GROUND]
„B0NE.

n?i. '\ffwm\sr
1PERUVIAN |TreFIN ED]
|GUANO.l%j>ouOR[TI

r

[warranted]

Agricultural Almanac Sent Free.

H. B. G-RIFFING-,
58 & 60 COUETLANDT STREET. N. T.

FOR SALE-MANURE
from 180 horses for a year. For particulars, apply to the

TROY & LANSINOISURGH K.K. CO.. Lanslngburgh. N. T

PKi\.>S¥LV.t«A
Agricultural Works.

A. B. FARQUHAR, Proprietor,
Manufacturer of the celebrated Farquhar Threshing Mach-
ines, steel plows, cultivator teeth, and standard implement!
generally. Send tor circular. Flease address

A. B. FARCHTIIAR, York. Ha.
Or 56 Beekman SI., New York.

For full particulars, addregs

EIKGLE, KELLER & CO.. Lancaster, Fa.

Sugar Cane and Sorgo Machinery,

Steam Engines, Horse Powers,
Farm Mills, etc.

Manufactured by

GEO. L. Sai'IRR & BRO„
Catalogues free BulTiilo, W. T.

QFIAHVs 3fEW SMOKER Besv
method yvt dev.^d for qnh-*ttnsr hoe«. Can bfl sent

by mail In two parts, prlre 51 -75. Bv express $1.50. Send for
circular im'ii $rwk tlefc W- Ow»n'K^. *i» TrtTin^'ii^ HY
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npifli: champion
Hickok's Patent Portable

EEYSTONE CIDER and V7INE MILL.

THE B" T MACHINE EVER INVENTED.
I make also tn-o sizes of superior Presses for Berries, etc.

If your merchant does not keep tliem, tell him to send lor

me for vou, or write for one yourself.
Don't "buy nr.y other until you see tliis.

Send for a circular. \V. O. illCIiOIC,
HarriBburg, Fa.

CIDER MILLS.
The most perfect

Cider Apple Grinder

In use, lii grinding fast

and fine, and giving

the best satisfaction.

Price, S40.

I hnvc also the easi-

est, handiest, quickest

WrfVkliig, and moot

powerful Press in use.

Send for Descrip-

tive Circulars.

SCHENCK,
Pulton, N. Y.

Address MARCUS P.

Tie Superior Hay Spreader
(Improved and perfected for season of 1874).

This machine will do the work of ten men.
It is the lightest draft machine ever built, one borne work-

ing It easily.
Ft has taken first premiums wherever exhibited.
Send for a descriptive circular.
The Superior Spreader Is unsurpassed in beauty, work-

manship, and dnrahlltty.
Manufactured by
THE IIIGGAXni MANUFACTURING CO.,

Hlgganum, Conn.

Straw Preserving Thresher.

i hi- MuchiiK' leitvcs the straw Mrnleht una unbroken,
whtn It can n^nln be i.nr into pnnfflea, making it more valu-
able for market. WHEELER & MKLICK to.. Sole Manu-
facturers , Albany, N.T. 8end for circular.

BLAKE'S PATENT

STONE & ORE BREAKER.
New Pattern, with Important Improvements & Aiiundaut butiigli,.

For reducing to fragments all kinds of hard and brittle substances, such n» STONE
for making the most perfect McADAM ROADS, and for making the best CONCRETE.
It breaks stone at trifling cost for BALLASTING RAILROADS. It is extensively in use

in MINING operations, for crushing

IJiOX, CUPPER, 2I\C, SILVER, GOLD, and other ORES.
Also for crushing Quartz, Flint, Emery, Corundum, Feldspar, Coal,
Barytcs, Manganese, Phosphate Rock, Plaster, Soapstone, etc.

For Illustrated Circulars and particulars, address

BLAKE CRUSHER CO., New Haven, Conn.
Persons visiting New York, can be shown a crusher in operation at 137 Elm Street.

No More Loose Bolts and Nuts.
THK CELEBRATED "CUfflBIINC" LOCK-NUT,

No More Rattling CAR-
RIAGES and WAGONS.
No More Dropping Down

of SHAFTS.
No More Lost Bolts from
REAPERS and MOWERS.

TSIE LOCK-NUT A\D BOL.T CO. OP N. Y., No

Licenses granted to Manufacturers of Agricultural Machines, Carriages, etc.

Patented June 16, IS08.

No More Flying Teeth
from THRESHERS.
No More Bills for Re-

pairs Continually.
SEND FOR PRICE-LIST AND

CIRCULARS TO

17 Dey Street, New York.

TWO GOLD MEDALS
e ?8B e H ? >?"

AWARDED THIS MACHINE:

MEDAL. MACHINES.
HEW YOBS STATU AQEIIULTUEAL W05I3.

^lBi:i'.I.I"IS & IHKLICK CO.,
Patentees and Manufacturers of

Railway, Chain and Lever Horse Powers, Threshers
and Cleaners, Threshers and Shakkks, Clover
Hulurb. Feed Cutters, Ithaca Wheel Hor6e
Rakes, Horsb Pitchforks, Shingle Mach-
ines, Straw Presertino Rte Thresh-

ers, Ac., &o.
Send for Circular. ALBANY, IV. Y.

THE UNION RAILWAY
HORSE POWER.
This superior Power pro-

duces much more power
than other railway pow-
ers, and with very much
lest elevation.
Also, Improved Thresh-

ers, Farm Grist Mills, etc.,
etc.
Send for Descriptive Cir-

cular. Address

VVM. L.BOYER&ERO.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

AGENTSWAITED for the cheapest and
best liav, straw, and stalk cutters. \ot to he ptilft

for till tried on tile farm and found satisfactory.

Circulars free. Warren Gale, Chicopee Vails. Mass.

The PeerleBB Thresher and Cleaner. Price $225 and $24.1.

The Peerless, Straw Pieserving Rye Thresher, Overshot.

Price S160.

We make the above a specialty.

Railway and Lever Powers.

B. Gil. I. & SON,
Trenton Agricultural Works,

Trenton, N. J.

SPRING
STEEL
TOOTH.

ITHACA

EXCELS ALL. O I IIKISS.
Thousands in use giving entire satisfaction.
Manufactured bv

WHEELER A MELICK CO., Albany, N. T.
WILLIAMS BROS., Ithaca, N. T.
TOUKGLOVE, MASSEY & CO., Cleveland, O.
GRAND RAPIDS M'F'G CO., Grand Rapids, Mlcb.

FOTJST'S PATENT TIAY LOADER, manufac-
tured at the Mkapvtlle Ao't. Works, Mearivllle, Pa.

Warranted to elevate a ton of ha\ front the winrow to the
wneon In five mlnut'S, and take It as clean as bv the hand
fork, and to be adapted to all ordinary meadow land. Send
for Descriptive Circulars.

Sayre's Bale Tie Fastener.
For drawing iron ties and wire tight on bnles of Cotton

and Hav. Simple and durable. Made of wrought Iron.
Price of Machine, f5. State and County Rights for talo.
For circulars and terms, Bend stamp to

R. STOKES SAYRK, CartersvlUe, Ga.
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Reliable Turnip Seeds.
SHAMROCK SWEDE, Am. Improved Ruta-Baga,

Carter** Imperial, Lalng's Swede, row Horn, Fellow Aber-
deen, Tankard, Red Top and White Top Strap Leaved—at
lCc. per "z„ 25c. per qr. lb., 75c. per lb.

YEMiOWGLOBE and Yellowstone—at l'Oc'per oz..

80e. per qr. lb., HI per lb.; 8c. per lb. for postage It ordered
r>y mail.

SEED CATALOGUES and circulars of Agricul-
tural Implruients, will be sent on receipt of Postage
Stamp,

R. H. ALLEN & CO.,
P. O. Box 376. 189 & 191 Water St., NEW YORK..

Vegetable Plants.
NOW READY.

Cabbage. In variety...*; .50 J> 100, J4. n » 1,000, (30.0" $> 10.000

Cauliflower, " ... 1.00 " 6.00 " f.0.00 "
Celery, " ... .50 •• 4.00 '• 30.00

10c. extra per 100. by mail.

JOHN"WHITE, Communlpnw Ave.. Jersey City,

and 67 Nassau St., New York City.

PATENT

GRAPE
PICKER

A very useful, labor-saving article. Sent

post paid on receipt of $1.
Address

VALENTINE «te CO.,
Bristol, Conn.

TATEM & DAVENPORT,
Produce Commission Merchants.

Office, No. 1 Delaware Ave. Market,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Southern Produce a specialty. Correspondence solicited.

Consignors advised daily.

Established 1863.

The Earth Closet

Every home should have
one. Can be used In any
room, without Inconvenience
from bad odor. Invaluable In

case of sickness.

PRICE

:

No. 2, Blackwalnut. .111.00

' S.Pine 9.00

" 5, Blackwalnat. . 20.00

" 6,Plne 15.00

Manufactured and sold by

II. B. GRIFFING,
60 Cortlnnd St.. N. T.

New Tort College of Veterinary Simeons.
INCORPORATED 183T.

Lectures for 1874 will commence about the middle of Ocio-
ber and continue until the last of February, 1875.

Fees: Matriculation, $5 ; Faculty, $120 j Graduation, $25;

DiBsectinfc, $i ; Address for Circulars.
A. P. LIAUTARD, V.S., M.D., Secy.

205 Lexington Ave., New York.

THE PULSOJMETER.
The simplest, most durable, and effective

steam pump now in use. Will pump gritty
or muddy water without wear or injury To
its parts. It can not get out of order.

C. HENRY HALL & CO.,

20 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

Branch Depots:
104 Sudbury St.. Boston, Mass.
1,327 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
59 Wells St., Chicago, 111.

Soutli Western Exposition, New Orleans. La.
811 and 813 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.

Loyejoy's New Style

glass cutter
And Putty Knife
Cuts glass better than a dia-

mond, iiverybody should have
one. Any child ran use it.

Sent to your address on receipt

of 60 ceutB and stamp by

ALVAN L. LOVEJOY
229 Washington St.,

Boston, - - - MaB9. mm

Llbcral discount made to dealers.

A
CJEKTS WANTED to eell our Justly cele-
brated Articles for Ladies' wear. Indispensable
and absolutely necessarv. 10,000 SOLD
MONTI ILY. Thev -rive comfort and satisfaction.

No female can well do without ih-ni. Sample «nt,
on receipt of «J ».o'». FREE. Send for Illus-

trated Circular. LK PERLE! RUBBER CO..
90 Chambers St., New York.

LIFE AND PUBLIC SERVICES
OF

Charles Sumner.
Uy KUWARDS L.K-TKR.

The second edition ready. Bonk canvassers can still

secure territory, and make money in spite ol " hard times."
Send for Press notices and terms.

UNITED STATES PUBLISHING CO.,
13 University Place, New York.

20th Thousand in Press.
OEM'S WANTED lor the new book.

LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF

Kit CarsonA _.
IB WM .1. an.) Surg on, U.S. A., i>. m Ota • iclatod I v him-

l
- Wa lf- Th.ii v'Liuin ! Althk.ntic life of AmeritA1!BFWA i-reatest HUNTER, TE Ul'hK, SCOUT an.l GUIDE

BB IQ ever j.ut'l. -

;

- <L It cntaiiis fall and complete deBcrip.

t.onaoliaa Indian tnl esofthe FAR WEST, as leeu I y K.tC«re"n,
ivuo lived among fhem all fats life. It pivna a full, reliable account

„lt'e MO DOCS, and the MODOC WAR. Aia wo. It of HISTO-
RY,, lis in vulu&bl A grand opportunity for agenta to maka money.
Our Illustrated cirmlnra spfit freoto all applicant!. WriteandBe-
«ure territory at uuce. DUSTIN, OILMAN A CO.. Hartford, Coo"

OOK AOEXTS WANTED
NEW BOOKTELL IT ALL
By Mrs. Stenhousc, of Salt Lake City.—for 2 S
years the wile of a Mormon High-Priest. Intro-

l <lNrti.ni by MRS. STOWE. It tvlla ut the "inner
| ('/<'," myetertes, ceremonies, secret doings. &c, of

Mormons, '* As a wide-awake \Vomuti
. iM i he hi."' It is actually overflowing with spicy

revelations, humor, pathos, and euod things for
all. Ministers say l*God speed it.'" Eminent women
endorse it. BvciTPiodit wants it; and it is selling far and
wide by thauaanrfs. Over 3,000 outfits were ordered in

<"/rmtce of publication, and Acents ire selling 15 to 2S
a day ! We want 5.000 more Agents t 'OW—men or wome i.

ftWtejt say tfiit hnt>km Qoe* }ike, hot eaten] and we will nu il

Ct.i.vH««lnir Book and whnlo Oulflt Free, to any one
who will canvass. Our large descriptive pamphlets with full

particulars, terms, ftc tent free t<> ami one. Reader! send lor

them. Address, A. D. WoBriii.voTON&Co.,Uartford 1Cona.

•8.™CENTENNIAL
fl. A r/T,rI' rPT'T?W "F THE
\jrJ\.£iJbi. IJCiHiXi TTNITED STATES.
No book has ever been published, of such universal interest
to the American people. It appeals to no particular class
alone, but to nil classes ; to men and women of all profes-
sions, creeds, occupations, and political opinions; to Farm-
ers, Lawyers, Business Men, Mechanics, Physicians. Poli-
ticians, Teachers, Students, Manufacturers, Salesmen, men
of learning, and men who can only read, to old and young.
All want it as a b >okof constant reference, and to preserve
for their children and children's children, as the only com-
plete and reliable work, showine the gigantic results of
THS FIRST ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF
THE GREATEST REPUBLIC THE WORLD
EVER SAW. it Is not a luxury, but a necessity to every
well-informed American citizen. Agents make #100 to $800
per month. Scud f t a circular. ZIEOLEH & McCURDY,
Philadelphia, Pa., or Springfield, Mass.

..

AGENTS WANTED TO SELL

JOE JOHNSTON'S BOOK,"
NARRATIVE OF

Military Operations directed daring the late

War bet ivora the States by JOSEPH E.
JOHNSTON, General, C. S. A.

ILLUSTRATED BY NUMEROUS STEEL PORTRAITS
AND MAPS.

Octavo ; p?'ice in Cloth, $5,- Sheep, $6.

Gen. Johnston's book is higlily recommended by Gen.

Sherman. Gen. Hooker, and o;her I'nion Generals. Sold

by subscription. Apply for terms and territory to

D. APPLETON & CO., Publishers.

549 & 551 BROADWAr, NEW TOKK.

No Man's Son; or, Bound to Win.
Albert \V. Aiken's great story In Munro's "Girls and
Boys of America."
Send a postal card, with your address, for a sample copy,

free. Address
GEORGE MUNIK), Publisher,

P. O. Box 5(i57. 84 Beckman Street, New York.

MAGIC PHOTOGRAPHS.
Wonderful! Curious! Amusing!

25 cents a package ; 5 assorted packages $1 ; one dozen
assoi ted packages $ .'. Sent to any address, postage paid, on

receipt of price Address

PUZZLE COMPANY, 755 Broadway, New York.

"E,MRST Premiums awarded by Amer. Inst,, 1870.

MICROSCOPES.
Illustrated 1'rtce.List sent free on application.

MACIC LANTERNS.
Catalogue, priced and Illustrated, sent free.

T, H. McALUSTER, Optician, 49 Massau-st., N. Y.

BALKDS

For Practical Men.
My new revised and enlarged Catalogue of PRACTICAL

AN'D SCIENTIFIC BOOKS, 96 pages, 8vo., will be sent,

free of postage, to any one who will favor me with his ad-

dress. HENRY CAREY BAIRD,
Industrial Publisher,

406 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

THE PATENT

PIANO-FORTE
Excels all others in Tone andDurability,

and in Elegance of Fin ish they

are Unsurpassed.
These Pianos are used exclusively in the New York Con-

servatory of Music, and are recommended by the Profession
and the Press throughout the United states.
Before purchasing, wrile for Illustrated Pamphlet, and

mention the Agriculturist.

ARION PIANO-PORTE CO.,
No. 5 East 14th Street, New York City.

THE SABBATH.
Greatest and Isttest of Church Choir Books.
For all denominations. $13.50 <i Joz. Sample copy, $1.25

CI^AKKE'S NEW METHOD FOR THE
PIAJJO-FORTE. The BEST of Instruc-
tion Books. lias the endorsement of all good

teachers who have examined it. Sent by mail, $3.75.

"THE AMATEUR."
The Great Musical Monthly! ELEVEN pages of
new music—and NINE pages of musical matter Id

each number. Sample copy, 10 els. Subscription, iiu.

eluding beautiful I'HROMQ , $1.00 yer year.

LEK 4 WALKEB'8 MU81CAL ALHAKAO.
Sent free to any address.

GETZE'S SCHOOL FOR THE ORGAN.
"THit Unrivalled Instructor." The best

work for teachers and pupils.

Sent bit Mail, price, $2.50.

Lee & Walker,
92
P
2
hga

h&Lst

6d\ A BRAINARD'S MUSICAI*
-, %W 1? AT.BITMS. ThechpJipest Musical

Publications In the world. In Sine
numbers. Price "in cents each. No.
1. contains eighteen vocal and !n-

strnmental pieces. No 2, Tweniy
choice sours anil Quartets. No. 3.
Twenty-fonr New comic Pongp. No.
4, Twentv-lhree New SonzB and
Quartets. No. r», Eighteen beautiful
Piano pieres. No. 6, Twenty-flve
Sacred QuitrtetS. Nn. 7, Nineteen
Sonjr nnd Piano plecea. No. ft. Nine-
teen Popular Comic and Sentiment: .

Sontr*". No. <». Kiehreen Vocal ul.i

Instrumental pieces. Each number contains Forty-eieht
pages, sh et-mnelc Bfze, neatly bound. Mailed post-paid on
receipt of ents en-h.

S. BRAIiVEUD'S SONS. Publisher*.
CLEVELAND. OHIO.

TVOR^H OF

MUSIC
FOR

50 CEUTS.

SONGS ofGRACE & GL0BY
Tlie very best Sunday-«ehool Sons; Boolt. By
W. P. SHERWIN and S. .1. VAIL. 1<><> Pages
Splendid Hymns. Choice Mnsie. Tinted Paper,
Superior Rinding. Price*! Boards. 3Se.; S30
per 100. A Specimen Copy In Paper Cover mail-
ed for Twenty-five Cents. Publishers,

HORACE WATERS & SON,
481 Broadway, New York. P. O. Box 3"6T.

"T7T\TJin.P'D A TJU V " A ne*' b°°t ""> "" *<
"iL/rjUurixiXXl X . Writing by Sound; a com-

plete system of Phonetic short Hand—the shorle.1, most simple
easy, and comprehensive, enabling an? one, in a short time, to report

trial., speeches, termor... *c. The Lord . Prayer is written with
forty-nine strokes of the pen. and HO words per minute. The unem-
ployed .hould learn this art. Price, by mail,.10 Cts. Agent. waotttl.

Addre.. T. W. EVAN9 * CO., 139 R. Seventh Street, Phlla., Pa.
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The Mennonites.-These people are now
arriving at their new Western homes, A few weeks ago,

a body of three hundred and fifty arrived in New York,

bringing a common fund of $60,000, and immediately

started for their destination, in Nebraska. The industri-

ous, frugal habits of these people, with their strong re-

ligious character, will make them as sturdy, persevering,

and finally as successful a body of citizens as could be

wished for.

Exportation of Live Cattle.—A re-

cent experiment in shipping live cattle from New York

to England failed, not for want of profit, but because of

loss of the cattle by death on the voyage. This adverse

result seems to have been due to bad management, for

two successful voyages from the River Platte, in South

America, have been made to England, with live cattle

and horses. The trips occupied twenty-four days, and
nearly one hundred head were taken at each trip, arriv-

ing in London in such fine condition, that they sold im-

mediately to farmers, for feeders, at a profit of one

hundred per cent above cost.

M BLoss of Cuu."—"F. P.," Anderson Co.,

Texas. This is an ambiguous term. It may mean drop-

ping of the cud from the mouth, during rumination, or a

suspension of rumination. Both may occur from the

same cause, viz., indigestion, or eating injurious or

poisonous plants. If this is the cause, the stomach and
bowels should be cleared by a strong purgative, such as

twelve ounces of Epsom salt^, with one ounce o( ground
ginger along with it. But the latter may occur from the

animal having swallowed something, which has injured

the paunch, such as a thorn, a nail, piece of glass, or

other rough, sharp substance. The symptoms which
might be looked for in this case, would be a rapid wast-

ing and weakness, a staring coat, and a dull-colored skin,

with much loose senrf upon it, irregular appetite and
bowels, with discharge of gas from the throat, and accu-

mulations of it in the paunch. Nothing can be done in

this case but to trust to chances, and a natural recovery,

leaving the animal at rest, to facilitate a cure of the in-

jured parts, or the expulsion of the intruding substance,

if that is possible.

Packing Butter.—"S. J. T.," Susque-
hanna Co., Pa. It would hardly he safe to pack tratter in

glass, for shipment to a distance. It is hopeless for

those distant from the city markets, to compete for the

fancy butter trade, in which appearance goes for a good
deal. But if the butter is extra good, and is packed in

new tubs or pails, it will always sell at the top of the

market, wherever it may come from, as soon as it gets
known

.

Twins.—"C. R. D.," Brookline, Mass. It is

only occasionally that a twin heifer or bull fails to breed,

and the fact that this happens, although very seldom,

should not be considered as evidence of the infertility of

these animals, until it is proved. We would not, there-

fore, turn a promising heifer calf into veal, because she

was a twin with a bull calf. The term, "free marten,'"

sometimes used to designate such an animal, is a mean-
ingless term, and the idea that it is necessarily a herma-
phrodite, or sexless animal, is an absurdity. A pair of

twin Shorthorn heifers recently sold for $11,000, and
from a pair of twin heifers a family of excellent Short-

horns has been raised in England.

Sand tor a Cranberry Marsh.—
"T. P.," Huron Co., Mich. The purpose for which sand
is used to cover the surface of a cranberry marsh, is to
prevent the growth of weeds until the cranberry-plants
Can get possession of Lhc norCnCc. Loam -would not an-

swer this purpose, and it would be worse than useless,

becau ce it would foster weeds. Only clean sand from a

river bed or a bank should he used, and should be so

free from clay as not to cohere when pressed in the hand.

Forest Fires.—"W. W. S.," Green Co.,

Wis. The danger from fire to fences and farms, may be
greatly avoided by keeping the fence rows free from
weeds and in grass. The grass should be mown every
year for hay. A strip outside of the fence, of at least

six feet wide, should be also kept in grass, and when
fires are running, and danger is apprehended, a few fur-

rows should be run with a plow outMde of this grass
strip. The too common practice of building the fence
in the midst of the rubbish of the clearing, or upon the
very verge of the uncleared ground, is a dangerous one,
and should be avoided.

Bloo<l Diseases in Stock:.—Years ago,
deadly epidemics, which carried off thousands of the
inhabitants of large cities, and which frequently pene-
trated into rural districts, with disastrous effects, were
common. These were considered as mysterious visita-

tions of Providence, and calamities which were una-

voidable. But their true nature came to be understood

in time, and it was found that these fearful diseases were
inevitable results of a trangression of natural laws, and
a want of simple sanitary precautions. Exactly the same

occurs now, every season, with our stock. Cholera,

amongst hogs, is a typhoid disease, originating from a

poisoned condition of the blood; and while it is incura-

ble, it is entirely preventible, by the use of common
precautious ; so the Texan, or Spanish fever, in cattle,

black-leg in young stock, rot in sheep, and all the vari-

ous so-called murrains, which devastate the herd, as well

as spinal meningitis, and the epizootic amongst horses,

are preventible ; and if the same care is taken amongst

stock, as amongst ourselves, to feed well and judiciously,

to use only pure water, to ventilate and keep clean the

stables, and to watch the first approach of disease, little

would be heard of these destructive diseases.

Bankrupt Farmers.—It rarely happens
that a farmer, who minds bis business, and refrains

from speculations, can become a bankrupt, and then only

through some unfortunate neglect, mistakes, or acci-

dents, that in general arc avoidable. But at the present

time, some of those farmers who have gone into tobacco

growing, and have stored their crops for higher prices,

tor two or three years past, and have borrowed money to

carry over their stock of leaf, are in the disagreeable

position ot bankrupts. Their property will now be sac-

rificed by their creditors. This is surely a lesson to be

heeded. We have taken pains to advise our readers to

observe caution, with regard to this tempting crop, both

early this season and last, and our caution has been
widely copied by other papers. Farmers can not be too

careful about growing special crops, or holding for a

rise, which may never come.

Death among Ilorticnllnrisls.—
By some accident, we omitted at the proper time, to

notice the decease of two persons well known to the

horticultural public—Robert Morris Copeland and Mark
Miller. Mr. Copeland was an occasional contributor to

the Ag?icultu?ist, and was best known by his work, en-

titled " Country Life,
11 which is a very full compendium

of rural affairs. He was. by profession, a landscape
gardener, in which, especially in New England, he was
highly appreciated. ITa died at Cambridge, Mass., April
10th last Mr. Miller, whom we met at the meeting
of the American Pomological Society at Boston, in Sep-
tember last, in a very feeble condition, never recovered
from the illness by which he was then nearly prostrated.

He was highly esteemed at the West, as a sterling po-
mologist, and was for many years engaged in promoting
the interests of fruitgrowers. He established the "Wis-
consin Farmer/ 1 and, after removing to Iowa, the
11 Western Pomologist," which journal afterwards be-
came the "Pomologist and Gardener," and was ulti-

mately united with the "Horticulturist" of New York.
After the consolidation of the two journals, Mr. Miller
remained editorially associated with the Horticulturist.

Curtailing; Crops.—"Subscriber." The
idea that farmers can ever restrict production so as to
control the prices of their crops, may as well be aban-
doned at once as impracticable. Farmers can not even
raise exactly what they want each year, because the

ground must be cultivated, or it is worse than useless,

and the necessity for raising precisely such and such
crops is absolute. A farm is different from a stone-

quarry or a mill, which may lie idle without injury. A
farm must go on, and it is only seldom that a farmer has
a choice of what he may raise. But he may very readily

so provide that his crops, instead of coming upon the
mnrhet iti a crude state, should be fed to stock, and
thus be turned mioaehapo in which they might increase
as by compound interest, or may be made more salable.

Cheat or Chess Once More.—
" Farmer," Stamford, Ky., writes :

" We want an expres-
sion from you in reference to the production of 'cheat.'

(1) Is it a species of grass? (2) or what causes it to

spring up in wheat fields or meadows ? (3) If a stalk of
wheat is bitten off below the point, cheat will branch
out from the root. (4) In places in wheat fields where
water stands any length of time after a rain, cheat is

found in abundance. (5) "—(1) In former years, we have
discussed this subject in full, but are ready to renew it

when assertions are accompanied by proofs. (2) Yes.

(3) We have no reason to believe that cheat, or chess, is

produced in any manner different from other plants—
i. e., from seeds. (A) This is a statement that has been
frequently made ; let us have the specimens. We will

willingly pay the expenses on a box containing plants,

known and proven to be wheat which bear cheat or chess.

(5.) In wet places, wheat or its seed is killed, while the
cheat survives. Oar correspondent should read the report
of a committee of the New York State Agricultural

Society, published several years ago. and he will see thai

all the various methods to cause wheat to turn to chess
were thoroughly tested. Ten or more years ago, Mr Judd
offered a large premium for a specimen which should he
pronounced by competent botanists to be part wheat and
part chesa. The offer remained open for several years,
but no specimens were presented.

IHarrhoea in a Col*.—A "Subscriber,"'
Lancaster Co., Pa. In case a sucking colt suffers from,
diarrhcea, we would give the mare cold rice water for
drink, made by boiling four ounces ol rice in a gallon of

water. This should be mixed, when cold, with her usual
drink. One ounce of prepared chalk and one of salt

should also be given in each feed for a few days, until

the diarrhcea in the colt is stopped. It is probably due
to acidity of the mother's milk, which may be caused
by overwork or indigestion, or from indigestion in the

colt. Some chalk should also be placed where the colt

can lick it. The above remedy is also effective when
young calves are similarly troubled.

"Esquire."—"E. N. N." Is in trouble, be-
cause we and others address him as "Esquire," and
thinks it no more proper than to call him "Rev.,"
"Dock," etc., and asks our views on it. We have no-

views on the subject whatever, but have found that the

world runs much easier if we fall in with its harmless
usages, than to try to reform tliem. It is very absurd to

say to a man, " How do you do ? " when we do not care a

snap how he does. Yet it is a part of the grease that

keeps oiu' social machinery in order.

ForeigM Imports and Native Ex-
ports.—The Bureau of Statistics furnish the following

very gratifying figures, showing the exports and imports

of merchandise for seven months, ending January, 1874V
as compared with those for the same period in 1873, viz r

Period* Tmvort? ^om'c expHs. Foreignrei zoas. imports. Specie vaL €xports.

7 months ended Jan. 31, 1973..379,190,969 329,306,257 15,970,897
7 monthB ended Jan. 81, 1874.. 329,496,105 360,837,772 12,857,469

This shows a remarkable change in the course of trade,

being a balance in our favor of over $44,000,000 the pre-

sent year, in placo of a Ulonco ,\ .:,'.; t nn of nom-ly

$34,000,000 last year, or a difference altogether of over

$73,000,000.

Rape and Vetches, or Tares.—" R.

D. W.," "Washington, Pa. Rape (Brassica napus) is a

plant nearly allied to the turnip, hut has not an edible

root. It is grown for its stalk and leaves, which make a
fine fall, or winter, pasture for sheep. The crop maybe
sown in July, or August, upon an oat stubble, broadcast,

at the rate of a peck of seed per acre, and may be
pastured from November until covered too deeply with?

snow. Sheep will gather a good deal ol \t by pawing
away the snow, if not too deep, through the winter, and
the green feed and the exercise are excellent for them.
The refuse of the crop may be plowed under in the

spring. Tares {Ylcia sa(iva) are a leguminous plant, not
unlike peas. They may be sown in spring, or fall, (there

being; two varieties, as in wheat), and cut for green fod-

der, or for soiling during the summon 2# to 3 btxa&db

of seed per acre are generally sown. Either of these

requires rich soil for successful culture. Tares are ex-

cellent green fodder for horses.

I>isease or the Lnn{rs.-"J. McD.,"
Perry Co., Ohio. Amongst highly bred animals a disease

known as emphysema, or the presence of air in the

cellular tissue of the lungs, is more frequent than In

other stock. Hereditary taint and high feeding are gen-

erally the causes. Difficult respiration and discharge,

mixed with blood from the nostrils, generally accompany
the disease, as do also an irregular condition of the

bowels, falling off in flesh, staring coat, and poor ap-

petite. The presence of the air in the tissue of the lungs

enlarges their bulk and destroys their elasticity, and thus

interferes with respiration and the circulation of the

blood. There is no remedy, and the only means of pal-

liation is to feed sparingly, bnt frequently, with the most
nutritious food, to keep the animal still and in the most
comfortable condition, to card daily with the wire card,

which will assist circulation, and to give tonics, such as

half a dram of sulphate of copper, with a tea-spoonful

of ginger daily, in the feed,

The Value ofChaiuller's Scraps.—
" J. H. B.," Westchester, Pa. The refuse of tallow or

lard renderers is worth more for feed than for manure.

The fat it contains is valuable when fed, but useless as a

fertilizer. It is better, therefore, to feed the scraps, be-

cause then nearly all the nitrogen they contain will be
found in the manure. These scraps are worth about \%
cent a pound.
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CRANDALL' S GREAT SHOff.-THE ACROBATS.

A HOME EXHIBITION.
Hero is genuine FUN for you, Girls and Boys, with nothing about the Show to

injure your morals, but on the contrary, a great deal to develop your constructive or
mechanical talent?. These new Acrobats of Mr. Crandall are the most wonderful
toys we have ever seen. If you carefully examine each of the figures on these two
pages, you will see that there are only seven different pieces. A box of these Acro-
bats contains four bodies, four heads, eight arms, eight legs, one flag, and six pieces

of wood, or thirty-one pieces in all, and yet from these few elements you can not only

make pictures similar to those before you, but many thousand* uf others. The
pieces are variously colored, which can not he shown in our ink engravings. They arc

bo grooved and jointed and fitted, that they fasten strongly together in all conceivable
positions. There is just one unpleasant tiling about these Acrobats, viz., everybody
that has seen them wants them, and Mr, Crandall can not begin to make them as fast

as they are wanted, and it may be some time before all our boys and girls can have

them. These amusing new toys are creating a furore among all the children (and old

folks too) who have succeeded in getting hold of them. Every day's supply received

a: -21.") Broadway, has ''gone off like hot cakes," and correspondents are inquiring for

them, their price, etc. When the market can be supplied they will be on sale by the

toy dealers generally. The Orange Judd Company are selling them as fast, as received

at $1 a box, delivered at 245 Broadway, New York, but if to be sent anywhere out

of the city, the cost ot carriage by express or otherwise must be added to the $1 a box.
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PRAIRIE, EIGHT MILES EAST FROM LINCOLN, NEB.

A representation of crops and cattle, without fences, under the Herd-law ol Nebraska.

IF YOU WANT A FARM OR HOME,
YOTJ SHOULD BUY OF THE

BURLINGTON AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD CO.
IN IOWA OK NEBRASKA,

BECAUSE-Their prices are low, ranging for the best land from Three to Ten Dollars per acre.

BECAUSE—No payments are required of the purchaser for four years, except interest at six per cent.

BECAUSE—After the fourth year only one seventh of the principal 19 payable annually till the whole is pnM.
BECAUSE—You are not required to go into a wilderness, these being well-settled States, the population of which is rapidly increasing.

BECAUSE—The mildness of the climate and fertility of the soil is such that the settler can pay lor his farm from the products raised upon it long before the time when the principal

becomes due.
m

BECAUSE—Failure of crops from drouth is unknown.
BECAUSE—Large allowances are made upon fare and freight, thus giving low rates on both to purchasers of this Company's lands.

AND YOU SHOULD BUY THIS YEAR.
BECAUSE—Purchasers of our lands in Nebraska during 1874 who cultivate one-half their land within two years from their purchase are allowed a reduction Of twenty per cent on its

price. LARGE DISCOUNTS also, FOK CASH, within One, Two, or Five Years.

tt»~ Send for Circulars, with fulliuformation on all points, to CEO. S= HARRIS, Land Commissioner,
At Lincoln, Nebraska, far land in Nebraska. At Burlington, Iowa for land in Iowa.

Or to W. D. COWLES, General Agent, 317 Broadway, New York. JAS. R. WOOD, General Agent, 59 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Lake Superior and Mississippi R.R.
Saint Paul, June, 1874.

This Company has for sale large tracts of Land, in the

vicinity of its Railroad, on which are extensive wild
Crnnbcny Mai'alkoi, from wlllCh several TllOU-
sniul Bushels were gathered in 1873. To any person
acquainted with the culture of Cranberries, rare oppor-
tunities are offered. Address

JN'O. P. 1LSLEY,
Pkestdent and Land Commissioned.

fHFMP iniJMvl t Fine salt water locations.
\IIBjlli rillllUB.

—

Good l^r-rains! Send for
pamphlet. J. F. MANCHA, Easton, Md.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

I SA VE FIFTY DOLLARS! §o o

I THE NEW FLORENCE. |
o

1 PRICE, $30 below I any other first-class o
o VALUE, S30 above f Sewing Machine. o
O D

o SAVED, $50 by buying the Florence. §
o oo . o
o Every machine warranted. o

g Special terms to clubs and dealers. g

o Send for circulars to the §o o
g Florence S. M. Co., Florence, Mass., g

g or 39 Union. Square, New York. go o
OOOOOOOOoooonooooooononoi'OOooooo OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

$200
A MONTH TO AGENTS

.li iii" improved "noME
SHUTTLE" SEWING MACHINE,

a practical. low-nriced " Lock Stitch " Sewing Machine
Address JOHNSON, CLARK & CO.. Boston, Mo -

New York City; Pittsbnrsh, Pa. : Chicago, III. : Louis-
ville, Ky.

;

or St. Louis, Mo.

CLAVE It A CK Collccc and Itiulson River Inst... at Clnver-
ack, N. Y. 20 Instructors. Alohzo Flack, PIi. d., Pres.

*>^t

STEEL PENS!
Sold by all Dealers.

No. 01 John St., New York.

HENRY HOE, Sole Agent. JOSEPH GILLOTT & SONS.

per month guaranteed to
w agents everywhere, to ecu our

lml< slim tit>le White Wire Clothes I. in.-.
Sample free. Address lh" Hudson Wire Mills, 123
Maiden Lnue, N. V„ or 18 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

HA \A/ TO MAKE MONEY AT IIOME. fid pp.
\J VV Book free. J. .TAY GOITLD. Boston, Mass.

ADVERTISERS should send to Gko. P. HOWELL & Co.,
41 Park Row, N. Y.. for their ZStffhtN-pape Pamphlet,

containing lists of 1,(1011 newspapers and estimates, showing
the cost of advertising. Mailed free to all applicants.

$100 to. $200

THE PENN MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANYOF PHILADELPHIA.
ASSETS ACCUMULATED, S4,437.900.9G.
The Penn is a purely niutu:il Company. All of Its surplus

premiums are returned to the menihers every 3 ear. Divi-
dends may he applied to reduce the premium or increase
insurance as desired. SABPL C 11UEY, Pres.
General ami Local Agents wanted in the Middle and West-

ern States. Applv to II. S. STEPHENS, Vice Pi es„ No. 921
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY,

201 Broadway, N.Y.

Capital Stock.... $:>00.oo0
Cash val ne of Assets $! ,S0S,224

Total Liabilities 82.302

NIAGARA
Net Assets *1 ,225,922

Dwellings and Farm Ilisks a specialty at all our Agencies.

HENRT A HOWE, President.
P. NOTMAN, V. P. and Sec'y.
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STANDARD WORKS ONHORSE©
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

Cole, S. W. The American Veterinarian.

ismo % 73

Dadd, Geo. H. The Modern Horse-

Doctor; continuing Practical Observations on

the Causes, Nature, and Treatment of Disease

and Lameness in Horses. l'Jmo 150

De Huys, Chas, The Percheron Horse.

12rao. Illustrated 1 DO

Dwyer, Francis. On Seats and Saddles,

Bits and Bitting, and the Prevention and Cure of

Kestiveness in Horses. l>mo. Illustrated 2 00

Frank Forester's Horse and Horse-
manship of the United States and British

Provinces of North America. By Henry William

Herbert. In two superb royal octavo volumes
of 130 pages, with steel engraved anginal por-

traits of thirty. celebrated representative Horses.

Tills Standard Historical Work has been thor-

oughly revised, newly written, compiled, and

perfected to the present time. By S. IW&B. G.

Bruce, Editors of the Turf, Field, and Farm.
Price, post-paid ...1000

Herbert, H. W. (Frank Forester). Hints
to Horse-Keepers. A Complete Manual for

Horsemen ; embracing how to Breed, Buy,

Break, Use, Feed, Physic Horses, etc. Illus-

trated, limo 1 **5

Jennings, It. Horse-Training made
Easy. Being a New and Practical System of

Teaching and Educating the Horse. lGmo 1 25

Jennings, R. The Horse and his Dis-

eases ; embracing bis History and Varieties,

Breeding, etc. Illustrated, lbno 1 75

McClure, R. The Gentleman's Stable

Guide. Familiar Descriptions of the Am. Stable ;

most approved Method of Feeding, Grooming,
and General Management of Horses. 12mo 1 50

Mayhew, E. The Illustrated Horse Man-
agement. Descriptive Remarks on Anatomy,
Medicine, Shoeing, Food, etc. Illustrated. 8vo 3 00

l!«.yli.o-«-, E. Tlio IlLu.atvo.tocL Hnrco Doc-
tor. Being an Accurate and Detailed Account,
accompanied by mor.? than 400 Pietoml IJqpre-
sentations, of the various Diseases to which the

Horse is subject. 8vo 3 00

Miles on the Horse's Foot -. 75

Murray, Rev. W. H. H. The Perfect
Horse 4 00

Rational Horse-Shoeing 1 oo

Riley, H. The Mule. A Treatise on the
Breeding, Training, and Uses to which he may be
put. 12)310. Cloth 1 50

Simpson, J. C. Horse Portraiture; em-
bracing Breeding, Rearing, and Training Trot-

ters, their Management on Track, Preparation
for Races, etc., etc. With an Appendix contain-

ing the performances of Dexter, and a Portrait. . 3 00

Stewart, John. The Stable Book. A
Treatise on Management oi' Horses, in relation

to Stabling, Feeding, Grooming, Watering, and
Working ; Construction of Stables, etc., etc.

12mo. Illustrated...-. 150

Stonehenge on the Horse in the Stable

and the Field. By J. II. Walsh (Stonehenge).

Illustrated. 170 engravings. 8vo.. Cloth 3 50

Veterinary Homeopathic Practice goo

Wallace, J. H. American Stud-Book.
Vol. I. Being a Compilation of the Pedigrees of
American and Imported Blood-Horses to 1840 10 00

W ullilU", J. II, A.iaiorloo.11 Trotting Eo.
gister. Containing Pedigrees of Trotting Horses,

and a Record of all Performances, from the earli-

est dates to the close of 1S;0; being over 0,000

contests. With Essay on True Origin of the

American Trotter, and Rules of Government for

trials of speed. 10 00

Walsh, J. H. (Stonehenge). The Horse
in the Stable and the Flehl, and Management in

Health and Disease ; with Essay on the American
Trotting Horse; Suggestions on Breeding and
Training of Trotters. Large 12mo. Illustrated.. 2 50

Warne's Handbook on the Horse ; Vari-
eties and Management 50

Woodruff, Hiram. The Trotting Horse
of America. How to Train and Drive Him.
12mo. Cloth 2 25

Youatt.W. On the Structure and Diseases
of the Horse, with their Remedies. Brought
down by W. C. Snooner. 12mo I 50

Address ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway -

, New York.

STANDARD WORKS ON

Cattle, Sheep,

and the Dog.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

Allen, R. L. Domestic Animals. His-

tory and Description of the Horse, Mule, Cattle,

Sheep, Swine, Poultry, aud Farm Dogs. With
Directions for their Management, Breeding, etc.

Unio $1 00

Allen, L. I\ American Cattle. Their
History, Breeding, and Management. Illus-

trated. 12mo , 2 50

Dadd, J. H. The American Cattle Doc-
tor. Containing the Necessary Information fur

Curing the Diseases of Oxen, Cows, Sheep, etc.

12mo... 150

Darwin, Charles. The Variation of

Animals and Plants under Domestication. Illus-

trated. 2 vols. 12mo GOO

Flint, Chas. L. Milch Cows and Dairy
Farming 2 50

Guenon, M. F. A Treatise on Milch
Cows, whereby the Quality and Quaniity of Milk

any Cow will give may be accurately determined

by qbserving natural marks and external Indica-

tions alone, etc. Svo. Cloth 75

Harris, Joseph. A Treatise on the Pig.

Breeding, Rearing, Management, and Improve-

ment. Illustrated : 1 50

Jacques. The Barn-Yard. A Manual of

Cattle, Horse, and Sheep Husbandry ; or, How to

Breed and Hear Domesticated Animals. 12mo... 1 00

Jennings, R. Sheep, Swine, and Poul-
try. The best Modes of Breeding, their Feeding,

Management, etc. Illustrated. 12mo. Cloth— 175

Jennings, R. Cattle and their Diseases.
Fmhrsicing their History and Breeds, Crossing
and Breeding, Feeding and Management 1 75

Ufforrell, I,. A. The American Shepherd.
Being a History of the Sheep ; with their Breeds, -

Management, and Diseases. 12mo 1 75

Randall, H. S. Fine "Wool Sheep Hus-
bandry. 12mo 1 00

Randall, H. S. Sheep Husbandly. With
an Account of the Different Breeds, and Direc-

tions in regard to Summer and Winter Manage-
ment 1 50

Randall, H. S. The Practical Shepherd.
A Complete Treatise on the Breeding, Manage-
ment, and Diseases of Sheep. Svo 2 00

Youatt, W., and W. C. I. Martin.
Cattle. Being a Treatise on their Breeds, Man-
agement, and Diseases. Illustrated. 12mo 1 50

Youatt, W„ and W. C L. Martin.
The Hog. A Treatise on the Breeds, Manage-
ment, Feeding, aud Medical Treatment of Swine,

etc I 00

Youatt, W. Sheep. Their Breeds, Man-
agement, and Diseases. To which are added
Remarks on the Management of Sheep in the

United States 1 00

Horbort, K. W. (Frank Forester). The
Dog. By mnfcs, Moyhw, imd Hutchinson.
Compiled, Edited, and Illustrated by Frank
Forester 3 oo

Richardson, H. D. Dogs. Their Ori-
gin and Varieties; Directions as to their Man-
agement, etc. Kftno. Cloth.

. 60

Stonehenge on the Dog 375

Warne's Handbook on Cattle; Varieties
and Management 50

Warne's Handbook on Sheep; Varieties
and Management 50

Willard, X. A. Dairy Husbandly 300

Youatt, William. The Dog. Illustra-

tions. Svo. Cloth 4 00

Address

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,

Zih Broadway, Nbw York.

A Practical Book, one that Architects, Builders, and Car-

penters can not afford to he without, entitled

DETAIL, COTTAGE, AND CONSTRUCTIVE

ARCHITECTURE,
Containing 7G FULIj PLATES, 20 plates more than
before offered in a similar work for Ten Dollars.

Publlslicil under tne direction or A. j. DICKKELL.
Showing a groat variety of Designs for Cornices, Brackets,

Windows ami Window Caps, Doors. Piazzas, Porches, Bay
and Dormer Windows, Observatories, Towers, Chimney
Tops, Balconies, Canopies, Scrolls, Gable and Sawed Orna-
ments, Fences, Stairs, Newels. Architraves. Mantels, Plaster
Finish, etc., etc.; including Forty-five Perspectives. Eleva-
tions and Plans of Modern Designs for Cottages with De-
tails, and Eighteen Elevations of Summer Houses, Villas,
Seaside Cottages, and Country Houses, together with Four-
teen Designs for Street and Stoic Fronts, with Inside Finish.
for stores and Banks; also, Framing for Dwellings, Barns,
Exhibition Buildings, Roofs, Bridges, etc.. etc., making in
all a Practical Book for Architects* Builders, Carpenters,
and all who contemplate Building or Ilemodeiing Wood,
Stone, or Brick Buildings. One Large Quarto Volume, sent
Free by Mail or Express, on receipt "of Price $10.00

CARPENTERS' and BUILDERS'
ASSISTANT,

And "Wood Workers' Guide,

By L. D. GOULD, Architect and Practical Builder.

Containing 23 Plates, fully described ; also, tables of tho
strength of materials ; technical terms used by carpenters,
etc., etc. This work is intended to combine all the knowledge
the workman requires to construct auy design in carpentry,
by a new and easy system of lines, reducing the science of
construction to an agreeable and pleasant occupation,
rather than an unpleasant task. One Svo. volume, bound in
cloth. Price $3.00.

ARCHITECTURE.
By CCMMINGS A MILLER.

A Practical Book on Architectural Details; containing
over One Thousand Designs nntl Illustrations, showing the
manner of constructing Cornices. Doorways, Porches, Win-
dows, Verandas, Railings, French Roofs, Observatories,
Piazzas, Bay-Windows, Cut-Stone Work, various stvleB of
Modern Finish, and Street Fronts of Houses, Stores, etc.,
etc. One Large Quarto Volume. Price, post-paid". . . .$10.00.

Loth's Practical Stair-Builder.
A complete Treatise on the Art of Building stairs and

Ilan<l-Kails. Designed for Carpenters, Guilders, aud Stair-
Builders. Illustrated with Thirty Original Plates. Hy C.
K1IWAI1D LOTH. Professional Stair-Builder. One largo
Qui.rto Volume. Bound in Cloth. Price $10.00.

Address

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 BROArwAT, New York.
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Standard Architectural Books
Carpenters and Builders.

for

Htissey's National Cottage Archi-
tecture ; or, Homes for Every One.
—With Designs, Plans, Details, Specifica-

tions, and Cost ; with Working Scale, Draw-
ings complete, so that Houses may be built

direct from the book. Adapted to the pop-
ular demand for practical, handsome, and
economical homes. Royal Quarto. Six
Dollars, post-paid.

Atwood's Country and Suburban
Houses.—Illustrated with about 150 en-

gravings. Hints and Suggestions as to the

General Principles of House-building, Style,

Cost, Location, etc. Post-paid, $1.50.

Monckton's National Stair-Builder.
—Is a complete work on Stair-Building and
Hand-Railing. Fully explained and illus-

trated by large scale diagrams, in two colors,

with designs for Staircases, Newels, Balus-

ters, and Hand-Rails. Royal Quarto. Post-

paid, $6.00,

Monckton's National Carpenter and
Joiner.—A complete work, covering the

whole science of Carpentry, Joinery, Roof-

ing, Framing, etc., fully explained and illus-

trated by large scale diagrams in two colors.

Royal Quarto. Postpaid, $6.00.

"Woodward's Cottages and Farm
Houses.— 188 Designs and Plans of low-

priced Cottages, Farm Houses, and Out-

Buildings. Post-paid, $1.50.

"Woodward's Suburban and Country
Houses.—70 Designs and Plans, and nu-

merous examples of the French Roof. Post-

paid, $1.50.

Woodward's National Architect.—
1,000 Designs, Plans, and Details for Coun-

try, Suburban, and Village Houses; with Per-

spective Views, Front and Side Elevations,

Sections, Full Detail Drawings, Specificn,-

tions, and Estimates. Also, Detail Draw-

ings to Working Scale, of Brackets, Cornices,

French Roofs, Sectional and Framing Plans

ofFrench Roofs, Dormer-Windows for French

Roofs, Bay-Windows, Verandas, Porches,

Plaster Finish, Cornices, Ceilings, Hard-wood
Mantels, and all that is required by a Builder

to design, specify, erect, and finish in the

most approved style. One superb quarto

volume. Post-paid, $12.00

ORANGE JTJDD COMPANY,

Woodward's Country Homes.— 150

Designs and Plans, with Description of the

Manner of Constructing Balloon Frames.

Post-paid, $1.50.

"Woodward's Graperies and Horti-
cultural Buildings.—Designs and Plans

of Hot-Beds, Cold-Pits, Propagating Houses,

Forcing Houses, Hot and Cold Graperies,

Green Houses, Conservatories, Orchard

Houses, etc., with the various modes of

Ventilating and Heating. Post-paid, $1.50.

"Wheeler's Rural Homes.—Houses suited

to Country Life. Post-paid, $2.00.

Wheeler's Homes for the People—
100 Original Designs, with full Descriptions,

and Constructive and Miscellaneous Details.

Post-paid, $3.00.

Harney's Barns, Out-Buildings, and
Fences.— Containing Designs and Plans

of Stable?, Farm-Barns, Out-Buildings, Gates,

Gateways, Fences, Stable Fittings and Furni-

ture, with nearly 200 Illustrations. Royal

quarto. Post-paid, $6.00.

Eveleth's School-house Architecture.
—A new and original work, containing Seven-

teen Designs for School-houses, Sixty-seven

Plates with Perspectives, Elevations, Plans,

Sections, Details, Specifications all drawn to

working scale, with methods of Heating and

Ventilation. Large quarto. Post-paid, $6.00.

Copley's Plain and Ornamental Al-

phabets.— Giving examples in all styles,

together with Maps, Titles, Borders, Meri-

dians, Ciphers, Monograms, Flourishes, etc.,

adapted for the practical use of Surveyors,

Civil Engineers, Draughtsmen, Architects,

Sign Painters, Schools, etc. Post-paid, $3.00.

Publishers, 245 Broadway, New York.

CUMMING8'
Architectural

Details.
CONTAINING

387 Designs and 967 Illustrations

Of the Various Parts Weeded in the Construc-

tion of Buildings, Public and Private,

both for the City and Country.

ALSO, PLANS AND ELEVATIONS OF

Houses, Stores, Cottages, and
Other Buildings.

BY

M. F. CTJMMINGS, A.M., Architect,

Associate Author of "Architecture, by Cumniings
& Miller," and " Modem American Archi-

tecture, by Cummin«s & Miller."

Nearly eight years ago, the author of this work,
in connection with Mr. C. O. Miller, architect,

published a work on architectural details, which,
as soon as it was presented to the architects, car-

penters, and builders of the country, met with a
rapid sale

; and, judging from the number of edi-

tions through which it has passed, and the great

circulation reached, it must have met the approval
of those most interested in practical architectural

works, and must have filled, in a measure, a want
before unsupplied.

The success of that book has induced the author
to publish a second one, which is now presented to

the public, and iu it will be found an extensive

collection of desigus illustrating the features

which frn in rnakA iij> oti'im^i'oo o,»#.l, •.<> -••—

needed to meet the wants of the American

people.

What has been aimed at is this : To present a

mass of architectural details, easy of construction,

pleasing iu form, and generally of an inexpensive

character, and all so designed that a great variety

of selections may be made from them, which, when
combined in a building, will produce a harmonious

whole ; and it is believed by the author that this

work will be found to be of value, and that its

design is practicable, for there are hundreds of

towns and villages, in all the States of the Union,

in which the wants of the people continually de-

mand the erection of buildings, largely of wood,

and which in the hands of the builder and work-

man may be made elegant aud pleasing in all their

features, provided they have at hand a guide such

as this hook is intended to be.

Royal Quarto. Price, post-paid, $10.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Broadway, New York.

PEAH CULTUEE
FOR PROFIT.

By P». T. GfcTJIIVIV,
PRACTICAL HORTICULTURIST.

ILLUSTRATED.

Contents

:

Chap. I. Varieties. Chap. IX. Varieties to Plant.

II. Aspect.
11 III. Preparation of

the Soil.

" IV. Distance Apart

In Planting.
•' V. Dwarfs and

Standards.
" VI. Planting-Time.
" VII. Planting.
" VIII. Nursery Trees.

X. Priming.
XI. Manuring and

Mulching.

XII. Gathering Frnit.
' XIII. Marketing Pears.
1 XIV. Profits.

' XV. Propagation, etc.
1 XVI. Practical Sugges-

tions.

XVII. Orchard Record.

PRICE, POSTPAID *l.«l

ORANGE JTJDD COMPANY,
315 Buoadway, New Yobk.
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Newly Revised and En-
larged Edition.

Practical

Floriculture.
A Guide to the Successful Propagation and

Cultivation of Florists' Plants.

By PETER JHEIVIDERSCXN",
Author of " Gardening for Pro lit."

Beautifully Illustrated. Price, Post-paid, $1.50.

In tlits work, which 1ms everywhere become so deservedly

popular, not only is the whole " art and mystery " of propa-

gation explained, bat the reader is taught how to plant and

grow the plants alter they have been propagated. The work
is not one for florists and gardeners only, but the amutoui-'a

wants are constantly kept in mind, and we have a very com-

plete treatise on the cultivation of flowers under plass, or

In the open air, suited to those who grow flowers for plea-

sure as well as those who make them a matter of trade.

The work Is characterized by the same radical common
sense that marked the author's " Gardening for Profit," and
it holds a high place in the estimation of lovers of

floriculture. The new edition has been thoroughly revised

by the author, and much enlarged by the addition of valu-

able matter.

The following are a few of the subjects embraced in the
latest edition

:

Laying ont Flower Garden and Lawn ; Designs for

Grounds and for Greenhouses; Soils for Potting; Cold
Fiames; ITot-Beds; Greenhouses Attached to Dwellings;
Modes of floating; Propagation of Plants by Seeds and by
Cuttings; Culture of the Hose and Tuberose; Growing of

Winter-flowering Plant? ; Construction, of Bouquets, Baskets,

etc.; Parlor and "Window-Gardening: Wardian-Cases and
Ferneries; Insects; What Flowers Grow in the Shade;
Culture of Grape-Vines under Glass; The Profits of Flori-
culture ; How to Become a Florist, etc., etc.

THE ILLUSTRATED

Book of Poultry,
With Practical Schedules for Judg-

ing, Constructed from Actual

Analysis of the Best Mod-
ern Decisions,

By LEWIS WRIGHT,
Author of " The Practical Poultry Keeper," " The

Brahma Fowl," etc.

ILLUSTRATED WITH

Fifty Colored Portraits of Prize Birds,

Painted from Life by J. W. Ludlow.

CONTENTS.
Chap.
l.—Houses and Accommo-

dation.
2.—The Selection of Stock.
y.—[»c^'»ii^ ....a a^..-.«.i

Treatment of Fowls.
4.—Eggs and Incubation.
r..—Artificial Hatching.
6.—The Management of

Chickens.
7.—Fattening and Killing.

8.—Poultry as National
Food.

9,_Thp utility of " Fancy
Points."

10.—Commencing a Strain.
11.—Mating Stock for Breed-

ing Prize Bird*.
12.—Hearing, Care, and Exhi-

bition of Pnze Poultry.
13.—Shows and Judging.
14.—Buying, Selling, and

Exporting,
15.—Enemies In the Yard.
10.— Diseases of Poultry.
17.—Technical Terms.
18. -Cochins.

Chap.
iy.—Brahma?.
20.—Malays.
21.-Game.
23.— Spanish.
•J4.— llambiirghs.
25.—Polish Fowls.
2U.—French Breeds of Poul-

try.
27.—American Breeds of

Poultry.
28.—Unclassed Varieties of

Poultry.
29.-Ban turns (Except Game).
30.—Game Bantams.
31.—Wild Breeds ol Poultry,

Origin of the Domestic
Fowl.

.1?.—The Guinea Fowl.
33.—The Turkey.
34.—The Pea Fowl.
35.—D neks.
3fi.—Geese.
37.—Swans.
SB.-Poisiblo Additions to

the Poultry Yard.

Price, Postpaid - - - - S 1 5 OO
Either of the above books sent post-paid on receipt of

price oy

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

SUPERIOR STANDARD WORKS.
Published ly ORANGE~JUDD COMPANY.

THE HORSE,

FRANK FORESTER'S

HOUSE OF AMERICA.

By HENRY WM. HERBERT.
Revised, corrected, enlarged, and continued to 1871,

By S. D. and B. G. Bruce.

Always an Acknowledged Standard, and now
the most Complete and Authentic Work on the

HORSE. With steel-engraved portraits of Thirty

of the most famous

REPRESENTATIVE HORSES,
including pedigrees, histories, and performances.

Two superb royal octavo volumes of upward of 1300 pages.

Post-Paid, Ten Dollars.

WALLACE'S
American Trotting Register.

CONTAINING ALL THAT 13 KNOWN OF TIIE

PEDIGREES OF TB0TTING HORSES,

their ancestors and descendants, with a record of

All published performances in which a mile

was trotted or paced in 2,40 or less,

lrora the earliest dates until the close of 1868, and
a full record of the performances of 1869 and 1870.

Giving COmploto SummitiK nf mrni- (5,000 fnntpsts,

With an Introductory Essay on the true

origin of the American Trotter. And a set of Rules

for the government of all trials of speed. By J.

H. WALLACE, compiler of Wallace's American

Stud-Boolc. Royal octavo.

Post-paid, Ten Dollars.

WALLACE'S AMERICAN STUD-BOOK.
Vol. One. Being a Compilation of the

PEDICREES OF AMERICAN AND IM-
PORTED BLOOD HORSES,

from the earliest records, with an Appendix of all

named animals without extended Pedigrees prior

to the year 1840. And a Supplement, containing a

history of all Horses and Marcs that have trotted

in public from the earliest trotting races until the

close ot 1866. By J. H. WALLACE. Royal octavo

of over 1000 pages elegantly bound in extra cloth,

beveled boards, and splendidly illustrated.

Post-paid, Ten Dollars.

Horse Portraiture. — Breeding,

Rearing, and Training Trotters. Prepara-

tions for Races, Management in the Stable, on
the Track, Horse Life, etc. By Joseph Cairn
Simpson. Post octavo. Post-paid, $3.00.

FIELD SPORTS.

Frank Forester's Field Sports.
Embracing: the Game of North America, "Upland Shoot-
ins;, Hay shootimr. Wild Sporting of the Wilderness,
Forest, Prairie, and Mountain Sports, Bear Hunting,
Turkey Shooting:, etc. 13th edition, revised and illus-
trated. Two post octavo volumes. Post-paid, $0.00.

Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing.
100 engravings. Embracing a full illustrated description
ol the Game Fish of North America ; Trout and Salmon
Fishing; StioftI "Water and Dejejp Sen Fishing i Lake and
River Fishing ; Trolling, Fly Fishing:. etc. 12th edition.
One post octavo volume. Post-paid, $3.50.

Frank Forester's Complete Manual.
For Young Sportsmen, of Fowling, Fishing, and Field
Sports. With directions for handling the Gun, the Kifle,
and the Uod. Art of Shooting; on the Wing;. The Break-
ing, Management, and Hunting of the Dog. The vari-
eties and liai. ts of Game. River, Lake, and Sea Fishing.
Post octavo. Post-paid, $3.00.

Frank Forester's American Game in its
SEASONS, Fully Illustrated and Described. New edf-

iaid, |S.""tion, post-pa

The Dog*.

$3.00.

By Diuks, Mavhew & Hutchinson. Compiled and edited
by Frank Forester. Containing full instructions in all

that relates to the Breeding, Rearing, Breaking, Kennel-
ing, and Conditioning of Dogs, with valuable recipes for
the treatment of all diseases. Illustrated. Post octavo.
Post-paid, $3.00.

The Dead Shot

:

Or, Sportsman's Complete Guide ; a Treatise on the use
of the Gun, with Rudimentary and Finisliins Lessons in
the Art of Shooting Game of all kinds. By .Marksman.
Post-paid. $1.75.

The Crack Shot

:

Or, Young Rifleman's Complete Guide; being a Treatise
on the use of the llifle, with Lessons, including a full de-
scription of the latest improved breech-loadfng weapons;
rules and regulations for Target Practice-aiKidirections
for Hunting Game. By Edward C. Barber. Post-paid, $1.75.

Gun, Rod, and Saddle.
Nearly llffv practical articles on subjects connected with
Fishing, Shooting, Racing, Trotting, etc. Post-paid, $1.

Practical Trout Culture.
Ry J. H. Slack, M. D., Commissioner of Fisheries, New
Jersey. Fully illustrated and describing thoroughly all
that is requisite to successful Trout Culture. Post-paid,
$1.50.

AGRICULTURE.
Woodward's Grcporios and Wnrt.if-ultliral

BUILDINGS. Designs and Plans of Hot-be:is, Cold Pita,
Propagating Houses, Forcing Houses, Hot and Cold
Graperies, Greenhouses, Conservatories, Orchard Honses,
etc., with the various modes of Ventilating and Heating.
Post-paid, $1.50.

Jacques' Manual of the Garden, Farm,
AND BARN-YARD. Embracing the Cultivation of
Vegetables, Fruit. Flowers, all Field Crops, Details of
Fai'tu Work and Rearing Domestic Animals. New and
Revised Edition. One volume. Post-paid. $1.75.

Young Farmer's Manual.
Vol. I. The Farm and the Workshop, wltn Practical

Directions for laying out a Farm. Erecting Buildings,

Fences. Farm Gates. Selecting good Farm and Shop
Tools, and performing Farm Operations. I'Ully Illus-

trated. Post-paid, $1.75.

Younar Farmer's Manual.
VoL II. How to Make Farming Pav, witli full Details of
Faim Management. Character of Soils. Plowing. Manage-
ment ofGrass Lands. Manures, Farm Implements, Stock,
Drainage, Planting, Harvesting, etc. Illustrated. Post-
paid, $1.75.

Husmann's Grapes and Wine.
The Cultivation of the Native Grape and Manufacture
of American Wine. By Geo. Husinann, of Missouri.
Post-paid, $1.50.

Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees.
For Plentlng Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries. Private
Grounds. and'Avenucs. Fully Illustrated and described.

Post-paid, $1.50.

Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist.
The Cultivation of Forest Trees for Shade, for Shelter,

for Fuel, for Timber, and for Profit. Illustrated. Post-
paid, $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY, 345 Broadway, N. T.
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GREAT DEDUCTION.
TEAS and COFFEES

At Wholesale Prices.
Increased F;ieililies to Club Organizers.

Scnil for New Price-List.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
(P- O. 110X51143.) 31 ami 33 Veacy St., New York.

WOOD, TABEE & MOESE,
Eaton, Madison Co., _ZV. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Steam-Engines,
Portable, Stationary, and

Agricultural.
Hundreds in use in Sliops, Print-
ing Rooms, Mills, Mines, mid on
Farms and Plantations for Grain
Thralling. Food Cooking for
Stock,Cotton Ginning, Saving, etc.
Circulars sent on application.

2
13 AS PURE AS CLASS.

The Bridgeport M'f'g Co.,
OF BRIDGEPORT, CONST.

(Office, No. 8S Chambers St., New York),
Have the exclusive control of tliis valuable enamel, and are
using it to cover all of their celebrated

American Submerged Force Pumps.
They also enamel pipe inside and out, which delivers the

water ctiPinicnlly-pure. The Enamel is composed of vege-
table matter, baked on so hard that n blow does not break
it, and it resists acids that eat guld.

Gentlemen: I have examined the sections of Carbonized
Enamel Pipe submitted to me by you. It is superior to any
pipe I have ever seen for resisting acids and conducting
watei from springs or for use in connection with pumps,
etc. The Enamel adheres wilh astonishing: tenacity, with-
standing even heavy blows;.and the surface of the metal
where the enamel is beaten oil' seems to be protected against
the ordinary action of water,

m. c. WELD,
Late Associate Editor Am. Agriculturist.

MUDGE k WOODS, No. S3 Chamber* St., N. Y.,

are the exclusive selling agents of the ritid^eport MT<r Co.
lor the Licenses of States, counties, and towns rights for the

American Submerged Suction and Force Pumps.

THE PEOPLE'S

Force Pumps.
Awarded medal of American In-

stitute overall competitors last fall.

For Die house and out of doors.
Noh:freezing,nucl iidaptableto wells
from C to 100 feet deep-. Highly re-
commended for city bouses on ac-
count of their great power. Parties
nliout to sppnly themselves are in-
vited to cail and examine. Circu-
lars sent on application. Plumbers
are particularly requested to call.

See "Notes from the Pines," on
page 1S:J, May number, of American
Agriculturist.

W. S. BLUNT.
7? u^vKuian Street, New York.

Self-Propel-
Tor Cripples
Can be easily

in or out, doors,
iug the use of

State vour weight
for i lluntrated
fereut styles and

Please mention
this paper.

ling Chairs

and Invalids
propelled, either
By any one hav-
I nuids.

and send stamp
catalogue of dif-

p rices.

S. A. SMITH,
No. 32 Piatt St.,

N. Y. City.

LOVEJOV'S METALLIC

WFATHEIt HOUSES
Indicate the changes in the weather, and
are pretty mantel ornaments. The little
lady appears in fair and the man in
Stormy weather, and they never make
mistakes. Sent prepaid lo -anv address,
safely packed, upon receipt of '%'l (Two),
by AL.VACV L.. LOVEJOY,

Proprietor and Manufacturer,
230 Washington St. lioston.

CLIMAX
APPLE-CORER

SLICER.
Tlie only practical Corcr anil

Sliccr made.
A bushel of Apples can be cored and

sliced with it in ten

minutes, and the work
done better than by
any other means what-

ever. Send $1.00 for

sample.

D, H, GOODELL,
Sole Manufacturer,

53 Chambers Street,

New York.

Also, sole manufac-

turer of Improved
Turn - Table Apple-

^ Parer, Lightning Ap-
I>lc inul Pouch-Pare r.

Family Cherry-Stou-

Have manufactured a large stock of

RICH AND MEDIUM PRICED

for the spring trade, which is now on exhibition ami for

sale, at wholesale and retail, at their extensive

WAREROOMS,
185 & 187 CANAL ST., NEW YORK.

Established 1S58

AI/E MAttE PATENTED.

Tlie best T&nd cheapest Paint ii» tlie
"world for Iron, Tin or Wood. For sale by
the Trade everywhere. PRINCE'S METALLIC
PAINT CO., Manufacturers, 9G Cedar St., New York.

CAUTION,—Purchasers and consumers are cau-

tioned against imitations of our Metallic Paint.

All geuuiue PRINCE'S METALLIC PAINT will

bear our name and trade mark on each and every

package. Send for a circular.

Special price to dealers.

Improve! Foot Lathes.

Small Engine Lathes, Small Geai Cut-
ters. Hand l'laners for Metal, Bidl Turn-
ing Machines, Slide Heats, "Foot Scroll

Saws. The very best. Selling every-
where. Catalogue? tree.

N. H. BALDWIN, Laconia, N. H.
Just the articles for Artisans or Amateurs.

CABLE FENCING.
Cheap, handsome, and durable. Proof against Cattle,

Fire, and Rust. Hundreds of miles erected. Send for Cir-

PHIUP S. JUSTICE.
14 North Fifth St., Philadelphia.
42 Cliff St., New York.

EVERY LADY that uses a
Sewing Machine needs the

MAGIC THREADER
Aijriculliirist lor April, page lr>3. In or-

derine give name of:Machine. Agentswanted everywhere.

The AUGO M'f'g Co.. r.ox SI-!. SprmgllelcL Mass.

please mention Am. Agriculturist.
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BUILDING FELT.
This water-proof material, resem-

bling line leather, is for outside
* work (no tar substances used) and

inside, instead of plaster. Felt

carpetlngs, etc. Send two 3-cent

stamps for circular and samples.

C. J. FAY, Camden, N.J.
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IHPORTABT TO ISTEBTOBS.

American Agriculttsrist

PATENT DEPARTMENT
In compliance wilh the request of numerous inven-

tor?, we have organized a

PATENT DEPARTMENT
in connection with this office for the transaction of all

business connected with

Secnriny Patents
in the United States and foreign countries.

The character for

Reliability
which has been maintained by tlie American Agricul-

turist for more than thirty years will he carefully

guarded in this as in other departments.

All Inventors
desirous of prorurino- natents at moderate cost aye in-

vited to forward (express prepaid) a model of their in-

vention, with a brief description of its working. The

model should not exceed one cubic foot in dimension.

Upon receipt of model an opinion as to patentability

will be given free of charge.

Preliminary Examination
at the Patent Office, to determine pak-nta- p—
bility, will be promptly made for a fee of $5. KM?

Litigation of Patents.
A The services of the best counsel have been

^\ secured to prosecute or protect before the

U. S. Courts and the Patent Office the claims
~
of those intrusting their business to this

agency.

Specifications, drawings, engravings, mo-

dels, and ail other appliances furnished at

moderate prices.

In all dealings with this Department iu-

ventors may depend upon promptness, fideli-

ty to their interests, and the best services

which can be rendered by thorough experts.

For full particulars, address

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST
PATENT DEPARTMENT

ORANGE JTJDD COMPANY,
245 Broadivav. tv^w York.

T

A
T
E
N
T
S

IV : E*W'r

Diplomas
AGRICUiTURAI SOCIETIES

Tlie Major & Knapp Engraving, Ufa;, and Lithographing Co.

50 .C S3 Parlu Flare, JV". Y.

wANTED.-The lInUcd states Life Insurance Company »s now re-oxganMng its Agency

Department, and is prepared to negotiate with gentlemen of business ability to act as

Agents. Previous connection with the business is not considered necessary.

Apply at the Home Office, 261 Broadway, New York. JOHN E. HEWITT, President.
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The American Agriculturist is for the whole coun-

try. It is devoted, not to one section alone, but to

East and West, South and North alike, and it aims

to give such information as shall be useful and

practical everywhere. In our wide country with a

great diversity of climate, the ways and needs of

farmers differ somewhat. The principles upon
which they work, however, are the same every-

where
;
good cultivation, killing weeds, gathering

manure, sowing good seed, making the most of the

crops grown, treating the farm stock in the best

manner, and practising economy, all bring about

the eame profitable results everywhere. We
endeavor to teach principles, and to show our read-

ers how they may adapt their practices to them.

Just now is an excellent time to study a few of the

first principles of good farming. There is as

much leisure iu this month as a farmer usually

enjoys. He should use this to take a rest. Haying
is over, and fall wheat is harvested. Corn is laid

by, and by the middle of the month oats and

spring wheat will be cut. There is plenty of work
to be done, but it can lie over a few days without

damage, or those who must stay at home to take

care of things can aitend to them. Every farmer

who can, should go from home with his wife, and

visit some other locality. The Western farmer

should go East, and the Eastern one should go

West, and both should exchange places for a few

days with the Southern planter. By doing this,

much valuable knowledge will be gained, aud new
ideas gathered. When he comes back, he will

probably think his own place the best he has seen,

or will have found out how he can make it so.

There will be less local jealousy, and each will

learn that his brother farmers have all something

to contend with. If there is the grasshopper or

the chinch bug in one place, there is the Hessian

fly or the army worm in another, and there is in

each locality some drawback. The farmer who
travels will soon learn that it is in ourselves and

not in our fortune that we are thus or thus. He
will come back more contented with his lot, more
determined to make the most of the advantages

he enjoys, and better able to do it than before.

Hints nhout Work.
Oats, although the season is backward, will soon

be ready to harvest. They should be cut before
they are dead ripe. When ripe they shell badly and
many are lost. The straw is also better for feed
when cut early. The use of damp rye straw for
bands in binding, will 6ave time as well as oats.

Buckwheat may be sown the first week in this

month, and yet escape frost. It is a crop which
costs little to put in, and pays well for the cost. If

injured by an early frost it is worth all the expense
for plowing under.

Corn should not be laid by while a horse can pass
through the rows. A muzzle will prevent him from
biting the stalks. The soil should be kept stirred,

and not allowed to bake after a shower. Late
weeds rob the crop as much as early ones. If they
are allowed to ripen their seeds, they will do a vast
amount of mischief. These should be removed by
hand. No plow should be used to work corn at

this late season. The roots now occupy the whole
ground. Two inches of mellow 60il on the surface,

will keep the soil moist, and no deeper cultivation

should be given. In rich prairie soils, and where
fall pasture is scarce, rye may be sown in the rows
at the last working. This will give valuable late

pasture or early spring feed. But generally such
stolen crops are better avoided. Pumpkins grown
amongst corn are as bad as weeds. Better have a
portion of the ground prepared for such crops.

Soot crops must not be neglected. They must be
kept clean, and thinned out severely. Strap-leaf

turnips may be sown early this month. Use plenty

of seed, two pounds per acre, sown in drills 24 to

28 inches apart, will not be too much for safety.

150 lbs. of superphosphate, fine bone flour, or
Peruvian guano near the seed, will greatly help

the crop. With roots the start is the great point.

Thin out to 12 inches apart in the row, when the
plants are well established, and keep tho ground
free from weeds. Home grown seed is better

than imported.

Grass fields will be greatly benefitted by a top
dressing of fine manure. If nothing better can be
had, a few loads of rich soil from roadsides or
scrapings of the barnyard may be spread. It is

poor economy to pasture meadows or young clover,

good care at this season will strengthen the roots,

and give a heavy aftermath which may be pastured

by and by.

Pastures need looking after. Bare and mossy
spots should be harrowed, sowed with fresh seed,

and a dressing of lime and ashes or plaster, may
be given. A bushel of salt per acre is often very

useful. Weeds should be cut with the mowing
machine, and gathered aud burued. Brush should

be cut close to the ground, with a short stiff scythe

or a brush hook.

Weeds should be kept down everywhere. Thistles,

wild parsnips and carrots, mulleins and burdocks,
in neglected corners and fence rows, should be cut

up by the root, and the tops gathered and burned.

Many weeds arc now ripening their seeds, and if

neglected will make work for many years to come.

Draining may now be laid out for future comple-
tion. Springy places should be staked, and the
course of a drain that will cany off the water,

should also be staked out. Swamps are now dryer

than usual, and ditches may be dug comfortably.

Throw out the muck on one side of the ditch only.

Put it in heaps, and not iu a continuous row, which
would prevent surface water flowing into the ditch

by and by. The muck will be dry before winter,

and so will the ground. The muck can then be
easily hauled at any time to the barnyard. Read
Ogden Farm papers for last mouth once more.

Sating Seed.—A large quantity of grass seed may
be saved, by cutting the ripe bunches from clean

fence rows, or patches which may have been left

for this purpose in the meadows. Where any
variety of grass grows unmixed with others, it

should be left in this way. The grass may be cut

with a grass hook, tied in bunches and thrashed or

rubbed out, and the seed saved in gram bags. This

is a little thing, but hundreds of such little things
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themay be done in a year upon a farm, and

whole are worth looking after.

Manure making is always in order. Everything

that can add to the pile should be gathered.

Coarse weeds that have no seed in them may
be put into heaps, with a few bushels of lime and

covered with earth. They will soou decay and make
a good dressing for grass lands or pastures. Or

they may be added to the barnyard manure. Early

potato tops, sods from the roadside, road dust,

and all such matter should be added to the com-

post heap. It will ferment rapidly in the hot

weather, and if turned over or wetted with liquid

manure, it will be ready for use next month for the

wheat or rye ground.

Thrashing should be done as soon as possible.

Grain is safe from many enemies in the granary.

Besides it is the same as so much cash, and is equal-

ly available. Markets should be closely watched

this year. It is difficult to 6ay how they may turn.

An advance is just as likely as a decline, and with

wheat in the granary it can be taken advantage of.

Seed wheat should be carefully selected. The
heaviest grain only should be taken, and there

should be no cracked kernels in it. This should be

looked to while thrashing. If the thrashing

machine is hired, a farmer should do nothing hut

watch things. Watch the straw closely, and see

that no grain is left in it. See that the hired teams

do their share of the work. If a steam thrashing

machine is used, see that it does Dot effect the

insurance on the barn. For farms of less than 100

acres, a good two horse railroad power machine

is probably the best. With a cleaner attached it

is so much the better. The whole may be set in the

barn, and grain may be thrashed any day at an

hour's notice. There need be no waste of straw.

As a mow is emptied of grain, the straw should be
returned. Tnis Is Detter than stacking it out of

doors. Before long there will be few places in the

country, where it will pay to throw the straw away.

Plowing for Wheal upon oat-stubble should be

done as soon as the oats are off. A light furrow, to

cover the stubble, is sufficient. The oats left upon

the ground that the pigs have not_gathered, will

soon sprout. When they are well started, a thor-

ough cultivation will kill them. If a clover sod is

to be plowed, it should be turned perfectly flat. If

lime is to be used, it should be drawn now, and

piled upon the plowed ground in small heaps. A
bushel to every two rods each way will give 40

bushels to the acre. The heaps will slack in a few

days, or with one shower. The lime may then be

spread evenly, and the ground left until next month.

Horses should not be stinted in their feed. Work-

horses should be put out to pasture at night, but

they should have their usual allowance of other

feed. They have some lost flesh to make up.

Scrape off the eggs of the bot-fly from their fore-

legs and shoulders with a sharp knife, or wash
them off with warm water every evening. Three

hour's rest at noon is not too much for the team
ing. The time may be made up at

morning and night. This arrangement is not a bad
one for the driver as well. Give water often, and

don't forget a handful of corn-meal stirred into it.

Colt* may lie taught to eat a little meal or bran,

and to be handled freely. The gentlest possible

treatment should be given to all young stock at

this season, and careful attention.

Cows need extra feed, or they will fall off in milk.

Corn, or other green fodder, should be given them
daily in addition to their pasture. Carbolic soap-

suds left to dry upon their legs, will keep flies at a

distance. Three hours at noon in a cool, clean

stable will be a grateful change for them from a

hot, unshaded pasture.

Calves may be turned into a good clover after-

math, or a wheat-stubble, if the young clover is

thrifty. Half an ounce of salt daily will prevent

bloat. If they can get skimmed, or even sour milk,

until six months old, they will be the better for it.

Sheep.—Lambs should now be weaned, the rams
separated from the flock, and put in a field by
themselves. A little extra feed may be given to

the rams. The lambs should have a handful of

mixed bran and oil-eake daily. They will be more
contented if put in a field out of sight of the ewes.

The ewes should be looked after daily, and those

with full bags should be eased of a portion of the

milk. This should be done every night, until they

are dried off. Ewes, which are the best nurses,

may be put with the rams for early lambs in Janu-

ary. Look out for ticks and the fly maggot in

spots accidentally bruised, or where filth gathers.

Tar smeared upon the noses will keep away the

gad-fly. Above all things, keep sheep out of wet,

marshy pastures.

Swine.—This is a critical time for hogs where
cholera is frequent. Furnish those at pasture with

shade and plenty of clean water. Give them a lit-

tle salt (about an ounce each) daily. Watch for

the first sign of sleepiness and a desire to hide in

quiet places by themselves. When this is seen, pen
up the hog, and give 4 ounces of salt, and soft

food with some linseed meal. Store hogs may be
penned for fattening. One pound of com now is

worth two in November. Besides, every rod they

run about uses up fat. Boars should be kept from
the sows, unless pigs are wanted to come in Dec.

Poultry.—Vermin increase fast at this season.

No fowls will thrive if kept in close, filthy quarters,

where lice abound. A coat of hot lime-wash, with

an ounce of carbolic acid dissolved in it, will free

the roost from lice. Clear out all the droppings,

and spread them evenly in the compost heap. As
the old fowls get fat upon the stubbles and in the

straw yard, they should be sold off or used in the

kitchen. A stewed fowl is more wholesome food
than fried pork at this season. To give fowls the

run of the barn is a wasteful practice.

Sundry Matters.—If there is no insurance upon
the barn, one should be procured without delay.

The vapor from a baruful of new hay or grain is

one of the best conductors of lightning. Bathe the

whole body with cold water every night, and nib
briskly witli a dry towel. This brings refreshing

sleep, and conduces to health. Give the men and
boys a bucket with soap and towels, that they

may do the same. They will work the better for it.

Work in the Horticultural Departments.

August brings a short breathing spell to the gar-

dener, if he has been diligent iu the killing of

weeds. If there are in the garden or orchard, any

corners and neglected spots, where the weeds are

allowed to grow and ripen iheir seed, these spots

will furnish a bountiful supply of weed seeds for

perpetuating the crop, so that the quantity is not

perceptibly diminished year by year, as it should

be. These corners ought to have a thorough clear-

ing out, and not a weed allowed to ripen its seed.

This will be a great aid in keeping the place in

order. If the work is well along now, a few days

of rest and quiet, either in the mountains or at the

seashore, will be appreciated by all hands, or even

a day's picnic in a cool grove will give them a

pleasant change.

©reSaard and Sursery.
For trees that were planted in the spring, the

present month will be a trying one, and unless they

were properly mulched, many will not survive the

hot, dry weather. No danger need be feared if a

thick layer of hay or straw, corn-stalks, or other

material, has been placed around each tree, as this

will keep the ground constantly cool and moist,

and also prevent the growth of weeds.

Marketing will engage the attention of most fruit

growers this month, and everything ought to be in

readiness for carrying it on rapidly. Baskets,

crates, barrels, or whatever is used should be pro-

vided in sufficient quantity, so that no time need be

lost for want of them. See that the packimr is done
carefully, so that the fruit will not be unnecessarily

bruised in transportation. Try to gain a good name
for quality, this will always sell the fruit, even
during times of plenty, for most buyers will pay
more for a first class article, than for a poor one.

Weeds.—There need be no trouble from weeds if

they are not neglected ; a horse and cultivator

between the rows of the larger trees and shrubs,

j

and a hand cultivator among the small plants and!

I

seedlings, will be found amply sufficient.

Insects will infest the fruit trees in many sections
:it this season of the year, and they ought not to be

t

neglected. Much immature fruit will fall, and

I

this on examination will be found to contain insects ;

I

this fruit should be given to the pigs, or if eonveni-

|

cut allow the pigs the run of the orchard. Destroy
:
the nests of the late web-worms as soon as they
appear, else they will soon eat up the entire

I

foliage
; the best method is to take out the nest by

!

hand, or if neglected so long that they spread.
cut and burn the infested branches.

Budding may be performed whenever the bark
will lift readily, and well-ripened buds can be had.
The maturity of the buds may be hastened by
pinching the ends of the shoots on which they are
borne. When sticks of buds are taken, cut off the
leaves, and leave the leaf-stalk attached to the twin
keep the twigs moist until used.

Fruit Warden.
The same directions as to picking and marketing

fruit, apply as well here as in the orchard. All

surplus fruit should be dried or canned.

Dwarf Trees.—Pick off all deformed frnitr and I

also thin out where too thick.

Grapes.—Use sulphur as soon as mildew appears.

Tie the vines to trellises or stakes.

Blackberries.—Allow only three or four canes to-

grow, and pinch these off as soon as they reach a
hight of five or six feet, and stop the laterals when
eighteen inches long. Allow the fruit to remain on
until thoroughly ripe when for family nee ; for

marketing pick before fully ripe.

Jea-tpberries.-—Cut out the old fruiting canes as

soon as they have finished bearing, and apply a.

dressing of manure, forked in between the rows.

Strawberries.—The latter part of this month is a
good time to plant new beds, if the plants can be
watered and 6haded. Remove the mulch from the

old beds, and take out all weeds, and cut off all

runners not needed for forming new plants. The
best manure for newly planted beds is either wood-
ashes, or ground bone raked in, if stable manure
is used it should be well rotted, or else it will

bring in an abundance of weeds.

Kileuen Garden.
Asparagus must not be neglected, as often hap-

pens, through the pressure of other work. If the

bed is allowed to become weedy, the next year's

crop will be injured. Hoe frequently to kill the

weeds and keep the soil light.

Beans.—Although rather late for a crop, a few
may be planted for late snaps or for salting. Keep
the pole and bush sorts well hoed and weeded.

Cabbages and Ga liflouxrs.—Hoe frequently, and

as often as possible, in the early morning when the

dew is on. Apply liquid manure as often as con-

venient, it will heip their growth wonderfully dur-

ing this hot dry mouth.

Gen ,..'.;.—Cultivate between the rows until the

tops cover the ground ; hand-weed the rows when
the weeds appear. Thin out 'the la^e sowings.

Ctlery.—Prepare the land, and set out the plants

the middle or last of this month, for winter use.

The winter crop should be earthed up and the

ground well cultivated.

Cora.—Keep the weeds down by cultivation and •

pull the large ones from the rows by hand. Cut

'

off and burn all smutty ears. The stalks of earliest

varieties, from which the ears have been picked,,

should be cut for fodder, and the ground sowecT

to late turnips.

Cucumbers.—Gather for pickles every day ; the

small ones, not over two or three inches long, make-

file best pickles. The over-grown ones may be

made into cucumber catsup, for winter use.

Egg Plants,—The warm weather of this month fa.-
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best suited to the growth of these, and they will be

benefited by a few applications of liquid manure.

Place a handful of hay or straw around each plant,

Jo keep the fruit from touching the ground.

Ions I d Squa In :.—Cultivate until the vines

- ,
v the ground, and pinch back the ends if dis-

posed to run to vine.

Onions may be harvested as soon as a majority of

tie tops fall down. Pull and allow to dry for

.several days before storing; keep in a dry airy

place, spreading in thin layers, so that they will

.not heat. Store sets in the same way.

Spinach.—Sow the last of the mouth, for fall use.

Sweet Zbtatot ought to be growing rapidly at this

season. Keep the ridges free from weeds, until

The vines cover the gri mnd ; move occasionally to

-prevent them from taking root.

Tomatoes.—Keep tied up to trellises, or place

brush or hay around them to keep the fruit from
touching the ground. Kill the green worm.

Turnips may bo sown in spots where potatoes,

jeas, and other early ve je tables have been taken off.

Weed3.—The best and only rule in destroying

•weeds, here as well as everywhere, is to hoe or cul-

fcjvate them u;>, just as they show their heads
above ground. After a rain the cultivator should

be started, as the moisture will bring up a plenty.

Flower <Jardcu and Lawn,
The warm weather of the preceeding month has

started weeds into luxuriant growth, and if they

are not pulled up, the beds will soon be overrun.

A narrow iron rake makes the best implement to

work with in a flower bed where the plants are set

ut at in- tgular distances.

Box.—Where this ij use.1
, for edging, this month

is the time for clip ing.

Lawns should b 3 mowed as often as necessary,

just enough to keep the grass short and velvety.

Cimbcrs.—Tie up neatly to stakes, trellises, or

"whatever else is used for supports.

Edgings need a good deal of care to keep them
looking well. Cut the margins with a sharp turf

knife, and keep the grass cut close.

Dahlia:, Gladioluses, and other plants requiring

stakes, should have them at once, before they get

sc high that they arc broken by the wind.

Potted Pi, 1, it: ia tub; or pots set on the lawn for

decoration, need to be watered often.

Perennials.—Prepare a bed of fine aoil, where
seeds can be sown as fast as they ripen ; keep well

watered and weeded

«»reeulioiise hm«1 Window Plants.
Give hanging baskets nnd window boxes plenty

6f Mater and shade, the latter during the middle of

the day. See that the greenhouse is kept clear of

8, tlij tendency being to neglect this during
the heat of summer. Make all necessary repairs

•now, so that everything will be ready for use at a
minute's notice. Provide plenty of pots, sand, moss,
md potting soil, for use during the fall aud winter.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

ne following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

torn our daily record during the year, show at a glance
' lie transactions for the month ending July 11th, 1874,

i i"i i con , onding month Inst year:

"V TRAVSAfrriaNS at tub hew rout; maukbts.
''' "

Hliettl. Corn. r:u,\ Barltu Oats•
' Viu m'ni|j:i i«'ii 5,810.ii -..117. 1 58,600 81.000 918 000

. 1

_

.
.i,0U0 1,915,000 107,000 58,000 T5s|oOO

;i '

: . Barley Oats
14,911.1 1 Hillm'

>' !' ri
• 'Hi 87,0 I, " " !,8I2,OO0 s'.y) n [04,000 1«M6JM0

3. . Com] : ne b« :>• i a! this time fa
.'

;i n
I

. , , •..,,, ];,,,. /•,. ;,.,, fl,',.
'.Mi 5,117,000 816,001

- i IS. 121,0 i ::, 66.000 1,891 'i ii 857,000 51,000 ,803,000

Flour. Wheat. Corn. flue. Barley. Oats.
-"I iys 187) i 4,s; ,ono i

" i.i'iio i.mi.ivi
.28 days 1S13. 885,000 3,391,000 8,033,000$! 1,000 2,<VM,0U#

Stock of grain in store at New York.

Corn. Rye. Barley.
bush, hash, bush.
827.ES 32,910
116,63] 68,188 1.573

34,003 2,839 41.1--5
ij-.';"': 10,879

7.34,311 26,878 61,418
541.800 11,008 40,906

....1,235,413 1.116,202 1,131 10. Ifl

Dec. 10, 1873.. 1,553,313 2,093,541 244,885

.Jul \ 6, i-;i

June 8, 1874.

May 11, lsii.

Aprils, in.
Mar. 9Tfi814.
Feh. 9, 1814.

Jnn.12,1871

Wlieat.
biiBlt.

. 794,088
. 388,169
. 825,881
.1,030.093

.1,320,818

.1.070,619

S>a,3i2
3:3.313

33, 21

151,313
;::3.9'.i;

514.1 17

579,742

4. Exports from Xew York, Jan. 1 to July 10:

Malt.
bush.

:

74,689
10,989
45,415
22,216
23,109
".I-.1

O0.Su5

Flour
l.bls.

Wheat. Cum.
bush. bUSll.

Rye. Barley. Oats.
bush, bush, bush.

71. .1.182.126 20.001,800 10.183,019 513.0:2 240 02.603 25
'"I *:so t<<\ c -vrr i* i ; fi;ii)4i'. inn a- a 111 >>,ic i - .-.-ro r.

1874
1873
1872,

1871,
1810
1809
is'".:

1871.
1S73.

1872.

1371.

658,482 6.::77.i:r. 6,51 '

I .

148,080 4.20:,506 11,967,765
963.831 8.193,157 1.S24.81!

880.626 7.961,403 164,463
605,950 6,260,2iiS 1,481.319
431,063 2,936,52; 4/144,602

199.676 19,226
360,8:9 ::,',:.:

43.018 83,679
6.3,781

08,536
133,093

17,578

17,215
] J.839
9.1^8

Peai.
bush.

253,163
58,030

115,1166

Receipts at head of tide-water at Albany each season
to July 1st.

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Parley, rial:.
bbls. bush. bash. bush. bush, busli.

17.900 8,618.003 4.190.000 171.100 14,100 990,201
... . 52.100 8,556,700 8.518,100 293,100 22,200 810,400

32,200 1,682,800 6,116.600 303,100 401,500 1,561,200
7S.180 4,328,300 4,25S,000 46,200 40,100 999,1.00

CURUEKT WU'IMISM.K I'RIOICS

June 12.

Pr.ien of Gold
Floui:—Super to ICxtru siaie
Super lo JCxiia Southern.. .

.

ICxlra Western
Kxrra tienesee
Superline Western
Utk Floor
Corn-.Mkal.
Wheat— mi kinds oi White.
All kinds c.i lied aud Amber.
Corn—Tellow
Mixed
White..
Ovi'S— Western
State
liYK
Baulky
Hay—Hale, ** 100 lis

Straw, * loon.s
Uottoit— Middlings- 9 lb ..

Hops—Crop oiis73. *> lb

Kkatjiees — Live Geese, |l 11.

Seed— Clover. ¥* lb

Timolhv. ® bushel
Flux, V bushel
Siioai:— P.en'gi: GroceryWD
Moi.ar.sks. Cuba. legal.

. .

New Oilcans. 1? gal
Coffkk— lcio(Gom)
Toil '• ". Kii.lnrkv. .VC.lf'll..

Seed Leaf, f I lb

Wool—Domestic Fleece, ¥' tb

DomeBtlA, pnik-'l. r* lb

CalifOl Ida, clip
Tallow, ?* a-

Oii.-Cake—$* ton
Pork—Mess. ?* barrel...
Prime, 18 barrel
Beef—Plain iik'sr

I.AUD. ill Ires. & barrels, V n,

Bottkr—State, ? l)i

Western. V lb

cheese
Brans-?) bnsliel
Peas— Canada, free. ?* bu ...

Egos—Fresh, ¥> dozen .

Poultry—Fowls
Turkeys—10 lb

Geese, ft pair
Ducks, b pair
Snipe, V dozen.
Pioeoks, $ dozen
Tnr.sips ?tlibl

" new. ?* bunch
Cah^oes—9 100
Onions—?* bbl
PoI'atoes—?* bbl

" new, 9 bid
Sweet Potatoes—?! bbl
Carrots—V bbl
PnooM-couN
Whorti.eberp.ies. ?l uunrl..
Blaoeberries '.' quart
Raspberries, ?) quart
Currants, p a,

STBA.WBBRErES—9 quart
A PPLER—* hai rcj

Cranreeeies—?* bbl
Beets. ?t bbl
P.ects, 11 100

Celery, ?* doz
Gueen Peas, new, 7" bnel "K
String Beans, new, V crate
Letttjoe, >' bbl
Sl'INAf'll. Soul hern. Vl'1'1

Tom tTOES. ?* crate
SijIasii, "plbbl

Parsnips. *' bill

Sprouts, ?* bbl..

Asparagus. ?* doz. bunches.
Water-Cresses. ?* basket...
Rhubarb-?* bunch
I:\tiisiies—?* 100 bunches
Maple Sugar
Cucumbers. ?* crate
Cauliflowers, ?* dozen

4 50
5 90
5 50
7 S3
4 50

4 75
4 00

1 GO
1 SO
85
S:

90
62

62
1 13

" 1 85
(ft 10 50
GlO'.a
@ 9 00
i. 5 3

Sil 6 00
62 4 75

*a i so
@ 1 nv
& si

@ 8.3

@ 1 10

@ 70
@ 70

1 06

July 11.

110
-1 .-

5 S3
5 50
7 10

4 75
•I 85
3 65

Nominal.
1 00

50

ISM '
8 @
50 <ra

10 ©
2 90 45 12!^
Nominal.

6JfC8 9K
31 @ 48

1 00
1 05
18%
35
621,'

10!<

In. 1 00
i10 rO

ffllO 50
ri 9 1

riL 5 40
@ 6 15

. t I 50
1 30 i|s 1 65
1 25 „. 1 .|il

lO'.JlTo 11^
75 ® 77
S3 @ 86
58 ffl 67
58 @ 65

1 06 @ 1 13
Nominal

1 00 @ 1 45
50 @ 1 00

17X

17 ®
4 %

30 @
25 13
18
8

1 50
1 90
5 110

9 00
11
20
16

S5

IS
"

I

:

(

52
'

.

8?
"

11

8 ®
50 @
10 @

2 90 ®
2 35 tgi

I',' lr-,1

S3 @
75 @
1'. -,....

5 O

8K
@43 00
@18 (0
.. 15 23
ft 11 50

O 1

35

65
10><

312>j
2 10

10

48
85
23! 4

'

55*
65
53
•Jo

1 !
i

1 20

s
27
15*X

® 5 00

O 1 22M
13KO 17

18' '!: 20
11 it 22

1 CO @ 2 50
70 .... 1 25

@ 1 00

1 00 i. 1 lo

Nominal.

13 00 @16 00
19 O'l @ —
11 50 a —
10 00 ©12 50

II','* 11V
22 © 32
17 « 27

1 @ 12V
1 70 (5 I ,5

Nominal
22 ® 23
16 ® 21
17 ® 22

1 25 © 2 50
62)<® 1 00

2 25 a 2 62«
2 00 ® 2 50

(H 1 CO

5 00 @ 7 00
4 50 ® 5 00

(,"

®

5 00 . '-.ii
— ® —

1 25 (.. :; :o— ® —— ® —
1 50 © 4 50
2 00 ® 2T.0
2 00 @ 3 50— o —
SO © 4 00

75 ® 2 50
30 ® 40
21*® 3

1 60 ® 1 50
9 (la 15

2 CO ® 2 50
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Gold has been up to ll'2 3
g and down to 100ji—closing

July 11th at 110 as against 111 on June 12lh

Breadstuffs have been quite active since onr lasl : but

under Hie influence of very heavy receipts from the in-

terior, and favorable crop rennrts, prices have been seri-

ously depressed and unsettled. Corn and Winter Wheat
showing a marked decline in values, though closing gen-

erally rather more steadily. The export movement lias

been fair at the reduced figures, chiefly in Flour. Spring

and Red Winter Wheat (which latter has been taken for

the Continent!, and mixed Corn. Very larL-e shipments

of Corn have also been made, a- reported on speculative

account, partly on behalf of Western operator-. Rye
and Oats <1"

' Ironffer, with a better Inquiry. Borne

new crop Gi gia White Wheat has been received, and

sold (on -1 nl v Bth) ffl il.i'..3 quality, very good Cot-

ton has been quoted lower, on a lighter business, mostly
speculative Provisions have been in brisk request,
especially hog products, which have been purchased
freely on speculative account Wool has been in
much better demand, and generally firm as to values,

with unexpectedly high prices ruling in the interior.

partly through speculative operations Hay. Hops
aud Seeds have been quiet, and somewhat irregular in

price Tobacco has been more sought after at rather
higher quotations. Kentucky having been especially

brisk, in view of the less favorable crop reports

Eirgs have advanced materially, influenced by the lighter

offerings, and the more active demand.

Sew York I.ive-Slook .llarkcts.
RECEIPTS.

WEEK ENnTNG Peeves. Coirs. Calves. Sl,een. Sirilie. Tot'I.
Jnne2l 9.086 62 3,013 21.500 31.119 65.140
July 1 10.100 28 3.010 26.112 30.273 70,752
July 8 9.713 52 2,722 23,000 24.563 60,050
July 15 7,409 89 3,'js5 15.013 23,789 55,176

Total/or 4 TF*«atr. .8«is90 SSI 12,960 86,225 115,103 251.118
io.for prev. 5 irffA«42, 188 301 19,933 78,550 189,175 1.30.147

Reeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Swine.
Averageper Wee* 0.1 iq 58 3.210 21,556 23,775

I... 80. last Mo, ill,... 8,187 CO ".^a 15,710 S7.RS3
do. do. prev's Month.. 8,903 60 2,901 11,308 40,973

Beef Caltle.—The course af the market for the

past month has been downwards. A large increased sup-

ply, chiefly of poor lots, weakened the market early in

the month, and the light demand consequent upon the

hot weather for two weeks finally broke down prices

fully 1 cent a pound. Large offerings have been the rule

up to last Monday, when a reduction of 2.300 head from
the previous week stiffened prices, and made an active

market. Prices of ordinary stock advanced most, and a
gain of a cent per pound was made. Extra stock ad-

vanced r£ to X cent per pound. At the close, common
to prime native steers and oxen were sold at 101^ @ 18| ic.

^ B)., to dress 56 to 5S lbs. to the gross cwt; extra and
fancy do. at 12J{ ffh 13c. $> th.. to dress 58 lbs. ; and poor
through Texans to good Northern corn-fed do.. froiu7!<c.,

to dress 54 B>s., up to 10%c., to dress 57 lbs.

The prices for the past four weeks were as follows

:

week ending Range. Large Sales. Aver.
Jnne2i iy.c, v; c 11K@12 e. live.
July 1 6K®13 c. 11 '©live. lltfc.
July s 6 (S'l •.":•. 10V©11 c. lOvc.
July 15 7X@1S c. 11 slut. r>n«.

The managers of the three main railroad lines that

supply this market with live stock, viz: the New York
Central, Erie, and Pennsylvania Central, have arranged

to advance and pool live stock freights from Ihe West,
and the new schedule i" as follows:

From Chicago to New York. 55c. per 100 pounds.

From Chicago fb Philadelphia, 50c. per 100 pounds.

From Chicago to Albany. 50c. per 100 pounds.

From Chicago to East Liberty, 30c. pel 100 pounds.

From Chicago to Buffalo, 25c. per 100 pounds.

From Cincinnati to New York, 50c. per 100 pounds.

From East St. Louis to New York, 05c. per 100 pounds.

From Indianapolis to New York. 5'2Vc. per 100 pounds.

From Jeffersonvillc to New York, 57Xc. per 100 pounds.

From Pittsburgh to New York, 30c. per 100 pounds.

From Buffalo to New York, 30c. per 100 pounds.

It is understood and agreed that the rates shall be uni-

form and equal to all parties over either and all of the

roads ; that there shall be no rebates or drawbacks, and

no free passes for shippers or agents.

]7Iileli Cows have been in light demand, and in

moderate supply. All that were offered found buyers at

f 10 to ,*70 per head Calves.- The market for calves

has ruled steady throughout the month, and closes fair

w ith prices a fraction lower than last week. Grass calves

arc now coming in, and brine ^g .-„.
p er

ji,. Ordinary to

good veals are selling freely at 7c.@9c. per lb Sheep
and Lambs,—There has been a quick sale for sheep

at good prices, and 4>jC.@v6 14'c. per lb. is readily paid for

fair to good. Choice lots sold at the close at 6%c.®6Kc.
per lb. The large number of Kentucky aud Canada lambs

offered, weakened the market for this stock, and sales

were slow at Ibe close at 6?£c.@9Kc. per lb., with 10c. for

a few extra lots Swine.—There have been no live

hogs offered the past four weeks. All arrivals have been

consigned direct to slaughterers. Dressed hogs have

been advancing, and were firm at the close of the market

atS^c.fSo^c. per lb.

Slieep Raising in Scbraska.-M.
Meyers, Gage Co. Neb., sends us the following report of

hie business last year, the fourth in which he has been

shepherding in that State. He had 1000 sheep worth

£3.500 at the commencement of the year. His expenses

-3110 for 100 tons of hay: $100 for 500 bushels of

oats in the sheaf ; wages $2S0 : washing and shearing

sheep £200; salt $35; cost of shed $50; 20 slice)) lost

$70; total $1,035. Produce 4.500 lbs. of wool $1,804 ; 400

lambs worth $1,000; tot il $2,804. He considers it safe to

look for a profit of DO per cent in sheep raising in

Nebraska.
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SPECIAL PREMIUMS
STILL OFFERED.

"MJA

MCLTUM IN PARVO KNIFE, OPEN—WEIGHT 2 OZ.

The General Premium List closed July 1st. The

following Special Premiums are contiuued until

further notice

:

Xlic MitUum in Parr* Knife for 8

subscribers to American Agriculturist at SI. 50 each

a year. (Knife sent post-paid.)

Tlie Beckwitli Improved $13 Sew.
iu^f-^Ineliiiic for 10 subscribers to American

Agriculturist at 51.50 each a year.

Tkc Beckvith P«.(al>le I'amily
Sc-»ving-»Macl»iiie, price $30, for 30 sub-

scribers to American Agriculturist at 51.50 each

a year.

BECKW1TII PORTABLE ?20 SEWING-MACHINE.

To secure the Chromo, mounted and prepaid,

25 cents must be remitted with each subscription

for American Agriculturist.

Hf. 11.—Two lialAycar subscribers in all

the above cases may count for one full year in a

Premium Club List.

Please tell your Friends
THAT THEY CAN SECURE THE

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST
Six Months for only 75 Cts.

In order to enable many persons to become acquainted

with this valuable Journal, who have not hitherto taken

it, the Publishers will receive subscriptions for it for the

months commencing with July and ending with Decem-

ber, 1874, at seventy-five cents each. Will not each of

our present subscribers speak "a good word" to friend

or neighbor?—Please note: We will send the American

Agriculturist for six mouths, beginning with July, 1874,

for seventy-five cents. This offer, of course, does not in-

clude the beautiful chromo "Up for Repairs," which is

offered to all yearly subscribers free, when taken at 245

Broadway, or twenty-five cents extia when sent prepaid.

Give the paper a six month's trial trip, or better still,

try it a year.

• < • Jr» ^» • • •

Better Still!

BEAUTIFUL $5 CHROMO,
AJTD

Half a Year's Subscription,
ALT,

For a Single Dollar.

Considering the hardness of the times, and

in order to meet the -wishes of a great number

who desire to have our beautiful chromo,

"UP FOR REPAIRS," but who did

not feel able to pay the $1.75 required to

get it, the Publishers have decided to send

the American Agriculturist , from July 1st

to the end of the year, and to deliver, free

of postage, a mounted copy of this beautiful

CliroEBio, which has given so much pleasure,

all for $1, if promptly called for.

$3^* Please make this known to all your

friends and neighbors.

containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestions which we throw into smaller
type and condensed fomi, for ivant of space elseivhere.

Remitting' Money: — Checlis on
New York City Banks or Bankers are beet

for large sums ; make payable to the order of Orange
Judd Company, Posl-Office Money Orders
for $50 or less, are cheap and safe also. When these are not

obtainable, register letters, affixing stamps for post-

age and registry
;
put in the money and seal the letter in

the presence of the postmaster, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in the above three methods issafe against loss.

13^ H»\B.—The i\ew Postage I^aw.
—On account of the new postal law. which requires
pre-payment of postage by tlie publish-
ers, after January tst, 1S75, each subscriber,

whose subscription runs over into the next year, must re-

mit, in addition to the regular rates, one cent for each
month over which his subscription extends in 1S75, or

ten cents for the whole year 1875. Every
subscriber, whether coming singly, or in clubs at club

rates, will be particular to send to this office postage as

above, that is, at the rate of ten cents for the
year, additional to the regular subscrip-
tion. Subscribers in British America will continue to

send postage as heretofore, for pre-payraent here.

RoiiimI Copies of Volume Thirty-
two arc now ready. Price, $2, at onr office ; or $2.50

each, if sent by mail. Any of thelast seventeen volumes

(10 to 32) will also be forwarded at same price. Sets of

numbers sent lo our office will be neatly bound in our

regular style, at 75 certs per vol. (50 cents extra, if return-

ed by mail.) Missi. numbers supplied at 12 cents each.

Onr W tern OtHce.—Our friends in

the West ar:- reminded that we have an office at Lake-

side Builuirg, Chicago, 111., in charge of Mr. W. H.

Busbcy. Subscriptions to A?nerican Agriculturist ara
taken there, and sample copies of the paper and chroma,
are delivered, and orders received for advertising on th^

game terms as in New York. «A11 our liooks are on sale,

at the Western Office. Please call and examine, bny r

subscribe, and advertise.

Catalogues and Reports.—Several ot
these must wait until another month, as our crowded-

columns will not allow us to do justice to them*

"The Acrobats."—Look at the figures.

of CrandalPs Acrobats, on paires 316 and 317, the mog'c

amusing toys ever invented for children. A good laugh,

now and then, never hurts fathers and mothers any mora
than it hurts hoys and girls.

Aliotit Manuscripts.—It has been de-

cided in law that an editor or publisher is not responsible

for a manuscript sent to him without solicitation. The
English papers, and some of the New York dailies, give

notice that no manuscripts will be returned. This rule

is no doubt necessary in a daily, but as far as we are «on-

cerned, we endeavor to return unaccepted articles when
stamps are sent for that purpose, but it is a little too

much to expect ns to pay 20 or 30 cts., for reading an

article that we do not want—still some are so ineon

eiderate as to require this.

Nameless People.—We have said in al-^

most every issue that anonymous letters would not be

answered, and that matters of interest to the writer only,

could not take up space in the paper. If " A Farmer's Boy
that is fond of work and pleasure," had taken half the

space required for that signature, to write his own, we
should have sent him a catalogue of the machine ho

wants. As it is, his letter goes to the waste basket]

The " hoy " should learn while young that it is impolite

to write any one an anonymous letter upon any subject

whatever "Subscriber 11
in Suffolk Co., N. Y., cnir

get our Onion pamphlet for 20c., but under our rule?

we can not answer his other matters. Again we repeat,

" sign your name." It will not be published if another

signature is used with it, or a line is drawn across it.

Grasshoppers in Minnesota. — -»'

eerioiifl calamity has Tjcmilcn several nf the newer

counties of Minnesota ; they have been visited by grass*-

hoppers, in such quantities as to completely Iny bare
large districts, and by eating up every green thing, have
brought mnch suffering, and even ruin in their train.

Those who have never seen a district that, has beeu
devasted by this sconrge, can form no idea of the com-
pleteness of the destruction. So sudden, severe, and
wide spread has been this affliction that the Governor of

the State has called for aid, both from the residents oJ

Minnesota and from others. It is expected that the

Patrons of Husbandry will extend some relief through
their organization, but there will be plenty of oppor-
tunity for the exercise of benevolence by others. Fooo\.

or the money to purchase it, is the pressing wan*
Though the severity of the calamity will have bee

relieved, by the time this reaches our readers, there wil

still be a great need of food and seed for nest seas*

Contributions may be sent to Gov. C. K. Davis, or Geit
H. H. Sibley, St. Paul.

Other Basket Items on page 313.

SIJHtt>RY Hi;i»IBrCJS.-The honesty
of farmers as a class is proverbial, and being simple-

hearted and honest themselves, they are slow to suspcot

others of dishonesty or wrong intent. Hence it is that

humbugs and swindlers of all kinds find their moat
numerous dupes among agricultural communities, and a

list of the names of the well-to-do farmers in every thriv-

ing section of the country is something that these sharp-

era are willing to pay well for. And circulars of :Al

kinds, from those of counterfeit money venders to the
latest quack-medicine maker, find their way to the post-

offices in every rural district. Besides these general hum-
bugs, there is a class relating particularly to matters con-
nected with farming, which we may class as

AGRICULTURAL HUMBUGS.

We have exposed from time to time the tricks of ths

rascally venders, who sell farm-machinery, and take notes

which arc so ingeniously worded, that the buyer finds

his name affixed to & very different document from that

he supposed he had signed. One of the minor annoy-
ances, not only to farmers, but to every one who lives

in the country, arc

THE LIGHTNING-ROD MEN.

These glib-tongued fellows delight to find only women:
at the house, for they think they can soon so work upon
their fears, as to make them feel that their safety not on-
ly depends upon having a lightning-rod, but the per-
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tlcular style offered by that vender. It is often difficult

for a man to get rid of one of these fellows, and it is sel-

dom that a woman is sufficiently resolute to clear him

out. A lightning-rod, properly put up, is no doubt a pro-

tection, and the simpler this is, the better. All these

twisted and fanciful styles, insulations, and complicated

points are useless, if not worse. Platinum points can be

obtained in any large city, and if one chooses he can put

up a rod himself, without the aid of others. Some of

these lightning-rod fellows are not only nuisances, but

swindlers, and make the job cost much more than the

estimate. We have received numerous complaints of

this kind. The following comes from Baltimore Co., Md.

:

"Unclose a card representing a lightning-rod com-
pany; tbey have been operating in this connty in the
following manner: A salesman precedes the wagon, stat-

ing that they are selling on a different plan from other
companies, tliat is, so much a set, ($17.50 per set of 40
feet); the next day an agent with the wagon and a work-
man comes along, and after putting up about 100 feet of
rods and two points, they modestly present their bill in

the following form: 100 feet, © 42,Vc. per foot, two
points. @, $3 a piece, two supports, @ $1 a piece. One
tiling is certain, if they stay modi longer about here,

they will be 'rodded' themselves."

In all such cases agree upon the amount of work to be

Uone, and the price beforehand, and don't be bullied into

paying any more Every farmer and breeder of animals

would be very glad if he were able to produce male or

female progeny at will. A chap in Brooklyn has adver-

tised that this could be done, and offered to send the se-

cret for the moderate sum of $1. One of our friends sent

the dollar, and received, written on half a sheet of note

paper, the following :
" It has been discovered in Ger-

many, that if you give the male at the first signs of heat,

yon will produce females, and if at the end of heat, males.

This plan was tried by Prof. Thoy, and has always suc-

ceeded. Yours, J. L. Clark.'
1—Now this was "discoT-

cred" we can not tell how long ago, but quite long

enough for its fallacy to be proved, and as it was publish-

ed in all the agricultural papers of the day, we consider

the selling of this, which is no secret at all, as a first-

class agricultural humbug While we are always ready

to denouuee any fraudulent attempts by persons pretend-

ing to have patented articles, that have been long in use,

or otherwise not patentable, we do not see how we can

help our correspondent In Buchanan Co., Iowa. If the

claimant has a patent for the clevis, the law is on his

i ili', and from what we at present know of the Case, Wfi

should advise those who have infringed, to compromise
the matter Letters continue to come in relation to the

CHEAP SEWING MACHINES.

We have in several previous numbers said all that is

necessary about these. We need only add that we con-

tinue to receive complaints of a concern in Canal St.,

and advise extreme caution. Here is now the " Hope
Manufacturing Co.," advertising a $5 machine in the

Western papers; the publishers send their little bills,

and get no money for advertising. As the " IIopc

Manufacturing Co.," give neither street nor number, we
think it a very good concern to be shy of. People

engaged in a straight forward business, like to have their

whereabouts known, and the withholding of it is sufficient

ground for suspicion The non-explosive-anti-chimney-

breaking-powder man, has been to Seneca Falls, N. Y.,

he tried his little game in a family where the Agriculturist

is read, and all that he made was the privilege of paying

for a broken chimney.

A DANGEROUS HOTEL.

We advise strangers not to go to the Arcade Hotel,

even if they can find such a place. Another death lias

. taken place there. This time it was one Michaux ; Callin-

'water, landlord, wrote to surviving friends in N. C, and
the whole story as given in these columns in June last,

was repeated. Is it possible that so transparent a,trick

as this can catch anyone ?

THE DEALERS IN u QUEER,"

Bfl those are called who offer counterfeit money, have pre-

sented so little novelty that we have not given them much
attention of late. Their business must have diminished

greatly, since they are by law deprived of the use of the

mails ; besides this, other papers have at last taken the

matter up, and exposure has been so thorough, that only

the foolishly wicked can be caught in the trap. We have
at last two new circulars instead of the old form that

became so monotonous. B. M. O'NicII, who is one of
he hundred or more engravers, who were in the employ
of the U. S. Government for ten years, and "superin-
tended the engraving of all the plates for the United
States money,11 prints from plates he has engraved since,

but he is quite beaten by J. D. Falkman & Co., who offer

"greenbacks struck off from tie original plates, which
were Biipposed.tohave been destroyed".. .A good honest
soul in one of the Southern States received one of these

"confidential circulars,1 ' and being horrified at the
iniquity of the thing, devised a plan by which he pro-

posed that we could, with the aid of a detective, catch
the man who sent the circular. In the innocence of his

heart he supposed that the sending of such a circular

would be sufficient to lead to punishment if it could be
proven. But nothing short of the possession of counter-
feit money would lead to conviction, and that these chaps
take good care not to have. As we have said before, in

all this offering there is probably not a counterfeit bill at

the bottom of it. The fellows offer to send the queer by
express ; tbey may send a box of old paper, saw dust, or

some such stuff in return for the money, but no counter-

feit bills. They are too shrewd to have anything to do
with such dangerous stuff. They know that the fool who
has sent $25 in good money in the hope of getting $200
of counterfeit, will not dare to " squeal," as he will then'

show that he was ready to become a partner in a felony.

They must now and then come across a weak minded, or

really dishonest, avaricious chap, who will bite at their

bait, or the thing would not be kept up even at Its present

Blow rate. We should judge that there arc not five of

these circulars sent out now, where there were a hun-
dred before the passage of the law, excluding them from
the mails.

MEDICAL MGDLEY,

A subscriber in Conn., seems surprised to sec quack
medicine advertised in a religious paper. We regret to

say that religious papers as a class, are Ihc most active

agents in the spread of quackery, and we frequently sec

advertisements in them that even the city dailies, which
are not at all careful in such matters, would hesitate to

publish. These dealers in quack medicines are well

aware that not one reader in a thousand, knows how
little the editors of these papers have to do with their

management. As a rule the publishers of these papers

pay less regard to the character of their advertisements

than any others, but the editors are not responsible for

this. It is an unfortunate state of things, and the only

remedy we can suggest, is for the readers of these papers

to inform the publishers, that unless they reform their

ways the paper will lose patronage. If the publishers

cau be shown that it is to their pecuniary interest to

leave out this vile quackery, they will do it, but no
appeal other than to their pockets, is likely lo have any
effect " Uncasville." It is very kind of that li Preacher

of the Gospel " to offer to send the prescription which
cured his son of consumption. It is one of the

oldest of tricks, and has been frequently exposed. The
prescription will be found to contain ingredients, which
can not be obtained in " a proper degree of purity " if at

all, at the drug stores, and the advertiser, taking pity on
suffering humanity, has at great trouble and expense
procured the right stuff, which he will furnish " at cost,"

which is usually anywhere from $2 to $5. This is very

old and stale, but must bring in some dollars or these

"retired physicians " and " returned missionaries

"

would not keep at it The makers of " eye-cups " are

industriously advertising them, aud we arc surprised to

see that the horticultural magazines, which have usually

kept very free from all doubtful advertisements, publish

eye-cups, lotteries, and dubious sewing machines. These
eye-cups are appliances, which pretend to change the

convexity of the eye. Now admitting that they could do
this, but very few troubles of the eye depend upon any
mechanical defect, and the use of these cups may prove

highly injurious. We repeat our caution, do not tamper

with your eyes either by using these, or in any other

manner. ...In looking over the stock of humbug-litera-

ture that accumulates every month, we now and then

come across an old customer, that has been disposed of

years ago; we were quite amused to find this month an

inquiry about E. P. Iluyler and his " Wine of Apocy-

num." Our friend n. T. II. will find the question " What
of him? " sufficiently answered in these columns in De-

cember last. He is the same as "Old Mother Noble,"

and is the "Electric Health Restorer" man, also the Dr.

Clark of " Indian Blood Syrup " notoriety, and we know
not what besides By the way, wc notice that ' C.

Johnson, M.D." is sending out threatening letters by his

lawyers. But then the man at the bottom of this Indian

Blood business is E. P. II With all these things of

greater or less antiquity, it is refreshing to have now and

then a

"medical" novelty.

Once in a while we can get a laugh, as out of Dr.

Churchill's "Restorative Remedies," for which a Cin-

cinnati house, calling themselves chemists, send out pre-

scriptions, and say how they are prepared, but as " un-

principled druggists" "never prepare according to our
method of preparing," all the patient can do is to send

to the Cincinnati house, and get the genuine thing. As
one of the directions U to " bent on a slow fire in a cov-

ered vessel to 100 degrees specific gravity,11
it is no won-

der that " unprincipled druggists" fail. Yet these chaps

call themselves "Pharmaceutical Chemists. 11 But the

richest thing of late is the pamphlet, setting forth the

virtue of Dr. J. R. B. McClintock's "Dandilion Anii-

Bilious Pills and Bitters." We thought the narrative of

onr beloved Ned Eastman was some, but that is as much
behind Mc's pamphlet, as a Comanche Indian is inferior

to a Philadelphia quack-doctor. This Dandelion stuff is

nothing short of the very thing with which "the empe-
ror, bis family, and his poorest subjects " are physiced.
Why was Alexis, when he visited us, bo attractive to
American ladies? Why was the Emperor's daughter so
lovely that the Duke of Edinburgh chose her to be his
duchess ?—This pamphlet does not say so, but we haven't
the least doubt, that it was all due to Dandelion. It hap-
pened in this way, Doctor Mac " had heard of the great
reputation acquired by Dr. Micheleski, the chief physi-

cian of the Emperor Nicholas, from his wonderful cures
by the use of a preparation of Dandelion, the composi-
tion of which was only known to himself." Now while
there is the best College of Pharmacy in the country, and
one of the oldest and best medical schools in Philadel-

phia, there was no one there who could get the " vartues "

out of a Dandelion root, so McClintock J. R. B. sent all

the way to Russia, to find how to do it. The account of
his friend, Dr. G.'s visit to Russia, and his interview
with old Micheleski, is just touching. The Dandelion
cures people who have been kuouted,and the accounts of
the whipping of women, and "pieteis to match," are
justly styled thrilling. Indeed, the account of this medi-
cine is one of the choicest specimens in its class of liter-

ature, and while the engravings of licking an I hand-
cuffing half-naked women do great credit to the Phila-
delphia artist who designed them, wc thiuk that the pic-

ture of Dr. Micheleski, drinking "the health of Dr.
McClintock in Dandelion Bitters," is a masterpiece. The
whole thing is very funny, and as to the virtues of the
stuff, if there is any disease that this won't cure, if we
believe the pamphlet, it must be a something we should-
n't like to have. Take this pamphlet, and the litho-

graphed appeal to agents together, and they form gems
in our collection of humbug literature, with which we
would not willingly part. Aud yet, sad to say, there are
even in this day of free schools and general intelligence,

persons who will believe this balderdash, and what is

worse, spend their money for stuff thus ridiculously set

forth. J. R. B. McClintock may go to the head.

The Practical Farmer, published in

Philadelphia, by Paschal Morris & Son, is now the only
agricultural paper in Pennsylvania, it having absorbed
the Journal of t?w Farm, published by Daniel Baugh.

The Death or Mr. Olra.—M. Olm, the
senior of the firm of OIni Bros., florists, Newark, N. J.,

met with a very sad and sudden death on Sunday, Juue
28th, as he was about to take his family to church. His
brother, who was at a distance, saw him upon the ground
holding the reins and trying to check the horse, which
had taken fright from some cause; by the time his

brother could reach him, Mr. Olm was senseless, the foot

of the horse having struck him a blow upon the head,

which caused his death in a few minutes. The children,

who were in the wagon, were injured, but not seriously.

Mr. Olm was about 45 years old at the time of his death.

He was born at Luxembourg, and came to this country

about 18G0, having abroad acquired a high reputation

for the tasteful arrangement and management of grounds.

For a few years after his arrival he was gardener for Mr.

Judd ; he was also with Messrs. Parsons & Co., of Flush-

ing. He afterwards established himself with his brother

at Springfield, Mass., aud when land became too valuable

for gardening purposes, they sold out and removed to

Newark. His sudden death occurred just as the new
establishment was fairly in working condition.

Wool Waste for Manure.—Our cor-
respondent, "G. P. D.," Philadelphia, who kindly fur-

nished the information as to the value of wool waste as
manure, again writes that the waste was used upon about
18 acres of laud, and that the present season the crops
growing upon the 18 acres, including the grass, arc look-

ing " tip top," and that he is satisfied that wool waste is

an excellent manure. (Being rich in potash and nitro-

gen, it is a fertilizer of too great a value to go to waste.)

The Wisconsin Rail-Road Deci-
sion.—The recent decision that the Legislatures which
charter rail-roads, have the right to make laws to govern

their charges for transportation, has occasioned much
comment. While some look to it as a step toward abol-

ishing exhorbitant charges for the transportation of pro-

duce, others regard it as a death-blow to further rail-road

development in the State, and that the people of Wiscon-
sin must content themselves with the facilities they al-

ready have, as capitalists will not invest in rail-roads,

while the present laws are in force. The case goes to a

higher court for affirmation or Otherwise, and the deci-

sion is not regarded as final. In the meantime if the

managers of the roads, and those who make use of them,

can be made to see that their interests are identical, aud
that the matter had better be settied at once, as it will

ultimately be, with a regard to the rights of all parties.
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The Patrons of Husbandry in Ohio

have availed themselves of the general corporation laws

of the State, and stand on the records as a regularly in-

corporated body, " The Ohio State Grange of the Patrons

of Husbandry, for the promotion of agriculture and the

mntual benefit of those engaged in the purchase and sale

of stock, commodities and articles pertaining thereto,

including household luxuries." This places the State

Order on the business footing of other corporate bodies.

The Swiss Colony, which located in the

Tennessee mountain region six years ago, has made a

lair record as an agricultural community. There are in

the colony 393 inhabitants, living in 76 houses. They

have 7,600 fruit trees, 4,700 grapevines, and till about

1,000 acres of land. They have two schools, and have

established an Agricultural Society. The growth is not

like that of communities on Prairie railroads, but it is

growth, nevertheless.

A Colorado Sheep Farm.—Mr. John
Sheldon, of late a large sheep fanner of New York State,

has commenced sheep farming in Larimer Co., Colorado.

He has 500 acres of land, upon which he has made an ar-

tificial lake of 40 acres, which he has surrounded with

planted shade-trees. He has already brought three car-

loads of pore Merino sheep to the farm. The celebrated

ram "Dictator," which has yielded 26 lbs. of wool at a

Shearing, is at the head of his flock. Mr. Sheldon pro-

poses to put 10,000 Mexican ewes upon the range.

Crop Prospects.—Advices from the great

corn-growing States of the \Test represent that, although

there were many interruptions to corn-planting in May,

the seed went into the ground in good time, and under

circumstances ordinarily favorable. Letters received as

late as May 29th, report favorably as to winter and spring

Wheat prospects, and enthusiastically as to fruit prospects.

St. Joseph and Denver City IS. IS.
Bonds.—Those of our readers, who bold any of the

above bonds, are informed that the U. S Court, held at

Leavenworth, Kansas, has appointed a " special muster "

to report the amount of interest due and unpaid. In

order that this may be done, the bonds and unpaid
coupons simuld dc deposited at once With Tne Farmers'
Trust and Loan Co., the trustees under the mortgage, at

2G Exchange Place, New York. As Boon as the deposit
has been made, measures will be taken to purchase the

property for the bond holders.

A Male witli a Colt.—A. Pepper, Frank-
lin Co., Ind., writSs that a mare mule owned by a neigh-

bor has recently had a horse colt, which it suckles and
cares for the same as any other mare would. (.Such an
occurrence is rare, but happens.occasionally.)

Connecticut State Board of Agri-
culture.—Wc have received through Secretary T. S.

Gold, the reports of the Connecticut Board of Agriculture

for 1873. These reports increase in interest and value

year by year. Undiluted by the useless tables of figures

usual in such reports, this volume is filled with practical

matter; papers and discussions upon matters of every

day interest to the farmer, by men who gain their living

in the field as well as by those who are eminent for their

scientific attainments. It is one of the best of the

few agricultural reports which it will pay to procure, to

Btudy and to keep for future reference.

The Butter Convention.—The National

Convention of Buttennakera and Dealers, met at Indian-

opolis on the 17th of June. The principal address was
ma 1» by Mr. D. W. Dake, of Beloit, Wis. We are unable

to find space for this valuable address, but it will doubt-

less be published in full in the final report of the pro-

ceedings. It is worthy of careful study. A large num-
ber of essays were offered in competition for the pre-

mium of $1,000 liberally offered by Mr. Dake.

How to Use Bones.—"P. A. D.," Lex-

ington, Va. Powdered or crushed bones are useful for

any crop. They add to the soil phosphate of lime chief-

ly, and this is a component part of nearly every vegetable

valuable for food. They are of special value for turnips,

or potatoes and grass.

Tau-bark for Stal>les.—"P. A. D."
Leached tan-bark makes a very clean and cool bedding
for horses, but it should be dried before it is used.

If used while wet it ferments and heats, and will cause

the hair to fall from animals that are bedded with it. At
least such has been our experience with it. Sawdust is

the cleanest bedding for horses that we know of.

Artificial Ponds.-«F. L. T.," Winne-
.bago Co., Wis. Gold-fish will live In an artificial pond,

if there is plenty of water kept in it, although there may
not be a stream running through it. But trout will not.

To make such a pond, it is only necessary to dig out the

earth and raise a dam to preserve the supply of water.

In digging the pond, it is well to make some deep holes

in the bottom, and not to have it all the same depth.

Planes* StiipernliospUntc—"H. M.,"
Bergen, N. J. One superphosphate, honestly made, is as

good as another. The process is such, that the amount
of soluble phosphoric acid is, or should be, about the

same in all superphosphates. As regards the above-men-

tioned fertilizer, we can say that the manufacturer of it,

Chas. V. Blapes, has an excellent reputation, and is trust-

worthy, and that is the main polut to be considered in

purchasing a fertilizer.

Railway Hiorsc-Powcrs. — " V. W.
K.," Shii-land, 111. There is not much choice as to rail-

way horse-powers when made by reputable makers. The
principle involved in their construction is nearly the

same in all of them, and the chief point in selecting is

strength and excellence of construction. There are

several described in the advertising columns, either of

which would be desirable machines.

FlaJalencc in a Horse.—"C. P. M.,v

Newark, N. J. Flatulence, or the discharge of wind, is

a symptom of indigestion. It should be remedied by

feeding easily digested food, such as boilod oats, or

scalded cut-feed, with ground oats and bran, and a pound

or two of linseed meal. An ounce of salt should be

given with each feed. A few carrots, or boiled potatoes,

would also make a useftd addition to the feed.

City Street Manure.- 1

S. F. K." The
sweepings of the streets of towns and cities are mixed
with so much earth and rubbish, that their value is much
less than good stable manure. But they have the advan-

tage of being free of weeds. The urine, which is so

valuable a part of stable manure, is not contained iu the

street sweepings. At $11 per cord for stable manure, as

usually estimated, street sweepings should not be worth

more than $3. Peter Henderson, an excellent authority,

and who has used them extensively, speaks very highly

of them for garden purposes.

llssil and Horticulture.—Some of our
friends, who live in the northern part of Bergen Co.,

N. J., snfl'ered severe loss from the hail-storm of July 4th.

The hail-stones were so large as to break not only glass,

but sash, and do other damage. Greenhouses were de-

molished, and fruit-trees not only stripped of their fruit,

t>ut their leaves. Unless one has witnessed the effects of

such a storm, he can have little idea of the destruction it

carries in its path. Several years ago we were at Roch-

ester, just after the nurseries of Ellwanger «fc Barry had

been crossed by one of these hail tornadoes. It was a

sad sight Since making note of the above, we learn

that the great Rose Show, announced for July 3rd, at

Lyons, France, is postponed until September, on account

of a great hail-storm, which injured not only roses, but

other vegetation, and destroyed the grape and other

crops of a wide region.

Pacliing- Eggs for Hatcliing.—"L.
M. A./'Toledo, Ohio. The best material for packing eggs

is oats, and wheat chaff is nearly as good. Finely chop

ped straw is also a good material, but bay and sawdust

are very poor material. The common idea that eggs arc

injured for hatching by transportation, we do not believe.

We have raised a large number of fowls from eggs taken

from barrels, in which they were packed with oats for

market, and which had traveled over 1,000 miles with
rough, usage on the way. The losses were inconsiderable.

Death of a I>nehess.—The two-year-old

heifer, 7th Duchess of Oneida, which was purchased by

Mr. A. J. Alexander, of Kentucky, for $10,000, at the New
York Mills sale, iast fall, has recently died of pneumonia.

This death, with that of the cow Sth Duchess of Oneida,

which sold for $40,000, shows what great risks breeders

of this class of stock are willing to run, and that these

great prices do not represent all profit.

Toe Locli Nut and Bolt Co.—"W.
W." The address of the manufacturers of the lock nuts

and holts, described in the Agriculturist some time ago,

i 11 Dcy-st., New York. It was formerly 01 Broadway.

Is Flax an Exhaustive Crop?—"N,
T. S.," Lincoln, Neb. Flax is considered as as exhaus-

ting crop, and justly so, when we know that the seed

contains twice as much potash and phosphoric acid, and

twice as much nitrogen as wheat, while the straw is still

more exhaustive of these valuable constituents of the

soil, than wheat strew. A soil that would produce six

successive crops of wheat, will bear only three of flax,

even when the straw may be returned to the soil.

Blight—Tiles.—"J. Q. A. M." The blight
in fruit trees is still an obscure matter, the sudden death
of a tree, or a part of it, being usually the first intimation

that there is any trouble. The evidence thus far ob-

tained points to a fungus of some kind as the cause, but

as yet very little light has been thrown upon its preven-

tion Clay that makes good brick, will also serve for

making tile.

Value of Sawdust.-" G. R. W.," Boon-
ville, Ind. Fresh oak or green sawdust is worth nothing
as manure, in fact, it is not manure at all. It is of the

most value when made to absorb the liquids from stables,

it then rots very readily, and not only makes a convenient
vehicle for the liquid manure, but is of some service

itself. If we had a large quantity, which cost nothing,

and could be cheaply hauled, we would pile it In large

heaps and burn it, and use the ashes. Iu this way it

would be of immediate and considerable value for any
crop, but especially for grass.

Pea Bag.—"W. G.," Ottaway, 111. The
beetle deposits its eggs on the very young pod, and the

minute grub cats into the pea, feeds, grows, and changes

into a beetle ; -the entrance is so small that the growth of
the pod obliterates all marks. Unless all in a neighbor-

hood will agree to plant no buggy seed, we do not know
how you can be clear of them.

Indefinite.-" J. R., n Schley Co.,Ga. Tour
question is too indefinite, and had you signed your
name, as every one should in writing to any one, espe-

cially to editors, you would have had a letter asking ex-

planations, and saved us the trouble of printing this.

Will not our friends be kind enough to remember that

no merchant, banker, or other person in business does
his correspondence by initials, and that business with
editors should be done in a business-like manner.

Preserving Eggs.—"J. O. B.,
v Newark,

N. J. The most successful known method of preserv-

ing eggs is to smear them evenly with boiled linseed oil

and pack them with the small end downwards iu plaster

of Paris or salt. It is doubtful if they can be kept fresh

in large quantities for so long a period as 7 months, al-

though they have been kept G months in small quantities.

Preserving Posts.—"R. F. S.,
n Yellow-

stone, Wis. It is sufficient if fence posts are soaked in

Hme water for twenty-four hours, if they have been well
seasoned previously. If they are green, forty-eight hours
soaking should be given. A convenient way is to have a
large hogshead half full of lime water and fill it with
posts standing on their butt ends, and change the posta

every day or two days until the whole are soaked.

Poultry or Stock Dealers.—"W. O.,"
St. Paul, Minn. We can not give the names of dealers

in poultry, eggs, or stock for very obvious reasons. The
names of parties dealing in these things are to be found
in our columns appropriated to such matter, and no per-

son's name is admitted there if we know or have any
reason to suspect that he is not trustworthy. Persona
who desire to purchase, perhaps could not do better than
select those dealers who are most conveniently situated

for the purpose.

Yield ©f Boot Crops.—"J. C. P.,"
New Orleans. A fair crop of mangels would be 600 to

800 bushels, of ruta-bagas about 600 bushels, and of sugar

beet6 400 to 500 bushels. Much larger crops are frequently

raised, and double the quantities mentioned sometimes,

but only in rare instances. It is safe to discount reports

of unusually large crops of anything.

IIoilyIioclc Disease.—The Hollyhock
fanciers in Europe are iu trouble. A mould or fungus,

Pucclnia malvacearum, proves exceedingly destructive to

the plants. It was first noticed in Bordeaux in April,

1573, since which time it has spread rapidly through
France and Germany, and has already appeared in Eng-
land. The only proposed remedy is to destroy all the

plants of the mallow family, hollyhocks included, and
give it nothing to feed upon.

Grain Weevils.—u
J. C. B.," Allentown,

Pa. Barns are not readily freed from weevils on account

of the difficulty of reaching all their hiding-places. But
granaries are more easily rid of them. The walls and
floors should he washed with boiling water or potash lye,

and every crack thoroughly explored with a stiff brooni

dipped in it. Then the walls should be whitewashed

with a thick coat put on while hot. The windows should

be covered with fine wire gauze to keep out all insects.
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A Lame Colt.—"M. T.," Parma, Mich. A
sprain of tlic shoulder nearly always results in a contrac-

tion of Ihe muscles. The depression thus caused, is

called by some people " sweeny." It is, however, simply

the result of the sprain. If it has been severe, and in-

flammation of the deeper muscles has occurred, the injury

should be attended to at once, by a competent veterinary

surgeon. If only superficial, a brisk application of some
exciting liniment, with rest, and food of a cooling char-

acter, such as bran mashes or carrots, might remove
the lameness.

Vitality of E-grs.—" T. P. L.," Esses Co.,
N.J. The vitality of eggs is effected by evaporation,
more than by moderate cold or heat. If kept in a dry,

warm place, the moisture rapidly escapes through the
porous shell, and the c^g is spoiled. They may be kept
for batching for a month without injury in a cool cellar,

if they are occasionally turned. It is always safer, how-
ever, to set only fresh eggs.

Learning: to Farm.—"J. W. P.," Pitts-

burg, Pa. One cannot learn much about farming iu less

time than a year. The routine of the work on a farm is

not complete in less than a year's time. Whether one
year or more would be necessary, depends on the aptitude
and industry of the student. It would be best for those
who want an opportunity of learning the business, to

seek a good farmer and pay him for his trouble. It is

not of much nse to study books until you know what
you want to learn. A little experience on a farm wih
teach that, and then it is an easy matter to-get the books
which may be needed.

Emigration to Virginia.—" W. A.
M.," Windsor, Nova Scotia. There are many favorable

points in the Piedmont region 01 Virginia, for profitable

farming. The neighborhood ot Charlottsville. has the
advantage of good soil and climate, and markets, and the
vicinity of a University. It would be well to visit the
country before making a determination to move.

Stable Floors.—" A Subscriber since 1845."
A stable floor made of cobble stones, cement, and tar, is

described in the Agriculturist of November, 1873. The
size of the etones Is immaterial, small ones will make as

good a floor as large ones, if the foundation is solid, and
they are well rammed down. The ditch behind the cows
should not be so deep as 8 or 9 inches; 4 inches is

enough and G should be the extreme depth. If no
cement is used, and only coal tar, the spaces between the

stones should be filled with sand, and as much hot tar

poured in as the sand will absorb. Then sand should be

thrown upon the floor, and rammed down or beaten until

it is no longer soft or sticky.

Ground Bones.—"L. E. B., M Toledo, O.

Ground bones retail in England, at $30 to $-15 a ton in

gold. The price in New York and other centers of the

trade, is about the same in currency.

A Oiboing- Horse.—" J. W. G.," South
Middleboro, Mass. The only satisfactory method of pre-

venting a horse from cribbing, is to make him wear a

muzzle, or remove every thing from the stable that he
can lay hold of with his teeth. A muzzle for a cribber

was described in the Agriculturist for October, 1S72, and
a movable manger which turns outside of the stall, in

November, 1S72.

The l>est Breed of Sheep.—" A. N.
T.," Norwalk, Ct. For a good, stony pasture in New
England, the Cotswolds would probably be the best sheep
for wool and mutton. The grades of this breed grow to

a good size, make large early lambs, yield a good carcass

of mutton, and have a heavy fleece of a fair quality of

combing wool. We consider the grades more profitable

to keep than the purebred sheep.
_____

Books on Sheep and Horses.—"A.
N. T.," Norwalk, Ct. The best book on sheep for general

use, is " Morrell's American Shepherd," price $1.75, al-

though it is old and somewhat out of date. The best

horse-book is probably " Stonehenge on the Horse," price

$2.50, (or $3.50, English edition). Both may be had of

the Orange Judd Company.

Value of a Merino Ram.—"J. T. F.,"

Lincoln, Neb. Whether or not it will pay you to expend
$25 for a pure Merino ram, depends on the quality of the

ram and how it is used. If the ram is a good specimen
of the breed and over two years old, and is well fed, he
will be able to serve at least 50 ewes annually for 5 years.

If the produce is such that the fleece is improved in

value 10 cents a pound, and in weight but one pound by
the first croBS. which is probable, the cost of the ram

will be more than repaid by one year's service. The
second cross will add more still to the value of the fleece.

The value of any pure-bred animal should be calculated
in a similar way, and it will be generally found that there
is a large margin of profit in the first year's use, without
counting the future returns.

A Furnace for Wood.— 11 W. W.," Clin-
ton Co., Pa. For warming houses in country places,

where wood is the only available fuel, the Gothic wood
furnace, made by A. M. Lesley, 224 West St., New York,
will probably be found the most convenient. It takes

wood four feet long, and is of the simplest construction.

It may be fixed in the cellar, and obviates the necessity

of having stoves throughout the house.

Lands in Eastern Virginia.—" C.
F. S.," Guernsey Co., Ohio. By writing to General Im-
boden, the State Commissioner of Immigration, Rich-
mono, Va., you can get information as to lands for sale,

or for colonizing purposes. Considering the large quan-
tities oflanrt lor sale, and the number of persons always
wanting to purchase, it would be well that those seeking
purchasers should do so through our columns.

Devon Herd-Book.—Another volume of
the Devon Herd-Book is in course of preparation. Pedi-

grees tor insertion are now being received by the editor,

LT. M. Sessions, of Wilbraham, Mass.

Gypsum in Virginia. — " G. C.,"
Swoope's Depot, Va. It would not pay to procure gyp-
sum from New York so well as from your own State.

There are large beds of the purest varieties at Wytheville
in Southern Virginia, owned and worked by a Mr. Mat-
thews, of lhat place, from whom a supply could probably

be procured at very low rates.

Stone Drains.—" G. W. W.," Bedford Co.,
Pa. In the Ogden Farm Papers for July the subject of

stone drains is clearly treated. If stones are plentiful

and handy, and tiles can not be procured, there are cases

which may be exceptions to the general rule, laid down
in the article referred to. A stone drain may be laid so

as to be permanently useful, but it very rarely is.

-Parrots.—A correspondent in Indiana wishes
to know something about the treatment of parrots. If
any one knows what to do with " Polly, , '

1 except to give
the often repeated ''cracker, 11 which she is supposed
continually to " want," let him speak.

The R. I. Society Tor the Encour-
agement of Domestic Industry sends us its'

Transactions for the year 1S73. We would especially call

attention to a feature, which other societies may profit-

ably adopt—its obituary notices of deceased members.
These are remarkably full and accurate, and will in time
be of historical value. The Society this year unites with
the New England Agricultural Society in a Fair, which
will be held at Narragansett Park, near Providence, on
the 2d to 4th of Sept. next. This is one of the best fair

grounds in the country, and the two societies should pre-

sent an exhibition, which will draw as many visitors as

the abundant means of communication with Providence
can cany. The Rhode Island Society is a very old as-

sociation, but the infusion of young blood has awakened
it to renewed usefulness, and it has only to take pity on
those who have occasion to write or print its title, and
adopt a name that bears some relation to the size of the

State to insure its prosperity. **The Rhode Island In-

dustrial Society" would express everything that the pres-

ent name does, and not exhaust the resources of the

printing-office every time it was set up.

The Carpenter's and ISuilder's
Guide, by Peter W. Plummer, isa hand-book for work-
men, but is equally useful to any person who, desiring to

to build, would first sit down and count the cost. It con-

tains forms of builders1 contracts, a variety of tables of

timber measure and other useful matter. Supplied by
the Orange Judd Company, for $1.00.

Irish. Farming*. — "An Introduction to
Irish Farming," by Thomas Baldwin, Superintendent of

the Agricultural Department of National Education in

Ireland, has recently been published by Macmiliau <ftCo.,

New York. It is a useful little hand-book of agriculture,

which, although intended to relate more particularly to

fanning in the moist climate of Ireland, is yet full of

information as to the management of soils, manures,
crops, and stock, which may be useful to a young farmer
anywhere. It is sold for 75 cts., and is worth more money.

Fruits and Vegetables.—" D. R. S. S,"
Ohio, revives the question, " are tomatoes fruits or vege-

tables ? " We have said our say on this in previous
,

years. Botanically speaking, they are fruit. In the
seedsman and gardener's view they arc vegetables. There
is no satisfactory definition of the terms fruit and vege-
table as popularly used.

Ilovr Books Sow Seeds. —We have
frequent evidence of the wide-spread influence of good
books on agricultural subjects. Often a single volume,
going into a remote neighborhood, carries with it. an
idea that becomes of more value than would suffice to
pay author, printer, and binder, for a whole edition. An
instance of this has just come to our notice. A cor-
respondent in Poiut Pleasant, Mason Co., West Virginia
says: "We have a tile-factory here, on this side of the
river, owned by Mr. I. W. Smith, and as it may interest

you, I will tell you that he got from you a copy of Waring's
'Draining for Profit and Draining for Health.' and tried

a field that was very swampy and wet, to see what tile-

draining would do for it. He followed the advice given
in the book for laying out the drains, etc. It was such a
great success, that he went into the business of making
tiles for himself and for his neighbors. He has now
more orders than he can fill."—Who shall estimate the
benefit done to that neighborhood by this single book,
costing a dollar and a half ? It has increased the value
of that region for all coming time.

Effect or Clover.—" G. R. W." There is

nothing in clover pasture that could prevent a mare from
becoming in foal. If she fails to breed, there is some
other reason than the nature of the pasture.

Onion Grub.—"O. C. H.," Conn. The
small white grab you find at the 2d or 3d weeding is the
larva of the onion fly—a serious pest when it is abund-
ant, and one for which no satisfactory remedy has been
found. The use of the manure you mention has prob-
ably nothing to do with the occurrence of the grub, as it

results from an egg deposited by a fly, about half the size

of the common house-fly, upon the stem of the plant

above, though near the surface of the soil.

A I>oii»tfiul Case.—"Enquirer," Marl-
boro, Mass. We should hesitate to advise a man with
a young family, and possessing but $S00, to buy a fcwm
in the East, which is most likely badly run down, for

$3,000, in the expectation of making a living and paying
for the farm out of the crops. There are some men who
might succeed, but these are very few, and the probabili-

ties are very much against a success. We should also

hesitate very much to advise such a person to go West,
if he can make a living where he is .at a mechanical

. trade. Although a soldier's homestead can be procured

for nothing, yet the care of a young family would be a
serious burden in a new unsettled country to a man with
such scanty capital. The far West is for enterprising

young men without families, or older men with plenty of

help, or for persons with money sufficient to carry them
over the unproductive period. A worn-out farm in the

East requires money and skill to restore it, and skill is a

greater necessity and a rarer possession than money.

Sevastopol Geese.-" R. M. C," Green-
ville, Tenn. We do not know the address of a breeder

of Sebastopol geese. Probably inquiries addressed to

some of the poultry breeders, whose names are found in

our advertising columns, would elicit the information.

Rye for Winter Pasture. — An in-

stance of the value of rye for early spring pasture comes
to us from Kansas. Mr. W. B. Akers, of Douglass Co.,

needing some early feed for his large stock of marcs and
colts, sowed 120 acres of rye last fall. In the spring, feed

was very scarce, and hay was worth the extreme price for

Kansas of $10 a ton, and corn 75 cents a bushel. The
pasture thus fortunately provided saved an otherwise

necessary outlay of $2,500.

Farm Students.— U M. B. W.," Chautau-
qua Co., N. Y. A farmer who is competent to instruct

pupils thoroughly in the art of farming, is not likely to

take a young man who desires to learn the business, and
pay him good wages. A farmer of our acquaintance, who
has always one or two students, and who refuses many
applications for more, receives $300 a year, and the

services of his pupils. The pupils are bound also to obey
all his orders, and do any farm work, when and where he
may require it, just the same as a hired man. This is ab-

solutely necessary, for a farmer, before he can know how
to command men, must know how to work himself. In

return for the above payment, and their constant and in-

dustrious labor, the students receive their board and in-

struction. It is in fact an apprenticeship for whatever

term may be desired, not less than a year.

See Page 313 for other Basket Items.
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Improvement in Handling Cotton.
—By a new process, which has been sufficiently tested to

bhow its practicability and value, the seed-cotton may be

taken from the field and, without the use of the gin,

brought directly to the card. Here a machine known as

the Clement attachment, which occupies the position of

the usual " licker-in," takes the cotton and cleans it

from the seed, dust, trash, and motes, and delivers it in

untangled condition to the card, from which it emerges

through the "doflfer" in a continuous roll called a

" sliver." This improvement in the manufacture of cot-

ton will be of great benefit to the Southern planters, as it

makes the use of the gin and the press unnecessary, so

soon and so far as the manufacture of yarns direct from

the seed-cotton can be established. Then the natural

connection between the planter and the spinuer will be

effected, and instead of the raw material being exported,

a partly finished product, the yarn, will be. Mr. F. E.

Whitfield, sr., has several of these machines already in

successful operation at Corinth, Miss.

State Fair .^'otes. —As the Ohio State

Fair is to be held at Columbus for a number of years, the

Board has taken possession of the County Fair Grounds

east of the city, has extended them, and is making many
permanent improvements. This subject of a place for

[the Fair has been a matter for heated discussion for ten

years, and was settled in favor of location at the State

Capitol, at the last winter meeting of the State Agricul-

tural Society. The fair will be held the second week in

September—Sept. 7lh to 11th, and a special effort will be

made by the dominant party, to have the fair all that the

legitimate AgricultufU;! Exhibition can be. The Northern

Ohio Fair at Cleveland, will be held a week later, par-

taking more of the character of an Industrial Exposition.

An effort is being made to organize a Southern Ohio Fair

Association to hold a fair at Dayton The Indiana

State Fair and Exposition, will open at ludianopolis

Sept. 7th, and hold thirty days The Illinois State

Fair will be held at Peoria, Sept. 14 to 19; Iowa at

Keokuk, Sept. 21 to 26 ; Kansas at Leavenworth, Sept. 7

to 11 ; Wisconsin at Milwaukee, Sept. 7 to 12 ; Wisconsin
Industrial Association at Mineral Point, Sept. 1 to 4

;

Minnesota at St. Paul, Sept. S to 12 ; Nebraska at Omaha,
Sept. 29 to Oct. 2 ; Colorado at Denver, Sept. 23 to 26 ;

California at Sacramento, Sept. 21 to 2G ; Michigan at

East Saginaw, Sept. 14 to 19. The Industrial Exposition
at Chicago, will open Sept. 9, and continue one month.
This was a great success last year, and every effort will

be made to have the exhibition excel, this year, in every

departm nl. Our Fair List will appear next month as

usual, and we ask those Secretaries of State, County and
other Societies, who have not sent us their official

announcements, to do so as early as possible. It is a very

difficult matter to make up an accurate list of fairs, as

the papers published in the same county and town, often

disagree as to dates. We ask the secretaries to help us

make our list as correct as possible.

Ammonia in Peat.—"Lime " Passaic,

N. J. The advice of your neighbors as to the best way
to use swamp-muck is correct, and that of your city

friend is incorrect. Peat contains nitrogen, but does not

contain ammonia, either free or in combination with an

acid, and it is only such ammonia that is driven off by lime

or potash. Peat-muck applied to a field as drawn from the

swamp, is of no immediate use, and we have had no
visible benefit from a copious dressing of it. But if

decomposed by lime, the nitrogen in the peat, which is

inert of itself, is slowly changed into ammonia, which
remains in the peat, in combination with acids, until

absorbed by the soil or used up by the plants to which it

is applied. Thus fresh blood, flesh, leather, and other

animal substances are rich in nit.roiren, but may be
mixed with lime without any ammonia, or any smell

ii -iiig given off. But aa soon as the nitrogen is changed
into ammonia by decomposition, a strong smell is per-

ceived on the admixture of lime or potash. Ammonia
consists of one atom of nitrogen, with three of hydrogen,

and this combination takes place during the dccoinposh

tion of substances wh i ch con lai n nitrogen , and are

therefore called nitrogenous substances. Peat decom-
poses slowly, and several months rest in the heap mixed
in alternate layers of one load, with one bnshel of lime,

is necessary to render It fit for use. After that time it

becomes fine and spreads easily. Peat thus treated con-
tains ammonia in varying proportions of one per cent or
Jess, up to three per cent.

The Cattle Business in Mew Yorlc.
—A change of great importance to feeders of cattle has
gradual'y taken place in the method of conducting the
trade in live stock in New York. The slaughtering busi-

ness Is now in the hands of a few men, and hardly more
than a dozen of city retailers kill any beeveB, sheep, or
calves. The meat they sell is purchased at the large

slaughter-houses, or the wholesale meat-market, by the

side, quarter or carcass. The few retail butchers who
still purchase their live cattle are gradually changing

their methods, and by and by doubtless they will fall into

the regular channels of the business. The effect of this

is to narrow the competition and prevent sudden fluctua-

tion in prices. A few men can now make the market,

and as it is to their interest to keep prices steady, it is to

the interest of the country dealers and graziers that this

state of things should continue. The prices quoted in

the market reports now more nearly represent the actual

value of the slock than at any former time, and shippers

from the West may be more certain of realizing a fair

market price than they could previously do. The con-

centration of business in a few hands cheapens the cost

of handling the stock and the meat, and this saving in

cost, of course, comes ultimately either to the producer,

or the consumer, or partly to both of them. Fat cattle

from the West are subjected, on their arrival here, to a

shrinkage of 60 lbs. to the 1,000 lbs. of live weight. They
are then sold on an estimate of 57 to 58 lbs. to the gross

hundred weight. Beeves, which weigh 1,200 lbs. in

Chicago, will thus weigli on their «rrival here 1,128 lbs.,

and will be sold on an estimate of 640 lbs. nett weight.

As to Tile-l>i-ains.—"Subscriber," Wa-
terbury, Conn. The water enters the tiles in drains be-

tween the joints. In laying tiles, care should be taken

tu have the joints as close together as possible, and to

cover them with compact soil. The largest portion of

the water enters from beneath tiles and at the sides,

scarcely any entering from immediately above them. As
the flow is a gentle percolation through the joints, there

is only a trifling amount of sediment carried in, and to

get rid of this, "silt basins" are made in the drains.

" Waring's Draining for Profit" explains all this very

fully, and should be studied before any thing is done in

the way of draining.

" Horse Books."-" M. E.," Walla Walla,

W. T. The best book upon horses for general use is

prnbibly StoneheiiLre's " IIorBO in the Stable and in the

Field." Its cost is $0.50. It may be procured at the office

of the Orange Judd Company, 245 Broadway, New York.

If a mare does not become in foal after repeated visits to

the horse, it is common to bleed her, and reduce her con-

ditio i by physic and exercise. A run at pasture along

with a horse tbr a few weeks, will frequently lead to the

desired result. In such a case the shoes should be re-

moved, to avo I injury.

The I* >tato-Rot.—"G. W. S.," Mifflin, O.
The origin of the potato-rot is a somewhat disputed

point, buu we know in a great measure how it maybe
avoided. The crop should be grown only upon well

drained, warm laud, a light loam with some gravel in it,

is the best soil ; only we]] rotted barn-yard manure
should be used, or some good superphosphate applied in

the hill. Wet clay soils, fresh unfermented animal ma-
nures, and a wet season, are productive of rot, and if the

first two are avoided, the crop often escapes the effect of

the last.

What Part of the West?—"B. B. B.,"

Greene Co., Ohio. What part of the West is the best for

farming or stock raising, depends upon many circum-

stances. If the emigrant has but little money and much
patience and perseverance, he may choose the neighbor-

hood of one of the great railroads, where homesteads

are still vacant. Through the Arkansas Valley, along the

Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe railroad, the winters are

somewhat shorter than in the Platte Valley, upon the

Union Pacific and the Burlington and Missouri roads, and

there are homesteads far out npon each of these roads.

If he has more money, he would do better to purchase

lands near towns from any of these roads, but before

selecting his home, we would advise him to go and look

for himself. The present month wonld be a favorable

time to examine the Western country.

How Drains Act.—"Milo," Telmacana,
Texas. The water which runs into drains dug in tough

clay soil, enters from the sides and the bottom, and not

from immediately above the drains. The toughest clay

is sufficiently permeable to water to allow it to pass

through readily, and after the drains have been in opera-

tion some time, regular and permanent water channels

become established in the soil leading from above to

the bottoms of the drains. In digging drains in tough,

compact clay, numerous small veins of water are cut,

which show very clearly how readily the water will pass

through such soil as soon as outlets are provided. The
advantage of the deeper drains is thus explained, and it

is readily seen that their influence extendB further in

proportion to their depth.

See Paffe 313—Basket Page 313.

"Walks and Talks" Correspondence.

So many persons write to the author of ** Walks and
Talks," asking questions upon the topics therein treated,
that to answer them in the articles wonld either extend
them unduly, or crowd out other matter. To obviate
these difficulties, we give Mr. Harris a phicc in the
Basket columns, where his answers to correspondents
will hereafter be found under the above heading.—Ed.

Pigs and Acorns.— lt
C. P.," of N. Y. city, writes: "I

bought a farm of 320 acres in Virginia. Shall move on to it

this fall. I am going into the milk diiiry business, and
want to raise pigs. Being near a city where I find a
ready sale for fresh milk at 30c. per gallon ulmlesale,
there will be'Httle chance for skimmed milk, or butte*.

milk. The buildings are surrounded by agroveof 7acrea
of large oak, with a few hickory trees. Adjoining this

grove is a wood-lot of 27 acres, mostly oaks. Both are

fenced in. Mauy bushels of acorna cover the groundIn
the fall and winter. But I want to save all the manure
from the pigs for my fields, and what I want you to tell

me is how to utilize the acorns and save the manure."
There is no way of saving aU the manure, except by

gathering the acorns, and this, of course, will not pay.

The best plan I can think of would be to keep the pigs
out of the grove aud wood-lot until the acorns had com-
menced to fall freely, and there was a full feed for the
herd on the ground. Then turn in the pigs for an hour
at a time twice a day, and keep them in the yard or pens
at night. After they have got a good meal of acorns, the
pigs maybe brought back to the yard, or turned into a
field of stubble or grass that you wish to enrich by their

droppings. By doing this regularly at a given time, and
by giving them a few ears of corn in the yard or field, the
pigs conld soon be taught to come when they are called.

If you can get 30c. per gallon for milk at wholesale, sell

every quart of it. At such figures you can afford to buy
guano and artificial manures to raise grass, corn-fodder,

and mangles, to feed your cows. Do not go too largely

into the pig business, until you have had more experience.

Hurdles for Pigs.—"C. P.'
1

further says: "Hav-
ing no fences in the fields, I intend hurdling my pigs on
clover lots." All of us, at some period of our lives, in-

tend to do a great many things that wc never accomplish.

I think in C. P.'a case hurdling pigs on clover will be
one of them.

Value of Acorns. — " What is the comparative

value of acorns as food for pigs?" ask3 u C. 1'." Ac-
cording to the tables given by Prof. S. W. Johnson in

"How Crops Grow," 100 lbs. of corn contain five times
as much nitrogen, and about twice as mueh available

carbonaceous matter, as 100 lbs. of acorns. I should
think 100 lbs. of corn worth at least as much as 300 lbs.

of fresh acorns. The manure from pigs feeding on
acorns would be worth comparatively little.

Varieties of Wheat. — "R. P. E.," Cumberland
Co., N. J., asks if I think the Diehl wheat will do well

in that section. I can not tell. Like all good varieties

of white wheat, it requires better soil and better treat-

ment than the hardier aud coarser varieties of red wheat,

snch as the Mediterranean. Mr. E. says they have not

raised any white wheat for a considerable time, but can
grow 25 to 30 bushels per acre of red wheat. Soil, a
sandy loam, with a red clay subsoil. The Fultz wheat,

he says, is being tried to some extent, and promises well.

All I can say is that the Diehl wheat is the hest variety

of white wheat I have yet tried. The millers do not like

it as well—or at least tbey say they don't—as the Boughton
or Soules. The latter has almost entirely disappeared in

this section, and the Boughton was never raised here to

any considerable extent, as it proved too tender for our

winters. Last year the Diehl was badly winter-killed,

and many of our farmers gave it up and went back to the

Mediterranean. This year the Diehl gives a good crop

on good land. It should be sown on no other. If land

will not produce a good crop of red wheat, it is useless

to sow the white varieties. But if your Jand wVA produce

a large crop of Mediterranean—so large that it is fre-

quently lodged—try the Diehl. If it does well, you will

get a larger yield of grain, and it will command a better

price. It has remarkably stiff straw, and yields much
more grain in proportion to straw than any variety I am
acquainted with. Some of our farmers obj<et to it on

the ground that the straw of the Diehl is so hard and

stiff, that it is not as valuable for fodder as the softer

straw of the Mediterranean wheat.

Rape for Sheep—" R. P. E." also writes: "My
experiment with rape for winter pasture for sheep I con-

sider eminently successful. I sowed early in August,

after early potatoes, and by November had a heavy, dense

growth, almost equal to a heavy crop of clover. Winter

was open, with little snow, and the sheep led on it ail

winter, and with reat profit in the saving oi hay and

condition of sheep. I sold the Bheep and lambs at the

same time for $12 . e pair, in April and May. i sowed

gome rape seed in m corn field. It did not do near so
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well as the other, but well enough to warrant me in

recommending the plan to those, who have no other and

more, suitable ground. My land is in fair condition, hav-

ing raised 600 bushels of ears of corn on the five acres

where the rape was sown." — Several of my cor-

respondents, who have tried rape and mustard, have not

found the advantage they expected. They are compara-

tively new crop* in this country, and we need more ex-

tended trials, before recommending for <reneral introduc-

tion. Mr. J. S. E., of Darlington. Pa., writes me, that he
sowed rape two years ago, and that "the frosts of No-
vember froze it to the grontid, and he got no use from the

crop."—If be had turned the sheep on to it, I am inclined

to think be would have found that it was less injured by
the frost than ho snpposed from Its appearance.

Swindling by Mail
MORE BIG CREEK BAGLETISM.

Oar attention has been called to the article in the Agri-

culturist for July, entitled " Swindling by Mail," as being

specially interesting to seedsmen in general, and soft-

hearted ones in particular ; we perused it, as it seemed

to carry the conviction that we too had been victimized.

Examining our books we find that in April last year, the

Big Creek fraud had free seeds for the season. Upon
further investigation we find that last February we were

favored with four pages of poverty from the pen of a

female Bagley, a Mrs. M. C. Bagley, of Big Creek. A
letter containing an order for seeds amounting to $10.95,

and enclosing cash for same bad been lost, so the story

opens. We took the course usually taken by other

seedsmen, offering to fill the order upon receipt of half

the amount said to be lost. This offer was followed by
many thanks, and a eulogy on departed finances, with

the proposition that it would be more satisfactory to

share the loss by sending half the seeds without further

remittance. We failed to appreciate that logic, but filled

the order out of charity, little suspecting that such a

combination of ' soft sawder' and rural simplicity, was
bnt a veneer for rustic rascality. We are of opinion that

Bagleyism blooms luxuriantly in Western, as well as

Southren sections of the country, for there are other
names (ami li.u to ne or persona who neriodically suffer

the loss of money which was never sent.

Washburn & Co., Boston, Mass.

Something about Patents and our Patent
Department.

More than one correspondent has written to express
his surprise that we should frequently find fault with the

Patent Laws, and at the same time have a department
for the securing of patents, and a brief explanation will

satisfy a number of readers. In the first place we un-
mercifully pitch into those who, under pretence of hav-

ing a patent upon some article long in use, attempt to

swindle farmers and others out of their money. These
are treated just as any other humbugs. Our patent laws

are on the whole for the general good, and for the moct
part they are wisely administered. Still, the laws have
defects, and patent examiners being human, make mis-

takes. We shall continue to expose the laws where they

geem to us to be wrong—and in this we know we have
the sympathy or the officers of the Department, and if

the office grants patents in cases in which we think they
should be refused, we shall express our opinion, now
that we have a patent department connected with our
office, just as freely as we did when we had none. Hun-
dreds of our readers have written that they had made
some invention, and asked us how they could get it

patented, and wished to know if we could recommend
them loan agent of whose fair dealing they could feel

assured. Some months ago it came In our way to make
an arrangement with a gentleman, who not only stands
well with his clients, but is on a most excellent footing

with the officers of the Department at Washington, to

undertake the many cases which came to us. We were
very glad to be able to say to our friends that their ap-
plications could be attended to in our own office, and
that they could rely upon being faithfully served, not
only as to the character of the advice given, bnt at the
most moderate charges for such service. That this ar-

rangement has met a want on the part of the public ib

testified by numerous letters ; long-time friends of the
Agriculturist express their great satisfaction at the
establishment of a patent department, and show their

sincerity by giving it their business. The following ex-
tract from a letter, dated Kent Co., Md., will serve as an
example of numerous others :

" Your department I think
highly useful and important to the inventor, not only in

assisting him in procuring patents, but in guarding him
against patenting things ot no value."—Another writes
from Fairfield. Iowa: " Thanking you for the fidelity and
promptness with which you have transacted my business,

I remain, etc."—A reputation for "fidelity and prompt-

ness" is what we shall endeavor to maintain, and we
hope that our readers will make this department known
to such of their mechanical friends as do not take the

paper. While we shall do our best to give all who apply

to us the benefit of the laws as they now exist, this will

not prevent us from suggesting improvements in these

laws, and in this as in other matters our editorial depart-

ment will treat these topics as it considers best for the

public good.

The Potato-Bug in the West.

The following is from a correspondent in Illinois:

Eastern farmers, who have had this season their first ex-

perience with the Colorado potato-bug. may be interested

in a few notes on the actual warfare against the bugs, as

it has been carried on among those who are now veterans

in the fight. In many localities the bugs gain a foothold

the first year of their appearance, because there are com-
paratively few of them. Insignificant numbers do not

provoke general offensive movements, and the bugs, in-

creasing during the summer, begin work the second year

in overwhelming numbers. When the bugs first ap-

peared in Ohio, people held many theories in regard to

their poisonous qualities, and in regard to the best

methods to destroy them. There was a mystery about

these potato enemies, and people disliked to come down
to close quarters. The papers described how certain in-

dividuals had been poisoned by bite or sting, and timid

people found in this an excuse for letting the bugs alone.

Some one announced through the papers that his ducks
ate the bugs, and another man that his turkeys ate them.

Every one who had ducks and turkeys waited for them
to do their duty as bug-destroyers, which they rarely did.

Many tried to frighten or stun the bugs by firing shot-

guns in such a way as to rake the rows. This plan was
popular with the boys. It was discovered that the

soldier-bug, lady-bug, etc., warred upon the potato-bug,

and forthwith boys and men suspended labor, as if to

give the gallant soldier-bugs a fair chance. Paris green,

mixed with flour and plaster, was used. But then this

was poisonous, and the dust from it entered the nose and
eyes. This objection was met by mixing Paris green
with water—a large table-spooufnl to ten quarts of water
—and this sprinkled freely over the vines. But many
who mixed the Paris green and watnr, neglected the im-
portant feature of stirring, and failed to accomplish what
they expected. And then the application of this killed

soldier-bugs and lady-bugs, as well as potato-bugs. This
was an objection. Many men, who understood what the

soldier-bug was doing against the common enemy, re-

fused to use Paris green. These men picked the potato-

bugs off by hand, and burned them, or brushed them off,

and plowed them under, or brushed them off at noon-day,

and saw them roast on the hot, sandy soil. Others in-

vented wooden tongs, with a movement like the old-

fashioned sheep-shears, and killed the bugs with these.

In many localities the tongs were popular ; in other lo-

calities people laughed at them. In one neighborhood it

was firmly believed that mustard, growing among pota-

toes, was a defence against the bug, while in a neighbor-

ing township this was pronounced a humbug. People
held tenaciously to certain methods. A, i!, and C would
work hard, and clear their grounds of the pest. D would
let them go, and from his grounds A, B, and C received

new instalments. This would never do. The farmers in

the township organized, and all cleared their fields of the

potato-bugs, and then they had potatoes. In this way
only was effective work accomplished. Farmers must
work together, and work in earnest. Where there were
farmers' clubs, this kind of worK was easily inaugurated,

and carried to a successful issue.

The result of experience is: When there are compara-
tively few bugs, pick them off as soon as they appear,

and destroy them. If the eggs have been deposited,

destroy these. When the bugs are numerous, use Paris

green with water. This is safer and more economical,

than when used dry with flour or plaster. When the

bugs appear the first season, do not flatter yourself that

you are to be more fortunate than your Western neigh-

bors, because they are few. The advance guard once in

position, you are at a disadvadta^e. Destroy the advance
guard, and be ready the next season to continue the work
of destruction.

Bee Notes for August.

BT M. QTJTNBT.

Been In Kentucky.—O. Brumfield, Boyle Co.,

Ky., writes :
" How can I best shade my bees in the ab-

sence of shade-trees ¥ I am living at a newly built place,

and have not a tree, except small ones just planted.

How would a long arbor covered with grape or hop vines

do ? I have about 50 stands. How closu should they be

placed ? When bees are in a cool place, and will persist

in hanging outside the hive instead of in boxes, what
had better be done with them ? Last year I had about

eighty hives ; lost thirty in winter. I suppose five-sixths

of the bees in this section (Central Ky.) died. Mine died

mostly in spring."—Bees protected from cold north

wind and exposed to the sun during the early part of the

season, .are better off than if shaded. Many stocks were

lost, even in the Southern States, last April, apparently

on account of chilly winds and cool weather. If it could

be arranged that they receive the sun's rays until some
time in June, and then be shaded, it would be nearly

right. Probably hop vines would do it best. A movable

roof of some sort should protect each hive from the

rain ; if its dimensions are ample, and it is raised just a

little above the hive, it will do very well in the absence of

a leafy shade. It can be removed in fair days during

spring. The distance apart for stands should be six feet,

and as much more as space will allow, if it is fifty feet.

If there is room enough in the hive, or boxes, bees will

not hang outside the shaded hive idle, except perhapf
occasionally an hour or two towards night.

Kinds ofHoney.—In New York State, different lo-

calities, only a few miles apart, produce distinct qualities

of honey. In different States and latitudes the quality of

honey varies. Nearly all sections yield some from fruit

blossoms and dandelions. It is not often that we obtain

much surplus honey until clover yields it, and this is

considered superior to roost kinds. When bees can

reach bass-wood, larger quantities are obtained in less

time than from clover. The distance they will go for it,

greatly depends on the serenity of the weather. The
appearance of bass-wood honey is equal, if not superior

to that from clover. It has an aroma greatly prized by

many. It yields from July 1st to 20th usually in this

locality. Buckwheat, in some sections, supplies the

greatest yield. It is dark colored, and the flavor not so

pleasant to most palates. When it is desired to keep the

white honey separate, all the surplus should be removed

now. In sections where buckwheat is grown plentifully,

bees will often obtain enough, and often much more than

is sufficient for their winter stores. In some places, as the

prairies of the Western Suites, the asters, golden rods,

and other late flowers furnish honey of medium quality ;

the bees will winter on this. If honey that is stored in

boxes, or even that in the body of the hive, is taken with

the extractor the beginning of this month, the bees will

usually accumulate enough for winter. If they fail to do
it,—which may be known by weighing—feed syrup of

sugar, which is just as good as honey, until their Btores

are ample.

Cleaning Stubble Land.

The farmer who has a field which has grown
wheat, or barley, or oats this year, and is not

seeded down, and which is not to be sown with

any other crop until next spring, has an oppor-

tunity of cleaning his land, that should on no
account be neglected. The English farmers

seldom seed down their land with wheat. After

the wheat is harvested, they harrow the land,

or tear it to pieces with a three or four-horse

cultivator or "grubber." This pulls out the

roots of quack-grass, and starts the seeds of

other weeds. The field is afterward plowed,

when, of course, all the young weed-plants are

destroyed. The grubber is kept at work a9

often as necessary to clean and mellow the land.

The next spring this land is sown to turnips or

mangels, or, on heavy land, to beans or barley.

It is said that this autumn cleaning of stubble

land by the free use of the grubber, especially

when operated by the all-powerful steam en-

gine, is one of the greatest agricultural im-

provements of the age.

"What is true of English farming, might be

still more emphatically true of American agri-

culture. Our autumns are longer, and drier,

and hotter than they are in England, and we
have a better opportunity to clean our land,

while there is certainly a greater necessity. Our
fields are fearfully foul with all kinds of weeds,

and in many instances they are annually gain-

ing a stronger foothold. We must light, if we
would win. It will not do to go on in the old

way. "With our drying winds and hot sun we
ought to have the cleanest farms in the world
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—and sooner or later such will be the case. We
must kill weeds by wholesale. It will not do

to depend on the hoe and the fingers. Nature

is never at rest. It will not do to let land lie

idle. When it is not occupied with growing

crops, we should be occupied in stirring the

6oil and killing weeds. It is the great secret of

success in farming.

The Osprey, or Fish-Hawk

Upon the first page is given an engraving of

the American Fish-hawk, or Osprey (Pandion

Carolinensis), and its nest. This bird is found

in all the temperate parts of the United States,

and is well known to those who live near the

sea, or large bodies of water, for its skill and

industry in fishing. Its length is about 25

inches, its wing 21 inches ; the head and under-

parts are white ; the top of the head, upper

parts of body, wings, and tail, of a deep brown,

and there is also a stripe of the same color

through the eye. This bird arrives in the

Northern States late in April, or early in May,

and builds its nests in the vicinity of the sea, a

lake, or large river, a number of pairs often

locating within a short distance of one another.

The nest is usually in the top of a large tree,

and frequently a decayed one is selected ; it is

about four feet across, usually as high as broad,

is composed of sticks and coarse grasses, and

lined with sea-weeds and the finer grasses ; the

same nest, with annual repairs, lasts the same
couple for several years. Three eggs are laid,

and when the young are hatched, the parent

birds are assiduous in supplying them with

fish. The Osprey sails in mid-air until it espies

a fish, and then, by a sudden dart downward,
seizes it in its talons, often in its plunge going

quite beneath the water, and as it rises, seldom

fails to bring its prey, which it carries to its

nest, provided it is not robbed by some Bald

Eagle, which has been watching the movements
of the more industrious bird. For a bird of

prey, the Osprey is remarkably peaceable, liv-

ing not only on good terms with its own spe-

cies, but with other birds. Indeed, it allows

various smaller birds to build among the outer

sticks of its own nest, a peculiarity which the

artist has recognized in the engraving.

How to Kill "Wild Mustard.

A correspondent of the American Agricul-

turist has a farm well stocked with Wild
Mustard, or Charlock, and he wants to know
how to get rid of it. His rotation is corn on

sod, barley, followed by winter wheat, and
seeded with timothy in the fall, and clover in

the spring. His barley crop is badly infested

with wild mustard. He has pulled it out of the

barley, but it is a good deal of work, and he

thinks his labor is thrown away, as there are

more "yellow-heads" now than formerly.

We would suggest the following plan. Plant

corn as now. Cultivate thoroughly, and as

late in the season as possible—say up to the
[

first week in August. As soon as the corn is

cut, and while the stooks are still in the field,

cultivate between the stooks with a two or

three-horse cultivator. After the corn is husked,

and the stalks drawn in, cultivate the field

again, and afterward plow it, and leave it for

the winter. The next spring cultivate it as

soon as the land is in good condition to work,

anjj harrow, and roll, hi a week or ten days,

prow, cultivate, harrow, and roll, till the land

is as fine and mellow as a garden. Then in-

stead of sowing barley, plant it again to corn,

or potatoes, or root crops, or beans. The
latter are perhaps best, as they need not be

sown till the middle of June, and wheat may
be sown after them in the fall, and thus you
can seed down the land, at the same time as

you would, had you sown barley.

The thorough cultivation, and the repeated

plowings, will make the land so fine and mellow,

that the mustard seed will start freely in the

spring. If you plant corn, or potatoes, or

roots, the mustard will be killed by the culti-

vator or hoe. If you plant beans, there will be

time to give an extra plowing in June, and

this will kill all the mustard plants, and if more
plants spring up afterwards, they will be killed

when you are cultivating and hoeing the beans.

If you plant early potatoes instead of barley,

they may be dug in time to allow of sowing

winter wheat. But if you plant corn, or sow
root crops, and wish to follow them with bar-

ley the next spring, we would drill in the

barley early in the spring, put in two or two
and a half bushels of seed per acre, and put it

in deep, and roll immediately after the drill.

Then when the barley is fairly out of the ground,

and when the young mustard plants are just

starting, go over the field with a fine-tooth har-

row ; lap enough to completely scratch over all

the surface of the soil, and thus tear up and

kill the young and delicate mustard seedlings.

Do this work thoroughly at once, and then

follow immediately with a roller. This will

kill thousands of weeds, and will not injure the

barley. If you wish to seed down the land,

sow the clover and grass seed, after the har-

rowing and before the rolling. There is no

better crop to seed with than barley.

Ogden Farm Papers.—No. 54.

What a country it is ; and what a people

!

I have a letter from a farmer in this State, ask-

ing my advice concerning the recommendation

of an " Agricultural Chemist," who comes to

him with the endorsement of certain wealthy

men of Providence. This chemist has found a

short cut to agricultural wealth. "He can

analyze the soil by putting it in his mouth, so

that he can tell exactly what that soil wants to

make it perfectly productive, and to continue

to improve without manure, except some che-

mical preparation of ammonia or alkali, which

he will give directions for making from soda-

ash and other things, the application of which,

at an expense of one, two, or three dollars an

acre, will set in motion the latent powers of the

soil, and produce fine crops, year after year,

without other manure. He goes through each

field, and tells what to apply to each one, and
how to make it. His charge, he says, is quite

moderate ; says he was brought up a soap

manufacturer, etc., etc. Now, we are all anx-

ious to make some money at farming, and

setting aside the heavy expense of manure, we
can do it. My farm has been heavily manured
for years with fish, and he says I am walking

over thousands of dollars every day that are

latent in my soil, and that he can set in motion

at such a trifling expense, and so little trouble.

Is he a humbug? The loss of one crop through

him would be tome a serious matter; there-

fore I ask your advice."

Of course he is a humbug. He has gone

from the substantial industry of making soap to

the more promising one of making " soft-soap,"

with which he will smear light-headed farmers',

until he makes them believe that they can get

something out of nothing, and I have no doubt,

as the fools are said to be not all dead yet, that

he will make a good thing of it. The tempta-

tion to travel on a royal road, and to win suc-

cess by a short cut. :s strong with us all, and a

glib-tongued traveling-ss"i-& generally finds us

good plucking. C'crfair.'y there is much latent

fertility in the soi. i"d mere is no doubt that

it may be more r? 'V developed by the use of

ammonia and other sur^ulanjs, but unless this

is done with judgement, and unless the product
is so used, as to return manure to the soil, all

excessive production will result in greater ulti-

mate impoverishment. It will be the wisest

plan to develop the " latent fertility " by grow-
ing good crops of clover, and by other judicious

processes of good farming, and to stick closely

to an intelligent application of " the good old

way." It is pretty well determined, that the

best laboratory analysis of the soil is of very

little value as a guide in manuring, and we
should hesitate to advise our readers to put

more confidence in an analysis made by " put-

ting the soil in the mouth I

"

A correspondent in Wisconsin asks :
" Would

it do to cross a Jersey bull on a grade Ayrshire

heifer? My Jersey bull is getting very fine

calves from naiivj cows. The first one of these

calves that has bred, is a fine milker, with very
rich milk. She calved at 17| months, and is

now giving about 12 quarts (calf three weeks
old). The bull is fawn and white in color,

darker about the head, fine horns, and the yel-

lowest skin I ever saw. He is 3i years old, and
weighs about 1000 lbs. ; is very quiet and order-

ly. Out of about 100 cows that he has had,

there have been but 15 or 20 bulls. His calves

from deep red or brindled cows, are of a light

liver color, with the white ring around the

muzzle, and the deer-like limbs of the Jersey.

By the way, I notice that the milk of my na-

tive cows, which have been served by this bull

two or three times, is richer in butter than ever

before—so that some of the qualities of the sire

must impregnate the dam."—There is no rea-

son why a Jersey bull should not be bred to a

grade Ayrshire. The better the cow, the bet-

ter the calf, and there is no better cow to be

found for ordinary family use, than a cross be-

tween the Jersey and the Ayrshire (pure), there-

fore, the Ayrshire blood in the cow in question

can be only an advantage. How much the bull

has to do with determining the sex of the calf,

is not known. It is perhaps a question of his

relative vigor, as compared with that of the cow,

some breeders claiming that if the bull is the

more vigorous, the calf will be a female, and

vice versa. The fact that the bull is a Jersey,

can have nothing to do wilh the question ; the

fact that he is a choice animal, and is kept

in unusually good condition, may have very

much to do with it. The increasing richness

of the milk cf the native cows, which have

been served by this bull, would be sufficiently

accounted for by the fact of their increasing

age. It is hardly necessary to go so far as to

ascribe it to the effect of their having ieen

served by a bull of a richer milk' v^ce

—

which would be very far indeed.

Dr. McClure, veterinary surgeon, of Phila-

delphia, writes to say, that the tcuic-recipe,

communicated to me by Mr- "am. J. Sharpless,

and given in the Mr.y number of Ws series,

was given, 1 7 hirn to Mr. 8., anu that it is

p'ubllshea' in ''ijs work on the '' SCabie, Field,
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and Farm-Yard." He claims that this tonic

has been found quite as effective in staying

abortion in the afflicted dairy-regions in New
York State, as in the instances 1 cite. I cheer-

fully give bun due credit.

I am always glad to have another herd than

my own to use as an illustration of the value

of Jersey blood in the butter dairies, and I have

before me a statement of one year's product of

the little herd of Mr. T. J. Hand, of Sing Sing,

N. Y., who is now president of the American

Jersey Cattle Club. The herd consisted of

eight cows, viz. : one 7-yr. old, two 5-yr. olds,

three 3-yr. olds, and two 2-yr. olds. There

were two Ayrshires in the herd, one for four

months, and one for three months. The time

covered by experiment was one year. Four of

the elder Jerseys were in the herd the whole

year ; one 5-year old only for the last three

months of her milking period ; one 3-year old

for the last eight months ; one 2-year old for the

first four-and-a-half months; and another 2-year

old for the first five months. Three of the

older cows caived twice within the year. The
milk of one cow was furnished to a neighbor

for June, July, and August. Deducting these

three months, the herd foots up 72£ months, in-

cluding the dry period of three cows. Deduct-

ing (as is nsuall one-half of the time of the

two 2-year oid3, or 4J months, we have 68

months in all, which is equal to Jive and two-

thirds cows for one year. The calves were fed

with fresh milk until one month old. The milk

and cream used in the family were estimated

to equal a product of more than 350 1 bs. of but-

ter, but as this is only an estimate, though I do
not doubt its correctness, I propose to reduce

it to one-half the amount, and call it 175 lbs.

There were actually churned 1,617 lbs. of

butter. Adding the 175 lbs. above, we have

1,792, which, divided by 5f, gives over 316 lbs.

per cow per year, besides the feeding of the

calves. 1,404 lbs. of butter were sold for $965.

If what was consumed by the family had been

sold for the same price (69c. average), the whole

product would have brought $1,206, or $213

per cow. Sold at a low average price for but-

ter shipped to the general market in New York,

say 30c. net, the product would have been

$537.60, or $95 per cow, which is fully $45 per

cow more than the average of good dairies in

New York State, where " native " cows are

kept. This $45 represents the value which

would directly accrue to a dairy farmer of the

better class, if he used Jersey "cows instead of

native cows. Indirectly he would have the

farther advantage of a better quality of pro-

duct, which would add at least 5c. per lb. to

its value, and $15 per cow to the net income.

Practically, any farmer, in order to realize

the same result, would have to follow Mr
Hand's better method of feeding, or he would

fall short of his large result, but the result is

due quite as much to the breed as to toe feed,

\nd the whole example (except in the matter of

1ce) is a perfectly easy one for any farmer to

i ow, who can supply himself with Jersey

co\. s. Of course the large majority of farmers

can not do this, but $100 will buy a first-rate

Jersey bull calf, of the best butter strains, and

one such in a dairy neighborhood will, in a few

generations, give such an infusion of improved

blood, as will idd thousands of dollars to the

permanent, wealth of the community.

One of our experiences, which have beeD be-

fore referred io in these paper i, it may be

worth wUUe to report upon agar .—that is the

manner in which we are supplied with water.

About 1,000 feet from the milk-house, and 800

feet from the barn, there is a well in which the

water usually stands at a level 48 feet below

the top of the tank in the barn, and about 35

feet below the point at which the pipe enters

the milk-house. The communication for the

whole distance is by means of a wooden pipe

(4 inches square, with a \\ inch bore). Under
the barn a branch rises to the tank, and by

turning a stop-coek, the water is stopped from

its flow to the dairy, rising to the tank. When
this is filled, the cock is opened, and the water

passes on to the dairy, where it always flows

when the pump is at work, which is when-
ever the wind blows (fully three-quarters of

the time), keeping the water always fresh and

cool in the vat in which the milk-cans are im-

mersed. Occasionally, in very dry weather,

the well furnishes a scant supply, and we then

have to use ice, but practically we are rarely

without an abundant supply of water.

For some years we found the wooden pipe

troublesome, as it will occasionally spring a

leak. When this happened, it cost nearly ten

dollars to insert a section of lead and iron pipe.

We finally hit upon a plan, which removed

this objection : As the leak in a wooden pipe is

always a split, it is only necessary to squeeze

the pipe firmly together, and this is cheaply

and quickly done with an iron clamp put

around the pipe and screwed tight. This re-

moves the only practical objection to this tub-

ing, and enables us to use, at a cheap rate, a

conduit of large bore. This is a great advan-

tage, for the resistance by friction is consider-

able in a small pipe. In a larger one, as a

given amount of "water is delivered by a slower

current, the friction is less, in proportion to the

squares of the diameters, being four times less

in a two-inch pipe than in a one-inch pipe.

Consequently, the saving of power in a large

pipe is very considerable.

The motive power of the pump is a self-

regulating windmill, and in the use of these

we have had a varied experience. The first

mill put up (six years ago) was an old-style

Empire Mill. This worked very well for two

years, then it became worn and shaky in many
of its parts, and had frequently to be repaired

during the following year, and was finally

wrecked beyond the possibility of repair. This

was followed by a new and improved style of

the same make, but, from want of strength in

some of its parts, this was partly wrecked in

less than a year, and had to be repaired at con-

siderable cost. Finally, in March last, it met

with another accident, and had to be abandon-

ed. Then I cast about for a mill of more

simple construction, and concluded that the

most perfect machine of the sort now offered

is the United States MflL As the former mills

had obviously had more power than was work-

ed, being 12 feet in diameter, I decided on a

U. S. Mill 8 feet in diameter This has now
been running sufficiently long to prove its

capacity to give us all the water we need, and

more, and from my previous experience with

self-regulating mills, and with machinery gen-

erally, I am satisfied that the chance for per-

manent usefulness is very good. This new mill

cost only $100 (the previous ones cost $175

each), and we are fairly started on our seventh

year, with an outlay of say $500 for power.

This is considerable, of course, but the benefit

derived has been very great. Aside from hav-

ing ample water for a large stock, winter and

summer, we have fresh, cool water for the milk

vat, without which we should be unable to

make the uniformly good quality of butter, on.

which much of our income depends.

We are having a capital season for grass, and
thus far the frequent rains have been kind
enough to come at a time when they did more
good to what was standing, than injury to

what was cut.

In detailing the operations of the farm, it

seems proper to follow the commendable ex-

ample of many other breeders of thorough-

bred stock, and give an account of our sales of

Jerseys. During the first half of the curreuc

year we have sold as follows—partly from the

home herd, and partly from the branch in

Southern Illinois (where, if we get only one-

third of our Eastern price for butter, we pay
less than one-third the Eastern price for hay
and pasture). Bull calves sold (less than 1

year old)

:

M. D. Ralph, Rodman, N. Y., Belnor, No. 1,018.

Edtrar Doolittle, Onaquaga, N. T., Callidan, No, 1,039.

Andrew Thompson, Brushland, N. Y., Rhode Island,

No. 1,333.

Andrew Thompson, Brushland, N. Y.. Jesse Burnett,.

No. 1,370.

Chas. J. Reed, Fairfield, Iowa, Sapper, No. 1,026.

Jos. Y. Heckler, Harleysville, Pa., Julius, No. 1,383.

Yearling bulls

:

Dr. J. C. Gunnell, Alexandria, Va., Merry Andrew,
No. 719.

J. M. Brown, Portland, Me., Tag, No. 1,126.

Heifer calves

:

Dr. N. R. Bontelle, Waterville, Me.,Fantibel,No. 2,679.

Campbell Brown, Spring Hill, Tenn., Roxabel, No. 2.743.
" " " " " Renelrel.No. 2,772.
" " " " " Donora, No. 2^BS0.
" " " " " Beleva, No. 2,677-

Chas. J. Reed, Fairfield, Iowa, Xyridonna, No. 2,681
" " " " Beloona, No. 2,676..

Geo. W. Palmer, Saltville, Va., Belvira, No. 2.771.

Yearling and 2-year olds:

Campbell Brown, Spring Hill, Tenn.,Duchie, No. 2,500.
" " " " Anna Roxlmry, No. 1,803.

G. J. Shaw, Detroit, Me., Madagascar Queen, No. 1,806.

J. M. Cobb, Beloit, Wisconsin, Moonah, Np. 2,688.

(The numbers refer to the entries in the Herd Register,

of the Am. Jersey Cattle Club.)

The 20 animals sold for $2,740, being an

average of $137. 8 males sold for an average

of $83.12. and 12 females for an average of

$172.92.

Just as I am finishing this I have a second

letter from my correspondent, whom I had

advised to spend no money on the testing
" chemist." He says :

" A neighbor of mine
paid him $35 to go over his farm. If he had
offered to go through any kind of regular

analysis, I should have invested in him too.

but the mouth analysis made me hesitate. He
says he came down this way for sea air, that

his system is full of ' pizen ' from the dirt in

his mouth so much. He said he could not

only tell by the taste, but he could see the dif-

ferent constituents of the soil run different

ways, separated in the saliva when he spit it

out. His certificates were genuine, and from

some of the best people in Providence. He
has spent two days with a wealthy neighbor,

and bagged $50 or $75 from him. What do

you think will come next ? A man was along

to get subscribers for a book, to tell farmers

how to make any quantity of manure at almost

no cost at all—price $10. He got about 50

subscribers in this town. When the book

came, it advised saving the sweepings of the

house, the soot from the chimneys, and all the

deaa things to be found round about."

The last fact stated, makes it seem worth

while to recount this nonsense.
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Animals for Exhibition and for TTse.

It must be confessed that there is a wide gap

between the breeders of our most highly valued

stock, and the farmers, for whose interest, it is

the fashion to say, that these costly animals

are bred and exhibited. If a Shorthorn bull

or cow has any in-

trinsic value at all, it

is only so far as it

promises to affect the

value of our general

farm stock in the near

or distant future, and

in so far as at some
time to come the milk

pail may be filled, or

the butcher's stall

may be weighed

down with its pro-

duce. Certainly no

one supposes that a

show-animal is valued

for its product of

milk, or the weight

of beef in its carcass.

The ordinary farmer,

viewing the mam-
moth proportions of

a prize animal at one

of our fairs, may
possibly have some
faint dream of a time when he may lead

his cow to be served by such a bull at some
cost within his slender means, but generally lie

views the animal in a state of bewilderment at

the evident impossibility of that time ever com-
ing. Consequently there is a want of interest

upon the part of the majority of visitors at

State fairs, where our best stock is exhibited,

while at less noted exhibitions, such as local or

county fairs, this lack of interest is not so con-

spicuous. It has become a serious question, if

the present eager disposition to run up the

prices of Shorthorn stock to unprecedented

figures, even at the

risk of giving rise

to suspicions of

bolstering up prices

by fictitious pur-

chases, is not in-

jurious to the gen-

eral agricultural in-

terest, and greatly

retarding the day

when we might

hope to see the final

fruition of the long

continued labors of

breeders. Each sale

and dispersion of

herds only seems

to remove farther

than ever from the

farmer of moderate

means his hope of

some benefit from

this stock, and the

possession of a

" Duke " or a

"Duchess" forhim-

self. It has also be-

come a question, if the high feeding resorted to,

to get show animals into condition, is not injur-

ing, if not destroying, the usefulness of these

favored families of stock. These remarks are

intended to be general, but they apply with
the greatest force to a few families of Short-

horns, which are never seen in public, but in

that state of uselesscess, known as show-

condition. We desire to propound the question

at this seasonable period, if it would not great-

ly extend the usefulness of the Shorthorn, as

well as every other high-bred class of stock, to

exhibit at least occasionally some choice breed-

ing animals in working condition ? If agricul-

lKISH CULL "KIKG KIOHAUD II

tural associations are what they ought to be

—

educational institutions for the benefit of the

agricultural class—it would seem proper that

such lessons should be given as could be un-

derstood and appreciated, and from which
something should be learned by the largest

class of visitors, the farmers. How little is

learned by the great mass of farmers from the

show-ring or stalls, filled with high-fed show-

animals, we know very well from mixing

with the crowd upon many such occasions.

We think they manage these matters better

elsewhere, and notably so in Ireland, if we may

IUISH BULL "ST. HUTU."

judge from the report of the exhibition of

breeding stock of Shorthorns, recently held at

Dublin. As an example of how they do these

things there, we have carefully engraved the two
accompanying portraits of prize animals at the

Dublin shows of 1873 and 1874, which appeared

recently in the Agricultural Gazette. The bull

St. Ruth was awarded the first prize as a breed-

ing animal in 1873, as a two-year-old, and cer-

tainly gave promise of success the present year.

But the bull King Richard II. took the honors
from him this year, among twenty-nine com-
petitors, one of which was the bull Breakspear,

an animal of American birth, which was found

worthy to be taken

across the Atlantic.

At first sight the

judgment might be

considered at fault,

but when these bulls

are considered as ani-

mals designed, not for

show, but for service

as breeders, the judg-

ment is a proper one.

A comparison of the

merits of the two
animals decides this

point. Although both

portraits are some-

what distorted in the

process of photo-

graphing, one can

sufficiently appreciate

the finer head and
fore-quarters of King
Richard II., and his

capacity for laying

on flesh, to admit

his superiority, notwithstanding that he is

thin and out of condition, and is light in the

hind-quarters. The better condition of the

St. Ruth bull would give him a great advan-

tage, but not enough to overpower the greater

possibilities of his rival. It is just the educa-

tion to be given by the exhibition of such ani-

mals as these, and the opportunity for study

furnished thereby, that are needed to remove
the prejudice against what is known as fancy

stock, on the part of a majority of our farmers,

who visit the state and county agricultural fairs.

It is a fact that occasions mournful comment
upon the part of

Shorthorn breeders

and live stock jour-

nals, that there is

no demand for

bulls, wherewith to

improve the com-
mon stock of the

country, and that

only " fancy " bulls

are in demand, and
that by fancy breed-

ers ; also that

" good, useful bulls

are now selling at

lower prices, com-
paratively, than

they were twenty-

five or thirty years

ago." How much
of this is due to the

present system of

exhibiting cattle at,

fairs, and to the

absurd and impos-

sible engravings,

called portraits of

Shorthorn stock, so widely published by agri-

cultural journals, for the wonderment of their

readers, is a question which is inviting the at-

tention of breeders. It is now fully time that

the long talked of improvement of our com-

mon stock should begin, and this can not

be done with $14,000 bulls, nor $40 000 cows.
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Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 128.

Last fall, a -week or ten days after the wheat

was up, I went over the field with a Thomas'

smoothing harrow. I did this for the purpose

of killing the weeds, more especially red-root.

This weed is a great pest. The seed germinates

in September and October. The young plants

make their appearance in the wheat in October

and November, looking as innocent and harm-

less as red clover. During the winter they send

out their tap-roots, and take firm hold of the

soil. After this there is no way of killing them,

except by hoeing and pulling. In the spring,

especially where the wheat is thin on the

ground, the red-root plants grow rapidly, and
throw out numerous branches, each of which

produce a bunch of flowers, and in a few-

days, or say by the middle of June, the seed is

formed, and before clover is fit to cut for hay,

the seed is mature enough to grow. It has a

hard husk, and contains a good deal of oil. It

will lie in the soil for years without rotting,

and will start into growth in the autumn, when-

ever the condition of the soil is favorable. The
rotation of crops, adopted in this section, is ad-

mirably adapted for the spread of red-root.

For instance, we sow clover with our wheat.

The next year we mow the clover for hay, and

afterward for seed. The next 3-ear the field is

either mown again, or pastured. The next

spring it is plowed up for corn, cultivated un-

til July, and the next spring it is plowed, and

sown to barley, and after the barley is harvest-

ed, the land is plowed, harrowed, cultivated,

and plowed again, and made very line and
mellow, and is then sown to wheat in Septem-

ber, and is seeded down with clover and timo-

thy in the spring.

Now let us see what the result will be, so far

as the spread of red-root is concerned. There

is red root in the wheat. It goes to seed, and

a considerable proportion of the seed falls on

the ground. In September such of the red-root

seeds as find a good seed-bed, start up in the

clover. The plants grow during the fall and

winter months, and especially if the crop is

light, the red-root plants flower and produce

seed, and when the clover is made into hay,

the red-root, with its seeds, is carefully stowed

away in the barn or stack, and during the 'win-

ter is fed out to stock, and the seeds find their

way to the manure. This manure is drawn
out, spread on the land, and plowed under,

seeds and all, for corn. The seeds lie dormant
under the furrow. The next spring the corn

stubble is plowed for barley, and the red-root

seeds are mixed with the soil. After the bar-

ley is off, the land is plowed once or twice, and
well harrowed, and cultivated, and rolled, and

then sown to wheat. And then up comes your

red-root. It goes to seed in the wheat, and af-

terward in the clover, and in a few years our

wheat farms are overrun with this pest.

Now, if we could discover some cheap

method of killing the young red-root plants in

the wheat, it would be a great boou. I had
found, by repeated trials, that harrowing in the

spring will not kill the red-root plants. They
have then got too firm a hold on the soil, and
so I thought I would try it in the fall. Three
years ago I harrowed part of a field in Novem-
ber. The wheat, I thought, was better when
it was harrowed, but it did not kill the red-

root. I did not harrow early enough. Last

fall I commenced to harrow the wheat as soon
as it was fairly up, going the first time length-

wise of the drills. It did not pull up the wheat,

but where the soil was very mellow, it covered

some of the plants. I found, that by going

over the fieK with a roller before harrowing,

this difficulty was to a considerable extent

overcome. And if any are disposed to try har-

rowing their wheat this fall, I would strongly

advise them to roll it first. I have always been

opposed to rolling wheat in the fall. But in

this case it certainly was a benefit.

I found that the first harrowing killed thou-

sands of young red-root plants and other weeds,

and I was willing to kill a little wheat for the

sake of killing a good deal of red-root. But I

soon found a new crop of red-root springing

up from more seed. And so we harrowed the

wheat again, going crosswise of the drills, in

hopes that the harrow would uncover the

wheat plants buried by the previous harrow-

ing. It had this effect to some extent, and it

also killed the young red-root plants. After

this, say the last of October, we harrowed it

again for the last time.

We certainly killed millions of red-root

plants on this field of 13 acres, but, I am sorry

to say, there were thousands left.

" "Well," says the Deacon, " you ought not to

grumble. You would have had a tough job

hand-picking on that field, if you had not har-

rowed it. But we all think that you hurt your

wheat by harrowing it.

"

"Of course you do," I replied, "you said

the same thing when I first harrowed my wheat

in the spring. Now, all the young farmers,

and some of the old fogies, are in favor of

spring-harrowing. I shall harrow my wheat

again this fall, taking care, however, to roll it

thoroughly, to press down the little ridges left

by the drill-tubes, and leave a smooth surface

for the harrow. I think, too, I shall sow my
wheat earlier. I have usually sown about the

15th of September. If the laud is in good con-

dition, this is probably the best time. But on

poorer land a week or ten days earlier may
lessen the chances of a failure.

Several gentlemen have written me in regard

to the sheep and lambs, which the Deacon and

I weighed, asking me to weigh thera again and

report. If we were not so busy hoeing man-

gels, I would do so. The Cotswold rams are

out in the lot back of the Deacon's, and we
have not had them up to the barn for some

time. But at the next opportunity I shall

weigh them. As I said before, I do not go in

for heavy weights. My rams are in rather a

poor pasture, and do not have any grain. I

believe in feeding them all they can eat and

digest, when young, but after they are ten or

twelve months old, they should be fed only

enough to keep them in vigorous health. This

stuffing thorough-bred rams with grain, and

loading them with fat, for the purpose of show-
ing at the fairs, is almost certain to result in

weak, puny lambs. I think it is time that we
stopped importing sheep and swine. At any
rate, we ought to know enough by this time,

not to import the " prize animals."

But I was going to say, that this morning
(June 17) we had the flock of ewes and lambs

at the barn, and put a few of the lambs on the

scales. The following are the weights of some
pure-bred Cotswolds. Ram lamb, born March
16, weight at birth, 14 lbs., April 18, 33 lbs.,

May 22, 60 lbs., June 17, 76 lbs. This is not

bad for a three months old lamb. He would

dress, according to my rule, 43 lbs. This is the

largest, but not the best pure-bred lamb in the

flock. A pair of twins, a ewe and a ram, born

March 23, weighed at birth, ewe 9i, ram 10 lbs.

April 24, ewe 20, ram 24 lbs. June 17, ewe 45
lbs., ram 52 lbs. It will be seen that the single

lamb gained 19 lbs. the first month, and the

pair of twins 24J lbs. During the three months
the single lamb has gained 62 lbs., and the pair

of twins, together, have gained 77£ lbs. A ram
Iamb, born April 18, weighed 12 lbs. at birth,

and 53 lbs. June 17. Another, born April 30,

weighed 14 lbs. at birth, and June 17, 60 lbs.

This is a gain of 46 lbs. iu 48 days.

The following are the weights of some grade
Cotswold lambs. One ewe lamb, born March
14, weighed at birth 10i lbs., April 14, 29 lbs.,

June 17, 71 lbs. Mr. Lawes' " fat lamb," killed

for analysis, August 16, when about six months
old, weighed alive 8U lbs., and dressed 50£ lbs.

This was a well-bred Hampshire Down lamb.

I think my little grade ewe lamb, with only two
crosses of Cotswold blood in her, and descend-

ed from a common Merino ewe, that cost me
$2.40, need not be ashamed of this comparison.

If I do not forget it, I will kill one of these

grade lambs, when of the same age as Mr. Lawes'
lamb, and weigh all the different parts of the

animal, as he did. I think I can beat him. I

never liked Cotswold mutton, and I am not go-

ing to change my opinion on this point, simply

because I happen to keep a flock of pure-bred

Cotswolds. They are too fat for my eating.

I killed one last winter with four or five inches

of pure fat on the ribs. It is capital food to-

steam up, with a barrel of sliced mangels and
corn-meal, for pigs that you want to push

ahead rapidly. If a butcher wants a fat sheep

that will dress 200 lbs, to hang up in his shop

for show, let him have it. Don't kill it for

your own use. When you want good mut-

ton, get a well-bred grade Cotswold-Merino,

and call it South Down.
In saying Cotswold-Merino, I do not wish to

be understood as implying that Leicester-Me-

rino, or Shropshire Down-Merino, or Lincoln-

Merino, or South Down-Merino is not just as

good. All I am contending for is that, with

thirty million of sheep in the United States,

and with flocks of pure-bred Cotswolds, Leiccs-

ters, Lincolns, Oxford, Hampshire, Shropshire,

and Sussex Downs, where good rams can be

had at low figures, there is no reason, why we
should not have all the good lamb, and mutton,

and wool, that the country needs—and that

without importing another sheep from Eng-

land. But all this time Fred is waiting to weigh

another grade ewe lamb, born March 16, weight

at birth, 12 lbs., April 14, 30i lbs., June 17, 70

lbs. A ram lamb, born March 25, weighed at

birth 11$ lbs., April 24, 31 lbs, and June 17, 66

lbs. A pair of twiu-lambs, born March 22,

weighed at birth, ram, 10J-, April 18, 27 lbs.,

June 17, 65 lbs. ; ewe lamb, 9 J lbs. at birth,

April 18, 24 lbs., June 17, 51 lbs. They are

not three months old, and the pair already

weigh more than their mother.

After weighing the lambs, starting the men
to cultivate and hoe mangels, corn, and pota-

toes, and Walking and Talking a little on the

Farm, as above, I went to Rochester in the

afternoon, got on the express-train at 5.25 p.

m., and the next morning at 7 o'clock I was

in New York. At 8.15 a.m. the steamer " Vir-

ginia Seymour," which had been engaged for

the trip, left the pier at 33rd-st., East River,

with a company of ladies and gentlemen on a

visit to Beacon Stock Farm, on Long Island.

Mr. Delamater, the owner of the farm, was on

board, and gave us all a hearty welcome. We
steamed up the river some forty or fifty miles,

and reached the farm about noon. All this
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time I was congratulating myself that I had

left so quietly, that the men, who were hoeing

mangels in the field at home, would be expect-

ing to see my old hat coming round the corner,

while I was between four and five hundred

miles away, inhaling the invigorating air of the

Atlantic ocean, and having a good time gen-

erally. Great is the age of steam ! The read-

ers of the American Ag-riculCurist have fre-

quently heard of Mr. Crozier's farming. Mr.

Delamater owns the farm, and his long purse

has furnished the required capital without

limit. The land is naturally poor, but it proves

amenable to good cultivation and manure.

Mr. Delamater was fortunate in securing such

an energetic and skillful Scotch farmer, as

William Crozier, to undertake the labor of re-

novating this charmingly situated farm. He
told him to do just what he pleased, to " go

ahead and not bother me "—except with the

bills ! Mr. Crozier has gone ahead. Delama-

ter and Cro?.ier are such a team as we seldom

Bee in this country. They pull well together,

and are as strong as their favorite Clydesdales.

I wish there were more such men. But I

doubt if this is the style of farming that will

ever become general in this country. Most of

us are poor, and have to dig our money out of

the land before we can spend it. We could

farm much better if we had more capital—or,

at any rate, we think we could. Perhaps if

the Deacon and I had a couple of farms of 800

acres each, all paid for, and $200 an acre work-

ing capital, we should not get up quite so early

in the morning, or look so sharp after the men,

or attend so closely to the details of the farm,

or look to the state of the flocks and herds, as

we are compelled to do now.

After lunch on the lawn, carriages and wag-

ons, provided with seats, and drawn by

Clydesdale horses, drove to the house. Mr.

Crozier mounted his horse, Mr. Delamater

drove one of the wagons, and we started to see

the farm. Here is a thirty-acre field of clover

and timothy, that had been cut a day or two

before with three mowing machines. A two-

horse tedding machine had been used to shake

up the hay. It was then raked into windrows.

Rain had fallen in the meantime, and now the

tedding machine was going up and down the

windrows at a sharp walk, and shaking up the

hay, which dried so rapidly, that half a dozen

men were following it, putting the hay in cocks

for the night. The crop was a remarkably

heavy one, I should think 2J tons per acre,

notwithstanding the fact that it was cut a

week earlier than most of us here are in the

habit of cutting our clover. It was capital

hay. There was about two acres of the field,

where the cocks stood far apart—so far, that I

thought they might be rakings. I asked the

Scotchman, who drove us, why this difference?

"It was not manured," he replied, and this

tells the whole story. Some 135 head of cattle

are kept on the farm, 100 sheep, 50 to 100 pigs,

and 35 horses. Sea-weed is gathered in large

quantities, muck is thrown up iu the winter,

and when dry, is drawn to the yards to absorb

the liquid and to be composted with manure.

Large quantities of leaves are gathered for bed-

ding, and I take it, though nothing was said on

this point, that the bills for corn-meal, oil cake,

and bran, are not small. But all this time the

procession is moving on. There is a bluff

commanding a fine view of the Sound, and the

distant shores of Connecticut. The field is in

orchard grass and clover, ready for the ma-

chine, but we marched straight through it.

The Deacon would have thought we were a set

of vandals, and he would have been greatly

shocked when we came to a large field of rye,

to see Mr. Crozier ride right into it, followed

by the whole cavalcade, wagons with four-inch

tires, carriages and all, sometimes two or three

abreast, and wheeling round on the top of the

hill, and marching hack again. I hope Beacon
Stock Farm does not often have such a set of

visitors, or that the man who cuts that rye is

not given to the use of strong language.

We passed a field of about 25 acres of mangel
wurzel. They were as good, but no better,

than my own—which was a consolation. They
are sown on ridges, 2J feet apart, and thinned

out to 15 inches in the rows. The seed is drill-

ed in with a Scotch, English, or Canadian
drill (I did not ask which), four to six lbs. to

the acre, the drill sowing two rows at a time.

Some one remarked that the mangels were thin.

" Did you ever see a thin crop of mangels," re-

plied Mr. Crozier, " that was not a good crop r
"

It would not have been polite to have told

him that I had. We want to have the plants

come thick, and then thin them out to the de-

sired distance—12 to 18 inches, according to

the variety. Undoubtedly a great many crops

are injured by leaving the plants too thick, and

this was what Mr. Crozier meant.

There was also a magnificent field of sown
corn for fodder. It was sown in rows, about

feet apart, and kept clean by the free use of

the cultivator. The rows were as straight as

an arrow. Mr. Crozier sets us all a good ex-

ample in regard to straight furrows. I wish I

could get my plowing done in this fashion.

Mr. Crozier thinks we should have Scotch

plows. I think it is due to Scotch or English

plowmen, and not to the plows. I have got a

Scotch plow on my farm, and it has lain under

the shed for eight years. We like a Collins,

or a Remington steel-plow much better. Still,

1 have no doubt that where the land is free

from stumps and stones, there is an advantage

in having long-handled plows. If so, our

manufacturers can furnish tliem. There ourrht

to be no need of sending ta Scotland for plows.

The secret of Mr. Crozier's success can be

told in two words : Capital and manure. It is

not Scotch plows, or Scotch harrows, cr even

the Scotch " grabber," (which, however, struck

me as the best implement on the f.rm, and one

which I wish some of our manufacturers would
introduce). It is manure. I would like to

spend a week with Mr. Crozier, and study the

details of his management. We know the

value of manure, but few of us know how to

make enough of it.

Edam Cheese.

Holland has been noted for the excellence of

its dairy products for centuries. Its rich

pastures, formed from lands which have been

reclaimed from the bed of the sea, and which

are in many cases far below its level, being

preserved from overflow by broad high em-

bankments, called dykes, support herds of the

finest dairy cows. Dutch butter has a reputa-

tion second to none in the world, but it is for its

cheese manufacture that Holland is most noted,

and for which it enjoys an extensive demand.

Edam is a town of Holland, near the well-

known Zuyder Zee, and about 12 miles north-

east of Amsterdam. This town is the center of

the manufacture of those nearly globular red-

dish colored cheeses, which are largely imported

into this country, and sold in all the large cities

at from 30 to 40 cents a pound. Edam cheese,

designed specially for exportation to foreign

countries, is carefully made and will keep sev-

eral years. It is, therefore, a favorite cheese

for use upon ships making long voyages, and
is almost the only cheese which is exported to

India, China, and Australia. The fact that the

American dairy factory system is being intro-

duced into Holland, as well as into other

European countries, and is thus made a means
for more active competition with our own dairy

products, would naturally make it desirable for

us to learn everything possible as to their

methods of manufacture, that we may, as far

as may be, repay ourselves in kind for what we
have bestowed, and not allow ourselves to be
beaten with our own weapons in the dairy

markets of the world. We have already taken
the first place as makers of standard cheese,

and favorably compete iu the English market
with j_.ngli.sh duiiiCo. What is now necessary
to enlarge our dairy business, is to succeed in

the manufacture of fancy cheese, and secure

the market for those kinds which cost but
little more than common cheese to make, and
sell for double and treble its price. There is a
demand for small cheeses of high flavor, and
the Edam cheese to some extent fills this de-

mand. It is a cheese of three or four pounds
weight, with a sharp, almost pungent, yet

agreeable flavor, and, as we have already said,

will keep for years. The process of manu-
facture, as described by M. Le Senechal, direc-

tor of the dairy of St. Angeau, in Holland, is

as follows : As the peculiar purposes for which
this cheese is destined forbid the use of too rich

a milk, and the presence of too much cream or
butter in the curd, it is usual at the bight of

the season—that is from the middle of August
to the middle of October—to skim from one-
third to a half of the milk ; at other times the
whole milk is used. The milk brought to a
proper condition as to richness, is placed in the

vat, and raised to a temperature of about 90 to

92 degrees in summer, and 92 to 95 rWrees in

winter, when the rennet is added in the pro-

portion of a quarter of a pint to 100 quarts of
milk, or somewhat less, according to circum-

stances. The desired color, a light yellow, is

produced by the admixture of a portion of an-

natto, the quantity depending upon the season,

the richness of the milk, the quality of the

pasture, and other incidental circumstances,

which the skilled dairyman so well under-

stands. The usual quantity is a tea-spoonful

of a liquid preparation of annatto to a quarter

of a pint of rennet. The liquid annatto used

in Holland is about the same as that used in

the New York factories. The rennet and
coloring matter having been added to the milk,

it is stirred for one minute and left to rest.

As soon as the curd is thoroughly set, it is

cut into small fragments with a curd-knife,

made of a number of fine wires fixed in a
frame. This is done very carefully, lest the

cream in the curd might escape into the whey
and be lost. The curd is then gathered into a

mass and freed from the whey, after which it

is pressed by the hands into the molds, as

shown in figure 1. In this process the work-

man fills each hand with curd and presses it

together, reducing it to a soft cake, which he

throws with force into the bottom of the mold.

He repeats this process until the mold is filled,

when the mass of curd is pressed together and

taken out, and reversed three or four times un-

til it is compact. The small holes seen at the

bottom of the mold, in fig. 1, are kept clean

to permit the whey to drain off. As soon as
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the cheese is sufficiently pressed with the hands,

it is taken from the mold and plunged into a

oath of whey heated up to 123 degrees, for a

space of two" minutes. It is then again pressed

nto the mold, and shaped, wrapped in a fine

DlOth, replaced in the moltl, and put in the

press, the form of which is shown at figure 2.

There is a great variety of presses used in Hol-

land, the one here illustrated is that which is

used at this dairy. The cheese remains in the

press one or two hours in the winter, six or

seven hours in spring, and about twelve hours

in the summer. Alter coming from the press,

Fig. 1.—PRESSING INTO MOLDS.

the cheese is taken from the mold, freed from

the cloth, and placed in the salting mold, seen

at figure 3. This is intended to give the

cheeses their final shape, which is nearly

globular. The first day the up-

per surface of the cheese is

Sprinkled with salt, and the molds

: re placed in Ions:, covered boxes,

shown at figure 4, which are slight-

ly inclined, so as to allow the whey,

which drains from the cheese,

to pass off through spaces in the bottom. These

boxes are placed upon a stage. The second

clay the cheeses are taken from the molds, aud

rolled in a bowl filled with damp salt, and re-

dipped once more in moist salt, wiped dry, and

placed upon the drying shelves to cure. The

shelves are arranged as seen in figure 5, and the

cheeses are placed upon them in regular order,

Kg. 3.

Fig. 4.—BOX FOR EDAM OHEES3.

according to their age. Here they remain three

months, being turned every '-lay the first month,

every second day the second month, and once

a week during the third month. At the end of

24 to 30 days, they are dipped in a bath of tepid

water (about 66 to

70 degrees), washed,

brushed, and set to

dry in an open place.

When perfectly dry,

they are replaced

upon the shelves.

Fifteen days after-

wards they are

again washed,dried,

and greased with

linseed oil, when
they are return-

ed to the shelves

where they re-

main until sold for

home consumption.

When prepared for

exportation, they

undergo some fur-

ther processes, to

give them a lighter

color upon the

outside, and also

to preserve them
for a longer period. They are first scraped

smoothly with a sharp knife, then, for the

English and Spanish markets, they are rubbed

with a mixture of linseed oil and annatto,

which gives them a deep orange color. For
the French market, or for shipment by sea,

they are dipped in a bath of 6 parts of tincture

of tournesol (crozvphora tincioria), one half part

of Berlin rouge, and 10 parts of water. 36 lbs.

of this preparation, costing $2.50, is sufficient

to color 1,000 cheeses. When the surface of

the cheeses is dry, they are rubbed again with

the hot climates of the tropics. The chief

necessities in curing these cheeses are dry air, a

regular temperature of about 72 at every sea-

son, a current of pure air through the curing

rooms, careful avoidance of damp air, on which
account the north, north-east and east winds,

which in Holland blow from the sea, are con-

sidered eminently injurious. The colstrum, or

the first milk of a fresh cow, is unfit for use,

and if the cows have been heated previ-

ous to milking, it is considered preferable to

lose the milk than to use it for cheese. The
Edam cheese manufacture is the most profit-

able of any in Holland, yielding about one-

Fig. 5.—CUKING-ROOM FOR EDAM CHEESE.

fourth more than any other. 100 pounds of

milk produce 10 to 11 pounds of cheese, which

sells at the dairy for 16 cents a pound (160

francs the 100 kilogrames).

Fig. 2.—PRESS FOB EDAM CHEESE.

turned to the mold, but in a reversed position.

This process is continvted until the salt has

penetrated the cheese thoroughly ; this hap-

pens in nine or ten days. The cheese, which
has now become solid, is taken from the mold.

butter mixed with rouge, and packed in boxes

of eight compartments, each one of which

holds a cheese. They are now ready for ship-

ment, and in this condition may be preserved

lor several years without deterioration, even iu

A Machine-made Ox-Shoe.

By reason of the excessive cost of a hand-

made shoe, it is frequently the case that shoes

remain on an ox, when they should be taken

off and replaced, or the ox goes unshod, in

either case to the discomfort or injury of the

animal. Many an ox is tortured throughout

the summer season, and

compelled to work with

tender feet upon stony

roads, doing only half

work in the meantime,

simply because it will cost

$8 to $12, and the loss of

a day's time, to get him
shod. Besides, the mak-

ing of a good ox-shoe is a

specialty, in which few

blacksmiths are perfect,

and one is often obliged,

as we have been, to go

ten miles from home to

get an ox shod. Now we
are glad to know this dif-

ficulty and cost may be

avoided by the use of an

improved machine-made,

forged shoe, which is manufactured by the

Greenfield Tool Company, of Greenfield, Mass.,

for the reasonable price of 15 cents per pound.

The illustration shows the character of this

shoe. It is an engraving of one half of tho-

MACHINE OX-SHOE,
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shoe, and is a litUe more than one-third the full

size of the number 3-shoe, which weighs eight

pounds the set of eight pair, a full set thus

costing only $1.20 These shoes are made of

four sizes, six, seven, eight, and ten pounds the

set, and are made wholly by machinery, the

dies giving the necessary concavity to the shoe,

to make it fit perfectly, and cover the ball of

the foot without pressure. This is a very dif-

ficult thing to do with the hammer, and is a

special feature of this shoe, the dies being pa-

tented. These shoes, fitting the foot perfectly,

cling thereto much longer than a hand-made

shoe, which rarely fits the foot, and besides

they are so readily fitted, if the proper size is

procured, that it is an easy matter for a careful

hand, who can drive a nail in the place he

wants to put it, to shoe an ox.

MOLD FOE OX-EOW

How to Bend an Ox-Bow.

Ox-bows may be given their permanent shape

by such a mold as we here illustrate. It may
be made of a piece of two-inch plank, cut to

the shape desired to give to the bows, and
pinned upon another piece of plank, or the end

of a block, as here shown A hole is bored on

each side of the mold, into which pins are

placed, to hold the bow firmly whde it is re-

ceiving the set. The wood for the bow, after

having been dressed to a proper shape, is soaked

in water, and heated before a fire, by which it

is rendered flexible ; or it may be steamed in a

steam-box, or soaked in a trough in boiling wa-

ter. When the bow has remained in the mold
until it is dry, it is removed, and the ends are

tied together with a cord, to keep it in shape.

It should be hung up in a dry place until used.

Sour-Fodder-making in Hungary.

The chief necessity of every dairy farm, or

cheese and butter factory, is to feed a ] uicy

der than beets and corn-sour-hay. It is known
to every farmer, how difficult is the preserving

of roots in the winter, and that large quantities

of them are injured and therefore spoil. To
avoid this, we cure the beets and other roots

with chaff into sour-fodder. This method of

using root-fodder has been in use on large

farms in Hungary for some years, and has al-

ways been successful. The
method of making this so-called

sour-fodder is as follows : at

first we have a ditch made in a

dry place ; the ditch may be of

the same dimensions, as was de-

scribed for making sour-hay in

the Agriculturist for October,

1873. When the beets are taken

up hi the usual manner, they

are hauled in, washed, and cut

with a machine. Then the pit

may be divided into sections, for

instance, for a length of ten rods

iuto five sections, and by this

division the labor is very much
facilitated, because the first section can be cov-

ered with earth, while the second section is be-

ing filled. When a certain quantity of beets are

cut, we place at first a layer of chaff upon the

ground of the first section, upon this chalf is

placed a layer of cut beets, in the proportion of

one pound of chaff to ten pounds of cut beets

;

these two layers are then solidly mixed with a

fork after having doue so, a layer of chaff and

beets is again laid down, and again well mixed.

This is repeated until the mixture reaches the

top of the ditch ; then it must be built upward
from six to nine feet above the level of the

ground. On the top of the stack are laid a few
sheaves of rye- straw, to prevent the fodder be-

ing mixed with earth ; then the first section is

covered with earth, coinmencmg the covering

at first on the top of the stack. When the first

section is finished, the second and all following

sections are managed in the same manner, as

above described ; when the whole ditch is

filled, we take care that the stack is covered on
every side with 1* to 2 feet of earth. This sour-

fodder, mixed with corn-meal or other feed,

will be relished by the daintiest beast. The
engraving shows the whole arrangement. The
first and second section of the ditch is filled,

the first one is also covered with earlh.

AUrrechtsfeld, Hungary. G. C.

[Although the fodder above described is

called sour-fodder, yet it is not on that account

objectionable ; the fermentation, which the feed

undergoes, produces some ammonia, so that

really the mixture is to some extent alkaline,

and this corrects any ill efi'ects which
might be supposed liable to arise

from the acidity of the food. By
the same process brewers' grains

may be preserved for use during the

winter, alone or with cut straw.]

succeed with them. But if we figure up how
much money may be made, by good care, year-

ly out of $100 invested in sheep, as compared
with the profit from $100 invested in cows, or-

a mare, the balance will be greatly in favor of

the sheep. As an illustration of what may
easily be done by any farmer, who will take-

the trouble, we give an account of the cost af„

PIT OF SOUK-FODDER.

food to the cows at every season of the year ; this

is easily provided for in the spring, summer, and
autumn, by feeding green rye, wheat, clover, a

mixture of oats and peas, corn, etc., but in the

wiutei we have no other milk-producing fod-

A Convenient Barn for Sheep.

Unless sheep are carefully provided

for, there is sure to be trouble aud

loss in the flock. It is probably for

the reason that a single sheep is

not worth much, and that they are

ignorantly supposed to exist with-

out water, or any fodder, but the

waste of the feeding yard, and to thrive

the better the more they are exposed to

the weather, and to pine away the faster the

more they are coddled, that so many of tiiem

arc lost every year, and that so few farmers

1.—FKONT ELEVATION OF SHEEP-BAK:.'.

and receipts from, a flock of 55 common ewe=,

picked out of a drove, which was passing the

writer's farm on its way to market, in the sum-

mer of 1808. The sheep were purchased at $3

per head, and until winter were pastured in a

rough field at the rear of the farm, where they

more than earned their keep and care, by the

service they performed. The account for one

year, opened and kept expressly for this flock,

is as follows

:

Dn.

Cost ot 55 sheep $105.00

Value of hay, straw, stalks, turnips, bran; meal,

and oil-cake, fed. . .

.' 203.8*

Freight and charges on 84 lambs ?.9'2

Balance of profit and loss 14o.tSi

$52440
Cn.

24 early lambs sold at from $" @ $10 each $132.0(

S lambs, @ $4.50 36.CK

12 lambs, @ $3.50 42.00

3 lambs kept, ® 4.00 82.00

9 lbs. pulled wool. @, 30c...... S.10

182 lbs. wool, @ 35c 6: :

52 sheep on baud (3 killed by clogs) 156.00

$524.40

This leaves a profit of nearly 100 per cent

on the original cost of the sheep, and in

addition a large pile of valuable manure, ef

which no account was kept ; besides, some o£

Fig. 2. —SIDE-SECTION OF BARN.

the ewes could have been sold in the spring at

$5 or $6 each, to the butcher, but we had use

for them for another year. The next year's

account would have been more favorah.c still-..
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as all the lambs would have come in to sell

early at the highest prices, but for a disastrous

raid by the village dogs at an unguarded mo-

ment -which all but destroyed the whole flock.

But this disast r only exemplifies more clearly

the point we desire to show, which is, that the

greatest care (even against such a contingency

as an attack by "dogs), gives the greatest profit.

It i< during the winter season, that the most

care and skill are needed, and but little success

can be had without a good sheep barn. Such

a barn, having many conveniences both for the

flock and their owner, is here illustrated. It

consists of a barn, shown at figure 1, about 20

feet wide, 16 feet high from basement to eaves,

and as long as is desirable. This is intended

to store the hay or fodder. The posts, sills,

and plates are all 8 inches square, the girts and

braces are 4 inches square, the beams 2 x 10,

are placed 16 inches apart, and are cross-bridged

with strips, 3 inches wide. The bay is piled

inside, so that a passage-way is left over the

feed-passage below, in which there are trap-

doors. The hay is thrown down through these

doors, and falls upon a sloping shelf, which

carries it into the feed-racks below, (see fig. 2),

The basement under the barn is 8 feet high,

and is of stone on three sides ; the front is sup-

ported by posts, 8 inches square, and 8 feet

apart. Between each pair of posts a door is

bung upon pins, (fig. 3,) which fits into

grooves in the posts, so that the door may be

raised and fastened, so as to close the upper

half of the space between the posts, or held

suspended half way, leaving the whole open,

or be shut clown and close the lower half, or

be removed altogether. By this contrivance at

least half the front of the basement must be

left open, whether

the sheep be shut in

or out. The floor

of the basement

should be slightly

sloping from rear to

front, so that it will always be dry. Fig. 4 shows

the plan of the basement. The feed-passage is

shown ate ; the stairway to the root-cellar at b,

and the root-cellar at a. Fig. 2 gives a section of

the whole barn. The hay-loft is above, and the

passage-way and the doors arc seen, by which

the hay is thrown down to the feed-racks he-

low. The sloping shelf, by which the bay is

carried into the feed-racks, is shown. Below

the feed-rack is the feed-trough for roots or

meal. A door shuts off this trough from the

sheep at the front, while the feed is being pre-

pared, and when it is ready, the door is raised,

and held up by a strap or a hook to the feed-

rack. The feed-rack is closely boarded behind,

and this back part, which i< in the feed-passage,

slopes forward to the front, so us to carry the

hay forward to the bottom. The front of the

rack is of upright slats, smoothly dressed, two
inches wide, and placed three inches apart.

"Tn; -—"" '

:

Fig. 3.

—

door.

arrangement, that there is no dangerous thing

by which a sheep or a lamb might be hurt, or

place where it can get into mischief. The root-

cellar is at the rear of the basement, and is

reached by the stairs already mentioned. After

having tried several different plans for sheep

barns, wo think this combines, more con-

veniences than any other we know of. A barn,

large enough to accommodate 100 sheep, may
be built for $500 to $600, and the yearly in-

terest on this sum would alone be paid several

times over in the saving of lambs, that would

be lost without such shelter and conveniences.

On Siphons and Water-Pipes.

The failures of siphons when used to carry

water long distances over a rise of ground, are

mainly due to two causes, viz., the admission

of air into the pipe and an excessive friction,

a

Fig. 4.—PLAN OF BASEMENT TO SHEEr-BARN,

The boards of tre feed-trough are smoothly
dressed and sand-papered, and all the edges
ar^' rounded, so that there is nothing by
whien the wool may be torn or rubbed off

• >a ' - „ will be seen by this

POMP ATTACHED TO A SIPHON.

which greatly retards the current. The readi-

ness with which a very small imperfection in

the inner surface of a pipe will retard the flow,

may be estimated when we learn that a mere
scratch in the discharge nozzle of a steam fire-

engine pipe, so small indeed as to be overlook-

ed by the workmen who finished it, was suf-

ficient to reduce the throwing power of the

engine from 200 to 150 feet. This surprising

effect of so small a cause could hardly be be-

lieved, were it not vouched for by so accurate

a man as Professor Tyndall, at a recent lecture

on " Liquids " at the Royal Institution of Lon-

don. We can not wonder, then, that in the

passage of water through 1,500 feet of half-inch

pipe, the flow should be altogether arrested by
the friction, and not even a drop be discharged

at the lower end, except at intervals. It is,

therefore, necessary, when small sizes are used,

to exercise great care in selecting pipe for the

conveyance of water, and in place of the com-

mon lead-pipe to use the tin-lined pipe, the in-

ner surface of which is very smooth. This re-

tardation of the flow in a siphon may cause au-

to enter the pipe, but a considerable quantity

of air is always dissolved in water, or mixed
with it, and in flowing through the pipe some
of this air separates from the water, and gathers

at the highest part of the curve, and as soon as.

the quantity collected is sufficient to fill the

pipe for even an inch of its length, and the

continuity of the stream of wrater is broken,

the current is disturbed, a constant

gurgling of the air in the pipe is

heard, and very soon the stream

stops running. This is the chief

difficulty complained of by several

correspondents, who have asked

for a remedy for the trouble. The
remedies are, first, in procuring

pipe for a siphon, that kind should

be chosen which has the smootU-

inside. Second, in laying the

•:-
'
" ""•"^y?

est surface

pipe it should be carefully straightened, and
no sudden curves be made in it ; nor should

any parts of it, that may have beeu accidentally

damaged or squeezed out of shape, be allowed

to remain, but they should either be brought to

their proper form, or be cut out and the pipe
joined again. It must be remembered that if

the sides of a pipe are squeezed together, the

capacity of the pipe is reduced less or more,
according to the amount of flattening, and if

one part an inch long is thus reduced in size,

the capacity of the whole pipe is reduced.

Third, in making the short bends at either end
of the pipe, which may be necessary for any
purpose, the greatest care should be exercised

to avoid flattening the pipe. A perfect bend
may be made by pouring fine sand, made dry

by heating it in an oven, into the pipe, until

the part to be bent is completely filled. Then
a perfect bend may be made without reducing

the diameter of the pipe in the least. The dry
sand may be very easily run out of the pipe

afterwards. Fourth, after all these preventive

measures have been carefully applied, and the

pipe is laid, a method of removing the air may
be used as follows : a piece of the pipe should

be soldered near the lower end, and a common
brass-tap fitted to it. A chamber is to be made
in the ground, to contain this upright piece of

pipe and tap. A screw is also soHered to the

end of the ;r.ece of pipe, by which a small

double-valved syringe or pump, with a dis-

charge for the water, may be attached. When
the presence of air is suspected or known in

the pipe, this small pump is screwed on to the

end of the upright piece, the tap is opened, a

plug is fitted into the end of the water-pipe,

and the small pump rapidly worked. The
greatly increased flow brings down with it all

the air that may have collected in the upper

part of the pipe, the plug is removed, the tap

shut, the pump unscrewed, and all goes well

again. The proceeding occupies less time that

is needed to describe it. The method is here

illustrated. The engraving shows the cham-
ber, with the arrangement of the pipe, tap,

etc., and also the part of pump that is needed,

which may be a very cheap one.

The Outlet to a Swamp.

BY QEOr.OE E. WAKING, JTC., OP OGDEN FARH.

I have recently been employed to do the en-

gineering of a piece of swamp draining in East-

OUTLET TO A SWAMP-DRAIN:

cm Massachusetts, and as the case presents

difficulties, which are very common, it will

perhaps interest others to know how the work
is being done. The swamp is in a " pocket,"

and was originally a pond. It was drained by

a stone trunk-drain, about 900 feet long, much
of which was twenty feet deep. To make such

a drain at the pressnt price of labor, would

cost $1,500, as the digging was very difficult.

The cost of making the huge stone-drain, which

was many times larger than necessary, was so

great, that distance was very important, and

the straightest practicable Hue was followed.

True to the nature of all stone-drains, this

one, after twenty years use. has gone to the
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bad. It has caved in, and become choked with

surface rubbish, until it is nearly useless, and

the swamp is returning to its condition of a

stagnant pond.

The area to be drained is only about ten

acres, but it lies directly in front of a fine res-

idence, and must be made dry without regard

to the agricultural value of the improvement.

I find that by following a devious line, and in-

creasing the length to about 1,100 feet, the

drain can be made with very much less cutting,

and through less difficult ground. The average

cut will be about 8 feet, a small tunnel being

made under a road where before it was neces-

sary to cut 21 feet deep and 5 feet wide on the

average.

The drain will be laid with G-inch drain tiles,

and the whole cost wHl not exceed $450. This

will secure an absolutely permanent drain,

costing, with interest at present rates, say $05

per annum. The $1,500 stone-drain has be-

come worthless in about twenty years. It has

cost—interest and depreciation—about $150 per

annum.
The outlet of this drain will be protected by

cheap masonry, and a grate to exclude vermin.

The great point of danger is the inlet. Mud
and floating rubbish must be kept out, or the

whole drain may become worthless. This will

be prevented by the arrangement shown in the

illustration. At the side of the swamp toward
the outlet, there will be a stout retaining

wall of rough stone-work, to support the earth

needed to protect the tile. Adjoining this will

be a round well of brick or stone, 4 feet in

diameter and 3 feet deep. The top of the wall

of this well will be level with the bottom of

the tile where it passes over it, so that it will

b3 the thickness of the tile, say ± inch, below
the surface of the water. The upper end of

the drain will be furnished with a curved joint

of pipe, turning down about one foot into the

water. Thus the inlet will be below the reach

of floating rubbish, and well above the sedi-

ment which accumulates in the well, "and which
can be removed from time to time.

To secure the free admission of as much
water as the tile is capable of carrying, the in-

let will be 10 inches in diameter, narrowing to

6 inches within a few feet.

Arrangement for Hurdles.

a

As the season is at hand for hurdling sheep,

we give the accompanying illustration and de-

scription of a method of placing the hurdles or
nets, by which the least labor or length of'

hurdles or nets

need to be used.

Wo suppose a

square field of 10

acres is to be fed

off. The distance

across the field is

220 yards. This is

the least length

of hurdles that

can be used. But
if the field is divided off into strips across,

the whole of the hurdles must be moved each

time, and if the field is divided into eight strips,

there will be seven removals of every hurdle,

or the whole length of netting. In the plan

here shown, only half this work is necessary,

and a field may be divided into eight sections

by moving half the hurdles seven times. For
instance, plot 1 is fed by placing the hurdles
from a to b, and from c to d. Plot number 2 is
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ABRANGEMENT OF HURDLES.

fed by moving the hurdles from b to c. The
next setting of the hurdles is from e to/, the

next from b to g, the next from h to i, the next

from b to k, the next, and last, from I to m.

There will be eight settings of 110 yards each,

instead of seven of 220 yards each, which would

be necessary, should the field be fed off in the

usual manner of strips across it.

California Tobacco.

It would seem as though tobacco planting in

California is destined to have a great influence

upon the profit of the crop in the East. The

planting is rapidly increasing in California,

year by year, and the product is enormous.

There are two or three cuttings in a season,

and some planters speak of 4,000 pounds per

acre, or more, as the yield of their plantings.

One planter in Lake£ounty, has nearly 300,000

plants set out this season, an incorporated com-

pany have a million plants set out in Los

Angeles County, and nearly as many in Santa

Cruz County. Besides these there are many
other large planters, and more smaller ones.

In addition to the large plantings and prolific

yield, a process of curing is there practiced, by

which the tobacco is quickly prepared for

market, and its value increased. This is

known as the Culp process, and is patented.

The tobacco yet green is piled up and allowed

to ferment and heat. The moisture is thus

rapidly expelled, and the character and texture

of the leaf Is improved. If the anticipations

in which the California tobacco growers freely

indulge, are only partly verified, it will give

rise to a serious competition, which Eastern

growers may find too formidable to resist. If

this should be the result, however, we do not

think there is any reason for regret, as we
believe Eastern farmers will find, in the long-

run, wheat, corn, and grass, to be more profit-

able to themselves and their land than tobacco.

Cramming Poultry.

It is altogether a vitiated taste that creates a

demand for over-fattened meat. There is no
nutriment in fat, and with the large consump-

tion of sugar, syrup, and starchy food, that is

common among us, the necessities of the system

for carbonaceous food are fully, if not over

supplied. The use of excessively fat food then

is a waste of material, and it probably induces

some of the bilious disorders which are so

common. With regard to poultry these re-

marks are especially applicable. The markets

of the cities are filled with fowls that are lined

with fat, a useless addition that is a loss to the

consumer, and its production has been at the

expense of a waste of food to the feeder. Be-

sides, housekeepers complain of these over fat

fowls, that they are deficient in delicacy of

flavor, and are coarse and greasy, thus losing

in quality as well as in weight. This matter is

in the hands of farmers themselves to remedy.

They alone decide as to what degree of fatness

their fowls shall be brought, or rather, not

knowing exactly how fat they are, they con-

tinue to feed them much too long for their own
profit. A very thin fowl can be brought into

good condition for the table by three weeks'

feeding. Generally a fowl from a grain-stubble

or a barn-yard at a time when waste grain is

scattered about liberally, as well as at other

times, when the housewife undertakes the feed-

ing of the poultry, is sufficiently fat for the

market, without extra feed. If poultry is

marketed at the age of two years, and none
older than that kept, the quality of the flesh

will be all that can be desired, without any
cramming or extra feed, and the extra fat that

is laid upon an old fowl, is no addition to its

goodness, but rather adds to its bad qualities.

A good judge of poultry looks to the age of a

fowl, and passes by the old birds that have

been crammed to fit them for market.

The Transportation Problem-
Canals.

Steam on

Transportation by water has ever been, and
probably ever will be, the cheapest method of

moving heavy freight. Natural water-ways,

such as oceans, lakes, and rivers, are obviously

the cheapest of all, as they cost nothing to con-

struct, and next to these come canals, which
are simply artificial rivers. It remains then

only to provide the mo§t economical mode of

carrying freight upon these natural or artificial

water-ways, to secure the cheapest system of

transportation. But while this general propo-

sition is simple enough, there are other con-

siderations which affect the question and give

rise to difficulties, which give to this seeming-

ly simple business the character of a problem.

For instance, there is the storage and transfer

of grain and other produce in the west, the

transfer of freight from lake vessels to railroad

cars, and canal boats, the intermediate and
temporary storage when that is necessary, the

conveyance, heretofore necessarily slow, upon
the canals, and the final disposition of the

freight when it has reached tide water, and is

awaiting shipment. All these matters involve

delay and cost, and it is upon the perfect man-
agement of each, and the economical working
of the whole together, that the final successful

solution of the transportation problem depends.

That system which will use the meaus we have
iu such a manner as shall cost the least money
to the shipper of the freight, will be the best

possible one. The time occupied in the transit

of produce is a large element of cost, because

time Is money, and every hour's unnecessary

delay adds to the expense. In the water-route

from the lake
r
ports to those of the Atlantic,

there has been hitherto a link, or rather a
break, consisting of the Erie and other canals,

which has added greatly to the cost of trans-

porting grain, as compared with what that cost

would have been could this break have been
avoided. This weak link, or break, in the con-

tinuity of the routes, of comparatively insigni-

ficant length, caused the greater part of the ex-

pense of shipping a cargo of grain from the

west to the east, by reason of the slow transit

of freight upon it. It has, therefore, been a

matter of great interest to have the canal

system so improved, that it should be made
equally economical with the lakes and the

Hudson river. The use of steam in place

of horse-power has long been viewed as the

chief improvement to be made, and the State

of New York, the owner of the canals, offer-

ed a premium of $100,000 to the inventor of

the steam canal-boat, which should succeed in

transporting freight at the minimum of cost.

Iu the competition for this prize last season,

several boats of different construction were

presented. The most successful of these, and

that which made the most rapid trips at the

least cost, was a boat designed and built by Mr.

William Baxter, of Newark, N. J., the inventor

also of one of the most compact, safe, elegant,
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ami economical, portable steam-engines as yet

constructed, known as the Baxter steam-engine.

The New York Legislature, at its last session,

completed its share of an arrangement by

t

A&f

Fig. 1. JIBE-VIEW OF TKAP.

which $35,000 of the premium money is award-

el to Mr. Baxter, on condition that 20 of bis

boats are placed upon the canal immediately.

This will be done, and the present season will

see steam navigation inaugurated, and the use

of horses and mules dispensed with, or at least

a beginning made towards this desired result.

The economy of this new system is great, and

will largely reduce the total cost of grain trans-

portation. The official report of the trials of the

Baxter canal-boat credits it with a speed of 31

miles in 10 hours, or 74 miles in 24 hours, with

the almost incredib-

ly small consump-

tion of less than

15 pounds of coal

per mile, when car-

rying 200 tons of

freight. The speed

is doubled, and

the cost of carriage

is reduced one-half,

which makes the

cost of freight by

these boats only

about one - fourth

that of the boats

drawn by horses.

The Commission-

ers who super-

intended the trials,

estimate the saving

on the business of

the Erie canal alone

at four millions

of dollars, and on

all the canals of the

country at ten mil-

lions of dollars. Be-

sides, as two tons can be carried over the

canals where one was carried before, without

extra expense, the value of the canals, just as

Boon as the new boats can be made to replace

the old ones, -will be doubled. It is difficult to

estimate the advantage which the agricultural

interest will gain from this improvement, but

it is well worth while to consider, especially at

the present moment, how this interest is de-

pendent upon the ingenuity of inventors, the

skillful labors of mechanics, and the beneficent

uses of capital. Without cither of these, or all

of them combined, the agricultural interest

would depend solely upon itself, and in that

sole self-dependence would be reduced to in-

significance and helplessness. How closely

every industrial interest is bound up with the

thoughtful brain of the inventor, and both

with capital, which is only another term for

accumulated work or industry, is here very

clearly shown. The Baxter canal-boat, as may
be seen in our illustration, is not very different

from an ordinary boat in its capacity or con-

struction, except that it carries its own motive

power in the hold. "With the contemplated

enlargement of the canals, increased efficiency

will be given to steam transportation.

A Permanent Rat-Trap.

It is hardly, safe to venture an estimate of

the amount of grain yearly destroyed by rats,

because we might be so far under the mark.

We know a case in which the com crop of a

field of 13 acres was put away into a mow
with the ears on, so that it might be cut up

together and steamed for the stock, and three-

fourths of it was destroyed by the rats, and

rendered useless. This is an extreme case, but

the damage to corn iif cribs and unthrashed

grain in barns is vastly greater than farmers

generally suspect. It is true that these pests

are bard to get rid of, that they are sagacious

and cunning, and that their perseverance is

remarkable. But a man should know more

than a rat, and he has but to exercise equal

perseverance with these enemies to vanquish

them. Where it is possible, the best thing to do,

is to remove every hiding place by elevating

the buildings upon posts or pillars of brick or

stone, and letting daylight beneath them.

outhouse, or a quiet part of a barn or stable.

It consists of a long narrow box, three or four

feet long, and six or eight inches wide and
deep. This is set upon another box about 30-

BAXTER S PRIZE STEAM CANAL-BOAT.

Rats love darkness, and will not harbor or breed

in places where they are exposed to view. The
pig-pens, which are favorite resorts for them,

should be raised well up above the ground,

and the pigs will be all the better for it. The
stables should have paved floors, and the sills

should be placed on a brick underpining. The
barn, if there is no basement, should be raised

upon pillars or short walls two feet high, so

that dogs or cats can get under them. If this

can be done, and every rat that is seen is hunt-

ed down perseveringly until it is caught, the

pests will desert the place as being unwhole-

some for them. Where thorough work is not

possible, they may be induced to desert their

quarters by one or two effectual raids made
upon them by means of the contrivance which

we here illustrate. It should be set up in an

Fig. 3.—SECTION OF TRAP.

inches high, with sloping sides, so that the first

box forms the top part of the second box;

the first box is open at the top for about a

foot at the rear end ; all this is seen at fig. 1.

This open part is partly filled with corn or corn

ears. Immediately in front of this part there

is a loose bottom neatly fitted upon pins, so

that it will open downwards with the weight

of a rat. A piece of lead is fastened to it

to keep it in position, or restore it to its

place after it has been disturbed. The front

of the box is partly hidden with a couple

of sheaves of corn

stalks or rye straw

which furnish a

ready means of ac-

cess for the rats. At
the bottom of the

second box there is a

narrow box or tube

fitted, which leads

through the wall

of the building into

a barrel half sunk
into the ground

outside, as shown
in fig. 2. A loose

trap is also fitted

at the end of the

tube. The barrel

is covered with a

wide board with a

hole in the center to

admit the light. A
few pails full of wa-

ter are put into the

barrel. At first the

loose bottom is peg-

ged fast and the rats

quickly finding out the way to the corn, are

allowed to gather there for a week or two, and

are fed liberally. When they have taken full

possession, the pegs are taken 'away, and the

pivots are greased, and the rats are caught one

after the other. As they find their way to the

barrel, attracted there by the light, which they

can see through the tube, they are drowned

and their bodies may be scooped out daily.

The number caught in this way is astonishing,

and for a time afterwards few, if any, rats will

be seen about the place. Then the pegs may
be replaced, and the rats encouraged to gather

again. The contrivance is a permanent one,

and will pay for the attention it requires. It

is not a new thing, and has been used with

great success for many years, but is probably

new to most of our readers.
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Succulents as Decorative Plants.

BY CHARLES II. HOVKV, CANBRIDGEFORT, NASA.

SECOND ARTICLE.

Among the succulents, the Sempervivums,

next to the Echeverias, demand our attention

as being the most useful—the hardy varieties

for the garden, and the tender ones for both

greenhouse and garden decoration. As indi-

cated by the name sempervivum —" always liv-

m

Elg. 1.—TilEE HOOSE-LEiiK.

lug"—they are extremely tenacious of life, ap-

pearing to stand equally well the hot and the

cold, the wet and the dry weather, and increas-

ing very rapidly. This genus is well known
in the old Housc-leek, which, in Europe, was
formerly grown by royal edict on the thatch-

ed roofs of houses, on account of its supposed

power— vi avert lightning. The succulent

leaves of this common species were former-

ly supposed to possess curative properties.

There are ver}- many species and varieties,

hardy and tender ; the hardy ones are all stem-

less, and present a great contrast in habit of

-growth, as well as in the color of their leaves

and flowers. Many are worthy of cultivation

from the effectiveness of their flowers alone.

For the edging of flower-beds, or figures, for

lettering, or rock-work, and for edgings, the

Sempervivums are in every way desirable.

The tendet species differ greatly from each

other in shape and style of growth, and are ex-

ceedingly ornamental for the greenhouse, as

well as indispensable for the garden in making
a bed of succulents, or if scattered among a

group of miscellaneous plauts, they give a cer-

tain novel and striking effect, which we find in

no other class of plants. Most of them, are

Fig. 2.—TABLE-FORMED HO USE-LEEK.

very symmetrical in their growth, and form
fine single specimens for the greenhouse ; they

vary in hight from six inches to six feet.

Of the tender kinds .the following are

enumerated as a few of the most desirable

:

Sempervivum arboreum.—This (figure 1) is

one of the best known ; it has a regular tree-

like growth, attaining the hight of five or six

feet. The leaves, of a light green, grow in

rosettes upon the extremities of the branches.

8. arboreum rubrum is similar to the above

in general appearance, except in the color

of its leaves, which are deeply tinged with red.

S. arboreum variegatum.—Similar to the two

preceding, the leaves being broadly margined

with bright yellow, and green in the center.

One of the finest variegated-leaved plants.

& arboreum medio-hdeum.—Another varie-

gated form of 8. arboreum, having the yellow

variegation in the center of the leaf, upon
each side of which is a margin of green.

8. (abulaforme.—This is the most distinct of

the Sempervivums ; it is called the Table-shaped

Sempervivum, on account of its manner of

growth. It is of dwarf habit, with its top per-

fectly flat, the leaves being as close together as

if pressed. We, have a specimen' six inches

high and ten inches in diameter, and as flat as

a board, as in figure 2. A very desirable kind.

<?. Canaricnse.—Somewhat similar to £ tabu-

laforme in growth, but with larger leaves than in

that species, and the cluster is slightly concave.

8. Maworthii.—A dwarf, free branching spe-

cies, producing small clusters of leaves at the

extremities of the branches, the plant form-

ing one large round cluster of small tufts.

S. Youngianum. — A tree-shaped variety,

with veiy wide, flat leaves, somewhat after

the style of 8. tabulceforme. Very distinct.

S. decorum, 8. ciliare, 8. glutinosum, S. ru-

bicum, and S. cholochrysum, are all very good

kinds, and worthy ft place in any collection.

Of the hardy Sempervivums, those which are

Fis 3.—OOE'.VEIi ItOUJE LEEK.

most distinct and desirable, are the following :

8. arachnoideum.—This, called the Cobweb
Sempervivum, is one of the most curious spe-

cies ; it has the peculiarity of being completely

covered and interwoven from tip to tip of the

leaves with filaments like a spider's web. It

grows in very compact clumps, as shown
in figure 3, and gives a very striking effect.

S. tomentosum, and S. Laggerii, present the

same peculiarity as S. arachnoideum, though in

a less marked degree. The leaves of both are

green, but in S. tomentosum they change to

a dull red in the spring; both are desirable.

8. calcaratum, improperly known in collec-

tions as S. Californicum, is one of the best of

all the hardy species ; its leaves are bright-

green, deeply tipped with red. Fine for bedding.

S. soboliferum is called the " hen and chick-

ens," for the reason that the young plants

which it produces, are as regularly placed

around the old rosette as if planted by hand.

(J.
hirtum, shown in figure 4, as also S. to-

mentosum, present the same peculiar growth.

8. tectorum.—This is the regular roof Ilouse-

leek before alluded to. A large and remark-

ably robust grower and a distinct species.

S. umbilicum chrysanthum. — This is very

dwarf and branching, producing a number of

small, round heads, with the leaves incurved.

Very distinct. We may here mention

8. acuminatum, 8. Brauni, S. globiferum, 8.

FIJEF.-FLOWEErXG- ANLF.OITEDA.

heterotriehvm, 8. monlanum, 8. Pittoni, 8. piio-

srfla, S. Reginee Amalios, and S, violaceum, as

all distinct and good. There are some fifty

more, ail different and perfectly hardy, which
present their peculiarities of growth and color

more fully in the spring. The Sempervivums,

as a whole, are very desirable. They are easily

taken care of, requiring very little attention,

especially the hardy ones, which, when once

planted, are quite able.tO take care of themselves.

The Free-flowering Andromeda.

Andromeda is a beautiful name, which Lin-

nreus gave to a genus of charming plants. La-

ter botanists, for reasons which seemed satis-

factory to themselves, split up the genus into

several new genera, and while some place the

beautiful Free-flowering Andromeda, A. fiori-

bunda, in one of these newer genera, Leucothoii,

Fig. 4.—HAIRY HOUSE-LEEK,

and others in another, Zenobia, we are glad that

our best American botanists, like Gray and

Chapman, retain this as an Andromeda. Some

of the Andromedas are deciduous, but this is

an evergreen shrub, found from the mountains
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of Virginia southward ; it grows from two to

ten feet high, and flowers even when only a

foot high; it is very densely clothed with

leaves, and on that account would be a desir-

able plant, did it not flower at all. The lance-

oblong, acute leaves are about two inches long,

with bristly teeth on their margins ;
the flowers

are in large, dense, pyramidal clusters at the

ends of the branches; the individual flowers

are about the size of those of the huckleberry,

contracted at the throat, five-angled, and of a

pure white, which shows finely against the

dark-green foliage. The racemes, or flower-

clusters, are formed during the summer, and by

winter appear almost ready to bloom ; being so

far perfected, a few warm days in spring cause

them to open. Although the buds are so well

advanced, the shrub is hardy in the climate of

Ne;r York, and on account of its beauty of fo-

liage and flower, would be a popular plant,

could it be readily obtained. This Andromeda

is a favorite in England, and failing to obtain

it from our own nurserymen, we had to send

to England for it.

Indeed, as strange as it may seem, the easiest

way to get many of our native plants is to

order them from abroad. Our nurserymen are

not to be blamed for not keeping those things

for which there is no demand; and with many
buyers there is no surer way to condemn a

plant, than to tell them it is a native. As to

this plant, one may search a long while among
the exotics before he finds a prettier early

spring-blooming shrub. It can be propagated

but slowly by layers, but more readily from

young wood. Its slow growth may account

for its not being in favor with our nurserymen,

as buyers are uuwilliug to pay more for slow-

growing things than for those that can be

rapidly produced. In England this is a favor-

ite plant for forcing; its well developed buds

readily opening when the plant is brought into

heat during the winter months. Much atten-

tion is given abroad to the decoration of dinner

tables, and a well-shaped Andromeda in full

bloom is a choice plant for this use. The
plant seems to be about as patient of disturb-

ance as a Rhododendron ; of the half dozen re-

ceived from England, a part had bloomed in

the box on the passage. The others flowered

as soon as set out, arid all grew away as if

nothing had happened to them. The engrav-

ing is from one of these specimens, and about

half the real size.

Notes from the Pines.

Several have asked what has become of my
" notes." There has been a plenty to say, but

I do not think it fair to occupy the floor every

month, when there are others who wish to be

heard. One trouble about these notes is, that

your arrangements for printing require them

to be written so far in advance of their publi-

cation, that matters of present interest become

quite old by the time they reach the reader.

For instance, I am obliged to write the notes

that will appear in August, soon after the

middle of June, as you say your " inside,"

whatever that may be, goes to press on the first

of July. Now I would like to say a word
about the

American Wistaria, but it will be quite

out of date next August. As I look from the

window of my " den " this warm June after-

noon, I see a perfect horticultural exhibition

on the gable end of my barn : the doors to the

carriage-house and to the tool-room are both

grandly wreathed, and the vine gracefully dis-

ports itself elsewhere. The Chinese Wistaria

is deservedly popular, on account of the earli-

ness of the large clusters of its purple flowers.

I have it, and its varieties, but were I restricted

to a choice, I would take the American, Wis-

taria frutescens, and its white variety, in prefer-

ence to the foreigners. The Chinese Wistaria

flowers as the leaves are just opening, there is

an abundance of flowers, with a poverty of

foliage, and the bloom is not of long duration.

The American, on the other hand, bkles until

it has made a dense mass of well-developed fo-

liage, and over this it hangs its clusters cf

flowers, which are much smaller in bunch and

individual flower than the other ; the clusters

are more compact, the flowers of a firmer tex-

ture, of the most delicate lilac color, and charm-

ingly fragrant. In addition to all these it is

American, and while I think none the less of a

plant, because it is exotic, I am trying, in my
quiet way, to have other plants thought none

the less of, because they are native. The genus,

wherever it may come from, commemorates
Doct. Caspar Wistar, an eminent surgeon and

anatomist, of Philadelphia Now is the

time for building and repairing greenhouses.

I am sure there would be a hundred green-

houses, where there is now one, if the matter of

heating were simplified. In the old way of

heating by a flue, one must be constantly on

the lookout, and be ready, if need be, to get up

in the middle of the night, and attend to the

fire. Hot-water apparatus is much more easily

cared for, but for small houses has been too

expensive for those of moderate means—and

these are usually the most enthusiastic flower

growers. When I built my greenhouse (24 x 11)

last fall, I put in one of the

Base-burner Water-heaters, made by
Hitchings & Co., 163 Crosby-st., New York.

Although we had but little extreme weather

last winter, I am sure the apparatus would have

heated a house one-half larger, if not one twice

as large ; indeed, the great trouble with it was

to keep the heat moderate enough for the

greater part of the winter. It is no more trouble

than an ordinary base-burner stove ; in mild

weather it needs attention only night and

morning, but when it was quite cold, it was

looked after at noon. In this heater Hitchings

'& Co. have done much toward solving the

problem of healing small greenhouses, and it is

not easy to conceive of an apparatus that will

work more satisfactorily, with a less consump-

tion of fuel. [This heater was described and

figured in September, 1873.] .... In laying out

my place, I consulted the public so far, as to

put a low fence along the road, and to line that

with low-growing shrubs, some of which arc

in flower all through the season, and present a

cheerful appearance to those who pass by. I

know that this gratifies niany people, for they

often slacken their pace, and if any one is iu

sight, stop to ask the names of the plants. The
pleasure from this is, however, quite neutral-

ized by a set of pedestrian vandals, who reach

over the fence, and break off my shrubs in the

rudest manner. What shall I do? I can prose-

cute these heathens, for I know who they are,

and thus make enemies who will annoy me. in

other ways; shall I put up a board fence, and

hide my shrubs, or shall I move them all to the

rear, and leave a naked front ? I'm in a quan-

dary. Another quandary of mine is: shall the

coming man be a horticulturist ? As it stands

now, the insects are a little ahead, but what

will it be fifty years from now, if matters go on
as at present. The saying that

" Horticulture is a War with Insects"
is no figure of speech. Go into the vegetable

garden : would you asparagus ?—beetles ; would
you radish ?—maggots ; early cabbages and
cauliflowers?—green worms and lice above
ground, and club-root below. Would you cu-

cumber ?— the " flea " and striped-bug have

something to say on that. If you like peas,

you must also like Bnichv$p:si. If you would
—as all reasonable people should—make your

pumpkin-pic out of squash, your chance for the

delicious Marrow, Hubbard, or Marblehead is

small, if you do not pick off that solemn and
odorous bug, Corcvs tristis, so as to leave the

vines in good condition for the borer, which
goes near the root of the matter, and the G or 8

feet of vigorous vine tha), your care has .pre-

served, goes in a night. Tomatoes and egg-

plants you grow to feed a fat fellow, as big as

your finger, and so all through the catalogue,

from the time the first asparagus-shoot comes
through the ground, until the last parsnip i»

dug. Nor is it any better in the fruit garden.

You have grown your strawberries in hills for

two years, and now look for a grand crop ;

they were white with flowers, the fruit set fine-

ly, but you find that here and there a vine has

collapsed ; the next day more vines give out

;

you dig down, and find a fat, white grub, which
likes what the strawberry produces below
ground quite as well as you do that which it

bears above. The majority of the strawberries

may fail, but there are the currants, which set

so full and are already ripening. Look at your
early ripened currants, and they will be found

to be still small, and have only turned red, be-

cause the borer has taken the life nut, of the

stem. Rose-bugs will eat up the grape-blos-

soms, curculios sting the cherries and plums,

and if there are any pears and apples this year,

it will be because there were not enough of the

codling-moth and its allies to go round. Take
the ornamental parts of the grounds. Upon
about one-half of the shrubs there will be some
kind of an aphis to curl up and partly kill the

leaves. You are fond of roses, and precious

few do you get. You fight the early green fly

with tobacco water; the later slug is dosed

with whale-oil or carbolic soap, and when these

are in a measure vanquished, and buds of

promise come, you go out one morning, and

find six or eight rose-bugs at every opening

rose, and those which can not get a chance at

the opening ones, arc discounting the matter

by gnawing the buds. If you believe any thing

will trouble these fellows, just try it. As I do
not expect to live anything like half a centurv

longer, I can worry along, and take the few
vegetables, fruits, and flowers, these winged
scourges and their larvae leave me, but my
trouble is, as this destruction increases yearly,

to guess what will be the state of affairs in

years to come, unless something is done to ar-

rest this devastation. Unless united action can

be had, individual effort is useless. The Apa-
ches, who make their raids upon the borders of

northern Mexico, steal judiciously, a few horses

here, and a few cattle there, but never break up
the settlement, as that would be, so to speak,

destroying the nest-egg. Our insects seem to

have some such instinct, and they do not, as

the grasshoppers of the West, make a clean

sweep, but leave us just enough to encourage

us to go on and provide food for their progeny

of next year. One person can do nothing ; my
neighbor on one side says :

" My man tells me
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that the worms are eating up his cabbages."

My neighbor on the other side says: " Well, I

never did see anything like it. " But neither do

the first thing to kill the pest. What good does

it do for me to dust, and powder, and squirt all

the remedies I can hear of—and I do kill some

—while on each side of me there is ample pro-

vision for next year's insects. If a State has a

right to legislate against Canada thistles, have

they not the same right to make laws to pre-

vent the increase of the squash-bug, the rose-

bug, the codling moth, or any other con-

trollable insect, that now takes the larger share

of our vegetables and fruits, to say nothing of

our flowers. I did not intend to make so long

a " preach " about insects, but I am well per-

suaded that it is the duty of every State to look

to this matter, as one affecting its material in-

terests, as much as vile weeds, stray animals,

or horse-thieves. Missouri has set a grand ex-

ample to the older States. She has as State

Entomologist, a competent man, to tell the

people which insects are injurious, and how
they may be fought. I hope that after a proper

time for this knowledge to be disseminated,

she will set a still better example, and make it

a penal offence £or any one to harbor and allow

to multiply any preventible insect.

This spring I have had a great show of

Flowering Shrubs, and am more than ever

convinced that not half enough attention has

been given to these. The most of my shrubs

have now been out for four yeai'3, and being well

established, they flower with wonderful pro-

fusion. A good selection of shrubs can be had

at 35 to 50 cents each, just about the price of

some bedding plants, which last only a season,

while shrubs are practically for a life time. *Sif

asked to name twelve of the best, I should be

puzzled, as the number is not large enough to

comprise all the really desirable things. If my
iist were twelve, six, or even three, I know
three that I could not leave out: Weigela

Dcbouiana; Dcutzia orenata, the double ; and

Hydrangea panicttlata grandiflora. Of all the

Weigelas, and I think I have them all, Debois'

is by far the finest ; it is so floriferous that

each stem is a dense mass of dark rose-purple

flowers, and neither stem nor leaf to be seen.

A bush which stands up well above the fence,

was, when in flower, a bright landmark, that

could be seen a long way off. The double

Deutzia is not so showy, but is one of those

charming shrubs, that one is never tired of.

Its flower-buds are purple-tinted, and the con-

trast of the unopened buds at the top of a clus-

ter, with the pure white of the fully opened

ones below, is very pleasing. As to the Great-

flowered Panicled Hydrangea, I have praised

that so often, that I am afraid it will be thought

that I have plants to sell. As I have but one

plant, and that the largest I have seen, and

never sold a plant of any kind in my life, I

may be allowed to say that if restricted to

just one shrub, it would be this. It only comes

in August when most shrub3 have got through.

As I write we are in the midst of the

Strawberries.—If any one wishes to know
how many worthless strawberries there are, let

him set out every kind he can get. I did so

for my own instruction, but while this kind of

planting is very edifying, it makes a poor show
on the table. I at first thought that I would
keep up a collection of all, good and bad, but

needing the land for other purposes, and con-

sidering that Dr. Hexamer was keeping up a

standard collection—many thanks be to him

—

: ';is spring a large lot of my fancy sorts went

under. I thought we should be nearly with-

out strawberries this year, as a bed for fruit,

put out in another place, could yield nothing

until another year ; but much to my surprise,

we have had all the berries we coidd eat. The

main reliance had been upon four rows of

Chas. Downing, each 35 feet long. A row of

the Black Defiance—most excellent berry—has

helped, but the rest, a dozen or more sorts,

count for nothing. Two rows of Kentucky

are coining on, to prolong the picking, and in-

stead of scarcity, wc have had abundance. If

there is any better berry, upon light soil, for

family use, than Charles Downing, I am de-

sirous of knowing what it is. It is good to

know that a name so highly esteemed, is in

this case properly bestowed, and the fruit is a

precious legaiy, left us by that excellent man,

the lamented J. S. Downer, of Kentucky. Up-

on my soil, varieties in high favor elsewhere,

are quite useless. In this class, I am sorry to

be obliged to place a berry that bears so high a

name as President Wilder, but we can console

him by saying that Napoleon III is no better.

Kissena, a prize-berry of a few years ago, is on

my bed as small, sour, and worthless, as a

fruit can he ; and so I might go on enumerating

a long list of the kinds, that are not worth

growing upon my light sandy soil, no matter

how well they are fertilized.

Some- New Varieties of Strawberries.

New varieties of Strawberries are not so nu-

merous as they were a few years ago, yet each

seasons brings out some novelties. There are

several enthusiastic amateurs, who are quietly

at work in the hope of producing a better ber-

ry tbfflrwe yet have. Prominent among these

is Mr. E. W. Durand, of Irvington, N. J., to

whom we are indebted for Black Defiance, and

some others. Mr. D. each year raises some

thousands of seedlings, and also tests several

thousands of previous years, and thus performs

an amount of labor that few would be willing

to undertake. Mr. Durand is very careful not

to send out any seedlings, until they have been

tested for several years. A few weeks ago he

exhibited at our office a half dozen new va-

rieties, either of which would have made a sen-

satiou a few years ago. One of these novelties

in particular will doubtless be heard of here-

after. This berry, in size and quality combined,

has probably not been equalled, and Mr. Du-

rand gives an excellent account of the plant.

The variety has not yet received a name, but

fruit-growers will be glad to know that Mr.

Durand still continues his labors, and that

there are some fine results in store for them.

The Duchess.—Last year Dr. Hexamer, of

New Castle, Westchester Co., N. Y., sent us

specimens of the fruit of this variety, which
seemed to be of excellent quality and early.

Our own plants being too small to allow of a

fair judgment, we requested Dr. H. to state how
the Duchess had done with him. He replies :

" It has for three years ripened earlier than

any other of over one hundred kinds. Its ber-

ries are larger than those of other very early

varieties, hold out well iii size, and are of uni-

form globular shape, without neck ; color, light

crimson ; flavor, good and sprightly, without

being acid like the Wilson ; texture, firm. Ber-

ries sent to Virginia, arrived there in good

condition, three days after being picked.

Foliage hardy and vigorous, withstanding the

severe drouth of last year exceedingly well.

This variety has not yet been disseminated, but

will, if it succeeds in other localities as well as

in the vicinity of New York, form a most valu-

able addition to the list of early strawberries."

As Dr. H. has a soil quite different from

ours, we requested he would state how some
of the newer sorts have done with him, and he

adds the following notes:

Monarch op the West.—A large, irregular-

globular berry, of dark crimson color, fail-

flavor, and moderate firmness. On our soil, a

light clay, it is not productive enough to be

profitable.

Champion.—Reports from many localities

show that this variety is not excelled in size

and productiveness. Its quality is rather in-

different, and it lacks the firmness necessary to

withstand long carriage, but for local markets

it will, no doubt, be much sought for. [Quite

worthless on our light soil.

—

Ed.]

Black Defiance.—Continues to gain many
friends. It seems well adapted for many vary-

ing localities and soils, and its large size, ex-

cellent flavor, and great productiveness, make
it one of the most valuable varieties for the

family garden.

Dr. Warder did not bring to the East its

good qualities, which gained for it at the West
the silver cup of the Cincinnati Hort. Society.

Our experience with these two last named
varieties is the same as that of Dr. Hexamer.

Preserving Flowers—Winter Bouquets.

Those flowers known as "everlasting," of

which the Helichrysums and Rhodanthes are

examples, have petals of a papery texture, and

when these are cut early and dried properly,

they form pleasing w inter bouquets. So grasses,

both cultivated and wild, if dried in the shade

and made up in a tasteful manner, form accept-

able room decorations, as do dried ferns and

skeletonized leaves. Within a few years baskets,

bouquets, and floral designs, have been import-

ed in considerable quantities, and though these

are largely made up of everlasting flowers, yet

they contain other flowers of their natural

colors. So also large bunches and bouquets

of grasses, dyed of all sorts of unnatural colors,

even to black, are offered by the. dealers. There

is no subject upon which we have had more

frequent inquiries, than upon the preservation

of flowers, and especially the coloring and

crystallizing of grasses. While some of these

winter ornaments are pretty and tasteful

enough, to our notion there is nothing more

unnatural than grasses colored of all the Lues

in the rainbow, and some that are not there, or

loaded down with alum crystals—but as many
do like these things, we propose to tell them

how they are done. Of coiirso those who, in

this country or abroad, make a business of pre-

paring dried flowers, grasses, and the like, for

the market, are disposed to keep the processes

as secret as possible, and but little has hereto-

fore been published about it. Within the past

year there have been articles in the European

journals, especially in the Garden, giving useful

information ; we were about to experiment

upon the methods given in the foreign journals,

when Mr. J. Peterson, of Chicago, 111., sent us

a manuscript upon the subject, which he wish-

ed us to publish in a book-form. As we did

not think there was sufficient material to war-

rant making a book, we purchased the manu-
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script of the author, to use in the Agriculturist,

or in such manner as we chose. What we may
publish upon these matters are with Mr. Peter-

son's articles as a basis, to which will be added

such information as can be gathered from other

sources, as well as the results of our own ex-

periments. The two leading methods of treat-

ing flowers (excepting the so called everlast-

ings), to dry them in their natural form
and colors, is by the use of sulphurous acid,

and by drying in sand. As the last named
method is a very old one, and is likely to be

more generally known than the other, we give

tlie sulphur process first. When sulphur is

burned, the well known suffocating fumes
of sulphurous acid (S0 2) are produced

;

the bleaching properties of this are well

known, it being used for whitening straw,

and other materials

;

it also has the pro-

perty of preventing the

decay of vegetable sub-

stances, and it has been

found that certain flow-

ers, after they have been

thoroughly exposed to

the sulphur fumes,

will dry and preserve

their proper forms, and
though the action of the

sulphur destroys their

colors,these will be after

awhile for the most
part regained. The
apparatus required for

this operation is very

simple—a tight box,

with an arrangement for

pending the flowers,

and a vessel to hold a

few coals upon which
the sulphur is burned.

Any box, if sufficiently

large and tight, will an-

swer. One about three

feet each way is best

for large operations,

but one only two feet

square will answer. If

not tight, the box must
be made so by pasting

paper over every crack

and opening, as the

success of the opera-

tion depends upon con-

fining the sulphur fumes
as closely as possible.

The whole top of the

box may open, in which

case it may be necessary

to place a damp cloth

between the edges of the box and the lid, and

weight the lid down with stones to make a

close joint. Cleats are nailed to the inside of

the box, an inch or two below the edge, upon
which rest the ends of light sticks, upon which

to hang the flowers. The flowers are tied to-

gether in bunches of two to four, according to

their size ; then each two bunches are tied to-

gether in such a manner that they can be hung
upon the cross-sticks. Having prepared the

flowers, and placed them on the sticks, they are

ready for the sulphur. Any old iron vessel

will answer for a fire-pan, or a flower-pot, with

its hole plugged up, and half or more filled

with ashes, will answer as well as anything.

Put some live charcoal in the fire-pan, set it in

the box, and drop upon it some lumps of roll-

sulphur. An ounce, or a little more, is suf-

ficient. As soon as the sulphur is on fire, the

box must be closed. If the box is perfectly

tight, the oxygen of the air will be all con-

sumed, and combustion checked, before a suf-

ficient quantity of sulphur-fumes have been

formed ; to guard against this, an inch-hole is

to be bored in the box near the bottom, and an-

other in the top ; these are to have corks fitted

into them, by which they can be closed at will.

After the box is shut, these holes are left

open eight or ten minutes, by which time the

box will be well filled, and the corks may be

put in place. The box, thus closed, is allowed

to stand for twenty-four hours. When opened,

the flowers will be found to be bleached and

white ; they are then taken out, and hung up in

a dry, shaded, well ventilated room. The
flowers thus prepared are said to keep for any

We may state here, with reference to ever-

lasting flowers, that they should be cut before

they fully expand, and tied in bunches not
large enough to crowd one another out of

shape, and be hung, head downward, in an airy

room to dry. The methods of coloring these

will be given later.

The grasses can be dried as they come into

perfection during the season, as they are al-

ways dried preparatory to coloring and crystal-

lyziug. Many of our native grasses are well

worth looking after.

the maniuot mrsiscus.

—

(Hibiscus Manilmt.)

length of time, provided the air is diy ; hence

in damp weather the room where they are hung
must be closed. When the flowers are removed

from the box, they resume then' proper colors,

some in a few hours, and others require several

days. The treatment to make up flowers pre-

served by the sulphur-process, will be given at

another time. The following flowers have

been found suited to this process : China Asters

;

Larkspurs, especially the dark-blue ones ; Fuch-

sias, the well-developed buds making better

specimens than the open flowers ; Roses, the

double, well-filled sorts, except white ; Golden-

rods, all the yellow ones ; Spiraeas, all the red

flowering ones ; the white Xcranthcmum annu-

vm, which, though an everlasting, does not dry

pure white, unless treated with sulphur. This

list will, no doubt, be considerably enlarged.

The Manihot Hibiscus.

There is found along the banks of the Mis-

sissippi, and other Southern localities, a fine

large flowered Hibiscus,

which was at one time

supposed to be a native,

but is now regarded as

t an introduced plant, the

Hibiscus Manihot ' The
plant is a native of the

East Indies, and has

long been cultivated in

Europe as a greenhouse

perennial. The stems

are four feet or more
high ; the leaves five to

seven-parted with long

and narrow divisions,

which are sometimes

nearly a foot in length.

The flower is similar in

structure to that of the

Hollyhock and others

of the Mallow Family,

and is six inches or

more across ; the petals

are of a fine canary-

yellow color, each with

a dark brownish purple

spot at the base, which
forms a fine contrast

with the yellow, and

makes the flower quite

showy. Like many
other perennials, this

will, if the seeds are

sown early, bloom the

first year, and it may
be treated like an an-

nual, or the roots may
be taken up in the

fall, and kept over win-

ter in the cellar, if not

wanted to bloom in the

greenhouse. Of course

it is hardy in the

warmer States. We had long known this plant

from herbarium specimens, and were much
pleased to receive last year some seeds from

Peter Henderson & Co., from which we raised

plants which flowered abundantly the same

season. The engraving shows the flower and

leaf, much reduced in size.

The Japanese Primrose.—Some of our

florist friends think that in our article in June,

we did not give the Japanese Primrose,

Primula Japonica, all the credit to which it is

entitled, while others have called to say that

they were glad to see the article, as it was en-

tirely just. We have nothing against the Prim-

rose, but we have a strong objection to the Euro-

pean custom of over praising cveiy new plant.
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l^~(For other Household Items, see "Basket " pages).

Comfortable Country Chairs.

How rarely does one find really comfortable

ohairs anywhere ? People seem to buy the style of

furniture in fashion at the time, and this is usually

made with a greater regard to show, than to com-
fort. In the country, where hard working men
and women need easy and restful 6eats, there seems
to be a great lack of them. The best room may
have some hair-covered or rep-eoverad rooking or

EAST-CHAIR.

lounging chairs, but these are too good for daily

use, by tired people in their working clothoe^and as

for taking the best furniture out of doors, that is

not to be thought of. We Americans, especially

those of us who live in the country, make but
very little use of our spacious summer parlor

—

" all out doors " — A wide spreading tree, a

vine covered arbor, a broad veranda or porch, an
awning like a huge umbrella, or a tent with no
eides or even an open shed is a much more com-

KOOKING-CH.UR.

fortable place for sewing, reading, and resting, than

anyplace iu-doors, and often comes handy for iron-

ing and other work. For the enjoyment of the

open air in any case, seats and chairs that are not

too good for rough usage or too rough for ease arc

needed. The good old-fashioned framed chairs,

with split-wood or flagged seats, have long been

discarded forthe glued work of the modern cabinet

maker, but we are glad to sec them coming into

use again ; they were formerly the regular furni-

ture of the farm house ; now they are offered as

luxuries at the fashionable furnishing stores, and
are purchased by those city persons who go into

the country for the summer, and wish to take some
strong comfortable chairs with them, as they are

quite-sure to find no such thing at a country hotel

or farm boarding house. We give drawings of two
of these, which will, no doubt, be new to young
housekeepers, but there are, we are sure, many old

ones who can remember when such chairs as these

were good enough for the best. Within the half

century there has been wonderful improvement in

household conveniences, but it does not lie in the

direction of furniture for daily use.

Some of the " rustic " furniture on sale is very
pretty to look at, but one would find it anything

but pleasant to sit in for long at a time.

Pudding—Sponge Cake—Catsup.

The housekeepers of our circle are certainly very

ready to assist oue another ; we do not know that

we have asked for aid in any case, that the replies

were not abundant and prompt. In June last, we
published a request evidently from a young house-

keeper, whose statement that she had tried "and
failed to suit George" seemed to be so wifely, that

her note was given just as she wrote it. The ap-

peal has brought out so many replies, that we de-

spair of ever publishing all. The oue now given

is from Mrs. "M. A. D." St. Paul, Minn., and
we may print others ; she says :

First, the lady wishes a nice, light, boiled pud-
ding, that will please "George." My husband,

who is not very fond of puddings in general, likes

both of the following :

Poor Man's Podding.—Oue cup of syrup ; and
if desired, one or two spoonfuls of sugar; half

cup of butter; one cup of sweet milk ; oue cup of

raisins ; one pt. of flour ; one or two eggs ; one
tea-spoonful of eream-of-tartar ; half tea-spoon of

soda; a little salt. Put in a pudding dish and
bake or steam. To be eaten with liquid sauce.

Suet Pudding.—Oue cup of suet; oue cup of

molasses ; one cup of raisins ; one cup of milk
;

three cups of flour, or one and a half cup of corn-

meal, and one cup of flour; one tea-spoonful of

soda. Stir molasses and milk together, put in soda,

then suet, then flour slowly, then raisins. Steam

three hours in pudding dish. Eat with sauce.

Sponge Cake.—The following recipe for sponge

cake, I know to be excellent. Ten eggs; the same
weight of sugar, and one half the weight of flour.

The grated rind and juice of one lemon. Beat

yolks and sugar to a cream ; then stir in gradually

and very gently the flour, and the whites of the eggs

well beaten ; add lemon. Watch while baking.

Tomato Catsup.—To one peck of ripe tomatoes,

add one tea-cup of salt ; three table-spoonfuls of

black pepper ; two do. cloves ; two do. allspice ; one

large red pepper, fresh from the garden ; four

large onions, chopped fine ; one tea-cup of brown
sugar; one quart of good vinegar. Pour boiling

water on the tomatoes to remove the skins, then

cut up in pieces or mash in your fingers, add the

above ingredients, and boil two hours iu a large

porcelain kettle. Add a tea-cup of celery seed, if

liked, and then mash it through a common colander.

Put on the fire again, and let it come to a boil, then

bottle while hot, and seal the bottles, although it

will keep a long while only corked, without being

sealed. Dry all that will not pass through the

colander for soup in the winter; but mash all

through that will go, as it makes the catsup richer

and thicker. The above catsup I know will keep a

year, and I have no doubt, would keep two or three

years, as mine is just a9 good now as it was when
I put it up last summer, and many of the bottles

were merely corked. I boiled it longer than two
hours, making it very dark, and when put through

the colander, so thick and almost jelly-like that

it has to be shaken out of the bottles.

Home Topics.

BY FAITH ROCHESTER.

BERBTrNG.—Have you noticed the difference in

children, with respect to their berry picking abdi-

ty? Some never have any "luck," you know;
while other children, who go in the same party,

bring home a fine lot of berries. I could not
understand it when I was a child, but I am now
able to explain the case to my little berry-pickers,

and their "luck " is better than mine used to be.

Children should be taught to regard berry-pick-
ing as a business, while they are engaged in it, and
nothing should divert them from it till the busi-

ness is done. If they go into the woods and fields,

a thousaud beautiful and wonderful things may
attract their attention, and I can not say that these
wonderful things are of less importance to them
than berries. Oue tiling at a time, however.
Teach them that it is not best to wait until they

find the berries " thick," before they begin to

gather them. They should pick every good berry

they find in their way, though there may not be
more than a dozen on a bush, or even less. While
the "lucky " berry-pickers are slowly, but surely

filling up their baskets, the luckless ones go
sauntering on, looking for some place where they

can liud the berries " as thick as spatters," stop-

ping to gather winter-greens, or mosses, to put in

their pails, because they begin to fancy that they

can not find any berries, and they think they may
as well carry home something. In the meantime,
perhaps, they eat the straggling berries on the

bushes they pass, thinking there are not enough
to pay for putting them in the pail, and hoping to

make it all up when they find the loaded bushes.

A lesson here is very important, as it will apply to

all the business of life.

If they have set out to pick berries, with a

knowledge that the folks at home desire and need
the fruit, their honor should hold them to the ber-

ry-gathering till the duty is done. In all these
matters the conscience should be cultivated.

They ought to be taught, too, that it is wrong to

eat between meals, that even a few berries taken
when the stomach has the last meal only partially

disposed of, or if taken when the stomach needs
its regular rest, interferes with the '.lealth. If

children begin to feed themselves when in the ber-

ry-field, it usually interferes seriously with the fill-

ing of their berry-baskets, and the best fruit is

what they eat. They should set out with the de-

termination not to eat a single berry till the regular

eating time comes. I know that this can be done,

for I have seen it. It is a good exercise in self-

control, and all children could more easily ac-

complish it, if growu people were not so ignorant

and so careless of all these laws of health in their

own habits and consequent examples. Not long

ago I saw oue of the best of fathers, who had lately

been sincerely rejoicing that his little children had
learned not to eat between meals, come into their

presence and eat an apple iu the middle of the

forenoon. It had not been easy for the mother to

change her children's habits for the better, and
they were evidently perplexed by their father's ex-

ample, after all that had been said to them. This

is one way of causing the " little ones to offend."

This father had not learned to regard fruit as food.

What shall be done with the berries brought
home? Could any but a heathen mother say to

the children, who had conscientiously gathered the

berries, " No, no ! I want all of these berries for

pies and for canning ? " It is fair to give the chil-

dren a generous share, and to give them while they

arc fresh. They will never be so delicious or so

wholesome again. Ah ! if the children could each

have all they want of sweet new milk, with good
bread and plenty of ripe berries in it ! That is far

better than sauce-dishes of heavily sugared berries.

Can all the berries you like, after you have sup-

plied your family with fresh berries. It is not

necessary to wait until the berry season is about over

before canning, only do not rob the table of fresh

berries in the berry season, iu order to treat com-

pany with canned or preserved berries in the win-
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ter. Fresh berries are very wholesome food, if

eaten simply dressed, with nice sugar, or cream, or

in milk, at the regular meals.

That Fry ing-Pan.—And now the doctors are

after us—us farmers' wives. The doctors of Mas-

sachusetts say, by way of the State Board of Health

Report for 1874, that one of the most crying sins

against hygiene in farmers' families is too much

frying offood. Food which would be good and

wholesome boiled or baked, is often made as in-

digestible by its contact and admixture with melt-

ed fat, or butter, as to lie almost ruined for all pur-

poses of nutrition. Those who take, a good deal

of out-door exercise, can stand this abuse of their

stomachs much longer than others can, whose
work is in the house, or who work chiefly with

their brains. " The most indigestible of all kinds

of food arc fatty and oily substances, if heated.

It is on this account that pic-crust and articles

boiled or fried in fat, or butter, are deemed not as

healthful as other food."

Really, I can not think of a single article of food

that must be fried. I know of nothing which can

not be made quite as palatable, or more so, when
cooked by some other method. All kinds of meats

are better broiled, or boiled, or baked, or roasted.

It is so with every kind of fish that I know of.

Vegetables of all kinds may be boiled, or baked, or

steamed ; and, certainly, the poorest way to deal

with fruit i3 to fry it. [It may be new to some of

our readers that apples, fried in pork fat, are quite

a favorite dish with many.

—

Ed.] No kind of grain

can be made up so nicely, or healthfully, by means

of the frying-pan, as by use of the oven, or steamer.

To warm over cold potatoes, make them into

potato balls, seasoned with cream, and brown them

on a baking tin in the oven ; or mash them with a

fork or potato-masher with cream or milk and salt,

in a spider, and warm them on the top of the stove.

If you have cold mush on hand, the easiest thing

i.s to cat it coUl, with milk or with cream. Or you

can heat it thoroughly in the oven. Or you can

make it into nice mush-balls—oat-meal, corn-meal,

graham, rye—by mixing the mush stiff with white

flour, and baking in balls. It is not necessary to

fry cold food in order to warm it over ; but if it

seems most convenient or desirable, it may be

heated upon a griddle, or even in a flat-bottomed

frying-pan, with only enough butter to keep the

food from sticking when it is laid cold upon the

hot iron. This can hardly be called frying, and

does not C'.l the room with the odor of scorched

grease.

Aside from the unhealthfulness of fried food, we
should banish the frying-pan, if possible, on ac-

count of the contamination from this source of the

air of our rooms. [Of course we allow Mrs.

Rochester to express her views on this matter, and

wc agree with her that it is better to abolish the

frying-pan altogether, than to have so much good
food spoiled. But there is proper and improper
frying, and when certain things are properly fried,

they are quite free from grease. Smelts, properly

fried, may be served on a napkin without soiling

it ; the celebrated Saratoga fried potatoes arc put

up like bonbons without a hint of greasing the

paper, and a veal cutlet, or lamb chop, properly

covered with eggs and crumbs, may be fried in an
unobjectionable manner. The trouble is that many
fizzle things in fat, and think they are fried.

—

Ed.]

Small Waists.—We arc all finding out, gradu-

ally, that deformity and beauty never coincide.

As we learn more about nature and her laws, our
childish self-conceit in respect to our superior

taste, gives way before a growing admiration of the

beauty of use and fitness in all that God has made.
Who that knows how wonderfully the heart and

lungs perform their work—yes, and the stomach and

liver too !—when these organs have the necessary

room and building materials, can even look upon a

wasp-shaped female figure without horror. I can

not possibly admire such evidence of a slow murder
taking place before my eyes. I can not help think-

ing of the cramped organs, and of the blood which
not speed upon its life-giving errands through

& body so pinched and pressed, blood which has

little life to give, so badly is it fed by food which

never is well digested in a stomach cramped for

room, and so poorly is it supplied with oxygen in

the oppressed, poorly-working lungs.

Do study physiology, my silly friend, and pray

to the Lord to convert you to some religion, which

will make you mindful of His laws written upon
His works, and reverent in your treatment of the

"living temple" for nis spirit, which tarthe

human form.

Tou think I do not mean you ? I do mean you

!

I mean, at least, nine women out of every ten.

For, though tight-laeing is said to be out of

fashion, I am convinced that very few women wear

their clothing loose enough about the waist. Some-

times it is only the belt that is drawn too tight',

but that can never be done with impunity.
" But my girls have naturally small waists," says

a fond mamma, whose ignorance leads her y> ad-

mire the round, tapering waists of her daughters.

I have heard often of "naturally small" waists,

even from girls who were in torture while they

spoke. Nature never makes such waists. The

pinching may have begun so early—even in baby-

hood—that no one has ever seen any particular

change. The bands were pinned so tight that the

floating ribs have never had a fair chance to spread

as the body grew, and the young girl, liking the

smooth fit of her dresses as she grew older, has al-

ways worn her garments snugly fitting, though she

may not have worn corsets at all. These are your
'

' naturally small waists "
; and these are your girls

who die early of consumption, or live lives of

debility and dependence upon a doctor's care.

It is so very uncommon to find a woman who
will confess that her corset is drawn too tight, that

many believe no such person exists. There are

girls, however, who acknowledge that their cloth-

ing is tight ; but they " like to feel it snug." They

can't bear to feel as though they are " all dropping

to pieces," as they say. They have learned to de-

pend upon the support given by the bones and

springs of the corset, and their own muscles have

little strength and elasticity. It sometimes hap-

pens that a woman who asserts that her corsets are

not worn tight, has to go without that part of her

clothing for a little time, while mending or clean-

ing the corset. Then, if she undertakes any very

active exercise with her arms, you are almost sure

to see her dress-waist bursting at the seams or

hooks, or button-holes—proof positive that the

corset was tight.

Bread Crackers.—I have asked "grandma" to

tell me just how she makes the nice little bread

crackers, which my children and their mother like

so much. She says she has no particular recipe

for them, but as near as she can tell they are made

as follows : Take about a quart of the light bread

dough, when you make it into loaves (it having

been previously kneaded and allowed to rise again),

work into this a piece of butter about the size of a

butternut, or a small hen's egg, in the same way
that you would work butter into bread dough to

make biscuit. Roll the dough to the thickness of

about three-quarters of an inch, or less than an

inch in thickness. Cut it into 6hapes with a small

biscuit cutter (or empty spice-box!). Let these

biscuits rise till very light, but never until they be-

gin to sour, and then put them in your hot oven,

and bake them. When they have partially cooled,

break them apart (or separate them from each

other), stand them upon their edges in a bak-

ing tin, and set them back in the warm oven, or

in a tin warming-closet, to dry thoroughly.

These are better for the children than bread and

butter, though not suitable alone for a whole meal.

They are nice to eat with juicy fruits, or with

soups, and are good in milk. They are more
wholesome than the sale crackers, which have

more or less lard in their composition, whatever

be their name or shape.

Apple Pies for Lunches.—Try this. I have

tried it with success, and I have found no hungry

person who did not praise the little pies. You can

see for yourself when you read the recipe, that they

can not come under the censure which intelligent

people bestow upon ordinary pie. They seem

ridiculously simple, but if well mixed and thor-

oughly baked, they are delicious. Take good juicy

dried apple-sauce—but first about the cooking of

that sauce. Either soak the dried apples over
night, and then cook them slowly in the same wa-
ter next morning, or let them heat up slowly upon
the back of the stove, with plenty of water to soak
them out fully, and keep them from burning while

cooking, and add the necessary sugar while the

fruit is still boiling. Let the sauce be thoroughly

soft, or well done. Then 6tir into a pint, or any

quantity of it, enough graham flour to make a

rather stiff batter. Dip a spoonful of this into dry

graham flour, and, taking it into your floury

hands, mold it into a round flattish biscuit. Fill

your baking tins with these, and put them into a

hot oven. Bake them thoroughly—upon the clean

oven grate, if you prefer it to the tins. The pro-

cess of molding the pics suggests the proper stiff-

ness of the dough, but do not get it too 6tiff—that

would make the pies (or apple-cakes ?) too hard.

Any other sauce can be used in the same way

—

fresh apples stewed, stewed peaches, stewed

prunes, huckleberries,—anything that is simple

and juicy. Let the baking be done in a hot oven,

aud thoroughly done without burning. Let the

children have these to carry to school for the noon
lunch. The graham flour gives the proper nour-

ishment for their bodies, and the apple makes it

more palatable, and is in the most convenient shape

for their use, unless they can have raw apples and

graham crackers.

A Mother on Bathing
BY MRS. J. C. B.

It seems strange and unaccountable that so many
of the really intelligent class act as if in ignorance

of the necessity and benefit of bathing. It seems
almost incredible, but there are many ladies most
particular as to dress and fashion, who almost

wholly neglect this matter. Some mothers think

when their children get beyond two or three years

of age, the frequent entire bath can be dispensed

with. If some of the main facts of physiology

were well known and understood, every one would

perceive that cleanliness of the skin, is one of the

conditions of good health.

We learn that the skin has innumerable minute

perspiration tubes, opening on the cuticle, and these

openings are called pores. These tubes are hollow,

like a pipe-stem, lined with wonderfully minute

capillaries, which arc constantly exhaling the

noxious and decayed particles of the body, ju6t as

the lungs pour them out through the mouth and

nose. It seems clear that injury, more or less,

must ensue if this drainage from the body becomes

obstructed. It happens when bathing is disregard-

ed, that the lungs, kidneys or bowels, have more
than their own apportionment of work. If these

are strong and healthy, they may bear the tax with

little apparant injury, but in most cases a lowering

of the vitality and tone of the system ensues.

Large bath-tubs are pleasant and convenient, but

not indispensable to the proper cleansing of the

skin. A speedy sponging of the body in nure

water, followed by friction in pure air is all that is

necessary. When disinclined to use water, I find a

thorough application of the flesh -brush to the

whole person, an admirable substitute ; especially

on retiring, it relieves nervousness, equalizes the

circulation, aud induces quiet sleep. Mothers,

above all, should see that their children are well

bathed. If their skins are kept active and healthy,

there will not be half the danger, from fever, colds,

and eruptive diseases. If your little one is cross or

troublesome, and finds no occupation that pleases

him, try the effect of a bath, sometimes it is magi-

cal, and if tired, he will go to sleep and awaken

bright, cheerful, and happy.

Do not though, as I have seen some parents do,

plunge a child into cold water when he screams and

shrinks from it, thinking you are doing a good

deed. Nature must be the guide, if your child has

a nervous constitution, a shock of this kind is only

exhausting and injurious.
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A Pigeon-IIouse ibr Boys.
Boys who wish to keep pigeons where there is no barn

or other building iu the loft of which they can make a

pigeon-house, often put up boxes and coops in the yard

and along the fences. These arc generally unsightly, and

are moreover exposed to the attacks of cats, which arc

fond of fat squabs. A friend who had to put up an inde-

pendent pigeon-bouse sends us drawings of it. This

house stands upon a very firm post, which should be high

enongh to place it out of the reach of meddlers. The

manner in which it is arranged will be understood from

the drawings and his description, which is as follows :

A pigeon bouse that maybe made safe from the depre-

dations of cats, or owls, and all other enemies, is shown

in figure 1. It is elevated upon a post set firmly In the

ground, and not less than 10 feet high. Cross-bars are

fastened to the post, as shown at fig. 2, for the frame of

the house. The frame is made of light half-inch clap-

boards. The bottom is boarded in, and the nest-boxes

arc placed upon it. In the figure the alighting-board irs

eeen at «, the nests at b
t
and that portion of the bottom,

Fig;. 1.—ELEVATED PIGEON-HOUSE.

at c, is fastened with hinges, or strips of leather, so that

the separate pieces will fall down, when not held in place

by buttons. Above the nests a sloping roof is made, and

above that, on a level with the upper row of holes, the

tipper cross-bars of the frame, of which three form the

roosts. The droppings fall upon tbe sloping roof of .the

nests, and slide into the central part, and gather upon the

bottom boards, c, c. These are cleared by turning the

button which holds them, when they drop down and dis-

cbarge themselves of the

manure. This is very valu-

able, and should be pre-

served for use. The size

of the house may be 6 feet

Wide and 4# feet high,

from the floor to the caves.

Each of the three cross-

bars is thus 6 feet long,

and each face of the house

is three feet wide. There

are three nests in each

face, or eighteen in all,

but this number may be

doubled by making two tiers of nests. The alight-

ing-boards are raised up by cords, which pass over

pulleys at tbe caves, and may thus be closed at night to

keep out owls. The post should be planted firmly enough

to permit a ladder to be rested against tbe house, to en-

able the nests to be cleaned out occasionally.

Fig. 2. SECTION OF HOUSE

and ho replied, " No, you are very fair, I see," he not

only made a pun himself on Pharisee, but turned her re-

mark into one on Sadducee. This is a very complete pun.

We heard the other day of nearly as good a pun from a

little girl. She said to her mother, " I wish my doll was

realized."' " What do you mean, my child? " asked the

astonished mother. '-She's got glass eyes now, and I

wish her to have real eyes." That little thing made a

better pun than some do who try to be funny.

A Child's Pnn.—Do you know what n

puuis? It is rather difficult to describe, but perhaps

the shortest way is to say that it is a play upon words,

in which a word with the same sound is used in place of

another of a different meaning. Thue, when the young

lady faid to Douglas Jerrold, "I am very sad, you see,"

Aunt Sue's Chats.
Mns. S. G. M. thanks me for furnishing tbe children

with so much amusement, but she has to " help them."

with tbe puzzles, etc., etc., and adds, " they are restless

children, and sometimes when I am busy sewing, I don't

know how to keep them quiet."

Under such circumstances I have amused children for

a long time with the rhyming game. I will illustrate It,

although, I dare say, it is familiar to many of you.

/.—Jimmy, I have a bright thought, and it rl.y ;c3

with " Up*,"

Jim.—Is it what you do from a cup ?

7.—Tis not to " sip."

Ma?'!/.—Is it what yon do on the ice f

7.—Tis not to " slip."

Jim.—Is it what you do with the scissors ?

7.
—

'Tis not to "rip."

Jim.—0\\ 1 Aunt Sue missed it ; I didn't mean " rip."

7.
—'Tis not to " snip."

Mary.—Is it what little lambs do r

/._It is to "skip.'''' Now it's Mary's turn, as she

gnessed it.

Then Mary has a "bright thought," which rhymes with
11 sky." After trying fly, shy, cry, my, pic, sly, rye, etc.,

Jimmy says, "Is it what a pig lives in?" "Yes, it's

a sty."

This, you sec, sets both parties guessing, and is a pret-

ty good amusement for a rainy day. Try it, Mrs. M., and

let me know how it works.

Nellie A. W. says, she has read lately that there never

was such a person as William Tell, and the story about

shooting the apple from his son's head is all a fable.

Nellie feels sorry to have to give up her hero. Well

Nellie, don't give him up : his story is often told in very

old German songs, and two chapels were erected cen-

turies ago in memory of his exploits. If they believed in

him, I don't know what right any one in the nineteenth

century has to doubt bis existence. I always liked Tell,

but I consider the lad the " hero."

Minnie F. G.—Yes indeed, Barnum's Hippodrome is

well "worth seeing;" another month I may "tell" you

"all about it."

Charley Eames.—Gold-fish were originally natives cf

China ; silver-fish, though somewhat different in color,

are the same species. They were introduced into France

in the time of Madame Pompadour, some of them being

sent to her for a present. In Portugal they are so abun-

dant, that they are fried and eaten quite commonly. I

don't know who imported them to Brooklyn, but Lhe

boys catch them here in the ponds. Do not fill your

globe more than three-fourths full of water ; do not place

it in the sun, nor near the fire. Change the water every

day. Some never give the fish any food, thinking that

they get enough nutriment from the animalcule con-

tained in the water, while others feed them occasionally

with little pellets of bread. A niece of mine had half a

dozen gold-fish in a globe, wrhich she tended very assi-

duously, occasionally dropping a bread-crumb into the

globe, or a fly, and— it may be as a consequence— the fish

died one by one, until only one little fish was left. Then
said Lottie to mc :

" Auntie, this fish looks lonesome,

shan't I take it over to Mrs. Prince's, and put it into her

aquarium?" "Yes, dear, suppose you do." She did;

and when she returned, I asked her, if the other fish gave

him a hospitable reception. " Oh I very," she replied,

they took him in, and did for him ; one big fellow opened
ids mouth, and swallowed my little fish whole." " Why,
Lottie!" "He did, Auntie! I was sorry for my poor

little fellow, but I couldn't help laughing to see him so

thoroughly taken in."

Moral.—Better be lonely than swallowed.

M. L. E.— I don't know much about the stings of bees,

but if I should be stung by one out in the field or garden,

I should immediately pull out the sting, if the insect had

left it in my keeping, and apply a little poultice of mud.

A few days ago I placed my hand on a wooden railing,

hut thinking I had set my finger on a red-hot needle, I

took it up a great deal quicker than I had put it down,

and, lo ! there was a hornet walking sulkily away. Then

I knew I had been stung, and went down stairs to bewail

my fate among my friends, (it is 60 disagreeable to not

have plenty of people about to witness one's sufferings I)

One good Samaritan immediately went for some cooking

soda, put a little of it on a strip of rag, moistened it, and

applied it to my Injured digit ; it relieved the pain imme-

diately. Alkalies, each as Soda or Ammonia (Hart-

shorn), if quickly applied, appear to have the power to

neutralize the poison of these stings.

Now L must express my thanks for puzzles, letters, etc.,

to Giles F., P. A. McL, Tot, Mary J., H. Benson, Milea
S. W., and Jerry.

What Six Pecks of Potatoes I>id«

It is not every farmer who reads an agricultural paper
at all, fewer still read more than one, and it is very rare,

indeed, that one of our farmers wishes to know what bis

brethren in other countries are doing. Some time ago a
farmer in Pennsylvania wrote us to know about the best
paper in England, as he thought he could learn some-
thing useful from it; at the same time he gave a brief

story of his life, which he did not intend for publication,

but thinking it would be of interest to farmers' boys, wc
asked permission to publish it. He replied: "You arc

at perfect liberty to use my letter as you see fit ; if it cn-

cwirageshutonehoy, it will be so much good accomplish-

ed." So we let him tell his own story:

"When I was a boy of about fourteen, the hogs broke
into our garden when the ground was wet, aud rooted up
one corner to such an extent, that the Boil, being natural-

ly clayey, baked as hard as a brick-bat, The next spring,

when my father came to spade tbe garden, he found this

clay corner so hard and full of clods, that he abandoned
it, and told me I might take it and do with it as I pleased.

As I had often longed for a plot of ground of my own, I

jumped at the chance. I set to work at once with a
grubbing hoe (for it was too hard to spade), and brought

it ti as fine a condition as I could. Then I applied some
manure and ashes, and planted it with potatoes. The
plot was a small one, not more than about 6X12 feet, but

I raised a bushel and a half of potatoes, which I sold for

fifty cents per bushel, making 75 cents. This 6um, with

five cents obtained in some other way, was paid to a
neighbor, who was raising a club for the American
Arrricidturist ; the subscription was $1 a year, and
SO cents in clubs of ten at that time, when the paper
was much smaller than at present. I had a great

thirst for agricultural knowledge, and have yet. I have

taken the paper ever since, subscribing last New Year's

for the eleventh time. The money for the paper was ob-

tained the first three years from the plot of ground a iove

alluded to, which, by the teachings of the paper, I brought

to a vuiy high elate of cultivation. I afterwards got to

farming my father's farm on shares, and this I followed

up, until in my twenty-fourth year I married, and after-

wards bought the farm. I think the paper has been get-

ting better every year since. I commenced to take it so

young, and have taken it so long, that I have learned to

love it and its editors. I am putting its teacbiugs into

practice as fast as my means will admit. They enabled

us last summer to get forty cents per pound for all the

butter we made, while the general market price was,

through June and July, hut fifteen cents, but ours was

good butter, and no mistake. 1 '

As the rest of the Utter is abont. his plan for improving

his stock, it will hardly interest boys. Now let every

boy, who thinks there is no chance for him to ever be

anything on the farm, but he must go oft' to the cities,

which he mistakenly thinks are full of opportunities,

just read this story of Miles Wall and take coinage. He
began with six pecks of potatoes, and a determination

not only to be a farmer, but a good farmer. He found

out how good farmers managed by reading the papers,

and now by using his brains as well as his bands, he is

in a position to talk about improved cattle and other

improvements. We thank him on behalf of the boys for

telling them this lesson.

Aunt Sue's Pnzzle»ISox«

ALPHABETICAL ARITHMETIC.

UBY)FTOKIY(YERR
FYM
B R R I

B O E I

B REY
B O E I

MM
SQUARE WORDS.

1.— 1. A hanee. 2. Place of contest. 3. At no time.

4. Active. 5. Soon.

2.—1. Smallest. 2. Older. 3. Farewell. 4. Appears.

5. Confidence. The Little Folks.

TRANSPOSITIONS.

1. Transpose a heavenly messenger, and leave a place

where two points meet : again, to collect things thinly

scattered.

2. Transpose a descendent of the fallen angels, and

leave the sopport of anarch; again, meaning fully mature.

3. Transpose a fiery heavenly hody, aud leave far off.
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4. A country in Palestine, and leave a cupola; again,

the prevailing fashion.

5. Transpose to gaze earnestly, into weeds ; again, to

prices paid ; again, to drops of moisture.

6. Transpose a luminous heavenly body into animals
;

again, into sailors; again, into the plural of cunning
dexterity. M. P.

CHANGED HEADS.

Should we the whole world travel o'er.

From China's wall to England's shore,

Among them all no place we'd find.

To equal this that's in my mind.

Cut off my head, and in its place,

Another plainly shows its face ;

Raising me high on stately walls.

Within whose sides lie sacred halls.

Another change—cut off my head
Again, and in its stead

A caput strange securely bold:

A foreign city I unfold. Henry.

cross-word.

My first is in rafter but not in beam,
My next is in slumber but not in dream.
My third is in flower but not in pink,
My fourth is in paper but not in ink.

My fifth is in wisdom but not in sense.
My sixth is in dollar but not in pence,
My seveuth is in dahlia but not in rose.

My whole is a place where the orange-tree grows.

O burn dim.

Hurt a leg.

Clam dies.

Sappy dies.

So let him be

ANAGRAMS.

G. Sand places.

7. Man near lot.

8. Race in, Bill.

9. Upset crops.

10. Seem molded.

DOUBLE ACROSTIC.

The initials and finals form two cities.

1. A fish. 2. A river. 3. Back. 4. Hindmost. 5.

Royal. G. A kind of bean. T. A bird. S. A boy's name.

Nip.

positives and comparatives.

(Example : Man, manner.)

1. A kind of fog—a title.

2. Something much used in the kitchen—in the church.

3. Something made by the cook—what it is sometimes
eaten out of.

4. A toy—a coin.

5. An article of wearing apparel—certain.
G. Part of a vessel—the captain. A. and B.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE JUNE NUMBER.

niDDEN Names of Ancient Grecian Deities.—1.

Thea. 2. Ceto. 3. Iris. 4. Sol. 5. Pan. G. Ops.

Puzzle.—Samuel.

Numerical Enigmas.—1. Wisdom, justice, and moder-
ation, (motto of Georgia). 2. A rolling stone gathers no
moss.

Square-Words.—
CORD DISH
ODOR IDEA
ROSA SEAL
DRAT HALT

Pi.—Constant dropping will wear away stones.

Concealed Squajik Word.—H ASH
ASIA
SITS
HASH

Transpositions.— 1. Muster, stream. 2. Steam, mates.
3. Veto, vote". 4. Rogue, rouge. 5. Lucre, cruel. G.

Tasted, stated. 7. Wives, views.

Alphabetical Arithmetic—
390701)8439609290(21274 {Key : Hypocrites.)

Cross-Word.—Florence.

The New Uomerc*
When new scholars enter a school, the first day is a very

awkward one for them, as the old scholars often behave

in a very rude manner. The new comers feel ill enough
at case, from being in a strange place, and it hardly makes
them feel more comfortable, to have all the old scholars

stare at them and exchange looks, if not whispers, that

evidently concern them. In the picture the new comers

evidently feel in a quite different mood from the new
scholars, and they show no signs whatever of being

bashful, or of being annoyed at the staring. The stran-

gers are some newly imported French fowls, which arc

distinguished by a very curious comb, this, instead of

being like that of common fowls, is in two parts, which

stand up, one upon each side of the head, like two horns,

and presents such an odd appearance, that we do not

wonder that the rest of the inhabitants in the barn-yard

stare at the strangers. The old goblcr evidently does not

mean to be astonished by any new fashions, but spreads

his tail, swells up his wattles, and gets very red in the

face; the other birds are not to be behind, and one and all

put on their best looks : nor are the new comers afraid to

be looked at, they stand out in full view, and look back

again with a hearty good stare. We suppose this is the way
these birds have of making an acquaintance, they do not

have any one to formally introduce them, but they stare at

one another until all hands are tired. It maybe that the old

rooster, who has been at the head of the barn-yard for a

long time, will not be satisfied until he has a tussel with

the new comer, to see who shall be master, but after

a few days they will all get along without any trouble,

and peck away at their corn in the quietest manner
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liifi' Insurance.
It is good policy to have a good policy. To

assure oneself that the assurance effected is effec-

tive, and will eventually be a pillar o£ strength and

comfort to those in whose favor it is originated, is

very nearly, if not quite, all the modern duty of

men. And yet many a man jogs along through

life vainly dreaming that it will last forever

—

forever being an indefinite idea of robust health.

His glass shall discover to him the approaching

wrinkle, and the inevitable thread of silver among
the well-oiled carls. But with the vanity of self-

appreciation, he flies to the cosmetical mysteries

to hide the advances of time ; the inexorable

apathy will overcome him, and he shall neither

have policy nor prudence. "By-and-by," says he,

"I will insure." By-and-by comes, and the sum
which would otherwise have secured his family a

competency, has been spent in the adornment of

his favorite moustache, and the quiet little 6uppers

after the theatres. In the course of the year, this

will come to a total, double and treble his premium,

and the physicians shall absorb the rest. "By-
and-by " has made him uninsurable. " To-mor-

row," and " to-morrow " arrives, until there is no
to-morrow, and the greatest inconvenience of all

arrives, the inconvenience which settles all claims,

policies and premiums, proving there are people

who think less of their lives than other men do of

their property.

We can pull down barns and build greater ; the

household gods can he replaced again and again
;

nothing that is of the earth or the waters under

the earth but what can be fished up if lost. But

lifu we can neither build nor make ; we can pull it

down, annihilate it, or gradually dissipate it; bui,

to replace it is beyond the power of man. The
sting of non-existence, while existing, is robbed of

half its misery ; the mind relieved of a dull, heavy

weight, a man lives longer and easier, when his

life is assured. This is the best policy of assur-

ance to assure.

The United States Life Insurance Company of

this city secures its policies by an exceptional

integrity and carefulness of management ; by its

quarter-of-a-century record without blemish ; by
its vast accumulations ; its moderate expenditures

and its wholesome growth. Insure in it.

WILL. WrtND I AK
And Not

'Wear Out.

For sale by Watchmakers. Bv mail. 50 cents.
J. S. BIRCH. 37 Maiden Lane. New York

GEO. A. PEINCE & CO.

ORGANS &MEL0DE0NS.
The Oldest, Largest and Most Perfect Manufactory in the

United States.

53,000
[Now in nse.

No other Musical Instrument ever obtained the same

popularity.

ZW Send for Price-Lists.

Address BUFFALO, IV. Y.

IT IS NOT ECONOMY

To buy a poor Shoe. Try Good

Cable Screw Wire
FOR ECONOMY.

^OMKTHnG NEW in relation to Boys'^ Boarding School. Sth year. No cxtT-as. All books fur-
nished free to scholars. Catalogues free. Address

HIUAM H. POST, Prin., Sing Sing. N.Y.

^fiOf^ A MONTH made Aonestfw with Stcn-<I>Kt\J\S nil and Key-Check outfits. Cataloeue and
euajples free. 3. M. Spenobr, 117 Hanover St., Boston, Mass.

The Agricultural College of

Cornell University.
This Institution is now fully organized with the foliowine;

Professors and Instructors

:

J. P, Roberts, Practical and Experimental Agricvit » re
m

John Stanton Gould, Lecturer on Mechanics applied

to Agriculture.

A. N. Prentiss, Botany and Horticulture.

James Law, Veterinary science and ft-actice.

G. C. Caldwell, Agricultural Chemistry.

J. H, Comstock, Agricultural Entomology.

C. Fred. Ihnn. General and Agricultural Geology.

E. H. Fuertes, Surveying.

C. Babcock, Architecture.

J. 1j. Morris, Mechanical Engineering.

J. E. Sweet, Practical Mechanic and Superintendent of
Machine Shops.

E. C. Cleaves, Free-Band Draieing and Mechanical

Draughting.
Besides these, other University Professors give full in-

struction In this Department in Mathematics, Modern Lan-
guages, Natural Philosophy, Human Physiology, History,
and Political Economy.
The University Farm is now in condition to give useful

Illustration both as to processes and experiments. The
University Library and Laboratories, and extensive illus-

trative collections of machinery, implements, models, ap-
paratus, drawings, and specimens, are Ireeiy opened to
students.
By a recent resolution of the Board of Trustees, all stu-

dents in the Department of Agriculture are to be educated

Free of any Charge for Tuition.
And ample opportunitv will be afforded to such students to
pay for their room-rent in the University building by labor
on the Farm, it they desire to do so.
The*next entrance examinations will begin Sept. 8th.
For*Catalogue, giving full particulars, apply to

Prof. C. C. CALDWELL,
Secretanj of the Faculty.

Asbestos Materials.
ASBESTOS ROOFING, PAINTS, CEMENTS, ROOF

COATING, SHEATIXG, &c.

H. W. JOHNS, 87 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y.,

Established 1S38. Patentee and Sole Manufacturer.

Consumers' Importing Tea Co.,
No, 8 Cliurcli Street,

P. O. Box 5,509. New York City.

This is a combination of capitalists to supply the consum-

ers of Teas throughout the United States on the mutual

principle.

"We have experienced agents In all the best districts of

China and Japan to select Teas especially for our trade.

We expect every consumer of Teas to render us all the

assistance they can in carrying out our enterprise, as we
make a specialty of SUPPLYING CONSUMERS ONLY
(and allow no middlemen to make any profit on our impor-

tations), which will enable us to supply them with Teas at

prices lower than have ever been known, and of those fine

qualities that seldom reach the interior, being sold only in

the large cities and among the very wealthy.

Hoping the consumer will take an Interest in our enter-

prise, and send at once for a circular with full explanations

of how to proceed to obtain our goods, we remain,

Most respectfully yours,

Consumers' Importing Tea Go.,

P.O. Box 5,509.

No. 8 Church Street,

New York City.

Entered* according to Act of Congress, in January, 1874,

by the Consumers' Importing Tea Co., in the Office of the
Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. C.

New Tori College of Veterinary Surgeons,
INCORPORATED 1*37.

Lectures for 1874 will commence about the middle of Octo-
ber and continue until the last of February, 18752

Few; Matriculation, $5; Faculty, $120 ; Graduation. $25;
Dissecting, $5 ; Address for Circulars,

A. F. LIAUTARD, V.S., M.D., Secy.
205 Lexington Ave., New York.

Tongue-Lolling Bits*
We make Bits to prevent the above bad habit. $2, $", or

$4, for cash with order, or C. O. D. Hand-forged Bits made
in any Ptvle to order. Parentp. s of the
BALDWIN BIT, for side pullers and hard mouths.

$2, $s. and $1. Also agents for the
MARTIN HIT. Sec adv. in "Turf, Field, and Farm,"

and " Wilkes' Spirit of the '1 imes."
JOS. BALDWIN & CO., Newark, N. .T.

WA. fOVKRT *%: CO., Produce
• Commission Merchants. No. 68 Pearl Surer.

New York. "Quick sales and prompt returns.*
1 8^^ Send

for our weekly Prices-current and Marking Pla.te._^EC

DllttlirWHBATibr SEED.
[

New crop now ready. Orders promptly filled.

JOSEPH HARRIS, MoretoaFarm. Rochester, N. T.

To Nurserymen,
TREE DEALERS AI\D PLANTERS,

Our Wholesale Catalogue for Autumn 1874,
now ready, and sent FREE to all applicants.

Aujj. 1,1874. EUWANGER & BARRY,
Jit. Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.

HOME
INSURANCE COMPANY

OFFICE, 135 BROADWAY.
CASH CAPITAL, ------- $3,500,000 00
Reserve for Re-Insurance, .Tilly

1, 1874, --------- 1,919,971 53
Reserve for Unpaid Losses and

Dividends, -------- 343,338 83
Net Surplus, -------- 549,17104

TOTAL, ASSETS, ----- 85,313,381 40
A DIVIDEND OF FIVE PER CENT HAS BEEN DE-

CLARED, PAYABLE ON AND AFTER THE 17th DAT
OF JULY.

CHARLES J. MARTIN, President.
J. H. WASHBURN, Secretary.

GREAT WESTERNi^_
""US

PITTSBURGH PA
Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, Pistols, Ammunition, Fish-

ing Tackle, etc. For Price-list-, see page 157, April No. Am.
Agriculturist, or address, with stamp.

GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS,
285 Liberty St., Pittsburgh. Pa.

THE PEOPLE'S

Force Pumps.
Awarded medal of American In-

stitute overall competitors last fall.
For the house and out of doors.
Non-freezing,and adaptable to wells
from 6 to mu feet deep. Highly re-
commended for city houses on ac-
count of their great power. Parties
about to supply themselves are in-
vited to cail and examine. Circu-
lars sent on application. Plumbers
are particularly requested to call.

See "Notes from the Pines," on
page 1S

1

>, May number, ofAmerican
Agriculturist.

W. S. BLUNT,
77 Beekman Street, New York.

Geneva Nursery.
Est

,

a
|»|f

ed

400 Acres of Frnit and Ornamental Trees.
LARGE STOCK OF

Pear Trees—extra size, Standard and Dwarf.
Pear frees—first class, five to seven feet.
Apple Trees—first class, Standard and Dwarf.
Cherry Trees, Peach, Plum. Orange, Quince.
Grape Vines—New varieties and old approved sorts.

Large Stock of Tree Roses, grown by us espe-
cially for the Trade. Fine funned heads. Our Trees ami
Plants are grown on heavy clay soil, which makes them
very hardy. All at lowest prices. Catalogues free.

W. &. T. SMITH, Geneva, N. Y.

A SILVER T.P
Adds Five Cents

TO THE COST OF A SHOE,

and $1 to its value.

TO SOUTHEEN NURSERYMEN!
Our long experience in Biipplying the wants of Southern

Nurserymen, enables ns to ofler for this fall a stock of trees
unsurpassed for the Southern market. Standard and Dwarf
Pears. Apples, Cherries, Plum , &c., &c, in almost endless
quantity. Send forPrice List.

NICHOLAS & NEWSON, Geneva, N.Y.

STEEL PENS!
Sold by all Dealers.

No. 91 John St., New York.

HENRY HOE, Sole igont. JOSEPH GIU0TT & SONS.
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VEGETABLE SEEDS,
For Sowing in August and Sxptkmbeb.

Per oz. Per lb.

Radmh, New California White Winter—solid,
crisp, 11 pood keeper and of excellent flavor. 30c. $ S.50

Radish. Rose Chinese Winter 20c. 2.00
Radish, Black Spanish lOc. 1.00
Lettuck. Brown Dutch, Simpson, Hardy Ham-
mersmith 30c, 3 00

Lettuce, Boston Market extra fine 50c. 5.00
Spinach, Kound Leaved, Priekley.... 10c. .60
Spinach, Lettuce-leaved 15c. .75
Corn Salad, or Fetticus 15c. 1.25
Kalk, Dwart Curled, or German Greens 15c. 1.25
Cabbagk, Dwarf Early York 20c. 1.50
Cabbagk, True Jersey Wakefield $1.00 10.00
Cabbagk, Early Winnlngstadt 30c. 3.00
Cauliflower, Halt Early Paris.. 1.00 12.00
Cauliflower, Early Dwarf Erfurt, per pkt50c. 5.00
Cauliflower, Erfurt, Large White 1.50 18.00

Flower Seeds for Fall Sowing.—'10 varieties Hardy
Annuals and Perennials, $1.00. Addreis

B. K. BLISS &, SONS, P.O. Box 5712,
No. 34 Barclay St., New York.

Turnip Seed by Mail.
The following varieties, the

quality of which can not be
excelled, wi'l be mailed pott-
oaiil to any address in the
Union upon receipt of price
affixed: Early White Dutch,
White Strap-leaf, Red-top
Strap-leaf, Yellow Aberdeen,
Long White or Cow-horn, Im-
proved American Ruta-baga,

Suiter's Improved Swede, Skirving's Im-
proved Swede, Long White French, Sweet
German, 10 cents per ounce, 25 cnnts 1

ounces, 75 cts. per pound. Large Yellow
Globe, cts. per ounce, 30 cts. 4 ounces, $1.00
per pound. Prices for larger quantities to
dealers, either in bulk or packets for retail-
ing, will be given upon application. Address

B. K. BLISS &, SONS, P.O. Box, 5,712,

No. 34: Barclay Street, New York.

DUTCH BULBOUS BOOTS

SMALL FRUITS.
Our Autumn Catalogue of the above, beautifully

Illustrated witn many engravings and it splendidly colored
lithograph ol a Group of Double and Single
(I viK'int Us, will be ready for distribution Sent. 1st. A
copy will be mailed to all applicants inclosing Ten Cents;
regular customers supplied gratis. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
SEED, PLANT, & BULB WAREHOUSE,

34 Barclay St., New York.
P. O. Box No. 5713.

DWARF PEARS.
A large stock of two-v^ar olri trees, very fine. Also.

Standard tears. Apples, I lump. Cherries, &c, &c. Inspec-
tion invited. Correspondence solicited.

NICHOLAS & NEWSON, Geneva, N. Y.

THE BEST STRAWBERRY Yet
Out. Snmers's Kiiby Is the most perfect com-

bination of extras in size, beauty, flavor, solidity, and pro-
ductiveness. f\'er produced. A few plants for sale in Sept.
Price, 2 plants, $1 ; 12 plants. $-"».

Address WM. SOMJ5RS, Bridgeport, Conn.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS. — One
C? Dozen eaclt of Champion. Black Defiance, Monarch of
the West. Dr. Warder, Matilda, a d Jucunda, for $4, post-
paid, lioyden's No, 30. @ $1 per 50.

R. H. HAINES, Malden-on-thc-Hudson, N. T.

Str»wl>erry Plants— Charles Downing.
Bovden's No. 30. Wilson, Triomphe de Gand, $1 100, $6

1,00 i. 25 new kinds, by dozen or 10(1. Send for Catalogue.
W. S. CARPENTER & SON, Rye, Westchester Co., N. Y.

"l\rew Strawberries — Cumberland, Tri-
i.^ umph, and Spriugdale. For size, flavor, visor, and
roduetlveness, have no rival. Send stamp for Descriptive
Ircular. A. MILLEIi, Box 318. Carlisle, Pa.

TURNIP SEED

E

Early Beatrice, Louise, and .Rivers'

Peacli Buds,
IN LARGE QUANTITIES AND MODERATE RATES.

FRANKLIN DAVIS & CO., Nurserymen,
Richmond, Va.

Surplus Stock.
PEACH—1 year, fine, $20 to $60 per M.
CHERRY—2 year, fine, $80 to $150 per M.

An Immense Stock for Nurserymen and Dealers—at lowest

rates. See our

Surplus Stock List.
THE DINCEE & CONARD CO.,

Wholesale Nurserymen,
Wet Grove, Cheater Co., Pa.

/"U-AVERACK .Oollf (;c and Hudson Mver -list., at Clave*.
V>afck. N. TV Jd QKnfeUM. Alowbo Ki.aok, Ph. D, Prea.

BY MAIL ON RECEIPT
Per Pound.

BAR1.Y DUTCH 80 75
GERMAN TELTOW 100
COW HORN
RED TOP STRAP-LEAP
WHITE NORFOLK

STRAP-LEAF FLAT-
FLAT OR GLOBE
FRENCH
GLOBE
BARREL
NAVET (true)

WHITE
WHITE
WHITE
GREEN
GREEN
JERSEY

75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75

3 OO

OF AMOUNT.
Per Pound.

LONG WHITE TANKARD.. $0 75YELLOW MALTA , a OO
YELLOW STONE 100
YELLOW ABERDEEN 75
ROBSON'S GOLDEN BALL 75
ORANGE JELLY 75
YELLOW FINLAND a 00
IMPROVED RUTA BAGA 75
WHITE RUTA BAGA 75
LAING'S RUTA BAGA 75
SKIRVING'S RUTA BAGA 75

With all other seasonable Seeds. Catalogues upon application.
J. M. THORBURN & CO, 1 5 John St., New York.

500,000 Apple, Pear, etc.

100,000 Peach Prces.
100,000 Grape Vines.
50,000 Currant Bushes.
500,000 Sweet Chestnut Trees.
10,000 Spanish " "
A CHESTNUT CIRCULAR FREE.

1,000,000 Evergreens, best in
market.

300,000 Deciduous Trees and
Shrubs.

50,000 Magnolia Arenminati,
one year, line.

10,000 Tulip Trees, 6 to 12 feet.

3,000 Weeping Mountain Ash.
50,000 Rose Bushes.
A new Descriptive Catalogue and

Wholesale List free.
21st Year. 400 Acres. 11 Greenhouses.
Address, STORES, HARRISON * CO..

Painesville, Lake Co., Ohio.

Plants for Winter Flowering!

Plants for Florists' Stock.

We offer YVinter-blooniinc: Carnations (fine) lor
20 cts. each; $ij,0U per 100—ready in Sept. Tuberoses*
started in pots ior winter-bloom, now ready at same price.
Chinese Primroses* 1>W. white, $5.00 per doz.; Sin-rle,

83.00 per doz. Smiltix. larjre roots, >0 cts. each : $>.0)pcr
doz. Seedlings ready in Oct. and Nov., at $1.00 per 1(H).

Violets, PM. Bine and Marie Louise, $8.0) per 100. Be-
poniasf Winter-blooming, extra lame. 25 cts. each

; $2,00
per doz; small plants, $5.00 per 100. Callas* extra large,
$8.00 ner doz.; vountz plants in Dec., $8.00 per 100. Bou-
vartlia Dnvidsonii, fine, 4in. pots, 25 cts. each; $2.0u per
doz. Cyclamen Persicum, a few 5-year bulhs, at $1.00
each; general stock, 2a to i0 cts. each; $i:>.00 per 100.

Dwarf Pomegranates, 15 cts. each; $in.oo per 100.

Roses* tender sorts, grown in pots for winter-blooming,
extras, aO cts. each ; 3 to 4 inches. 25 crs. each ; $'i.50 per doz.
Also our usual supply of young plants for mail-
ing, at S for $1.00. Early White Roman Hya-
cinths, the earliest and best for forcing, 20 cts. each ; $1.50

per doz. ; $14.00 per 100. Also a large stock of extra size
plants ol Zonal Geraniums, Fuchsias, &'-. for
Florists' Btock. Oar stock is large, and we are bound to
sell. General Pr'ce List out in Sept. Good Judges say we
grow the finest Tuberose bulbs in America.

MASSEV <fc HUDSON,
Chestertowit* Kent Co., Maryland.

P.S.—Being about to abandon the vegetable seed-grow-
ing department, and devote our entire attention to Flowers.
we offer for sale about 400 hot-bed sashes, 8>£x7 leet, at $2.50

each, delivered in Baltimore.

SUMMER FALLOW.
CARHAET'S PATEN?

TWO-HORSE
Pulverizing Cultivator.
As a Pulverizer, Weed, Quack, and

Thistle Exterminator, it has no equal.
The extremely low Price of $22.00 places It within the

reach of all.

From the hundreds of testimonials received in its favor
we submit the following:

$ Secretary's Office, Patrons of Husbandry, New York
I State Grange, Klmira, N. T., June 4, 1874.

Bradley M'f'g Co., Syracnse, N, Y.

Gentlemen .-—Three years ago I procured a Carhart, Culti-
vator to use on a summer fallow, infested with Canada
thistles—the soil a heavy clay. My original design was to
kill the thistles by the slow process of repeated plowings,
bat I found the work of the cultivator so easy, rapid, ami
withal thorough, that I could dispense with the plow and
secure the object in view. My success was complete, and
the expense of the process not more than one-fifth of the
estimated cost, if performed by the plow. Ever since that
experiment I have used my cultivator In the various opera-
tions for which it is designed, and I am not less pleased with
It to-day than I was by its first success. Every season it is

kept busy spring and fait by my neighbors, who show thus a
proper appreciation of aifood Implement—for I have plenty
of poor ones, which they refnse to borrow. My observation
of their work warrants me in saying the Carhart works
Just as well on porous, gravelly soil, as on my clay.

Very Respectfully,
W; A. ARMSTRONG, Sec'y N. Y. S. Grange.

Belfast. N. Y., Mnv 2. 1871.

Bradley M'f'o Co. :—The Carhart- Patent Cultivator came
all right, arm after trying It I prefer it to the Wheel Culti-
vator I have formerly used, which cost $40.00.

I. B. FORD.
Send us your address, and we will mail von free one copy

of the Illustrated Agricultural Economist, giving A com-
plete description of this popular Implement, and what
Farmers sav about it in 1874.

BRADLEY NANVFACVVRINQ, CO,,
yyrmense, N. V.

Established 1858

T11A.DE MARK PATENTED.

The best and cheapest Paint in the
world for Iron, Tin or Wood. For sale bv
the Trade everywhere. PRINCE'S METALLIC
PAINT CO., Manufacturers, 96 Cedar St., New York.
CAUXIOIV,—Purchasers and consumers are cau-

tioned against imitations of our Metallic Paint.
All genuine PRINCE'S METALLIC I'AIXT wil*
bear our name and trade mark on each and every
package. Send for a circular.

TWO GOLD MEDALS
.Cig<Goe-tct> a

Ka-fSJ.il -
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AWARDEDTHISMACHINEi

Sugar Cane and Sorgo Machinery,
Steam Engines, Horse Powers,

Farm MiMs. etc.
Manulncturetl hy

GEO. 1.. SQ.UI11.R & BKO.,
Catalogaes free. Buffalo, N. Y.

Halladay^s Improved

Wind-Mill.
PERFECTLY Self-Reuulatinc. The

Beat, Cheapest, most Durable and
Popular Mill made. Manufactured
under the immediate supervision of
Inventor IS years. Two million dol-
lars' worth now in use. Send for Cata-
ofrue.

U. S. WLND ENGINE & PUMP CO.
Batavia, III.

Teed StkameR
For lull particulars, atldress

ENGLE, KELLER & CO., Lancaster, Pa.

GAWTHROP'S IMPROVED HYDRAULIC
liAMS. Send for Illustrated Circular and Price-Llst.

A. GAWTHROP t& SON.
Wilmington, Del.

{ <li--:i|> Farms—on the Ocean. Price ?10 to
'-^ ipi |>er aere. Ilealtliv. Ilsh, oVKters. &c„ aliumlant;
1-ihor cheap and plentv. The beat n*ntt and linek rog in
the States. Several weeks, earlier Mian Delaware, and moi*e
certain. IMarkeis—Seiryerk; 1'hllatlelphlay and ISalQjnoro,
by rail, steatner, and Teasel. A. P. HOKSs. 6no<v Hni. Md.
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THE NATIONAL
FAMILY CIDER AND WINE MILL.

Light, convenient, easily operated, ami of low price. Un-
equalled, and recommended the best in use for Apples,
Grapes, Berries, etc. Constructed on entirely new prin-
ciples, combining both features of prating and crushing, by
which a larger percentage of juice is obtained.
Send lor illustrated descriptive Circular. Mtide only by

AMES PLOW COMPANY,
53 Bcekman-st, Ntw York,

and Quincy Hall, Boston.

Cider Making Machinery.
HICKOK'S KEYSTONE CIDER MIL.L..

EXCELSIOR CIDER MILL.
HUTCHINSON'S FAMILY CIDER MILL.

SCREWS, PRESSES. GRINDERS. Etc.
Depot for the Gale of the above Mills, in New York City,

60 Court landt-st.
Send lor Circular. H. B. GRIFFING.

rj>Hi: CHAMPION
Hickok's Paten Portable

KEYSTONE CIEEK .nd WINE MILL.

THE BEST MACHINE EVER INVENTED.
I make also two sizes of superior Presses for Berries, etc.
If your merchant does not keen them, tell him to send for

one for vou, or write for one rourgelf.
Don't buy any other until yun see this.

Send for a circular. W. o. HICKOK,
HarrlBburc, Pa.

THE HUTCHINSON FAMILY
CIDER AND WINE MILL.

(Over 25,000 sold.)

EXCELSIOR CIDER MILL, sr.

andjr. Grinds easy and rapid. Pow-
er Apple Grinder. Pleasant
Valley Grape Mill, Presses
for Cider and Wine, Press-
Screws, &c.
Send for Illustrated Circular.

The New York Plow Co.,
I»5 Beclcman St., New York.

DU«I>AI,E*S Universal Clotln-s-
Washer has been greatly Improved, and is sold at

the old price, $3.50. Best tn the world for general purposes.
Iu time, power, quality, and amount of work. Agents
wanted. Circular'! tree. ' Weight ! Jhs.

J. K. DUGDALE, Whitewater, Wayne Co., Ind.

ADVERTISEUS should send to Geo. P. Rowrll & Co.,
41 Park Row. N. Y., for their Eightt/-pa<ie Pamphlet,

containing lists of S.000 newspapers and estimates, showing
the cost of advertising. Mailed free to all applicants.

BLAKE'S PATENT

STONE & ORE BREAKER.
New Pattern, with Important Improvements & Abundant Strength.

For reducing to fragments all kinds of hard and brittle Bubstauces, Buch as STONE
for making the most perfect MoADAM ROADS, and for making the best CONCRETE.
It breaks stone at trifling cost for BALLASTING RAILROADS. It Is extensively in use
in MINING operations, for crushing

IKON, COPPER, ZINC, SILVER, GOLD, and other ORES.
AIbo for crushing Quartz, Flint, Emery, Corundum, Feldspar, Coal,
Barytes, Manganese, Phosphate Rock, Plaster, Soapstone, etc.

For Illustrated Circulars and particulars, address

BLAKE CRUSHER CO., New Haven, Conn.
Persona visiting New York, can be shown a crusher in operation at 137 Elm Street.

CIDER MILLS.
The most perfect

Cider Apple Grinder

In use. In grinding fast

and fine, and giving

the beRt satisfaction.

Price, $40.

I have also the easi-

est, handiest, quickest

working, and most

powerful Press in use.

Send for Descrip-

tive Circulars

Address MARCUS P. SCHENCK,
Fulton, N. Y.

THE FARMER'S

Favorite Cider Mill.
Buy no Cider Mill until you have examined the Farm-

er's Favorite.
It is the best built, cheapest, and most durable Mill in

market.
It will produce 3.» per cent more juice, from the

same amount of cheese, than any other mill manufactured.

Send for Descriptive Circular.
HIGGANUM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Higganum, Conn.

MAGIC PHOTOGRAPHS,
Wonderful! Curious! Amusing!

25 cents a package ; 5 assorted packages $1 ; one dozen
assorted packages $'1. Sent to any address, postage paid, on
receipt of price. Address

PUZZLE CO.MPAMr, 15J Broadway, New Tork.

1,MRST Premiums awarded by Amer. Inst., 1S70.

MICROSCOPES.
Illustrated Price-List scut free on application.

MAC1C LANTERNS.
Catalogue, priced and illustrated, sent free.

T. H. McALUSTER, Optician, 49 Nassau-st., N. Y.

A MONTH TO AGENTS

$200! 11 the IMPROVED "HOME
SHUTTLE" SEWING MACHINE,

a practical, low-priced " Lock Stitch " Sewing Machine.
Address JOHNSON, CLARK & CO.. Boston, Mays.

;

New York City; Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Chicago, 111.; Louis-
ville, Ky. ; or St. Louis, Mo.

The Hutchinson Burner.
{Price, 35 Cents, by Mail.
chimney needed. Kits the corn-
lamps, and burns kerosene with a

clear, stead v flame two Indies
high, or any less light desired.
for safety, convenience, and
economy, tmequaled. Sent
by mail for 35 cents; two for
iOc, with wicks. Write to

HUTCHINSON & CO.,
Cayuga. N. T.

AUmBf'S NEW SMOKER.— Best
^C- method yet devised for quieting bees. Can be sent
by mail in two parts, price $1,75. By express $1,50. Send for
circular and price list. M. Qulnby, St. Johnsvllle, N.Y.

Iinprovefl Foot Lathes.
Small Engine Lathes, Small Gear Cut-
ters, Maim Planers for Metal, Ball Turn-
ins Machines, Slide llests, Foot Scroll
Saws. The very best. Selling every-
where. Catalogues free.

N. H. BALDWIN, Laconla.N.H.
* for Artisans or Amateurs.

MEDAL. MACHINES,
NEW 704£ STATE AGBICtTLTtTBAL W0EZ3.

\\ MIDI? i: & milieu CO.,
Patentees and Manufacturers of

Railway, Chain and Lever Horse Bowers, Threshers
and Cleaners, Threshers and Shakers, Clover
Hullers, Feed Cutters, Ithaca Wheel Horse
Hakes, Horse Pitchforks, Shingle Mach-
ines, Straw Preserving Eye Thresh-

ers, &c, &o.
Send for Circular. ALBANY, N. Y.

Straw Preserving Thresher.

This Machine leaves the straw straight ami unbroken,
when it can again be put Into bundles, making it more valu-
able for market. WHEELEK & MKLICK CO., Sole Manu-
facturers, Albany, N.Y. Send for circular.

Lightning Peach-Parer.

The only practical Pcacli-Parer made,
It pares Apples as well as the best Apple-Parers. Sold lu

all large markets.

D. H. GOODET.L, Sole Manufacturer,
Antrim, N. H., and 99 Cnnmbers-st., New York.

Also manufacturer of Improved Turn-Table Apnle-Parers,
Lightning Apple-Parers, Climax Corers and Slicers, Ca-
hoon's Broadcast Seeu-Sowers, etc.

Lovejoy's New Style

glass cutter
And Putty Knife
Cuts glass better than a dia-
mond. Kverybody should huve
one. Any child can use it.

Sent to your address on receipt
of 50 ceutd and stomp by

ATVAN I,. rOVEJOY
229 WasTungton St.,

Boston, - - - Mass.

Liberal discount made to dealers

BUILDING FELT.
This water-proof material, resem-

bling fine leather, is for outside

work (no tar substances used) and
inside, lusread of plaster. Felt

carpetings, etc. Send two S-cent

stamps for circular and samples.

C. J. FAY, Camden, N J.
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New Church Music Book,
For 1874,— 1875.

By II. E. Palmeu and L. C. Emerson,

the most successiid Church Music Bonk mnl ere of the day.
"Will be ready la August, and will contain the usual Sink-

ing School Course, and u Inr-je amount Of new ami cliofce

music lor Choirs, Conventions and Sinking Classes. Spec-

tmen Pagea now ready, and will be mailed, post-free, on
application.

Price, $1.38, or $12.00 per dozen.

The Emerson New Method
FOR REED ORGANS.

ByL. O. Emerson and W. S. B. Matthews. $250. One
of the Newest and very best of the New Methods.

GUIDE IN THE ART OF SINGING.
By Geo. L. Osgood, $4.00.

New and very superior ';ook for Voice Training.

Eichter's Manual of Harmony.
Translated from the eighth German edition, by

J. C. D. PARKER. Trice $2.03.

Prepared expresslv for the Lefpslc Conservatory, and is a
complete and reliable Grammar of Composition.

0LITEK DITS0N & CO., CHAS. H. DITSOU & CO.,

Boston. 711 B'dway, Now York.

OUR FIRST 100 YEARS!
The Life of the Republic Illustrated.

BY C. EDWAT1DS LESTER.
Published in 12 monthly parts, 64 pages, at r>0c. each. Sent

by mail, prepaid. In territory where no agent Is working.
Do not wait for the a^ent, but send 50c. for Part One, now
ready ; the balance will be delivered by the agent Agents
wanted in every School Disli-let. Address

UNITED STATES PUBLISHING CO.,
13 University Place, N. T.

4. Timely Book for Agents.

THE LIFE AND PUBLIC SERVICES
OP

SALMON P0RTL1D CHASE,
Late Chief-Justice op the United States;

Formerly United States Senator, Governor of Ohio, and
Secretary of the Treasury,

By J. W. SClIVCKETtS,
for many years Private Secretary to Mr. Chase,

This Is the only Lie of the late Chief-Justice authorized by
the surviving members of Ids f imily.

Tlie book Is printed on good paper. In clear, large type,

and Illustrated, the whole making a volume of about C."0

pages, and sold only by Subscription.
Price, In elegant Cloth Binding, $5; Leather, $fi; Hall

Turkey Morocco, $7.50. For further particulars apply to

D. APPLETON & CO., Publishers,

549 & 551 Broadway, New Tokk.

AGENTS
WANTED 'TELL IT ALL'
By Mrs. Stenhonso of Salt Lake City, 25 years the Wife of a

Mormon High Priest. With Introduction by Mrs. Stowe.
0p«r3OO Outfits at this new work were ordered hv old Agents,
in advance, who are now selling 25 to 4.i a davl Its sale is

without parallel. One lady sold 280 in one week. Terms Mgj
sales positively immense. We send Outfit free to any one
who will canvass. Agents wanted everywhere. Circulars free.
Address, A. D. Worthixoton & Co., Hartford, Conn.

BAXRD'S

For Practical Men.
My new revised and enlarged Catalogue of PRACTICAL

AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS, 96 panes, 8vo., will be sent,

free of postage, to any one who will favor mo with his ad-

drew. ElKNRY CAREY BAIRD,

Industrial Publisher,

400 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

WEBSTER'S PENNSYLVANIA

POCKET DICTIONARY AGRSCOLTURAL WORKS.
OF TSIfl; ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

Abridged from Webster's Quarto, illustrated with nearly
TWO HUNDRED Engravings on Wood. This volume em-
braces a careful selection of more than 18,000 of the most im-
portant words of the language. The Introduction contains,

besides the Pictorial illustrations, Tables of Money*
Weight and Measure* Abbreviaf ion-. Words,
Phrases, Proverbs, Etc.*- from the Gte<k, Latin, aud
the Modern Foreign Languages, Rules for Spelling,
etc., etc.; making all together the most complete and
useful pocket campanirn extant* It is beautifully

printed on tinted t>aper, and bound in Morocco, TucUs, gilt

edges, $L For sale everywhere. Sent by mall on receipt

of the price.

IVISON, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR, & CO.
PUBLISHERS,

138 & 140 Grand Street, New York.

Herald of Health.
This monthlv Is devoted to the culture of the bodv and

mind; to rearing healthy and beautiful children; to the re-
covery of health without drugs; to the improvement of the
physique; and to showing people how to live so as to be
healthy, happy, and make the most of life. The Scientific
American says: " It contains more sensible articles than
any monthly that conies to our sanctum." $2.00 a year,with
a premium of tin* complete works of Shakspeare, in one
volume of over 1,000 pages and 3t> illustrations.

WOOD & HOLBUOOK, 13 and 15 Laight St., New York.

«Xi1TitinOP A DUV " A new book oa the art ot

JCjJJl!jU\Ji\.XiJ: II X , Writing by Sound; & com-
plete system of Phonetic Short Hand—the shortest, most simple,
easy, and comprehensive, enabling any one, in a short time, to report
trials, speeches, sermons, &c. The Lord's Prayer is written with
forty-nine strokes of the pen, and 140 words per minute. The unem-
ploved should leamthis art. Price, by mail, 50 Cts. Agents wanted.
Address T. W. EVANS & CO.. 139 S. Seventh Street, Phila., Pa.

Manufacture the celebrated Farquhar Threshing Ma-
chines, Hallway and Sweep Horse-Powers, Cultivators. Cul-
tivator Teeth, Plow Handles, aud Agricultural Implement*
generally. Send tor circulars. Please address

A. B. FARQ,l7IIAlt. Proprietor.
Works, York, Pa. 56 Bet kman St., New York.

for Rent,

MY NEW
HAT, STRAW, AND STALK CUTTER.
Not to be paid for until tried on yonr form, and found

satisfactory. Splendid chance for agents. Circulars free.

WARREN GALE, Chlcopee Falls. Mass.

ACCENTS waited. No Humbug'.
The Hone Stone Knife, Scissor, and Tool Sharpener,

\di best selling article in the market, 100 per cent, profit.

..Staples mailed for 25c.
Italian Stone Co., Binghamton, X. Y.

PATENT

GRAPE
Picker.

A very useful, labor-saving article. Sent post-
paid on receipt of SI. AGENTS WANTED.

Address VALENTINE & CO.,
Bristol, Conn.

with Privilege of Purchase. We Rent
elegantJlrst-clas* Pianos atvery mod-
erate rates, aud allow the rent to pay

Tfor the instrument. By our new
rental system a person can have from
Tno to Seven Years to pay for a
Piano. Anv responsible person wish-„ lag a first-class Piano on Easy Pay-

ments should Bend stamp foi our new Illustrated Catalogue
with full particulars. Address

S. BltAIXAKO'** SONS, Cleveland, Ohio.

GRAPEVINES.
LAROEST STOCK IN AMERICA. Extra quality.

las. V. ft. BUI BAUD. Fredonla, N. Y.

THE DRILL OF THE PERIOD.

The Superior Double Force- feed

GRAIN DRILL
Has met with unparalleled success during the past two
years, and now stands without a rival in the Grain Drill
family. It is theon\y Double Force- Feed Drill in
the world. Thousands of farmers who have bought and used
the " Superior," pronounce \% entirely un equalled for per-
fection of work, ease of operating, grain saving, time sav-
ing, and money making. Don't fail to examine it and com-
pare it with other Drills before purchasing.

THOMAS, LUDLOW & RODGERS,
Manufacturers, Springfield, Ohio.

Also exclusive manufacturers of the celebrated Im-
proved Buckeye and Champion Cider Mills.
Sendfor Circulars.

PLUM TREES.
50.000 splendid two-year Trees — cannot be surpassed. If

equa'^d, by anything in this country.

CHERRIES AND PEACHES.
A large stock, including all the new varieties.
Also, a general Nursery Block, very fine. Send for Price

List. NICHOLAS & NEWSON, Geneva, N. Y.

THE PUIiSOMETER.
The simplest, most durable, and effective

steam pump now in use. Will pump gritty
or muddy water without wear or Injury ta
its parts. It can not get out of order.

C. HENRY HALL & CO.,

20 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

Branch Depots:
104 Sudbury St.. Boston, Mass.
1,327 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
59 Wells St., Chicago, 111.

South Western Exposition, New Orleans. La
811 and 813 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo

GENUINE
Peruvian Guano.

In Large or Small Quantities.
Circular, containing testimonials, references, and full par.

ticulars, mailed free on application to

R. BALCAZAR,
P. o. Box 129. No. 53 Beaver Street, New York.

-=3gfc.

N?l.

PERUVIAN

GUANO.
WARRANTED)

Buy the Best Fertilizers.
H. B. GRIPPING,

58 aitd GO Cortlandt Street, New Vork.

FOR SALE^-MANURE
from 180 horses for a year. For particulars, apply to the

TROY & LANSINGBTJRGH R.II. CO., Lanslngburgh. N. Y.

Patent Concave Ox-Shoes.

The only forired ox-Bhoe made
\\ ith conenrity to Hi hoof, and the
lies! and cheapest.

GREENFIELD TOOL CO.. Greenfield, Mass.

A 1,1- FARMERS should know what min-
erals are on their lands. For particulars address

\VM. L. BILLIN.
P. O. Box 2.&U. Ph lladel phla. Pa.

«7eNTS LOOK !—$12 a day made selling
Sclssora Sharpener and other wares. Sample 25 cts. Cat-

alogue free. T. J. HASTINGS & CO., Worcester, Mass.
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Steameu Food ami Kuminaa ion.—
"T. W. 0.," Melrose, Mass. If any person hashazardcd

the statement that cows do not chew the cud when they

are fed upon steamed food, he is certainly much mis-

taken. There is nothing unnatural about the practice of

feeding this food any more than in grinding the com or

oats instead of feeding it whole. It Is simply making

the food more easily eaten, more palatable, and more di-

gestible. Each of these effects is an economy, and the

only question to be considered by the farmer is the mat-

ter of convenience. The economy and propriety of

cooked food is well settled.

A Question in Dairying.—" Inquirer,"

St. Charles Co., Mo. We should say that there is no
question as to the profit of keeping cows for the dairy

upon purchased feed when hay may be bought for $5 to

$8 per ton, corn at 30 to 50 cents per bushel, aud oats 20

to 25 cents, with milk at 2J- cents per quart at a creamery

near by. Under such circumstances, with a run-down

farm we should keep all the cows we could procure

and find room for, selecting, of course. good milkers. A
good milker Bhould yield 1,800 to 2,000 quarts in the year

and raise a calf. If there were only the manure pile and

the calf for profit it would pay. Every possible arrange-

ment should be made to save the manure, both liquid and
solid, and if the funds are to be hud if would be an econ-

omy to steam the food. Dairymen in both Eastern and
Western States, where feed is worth much more than the

above prices, are making money with milk at 2| cents a

quart.

A Harrowing" Question.—"Inquirer."
It is difficult to say when a perfect harrow will be in-

vented, or when we shall have one that will meet every

expectation. The uses of the harrow are constantly ex-

tending, and every new use to which we apply it brings

to light some new improvement. We can not, therefore,

expect to have any one harrow that will meet every re-

quirement of the farmer; on the contrary the more ex-

acting he is as to the quality of his work the greater vari-

ety of harrows he will find useful to him.

Value of Leaves.—"J. H. B.," Chester
Co., Pa. There is not much difference between the value

of a ton of leaves, or that of a ton of straw, as manure.

The percentage of ash is sligluly greater in leaves than

in straw, but the valuable constituents of the ash, as

lime, potash, and phosphoric acid, arc about the same.

Losing llie IIair.-u T. J. 8.," Tippe-

canoe, Ohio. When cows are fed with steamed food and

kept in a warm stable during the winter, the usual period

of shedding the hair is anticipated and considerable irri-

tation of the skin is frequently noticed before the hair

loosens. The cows are uneasy and rub themselves con-

tinually. The use of too much coru-meal produces the

same effect, it being what is called V too heating. 11 Some
wheat bran or linseed cake meal should be fed with the

corn, and salt should be given sparingly. A small quan-

tity of sulphur should be given in the feed twice a week
from January until the irritation of the skin disappears.

There is not a book on " cattle,
1 '' and probably never will

be one, which can meet every circumstance which will

arise in the care of stock. Much must of necessity be
left to the judgment and experience of the owner.

Protrusion ol' the Ifttectiisn in
Fowls.-"George, *' Wcllesly, Mass. Itisnot \tnusual

for the egg passage in fowls to become relaxed and pro-

trude in a reverted position. In this case the parts

should be bathed in some gentle, cooling, astringent lo-

tion, as cold tea, alum water, or a weak solution of cop-

peras. It should be immediately returned, aud a piece of

sponge moistened with the liquid or with tincture of

opium should be bound upon the part by meanB of a

suitable bandage. A pill of bread soaked in the tincture

should be given to the fowl, and it should be confined in

a dark, quiet place for a day or two. If the protrusion

Is repeated the fowl may be considered as incurable.

Use ofConi-Cobs.-'G. E. II.," Schuy-
lervillc, N. T. We would rather burn corn-cobs if they

can be procured in large quantities and spread the ashes

than use them in any other way.

Price and Value of Plaster.—"E.
H. M.," Danbury, Ct. Gypsum, or plaster, is a salt of

lime containing a large proportion of water. It consists

of 32.5 per cent of lime, 46.5 per cent of Eulphnric acid,

and 21 per cent of water, when pure. There is a bed of
gypsum of excellent quality at Manlius, N. Y., and it

also occurs abundantly from Syracuse westward to Gen-
esee County. All through this district it can be mined
and sold profitably at $-i per ton, as it is brought to this

country from Nova Scolia and sold for $4 a ton. Our na-
tive gypsum is equally as good as the foreign. Tlie man-

ner in which plaster acts as a fertilizer has been Ihe sub-

ject of much discussion ; it is soluble in water and can

supply both sulphur and lime to the plant; it also has

the property of fixing five ammonia, and some claim

that this is its principal office.

Crop for Wet Soil.—"G. W. F.," E.

Brookfield, Mass. The best crop for a rather wet soil

would probably be oats. If the land is plowed in narrow

ridges of ten to sixteen feet with deep, open furrows be-

tween them, the crop would suffer less from the wet.

But before laying down to grass such land should be

drained. Potatoes should never be planted on wet soil
;

they succeed best upon dry, warm land.

ImproTimg- a Cold. Clay Pasture.
—" Old Subscriber, 1

' Taunton, Mass. The first thing to

be done to improve a cold clay pasture is to drain it. It

Bhould then be well harrowed to tear up the moss and
loosen the soil upon the bare spots, and dressed with fifty

bushels of lime per acre. Clover and timothy seed should

then be sown and the surface rolled or again harrowed.

If a fair dressing of fine manure could be given iu the

fall so much the better.

Draining Sandy Soil.—" W. T. L.,"

Marshall, Texas. There may very easily be a draining

mania as any other kind ; and the idea that every soil

needs draining, whatever may be its character, Bavors

much of such a mania. A sandy soil with a clay subsoil

does not necessarily need draining. It is more than

probable that the "clay" subsoil itself contains a large

proportion of sand, and is not really a clay. If it should

be broken up by subsoiling it would probably he all that

is needed. We would advise an experiment of this kind

before expending money upon drains.

Spasmodic Colli* • — " G. F. J.," Mason
Co., Texas. The readiest remedy for spasmodic colic

in horses is to give an injection of warm water (not hot)

with plenty of soap aud a handful of salt dissolved in it.

The horse should be walked about to excite the bowels

to action. The injection may be given by means of a

bladder with a pipe of elder, or other wood, made smooth

and greased before using.

"Wild Onion—Boriuuda 4*rass.—"H,
B. B.," Greenville, S. C. There is no thoroughly effect-

ive means of getting rid of these weeds but by summer
fallowing; with several plowings and frequent harrowing.

The roots of the grass must be picked off after each plow-

ing or harrowing.

To Stimulate the Growth ofHair.
—* G. W. E.," Walden, N. Y. The growth of hair upon
the mane aud tail of ahorse may frequently be stimulated

by rubbing the skin with a mixture of common whiskey
and tincture of cantharides. If the follicles of the skin

from which the hair grows have been destroyed by dis-

ease or other causes, it is not probable that any applica-

tion will be effective.

Value ofttas Lime.—"Old Subscriber,"
Philadelphia. We have not a high opinion of the value

of gas lime. We would rather pay twenty cents a bushel

for ordinary lime than have gas lime brought to our
place and delivered free. As an absorbent in place of
plaster it is worse than useless. When gas lime is fresh

it contains much sulphuretted hydrogen which it has ab-

sorbed from the gas in the process of its purification.

This is poisonous to vegetation, and until it has passed
off on long exposure to the air the gas lime should not
be used for any agricultural purpose. By the action of
the air some gypsum or sulphate of lime is produced, and
the rest is mainly carbonate of lime, or what is known
as mild lime, and of little use for any purpose.

How to Catch Hawks.-^A. K.,"
Lunenburg, Mass., sends us his plan of trapping chicken
hawks, as follows: "Take a wire bird-cage, put a live

chicken in it, and set it on the ground near the buildings
in an exposed place. Then take a steel trap, tie a small
dead chick on the pan. Then place a small stick about
an inch and a half long under the chick's throat, so as to
bring the head in the natural position. Open the chick's
eyes, and he will look as if alive. Place the trap on the
ground about three feet from the live chicken in the
cage and set it. Shut up all the young chickens. When
the hawk comes, he will hear the live chicken calling for

its mother, and will go for it. But as he can not take it,

he will quickly see the chicken on the trap and clutch it

iu a moment. Then you have him."

Epilepsy in Pigs.—" W. E. M.," Ash-
tabula Co., Ohio. Pigs are very subject to epilepsy, pro-
bably because no animals arc so subject to internal para-

sites, to the presence of which this affection is often attri-

buted. The attack occurs without any previous symptom.
The pig suddenly staggers, drops upon his haunches,
foams at the month, becomes rigid, and falls; the eyes
protrude and are turned upwards, the muscles are vio-

lently convulsed, and the animal strnggles involuntarily

aud unconsciously. Recovery is often very speedy, and
the animal regains consciousness and goes about its

business again. It is supposed that worms in the

stomach and intestines, or minute eggs and larvae of

parasites in the blood or the muscles, are the chief causes,

although sometimes defective nutrition by reason of in-

digestion may doubtless produce it. An ounce of tur-

pentine given daily twice, and followed by an ounce of

castor oil, or two ounces of linseed oil, or an injection of

soap and water in the rectum, has been recommended as

proper treatment; but these are of doubtful benefit.

Iiiflammntion or the •• Hook." —
"E.," Madison, O. When the covering membrane of the

eye of an ox is seriously inflamed after the loss of the eye,

it may be removed without injury either with a sharp

knife by a surgeon or by the application of nitrate of

silver in solution. The fungoid growth which occurs

under such circumstances must he removed before there

can be any cure. It would be best to have some profes-

sional advice about it.

ISestoritB^ Batter.—" J. O. B." We
know of no method of restoring rancid butter to a good
condition. The ill smell and flavor is caused by a chem-
ical decomposition of some of the constituents and the

formation of some peculiar acids which can not lie got
rid ofnor effectually disguised after they are once formed.

A Slieep witU a " Propensity."—
11 B. S. H.,

1
' Tarrytown, N. Y. Sheep have a natural

propensity for eating bark, which is incurable. They
should not be allowed in a young orchard, and it is not

safe to keep them in an old one for many days at a time.

When they have become at home there they will he on
the lookout for mischief.

Wart on a Horse's ISreast.—**E.

D.. ,T Labette Co., Kansas. If the wart is small it may be
removed by tying a stout fine cord or a fine iron wire
tightly around the base. It will in time drop off. Other-
wise it may be removed by touching it daily with a

strong solution of nitrate of silver (lunar caustic). Be
careful in using this solution, as it is poisonous.

The IBest Slieep Tor Ohio.—"S. C,"
Pomeroy, Ohio. If we should judge by the practice and
success of sheep farmers in Ohio we should say that the
Merino and its grades are the most profitable sheep in

that State. What is the best sheep depends greatly upon
the locality. It is certain that there are comparatively
few places in which the large long-wool sheep can profit-

ably snpersede the full blood and the three-quarter or
half-bred Merino. Those few places are where a large

carcass of mutton is desirable, and where abundant pas-

ture and roots are attainable. It must be remembered
that by far the largest demand is for fine and three-quarter

clothing wools, or, in other words, Merino wools, and
that the demand for combing wools is far from general.

Few common country woolen factories are able to card
the lung wools, and such factories use up the great bulk
of the wool produced here.

IMcU's Success.—"J. S.," Union Grove,
111., relates the following story about Dick. lie was
called the Elephant from his immense size. He weighed
alive 76S pounds at the age of two years. By that time
he had eaten 40 bushels of corn, three litters of young
pigs, three calves, and two dozen hens and chickens, all

of which charged against him amounted to $34. Dick
required the services of four men and a span of horses
to dress him, when he made 614 lbs. of pork, and sold
for $24.56. The balance against him is made up of little

iU-ms which are not usually charged ; otherwise he would
have been a profitable pig. He was a Poland-China, and
an ornament to his race. In one of his frisky moments
he injured his back, and was therefore killed before he
was fattened. "J. S." thinks if he could only raise a lot

of hogs like Dick he would do well.

Itloo<ly Urine.—" C. A. N.," Morristown,
N. J. The cause of bloody urine in a cow after calving
is a congested state of the blood-vessels of the kidneys
consequent upon the recent condition of the cow. It is

always accompanied by some fever, and a cooling aperient
draft frequently relieves it at once. We would give 12 to

1G ounces of Epsom salts with an ounce of ground ginger,

and apply cold, wet cloths to the loins. No corn-meal
should be given, and linseed cake-meal should be substi-

tuted. Scalded crushed oats, given cold, may be alter-

nated with the linseed. It is also advisable to keep the
cow quiet for a few days and feed lightly.
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LOOKING UP THE WEST BLUE, FROM TEE FORKS OF BIQ AND WEST BLUE, NEB.

IF YOU WANT A FARM OR HOME,
YOU SHOULD BUT OF THE

BURLINGTON AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD CO.
IN IOWA OR NEBRASKA*.

BECAUSE—Their prices are low, ranging for the best hind from Three to Ten Dollars per acre.

BECAUSE—Xo payments are required of the purchaser for four years, except interest at six per cent.

BECAUSE—After the fourth year only one seventh of the principal is payable annually till the whole is paid.
BECAUSE—You are not required to go into a wilderness, these being well-settled States, the population of which Is rapidly increasing.
BECAUSE—The mildness of the climate and fertility of the soil is such that the settler can pay for his farm from the products raised upon it long before the time when the principal

becomes due.

BECAUSE—Failure of crops from drouth is unknown.
BECAUSE—Large allowances are made upon fare and freight, thus giving low rates on both to purchasers of this Company's lands.

AI\I> YOU SHOULD BUY THIS YEAR.
BECAUSE—Purchasers of our lands In Nebraska during 1871 who cultivate one-half their land within two years from their purchase are allowed a reduction of twenty per cent oa its

price. LARGE DISCOUNTS also, F01C CASH, within One, Two, or Five Years.

Ry Send for Circulars, with full information on all points, to CEO. S. HARRIS, Land Commissioner,
At Lincoln, Nebraska, for land in Nebraska. At Burlington, Iowa for land In Iowa.

Or to W. D. COWLES, General Agent, 317 Broadway, New York. JAS. R- WOOD, General Agent, 59 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

EVER.Y 3J.A-3D-X* SHOVXiD HAVB -A. S^S rJ? OZE7*

GOODRICH'SKHEMMERSI
Consisting of Four Widths and a Dress Binder. Sent by Mail on Eeceipt of Price

ForSale by all Sewing Machine ftgents. i 55 fl PfifinDiPiD f 205 State Street, CHICAGO. ILL.
«$-PTice,OnlyOnenollar.~ml H< Ui DUUUnlUlig 1103 N.lOth St., PHILADELPHIA, F

Inventor of 'iTIic Groodrioh X'vjtclc. SSnirlier«

Self-Propel-
For Cripples
Can be easily

in or out doors,
lug the use of

State vour weight
for illustra ted
ferent styles and

Please mention
this paper.

M Chairs

and Invalids
propelled, either
by any one hay-

: hands.

and send stamp
catalogue of dif-
prices.

S. A, SMITH,
No. 32 Piatt St.,

I N. T. City.

LOVEJOY'S METALLIC

WEATHER HOUSES
I In the weather, and
are pretty mantel ornaments. The little
lady appears in lair and the man in
Btormy weather, and they never make
mistakes. Bent prepaid to any address.
Bflfely packed, upon pecelni of $2 (Two),
by AL.VAX C. LOVEJOY,

Proprietor and Manutacl urer,
329 Washington St. Coston.

Special prke to dealers.

THE BREECH-LOADER.
By "GLOAN."

FULLY ILLUSTRATED.

CONTEXTS.
Of the Breech-Loading Gun.
Names of the Parts of the
Breech-Loading dun.

The Barrels of the Breech-
I.oader.

The Selection of a Erecch-
Loadcr.

How Breech-Loaders are
Made.

Tin- Pin and Central Fire
Breech-Loaders

How to Load the Breech-
Loader.

Powder for the Brccch-
Loader.

The New Explosives.
Shot for the Breech-Loader.
Wadding for the Bi eech-
Loader.

Concentrators for Breech-
Loader?.

I'lie Breech-LondingGunCaBC.
Metal an.) Paper Cnrtr1dge«. \ Model Gun Chest.
The Fit ofthe Breech-Loader. How to Clean a ' Breech-
TheLockfl ol n Breech-Loader. Loader.
ToTakeaGun Loch to Pieces i be Dead Shot.
Names <>t (he Parts of the How to Aim.
Gun Locks. The Value of Field Sports.

To Take Apart and Put To Game Lnws.
g-ether b Breech-Loader. 'field Philosophy.
Price, post-paid, Two Dollars.

OKANGE JUDD COMPANY, 245 Broadway, N. Y.

Lake Superior and Mississippi R.R.
Saint Paul, Juno, 1874.

This Company lias for sale large tracts of Land, in the

vicinity of its Railroad, on which are extensive wild

Cranberry Marshes, from which several Thou-
sand Bushels were gathered in 1973. To any person

acquainted with the culture of Cranberries, rare oppor-

tunities are offered. Address

JSO. P. ILSL.EY,
President and Land Commissioner.

Carbonized Enamel
IS AS PURE AS CLASS.

The Bridgeport M'f'g Co.,
OP BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

(Office, No. 8S Chambers St., New York),
Have tlie exclusive control of this valuable enamel, and are
using it to cover all ol their celebrated

American Submerged Force Pumps,
They also enamel pipe Inside and out, which delivers the

water chemically pure. The Enamel is composed of vege-
table matter, baked on so hard that a blow does not break
ft, and it resists acids that cut gold.

Gentlemen: I have examined the sections of Carbonized
Enamel Pipe submitted to me by von. It is superior to any
pipe I have ever seen fur resisting acids and conducting
water from springs or for ase In connection with pnnipe,
etc. The Enamel adheres with astonishing tenacity, with-
standing even heavy blows ; and the surface of the metal
wh re The enamel Is beaten off seems lobe protected against
the ordinary action of water.

M. C. WELD,
Late Associate Editor 4m. AgrtcuUwUt.

MUDGE & WOODS, Bo, SS Chambers St., N. Y.,

lire the exclnslve selling agents of the Bridgeport NtTirCo.
f >r the Licenses of States, counties, and townsri^hts for the

American Submerged Suction and Force Pumps,

$S90 Piano. Circulars flee. U.S.TIano Co. SlOB'dway.N.Y.
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Newly Revised and En-
larged Edition.

Practical

Floriculture.
A Guide to the Successful Propagation and

Cultivation of Florists* Plants.

By F»EXEH HEADER?*ON,
Author of "Gardening for Profit."

Beautifully Illustrated. Price, Post-paid, $1.50.

In tliis work, which has everywhere become so deservedly

popular, not only is the whole " art and mystery " of propa-

gation explained, but the reader is taught how to plant and

grow the plants after they have been propagated. The work

is not one Cor florists and gardeners only, but the amateur's

wants are constantly kept in mind, and we have a very com-

plete treatise on the cultivation of flowers under glass, or

in ttie open air, suited to those who giow flowers for plea-

sure as well aB those who make them a matter of trade.

The work is characterized by the same radical common
sense that marked the author's "Gardening for Profit," and
it holds a high place in the estimation of lovers of

floriculture. The new edition has been thoroughly revised

by the author, and much enlarged by the addition of valu-

able matter.

The following are a few of the subjects embraced in the

latest edition

:

Laying out Flower Garden and Lawn ; Designs for

Grounds and for Greenhouses; Soils for Potting; Cold
Frames; Hot-Beds; Greenhouses Attached to Dwellings;

Modes of Heating ; Propagation of Plants by Seeds and by
Cuttings; Culture of the Rose and Tuberose; Growing of

Winter-flowering Plants ; Construction of Bouquets, Baskets,

etc ; Parlor and Window-Gardening : Wardian-CaBes and
Ferneries; Insects ; What Flowers Grow in the Shade;
Culture of Grape-Vines under Glass ; The Profits of Flori-

culture ; How to Become a Florist, etc., etc.

THE ILLUSTRATED

Book of Poultry,
With Practical Schedules for Judg-

ing, Constructed from Actual

Analysis of the Best Mod-
ern Decisions.

By LEWIS WRIGHT,
Author of " T/ie Practical Poultry Keeper,'" " The

Brahma Fowl," etc.

ILLUSTRATED WITH

Fifty Colored Portraits of Prize Birds,

Painted from Life by J. Wt Ludlow.

CONTENTS.
Ch
1,- Houses and Accommo-

dation.
—The Selection of Stock.
—Feeding and General
Treatment of Fowls.

—Egers and Incubation.
.—Artificial Hatching.
—The Management of

Chickens.
—Fattening and Killing.
—Poultry as National
Food.

—The Utility of " Fancy
Points."

—Commencing a Strain.

=-Matiug Stork for Breed-
ing Prize Bird-'.

—Hearing, Care, and Exhi-
bition of Prize Poultry.

—Shows and Judging,
—Buying. Selling,' and

Exporting.
—Enemies in the lard.
—Diseases of Poultry.
—Technical Terms.
—Cochins.

Chap.
19.—Brahma?.
20.—Malays.
21. -Game.
23.—Dorkings.
23.—Spanish.
24.—Hamburghs.
25.—Polish Fowls.
86.—French Breeds of Poul-

try.
27.—American Breeds of

Poultry.
28.—Unclassed Varieties of

Poultry.
29.—Bantams (Except Game).
30.- C-ame Bantams.
SI.—Wild Breeds oi Poultry,

Origin of the Domestic
Fowl.

"\—The Guinea Fowl.
33.—The Turkey.
31.—The Pea Fowl.
35.—Ducks.
3fi.—Geese.
37.—Swans.
88.—Poisfble Additions to

th Poultry Yard.

Price, Postpaid - - - - $15 OO
Either of the above hooka sent post-paid on receipt of

price by

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Broadway, New York.

SUPERIOR STANDARD WORKS.
Published by ORaSgjTjUDD COMPANY.

THE HORSE.
FRANK FORESTER'S

HORSE OF AMERICA.

By HENRY WM. HERBERT.
Revised, corrected, enlarged, ami continued to 1871,

By S. D. and B. G. Bruce.

Always an Acknowledged Standard, and now
the most Complete and Authentic Work on the

HORSE. "With steel-engraved portraits of Thirty

of the most famous

REPRESENTATIVE HORSES,
including pedigrees, histories, and performances.

Two Buperb royal octavo volamea of upward of 1300 pages.

Post-Paid, Ten Dollars.

WALLACE'S

American Trotting Register.
CONTAINING ALL THAT IS KNOWN OF THE

PEDIGREES OF TROTTING HORSES,

their ancestors and descendants, with a record of

All published performances in •which a mile

was trotted or paced in 2.40 or less,

lrom the earliest dates until the close of 1S0S, and

a full record of the performances of 1869 and 1S70.

Giving complete Summaries of over 6,000 Contests.

With an Introductory Essay on the true

origin of the American Trotter. And a set of Rules

for the government of all trials of speed. By J.

H. WALLACE, compiler of Wallace's American

Stud-Book. Royal octavo.

' Post-paid, Ten Dollars.

WALLACE'S AMERICAN STUD-BOOK.
Vol. One. Being a Compilation op the

PEDIGREES Of AMERICAN AND IM-
PORTED BLOOD HORSES,

from the earliest records, with an Appendix of all

named animals without extended Pedigrees prior

to the year 1840. And a Supplement, containing a

history of all Horses and Mares that have trotted

in public from the earliest trotting races until the

close of I860. By J. H. WALLACE. Royal octavo

of over 1000 pages elegantly bound in extra cloth,

beveled boards, and splendidly illustrated.

Post-paid, Ten Dollars.

Horse Portraiture. — Bkeedixg,

Rearing, and Training Trotters. Prepara-

tions for Races, Management in the Stable, on
the Track, Horse Life, etc. By Joseph CAIRN
Simpson. Pos. octavo. Post-paid, $3.00.

FIELD SPORTS.

Frank Forester's Field Sports.
Embracing the Game of North America, Upland Shoot-
ins, Bav Shooting, Wild Sporting pt the Wilderness,
Forest, Prairie, and Mountain Sports, Bear Hunting,
Turkey Shooting, etc. jstli edition, revised and Illus-

trated. Two post octavo volumes. Post-paid, $ii.00.

Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing.
100 engravings. Embracing a lull illustrated description
of the Game Fish of North America ; Trout and Salmon
Fishing; SI ical Water and Dc» p Sea Fishing : Lake and
River Ffehing • Trolling, Fly Fishing, etc. 12th edition.
One post octavo volume. Post-paid, $3.50.

Frank Forester's Complete Manual,
For Young Sportsmen, of Fowling, Fishing, and Field
Sports. Wltli directions for handling the Gun. the liifle,

and ttie Uod. Art of Shooting on the Wing. The Break-
ing, Management, and Hunting of the Dog. The vari-
eties and habits of Game. River, Lake, and Sea Fishing.
Post octavo. Post-paid, $3.00.

Frank Forester's American Game in its
SEASONS, Fully Illustrated and Described. New edi-
tion, post-paid, $3.00.

The Dog.
By Dinks. Mayhew & Hutchinson. Compiled and edited
by Frank Forester. Containing lull instructions In all

that relates to the Breeding, Rearing, Breaking, Kennel-
ing, and Conditioning of Dogs, with valuable reclpe3 for
the treatment of all diseases. Illustrated. Post octayo.
Poet-paid, $3.00.

The Lead Shot:
Or, Sportsman's Complete Guide; a Treatise on the use
of the Gun, with Rudimentary and Finishing Lessons In
the Art of Shooting Game of all kinds. By Marksman.
Post-paid, $1.75.

The Crack Shot

:

Or, Young Rifleman's Complete Guide; being a Treatise
on the use of the liifle, with Lessons, including a full de-
scription of the latestimproved breech-loading weapons;
rules and regulations for Target Practice, aim directions
for Hunting Game. Jiy Edward C.Barber. Post-paid, $1.75.

Gun, Rod, and Saddle.
Nearly fifty practical articles on subjects connected with
Fishing, Shooting, Racing, Trotting, etc. Post-paid, $1.

Practical Trout Culture.
By J. II. Slack. M. D., Commissioner of Fisheries. New
Jersey. Fullv illustrated and describing thoroughly all
that is requisite to successlul Trout Culture, Post-paid,
$1.50.

AGRICULTURE.
Woodward's Graperies and Horticultural

BUILDINGS. Designs and Plans of Hot-beds, Cold Pits.
Propagating Houses, Forcing Houses, Hot and Cold
Graperies, Greenhouses,Conservatories, Orchard Houses,
etc., with the various modes of Ventilating and Heating.
Post-paid, $1.50.

Jacques' Manual of the Garden, Farm,
AND BARX-YARD. Embracing the Cultivation of
Vegetables, Fruit, Flowers, all Field Crops, Details of
Farm Work and Rearing Domestic Animals. New and
Revised Edition. One volume. Post-paid, $1.75.

Young" Farmer's Manual.
Vol. I. The Farm and the Workshop, with Practical
Directions for laying out a Farm. Erecting Buildings,
Fences. Farm Gates. Selecting good Farm and Shop
Tool's, and performing Farm Operations. Fully Illus-
trated. Post-paid, $155.

Young Farmer's Manual.
Vol. II. How to Make Farming Pay, with full Details ot
Farm Management. Character of Soils. Plowing. Manage-
ment of Grass Lands. Manures, Farm Implements, Stock,
Drainage. Planting, Harvesting, etc. Illustrated. Post-
paid, $1.75.

Hnsmann's Grapes and Wine.
The Cultivation of the Native Grape and Manufacture
of American Wine. By Geo. Husmann, of Missouri.
Post-paid, $1.50.

Elliott's Lawn and Shade Trees.
For Planting Parks, Gardens, Cemeteries. Private
Grounds. andAvenues. Fully Illustrated and described.
Post-paid, $1.50.

Fuller's Forest Tree Culturist.
The Cultivation of Forest Trees for Shade, for Shelter,
for Fuel, for Timber, and for Profit. Illustrated. Post-
paid, $1.50.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY, 345 Broadway, N. Y.
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CEANDALL'S GREAT SHOW.— THE ACROBATS.

FUN FOR THE MILLION,
Conic One, Come All ! Here are jolly times for you, Girls and Boys, and

for your fathers and mothers too ; the old folks will be as much pleased as you.

Here is genuine FUN for you, with nothing about the Show to injure your

morals, but on the contrary, a great deal to develop your constructive or mechanical

talents. These new Acrobats of Mr. O'raudall are the most wonderful toys we
have ever seen, ff you carefully examine each of the figures on these two pages,

you will see that there are only seven different pieces. A box of these Acro-
bats contains four bodies, four heads, eight arms, eight legs, one flag, and six pieces

of wood, or thirty-one pieces in all, and yet from these few elements you can not only

make pictures similar to those before yon, but many thousands of othere. The
pieces are variously cttlvred, which can not be shown in our ink engraviugB. They are

so grooved and jointed and fitted, that they fasten strongly together in all conceivable

positions. These amusing new toys are creating a furore among all the children (and

old folks too) who have succeeded in getting hold of them. Every day's supply re-

ceived at ato Broadway, has "gone off like hot cakes," and correspondents are in-

quiring for them, their price, etc. They will soon be on sale by the toy dealers

generally. The Orange Judd Company are selling them as fast as received at $1 a

box, delivered at -245 Broadway, New York, but if to be sent anywhere out of the

city, the cost ol carriage by express or otherwise must be added to the $1 a box.
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DON'T FAIL

TO HAVE A LIBRARY.

GOOD BOOKS
For Farmers' Libraries,

In response to n request made of one whose thorough and

practical knowledge on all matters pertaining to the Farm,

Garden, and Household la so fully conceded Unit his opin-

ions could not fail to secure attention and command respect

were we permitted to give his mime, we have received the

following as his judgment concerning some of the works on

our Catalogue of Books for Farmers.

Any of these Books will be forwarded, post-paid, to any

address in the United States or Territories, on receipt of the

price, by Orange Judd Company, 215 Broadway, New York.

For a Farmer's Library.

How Crops Grow,

(price $2.00), and

How Crops Feed,

(price $2.00.)

By Prof. Sax'l W. Johnsoit.

Farm Implements
and Machinery.

By John J. Thomas.

Price $1.50.

The New American
Farm Book.

By R. L. and L. F. Alleh.

Price $2.50.

American Weeds and
Useful Plants.

By Dn. "V7m. Darlington.

Price $1.75.

Country and Suburb-

an Homes.

By D. T. atwood.

Price $1.50.

The Fruit Garden.
By P. Baebt. Price $2.50.

Gardening for Profit.

By Pkter Henderson.

Price $1.50.

Gardening for the

South.

By "WM. N. "vVniTB.

Price $2.00.

The New Book of

Flowers.

By Joseph Breck.

Price $1.75.

If I could have bnt two
books In such a library it

would be these, as I con-

sider them the most import-

ant contributions to agri-

cultural literature of mod-
ern times. Th ey contain

all of vegetable physiology

and agricultural chemistry

that any except special stu-

dents need, and nowhere is

there so much of agricul-

ture condensed In so small

a space. As works of refer-

ence they arc indispensable.

Most farming operations

are accomplished by force,

applied through imple-

ments and machines, and a

farmer should understand
mechanics, at least suffi-

ciently to apply force most
economically. In this work
the fundamental principles

are clearly taught, and their

application illustrated.

This is the best American
work upon general farm

management. It treats of

the leading crops, build-

ings, draining, etc., and in-

cludes sufficient about ani-

mals of different kinds to

meet the wants of most
farmers.

For the farmer who
wMic3 to know something
about the weeds upon ids

farm, as well as useful cul-

tivated and wild plants,

tliis will answer better than

a general treatise on botany.

Such a library should have

some work on domestic ar-

chitecture. Most works
upon the subject are costly

on account of the designs.

This is one of the best

worics, at a moderate price,

and contains, with other

m :ii in-, the method of build-

ing with concrete.

After the rami crops, fruit

is of 'be most importance.

No work covers th'e whole
subject so completely as

this.

Farms near citi \ often

make more from garden

crops than from farm crops.

This is the best work on
market gardening, and Will

serve for the family garden
also.

An excellent garden book,
and in the libraries for

Southern farmers might be
substituted for Hender-
son's, bnt It would be well

to have both.

I do not know of any
book upon out-door flower

gardening ttiat on the

whole is so good as this.

Its teachings are Bound, and
style plcaBing.

Mysteries of Bee-

Keeping.
By M. Qvinbv. Price $1.50.

Practical Poultry-

Keeper.
By L. Weight. Price $3,00.

The Pig.

By Joseph Haeeis.

Price $1.50.

Draining for Profit.

By Geo. E. Waking, Jr.

Price $1.50.

Dairy Husbandry.
By X. A. "WlLLAED.

Price $3.00.

Tim Bunker Papers.

Price $1.50.

Bees, Poultry, and Pigs

are often made subjects of

especial care by small far-

mers, and separate treatises

on these arc more likely to

be asked for In a library

like this than those upon
the larger animals. Each
of these is the best in its

line.

So in farm operations,

those of Draining and Dai-

rying, especially the factory

-[ rin, are not Likely to he

treated sufficiently in detail

in general works.

As all the other works are

matters of fact, it may be

well to have a little pleas-

antry. This conveys much
sound teaching on rural

economy in a quaint style,

and it is sometimes policy

to sugar-coat your pill.

Books for a Larger Library.

Besides all the works in the foregoing list, I would add
the following:

American Cattle. L. F. Aixen. $2.50.

Randall's Sheen Husbandry. $1.50.

Hints to Horse Keepers. II. W. Herbert. $1.75.

American Cattle Doctor. G. H. Dadd. $1.50.

Insects Injurious to Vegetation.
Dr. Harris. $4.00.

Fruits and Fruit Trees of America.
Downing. $5.00.

Cranberry Culture. J. J. White. $1.25.

Grape Culturlst. A. S. Fuller. $1.50. (For the

West would substitute Husniann's Grapes and Wiue.
$1.50.)

Grasses and Forage Plants.
C. L. Flint. $2.50.

Forest Trees. Arthur Bryant. $1.50.

Landscape Gardening. Kemp. $2.50.

Hops. 40 eta. Flax. 50 ets. Tobacco. 25cts.

Onion. 20cts. Essays.

Bonssingault's Rural Economy. $1.60.

Play and Profit in My Garden. Roe. $1.50.

Window Gardening. Williams. $1.50.

Books for a Still Larger Library.

In addition to those mentioned in the other iwo lists, I

would name the following

.

Animals and Plants under Domestica-
tion. 2 vols. Ciias. Darwin. $0. (Thisnot suggest-

ed for its doctrine, hut as a useful work of reference.)

Hussey's National Cottage Architecture. $0.

Landscape Gardening. Downing. $6.50.

The Vegetables of America. F. Burr. $5.

The Book of Evergreens. J. noor-ER. $3.

Trout Culture. Dr. Slack. $1.50.

Farm Gardening & Seed Growing. Brill. $1.

The Dog. Dinks, Mayhew & Hutchinson. $3.

Young Sportsman's manual. Forrester. $3.

Hunter and Trapper. II. Thrasher. $1.

The Market Assistant. Devoe. $2.50.

Hedges and Evergreens. Warder. $1.50.

Pear Culture. P. T. Quinn. $1.

Money in the Garden. Quinn. $1.50.

How Plants Grow. Grat. $1.25.

How Plants Hchave. Grat. 75 cts.

Illustrated Horse Doctor. Mayhew. $3.

Peach Culture. Fulton. $1.50.

Barns, Out-Buildings A- Fences. Harney. $6.

Cottages and Farm Houses. Woodward. $1.50.

Country Homes. Woodward. $1.60.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,

S45 Broadway, New York.

A Man of Honor.
By GEORGE CARY EGGLESTON.

Finely Illustrated.

The pnhlishers take pleasure in commending this as

one of the most charming storicsthat has heen presented

to the American people. Mr. Eggleston has given to it,

with rare fidelity, the local coloring of the part of the

country where its scenes are laid. It is a realistic story

of life in the Old Dominion. Its people are ladies and

grntk'men. Robert Pagehrook, the " Man of Honor," ia

every inch a man, and his sayings and doings at once at-

tract and hold the reader's attentive interest. It is a

love-story, too, and has the merit, which is not as com-

mon as it might be nowadays, of ending to the reader's

entire satisfaction.

NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

A capital picture of Life In Old Virginia before the war is

to be found in Sir. George Cary Eggleston's "A Man of
Honor." Virginian hospitality, Virginian conslnship, Vir-
ginian housekeeping, are portrayed in accurate and attract-
ive colors. It is a life which the author has himself known
and loved, and he writes of it with a warmth that comes
from the heart.—N. Y. Evening Post.

Really readable in the moBt refreshing sense of the term—
a story of the most amusing aud attractive interest.—*.
Louis Times.

It Is written in an off-hand manner, and is bright and
amusing.— Worcester, (Mass.) Spy.

With Virginian life as a specialty, Mr. Eggleston has drawn
a simple, straightforward, truthful, and withal, artistic pic-
ture of Southern society. It is sketchy, perhaps too much
bo, but the sketches are all vigorous and show the hand of a
practiced artist. In forming the characters of hi. book it is

evident that Mr. Eggleston has drawn oftener on his memory
than on his imagination

; that he lias lived among the people
whom he describes, lias heard them talk, and seen them
under all the moods of ordinary life.—Boston Daily Adver-
titer.

CONTENTS.

Chapter 1. Mr. Pagebrook gets rip and calls an Ancient
Lawgiver.—2. Mr. Pagebrook is Invited to Break-
fast.—3. Mr. Pagebrook Eats his Breakfast.—4. Mr.
Pagebrook Learns Something about the Customs of

the Country.—5. Mr. Pagebrook Makes some Acquain-
tances.— 6. Mr. Pagebrook Makes a Good Impression.
—7. Mr. Pagebrook Learns Several ThiLgs—8. Miss
Sudie Makes an Apt Quotation.—9. Mr. Pagebrook Meets
an Acquaintance.— 10. Chiefly Concerning "Foggy."—
11. Mr. Pagebrook Rides.— 12. Mr. Pagebrook Dines
with his Cousin Sarah Ann.— 13. Concerning the Rivu-
lets of Blue Blood.—14. Mr. Pagebrook Manages to

be in at the Death.—15. Some very Unreasonable
Conduct.— 16. What Occurred Next Morning.— 17. In
which Mr. Pagebrook Bids his Friends Good-by.—18.

Mr. Pagebrook Goes to Work.— 19. A Short Chapter,
not very Interesting, perhaps, but of some Importance
in the Story, as the Reader will probably Discover after

awhile.—20. Cousin Sarah Ann Takes Robert's Part.

—21. Miss Barksdale Expresses some Opinions.—22.

Mr. Sharp Does his TJnty.—23. Mr. Pagebrook Takes
a Lesson in the Law.—21. Mr. Pjigebrook Cuts Himself
Loose from the Past and Plans a Future.—25. In which
Miss Sudie Acts very Unreasonably.— 20. In which Mi6s
Sudic adopts the Rocratic Method.—27. Mr. Pageoroofe

Accepts an Invitation to Lunch and Another Invitation.

28. Major Pagebrook Asserts Himself.—29. Mr. Barksdale

the Younger goes npon a Journey.—30. The Younger

Mr. Barksdale Asks to be Pnt upon bis Oath.—31. Mr.

William Barksdale Explains.— 32. Which is also the

Last.

ILLUSTRATIONS—Bt M. Woolf.

"Now I've Got Yon " (Frontispiece).—Mr. Robert

Pagebrook was " Bine."—" I Fall at Once into a Chronic

State of Washing np Things."—" Foggy."-Cousin

Sarah Ann.—The Rivulets of Blue Blood.—Miss Sudie

Declares Herself " to Glad."—" Let Him Serve it at Once,

Then."—" Very Well, Then."—"I'm as Proud and as

Glad as a Boy with Red Morocco Tops to his Boots."

PRICE, POST-PAID J1.J5

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway Nbw Yokk.
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the:

HOOSIER
SCHOOL-MASTER.

By EDWARD EGGLESTON.

Finely Illustrated, with 12 Full-Page

Engravings, and Numerous Other
Cuts.

NOTICES BY TIIE PRESS.

It Is fall t>t quaint liuraor, a tender pathos, and vivid de-

scriptions.—New York Standard.

The " events " are stirrin<r and dramatic, and the style is

qniet Impersonal, and almost epigrammatic in its ability to

lay bare an entire situation or character in a sentence or

phrase.—Brooklyn Daily Eagle,

It is at once quaint and truthful, and illustrated as it is by
masterly cuts, it should be one of the most popular

books.— Ohrtottan Standard (Cincinnati).

For realistic conception and life-like delineation of char-

acter, it is not excelled by any American story.—Methodist.

Some passages in it, for life-like delineation and the sim-

ple, artless beauty which constitute the highest perfection

of story-writing:, are equal to some of the very best passages

in Dickens.—Religious Telescope.

PRICE, POST-PAID $125.

The End of the World,

A LOVE STORY.
By EDWARD EGGLESTON,

Author of "The Booster School-Master."

WITH

Thirtv-two Fine Illustrations.

NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

The personages who figure in this story are, with one
exception, country people—such men and women as
Wordsworth loved to study. It is not every man, what-
ever may be his talents, that can safely enter this sphere
of literary labor. To be successful in it, he must, possess
exceptional qualities ; but for those who know how to
find it, here There is gold of the purest, richest kind. In
such a work, howovor, there is no convenient place
where mediocrity can rest; there is nothing but absolute
failure or absolute success. And Mr. E^gleston has suc-
ceeded. His power lies in the delineation of character.
The plot is ingenious and natural, the incidents are man-
aged with great skill, and there are many descriptive
.passages of singular force and beauty. But the strongest
impression left on the reader's mind as he closes the
volume is that he has been in the company of very inter-

esting men and women, and has made a number of new
and valuable acquaintances.— The Albion, New York.

Price, Post-paid, $1.50.

The Mystery
OF

Metropolisville,
By EDWARD ECGLESTON,

Author of " The Hoosier School-Master," " The End
of the World," etc.

FINELY ILLUSTRATED.
CONTENTS.

Preface—Words Beforehand. Chapter 1. The Autocrat of
the Stage-Coach".—2. The Sod Tavern.—3. Land and Love.—
4. Albert mui Eaty.—5. Corner-Lots.—6. Little Katy'B Lover,
—7. Catching and Getting Caught.—8. Isabel Matlay.

—

9. Lovers and Lovers.—10. Plausaby, Esq., takes a Fatherly
Interest.—11. About Several Things.—12. An Adventure.—
IS. A Shelter.—u. The Inhabitant.—15. An Episode.—16. The
Return.—17. Sawney and his Old Love.—18. A Collision.—
19, Standing Guard in Vain.—20. Sawney and Westcott.—
81. Bowing.—22. Sailing.—25* Sinking.—24. Dragging*-*.
Afterwards.—26. The Mystery.—27. The Arrest.—28. The
Tempter.—29. The Trial.—30. The Penitentiary.—31. Mr.
Lurton.—32. A Confession.—33. Death.—34. Mr. Linton's
Conmhip.— 35. Unbarred. — 30. Isabel.— 37. The Last.—
"Words Afterwards.

ILLUSTRATIONS.—Br FRANK BEARD.
His Unselfish Love found a MHancholy Recompense.—

The Suneiior Being.—Mr. Minorkey and the Fat Gentle-
man.—Plansabv sells LotB.—" lly George ! He! be! he!"—
Mrs. Plaueaby.—The Inhabitant.—A Pinch of Snutl'.—Mrs.
Ferret.— One Savage Blow lull In the Face.—""What on
Alrtn'e the Matter? "—Tne Editor of "The Windmill."—
"Git up and Fuller! "

Price Postpaid -- - - - $1 50
Either of the above books sent post-paid on receipt of

price, by the

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, Nbw York.

WHOLESALE PRICE-LIST.

CRANDALL'S IMPROVED

BUILDING- - BLOCKS
FOR

CHILDREN.

BEAUTIFUL,
AMUSING,

INSTRUCTIVE.

CRANDALL'S

Building* - Blocks.
PRICE PER DOZEN BOXES.
No. 1 , $ 1 2.00 (3 Dozen Bores in a Case).

No. 3, $ 6.00 (6 Dozen Boxes in a Case),

No. 4, $ COO (6 Dozen Boxes in a Case).

CRANDALL'S
Masquerade - Blocks.
Price i>er Dozen Boxes $6.00 (6 Dozen Boxes

in a Case).

CRANDALL'S
Expression - Blocks.
Price per Dozen Boxes, $3.00 (12 Dozen Boxes

in a Case).

Crandall's Acrobats.
Price per Dozen Boxes, $8.00 (6 Dozen Boxes

in a ' '" • i.

CRANDALL'S
Alphabet-Blocks,

Red, "White, and Blue.

Price per Dozen Boxes, $6.00 (G Dozen Boxes

in a Case).

Orders from the trade will be supplied on liberal

terms.

MANUFACTURED BY

C. 91. t K AM» %l.l. A CO.

ORANGE JDDD COMPANY,
Sole Agents,

245 Broadway, Nbw York.

" UP FOR REPAIRS,"
A Beautiful, New Picture for Every Subscri-

ber to the

American Agriculturist

FOR 1874.

An exquisite Oil Painting by the celebrated

American Painter, Mr. B. F. Reinhart, executed

expressly furthe American Agriculturist and entitled

"UP FOR REPAIRS,"
has been most successfully reproduced, in Chromo
by the well-known firm of Bencke & Scott. It is a

picture of a scene in childhood, which many will

recognize as what they have themselves witnessed

or been actors in, and can not fail to please both

old and young.

The Publishers will give this beautiful Chromo

To Every Subscriber

to this paper for the year 1874 received after this

date, as detailed below. It is ready for im.
nit-diate delivery at 3415 Broadway,.
Free of Charge.

If to go by mail, 10 cents must be sent to

cover cost of packing and postage. For 25
cents it will be Mounted, Yai-ni>l«-
ed, Packed, and sent Post-paid.

PJ. It.—The Chromo will be delivered: '»

At tbc Office, Unmounted, Free. |iW

" " " Mounted, 15 cents extra.

Sent by Mail, Unmounted, 10 cents extra.
" " " Mounted, 35 cents extra.

We adv'se all to have them mounted before leaving

the office, as in the large quantities we put up we
are able to mount them for a quarter of the cost or

doing it singly, and better than it can usually be-

done elsewhere.

The picture is designed for every subscrib-
er upon the terms slated above, which please read
carefully; and on these terms all are alike entitled

to it, whether their names come singly at $1.50
each, or in Clubs of Four for 85, or Clubs of Ten at
81.20 each, or in Clubs of Twenty or more at 81
each. Subscribers in Premium Clubs will also

thus be entitled to it.
,

tS~ I"- 5*.—A few of the beautiful pictures
entitled "Mischief Brewing," which have been
given to so large a number of subscribers, are still

in stock, and, while any remain, subscribers to the
American Agriculturist can have their choice be-
tween this and the new Chromo " Up for Re-
pairs "

; but the choice must be named at time of

subscribing. ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

Window Gardening.
By HENRY T. "WILLIAMS,

EDITOR OF THE noriTICTJT.TrttTST, AND rjOTnTCULTfRAL
EDITOIt OF THE NEW YORK INDEPENDENT.

FINELY ILLUSTRATED.

There can be no more attractive ornaments about the
house than beautiful flowers, and Mr. Williams's book tulle

exactly bow they may be arranged, aud what flowers to

plant. It is seldom that a book is published on such sub-

jects containing so much practical Information.
—The World (New York).

CONTENTS

:

Chap. 1.—Window Gardening
—Its Pleasures—Increase In

Popular Taste — Refining
Influences.

Chap. 2.—Location and De-
signs for Window Garden*.

ChajJ. 3.—General Manage-
ment of Window Gardens.

Chan. 4.—Special Care of
window Gardens.

Chap. 5.— Insects, and how to
Kill them.

Chap. 6.— Propagation from
Seeds, Cuttings, etc.

Chap. 7.—Propagn ting Boxes,
Heating Cases, etc.

Chap. 8.—Window Pots, Box-
es. Plant Stands.

Chap. 9.—Conservatories and
Greenhouses.

Chap. 10.—Hanging Baskets.
Chap. 11.—The Ivy for Deco-
rative Purposes.

Price, post-paid,

("imp. v>. — Climbing Vines,
Balcony Gardening,

Chap. lS.-Bnlhs.
Chap.U.—Ferneries,Wnrdian
CaseB, Fern Decorations.

Chap. 15.—The Camellia.
Chap. 16.—The Rose.
Chap. 17.—The Fuchsia, Myr-

tle,

Chap. 1R.—The Heliotrope.
( hap. }9.—The Geranium.
Chap. 20.—TheOleandcr.Bou-
vaidia.

Chap. 21.— Verbenas, Petu-
nias, etc.

Ctrnp. 22.—The Mignonette,
Cinerarias.

Chap. 23—Carnations.
Chap. 24.— Alpine Plants.
Chap. 25.—M iscella neons
Plants.

Chap. 26. — Parlor Decora-
tions.

• • ft 1 .oO

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadwat, New York.
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GREAT DEDUCTION.
TEAS and COFFEES

At Wholesale Prices.
Increased Facilities to Club Organizers*

Send for New Price-List.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
(P. O. IJox 5643.) SI and 33 Vesey St., New York.

WOOD, TABER & MOESE,
Eaton, Madison Co., N. X".

ANUFAC-rrnERS OF

Steam-Engines,
Portable, Stationary, and

Agricultural.
Hundreds in nse in Shops, Print-
ing Rooms, Mills, Mines, and on
Farms and Plantations for Grain
Threshing 1

. Food Cooking for
Stock,Cotton Ginning, Sawing, etc.
Circulars sent on application.

STAIV»AK» PEARS.
An immense number of splendid trees. Several Clocks of

different ages. All ready for Fall trade. An unbroken
Block of 3n0,'n,0, unequaled in this country.
Also, a general Nursery Stock, very line. Come and see.

Send lor Piice List.

NICHOLAS & NEWSO>T
, Geneva, N.Y.

I IfCCw
FRUIT AND

ORNAMENTAL
LARGE STOCK. LOW RATES.

<5'l'ANDARD PEAR-TREES A SPECIALTY.
AGENTS WANTED. Address

E. MOODY & SONS, Lockport, N. Y.
21 ;agaea Nurseries, established 1S39.

.»- —-

—

THE PATENT

PIALSTO-FOETE
JfJxcels all others in Tone andDurability',

and in Elegance of Finish they

are Unsurpassed.
These Pianos are used exclusively in the New York Con-

-ervatorv of Music, and are recommended by the Profession
.nd the Press throughout the United States.
Before purchasing, write for Illustrated Pamphlet, and

riieution the Agriculturist.

ARION PIANO-PORTE CO.,
No. 5 East 14th Street, JVeiv York City.

NEW
Diptomas
AGfUCiJLfuJAL SOCIETIES

bjieciinens supplied by

The Major k Knapp Engraving, fflfg, aud tilliograpling Co.

CG £ jS "park Place, If.
~
r.

NIAGARA
FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY,

201 Broadway, N.Y.

Capital Stock
Casli value of Assets....
Total Liabilities

.$500,000
,808,2-24

SO,3d

2

Net Assets $1,225,933

Dwellings and Farm Ilisks a specialty at all our Agencies.

HENRY A HOWE, President.
P. NOTMAN, V. P. and Sec'y.

The Patron's Hnn«l - Boole. — Pro-
nounced by Masters and Secretaries of State Granges to

be invaluable. Circular, giving contents, free. Mailed to
any address, for 25 cents. Address, J. K. HUDSON,
Editor and Proprietor Kansas Farmer, Topeka, Kansas.

Philadelphia, June 11. 1S74.

N. Guilbekt, Gwynedd, Pa^—Enclosed is sample of wool
of a yearling ewe, bred from the eweCoiswotd that I order-
ed fi- ,m you for Mr. Keller, at Akron. Pa.; ttie wool of the
yearling weighed I6J< lbs., and speaks very well for your
stock. He Intends having it advertised in the Lancaster
newspapers. He sold all his other sheep.

Tours, etc.. A. Ii. FIIASEU, No. 41n S. Second St.
Ahvavs on hand and for sale, Coiswold Sheep, S.mrhdowns,

Blooded Livestock, Horses, Cows, Calves, Swine. Geese,
Ducks. Turkeys, Fancv Fowls, Peacocks, Doss, Maltese
Cats, liabbits, Guinea Figs, White Mice. Deer, Swan, Pigeons,
etc. A noble pair of thoroughbred Masiilfs, and an elegant
English Greyhound Doa:. Wanted—Deer, Swan, and Wild
Geese. N. GL'ILUEIIT, Evergreen Farm, Gwyucdd, Pa.
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IMPORTANT TO INVENTOES.

American Agriculturist

PATENT DEPARTMENT
In compliance with the request of numerous inven-

tors, we have organized a

PATENT DEPARTMENT
in connection with this office for the transaction of all

business connected with

Secto'iitf/ Patents
in the United States and foreign countries.

The character for

Reliability
which has been maintained by the American Agricul-

turist for more than thirl;/ years will be carefully

guarded in this as in other departments.

All Inventors
desirous of procuring patents at moderate cost are in-

vited to forward (express prepaid) a model of their in-

vention, with a brief description of its working. The

model should not exceed one cubic foot in dimension.

Upon receipt of model an opinion as to patentability

will be given free of charge.

Preliminary Exam ination
gg-j at the Patent Office, to determine patenta-

EfijS bility, will be promptly made for a fee of $5.

E
N
T
s

Litigation of Patents.
The services of the best counsel have been gfo

secured to prosecute or protect before the Jp^
U. S. Courts and the Patent Oflice the claims

of those intrusting their business to this

agency.

Specifications, drawings, engravings, mo-

dels, and all other appliances furnished at

moderate prices.

In all dealings with this Department in-

ventors may depend upon promptness, fideli-

ty to their interests, and the best services

which can be rendered by thorough experts.

For full particulars, address

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST
PATENT DEPARTMENT

ORANGE JTJDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

E
N
T

For Farm Wagons, Tracks,
tarts, Hoy Tedders, Wheel
Horse-Raltes, etc. Tlte best and

Or>rt^ § Easiest Ri.ling Spring ever

Ofc/U/L £
invented. The 6eat can be moved to
any part of the wagon, or can be re-

moved at will. The spring is en-
tirely under the se:\t, and out of the
way. Every spring fally warranted.

After using them six months, if not found as represented,
can he returned, and money will be refunded. Every
Farmer should have a pair. Price $4.50. Send for circular.

BENJ. F. WELLS, Sole Agent,
47 Dcy St., New York.

Springs.

OHN
ANDR0SS.

BY

BEBECCA HARDING DAVIS,
Author of "Life in ttie Iron Mils," "Dallas Gal-

braith
}
" etc., etc.

ILLUSTRATED.
NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

The story is of intense interest, and holds the reader from
its commencement to its close, and gives much food for
thought regarding the workings of political rings and gov-
ernment frauds in our large cities.—Pout, Salem, Mass.

The characters and their work are strongly but no doubt
truthfully drawn. Aside from its literary merit, the hook
deserves credit for calling attention to a crying shame of
our Gme.—Christian Advocate, Pittsburgh, Pa.

It will at once enchain the attention of the reader, and
prove vigorously and skillfully written, by this among
the foremost novel writers of America,—Commonwealth,
Boston, Mass. <

Of a story of Mrs. Davis it is hardly necessary to say that
it holds the reader's absorbed attention from beginning to
end. Though the interest of the plot is very considerable,
it is subordinate to the higher interest of the description
and development of character. There is a great deal of
very life-like painting of people and manners.

—

Christian

Union, New York.

The characters are well drawn, the incidents are full of
interest, and the plot sustained with consistency and power.
—Daily Spy, Worcester, Mass.

"We are constantly struck with the out cropping of the
one golden thread that holds all her writings together, and
never fails to shine through the web of whatever plot she
weaves about it—that singleness of point and moral more
characteristic of her writings than of any other we know of,

and which is, broadly stated, a self-sacrificing devotion to

duty.—Daily Standard, Bridgeport, Ct.

Her hero is a man entangled by the great King of Penn-
sylvania, who is sent by this corporation to the State Senate

with a hold of criminality to keep him in hand, who even

then attempts to break loose and join the party of honesty,

but is at the crisis brought in check again by the King, with

the still more potent motive of love. . . . The plot is very
well wrought, and the denouement is powerfully conceived

and managed.—JVeto York Evening Mail.

Price, Post-paid, $1.50.

OEANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broai>wat, New York.

Agricultural Chemical Analysis.

After E. 'WoliF, Frosenins, Krocker, and Others.

Edited by G. C. ^CALDWELL,
OF CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

PRICE, POST-PAID, $2.00.

In this work Professor Caldwell has brought together the

processes of analysis which apply especially to soil?, fertil-

izers, animals and plants, and their products. He lias tested

the methods of the best foreign authorities, and presented

them in a compact hand-book. Such a work has long been

needed by all who teach agricultural chemistry, nud by

analytical chemists generally. Professor Caldwell modestly

calls himself the editor, but his book shows that he has not

contented himself with editing the works of others, but has

given much of his own experience.

OKANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

WANTED.-The "United States Life Insurance Company is now re-organizing its Agency

Department, and is prepared to negotiate with gentlemen of business ability to art as

Agents. Previous connection with the business is not considered necessary.

Apply at the Home Office, 261 Broadway, New York. JOHN E. DEW1TT, President.
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Contents for September, 1874.
>

—

Barn Doors, Wooden Hangings for 2 Illustrations . .3.39

Bee Notes 330

Boys and Girls' Columns—Wat-er Melon-choly Ac-

cident—Aunt Sue's Puzzle-Box—Little Garden—

Aunt Sue Goes to the Hippodrome—Dogs—Little

Gleaners 2 Illustrations. 347, .3-18

Butter, Inspection of 339

Canning Tomatoes, etc 331

Cattle Barn, Western 2 Illustrations . .336

Cattle, Mount Fordham Herd Illustrated.. 321, 332

Cider and Cider Vinegar 5 Illustrations.. 33!)

Clod Crusher, Simple Illustrated . .3W>

Ducks, Imperial Pekin Illustrated.. 333

Fairs to be held 353, 354

Farm Work for September 022

Fish, Grayling Milstraied.. 333

Flower Garden and Lawn in September 324

Flowers, Preserving—Winter Bouquets 343

Fruit Garden in September 394

Game Fowls and Poultry Societies 330

Greenhouse and Window Plants in September 324

Hollyhock Fungus—Cotton in danger Illustrated. .342

Household Department—Corn Knife—Home Topics

—

Farmers' Tables 3 Illustrations.. 345, 346

Kitehen Garden in September 324

Market Reports 324

Mink or Rat Traps 3 Illustrations. . 337

Oak, Enemies of 5J7Z..344

Ogden Farm Papers, No. 55—Jersey Cattle Club

—

Color of Skin—Yield of Butter—Guernsey and
Jersey—Hay Making 331, 332

Onions Sown in the Fall 341

Orchard and Nursery in September 323

Plants, Broad-leaved Acanthus Illustrated.. 341

Plants, Florida Air Illustrated. . 343

Plants, Palmate Spiraea Illustrated.. 341

Road-dust 335

Roller, Cement 3 M. .337

Rose Growing in Winter 342

Seeding, Thick or Thin 335

Tiles, Kiln for Burning 3 Illustrations . . 338

Tobacco in the Connecticut Valley 33S

Walks and Talks on the Farm, No. 129—Wheat-
Manure— HeB9tcui Fly— Hay—Corn— Petroleum

—

Thrashing Wheat—Stacks 334, 335

Wagon-Jack, Hindy 2 Illustrations.. 336

Water for Stock Illustrated. .330

Wire Fence Tightener Illustrated . .331

INDEX TO "BASKET,"
•Blackberries 327
Butchers' Offal 326
Car Load. A 329

Carrots. Wild 327
Cattle, Hereford 329

Cattle in the South 329
Chairs, Comfortable Coun-

try 326
Cheese Factory 32S
Cider Mills 32fi

Cisterns. Leaky 328
Cobs, Small or Large .... 329
Colorado Potato Beetle in

New Jersey 327
Cornell University 325
Corn for Fodder, Cntling.328
Corn Raising 329
Cow, A gorged 328:

Cow's Toes, Clipping a. .328
Crops in Kansas 326
Death of H. Stephens.. .326
Death of J. S. Gould.... 325
Ditching 329
Draining 328
Draining a Pond 330
Eastman's Business Col-

lege 327
Esrgs for Pullets 328
Elliott, F. R 326
Emasculation, Safe 329
Fair List 325
Farm, Selling the 329
Fodder Crops in the So'tliS28
Garden Questions 32s

Goose, to Recognize a. ..329
Grain Binders 329
Grain, Low Freights on. .329,

Grass, Permanent ...... 328
Guano or Plaster Sowing326
Harvest HomcCclebr'tion329
Hedge Rous. Breaking. .328
Humbugs. Sundry 326
Hurdles, Iron 326
Hydrangea 326
lee-Houses—Milk-Rooms326

OR SHORTER ARTICLES.

Irrigating Corn orCotton328
Leaks in a Roof 328
Liliuin auratum, Mons-
trous 327

Lime on Wheat 326
Lime Spreading 327
Loans, Procuri ng 329
Lump upon a Mare 326
Muck, About 330
Milk, Bloody 328
Onion Grub 327
Paris Green .. 326
Parrots, Treatment of. . . .329
Phloxes. Perennial 326
Plows, To Keep free of
Rust 329

Poultry, Pedigree Book..328
Pump, Submerged 326
Rabbits 326
Railway Gazetteer 325
Raspberries, New 327
Rather Mixed 329
R3'e, Seed 326
Spaying Heifers or Cows. 328
Spring, To Raise a 328
Straw, Etc., Dispose of. .328
Sugar from Beets 328
Sunflowers 326
Superphosphate, Appli-
cation of. 326

Superphosphate, Charles-
ton 328

Sweet Potatoes 328
Sweet Potatoes for Feed 328
Tree Planting in Neb... .329
Virginia State Ag'l. Soc.326
Weed, Named. . . 326
Weigh and Measure
everything 326

Wheat and Guano Drill.. 327
Wheat, Bone Dust for.. .328
Wheat on Corn Stubble .328
Wheat. Seed 328
Willow, White 327
Wistaria 326

Calendar for September.

A I>itcliin{j Itlnchinc.—" N. D.," New
Iberia, La. We have seen a ditching machine in opera-

tion upon the prairie soils of the West, which performed

excellent work. It is the Carter ditching machine is

drawn by two or four horses, cuts a deep, narrow, smooth
trench, and leaves the earth upon one side of the ditch.

We do not know the manufacturer's address, but from the

numerous inquiries for such a machine, it is a thing

that ought to ho made known iu the usual way.

Hoston.NKng. N. Y.Citij. Ci.. Washinaton.
land,N. 1 oik Philadelphia, Maryland,
State, Michi- Aew Jeiset/. 1 irgiiiia.Ken.

•a? gan, IT iscon- Penn., Ohio.
o sin. Iowa, and Indiana, and
H

£

Oregon. Illinois. fornia.

CI
5$ §1

'Z~ Is
3 aj

*? 5 U

3 «o

n.M TT.1W n.M H ^! H. M. n.%i u.jr H. M.
1 T 5 24 6 35 9 24 5 27 6 S3 9 29 5 2H 'l "l 9 35
2 W 5 26 ,; :::: 10 3 5 28 6 31 10 9 5 311 6 :>o 10 15

r 5 if; h 3,' 10 48 5 29 6 30 10 55 6 31 6 28 11 3
4 !•• 5 28 6 30 11 46 5 206 28: 11 53 5 32 6 26 12

s 5 29,6 28 morn 5 31 r6 26 morn 5 33 li M morn
6 s 5 30 56 49 5 32 6 24 55 5 34 6 23 1 3
7 M 5 31 6 25 1 57 5 33,6 23 2 3 5 85 ,1 "1 2 9
R T 5 32 6 23 3 5 5 34 6 21 3 9 5 :;5 6 20 3 14
!) W 5 33 6 21 4 9 5 35 6 19 4 12 :, an 6 18 4 15
10 T 5 35 6 19 sets 5 36 6 17 sets 5 37 6 Ifi sets
11 K 5S6 6 17 6 56 5 37 6 16 6 56 5 S3 6 15 6 56

v>. S 5 3, 11 15 7 15 5 35 6 11 7 16 5 396 13 7 17
IS S r> 38 li 11 7 33 5 39 6 13 735 5 M G 12 7 37
14 M 5 39 li IS 7 54 5 40 6 11 7 57 5 11 6 10 8 1
15 T 5 40 H 1(1 S 18 5 41 6 9 S 23 5 41 6 9 8 27
it; U 5 41 6 8 8 45 5 12 6 7 8 50 5 1

' 6 7 8 56
17 T 5 42 6 6 9 20 5 43 6 5 9 26 5 J 3 n 5 9 :'3

18 !•' 5 43 6 5 10 5 5 4416 4 10 12 5 44 l> 4 10 19
19 S 5 44 6 S 11 1 5 44 6 2 11 8 5 44 6 2 11 15
211 W 5 4o 6 1 morn 5 45,6 morn 5 45 6 II morn
at \l 5 46 6 n 8 5 16 5 59 14 5 411 5 5'i 21
•a T r> i, 5 5S 1 22 5 47 5 57 1 23 5 17 5 57 1 33
23 W 5 48 5 5(1 2 39 5 48,5 50 2 43 5 48 5 511 2 47
24 '1' 5 50 5 55 3 57 5 49 '5 54 4 5 49 5 54 4 2
25 K .1 31 5 53 rises 5 50 5 53 rises 5 50 5 58
211 S 5 52 5 51 6 24 5 51 5 51 6 26 5 51 5 51 6 27
27 s 5 53:5 49 6 5S 5 52 5 49 6 56 5 V 5 49 6 59
28 M 5 54 5 4? 7 22 5 535 48 7 26 5 53 5 48 7 31
29 T 5 55 5 -Ji'i 8 5 54,5 46 8 6 5 51 ', 16 8 12
30 W 5 56 5 44 8 43 5 55 5 45 8 50 5 55 5 45 8 58

PHASES OF THE MOON.

MOOX. bosto 7. N. Tonic. WASR'N. CnA'STON CHICAGO.

> n. it. n. 3r. n. M. n. H. n. BT.

3d Quart. 1 10 3,1. 11 58 ev. 11 46 ev. 11 34 ev. 11 4 ev.
New M'n in 1 26 ev. 1 14 ev. 1 2ev. 50 ev. 20 ev.
1st Qnart IS 6 21 ev. 6 9 ev. 5 57 ev. 5 45 ev. 5 15 ev.
Full M'n Jo 5 23 ev. 5 11 ev. 4 59 ev. 4 47 ev. 4 17 ev.
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In September the farmerbegins to receive returns

for months of care anil labor. He has hitherto

been casting bread upon the waters, and now it

returns after many clays. His reward is now in

proportion to his faith. If he has believed in what
he has read in these pages, in the fruits of his own
and other's experiences, and in the teachings of

intelligence and common sense, he has not been

chary of hard work, constant attention, and gener-

ous treatment of his land and crops ; he has fed

his land, and now his fields will feed him in return.

Now the farmer learns that out of nothing, noth-

ing comes. If he has put nothing upon his fields,

his crop is poor. If, on the other hand, he has well

and intelligently fertilized and worked, he finds in

spite of seasons, that he has barns full, and the

promise of harvest is surely fulfilled to those who
carefully meet the requirements of seed time. The
better the farmer the better the crops, and the risks

of seasons and unfavorable weather, bring disaster

only to the farmer who neglects the precautions by
which he may avoid them. Generally the fall

wheat crop has yielded well, and has been harvested

cheaply and in good condition. There is a good
market for it. Crops in Europe are not over an

average, and there are vast deficiencies in stocks to

be made up. Besides our spring crops will be

deficient. Spring wheat is a comparative failure in

many places, and the surplus of the fall crop will

be partly needed to meet this deficiency. Oats and

corn will be below the average, and hay is short in

the West, although plentiful in the East. Prices

therefore will be satisfactoiy on the whole, if grain

is not sacrificed, and there is no good reason why
farmers should hasten to put their grain into the

hands of speculators, that they may hold it for a

rise. The outlook is favorable to steady prices if

not to some advance. Th« Agricultural Fairs are

now in season. To attend the State and County

Fairs, should bo made a duty as it should be a

pleasure. Every fanner should strive to be a com-

petitor at his local fair. We wish there could be

premiums offered for the best managed farms here,

as there are in England, and plowing matches for

fanners' boys. Competition induces 6tudy as well

as work, and it is thought and study that we want.

No farmer in the world works harder or more

6teadily, than an American farmer, or has fewer
idle duys. But with the increase of machinery,
and the need of better farming, more study and
knowledge are needed. To give the best matter
for study, and the most trustworthy knowledge, is

the whole purpose of the American. Agriculturist,

And it is our desire to reach every farmer in the
country, for we work for the whole country, and
for no one section or locality alone.

Hints about Work.
Plowing for winter wheat, should be finished by

the first week of September in this latitude, and
in the West as far South as Kansas. Further
South, a month later will be time enough. Two
plowings of an oat or barley stubble should be
given, that the scattered grain which has sprouted
may be killed. It is a mistake to suppose that oats
are a protection to the young wheat. On the con-
trary they are weeds, and rob the young wheat
plants of their nourishment, to their injury. We
do not care to have the surface too fine and mellow.
A cloddy surface will do no harm if there is a mel-
low bed below for the seed. In good time these
clods will crumble down, and until then they are a.

protection to the plants.

Manuring.—A few loads of good well-rotted

manure harrowed into the surface, or covered with
a very light furrow at the second plowing, is better

than twice as many loads spread in the winter as a
top dressing. Strong plants at the start are what
we want. If there is food at hand, the roots from
the sprouting seed find it and make a rapid growth,
when growth is safety. Strong fibrous roots

spreading far into the soil, are not so easily thrown
out by frost, as weak puny short roots which have
no hold. Thousands of young plants die for want
of food iu poor soil, long before any frost touches
them. The manure and seed should go into the

ground together. Top dressing in winter is an
after expedient, useful when nothing better can be
done. But it is better for the crop that it should

not need it. Where no manure is at hand, 200 lbs.

of Peruvian g-unno per acre, veill give the wheat
or rye a fine start. It may be followed later by a
top dressing.

The selection of seed is important. Changes of
seed should be made with caution, and the whole
crop should not be risked at ouee. Experiment
wisely, that is, cautiously. The fine white wheats
require rich soil, and strong limestone land. The
hardier red or amber wheats, are safer on gravelly

land, or where the soil is not so rich. A great

improvement may be made, by choosing the best

and heaviest seed each year from local sources.

Above all things avoid weeds. Sow clean seed, if

it is picked over by hand, upon a portion of the

field at least. A stock of clean seed may be raised

from this for another season.

The Quantity of Seed.—This depends much upon
its quality. Six peeks of plump seed that has not
been broken in thrashing, and that is free from
weeds, is better than two bushels taken at random
from the bin. On rich clean ground wheat will

lodge, that is too thickly sown. On poorer soils

two bushels per acre is little enough.

Pickling the Seed.—Smut may be prevented by
soaking the seed in strong brine. Pour the seed

slowly into the brine in a large tub. All light im-

perfect grains will float and should be removed.

Stir the seed, and then scoop it out on to the barn

floor, and leave it for an hour to dry, or a fewhand-
fuls of finely slacked lime will dry it at once.

Pickling the seed is so great an advantage, and so

little trouble, that it should never be neglected,

even where smut is not prevalent.

Souring.—Experiments made iu England, showed
that three inches was the best depth at which to

60W wheat. Before the sprouts appeared above

ground, there was abundant growth of roots,

and a larger proportion of plants escaped winter

killing. Even sowing can only bo done by the drill.

All the 6eed is then covered. This is not the case

in broadcast sowing. If the ground is too rough

or stony for the drill, it is a lesson for another

year, to be remembered and acted upon in time.
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Rye.—This crop is worth growing, both for the

6traw and for the grain. A few acres will furnish

bands for a large field of corn, and the chopped

grain with corn is excellent feed for horses. Two
bushels of seed per acre is sufficient. If kept

separate at harvest it may be Bown at the end of a

wheat field. Upon poor, light, or gravelly soils, it

should be sown in preference to wheat, as a more

profitable crop.

Cross Seed.—Few farmers are able to get then-

soil in sufficiently good tilth, or rich enough to sow

grass seed alone with profit. Where it can be done

conveniently, a crop of hay may be mown the next

season. In this case half a bushel of timothy is a

proper quantity of seed. Generally, however, it is

best sown with fall grain. If clover is to be sown

in the spring, six or eight quarts of timothy per

acre, should be sown immediately after the grain is

drilled or harrowed in. It will find sufficient

covering by the gradual mellowing of the soil. A
quarter of an inch of covering is all that is needed.

Sow only clean fresh seed. If the seed is old, one

half more will be needed.

Fall Falloioing.—This should not be neglected.

The corn stubble should be thoroughly cultivated

between the shocks, as soon as the corn is cut.

Potato ground that is unoccupied should be har-

rowed, and every opportunity offered for the weeds

to grow. A harrowing will then destroy them, and

start others to grow which may be killed in the

spring. Every way in which weeds may be killed

should be studied and put in practice.

Clover Seed.—It is useless to try to get a crop of

seed and fodder at the same time, from a late cut-

ting of clover. It is best to devote all the atten-

tion to saving the seed. If it is exposed to rain it

is easier thrashed, and the labor saved is of more
value than the poor fodder which could be se-

cured. It 6hould be thoroughly dry when put into

the barn. If taken from home to be hulled it is

worth while to save the chaff for the manure pile.

We have hulled clover in the ordinary thrashing
machine, by lowering the concave and fastening a

strong board in front. The seed and chaff will

work out below the cylinder if one side is opened.

Buckwheat.—This crop upon low ground is easily

injured by frost. Rather than allow the crop to be

injured, it is better to cut it early, although some

of the grain be green. In the 6took it is safe, and

the unripe grain will mature by a few days expos-

ure. In drawing home the crop, spread a barn

sheet in the wagon to catch the loosened grain.

Thrash, as it is drawn from the field. Clean up the

seed at once to-prevent heating, and put it into

shallow bins. If the grain heats it should be

turned. The first grain in the market always

brings the best price.

Beans.—Harvest beans carefully to preserve the

color. Rain or mildew will reduce the value 50 per

cent. Stack in tall narrow heaps around single

stakes set in the ground, and cap the stacks with

straw to shed rain. Thrash as soon as dry, and store

in barrels in a dry place.

dotting Com.—This is the great work of the

month. As soon as the corn is glazed to the tips

of the ears, it is ready to cut. If struck with frost

the fodder is seriously injured. Topping corn is

excusable only where fodder is worth nothing. We
have not found that place yet. The heaviest West-

ern corn may be profitably cut up to the butts for

fodder. The practice of leaving a hill uncut to

hold up the shock, is more troublesome in the end

than setting up the shocks securely at first.

Spread the butts well, and tie the tops of the shocks

with rye straw bands. There will be no more
shocks blown over, than if a hill is left uncut in

the center of each. Our plan is to cut five hills

each way, or if in rows 20 feet of eacli row for

five rows. This makes a shock that will dry
thoroughly in two weeks. Corn cut before the 10th

should be husked before the eud of the month.
Cold fingers and benumbed hands make slow husk-

ing. A good husking machine is made, but strange-

ly no one 6eems to want it. There are a great

many fanners who could profitably invest $100 in a

good corn hnsker.

Potatoes.—As this crop ripens it should be dug.

Tender early 6orts such as Early Rose, are often

damaged greatly by wire worms or white grubs.

We never made anything, but often lost, by storing

potatoes iustead of selling them. 75c. a bushel is

worth more now than a dollar in spring. A good
way to dig potatoes in drills, is to plow a furrow

close to the row going up, then do the same down
the next row ; then plow beneath the first row
turning it upon the first furrow, and so on through

the field. The potatoes are all exposed and can he"

raked out with the hoe or harrow. To sort them in

the field is a 6aving of time and labor. Gather up
the tops with the horse rake, and cart them to the

barn-yard.

Vermin are now gathering their harvest, and

making nests for the winter. Get rid of the dogs,

and encourage eats around the buildings. Feed

them regularly, and they will hunt with double

vigor. Open up all hidiug places to the light, and

have passages around and under the bins in the

granary, where cats can get iu and out. Place tin

caps on the posts of the com cribs. Rats, although

sagacious, maybe vanquished by perseverance.

Feeding Animals.—Flesh and fat are now made at

half the cost of feeding in November. Much food

may now be gathered up, which costs little, and

would otherwise be wasted. Boil the screenings

from the thrashing machine with small potatoes for

the hogs, and feed sound old com, or, what is bet-

ter, corn meal. Pork made with soft corn is not

cheaply made. Keep the soft corn and nubbins

for the store hogs. Now is the season to buy stock

for feeding during the winter, to make manure.

Farmers who are economical with their feed, and

have 6ome to spare, had better buy a few head of

stock, than sell hay or straw. But buy with judg-

ment ; an animal well bought is half sold.

Sheep.—If sheep are not marked, this should be

done forthwith. For vuluablo brooding sheep, metal-

lic ear-marks should be used. Common sheep should

be marked with red chalk, or Venetian red and oil.

Ewes may be marked across the shoulders ; weth-

ers across the rump ; and those that are to be sold

off, with a stripe down their backs. If the flock

has not been separated, no time should be lost in

doing this. Ewes and wethers, selected for fat-

tening, should be put by themselves into a good
pasture, and fed a little grain. Lambs should be

put, along with a dry ewe for company, into a field

away from the rest of the flock. As the ewes come
into season, the danger from dogs is greatly in-

creased, and watchfulness 6hould be redoubled. It

is in vain to depend upon bells, except as a means

for giving alarm.

Ifilk Cows should receive the best attention. Sep-

tember packed butter is equal to June butter in

quality, and will keep as well. Fresh cows at this

season are very profitable, aud pay well for the

extra eare and attention needed.

Yonng Stock.—Toung growing animals should go
into winter quarters in good condition. Their

future value greatly depends upon their eare during

their first winter. They must be kept growing.

Food must not be stinted, and shelter from early

cold rains should be provided for them.

Horses.—When frost has arrived, pasture is no
longer sufficient for horses. Frosted grass has hut

little nourishment. Fresh corn stalks cut and
mixed with meal, or chopped oats and corn will

make excellent fodder, and be greatly rcli shed.

Old Slock.—There is no profit in feeding stock

that is past its prime. It is waste of feed and

money. As soon as any animal begins to fail it

should lie disposed of. Old cows, old oxen, old

sows, and old hens, form the bulk of the stock

upon many farms. The young animals are sold off.

This is the reverse of what is wise and profitable.

If ailows and Clover Fields.—It is an unprofitable

practice to pasture young clover, or the aftermath

of meadows. If there is a heavy growth, moderate

stocking may be allowed, but the droiv.nngs should

be spread evenly.

Sundry Matters.—Harvesting machines should be

oiled and put away without delay. Ditches should

be cleaned out, and the 6oil taken at once to the
manure pile. Weeds should be cut everywhere,
and if the seeds are ripe, they should be burned.
Many loads of rubbish may be gathered from the
roadsides and fences, for the compost heap. Fire

wood should be cut and piled. Wood-lots should
be cleaned up, and all work should be kept well

ahead. It is no time now to be driven by work.

Work in the Horticultural Departments.—«

—

If the crops have been kept clean during the
summer, the growth of weeds win now be very
slight, and but little labor will be needed to destroy

the few which now appear. September brings with
its harvest time a season of planting, as there are

numerous crops to be put in for next spring. The
fall fairs should be visited, and if there are any held

at accessible points, the farmer should exhibit his

finest productions, both of fruit aad vegetables ; it

will tend to keep up the interest of the society,

and besides will be of great use to himself in

bringing his products to notice. The local Farmers'

Club or Grange ought not to be neglected, one
evening a week can easily be spared for the discus-

sion of varieties and modes of culture, manures,
and gardening questions in general. A merchant
studies the markets, and the different ways of put-

ting up his wares, and a gardener should do the

same, as his business will show at once the benefit

or careful thought and good judgment bestowed
upon it. A select library of good books, upon the

different branches of horticulture, ought to he
found in every gardener's house, as well as the

most reliable journals.

Oi-chai'd and Hfursery.
Drying Fruit. — Commence as soon as fully

mature. If large quantities are to be preserved in

this way, it will pay to get a fruit-drier of some
kind, but as most private families only dry enough
for home use, the common method is to employ the

heat of the sun. Where there are hot-bed sashes,

these may be used to great advantage. A frame rais-

ed a foot or so from the ground upon legs, and
covered with sashes, will dry fruit and vegetables

rapidly and cheaply. Make ventilating holes and
cover with gauze.

Trees which were set in the spring, and now show
signs of diying out, should have the soil around
them removed to the depth of three or four inches,

and then be thoroughly watered ; afterwards re-

place the earth and apply a heavy mulch ; this

will often save them.

Seed-beds.—Shade the young plants, and keep
weeded, as directed last month.

Marketing.—Carefully pick and assort aU fruit

sent to market. Never on any consideration shake

or knock fruit from trees. Fall fruit should be

marketed while firm and still fully developed.

Evergreens may be removed now as well as in the

spring, if care is taken to preserve plenty of the

earth around the roots. Never allow the roots to

be exposed to the sun or ah-

, and if a damp, cloudy

day is selected, all the better, otherwise, water at

planting.

Labels.—See that all trees and shrubs are provided

with new labels where necessary. Do not, how-
ever, depend on labels entirely; a plan is easily

made, and the position aud name of each marked.

Seeds of peach and plum, from healthy trees,

may be saved and preserved in boxes of 6and for

planting.

Plowing should be done as early as possible, and

if new orchards are to be set, the plowing and

manuring may be done at once. It is best to keep

all young orchards plowed.

Nursery rows should be kept clear of weeds, with

the hoe and cultivator.

Froit <j}ar<lcn.

Blackberries.— Remove the fruiting canes after

they have done bearing, aud cut out all but three

or four new canes, shortening these to five or six

feet, and the side shoots to eighteen inches.
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BatpHerries.—Remove the old canes at once, if

it already done, and tie up tbe new ones to stalces

tree. Fork in a good dressing of stable manure

len tUe rows.

Currants.—Remove all suckers, and keep tbe

ground clear of weeds.

Grapes promise to be an abundant crop this sea-

son, and plenty of boxes should be provided for

marketing tbe fruit.

liars.—Gather the early varieties as soon as fully

matured, and when intended for home use, allow

thsrn to ripen upon shelves in the fruit-room ; this

will greatly increase their flavor and juiciness.

Strawberries started in pots may be set out during

tlixs month, but for general planting it is better to

Trail until spring. Cut off all runners where the

r\uts are grown in bills.

Kitchen Garden.
Beans.—If there is a surplus of Limas, shell and

dry for use nest winter. The late string beans

may be prepared as for cooking, and then packed

in jars with alternate layers of salt.

Cab 1
''';; s a i I Cauliflowers.—In order to have these

early in the spring, sow the seeds in open ground
about the middle of this month ; the plants, as

soon as large enough, arc to be pricked out into

cold-frames. Hoe the late crops often, and if the

slug appears, dust with lime.

'.'")'«.—As fast as the ears are gathered from the

stalks, cut and feed to the cows. Do not feed the

Bmutty ones. Dry a supply for winter use. A
few cars of the earliest and best should be saved

for seed. If care was taken to plant in succession,

corn may be had until frost, or even later, if just

before a frost comes, the stalks are cut up and set

in a cool place ; treated in this way, the ears will

remain good for a week or ten days.

Cucumbers.—Go over the vines every day, and
pick all that are of proper size for pickling. Sweet
pickles and cucumber catsup, may be made of those

too large for pickles.

Celery.—As soon as the nights begin to be cool,

commence to earth up; this should be done only

when the plant is dry, for if the leaves are wet, the

probability is that the stalks will rust. Take care

in earthing up, not to allow any particles of earth

to enter the center of the plants.

Endive.—Blanch by covering with a board or mat,

when the plants are a foot across ; this will partial-

ly destroy the bitter taste which it otherwise has.

Kale.—The variety known as German Greens, is

best for standing our winters ; sow this month.

Manure.—Manure is both the beginning and
ending of everything in the garden, and without

it nothing can be accomplished, hence everything

must be saved with great care, which will increase

the quantity of this indispensable adjunct. Young
weeds, sods, and many other little things which
accumulate around tbe garden, will help swell the

pile. Turn it over now and then, in order that it

may be well rotted, and thus give a quicker return

.vlicn applied coarse,

2f Ions.—Turn tbe fruit so that it will ripen even-

Jy; when fully ripe the stem parts readily. The
fruit should be placed on ice an hour or two before

eating ; or else gather in the morning before the

sun has heated the fruit.

Onions.—Harvest as soon as the tops fall down,
dry a few days in the sun, and then store in a dry
cool place.

Badish.—Sow the Chinese Rose-colored and Cali-

fornia White this month for winter use.

Spinach.—Sow the latter part of this month, in

13 inch drills, and keep clear of weeds.

Sweet Potatoes.—Move the vines occasionally to

. prevent their rooting at the joints; the larger

tubers may be removed for uee, and the small ones

left to grow.

Squashes.—Remove the old vines of the summer
sorts. Allow those of the winter varieties to root

freely at the joints.

Tomatoes.—Tie up, and cut out all superfluous

branches. If the large green "worm" appears,

destroy it at once, a3 a few will soon strip a vine.

Turnips.—Hoe Ruta-bagas, and sow the round
early sorts at once, where there are any vacant spots.

Underdrains.—The present month is a good one

in which to dig and lay drains, and any one who
can afford it, will find by a few years' experience

that it will pay.

Peat.—On many places there will be found low
swampy lands, where there is plenty of peat, and

where this can be had for composting with manure,

it will pay to procure a lot for this purpose. This

month is a good one for this work. It should be
left to freeze for one winter, so that it will be fine

and sweet.

Brush.—If there are any brush or large weeds
in or around the garden, they should be cut and
burned now, and the ashes applied to the land.

Flower Warden and. &.awn.

If a good variety of annuals were planted, they

will be making a fine show now. Asters, Balsams,

double Zinnias, etc., make fine autumn bloomers.

Bulbs.—Set early next month all spring and early

summer flowering bulbs. Order early, so that the

dealer's stock will not be exhausted.

Chrysanthemums.—Pot a few plants for house

flowering; set in the shade for a few days, thiu out

the weak shoots, and give a little manure water.

The out-door plants will need tying up to stakes.

Dahlias.—Keep tied to stakes, and as soon as the

flowers commence to fade, cut them off. Gladio-

luses require the same treatment.

Lawns.—Mow often to keep the annual weeds

from flowering and seeding. Sow grass seed in any

bare spots, so that it may have the benefit of the

autumn rains.

Perennials and Biennials.—Sow seeds this month
in well prepared beds, and keep well weeded.

Putted Plants.—Remove to the greenhouse or

house, as soon as the nights begin to get eold.

Wash the pots and remove all weeds, and see that

no insects are taken in.

Seeds.—Gather as fast as they ripen, and before

the wind has scattered them.

Greenhouse and Window Plants.

All repairs and alterations, both in the green-

house and heating apparatus, ought to be complet-

ed this month, as a sudden frost is liable to require

that many ornamental plants, which have been set

out for the summer, should be taken in at once.

Have ready a supply of eoal, potting earth, and

other articles needed during the winter.

Annuals. — Sow a few for winter flowering,

especially Alys6iim and Mignonette.

Bulbs.—Pot tender bulbs such as Oxalis, Cycla-

men, and the like, the latter part of the mouth.

Dallas.—Divide and re-pot m a rich turfy soil,

which they particularly like.

Potting.—( ommenee potting tender plants which

were bedded out during the summer, and also

those which are to be used to propagate *-om.

Cuttings.—Put in cuttings of such plants as it is

desirable to save.

Insects.—See that every plant is entirely cleared

of insects, before putting into the greenhouse.

Pots.—Provide plenty of these for winter use of

the sizes most needed.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

from our daily record during the year, show at a glance

the transactions for the month ending Aug. 12th, 1874,

ami for the corresponding month last year

:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT TI1K NEW YORK MARKETS.
REmcrrrs. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Itye. Barley, outs.

,!',,- nrihS.Vi.Ollll '.',911,(100 5,763,(101) '11,0110 8,200 SOT.OOIl

!««! m'tli27l,000 5,810,000 5,117,000 58,600 21,000 016,000

Sales. Floor. When!. Corn. line. Hurley. Outs.
aB.d'R tilts m'MiSWI.OOO 8,908,000 6.135,000 127.O00 879.000
85 n's taut ni'th 208,000 1,878,000 4,911,000 r. 1 ,OU0 1,101,000

H. Comparison with same period ut tint lime
Receipts.
28 days 1SU.
27 days 187a.

Sales.
2s days 1871..

Flour. Wheal. Corn. Rye. Barleii.
352.000 a.'Jll.oOO 4,763,000 41,yp0 3,200 397.000

last year.
Oats.

231,000 3,513,000 2,'585,'000 2W,000 24,500 1,243,008

Flour. WliBil. io,n. 7,',/e. Barley. Oats.
.'6H.OII0 3.11112,000 r,,12.i,000 27,000

"
870,1)00

'

16,01,0 2,020,00027 days 1873. . 361,000 3,136,000 3,100,060

3. Stock of grain in store at New
meat.
bush.

York.
Corn.

liusti.

Aug.lO, 1874..1,853,763 1,126,343 28,40
July 6,1874.. 104.' 83 227,628 32,97
June 8, 1874. . 3S3.1U1J U6,6:>1 08.18:
Mm- 11, 1874.. 325,331
April 6, 1871. . 1.0311,001

Mar.9, 1871.. 1,3211,813

Feb. 9, 1874.. 1.070,0111

Jan. 12, 1871.. 1,235,418
Dec. 10, 1873.. 1,553,313

34,003
128,002

754,511
541,800

1,1 16,2' i
'.

2,093,541

H,ie.

bush.
400
TO

iss
25.S89

BarUy. Oats.
bosli. bush.

38,282
- 881,518

323,343
58,527
468,073
751,375
735,902

514,117

579,712

1,573

41,125
20.319 118,820
26,378 61,416
14,608 40,906
1,131 186,208

244,885

Malt.
bush.
104,461

82,439
74,669
40.939
45,475
22,276
23,769
37,48'

60,865

1.

1874.

1873.
1872.

1871.
1870.
1869
1868.

Exports from New York, Jan. 1 to Aug. 10;

Flonr. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Outs. Peas.
bbls. bush. bush. bush. bush. bush. bush.

.1,311.108 22,960,449 13,413,520 553,344 240 74,708 253,765
. 101.098 9,278,612 7,669,335 327.9711 10.226 20,839 02.106
. 517,791 5,179,019 14,572,323 510,07s 22,6116 20.766 123,093
1.0"5.ci79 10,556,1153 6,311.032 71.899 1-1.707 16.761
1,11-9,117 111,336,257 2.0,617 65,731 11.205

. 812,761 9,099,803 1,537,077 72,811 42.727
, 5,5,001 3,309,201 4,lio:i,M 2 15.1.1 I'll 40,' 13

Receipts at head of tide-water aj Albany each season
to July 3:st.

1874 .

1873..
1872..
1871..
1870..

Flour. Wheat.
bbls. bush.

.. 35,400 11,029,900
. 57,700 6.804,400

Corn.
bash,

8,440,400 180.880
5.127,000 550.100

Itye.
bush.

Oats.
bush.

.. 47,100 2.051,0110 11,458,000 345.800

..111,400 6, lie. 000 8.115.000 57.000

..151,900 6,752,000 1,295,000 271.000

Barley.
bush.

74,100 1,1 14,400
22.200 1,672,400
Ml.. I II 8.169,100

40,400 1,302.100

82,4110 1. I72.O0O

Current Wno

Price of gold
Floor—Super to Extra suae
Super to Extra Southern. ..

Extra Western.
Kxtra Genesee
Superfine Western
livs FLOUR
Corn-Meat
Wheat— All kinds at' White.
All kinds of Red ami Amber.
Corn— Yellow
Mixed
White..
Oats— Western
State
Ute —
Baulky
Hay— Bale, ill 100 lbs

Straw, 5» 100 lbs

Cotton— Middlings, 5f* lb,...

Hops—Crop ol 1S73. 5S lb

Feathers — lave Geese, 59 K>.

Sekp— Clover, 59 lb ..

Timothy, 19 bushel
Flax. 5f< bnsliel
Suoai:— lien's & Grocery «fi Tfc

MOLASSES. Clllia. 39 gal. .

New Orleans, $1 gal
Coffee— Uio (Gold)
Tobacco. Kentucky, &c., 59 ft.

Seed Leal, ^J lb

Wool—Domestic Fleece, 59 lb

Domestic, pulled, 5f< lb

California, clip
Tallow, 5P ib

Oil-Cake—59 ton
Por.K—Mess, 59 barrel
Prime, 59 barrel
Beef—Plain mess
l,\i:i>, in Ires, & barrels, 19 Ib

Butter—State, ?! lb

Western, 59 ft

Cheese
Beans— 5fl bushel
Peas—Canada, free, 5" bu ...

Eggs—Fresh, 59 dozen .

Poultry—Fowls
Tui-kevs—59 lb

Geese, impair
Ducks, 59 pair
Snipe, 59 dozen
Pigeons, $ dozen
Turnips V bbl

" new. 59 bunch
Car-tuges—^ 100
Onions—59 bbl
Potatoes—** bbl
Sweet Potatoes—59 bbl
Carrots—59 100
Broom-corn..
WHORTLEBERRIES, 58 bush...
I'l. ICKBERRIHS. 5^ quart
Raspberries. 19 o/iart
Currants. 59 ft

Apples— ifi barrel.
Cranberries—59 bbl
Peaches, 5? basket
Pears, V bbl
Watermelons. V 100
Nutmeg Melons, 59 bbl
Green Peas, new, 59 bushel..
Stri no Beans, new, 59 crate
Lettuce, 59 bbl
Spinach, Southern . 59 bbl—
Tomatoes, 59 crate
Squash, 59 bbl
Parsnips, 59 bbl
Water-Cresses. 5s basket...
Cucumbers. 59 100

Cauliflowers, 5? dozen

lksalk Priori

July 11.

HO
44 75 © 7 00
5 85 ©10 50
5 50 ©10 50
7 10 © 9 00

@ 5 10

© 6 15

a 4 50
(,.. 1 115

i,. 1 .Hi

Aug. 12.

109 5-8
*4 50 U 6 15

4 7

4 85
3 65
1 30
1 25

7G' :©
77

5 50
5 35
6 75
4 50
5 25
3 50
1 3!)

1 15

<fo 9 50
lit 9 50

© 8 75
@ 5 25
ft 6 50
i<7, 4 75

@ 1 55

i. 1 35

© 81

58 @ 67
58 @ 65

1 06 @ 1 IS
Nominal

1 00 © 1 45
50 @ 1 00
1'%® 17X
8 (31 35

65
10«

2 90 © 3 12K
2 35 © 2 40
„61«B 10

' 48

85
1.5

50
10

75

5 _

SO ©
25 ®
15 ®
7X®

85
23 '„"

15*
55
6i
53
40
ax

. -

90 @
00 @
111 II

1" ..-. 1 05
Nominal.
75 © 1 40
50 © 95
17 ® 1',%
8 © 30

SO ® GO
10 ® 10^

3 25 ft l: u

2 7'i@ 2 10

6H® 10
35 "@
78 ©
18 ®
SH®

43 00 ©46 00
19 00 ® —
17 50 © —
10 00 @12 50

n\i® llfc
22 ® 32
17 ® 27
4 ® 12&

1 70 (Si 4 75
Nominal
22 ® 28
16 © 21
17 © 22

1 25 ® 2 50
my.® 1 00

2 25 (ffi 2 62M
2 00 @ 2 50
50 ® 1 00
4 @ 5

»l'i 00

© 5 00
® 2 25

48

17

45
30 @ 65
25 ® 53
15 © 88
7Jsffi S> 4

"

45 00 (it 47 00
23 25 <523 75
Nominal.

10 50 igl3 00

18H«8 14
82 ©

&
S5
27
13«
50

i

;

@ 24
® 18

@ 17

© 2 50
@ 1 00

5 00
4 (10

1 50

1 15
4

... 2 00

© 11

® —
... 211

© SO
© 12
© 9 00
@ —
© —

1 00
75
65

1 25
1 00
2 00
2 75

1.7 2 (I'l

© 1 75
© 1 25

18
5

1 80
1 25

17
15
14

125
60

1 50 a ; 15— © 1 00- © -
6 00 © 9 00
S on @ i 25

2 00 (5 ' 75

Nominal.
2 00 ® —

5 ® 11

2 00 © 3 on
6 © 10

Nominal
Nominal.

1 00 (5

Nominal.
2 00 ® 4 50
2 50 615 00

©40 00
® 3 no
© 2 25
(.7! -
@ -

..; 8 oo

© 2 50
© 3 50

25 ® 40
— © —

1 00 © 4 00

3 00
1 25
2 00

1 50

50
1 25

SO
75

1 50

1 50

© 40
® 90
(.- I on

Gold has been up to 110'i and down to 100—closing

Aug. 12th at 109 5
s as against 110 on July lltli

The Brendstuff trade has hcen quite active, hut prices

have hecn very much unsettled, largely by the unusually

extensive speculative dealings in Corn and Oats, which

carried values on these products np to high figures. The
later transactions, however, were on a lower basis for

Com, Oats, and Rye, while Wheat and Wheat Flour

closed more firmly. Oats have been very scarce, par-

ticularly old. The export inquiry for Wheat, Corn, and

shipping grades O? Flour, has been brisk at the current

quotations Provisions have been more sought after at

generally higher prices. Pork and Lard have been pnr-
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.1 freely on speculative account, at advanced figures,

olosing, however, quite depressed. . . .Cotton has been in

good request, but unsettled in price A fairly active in-

quiry prevailed for Wool, at full rates, and a lively

demand for Tobacco, the latter largely on specula-

tion, :it improved prices Hops closed up more firmly,

on .-^somewhat better trade and speculative call for sup-

plies Hay, Straw, and Seeds quiet.

New York Cave-Stock Markets.
RECEIPTS.

wf.kk bndixg Beeves. COxot. Calves. Sheep. Sieine. Toi'l.

JulvM 11,13.1 9S S.0S5 27.23S 23,061 G4,07n

JalySJ T.ft-,1 117 2,996 34,903 22,203 S7.2T4

An". S R.7S1 ai 2.2C1 85,059 22,672 5S.S61

Ang. 10 10,010 f3 2,:01 26,017 20,37.7 0.7,616

Totalfor 4 Weeks.. 87,008 883 10.546 101,110 94,811246,424
io.for prevAW'eeksMfiVJ 231 12,960 i~8,225 115,103 251,118

Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Sirine.

Averageper Week 9,267 96 2,631 20,020 23.5T7
do. (To. last Mouth... 9.149 5S 3,210 21,556 28,775
do. do. prev's Month.. 8,137 60 8,086 15,710 37,835

Beef Caltle.—The heavy receipts during the first

week of the month were more than the market could

bear, and at once reduced prices to the loweRt rates of

the previous month. As usual, the poorest grades of

stock suffered most, and dealers were glad to realize

without losing more than $100 a carload. It was not that

prices were too low here, but too high in the West ; the

expectation of a scarcity, which had led bnyei-3 to give

high prices for their stock, proved illusive, and a surplus

was met instead. A sudden falling off of over 4000 head

in the next week, helped matters, and brongnt about a

temporary recovery of % a cent, but this was soon lost,

and the poverty of the stock brought in was a dead

weight on the market, too great to be carried. To ship

stock which sells here at $25 to $30 a head, is a waste of

time and money, and the effect is to lower the tone of the

whole market. Thus the market closed dull and irregular,

with a wide range. Poor Texans sold for G}<<@1c., and

the best, which were not good, for 9>ic. "j! lb. Ordinary

cattle sold from \\@MV.z. $ tb., to dress 50 to 5S lbs. $
cwt. Extra brought 12Jf®13c, to dress 58 lbs.

The prices for the past four weeks were as follows

:

week enbinq Iianae. Lctrae. Sales. Aver.
Julv -'0 7 @f2YC. 30%®U c. 10»^e.
July 27 8 @13 c. 10X@llKc 11 c.

Aug. S 8X913 c. 11 (atlMc. llKc
Aug. 10 7 ®13 c. 10iV@ll),C 11 c.

ITIileh Cow's.—There has been a moderate demand
for cows, and only a fair supply. The market has been

dull, and dealers have held off for full prices. At the

close common to choice cows, and calf, were held at

$40@$75 a head Calves.—The market roi- coivoo or

all sorts has been steady and without change. At the

close the demand is fair. 6%@9Xc. $ B>. was paid for

poor to prime milk fed veals ; 4®fic. $ Tb. for buttermilk

calves, and $"@$10 per head forgrassers Sheep
and Liasnbs.—There is nothing to note in regard to

sheep or lambs. The market closes with fair demand for

good stock, but easy as to poor. Sheep were selling at

4 ,

4'@n iic. $ lb. for poor to prime, and lambs at 0@SVc.

^3 lb Swine.—There have been no live hogs offered

for sale the past month. All have been consigned direct

to slaughterers. Dressed hogs have been firm up to the

close of the month, when they became weak and fell off

a fraction, selling at 8K@93.iC. $ lb., for rough grass-fed,

and SJ8®9c. for corn-fed. The arrivals for July were

98,016. with an average price of 9@9Xc. ; for the same

month of the previous year the arrivals were 132,497, with

an average price of G)*.'®" 1,^.

f
~-4 -«MO»- -•" '

liecenl Sales of SUortliorn Stock.
.^•The sale of the stock of Messrs. Hughes & Richardson,

of Lexington, Ky., on July 23d, realized $51,205 for 80

head, an average of $730 each for 63 cows and heifers,

and of $228.26 for 23 bulls and 6 calves. The highest

price was $2,150 for a cow, " Lady Bates. Several year-

ling and younger bulls of good blood, were sold for $75

to $150. The joint sale of E. L. Davison, Wm. Warfield,

J. G. Kinnard, and some other breeders, of 111 animals,

held at the farm or Mr. Warfield, realized $31,500, an

average of $300 for cows and heifers, and of $170 for

bulls of all ages. At the sale of Messrs. Lency's herd,

at Wateringbnry, England, -11 head were sold at an aver-

age of $1,143 for cows and heifers, and $330 for bulls.

The highest price paid at the sale was for a calf, "4th

Grand Duchess of Geneva 1
' a grand daughter of the

' 7th Duchess of Geneva," which was bred by Mr. Shel-

don, of Geneva, and was imported into England from

the! litfid States in 1807. The calf brought 2.000 guin-

eas or $10,400. At Messrs. Abram & Van liter's sale,

in Clark Go., Ky., 69 head were sold for $30,830, an aver-

of $618.26 for females, and $132.50 for bulls. At Warnock
& McGiuhen's sale, July 28, 78 head brought $35,690,

average (hr females $519.40, for bulls $148.40. It is

worthy of notice, that on the whole those animals sold,

that were purchased at the New York Mills sale last year,

brought prices in advance of their cost. It is safe to

conclude from this fact that prices are still advancing.

MONTH
FOR i^YEAR,

SUBSCRIBE

KW~ N V¥ ««
FOR THE

AMERICAN
AGRICULTURIST.

READ THIS
iHD TELL

EVERYBODY
ABOUT OUF.

For 1875.
TO WIT:

Every Subscriber in Sep-

tember, 1874, to the Am-
erican Agriculturist for

1875, (that is for Vol.

XXXIV complete,) will be

entered on our books at

once, and receive the pa-

per the rest of this year

(3 months) without extra

charge.

HT. B.—This applies to all

new Subscribers, whether

singly at $1.50 a year, or

in clubs of four at $1.25

each, or in ekibs of ten at

$1.20 each, or in. clubs of

twenty or more at $1 each.

Ten cents extra must be

sent with each subscrip-

tion for pre-payment ci

postage for the year 1 875.

Every Subscriber who
remits an additional 25
cts., to pay for mounting,

packing, and postage, will

receive, pre-paid, the beau-

tiful Chromo

"UP FOR REPAIRS."
p5F° The above offer will expire on

September 30th. Let us hem* from

thousands who will take this Journal

fifteen months for a year's price,

containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Hints and Suggestions which tee throw into smaller
type and condensed form., for want of space elsewhere.

Items! ting; Money : — Cheeks on
New York City Banks or Bankers are best

for large snms ; make payable to the order of Orange
Judd Company. Fost-OflFicc Honey Orders
for $50 or less, are cheap and Bale also. Wheu these are not
obtainable, register letters, affixing Btamps for post-

age and registry
; put in the money and seal the letter in.

the presence of the postmaster, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in the above three methods is safe against loss.

H3T
1 i^'.B.-The New Postage Law.

—On account of the new postal law, which requires
pre-payment of postage by the publish-
ers, after January 1st, 1875, each subscriber,

whose subscription runs over into the next year, must re-

mit, in addition to the regular rates, one cent for each
month over which his subscription extends in 1875, or

ten cents for the whole year 1875. Every
subscriber, whether coming singly, or in clubs at club

rates, will be particular to send to this office postage as

above, that is. at the rate of ten cents for the
year, additional to the regular subscrip-
tion. Subscribers in British America will continue to

send postage as heretofore, for pro-payment here.

ISoiintl Copies of Tolnme Thirty*
two are now ready. Price, $2, at our office ; or $2.Sft

each, if sent by mail. Any of the last seventeen volumes

(16 to 32) will also be forwarded at same price. Sets of

numbers sent to our office will be neatly bouud in our

regular style, at 75 cents per vol. (50 cents extra, if return-

ed by mail.) Missing numbers supplied at 12 cents each.

Our Western Office.—Our friends in

the West are reminded that we have an office at Lake-

side Building, Chicago, 111., in charge of Mr. W. H.
Busbey. Subscriptions to American, Agriculturist are

taken there, and sample copies of the paper and chromo
are delivered, and orders received for advertising on the
same terms as in New York. All our books arc on sale

at the Western Office. Please call aDd examine, buy,

subscribe, and advertise.

Onr 1'air Lisa .—We publish according to
usage a list of the forthcoming fairs, which will be
fomid upon pages 353 and 354. The Secretaries of the

various societies have favored us with official announce-
ments to a greater extent than nsual, and in addition to

the data thus given, others are taken from the numerous
exchanges that come to our office. Every possible pains
is taken to make the list as correct as possible. It some-
times happens that the date first fixed upon for holding a
fair will be changed, either on account of the season, for

the sake of not conflicting with some other fair, or for

other reason. Several cases of this kind happened last

year in which we were not informed of the change.
Discrepancies produced by such causes it is impossible to
avoid. We give the most reliable data we can find, and
have no doubt that the present list, will he found the

most complete that has yet been published.

Cornell University has at length fully

organized its College of Agriculture, as will be seen bj
our advertising columns. Several of the professors in

this department are personally known to us, as men
eminently proficient in their specialties. The Univer-

sity is located at Ithaca, a flourishing town in Central

New York, in the midst of the mutt delightful scenery.

A BEailway <iiazetteei*.—While a Rail-

way Guide is useful for some purposes, it is very unsatis-

factory if one wrehes to know upon what line any par-

ticular town or village is situated. The " Gazetteer of

Railway Stations," published by the National Railway
Publication Oe., Philadelphia, is a most usefnl little

work, as it gives an alphabetical list of all the stations in.

the United States and Canada, showing what line they

are upon, their population, and stating if they have tele-

graph and exprese offices. Brides this, there is Wells,

Fargo & Co.'s Express Directory, showing how to reach

all poiuts in tho Pacific and far Western States, together

with ranch other useful information. Price, $1.

The ]>eash of John ^itaniiton
Gould occurred at bis residence in Hudson, N. Y., on

August 8th. Be died of congestion of the lungs, and was
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63 years of age. In early life Mr. Gould took an active

part in politics, but for many years he has devoted him-

self to improved agriculture. As President of the N. Y.

State Agricultural Society, and as lecturer on Mechanics

as Applied to Agriculture, in Cornell University, he

was thoroughly identified with agricultural pursuits.

His genial manner made a favorable impression upon all

who came in contract with him, and his cautiousness and

careful judgment gave his opinions great weight. The
State Society and Cornell University have lost a working
member, and agriculture a most zealous promoter.

The I>enth or filesiry Stephens, the

author of the " Book of the Farm," took place at his

residence, near Edinburgh, early in July last. He was in

the SOth year of his age, and only three years before his

death he completely revised and largely re-wrote his

Book of the Farm, which is on all hands admitted to be

the best practical work on British Agriculture, and which

has furnished the materials ft>r not a few English and

some American writers on agriculture.

Perennial Phloxes.—These plants are

gradually working their way into popular favor. There

are now fine varieties from white to scarlet and crimson,

bnt we have not seen so pure a white as is shown in the

flowers of a seedling raised by Mr. White, of Jersey

Heights, (Jersey City), N. J. The plant is very dwarf,

truss large, and the flowers without any tinge of green.

Mr. W. said ho had no name for it, and we suggested

White's White, which if it were pronounced "whitest

white," would not be a misnomer.

Mr. 1?. I£. Elliott has removed from
Cleveland; O., to New York, office 78 Duane St., where he

offers his services as landscape gardener and consulting

horticulturist. While we have had occasion to differ

from Mr. Elliott in some matters, wc have never had any

doubt as to his ability, and feel quite sure that from his

long experience, he is capable of giving satisfaction to

those who may wish his services.

Comfortable Country Chairs.—The
chairs illustrated last month, page 305, were noticed on

their own merits ; we have since learned that they were

made by A. E. Cooper, of Cooper's Plains, N. Y., whose
catalogue shows that he makes a sreat variety ©f such
wares.

The Submerged Pnmp.—Having occa-

sion to put a pump into a well this spring, and fiuding

that several neighbors, who were using the Submerged,

gave a good account, we fixed upon this style of pump.

It is very simple iu construction, works easily, and

answers admirably as a force-pump. The pump itself

being under water it cannot possibly freeze, nor is there

over any annoyance from its getting dry. Thus far we
are quite- satisfied with its operation.

Weipph and Measure Everything".
—Now that the season for selling has arrived, we would

impress upon our readers the necessity for accurately

weighing and measuring everything they sell. There is

too much guess-work done. Buyers are handling produce

every day of the year, and they weigh and measure all

they handle. They are well posted. Farmers are not.

When it comes to estimate the fanners are beat. " It is

naught, it is naught, saith the buyer. 1
' And farmers are

too easily persuaded by his pertinacity. Besides, farm-

ers want the money and do not like to lose a sale. So
they give way. There is no settler of disputes so stub-

born as a good platform scale. A Fairbanks 1 scale will

save many words, and mnch time and loss. Every barn

Should be provided with one, and nothing should be

taken out for sale until it is weighed and plainly marked
with its weight.

Butchers" Offal.—" D. B.," Champaign,
111. Butchers' offal should be composted with earth in

layers of a foot of each, and the pile well covered with

earth. In this condition it should remain for a few

weeks, when the pile may bo turned over or mixed and
spread at once, to be plowed lightly under the surface.

Crops in Kansas.—We have received

from Alfred Gray, Topcka, Secretary of the State Board
of Agriculture, a copy of the reports made by County
Agricultural Societies, to the State Board of Agriculture

of Kansas, of the acreage and condition of crops up to

the first of July last. From these it appears that the

acreage of almost every crop is considerably larger than

last year, while the average condition is generally better

than last year, wheat being the most remarkable excep-

tion. The value of these reports is greatly enhanced by
their promptness, and if the State and local societies

elsewhere, would emulate the example of the Kansas
associations, and take pains to make correct reports, the

service to the farmers of the whole country would be of

great value. Reports now of last year's crop, are about
as useful as a last year's almanac. They are as plentiful

as they are usclese. These reports from Kansas are the
first we have seen of the' present crop, except general

estimates not pretending to accuracy.

"Liunp upon a Mare." — "J. G.,"
Preston Co., W. Va. A swelling upon the abdomen, near

the udder, of a mare, which has recently foaled, may be

due to several causes. It may be the result of inflamma-

tion of the udder, or what is known as " mammitis," or

it may be caused by an injury in getting over a fence. In

cither case it would be safe to bathe it with cold water.

V^ime upon Wheat*—"J. T. G.," Lafay-
ette, Va. Lime is rarely used in less quantities than 15

to 40 bushels per acre. Any quantity that could be sown
with a guano attachment to a drill would be too small an
application to have any effect. One of the useful effects

of lime is its mechanical operation upon the soil, and
another i3 its chemical action upon the vegetable matter
contained in the soil, and for either of these effects to be
made apparent, at least 15 bushels per acre should be used.

Ice-Houses and >IilK-l£ooms.—The
numerous inquiries for a connected ice-chamber and
milk-room are not unnoticed. Press of other matter so

far has forced their postponement.

Sowing Guano or Plaster.—"D.
B.," Champaign, 111. Guano or plaster may be sown
broadcast by a Seymour's broadcast sower, which sows
evenly from 25 pounds to 1,000 pounds per acre. It is

disagreeable to sow either of these fertilizers by hand.

Applicaliou ofSuperphosphate.—
"C. F. W.," Shufordsville, N. Y. Wc have found the

best method of applying superphosphate to the wheat
crop to be to sow half the quantity, or 150 lbs. M'ith the

seed in the fall, and the other half in spring, as soon as

growth commences. For spring crops it should be sown
with the seed, and as near to it as possible.

Wistaria.—"A. M. P.," Norwich, N. T.
In localities too severe for the Wistaria, it should be laid

upon the ground and covered with a few inches of earth.

If it is necessary to do this, care should be taken in sum-
mer that the stems do not get so entangled with the

trellis as to make removal difficult. If the Chinese is

not hardy, why not grow the American ?

Sunflowers.-" Alabama," we have not the

slightest faith in the story that sunflowers will prevent
" chills and fever.

11 The leaves of this plant can do no

more than any other foliage in purifying the air, and
where this disease prevails, there is usually foliage in

plenty. This sunflower matter is an old story. The
latest thing is the Eucalyptus, or blue gum, which is said

to be a sure cure. We have no more faith in this than in

the sunflower, and singularly enough, its anti-malarious

properties arc not known in its native Australia.

Paris CJreen.—"J. H. F.," Monroe Co.,

Pa. Paris Green is not soluble in water, it is only sus-

pended. It may be applied by a watering pot. stirring it

as often as it settles, or by means of a whisk broom.

Seed Bye.-"II. C. M.," Rockland Co., N.
Y, You can procure excellent seed rye of R. H. Allen &
Co., 189 Water St., N. Y. It is grown by William Crozier,

of Northport, Long Island.

Weed Named.—"Farmer," Wcstford, Vt.

The specimens sent is the Rough Corn-flower, Hudbeckia

hirta, a plant which a few years ago was rare in the

Eastern States, but which is now unfortunately becoming

too common. We know of no specific treatment for this

or any other weeds, except good cultivation. One thing

should be done at once—cut the tops and prevent its

spreading by seed.

Kahhits.—U E. A. T.," Pa. We have not

much faith in the proiltablenets of rabbits—that is, to

sell as food. The wild rabbits, or hares, are offered in

the markets at a very low price, and meet with but slow

sale. We are not a rabbit-eating people.

Hydrangea.-D. T. Ness. The flower of

Hydrangea Hartensia frequently comes blue, like the

specimen you send. Gardeners endeavor to produce

this color by the use of peat, iron, and other applications,

but it often appears without any special treatment.

Cider Mills.—" H. T. E.," Belleville, N. J.

The price of a good portable cider mill, such as the

"Keystone," or the '* Buckeye," or some others, which
|

are to be found described in our advertising columns, is

from $10 up to $40 or $50, according to size. The cheap-
est is a size suitable for small orchards.

Iron Hurdles.—" T. G.," Kittrelfl, N. C.
We do not know of any maker of iron hurdles. If there
arc any such, possibly your inquiry may attract the notice
of the parties.

Virginia State Agricultural So-
ciety.—This association offers premiums of various
values, form $50 downward, for essays upon such practi-

cal subjects as the following : on the best management of
a farm of 150 acres, devoted to mixed farming ; separate
essays for different districts requiring different treatment,
being called for; on the best management of various
crops; on grasses adapted to Virginia; on swine; on
cattle, etc ; for the best experiments in the cultivation of

various crops, and in the use of fertilizers. We could
suggest only one addition to such an excellent list, which
is a premium for the best managed and cultivated farm.
To Bee and examine the best managed farm in any dis-
trict, would be worth a world of written description.

SUIWRY HUMBUGS. — In former
months wc have had occasion to notice the fluctuating

character of the " humbug business." At some seasons
we are overrun with complaints of old and new schemes,
and at loss to which to give prominence ; then again
there seems to be very little activity among the swind-
lers. The present is one of those seasons of quiet. These
fellows find the greater number of their victims among
the rural population, and they no doubt arc aware that

in hay and harvest time the farmer and his family are too

busy to read their persuasive documents. So these

schemers of all kinds during the summer keep very quiet.

The successful ones, and some of them are very success-

ful in money-making— especially the quack doctors

—

may be found at the watering places, cutting a dash with
their splendid horses and costlier carriages, and vieing

with the gamblers in making a vulgar display of diamonds.

WALL STREET.

Some chaps advertise that money invested by them in

stocks and gold, pays 200 per cent a month, and strange

to say, apparently sensible people believe this, and ask us

if it will be safe to invest in the hands of the advertisers.

Safe ! bless your heart, yes, so safe that mortal eye will

never see it again. One of these inquirers writes that he
wishes ta invest $10—let him do so by all mentis, it will

not be paying very dearly for a lesson. If this correspon-

dent really thinks that any business which pays 200 per
cent, monthly, needs to advertise for customers, be can
afford to pay $10 to be taught better. lie says, " tell us
all you know about the Bankers and Brokers of New
York city." We have had some funny requests in our
day, but this is the funniest. Still we can reply briefly.

There are bankers and brokers even in Wall street, who
are men of the highest honor, and who would lose their

right hand, before they would do a mean thing. This
class do not hold out ridiculous inducements to their pa-

trons. Then there are those who call themselves bankers

and brokers, who will do anything to make a dollar, and
woe be to the man who gets into their hands. We do
not claim to have an acquaintance with this style of

brokers, but it comes in our way now and then, to know
something of their operations. About a year ago a gentle-

man, who had in successful business in a Western city

accumulated what he thought was a handsome compe-
tence, came to New York to live at his ease ; he became
interested in Wall-st., and thinking that he might as

well increase his moderate fortune, placed his available

means in the hands of one of these brokers. He was kept
along with reports of enough successes, to encourage

him, and the speculations continued all winter. When he

came to square accounts with his broker, $5 was all that

he had left. Our friend turned his face westward, quite

convinced that be bad seen enough of Wall street. Now,
if a man of fair business talent, and who, being upon the

spot, could watch matters daily, fared so poorly, what
sort of chance has one who lives at a distance, and knows
nothing of the tricks of the street, if he pnts his money
in the hands of a curbstone-shyster? If one has money,

be it only $10, he is quite right in trying to invest that

sum in such a manner as will increase it. but he may be

quite sure that the way not 1o do it. is to intrust it to the

tender mercies of sharpers calling themselves brokers

Complaints still come with regard to dealers in

CHEAP SEWING MACHINES.

Wc have said all that need be upon this subject. We
repeat that there is no help, so far as we are aware, for

those who have sent money, and received no returns. It

Is impossible for us to comply with the request of those

who ask us to investigate their cases. We could not pos-

sibly give the time to the matter, even if it would do any

good. The chaps need only say that no money had been

received from the complaining party, and that would be
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rtbe end of it. The only machine of the make now most

advertised, that we have seen, is a very fnnny affair, a

<vcry burlesque on machinery ; the parties advertising

are, or were a short time ago, in a very obscure upper

room, without any sign to indicate their whereabouts.

The look of the affair is suspicious, and the complaints

that we have had are so numerous, that we feel it a duty

to warn our readers against sending money to any un-

known parties, who offer cheap sewing machines.

THE C. O. D. SITPPLT CO.

is still operating, apparently devoting itself especially to

the Southern States. Let them alone, there is altogether

too much machinery about it, and there is great danger

that you will get your fingers pinched Our correspon-

dent C. T. P., in West Va., can not have long been a

reader of the Agriculturist, or he would not have asked

us to get his prize from the

METROPOLITAN PRIZE ASSOCIATION.

We could not think of it. What these people want, is

your $7.50, and then you may get your $250 melodeon

—

and then again you may not—probably not. Our corre-

spondent evidently fears that he may run some risk in

tending his money, so he writes to ask us to get his

prize. No, we thank you Here is a correspondent in

Tennessee, who asks us if onr laws can not stop these

Prize Associations. Certainly. We have laws enough,

and upright judges, but laws do not put themselves in

operation; there must he complaint and proof of wrong
doing, in order to convict. On account of the fact that

the victims of city swindlers reside at a distance, these

evil-doers stand in little fear of the law. If one who
lives in a distant State, merely asserts that he has been

swindled by some one in New York, the law can do
nothing. The only thing that hns any effect upon these

fraudulent schemes, is the exposure that the Agriculturist

has given them these many years, and in which it has

had but scant assistance from other papers. Were every

paper, agricultural or otherwise, to refuse all doubtful

advertisements, and to keep their readers warned against

all suspicious schemes, the occupation of the whole horde
of these swindlers would be at an end.

IN TnE "medical" line.

The advertising dodges of these quack-medicine fel-

lows are numerous, and some of them ingenious; thus
there is one in Buffalo, who advertises that he will send
a " prize-picture " free. " An ingenious gem, 50 objects

to find." Many a boy or girl will invest a stamp for the
sake of getting a puzzlc-plcturo—orn. picture of any kind.

In return they get a card with a very poor puzzle-picture

upon one side, and upon the other side an advertisement

cf a book on sexual matters, which will be " sent seenre,

post-paid, for 10 cents.'
1 The book is like all of its class,

intended to work upon the imagination, and excite tfic

fears of the young—and then it follows as a matter of

course, that the only safety of the reader lies in placing

himself in the hands of this wonderful Abbey, at $10 per

month. lie is a high old fellow, this Abbey—as he says,

*' none living know my present remedy. 11 What would
"become of the world, if this Abbey should die?—His pre-

cious pamphlet goes into our collection of curiosities.

Don't take the road leading to that " Toll-Gate." .... They
get the news slowly out in Wisconsin, for here is one at

this late day, who asks about

OLD MOTHER NOBLE.

It is so long since that we heard of the dear old " crit-

tur," that she had quite gone out of mind. Our cor-

respondent can find '' what we think of" Old Mother N.
by consulting these columns for two years back, but a

particularly touching account of him is given in Decem-
ber last. He was last known as Dr. Clark Johnson, Ed-

win Eastman, and the rest of her Then here is an-

other from a Kentucky friend, who thinks we ought to

expose

TTNCLE BEN -TO'S BELL-TONQTTE BYRTJP.

This is also au old affair. It seems a waste of good
space to devoto it to such shallow nonsense. We have

already given all needed attention to this particular hum-
bug. If there is any live mortal who can read, who will

believe the statements put forth in this pamphlet, nothing

that we can say will prevent him from being a victim.

We are sorry for the "poor, susceptible farmers," but

what can we do other than to caution them against all

such things. If a " subscriber to the Agriculturist'''' is,

as you state, an agent for this quackery, we are sorry,

but there is no knowing how much worse he might have

done, had he not taken the Agriculturist.

INSTITUTES AND UNTVEUSITrES.

We must again repeat what we have said so often, that

there is no such thing, properly speaking, as the "N. Y.
Medical University." One or more quacks choose to

adopt this title, to aid the sale of their preposterous
medicines. We suppose that the Attorney General of the

State could prevent them from using this title, but he has

not seen fit to do so. No proper medical college—there
can be no such thing as "medical university "—ever
makes or sells medicines, nor does any such institution

ever advertise cures. Colleges and universities are edu-

catioual institutions, and not medicine shops. So with

these so-called medical ' Institutes," they are generally

run by quacks of the most dangerous kind. The recent

death of a young lady in one of these "Institutes" in

New York, may lead to an ovcrhaulingof the whole crew.

THE OLD, OLD DODGE,

is now being played by one Daniel Adee. It is the

"Preacher of the Gospel," or "retired missionary"
dodge. D. A.'s oldest son gets dead-sick with consump-
tion—something wonderful cured him, and the prescrip-

tion can be had by addressing Dan—as aforesaid. It is so

kind of Dan, to offer the prescription, and to generously

pay for advertising that he will do so ! One of our friends

sent for the prescription, just to see if it was a3 we pre-

dicted. Dan Adee had a son restored by the " Indian

Cough Plant," the same thing that cured the son of Dr.

Brant, who was missionary to the Blackfect Indians, and
he learned all about it from a squaw! All you have to

do is to get the stuff known to the "native Indians"
(whoever saw any other ?) as "Indian Cough Plant,"

steep it in water, and take it. But those poor, "mis'-

able unfort'nates," what don't have no correspondents

among the Injuns with dark colored pedal extremities,

can get the extract, tor $2 a bottle, from tin's dear bene-

volent "Minister of the Gospel"—or what is the same
thing, Mr. D. Adee. Daniel, this is old unto staleness

—it is malodorous. Step aside, and let

"doct." white and his curative strup

come to the front. Now here is something worthy of the

genius of Iluyler, even the narrative of dear Eddie

Eastman, thrilling as it is, is hardly so ingenious as the

story of how White came by his Curative Syrap. We
wish we had room for the whole, but can make only an
abstract. The old man White having "educated" his

son, sent him out with "large sums of money," to dis-

cover "hidden secrets relating to medicine." We
should'nt like to be a medical secret with White, Jr.,

after us, not much. lie " did " the Indian tribes of this

country, but nairy a secret could he find. Then he went
for the " wise men of the East," whoever they may be,

and there he learned that the Jesuits received regularly

from South America a medicine possessing wonderful
properties, and that it came from Rio Janeiro. Nothing
easier than for young White to "up and dust" and "git"
for Rio. Here he learned that au "aged monk from the

mountains" made regular shipments to "the Jesuits in

the East." What waa easier than for White to lay low
for this monk, to follow him to his cave in the moun-
tains. And then—ah White, it was a little mean—to get

up into a tree and watch how the old fellow did it. And
then he gives a picture of the monk's laboratory, which
should convince the most sceptical. The monk was so

indiscreet as to have his formula upon "a paper pasted
on a board," and when he had stopped work for the
night, what was easier than for White to copy off this

paper " by the light of the moon "—in Latin at that—and
to " git " once more. Rather hard on the monk, but the

end justified the means. When he reached home, the

senior White was just breathing his last, but jnnior
White, who had driven up in a "beautiful coach," with
a "fine span of horses"—how touching all these little

particulars are—soon put a stop to the old man's troubles,

and cured him at once. If you don't believe it, there is

a picture of the old man White, reading the Bible ; old

mother W. sitting as straight as if she had swallowed a

ram-rod ; then young Doctor White—the chap who
choused the monk out of his secret, and his wife—and,

oh I the children—well the chap ought to make some-
thing out of his syrup, to find bread and shoes for all

these little Whites—and so rear of a size, too. Take
this White's Curative Syrup thing altogether, it is a little

the steepest piece of quackery we have seen in a long
time. Somehow we can't help thinking that the hand
which did Ned Eastman's narrative, had to do with this.

Is it possible that this country can boast of two such ?

THE COUNTERFEIT MONET OR " QUEER "

business is duller than we have ever before known it.

£>\\o P. A. Schneider, at Allentown, Pa., who claims to

be agent for " the New York Co.," sends out about the

richest specimen of a circular, that we have seen. Either

this Schneider is an ignorant ass, or he assumes to be
simple and stupid, with the hope that some who think
themselves smart, will catch at the bait. We incline to

the last view of the case. Here is a specimen of his cir-

cular: " I have no counterfeit monej'. I have rail jininc

goods money I was 10. years in the Unided State print-

ing Office in that tim I did slib a few blades, and now I

make my own goods in my own printing office—if you
dond trust me then Come in Town & C me."—That, Mr.

Schneider, is just " a little too thin."

A llonsiroias Milium auratiim.-
The " monstrosnm" forms of the common Japan lily (L.

speciosum) are well known, as the habit has become so

fixed, that bulbs produces: monstrous stems ere offered

for sale. We never saw a monstrous Gold-banded Lily
(L. mtratum) until Messrs. J. M. Thorburn & Co., recent-

ly sent us a specimen. In this, as in the others, the stem
is several inches broad, and flattened as if what should

be Beveral stems, were soldered together, and the upper
portion of it is clothed with flowers as closely as can be
packed. By counting a portion, we estimate that this

stem produced considerably over a hundred medium
sized blooms, and is altogether one of the most wonder-
ful specimens of floral abundance that we have seen.

The Colorado Potato Beetle an.

New Jersey.—Just as we go to press, there cornea

the startling announcement that the dreadful " potato

bug," has at last made its way to the coast It has been
fouud near Elizabeth, and in the Saddle River township,

N. J. Coming so late iu the season, it can do but little

damage to the present crop, but next year farmers will

have work to do. Let New Jersey look out 1

Eastman's Business College.—This
establishment, which not many years ago began in a
ridiculously small way, now has some KiOO students, 60

instructors, and occupies several large buildings in the

beautiful city of Poughkeepsie, N. Y. A directory, giv-

ing the present residence and occupation of the graduates

of this college, shows that the young men are making
their way in the world. Circulars can be had by address-

ing the President, H. G. Eastman, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Hfcw "Raspberries.—Several new rasp-

berries have been brought this seasou for our inspection.

The only one of these of any promise, was a variety

brought by Mr. Saunderson, of Staten Island, which had
excellent qualities for a market berry, it being of good
size, bright color, and, whati3 of most importance, great

firmness.

Wild Carrots.—"J. L. W.," Thomasville,
N. C. It is true that the Wild Carrot does not Bpread by
the root, but it produces an abundance of seed to con-

tinue the crop. The plant should not be allowed to per-

fect its seed.

Spreading I,ime.—"H. H. F.," Lavans-
Villo, Pa. Lime can not bo spread as it comes from the

kiln, it must first be slacked. Then the easiest and cheap-
est method is to spread it with long handled shovels either
direct from the heaps, or from the bos of a low sled.

Blackberries.-" J. B. D."eays: "On p.
2S3, speaking of the cultivation of blackberries, yon
direct the new canes to be pinched off at the hight of five

or six feet. Having tried various bights, I have found
that my berries arc largest and most abundant when th©
canes are cut back to within three or four feet of the
ground."—Our ^correspondent does not say what varieties

he has kept at this hight. In restricting the plants in
this manner, we should fear that they might be forced
into flower unseasonably.

The White Willow.—«L. L.," Hutchin-
son, Kansas. The white willow is almost universally well
spoken of through the West, as a rapid grower, and a
useful tree, both for shelter and for hedges. A great
many persons are planting it, and we have seen trees
from cuttings, planted three years ago, which were three
inches thick, and fifteen feet high. Those trees may be
cut this year, or next, for fence-poles. There are also

many willow hedges planted, and if they are not all that
may be desired, yet they grow quickly, and make a good
wind-break ; when three or four inches thick they may
be lopped off at four feet from the ground, to furnish
poles for rails. The cuttings should be thicker and
larger than usually planted. An inch in diameter at least

and four feet Jong, is a good size. They should be seta
foot apart, and eighteen inches deep.

Onion Grnb.—J. B. Duffey, N. J., writes:
'

' Three times in my somewhat limited experience I have
been visited by the onion grnb, the ravages of which, on
each occasion, threatened the entire destruction of my
beds. It was suggested to me to use soot, sprinkling it

along the rows. I did so, and the effect was almost
magical. My onions immediately ceased wilting, and an
examination of the plants a day or two after the applica-

tion showed no trace of the grub. The remedy never

failed me, and besides, it acted as a vigorous fertilizer

to the crop."

Wheat and Guano Drill.—"P. N.,'»

Clinton Co., 111. All the drills made for sowing grain

have attachments for sowing fine fertilizers along with

the seed. But there is no drill made that sows lime in

such a manner. Lime always contains bard lumps, which
render such a method of sowing impracticable.
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Stopning ILeahs in a. Roof,—Mont-

c'ii\'.\ When a shingle roof becomes worn and leaky, the

cheapest plan in the end is to have a new roof. There

arc a variety of roof paints which will make a temporary

repair, lint the contraction and expansion by heat and

nioistnre, wjll soon open the cracks again, and the roof

will he as leaky as before it was painted.

Spaying Melffers or Cows.-"R. M."
Both heifers and cows are sometimes spayed. The for-

mer are thus made to grow to a larger size for beef, and

the latter are made to give milk for several years without

intermission. Spaying cows is useful, when milk is de-

sired regularly, in places where bulls are not kept, as in

cities. The operation should be performed by a vctcrin-

srirgeon. It can not be done safely by a person who
knows it only from books.

Leaky Cisterns.— ll
S. II. H.," Tioga, Co.,

N. v There is no help for a cistern, at the bottom of

wlucn there is a spring of water. The water will break

. h in spite of all one can do, in most cases if not in

: .."!. We would abandon such a cistern rather than be

bothered with it, and try another place.

Fodder Crops for the South.—
Alabama. Cat-tail millet is one of the many varieties of

what is known as Hungarian grass (Setaria Germaniea,

botanically). It is an excellent fodder crop for the South.

The Southern pea is a good fodder crop. Oats and rye

may be sown for winter feed. Barley and vetches sown
together are also an excellent fodder crop. With these

and corn, beets, cabbage, and rape, a succession of fod-

fler crops might be had throughout the season.

Irrigating: Corn ©r Cotton.—Ala-

bama. It would undoubtedly pay to water both corn and
cotton during drouths, if the water can be procured with-

out expense. But it is useless to water crops during the

day time, and under a hot sun. The water should be
applied (in ring the evening or in the night. The cheapest

method would be to turn the water from a stream direct-

ly into furrows between the rows if this is possible.

Watering by means of sprinklers upon wheels, might be

used while the crop is small, but it would be slow and
costly. If a width of G feet is watered at one passage

through the lows, every voUq travelled would water

three quarters of an acre. It. is a question altogether of

the cost of procuring the water.

A Gorged Cow.— "J. H. F.," Canadensis,

Pa. "When a cow has been carelessly allowed to gorge

herself with dry meal, the safest remedy is to withhold

water, except in small quantities, to give a pint of lin-

seed oil, by the mouth, and injections of soap and

water, until the bowels are evacuated. No food should

be given until the stomach and bowels arc freed.

The American B*oultry Pedigree
Book.—We have a sample sheet of the forthcoming

'•American Pedigree Poultry Book." We have already

expressed our opinion of this book. The "American
Swine nerd-book," failed to become a fact, from its

obvious impossibility. But a poultry pedigree book is

more impossible still, if we may use such a term ; it is an

absurdity that we could hardly suppose would be enter-

tained. To what vast proportions it must arrive in two
or three years, if it is generally used ! and if it is not

generally used, it becomes worthless. The impossibility

of identifying any bird, and the confusion which exists

from the beginning, will certainly lead to frauds which
cannot be detected, and there will be no confidence in it.

Ami then there will be complaining and trouble.

Clipping tlie Toes of a Cow.—"R.
M.," Salt Lake City. When the hoof of a cow, ox. or

sheep, grows too long at the toe, it may be shortened

by taking a pair of strong pincers, such as are used by
blacksmiths for horse-shoeing, grinding the edges

sharp, and culling away the toes, until they arc reduced

to a proper shape. Or a strong paring knife maybe
used if handled with care, but it is not nearly so safe as

the pincers. Animals with feet too long at the toe,

should be attended to at once, or lameness may result.

To ISaise a Spring.—^T. L., 11 Gadsden,
Ala. It would not answer to build a wall around a

spring, in the hope to raise it IS feet. The water would
break out somewhere elso. The best plan perhaps would

be to put in a hydraulic ram.

Seleeting Eggs fp*' Pullets.—A cor-

respondent sends us a slip, containing an article from an

English paper upon this subject. It is stated that the

position of the air-buhble in the egg will determine the

sex of "the. chicken. There are four illustrations of the

forms of the eggs, and the positions of the air-bubble.

Two of them we have studied and compared together.

One of these is said to show the kind of egg that " will

hatrh a lively cockerel," and the other " will hatch a pul-

let. " This is definite ; but unfortunately, on comparing

the engravings, the shapes of the eggs, and the positions

of the air-bubble are exactly the same in both. A similar

result has occurred in every case, in which we have close-

ly investigated the statements of those who have pre-

tended to know more of this thing than any other man.

The fact is, as yet this question of sex is undetermined,

and a long series of observations, scientifically conduct-

ed, are needed, instead of vague surmises, and haphazard

conclusions, before we can safely determine anything

about it.

Permanent Grass.-"J. W. C," Rock-
ford, 111. There is no more unanswerable proof that

permanent meadows may be established in our climate,

than the prairies which have been broken up and chang-

ed into corn-fields. Forages these prairies have produced
grass, and have supported millions of animals which
have grazed upon them, and yet they have increased in

fertility during all those years, so that since those ancient

pastures have been plowed, they have borne repeated

crops of grain year after year. What has been may
again be. It is a great benefit to a farm to have a portion

of it in permanent grass, and every new prairie farm

opened, should have at least one-third of the area

reserved from the plow, for pasture only.

Boue-Dnst Tor Wheat.—" A. P.,"Pep-
pertown, Ind. We would rather use Peruvian guano for

a wheat crop than bone-dust. The bone-dust is only

very slowly soluble, and there would bcTery little effect.

150 to 200 lbs. guano per acre, on the contrary, would
have a verygood effect upon the wheat. It should be sown
with the wheat in the drill, or broadcast, and harrowed
in along with the wheat.

Sweet Potatoes for Feed.—"J. M.
D.," Pierce Co., Ga. "We have never fed sweet potatoes

to stock, but should expect them to be more valuable than

round potatoes, turnips, or beets.

Xo Dispose or Straw, Shuehs, and
Cobs.—

'

; B.F. B.," ITvaldyCo., Texas. We can suggest
no way of making up these matters into manure, but by
penning cattle upon them ; unless it be by scattering

them upon the ground, and plowing them under the

surface. The latter will probably be the easiest and
cheapest method. It is better than not using them at all

or burning them.

Itloody 31 HI*. — u Subscriber, 1
' Orlando,

Ind. Bloody milk is generally caused by a congested

state of the lacteal vessels, through which the red coloring

matter of the blood, which is called fie?natosin, escapes

into the milk. Cooling food should be given, and a

strong dose of cpsom salts, (12 to 16 ounces). The udder

should be bathed in cold water freely several times a day.

As to Draining.—"G. G.," Greenville,

111. Before so costly a work as underdraining a farm is

undertaken, it would be well to count the cost. It is well

worth the small sum of $1 .50, to have the means of doing

this. "Waring's Draining for Profit and Health,M can
be had for this price, and will give all necessary informa-

tion as to cost and mode of doing the work.

Top-dressing Meadows.-^W.W. S.,"
Dutchess Co., N. Y. There is no better season for top-

dressing meadows than the present month. Anything iu

the shape of manure or fertilizers is better than nothing.

Well rotted fine manure is the best application that can

be made. Next to that is coarse fresh manure, decom-

posed woods' earth, rotten chip dirt, tanner's waste, or

sweepings of village streets. "Where refuse from woolen
factories, slaughter houses, or city waste of all kinds

can be procured, these should be composted with earth

from the roadsides, or bottoms of ditches, and lime or

'

wood ashes, and after remaining a month in the heap,

they may be spread upon the grass. It is well to harrow

up bare spots, and sow some more grass seed upon them.

The earlier this can be done the better for the meadow,
as the heavier coating of fall growth, that can be procured,

the safer it will be from injury by frost. Meadows
should not be closely pastured at this season.

Charleston Superphosphate.—" J.

M. I) ," Blackshaw, Ga. The prepared Charleston phos-

phates will be valuable for cabbages and turnips. These

crops are specially improved by manures containing

phosphoric acid.

Cutting Corn for Fodder.—"C. T.

S.," Nisscquoque, L. t, Ii is possible to cut up corn-

stalks with the cars for fodder. TA'e have done so with a
large-sized "Telegraph Fodder-Cutter." run by a two-
horse tread-power, as fast as one man could feed the

com. Such fodder, however, should either be steamed
or ground in a ''Little Giant" mill—an ordinary bark
mill would answer the purpose very well—to prevent
much of the corn passing away whole and undigested.

Sugar from Beets.—"A Reader." The
manufacture of sugar from beets needs some delicate

chemical processes to get rid of the salts, which interfere

with the extraction of the sugar. It is this difficulty

which has hitherto caused many failures in beet sugar

making, and iu a small way it would prohibit the domes-

tic manufacture altogether. For sweets for home use,

that can be produced upon the farm, there is nothing bet-

ter than syrup from sorghum. This can be made in a

small way as easily os maple sugar.

ISreahiitg Hedge Rows.—UBL E. Van
D.," Geneva, Kansas, recommends hedge rows to be bro-
ken iu June if possible, but not later than July 15th.

The rows he broke in August, 1873, were so tough the

past spring that the hedge could not be planted. The
rows should also be 12 feet wide iu place of 6 feet.

Sweet Potatoes.—"W. H. L.," Moberly,
Mo, In all Northern localities sweet potatoes require

artificial heat to carry them safely through the winter.

They should not be exposed to a temperature below 60",

and those who grow them iu large quantities have a

house for the purpose, in which a fire may be built when-
ever necessary. Small lots cau be kept in a box or bar-

rel in the kitchen, or other warm room ; we have known
them to keep in an unusually warm and dry cellar.

Garden Questions.—"H. S.," Brandon,
TVis. It will not do good, but hurt, to take away the

leaves of cabbages and cauliflowers while they are grow-
ing. It is not essential for the forming of cauliflower

heads to draw the leaves over the head, but it is well to

break down a few leaves when the head is forming, to

keep the sun from it. Do not understand your question

about "top seed 11 onions; the other is answered in an

article on p. 341. Salsify, or vegetable oyster, will some-

times bloom, as will other root crops, the first year from

seed, but the seed from such plants should never be saved.

Seed Wheat.—"B. L.," Clinton Co., Ohio.
It is questionable if it would pay to purchase seed wheat
from a distance, at double the ordinary market price or
even less than that, unless in a very small quantity and
for an experiment. It is not safe to risk one's whole
ccop, by changing the seed without knowing exactly

what you are doing. The finer white wheats require

richer soil than the hardier red wheats, and the difference

in the market price will not warrant paying much
higher for the seed. It is not so much to the seed as to

the land, that we are to look for better crops, and by
selecting a good sample of ordinary wheat free from
weeds, at a few cents above the market price, one may do

better than by paying a double or treble price for other

seed, the only merit of which may be that it comes
from a distance and costs so much. Clean selected

seed is worth 25 cents a bushel above the usual market

price of the same variety.

Wheat on Corn Stnhhle.—" W. W.,"
Mifflin, Ohio. There are times and places in which sow-

ing winter wheat upon an nnplowcd corn stubble may be
not only permissible, but proper, as the best thing that

can be done. The solid bed thus gained for the seed is

often an advantage, as is also the time saved. But where

the chinch-bug prevails, fill the loose corn stubs should

be gathered up and burned, as it is in these and other

rubbish that this pest harbors and is sheltered throngh

the winter. The clearing up of such rubbish every fall

should be done for the purpose of destroying injurious

insects, which would prey upon the coming crop.

Cheese Factory at South Bend,
Ind.—"W. R-," South Bend, Ind. Factory men are

averse to investing their capital in new places, unless,

under such guarantees that they will be independent of

any adverse action by their patrons at any time in the

future. Cases have happened in which, after a factory

has been built, those supplying milk have professed to be

disappointed, and have withheld the milk, leaving the

owner of the factory " in a fix." The best plan is for the

owners of the cows to subscribe the money aud build the

factory, and lease it to the factory man. For 400 cows a

sum of about $7 per cow would put up the factory and

furnish it. But before it is built, it would be wise to

have a competent person to examine the locality, and ad-

vise as to the propriety of building the factory. L. B.

Arnold, of Rochester, or Gardiner B. Weeks, of Utica, rT.

Y., would give trustworthy advice upon this point.
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Hereford Cattle.—" J. C. E.," Milton,

Ohio. The Herefords are the next best beef cattle to the

Shorthorns. They are probably superior to these in Bome
districts. They are, however, at present unfashionable,

bat the time may not be far distant when these or some

other race may overshadow the now favorite Shorthorns,

just as the Shorthorns displaced the once favorite Long-

horns. The Here fords are a pure breed of large bodied

white-faced cattle, reddish-brown in color otherwise,

which are excellent feeders, with good constitutions, and

fine beef producers. They will doubtless be exhibited at

your State Fair, and will be found worthy of examination.

Safe Emasculation.—"A. T. J./' South
Bend, Iud. If the cut in the scrotum is made low down,
so that any pus that is formed can escape, the operation

of castrating is made much safer than if the cut is made
higher up. The great danger is from inflammation, the

closing of the woun ' and the formation of pus, which
can not escape and Is absorbed into the system, poison-

ing the blood. If the wound is kept open until healed

within, the only serious danger is prevented.

How to Recog-nize a Goose.—"W.N.,"
Lexington, Ky. It is difficult to distinguish a goose from
a gander by external marks without close study. After

long acquaintance with the flock, the recognition is very

easy. The voice of the gander is harsher and more dis-

cordant than that of the goose, the head is coarser, and
the bill stouter and heavier, the neck is longer and
thicker, and the breast less prominent. Generally the

gander is the first aggressor in those demonstrations

which a flock of geese delight to make upon strangers.

Th i gander is always on the lookout, and if one in a

flock is on the alert, while the rest are feeding, it is al-

most certain to be a gander.

Harvest Home Celebration. — The
Itantoul (111.) Association of PatronB of Husbandry held

its first harvest home picnic on Angust 1st in a grove
near that town. It was largely attended, and many
members of other Granges and industrial associations

joined the celebration. There were bands of music, a
collation, and speeches, and the experiment was very
successful.

Xree Planting in 1%ebraska.—The
Burlington and Missouri Railroad Company has planted

along its line of road in Nebraska, for a distance of 120

miles, 560,000 trees. The smallest loss of trees was
amongst the ash, of which 98?i percent lived; of box
elder and honey locust, 92 per cent lived ; of soft maplo

63 per cent ; European larch, 82><£ per cent ; Scotch and
Norway pines, 80 per cent ; and of several species of

willows, 75 to 72 per cent lived.

Small or Large Cobs.—"J. W. J.,"

Lewis Co., Ky. It is working the wrong way to attempt

to reduce the size of the cob in field corn. If the cub

could be reduced in size to one inch in diameter by selec-

tion of seed for a series of years, the product of the crop

must certainly be greatly reduced at the same time. A
cob two inches in diameter has double the space to be

filled with grain that one half that size has. The effort

should be to enlarge the size of the cob in thickness and
length, and to increase the length and number of the

grains at the same time. There is no doubt that much
may be done in this way by selecting for seed those ears

which have the largest number of rows and the greatest

length, and planting the seed remote from other corn.

Grain Binders.—An automatic binding
attachment to a reaper is a very desirable thing to possess.

Hitherto the attempts that have been made to effect the

binding of the sheaves by machinery attached to the

reaper have not been successful. Final success, however,

will be attained before long, if it has not already been

secured. A binder made by W. A. Woods, of Hooeic

Falls, N. Y., was tried recently with success. The
sheaves were well bonnd, without any failures. Another
binder, made by N. B. Fassctt, has been tried In Iowa.

This machine also worked satisfactorily.

Itnther Mixed*—A semi-weekly newspaper,
with an agricultural department, published in a Western
city, states that 'Mand-plaster or guano is the production
of a number of rocky Islands in the south sea." Also
that "a species of land-plaster, which is a deposit of
bone-phosphate, is found In South Carolina and Georgia.'

1

Then a "Rural" papnr, in correcting this statement in

describing " plaster," says " that it is not a fertilizer in

itself, but absorbs fertilizing properties from the atmos-
phere;" and further, that "years ago it used to be the
practice to roast the rockB, in order to rednce them to

powder more easily, and such may yet be the practice

where facilities for grinding are not aft hand, or where the

rock is impure from hard strata contained in it." How
little then must be known about this simple substance,

the uses of which for fertilizing purposes and for plaster-

ing walls of houses are so mixed together. Burned gyp-
sum is plaster, which, when mixed with water, sets as

hard as a stone, and could not in any case be used as a

fertilizer. And now a paper, which has "Farmer" for

part of its title, recommends grass and turnips to be

grown together, and thus raise a double crop.

To Keep Plows Free from Rust.—" A boy of fourteen." or any other person, does wrong
to allow his plows to become so rusty that great labor is

required to scour them. There is no help for it in that

case, but to scour with a piece of brick and sand and wa-
ter, until the mould-board is bright. But if, when the

plow is done with, the mould-board is covered with thick

lime-wash, or a good coating of tallow, and put away in

a dry place under cover, there will be no need to spend a

whole day in scouring it when it is wanted for use again.

What is a Car Load.- t( B. A.," Ripon,
Wis. Generally a car load is ten tons. Specified arti-

cles are taken on most railroads in the following quanti-

ties as "car loads" viz: salt or lime, 70 bbls ; flour, 90

bbla. or 200 sacks ; soft wood, 6 cords ; cattle, 18 to 20

head ; hogs, 50 to 60 ; sheep, 80 to 100 ; lumber, 9,000 ft.

dry, or 7,000 ft. of green ; 17,000 feet of dry siding ; 13,000

feet of dry flooring, dressed ; 40,000 shingles ; wheat
340, corn 300, oats 680, and of barley 400 bushels. Pota-

toes, bran, feed, and other produce is taken by weight.

Procuring; Loans,-" R. VanD.," Peoria,

HI. Evils always remedy themselves in course of time.

The facility of getting loans upon mortgage of Western
farms from Eastern capitalists at 10 or 12 per cent, per an-

num, has been an evil by which the Western farmer has

suffered. It has led to loose expenditures and extra-

vagance, and has fastened a load of debt upon the West,
which is a deadweight upon its real prosperity. Now
Eastern men fear that their debtors might strive to free

themselves, by adverse legislation, making foreclosure

of their farms difficult or impossible, from their en-

cumbrances, and they have stopped loaning money. We
do not know where you could borrow money in any East-

ern city, nor would we advise you to try to do it. Bor-
rowing is a bad prac'ice, and only puts off the evil day.

The best plank in the Granges' platform is " pay as you
go," and your best plan is to become a Patron and hang
on to this plank.

Cattle in the South.—" J. W. J.," At-

lanta, Ga. The safest plan to procure hardy improved
cattle in the South, would probably be to introduce

thoroughbred bulls, a year old, in October or November,
from the North, and U3e them upon the best native cows.

If the bull can not stand the change of climate, he will

leave some half-bred calves, which might be bred to an-

other young bull. In time a greatly improved stock of

thoroughly acclimated cattle would be secured. But
there is no reason why cattle from the North should not

be acclimated gradually, if care is used. The hot sun in

the day-time Is not more hurtful than the heavy dews at

night, and stock should be protected from both of these.

The fall is the proper season for bringing in stock, which
then have a whole winter in which to get acclimated.

Shelter, fresh feed, and good water, are the requisites

for safety.

Treatment of I*arrots.— "An old

Subscriber," informs the " Indiana Correspondent." that

the proper treatment of parrots consists mainly in giving

freshwater every day, proper food with regularity, and
keeping the cage clean. Brass wire cages should be

avoided. The floor of the cage should be cleaned out
every day, and covered with fresh coarse sand and
gravel. The perch should be cleaned at the same time.

This should be thicker in the middle that at the ends,

that the feet may be cased and rested at every change of

position. This prevents diseased feet. A deep dish of

tepid water ehonld be given each day, to bathe in.

Bread and milk should be staple food ; the bread should

be stale and bo soaked in warm water first, and then

'drained on a cloth, dipped into scalding milk and fed

when cold ; tne bread should not be mashed or soaked

until soppy. It should never be civen when sour, nor

Bhonld the feed pan be allowed to become sour. Beech
nuts, hickory nuts, walnuts, sweet almonds, crackers

without caraway seed, boiled sweet corn, and pieces of

sweet apple freed from the skin, are all good if given in

moderate quantities. Flesh should never he given, as it

engenders a vicious appetite, and causes them to pull

and eat their own feathers. Parrots are natives of tropi-

cal climateB, and need warmth. But they should not be

hung up in the foul heated air of a close room—warmed
by a hot stove in the winter BeaBon—during the day, nor

be left to freeze without fire during cold nights. It la

better to place the cage upon a low stand, where the air

is pure and moderately warm, in the day, and wrap a
blanket around the cage at night. When sick a tea-

spoonful of hemp seed with a pepper corn or two, should
be given every day. Water cress when it can be pro-

cured is a good alterative ; but these birds are rarely

sick, except when they are fed with sugar and other

improper food, or when they are neglected.

sLow Freights on Grain.—The current
freight cnon wheat from Chicago to New York is now on-
ly 11«£ cents per bushel, made up as follows : from Chi-
cago to Buffalo, by steamer . %4»c, elevating at Buffalo,

Xc, rail from Buffalo to New Tone, 8c. The tolls on the
Erie canal are now (34c. a bushel) more than the whole
freight from Chicago to Buffalo. The cost of hand-
ling grain In New York is 3 cents, and the freight to
Liverpool is about 14 cents. The cost of carriage from
Chicago To Liverpool is therefore less than 28# cents a
bushel. That this is solely due to natural causes, and not
In the least to the influence of any combination of farm-
ers, shippers, or carriers, is one of those facts that prove
what we have frequently stated, viz., that the prices of

all commodities or services are regulated not by laws or
combinations of any parties interested, but are the na-
tural effects of supply and demand. Just now there are

many unemployed ships upon the lakes, and business

generally is dull, hence these unexampled low freights.

It is, however, not a healthy condition of things, nor a
desirable or profitable one for farmers themselves, when
important industrial interests work without profit. And
just now the farmer gains no benefit from these low
rates, hut it goes to those who consume the wheat and
nour which he raises. It is fortunate that it does this,

for at present there is no laborer bo unit rp .Id, or who
finds work with such difficulty, as the artizan In the work-
shop*, or the laborer about the streets of towns and cities.

"Walks and Talks" Correspondence.

Selling the Farm.—A widow, with three children,
who has a farm of 120 acres in Illinois, worth $75 per
acre, writes me that she has carried on the farm for three
years, since her husband's death, and has made a fair liv-

ing, but she and her children have to work very hard.
Her friends advise her to sell and put the money on in-

terest. I can give no opinion. It depends somewhat
how old the children are, and whether she wishes to keep
the farm for them. She gets many things from the fiirm

that she would have to buy if she goes to a village or city.

And she now pays no house rent. It is not always easy
to sell a farm when you wish. I would go on farming as
though I intended to keep the farm, and yet, if an op-
portunity occurred to sell at its full value, sell, and per-

haps buy a smaller farm near a village, where manure
and labor can be obtained. Then go into the raising c-f

such cropB as require more careful supervision and less

bard labor. A woman probably can not compete with
the men in raising corn. But she may beat them In

raising thoroughbred stock, or in small fruits, or garden
stuff. Much will depend on the boys. Every year they
will be better able to help.

Raisihg Corn.—F. K. Adams, Delafleld, Wis., -writes

me that he breaks up his sod land for corn 4 inches-deep.

After corn, oats. Then beans, and then spring wheat.
The wheat being, I suppose, seeded down. For wheat
he plows 8 inches deep. Four inch plowing for corn,

and eight inches for wheat, he says, is " not orthodox,

but gives me the best results." He cultivates his corn
twice, going twice in a row, using a two-horse walking
cultivator, and stirring the land b!x Inches deep. Aa I

understand the matter, he cultivates deeper than he
plows. Prof. Roberts, of Cornell University, was on my
farm a short time ago. He thought I ought to get a two-
horse Western corn cultivator, and plow np the land be-

tween the rows of corn five or six inches deep. I think

one or two such plowJngs between the rows of corn,

early in the season, before the roots have full possession

of the soil, would he beneficial, hut afterwards I should

want to keep dswn the weeds, and mellow the surface

with a shallower cultivator, and one which could be run
close to the corn. I am willing to admit, howerer, that

Western farmers can teach us how to raise corn. Mr.
Adams says he finds that sod plowed in the fall, and ma-
nured in the spring with well rotted manure, and worked
in with the cultivator, is best for corn.

Ditching.—*'E. J.," Iowa, asks me In regard to a
ditching machine for draining sloughs. I think he will

find a sharp spade and a man who knows how to handle

it the cheapest and best machine. The tough sod on top

may be removed by throwing ont a couple of wide, deep
furrows. The black mucky soil underneath oneht to b«
easy digging. Get some narrow underdrawing spades

and a long handled scoop. Keep them ground sharp
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and bright. Cut the drain no wider thnn is necessary for

the tiles. In each land, a drain two and a half to three

feet deep, 14 inches wide at top and 3 Inches at bottom,

onght to be cut for from 15 to 20 cents a rod.

About Mock.—" W. M." asks if " muck, In conjunc-

tion with commercial manures, such as superphosphate,

nitrate of soda, etc., would come anywhere near the

standard of stable manure a9 a fertilizer for exhausted

land."--! do not think there would be anything gained

by mixing superphosphate or nitrate of eoda with muck.

If you have muck on the farm, or near by, throw it up in

the summer to dry. When dry, it can be used in a variety

of ways as most convenient—1st, it can be made into a

compost with lime or uuleached ashes ; or (2nd) it can

be composted with Btable manure; or (3d) it can be

drawn at once directly to the field, and spread as top-

dressing on grass land. A good superphosphate is a

capital manure for turnips. I do not think It will pay on

wheat. For barley nilriite of soda and superphosphate,

at the rnte of 200 lbs. each per acre, will probably pay.

Tli. muck will be a slow and lasting manure. The com-

mercial manures we should aim to use only on crops that

will pay for their use the first year,

Di'Aintno A Pond.—" W. H.," Kansas, says there is a

pond of about three acres on the farm that he proposes

to drain. It receives the surface water of about. 100 acres.

He will dig a drain to the river, about 50 yards long.

The bottom of the drain will he loose black soil. He
can not get tiles, and asks how he had better make a

stone drain. I think I would make a board drain, by

nailing, say 6X7 inch boards together yy shape. This

would be cheaper than a et.onc drain, and not so likely to

sink in the loose earth. But would it not he better to

pimply make an open ditch for a year or two, until you

see how it is going to work, and how large a drain will

be required to carry off the water?

Bee Notes.

BY M. QUINBY.

If we compare the amount of honey delivered in New
York market 15 years ago with what it is now, we shall

find that the present quantity exceed-* the former by one
half. In the counties in Central New York—perhaps all

the counties in this and other States—there are now prob-

ably not more than one-fifth the number of bees there

were at the time mentioned. We can not explain all the

causes that led to these results, but some of them are

evident. The bees that are left in the country must
be managed differently from what they then were, or the

honey would decrease proportionally. Most of the bees

left are in the hands of the improved culturists, who sup-

ply the market. Consumers are indebted to improve-

ment for their supply. As there is one thousand times

ps n nch honey produced in the flowers as is collected,

azt'J which must be wasted, of course it is evident that

we ought to do all we can to encourage the cultivation of

bees by observation and experiment, and by adopting

the management of the most successful bee-keepers.

I v'Kted such an one about July 1st ; arrived at 4

p. m., ant* as he was absent, I had *\n opportunity of in-

specting the premises. The house O^tweeu the bees and
street, was on the west side ; that, and the trees protect-

ed them from prevailing winds. The grounds were
smooth, and descending just enough to drain off the sur-

face water. On the north side was a close ordinary board

fence, two feet from which stood a row of hives, twenty-

five in number, six feet apart. Fifteen feet in front was
another row, and the same distance apart. There were
three rows, all perfectly straight, each hive like every

other; each of all—boxes, frames, and combs—was like

every other part. The hives were painted four different

colors, none of them very dark. Different colors alter-

nated, so that, three different colors were between every

two of one color. The first time a bee leaves a hive

—

like a sensible person— it marks its locality to guide its

return, and thus avoid entering the wrong hive. When
hivesare all nearly alike and of one color, they should

be set irregularly, and face in different directions.

Five of his hives had swarmed out the day I arrived
;

all of the swarms had returned after flying a few minutes.
Had the hives been close together, and of one color, they
might easily have gone into a wrong hive. The queen,
unable to fly, moved only a few feet from the hive, and
crept back with the bees—the stand being arranged so
that she could do this. Knowing pretty well that the old

queen \\ .'Id issue with the first swarm, the owner had
found and clipped off one wing, to prevent her flying

with the bees. They were left without any one to care

for them particularly, and there was no fear of their go-

ing to the woods. The first move of the bee-keeper,

when he ^ot home, was to break up the swarming fever,

in order to secure the strongest, colonies. He said he
'was satisfied long since that a strong colcny divided into

"tw. moderately bo, will not secure half the quantity of

surplus they would if they remained together. Hence
the motive to prevent swarming. Up to this time he had

operated to make all equally strong. I never saw a lot of

70 hives that were so nearly equal in strength as this

one, His weakest were re-inforced by help from the

strongest in this way : A comb full of brood near maturi-

ty, and sealed up, was taken from the strongest hive,

divested of mature beeB, and given to a weak one. This

brood required no attention from those it was given to

further than to be kept warm. It would all mature and

hatch out in a few days, and remain where matured, add-

ing greatly to the strength of the stock. Two or three

combs, even if taken from different hives, make a weak
hive as strong as the best. The hives from which the

brood was taken were supplied with clean, empty combs,

which were soon filled. The yield of honey up to this

time had been only moderate. Hence there was more
brood than honey in every comb. He had boxes on every

hive; extracting, in which they were just commencing,

seemed unnecessary so far. His hives are described in

the American Ar/riculturi.<t, June, 1873. Without them,

he says, he could not afford to manage bees. On his ar-

rival he commenced operations at once. Took off the

roof and top of the hive. Raised the latches of the

corners, and took away the four sides, and left the combs

and the 24 boxes at the sides and top as yet standing on

the bottom board, not disturbing a bee. The boxes

could be picked up from any side, and set off with the

bees in them, which left the first outside combs and bees

on them exposed, but. they seemed so demoralized by the

sudden exposure to the li.ht, that they showed but little

disposition to sting. If any anger was manifested, the

smoke was at hand to quiet them. A person stood on

each side, unhooked and picked up a comb, and looked

it over for the queen, when, if not seen, it was hooked

on a bottom board placed at the side, just large enough

for six. Another was looked over in the same way, until

the queen was found and put in a cage. Two combs were

left on the old stand with six empty frames put on with

them ; the boxes were then put on the same as before,

and the hhe shut up. The queen was then put in. The
combs on the new bottom board had most of the beeB

shaken from them In front of the old hive, and were then

covered with a box just large enough to do it-entrance

very small. Enough young bees would remain to nurse

and keep warm the immature brood, and it was all that

they were expected to do for three or four days. The
time taken to do this did not exceed ten minutes. The
bees in the old hive would continue to work in the boxes,

and put new white comb in the empty frames. At the

end of three or four days, the frames with the new combs
were to be removed, and the old ones returned to the

original hive, after removing all queen cells from them.

The new white comb that was built in the empty frames

was to be taken out and put in boxes, before any brood

had advanced to mar it—it is made faster in the hive than

in the boxes. It seems to be pretty well understood that

when a surplus box is put on empty, it is longer before

the bees even begin to make comb, than it takes to fill

the box with honey when they have combs to hold it,

ready made and put in. A piece, an inch square, is a

great encouragement to gin in the boxes, but a piece

of new white comb, tin Full size of the box, is still

greater, because they havr- nothing to do but fill it, and

lengthen the cells a little and seal over. Experience has

proved this correct in the past, and more particularly the

present season. Secretion ol wax has been more tardy

this season than usual. And I have no doubt that this

artifice to get combs ready made to put in his boxes—in-

stead of having it made there as they want to fill it—will

add thousands of pounds of honey to the amount he will

get—counting all his stands—I came near putting it 10,000.

It has not been a good season in this section for ex-

traction, it having been so very wet, without, a whole

week of pleasant weather—several weeks can be conn ted

up to this time, July 1st, without a pleasant day. So

little honey was obtained early, that there was plenty of

room in the comb for brood. The bees seemed to get

plenty of pollen to nourish it with, and nearly every

square inch was filled, when a half dozen pounds would

exceed the whole amount of the honey in the hive—one
hive contained even less than a half pound, and yet had

commenced to store in the boxes. This state of things

being general, led to the prediction that it was going to

be a swarming season. I ventured the suggestion? It

has been verified. Every fair day through July has sent

out swarms. I doubt whether my friend succeeded in

breaking up the swarming fever ; I have not heard. But
this is quite certain, that h« succeeded in getting a good

supply of pure white comb for his boxes. When a good

quantity of empty old comb is on hand, and given to the

hoes as they begin to accumulate honey, and if extracted

thoroughly, it has a tendency to discourage swarming
more than anything else that we have discovered,

I know a man who had a strong early colony, and did

not deprive it of any brood to help weak.ones, but ailded

I empty combs in between full ones, until they had over

! thirty, 10x18 inches square. Nearly all were pretty well

|

filled with brood, and when the flowers began to yield

plentifully, there was a force of three or four strong

swarms to gather it. Basswood, in connection with

clover, yielded at once for a ew days. At this time he

extracted and weighed what was collected in two days,

which amounted to 57& pounds. This is the greatest

amount I ever knew of. Time was when I thought Z)4

IWs. a day was extraordinary. I once weighed some box-

hives, when they had to make combs to hold the honey
as collected. One hive gathered 12 lbs., another 1U lbs. in

a week. The yield of honey probably was as bounteous as

it was during the two days mentioned. I mention these

things, to show that some of us have learned to obtain

more from the same number of bees, in less time lhan

we did only a few years since. What is there to dis-

courage us? If dairymen are to be commended for ob-

taining more and better cheese from a given number of

cows, or the farmer more wheat from the same number
of acres, are we not entitled to some credit for the effort

to obtain the larger amount and better quality of honey ?

It is important that every hive—in most localities

—

be now thoroughly examined. See if there is a prolific

queen and a strong colony for winter, if there is any foul

brood, and if the stores are sufficient for winter. If the

queen is absent, give them one. If right, and bees are

wanting, feed moderately every day steadily during this

month. If queen and bees arc right, and stores are scarce,

from extracting it all out, or other cause, feed a little more,

not over two pounds a day. I will say further next
mouth. Syrup made of white sugar, is good for winter

stores. The difference in piice per ponnd between honey
and sugar is from 5 to 25 cents, and when the price for

pounds enough is reckoned, it will pay for some trouble.

Care must be exercised in taking off boxes—which
should be done as soon as honey fails—to prevent the

honey from being carried out. It is taken from unsealed

combs first, and sealed ones next. Bees that are in the

boxes, when off, will each take its load, and immediately

return for more ; if they can have access to the boxes,

they will do it at any season when honey is scarce. To
get rid of these with little trouble, take an empty barrel

—

one head out—put in the boxes, so that the bees can

creep out, and cover the barrel with thin muslin ; they

will collect on the under side in the endeavor to escape.

Tup) It over quickly a few times, they will all leave, and

if unable to get to the boxes again, will soon be quiet.

Game Fowls and our Poultry Societies.

It is a noticable fact that the department of

Games in our poultry exhibitions is the great

center of attraction. Game fowls command
higher prices than any of the old varieties, the

eggs sell higher, and they are more extensively

advertised in the poultry journals. The secret

of this popularity lies mainly in the use to

which these birds are put. The game is un-

questionably a good bird for eating, but is no

better than some of the less quarrelsome varie-

ties. They are prolific, but are surpassed by

other varieties. They are quite handsome, but

this is not what they are bred for. The only

thing in which they excel all other domestic

fowls, is their capacity to fight until the last

gasp. No doubt, many breed them for their

flesh and eggs. They are frequently crossed

with other fowls, but their quarrelsome dis-

position does not make them favorites with the

poultry-men who only want flesh and eggs.

They are mostly bred for the pit, and there is

unquestionably an increasing love of this cruel

sport, principally among a certain class in our

cities and villages. Cock fights are common,
held in some places on the sly, in other places

quite openly, and attended by the same rabble

that run after prize fights in the ring, and for

the same reason. They show courage, and

draw blood, and offer opportunities for betting

and gambling. Frequently a main is fought,

and several cocks are pitted against a similar

number upon the other side. It 19 expected in

these contests that all the cocks upon one s ;de

will be killed. The worst passions are stirred

by these brute contests, and there is the same

objection to them that there is to other forms

of gambling. The bull fights of Spain are no

more bloody and cruel. They tend to harden
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the sensibilities, and so corrupt the morals.

All the associations are low and degrading.

There may be laws against these contests in

some of the States, but they are seldom en-

forced, and do not remedy the evil. Our poul-

try societies have some responsibility in foster-

ing the breeding of these birds. As a matter

of fact, we think most of them would be found

obnoxious to the charge of discriminating in

their favor, instead of encouraging the more

useful and ornamental varieties. In looking

over the special premiums of the fifth exhibi-

tion of the Connecticut Poultry Society, where

we should hardly look for such discrimination,

we find the highest premium in the list, valued

at $50, offered for the best collection of game
fowls. With the single exception of the Asiatic

fowls, the largest amount of premiums is offer-

ed for games. The premiums for turkeys, the

most valuable of all our domestic birds, amount
to $31. For geese, $8. For Hamburgs, $28.

For the games, $225. Now, if the object of

these societies is the promotion of the com-

mon weal, the highest premiums should be

offered for the birds that are most useful, or for

those that promise to be such. The managers

should so arrange the list of premiums, as to

draw out the birds that will be most profitable

upon the farm, and in the poultry yard. No
special inducements are needed for the breed-

ing of game fowls. That business would take

care of itself, if the premiums were altogether

diverted to the more useful classes.

Canning Tomatoes, Fruits, etc.

A number of inquiries have reached us in

regard to the canning business, especially with

reference to tomatoes. One who has a few
acres of tomatoes that promise a heavy crop,

naturally wishes to make the most of them,

and he thinks that his crop would be more
profitable if he could can it, than if it were

sold at the ordinary prices, and he writes to us

to tell him how to do it. Persons who make
these inquiries have but little idea of the ex-

tent of the canning business, or they wculd
see the impracticability of carrying it on upon
a small scale. In the large establishments,

such is the division of labor and the employ-

ment of machinery, that the products are

turned out at an exceedingly low rate. Three
pound cans of tomatoes, are sold by dealers in

New York at a handsome profit, at $2.25 a

dozen. There is no establishment, so far as we
are aware, that puts up tomatoes exclusively,

the operations include peaches and other

fruits, and in Maryland, where are the largest

factories, the working season is made contin-

uous, by putting up oysters for the inland

markets. We visited one of these large estab-

lishments in the peach season, and found over

100 women, black and white, engaged in peel-

ing and cutting up peaches; all the cans used

were made by machinery on the place, and
the establishment was a small village in itself.

We mention these matters, to show what one
who undertakes the business in a small way*
has to compete with, and how difficult it will

bo for one, single-handed, to undertake a

business that can only be profitably carried on
upon a large scale, with every facility for rapid

work. In the canning factory referred to, the

peaches were peeled on the upper floor, and
thrown into hoppers which extended to tables

on the lower floor, the cans were filled by
placing them under the lower end of the hop-

pers, and pressing the fruit in with the fingers.

The cans were then passed to another table,

where syrup—about one pound of sugar to the

gallon of water—was filled in, time being

allowed for all the air between the peaches to

escape. The cans then passed to hands who
washed away whatever syrup was spilled upon
them, and then they went to the tin-men

;

these put on the small circular cover, soldering

it very rapidly ; each cover had a small hole

pricked in the center, to allow the escape of

air, and after the soldering was complete, this

hole was closed by a drop of solder. The
soldered cans were then placed in an iron

grating, and lowered into a tank of water

which could be heated by steam. As the tem-

perature of the water increased any imperfect

cans could be discovered and taken out. The
water was then raised to boiling, and the cans

cooked half an hour, more or less, according

to the size and the kind of the peaches. The
cans were then placed in a store room, which

had the capacity of a million, and was already

well filled. The labels are not put upon the

cans until they ar ; ready to be packed In

boxes. The factory was not running upon
tomatoes at the time of our visit,, and to

answer inquiries as to canning these, we give

an extract from the Oneida Circular. The
canned goods put up by the Oneida community
have an excellent reputation, and this is due to

the great care with which their processes are

conducted. We do not know what is the cus-

tom with the Oneida Community, but others

engaged in the business, early in the season

make contracts with farmers for their whole

crop, early and late, at a given price, and they

also make their contracts with dealers to take

their product, long before a single can is put up.

The method of preserving tomatoes is sim-
ple. They are first slightly scalded, sufficiently
to peel nicely, and when peeled, are thrown
into pans in order to let some of the watery
part drain oil'. They are then packed into 2£
pound cans, leaving just room enough for a
large spoonful of syrup. This syrup is made
by dissolving 21 pounds of salt, and the same
amount of sugjr, in one gallon of water. The
cans are then sealed and placed on sheet-iron
pans, holding thirty-five cans each, and lowered
into a vat containing boiling water of sufficient

depth to cover them. If a can is not tight, it

may be readily discovered by the air which
will escape through the hole, causing bubbles
to rise to the surface of the water. The leaky
can should be immediately taken out and the
hole stopped. All kinds of vegetables and
fruits put up in cans, should be first tested in

this way before they are bathed. When a vat
full of tomatoes has thus been tested and pre-

pared, the pans are lowered into the vat, one
top of the other, and the steam let on, allowing
the tomatoes to boil thirty minutes. In case
cans larger in diameter are used, longer cook-
ing will be necessary. When the tomatoes are
done, the pans and their contents are hoisted
out, and the cans, after they have cooled a lit-

tle, are vented by opening the prick-hole in
the cap with the soldering iron, allowing the
steam to escepe, and then immediately clos-

ing the aperture. When the cans have cool-
ed, if all right, the heads will snap in by a
slight pressure, showing that there is a good

Ogden Farm Papers.—No. 55.

I have several letters from parties interested

in the record of pedigrees in the Herd Register

of the American Jersey Cattle Club, of which

I am Secretary. One asks :
" Is it really a fact

that the fee for registration has been increased

to $5 ? In talking of the matter, I have heard

expression given to intentions, by breeders in

this section^ that if carried out, will not tend to

increase the number of herd registered ani-

mals. Who are eligible, and what are the re-

quirements for admission to the club ?—

I

should like your opinion as to whether it is ad-

visable to breed from a Jersey with a pink
skin. I have known several animals exhibit-

ing this peculiarity, that made yellow butter,

and have also seen cows with a yellow hide,

whose product of butter was very light color-

ed. I can account for these facts only by the

following supposition. Every animal has tlie

power of secreting a given amount of the yel-

low coloring matter. An equal development
in one may be sufficient to furnish an abund-
ant supply for both skin and mammary glands

;

in another the production jr< its escape from
the body, may be exoiv •'

. almost wholly by
the skin, or, on the ot..:-i- haud, >e secreted in

connection with the nilk. Now, is this theory

correct, or are the animals that I have noticed

exceptions to the law, that the eclor of the skin

is an index of the color of the butter ?

"

As many are interested in the question of

registration, I think it may be worth whi'e to

say, that it was proposed at the last meeting,

and approved by the club at large, to raise the

charge for animals not belonging to me nbcr,3

of the club to $5 each, the reasons for the

change being that the club has done much to

extend a knowledge of the value of Jersey cat-

tle, and to secure a reliable record of pedigrees

for the benefit of all who are interested in the

breed, and that its present plans cor template

the expenditure of considerable sums in ways
which will benefit equally those who are, and

those who are not, members. The members
have contributed, by their initiation fees, to

the fund for the accomplishment of these ob-

jects, and it was considered only just that those

who have taken no part in the movement
should be asked to contribute in the way M in-

creased registration fees.

The club is not a money making institution,

and whatever income it may receive will be

expended for public benefit. At the same time

it has not yet been decided that the f :e shall be

increi. nd, and it remains at present at the old

amount—!>2. The membership of the lub is

open to all who, after being recommend ,d by
a member as a " careful and reliable breeder,"

shall not be voted down when their names are

submitted for election. Since the organization

of the club there have been, I think, but t\-o

instances of rejection, and b th of these were
for sufficient cause.

The question of the formation of the yel'ow

pigment of the Channel Islands cow, is under-

stood only in a very empirical way, and, as far

as I know, it is impossible to answer the ques-

tion propounded. I know no reason for rei t-

ing the theory advanced by my correspondent,

neither do I think that his position, in the

present state of our knowledge, can be scienti-

fically substantiated. I have known very good
cows with pink hides to produce quite yellow

butter. I have also known those with a much
more yellow hide, who gave butter of a lighter

shade, but I believe that I n^ver knew one, the

yellow secretion of whose eiirs wj ^ot a pretty

fair index to the color of he but'rr. In

Guernseys especially, wUcrc the butter is ten

yellower than in Jerseys, it is by no means a-

usual to see pink-skinned cows, but the yellow

ear is almost universal.

Mr. Mackie, to whose excellent herd I htttJ

previously alluded, wrote me in June: "I
have tested my 8-yesj<dd heifer Mulberry 8D&
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In 7 days on grass alone she made 13 lbs. 4 oz.

of butter, in tlie last half of the week making

fully 2 lbs. per day." This has occasionally

been exceeded, but it is not often equaled, and

the statement, is the more valuable from the

entirely reliable source from which it emanates.

I have received the following from Mr. J.

M. Codman, Brookline, Mass., who has made
an importation of Guernsey cattle, having been

induced to do so by the deep color of the

Guernsey butter, exhibited at the Channel Is-

lands Agricultural Fair in Jersey a few years

ago. He says :
" I must differ with you iu

your theory that Guernseys are more apt to

take on flesh while milking. I do not see that

it is more characteristic of this breed than of

Jerseys, individuals do, and do not. I think it

possible that, for ability and service for dairy

farmers, the Guernseys would be more desir-

able ; in regard to color of butter, I think your

position about coloring is not quite tenable.

Artificial color is virtually a deception—you
do not know what you buy. Why should a

yellow skin be a ' point ' of such value in judg-

ing cattle ? Why color at all, unless to imitate

something worth imitating, to make butter sell ?

If yoa say with me that ' there is no question

as to the superiority of color with the Guern-

seys,' and if you state in the Agriculturist that

if ' you would go in for butter alone, you would
have a herd of selected Guernseys ' ? How do
you reconcile the two statements, without im-

plying that the Guernseys have other points of

superiority besides color of product ? Then as

to the main question, which breed will get the

most butter from a given amount of food : A
large Guernsey would naturally eat more than

a small Jersey, but I think it would be ac-

counted for in the pail. I have not many data

for submission, or comparative tests, but will

give you two that I have, to compare with

others that you may have, and as an addition

to your statistics, from which to draw a sound

opinion.

" ' Sapphire,' Guernsey cow, calved first calf

Oct. 15th, 1872. Jan. 13th, 1872—11 o-arts

milk made 2 quarts cream—If fcr. outter.

6'| T quarts milk to 1 lb. butter.

" Jan. 9th, 1872—mixed milk of 4 Guernseys

at different distances from calving time—13

quarts milk made 3 quarts cream—2£ lbs. but-

ter—5J quarts milk to 1 lb. butter."

I am glad of the opportunity to publish this

or anything else I may learn in favor of the

Guernseys, and I am quite ready to concede

all that their admirers seem to claim, save that

I do not believe them as a race to be materially

more productive than Jerseys, nor is the deeper

color of their butter of special importance, for

Jersey butter is quite yellow enough. No
farmer, who has a taste for fine stock, would, I

think, put the larger size and deeper coloring

of the Guernseys into the scale against the

more stylish, thoroughbred, and attractive look

of the Jerseys. If two animals are of equal

practical excellence, personal beauty will al-

ways bear the palm : and this alone I believe

to be the secret of the greater popularity of the

Jersey breed. After a pretty thorough investi-

gation of the whole subject here and on the

Islands, I believe that the evidence of practical

productiveness and value is about equally

balanced between the two races.

W. C. Blackfan, of Penn., finds fault with

my recommendation for making hay, as given

in the Jo'iy number of this series. He says

:

"I do not object to starting the mower, as he

says, at 5 o'clock, but prefer running it after

the dew is off, for this reason : the dew will

dry off the grass better standing than cut, and

cutting without the dew it will not lay so com-

pact, therefore it will dry faster. My plan is,

to start the mower in the morning, and if a

good day, the hay will be ready to start the

rake by one o'clock, hauling by two. And this

I would state constitutes agricultural econo-

my. "—If grass is to be left as it falls from the

machine, until the rake is started, of course the

dew should be off before it is cut, but my plan

contemplated the constant active use of the

tedding machine, from the time the mower
stops, say at 8 o'clock in the morning, until the

grass is ready for raking. Probably the radical

difference between Mr. Blackfan and myself is,

that I propose to cut grass when very young
and tender, "just in blossom," while he leaves

it to stand until so ripe that its needs but little

further drying. I still think that practical

"agricultural economy" will be much better

advanced by the pursuit of my system, especi-

ally when we consider the greater nutritive

value of early cut hay.

The deep can system is slowly making its

way throughout the country. I have a letter

from a correspondent in Southwestern Virginia,

who says: " From reading your papers, I was
induced to try the deep can system at my but-

ter factory, and I am so well pleased with the

result, that I write to thank you for giving the

public such information. Up to this time I

have used common tin cans ; will you please

give me the name of a house in New York,

where I can get the kind that you use 1 " (Iron-

clad Can Co.,N. Y.)

Last April I received from a correspondent

in Iowa, a marvellous statement about the

production of a young Jersey cow, which was
to calve in about six weeks, but was still giving

from 3 to 4 quarts a day, and showing over 40

per cent, of cream. I requested him to write

again after she had had her next calf. He now
writes, July 28th :

" My heifer did not come in

until a month later than I supposed she would,

some three weeks a 1 t For the last three

weeks I have kept at ,oaat of her milk. She

is running in pasture, "57?id marsh grass, about

a mile from my house. I fake her there morn-

ings, and bring her he m nights. There is

some irregularity about it, which I suppose

accounts for the fact that her yield is not

regular. I feed her well at home, night and
morning. During the last week she has not

given less that 17 quarts a day, and has given

191 quarts, probably 18 quarts on the average.

1 think this is a large amount for a three year-

old heifer, especially when she is not on extra

pasture, and a long drive at that. As to quality

I have made but one test, having been away
most of the time. That was about five days

ago. The milk showed 23 per cent, of cream.

We have made some butter, but not in a way
to give accurate figures. My wife says it takes

8 quarts to make a pound of butter. How is

this as a showing for a three year-old Jersey,

taking quality, quantity, and circumstances

into consideration ? "—I give this statement

partly because it is a remarkable one, and comes

from one whom I believe to be entirely relia-

ble
;
partly however as an answer to a sugges-

tion which has been made frequently, that a

record of the production of a dairy cow
should be taken as a test at exhibitions, rather

than the pedigree and general character of the

animal. If we make production the test, we

are bound to accept every apparently authentic

statement that is received. And especially in a

country like ours, it would be impossible to

investigate the reliability of those making the

reports, and the accuracy of the methods which
had been adopted. The statement made above

is not an improbable one. There is no question

that the writer fully believes it to be true. At
the same time, I should hesitate to award a

premium on such a statement, without knowing
absolutely that there had been no possibility of

error, that the quarts had been measured by
the same careful person, that they had been

regularly recorded, that the week's product of

milk had been carefully set and skimmed by
itself, and that the product showed an average

of one pound of butter for each 8 quarts of

milk. While it would be practicable to secure

evidence to this effect in a few individual cases,

no such test can be established without the

danger of excluding equally meritorious ani-

mals, simply because of the lack of authenticity

concerning the evidence. The owner of this

heifer is certainly to be congratulated upon the

great prize he has drawn, and congratulations

are equally due to the agricultural neighbor-

hood in which he lives, that they have the

opportunity of securing bulls from such an

animal.

~-— » —
The Mount Fordham Herd.

The Mount Fordham herd of Shorthorns

consists of between 30 and 40 head of choice

animals of the most popular strains. They are

the property of Col. L. G. Morris, of Fordham,
N. Y., and have been selected and imported by
himself in 1872, or purchased at the New York
Mills sale in 1873. The bull "Beau of Ox-
ford," which leads the herd, was purchased of

Hon. E. Cornell. It is doubtful if there is

another herd in America that represents more
fully the best strains of what is known as the

Bates blood. On a recent visit to Mount Ford-

ham we were favored with an opportunity of

procuring portraits from life of three animals

of this herd, which are presented upon the first

page of our present number. These fine speci-

mens of this breed of cattle very fairly repre-

sent the herd, which is remarkably even in

character and excellence. The bull " Earl of

Clarence " is roan in color, was calved Septem-

ber 12th, 1871, and is now about three years

old. He was bred by the Earl of Cawdor, his

sire was " 3d Duke of Clarence," and his dam
" Henrietta the 9th," which was by " Duke ol

Wharfdale," out of " Henrietta." He is a fine

young bull. The foremost cow is " Tacita 3d,"

a light roan, five years old, of the White Rose

family, and counts in her pedigree the bulls

"Duke of Claro," "May Duke," "Duke of

Gloster," " Earl of Derby," which was bred by

Mr. Bates, and also two other Bates' bulls.

This is a very smooth cow, with a fine coat,

and is a good milker. The cow in the rear of
" Tacita 3d " is " Lady Worcester 8th," a red

rpan, 4 years old, of the Wild Eyes family, and

very finely bred. Her pedigree includes " Mar-

ton DuKe," " Red Duke 3d," "Duke of York,"
" ssd Cleveland Lad," and the " Duke of Nor.

thumberland," the last three all bred by Mr.

Bates. Col. Morris is a breeder of long expe-

rience, he having been engaged in enriching

the Shorthorn stock of America since 1850.

The catalogue of his herd recently issued con-

tains the pedigrees of all the animals except

the present year's calves. None of the herd

are for sale, but bull calves and yearling hulls.
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The Grayling.

The fish culturists have during the present

season been much excited over the Grayling

and its artificial propagation. That most ex-

cellent authority

upon all that relates

to hunting and fish-

ing, Forest and

Stream, has devoted

much space to rnak- __

ing this fish known
j

to anglers and fish I

culturists. The fish -

is quite abundant in |

some of the West-

ern waters, and

there is probably

more than one spe- j

cies. The one espe-

cially talked about
j

is called the Michi-
'

gan Grayling, Thy- j

mallus tricolor, but §

an English cor- B ^ ~~j^fta;

respondent of the *3 "^ ^^fl^^^MB
paper just alluded - -,aMJ8lHlil
to, declares from -

r
'- — r f~j

the engraving that —=s

the fish is the same " -

as the species found

in European waters,

Salmo Thymallus, or, as called by other authori-

ties, Thymalhis vulgaris. At all events, whether
ours be the same or not, there is a strong prob-

ability that a valuable fish will soon be intro-

duced into our Eastern streams, and thus not on-

ly add to our food supplies, but furnish another

important fish to our anglers, for it is emphati-

cally a game fish, taking the fly readily. The
credit of first bringing the grayling into domes-

tication, is due to Mr. Fred. Mather, of Honeoye
Ealls, N. Y., a gentleman who has heretofore

jriven us interesting notes on fish culture. Up-

on his arrival home in April, after his expedi-

tion to Michigan, (of which an interesting ac-

count was given in

Forest and Stream,)

he sent us word of

his success ; he

started from Craw-

ford, Mich., with

180 fish, and reach-

ed home with the

loss of only 12. Mr.

Mather sent one of

his fish to Forest

and Stream, from
which Mr. Forbes

made a drawing,

which appeared in

that journal, and

also the one which

is here presented.

It will be seen that

it is longer in pro-

portion to its thick-

ness, than the trout,

and is thought by
many to be equal-

ly beautiful. Mr.

Mather is very en-

thusiastic over this

matter, and we can

not do better than give the description he gave in

the above named journal, where he says, April

23 :
" The grayling has all the fins of a trout

;

his pectorals are olive brown, with a bluish cast

at the end (I am describing him iu the water as

I saw him in the ponds an hour ago), the ven-

trals are large and beautifully striped with alter-

nate streaks of brown and pink, the anal is plain

brown, the caudal is very forked and plain,

while the crowning glory is its immense dorsal

;

THE GB.ATLIN0.

this fin rises forward af the middle of its back,

and in a fish a foot long, it will be nearly three

inches in length by two high, having a grace-

ful curved outline, and from 18 to 20 rays

dotted with large red or bluish purple spots,

which in life are brilliant, and are surrounded

with an emerald green, which fades after death

;

it .does not seem as if this green could be re-

presented by the painter's art ; it is the change-

able shade seen in the tail of the peacock."

The grayling spawns in the spring, and Mr.

Mather writes us, that he thinks that it will

probably replace the trout, in streams where
there are numerous enemies that devour the

IMPERIAL PEKIN DUCKS.

trout spawn in the long period required to

hatch it. The Grayling belongs to the Sal-

monidtB, or Salmon Family, of which the Sal-

mon is the type, and our lake and brook trout

still more familiar representatives, and from its

relationships we should expect to find the Gray-
ling excellent upon the table. It is held in

high esteem iu Europe, and we have heard

Europeans regret its absence in this country.

It is very local in its hnbits in England, but

thatpeculiaritymay

be overcome by ar-

tificial propagation.

"We look forward to

the time, and that

not a far distant

one, when every

farmer who has a

permanent stream

or pond upon his

place, can be able

to go to it with as

much certainty of

obtaining the de-

sired quantity of

fish, as he can now
go to his bam-yard

for poultry, and we
-, regard every im-

~sr -S provement in fish

;«= -JJi J*"-^=- - f culture as of im-

f/V-: '-
=

portance. Especial-

ly then is the intro-

P duction of a hither-

to almost unknown
fish, a matter of

general interest,and

we desire to give full credit to Mr. Mather for

his active agency, and to our cotemporary for

the enterprise it has manifested in the matter.

» i — '

Imperial Pekin Ducks.

BT OEO. P. ANTHONY, WESTERLY, K. I.

[In February last we gave the first account,

(so far as we are aware), of these new ducks.

Recently Mr. George P. Anthony, of "Wester-

ly, R. I., who has been successful in rais-

ing them, sent us a photograph of a pair of

his birds, from which the engraving is made;
with the accompanying notes. Ed.]

The Imperial Pe-

kin Duck was un-

known in this

\^ ,

:
, country or Europe,

S^XVsfc..^, .
previous to the

llllll
spring of 1873 ; the

following is a brief

account of their

importation. Mr.

McGrath, of the

iirm of Fogg & Co.,

engaged in the Ja-

pan and China

trade, in one of his

excursions inChina,

first saw these

ducks at the city

of Pekin, and from

their large size,

thought them a

small breed of

geese. He succeed-

ed in purchasing a

number of eggs,

and carried them
to Shanghai, where,

placing them under

hens, he in due time

obtained fifteen ducklings sufficiently mature to

ship in charge of Mr. James E. Palmer, who was

about returning to America. He offered Mr. P.

one-half the birds that he should bring to port

alive, and the latter, accepting the offer, took
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charge of them. Six ducks and three drakes sur-

vived the voyage of 124 days, and -were landed in

New-York on the 13th of March, 1873. Leav-

ing three ducks and two drakes, consigned to

parties in New-York, to be sent to Mr. Mc-
Grath's family, (who never received them, as

they were killed and eaten in the city). Mr. P.

took the three remaining ducks and drake to

his home at Wequetequoc, in Stonington, Conn.

They soon recovered from the effects of their

long voyage, and commenced laying the latter

part of March, and continued to lay until the

last of July. They are very prolific, the three

ducks laying about 325 eggs.

The ducks are white, with a yellowish tinge

to the under part of the feathers ; their wings

are a little less than medium length, as com-

pared with other varieties ; they make as little

effort to fly as the large Asiatic fowls, and they

can be as easily kept in enclosures. Their

beaks are yellow ; necks long ; legs short and

red. When the eggs are hatched under hens,

the ducklings come out of the shell much
stronger, if the eggs are dampened every day,

(after the first 15 days,) in water a little above

blood heat, and replaced under the hen.

The ducks are very large, and uniform in

size, weighing at four months old about twelve

pounds to the pair. They appear to be very

hardy, not minding severe weather. Water to

drink seems to be all they require to bring them
to perfect development.

I was more successful in rearing them with

only a dish filled to the depth of one inch

with water, than were those who had the ad-

vantages of a pond and running stream.

Walks and Talks on the Farm,—No. 129.

Newton Reed writes: "In preparing my
ground for wheat, I haul the manure in June

on to the corn stubble, and plow it immediately

under ; and the land is plowed again two or

three times, before sowing the wheat. I have

practiced this method several years, with good
satisfaction, except a slight suspicion, that

there may be some loss to the manure."

I should have no fear on that score. I do

not think there is likely to be any loss of ma-

nure from evaporation, and I do not see that

t'-ere is much danger of the manure leaching

o t of the soil during the summer months. I

do not recollect an instance on my farm of our

ever having rain enough during the summer to

start an underdrain, after it had once stopped.

In the spring, and perhaps late in the fall, a

small portion of the manure may leach out of

the soil, but I think not in the summer, even if

the land is in bare fallow. I think Mr. Reed's

plan a very good one. " My object," he says,

" is to clean the land of weeds, thistles, and

quack-grass. The oat crop, which used to

come in between corn and wheat, has become
here so poor, and allows such a growth of

weeds, that I am willing to omit it, and culti-

vate the land as a fallow. We expect enough
better crop of wheat and grass, to pay for loss

of the oats."

Mr. R. adds :
" I sell milk to Borden's Con-

densing Milk Factory, and keep as many cows
as my grass will feed, and besides I feed all

my corn, and as much bran purchased for the

purpose."

Mr. R. says that bran makes rich manure.

There is no doubt on this point. I think if I

was a dairy farmer, and could dispose of the

milk at a paying price, I should aim to feed at

least a ton of bran a year to each cow, and half

a ton of corn meal. I am not sure that it would

pay for the first year or two, but it would be

profitable in the end, provided the manure was
carefully saved and applied. The great ob-

jection to such a system is the fluctuations in

the price of bran. Sometimes we can buy it

here for $15 per ton, and sometimes we must
pay $35 per ton.

" Yes," said the Deacon, " I take it the dairy

farmers understand their own business. They
will adopt the system which long experience

has taught them is the best and safest."

That is all true, and I would be the last man
to assume that I understand how to manage a

dairy farm as well as a dairy farmer. I was
only saying that it seemed to me, that a farmer,

who had a ready market for all the milk he

could produce, at a fair price, could easily

manage to enrich his land. With us here in

the wheat-growing section, the great trouble is

to make a profit on our live stock. If we could

do this, it would be an easy matter to make
our farms rich.

Last year I manured the east side of my
wheat field. The manure was rich and well

rotted. We put on only a slight dressing, but

the effect was very decided. When we were

cutting the wheat, one of the men who were

binding after the machine, and who did not

know that only a part of the field was manured,

remarked, " if it was ad as heavy, as it is on

the east-side, we should have something to do.

The straw is perhaps no longer, but the heads

are larger, and every one of them is full of

grain." I think the thrashing machine will

show this to be true. I have frequently heard

farmers say, when discussing the question as to

why we can not raise as good wheat now as

formerly, " it is not because our land is poor.

We can grow straw enough, but the grain is

not there." So far as my observation goes, we
seldom get too much straw. But whether this

is true or not, I feel sure that a little rich ma-

nure is precisely what many of our wheat fields

need, to enable them to yield a good crop of

grain.

Last year my wheat was seriously injured by
the Hessian fly. This year the crop is almost

entirely free from it. I have been thinking

whether the harrowing, which I gave the wheat

last fall, has any connection with this fact. As
I understand the matter, the Hessian fly lays

its eggs on the leaves of the young wheat plant

early in the fall, and it is just possible that the

repeated harrowings interfered in some way
with the process of hatching. I do not know
that there is anything in this idea.

We have had a grand crop of hay this year,

and it is of excellent quality. Hay and straw

will be cheap with us the coming winter, and

store cattle and sheep are consequently likely

to be wanted at better prices. An old farmer

of my acquaintance who lives near the city,

has a big barn, and he says he has found from
experience, that if he puts hay into the barn,

and lets it stay there until he can get $20 per

ton for it, he has never had to keep it over

three years. It is seldom that he has to keep

it two years. It is with hay as with wool,

wheat, corn, and barley ; when the price is low

everybody seems willing to sell, but when
prices are high, everybody is desirous of holding.

" Old corn is scarce," writes a farmer in

Missouri, " and is worth 75c. to 80c. per bushel."

I do not know the fact, but I presume a year
or eighfeen month's ago, farmers were selling

their corn there for 25 cents, or using it for
fuel. " Well," replied the Deacon, "what are

you going to do about it ? " Nothing. It has
always been so, and what has been, will be.

What we want is more faith. We should not
go with the stream. You, Deacon, and many
others, thought the bottom had fallen out of
fanning. You thought we should never see

good prices, good crops, and good times any-

more. "I don't see them yet," replied the

Deacon. They are coming, nevertheless. Stick

to the farm ; farm well, and your chances of

success are certainly as good as in any other

business. " The railroads are ruining us," said

the Squire, " they have just advanced then-

rates on cattle." I am not going to defend the

railroads. But this advance in rates will not

hurt the good farmer as much as the farmer
who keeps nothing but inferior stock, and half

starves it. A choice well-bred and well fed

steer, weighing 1500 lbs., is worth $100 in Chi-

cago. The freight on him to New York is $8.25.

A common, inferior steer, weighing 750 lbs. , is

worth in Chicago $20, and the freight on him
to New York, is $4.12. The freight on two
thousand dollars worth of the good steers is

$175; and on two thousand dollars worth of

the inferior animals $412.50. Let us make the

railroads do the fair thing, if we can, but in the

meantime, let us not neglect to improve our

herds of cattle, sheep, and hogs.

I have always said that winter wheat was
our best crop to seed down with. This I be-

lieve is also the general opinion of our farmers.

But this year I have wheat on one hah of a

field, and barley on the other half. I seeded

the whole field this spring with clover, sowing

a peck per acre. The young clover on the

wheat is only fair, while on the barley it is

superb !
" Yes," said the Deacon, " I never saw

a handsomer field of barley, or a handsomer

patch of clover." It is worth something to get

such a confession from the Deacon. I have

not thrashed yet, but I expect 45 or 50 bushels

of barley per acre.

Geo. M. Lyons, of Titusville, Pa., writes me
that he shall be glad to furnish crude petroleum

by the barrel, to any readers of the American
Agriculturist. Where petroleum can be ob-

tained at a cheap rate, I have no hesitation in

recommending its frequent use for preserving

wood. The longer I use it the better I like it.

I have an old Walter A. Wood's Reaper that I

have used and abused for ten years, and the

platform and other wood work of the machine

is as sound and good as when it was new.

Every year I wash it over with petroleum,

wood work, iron, and all. Fork, hoe and rake

handles are greatly benefited by a washing of

petroleum every few months. It makc3 them
hard and smooth. We had occasion a few
days since to bore a hole in an old cultivator

that has had frequent applications of petrole-

um, and we found it no easy matter to get the

auger into it. It was almost as hard as iron.

But there is one thing about petroleum that

ought to be understood. A slight dressing

seems to do very little good. You must get

rid of the idea that you are painting. You
want to get the petroleum into the wood. The
drier the wood, and the hotter the weather, the

better. The end of a board, or of a stick of

timber, will absorb far more petroleum than

the sides. The pores will absorb the oil, and

as fast as it is taken in, put on more. To i
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careful farmer, who houses his implements and

machines, petroleum is not necessarv. He
would be likely to think it a nuisance, as the

implements will for some time afterwards

soil his hands and his clothes. But to a care-

less farmer, like myself, who leaves his imple-

ments and machines more or less exposed to

the weather, petroleum will be of great benefit.

"Better learn to put things up," says the

Deacon. I admit that. But even the Deacon
sometimes leaves a wagon cracking in the sun,

or a hay-rack rotting in the rain, and his stone-

boat is not always turned up on its side.

"We are now, (July 23,) thrashing our wheat

—drawing it in from the field as we thrash. I

am the only man in this neighborhood who a-

dopts this practice. Come and see how it

works. After the wheat is cut, and the sheaves

put into stooks, we rake the ground carefully

between the rows of stooks, going over the

ground twice in opposite directions. Before

commencing to thrash, we load up all the Tak-

ings. When these are thrashed, all is plain

sailing. We have three wagons and two teams

;

as soon as a wagon is unloaded, itr is pushed

out of the way by hand, and the next load is

driven up. The man who has just unloaded

the previous wagon, takes off the team and
puts it on to the empty wagon, and goes to the

field for another load. He reaches the pitcher

just as he has finished the third load, and the

work is fairly commenced. There is one wagon
at the machine, another going back or forth, and
another being loaded in the field. Where this

kind of work is new to the men, it will be like-

ly to dissipate some of their old traditions.

They will find that a machine does not thrash

as fast as they have hitherto supposed. Two
of my best men jumped on to the wagon to

throw the sheaves to the machine. I had a man
to spare for half an hour, so I said nothing. It

is one of the old notions that it takes two,

three, or four men to " get the grain to the

machine " from the stack or bay. " One man
can't give it us as fast as we want it," said the

thrashers. "Perhaps not," I replied, "but at

any rate one man can throw the sheaves off the

wagon, as fast as the man in the field can

pitch them on to the wagon."—" We want
three good men on the straw stack."—This is

another traditional notion. " One man is

pitching on to a wagon all the grain and

straw that is going through that machine."

—

" But wait. They have just finished a load,

and the thrashers see we are talking about

them, and are doing their best. Let us see

how long it takes to thrash the next load.

—

How long ? Fourteen minutes, and there was
15 bushels in the load. That will do. Now
then, about stacking the straw. With a fair

crop of wheat like this, that will go say 30

bushels per acre, there is about 100 lbs. of straw

to each bushel of grain. That load we have

just thrashed, therefore, weighed 2,400 lbs. The
machine takes out 900 lbs. of grain, and 1,500

lbs. of straw is elevated by the straw-carrier on
to the stack. Now, if one man can pitch 2,400

lbs. on to a wagon, at an average hight of 9

feet, why are tbree stout men required, to

handle 1,500 lbs. in the same time on the level ?
"

" You get on to the stack and try it," says the

Deacon, " and you will find out."—I have been
there a great many times. The labor consists,

not in moving the straw, but in moving your-

self about the stack. And the way to lessen

the labor is to make large forkfuls. An aver-

age forkful of straw, say as large as a two-

bushel basket, does not weigh more than 8 lbs.

As men usually build a stack, they walk around

the outside more than in the center, while the

center ought to be kept full and trodden

solid, so that, as the stack settles, the inside or

roof shall not settle as much as the outside. To
do this, as well as to lessen the labor, you
should, in building the outside layers of the

stack, take pains to get the largest forkfuls of

straw, and not waste your strength in placing

a thin layer of straw around the outside of the

stack. It is like carrying water in a two-quart

pail. You move 150 lbs. of your own weight

to move 4 lbs. of water.

Every year before commencing to thrash,

the question arises " how long and how wide
shall we make the stack bottom ?

"—This year

we made it 36 feet long, and 20 feet wide.

The machine stands about 3 feet higher than

the bottom of the stack. After we had thrash-

ed 403 bushels of wheat, the stack was 24 feet

high, with an average width of 25 feet, and an

average length of 38 feet. The stack therefore

containes 22,800 cubic feet. And if we calcu-

late that each bushel of wheat gives us 100 lbs.

of straw, there is 20 tons of straw in the

stack. This is uot far from my old rule of

calculating, that each ton of straw requires

about 1,000 cubic feet of space. " But you
won't leave your stack without topping it off,"

remarks the Deacon. No, I have got about 8

tons more straw to put on top. And it has

got to go up there whether it will or not. By
Monday morning the stack will have settled at

least four feet, and I propose to carry the walls

up four feet higher than they are now. Then
by making a good steep roof, it will hold it all,

and we shall have 28 tons of straw in a stack,

the bottom of which is 36 feet long, and 20 feet

wide. It is of course more labor to top off a

high stack, but there is a great advantage in get-

ting as much straw as possible under one roof.

Thick and Thin Seeding.

The fact that plants yield more largely when
they are furnished with abundant room, and
that the thin seeding of a crop, up to certain

limits, yields a better harvest than any thicker

seeding, is no new thing. We read of it in the

works of the most ancient writers upon agri-

culture, and early historians record facts il-

lustrative of the advantages of sowing thinly,

and of the extraordinary yields of grain from
single seeds. Nevertheless the subject is as

fresh as ever, and we see every year good
farmers wasting large amounts of seed, and
sacrificing large portions of their crops. We
have recently seen a piece of oats sown with

one bushel per acre, which yielded a better

crop than a neigboring field sown with four

bushels per acre. A few years ago we divided

a ten-acre field into five portions, and sowed
them with wheat at the rate of one bushel, five

pecks, six pecks, seven pecks, and two bushels

of seed per acre. There was no perceptible

difference in the soil of the field, nor any in the

manuring, preparation, or sowing. At harvest

time there was a very perceptible difference in

the yield, the thinnest sowed portion being by
far the best of the field, and the thickest por-

tion the worst. Near the edge of the field,

upon the thinnest sown part, where the seed

had been thinned out by some pigeons, there

were some stools of wheat with 30 stalks, each

bearing an ear ; and in this part of the field the
difference was mostly shown in this way, and
in the length of the ears. The other side of

the field, where two bushels had been sown,
produced much shorter ears than this portion.

At a meeting of the Midland Farmer's Club,

held at Birmington, England, in June last.

Major Hallet read a paper upon thin sowing
and selection of seeds. It was illustrative of

his experiments in raising what he calls

"pedigree wheat." He exhibited a single

plant of wheat from a single seed planted

alone, which bore 94 stems, one of barley of

the same character bearing 110 stems, and one
of oats with 87 stems. He stated that a crop
of wheat he had sown with single seed 9 inches

apart each way produced 108 bushels fer acre.

He suggested the experiment be tried of

drilling 8 quarts of wheat per acre early in

September, and one quart additional for each

week to the end of the month. Also that seed

be selected from the produce of these plots for

future sowing, with reference to its hardiness,

its triteness to type, its quality of the grain, its

productiveness, its power of tillering or casting

up numerous stems, its stiffness of straw, and
its earlincss of ripening. His plan of selecting

seed was to take the most perfect grains from
the largest ear of the plant with most stalks,

and plant them so that the grain from each er.r

occupied a row by itself, each grain occupied a

hole in the row, and the holes 12 inches apart.

This plan was repeated yearly, taking each

year the best grain produced. By this course

in several years he had succeeded in doubling

the length of the ears, in trebling their con-

tents, and in increasing the tillering power
five-fold. Five pints of wheat planted 12 inches

apart each way, upon an acre of ground in Sep-

tember, gave 1,001,880 ears, or 67,760 ears in

excess of the crop from pecks per acre sown
upon the adjoining field. Later plantings re-

duced the crop somewhat. Two plants with
24 ears each gave 1,911 and 1,878 grains. 20

ears per foot, with 48 grains to an ear, will

produce 88 bushels per acre. A bushel of

wheat produced by this thin sowing contained

460,000 grains, while a bushel of ordinary wheat
contains 700,000 grains. Here is interesting

matter for consideration, and if, as seems scarce-

ly to be doubted, thin seeding is more produc-

tive than thick, it might be very profitable to

experiment in this direction. It is necessary

to remember that for such seeding, to be suc-

cessful, the soil must be rich and free from
weeds, and that the crop also must be kept free

from weeds by thorough cultivation. Although

with better farming than we now have we can

raise large crops, yet it is certain that the pos-

sibilities of better farming are not nearly

realized as yet.

Road-Dust.—Road-dust should be gathered

before the season closes. This is often the

most convenient absorbent the farmer can com-
mand, and a few barrels of it will save a large

amount of ammonia in the hennery, the privy,

and the stable. Hens should have a large open

box full of it under cover, where they may
dust themselves at their pleasure. It is an ex-

cellent thing to have in the stable, and when
saturated with urine makes a valuable fertilizer.

The fineness of the dust, continually ground

by the iron tires and horse-shoes, is one cause

of its favorable action upon crops. That gather-

ed from a clay soil is best—indeed sand,

whether from the road or elsewhere, is of br*

little use as a deodorizer or absorbent.
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A Simnle Clod Crusher,

A very cheap and effectual clod crusher can

be made by connecting a number of round

poles together, as shewn in the accompanying

illustration. Staples are driven into the ends

of each pol_, by which the pole is fastened to

the links of a chain which connect them all to-

A CLOD CRFSHER OF POLES.

gether. The ends of the chain are furnished

with rings, to which the clevis of the double-

tree is attached. Being flexible, the drag con-

forms itself to uneven surfaces. We have

found such an implement useful for leveling

corn stubble, and smoothing potato ground
previous to plowing, also for spreading manure
evenly, or for breaking clods in heavy soil.

Water for Stock.

One of the most difficult problems which has

of late been proposed to us comes from Colo-

rado. It is " how shall we best procure a sup-

ply of water for our stock ; wells 50 to 100 feet

deep, wind-power precarious ?" Here is a dif-

ficulty which presents but one solution, and
that is, storage of the water to tide over the

temporary failure of the power. Steam-power
is of course out of the question ; animal-power

is too costly, and needs supervision, and noth-

"West, and many districts Li th3 Esst suffer for

want of water, and yet an inexhavistable supply

exists everywhere beneath the Slirface. We
would suggest the least costly t»:11s; the Jilz

auger well, for instance, which c. ji be bored

from three inches to twenty inches in diameter,

can be tubed cheaply with wooden curbs or gal-

vanized iron pipes, and which cost about one

dollar a foot to sink. These wells, where wa-

ter lies over 25 feet from the surface, must be-

come the maiustay of the western farmer.

Where water is near the surface, either this

well or the common drive-pipe well may be

cheaply used. The power used must be the

wind, and a self-regulating wind-engine, which

will run day or night, should be used to raise

the water into tanks or cisterns upon elevated

ground, where it may be stored, and from which

it may be carried wherever it is required. The
accompanying illustration represents the meth-

od used upon Beacon Stock Farm, Northport,

N. T., for providing a permanent supply of

water for the stock. It is placed where the

water can be used upon the road through which

the cattle pass, or in fields upon either side of

the road. A "United States Wind-Engine"

raises the water from a well into a tank of cy-

press wood. The tank holds about 10,000 gal-

lons, and the overflow only is used, except when
the supply is short. Then there is the stock on

hand to draw from. It is rarely that 24 hours

pass without sufficient wind to replenish the

tank, when it is once full. Another instance is

known to us, in which a farmer in a Southern

State, at a cost of only $400, erected a wind-

mill, dug a well, built a tank in an elevated part

of the farm, to hold 00,000 gallons of water,

and laid pipes to convey the water to his gar-

den and stables. The wind-mill pumped 10,000

gallons in 24 hours. This seems a large quan-

tity of water, but it is only seven gallons, about

two pailfuls, per minute. This quantity of

PUMP AND CIST' :n FOR WATERING STOCK.

ing remains but the wind, which wor!:? night
~ ;,hout attention, and which must be

it is available, to store up a last-

fhe difficulty exists all over the

water will provide for a large number of stock,

and several days supply are on hand to meet an

emergency. We believe these instances meet

the cases of our Colorado and other enquirers.

A Handy . Wagon-Jack.

On a recent visit to Beacon Farm, we noticed

a wagon-jack of very simple construction,

which we here

illustrate for the

benefit of our

readers. It con-

sists of an up-

right support, to

which is jointed

in a peculiar man-
ner an arm or

lever. To the

shorter end of the

lever is jointed

an arm, consider-

ably longer than

the upright sup-

port, to which is

bolted an iron

plate, furnished

with short spikes.

When in use, the spiked arm is placed beneath

the axle of a carriage or wagon, the axle resting

upon the spike that may be most convenient for

1.—JACK CLOSED.

Fig. 2.—JACK OPEN.

the purpose. In this position the lever is raised

upward, as seen in fig. 1. When the lever is

brought downward, as in fig. 2, the axle is

raised. By attaching a cord or chain to the

lever, and hooking it to the upright leg, the

wheel remains elevated. There is no patent-

right attaching to this useful contrivance.

A Western Cattle Barn.

" Subscriber," asks for a plan for a stock

barn, costing from $1,500 to $2,000, iu which
he may feed young cattle, until they are ready

for market. From our own experience in

feeding young stock, we suggest the accompany-
ing plan of arrangement. To feed cattle profit-

ably, they need to be comfortably placed, kept

quiet, with every facility for getting in and out

of their stalls, and to have no annoyance or

excitement. For the convenience of their

keeper, the barn or stable in which they are

kept, needs to be arranged so that there is the

least possible labor, in storing and distributing

their feed, in feeding, watering, and cleaning

them, and in removing the manure. As has

been before stated, we prefer the method of

accumulating the litter and droppings of the

cattle, and feeding them in stalls, in which they

can remain loose ; or if they are tied up, to

keep them in such a manner, that they can have

plenty of straw under them to keep them
clean, and to remove the bedding only when
they are turned out in the spring. Iu this plan

there is a vast saving of work of a disagreeable

character through the winter, and when the

manure is moved in the spring, it is in far better

condition than if it had been exposed to the

snow and frost for several months. In laying
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out a cattle shed, we should always do It with

this object in view, even in the "West, for

although a Western farmer may scorn to think

manure of any value, there will be no shed

built this year which will be worn out before

the time comes in which manure will be as

highly thought of by the Western farmer, as it

is now by the Eastern one.

Figure 1 shows the ground plan of the

PLAN OP CATTLE BARN.

proposed stable. It is made in two wings,

facing the Northeast and Northwest. At the

North corner is a square room which may be

used as a store room, feed room, or for any

other purpose. From this room passages run

right and left, from which the cattle are fed.

These passages may be 6 feet wide. There

should be as many windows in these passages,

as shall give needful light and ventilation

through the stable. The stalls with racks or

feed troughs opening into the passages, are in

the rear, and the doors from the stalls open into

the yard. These doors should hang upon

rollers, and when rolled back, at least one half

of the front of the sheds should be open. The

yard will face the South and East, and should

have a manure vault in the center, into which

drains (shown by the dotted lines) should carry

off the liquids from the stable. The yard may
be fenced in, and feeding racks may be placed

around it, in which in fine weather fodder may
be given to the stock. Fig. 2 shows the eleva-

tion of the sheds, and the arrangement of the

yard. The upper story is for storing hay, and

at the center of the building, a windmill should

be erected, to pump water for the stock from a

cistern or well beneath it, or it could furnish

power to cut feed if necessary. The extra cost

of these conveniences, will pay for themselves

Fig. 3.—ELEVATION OP BARN.

in the course of one season, in saving of labor

and in growth of the stock. A trough of water

should run through every stall, so that the cat-

tle may be watered when required, without

being removed or unfastened. The cost of a

shed, such as is here described, 200 feet long,

20 feet wide, and 18 feet high, with all the

conveniences mentioned, and substantially built

and painted, should not be more than $1,500,

anil it may be built for much less.

Tightener for Wire Fence.

As fences made of wire are more used, it be-

comes all the more necessary to have a suitable

method of tightening the wire. The usual man-
ner of straining the wire in one direction only,

tends to draw the straining post out of its posi-

tion. But if the roller upon which the wire is

wound, strains from both directions, the force is

equalized so far as the straining post is concern-

ed, and it is necessary only to have the end posts

well stayed. In the method shown in the

engraving, there are two posts fastened together

with a cap piece, and set firmly in the same
hole. Each post is well stayed with a brace,

which supports it in the direction in which the

wire is drawn. The posts are bored to receive

rollers upon which the wires are wound. One
end of each roller is made square, and some-

what larger than the round part. The holes in

one of the posts are made square to fit the square

ends of the rollers. A winch is also made to fit

the rollers, and the wires are tightened by turn-

ing the rollers with the winch. One wire is

wrapped from above, and the other from
beneath the roller, so that both are tightened

TIGHTENER FOR WIRE FENCE.

at the same time. When the wires are drawn
tight, the square end of the roller is driven into

the square hole in the post, and the rollers are

firmly held.

A Cement Roller.

Now that the sowing of fall grain is at hand,

the attention of farmers is turned towards

rollers. The use of the roller is too much
neglected. A considerable portion of the fall

wheat crop is sacrificed every season by broad-

cast sowing, imperfect harrowing, and the

want of a compact, firm seed-bed. The wheat
plant needs a solid stratum of soil wherein to

push its roots, and a somewhat rough surface

is an advantage to it. There are cases in which
the use of a drill is not possible, and where
broadcast sowing is unavoidable. In such

cases especially, and in all others, the use of a

corrugated roller, such as is here illustrated,

will be found profitable. It will be found
more useful than the smooth roller, even when
the drill has been used. A smooth surface

favors heaving by frost, and winter-killing. If

such, a roller, as is here described, is drawn
across the field in an east and west direction,

leaving small ridges, a great protection will be

afforded to the wheat when the ground is bare

of snow in the winter, and frosty nights are

followed by sunny days. The ridges will be

exposed only upon one side to the sun, and the

low elevation of the sim will prevent all but
the tops of the ridges from being thawed. The
north side of the ridges will remain frozen, as

also will every hollow, and in these the plants

will be safe. When the usual north wind
blows, these ridges will intercept the drifting

snow, and each hollow will remain filled with

a protecting covering. We have found this

plan of drilling wheat in the direction of East

and West to be a great advantage in this way,
and if the ground had been rolled with such a

roller as is shown in fig. 1, the advantage would

J

Fig. 1.—CEMENT ROLLEK CCMFLETE.

have been greatly increased. The roller con-

sists of segments eight inches thick, made of

concrete, or a mixture of one part of cement
and four parts of sand. The diameter of the

segments is 30 inches. They are molded in the

shape represented at figure 2. The center, in

which the axle works, is made of four

pieces of hard wood, cut so that the wear
is upon the ends of the fibers, and which
are channeled upon their outer edges.

The centers are fastened in the mold
and the cement is cast around them,

where it sets and hardens, holding them
firmly. Figure 3 shows the form of the

centers. The segments are strung to- Fig. 2.

gether upon an axle, consisting of an iron bar
one inch in diameter, which is fitted into a
frame. A tongue is fastened and braced to the

frame in the usual manner, and two horses are

required to draw it. Each segment will

weigh over 300 pounds, and the eight,

with the frame, will weigh nearly 3,000

pounds, which will give a compressive **&•"'

force of about 375 pounds for every square foot

of bearing surface. This pressure, with the

peculiar form of the segments, will render this

roller a most effective clod-crusher

/

A Mink or Rat-Trap.

Although vermin may me kept out of a

poultry-house by constant watchfulness, yet in

an unguarded moment their greater persever-

ance will frequently get the better of our care,

and accidents will happen. It is therefore

well to use traps occasionally, to kill off ver-

min, notwithstanding we may believe our
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poultry-houses effectually guarded. A suc-

cessful method of trapping marauding animals

is here shown. Against the usual entrance to

Big. a.—LOrt lis PAST OF THE HUP.

the house, which is left open for the purpose,

there is placed and fixed inside a box, from
which the end has been removed, and from the

top of which a

piece has been

cut, as represent-

ed in fig. 2. A
steel-trap is set

in this box with-

out any attempt

at concealment.

Boldness in this

case is the most
successful plan.

Above the hole in this box is placed a smallerbox
provided with a false bottom of laths, an inch

apart, shown at fig. 3. A chicken is put into

this box. The consequence of an attempt to

take the chicken, by a nightly prowler, whether

cat, dog, mink, rat, or skunk, is readily foreseen.

Kilns for Burning Tiles.—

—

After tiles have been molded by means of

any of the machines, designed for that purpose,

Fig. 3.—BOX FOB TliE BAIT.

//if//// ///%W/////f/

Fig. 1.—EILS FOB TILE-BUBNDJG.

and partly dried, it is necessary to roll and
straighten them. This should be done, because

in drying many of them will become warped
and crooked, and a secure drain cannot be
made with ill-shaped tiles. A thick slab of

stone or hard wood, should be procured, and a

smooth hard wood stick, a little smaller than
the inside diameter of the tiles. The stick is

put through the tile, which is then gently

rolled back and forth upon the slab, until it is

straightened. If the edges of the tile need
tiimniing, this should then be done, so that a
close joint may be made. After a little more
drying, the tiles may be baked, or if the fire

is carefully started in the kiln, they may now
be baked at once.

There are various styles of kilns or ovens
for burning tile, but for the purposes of the
small manufacturer, who needs to burn not
more than 100,000 in a season, the forms of
kiln and oven here shown, will be suitable and
very cheap. That of which a section is shown
in fig. 1, may be built for $40 or less. It

consists of a circular wall of beaten clay, 7 feet
'•'<rh, 4 feet thick at the bottom, and sloping

'o 2 feet in thickness at the top.

This wall forms a round structure 11 feet in

diameter. Outside of it is dug a trench, from
which the clay may be taken to make part of

the wall, 4 feet wide at the top, narrowing to

18 inches wide at the bottom, and 3 feet deep.

This is seen at a. From this trench there are

three fire holes dug, one of which is seen at b,

communicating with another trench inside the

walls, seen at c, c. This trench is bricked over,

and has three flues passing from it into the

floor of the kiln. These flues are shown at d, d.

Brick-work fire places are built in the fire holes,

with fire bars or grates in them for the fuel, and
doors or dampers of burnt clay or cast iron,

should be provided for them. Either coal or

wood may be used to heat the kiln. A door-

way is made through the wall, through which to

carry the tiles. This door may be bricked up
when the kiln is filled. A rough shed should

be builW>ver the kiln, high enough to be secure

from the fire, for protection against the weather.

The tiles are placed in the kiln upon their

ends, lest the weight of the upper tiers should

crush the lower ones. The small tiles are put
inside of the larger ones, to save space as much
as possible. In placing the tiles, narrow lanes

are left between them, radiating from the flues

from the fire places, and these are broken in

each tier, so that the flame and heat from the

fire, shall be made to strike every tile. With
proper care in filling the kiln, a more even
burning will be made, and there will be but

few imperfect tiles. There are two dangers to

avoid, one is under baking, and the other is

over baking. It is well to have two or three

test holes made in the walls, and to lay a tile

opposite each hole, so that it can be lifted out

on the end of an iron rod and examined, and
the fire regulated accordingly. There should

be one test hole for each fire hole, or for that

part of the kiln subject to each fire hole. These
holes are closed with a piece of soft clay.

When not sufficiently burned the tiles are soft,

of a pale color, and will not ring clearly when
struck together. Such tiles should never be

put into a drain, or if used should be put by
themselves at the head of a drain, and never

where their failure would stop a current of

water. In a year or two, or perhaps less, they

will crumble down, or flake off until they are

destroyed. Perfectly burnt tiles are bright red

in color, and ring clearly when struck. When
over burned they are glassy, brown or black in

color, deformed in shape, cracked, and run
together in masses. For profitable results,

therefore, the important business of burning
should be cautiously and carefully done. The

Fig. 2,

////.

-r-EBMAUENT TILE-KILN.

fire should be started gradually. If the tiles

are damp, they should be warmed up slowly,

and the lire should not be given headway for

two days. It should then be kept steady until

the burn is complete, when the fire holes should
be luted up with clay, and the kiln allowed to

cool gradually. Fifteen days are sufficient to

fill a kiln, burn the tiles, cool off, and empty it.

Figure 2 shows an oven which is more
economical of fuel, than the one just described,

and which may be kept more under control.

It is also a more permanent structure. It is an
arch of brick-work, 14 feet long, 8 feet high,

and 11 feet wide in the clear. The wall may
be built one brick-length, or 9 inches thick, and
should be supported by buttresses, as shown in

the illustration. It may be built half this thick-

ness, if supported by 4 inch iron bands, 3 feet

apart. The bands should be secured to stones

in the foundation of the wall. Fig. 3 shows
the ground plan of the

oven. The chimney is

placed at one end of the

arch, aj a ; b is the body
of the oven, c, c, c, are

three fire places, 18 inches

wide, 12 inches high, 30

inches long, and made 9

inches below the surface

of the floor of the oven.

c/ & f From these fire places,

Fig. 3. gbotod plan.
flUes 9 inches deep are

made in the floor of the oven, converging

toward the chimney. The chimney space

is about 16 inches square, and vents are

made in the wall, to communicate with the chim-

ney space. A door, d, fig. 2, is made in the front

of the oven, through which the tiles are put in,

and when filled, an open wall of lose bricks is

built up in front of them, and over the ends of

the fire holes, to protect the first courses of tiles

from the full force of the fire, and to spread

the heat regularly through the whole mass.

This wall is shown at the dotted line, «, e, fig. 3.

A quantity of bricks set upon end are placed

upon the floor of the oven, and the tiles are

ranged upon their ends upon the bricks, the

small ones inside of the large ones, as previous-

ly described. It is necessary to place the tiles

so that the fire may reach every one, and yet

that space may be economized. The success of

the burn greatly depends upon this.

Tobacco in the Connecticut Valley-
Special Crops.

In a recent trip up the Valley of the Con-
necticut, from its mouth to St. Johnsbury, we
noticed the diminished size of the tobacco

fields in Connecticut and Massachusetts. This
is attributed to the low price of the weed, the

lateness of the season, and the difficulty of get-

ting plants to set. It is estimated that less than
half the usual area is planted with tobacco the

present season. There has been an over-pro-

duction in past years. Tobacco in former years

paid so largely that the area devoted to it on
each farm has gradually increased, and new
competitors have each year crowded into the

business. We saw the evidences of the extent

of the business in the new and large tobacco

sheds and drying barns, and in the boxes and
bales at the depots. The tendency of this and
other special crops, we think, is not favorable

to good farming. The tobacco grower con-

centrates all his energies upon this one crop.

The few acres devoted to it of course are en-

riched, but as a rule all the rest of the farm is

robbed to sustain the tobacco field. No brute

will cat tobacco, and no manure from the crop,

but the stems, goes back to the field. The
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dahy dwindles, and the meadows yield di-

minished hay crops. Less and less manure is

made, grain is not cultivated, no beef or pork,

sheep or lambs, are reared or sold, and nothing

of importance is sold but tobacco. Fertilizers

are purchased—stable manure from the cities,

and fish-scrap from the oil factories upon the

coast, but nothing receives the benefit of the

manure but the tobacco field. There may be

exceptions to this rule, but there can be no

doubt that this is the general tendency. This

appropriation of capital and labor to a crop

that has no alimentary value, of course affects

the household markets in all the cities and

towns in the region. Food is unreasonably

dear. The acres that ought to bo growing fruit

and vegetables for human sustenance, are

grazing the tobacco worm, and farmers are

laboring to check its depredations. The

meadows where cows should graze, are grow-

ing barren for want of manure, and those who
live in the villages of this valley are paying an

average of about eight cents a quart for milk.

The pastures that might be kept in good heart

perpetually with sheep, run up to brush and

briars, and the dwellers there pay twenty-five

cents a pound for lamb, and go without mut-

ton six months of the year. The orchards are

running out, and they import apples by the car-

load every year into a region entirely congenial

to this fruit. With every facility for market

gardening and truck farming, they empty long

trains from New York, burdened with the pro-

ducts of Delaware and New Jersey soil, and

pay big prices for the privilege. This may be

economy, but we are not able to see it. "We

want well cultivated farms, as a means of giv-

ing the towns and villages cheap and whole-

some food in great variety, and any special

crop that defeats these ends is to be deprecated.

;
m-i -» i

Wooden Hangings for Barn-Doors.

M. O. Barton sends us drawings and a de-

scription of the wooden hangings of his barn-

doors, which have been in use for three years,

and which, he thinks, are greatly preferable to

iron ones. The rollers are turned out of a

piece of seasoned hard

maple, 4 inches thick

;

they are 4 inches in

diameter, f of an inch

thick, and the axles are

an inch thick, and f of

an inch long. They are

shown at a in fig. 1.

The track b upon which

they run, is of hard

timber, dressed perfect-

ly smooth and straight,

2J inches wide and 2

inches thick, and is bolt-

ed to the girt, c ; d is the

edge of the boarding of

the barn, upon which

the track is made to rest.

Ribs, c, a, are nailed

firmly to the track, mak-
ing a groove, in which

the wheels run. These
ribs are f of an inch wide and % of an inch

thick. The top cleat of the door is 1| inch

thick and 3 inches wide, with grooves cut the

thickness of the wheels, or half the thickness

of the cleat, and inch-holes are bored through
the rest of the thickness of the cleat, to receive

. the axles of the wheels. This cleat, in which
the holes and grooves are cut, is shown at/,/.

Fig. 1.—SECTIOX.

A strip, f of an inch thick, is then bored with

one-inch holes, to receive the other ends of the

axles, and is nailed firmly to the cleat of the

door. This is seen at g, g. The door itself

is shown at h. Thus the wheels or rollers

are inclosed in the upper cleat of the door,

and when well

soaked in oil, and

covered with tal-

low, as well as
FlST. 2.—CLEAT AND WHEEL. ., ,

holes, in which they run, they travel hack and

forth smoothly and noiselessly. Fig. 2 shows

the section of the wheel from above ; a the

cleat of the door, in which the groove and hole

are seen, and, ft, the strip nailed to it; e the

wheel. The door is covered with a cap to pro-

tect the hangings from the weather, as in fig. 1.

Inspection of Butter.

Beef, flour, and pork are inspected, and the

inspector's brand gives each a standing and

character in the market, that is a guarantee of

value to the purchaser, and a surety to the

packer that he is getting whatever price the

grade of his product deserves. But the dairy-

man labors under a disadvantage. If he makes

a most excellent article, it is classed in the

market according to its locality, and if the

reputation of the locality is not equal to the

intrinsic worth of the article, he gains nothing

for his extra care and skill, and gets only the

current price for the class of butter to which

his shipment belongs. Thus if Western butter

.las an unsavory reputation in the Eastern

market, a shipment from a Western dairyman,

unless he has already made a reputation for

himself, is sold as Western butter at the regular

quotations, which, as we write, are 10c. a pound
below those for the product of New York

State. Yet the best butter we ever tasted was

from a Western dairy. Indeed we ourselves

have had the mortification of having butter

sold in the New York market, at several cents

a pound less than we could readily get at home
for it, because it was not from the State of New
York, although when afterward put up in

" Orange County pails," it could be as easily

sold, when its quality became known, as

Orange County, at the highest rates going for

that class of butter. A large dealer once told

us, that he would touch nothing that was not

from Orange County, N. Y. Now all this is an

injustice to other dairymen, and really amounts

to a premium upon carelessness and poor

quality. Why should not butter be inspected

and sold upon its merits, as first, second, or

third quality, and why should not a Western

dairyman, who may have equal facilities and

skill with at Eastern dairyman, be as well paid

for his product ? In short, why should not the

dealers in the New York market, sell all good

butter for the same price, irrespective of the

locality in which it is made? It is well known
that they do not, and that an unwarrantable

and unjust discrimination is made against

Western butter, simply because it is Western.

There is now a Produce Exchange in New
York, hi whose power it is to remove this ban

upon butter that is foreign to Orange County,

or those chosen places, which it is the custom

to include in that elastic appellation, and to

put it squarely upon its merits. We bring this

matter to the notice -*of the Granges, that

through them such a pressure may be brought

to bear upon the dealers, as shall force them to

do equal justice to all their clients, whether

they happen to live in New York, Ohio, Indi-

ana or Michigan. As good buttermay be made
in any one of these States, as in another, and
while we point out this fact, we would impress

upon our Western readers the necessity of

bringing up the quality of their product, go

that when it comes to be graded upon its

merits, by competent and disinterested inspec-

tors, it shall rise far above its present low estate.

Cider and Cider-Vinegar.

To procure either cider or cider vinegar of

the best quality, care and skill are required in

the manufacture. Some too economical per-

sons, thinking that nothing should be wasted,

are now engaged in gathering all the wormy
and defective apples that fall from the trees,

and consigning them to the cider-press. As
new cider this questionable liquid is sold to the

unsuspecting consumer for fifty cents a gallon.

It however bears no comparison with cider

that is carefully made from sound apples, and
can not be made to produce a well-flavored

vinegar. It would be better economy to feed

all such apples to the pigs, for the first requisite

for good cider or vinegar is sound fruit. All

bruised, wormy, or defective apples must be

discarded, if perfection is desired in the product.

The next consideration is the mill and press,

and the method of using them. In districts

where timber is plentiful, and the necessary

mechanical skill can be had, an improvement

upon the old-fashioned mill and press is prob-

ably the best machine that can be procured.

It is made wholly of wood, and no iron comes

into contact with the crushed fruit. The tim-

ber should be sugar-maple or birch. These are

free from the tannic acid, which renders oak
objectionable, and stand wear and tear suf-

ficiently well. The crushers are made of solid

blocks, carefully seasoned under cover, so that

they are free from cracks. They should be

about 18 inches in diameter, and about two feet

long. They should be turned perfectly cylin-

drical in a lathe, and deep, broad grooves cut

lengthwise in them, so that the teeth of each,

which are left projecting, fit accurately into the

grooves of the opposite one. Four inches wide

and three deep is a proper size for the grooves.

This work should be done by a millwright, or

a carpenter used to doing mill-work, as it is a

somewhat difficult job. Upon the perfection

of the rollers or crushers, the yield of cider

greatly depends, as the apples must be reduced

to a pulp, before all the juice can be pressed

from them. The rollers are furnished with

axles, also accurately turned, and are fitted in-

to a frame, which is shown in fig. 1. This

frame consists of a strong bottom of plank,

four inches thick, preferably of maple, closely

jointed and matched together. This is raised

about 20 inches from the ground, upon a stout

frame, and is pinned fast to heavy posts, set a

few inches in the ground, so as to be immov-

able. A raised border is placed around the

bottom planks. A cross-frame is built across

the center of the bottom, into which the axle3

of the rollers are fitted, and to which they are

secured by short blocks, pinned or bolted to

the frame-work. The lower axles of the rollers

fit into holes made in the bottom planks. The

axle of one roller is lengthened, and attached to

a horizontal arm, to which the horse may be

hitched. A hopper is built at the rear of the

crushers, to receive the apples, and feed them

to the crushers. Fig. 1 sufficiently explains all

other details. The press is shown in fig. 3.
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It is an improvement upon the old-fashioned

heavy press, which is made from the trunk of

«;large tree, and frequently required the trunk of

\ttiother large tree as a support for it, and which

channel, two inches wide, and one inch deep, is

made to the front, to carry off the juice as it

flows. A piece of board is laid over this chan-

nel, and the floor of the press is covered with

is weighted at the end with a clumsy screw, a

foot in diameter, and a ton of stones in a huge

box. If any person supposed all this huge weight

saved labor, he was
greatly mistaken, be-

cause before a pound
of pressure could

be exerted upon the

pomace, the whole

weight of beam,

screw, and stone

must be raised. In this ancient machine the

weight, which causes the pressure, is raised,

while in the one here illustrated the pressure

is brought to bear directly. The immense
weight of the old press is, therefore,

not only useless, but a hindrance. It is

needless to give any description of what
is so clearly shown in the engraving,

further than to state that the material

of the press is similar to that of the

mill, and that the screw may be of wood,
preferably of beech, but is better, and in

most cases cheaper, of iron. The screw
ghould be lubricated with hard tal-

low, ground up smoothly with
black lead. As the apples are

ground, the pomace should be

put into the press immediately,

if light colored cider or vinegar

is desired. If a deeper color is

wished for, it can be procured

by exposing the pomace in

the mill to the ah-

, while one

batch is pressing. A wooden
scoop should be used to lift the

pomace. No iron should touch the crush-

ed fruit or juice during the process, if

excellence is wished for. In building

up the " cheese " in the press, it is better

to use a small square frame of boards

in the center, by which an interior

space is left in the mass of pomace,
through which the juice is expressed more
readily, than if the mass were solid. The use
of this small frame will obviate the necessity of

a second pressing. The frame, fig. 3, is placed

jn the center of the press. From this center a

:;u—crushing the apples.

clean, straight rye-straw, leaviug the ends pro-

jecting at each side, which have to be turned

over the first layer of the pomace. This pre-

vents the pomace from being squeezed out

when it is pressed. When the first layer is

finished, and the straw is turned upon it, it ap-

pears as in fig. 4. This process is repeated, un-

til the press is full, when the pressure is ap-

plied gradually, so as not to burst the cheese.

The juice runs through a filter of cut straw in-

to a vat, from which it may be dipped or

pumped into the barrels. It is well to have a

strainer of hair-cloth in the funnel, or across the

mouth of the pail, as the barrels are filled. In all

these processes the utmost cleanliness should be

several excellent cider-mills manufactured by
different parties East and West, which are con-

venient for those who have but few apples, or

who have enough to keep one hand-machine
going. One of these, known as the

Keystone Cider Mill, is an excellent one.

We have made cider and vinegar of a

very light color in one of these mills,

as the pomace is exposed to the air

only for a moment, as it falls from the

grinders, and it is passed immediately

under the press. No straw is needed

in using a press of this kind. When
the juice is safely in the barrels, it needs

close watching during the fermentation.

It is best to keep the bung-hole covered,

to exclude insects and the air. For this

purpose a perforated bung is useful, in

which a glass tube, an inch in diameter,

(fig. 5,) may be inserted. The tube, 12

inches long, may be kept filled, which

will prevent any access of air into

the barrel. When the cider is to be

kept for a length of time, this course

is advisable. After fermentation has

stopped, which maybe seen by observ-

H!|i ing that gas no longer bubbles up and

/,/•/ escapes through the glass tube, the cider

wf should be carefully drawn off into fresh,

sweet casks. The barrels should then

be stored away in a place where the

temperature is even, and the hung-holes tight-

ly closed. If it is intended for vinegar, empty

vinegar-casks may be used. The bung-holes

should be
left open, and

kept covered

with a piece

of fine wire

gauze, so as to

admit the air.

After a time

the vinegar

will make, and should be again drawn off into

clean casks, without disturbing the sediment.

If the sediment should become disturbed, the

Fig. i.—THE CHEESE.

Fig. 'J.—C1DEH MAKING—THE PRESS.

observed, if a good product is wished for. For
those who find it more convenient to use a manu-
factured mill, that known as Schenck's Apple
and Grape Grinder, which is able to grind 200

bushels per hour, may be desirable. There are

vinegar is never perfectly clear afterword. To
make vinegar from cider in the most rapid

manner, the building must be heated to about
70', and the liquid frequently exposed to the

air, by drawing it from one cask to another..
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The Broad-leaved Acanthus.

Within a few years the taste for plants with

handsomely formed and stately leaves has

much increased. "We do not now refer to

leaves attractive for their color, but to those of

high, are white or lilac, each in the axil of a

large leafy bract. The only plant of this we
have seen is one which Messrs. Olm Bros, re-

ceived with other things, and treated as a green-

house plant. As far as can be judged from a

specimen grown in a pot, the European ac-

The stem is one to two feet high, and bears at

the top a large, much divided, panicle of small

rich crimson flowers. The plant is as yet little

known in this country, but at the Exhibitions

in England, this summer, it has attracted much
attention, and received high commendations.

THE BROAD-LEAVED ACANTHUS.

marked outline and habit. Plants of this class

are for convenience called sub-tropical, though

many of them are not natives of warm climates

—sub-tropical being a convenient term for that

style of gardening, which depends upon beauty

of form rather than color for its effects. Among
the plants that have come into prominence for

this use are several species of Acanthus. This

name is the Greek word for thorn slightly

modified, some of the species being very

thorny ; and we are quite sure that the greatest

stickler for common names will prefer it to

" Bearsbreech," the name given to one species

in England. The Spiny Acanthus {A. spino-

su8) is the plant that is said to have suggested

the idea of the ornamentation of the Corinthian

capital; the story goes, that Callimachus, the

architect, was in great trouble how to finish off

the capitals to his columns, and as he was pon-

dering upon the matter in the garden, his eye

fell upon ajar, around which Acanthus leaves

had grown in the most graceful manner. The
largest and finest of all the species used in Eu-
ropean gardens, is called A. latlfolius and A.
Lmitunicns, but it is probably a variety of A.
mollis. It is a fine, bold plant, with dark green

leaves of pleasing outline, as shown in the en-

graving. It is said that well established clumps

of this form a dense mass of fine foliage three

feet high, and five feet across. The flowers,

which are upon a long spike about five feet

counts are not overdrawn. It is perfectly

hardy in England, and we hope it may prove

so here, as it is a fine plant for the decoration

of large gardens. Only two or three days be-

fore his sudden death, the elder Mr. Olm came

to see us in reference to the specimen, which

he had sent us for the purpose of engraving.

The Palmate Spiraea.—

•

There are certain genera of flowering plants

so large already, that we always dread to see a

new species added to the list. This is the case

with Spiraea, of which there are more than one
cares to keep the run of, and with the shrubby

ones at least, half or more of the list might be

dropped out of cultivation without detriment.

Therefore, when we saw the Spima palmata

announced in the foreign journals as a new ac-

quisition from Japan, we did not feel veiy en-

thusiastic over the matter, notwithstanding all

the praise bestowed upon it. Last year we re-

ceived a plant from Mr. Chitty, of the Bellevue

Nursery, Paterson, N". J., and are forced to ad-

mit that it is a valuable addition to our garden.

This is not a shrubby species, but a herbaceous

one, that reminds us, as to its foliage, of the

old " Queen of the Prairie," S. venusta. The
leaves, as its specific name indicates, are pal-

rnately-lobed, and the lobes are sharply serrate.

THE PALMATE SPIE^A.

"With the Queen of the Prairie Spirfea, and oth-

ers related to it, the trouble is that the flowers

in the cluster open unevenly, so that by the

time the outer ones in the panicle are well

opened, the central ones have already dropped

their petals, and taken on a seedy look.

"Whether this will happen with the Palmate

Spiraea we cannot say, as our only flower-clus-

ter was sacrificed for the sake of an engraving.

We have no doubt that it will prove hardy

here, as our plant stood out all last winter with-

out protection, and came up strong this spring.

Onions Sown in Fall for a Spring Crop.

BY PETEIi HE;TDEr.SO>T.

It has long been a practice with market
gardeners in the vicinity of New York, Phila-

delphia, and other large cities, to plant onion

sets in spring for an early summer crop. These

are sold in bunches in the markets in the green

state; the sales are usually begun in this neigh-

borhood about the first week in June, when
they are only half grown, and continue to the

middle of July. Onion " sets " have of late

years been advancing so in price, owing to the

increase in price of labor, that our market

gardeners find that it hardly pays them to any

longer buy their sets, and they are beginning

to resort to another expedient to procure an
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early crop, -which is to sow the seed in the fall,

winter over the young onions, or sets, in the

ground, and allow them to continue their

growth the next spring. This plan is not a

new one, it being frequently followed in Eng-

land, but in consequence of the severity of our

northern winters, causing occasional failure, it

has almost been abandoned.

But now, in view of the high price of " sets,"

it is again being resorted to, more care being

observed to protect the young bulbs in winter.

It is not easy to say, without some experiment,

at what is the best time for sowing the seed,

and the safest method will be to dry different

dates, until it is seen which answers best. For
this section, near New York, I would recom-

mend the first, fifteenth and thirtieth of Sep-

tember. The ground should be prepared in

the usual way, as if for sowing in spring, giv-

ing it thorough pulverization and manuring.

The seed should be sown with a seed-drill, at

distances of one foot between rows ; this would

take about 3 to 4 lbs. of seed to the acre. The
kinds that prove hardiest are the red and yel-

low varieties. The soil must be thoroughly

drained, either naturally or artificially, to pre-

vent " heaving out " in winter. A Long Island

market gardener informed me that even at the

very low rates that green onions have brought

the past summer, his fall sown crop netted him
over $1,000 per acre, the product in number of

bunches being more than double that usually

obtained from the planting of sets in spring.

He sowed in a warm sheltered situation on

rather light soil about the middle of September,

thoroughly hoeing and weeding, so that he had

a fine growth by the end of October. In Decem-
ber, before severe frosts had come, he covered

the whole space between the rows two or three

inches deep with leaves from the woods,

choosing a day when snow was falling, so that

the leaves were pressed down by the snow and
prevented from blowing off. If the services of

the snow could not be made available, branches

thrown over the leaves would answer the pur-

pose. When leaves are not at hand, salt or

marsh hay, straw, or corn-stalks, would answer

nearly as good a purpose, the object being to

protect the crop from the severity of winter, as

it is not sufficiently hardy to stand in our lati-

tude without such protection. In all sections

where the thermometer does not fall lower

than 15 degrees above zero, such protection

would be unnecessary. I would advise those

residing in very cold localities, to experiment

first with a small lot, until it can be ascertained

whether they will winter over even with the

protection of leaves or straw.

The Hollyhock Fungus—Cotton in Danger.—»

—

This disease among hollyhocks, which has

spread in Europe with fatal activity, has al-

ready been briefly noticed. But little is known
about it, save that it came from South America,
and that it appears suddenly in widely separated

districts, and causes the death not only of hol-

lyhocks, but other plants of the Mallow Family.
The disease shows itself in small spots upon
the leaf, which, when magnified, are seen to be
groups of minute fungi. The engraving here
given, reduced from one published in a recent

number of Gardener's Chronicle, shows the

spots as they appear upon the leaf (A) of the

common Round Mallow [Malm rotumlifolia),

and the fungus largely magnified. The long
horn-like projections (B) are the hairs upon the

mallow leaf. The spread of this pest seems to

be mysterious, it appearing at once in all parts

of a large plantation ; and yet Prof. W. G.

Smith has entirely failed to propagate it, al-

though he has wrapped the diseased leaves

around the stems of healthy hollyhocks, and
buried others in the soil at the root of the

plant ; this failure may be accounted for by the

fact that the spores were not yet ripe and ready

to germinate. Thus far no application of sul-

phur, or other fungus destroyers, have been of

use, and the only known remedy is to root up
every affected plant.

The venerable Mr.

Chater, a distin-

guished florist, who
has devoted half a

century to the im-

provement of the

hollyhock, and to

whom we are in-

debted for the pres-

ent perfection of

the flower, may
well be despondent

at the loss of the

favorites he has

so long cherished.

While this disease

prevails, no malva-

ceous plants should

be imported to this

country from Eng-

land or the Con-
tinent. Our import-

ing florists should

bear this in mind,

and let all the new
varieties of Abuti-

lon, Hibiscus, and
everything else of the Mallow Family, re-

main with the ocean between them and us.

This warning should be heeded, for if the

fungus is once introduced, it will no doubt
prove a greater enemy to the cotton crop than

all of its insect enemies together. As it, so far

as known, attacks all of the Mallow Family in-

discriminately, there is every reason to believe

that cotton will prove no exception. Its intro-

duction would be a national calamity, and one
that can not be too zealously guarded against.

Hoij/nrocK fungus.

Rose-Growing in Winter—Conflict of

Opinion.

BT PETER HENDERSON.

The matter of growing Roses for winter-

flowering isnow engrossing much attention, and
I have more than once written upon it in the

columns of the Agriculturist; but the subject

is now getting to be of such general interest in

every section of the country where there are

greenhouses, that anything that will tend to a

further knowledge of the subject will, I know,
be read with interest by many hundreds of

your readers. There are three different systems

in use ; first, that of growing the plants in large

pots, or tubs ; second, planting out on prepared

solid borders of soil, from 1 to 2 feet in depth,

and another by planting out on raised benches

or tables, in 6 or 7 inches of soil. Each of

these systems has its advocates, who claim that

one or the other is the best, and the novice in

rose-growing (and it must be remembered that

we have hundreds beginning every year) is

puzzled to decide which system to adopt. I

have tried them all with fair success in each,

and have come to the conclusion that, taking

all points into consideration, particularly where
Roses are not grown exclusively, but only form
a part of the general stock, that the plan of

planting out on raised wooden benches, in 6 or

7 inches of soil, is the most profitable. I am
now preparing the center benches in two of my
largest greenhouses, making a space of 600 feet

long by 8 feet wide, or nearly 5,000 square

feet, whereon to plant Roses. The plants used
will be those struck from cuttings last Febru-

ary, and grown on in pots, so that by September
they will be plants from 12 to 18 inches in

highth. The soil in which they will be planted

is now being prepared, and consists of 6 parts

thinly cut sod, from a rather heavy soil, to this

is added 1 part rotted cow-stable manure, and
1 part sandy lime rubbish and oyster shells, all

thoroughly chopped up and mixed together.

The grassy fiber may hardly be decomposed
before we use it, but that will matter but little,

only it will be necessaiy to cover this compost
when placed on the bench with an inch or two
of soil, so that any of the sod roots that may
be alive will be unable to grow through it.

This soil will not be put on the benches before

the middle of September, when the Roses, al-

ready prepared, will be planted about 12 or 15

inches apart. We shall use about 4,000 plants,

which will be apportioned in number, as far as

our knowledge goes of their merits, thus

:

1,250 Bon Silene (deep carmine) ; requires the

warmest part of the house.

1,250 Safrano (saffron, yellow).

750 Isabella Sprunt (canary yellow).

250 Douglas (purplish crimson) ; requires the

coolest part of the house.

250 Duchess de Brabant (salmon and rose

color).

100 Bella (pure white).

100 La Nankin, new, (lower part of bud
orange yellow, upper part pure white).

50 La Jonquil, new, (clear golden yellow).

Should no accident occur, we anticipate that

this number of Roses so planted will average

us 3,000 rose-buds per week from October 1st

to June 1st. I need not detail here the after-

treatment, that having already been fully done
in my previous articles, other than to briefly

say that a night temperature of from 55° to 65°

must be steadily maintained, with a day tem-

perature of 15° or 20° higher. The plants must
be freely syringed at least once a day, but wa-
tered at the roots only when dry, and then freely.

This method of planting roses on raised

benches necessitates their renewal at least once

in every two years, as the soil in which they

are grown becomes " washed out " by the fre-

quent waterings ; we ourselves intend to renew

the soil every season. The roses planted in

September will be flowered to their fullest ex-

tent during winter, until the first of June.

Each plant will have then formed a mass of

fibrous roots, so matted that the soil is held by
them, and which can be lifted by passing a

spade under them ; when these are potted in pots

or tubs suited to the size of the plant, no check

to the growth is given. We lifted in this way
from benches the past season roses which were

four feet high by as much in diameter, plauted

them in pots 15 inches wide, with hardly the

loss of a leaf. By lifting every season in June,

the plants can be set out-doors, and the whole

care of watering and syringing the greenhouse

can be dispensed with for the three hot sum-

mer months ; this is a matter of very great im-

portance, for in most locations there is never

water enough, and even if there is, unless it is

unremittingly applied, the roses are certain to
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be seriously injured during summer. To be

sure, the labor of taking up the plants and pot-

ting them, and removing the old soil in June,

and again replacing with the fresh soil in Sep-

tember, is a good deal of labor, but not half

that of caring for the roses if they are kept

under glass three months in summer, to say

nothing of the unquestionable advantage of

their having fresh soil to root in when again

planted in September.

I have said that I consider this plan most

profitable, particularly where roses are not

grown as the exclusive stock. One reason for

this is that the space under the benches can be

utilized for many purposes. If the main angle

of the greenhouse faces south, as ours does, we
find that a bench placed on the south side

under the main bench (which is 3 feet above

the path and 7 feet from the glass at its highest

point), about half way between the bench and

the ground, can be made as available for many
purposes as the benches or tables exposed to

full light. Our lower benches are 18 inches

wide, with a board behind wide enough to pre-

vent the dry air from the pipes injuring the

plants. On these underneath benches we have

grown during the past season Ferns, Lycopodi-

unis, Cape Jessamines, Irises, and all plants

which naturally grow in the shade, and in

spring, when these were disposed of, have again

used this under space to sprout Sweet Potatoes,

Dahlias, and Tuberoses. The space under the

benches is usually only used by placing the

plants on the ground floor, without any protec-

tion from the heat radiated from the pipes, and
in consequence they soon present a wretched

appearance ; but when regular benches are

constructed, as above described, the i>lants of

the kinds suited to such treatment can be

grown nearly as well as those exposed to direct

light. It will be seen that this economy of

space is of great importance, as it gives just so

much more bench room, with no more cost in

the labor of firing, of fuel, or of construction

of the building. The under bench room used

by us now is upwards of 10,000 square feet.

If we used all solid benches on which to grow
our roses, or other plants, this room would not

be available. These wooden benches require

to be replaced every 6 or 7 years, but their cost

is nothing when compared to the saving made
by using the space underneath.

Preserving Flowers—Winter Bouquets.

SECOND ARTICLE.

Last month, in giving an account of the

method of preserving flowers by the use of

sulphur fumes, a much older process was
alluded to—that of preserving them by sand.

This method has long been in use, although

those who have practiced it have made a

secret of it. At the Exhibition at the New
York Crystal Palace, over 20 years ago, there

was a case of flowers preserved in the greatest

perfection, which attracted much attention. The
writer at once guessed how the flowers were

dried, and experimented sufficiently to show
that his conjucture, that they were treated

with sand, was correct. In drying flowers in

this manner, they must be carefully surround-

ed by perfectly dry fine sand, in such a manner
that they will hold their form, the pressure of

the sand upon both surfaces being alike. Any
fine clean sand will answer ; it should be sifted

to remove all course particles, and then washed
in successive waters, until dust and all earthy

and clayey matters are washed away, and tbe

last waters when poured off are perfectly clear.

The sand is then to be dried, and then placed

over a fire in a proper vessel, until quite hot,

hotter than the hand can bear, and when cool

it will be fit to use. After heating it should be

used at once, before it can absorb moisture

from the air. The vessel in which the flowers

are to be dried, is of little importance where

there are but few. We have had good success

by taking a clean, thoroughly dry flower-pot,

the hole in the bottom of which was stopped

by a cork. This was filled a third full of the

dry sand ; the flowers set carefully in the sand,

and then more sand slowly added, so as to sur-

round and cover the flowers inside and out,

and set in a warm place. At the end of 24

hours the cork was removed from the hole

in the flower-pot, and the sand allowed to

run out in a small and gentle stream. The
flowers were left in the pot, perfectly dry. For
operating upon a large scale, a box should be

made or fitted for the purpose. A box with a

sliding cover answers a good purpose, the bot-

tom being taken off, and the sliding cover

turned down to form the bottom. An inch or

so from the sliding bottom there is placed a

frame, upon which is tacked wire gauze of suf-

ficiently large mesh to allow the flower-stems

to be placed in it. If wire gauze is not at hand,

a net-work of twine, or whatever else will

answer the purpose, may be substituted. The
box is to be filled with sand up to the level of

this wire-gauze or other partition. Then flow-

ers are to be placed in natural position, but not

touching one another, and carefully surrounded

by sand within and without. "We have found

a paper-funnel with a fine point, which lets the

sand flow in a small stream, very convenient in

this part of the work, as upon the care with

which this is performed, will depend the shape
of the flowers when dried. Often more than

one layer of flowers may be placed in the box,

the object being to have each one surrounded

by a sufficient quantity of dry sand, to rapidly

absorb all the moisture the flowers contain.

All bell-shaped, funnel-shaped, and double flow-

ers should be placed upright, and the sand so

filled in, that they will not be crushed by
pressure from without, or distorted by the sand

within them. Flat or wheel-shaped flowers,

like those of the Phlox, for instance, should be

placed face downward. A little practice will

enable one to find the proper position, it being

borne in mind, that the object is co have the

parts of the flower completely surrounded by
sand, and still retain their proper form. It

should be remembered that the flowers must

bo perfectly dry when gathered, as any dew or

other moisture will cause them to become spot-

ted and spoil. The flowers having been placed

in the sand, and a layer of sand put on top, the

box or other vessel is then to be set in a

warm and dry place, such as back of or under a

stove, or wherever there is a gentle heat. Those

who have a greenhouse, will find the upper

shelf, just below the glass, a suitable place. After

the flowers have been in the sand for 18 or 24

hours, they may be taken out. . The sliding

bottom of the box is opened to let the sand run

off gradually, and the flowers will be found

dry and in their natural shapes and colors upon
the partition of wire or other material. The
flowers are now exceedingly fragile, and need

the most careful handling. They must be

taken up carefully, one by one, and if any sand

remains, which does not fall off by gentle shak-

ing, it is to be removed by brushing with a soft

camel's-hair pencil ; they are then put away in

a box or drawer, where they will be free from

dust and dampness. Some prepare the sand
after it has been washed and dried, by melting
stearine with it. To three quarts of sand is

added half an ounce of stearine (such as the

hard or " star" candles are made of) ; the sand

is placed on a stove in a glazed earthenware

vessel, and when hot enough to melt it the stea

rine is added in small pieces, and the sand thor-

oughly stirred, the object being to coat each

grain with a minute film of stearine. The use

of stearine is to prevent the sand from adhering

to the flowers, but if it has been proper-

ly washed, sifted, and dried, there is but little

trouble. Almost all flowers may be dried in

sand, but white ones have a yellowish tinge.

Florida Air-Plants—Epidendrums.

One who for the first time visits a fine col-

lection of stove, or hot-house plants, is struck

by the Epiphytal orchids, which appear to one
who sees them for the first time in his life, as

something quite wonderful in plant life. These
Epiphytes, which in the moist woods of their

native tropics, cling to the branches of trees,

have in cultivation their natural habit imitated,

and in the collections are grown upon billets

of wood, pieces of cork, and the like, to which
their roots affectionately cling. It is indeed

strange to see plants not only growing with-

out any connection with the ground, but flower-

ing and producing a profusion of always

curiously shaped, and often beautifully colored

flowers. All orchids are not Epiphytes, i. e.,

do not grow upon trees, but those which do
are popularly called "air plants," as their nour-

ishment must come from the air and the rains.

These beautiful plants of the finer collections,

are generally from tropical countries, and from
the difficulty of obtaining them, and their slow

growth, they are among the most expensive
of all plants. All Epiphytes or air plants, are

not orchids, as there are ferns and other plants,

which grow in the same manner, one illustra-

tion of which was given in the " Long Moss,"

described and figured in July last. The vege-

tation of Southern Florida approaches a tropi-

cal character, and there are found there a
number of air plants, including two orchids.

These orchids both belong to the genus Epiden-

drum, (meaning—upon a tree), and form large

clumps, which are attached to the tree by
means of their clinging roots. Through the

kindness of our friend Dr. Lungren, we received

living specimens of both these species this

spring ; the small leaved one (E. conopseum),

has not bloomed with us yet, but the long

leaved one, (E. venoawm) has flowered abun-

dantly. The clump was fastened by means of

fine wire to a block of wood, first putting a

little moss around the roots, and suspended

from a rafter of the greenhouse. It has had a
daily sprinkling, and has flourished as well as

if it had been at home. The engraving,

reduced in size, gives an idea of the manner of

growth. The stem is swollen at the base to

form a kind of bulb, above which are two
leaves, 4 or 5 inches long ; the flower stem, 12

to 18 inches long, appears from between the

leaves. After flowering, one to several off-

shoots are formed at the base of the old bulb,

each of which develop two leaves, and during

the season the stem below them forms a bulb,

in which is stored sufficient nutriment to pro-

duce a flower-stem another year. Numerous

flowers are distributed along the flower-stem,

which, though not very brilliant, are exceeding-

ly neat and interesting. The flower, the shape
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of which is shown in the engraving, is about

an inch and a quarter across ; its three sepals,

and two of its petals are alike in color, being

a greenish buff with darker veins ; the third

and lower petal, called the lip, is in this

as in other orchids,

quite different from

the other two ; it is

three-lobed,the side

lobes embracing the

stamen and pistil,

and the middle

lobe much larger

than the others,

(spreading and fan-

shaped ; this lip

is pure white, with

a broad carmine

blotch upon its ex-

panded portion, and

a smaller one on

the narrower part.

Like many other

orchids, the flow-

ers of this endure

for a long time.

This native plant

is one which can be

easily cultivated in

an ordinary green-

house.and while not

so brilliant as many
of its relatives, it cannot fail to be of great

interest on account of its manner of growth.

So far as we are aware, our native species of

Epidendrums have not been offered by florists,

on land that has been held by actual settlers

for a hundred years or more past.

During more than a century, the coal-burners

have every few years swept down the forests,

from one end of the State to the other, so were

Fig. 1.—LARVA OP OAK-BOREB.

but those who have friends who visit Florida

in the winter, can readily procure them.

The Enemies of the Oak.

ET MRS. MART TREAT.

The oaks of New Jersey seem to be doomed.
1 Small matter as to that," is the sneer-

ing retort. " Did
New Jersey ever

produce a sizable

oak anyway ?
"

—

Well that de-

pends upon what
you call a sizable

oak ; it probably

has never pro-

duced an oak
quite equal in

sb.e to the gigan-

tic Sequoias of

California ; but I

haveseen respect-

able oaks grow-
ing in New Jer-

sey. In Atlantic

County I have
found larger

white oaks {Qiurcus alba), than in an}' Northern
or Western Slate that I have visited. True,
this is exceptional, and such oaks occur only

Fig. 2.—OAK-BORER BEETLE.

A FLORIDA AIR-PLANT.

—

(Epidendrum venosum.)

it not for these exceptional trees, we should

not know, except by tradition, how large the

white oak and some other species would grow.

But now, alas ! when we just begin to appre-

ciate and realize, how truly

beautiful these various spe-

cies of oaks are, when we
are laying out parks, and
leaving groups here and
there to beautify our village,

we find they arepreyed upon
by at least four enemies

—

two vital ones, the Gigantic

Borer (Prionus laticollis),

and the locust borer (Eyletus robinia).

The former is the larva of the largest

beetle in the Northern States. Fig. 1

shows the larva, and fig. 2 the beetle,

both of the natural size. This borer at-

tacks all the oaks, but seems to prefer the

white oak, making its winding paths through

the wood of the trunks of the trees, weaken-

have to contend against, is the larva of Dryo-
campa senatoria. The moth deposits her eggs
in large patches, on the under side of the leaf,

which soon hatch, and the young larvas move
along in a vast colony, devouring the leaves as

they go. Toward
the latter part of

summer, trees are

often entirely de-

nuded of leaves,

and the disgusting

larvae seem to be

everywhere present,

on the lawn, in the

garden, on the side-

walk, until one
shudders at the

very thought of

even a walk, to say

nothing of a seat

under the oaks.

Another enemy
is the Oak-pruner.

This fellow would
not be so very ob-

jectionable if he did

not prune too close-

ly, and had sense

enough to know
where the pruning

was needed, but

like some senseless

horticulturist, he slashes right and left, withou j

any regard to beauty or symmetry, and dowfi

come the twigs, and sometimes quite large

branches. The workman always falls with the

Fig. 3.—LARVA OP LOCUST MOTH.

ing them to such an extent that large trees

are frequently prostrated by a strong wind.

The locust borer at present threatens to

become even more destructive than Prionus
;

it is the larva of a large moth, (Hyldns robinia)

and lias proven very destructive to the locust

groves in the Western States ; but with us its

preference is decidedly for the oak—the black

oak (Qucrcus folcala), and the allied species are

its favorite haunts. Fig. 3 gives the larva, and

fig. 4 the female and fig. 5 the male moth. This

morning, June 30th, I found seventeen empty
chrysalid cases protruding from the trunk of

one small tree. They seem to be much more
numerous this season than in any previous year.

But the most disagreeable of all the pests we

Fig. 4.—-FEMALE MOTH.

twigs and goes into the ground to pupate. It

seems he has sense enough to look out for him-

self and fall with the twig. Out of

many hundred freshly fallen specimens,

I have never failed to find the culprit

safely ensconsed in the twig. It is the

larva of some beetle, but I have failed

as yet, to rear it to the perfect insect.

[This is probably the insect, a small

slender beetle, described in Harris'

Insects as Stenocorius (Elapliidion) pu-

tutor ; the means of preventing its increase

is to gather and burn the prunings before the

Fig. 5.- II U.E MOTH.

perfect insect comes out to lay eggs for another

crop, which it deposits in the axils of the

leaves.

—

Ed.] Vineland, N. J.
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OTIS MILJ§lffi(0)llDo
l^"(For other Household Items, see "Basket " pages).

A Corn Knife.

In October 1873, we published a description with

engravings, of a corn cutter sold at the furnishing

stores, which was indented for cutting the kernels

of green com, and pressing out their contents

at one operation. This cutter worked very well,

but being made to sell at a very small price, was a

cheaply made affair. " 0. H. A.," of Winchester,

Va., sends us a drawing of a corn knife, which we
have had engraved. Mr. A., says :

" It is used to cut green corn from the cob, the

same as the corn cutter, figured in October

HOME-MADE CORN-KNIFE.

Number, 1873, and can be made by any person

having a handsaw-file, and an old table knife.

Take an old table knife, or a new one will do equally

well, and cut out circularly with a cold chisel 2t

inches of the edge : then file sharp teeth al-

together from one side, so that the points will

present a long cutting surface. Pass this edge a

few times down the ear, then scrape it with the

back of the knife, and you have all the kernels of

corn out, with the hull left on the cob. Corn pre-

pared in this way is very much more digestible,

then when cut or eateu from the cob.

Home Topics.

EY FAITn ROCHESTER.

* Mamma, Come and See."—Iliad just written

"Home Topics" at the top of my pa^e, when I

heard the familiar call, "mamma, come and see

my house ! Mamma, come and see my house!"

"Mamma has gone up-stairs, and she can not

come now," said Auntie. And so the call was
hushed for a few minutes, Auntie having given a
few words of praise to the little house-builder

three years old.

How much of my time is spent in going "to
see"—flowers, wild and "tame," toads, frogs,

snakes, beetles, worms, insects' eggs and larva?,

pictures, maps of imaginary lands, block-houses

and churches, and barns and pig-stys, and monu-
ments, supposed to belong to the inhabitants of

those imaginary muds, and other things "too
numerous to mention " ?

Does it pay ?—It interferes with the order and
promptness of housework, it hinders the sewing, it

interrupts my reading and writing—the very little

that I undertake to do in these busy clays. Often I

am so tired that I dread to hear the call, " come
and see," and it is a real self-denial (as far as " the

flesh" is concerned) to give up a moment's rest

for a child's gratification.

But " the spirit "—the enlightened mother-spirit

—is always willing to sympathize with a child's

pleasure, and to encourage its happy activity and

investigation. There is so much occasion for re-

proof and disapprobation in our intercourse with

growing children in whom nature has a chance to

assert itself and cut up capers, that we ought to

seize every opportunity to gratify their innocent

desires, and to listen to their fresh experiences,

though they may seem trivial to a superficial ob-

server. Children's experiences and observations

are not unimportant, and parents who judge of

them by the usual standard of grown-up experience,
make a very great blunder. They "snub" the
artless inquirers again and again, and wonder at

hist that their older children do not confide in

them more. Is it any wonder ?

It seems very necessary that the children should
have their little garments kept clean and whole,
and that the rooms should be swept and garnished

with regularity, and it hurts a housekeeper's feel-

ings to have anything interfere with good house-

keeping. But a true woman, who is blessed with

children, lives more in her mother nature than in

the disposition of a housekeeper ; and in looking

back over a season, she considers with more
pleasure the progress her children have made in

their general education toward a useful manhood,
or womanhood, than any feats in the line of soap-

making, fruit-preserving, or sewing. But it is like

the tithe-paying and deeds of love—"These ought

ye to have done and not to have left the other un-

done."

Parental Infallibility.—I suppose there is

nothing more silly than the attempt to appear
knowing upon subjects where we are really ignor-

ant. We are all so extremely ignorant; or we
have, each of us, even the best informed, so little

knowledge compared
with the great sum of

attainable knowledge,

that any pretension of

" knowing everything "

is very absurd. If

children are encouraged to ask questions about

what they observe, they will puzzle the mother
of average education very frequently. She need
not be at all afraid or ashamed to answer, " I

don't know "
; but she ought not to let the matter

rest there. She ought to show an interest in the

matter, and to find an answer to the question if she

can. I have not found that children lose respect

for their parents on account of their ignorance. I

have to confess ignorance every day, and it is all

taken to be natural enough. The thing which in-

terested children wonder at most in grown-up
people is their lack of interest in natural phenomena.
Nothing hurts them more than the contempt of

older people for their investigations—and it is very

cruel. No doubt Agassiz was considered a lazy

boy by some industrious people while he was float-

ing about in his boat on lake Neuchatel, looking

down into the water to observe the habits of the

fishes. No doubt he was thought a cruel boy
when he was seen dissecting insects and other ani-

mals. No doubt he was called a "girl-boy" when
he came from the woods with his hands full of wild

flowers for analysis. Tet the whole world knows
him now as a kind-hearted man, and his life is re-

membered as one of great industry and usefulness.

It is fortunate for us all that his natural bent was
not interfered with. Our little inquirers may never

become "great"—I don't care a fig for that—but

they have a right to the use and development of

such faculties as they have.

The Corner-Chair.—In one of the early num-
bers of Hearth and Home there was an illustrated

description of a large corner-chair, such as any

JO L'n/

Fig. 1.—SIDE OF CORNER-CHAIR.

carpenter could make, and any woman of " faculty"

might upholster. By the aid of the description and
illustration we made ourselves such a chair, but
found it too large to move out of the room. So it

went with the house when the house was sold. I

write now from the corner where that chair stands,

and the youngest member of our family, aged two
months, lies sleeping in the chair, his favorite day-

time couch. I like to use it for baby's bed (or one

of his beds), because the high back affords a good
chance to throw a mosquito-net over him, out of

the reach of his hands.

The chair is on castors, and may be moved to

any part of the room, but its appropriate place is

a corner—either a light and sunny corner, or one
near the fire in winter. Its ample dimensions and
cushioned sides make it a cozy place for an after-

dinner nap. Two or three small cushions piled up
in the back would often be useful with the chair,

as they could lie arranged to suit different postures.

The covering of the chair may be of any suitable

material—calico, if you choose, or velvet, if that

suits your taste and purse better. The bottom, or

seat, of our chair pulls off and reveals a box of two
compartments beneath, where things not often

needed can be packed away. These compartments
are papered neatly inside, and a short groove under

the seat-board on one side enables one to get hold

and pull off the cover.

I forgot whether our chair was made exactly ac-

cording to the measurements given in Hearth
and Home, but its size and shape suits us very

well. Two broad boards, 30 x 46 inches, are cut in

the shape shown in figure 1. The seat of the chair

is shaped as though a square board, 30 x 30, had

30 on>

\

'$>

Fig. -bottom of chair.

one corner, or triangle with a hypotheuuse of 18

inches, cut off. A frame is made in the same shape
for this seat to rest upon, at a distance from the

bottom of 13 inches. The seat-board raises the

seat an inch higher, the castors another inch, and
the cushion two or three inches more. Another
board, 30 x 30, with one corner cut off, like the seat,

forms the whole bottom of the chair. Cleats are

nailed on at the place indicated by the dotted line

in figure 1, and the three sides of the front of the

chair are boarded up.

Household Exercise.—To many women the

labors of housekeeping are quite attractive, especi-

ally if the houses they keep are their own. There

is some dirty drudgery about the business, neces-

sarily, though I think this will be lessened as ma-

chinery and neighborly co-operation come more
and more into use. Work is a lessing as well as a

necessity to the human family, but affairs are so

mixed up at present that some people have too

much of it, and some have too little, for the good
health of either class.

Miss Alcott cannot afford to let a hired girl do
the ironing, it is such rest to her own arms and
hands when weary with writing. I found, not long

ago, when living in another home than my own,
that I was much healthier for having a part of the

housework to do, though my own housework—the

care as well as the labor—had been too much for

my health at the time. As strength came back, its

moderate use was the best way to increase it.

Women, who have brain-work to do, will find it a

good plan to perform some light household exer-

cise before entering upon the writing or study.

An easy walk out of doors may be better, but if

there is housework to be done, that had better

come in the morning, and the out-door work later

in the day.

Dish-washing is good for dyspeptics. It is light

exercise of the arms and chest soon after a meal,
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and it may be done Bitting as well as standing. A
high office-stool is very useful in the kitchen.

Feeble women, who do their " own work," often

stand upon their feet more than is necessary. Tou
can sit down to dress vegetables, to wash and wipe

dishes, to knead bread, to iron, and to do many
other things. Tou may be a little more slow abont

the work, but you will get through it in better con-

dition. Housekeepers would often like to take an

out door walk, only their "feet are so tired !"

Dish-washing would not be half so disagreeable

as it often is, if the dishes were lightly scraped free

from crumbs, and neatly piled up for washing.

There should be a large dish-pan and plenty erf hot

water, with which to fill up the pan gradually as

its contents cool. I seldom use soap for washing

dishes, but to the unskilled, or to those who use

much butter and fat in their cooking, it seems a

necessity.

Sweeping is good exercise, if the floors and car-

pets are not dusty. Ah ! that "if" ! Bed-making

will serve as gymnastics, if the beds are kept clean

and well aired.

And what of washing? I do not think highly of

the old-fashioned wash-board exercise. It is hard

for both lungs and back. With good washers and

wringers, and strong arms for the lifting, it may be

made passable as exercise, and it is always a plea-

sure to see soiled things growing clean once more.

A moderate amount of ironing is good for women
in health, in cool weather. On hot days the ironing

should be done in a cool room, if possible. The
ironing-table may be on a shady porch, or in the

dining-room.

I really wish that every fashionable woman had

to iron all her own washed garments for one month.
She would then understand better the full meaning
of the word " achy," as used by Mrs. "Whitney to

describe the puffs and ruffles on summer suits, put-

ting together in her estimate of the cost of her

garments the labor on the sewing-machine, and the

hard laundry work. There are few women who
have not wished, when doing up fine linen plaited

shirt bosoms, that men could know by experience

how difficult and trying the work is, until one has

become skilled by practice. But cooking is per-

haps the most important department of housework,

and its exercise is not heavy in quality, though to

some it may be heavy in quantity. It seems to me
more and mdre like a high art, or dignified occupa-

tion, worthy to be called a profession—far more
useful and honorable than—the legal profession,

for instance. I should not wonder if really good
and scientific cooks could do more to preserve and
to restore our health, than the doctors of medicine

can. As with ironing—the hardest kind of cook-

ery is the least necessary, or the ornamental part.

We should study to make our cooking work as lit-

tle heating as possible. For instance, bread may
be baked in the oven instead of cooking it upon
the griddle in the form of " pan-cakes," and in hot
weather we can avoid those forms of food that re-

quire constant stirring while boiling. A Warrener
or a Eumford apparatus for cooking by steam
diminishes the unhealtlifulness of the cook's busi-

ness, by confining the odors of the articles in

course of preparation for the table. I hear, too,

that there are ovens with glass doors.

If the family cooking seems laborious, study

how you can simplify it without making the food

less nourishing, or less attractive.

There is a great deal of necessary work to be done
in the world, in order that we may all be comfort-

ably clothed, and fed and lodged. I should like to

Bee what would be the result if the labor and
strength spent upon unnecessary work, usually

considered ornamental, should be given cheerfully

to doing the necessary work of the world-, as a pre-

paration for the advent of real beauty and genuine
adornment in all departments of our daily life.

—*»- _•.

Farmers' Tables.

BY ¥H. H. MAHER.

Of the thousand and one illusions of my child-

hood there was none so long-lived, or that I was so

sorry to part with, as my ideal farmer. I owe the

poets a grudge to this day for my disappointment.

Why should he always have been pictured as " the

jolly old farmer," " the most independent man in

the world," "living on the fat of the land," and so

on? I supposed that being a farmer, and being

happy, were synonymous terms. And, as I have

struggled with boarding-house beef, half wilted

vegetables, strong butter, and watery-milk, I have

sighed that my lot was not cast with those blessed

sons of the soil—the farmers.

Day after day, poring over journal, cash-book,

and ledger, I have drawn pictures of what my life

might be when I could lay business aside and be a

farmer myself. I was interested in the price of

crops, although the only crop I raised was my
•monthly balance-sheet ; and I took an interest in

stock, although I was but the owner of a very

serawncy-looking dray-horse.

But there came a time when my business could

be laid aside, and I at once started out among the

people I had envied so many years. Of course you
all know how soon the charm was dispelled. The
farmer might be independent, but he was very

slovenly; he might be exceedingly "jolly," but
his wife was dying of overwork ; the only part of

my early impressions that I found to be true, was
that one which told of his living on the fat of the

land. He did ; on the fat and on but little else.

I had pictured the pleasantness of being among
the soft-eyed cows ; the graceful, innocent-looking

sheep and lambs ; the gobblers and other poultry
;

and there was even a pleasant note—in the distance

and in imagination—to be fouud in the porcine-

grunt. But I found the fanner pounding his cows
with his milking-stool, kicking his sheep as they

passed through the bars, beating his pigs with the

most convenient stake, and throwing rocks at the

hens and turkeys, as he cursed them in language

as coarse as uncalled for.

But if there was aught of the charm still left in

my mind, it was dispelled when I sat down to the

family meal. Shades of departed dreams, what an
awakening ! Where were the juicy roast, the

tender steak, the fine potatoes, with feelings too

big for their jackets, the crimson beet, the 6Ugary

parsnip, the golden butter, and the "Adam's ale?"

Even echoes fail to answer the question. They
were probably on the table of the city boarding-

house ; they were not here.

The etiquette of the dining-room—of their dining-

room— was an etiquette peculiarly their own.

Preparation for dinner consisted of a hasty wash in

the tin basin, and an equally hasty brush of the

hair. The men in shirt sleeves, the "women-
folks " with faces red from the stove, sat down at

the table, which, to make less work, was placed in

the warm kitchen where the dinner had been cook-

ed. The " hearty hospitality " of which I had so

often read, consisted in an order from the head of

the house, to help myself, as they didn't stand on
ceremony there.

But the bill of fare! Forgive them, Professor

Blot, they knew no better ! It consisted of fried

ham, fried potatoes, and fried turnips ; bread with-

out butter, and very strong coffee. These were

put away without much ado, and then, what was
evidently the crowning pride of the house-wife, an

immense pie was attacked, and demolished.

There was hut very little conversation during the

meal, and each one helped himself, if he could

stretch far enough, and reach what he wanted.

Supper should be the daintiest meal of the day,

and a farmer's supper more tempting than any

other man's ; but my friend's table was decidedly

prosaic aud plain : the ham had been warmed up
so that it could swim in fat ; the bread, cold pota-

toes, and pie and cake with tea completed the bill.

After supper the family was too tired to sit up
long, and I was shown at a very early hour to the

"spare" chamber, where I might repose on an

immense feather-bed. If I tossed and tossed about

that bed all night, the fault must have been in me.
Was it not their best bed ? and did they not use

things all the plainer on their own, that this one
might be as good as their neighbors' best?

An early call to breakfast, found mc with a

splendid appetite. I could have appreciated a
broiled steak, but I probably was over particular,

and it served me right, to have to sit down to " the
plain food of the farmer." Again the everlasting

frying-pan had been brought into use, and instead

of a juicy steak, it was fried hard and white. The
potatoes almost floated in the grease they had been
fried in, and those who wanted butter on their

bread might dip in the gravy, as some of my com-
panions did. There was thick black coffee, and
the perpetual pie.

Such was the bill of fare for the three meals, and
they were fair samples of our board during the

month that followed. What was most noticeable

to me was the entire, or almost entire, lack of veg-

etables on the table at every meal. Of course I

did not mention the subject so that they would
connect it with their own table, but I was curious

to learn why it was they ate no vegetables but po-

tatoes and turnips. The answer was they didn't

like vegetables ; they would as soon eat a pill as a

pea ; would rather have chopped leather than string-

beans ; and thought carrots and parsnips were only

fit for cattle ! When the subject of cooking came
up, I noticed they prided themselves first, last, and
always, on their cakes and pies.

Where, O, where were my visions now ! Dead,

dead beyond hope of resurrection. And now I

find that these farmers whom I have mentioned
are really typical of their calling. The great State

of Massachusetts, through her Board of Health,

has been looking a little after the farmers of that

State, and publishes the result in the last Annual
Report of the Board. Among the many questions

of the Board to their correspondents, were ques-

tions as to the farmer's diet. The result of the

questions prove :

—

1. Good bread is scarce.

2. There is too little variety in food.

3. Meat is too apt to be fried.

4. Baked fccans and 6alt pork too generally used.

5. Pastry and cakes are used to an injurious ex-

tent.

6. Too little time is allotted for meals.

7. Coffee and tea are too freely used.

8. Water is used to excess.

After quoting from the replies of correspondents,

the author of the article in question says : " The
suggestions of our correspondents are admirable

and worthy of heed. The general opinion is : more
fresh and less salt meat ; less frying and more boil-

ing, broiling and roasting ; a greater variety of

vegetables and fruits ; less pies and cakes ; more
well-kneaded bread, raised with yeast ; less tea.

" It is a somewhat singular fact that fanners live

so little upon their own productions. They send
their fresh vegetables, fruits, eggs, and poultry, to

market, and live themselves upon salt-pork, pies,

and saleratus.

" The poor cooking which prevails among our
farmers, as well as all other classes, doubtless re-

sults from hurry ; frying takes but little time and
trouble, saleratus bread can be made in a ' jiffy,'

and bread and pastry are heavy and sodden, be-

cause kneading requires time. The overwork of

farmers' wives is therefore, in great part, re-

sponsible for inferiority of farmers' diet."

Alas ! and again alas ! that my fancies should

have been thus rudely killed ; and yet—it may be
that the dream dies slowly—I can't help thinking

that the fault is with the men and women who do
not improve their opportunities, and not in the

calling itself. I can not help thinking that their

life ought to be just what it is not. Perhaps, after

all, the poets wrote of what might be, hoping their

prophecies would become realities. Would that,

the time was here.

[That the above is a truthful account of the way
in which some farmers live no one can deny, but in

justice to the many excellent housekeepers who are

farmers' wives, and not only read, but contribute

to these columns, we must say that the strictures

of our correspondent are too general. Still, we let

him " say his say," in the hope that it may con-

tribute to a reform, for which, we regret to admit,

there is still abundant room.

—

Ed.]
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Wat-er Melon-clioly Accident,

—

Yes, we repeat it, what a melancholy accident is represent-

ed in this engraving 1 Jack and Gill went up the hill, to

geta watermelon, Gill brought her'sback,bnt Jack's alack,

his little toes it fell on. It is a proverb that " you can

not carry two pumpkins under one arm." We never saw

any one try it, but can imagine it a hard task, and it is

nearly as difficult to carry one watermelon in two arms,

particularly if, as in the picture, those arms happen to be

those of a little boy. Indeed, was there ever a more

awkward thing to carry than a watermelon ? Nature has

furnished it with a handle, or Btern, all out of proportion

to its Bize, and if the stem chances to be strong enough

to hold it, the weight of the melon makes it cut one's

BRINGING HOME THE WATER-MELONS.

fingers. But we must not find fault with the way melons
are made, for they are made just right, and the fault is in

our not knowing how to handle them. Besides, do we
not recollect the fable in which the man found fault that

the strong oak bore only little acorns, while the heavy

pnrapkin had a little weak vine, and don't we recollect

how an acorn, coming plump upon his bald pate, con-

vinced him that the arrangement was just right, or, as

thcMast line of the fable reads: "For had this tree but

pumpkins borne, where would have been thy bead?"
Very likely Miss Gill will share her melon with her

brother, and the next time they go to the melon-patch,

they will take a basket along. A great many water-

melons from the Southern States are sold in New York
streets long before those grown near the city have ripen-

ed. These dealers fix a sort of sling of strong twine, so

as to make a handle, by which the buyers can carry the

unhandy things. There is a hint for boys.

4.11 lit Sue's I*uzzle-I5ox.

CHARADE.

My first will designate a branch,

Seldom in civil parlance named,

"Which, if composed of fibers staunch.

In troublous times will ne'er be shamed.

My next a village in the West,

And 'tis—but no, I can not feign,

Either that this one is the best,

Or yet the " loveliest of the plain."

Long years ago my whole was formed,

For foreign depredation meant,

But when by Nature's powers stormed,

Soon was it into fragments rent. Henry.

SQUARE WORD.

1. A distinguished general, who, in a council of war,

wrote on a card for each of his under-generals : "Ad-

vance in solid column, early in the morning." 2. One of

Shakespeare's characters. 3. A boy's name. 4. Homes

without hearths. 5. To scorch. Little Folks.

CROSS-WORD.

My first is in paper but not in ink,

My next is in flower but not in pink,

My third is in whisper but not in talk.

My fourth is in ride but not in walk,

My fifth is in east but not in south.

My sixth is in ears but not in month,

My whole is an article dangerous quite,

And when tonched with fire it will take its flight

In a column of smoke that is nearly white.

Captain Funntman.

DIAMOND TUZZLE.

1. Part of the face.

2. An article of furniture.

3. A division.

4. Sad.

5. A desirable trait in well-doing.

6. Seen on the sea-shore.

7. An article of furniture.

8. A unit.

9. Part of the eye.

The center letters perpendicular and horizontal name a

quality. Go,es Farnim.

pi.

Fi ouy dowlu eb tenpung cb fiber; sword ear kile

samebuns, het rorne hety reaccnudosed eth peered tyeh

nurb,

GEOGRAPHICAL ANAGRAMS.

1. Mr. got money. 5. Recent sham.

2. L. dig level mile. 6. Plover oil.

3. Boil 'm. 7. Mabel Earl.

4. In stew pot. 8. Shun Dora.

CONCEALED SQUARE WORD.

1. "Which arc the best arms, swords, guns, or pistols ?

2. I asked him to read it, but he would not.

3. The sooner we are out of harm's way, the better.

4. Get as many more stoneB as you can cany, Jack.

Nip.

numerical enigma.

I am composed of 26 letters

:

My 12, 15, 34, 19, 5, is a peak in the Rocky Mountains.

My 22, 14, 2, 19, 20, is a river west of the Mississippi.

My 25, 8, 22, 9, is a city in New York.

My 10, 22, 24, 25, 19, 22, 10, 20, 1G, 26, is a capital.

My 2, 23, 5, 25, 4, 18, is a capital.

My 10, 2, 21, 15, IS, is a city in Georgia.

My 10, 2, 4, 18, 20, is the name of a State.

My 2, 25, 3, 17, IS, 25, 17, is the name of a capital.

My 17, 3, 6, 17, 18, 9, is the name of a capital.

My 1, 25, 13, 15, 7, 11, 14, is the name of a large West-

ern city.

My whole tells where this enigma was made.

Minnie, Hester, and Ettie.

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE JULY NUMttER.

Anagrams.—1. Individual. 2. Mutilated. 3. Hemor-
rhage. 4. Phosphorescent. 5. Momentarily. 6. De-

crepit. 7. Overloaded. 8. Precipitates. 9. Imperfect.

10. Inclined.

Concealed Square Word.—B AND
ALOE
NOTE
DEED

Pi.—One gentle word that I may speak,

One kind and loving deed,

May—though a trifle poor and weak—
Prove like a tiny seed

;

And who can tell what good may spring

From such a very little thing.

Numerical Enigma.—Monongahela.

Cross-word.—Franklin.

Diamond Puzzle.— D
GIG

BRAND
D I AM O N D
CROUP
A NN
D

PATcnwoRK.—An-ag-r-am—anagram.'

Charade.—Pippin.

-•_——i i »

aunt sue's notices to correspondents.

Mrs. Lizzie M.—Your riddles arc very acceptable.

Thanks.

Tillie S. D.—Don't scold: the ".Sphinx" of the

Graphic nearth and Ilome is not at present under my
charge, so I am not " responsible."

Thanks for puzzles, letters, etc., to Cbas. A. Sproach,

F. Vondersmith, Billy Button, E. L. K., N. R. F., jr.,

Muggins, and Ellio Van B.

The rattle C«ar«len.

Last May, I think it was, I had something to say about

sowing seeds in your little gardens. There are many
plants, which grow much better by dividing the old ones,

and planting the pieces of root. And now is the time to

be looking out for these, so that when fall comes, and

the leaves die down, you will know where to get these

roots. It is a good thing, that those who love flowers,

also like to have others enjoy them, and they will rarely

refuse a bit of a root to another, especially to a child.

But all of you who live in the country can easily get

plants for your little gardens without troubling others.

The woods and the meadows have many beautiful flow-

ers quite as handsome and interesting as those from other

countries, only we don't think so because they are wild

and " so common." That is just the way people think of

our choice garden flowers in the countries they come
from. Sunlight is "very common," but not the less

glorious, and so it is with our wild flowers. If you get

our wild Columbine from the rocky hill-sides and plant

it in good garden soil, it will grow much finer and bloom
longer than yon ever saw it when growing wild, and if

there are any of the garden Columbines near by it will

excel them by its grace and beauty. So with the Bluets*

the Anemones, the Violets, and a long list of wildlings ;

if you take them up with a good bit of earth about their

roots, and shade them for a few days, the most of them
will grow right on as if nothing had happened, even if

taken up while in bloom. I say " the most of them," as

there are some plants that don't like to be moved, no
matter how carefully yon do it, but you will only find

out which these are by trying. The flowers just men-
tioned come in spring, and are small. The large late

ones had better be marked with a stick, so that yon can

find the roots when they have done blooming. Many of

the Asters, the Cardinal flower, the wild Lilies, the But-

terfly-weed, and a long list of late wild flowers, will

make a fine show in the bed. This growing of wild

flowers in the garden is very interesting ; I know, for I

have done it for several years, and am quite as fond of

my little natives as I am of the more costly ones that

come from far-off countries, and have very grand but not

very pretty names. Now I hope you all will see that

there is no difficulty in the way of any boy or girl who is

old enough who wishes to have a garden. Then how
fine it will be if the boys and girls of the same family

will only work together in it. As I go about the country

there is nothing that I see that interests me more than,

here and there a little corner where some boy or girl has

^l few flowers. Bless their little hearts, they will get

them so full of the love of the most beautiful of God's

works that wicked thoughts will find no room.

The Doctor.

Aunt Sue Goes to tlae Hippodrome.
I promised in last month's Chats to tell you morcabont

Barnum's nippodrome. Many of my friends went there,

and the question was often asked me, "Aunt Sue, have

you been to the Hippodrome yet ? " " No, I have not.'*

" Oh, you must, it's splendid I" At the risk of falling in

the esteem of many of my friends, I must admit that I

always did like to go to the circus, and it was not at all

unpleasant to be urged to go. I sent in advance and
procured two reserved scats, (those who are curious

about my personal appearance, need not form an estimate

of my dimensions from the foregoing statement, as I

intended to go with a lady friend). It was a very warm
day when we found ourselves at Madison Avenue, going

into Barnum's, and Oh I how cool and pleasant it was
inside. The animals, glass-blowers, candy connters,

soda water, lightning calculator, curiosities, portraits of

distinguished individuals, etc., etc., are at the hack, and

under the steps or seats, that surronnd the arena walled

in. I tried to see everything at once, but having only

one pair of eyes, I was not successful, so I concluded to

go to work systematically. First stall to the right, two
giraffes, looking just as they do in the picture-books,

only more so, light fawn color, two of them, one eating

ont of a rack as high as your ceiling, the other sticking

his funny little nose through the bars at me ; I

wished I had a bit of pie for him ; "don't eat pie?"

Well then an apple or a banana, or something he

did like, he had such large beautiful soft eyes. But I

mustn't stop here, making love to this giraffe, or I shall

not get my money's worth of sight seeing. Next, a funny

little black bear, kangaroos, leopards, tigers, four-horned

goat, zebra, llamas, gnu, guanaco, rhinosccros ; I did not

stop 'long to look at these, for a little further on I saw
between ten and twenty ponies, from the size of a

dog nr> to a calf, in a stall, with their dear little heads

close to the passers by ; such saucy little fellows; of course

I had to ppcak to each one, when they stretched their

necks so far over the dash-board (?) to greet me. I do

love horses, ar.d these were so get-at-able that one
couldn't help petting ther\ One little chap laid his cars

back, so I skipped him. Then the elephants. I have

always thought I should like to cultivate the affections of

an elephant; they are so sensible, so faithful, I should no

more insult an elephant, by offereng him a stone instead

of a peannt, than I would hurt a baby. One of the

largest was leaning too far over the the stall, trying to

reach friendship's offering, when the keeper, going by,

said, 'i-go in, Betsey! "and passed on. Betsey turned

her trunk towards him, and investigated the back of his

vest, until he had got beyond her reach, in a sort of " who
are yon ! and what do you know about it? I shall do as

I've a mind to " manner that was very funny. Old Carlo

was walking about, in among their feet. Betsey is very
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fond of this celebrated dog, and frets after him if he goes
away. Carlo is fifteen years old, and can't live much
longer, and the elephants' keepers are dreading the edict

upon Betsey, when poor old Carlo dies. The polar

bears looked a little over done with the heat in their fur

robes, but they were refreshed occasionally with ice

water. The two immense sea-lions had a grand tauk to /

Then came France, next Rome, then Tnrkcy, Italy,

Egypt, Russia, (the band playing the national air of each,

when they first entered), Ireland, Spain, China, India,

(camels and elephants had their place in the procession),

America, and last and least "Lilliput," lots of little

children dressed as knights and soldiers, on my little

pets, the ponies, with any number of infantry. It was a

ungracefully, that it looked for all the world like a great
goose on four legs.

The exhibition wound up with " 20 minutes of fun, or
the Lancashire Races." In one minute they had raised
booths around the.arena. Crowds came to the Fair, four

funny fellows danced on a platform; the band played;
bells rang; the hand-orgau man was there; boys raced

in sacks, (tumbled down and couldn't

get up) ; with wheelbarrows; on donkeys;
Climbed a greased pole; and had just the

jolliest time that ever was. One grand race

of all the Lancashire lasses on horseback,

closed the performance. I need not say that

we enjoyed our visit to the Hippodrome.

THE LITTLE GLEANE R S.—Drawn and Engraved for (he A??ieiiea>i Agriculiumt.

swim in ; what extraordinary things they arc to look at.

The Bengal tiger was a magnificent animal. The
young men who had the animals in charge, were all kind

and polite, ready to answer any question to the best of

their ability, I asked the keeper of the tiger, if the

animal knew him, if it ever showed any affection; he

didn't think it cared for him more than any one else,

although it always purred like a cat when he fed it. Can
you fancy a tiger purring? "We would fain to have look-

ed longer at the funny monkeys, at the pretty birds, at

the camels, at the .^la^s-blowers making such graceful

pretty things, etc. But it was nearly time for the per-

formances, so we went tip the stairs leading to the main
building, and were Bhown to our seats. Avery fine band,

in gorgeous regimentals, furnished sweet music. The
Bignal was given, the drums were beaten aud the "grand

procession, '-The Great Congress of Nations." began its

march. First Great Britain was represented; "Queen
Victoria," clad in purple and gold, on a splendid car

drawn by tout horses. Earls, heralds, burse guards,

yeomen, dates, marquises, and princes, mounted, and on
foot, with their appropriate flags, in attendance. The
bandplayed "Rule Britannia," asthe royal corWgo passed,

gorgeous procession, filling the entire circle and two
rows down the centre. That alone was worth the price

of admission. But after that came the athlete who walk-

ed through rings, (catching his feet in one ring after

another), with his head hanging down! A net was
stretched under him to catch him if he fell, but I always

look at such exhibitions with my eyes shut. The wine
with Miss " Victoria," when she rode her velocipede,

from one end of the Hippodrome to the other,on the " lofty

wire." Then came races on horses, races in chariots,

monkey races i in ponies, " twenty-one horses at liberty,"

(no riders) ; they were led up to the judge's stand, and
at a signal they were allowed to start. Oh 1 how they

went, like the wind I '"Now the black is ahead! The
sorrel has passed him, black shoots ahead, neck and

neck with grey, wonder if they look like that, when
racing wild over the plains I Black is ahead again!

How will they ever stop these creatures? The judge taps

his bell, black has won the race; the attendants raise a

canvas across Hie track, and the wild arab steeds dart

under the curtain out of sight. The camel race was very

comical, I had never seen a camel inn before, and the

creature stuck out its long neck, and tumbled along so

Something About Dogs.
Who likes a dog? "I," "and I."—Oh

yes, of course, you all do. It seems to be a

part of boy nature to like dogs. Yes and
girl nature too, for the girls are quite as
fond of them as the boys, though perhaps
they like rather quieter dogs than the boys
do. Notwithstanding there arc some un-
pleasant things about dogs, we suppose they
will always be kept as domestic animals, and
that as long as there are boys and girls, each
will like his or her own pet, and think it the
best dog that ever lived. A stupid dog is a
very uninteresting thing, but there are many
dogs that are very far from stupid. They
show so much intelligence, that we do not
wonder that boys and girls become fond of
them. Many and many are the stories that

have been told of the intelligence of dogs,
and some of them do things, which almost
make us think that they know more than
some stupid people. Reading in an Eng-
lish journal, the ''Science Gossip" not long
ago, we came across the following, which
was given as something very wonderful
for a dog to do. A clergyman says:

"A gentleman residing in my pariBh pos-
sesses a fine animal, which he is accustomed
to send daily to the railway station for his

newspapers, the distance being about a
quarter of a mile. As soon as the train has
arrived, the dog takes the shortest cut across

the field to the station, and looks at the
Station-master in a knowing- manner, clearly

announcing the object of his errand. The
railway official duly delivers the paper to the

canine messenger, who forthwith takes it in

his mouth, and trots back again to his

master's house, with a degree of importance

which shows that he is fully alive to the

trust committed to his charge."

Now this did not seem to us as anything

so very strange, and we have no doubt that

many of our boys girls have seen dogs do
quite as smart a thing as this. And we
thought we would ask if it were not so. If

any of you can tell us any good dog stories,

that is those which show intelligence in the

animals, we would like to have them, and if

we think they are good enough, we shall

be glad to print them.—Who speaks ?

The J^itile Glcauers.
In this country we know little about

gleaners and gleaning. In olden times the

scattered ears of grain were considered the

right of the poor, who went after the reapers

and harvesters, and gathered them up for

their own use. Avery old custom indeed, for in the Mosaic

Jaw it was forbidden to reap the comers of the field, and
to gather the gleanings of the harvest, as these were for

the poor and the stranger. This Scripture custom was
kept up within recent times, aud the poor laborers in

Enrope regarded it as their right that their wives and
children should pick up the scattered grain. The privi-

lege was often abused, the gleaners not only taking the

fallen grain, but often pulling out that which was in the

sheaves, and the custom is now but little observed. In-

deed, with the reaping by machinery, there is but little

left for the gleaners, and they would not find much to

gather upon the modern wheat-field. The little ones in

the picture have no doxibt heard of gleaners, and may
have read in the Bible about Ruth, who "came ami

gleaned in the field after the reapers," and they are fol-

lowing the old custom just for fun. It may be that they

are .'leaning for their pet chickens, or for their rabbits,

but whatever they arc doing it for, they, with their bri

races and pleasant laughter, make the field much plcas-

anter than it would be without them. It is not well to

forget tfbout these customs almost as old as the race,

even if we have found out oilier aud quicker ways
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All governments have specially recognized the

usefulness of life insurance by making laws for its

wise direction, watching over it, encouraging and

fostering it, because uf the benefits it bestows upon

all communities. In fact it is the duty of all pub-

lic authorities, amongwhom the press is one of the

most powerful, to see to it that the system of life

Insurance 6hall be made as nearly perfect as possi-

ble, and that so long as it affords to the most help-

less members of a community absolute security

against those terrors of poverty which succeed the

death of their natural protectors, it shall be rigidly

upheld in public estimation.

Since their organization seventy-one of the lead-

ing life insurance companies of the United States

have had 47,253 claims presented to them, covering

$139,376,577.08 of insurance, of which 46,935, equal-

ing $137,625,376.76 insurance, or over ninety-eight

and three-fourths per cent, of all claims made, have

been paid on demand without litigation or contest of

any kind ; that 88 claims, covering $380,677.17 in a-

mount, have been paid after litigation upon the ver-

dict of a jury or by compromise, and 110 claims,

covering $513,232.15 of insurance, successfully re-

sisted, leaving 190 claims, covering $857,292 yet un-

settled.

The history of these seventy-one companies—and

they embrace nearly the wJole of the life insurance

companies in the country—is the history of life un-

derwriting In the United States, and it proves that

over ninety-eight per cent, of every claim made has

been promptly paid on demand, and less than two

per cent, contested in any way. Among these com-

panies is the United States Life Insurance Com-

pany. It Is one of the strongest as well as most

honorable of our life companies. It has never con-

tested an honest claim, and has made thousands of

widows' hearts sing for joy because of its timely

benefactions. It is a company whose foundations

are as solid and whose record is as clear as its re-

nown is wide.

BOYS & MIDDLE-AGED MEN
Trained Tor a Successful Start In Business Life, tnnght how
to pet :i Lining. Make Money, and become Enterprising, Use-
ful Citizens. Eastman Bustness Collegk, Poughkekp-
ei r, N.Y., On-the-Hodaon, the onlv Institution devoted to
tins specialty. The oldest and only practical Commercial
School, and only one providing situations for Graduates.
Kefers to Patrons and Graduates in nearly evei v cliv and
town. Applicant enter any day. Address for particulars
and Catalogue of 3.<i0o graduates in business.

11. G. EASTMAN, LL.D., Ponglikcepsie, N. Y.

WILL WIND;| AT

And Not
'Wear Out.

For sale bv Watchmakers, ''y mull, ~>0 cents.
J. S. BIRCH. 3; Maiden Lane, New York.

Money — lfrsiiiiM — lihowleilge. —
Learn how t" niak'- ffi >n«y ...nil gain knowledge near

Inline. bv selling "GOOD HOOKS FOR ALL." Sent! stamp
lor particulars to S. R. 1VFXLS, 3^9 Broadway, New
York.

" The Verdict."

GOOD CABLE SCREW WIHE
Boots ' and Shoes

BETTER THAN PEGGED or SEWED.

Consumers' Importing Tea Co.,

)

No. 8 Church Street,
f

P. O. Box 5,509. New York. City. )

This is a combination of capitalists to supply the consum-

ers of Teas throughout the United StateB on the mutual

principle.

"We have experienced agents In all the best districts of

China and Japan to select Teas especially for our trade.

VTc expect every consumer of Teas to render us all the

assistance they can in carrying out our enterprise, as we

make a specialty of SUPPLYING CONSUMERS ONLY
(and allow no middlemen to make any n*pflt on our impor-

tations), which will enable us to supply them with Teas at

prices lower than have ever been known, and of those fine

qualities that seldom reach the interior, being sold only In

the large cities and among the very wealthy.

Hoping the consumer will take an interest in our enter-

prise, and send at once for a circular with full explanations

of how to proceed to obtain our goods, we remain.

Most respectfully yours,

Consumers' Importing Tea Co.,

P. O. Box 5,509.

No. 8 Church Street,

New York City.

TiTOT\TT?V MADE RAPIDLY with Stencil and
alV^WlN J-J X Key Check Oiittlta. Catalogues and full par-
ticulars free, S. M. Spencer, 11.7 Hanover st., Boston, Mass.

Entered, according to Act of Congress, In January, 18.4,

by the Consumers' Importing Tea Co.. in the Office of the
Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. C.

&E0. A. PRINCE & 00.

ORGANS & MELODEONS.
The Oldest, Largest and Most Perfect Manufactory In the

United States.

54,000
[Now ill us'.'.

No other Musical Instrument ever obtained the same
popularity.

B3T" Send for Prlce-Llsts.

Address BUFFALO, N. Y.

Parents, reduce your SHOE
Bills two-thirds, by buying

SILVER-TIPPED SHOES.

S. B. Parsons & Sons offer at

Flushing, N. Y., Camellias, Aza-
leas, Roses, and Rhododendrons,
and other Trees and Plants.

GREAT WESTERN

PinSBORGH PA
Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, Pistols, Ammunition, Fish-

lng Tackle, etc. For Price-list, see page 157, April No. Am.
Agriculturist, or address, with stamp,

GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS,
2S3 Liberty St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

PRATT'SASTRAL OIL
absolutelySAFE.perfectlyodorless.
ALWAYS UNIFORM, ILLUMINATINGQUALITIES

5S U PER I OR TO GAS
BURNS IN ANY LAMP WITHOUT DANGER
OF EXPLODING0RTAKING FIRE
ll,/
»NUFACTUREDEXPRESSLYToDlSPLAC

r;

THEUS£oF

highlyvolatileand dangerous oils.

.tSSAFETYunderEVEHYpqssibletfst
1 ' AND ITS PERFECT BURNING QUALITIES ° •

ARE PROVED BY ITS CONTINUED USE IN OVER

500;ooo fWI-ies;
WHILEnqACCIDENT DIRECTLY or INDIRECTLY

HASEVEROCCURED FROM BURNING.
STORING OR HANDLING IT.

, THE MANY IMITATIDNSSCOUNTEflFfirs .,

ASTR
ALQILTlATHAVEBEEN THROWN

UNSUCCESSFULLYonTHEMARKETisFURTHERPHOOF

o?M superiormmr2

THE ASTRAL HAS NOW
A WORLD WIDEREPUTATION
asthe SAFEST anoBEST.

,HSURANCEC0MWjlESA
r
7oFlrUCDMMlSSIQN[RS

THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
RECOMMEND .PRATTS ASTRAL OIL

I AS THE BEST SAFEGUARD WHENLAMPSARE USED

CHS.PRATT8tCO-
ESTABLISHED 1770.

108 FULTGN ST. NEW YURK,

Self- Propel-

For Cripples
Can be easily

in or out doors,
ing the use of

Slate vonr weight
for illustrated
ierent styles and

Please mention
this paper.

7
.lil Cliairs

and Invalids

f
impelled, either
>y any one hav-
liands.

and send stamp
catalogue of dif-

prices,

S, A. SMITH,
No. 32 Piatt St.,

N. T". City.

PLUM TREES.
5O.C0O splendid two-year trees — cannot lie surpassed. If

equaled, by anything in this country.

CHERRIES AND PEACHES.
A large stock. Including nil ihe new varieties.
Also, a general Nursery Stork, verv fine. Semi for Pricej

List. NICHOLAS &, NKWSON, Geneva, N. Y.

Highest Premium (Medal) Awarded by AMERICAN INSTITUTE.

ASBESTOS PAINTS. ROOF COATING. CEMENTS. BOILER FBLTING, SHEATHING, and GENERAL MATERIALS
FOR ROOFING. STRUCTURAL AND OTHER PURPOSES. These materials are prepared ready for nte. on
bo eaclly applied by any one, and are put up for shipment to all parts of the world. LIBERAL INDUCEMENTS TO
GENERAL MERCHANTS AND DEALERS. BP" Send for descriptive Pamphlets, Price Lists, etc.

pateu,ee
E^^uVJa

i^
fact,,rer

'} ft W. J0BNS, 87 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
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DUTCH BULBOUS ROOTS DUTCH BULBOUS HOOTS.

SMALL FRUITS.
Our Autumn Catalogue of the above, beautifully

Illustrated witu many eiteAvln-ia ami a splendidly colored

lithograph of a Group of Double and Single
Hyacinths, will be ready for distribution Sept. 1st. A
copy will be mailed to all applicants inclosing Ten Cents;

regular customers supplied gratis. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS,

SEED, PLANT, & BULB WAREHOUSE,
34 Barclay St., New York.

P. O. Box No. 571?.

VICK'S CATALOGUE
of Hyacinths, Tulips, Lilies, and all

fALL PLANTING

^FOR THE HOUSeT3^

Now published for Autumn of 1874, and will be sent free M
all who apply. 32 pages— 50 illustrations.

Address, JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. Y.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,

CROCUS, LILIES,
and all oilier Bulbs for planting In

the Autumn ; also Eulb-Glusscs,

Fancy Flower-Pots, Fern-Cases,

Winter-Flowering Plants.

The largest and finest assortment
In the country. Price* moderate.
Descriptive Catalogue mailed to all

applicants ./>*«,

HENRY A DREER,
714 Chestnut St.

Flii lad rip liia. Pa.

New Early Peaches, Dagfch
Bulbs, New and Rare Plants.
Rivers' New Early Peaches, Early Beatrice, Early Louise,

and Early Rivers'. The earliest Peaches known, with a col-

lection of other new varieties of Peach raised \>y Mr. T.

Rivers—a fine Stock.

Beurre d'Assumption, Souvenirs du Congress, and "other

new Pears.

Dutch. Bulbs—Hyacinths, Tulips, Lilies, Narcissus, &c.
New and Rare Plants—Plants for Winter-flowering, &c.

Catalogues mailed on application.

JOIIA SAUL, Washington City, D. C.

Plants for Winter Flowering!

Plants for Florists' Stock.

We on>r Winter-blooming Carnations (fine) lor
20 cts. each; $ir..ui per 100—ready in Sept. Tuberoses,
started in pots lor winter-bloom, now ready at Bauie price.
Chinese Primroses. i'bl. white, $5.00 per doz.; Shv.-le,
fe.Ou p T doz. Smiln x. large roots. .0 cts. each : $1.0 1 per
do?: Seedlings ready m Oct. and Nov., at $4.00 per ion.

Violets, l'hl. Blue and Mane Louise, ?s.O < per 1 00. Be-
irania-.. Wiuter-bloominir, extra lanre. 25 cts. each; $^!.00

perdu/; small plant-*, $5.00 per 100. Callus* extra hirae,
$3.00 ner rinz,; voumr plants in Dee., $tJ.0u per 1 00. Bou-
\ in lii Davidson. i, tine. 4 In. pots, &i ctti. each J2.U per
doz. Cyclamen Persicum. a few 5-year bulbs, at *1.<>0

each; ireiiHTHl stock, 25 to n0 cts. each; $15.00 per 100.

Dwarf Pomegranates, IS cts. each; $pi.00 per 100.

Roses, tender suns, grown in pots for winter-blooming,
extras. ">» cf». eacli 3 to I Inches. '.'"> rrs. each ; $2.50 per doz.
Also our usual supply of young plants for mnil-
iuff, at 8 for Si.00. Early White Roman Hya-
cinths, .he ear.iest and best, for forcing, 20 cts each ; $1.50
per do/..; $'40'i per JflO. Also a large stock of extra size

plants ot Zonal Geraniums, Fuchsias, &'•. for
Fbirists' stock. Our -tork ia large, and we air bound to
sell. General Price List out In Sept. Good judges say we
grow the fluest Tuberose bulbs in .uncrica.

MASSEV & HUDSON,
Chestertown, Kent Co., Maryland.

P.S.— Belnc; about to abandon the vegetable seed-ziow-
Ing department, and devote our entire attention toFlowrs.
we otter for sab* about 400 hot-bed sashes, 3^x1 leet, at $2.50
each, delivered in Baltimore.

grape^yTnes:
LAP.UEST STOCK IX AMERICA. Exiraquallty.

Kcducod Prices. T. 8. nUBBARD, Frcdonla, S. T.

Currnntit, <Soo«e1»erric*4, IltM-wlliie
Raspberries, Orupe Vines. >uid Hurubhory,

very low. \VM. U. ilIOON, Jtoi rkvlitt, Hi.

J. M. T1IOKBSURX X. CO.,

15 John St., Xew York, an-
nounce the largest and tnosit

varied Ilniportation of Dutch
EStilbs ever received in this

marked. Catalogues on aij-

plication.

Surplus Stock.
PEACH— 1 year, fine, 523 to $03 per M.

CHERRY—2 year, line, $83 to $150 per M.

An immense Stock for Nurserymen and Dealers—at lowest

rates. See our

i Surplus Stock List.
THE DINCEE £. CONARD CO.,

Wholesale Nurserymen,
"West Giove, Chester Co., Pa.

Trees,

Vines,

Shrubs,

Plants,

Etc.

r.00,000 Apple, Pear, etc.

100,000 PencU Trees.
100,000 Grape Vines.
50,000 Currant Bushes.
500,000 Sweet Chestnut Trees.
10,000 Spanish " "

A CHESTNUT CIRCULAR FREE.
1,000,000 Evergreens, best la

market.

300,000 Deeiduous Trees and
Shrubs.

50,000 Itfnsnnlia Accuiuinatl,
one year, fine.

10,000 Tulip Trees, 6 to I'! feet.

2,000 Weeping Mountain Ash.
50,000 Rose Rashes.
A new Descriptive Catalogue and

Wholesale List free.
21st Year. 40 t Acres. II Greenhouse*.
Address, STORUS. HARRISON & CO..

Paiuesville, Lake Co., Ohio.

ROCHESTER
COMMERCIAL

NURSERIES

( Established, )

1 18SO. S

ETC If you wish to plant, send foronr
Vew Pri.e List per doz., ion, 1,000,

Autumn 1874—and save all commissions.
Try it. Address,

W. S. L.ITT1.E, Rochester, X. T.

FRUIT AND

ORNAMENTAL
LARGE STOCK. LOW RATES.

STANDARD PEAK-TREES A SPECIALTY.
AGENTS WANTED. Address

E. MOODY <fc SONS, Lockport; N. Y.
Niagara Nurseries, established 1SC3.

PEACH

TREES!
HOOPES, BRO.

Cherry Hill Nurseries.

A LAEC3 STOCK ol

old and new varieties ; also of

CHEIUTY, APPLE,
APRICOT, NECTAR-
INES, and SEEDLINGS

for Nursery Planting.

Wholesale List free.

& THOMAS,
"West Chester. Pa.

PEAE-TEEES FOE THE MILLION.
Largest stock in the West ; bin; assortment ; extra quality ;

nueked to go safelv anv diet nice. Satis action guaranteed.
Prb-ee low bv hundred or thousand. A lull assortment of
other trees, shrubs, plants, etc. Illustrated Catalogue mail-

ed free to applicants. R G. HANFORD,
Columbus Nursery, Columbus, Ohio.

60,000 Fruit Trees.
APPLE, '? to 5 rears—*10 to $50 per M.
PEAR, Standard, 1 year—-*50 n-r M.
Price-List free. HARVEY CURTIS,

Owego Nursery, Tioga Co., N. T.

EARLY~BEATRICE
-
PEACH"

Ripe here Jnlv 23. Jiuds for snip. Send for Catalogue of
Trees and Plants. WILLIAM PABRY.

Cinnaudnson, N. J.

APPLE SEEDLINGS.
Willi Gooso ami other Plum Trees. Peaches,

Applet, aud other "ur*. rr «tock in lirse crian'ttics. Ad-
drew THE TKBO >'UJ1S1SUIL3 CO., Ciluto.i, Jlo.

SENECA WHEAT,
Also called tiicClawson, Eureka, &Slauson.
ThisistheBKST "IVHITE WHEAT grown.
"We, have also a good stock of Trcaflwell, Fultz,

Di- hi. Fled Mn!::<ri;iinaii. and Other varieties.

Also PRIME AVHITE RYE, GRASS SEEDS
of all kinds, etc., etc.

For prices in large or small quantities address

R. H. ALLEH &, CO.,
189 and 191 Water St.,

P. Q. Box 376. New York City.

IMM1 I S REDUCED.
Iahp stock of -n tti" sew and pnnrl.tr PEACHES.EARLY BEATRICE. EARLY LOUISE) EAR-
LY RIVERS, EARLY ALEXANDER, »l«u tea
oilier new and well u-siud varicUt-s i>« pi-achef*, ofl'ered hy
no other nursery tins reason, a in out; which is a large
valuable well tested late pencil, rlpenlug two w ekn after all
other peach s me gone. I "w-i shipment*, of this peaeh were
made to Europe In IRI4, via rteamer from Baliiim.ie. Koih
lots arrived oui in tine order, a forty !»age [;at»logue, with
descriptions, testimonials, nnn much* valuable Information
of whin and how to plant, ailed free on application. All
kinds uf nursery slock furnished nl low rates. Address,

RANDOLPH PETERS,
Great Northern and Southern Nursery,

Wilmington, Delaware.

Geneva Nursery.
E 't

rli
,

e!

ied

400 Acres of Fruit and Ornamental Trees.

LARGE STOCK OF
Pear Trees—exrra size. Standard and Dwarf.
Pear '! rees—first class, Bve to seven fret.
Apple Trees—first class, standard and Dwarf.
Cherry Trees, Peach, Plum. Orange, Quince.
Grape Vines—New varieties and old approved sorts.

Large Stock of Tree Roses, grown bv us espe-
cially lor the trade. Fine formed heads. Our Trees and

, Plants are grown on heavy clay soil, which makes them
very hardy. AH at lowest prices. Catalogues free.

W. &. T. SMITH, Geneva , N. Y.

FOE THE FALL TRADE.
"Wc offer Draudyv.inc, Philadelphia, and Her-

stinc Raspberries, American Seedling Goose-
berries, 2 years, Conover's Asparagus, lHoSyears,
Norway Spruce, and Deciduotis Shrubbery in

variety. Including the new Hydrangea Paniculata, Also
Concord and Ivc. Granc Vines.

EV1ASSEY & HUDSON,
Chestertown, Md.

T~'i: offer for the fall of lS'A a
*' complete stock cf Trees and

Plant?. Our stock of Peaches,

Plums and Cherries is r e lai pest In

the United States, and our list of new
and rare fruits Is always full. "We arc

in a condition t> offer advantages,

and respectfully solicit correspond-

ence. Tun IIeikks NvnssBtES Co.,

Dayton, Ohio.

TO SOUTHBEN NUBSEBYMEN!
Our Inns experience in snpplvlng the wants* of Southern

Nurserymen, enables us to idler lor thid fall a stock of trees
unsurpassed f«>r the Southern market, standard and Dwarf
Pears, Apples, Cherries, Plums, Ac., &c, in almost end i ess
quantity, bend for Price Li?t.

NICHOLAS & KEWSOX, Geneva, N. Y.

STRAWBEKKY PLANTS
of the fainons Seth Boyden (No. SI) variety, mailed pre-
paid. at $1.2-i per n 0. Other kinds also. Send stamp for
Circnlar. Addi'fss K. P. I!OK (author "Plnv and Proflt in
.My Garden "), Highland Falls, Orange Co., N. T.

Dutchess Nurseries. (Established 1863.)
Fall price-lists now ready. All kinds of nnrserv and prei n-

honse stock. Walter "id Croron Grape Vim -. Doit n-
injr ciwu-iw-n-i.-s La Versaillaisc cm rants, ami Am.
Arbor Vitte -i^-eialtiL-s. in esverv low. Send lor Pi ice*
List. w. l. FEUR1S, JR.. & CO., Poughkeepsie, n, y.

STANDARD PEARS.
An Iinmonse nnniitcr nf pplendk. Irers. Several niork, >.t

<HfFei'ent sices. All ready tor T-i\ll tr;xdc. An ui.biokea
Block uf SuO,i i 0, ntiequalen in this conmrv.
Al^n, a smneral Nursery Stu k, very line. Come and see.

Send lor Price List.
McnOLAS & NEWSON. Geneva. N.Y.

Early Beatrice, Louise, and Rivers'
Peach Buds,

IN LARGE QUANTITIES AND MODERATE RATES.
FRANKLIN DAVIS & Co., Nnrecrymen,

Rlchmomt, va,

STKAWBEKRl FLAXT*
cf Hie choicest varieties for sale. Send stamp for Olrcnlar.
Aridrcss E. P. ROR nnthor Plav and Profit in My GardaD),
Highland Falls, near West Point, N. Y.

ROSES AM) SHALL FRPTTS BY MATT..
"CilJT^l? ) < naraloann of Fruit and Shade
l1 ItPiCj i Trees, Roses, Sinnll Fruits, Vines
aud IJulbs. Lowr-ofg. ,i > .

.. lerliiceraents
WM. II. MOON, Monnrillt. ra.

A«.K^rrs LOOK !—$12 a day made sellini;
fici^-ors sharpener mid "i]icr \v ires. Sample 35 rot. Cat"

, oluguefree. i. J. ILASTDJGs & CO., Woroeeter, Maes.
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IMPORTANT TO FARMERS,
PLANTERS, PRI1VTEKS, BREWERS, AND

ALL USING STEAM POWERS.

^jvx>:ei£so:iv'S

PATENT STEAM BOILER
AMD

KIPP'S NEW ENGINE.
Best and Cheapest in the World !

highest a."v*T-a.:R-:d.
Large Silver Medal nt American Institute Fair, fall of iSi", for

the best Portable Steam Boiler, 2 to 12 Horse Powers. Al*o, 1st

and HigliesG Premiums at seven Suite Fairs and Expositions.

THIS IS IVOT A FLUE 1UHL.KR.—It is a boiler within a boiler, the two connected together, and presenting an
Immense amount of beating surface to the Are, and also securing the Greatest Strength, Durability, and Effectiveness
ol any Steam Boiler yet introduced. Over 150 put in on trial, and never lost a sale.

»5 «o 3i» per Cent Saved in Furl—Five Sizes— -4 to 10 Horse Power.— 'Will raise steam from cold water
to fiu pounds pressure In into 12 minutes. Tlie Most Economical Combination Extant, Feeds Itself
from :i 'tank, and requires n« more attention Mian an ordinary stove, and is just as safe. The engine Is of the
simplest possible form ; the cylinder, lied, Frame, guides, and bearings, being all cast In one piece, can not get out of line.

Cheese and Ii utter Factni y Apparatus and Fixtures.
WHITMAN 6i BURRELL, Manufacturers and Dealers, Little Fnlls, N. Y.

BLAKE'S PATENT
STONE & ORE BREAKER.
New Pattern, with Important Improvements & Abundant Strength.

For reducing to fragments all kinds of hard and brittle substances, such as STONE
for making the most perfect MoADAM HO'ADS, and for making the best CONCRETE.
It breaks stono at trifling cost for BALLASTING RAILROADS. It Is extensively In use

in MINING operations, for crushing

[RON, COPPER, ZINC, SILVER, GOLD, and other ORES.
Also for crushing Quartz, Flint, Emery, Corundum, Feldspar, Coal,
Bai-ytcs, Manganese, Phosphate Rock, Plaster, Goanstoiic. oic.

For Illustrated Circulars and particulars, address

BLAKE CRUSHER CO., New Haven, Conn.
Persons visiting New York, can be shown a crusher in operation at 137 Elm Street.

33"V3S:E*.T IaA-XTST SHOTTJTIj3Z> ZATVZ3 -A. SET Ol"

mmrnm
Consisting of Four Widths and a Dress Dinder. Gent by Hail en Ecceipt of Trice,

ForSalebyall Sewing Machine Agents. 1 EJ ft PfifiriDIPILJ / 20s C!
"'

D Street, CHICAGO. ILL.
Jdrfricc, Only One Dollar.-^i. I II j L'i UUUUmulli t iC3 N.lOth St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

«SK5 Btiffii-'-
1-— -"*~

'

MEDAL. MACHINES.
YQ4& BIATS AGBCTITUEAL V0ES3.

^yiC!;KI>5:it Jfe 9IKI,ICK CO., .

P-jitentees and Manufacturers of
Railway, Chain and I.ever Horse Poweks, TnnEsriKKS
ani> Cleaners, Thresh rus and Shakers, Clover
Hfllrrs, Feed Cutters, Ithaca Wheel Horse
Eakes, Horsk Pitcmforkp, Shingle Mach-
ines, Straw Preserving Kte Thresh-

ers, &c, Ac.
Send for Circular. ALBANY, \\ T.

Slalladay's Improved

Wind-Mill.
TOET^rKCTLV Belf-Reffulatine. The
* Pest, Cheapest, most Humble and
Popular Mill made. Manufactured
unaer the Immediate supervision of
Inventor IS years. Two minion dol-
lars' worth now in use. Send for Cata-
ogue.

?
TJ. S. WIND ENGINE & PUMP CO.

Batavia, III.

HALL'S PATEXT IIISKIXG GLOVES.

nALF GLOVES. FULL GLOVES.

VERY GREATLY improved in form of tbeclawannd
the more complete shielding Of the pnrta subject to wear,

fSee cut*,) making tliein wear jive times as long, and doing
the work much faster and easier, than can be done vviib any
other busker. Made of (he very bent calf leather, (tanned
expressly,) In tour sizes; risilit and lefr banded. Samples
Bent pre-paid on receipt of price, naif Gloves, $1.25; Full
Gloves. $-.50 per nair. We also manufacture extra quality
plain calf working Gloves and Mittens. Price, pre-paid.
Mittens, $1.10: Gloves, ?1.;."» per pair. Liberal discount on
all our goods in quantities. Ask your merchant, or address

HALL HUSKING GLOVE CO..
145 So. Clinton-st., Chicago. 111.

wssmBm
•* EED Steamer
For full particulars, address

E\GLE, KELLER »fc CO.. Lancaster, Pa.

1LAVERACK College and Hudson Klver Inst., at Claver-
/ ack. N. Y. Opens Sept. 7. Alonzo Flack, Ph. D., Pres.

The Lightning Peach-Parer.

The only practical Peach-Parer made.
It pares Apples as well as the best Apple-Parers. Sold In

all large markets,

1>. H. GOODELL, Sole Manufacturer,
Antrim, N. H., and 99 Chambers-st., New York.

Alsomanuiacturer of Improved Turn-Table Apnle-Parera,
Lightning Apple-Pnrers. Climax Corers and Sheers, Ca-
boon's ISroadcast Seeu-Sowers, etc.

CIDER MILLS.

Address MARCUS P.

The most perfect.

Cider Apple Grinder

in use, in grinding fast

and fine, and giving

the best satisfaction.

Price, S40.

I have also the easi-

est, handiest, quickest

working, and most

powerful Press in use.

Send for Descrip-

tive Circulars.

SCHENCK,
Fulton, N. Y.

THE FARMER'S
Favorite Cider Mill.
P>ny no Cider Mill until you have examined the Farm-

er's Favorite.
It Is the best built, cheapest, and most durable Mill In

market.

It will produce 25 per cent morp juice from the
same amount of cheese, than any other mill manufactured.

Send for Descriptive Circular,
HIGGAJVUM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Higgnnum, Conn.

Straw Preserving Thresher.

Tllis Machine leaves the straw straight anri unbroken,
wlim it can again he put Into hundles.making it more valu-

alile for market. WHKM.Ei{& MK.L1CK CO., Sole Manu-
facturers, Albany, N. Y. Send for circular.

Carbonised Enamel
13 AS PURE AS CLASS.

The Bridgeport M'fg Co.,

OP BRIDGEPORT, CONST.

(Office, No. 8S Chambers St., New York),
flare the exclusive control of tllis valuable enamel, and are
using it to cover aU ol their celebrated

American Submerged Force Pumps.
They also en, "mel pipe inside and out, which delivers the

waier chemically pure. The Enamel Is composed of vege-
table matter, bake<i on so hard that a blow noes not break
it, and it resists acids that eat gold.

Gentlemen; I have examined the sections of Carbonized
Enamel Pipe submitted to me bv you. It is superior to any
pipe I have ever seen for resisting acids and conducting
water from springs or for use In connection with pumps,
etc. The Enamel adheres with astonlshintr tenacity, with-

standing even heavy blows; and the surface of tbe metal
where the enamel Is beaten off seems to he protected against
tbe ordinary action of water.

M. C. WELD,
Late Associate Editor Am. Agriculturist.

MIDGE t WOODS, JVo, SS Chambers St.. N. Y.,

nre the exclusive selling agents nf the TlrirlL'eport M'fg Co.
for the Licenses of States, counties, ami towns rights for the

American Submerged Suction and Force Pumps.
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Four ITew Books!
(FOR AGENTS.)

OUR FIRST HUNDRED YEARS-12 monthly
parte. 50 ots. each—3 parts now published.

Life 11 ii(4 Public Services of Cl&nrlca Sumner.
5th Edition. Reviser) and Enlarged.

Spirit of the Holy Bible*—Illustrated by the Old
Masters. 600 Illustrations. Text in English, French, and
German.
Muria Dlonk's Daughter. An Autobiography.
Send for terms, specimen pages, and Inducements.

UNITED STATES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
13 University Place, New York.

LIVINGSTONE IS DEAD.
For 30 years millions have intently watched the

pekiloi's si niggles ami uka.nd achievments of this world
eenowvkd Hero, nil now eagerly desire the Complete
Life History which unfolds also ihe wealth and ct rios-
itiksi>i a wild and wondisful country. It is now heady
and SKLUNU to beat everything. Moke Agents Want-
ed AT ONCE. For Particulars oi this, our superb NEW
illustrated BIBLES, and OCEAN'S STORY, address

HUBBARD BROS., Publishers,
Philadelphia, Boston, or Cincinnati.

AGENTS
WASTED

FOE THE CENTENNIAL
GAZETTEER OF THE

UNITED STATES.
Showing the gigantic results of the "First 100 Tears or the
Republic." Agents make $100 to $300 per month. Send for
circular. Z1EGLER <fe M'CIRDV,

Philadelphia, Pa.; Springfield,- Mass.

ACENTS g
WANTED £ 'TELL IT ALL'
By Mrs. Stenhouse of Salt Lake Cltv, 25 yenrs the Wifeof a

Mormon Hieh Priest. With Introduction by Mrs. Stowe.
Over 300 Outfits ot this new wot k were ordered bv old Agents,
In advance, who are now selling 25 to 4.i a day! fts sale is
without parallel. One lady sold 280 in one week. Terms Mir

;

sah-s positively Immense. We send Outfit free to anyone
who will canvass. Agents wanted ever t/wft ere. Circulars free.
Address. A. D. Woktiiixgton & Co.. Hartford, Conn.

OOl) AGIlVr WAITED in
every town or County, to receive orders from
Ranks, Business firms, Clergymen. Lawvers,
schools societies, and familie's. For writing
paper of every description, printed rote and let-
ter neads. Envelopes, etc., at prices fully one-

third below store rates. Lanre commission paid and
oruera (at the prices] ire easily obtained. Persons (both
Ladies and Gentlemen) who have received samples, are do-
ing a tine business, and absolutely conthol the trade of
their ni'iiiliborhood. A complete and extensive outfit
of samples, {worth $1), with price list, and full instruc-
tions, will be sent, postage-paid, on receipt of 50 cents.
$50 to $100 can be realized from them within ten days. Ad-
dress THE EMPIRE CITY PAPEi: COMPAN i\ 51 Liberty
street. New York. N.B.—Persons who do not care to accept
a regular agency, can obtain their own supplies free, by
getting up a club among their Immediate friends.

The best Work Ever Issued for Farmers is

BELL'S

Carpentry Made Easy,
It is useful to all who have barns, bridges, and out-

houses to build, as it treats on the science and art of

Framing on a new and improved system, with specific

instructions for building ISalloon Frames, Barn Frames,

Mill Frames, "Warehouses, etc.

Nicholson says of * Carpentry "
:

" "With an experience of

more than twenty-tour years at carpentering, I may say it is

the best work of the kind I have ever had the good fortune

to meet with. JOHN J. NICHOLSON."
Another Carpenter says : "It is just the book for a young

beginner."

PRICE, $5.00, Prepaid.

HOWARD CHALLEN,
Publisher, Philadelphia, Pa.

Schuckers' Life of

CHIEF-JUSTICE CHASE.
New York, July 10, 1874.

MeBsrs. D. Applkton & Co., Publishers.

Gentlemen : We are gratified to learn that the " Life and
Public Services of sAbMOK P. CHA«fi. Late Chlef-
Justlce of the United States." by Mr. J. W. Schuckers, and
lately announce'' by you. is on the eve of publication. We
hope it may find a large gale.

Mr. Schuckers' lone and close association with Mr. Chase,
in a confidential capacity, having been for many vears and
at his deatii his private secretary, peculiarly fits him, in our
Judgment, for writing a history of Mr. < has- 's Life.

We know that this book is improved bv ail the members
of Mr. Chafe's family, and those of his friends who have
examlm-ii advance sheets.

Very truly yours,
HIRAM BARNEY, Late Collector of Port of N. Y.
JOHN J. CISCO, I- ate Assistant Treasurer U.S.
CHAS. G. FKANCKLYN, Agent of Cnnard Line.
WILLIAM ORTON, l'n-s't Western Union Tt-d.

Sold by Subscription Ollly. Applicants for Agenclesshould
address "the publishers,

©W 1o S«*ll 4-ood IBookw tor All.
New InstmcliouB to Agents, now ready. Send Btamp

to S. It. WELLS, 389 Broadway, New York.
il

WEBSTER'S
POCKET DICTIONARY
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

Abridged from Webster's Quarto, illustrated with nearly
TWO HUNDRED Engravings on Wood. This volume em-
braces a careful selection of more than lS.OOOof the most im-
portant words of the language. The introduction contains,

besides the Pictorial Illustrations, Tables of Money*
Weight and Measure. Abbreviations* Words.
Phrases, Proverbs, Etc.* from the Greek, Latin, and
the Modern Foreign Languages, Rules for Spelling,
etc., etc.; making all together the most complete and
useful pocket companion extant. It is beautifully

printed on tinted paper, and bound in Morocco, Tucks, gilt

edges, $1. For sale everywhere. Sent by mail on receipt

of the price.

IVIS0N, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR. & CO.
PUBLISHERS,

138 & 140 Grand Street, New York.

Agents wishing steady employment should canvass for

WONDERS t°h
f
e GREAT DEEP.

A book ot absorbing interest, filled with valuable informa-
tion. Contain-- full accounts of Submarine Diving, Ocean
Telegraphy. Arctic Discoveries, Whale Fisheries, &c, Ac.
Selling rapidly; price low. Elegantlv Illustrated; hand-
somely bound. Quaker City Pub. Co., Philadelphia.

"Around we Tea-Table"
By Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, Author of "Crumb)
Swift Up," &c.

"A string of pearls."
" Not a dry line in it—all gems."
" Every page aglow."
" Will have a Million Readers"

SOLD OXLT BY SUBSCRIPTION.
Cowperthwait & Co., Philadelphia.

New Church Music Book,
Mr 1874,-1875.

mi sijyiiiin
By H. R. Palmer and L. O. Emerson,

the most successful Church Music Book makers of the day.
Will be ready in August, and will contain the usual Sing-
ing School Course, and a large amount of new and choice
music for Choirs, Conventions and Singing Classes. Spec-
imen Pages now ready, and will be mailed, post-free, on
application.

Price, $1.38, or $12.00 per dozen.

The Emersou New Method
FOR REED ORGANS.

ByL, O. Emkksox and TV. S. B. Matthews. $2.50. One
of the Newest and very best of the New Methods.

GUIDE IN THElRT OF SINGING.
By Geo. L. Osgood, $4.00.

New and very superior book for Voice Training.

Richter's Manual of Harmony.
Translated from the eighth German edition, by

J. C. D. PARKER. Price $3.00.

Prepared expressly for the Leipsic Conservatory, and is a
complete and reliable Grammar of Composition.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO., CHAS. H. DITS0N & CO.,

Boston. 711 B'dway, New York.

PIANOS

for Rent.

with Privilege of Purchase. We Rent
elegant.first-clas* Pianos at very mod-
erate rates, and allow the rent "to pay
for the instrument. By our new
rental svsiem a person can have from
Tico to Seven Years to pav for a
Piano. Anv responsible person wish-
ing a first-Class Piano on Easy Pay-

menU should send stamp for our new Illustrated Catalogue
with full particulars. Address

S. BKAINARD'S SONS, Cleveland, Ohio.

$2500 4-.VEAB
COMBINATION PROSPECTUS.

Represents 30 different nooks. Agents say ihis is the

BEST THING EVER TRIED.
The Books -ell themselves In everj family, and good men

can make a business for life In one county. AgentsWanted on these aim onr magnificent Editions ol Family
Bibles. Full particulars fr- application. Address

JOHN E. POTTER & CO . Publishers. Philadelphia.

BAIRD'S

For Practical Men.
Duncan's Practical Surveyor's Guide $1.25

Bullock's American Cottage Builder S.50

A Treatise on the Manufacture of Vinegar 5.00

YUle's School of Chemical Manures 1.25

Miss Leslie's Complete Cookery 1.50

Hughes' American Miller and Millwrights' Assistant. . . . 1.50

Painter, Gilder and Varnisher's Companion. 1.50

The Turner Companion
, 1.50

Orton's Underground Treasures 1.50

Smith's Practical Instructions in the Art of Dying 3.00

Sloan's Homestead Architecture 4.50

Wouler's Hand-Book of Minora' -.lysis 3.00

Smeaton's Builders' Pocket (\ i ,. cu
'

"... 1.50

Mechanics* lAmateur j Worksh p. 3.00

Grant's Beet-root Sugar and O :'. -'*^v o' tin; Beet.... 1.25

Bryn's Complete Practical DIsC'.Hw 1.50

And an Extensive Assortment of other
Practical and Scientific Books.

My new revised and enlarged Catalogue, 96 pages, 8vo.,

will be sent, free oi postage, to any one who will favor

me with his address. HENRY CAREY BAIRD,
Industrial Publisher, 40G Wainut-st., Philadelphia.

{When yon icrite mention the American Agriculturist.,)

Pamter9s Manual. — House and sign
painting, graining, varnishing, polishing, kalsomm-

ing. papering, loitering, staining, gliding, glazing, silvering,
trlass staining, analysis of colors, harmony, contrast, etc.
50 cts. Book of Alphabets, 50. Book of Scrolls and
Ornaments. $1. "Watchmaker and Jeweler's Manual, 25.
Taxidermist's Manual, 50. Soap-maker's Manual. 25.
Guide to Authorship, 50 Lightning Calculator, 25. Em-
ployment Seeker's Guide. 25. Of booksellers, or by mail.

JESSE HANKY ,\: I 0.,
119 Nassau st.. New York.

A I,.!,. FARMERS and land owners should
know what minerals are on their lands. For particu-

lars address YVM. L. BILLIN.
P. O. Box 2,841. Philadelphia, Pa.

FANCIER'S JOURNAL £J5£WSS*£
Rabbits, Dogs, Song Birds, etc. Send stamp for Specimen
Copy. Jos. m. WADE, Philadelphia, Pa,

Trees and Shrubs,
Camellias, Azaleas, Roses, Rhodo-
dendrons, &c, grown and offered in
large quantity by R. B. Parsons &
Co. , Flushing, L. 1 . Catalogues free.

BELLEYUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE.
CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIONS OF 1874-'75.
THE COLLEGIATE TEAR in this Institution embraces a preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular Winter Session,

and a Slimmer Session.

THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1371-1875 will commence on "Wednesday, September 16, 1ST), and con-

tinue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term. Instruction, consisting of didactic lectures on special

subjects and dally clinical lectures, will be given, as heretofore, by the entire Faculty. Students designing 10 attend the

Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the latter Is not re-

quired . During Hie Preliminary Term, clinical anil didactic lectures tcill be giren in precisely the tame n umber and order

as in the Regular Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday. September 30. 1874, and end about the 1st of March, 1875.

For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation, and other information, address the Secretury

of the College, Prof. AUSTIN FLINT, Jr., Bellevue Hospital Medical College.
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*-«js?sss>»The Fertilizer for Fall Crops.
COMPObED OF

Bones, Flesh) Blood) Calcined Bones) Phosphatic Guano, Potash, and Sulphuric Acid.

, Analysis on dry basis, April 9th, 1874 ; cargo, 349 tons ; Sell.

J
W. J. Parks ; by Dr. I. Walz, New York.

) Analysis oil dry basis, January 10th, 1864, by O. A. Liebig,

j Baltimore, Md.

Ammonia. 3.57.

Decomposed 1/liosphoric Acid, 14.57

Ammonia, SJ34.

Decomposed Phosphate, 25.68.

Aktitur Sherwood, Grower of Onions, etc., at "Westport, Conn., used three tons this sea-

son, and writes, .July 21st, 1874 :
*' Am satisfied, in my judgment, from what I have seen of Mapes*

Superphosphate that it is the best commercial fertilizer I ever used, and 1 have used nearly all, it"

not all. of those known in our State."
Herman Beardsley, of Danbury, Conn., writes, May 11th, 1S74, ordering a supply for this

season :
" I have used it for nearly twenty years. Almost every year I have tried other kinds, but

have not found as good results as from yours."
Santh 850 U* net. Analyses by Dr. tf. A. Liebig, of Baltimore, Md., Dr. I. Walz, New York, and other well known

TiV»ot.a1 Tnrlnpo chemists, and letters from farmers in all sections of the country, published in pamphlets. For sale
Jjluerai AUUUbO- ^y ue;ll-ly all Seedsmen, and Dealers in Agricultural Implements In New York.

Ifieilts tO Dealers. Address, CHARLES V. MAPES, 160 Front-st„ New York.

Price reduced to $50 per Ton. Packed in Barrels (250 pounds.) No Charge for Packages or Cartage.

BULBS
FOE

Present Planting

!

PLANTS
FOR i

Parlor Culture !

Onr Illustrated Catalogues of Dutch Svlbs, and
Flower Boots, and Piants for Boast Culture, now
ready and mailed free to all applicants.

Seedsmen, 35 Cortlandt St., Nexy York.

THE PULSOMETER.
The simplest, most durable, and effective

steam pump now in use. TV411 pump gritty
or muddy water without wear or injury to
its parts. It can not get out of order.

C. HENRY HALL & CO.,

20 Cortlandt Street, New York City.

Branch Depots :

Sndlmrv St., Boston, Mass.
7 Market Si., Philadelphia, Pa.

59 Wells St., Chicago, 111.

South Western Exposition. Xew Orleans, La.
Sll and 813 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.

THE DRILL OF THE PERIOD.

fe:
BMrS

The Superior Double Force-Feed

GRAIN DRILL
Has met with unparalleled success during the past two
years, and now stands without a rival In the Grain Drill
Ssmily. It is the only Double Force- Pern Drill in
thr world. Thousands of farmers who liave bought and used
ttic " StrrKGlOR," pronounce it entirely unequalled for per-
fection ot work, ease ol operating:, grain saving, time sav-
ing', and money making. Ihm't fail to examine it and com-
pare it with other Drills before purchasing.

THOMAS, LUDLOW & RODGERS,
Manufacturers, Springfield, Ohio.

Also exclusive manufacturers of the celebrated Im-
proved linckeyo and Champion Ciller Mills.
Sendfnr Circulars*

TO PURCHASERS
OF

VEGETABLE SEEDS
FOR

FALL SOWING!
Our circular of instructions, with List of best varieties

for above purpose, now ready,and mailed free on application.

SEEDSMEN & GROWERS.
35 Cortlandt Street, New York.

ARE YOU GOING TO PAINT?
OVER 300,000 HOUSES

PAINTED WITH THE

Averill Chemical Paint.

White and all the fashionable shades
mixed ready for use and sold

by the gallon.

EXTRACTS FROM OUR LETTERS.
Hon-. Jab. Nkolkt, Plttsbwcb* Fa.: "Altogether I And

the ' Averill * the cheapest and best."

Peter Henderson; Esq. :
" The ' Averill ' has proved su-

perior to lead and Oil."

C. "W. Spoonek, Treas., Cordage Co., PJyiuouth, Mass.:
" The ' Averill Chemical ' has proved good."

C. A. ALi.YN.Esq., Palmyra, N. Y.: " The 'Averill Paint

'

is as bright to-day ne when applied three years ago."

Hundreds of testimonials from owners of the finest resi-

dences in the country, with Sample Card of Colors, fur-

nished free by dealers generally, and by the

AVERILL CHEMICAL PAINT CO.,

33: Burling Slip, New York; or 133 East
River St., Cleveland, Olxio.

Branch Office and Factory : SCO West Street, NEW YORE.
Any Shade front Pure White to Jet Black.
A combination of the purest paint with India Rubber

funning a SMOOTH. GLOSSY, FIRM, DURABLE, ELAS-
TIC, and BKAUTIKUL Paint, unaffected by change of tem-
perature : is perfectly water-proof, and adapted to all classes
of work, ami is in every way a better paint for cither inside
or outside painting than any other paint in the world. Being
from one-fourth to one-third cheaper, and lastiDg at least
three times as lung as the best lead and oil paints.

Be sure <hnt onr TRADE-JUPK fa facsimile of
which is given abovej is on every Package.

Prepared ready for use, and sold bv the gallon only.
Then- has imviT been a paint idfered the public that has

become so popular (in the same time) and given as perfect
satisfaction as the Rubber Paint.
Send for sample card and testimonials.

WA. COVERT & CO.. PriHlnce
* Commissi on Merchants, No. 6S Pearl Street.

New York. "Quick sales and prompt returns." J5?~Send
forourweekly Prices-current and Marking Plate,_^J

State, County, and other Fairs for 1874.

State Fairs.
California Sacramento Sept. 21-26
Colorado Denver Sept. 29-26
Connecticut Hartford Sept. 22-25
Georgia Atlanta Oct. 13-24
Illinois Peoria Sept. 14-18
Indiana Indianapolis Sept. 7-Oct. 7
Iowa Keokuk Sept. 21-25
Kansas Leavenworth Sept. 7-11
Maine Lewiston Sept. 22-25
Maryland Baltimore Oct. 6-10
Minnesota St. Paul Sept. 8-12
Mississippi Jackson Oct. 26-
Montana Helena Sept. 14-21

Nebraska Omaha Sept. 29-Oct. 2
New England Providence, R. I Sept. 1-4
New Hampshire Manchester. Sept. 29-Oct. 2
New Jersey Waverly Sept. 14-19
New York Rochester Sept. 14-18
North Carolina Raleigh Oct. 10-19
Ohio Colnmbtis Sept. 7-11

Oregon Salem Oct. 12-17
Pennsylvania Easton Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Vermont Rntland Sept. 8-11
Virginia Richmond Oct. 27-30
West Virginia Clarksburg Sept. 22-24
Wisconsin Milwaukee Sept. 7-12

District and Union Fairs,
Antwerp Union Antwerp, N. Y Sept. 2- 4
Bianford Union Blanford. Mass Sept. 16-17
Cambridge City Cambridge City, Iud. . Sept. 18-21
Ct. River Valley Clarcmont, N. H Oct. 8-10
Ct. Stock Breeder's Ass.Hartford Sept. 23-25
Dcerfield Valley Charlemout. Mass Sept. 29-30
DeKalb Union Sandwich, III Sept. 22-25
District Fair Associat'n. Flora, 111 Sept. 29-Oct. 9
Dog River Valley Nortlifleld. Vt Sept. 15-17
Dubuque District Dubuque, 111 Oct. 19-25
Edinburgh Union Edinburgh, Ind Sept, 22-26

Ford Union Gibson City, 111 Sept. 1- 4
Fountain & Warren Attica, Ind Sept. 15-18

Fountain,Wa'en.&Vermillion. Covington, Ind. Sept. 22-25

Fulton District.. Avon Sept. 8-11
Gosport District Gosport. Ind Sept. 1- 5
Hartford Central Hartford, O Sept. 16-19
Hoosac Valley North Adams, Mass... Sept. 22-24

Indiana, North East'n.. Waterloo Oct. 6- 9
Indiana, South East'n. .Aurora Oct. 1- 5
Iroquois District Watseka, 111 Sept. 8-12

Jo Daviess Union .. ..Warren, 111 Sept, 22-25

Lamoille Valley Morrisville, Vt Sept. 16-17

Logan Union Atlanta, 111 Sept. 1- 5
Mad River Valley Waitefield, Vt Sept. 9-10
Marshall District Plymouth, Iud... Sept. 30-Oct. 3
Marshall Union Wenona, III Sept. 28-Oct. 2
Michigan Eastern Ypsilanti Sept. 29-Oct. 4
Mitchell District Mitchell, Ind Sept. 29-Oct. 3
Montgomery District.. Litchfield. Ill Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Mooresville District. .. .Mooresville, Ind Sept. 1- 5
Nebraska Southern Lincoln Sept. 22-26
New York Central Utica Oct. 6-10
Ohio Central Hartford Sept. 16-19
Ohio Central Mechanicsburg Sept. 1-5
OhioCentral Orville Oct. 14-1S
Ohio Northern Cleveland Sept. 14-18
Ohio Southern Dayton Sept. 29-Oct. 3
Oneonta Union Oneonta, N. Y Sept. 22-24
Palmyra Union Palmyra, N. Y Sept. 24-26
Pennsylvania, East Norristown Sept. 16-19
Perry Union Du Quoin, 111 Oct. 19-23
Phoenix Union Phcenix, N. Y Sept. 22-24
Prairie Farmer District.Francistown, Ind Oct. 22-25
Racket & St. Regis Valley. . Potsdam, N. Y. . . . Sept. 22-24
St. Lawrence Valley Fort Covington. N. Y.Sept. 9-11
Schenevus Valley Schenevns, N. Y Sept. 17-19
Susquehanna Valley Uuadilla, N. Y .Sept. 8-10
Switzerland&OhioDis'tEast Enterprise, Iud. .Sept. 8-11
Trenton Union Trenton, N. Y Sept. 8-10
Thorntown District Union Citv, Ind Sept. 21-26
Union City District Union City. Ind Sept. 15-1S
Vermillion District Danville, 111 Sept. 28-24
Wellington Union Wellington, O Sept. 22-25
White River Valley Bethel, Vt Sept. 2- 4
Whiteside District Morrison, 111 Sept. 8-11
Winfleld Union West Winfield, N. Y.. Oct. 6-

S

Wisconsin Northern Oshkosh Sept. 2S-Oct. 2
Wisconsin Southern... Janesville Sept. 29-Oct. 2

Industrial Fairs.
American Institute New York Sept. 9-Nov. 14
Aunsville and Lee Taberg, N. Y Sept. 16-18
Cincinnati Cincinnati. O Sept. 2-Oct. 3
Franklin Institute Philadelphia Oct. 6-31
Kansas City Kansas City, Mo .... Sept. 14-18
Louisville Louisville, Ky Sept. 10-Oct. 7
Richmond. Ind. Ass'n.. Richmond, Ind Sept. 7-12
St. Joseph Ind .St. Joseph, Mo Sept. 7-13
Wis. Industrial Ass'n .. Mineral Point Sept. 1-4
Wurthington, Ind Worthiugton, Iud Oct. 5- 9

Provincial Fairs.
GuolpU Central Gnclph, Out Sept. 14-17
Ontario Provincial Toronto Sept. 21-25
Ontario Western London Sept, 29-Oct. 2
X. S. Fruit Growers' Ass'n. Wolfville Sept. 16-17
N. S. Yarmouth Yarmouth Sept. 30

Horticultural Fairs.
Horticultural Concord, N. n Oct. 6-

S

Maine Pomological Portland Sept. 22-25
MassachusettHorticult'lBoston Sept. 15-18

Michigan Pomological.. East Saginaw Sept. 14-19

NewburghBay Newbnreh, N. Y Sept. 22-24

Pennsylvania Philadelphia Sept, 15-19

Worcester Hort Worcester, Mass.. Sept. 29-Oct. 2

Poultry Snows.
Bucks Co., Pa Doylestown Dec
Central New Yprk Utica

8-11
..Jan. SMS
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Connecticut Hartford Dec. 15-18

Eastern Pennsylvania. . Doj'lestowu Dec. 8-11

Illinois Peoria Sept. 14-19

Iowa Dubuque Dec. 15-1S

Lehigh Valley, Pa Jan. 5- 8

Maine Portland Jan. 12-lo

Maryland Baltimore Jan. 5- 8

Massachusetts Boston Jan. 27-Feb. 4

Mew England Worcester, Mass Dec. 1-4
Western New York. . . .Buffalo Feb. 10-17

County and Town Fairs.
MAINE.

Aroostook Honiton . Sept. 24-25

Cumberland Bridgeton Sept. 30-Oct. 1

Franklin Farmington Sept. 30-Oct. 1

Franklin, North Phillips Oct. 7-12
Knox Thomaston Sept. 22-24

Knox, North Union Common. . .Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Lincoln Newcastle Oct. 6-8
Oxford, South Paris Oct. 6-8
Oxford, East Dixfleld Village Oct. 6-8
Oxford, West Fryeburg Oct. 13-15

Penobscot, West Exeter Sept. 20-30
Piscataquis, West Abbot Village Sept. 30-Oct. 1

Sagadahoc Topsham Oct. 13-15
Somerset, West North Anson Oct. 6- 7
Washington Pembroke Sept. 23-24

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Canterbury Town Canterbury Oct. 20-21

Cheshire Keene Sept. 15-17
Contoocook Hillsboro' Bridge Sept. 22-23
Coos Lancaster Sept. 15-16
Grafton Plymouth Sept. 82-23
Hillsboro' Milford Sept. 15-16
Merrimack Concord Sept. 16-18

Strafford Great Falls Sept. 22-24

VERMONT.
Addison Middlebury Sept. 2-4
Caledonia St. Johnsbury Sept. 22-24
Franklin Sheldon Sept. 2-4
Washington Montpelier Sept. 22-24

MASSACHUSETTS.
Barnstable Barnstabie Sept. 15-16
Berlin Berlin Sept. 30
Berkshire Pittsfleld Oct, 6- 8
Bristol Taunton Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Bristol Center Myrick's Sept, 16-18

Essex Danvcrs Sept. 20-30
Franklin Greenfield Sept. 24-25
Grafton Grafton Sept. 24
Hampden Westfleld Oct. 6- 7
Hampden, East Palmer Oct. 13-14
Hampshire Amherst Sept. 20-30
Hampshire, Franklin,
ana Hampden Northampton Oct. 7-

Highland Middle-field Sept. 10-11

Hihgham Hingbam Sept, 23-24
Housatonic Great Barrington.. Sept. 30-Oct. 2
Marshfield Marshfield Oct. 7-9
Martha's Vineyard West Tisbury Oct. 6- 8
Middlesex Concord Sept, 20-30
Middlesex, North Lowell Sept. 24-25
Middlesex, South Framingham Sept, 22-23
Nantucket Nantucket Sept. 30-Oct. 1

Norfolk Readville Sept. 24-25
Plymouth Bridgewater Sept. 23-25
Worcester Worcester Sept. 17-18
Worcester, North Fitchburg Sept.
Worcester, Northwest. . At hoi Oct. 6- 7
Worcester, Southeast,. Milford Sept. 30-Oct. 2
Worcester, West Barre Sept. 24-25
Worcester, South Sturbridge Sept. 10-11

RHODE ISLAND.
Woonsocket Woonsockct Sept.

CONNECTICUT.
Fairfield Danbury Oct. 6-11
Guilford Guilford Oct. 7-
Milford and Orange. . . .Milford Sept. 29-Oct, 1

New Haven Meriden Sept. 23-25

New London Warwick Sept. 22-24
Ridgeficld Ridgefield Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Tolland Rockville Sept. 30-Oct. 2
Union Falls Village Sept. 8-10
Wallingford Wallingford Sept. 29-Oct, 2
Watertown Watcrtown Sept. 29-30
Woodbridgc & Bethauy.Woodbridge Oct. 7- 8

NEW TORK.
Albany Albany Sept. 22-25
Alleghany Angelica Oct, 6- 7
Broome Whitney's Point Oct. 9-11

Cattaraugus Little Valley Sept, 15-17
Cayuga Auburn Sept, 29-Oct. 1

Cayuga Moravia Sept. 24-26

Chautauqua Jamestown Oct. 22-25
Chemung . .Elmira Sept. 23-26
Chenango Norwich Sept. 29-Oct, 1

Chenango Sherburne Sept, 22-24
Clyde Clyde Sept. 24-26
Columbia Chatham Village Sept. 16-18
Cortland Cortland Sept. 10-17
Delaware Delhi Sept. 16-18
Dutchess Rbinebeck Sept. 15-17
Dutchess Washington Hollow.. Sept, 8-10
Edmeston &Burlington.Ednieslon Sept, 9-11
Erie White's Corners Sept. 22-24
Essex West port Sept, 29-Oct. 1

Excelsior Brush's Mills Sept, 15-17
Franklin.. Malonc... Sept. 20-Oct. 1

Genesee Batavia Sept. 10-11
Greene Cairo Sept. 23-24
Hampton Westmoreland. . .Sept. 30-Oct. 1
Hudson Columbia Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Iroquois Versailles Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Lewie .., Lowville Sept. 15-17
Madison Brookfleld Sept. 29-30
Madison East Hamilton Sept, 15-17
Madison Lenox Sept, 29-Oct. 2
Montgomery Fonda Sept. 22-23

Niagara Lockport Sept. 24-25
Oneida Boonville Sept. 7- 9
Oneida Rome Sept. 21-26
Oneida Vernon Sept. 15-16

Oneida Westmoreland Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Onondaga Indian Reservation.. .Sept. 17-19

Ontario Canandaigua Sept. 30-Oct, 2
Orleans Albion Sept. 25-26

Oswego Mexico Sept. 22-24

Oswego Oswego Falls Sept. 20-Oct. 1

Otsego Cooperstown Sept. 14-16

Otsego Garratlsville Sept. 16-18

Otsego Otego Sept. 23-25

Queens, Mineola Oct. 7-9
Richland Sandy Creek Sept. 15-17
Sangerfield & Marshall. Watcrville Sept. 17-18
Saratoga Saratoga Spriugs Sept. 1- 4
Schenectady Schenectady Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Schoharie Schoharie Sept, 15-17

Schuyler.* t Watkins Oct. 8-10
Senec .£ A Ovid Sept. 29-Oct. 1

si
fo" fi>'/.' Bath Sept, 30-Oct. 2

St.- „ nricf ,ce Canton Sept. 15-17
St. Lawrence Gouyeuneur Sept. 8-10
St. Lawrence Waddington Sept. 8-10
Sufi'. .11; Riverhead Sept, 30-Oct. 2
Tinga Owego Sept, 16-18
Tompkins Dryden Oct, 1- 2
Union Ballslon Sept. 7-11
Union Trumansburgh Sept. 23-25

Valley Point Cuba Sept. 22-25
Warren Glen's Falls Sept. 1-4
Washington Sandy mil Sept. S-ll
Westchester White Plains Sept. 15-19

Wyoming Warsaw Sept. 22-23

Yates Penn Yan Oct. 6- 8

NEW JERSEY.
Burlington Mt. Holly Sept. 29-30
Monmouth Freehold Sept, 8-10
Somerset Somerville Sept. 29-Oct. 1

PENNSYLVANIA.

Berks Reading Sept. 8-11
Centre Bellefohte Oct. 6- 9
Chester Oxford Sept, 30-Oct. 3
Chester Westchester Sept. 30-Oct. 3
Columbia Bloomsbiirg Oct. 14-16
Fayette Brownsville Sept. 16-18
Greene Carmichael's Sept. 16-18
Greene Wayncsburgh Sept. 30-Oct, 1

Lehigh Allentown Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Luzerne Pittston Oct, 6-8
Lycoming Williamsport Sept. 23-25
Northampton Nazareth Oct, 6- 9
Northumberland Sunbnry Sept. 29-Oct, 2
Oxford Oxford Sept. 30-Oct, 2
Schuylkill Pottsville Oct. 6- 9
Susquehanna Montrose Sept. 16-13
Washington Washington Sept. 30-Oct. 1

Westmoreland . Greensburg Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Wyoming Nicholson Sept. 30-Oct. 2

OHIO.

Allen , Lima Sept, 29-Oct. 2
Ashtabula Conneaut Sept. 23-25
Ashtabula Jeffersou Sept. 9-11

Athens Athens Sept. 17-19

Belmont St. Clairsville Sept. 15-18

Brown Georgetown Sept. 8-11
Butler Hamilton Oct. 6
Carroll Carrollton Sept. 22-24
Champaign Urbana Sept, 29-Oct. 2
Clermont Boston Sept. 15-18

Clinton Wilmington Sept. 10-13
Clyde Clyde Oct. 7-8
Columbiana New Lisbon Sept. 22-25
Coshocton Coshocton Sept. 15-18
Crawford Bucyrus Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Cuyahoga Chagrin Falls Sept. 1- 4
Darke Greenville , Sept. 22-25
Defiance Defiance Oct. 6- 9
Delaware Delaware Sept. 30-Oct. 2
Erie Sandusky Sept, 22-25
Fayette Washington C. H Sept. 1- 4
Franklin Columbiis Oct. 6-9
Fulton Ottokce Sept. 22-25
Gallia Gallipolis Sept. 23-25
Geauga Burton Sept. 23-25
Greene Xenia Oct. 7-9
Guernsey Cambridge Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Hamilton Carthage Sept. 1- 4
Hancock Findlcy Sept. 30-Oct, 3
Hardin. Kenton Oct. 6- 9
Harrison Cadiz Sept. 30-Oct. 2
Highland Hillsboro Sept. 30-Oct. 3
Holmes Millersbnrg Sept. 23-25
Huron Norwalk Sept, 29-Oct. 2
J.fferson Smithficld Sept. 23-25
Knox Mt. Vernon Sept. 29-Oct, 1

Licking Newark Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Logan Bellcfontaine Sept, 29-Oct. 2
Lorain Elyria Sept. 30-Oct, 2
Lucas Toledo Sept. 22-24

Mahoning Canficld Oct. 6-8
Marion Marion Oct. 6- 9
Medina Medina Sept, 30-Oct. 2
Mercer Celina Sept. 16-18
Montgomery Dayton Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Morgan McConnellsville. . . Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Morrow Mt, Gilcad Sept. 23-25
Muskingum Zanesville Oct. 6-9
Ottawa Port Clinton Sept, 29-Oct. 2
Paulding Paulding Sept, 30-Oct. 2
Perry New Lexington Oct. 14-17

Preble Eaton Sept, 20-Oct. 2
Ross Chillicothe Sept, 2- 4

Sandusky Fremont Sept. 30-Oct, 3
Seneca Tiffin Sept, 23-25

Shelby Sidney Sept. 22-26
Stark.' Canton Sept, 29-Oct. 2
Summit Akron Oct. 6- 9

Trumbull Warren Sept. 9-11

Tuscarawas Canal Dover Sept. 89-Oct. 2
Union Marysville Oct. 7-9

Van Wert Van Wert Sept. 24-26
Warren Lebanon .... Sept 23-25
Washington Marietta Sent' 23-25
Wayne Wooster Oct. 6-8
^\ illiams Bryan Sept. 22-25
Wyandot Upper Sandusky Oct. 6- 9

INDIANA.

Allen Fort Wayne Sept. 8
Boone Lebanon Oct. 5- 9
Boone Thornton Sept, 21-26
CasB Logansport Sept, 7-12
Clinton Frankfort Sept. 15-18
Coles Charleston Sept, 16-19
Davies Washington Sept. 29-Oct. 3
Delaware Muncie Sept. s-10
Dubois Jasper Sept. 15-19
Fayette Connersville Sept. 1- 4
Fall Creek Pendleton Sept. 8-11
Franklin Brookville Sept. 22-25
Fulton Rochester Sept. 24-26
Grant Marion Sept. 29-Oct, 2
Greene Linton Sept. 15-19
Gibson Princeton Sept. 15-19
Hamilton Cicero Sept. 22-25
Harrison Corydon Sept. 15-18
Howard Kokomo Sept. 15-19
Huntington Huntington Sept. 22-25
Jackson Seymonr Sept. 10-13
Jasper Rensselaer Sept. 8-11
Jay Portland Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Jefferson North Madison Sept, 21-25
Johnson Franklin Sept. 15-19
Knox Vincennes Oct. 5-10
Lagrange Lagrange Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Lake Crown Point
Laporte Laporte Sept. 21-25
Lawrence Bedford Sept. 15-18
Madison Anderson Sept. 1- 4
Marion Valley Mills Sept. 3-5
Marshall Plymouth Sept. 30-Oct. 3
Monroe Bloomington Sept. 15-18
Morgan Martinsville Sept. 8-12
Parke Bloomingdale Oct. 8-12
Perry Rome Oct. 5-8
Pike Petersburg!) Oct. 1-5
Porter Valparaiso Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Posey New Harmony Sept. 8-11
Putnam Russell ville Aug. 31-Sept. 6
Randolph ..Union City Sept. 15-18
Rush Rushville Sept. 8-12
Starke Knox Oct. 1-3
Tippecanoe Lafayette ..Aug. 31-Sept. 5
Vanderburgh Evansville "Sept. 21-26
Vermillion Newport Sept. 15-19
Vigo Terre Haute Sept. 1- 5
Wabash Wabash Sept, 16-18
Warrick Boonville Sept. 29-Oct. 3
Wells Bluffton.

.
, Sept, 23-26

ILLINOIS.
Brown Mt. Sterling Sept. 22-24
Bureau Princeton Sept. 8-11
Carroll Mt. Carroll Sept. 1-4
Cass Virginia Sept. 1- 4
Champaign Champaign Sept. 8-10
Clay Louisville Sept. 14-19
Coles Charleston Sept. 16-19
Crawford Robinson Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Cumberland Majority Point Sept. 23-26
De Kalb Sycamore Sept. 29-Oct. 2
De Witt Clinton Sept. 8-11
Douglass Tuscola Sept. 8-11
Du 1'age Wheaton Aug. 31-Sept. 2
Edgar Paris Sept, 8-12
Edwards Albion Sept, 22-24
Effingham Effingham Oct. 6- 9
Fayette Vandalia Sept. 23-25
Ford Paxton Sept. 30-Oct. 2
Franklin Benton Sept, 29-Oct. 4
Fulton Ayon.-. Sept. 8-11
Gallatin Shawneetown Sept. 29-Oct. 3
Greene Carrollton Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Henderson — Biggsville Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Iroquois Onarga Sept. 20-Oct. 2
Jasper Newton Sept. 30-Oct. 2
Jefferson Mt. Vernon Sept 22-25
Jersey Jerseyville Oct. 13-16
Jo Daviess Galena Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Kendall Bristol Sept. 1-4
La Salle Ottawa Sept. 8-11
Lawrence Lawrenceville' Oct. 8- 9
Lee Dixon Sept. 1- 4
Lee Ogle Sept. 8-11
Livingston Pontiac Sept. 22-25
Logan Lincoln Sept. 7-12
Macon Decatur Sept. 1-4
McDonough Macomb Sept. 1-5
McHcnry. Woodstock Sept. 22-25
McLean Bloomington Sept. 8-11
Macoupin Carli nville Sept, 21-25
Madison Edwardsville Sept. 28-Oct. 2
Marion Salem Sept. 15-18
Mason Havana Sept. 29-Oct. 2
Menard Petersburg Sept. 8-11
Mercer Aledo Sept. 29-Oct, 2
Montgomery Hillsboro Sept. 15-18
Morgan Jacksonville Sept. 8-11
Moultrie Sullivan Sept. 29-Oct, 2
Ogle Oregon Sept. 8-11
Piatt Monticello Sept, 16-18
Pike Pittsfleld Sept. 8-11
Pope Golconda Oct. 8-11
Putnam Hennipin Sept. 22-24
Rock Island Rock Island Sept. 1- 4
Sangamon Springfield Sept. 21-24
St. Clair Belleville Sept. 8-11
Schuyler Rnshville Sept, 29-Oct. 2
Bhelby Shelbyville Sept. 1- 4
Stark' Toulon Sept, 22-25
Stephenson Freeport Sept. 7-10
Union Jonesboro Sept, 15-18
Vermillion Catlin Sept, 8-11
Wabash Mt. Carmel Sept. 28-Oct. 2
Warren Monmouth Sept. 2e-25
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Wayne Fairfield Sept. 15-18

Will Joliet Sept. 8-11

Williamson Marion Oct. 6- 9

Winnebago Rockford Sept. 1-4
Woodford Metaniora Sept. 2- 4

MICHIGAN.
Branch Sept. 23-26

Baton Charlotte Sept. 22-24

Ottawa Berlin Sept. 22-24

Sanilac Lexingtou Oct. 7- 8

VanBuren Paw Paw Sept. 23-25

WISCONSIN.
Adams Friendship Sept.

Buffalo Alma Sept.

Clark Neillsvillo Sept
Columbia Portage Sept. 29-

Dane Madison Sept.

Fond du Lac Fond du Lac Sept.

Grant Lancaster Sept.

Green Monroe Sept.
Jefferson Jefferson Sept.

Kewaunee Kewaunee Sept.

Lafayette Darlington Sept.
Lodi Lodi Sept.

Marathon Wausau Sept.
Monroe Monroe Sept.
Outagamie Appleton Sept.
Portage Amherst Sept.
Richland Richland Center Sept.
Ripon Ripon Sept.
Rock Beloit Sept.
Sauk Baraboo . Sept.
Sheboygan Sheliovgan Falls Sept.
Shullsburg Shullsburg Sept
Walworth Elkborn Sept. 20-

Waukesha Waukesha Oct.
Waupun Waupun Oct.

MINNESOTA.
Blue Earth Garden City Sept.
Meeker Litchfield Oct.
Scott Jordan Sept.
Wabashaw Wabashaw Sept.

29-30
22-24
15-17
Oct. 1

22-21
22-24
2- 4

23-21!

23-25
24-20
17-19
15-18
24-86
22-24
22-21
82-24
lfi-18

15-17
15-17
14-10
10-18
10-12
Oct. 2
7- 9
1- 3

17-19
7- 9
2- 3

28-2!)

IOWA.
Allamakee Waukon Sept. 22-24
Guthrie Guthrie Centre Sept. 2- 4
Jones Monticello Sept. 2- 4
Kossuth Algona Oct. 7- 8
Lyon Rock Rapids .Sept. 16-18
Polk Des Moines Sept. 4-17
Tama Toledo

MISSOURI.
Adair Kirksville Sept. 15-18
Boone Columbia Sept. 9-18
Boone Sturgeon Sept. 1-5
Cape Girardeau Cape Girardeau Sept. 1-0
Clark Waterloo Oct. 7-10
Holt Oregon Sept. 1-5
Louisiana Louisiana Oct. 13-1S
Macon Macon Sept. ls-m
Nodaway Maryville Sept. 15-19

Platte Platte Aug. 31-Scpt. 4
Putnam Uuionville Oct. 1- 3
St. Francois Farmington Sept. 15-20

St. Louis St. Lotus Oct. 5-11
Washington Potosi Sept. 1-5

KANSAS.
Allen Iola Oct. 7-10
Anderson Gamett Sept. 10-18
Atchison Atchison Sept. 4- 7
Brown Hiawatha Sept. 24-20
Butler Sept. 22-25
Coffey Burlington ... Sept. 23-25
Cowley Winfield Sept. 1-3
Cherokee Baxter Springs Sept. 23-25
Crawford Girard Oct. 7- 9
Dickinson Enterprise Sept. 23
Franklin Ottawa Sept. 23-20
Greenwood Eureka Sept. 22-24
Harvey Newton Sept. 3- 4
Jackson Holton Sept. 2- 4
.'.yon Emporia Sept. 22-25
4iami Paola Sept. 23-26
ifltchell Beloit Sept. 23-26

j Montgomery Independence Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Ottawa Minneapolis Sept. 23-25
Pottowatomie Louisville Sept. 28-30
Riley Manhattan Sept. 29-Oct, 2
Republic Sept. 16-18
Shawnee Topeka Sept. 23
Smith Smith Centre Sept. 24-25
Wabaunsee Alma Sept. 30-Oct. 1

Washington ... Washington Sept, 15-17

NEBRASKA.
Cass Plattsmouth Sept. 15-17
Cuming West Point Sept. 10-12
Dodge Centralia Sept. 1-3
Douglas Omaha Sept. 23-26
Gage Beatrice Sept. 10-18
Johnson Tecumseh Sept. 23-25
Madison Norfolk Sept. 23-25
Nemaha Brownville Sept. 23-25
Otoe Syracuse Sept. 16-19
Sarpy Papillion Sept. 15-17
Seward Seward Oct. 7-9
Washington Blair Sept. 10-18

KENTUCKY.
Bourbon Paris Sept. 1-5
Fleming Mt. Carmcl Sept. 15-23
Henderson Henderson Oct. 12-16
Jefferson .Louisville Sept. 1-5
Mason and Bracken Oct. 6-10
Marion Lebanon Sept. 8-12
Mason Gcrmantown Oct. 6-12
Owen New Liberty Oct. 12-17

TENNESSEE.
Greene Grccnevillc Sept. 23-25
Washington Johncsborough....Sept. 30-Oct. 2

" UP FOR REPAIRS,''
A Beautiful, New Picture for Every Subscri-

ber to the

American Agriculturist

FOR 1874.

An exquisite Oil Painting by the celebrated

American Painter, Mr. B. F. Reinbart, executed

expressly for the American Agriculturist and entitled

"UP FOR REPAIRS,"
has been most successfully reproduced in Chromo
by the well-known firm of Bencke & Scott. It is a

picture of a scene in childhood, which many will

recognize as what they have themselves witnessed

or been actors in, aud can not fail to please both

old and young.

The Publishers will give this beautiful Chromo

To Every Subscriber

to this paper for the year 1874 received after this

date, as detailed below. It is ready for im-
mediate delivery at 3415 Broadway,
Free of Charge.

If to go by mail, 10 cents must be sent to

cover cost of packing and postage. For 25
cents it will be mounted. Varnish-
ed, Paclcetl, and sent Post-paid.

Hf. B.—The Chromo will be delivered:

At the Office, Unmounted, Free.

" " " Mounted, 15 cents extra.

Sent by Mail, Unmounted, 10 cents extra.

" " " mounted, 25 cents extra.

We advise all to have them mounted before leaving

the office, as in the large quantities we put up we
are able to mount them for a quarter of the cost of

doing it siugly, and better than it can usually be

done elsewhere.

The picture is designed for every subscrib-
er upon the terms stated above, which please read

carefully; and on these terms all are alike entitled

to it, whether their names come singly at $1.50

each, or in Clubs of Four for 85, or Clubs of Ten at

$1.20 each, or in Clubs of Twenty or more at $1

each. Subscribers iu Premium Clubs will also

thus be cutitlcd to it.

I^y Hf. B.—A few of the beautiful pictures

entitled " Mischief Brewing," which have been

given to so large a number of subscribers, are still

in stock, and, while any remain, subscribers to the

American Agriculturist can have their choice be-

tween this and the new Chromo "Up foe Re-

pairs "
; but the choice must be named at time of

subscribing. ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

Money
IN THE GARDEN.

A VEGETABLE MANUAL,
PHEPAEED WITn A VIEW TO

ECONOMY AND PROFIT,
BY P. T. QUINN,

PRACTICAL HOKTICTJLTUKIST.
In this work the author aims to give, in a plain, practical

Btyle, instructions on three distinct although closely con-
nected branches of gardening—-the kitchen-garden, market-
garden, and field culture; the only and sufficient credentials

For the fitness of his undertaking being a successful practical
experience for a term of years.

CONTESTS.
Chapter I. Monev in

the Garden.
" II. Hot-beds.
" III. Artichoke.
" IV. Beans.
" V. Cahbages.
" VI. Egg-Plants.
" VII. Lcttnee.

Chapter XV. List of Seeds.

PRICE, POST-PAID --------

Chapter VIII. Melons.
" IX. Onions.
" X. Parsley.
" XI. Radishes.

XII. Salsify.
" XIII. Tomatoes.

XIV. F o r c i n !

Houses.

$1.50

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

Beckwith

Sewing Machine
ONLY $20.

We have offered as a Premium, and also for sale, for

more than a year past, the Beckwitli Sewing
Machine, which has been fully described ia previous

numbers of this paper. We have already £iven and sold

more than one thousand of these machines, and testi-

monials of satisfaction have come from every quarter.

The Beckwitli Sewing Machine Company has from

time to time added improvements to their original Ma-

chines, which have been sold for $19. They now manu-

facture only

THE BECKWITH PORTABLE
FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.

PRICE 820.

Enlarged and Improved. Its Weight is 7 Pounds.

PORTABLE FAMILY MACHINE.

A new and very simple braiding-foot has been made,
by which a child can sew on braid without the least

trouble, following any desired pattern with ease ; also a
new arm, spiral spring and lever for raising the presser-

foot, all of which are now set in a position that leaves

the needle free to be threaded. The joint is much en-
larged, and the machine is otherwise greatly strengthen-
ed and improved. The use of the braider-foot alone will

be valued more than the cost of the machine.

The $3© Portable Family Machine
Comprises all the excellencies of the former machines,
with many valuable improvements. Its size and power are
increased, and its capacity thus very much enlarged,without
impairing its portability. There have been added cam and
eccentric movement, a balance-wheel, and also an oscillat-

ing needle-clamp, by which the length of stitch can with the

greatest ease be etianged to the finest shade of variation

without touching the needle.

Each of these machines is put in a neat, compact
box, with hemmer and guide, oil-can with oil, thread,

different-sized needles, etc., with full Printed Directions
for using.

To any one sending us $20, we will send one of the Machines
(packed in a neat, portable case, with handle to carry it

easily), expressage to be paid by purchaser.

Xhe Machine as a Premium.
We will give one of these $30" machines to

any one who will collect and forward to us
Thirty Subscribers to American Agriculturist
for one year at $1.50 each, or One Hundred
at $1 each, cxprcssnge on the Machine to be
paid by the recipient of it.

5^- Almost any lady can readily secure the small

number of subscribers required to get this Machine as

described above ; or some friend can thus obtain it for

her as a present.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Bboadwat, New York.
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TREES, Etc.
AUTUMN OF 1874.

We invite the attention of Planters and Dealers to our
large and complete stock of

Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees.
Grape Vines. Small Fruits.
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses.
New *fc Hare Fruit & Ornamental Trees.
Everffi-eeus and Bulbous Hoots.
New «S Hare Green & Hot House Plants.

Small parcels forwarded by mail when desired.

Prompt attention given to all inquiries.

Descriptive and Illustrated Priced Catalogues sent prepaid
on receipt of stamps, as follows :

No. 1—Fruits, 10c. No. 2—Ornamental Trees, 10c.
No. 3—Greeuliouse, 10c. No. 4— Wholesale, Free.

Address
MrtMim. ELLWANGER & BARRY,

Mount Hope Nurseries, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Philadklphia, June 11, 1«74.

N. Guilbert, Gwynedd, Pa.—Enclosed is sample of wool
of a yearling ewe, bred from the ewe Cotswold that I order-
ed from you for Mr. Keller, at Akron, Pa. ; the wool of the
yearling weighed 16k lbs., and speaks very well for your
stock. He intends bavins it advertised in the Lancaster
newspapers. He sold all his other sheep.

Yours, etc., A. K. FliASEH, No. 415 S. Second St.
Always on hand and for sale, Cotswold Sheep, Snuthdowns,

Blooded Live Stock, Horses, Cows, Calves, Swine, Geese,
Ducks, Turkeys, Fancv Fowls, Peacocks, Doss, Maltese
Cats, Itabbits, Guinea Pigs, White Mice. Deer, Swan, Pigeons,
etc. A noble pair of thoroughbred Mastitis, and an elegant
English Greyhound Dog. wanted—Deer, Swan, and Wild
Geese. N. GUILBERT, Evergreen Farm, Gwynedd, Pa.

Stephen Hoyt & Sons,
NEW CANAAN, CONN.,

Offer for sale a very large and superior stock of

FRUIT AND OMAMISKTAL TREES,
consisting largely of Apple and Peach Trees. Also,

Cherry, Pear, and Plum Trees.
A splendid lot of Concord, and other Vines, one and

two years old.

75,000 La Versailles, Cherry, and "White Grape Currants.

200,000 Apple Seedlings, two years old, etc., etc.

DWARF PEARS.
A large stock of two-vear old trees, very fine. Also,

Standard Pears, Apples, Plums, Cherries, &c, &c. Inspec-
tion invited. Correspondence solicited.

NICHOLAS & NEWSON, Geneva, N.T.

Climbing Fern, or Lygodium Palmatitm.
Pressed or impressed, sent in perfect order to any part of

the country. Enclose stamp.
REED WATSON, East Windsor Hill, Ct.

THE PEOPLE'S

Force Pumps.
Awarded medal of American In-

, stitute over all competitors last fall.

For the bouse and out of doore.
Non-freezing,and adaptable to wells
from 6 to 100 feet deep. Highly re-

commended for city houses on ac-
count of their great power. Parties
about to supply themselves are in-

vited to call and examine. Circu-
lars sent on application. Plumbers
are particularly requested to call.

See Ogdcn Farm Papers, Dec, 1871.

i See "Notes from the Pines," on
--,',--"-.- '

i' p:i'j,p IS'.
1

, Mmv number, of American
j"*^^?! Agriculturist^ 1874.

v* « Certain parties, with the intent
to profit by the well earned reputation of these pumps, the
result of faithful manufacture, having imitated them, the
Public are cautioned to look for the name. "People's Pump,"
Patented Aug. SI, 18G9, cast on the lid, to insure obtaining
the genuine article, and to avoid litigation.

W. S. BLUNT, 77 Bcekman Street, New York.

The Hutchinson Burner.
(Price, 33 Cents, by Mail.

No chimney needed. Fits the com-
• mon lamps, and burns kerosene with a

Clear, steady flame two inches

I

high, or any less light desired.
For safety, convenience, and

' economy, uuequalcd. Sent
by mail for S5 cents ; two for
60c, with wicks. Write to

HUTCHINSON & CO.,
Cayuga, N. Y.

WANTED, by an American boy, a situation
in one of the Wesleni States, where he can learn to

be a practical Fanner. He is 16 years of age, is willing to
work, and make himself Usefnl. Any Fanner (in Illinois,
Iowa, or Indiana, preferred) wishing such a hoy, will please
address THOMAS C. PATTKUSON,

1,135 Mary Street, Elizabeth, New Jersey.

Improved. Foot Lathes.
Small Engine Lathes. Small C,ear rut-
in's. Rand Planera for Metal. Bull Turn-
Ins; Machines, Slide Rest". Foot Scroll
Saws. The very best. Belling every-
where. Catalogues free.

N. II. liAI.PWIN.Lnconia, N. H.
Just the articles for Artisans or Amateurs.

Auction Sale of Jersey Cattle. GOTHIC FURNACE
Will be sold fit Auction, without reserve, on

Thursday Morning, September filth, 1874, at
11 o'clock, at

HERKtVESS1 BAZAAR, Philadelphia, Pa.,
The entire herd of pure bred Jersey cattle, the property of
J. Howard McHenry, Esq., Sudbrook Farm, l

JikesvilleP.O.,
Baltimore County, Maryland. The herd consists of 25 head,
cows, heifers, and bulls, all registered, and for purity of
breeding and fashionable colors, it is believed can not be
excelled in this country.
Catalogues on application.
Stock on view the day previous to day of sale.

ALFRED M. HERKNESS <fe CO.,
Auctioneers, 9th and Sanson. Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

P-E-T-R-O-L-E-IT-M.
CRUDE AND REFINED.

CRUDE PETROLEUM is unexcelled as a wash
to preserve Fences, Shingle Roofs, Agricnliural Implements,
and wood of any kind, from decay, and Metal from rusting.

REPINED PETROLEUM for light is safe, pure,
of standard legal test, and cheap.
Save two or three commissions bv ordering one barrel or

fifty direct from the Oil Regions of Pennsylvania.
Address a reader of the Agriculturist,

GEO. M. LTONS, Titusville, Pa.

GAWTHROP'S IMPROVED HYDRAULIC
RAMS. Send for Illustrated Circular and Price-List.

A. GAWTHBOP & SON.
'Wilmington, Del.

^ILVEBS & SCHILLING, Cleveland,
^5 O. Pure unburot Bone-dust is declared to be tne
best for wheat, bend fur Price-List.

THE PATENT

PIANO-FORTE
Excels cell others in Tone andDurability,

and in Elegance of Finish they

are Unsurpassed.
These Pianos are used exclusively in the New York Con-

servatory' of Music, and are recommended by the Profession
and the Press throughout the United States.
Before purchasing, write for Illustrated Pamphlet, and

mention the Agriculturist.

ARION PIANO-FORTE CO.,
No. 5 East 14th Street, New York City.

IM E^W
DlPleOMA$
AGftlCUtTURM .'SOCIETIES.

Specimens snjiplte.l by

The Major k Kiiapp Engraving, M%. and Lithographing Co.

SG £ 58 J?arh Place, IT. 1".

LOVEJOY'S METALLIC

WEATHER HOUSES
Indicate the changes in the weather, and
are pretty mantel ornaments. The little

lady appears in fair and the man in
stormy weather, and they never make
mistakes. Sent prepaid to any address,
safely packed, upon receipt of $2 (Two),
by ALVA\ I,. LOVEJOY,

Proprietor and Manufacturer,
339 Washington .St, Boston.

Special price to dealers.

FANCIER'S JOURNAL £$22§?$&£2,
Babbits, Does, Song Birds, etc. Send stamp for Specimen
Copy. JOS. M. WADE, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lovejoy's Hew Style

GLASS CUTTER
And Putty Knife
Cuts glass better than a dia-

mond. Everybody should
have one. Any child can use
it. Sent to your address on
receipt of 50c. and stamp by

ALVAN L, LOVEJOY,

229 Washington St.,

Boston, - - - Mass.
Liberal Discount to "Wholesale anil Ret

Farm fbr Sale. Rare Chawsee
to buy a farm under good cultivation, 10(1 acres; well wa-
tered ; suitable for stock-breeding, dairy, or tobacco. Good
buildings. 15 miles from Hartford : 2 miles from R.K. Sta-
tion ; IV, miles from six churches, pood schools, and markets.
l'inr hri-d of Jrrscvs run <ni with f:inn. if desired, .or sold
separately). Address EDWARD PATSON, Bristol, Coun.

For Warming Houses,

Schools, Churches.

The best Heating Ap-

paratus in use.

Grand Award American

Institute, 1S63.

Send for Catalogue.

ALEX. M. LESLEY, Manufacturer,
834 & 336 West Twenty-third St., New York.

FEED
CUTTEP-

gSendforCirculars.

Effective ! Durable

!

Every Machine
Arrange to Gal 5 Lengths.

The Farmer,
The Dealer.
Everybody

W.NTIM- A

FEEDCUTTER.
W.H.BMKS&CO.,

General Agents,

34 & 36 S. Canal St.,

Cor. Wael'ton, CHICAGO.

A Man of Honor.
By GEORGE CARY EGGLESTON.

Finely Illustrated.

NOTICES BT THE PRESS.

A capital picture of Life iu Old Virginia before the war Is

to lie found in Mr. George Cary Eggleston's "A Man of
Honor." Virginian hospitality, Virgiuian cousinship, Vir-
ginian housekeeping, are portrayed in accurate and attract-

ive colors. It is a life which the author has himself known
and loved, and lie writes of it with a warmth that comes
from the heart.—JV. Y. Evening Post.

Really readable in the most refreshing sense of the term—
a story of the most amusing and attractive interest.—£?.
Louis Times.

It is written in an off-hand manner, and is bright and
amusing.— Worcester. {Mass.') Spy.

With Virginian life as a specialty, Mr. Eggleston has drawn
a simple, straightforward, truthful, and withal, artistic pic-

ture of Southern society. It is Bketchy, perhaps too much
so, but the sketches are all vigorous and show the hand of a
practiced artist. In forming the characters of his book it is

evident that Mr. Eggleston has drawn oftener on his memory
than on his imagination ; that he has lived among the people
whom he describes, has heard them talk, and seen them
under all the moods of ordinary life—Boston Haiti/ Advei
User.

CONTENTS.
Chapter 1. Mr. Pagebrook gets up and calls an Ancient

Lawgiver.—2. Mr. Pagebrook is Invited to Break-
fast.—3. Mr. Pagebrook Eats his Breakfast.—4. Mr.
Pagebrook Lenrns Something about the Customs of
the Country.—5. Mr. Pagebrook Makes some Acquain-
tances.— 6. Mr. Pagebrook Makes a Good Impression.
—7. Mr. Pagebrook Learns Several Things—8. Miss
Sudie Makes an Apt Quotation.—9. Mr. Pagebrook Meets
an Acquaintance.—10. Chiefly Concerning "Foggy."—
11. Mr. Pagebrook Bides.—15. Mr. Pagebrook Dines
with his Cousin Sarah Ann.—13. Concerning the Rivu-
lets of Blue Blood.—14. Mr. Pagebrook Manages V
be in at the Death.— 15. Some very UnreasonnbH
Conduct.—16. What Occurred Next Morning.—IT. rL

which Mr. Pagebrook Bids his Friends Good-by.— 18.

Mr. Pagebrook Goes to Work.— 19. A Short Chapter,
not very Interesting, perhaps, but of some Importance
in the Story, as the Reader wiil probably Discover after

awhile.—30. Cousin Sarah Ann Takes Robert's Part
—21. Miss Barksdale Expresses some Opinions.—22.
Mr. Sharp Does his Duty.—23. Mr. Pagebrook Takes
a Lesson in the Law.—24. Mr. Pagebrook Cuts Himself
Loose from the Past and Plans a Future.—25. In which
Miss Sudie Acts very Unreasonably.— 26. In which Miss
Sudie adopts the Socratic Method.—27. Mr. Pagebrook

Accepts an Invitation to Lunch and Another Invitation.

2S. Major Pagebrook Asserts ITimself.—29. Mr. Barksdale

the Younger goes upon a Journey.—SO. The Young«r

Mr. Barksdale Asks to be Put upon his Oath.—31. Mr,

William Barksdale Explains.—32. Which is also the

Last.

ILLUSTRATIONS.—Bt M. Woolp.

"Now I've Got Yon " (Frontispiece).—Mr. Robert
Pagebrook was " Blue."—"I Fall at Once into aChronte
State of Washing up Thinss."— " Foggy."— Cousin
Sarah Ann.—The Rivulets of Blue Blood.—Miss Sn*3
Declares Herself "eoGlad."—" Lei Flim Serve it at Once,
Then."—" Very Well. Then."— "I'm as Proud and an
Glad as a Boy with Red Morocco Tops to his Boots."

PRICE, POST-PAID $1.25

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Broadwat New Tobk.
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AT CRETE, NEB., LOOKING UP THE BIG ELITE VALLEY.

IF YOU WANT A FARM OR HOME,
YOJT SHOULD BUi" OF THE

BURLINGTON AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD CO.
I1V IOWA OR NEBRASKA.

BECAUSE—Their prices are low, ranging for the best land from Three to Tea Dollars per acre.

BECAUSE—No payments are required of the purchaser for four years, except interest at six per cent.

BECAUSE—After the fourth year only one seventh of the principal is payable annually till the whole.is paid.

BECAUSE—Yon are not required to go into a wilderness, these being well-settled States, the population of which is rapidly increasing.?

BECAUSE—The mildness of the climate and fertility of the soil is such that the settler can pay for his farm from the products raised upon it long before the time when the principal

becomes due.

BECAUSE—Failure of crops from drouth is unknown.
BECAUSE—Large allowances are made upon fare and freight, thus giving low rates on both to purchasers of this Company's lands.

ANI> YOU SHOULD BUY THIS YEAR.
BECAUSE—Purchasers of our lands in Nebraska during 1871 who cultivate one-half their land within two years from their purchase are allowed a reduction of twenty per cent on its

price. LARGE DISCOUNTS also, FOU CASII, within One, Two, or Five Years.

By Send for Circulars, with full information on all points, to CEO- S. HARRIS, Land Commissioner,
At Lincoln, Nebraska, for land in Nebrnska. At Burlington, Iowa, for land in Iowa.

Or to W. D. COWLES, General Agent. 317 Broadway, New Turk. JAS. R. WOOD, General Agent, 50 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Established 1858.

1EADE MAKE PATENTED.

TIio best and cheapest Paint in the
"world for Iron, Tin or Wood. For sale by
the Trade everywhere. PRINCE'S METALLIC!
1JAINT CO., Manufacturers, 90 Cedar St., New York.
CAUTION.—Purchasers and consumers are cau-

tioned against imitations of our Metallic Paint.
All genuine PRINCE'S METALLIC PAINT will

bear our name and trade mark on each and every
package. Send for a circular.

YOUR HOUSE WITH THE
NEW YORK ENAMEL PAINT

AND SAVE 50 PEU CENT.

White, Black, and all the other Shades, mixed
ready for wse.
Send for Sample Cards and Price-List.

N. Y. Enamel Faint Co., 43 Chambers St.,lV.Y.

BUILDING FELT.
This water-proof material, resem-

bling "fine leather, is for outside
work (no tar substances used) and
inside. Instead of plaster. Felt
carpetlngB, etc. Send two 3-cent
stamps for circular and samples.

C. J. PAY, Camden, N.J. -

ADVERTISERS should send to Geo. P, Howell & Co
41 Park Row. N. Y., for their Eighty-pag& Pamphlet

containing lists of 3,000 newspapers and estimates, Bhowlne
the cost of advertising. Mailed free to all applicants

Lake Superior and Mississippi R.R.
Saint Paul, June, 1S7I.

This Company has for sale large tracts of Land, In the

vicinity of ils Railroad, ou which, are extensive wild

Cranberry Marches, from which several Thou-
sand Bushels were gathered In 1873. To any person

acquainted with the culture of Cranberries, rare oppor-

tunities are offered. Address
JiXO. P. IliSLEY,

President and Land COMHissiOOTSit.

THE PEHN MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANYOF1 PHILADELPHIA.
ASSETS ACCUMULATED, S4,437,996.9G.
Tlir Penn is a purely mutual Company. All of Its surplus

premiums are returned to the members every year. Divi-
dends may be applied to reduce the premium or increase
insurance as desired. SAH'L C. HUEY, I'n1 -.

General and Local Agents wanted in the Middle and West-
ern States. Apply to H. S. STEPHENS, Vice Pics., No. 031
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY,

201 Broadway, N.Y.N8A0ARA
Capital Stock.... . ...

Cash value of Assets.
Total Liabilities :

1500,000

.$1,808,234
82,802

Net Assets $1,225,023

Dwellings and Farm Kisfcs a specialty at all our Agencies.

HENRY A HOWE, President.
P. NOTMAN, V. P. and Sec'y.

"TrTMcflfD A "DTJV " A "«" '*>°t "a the «* <*

Iji/JjVUilfAr III . Writing by Sound; a com-
]>le(c system of Phonetic Short Hand—the shortest, most simple,
easy, ami comprehensive, enabling any one, in a short time, to report
trials, speeches, sermons, &c. The Lord's Prayer is written with
forty -nine strokes of the pen, and I to words per minute. The unem-
ployed should learn this art. Price, by mail, f>0 tits. Aeents wnnted.
Address T. W. EVANS & CO.. 13'J S. Seventh Street, Phila., Pa.

Mow to Make a Dollar or Two,
Mornings and Evening;—near borne—with "GOOD

Bl )t iKS FOR ALL." Send stamp for facts to S. R. WELLS,
3S0 Broadway, New York.

Every Farmer,

Every Breeder,

Every Horse-Owner

His Own Farrier,

Send for circulars to

fiOOllENOUGII

HORSE-SHOE,
Box 3,044, P.O.. N.Y.

Offices: 3* and 3G
Elizabeth Street.

ToiignccI.oHiiig; Bits.
We make Bits to prevent the above bad habit. $2, $3, or

$4, for cosh with order-or C. O. D. Hand-forged Bits made
in any style to order. Patentees of theBALDWIN BIT, for side pullers and hard mouths.
$2. $3. and $4. Also agents tor the
MARTIN BIT. ^Sce adv. in "Turf, Field, and Farm,"

and " Wilkes' Spirit of the Times."
JOS. BALDWIN & CO., Newark, N. J,

New York" College of Veterinary Snrpons,
INCORPORATED 1837.

Lectures for ISM will commence about the middle of Octo-
ber and continue until the last of February, 1875.
Fees; Matriculation, $5; Faculty, $120 ; Graduation, $25;

Dissecting;, $."> ; Address for Circulars,
A. F. LIAUTARD, V.S., M.D., Sec'y.

205 Lexington Ave., New York.

1290 Piano. Circulars free. U.S. Piano Co. 810B*dway,N.Y.
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HAKES' IMPROVED

SWIVEL PLOWS,
For Level Land and Side Hill.

Overcome all objections in Swivel riows heretofore made
for plowing level land, and the same results are obtained as
witli land-side plows.
Possess a combination of advantaces which recommend

them to universal use, effecting the complete inversion and
pulverization of the soil on level as well as uneven surfaces,
avoiding dead furrows and side ridges, giving an even sur-
face to the fields.

The merits of these Plows are fully stated in our illustrated
and descriptive circular, which will be sent by mail, free, to
any address. Made only by

AMES PLOW COMPANY,
53 Beeltmait St., New York,

mid Q,uiney Hall, Boston, Mass.

The Copper-Strip
FEED CUTTER,

As made by us, is the BEST.
Agents Wanted. Bend for Circular.

Cider Mills and Presses
in great variety.

Improved Corn Shellers.
THE NEW YORK PLOW CO.,

55 Beckman-st., New York.

THE ONLY RECOGNIZED STANDARDS in CANE
MACHINERY" are the

Cook Evaporator and

h» Victor Cane Mill.
IS,OOO COOK EVAPORATORS are in use, and 13,000
VICTOR CANE MILLS, all warranted. They have taken the
FIRST PREMIUM AT 117 STATE FAIRS.
All attempts, thus far, to equal these unrivaled machines

bv other contrivances, have signally failed on trial.
Planters can't afford to risk crops of Cane on light, weak, un-
finished Mills that break or choke, or on common pans or ket-
tles that do secmvl-chtxs work, and only h'tlf enough at that.

The Sorgo Hand-Bookand Price-last Bent Free*
BLT.HYEII MANUFACTURING CO.,

ti(U to 694 West Eighth Si.., Cincinnati, O.,
Manufacturers of Cane Machinery, Steam-Engines, Shaker

Thresher, Wood-Sawing Machines Corn and Cob
Crushers, Farm, School, and Church Bells.

EUREKA

CORN
HUSKER.

SEL.L.S AT SIGHT.
Docs Two Men's Work.

No sore or cold finders.—Eest Cast-
steel.— Last a Lifetime.—Taken 6
Premiums. — Every Farmer wants
them.— Will Bend z samples, post-
paid, for Gt) cents—or 4 Styles for
$1.00. Agents wanted.

PLUMB & CO.,
108 South Stli St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ADDRESS FOR PRICE-LIST,
AND

:

Requires DESCFUP Tlftl
but two l0N '

horse power ; and
bales either nay or
cotton without tramp-
ing or stopping.
Thirty bales of

Ser honr. Twenty
ales of cotton

per hour.

RK.DEDERICK &C0
v AL.BANV. N.^

BALES HAY
>.-s- WITHOUT
raft*,

85-

PK.DEOF.RICK

'PERPETUAL BALING PBES3

<^s

PREMIUM FARM
GRIST MILL.

Js einiple, cheap and durable,
and grinds all kinds of crain
rapidly. It is adapted to all
kinds of horse powers.
Also Union Railway Horse

Powers, requiring a very low
elevation and yet giving more
power than others. Also every
variety of approved Imple-
ments. Send for Desciiii'Tive
ClKCTJLAR.

WM. L. BOYEIi ,fe BP.O..
Philadelphia, Pa.

I have invented the cheap-

est and best hay, straw, and
Btalk cutters in America.

Do not pay until yon have
tried it on your farm and
like it. Local Agents want-

ed. Splendid chance for

farmers. Circulars free.

WAItRE.Y GALE,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

CADY'S PATENT
IRON SLEIGH KNEES

Have been tested thoroughly the past five years, and are in
use In almost every Northern State ; we have yet to hear of
the first instance wherein they have failed to give entire
satisfaction. The increasing demand wherever they have
been introduced, has demonstrated beyond question that
they are no longer an experiment, but must and are super-
seding Wooden Knees for the following reasons:

The Wooden runners and beam relieve the Iron Knee from
all concussion or strain that would be liable to break it,

The braces underneath are dispensed with, which lessens the
draft in Heavy Snows and Crusts. They c;yn be constructed
with less mechanical skill, and at one-thTrd less expense
than by the old method. In tact, these Knees place Bob
Sleds within the reacli of all.

See illustration and description in American Agriculturist
for January, 1874, page 16.

WARRANTED AS REPRESENTED.
Send for Descriptive Circular and Price-List.

BRADLEY MANUFACTURING CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

" Every Farmer and Stook-

Feeder should have one."

LITTLE GIANT
CORN AND COB MILL.

Hedge's Improved
CORN AND COB MILLS.

Horse or Steam Power.

CIRCULAR AND CROSS-CUT WOOD
SAWING MACHINES.

Circulars and Price-List sent free.

BLYMYER MANUFACTURING CO.,
CGI to G91 "West Eighth St., Cincinnati, O.,

Manufacturers of Cane Machinery, Steam-Engines, Shaker
Thresher, Farm, School, ami Church Bells.

MAYNARD'S BREECH-LOADING
Combination Rifles and

Shot-Gnus.
CENTRAL FIRE

Reloadlng-Capped Cartridges. Semi for
Trice-list with Target Illustrations.

Mass. Arms Co., Chicopee Falls.

$100 +n Q0f\F\ T>er month guaranteed toOIUU LU $<£UU agents everywhere, to sell our
Indestructible White Wire Clothes J.im-.
Sample free. Address tin- Hudson Wire Mills, 128
Maiden Lane, N. i'., or 18 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

J,MRST Premiums awarded by Amer. Inst, 1870.

MICROSCOPES.
Illustrated Price-List sent free on application.

MAGIC LANTERNS.
Catalogue, priced and illustrated, sent free.

t. h. McAllister, optician, 49 Nagsao-st., n. v.

STEEL PENS
Sold by all Dealers.

No. 91 John St., New Tobk.
HENRY HOE, Sole Agent. JOSEPH GILLOTT&S0NS.

Hope

Seat

Springs,
(Toil hi have a pair
B. F. WELLS,

For Farm Wagons, Trucks,
and Carts. 1 lie best aud Easiest
Riding Spring ever Invented.
The seat can be moved to any part of
the wacOD, or can be removed at will.
The spring is entirely under the seat,
and out of the way. Every spring
fully warranted. After nsmg tliem
six months, if not found as repre-
sented, can be returned, and money

_ will be refunded Every Parmer
Agents warned. Send for circular.

Sole Agent, 47 Dey St., New York.

.1 » o t)nm ibc:b PbfSlvi! 5HAU.»ti8
->.', ,'-.--..v- _i Vw« --
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IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS.

American Agriculturist

PATENT DEPARTMENT
In compliance with the request of numerous inven-

tors, we have organized a

PATENT DEPARTMENT
in connection with lliis office for the transaction of all

business connected with

Securing Patents
in the United States and foreign countries.

The character for

Reliability
which has been maintained by the American AGiticrn.-

turist for more than thirty years will be carefully

guarded in this as in other departments.

All Inventors
desirous of procuring patents at moderate coat are in-

vited to forward (express prepaid) a model of their in-

vention, with a brief description of its working. The
model should not exceed one cubic foot in dimension.

Upon receipt of model an opinion as to patentability

will be given free of charge.

Prelim inary Examination

P.
at the Patent Office, to determine patenta-

bility, will be promptly made for a fee of $5.

Litigation of Patents.

A The services of the best counsel have been ML
secured to prosecute or protect before the f^

T
E

secured to prosecute or protect before the

U. S. Courts and the Patenl Office (be claims

Of those intrusting their business to this I

agency.

Specifications, drawings, engravings, mo-
dels, and all other appliances furnished at

moderate prices.

In all dealings with this Department in-

ventors may depend upon promptness, fideli-

ty to their interests, and the best services

which can be rendered by thorough experts.

For full particulars, address

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST
PATENT DEPARTMENT

S ORANGE JTJDD COMPANY, 6
845 Broadway, New York. ^^

T
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STANDARD "WORKS ONHOE8ES
Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

Cole, S. W. The American Veterinarian.

18mo $ ?5

Dadd, Geo. H. The Modern Horse-

Doctor; containing Practical Observations on

the Causes, Nature, and Treatment of Disease

and Lameness in Horses. 12mo 1 50

De Huys, Chas. The Percheron Horse.

12nio. Illustrated 1 00

Dwyer, Francis. On Seats and Saddles,

Bits and Bitting, and the Prevention and Cure of

Restiveness in Horses. 12mo. Illustrated 2 00

Frank Forester's Horse and Horse-
mansHip of the United States and British

Provinces of North America. By Henry William

Herbert. In two superb royal octavo volumes

of 1,200 pages, with steel engraved original por-

traits of thirty celebrated representative Horses.

This Standard Historical Work has been thor-

oughly revised, newly written, compiled, and
perfected to the present time. By S. D. & B. G.

Bruce, Editors of the Turf, Field, and Farm.
Price, post-paid 10 00

Herbert, H. W. (Frank Forester). Hints
to Horse-Keepers. A Complete Manual for

Horsemen ; embracing how to Breed , Buy,

Break, Use, Feed, Physic Horses, etc. Illus-

trated. 12mo 1 75

Jennings, R. Horse-Training made
Easy. Being a New and Practical System of

Teaching and Educating the Horse. lCmo 1 25

Jennings, R. The Horse and his Dis-

eases ; embracing his History and Varieties,

Breeding, etc. Illustrated. 12tno 1 75

McClure, R. The Gentleman's Stable
Guide. Familiar Descriptions of the Am. Stable ;

most approved Method of Feeding*, Grooming,
and General Management of Horses. 12mo 1 50

Mayhew, E. The Illustrated Horse Man-
agement, Descriptive Remarks on Anatomy,
Medicine, Shoeing, Food, etc. Illustrated. 8vo 3 00

Mayhew, E. The Illustrated Horse Doc-
tor. Being an Accurate and Detailed Acconnt,
accompanied by more than 400 Pictorial Repre-
sentations, of the various Diseases to wnioii the

Horse is subject. Svo 3 CO

Miles on the Horse's Foot 75

Murray, Rev, W. H. H. The Perfect
Horse 4 00

Rational Horse-Shoeing 100

Riley, H. The Mule. A Treatise on the
Breeding, Training, and Uses to which he may be
put. I'Jmo. Cloth 1 50

Simpson, J. C. Horse Portraiture; em-
bracing Breeding, Rearing, and Training Trot-

ters, their Management on Track, Preparation

for Races, etc., etc. With an Appendix contain-

ing the performances of Dexter, and a Portrait.. 3 00

Stewart, John. The Stable Book. A
Treatise on Management of Horses, in relation

to Stabling, Feeding, Grooming, Watering, and
Working; Construction of Stables, etc., etc.

lSmo. ninstrated 150

Stonehenge on the Horse in the Stable
and the Field. By J. II. Walsh (Stonehenge).

Hlnstrated. 170 engravings. Svo. Cloth 3 50

Veterinary Homeopathic Practice 500

Wallace, J. H. American Stud-Book.
Vol. I. Being a Compilation of the Pedigrees of

American and Imported Blood-Horses to 1S40. ... 10 00

Wallace, J. H. American Trotting Re-
> r. Containing Pedigrees of Trotting Horses,

and n Record of all Performances, from the earli-

est dates lo the close of 1870; being over G.00O

i tests. With Essay on True Origin of the

American Trotter, and Rules of Government for

trials of speed. 10 00

Walsh, J. H. (Stonehenge). The Horse
in t lie Stable and the Field, and Management in

Health and Disease; with Essay on the American
Trotting Horse; Suggestions on Breeding and
Training of Trotters. Large 12mo. Illustrated.. 2 50

Warne's Handbook on the Horse ; Vari-
etiesand Management 50

Woodruff, Hiram. The Trotting Horse
of America. How to Train and Drive Him.
lSJmo. Cloth g ;>5

Youatt,W. On the Structure and Diseases
of the Horse, with their Remedies. Brought
down by W. C. Spooner. l2mo 1 50

Address ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New Yoke.

STANDARD WORKS ON

Cattle, Sheep,

and the Dog.
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

Allen, R. L. Domestic Animals. His-

tory and Description of the Horse, 'Mule, Cattle,

Sheep, Swine, Poultry, and Farm Dors. With
Directions for their Management, Breeding, etc,

12mo $100

Allen, L. F. American Cattle. Their
History, Breeding, and Management. Illus-

trated. 12nio 250

Dadd, J. H. The American Cattle Doc-
tor. Containing the Necessary Information for

Curing the Diseases of Oxen, Cows, Sheep, etc.

13mo 1 50

Darwin, Charles. The Variation of

Animals and Plants under Domestication. Illus-

trated. 2 vols. 12mo 6 00

Flint, Chas. L. Milch Cows and Dairy
Farming ., 2 50

Guenon, M. F. A Treatise on Milch
Cows, whereby the Quality and Quantity of Millc

any Cow will give may be accurately determined

by observing natural marks and external Indica-

tions alone, etc. Svo. Cloth 75

Harris, Joseph. A Treatise on the' Pig.

Breeding, Hearing-, Management, and Improve-

ment. Illustrated 1 50

Jacques. The Barn-Yard. A Manual of
Cattle, Horse, and Sheep Husbandry ; or, How to

Breed and Hear Domesticated Animals. 12mo. . . 1 00

Jennings, E. Sheep, Swine, and Poul-
try. The best Modes of Breeding, their Feeding,

Management, etc. Illustrated. 12mo. Cloth.... 1 75

Jennings, R. Cattle and their Diseases.
Embracing their History and Breeds, Crossing

and Breeding, Feeding and Management 1 75

Morrell, L. A. The American Shepherd.
Being a History of the Sheep ; with their Breeds,

Management, and Diseases. 12mo 1 75

Randall, H. S, Fine Wool Sheep Hus-
bandry. 12mo 1 00

Randall, H. S. Sheep Husbandry. With
an Account of the Different Breeds, and Direc-

tions in regard to Summer and Winter Manage-
ment 1 00

Randall, H. S. The Practical Shepherd.
A Complete Treatise on the Breeding, Manage-
ment, and Diseases of Sheep. Svo 2 00

Youatt, W„ and W. C. L. Martin.
Cattle. Being a Treatise on their Breeds, Man-
agement, and Diseases. Illustrated. 12mo l 50

Youatt, W., and W. C. L. Martin.
The Hog. A Treatise on the Breccia, Manage-
ment, Feeding, and Medical Treatment of Swine,

etc 1 00

Youatt, W. Sheep. Their Breeds, Man-
agement, and Diseases. To which are added
Remarks on the Management of Sheep in the

United States
\ 1 oo

Herbert, H. W. (Frank Forester). The
Dog. By Dinks, Mayhew, and Hutchinson.
Compiled, Edited, and Illustrated by Frank
Forester 3 00

Richardson, H. D. Dogs. Their Ori-
gin and Varieties ; Directions as to their Man-
agement, etc. rimo. Cloth. 60

Stonehenge on the Dog 315

Warne's Handbook on Cattle; Varieties
and Management 50

Warne's Handbook on Sheep ; Varieties
and Management 50

Willard, X. A. Dairy Husbandry 300

Youatt, "William. The Dog. Illustra-

tions. Svo. Cloth 4 00

Address

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,

345 Broadway, Nbw Toek.

A Practical Book, one that Architects, Builders, and Car-

penters can not afford to be without, entitled

DETAIL, COTTAGE, AND CONSTRUCTIVE

ARCHITECTURE,
Containing 70 FUL.L. PL.ATES, 'JO plates more than
before offered in a similar work for Ten Dollars.

Published under the direction of A. J. BICKNELL.
Showing a great variety of Designs for Cornices, Brackets,

"Windows and Window Caps, Doors, Piazzas, Porches, Bay
and Dormer Windows. Observatories, Towers, Chimney
lops. Balconies, Canopies, Scrolls, Cable and Sawed Orna-
ments, Fences, Stairs, Newels. Architraves, Mantels, Plaster
Finish, etc., etc.; including Forty-five Perspectives, Eleva-
tions and Plans of Modern Designs for Cottages with De-
tails, and Eighteen Elevations of Summer Houses, Villas,
Seaside Cottages, and Country Houses, together with Four-
teen Designs for Street and Store Fronts, with Inside Finish
tor Stores and Banks ; also. Framing for Dwellings, Barns,
Exhibition Buildings, Roofs, Bridges, etc.. etc., making in
all a Practical Book for Architects, Builders, Carpenters,
and all who contemplate Building or Remodeling Wood,
Stone, or Brick Buildings. One Large Quarto Volume, sent
Free by Mail or Express, on receipt of Price $10.00.

CARPENTERS' and BUILDERS'
ASSISTANT,

And Wood Workers' Guide,

By L. D. GOULD, Architect and Practical Builder.

Containing 23 Plates, fullv described; also, tables of the
strength of materials; technical terms used by carpenters,
etc., etc. This work is intended to combine all the knowledge
the workman requires to construct any design in carpentry,
by a new and easy system of lines, reducing the science of
construction to an agreeable and pleasant occupation,
rather than an unpleasant task. One Svo. volume, hound in
cloth. Price $3.00.

ARCHITECTURE.
By COMMINGS & MILLER.

A Practical Book on Architectural Details: containing
over One Thousand Designs and Illustrations, showing the
manner of constructing cornices. Doorways, Porches Win-
dows, Verandas. Railings, French Roofs, Observatories,
Piazzas, Hay-Windows, Cut-Stone Work, various styles of
Modern Finish, and Street Fronts of Houses. Stores, etc
etc. One Large Quarto Volume. Price, post-paid....$10.00.

Loth's Practical Stair-Builder.
A complete Treatise on the Art of Building Stairs antl

Band-Kails. Designed for Carpenters, Builders, aud Stair*
Builder?. Illustrated with Thirty Original Plates. By C.
EDWAKD LOTH, Professional Stair-BuMer. One largo
Quarto Volume. Bound in Cloth. Price $10.00.

Address

OHANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Broadway, New York.
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GREAT DEDUCTION.
TEAS and COFFEES

At Wholesale Prices.
Increased Facilities to Club Organizers.

Send for New Price-List.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
(P. 0. Box 5M3.) SI and 53 Vesey St., New York.

WOOD, TABEE & MOESE,
Eaton, Madison Co., JV. Y.

MANTFACTrREES OF

Steam-Engines,
Fo ™aM.e, Stationary, and

-1 Agricultural.
Hundreds in use in Shops, Print-
hit: Booms, Mills, Mines, and on
Farms and Plantations for Grain
Threshing. Food Cooking for
Stock.Cotton Ginning, Sawing,etc
Circulars sent on application.

HARNESS, BLANKETS,

3
MONTHS

FREE.

lor home use or market.

-^?£ CHAMBERS St.. NjL
HORSE CLOTHING, and HORSE FURNISH-

ING GOODS of every description.
Style and grade at prices that please everybody.

ELEGANT NEW STYLES FOR THIS
FALL AND WINTER.

C. M. MOSEMAN & BRO.,
Mannfaotnrers* 114 Chambers St., N. Y.

Send for Illustrated Price-List.

THE FRUIT RECORDER AIV1>
COTTACJE GARDENER

will be sent free for 3 months to
all who will pay postage at office
ol delivery. We do not ask any
one to subscribe, for our paper un-
til they know what they are to get.
It speaks for tt9e{f, Price onlv $1
per year. Our Small Fruit
Instructor is a work of 64 pp.
that tells in simple language just
how to grow fruits in abundance
Price 85 cts.. post-paid.

A. M. PURDV, Palmyra, Ar
. F.

Herald of Health.
This monthly is devoted to the culture of the body and

mind; to rearing healthy and beantiful children; to the re-

covery of health without drugs; to the improvement of the
{myslqne; and to Bhowing people how to live so as to be
lealthy, happy, and make the most of life; The Scientific
American says: " It contains more sensible articles than
anv monthlvfhat comes to our sanctum." £ J.i.m a year,with
a premium of the complete work* of Shakspeare, in one
Volume, of over l,i ii i p^ircs and 36 illustrations.

WOOD & HOLBUO'OK. 13 and 15 Laight St., New York.

Patent Chemical Metallic Paints,
GROUND IN OIL. and MIXED, ready for use, in

cans, kegs, and barrels.

SO cts.. wi, and 81. 50 per gallon.
Also Liqnifl Slato and EnglisU Reof Paints,

ground in oil, f>0 cts. to $1.00 per gallon.
N. Y. CITV on. CO., Sole Agents, 116 Maiden Lane, N. T.
Send for Cards of Colors and Testimonials.

GENUINE
Peruvian Guano.

In Large or Small Quantities.
Circular, containing testimonials, references, and full par-

ticulars, mailed free on application to

R. BALCAZAR,
P. O. Hot: 100. No. 53 Beaver Street, New York.

GOMKTHIMG «BW in relation to Boys'^ Boarding Sphool. Bth year, ffbextros. All books fur-

nished ft'te to scholnr8. Catnloeoea free. Address
JI1KAM II. POST, Prin., Sing Stag, N. Y.

Waltham Watches.
IimVAItD As CO., No. 222 Fifth Avenue, New York,

continue to send single Waltham Watches by Express or
Mail to any part of the Country, no matter how remote,
without any risk to the purchaser. Having sold Waltham
Watches ou this plan for the last six years, their customers
are numbered by thousands, and from almost every county
in the Onion. In every case the purchaser gets a good, re-
liable Watch, and full value for the money. Great improve-
ments have been made during the present year ; all grades
and sizes are now made both as key-winders aud stem-
winders. Our new price-list which is sent free, describes all
the new Watches with prices of each. Write for it. and
mention that advertisement was seen in the American
Agriculturist. Address,

HOWARD & CO., 222 Fifth Avenue, New York.

THE

HOOSIER
CH00L-MASTER.

By EDWAED EGGLEST0N.
Finely Illustrated, with 12 Full-Page
Engravings, and Numerous Other

Cuts.

NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

It is full of quaint humor, a tender pathos, and vivid de-
scriptions.—X< ><: York Standard.
The " events " are Btirring and dramatic, and the style is

quiet, impersonal, and almost epigrammatic in its ability to
lay bare an entire situation or character in a sentence or
phrase.—Brooklyn Daily Eagle.

It is at once quaint and truthful, and illustrated as it is by
masterly cuts, it should be one of the most popular
bpokS.—ChlHstian Standard (Cincinnati).

For realistic conception and life-like delineation of char-
acter, it is not excelled by any American story.—Methodist.
Some passages in it, for life-like delineation and the sim-

ple, artless beauty which constitute the highest perfection
of story-writing, are equal to some of the very best passages
in Dickens.—Religious /'

ft xope.

PRICE, POST-PAID $1.25.

The End of the World,
A LOVE STORY.

By EDWARD EOrGLESTON,
Author of "T/ie Hoosier School-Master."

WITH

Thirtv-two Fine Illustrations.
NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

The personages who figure in this story are, with one
exception, country people—such men and women as
Wordsworth loved to study. It is not every man, what-
ever may be his talents, that can safely enter this sphere
of literary labor. To be successful in it, he must possess
exceptional qualities; but for those who know how to

find it, here there is gold of the purest, richest kind. In
such a work, however, there is no convenient place

where mediocritycan rest; there is nothing but absolute

failure or absolute success. And Mr. Eggleston has suc-

ceeded. His power lies in the delineation of character.

The plot is ingenious and natural, the incidents are man-
aged with great, skill, and there are many descriptive

passages of singular force and beauty. But the strongest

impression left on the reader's mind as he closes the

volume is that he has been in the company of very inter-

esting men and women, and has made a number of new
and valuable acquaintances.

—

The Albion, New York.

Price, Post-paid? $1.50.

Agricultural Chemical Analysis.

After E. "Wolffi Presenilis, Krocker, and Others.

Edited by G. C. CALDWELL,
OF COItNKLL rXIVKItSITY,

PRICE, POST-PAID, $2.00.

In this work Professor Caldwell has brought together the

processes of analysis which apply especially to soils, fertil-

izers, animals and plants, and their products. He has tested

the methods of the best foreign authorities, and presented

them in a compact hand-book. Such a work has long been

needed by all who teach agricultural chemistry, and by

analytical chemists generally. Professor Caldwell modestly

calls himself the editor, but his book shows that he has not

contented himself with editing the works of others, but has

given much of his own experience.

Either of the above books sent post-paid on receipt of

price, by

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
JM5 Broadway, New York.

JOHN
ANDR0SS.

BY

KEBECCA HARDING DAVIS,
Author of "Life in the Iron Mills," "DaV.as Cal-

braitli," etc., etc.

NOTICES BY THE PRESS.
The story is of intense interest, and holds the reader from

its commencement to its close, and gives much food for

thought regarding the workings of political rings and gov-
ernment frauds in our large ciiics.—Post, Salem, Mass.
The characters and their work are strongly hut no doubt

truthfully drawn. Aside from its literary in« rit, the book
deserves credit for calling attention to a crying shame of
our time.— Christian Advocate, Pittsburgh, Pa.
It will at once enchain the attention of the reader, and

prove vigorously and skillfully written, by this among
the foremost novel writers of America.—CommonweaUh,
Boston, Mass.

Of a story of Mrs. Davis it is hardly necessary to say that
it holds the reader's absorbed attention from beginning to
end. Though the interest of the plot is very considerable,
it is subordinate to the higher interest of the description
and development of character. There is a great deal of
very life-like paintiog of people and manners.—Christian
Union, New York.
The characters are well drawn, the incidents are full of

interest, and the plot sustained with consistency and power.
—Daily Spy, Worcester, Mass.
We arc constantly struck with the out-cropping of the

one golden thread that holds all her writings together, and
never fails to shine through the web of whatever plot she
weaves about it—that singleness of point and moral more
characteristic of her writings than of any other we know of,

and which is, broadly stated, a self-sacrificing devol
duty.—Daily Standard, Bridgeport, Ct.

Her hero is a man entangled by the great Ring Oi .

sylvania.who is sent by this corporation to the State Senate
with a liold of criminality to keep him in hand, who
then attempts to hj-eak loose and join the party of honesty,
but is at the crisis brought in check again by the Riug* with
the still more potent motive of love. . . . The plot '.-

well wrought, and the denouement is powerfully coi l

and managed.—New York Evening Mail.

Price, Post-pai4, $1.30.

PRETTY
MRS. GASTON,
AND OTHER STORIES.

J. ESTEN COOKE,
Author of "77te Virginia Comedians?'1 "Dr. T'<

"Surry of Eagle's Nest," etc.

NOTICES BY THE PRESS.
The narrative is ever animated, and here and there touch-

ed with warm, tender, yet natural emotion. — College

Covrant, New Haven, Conn.
The principal figure of the story, the pretty widow Mrs.

Gaston, is well drawn and attractive, and the author has

displayed in the treatment of this character much care and
ingenuity.—Boston Traveller.

The style of Mr. Cooke's writings is smooth nnd fascinat-

ing, and whoever commences the perusal of them will never

rcgrel the undertaking.— Westfleld JMsun Letters

A romance with a most delightful complication of matri-
monial purposes, as well as having a villain, forger, gauibh r

and detective to assist in the action.—Boston Post.

The plot of the principal story is finely wrought out. full

of incident, and there i* a sort of fascination about the style,

which claims the attention of the reader until the close.—

Salem Gazette.

Avery lively and amusing book.— Country Gentleman,
The story is written in popular style—a little plot, a little

mystery, a little love—and is sure to attract a large number
of readers.—Beading (Pa.) Eagle.

Price, Post-paid $1.50«
Either of the above books sent post-paid pw>f

price by

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Broadway, New York.

SI r
:.:

ANTED.-The lTnited states Lifc Insurance Company is now re-organizing its Agency

Department, and is prepared to negotiate with gentlemen of business ability to act as

Agents. Previous connection with the business is not considered necessary.

Apply at the Home Office, 261 Broadway, New York. JOHN E. HEWITT, President.
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HUSKING CORN
When we try to realize the enormous bulk of

cur corn crop, the figures commonly used fail

to give us any clear idea of it. In round num-
bers, a large crop will now reach a thousand
million of bushels. This quantity of corn in

the ear, would fill a crib of ordinary bight and
width long enough to reach from New York to

San Francisco. Shelled, all this com would
make up 3,000,000 carloads, which would make
a train of box-freight cars 17,000 miles in

length, or which would extend nearly three-

quarters of the distance round the earth at the
equator. The idea that all this vast quantity
of corn has to be handled ear by ear in the sin-

gle process of husking alone, presents to our
minds a waste of human labor that is surpris-

M A C H I N Drawn and Engraved for the American Agriculturist

ing, to say the least, and opens up a field for

the exercise of mechanical ingenuity large

enough to occupy scores of inventive minds.

The general average saving of labor by the use

of machinery upon the farm is in a ratio of 10

to 1. That is, with the assistance of machin-

ery, the labor of ten men is done by one man.
The mower or reaper, driven by one man, does

the work of ten mowers. The thrashing ma-

chine, worked by four to eight men, saves labor

in about the same proportion. And in almost

all the work of the farm we have the help of

machinery, except in the harvesting of corn.

The greatest need of the time is a corn har-

vester. A corn-husker wc have, but unfortu-

nately it is far too little known and used. From

three or four years' knowledge and study of

this machine, we believe it to be at least as val-

uable a help to the farmer, and as great a labor-

saver as the mower or reaper, and were corn-

buskers in as general use as the reapers, we
should consider them equally indispensable.

The usual amount of corn that can be husked

by a fair farm hand in a day is from 30 to 40

bushels. We have found few men to husk

more than this, although we have heard of

those who profess to be able to husk 100 bush-

els a da}'. If we take this extreme quantity as

the limit of a man's work, then the husking

machine that will husk 100 bushels in an hour,

will do as much more than band labor as may
reasonably ho expected of any farm machinery.
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Kvc or Wheat.—" J. N. J.," Middletown,

Ohio. Upon an inferior soil, rye would be a better crop

to sow than wheat. Wheat requites a more fertile soil

than rye Id produce an :qual number of bnshels. Wheat
etraw is generally considered better fodder than rye straw

by those farmers who feed straw, but rye straw is less

harsh or flinty, and is preferred by some on that account.

But ''titer kind of straw is poor fodder, and should only

be used to give needful bulk to other and more concen-

trated food. In the market rye straw bears a value (for

manufacturing pnrposes) little less than that of hay.
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If there is one admonition that is more timely than

another just now, it is to push the fall work ahead.

Some kiuds of work must be done whatever the

weather may be. There is other work that may be

postponed. Ont-door work may be done in the

fine October weather, for half the cost that the

same work would cost during sleet and cold rains

in November. The forehanded man always has the

most leisure. He is never in a hurry. Hurried

work is always poorly done. The farmer who is

hurried and behind time, works twice as hard as he

needs to do, never has a leisure day, and yet loses

money. Late sown or late gathered crops are

always deficient, or defective in quality. With our

magnificent autumn weather, there is no excuse for

being caught with necessary work on hand, when
snows and storms are in season.

Hints about Work.
Winter Wheat.—This crop should be in the

ground by this time in the Northern States. In

the Middle and Southern States, it may be sown

this month. Where the fly is feared, a dressing of

finely slacked lime in powder, copiously applied

upon the field until the ground is white, has been

found to greatly diminish the ravages of the pest.

Where no manure has been applied, and top-dress-

ing is required, it should be done as early as possi-

ble. There is no danger of loss of any valuable

portion of the manure.

Eye may be sown early this month for the regular

crop. For early spring pasture or soiling in the

West or North, there is no more valuable crop.

We have sown 5 bushels per acre the last of Octo-

ber, for soiling purposes, with excellent results.

In the Southern States good winter pasture may
thus be provided.

Corn Busking should be done without delay.

Twice as much work may be done on a fine October

day, as on a cold blustering day a month later

The fodder is got in in a better condition, and corn

stalks are too valuable feed to be wasted. The
stalks should be bound in small sheaves, and shock-

ed in large shocks. The larger the shock the les6

the stalks arc exposed to the weather. Husking

should be done by the bushel, and care taken to

6ee that clean work is done, and that the stalks are
well bound and shocked. Hall's husking gloves,
which are now much improved, will be found a

great help and protection to the hands.

Potatoes.—In digging potatoes let them be expos-
ed as little to the sun and air as possible. Dig as
Boon as tops are dying or dead. There are several

useful potato diggers made and sold at reasonable
prices, which save time and labor. When potatoes
are pitted, it i6 best to do the work thoroughly
now, than make temporary heaps intending to

complete them afterwards. In nine eases out of
ten, this temporary business fails. A sudden hard
frost comes unexpectedly, and these unfinished

pits are injured.

Live Stoclc generally should now receive more
than usual care. Separate unthrifty animals
from the rest, and nurse them up before the cold
weather comes on. An unthrifty animal is shown
by its hard rough hide, and the woe-begone expres-

sion of its face. A blind man may pick out such
an animal. Its character is apparent to the touch
of the fingers. Young stock especially should be
watched and well treated. Feed no poor animals
over winter. Keep the best for breeding, and
don't be tempted to sell them off and keep the
poor ones. Beware, however, of suddenly enrich-

ing the feed of poor animals. This should be done
gradually. The digestive organs are closely related

to the blood and life of the animal. Blood diseases

certainly follow sudden changes of the feed, and
none are more rapidly fatal in their effects.

Weeds.—There is no month in the year while

weeds are growing, in which they may not be fought
with advantage. Burn everything in the shape of

a weed that can be gathered at this season. There

is no safety otherwise. They may be scattered

upon the roads and trodden under foot, but the

seeds are only put out of sight. They will appear
again. When burned, however, there is no resur-

rection for them.

Keeping Accounts.—If no accounts have been
kept upon the farm, it is a good time now to begin.

Make a map of the farm, no matter how rough
it may be. Measure every field as near as

possible. Perhaps this may lead one to see the

advantage of having fewer fences, and straight

ones. Number or name every field, and oblige

everybody about the farm to call each field by its

number or name when speaking of it. Paste a

copy of the map of good size upon the inside of

the barn door. Start the accounts with the fall

seeding, wheat or rye, and charge every field with

the work, manure, and seed put upon it. One will

be surprised to find what crops cost, if the market
value of labor and manure are "included in the

estimate. But it is this which will open the eyes

of a farmer to the needs of his business. He then

becomes a business man, and works on the only

correct principles.

Sundry Matters.—A list should be made of all

work that must be done, and that which may be

done. Fix a time for doing that which must be

done, and stick to it. Do that which may be done

in the intervals. This is how leisure is made.

This is what is meant by looking ahead. There i;

much now to be looked to ahead. It is needless

to point out what these things are. No man is a

true farmer who is ignorant of them, but many
farmers fail to think of them in time. We do not

pretend to tell a farmer everything that he must do,

or how he must do it, our object is rather to remind

him of many things that are freq.uently forgotten

until it is too late.

Work in the Horticultural Departments.

By the middle of this month, nearly all the har-

vesting will be finished in the Northern States.

There will, however, be plenty of work after har-

vesting. The plowing, draining, and cutting of

brush and weeds, will give abundant employment.

Though the days are 6hort, the cool weather now
enables men to accomplish nearly as much in a day,
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as Diey did during the long warm days of August

and September. —•—

>

Orchard and Nursery.

Fruit.—All late sorts should be harvested before

sharp frosts. Never shake good fruit from the

trees, but pick carefully by hand, to avoid bruises

and consequent decay.

Packing.—In packing take care not to injure the

fruit, and let it be well assorted ; the difference in

price between properly assorted fruit, and that

packed as it comes from the tree, will repay a good

deal of care in this respect. When good prices

can be had, it is better to sell at once. Keep the

temperature of the fruit cellar as low as possible

without freezing.

Cider.—Do not mix that made from the summer
apples, with that from the late fruit, unless for

making vinegar. Cider made from the late fall and

winter apples, is best for home use. The more
care used in sorting the fruit, and the more gradual

the fermentation, the better the quality will be.

Planting.—Where fall planting is done, set the

trees at once, 60 that they will become well estab-

lished before cold weather. Land for planting trees

next spring should be plowed in the fall.

Labels.—Replace old and defaced labels with new,

and at the same time sec that a plan is made with

the name and place of each tree.

Nursery Trees should be looked after, and if they

need cutting back or trimming, do it at once.

Budded Trees will need looking after, and the

tyings loosened if too tight.

Pomace.—If it is desirable to separate seeds for

raising stocks, small quantities may be washed out

by means of a 6ieve, but where much is needed, a

stream of water and a kind of cradle are required.

Pe«ch Stones should be buried in boxes and left

over winter. If considerable quantities are planted,

the best way is to sow thickly on the ground, and

cover with earth, they will crack during winter and

are to be sifted out in the 6pring and planted.

Fruit Garden.

Grapes.—Allow them to become thoroughly ripe

before gathering, whether for table use or for wine ;

when ripe the stems to the bunches lose their stiff-

ness, and hang directly down.

Strawberries may be set out early this mouth from

rooted runners. Mulch old beds with leaves, cut

straw, or hay.

Blackberries and Raspberries. — If the fruiting

canes were not cut last month, do it at once, and

tie up the new wood to stakes or trellises. If new
plants are set this fall, cut back to within 3 or i

inches of the ground. Set raspberries 4 to 6 feet

apart, and blackberries 6 to 8 feet.

Currants and Gooseberries.—As soon as the leaves

have fallen, pruno thoroughly ; cut out such old

wood aa is not needed, and make an open bush.

The cuttings may be planted in rows 18 inches to 2

feet apart, and the cuttings 6 inches in the row6.

Press the soil firmly around the lower ends of the

cuttings. In two years these plants will fruit.

Kitchen (iarden.

Cabbages.—Prepare cold-frames for wintering the

young plants grown from seed the last month.

The frames should be a foot high at the back, and

8 inches in the front, and the width of the length

of a common sash, viz., 6 feet. Set out the plants

2 to 3 inches apart each way, putting them down
to the leaves ; cover in freezing weather, but not

before, aa the object is to keep them dormant.

Cauliflowers.—Treat in the same way as cabbages.

Celery.—Finish earthing up, banking the earth

well up to the stalks, nearly to the top of the

leaves. In cold localities it may be stored iu

trenches the latter part of the month.

Lettuce.—Some of the hardy varieties will winter

over in the open ground, if covered with leaves or

litter. For early spring use the plants should be
6ct iu the colti-iramo the same as cabbages.

Rhubarb.—Divide now if new beds are wanted,

as the plants start so early in the spring, that they

can not then be handled so easily. Give a heavy
dressing of good stable manure to old or new beds.

Spinach.—Sow for spring crop early this month.
Thin out the late fall crop, and on the approach of

freezing weather, give a thin covering of marsh hay.

Squashes.—Cut on the approach of frost, and al-

low them to lay two or three days in the sun, cov-
ering with the vines at night. In handling take

care not to bruise or break off the steui6, as this

will often produce decay. Store iu r. dry place,

where there is uo clanger of frost.

Sweet Potatoes.—After the first frost has wilted the

vines, dig and allow to remain in the sun until dry.

Those wanted for winter should be packed in bar-

rels with cut straw, or dry leaves, and stored in a

place where the temperature is not below 60°.

Root Crops.—Have the root cellars, bins, barrels,

etc. , ready for storing as soon as the weather makes
it necessary to hurry up the work. Pits in the open
ground answer for storing large quantities ; the pits

should be 2{ to 3 feet deep, 3 feet wide, and as long

as needed. Between every two feet of roots, a

space of six inches of earth should be left, as this

will allow the section to be taken out easily with-

out exposing the rest. Fill the sections with roots

to the top of the ground, cover with litter, and on
the approach of cold weather, cover with earth,

giving slant enough to allow the rain to run off.

Of course such pits can only be made in dry ground
where water will not settle during the winter.

Plowing and Draining may be done now, as ground

thus treated in the fall, will be ready to work some
days earlier in the spring.

Manure.—Save everything that can be converted

into manure, and collect leaves, leaf-mold, and
whatever other absorbents can be had easily. Cart

to the field when the teams can be spared, and

place in piles where needed.

Flower tfarden and Lawn,
If any improvements are designed in the grounds

around the house, new walks or drives to be
laid out, now is a favorable time to make them,

and much better than in spring when the rush and
hurry of work is on. If the ground does not lie 60

that there is a natural drainage, lay underdrains.

Souse Plants.—Remove to the house at once such

plants as it is desirable to save for another season.

Cut back both root and branch, and keep in the

shade for a few days, until well established. Make
cuttings of all such as it is desirable to propagate.

Cannas.—Take up before the frost has killed the

foliage, otherwise the roots arc apt to rot.

Chrysanthemums.—After the plants have formed
good buds, pot for fall and winter blooming. Those
left out ought to have stakes to support them.

Perennials.—Where they have been left for three

or four years in the same bed, they should be taken

up, divided, and reset ; they produce enough better

flowers to pay for this extra trouble.

Bulbs.—All hardy bulbs, such as tulips, hyacinths,

jonquils, crocuses, etc., ought to be put into the

ground by the middle of the month if possible.

Tender bulbs, like gladioluses, tiger-flowers, etc.,

should be taken up after frost, dried off, and stored

in a cool, dry place, where they will not freeze.

Dahlias.—After the frost has killed the foliage,

dig the roots on a warm sunny day, taking care not

to break them. As soon as dry, label, and store in

a dry cellar.

Protection.—Collect all materials needed for cov-

ering half-hardy shrubs and plants. Red cedar, or

other evergreen boughs, marsh hay, and leaves, arc

all useful. Do not cover too early, as the plants

may start if protected too soon. Not only are tender

plants, but hardy sorts, benefitted by covering.

Greenhouse and Window Plants.

Even though frost has not made its appearance,

it is better to have all tender plan . under cover,

than to expose them tothecocl nigMs. Plants set

out during the summer in pots or tubs, should be
taken in, and either repotted, or the top soil re-

moved, and replaced by rich compost.

Repairs should all be finished by this time, and
everything put in proper order to receive the plants.

See that all insects are destroyed within the house,

and all the plants taken into the house, first care-

fully examined and freed from all vermin.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-
fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,
from our daily record during the year, show at a glance
the transactions for the month ending Sept. 14th, 1874,

and for the corresponding month last year

:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT TUB NEW YOKE MARKETS.
RECErr-Ts. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Bye. Barlev. Oats.
29 A'stlmt m'tli3t6, ) 3,0 11.OHO 1,9117,000 51,000 28 700 758 000
28 el's last W'th252,000 2,914,000 5,763,000 41,000 3,200 897,000
Sales. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Hue. Barley. Oatt.
29 d's this m'tli3i8,000 5.143.000 4,716,000 20,000 -2,304 000
Wit's (ust m'lli 269,000 3,902,000 6,125,000 27,000 379/100

3. Comparison with same period at this time last year.
Receipts. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Rue. Barley. Oats.
29 days 1814... 316.000 3,671,000 1.967.000 54.000 28,700 75S.O0O
27 days 1873... 271 ,000 2,133,000 4,538,000 97,000 8,500 965^000

Sales. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barleu. Oats.
29 days 1874.. .348,000 5.143.(1(10 4.716,000 26.000 -2 304,000
27 days 1873.

.
468,000 2,947,000 4,802,000 229,000 7,000 2,047,000

3. Stock of grain in store at New York.

Sept. 8, 1874.
Aug.10, 1874.
July 6, 1874.
Jane 8, 1874.
Mavll, 1874.

April 6, 1871.

Mar. 9, 1874.
Feb. 9, 18T4.
Jan. 12, 1871

Wheat.
bush.

.1,013.531

.1,853,70:1

794,083
383,109
3-1-, ;>;-,[

.1,036',093

1,3.'(',-'13

1,070,649
1,235,10

Corn.
bush.

1,887,885
1,126,313

;_'-•; ,i; .:-

116,651
34,003
128,693
754,511
511.800

1,146,203
2,093,544

Rye. Barley. Oats.
bush. bush, bush
17,892 528
28,400
32,970
68.188 1,573
25.839 41,125
20,379 118,820
26,378 61,416
14.608 40,906
1,131 186.208

244.8S5Dec. 10, 1873.. 1,553,313

4. Exports from New York, Jan. 1 to Sept. 10,

181590
:s,;32

3-1.512

828,3-13

53,527
468.673
751 ,375

735.992
514,117

579,748

Malt.
bush.
143,565
104.467
82,439
74,669
40,939
45,475
22,276
23,769
55,482
60.865

1874.
1873.

1571
1873.

Flour.
bbls.

Wheat.
bush.

Corn.
bush.

Bye. Barley. Oats.
bush. bush. bush.

Peas.
bush.
272,105
91,270

1.529,415 28.492.895 15.829.6 1653^050 3.320 8S.S96
966,067 12,106,221 9,813,745 551,093 19,226 26,591

Receipts at head of tide-water at Albany each season
to Aug. 3ist.

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barley. Oats.
bbls. bush. bush. bush. bush. bush.
53,(1111) 12,SH,(i0ll 12,492,700 189,80(1 74,100 1,221200
66,900 8,901,100 .8,419,800 617.400 27,000 2,105,000

18i2 66,000 3,500,500 16;oi3,600 S19,'400 401,500 4;S69;500

Gold has been up to 110,'i and down to 109?8—closing
Sept. 12th at 109^ as against 100?s on August 12th
The movement in domestic produce, of nearly all kinds,
has been on an extensive scale. The receipts of Flour
and Wheat have been liberal ; and, in view of the very fa-

vorable results of the harvest in most countries, holders
have been very urgent in offering supplies for sale at

much lower prices, leading an active trade, in good part
for export, the jow rates on ocean freights favoring ship-

pers. Corn and Oats, on the contrary, have been offered
quite moderately, and have been in very good demand to-

ward the close at much stronger rates. The dealings in

Corn have been largely on speculative account, and the
market here, as well as in the interior, and at Liverpool,
has been measurably under speculative control. Hence,
the advance has been somewhat arbitrary. The old crop
df Oats had been almost exhausted before the new crop
began to reach the market, and as the wants of the job-

bing trade were quite pressing, sellers of the new crop
were enabled to realize better prices. The transactions

in grain, especially in Corn and Oats, have been largely

in stock for forward delivery. Rye has been in limited

request at our quotations. Barley has been quite nomi-
nal in price, no business having been reported thus far

this season. Barley Malt has been in moderate request,

bat at easier figures. ..Provisions have been fairly ac-

tive, but quoted lower and unsettled, closing more steadi-

ly— Wool has ocen in brisk demand, mainly on manu-
facturing account, closing strong and buoyant in price.

Cotton nas been freely dealt in, mostly for forward
delivery, 'out at easier prices. The later crop reports,

having ocen less favorable, tended to strengthen tfeO

views of holders Tobacco has been unusually active,

and much firmer ; the demand hr.ving baen largely spec-

ulative... Hay and Straw have been quoted loweron a

moderate business. . . . Seeds have been iu rVdi\;<7';..jing re-

quest, but closed weaker in price Hops nave neen held

with more firmness, on, however, a restricted business.

We now quote this year's gre ,ftO in our comparative ta-

bic of prices. The crop ot domestic now saved is said

to be the finest in quality si.tce that of 1867. Brewers, it

is thought, will not be long finding out that the hops are

much richer and heavier than usual, and that a much less

quantity will be required to produce the same result. As

to the extent of the yield, the prevailing opinion is that

we have grown about the same quantity as last year. In

the interior, some 3,000 bales have been bought by deal-

ers oa speculation, at an average price of 40c. per lb.
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CUEBBNT WUOLKSALK PRICKS.

Atlg. 12. Sept. 12.

Prios of Gold 1095-8 1091-3
Ktouu—Super to Estni Stule U 50 % 6 V, }4 40 19 6 lo

Buper to Exlni Southern.- .. 5 50 @ 9 50 4 80 ® 8 25

Extra Western 5 35 @ |
50 4 90 ® 8 25

Extra Genesee 6 i5 8 is 5 50 @ B 00

Supernne Western 4 50 8 o 25 4 40 @ 5 00

lira Flour 5 2o @ 6 50 4 50 @ 5 50

Corn-Mbal 3 50 (8 4 75 4 10 e 5 52

Wheat- All Jiimlsot Wliite. 1 SO @ 1 55 125 @ 1 42X
All kinds ot Ked and Amber. 1 15 e I jts 1 10 e 1 37

CORS-Yellow 80 @ 81 99@100
Hlxed 7S;.;9 80 97 @ 1 00

White 90 O - 98 @ 1 01

Oats- Western BO @ 85 65 @ 72

State 60 @ 75 65 @ 70

Kte 90 ® 1 05 87 a 1 00

Barley Nominal. Nominal
HAT-liale, V 100 hb 75 @ 1 40 60 a 1 10

Straw, ¥ 100 Bs 50 a 95 45 a 75

Cotton- Middlings. * lb ... II ® l~oi 16K® KX
Hops—Crop id 1^74. V lb — @ 50 35 a 50

Featbbus-Ijvc Geese. » lb 30 @ 60 3.5 @ 60
SRKD-Clover, * lb 10 @ 10Jf 10 @ WX
Timothy. V Inishel 3 23 a 8 50 2 »0 a 2 75

Flax * hosliel 2 7.4® 2 10 2 05 a 2 07X
Sugar- F.efl'<;& Grocerytflb 0><® 10 6X® K'4
Mcilassks. Cuba. iSgal. 35 a 48 36 ® 50

New Orleans, V gal 78 ® 8
?

.5 a 81

CoFFEE-UiolGold) 18 a 31K£ »X® 19

Tobacco, Kentucky, &e., if* lb. 6K® 1* iM@ 20

Seed Leaf. V n> 5 ® 45 6 @ 50

Wool—Domestic Fleece, <f B 30 ® 6o SO ® 6a

Domestic, pulled,?) lb 25 ® 53 2.t a 52}^

California, clip 15 ® 08 li @ d7

Tallow. *> lb 7.^® 8^ 8 @ S0$

Oi£<J*KR-*< Ion 45 00 ©47 00 44 00 @46 00

POKK-Mess. tf barrel 23 25 ©23 75 22 50 ® —
Prime if barrel Nominal. f^ommal
BEEF-Plain mess 10 50 (5.13 00 1100 @13 50

Lard, in tres. & barrels, V n 13)4® I* ISJ-m 14%
BUTTEK—State, ? tt> 22 ® 35 25 ® 40

Western. * B 18 ® 27 1< ® 30

Cherse.. . • 5 a 13K 5 @ 14

liEiNS-TB Imslicl ISO @ 5 50 150 @ 5 00

PEAS-Canada, free, * bu ... 1 25 a 1 30 1 28 @ 1 i>0

EGGS-Fresh.f dozen 17 ® 24 18 ® 21

POULTBY—Fowls 15 ® 18 16 @ 18

Turkeys—TUB 14 ® W IS ® IS

Geese.'^pair 125 @ 2 50 1.85 ® 2 50

Ducks, V pair 60 w 1 00 CO ® 1 12

Pigeons, $ dozen 150 @ 1 75 175 a 2 25

Woodcock, $ pair — @ — 90 @ 1 15

Grouse, $ pair — © — 70 @ 75
Partridges. ~& pair — @ — 50 @ t 25

tuevips vbbi — a i oo 75 a i oo

Cabsvoes-T» 100 6 00 @ 9 00 00 (5,10 00

Onions—f> bbl 3 00 ® 4 25 1 B0 @ 3 00

Potatoes—V bbl 2 00 ® 2 75 150 @ 2 00

Sweet Potatoes—$bbl Nominal. 3 25 ©3 50

Carrots-^ 100 2 00 ® — 1 75 ® 2 00
He mm r. it:-: 5 ® 11 6 ® 12
Whortleberries, F busn... 3 60 @ 3 oo nominal.
Blackberries, ~$ ouart 6 ® 10 Nominal
Plums, 9 bbl — ® — 00 ®12 00

Gr.m'ES, V lb — ® — 6 ® 12
APSI.E8—9 barrel 1 00 ® 3 00 1 00 ® 3 00

Cranberries—«f bbl Nominal. 100 ® 3 00
Peaches. %> basket 2 00 @ 1 no so a!a
Pe u-.s, 5S bbl 2 50 ©15 00 250 @10 00

Watermelons, iP 100 8 00 ®10 00 6 00 ®25 00

NuTHBG Melons, V lib! 125 ® 3 00 1 (10 ® 1 50

GreenPeas. new, S bushel.. 2 00 a 2 25 2 00 a 2 25

Let-took, * bbl 150 a — 1 50 ® —
Tomatoes. V bushel 50 ® 1 50 25 ® ,.)

6auASH.?lbb] 125 ® — 100 ® 1 7a

Water-Cresses, "f
1 basket... 30 @ 40 30 @ 40

CUOTJMBERS, 9 100 75 a 90 90 @ 1 25

Cauliflowers. $ dozen 1 50 ® 4 00 1 00 @ 4 00

Egg Plants, 3> dozen — © — 50 @ 75
Lima Beans, S bag — ® — 1 25 @ 1 75

Hew York I,ivc-Siocli Markets.
receipts,

week endino Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Swine. Toft.

Ana 17 10.022 1G6 2,786 21,743 21,797 00,514

An*. 24 10,880 23 2.(00 2S.887 25,663 67.W3
Aug. 31 0,771 56 8,576 22,013 25,747 61,068

Sept. 7 10,216 28 8,073 21,986 27,447 65,780

Sept. 14 8,205 73 2,318 28,645 23,077 06,318

Total for 5 Weeks.. 40,124 346 1:1.153 139,179 1:3,731 321,483

Ao./orprev. 4 ireeA's37,068 383 10.516 104,116 91,311 246,424

Beeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Swine.
Average per Week 9.825 CO 2,630 20,035 25,746

do. do. la>,t Month... 9.267 96 2,634 2(1,029 23,577

do. do. prev's Month.. 9,149 53 3,210 21,556 28,775

Beef Caltle.—At tlie outset the market opened

with an improvement of hCc. a lb. upon prime to extra

cattle, while poor stock dragged heavily. It was ap-

parent that the influx of poor cattle would result in a

lower average, and while extra beeves sold at fully 5fc a

3b. higher than at the same time last year, the low range

of 5 cents for the poorest weakened the market all round,

and prices drooped throughout the month. At the close

the market was dull, with a losing business to shippers.

To get $3 a head above first cost In Chicago, was thought

to be doing well, and many were sold at prices which

paid nothing for freight. At the close extra sold for 13 ^'c,

to dress 58 lbs. ;
good native steers brought 9@18c. $1

lb., to dress 56 to 57 lbs., and poor Texans and natives

eold for "®9c, to dress 55 lbs.

The prices for the past five weeks were as follows

:

week ejtdino Range. Large Sales. Aver.

Aug. 17 6K®lSXc 11 ®UXe. ll«c.
Aug. 24 5M®13Mc 10X®ll'^c. 11 c.

Aug. 31 5X®13Kc 10«®llHc. 11 c.

Sept. 7 7 ©13 c. 10«®ll!4c. lO^c.
Sept. 14 7\-®i3\c. io; 4-®u>jc. loxc

laHdi Cows.—Tho business in fresh cows has been

fair throughout the month. Good average cows would
fetch $55 to $00, and choice cows, with the calf, sell for

$75. Fancy cows, for family use, sell occasionally for

$80 to $100. Only choice cows are wanted at this season.

Calves.—The market for veals has been firm

throughout, grass and buttermilk calves have eased off.

Quotations arc for good veals, 7@10c. $ tb.
;
grassers,

$4.75@10.50 per head, and buttermilk calves at ?,/ ov
'$ lb Sheep and Lambs have becu hard to sell,

unless fat. With many poor on hand, the market has

drooped, and prices are off. For fat stock the prices are

6(S6)ic. ; common to prime, 4^(35J£c. Choice lambs

sell for 6GtT%c. $ lb Swine.—With increased re-

ceipts, the quotations for dressed hogs have given way

slightly. Corn-fed hogs have touched 9%c. ¥ lb. during

the month. As we close, wc note quotations for live at

$7.18@T-31 $ 100 lbs.; dressed hogs at 8>i@9c., and slow

of sale for grassers, and 9!i®9^c. $ lb. for corn-fed.

Don't Fail

To Read about the

New Campaign
On Pages 393 to 396.

containing a great variety of Items, including many
good Bints and Suggestions wrack ids throiD into smaller
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

Remitting: Money: — Checks on
New York City Banks or Bankers are Lest

forlargeanms; make payable to the order of Orange
Jntfd Company. Post-OIHce Money Orders
for $50 or less, are cheap and safe also. When these arc not

obtainable, register letters, affixing stamps for post-

age and registry
;
put in the money and seal the letter in

the presence of the postmaster, and take his receipt for it.

Money Bent in Hip. ObDVC Ihvpp methods is safe agdinet Joes.

B^" 3f.B.-The IVew Postage I^aw.
—On account of the new postal law, which requires
prc-paymont of postage by the publish-
ers, after January 1st, 187-5, each subscriber,

whose subscription runs over into the nest year, must re-

mit, in addition to the regular rates, one cent for each

month over which his subscription extends in 1875, or

ten cents for the whole year 1875. Every

subscriber, whether coming singly, or iu clubs at club

rates, will be particular to send to this office postage as

above, that i=, at the rate often cents for the
year, additional to the regular subscrip-
tion. Subscribers in British America will continue to

send postage as heretofore, for prc-payment here.

SW* Subscribe this month,
and get ]Voveniber and De-
cember Numbers FREE. .^JgJ

Read "Better Yet " on p. 396.

Our Western Office.—Our friends in

the West are reminded that wc have an office at Lake-

side Building, Chicago, 111., in charge of Mr. W. H.
Busbey. Subscriptions to American Agriculturist are

taken there, and sample copies of the paper and chronic

are delivered, and orders received for advertising on the

same terms as in New York. All our books are on sale

at the Western Office. Please call and examine, buy,

subscribe, and advertise.

What the Pnhlishers Say-— Very
interesting reading will be found on pages 393 to 306 of

this nnmber. We specially ask all our friends and pat-

rons who have learned by experience the value to them-

selves and to their homes of this Journal, to kindly call

the attention of their friends and neighbors, who arc

not subscribers, to the column on page 39C, headed " Now
Save Money. 11 We say. M kindly call attention," because

wc arc sure that any who may De led by such a call to

subscribe for this Journal, will be ready to return thanks

for the kindness many times before the year 1875 is over,

inconsequence of the benefit and enjoyment they and

their families, from the oldest to the youngest member,

will receive from the American Agriculturist.

Magnolia or Not?— (l R. E. F.," Pa.

The leaves sent arc apparently those of some kind of

magnolia, but it is not safe to determine a plant from

leaves only. That they drop in autumn, is no proof that

the tree is not a magnolia, as all apeciea thai art **: j>

at the North do so. None of the evergreen magnottaf;

would be hardy with yon.

Manual of Geology, by James D. Dana,
2nd edition, New York : Ivieon, Blakeman, Taylor & Co.

In noticing a work by Prof. Dana, the reviewer has only

to name the author, and all who know about such mat-

ters, will at once understand that the work is aa well

nigh perfect as it is possible for one of its kind to be.

We rejoice that one of Dana's eminence, can find time

and inclination to write text books for popular instruc-

tion. A large share of the school-books treating of the

natural sciences are made to sell, and when one like

Dana or Gray steps into the field, it should be a matter
of congratulation. We need only to say in reference to

the present work, that it has special reference to Ameri-
can geology, and that the abundant illnstrations are

mostly from American sources. While it ie- admirable as
a text book, it is also of great value as a work of refer-

ence to the farmer and general reader, a matter in which
its very full and complete index will prove of great help.

It only remains to a.:d that the publishers have worthily

done their part, and that type, paper, and engravings,

all tend to make a handsome volume.

Sending: Fruit Samples.—The same
thing has happened this year that has given us trouble in

previous years. Persons send us samples of fruit, with
no mark on the parcel to show where it came from.
After some days a letter will come saying that a pear, a
bunch of grapes, or other specimen was sent sei

da3'9 ago, and asking us to give our opinion of it. In

the mean time a dozen samples will have accumulated,
and we are without the slightest cine to whom they

belong. This has happened a number of times this sea-

son, and those who have received no reply concerning

their pear, grapes, or other fruit, will know that it is

because we are entirely unable to identify their speci-

mens. The law does not allow any writing to be
with the fruit, unless full letter postage is paid, and our

friends must take some other method to designate their

parcels. We are always ready to name specimens ae

as we are able, and hope that friends who send us pack-

ages by mail, will send a letter concerning the fruit by
the same mail, or before, never after, and request tl i

postmaster to mark the post office upon the bundle or
boac, in each a innnner tljnt it c«n be rend. When bOXf S

are sent by express, the charges should be paid. Iti-

not fair to ask us to pay all the way from 50 cts. to $2 f<

the privilege of looking at a fruit, whether good or bad.

A few years ago we paid over $2 on a box, which, wbx i

opened, contained only a decayed watermelon. Always
prepay.

KricU Machine.—"J. P.," and others.

Wc are unable, at present, to give the address of the

maker of the best brick machine. Wc know of one, at

least, that is working steadily making brick, bnt have
not yet been able to ascertain the address of the maker.
We believe there is no machine made that will make-

both brick or tile by changing the dies.

A Draiuins; Plow.—" W. L.," Oberlin,

Ohio. There are many varieties of draining or mole
plows made, and their use is certainly to he recommend-
ed as beneficial. They operate by breaking up the sub-
soil and leaving a number of more or less effective chan-
nels, by which the surface water fir. .^ an outlet to the

lowest portion of the farm. This, as fa. "S it goes, is i

sort of draining, which is to be practise^, rather than

none. The mole plow known as the blind ditching plow,

made by n. Chamberlin & Son, of Olean, X. Y.. -.v >

the work required.

Wistaria.—"H.," Somers' Center, N. Y.
You do not say when the leaves of yonr Wistaria bun
yellow. If before their time it may be mildew, or the

plant may be in a very wet place, and nnhea!ihy.

Hedge for ^T. J.—"R.," Pittsgrove, N. J.

The best general hedge plant for yon, is the IIone

y

Locust. Sow seeds in spring, and when plants are a year

old set them in the hedge row.

notation of Crops.—" A. B.,*' West-
moreland Co., Pa. Our present rotation of crops is sus-

ceptible of improvement. We have now corn, oats, wheat,

and clover, almost universally. There arc three grain

crops successively, and but one green crop. This helps

the land to become foul and weedy, and is too exhaus-

tive. A better rotation in some places, would be to

substitute barley for the oats, and to sow clover with the

barley, following the clover with wheat. The corn

would come between the two small grain crops. ThU
would help to clean the land, as the cleaning crop, corn,

would not come next to the green crop, clover. Or
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where it is possible, the wheat might bo followed with

grass, raised or not with clover, or the corn might be

followed with a crop of roots. Any of these would be

better than our present rotation.

Our Premium List.—Do uot fail to read

the Descriptive List of Premiums to canvassers for the

American Agriculturist, which will be found on pages 393

to 39U. Everybody wants something that will he found

there. Look it over carefully, select the thing you want

from the useful and valuable articles named, and then go

to work and secure it by collecting the necessary number

of subscribers, which you can do with but little effort, as

thousands have done in past seasons.

Cotswold-Merino Sheep.—' 1 L. R. D.,"

Washington Co., Pa. The cross-bred sheep produced

from Merino ewes and a Cotswold ram, are probably the

most useful class of farm-sheep that can b« kept, both

for early lambs, wool, or mutton. They are becoming a

favorite class of sheep in Europe, ana we notice that at

the Vienna Exhibition of last year, they attracted a great

ileal of attention, and were considered " fine examples of

sheep" by the judges. Specimens from a flock of 340 of

the6C, bred in Moravia, are described as having wool 4(i

inches long, 10 months after shearing, much finer than

the Cotswold wool, very bright, having good curl, and

thickly set npon the skin. The flesh was firmer than

that of the Cotswolde, and lambs, 12 to 14 months old

weighed 139 to 143 pounds per head. The halt-bred ani

mals bred well together without deteriorating.

Ralloon Hanging' Baskets, Pot-
Holders, Etc.—Peter Henderson & Co. seno. us an

entirely new floricultural appliance, which can be better

nnderstood from engravings, than from description. In-

stead of making a hanging " basket,'' with a wooden bowl

and rattan supports, the harness of the bowl, so to speak,

is of narrow steel strips, strong, flexible, and elastic. Some

of these are contrived as pot-holders, by which a pot can

be suspended in the quickest possible manner. Many
plants show much better when seen from below, and this

contrivance allows any such specimens to be suspended

at the window or elsewhere.

Information as to Cheese Factor-
ies.—In an item under this head last mouth, we inadver-

tently gave the address of Gardiner B. Weeks, as Utica,

N. T., instead of Syracuse, N. T. Persons desiring trust-

worthy information respecting cheese or butter factories,

can procure it from Mr. Weeks.

Burlington Co., IV. J., is one of the

great fruit producing districts between New York and

Philadelphia, audits Annual fair should he in some re-

spects one of the best in the couutry. We notice that

the time of holding the fair at Mt. Holly has been changed

from September to October 6 and 7.

Goldsmith Maid.—" Pioneer." Through

the kindness of Col. Skinner, of the Turf, Field, and

Farm, we are enabled to give you the desired informa-

tion respecting " Goldsmith Maid." Owner's name,

H. N. Smith ; age, 17 years ; on the course, 9 years ; best

recorded time, at Rochester, N. Y., August, 1874, 2 min.

14Jf sec. She did not beat Dexter's time in California

last year ..Goldsmith Maid has since beaten her own
lime, as above given, at Mystic Park, Mass., Sept. 3, the

mile being made in 2.14.

Gathering' Leaves. — "W. C," Kala-

mazoo, Mich. We have gathered forest leaves with a

steel tooth hay rake, after clearing out all the brush, and

cutting off the stumps and snags level with the ground.

The rake gathers the leaves up as easily as it docs hay

into windrows, from which they may be piled into heaps

and left until there is leisure time to draw them home.

They 6hould be drawn in a hay rack upon which arc

pprcad some blankets or barn sheets. The easiest

method of loading them is with barley forks, or large

barn baskets made very wide aud shallow. Such baskets

are made purposely for gathering leaves, for the use of

charcoal burners, and are sold in large quantities in

Detroit and other lake ports, for shipment to the North-

em iron regions. They would be very useful for farmers.

Petroleum. — "G. T. C," Ancora, N. J.

Crude Petroleum is not kerosene. The oil, as it comes

from the wells, is what is meant by crude or unrefined

petroleum. It is a thick black semi-liquid substance,

similar in appearance to the coarsest molasses. This oil

has the propertv o f "* V.iig into the pores of wood rapid-

ly, an'l L-.^,cutng and smoothing the surface. When
handled, it does not stick to the skin as does linseed

oil. For this reason it is preferred for preserving shovel

handles, rakes, and all the implements about a farm.

Situation of a Bairy Farm.—"J.

A. O.," Grautville, Mass. The richest grass lands are

the most suitable for a dairy farm. As these are gener-

ally found in what are called bottoms, or level alluvial

tracts, such a location should be chosen in preference to

less fertile uplands. But where rolling lands productive

of excellent grass can be secured, we would prefer such

to a river bottom for healthfulness of the stock. A lime-

stone soil is preferable to any other.

College of Veterinary Surgeons.—
The session of the College of Veterinary Surgeons of

New York, commences on Thursday, the first of October.

Information as to fees, etc., can be had from Dr. A. F.

Liautard, Secretary, 205 Lexington Ave., New York.

The Home Cook Book is the title of a

work made up from the contributions of the ladies of

Chicago and other places, published by J. Fred Wagener,

and sold for the benefit of " The Home for the Friend-

less." We have often stated that no oue can give a

proper opinion of a cook-book, until after thoroughly

testing it. A hook made up in the manner in which this

is, will present a greater variety, than if it were the

work of one person, aud for the same reason we should

expect to find various discrepancies in it, as the views of

one contributor differ from those of another as to the

method or doing tne samo thing. We eau only say of the

present work, that it impresses us favorably, and the

lady who presides over our household affairs is of the

same opinion. It has the merit of freshness and origi-

nality, and we Lave no doubt whl prove ItaalC a favorite

household guide. Its mechanical appearance is excel-

lent, and its utility is increased by the binding in of nu-

merous blank leaves, which allows the addition of other

recipes under their proper heads. We must, however,

ask the editor to leave out in another edition, the med-

ical recipes, some of which, especially for hydrophobia

and small pox, arc too absurd to be published anywhere.

The Ohio State Fair.—Just as we are

closing up these pages, there came to hand copious

notes from an associate, who attended the Ohio State

Fair, at Columbus. We at this late hour can only record

its general success, financially and otherwise. The en-

tries exceeded those of any previous year by over 1000,

and thus made a very full and varied exhibition. Live

stock, especially cattle and horses, were in large num-

bers. Cattle from Kentucky and Illinois, as well as from

the best herds in Ohio, made a fine show. Sheep, swine,

aud poultry were much as last year. " Fruit Hall " was

well filled, and the fruit of great excellence. The new
grounds are regarded as admirable, aud the management

in general is spoken of in the highest terms.

Death of Doet. J. II. Slack.—This

gentlemen at the time of his death (Aug. 27) was one of

the Fish Commissioners of New Jersey. He was well

known by his writings on fish culture, and by his suc-

cessful fish-breeding establishment at B'.oomsburg, N. J.

His last public service was to hatch a quantity of the eggs

of the California salmon, aud distribute the young fry in

the waters of the Southern and Middle States. He was a

remarkably versatile, and at the same time a very modest

man, and his death at the early age of 3S is a public loss.

" English " Sparrows.—" S. F.," Rock
Grove, 111. These sparrows are not exclusive English, as

they abound on the continent. They are to be had of the

bird dealers in early spring at $2, more or less, the pair,

according to the demand. They have done good service

in cities in freeing trees aud gardens of insects, but we
should hesitate about introducing them into a grain-

growing neighborhood. Better protect and encourage

the native insect-eating birds. The sparrows do not

migrate, hence they must be provided with food in win-

ter when snow is on the ground.

See Pages393 to 396.

Prize Farms.-It is a part of the regular
business of the English Agricultural Associations to

offer premiums, frequently of $500 in amount, for the

best cultivated farms. Generally there are three premi-
ums offered for the first, second, aud third best of the

farms entered for competion. In some parts of Ger-
many, in addition to the award of prizes to the best

managed farms, the worst cultivated farms are sought
out, and the students of the agricultural schools are

given the opportunity of comparing the worst and best

managed farms together. This is a most valuable aid

in their education. We commend the idea of awarding

premiums to the best cultivated farms of certain dis-

tricts, to the State Agricultural Societies, believing this

would result in great good. The prize farms might not

be visited by a large number of fanners from a distance,

but the agricultural journals would take pains to make
known in the widest manner, everything of interest con-

nected with them.

The ttraylin;;*.—A correspondent at Adrian,

Mich., writes :

lt
I notice your article upon the Grayling

in the Agriculturist for this mouth. This fish is found on
the west side of this State, (that is the lower peninsula.)

from the Manistee river northward to the Straits of

Mackinaw, and thence in several of the streams on the

northeast coast. My son, who lives near the Boardman
river, which flows into Grand Traverse Bay, aud in which
both trout and grayling are abundant, has this season

seut me both kinds of fish. Being a native of western

Massachusetts, where in my neighborhood trout were
plenty, my prepaesious were strongly in their favor, but

after trial we consider the grayling fully equal to the

trout for the table. They are decidedly a game fish. I

have not learned whether they are found iu the streams

of our upper peninsula, but it is well known that they

abound with trout.

SUNDRY HUMBUGS.—Friends often

write ns about s«:r.e swindling operation, and ask us to

show it up in our Humbug Columns, if it comes within

"OUR scorE."

We have never in this matter stopped to consider

what were the limits or extent of our (; scope." We
regard every attempt to get money without rendering

a fair equivalent in return, as belonging to the geuus
humbug, whether the operation is iu railroad bonds or

postage stamps. We do not give much space to swindles
involving large sums of money, as those are only prac-
tised among bankers, brokers, aud other men, who are

usually supposed "to have their e3'e teeth cut." It is these
numerous minor swindles, where the sum concerned is a
few dollars at most, that need exposure, for it is this class

that find their field ot operations among rural communi-
ties. When we say that farmers are more apt to be
taken in by these swindlers, it is not spoken to their

discredit. Persons who are perfectly honest and upright

themselves, are slow to suspect others of wrong doing,

and the man who has never defrauded another of a cent,

can not conceive of the meanness which will stoop to

wrong him Wc are tempted by some recent occur-

rences that came under our notice, to repeat some advice

which we perhaps have already given iu substance in

former years. Almost every one, no matter where he may
live, expects at some time iu his life to visit New York
city. While there arc many other fine cities, there is but
one New York, aud every farmer's boy, even- village

clerk, and even every young miss, has an undefined

uotion that some day they shall see the sights of the

wonderful city, of which their reading has told them so

much. So it happens that thousands of strangers, from
near at hand and from the far West and South, come to

the metropolis solely for the purpose of sight seeing. At
all times of the year there arc numerous visitors of this

kind in the city, but of all other seasons

OCTOBER BRINGS ITS CROWDS.

This month is the most favorable for seeing tho city,

the days are fine and cool, wanderers have returned from
their vacations, the streets arc full, the stores are at their

best, and there is no other time at w hich the city is so

attractive as in these golden autumn days. Where there

are grapes there will be the foxes, and the rascals who
make their living by prowling around, increase in propor-

tion with the visiting strangers. Then swindlers, gam-
blers, and confidence men of all kinds, who have been
plying theirgames at the watering places, the race courses,

and the countiy fairs, or wherever people gather i;i

crowds, are on hand in full force, to meet the crowd that

this month assembles in the city, and a few words of

CAUTION TO STRANGERS IX NEW TORK

may save our visiting friends much annoyance and loss.

Some of these swindlers, not content to await the arrival

of their victims, go out to meet them, and many a man
who has met an agreeable traveling companion on his

journey to the city, has learned a lesson in regard to this

kind of swindling that he will not soon forget. To those
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unused to traveling we would say, be careful of showing

your money. Only take out enough at stations to pay

for tickets, keep sufficient loose change for incidental

expenses in a handy pocket, and have the rest securely

placed in some inside pocket. Having disposed of your

money, don't fuss about it and every now and then feel

to ascertain if it is safe, as there is no surer way of

directing a pick-pocket than this. It is a safe rule to

treat traveling companions with politeness, and nothing

more : allow no sudden intimacies ; if one persists iu

taking you into his confidence, the chances are that he

has some end to serve. Don't change any large bills for

any one, and do not tell any stranger what your business

is, or whore you are going to "stop." Those who have

traveled much, and are good judges of characters, have

no need of these cautions, but those who have had little

or no experience, should be careful how they make
chance acquaintances. Whatever you may do at home,

by all means avoid

CARD PLAYING WHILE TRAVELING.

When wearied with a long journey, the temptation with

some is very strong, to accept the invitation to make the

fourth hand at a game of cards. It is safe always to

decline, and often highly dangerous to accept. The
"social" game is readily turned iuto a gambling one.

" Only 25 cents a side to make it interesting," this point

passed the end is not far. It is well known that certain

lines leading from the city, are infested by well dressed

"gentlemanly " gamblers, who " travel on the make," and
we have seen persons stripped by them of eveiy dollar,

the conductor apparently knowing all about the little

game Within the city the traps that await the stranger

are numerous. One of the common tricks of the street
" bummers," is to run up to a stranger with open hand,
pretending to be very glad to meet him, asking when he
came to town, how he left the folks, where he is stopping,

and all that ; if the stranger does not know the chap, he
Bays, " Oh ! here comes Charlie," and Charlie is sure to

know the stranger twice as well as the first one. It often

happens that a good natured person, feeling the loneliness

of a large city, thinks he might have known these per-

sons at some time or somewhere. If he hesitates or

stops to explain, he is quite likely to be taken possession
of by his newly found friends, who will not leave him so
long as he has a dollar. Thi« thing happens almost every
day directly in front of our office, and our young men,
when they see it going on, do not hesitate to step out and
inform the stranger of the character of his "friends."

Another game is for these chaps to get names from the

hotel register, and then call upon the guest with some
story of being related, or other appeal to his sympathy.
The only safe way for an entire stranger in New York, is

to absolutely repel all advances of whatever kind from un-

known persons. Let him make up his mind what points

he wishes to visit during the day, and learn from the

hotel clerk how to reach them. If he wishes information

while on the streets, ask it of a policeman, and of no one
elBe. Avoid auctions, "great sacrifices," "dollar," and
other cheap stores of all kinds. If he wishes to make
purchases, and has no friend to advise with, ask the ho-

tel people for the names of respectable dealers, or con-

sult the advertisements of the daily papers. Much more
might be said in the way of advice to strangers in New
York, and the same applies to other large cities, but we
have touched upon those which our observation shows
are most needed. Eemember that money is the first

requisite in traveling, and that next in importance is
" common sense," which, among other things, will lead
to the proper care and expenditure of it So much
space has been given to those swindlers to whom the
victims come, that we have but little left for those who
spread themselves over the country through the agency
of the mail, but though our budget for the mouth is a
" sizable " one, it is mainly a repetition of the old
stories—We have frequently advised our readers to

exercise cautiou in regard to the

CHEAP SEWING MACHINES

advertised so freely everywhere, except in New York.
We have before shown that some of the machines were
absolutely worthless, and o: late complaints have come
that money had been sent and no returns made. While
we could not declare these sewing machine chaps
swindlers, upon the unsupported assertion of persons not
personally known to us, there was evidently abundant
reason why we should put onr readers on their guard.
On the day we go to press, the morning papers announce
the arrest of E. J. Mulligan, one of the parties against
whom frequent complaints have been made. We are
unable to give the result of the matter in the present
issue. Probably those agricultural and i rticultural

journals, which advertised this concern so extensively,

will be looking around for their advertising bills Here
is a circular of a grand gift concert, of the

yaNTPELIER FEMALE HUMANE ASSOCIATION,

which ci: ^ns to be a home for old, infirm, and destitute
ladies, at., '.exandria, Va. We have also letters asking

whether it is a humbug or not. Here is a most worthy
purpose, that of providing needy women with a home,
and it is endorsed and supported by gentlemen of the

highest respectability, several of whom occupy distin-

guished positions in the State and National Government.
Yet, notwithstanding all this, we place the scheme among
the humbugs. That the lottery, for it is that and nothing
more, will be fairly drawn, and that the funds received

will be properly appropriated, we have not the least

doubt. Indeed we have never seen a scheme of the kind,

that was more thoroughly respectable, and on that

account we regard it as one of the very worst. When we
set this down among the humbr. rrc

, we do not imply that

there will be any humbug in carrying cu k .. : programme,
but our objection reaches back of that—to the character

of the scheme itself. If we analyze it, we find that it is

proposed to give " cash gifts," the modern name for

lottery prizes, to the amount of $1,000,000. (one million).

There are 22,178 "gifts" offered, ranging from $20 to

$100,000 each. To raise the money there are 100,000

tickets offered at $20 each, wholes, halves, etc., in pro-

portion. Suppose all the tickets to be sold, and all the

prizes to be drawn, a thing by no means likely to hap-

pen, the tickets will bring in $2,000,000. Of this $1,000,000

must go for prizes, and that will leave $1,000,000, out of

which must come cost of advertising and circulars, dis-

count to agents, pay of officers, and every other expense,

and we think it not unfair to estimate, that under the

most favorable circumstances can more than half a mil-

lion finally go to the Association. Here, supposing each
purchaser to invest in one whole ticket, one hundred thou-

sand people will have engaged in this kind of gambling, in

order that they may put five dollars each into the hands of

the charity. The circular does not appeal to the benevo-

lence of the community, but holds out the hope of gain
as the motive Tor investment ; governors, senators, and
other dignitaries, give their names to a scheme which
encourages the hope that by investing a little one may,
by chance, get much. Now, we have no doubt that these

very gentlemen are trying their best to shut up the

policy shops in Richmond, Alexandria, and other Vir-

ginia cities, where the negroes squander their dimes
upon just such a game of chance. Gentlemen, you have
made a mistake 1 With your object we are in full sym-
pathy, but your scheme is actually not better than
"policy" gambling, and bowevcr distasteful it may
seem, we must record you as responsible for a danger-

ous and immoral humbug. We notice that postmasters

are solicited to act as agents for this and similar lotteries.

Perhaps Postmaster-General Jewell will have a word to

say on this.

WALL STREET GAMBLING.

Some parties who have no reputation at the Stock-

board, but are known as " curb-stone brokers," send out
very "promising" circulars, with a view tu tempt per-

sons at a distance to put money into their hands. If

our Connecticut correspondent, who sends one of these

circulars, knows so little about " put and call," " strad-

dles," and other gambling farrago, that he must send to

us to find out about them, his very safest way is to keep
out of "the street," both in person or by proxy. Still,

if he wishes to " know how it is himself," we can sug-

gest no quicker way of finding out than to send a few
hundreds to one of the chaps who issue these very tak-

ing circulars.

MEDICAL HUMBUGS

may be reported as rather quiet, the " fall styles " have
not, at the early time at which we write, made their ap-

pearance. They will no doubt come next month almost
as thick as the leaves which then fall—and not half so

valuable Our humbug correspondence brings us some
strange confidences, but we have had nothing more
touching than a letter from a gentleman in Pennsylvania

in relation to the doings of an " oxygenated air " quack.

This is a case, in which all feelings of delicacy should

be put aside, and our correspondent owes it to the com-

munity that he should publish the whole affair over his

own name .. . We have before stated that a proper regard

for decency prevents us from publishing some of the

worst quacks, who profess to be medical men. There
are some things which we can not even mention in our

pages, where the whole family must see them, but which

ought to be exposed. The richest thing in the way of a

circular, when we consider its English, which has a

strong Eddie Eastman flavor, and the nastiest in respect

to its object, professes to come from Trowland & Co., of

London, who also have a branch-office in New York ; we
are sorry to deprive our readers of much fun, but decency

demands Rhode Island is not a very large State, but

we think she can show more quacks to the acre than any

other. The newspapers of Providence have a wide re-

putation for ability, yet their advertising pages are filled

with quackery, and in a recent visit to that prosperous

city, we noticed that quacks of all kinds had established

themselves in respectable quarters : the number of

"Chinese Doctors." "Catarrh Curcrs," "Readers of

Mind and Soul," and all that sort of thing, were in moBt

appalling array. Providence presents an unusually in-

telligent community, its school system is almost perfect

;

that ancient seat of learning, Brown University, over-
looks the city, and yet quackery flourishes there, as it

rarely can elsewhere. We do not understand it.

Crnslier for Bone or Plaster.—
"J. A. B.," Utica, N. Y. The Blake stone crusher is

well adapted for crushing bones or plaster. This power
fill machine reduces the hardest substances to small frag-

ments, and bones and plaster can easily be made fit for

the mill stones by it. It is made by the Blake Crusher

Co., New Haven, Ct

Yield from Two Potatoes.—Charles

Schultz, C'anajoharie, N. Y. writes us that he planted

two Early Rose potatoes on the 5th of May, and dug the

produce, which was iy2 pecks, on the 25th of July.

Coinx>osting' manure.—"H. C," Brad-
ford Co., Pa. Manure may be composted with muck, in
proportion of 1 load of manure to 5 or of muck. No
lime is needed in the compost, nor is water necessary to

keep it moist. This mixture will not heat injurously.

If it is evenly made it will not need turning. The muck
alone is of very little use. Compost so made ia a

good dressing for meadows upon all sorts of soils.

Xo Improve a 9£ong;h Meadow.—
" A Reader," Ramsey Co., Minn. There is no machine
that will cut off the tussocks or rouud bunches of sedge
or grass roots, which grow upon wet meadows. They
must be cut off level with the surface, with a broad
sharp adze-shaped tool, or with a prairie-breaking plow,
having a broad sharp share. They should then be
gathered and burned. But the removal of these tussocks
will he only a temporary expedient, unless the meadow
is drained iu some manner, as they will gradually grow
in again and displace the cultivated grasses. Redtop is

the only grass that will thrive upon such a wet meadow.

Yalne of Wood Ashes.—"M. F. Van
G. B.," Rondout, N. Y. Wood ashes are worth about
75 cents a barrel... There are 20 blocks to the mile in

the avenues of New York City.

Garget.-" M. F. Van G. B.," Rondout, N. T.
When cows have once been attacked with garget or
inflammation of the udder, they are very apt to become
permanently subject to it. and at every calving or change
of health, the trouble will return. Much may be done
by watchful care, in the way of prevention. When the
udder is hard and swollen, and the milk is clotted and
drawn with difficulty, a pound of Epsom salts should be
administered to the cow, the udder should be bathed
with cold water and greased with lard, and the milk should
be drawn frequently.

Dysentery in a Calf. — "C. A. N.,"
Morristown, N. J. Dysentery is a difficult disease to

cure in a young animal. It is generally due to some irri-

tating cause, which needs to be removed by a cathartic.

For a three mouths' old calf two ounces of Epsom salts

might be given, with half an ounce of ground ginger.
If the discharges continue to be watery, cold rice water
should be mixed with the milk, and a tea-spoonful of
laudanum may be given daily. The greatest danger in
cases of dysentery, arises from the want of prompt treat-

ment of the previously occurring diarrhea.. Diarrhea is

readily cured by the above treatment, but when dysen-
tery occurs the animal is generally much weakened, and
the difficulty is complicated greatly in consequence.

Value ofMerino Ranis.—"J. C. deW.,"
Albany Co., N. Y. We can not give the name of any par-

ticular breeder of sheep, who could supply Merino rams
for $25 each. No doubt by reference to the advertising

columns the names of parties will be found, to whom you
could write. The fancy prices for Merinos, which were
current some years ago, have passed away, and by look-
ing out for chances, fair sheep may be purchased very
reasonably. We were offered a small flock of the best
Vermont blood not long since, for $10 per head. This
was a somewhat exceptional case, but such cases are al-

ways happening.

See Pages 393 to 396.

George Sucii's Catalogue.—Last year
we published some account of Mr. Such's collection of

plants at South Amboy, and we now have his catalogue

—

a very model of neatness and good taste, which he mod-
estly styles a "Catalogue of $ome Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, including Orchids, Palms, Ferns, etc.

11—" Some 1"

We should gay so 1—Here is this catalogue, over which
we have pored aud pondered, have read by day, and
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dreamed over by night—waking only to find that all these

treasures were not ours, but were away among the desert

sand-hills of South Amboy—and he merely calls it a cata-

logue of '• some " plants 1 Mr. George Such, you are dis-

tressing in your modesty. If you had said " Catalogue of

the finest collection of plants in America, and second to

but few in the world," you would have told the truth.

Here are plants, a single one of some of them equal in val-

ue to the whole stock or some florists, put down in as mat-

ter of course way, as if they were ten cent verbenas or

petunias. If you can quietly say that the price of such a

plant is $50, and upwards, if you can tantalize us with

palms at $150—$350-$350, and soon up to $500—with

others so choice, that we can only have " prices on ap-

plication," why don't you blow ?—Seriously, we give this

catalogue of Mr. Such's an especial notice, because of its

importance. It marks an era in American horticulture.

Here is one who makes a business of selling plants,

and he is too shrewd a man to offer that which he docs

not think can be sold ; ho has confidence in the increase

of the love for fine plants, and foresees that our men of

means and refined tastes will be willing to pay for the

best, and he has brought together a collection that is

simply wonderful, not only in the rarity of the species,

but in the perfection of the individual specimens.

Whether the investment in these choice plants shall

prove profitable, or not, Mr. Snch is a public benefactor,

in placing them within reach of those who can afford to

buy them, and the future of our horticulture will be

largely influenced by his quiet exertions. Americans

are known abroad as always wanting the best, but here

Mr. Such places the best at their own door, and we are

much in error, if the increasing taste for fine plants docs

not ultimately repay him for his enterprise.

Effects of Chemical Fertilisers.—
"A Header." The common idea that artificial fertilizers

help to exhaust land would seem to be supported by re-

cent experiments by Professor Voelker of Loudon. In

some analyses of drainage water from soils that had been

manured with chemical fertilizers he found that lime was

rapidly carried off when ammonia-salts had been applied.

He concluded that the ammonia soon became changed

into nitric acid, which combined readily with the lime,

and the combination being easily soluble, was quickly

removed aud lost to the soil. The ammonia of guano or

other powerful manures would of course act in the same

manner. For this reason we can not hope to keep our

farms fertilized with ganuo or chemical manures alone.

There must be barnyard manure, clover and lime, and the

more of them the more ammoniacal manures are used.

The Bouclierie Process of Pre-
serving Wood.—" C. G. M. B.," Detroit. The pro-

cess known as above, was patented by Dr. Boucherie in

1838. It consisted originally of displacing the sap of a

living or newly felled tree with saline solutions ; those

used by Boucherie were sulphate of copper, pyrolignite

of iron, and chloride of calcium. The vital forces of the

tree were utilized, and the saline solution was made to

flow through the pores of the wood, from a circular saw

cut at the base of the tree, to the ends of the branches.

Three years afterwards another plan was proposed ; to

force the solution into the wood by hydrostatic pressure.

A water tight cap was fitted to one end of the piece

to be operated on, and connected by a tube with an

elevated reservoir of the solution, 50 feet above the tim-

ber. This process is largely employed in France and

Germany, for preserving telegraph poles and railway ties.

Wrought Iron Plow Beams.-"C.
S. W.," Conrad, Minnesota. Plows with wrought iron

or steel beams are made in Chicago. They are patented,

and known as Kimplen's Malleable Iron Beams. They

weigh about 30 pounds, and are stronger than any other

kind of beam. We do not know the manufacturer's

name, but any large implement dealer can procure them.

Clover in the South.—" Subscriber,"

Spring Hill, Tenu. In many parts of the South clover

has been successfully sown in the fall. Early in Septem-

ber is the time to sow the seed along with wheat or rye ;

if the soil is well prepared the clover may be sown alone,

and will make a strong growth before winter, which will

enable it to stand frost without injury.

Leaf Mold for Wheat. — "J. B.,"

Oakland Co., Mich. Leaf mold would be of but little

service for wheat unless applied in such large quantities,

as materially to change the character of the soil. If

applied largely, say 200 loads per acre or more, it would
probably have some good effect. It would be better still,

if 20 or 30 bushels of lime per acre could be mixed with it.

How to Make a Nest Kgg.-" M. S.

A.," Dutchess Co., N. Y. A nest egg that can not be
broken by frost or accident, and that can not be mistaken

for a fresh egg, may be made by breaking a small hole in

each end of a hen's egg, and blowing out the contents.

The shell is then filled with plaster of Paris, mixed with

water to the consistence of cream. The plaster soon

sets solid, and the egg can not be distinguished by the

hen from other eggs, but its weight easily prevents it

from being mistaken for a sound one. The plaster is

such as is used for hard-fiuishing, and may be had of any

mason or marble worker.

Shorthorn Bulls for Breeders.—
Farmers aud writers for agricultural journals, have here-

tofore bewailed the impossibility of procuring bulls of

good blood for breeding purposes, at reasonable prices.

Notwithstanding, bulls are every day bought by breeders

of stock for market, and are scattered through every

State from Maine to Texas, making a great improvement

in the quality of market cattle. Recently, at some stock

sales in Kentucky, thoroughbred bulls of various ages

from 5 months to a year, were sold from $35 to $100. It

would seem that there is no reason now for a farmer to

complain of inability to procure a good bull. If he does

not get one, it is because he does not want one.

Professional Hcdgcrs.-"W. Vf. M.,"

Springfield, Iowa. Considering the want of knowledge

as to the proper planting and the care of hedges, it is

not strange that there should be so many failures.

Scarcely one hedge in a hundred is a success, and it is

probable that before long farmers will find it the best

plan to contract with some one who understands his

business", to plant and keep their hedges in order, paying

a yearly sum for the purpose or hiring the work done by

the day. In England where hedges are common, there

are " hedgers," who do nothing but make and keep

hedges in order. The well known Joseph Arch is a

'
' hedger." It would bo much the cheapest plan, and would

be nothing more than a division of labor, which is so

common a resort in regard to other matters. In the

West the planting of hedges can not be abandoned, on

account of the difficulties attaching to it. On the con-

trary it should be greatly increased. ,

The Western Parmer and Stock
Grower, by Milton Briggs, Davenport, Iowa: Day,

Egbert & Fidlar. The appearance of this volume is pre-

possessing, and when we came to read in the preface,

that the larger portion of the farm literature was "not

applicable to the Western prairie," and that agricultural

writers, " such as never scented the new mown hay

under a July sun " had been writing all sorts of errors,

we felt, well here at last is the real thing. We read on,

and on, aud found snch blunders as are only proper to

ascribe to too much "July sun," and wondered what it

was all about. After reading through 194 dreary pages,

we learn on page 195 that the whole thing is an advertise-

ment of Mr. Brigg's stock farm, which is in Jasper Co.,

Iowa, and we have no doubt a very good one, but if our

readers wish to know any more about it, they can buy

the book, in which besides this they will find recorded

the views of the author on matters and things in general,

including the nebular hypothesis, fungi, electricity, and

not least the "mad-STOKE." If this is the kind of farm

literature demanded by the Western prairies, we quite

agree with the author, that the " older States " can not

furnish it.

How to Build Boats.—"M. K. F.,"

Griggsville, 111. Full directions with illustrations for

building light row-boats and skiffs were given in the

Agriculturist for August, 1871, and October, 1872. Each

number can be had for 15 cents.

First Lessons in the Principles of
Coolcery, by Lady Barker ; London : Macmillan & Co.

This might more properly be called a plea for the Nation-

al School of Cookery, at South Kensington. Its 100

small pages are mainly devoted to showing the need for

instruction in cookery ; its " first principles " are well

enough what there are of them, but we can not see the

least use for the book in this country, whatever there may

be in England. 50 cts.

Einiing' Eggs.—"Montclair." The "lime

water," in which eggs arc preserved, is properly the

"milk of lime," that is, a mixture like a very thin white-

wash. The eggs are placed in this, and kept in a tank or

barrels in a cool dry place.

Limestone Water for Boilers.—"J.

W. J." When used for the Anderson or any other boiler,

water that contains lime should he purified previously by

some of the "anti-incrustation" preparations.

See Pages 093 to 396.

Effect of Tomatoes upon Cows.—
" A. K.," Chetopa, Kansas. We can not tell what effect

ripe tomatoes would have upon cows. It is a question
which may easily be determined by observation.

Catalogues, etc., Received.

While some dealers issue but one catalogue for the
year, others put out one in the spring and another for the

fall trade. The majority of those enumerated below, are

fall lists made as supplementary to the main catalogues.

In the early numbers of the Agiiculturist for the present
year, from February to June, will be found notices of the

catalogues of a large number of dealers. We repeat here
what was said in enumerating the catalogues last spring;

we do not notice or allow to advertise, any party or firm

that wc do not consider as fair dealing men, and the fact

that we make mention of their trade lists, is sufficient

evidence that wc consider them safe to order from ; this

is mentioned to save our friends the trouble of writing

o us for our opinion of this or that dealer. Moreover,

we cannot advise our friends at what particular establish-

ment to make their purchases. Unless such inquiries

are made in regard to some article not generally kept, we
always decline to indicate a preference for one dealer

over another.

NURSERIES.

Otto & Achelis, Morris Nurseries, Westchester, Pa.

Wholesale list of general stock and young evergreens.

A. Hance & Son, Rumson Nurseries, Red Bank, N. J.

Buds of peach and other trees, and grape vines.

Btrsu & Son & Meissner, Bushberg, Mo.—Our es-

teemed friend, Geo. E. Meissner, has united himself with

the celebrated house of I sidor Bush & Son, and what

they do not have in the way of grape vines, will be diffi-

cult to find elsewhere.

Bronson, Hot-kins & Co., Geneva, N. Y.—A full

wholesale list of fruit and ornamental trees.

Downer & Brother, Fairvicw, Ky., succeed J. S.

Downer & Son, by reason of the death of the senior Mi-.

Downer—and propose to sustain the well deserved repu-

tation of the Forest Nurseries.

Nicholas & Hewson, Geneva, N. Y., issue a very full

wholesale list. This stock is grown upon the land for-

merly celebrated as the farm where Jas. O. Sheldon raised

his Shorthorns.

C, P. Lines, New Haven, Ct., makes grape vines and
small fruits his specialties.

Thomas Meghan, Germantown, Pa., has a list remark-
ably full in the department of ornamental trees, includ-

ing kinds rarely offered. He offers hedge plants in large

quantities.

A. Bryant, Jr., Princeton, 111., has a catalogue full in

all departments, but especially in forest trees.

S. B. Parsons & Sons, Flushing, N. Y.—A fine list of

ornamental trees, etc., with evergreens, rhododendrons,

camellias and azaleas as specialties.

Calkins & Brooks, Bricksburg, Ocean Co., N. J., with
a general stock, give special attention to peaches, apples,

grapes and strawberries.

L. B. Case, Richmond, Ind., with the general nursery

trade, unite a large florists' establishment.

Jones & Palmer, Rochester, N. Y., offer large quan-

tities of stock at wholesale rates,

J, De Saint-Ange, Rochester, N. Y., is general agent

for several French nurseries and seed-growers.

Randolph Peters, Wilmington, Del., has a very full

catalogue ; he is one of the largest growers of peach
trees in the country, and we have personal knowledge
that he sends out well-grown stock.

Hoopes Bro. & Thomas, Cherry Hill Nurseries, West-
chester, Pa., send two catalogues, wholesale and retail,

which show that this old establishment is quite up with
the times.

Ellwanger & Barry, Mount Hope Nurseries, Roch-
ester, N. Y., have such a large and varied stock, that their

different catalogues make a handsome volume. Besides

general nursery and florists' stock, their fall catalogue

announces a full assortment of bulbs.

FLORISTS.

Several of those whose main business is that of nur-

serymen, also deal in florists' stock.

Robert J. Halliday, Baltimore, Md., offer camellias,

azaleas, roses, etc., at wholesale as well as at retail.

George Such, South Amboy, N. J—This remarkable

catalogue has a special notice elsewhere.

Long Bros., Buffalo, N. Y., publish their catalogue of

winter-blooming plants in the form of a supplement to

their " Home Florist." It contains very full and useful

cultural directions, and is well illustrated. The "Home
Florist " itself is one of the best things of its kind.
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W. J. IIessek, Plaltsmoulh, Nebraska.—There is no
more striking illustralion of progress in the Western
State6 than this price list, offering a general assortment
of green-house plants, and at wholesale too ! Alaska
Will be doing the same thing next.

SEEDS AND BULBS.

J. M. Thorburn it Co., 15 Jolm-st., New York, are

first in the field with their catalogue of bulbs and flower-

ing roots ; a very full list.

Peter Henderson & Co., 35 C'ortlandt-st., New York,

have also a full catalogue, in which, besides bulbs, they
include grapes and small fruits, and a full list of garden
requisites.

B. K. Bliss & Sons, at 31 Barclay-st., New York, have
their new store well filled with bulbs and other stock, all

of which their catalogue describes.

James Fleming, 37 Nassau-st., New York, whose
place is by the removal of other .dealers now an " old

stand," also imports fine bulbs.

Francis BniLL, Mattituck, (L. I.,) N. Y., not only

writes a book on seed-growing, but grows seeds for sale,

and offers several choice varieties.

Young & Elliott, at their new store, No. 12 Cortlandt-

«t., which is the great auction flower-mart of the country,

also have all the bulbs of the season.

James Vick, who, it is hardly necessary to say, is in

Rochester, N. Y., offers his usual stock of bulbs, which
he sends very safely by mail.

IIenht A. Dreer, Philadelphia, is also in the field

with a general assortment of bulbs, and grecn-housc
plants of the season. That this house sends out well-

grown plants, we cau testify from personal experience.

Briggs Brothers, Rochester, N. Y., make a specialty

of bulbs, and also offer a choice assortment of winter-

blooming house-plants.

Bulbs in Boston.—After this list was closed, the fall

announcements of our Boston friends came in. We can
not, at the last moment, give each a separate item, and it

is sufficient to say that the well-known houses of Hovey
& Co., Washburn & Co., W. H. Spooner, and T. D. Cur-
lis & Co., have everything in the way of bulbs and seeds
that can be found anywhere.

LIVE STOCK, ETC.

M. Quinby, St. Johnsville, N. Y., offers bees, and all

the requisites of the apiary.

Herbert Mead, Waccabuc Farm, Golden's Bridge,

N. Y., catalogues Jersey cattle, swine, and dogs.

F. J. Kinney, Worcester, Mass., believes in Brown
Leghorn fowls, and tells about them in his circular.

IMPLEMENTS AND MISCELLANEOUS.

Hartford Pump Co., M. C. Weld, Agent, 1S9 Water-

6t., New York. The remarkably ingenious machinery

made by this Company, is described on another page.

G. T. Peckham, Providence, R. I., makes the fountain

pump, and sends illustrated circular.

Lord's Horticultural Works, Irvington, N. Y.,

turn out greenhouses and other glass structures, which
are illustrated in a neat pamphlet.

EUROPEAN CATALOGUES.

E. G. Henderson & Son, London, N. W., Eng., send

a catalogue of new plants, including all the novelties in

soft-wooded slock.

William Bull, King's Road Chelsea, London, S. W.,
Eng. Mr. Bull styles himself " New Plant Merchant," a
name to which he is justly entitled, as the number of

novelties ho has brought into cultivation is something

wonderful. Two monstrous catalogues, one of seeds,

and the other of plants, the last named finely illustrated,

are evidence of the extent of his collection.

Cu. Huber & Co., Heyeres, France, send a list of

choice Primula and other 6eeds.

Vilmorin, Andrieux & Co., Paris, France, present a

list of seeds of all kinds, illustrated by the charming little

engravings, that make their '"Atlas of Flowers" so

valuable. Their agents in this city are Pabst & Esch, 11

Murray-st.

Joseph Schwartz, Lyons, France, sends a catalogue

of roses, which are bo great a specialty with him, that he
calls his place " Terre dee Roses," or Rose-land.

J. Linden, Ghent, Belgium. After the purchase of the

renowned collection of A. Vcrschaffult, Mr. Linden re-

moved from Brussels to Ghent, where he maintains one
of the finest establishments in the world.

J. C. Schmidt, Erfurt, Germany, besides a large col-

lection of living plants, does a great business in flowers,

grasses, and moss, dried, dyed, and otherwise, prepared

for bouquets and other decorations.

L. Van Waveren & Co., nillcgom, Holland, sends
his wholesale catalogue of Dutch Bulbs, and informs us
that he is represented in New York by Richard Laner.

Industrial Fairs.

Besides the various State, County, and other Fairs,

which arc, or should be, mainly agricultural, of late years

there have been held in various parts of the country, fairs,

or "expositions," as it is now fashionable to call them,
in which agriculture, if represented at all, is subordinated
to other forms of industry; at these fairs mechanical arts

and manufactured products, bb well as the fine arts, are

the main features. For a longtime the American Insti-

tute of New York was the only exhibition of this kind,

but recently the principal cities of the Union have held

similar fairs, and found them not only interesting, but

profitable. They are certainly deserving oi every en-

couragement, as they bring together under one roof a

view of the leading industries of the cities in which they

are held, and also often show in comparison the produc-

tions of other localities. As not only products are

shown, but frequently the processes by which they are

produced are to be seen, these exhibitions arc highly in-

structive, and they should be encouraged as important

educational agencies. We are glad to notice that in

Rhode Island all the manufacturing establishments in

the vicinity suspended work for one clay, in order to

allow the employes to attend the recent N. E. Fair, and
we would suggest to manufacturers in and near the cities

where these industrial fairs are held, that the example of

the Rhode Islanders is worthy of imitation. Indeed,

those establishments which employ skilled, and in a de-

gree permanent laborers, would find it a good investment

to provide their workmen and their families with free

tickets to these fairs. The return would come in in-

creased intelligence as applied to their business. As the

pioneer exhibition of this kind wc mention first

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE,

which opened the doors of its forty-third exhibition

early in September, and will keep them open until the

middle of November. October is the month in which
New York is most thronged with strangers, to many of

whom the Am. Institute Fair is one of the chief attrac-

tions ; nor are the cfty people unmindful of the fair, and
its spacious halls, especially in the evening, are filled

with admiring crowds. This fair is some years better

than at others, but wc have never seen one of its exhibi-

tions which did not amply repay attendance, or from
which an intelligent person could not gain new and use-

ful ideas. We go to press before we are able to visit the

present fair, but learn that it is unusually attractive, espe-

cially in machinery and the processes of manufacture.

The fair is held in the readily accessible and spacious hall,

formerly the " Rink," which extends from the 3d to

the 2d Avenue on 63d St.

THE CHICAGO INTER-STATE EXPOSITION

opened on the same day with that of the Am. Institute.

Our representative there sends us a full account, but

wc have only room for the following extracts:

" The building is one-third larger than it was last year,

the greater part of the added space being devoted to

agricultural implements and machinery, and to floral

products. The floral display is an extraordinary one,

both as to character and extent. Eastern as well as

Western professionals are represented, and amateurs

have contributed. In the machine department nearly all

leading manufacturers of the country arc represented,

those of the West assuming scarcely more prominence
than others. In farm products the principal display is

made by the land grant railroads, interested in calling at-

tention to the productiveness of the sections along their

roads. While these displays are very fine, they are

chiefly remarkable as showing what a well organized

effort can do in bringing prominently before the public

the productiveness and peculiar excellence of a particular

locality. Outside of this department, the display of farm

products is not specially noticeable.

"The fine art department contains the largest collec-

tion of fine paintings ever exhibited in this country, con-

tributions coming from New York and other Eastern

cities, to be added to the collection from the West. This

has the character of a National exhibition.

"Other departments show the business of Chicago in

miniature. All that is curious or worthy in manufactur-

ing is represented.
" The Exposition Building is at the foot of Adams St.,

four blocks east of the Western office of the American
Agriculturist in the Lakeside Building. Our friends in

the West, while visiting the great representative exhibi-

tion of the North-west, will have a hearty welcome ex-

tended to them at our Chicago office."

THE CINCINNATI INDUSTRIAL,

which was such a marked success last year, is advertised

to close on the 3d of this month. From the extended

report of last year's show wc feel warranted in advising

our Western friends, who get this notice in time, to

make the most of the last few days.

TnE LOUISVILLE (KT.) EXHIBITION

keeps open until Oct. 7th. This fair proved a great suc-
cess last year, and presented several novel featl

THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

celebrates its semi-centennial by an exhibition at Phila-
delphia, which holds fiom Oct. 8th to 31st. An unusually
favorable location has been secured, and this will prob-
ably be the greatest mechanical display ever seen in the
country.

THE NEWARK (X. J.) INDUSTRIAL FAIR

is open as we write, but we are not informed how long it

will continue. It is an interesting epitome of the
wonderfully varied industries of Newark.

Supplementary List of Fairs.

The following list gives the later fairs not in the one
published last month. Some changes of date are given
here. See list of last month (September) for other fairs
to be held in October or later.

MAINE.
KeunebecEast South China Oct. C-

8

Kennebec North Waterville Oct. 0- 8
Knox Thomaston Oct. G- 8
Jay ....Jay Oct. 7-8
Somerset Central Skowhegan Sept. 29-Oct. 1

VERMONT.
Barton Barton Sept. S9-Oet. 1
Rutland Rutlaud Oct. 6- 7

MASSACHUSETTS.
Norfolk Club Norfolk Oct. 7-8-
Stow Stow Oct. 2

CONNECTICUT.
Hartford Bloomfield Oct. 1

Milford and Orange . . . Orange Sept. 30-Oct. 1

NEW YORK.
Catskill Catskill Oct. 1- 2
Columbia Hudson Sept. 29-Oct. 1
Hudson River Poughkeepsie Oct. 20-23
Skaneatclcs Skaucateles Oct. 7- 8
Westchester Yorktowu Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Yates Dundee Oct. 14-16

NEW JERSEY.
Burlington Mount nolly Oct. 6-7

PENNSYLVANIA.
Carbon Lebighton Oct. G- 9
Chartiers Valley Canonsburg Oct. 13-15
Cumberland Carlisle Oct. 6- 9
Greene Wavncsburgh Oct. 14-16
York York Oct. 6-9

MARYLAND.
Alleghany Valley, W.Va. & Penn.Cumberlaud.Oct. 2>)--:3

VIRGINIA.
Baldwin-Augusta Staunton Oct. 1 ::-15

OHIO.
Fairfield Lancaster Oct. 11-11

WISCONSIN.
Dodge Beaver Dam Oct. 5-7

IOWA.
Delaware Manchester Sept. 30-Oct. 1

Jasper Prairie City Sept. 29-Oct. 2

MINNESOTA.
Martin Fairmount Oct. 8-9

CALIFORNIA.
Santa Clara Valley San Jose
San Joaquin Stockton Sept
Southern Los Angeles

.

PROVINCIAL.
Nova Scotia Halifax

.Oct

Oct. 5-1

1

. 29-Oct. 3
20-Nov. 1

Ocl .1'

The New England Fair,

The fair of the N. E. Agricultural Society was thi.- year

held in conjunction with that of the R. I. Society, at Nar-

ragausett Park, near Providence. Those who have visit-

ed this race-course, which was built by Col. Atnasa

Sprague, iu the days of the great prosperity of the

Spragnes, know that it is unequalled in the country
;

everything about it, even to the smallest accessory, is of

the most thorough character. No society ever had a

finer place for a show, and in some respects the show was
worthy of the place. In cattle the exhibition of this year

has not been excelled by that of any former one held by
the Society, indeed, the strength of the exhibition, to all

but horse people, lay in the cattle, which included bulls,

cows, and calves of all the leading breeds, as well as

grades, fat cattle, and working oxen, and these came from

every New England State, though Rhode Island was most,

largely represented in proportion. Wc have not space to

enumerate the fine animals, or even the premium herds.

The show of different breeds by Mr. George F. Wilson, of

Providence, was remarkable for size and excellence, and
the rare Swiss cattle of Messrs. Aldrich & Hall, with their

picturesque collars and sweet-sounding bells, attracted

much attention. The commodious stalls of the park »l.
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lowed a better inspection of the horses, than one can

usually make at a fair. Swiuc and sheep were not in

large numbers, but good animals of their kinds were

shown, and while the poultry was not so numerous, as all

New England ought to show, there were some excellent

coops. In the poultry-tent we observed an instance of

great cruelty to animals ; right in the midst of the fowls

was a coop containing a pair of foxes, the mental distress

of these animals thus surrounded, must have equalled

that of Tantalus, and is recommended to the attention of

Mr. Bergh. The halls attached to the grand stand af-

forded room for the display of manufactured articles,

sewing machines, and the like, while other machinery

and agricultural implements were shown in an enormous

tent near by. The display in all departments in this tent

was very full, and was largely enhanced by the contribu-

tions of Messrs. W. E. Barrett & Co., of Providence, one

of the heaviest honses in this line in New England. The

horticultural portion of the exhibition was held in the

city, at Howard Hall, a spacious room, which was well

filled, though largely by R iode Island growers ; Hovey &
Co., of Boston, had a large show of pears, and Vick, of

Rochester, was represented by a good display of annu-

als. The time was rather too early fur the best display

of fruit, and the R. I. Horticultural Society, at their exhi-

bition some weeks later, propose to excel this in excel-

lence. The vegetables were remarkably good, though

not so numerous as they should have been.

We have not yet heard the pecuniary results of the

fair, but if it did not pay expenses, it should have done

bo, for the arrangements for exhibitors, spectator-, and

the press, were in all respects admirable, and if we mis-

take not, credit for these is largely due to the labors of

Col. Pitman, Secretf ry of the R. I. Society. "While we
record high praise to the fair as a whole, we are obliged

to point out some faults. The exhibitions of the N. E.

Society have more than any others been of the horse,

horsey, and the present was no exception ; we believe

etrouply in the utility of " that noble animal, the horse,"

but can not see what agricultural bearing there is in the

fact, that a certain gray mare went round the track in two

seconds less time than a certain brown gelding. There

is no getting over the fact that this was an agricultural

horse-trot, with other matters as appendages. The N. E.

Society is : i important one, and its influence in degrading

fairs into horse races has not been for good ; we have,

however, reason to hope for better things, as Col. Need-
ham, the secretary, stated at one of the evening meetings,

that he hoped the time was not far distant, when the So-

ciety could hold a fair without depending upon horse-

racing—or words to that effect. Another glaring fault at

this fair was the admission of all sorts of side-shows

within the grounds. If armless, under-lean, and over-fat

humanities must exhibit their deformities, pray keep the

disgusting things outside of the fair-grounds. Quackery

of all kinds, that should have been kicked outside of the

gate, was rampant within the enclosure. The President

of the N. E. Society bears, and we doubt not rightfully, the

title of Doctor, yet within hearing of his tent there stood

a mountebank, all decked with gold-lace and other finery,

in his gaudy barouche, with a servant in showy livery,

and this arrant quack was allowed to cry out the virtues

of his viie compounds without hindrance. Gentlemen,

who manage the N. E. Society, we have a right to expect

better things of you. We do not like to find fault where
there was so much to praise, and we trust that the tolera-

tion of these nuisances was an accident that may not

again occur.

Our Patent Department.

In so large a circle as the readers of the Agriailtwist,
there will, of course, be many inventors, and probably
many times more among our readers than in the same
number of persons who do not take the paper. In years

paBt a considerable share of our correspondence has
been in relation to inventions, and we have been fre-

quently consulted as to the advisability of patenting this

or that invention, and often asked to put the inventor in

the way of procuring a patent. In all this correspondence,

.Jmplaints were not wanting of enormons fees charged
by patent-agents—fees, which seemed to us out of all pro-

portion to the service rendered. As the Patent Office is

a department of the government, and is presumably for

the benefit of the people, we could not see why persons
wishing a patent should not deal directly with head-
quarters and dispense with patent-agents altogether.

With our then knowledge of the subject, it seemed that

the people should have direct access to, and deal directly

with, the ofticers placed in the Department for the express
purpose of at tending to the very busiLess, which invcutors
pay the agents for doing. Having excellent friends in

the Patent Office, we consulted with these, as well as the
Commissioner himself, as to the propriety of advising in-

ventors to have nothing to do with agents, hut to tieal

directly with th offl :c. The r suit of th so Interviews

quite changed our notions. In an ordinary court of law

a man may manage his own case, and may possibly suc-

ceed; the probabilities, however, are that he will fail,

and his failure is likely to be due to a want of knowledge

of the law. While those who wish to manage their own
cases at the Patent Office, will find the officers ready to

offer them every facility, they must take the risk of the

mistakes into which they must fall from not knowing the

laws. The patent laws are so mnny, and have been so

modified and variously complicated—by the law-makers

and not by the officers of the Department—that it is

hardly possible for one not versed in patent laws to

manage his own case to the best advantage. So, while

here and there an inventor may be able to get along with-

out the aid of an attorney or agent, we were quite con-

vinced that it is, as the laws now are, better for the in-

ventors, a-? a class, to engage competent advice and aid.

We are well aware—and we are quite sure that the

officers of the Department agree with us—that there is

much about the existing laws that is absurd and useless,

and that they should be greatly simplified, but as long as

the laws exist, they must be complied with, and until the

whole code is revised, it becomes a necessity for inventors

to seek the advice of those who have given special study

to the laws as they now stand. In order to offer inventors

intelligent aid in this respect, we some months ago as-

sociated with ourselves a gentleman, who has made a

specialty of patent matters, and one who stands very

high in the esteem of the officers in the Department at

Washington, and are thus able to offer the best possible

services at reasonable rates. Though we have not an-

nounced this department of our business otherwise than

through these columns, the number of patents it has se-

cured has been very encouraging, and the letters of those

who have obtained patents through its aid, express the

greatest satisfaction with the manner in which it is con-

ducted. It is hardly necessary to ask our subscribers to

send their patent business to this office, but we do ask

them to do us the favor to mention our patent depart-

ment among their inventing friends, and assure them

that their patent business will be attended to promptly,

and that they will be dealt with fairly.—Circulars may
be had on application.

"Walks and Talks" Correspondence.

Age op Breeding Sows.—"D. F. C," Scott Co.,

Iowa, writes that the general custom there i3 to breed

from young sows. They aim to have the sows farrow

in April and May ; they are then fattened for market the

next fall. This plan is very convenient, but it will not do

to breed the sows too young. I seldom let my sows

breed until they are 15 or 18 months old. Breeding con-

tinuously from such young sows only, the breed would

degenerate. It would be better to waitG months longer.

The pigs intended for breeders should be fed liberally

until 5 or C months old, after that they should have plenty

exercise, and less nutritions food. During the following

summer and autumn they will need nothing but pasture,

and the run of the stubbles after harvest. The sows will

be strong and fully matured, and will probably prove

good sticklers, and will soon recuperate after the young

pigs are weaned, and can easily be fattened early the

next fall.

Essex oh Berkshire.—"D. F. C." further says: "I
have a cross of Berkshire on Poland-China sows. The
pigs arc fine enough in the bone ; but the Berkshires are

a little too wild to suit me. Would tho Essex be better

than the Berkshire in this respect ? "—The Essex are

distinguished for being remarkably quiet. But much de-

pends on how they have been bred and managed. A
well-bred Essex boar, with a good grade Poland-China

sow, would make a capital cross. I can think of nothing

more likely to give perfect pigs, uuless it is one or two

more crosses of E^scx blood. If white pigs are preferred,

I would select good grade Chester White sows, and cross

them with a well-bred Suffolk. I think the handsomest

litter of pigs 1 ever raised, was from a large grade York-

shire sow and a pure-bred Prince Albert Suffolk boar.

About Fertilizers.—"A. J. C," Fairfield Co., Ohio,

writes: " Much is said in the papers about superphos-

phate of lime, salt, plaster, etc., but I do not know of

any being applied in this neighborhood, and 1 would

like to make some experiments with thcni."—That is

right. Try them on a small scale. I have never seen

any decided benefit from the use of superphosphate on

wheat. I have always seen it applied broadcast to wheat.

For turnips, it is a well ascertained fact, that it is best to

sow it in the drills with the seed. It has an almost

magical effect on the young plants, causing a great de-

velopement of roots, and a rapid growth of leaves. When
superphosphate is sown broadcast on turnips, it has ul-

timately a beneficial effect, but you do not perceive such

a marked result in the growth of the young plants, as

When u l. drilled in with the e^ed,

Superphosphate on Wheat.—I have always said that

it would not pay us to use superphosphate on wheat.
But some, in this section, have been using it for a year of

two past. One of my neighbors used it last year on part

of his wheat field, and I could see little or no differenco

in the crop. Another states that he also used it, and
could see no benefit. Both applied it broadcast. On tho

other hand, several farmers who have drilled it in with
the seed, report a very decided benefit from its use. In

this section very few of our drills have a fertilizer at-

tachment, and I am not sure but that these reports of the

great advantages of drilling the superphosphate with the

seed are made in the interest of the makers and agents
of the drills with fertilizer attachments. Drilling in the

superphosphate with the seed is worth trying. But it

will require more evidence than I have yet seen to con-
vince me that superphosphate is a profitable manure for

wheat at present prices.

Plaster on Wheat.—" A. J. C." further asks :
" Will

it benefit the wheat crop to sow gypsum or plaster in the

drills with the seed? Will it be better alone, or will it

add something to sow salt with it?"— I would drill in

the plaster with the seed—say two bushels peracre, more
or less. More will do no harm, and it is said that one
bushel is enough. Here, when plaster is cheap, I fre-

quently sow four bushels per acre on clover. I would
not mix the Ealt with the plaster. There is nothing to

be gained by it, and the salt, when drilled in with the

seed, might be injurious. Sow from three to five bushels

per acre broadcast on the land before or immediately

after sowing the seed.

Salt as a Fertilizer.—Occasionally great benefit is

derived from an application of salt to wheat, and still

more frequently to barley and mangel-wurzel. The
Onondago Salt Co. sell an impure salt for manure at a

mere nomical price.

Using Lime.—"Will the wheat crop be benefited,
1 '

asks the same correspondent, "by sowing lime on the

plowed land, and if so, how much per acre ? "—Lime al-

most invariably proves beneficial on drained land, but

not on land that is wet. Whether it will pay or not de-

pends somewhat on the price. If I could get it for 15

cents per bushel, I would use it freely. In regard to the

quantity per acre there is much difference of opinion.

I would put on 80 bushels per acre, or half a bushel to a

square rod. The laud will show the effect of the lime
for many years.

Wheat from Oregon.—James Aitkens, Marion Co.,

Oregon, sends me several heads of Chili Club Wheat.
His crop was sown in the fall. Usually this wheat is

there sown in the spring. I think I never saw larger or
handsomer heads of wheat. I counted 126 kernels in one
head. I suppose it would be claimed as an "amber"
wheat, or from that to white. Mr. A. thinks it would be
too tender for our climate. He says, parts of his field

this year would yield 45 bushels per acre, and the only

reason why the other parts do not yield 60 well is

"simply owing to poor cultivation." "This field," he
says, " and it is only a type of hundreds of others, has

been in cultivation, wheat and oats, about 20 years with-

out anything being returned to the soil. Last year it was
poorly summer-fallowed, and some manure hauled on to

it in places. There was a larger growth of straw where
the manure was applied, but I think there was no more
grain."—Probably another twenty years will change all

this. I presume even now the average yudd of wheat in

Marion County falls very far below these figures. I do
not mean by this that the land is becoming " exhausted."

I think it is quite probable that the crops are as good as

they were 20 years ago. But I presume that then, as

now, there were a good many poor spots that pulled

down the general average. Is it not so ?

Bee Notes.

BY M. QUINBT.

If you failed to notice the condition of yonr bees last

month, do not put it off another day. If the suggestions
then given were carried out, the main thing now is to

ascertain the amount of winter stores. It is best to

weigh them. Old combs are often well supplied with
bee bread, and are heavier than new combs that have
more honey

;
25 lbs. of clover honey is the least that is

safe, 30 lbs. is safer, 60 lbs. is more than is necessary, aud
unless properly stored, would make wintering very

hazardous. If yon have no means of weighing, without
more trouble than the bees are worth, let me try and give

a rule for guessing at the quantity of honey. If you pur-

chase bees before winter, you may want to feel sure that

they have honey enough. Say the hive has eight combs,

each containing 160 square inches, these eight combs
will average half full of sealed stores, not far from 4 lbs.

each. If everything has been cared for in the regular

coui - -, the outside ones will be nearh Ml while those
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in the middle may be a quarter or third full of sealed

honey, some unsealed, and some empty cells, which the

young brood has just vacated. Such a state of things is

most favorable. In guesting at the quantity, by surface of

sealed honey, another thing should be observed. If combs

are straight, and just one inch and a half apart, they are

more nniform in thickness and weight, than if irregular

in distance apart. I have Been hives fitted up with so little

care, that six frames occupied the place of eight. In a

space of 12 inches, some of them might be 9 or 3 inches

thick, while an inch aud a quarter would be just right for

sealed honey. It is more difficult to judge in such a

case A visitor just rclab d what he thought a curious

fact. A new swarm of hi- had built two combs on one

frame the whole length, true and nice. I could not help

tolling him that he had not frames enough for the width

of his hive, or tiiat some of them were too close. I

could not quite sec how he would manage to extract, or

how be would find the queen, if she should happen to be

between the two combs . . . Here is another point, frames

should be just so far apart, nil of one size, and all alike.

Alter all, a little too much honey is better than none at

all towards the spring, but a good deal too much is fatal.

Vnusually thick combs when filled, are more unsafe than

those of proper thickness. When the bees build their

own combs, and happen to make them straight, as with-

out frames, they are near the right distance apart. But
when made crooked, the crook of each comb does not

alwayB match with the crook of the next one to it, and

spaces will be left if there are no long cells to fill out

with. Sometimes there will be a space rather larger than

they like to fill with long cells, and not quite large

enough for another comb, resulting in a (bin comb with

cells too short for any purpose. Hence the economy of

straight combs, and having them the right distance apart.

The earlier bees can be put in condition for winter the

better, and the more likely they are to get through.

The early part of this month, will be the time to expect

some of the neighbors to complain of bees destroying

fruit. I wish that every truthful bee-keeper andorchard-

ist, might scrutinize a little more closely than they ever

before did. Whenever complaint of the bees is made,

see if the bees make the attack in the beginning. If yon
have fruit of your own, yon will have all the better

chance. Watch patiently, not to shield the bees from
jndgment if guilty, but to get at facts. If it can not bo
determined in any way by watching them attentively,

yon can make one further effort that might prove more
satisfactory. Bees are out of the way in many places, or

nearly so. In most sections of the Eastern States, no
more honey is accumulated after this time, and bees may
n« well be kept at rest as roaming about. If they were
housed in a cool, dark cellar, the whole of this month,
they would be better off, and the trouble would be more
than balanced, by the good feeling promoted between
neighbors. Carrying them in, is much better than shut-

ting them np, which is often ruinous. Have every hive

numbered, likewise the stands to correspond, and after

fruit isall secured, return them for a few days, if thought

necessary before winter. We may yet find there is noth-

ing lost by housing for winter, as soon as all the brood

is hatched. When the bees are set out of the way, and
the pearsand apples are found rotting as badly as before,

the grapes punctured and spoiled for market, without the

bees, I hope we shall trace the tronble to where it belongs.

The profits of bees when rightly managed, ought to re-

pny even this trouble. I hope to be able to give some of

the results of improved management next month. These
results do not come from those who think that procuring
a dish to catch porridge is all sufficient. The farmer's

cattle must be cared for two or three times daily, for half

the year. Daily care for the bees may be needed, when
we learn how to apply it. We have learned this mnch,
that whenever care of the proper kind has been given, it

has alway6 paid.

Phillip's Spiral Corn-Husker.

The machine which is illnstrated upon our first page,

is known as the "Phillip's Spiral Corn-Husker," from
the peculiar form of the rollers, which strip the ears from
the stalk, and the busks from the ears. It is run by two
or more horses, and is able to husk from 5(10 to 1000

bushels of ears per day. Hand-machines, to be operated

by two men, can husk 20n busjlels per day. The corn-

stalks are fed into the machine from a table, upon which
they are spread out, butts foremost. They are seized by

the spirally grooved rollers, and crushed, as they are

drawn through : when the ear reaches the rollers, as it

can not find room to pass between them, it is torn from
the stalk, drops into the sloping croovc, and is imme-
diately seized by the spiked rollers. Been beneath the

machine. A portion of the casing is shown in the en-

graving as beinL' cut away, so that Ihese rollers maybe
seen. The stalks pass to the front of the machine, from
whence they are taken occasionally, aud bound into

sheaves. The crushing they receive helps greatly to-

ward their rapid curing, and makes them more easily

cut in the fodder-cutter. The husks are stripped cleanly

from the cars, taken by the rollers, and deposited in a

box or basket beneath the machine, where they are

ready to be removed for final disposal. The cars are

dropped separately from the nubbins at the rear of the

machine, where they may be caught in boxes or baskets,

and carried to the crib. It makes very little difference in

time or labor, whether the husking is done in the field,

in the barn, or in the barn-yard. It depends greatly up-

on the condition of the fodder, if that is dry, the husking

may be done in the barn, or where the corn is to be

stacked. Some economy of labor, of course, depends up-

on the arrangement of the work. We do not say that this

machine is a perfect corn-busker, by any means. That
is not to be expected of any machine so recently intro-

duced as this is. But that it is able to facilitate greatly

the Blow and costly laborof husking corn, we arc assured,

and as it is not only the best busker we have, but the

only one that can be operated by horse-power, its use is

one of the absolute necessities of the corn-grower.

Ogden Farm Papers.—No. 56.

I have recently had a visit from the younger

member of the firm of J. I. Boies & Son, Ma-
rengo, 111., to whose dairy allusion has several

times been made in these articles. I wish

I could give to every reader of the Agricul-

turist the exact impression that his statements

made upon me. They contain a wealth of sug-

gestion for enterprising farmers at the West.

Mr. Boies is young, energetic, frank, and out-

spoken. He and his father have hail tips and

downs in life, and have had some rough busi-

ness experience. They have taken to their new
enterprise, good natural abilities, some com-

mercial training, and the discipline of some
misfortune. Their farm contains 300 acres of

land, which was bought a few years ago, as

"worn out." It lies 60 or 70 miles north-

west of Chicago. As already stated, they keep

from 100 to 130 cows, buying all the ground

feed they use—which is a great deal—and buy-

ing milk in addition to that which they make
themselves, supplementing their operations

with the making of much pork, and inciden-

tally of an enormous amount of rich manure.

The first year their corn crop was 35 bushels

per acre, the next 45, the next 75, and the next

96 bushels—not by an estimate or guess, but by

actual weighing over their hay scales. Their

dairy operations are simply stupendous ; at

the hight of their season they make 600 lbs.

per day, and will probably average 400 lbs.

Tbey last winter shipped 25,000 lbs. to one

dealer in Providence, R. I., and he expects to

want more this winter. They supply several

large hotels in Chicago, and have a shipping

custom to other points. They receive from 35

to 45 cents per lb. I did not ask especially,

but conclude that their average would be rather

over than under 40 cents per lb., at the farm.

The milk as soon as drawn, is strained into

deep pans, similar to the Orange Couuty Milk

Pans, standing in an underground room, which

is kept at a temperature of 60' in summer, by

the circulation of air under the adjoining ice-

house. The milk is skimmed at the end of 36

hours. The churning is done in a revolving

four-sided box churn. The butter is washed

in the churn only, thoroughly worked, and
receives \ oz. of salt per lb. Sir. Boies is his

own butter maker, and attends to every detail

with great care. He has found no difficulty

in making sale for his product at the prices

stated above—which I consider more remark-

able in view of his location, and of the quan-

tity to be sold, than $1 per pound near Eastern

cities. Pork, of course, constitutes a very large

source of income,

On my way to the St. Louis Fair in October,

I hope to visit this dairy, and may write fur-

ther about it. In the meantime, I am very
much impressed with the fact, that there is a
suggestion here for the relief of agricultural

distress in the West. Butter is by no means
the only product that can be made there, and
be shipped cheaply to Eastern cities, for sale

;

cheese-making would probably be nearly as

successful. The great point is so to regulate

the business of the farm, that none of its crops

shall be sold away. Turn everything into

butter, cheese, pork, beef, mutton—something

that can be transported without the enormous
cost of sending grain ; and the production of
which will supply the farm with ample manure.
It is a number of years since I have been at

the West, but I assume that I no longer run
the risk of criticism, if I say that even on " the

cxhaustlcss prairies of Illinois," the manure
question is the question, and that neither rail-

roads nor middlemen can have a tithe of the

influence in dragging down Western agricul-

ture, and making poor men of Western farmers,

than can the sale of hay and grain, and the

neglect to collect and provide ample manure.

Naturally nine-tenths of the farmers at the

West will bo guilty of this neglect, and will

suffer for it, blindly refusing to see the source

of their misfortunes, but the few enterprising

men, among whom I hope we number our

readers, can not fail to be stimulated by such

examples as the one set forth, to adopt and

faithfully pursue a course of radical reform,

looking for their money income to articles of

little bulk and good price, and retaining on
their farms everything that can add to the fer-

tility of the soil.

At the West as well as at the East, it seems
to me that the happiness and prosperity of

farmers would be increased, by the return—if

such a return were possible—to the " good old

ways." I do not mean, nor do I believe, that

it is desirable to produce everything consumed
so far as possible upon the farm itself, for

cloth can be woven in mills cheaper than in

private houses, and there are better advantages

for selling home produce, than existed before

the era of railroads. At the same time money
is too important a factor in the life of modern
farmers—we have all of us been more or 7css

corrupted by the high prices and flush money
of the war times, and of the plentiful paper dol-

lars prevailing since then, so that wo have made
our comfort depend too much on the ability to

spend money. A farmer's income to be sure,

substantial, and satisfactory, must be very

largely in other things than money. An
improved home, richer land, more convenient

buildings, and more carefully bred and reared

stock—these are within his reach without the

outlay of much ready money. Home labor

and the capabilities of the farm, will supply

them if properly directed, and if patiently

waited for, without the hiring or buying of

outside helps. The tendency to measure pros-

perity by the amount of money that a farmer

has in outside investments, or that he is able to

spend for his pleasure, is giving a wrong ten-

dency to our whole system. Farmers can not

hope to compete in this respect with merchants

and manufacturers, whose business is much
more speculative and full of risks, and who
too often give a fictitious evidence of wealth,

by spending the money which they hope to

earn, and which is not seldom lost by farmers

and other producers who have trusted them.
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Taking the whole merchant class of America,

including their clerks and porters, they would

probably show at the end of 25 years, less

actual honest earning than the same number of

farmers and farm-laborers. The growing ten-

dency to spend money, and to count their

wealth in dollars and cents, rather than in

more substantial possessions, is assimilating

them more and more to the speculative classes,

whom they are so apt to decry. Let us get all

the real advantage that we can out of modern

civilization, but let us at the same time avoid

so far as we comfortably can all that takes cash

money, and gives a fleeting pleasure as our

only return.

The English Agricultural Gazette has, for a

number of weeks, been publishing the early

education and training of successful farmers,

in different parts of the Kingdom. It is almost

discouraging, iu view of what is so generally

hoped as the outcome of our agricultural col-

lege system, to see how very few of these men
had anything approaching a liberal education,

and how often the 3 R's alone appear as the

representatives of the schooling received.

Those of our people who are longing to get

out of their occupations, and to become farm-

ers, would probably also be somewhat discour-

aged to see in how very few instances among
those cited, the successful farmers have adopt-

ed the business late in life. Farmer's sons and
farm-laborers have furnished the stock from
which nearly the whole list has been drawn,
and especial importance is attached in nearly

every case, to very early training to hard work,
and to the manifold cares of the stable and field.

All this does not by any means indicate that

success can not be attained, by men who have
not sprung from the families of farmers and
farm laborers, nor by well educated sons of

farmers, hut it does suggest the importance of

Bound rudimentary training, and a strong incli-

nation toward the farm rather that away from
it. It makes it clear too, that farming is a
business which requires no small share of

energy, attention, and acquired skill ; that it

can not be gone into hap-hazard with only the

knowledge that comes from schooling, and one
or two years of experience with a good farmer.

It requires thorough ingrained training in

every detail of farm work, a real love for it,

and a determination to succeed in it. Any
young man starting life with these qualifica-

tions, may be considered safe to stay on the

farm
;
not because of a sentimental liking for

it, but for the much better reason that he knows
that there he can make more money, and earn
more substantial success iu life, than in any
other occupation that is open to him.

A friend writes me of a visit to the farm of

8. J. Sharpies?, in Chester Co., Penn. He
says :

" Sharpless has been doing well. 14

cows made last week (Aug. 6) 105 lbs., equal to

7i lbs. each. They averaged 4i months from
calving." In a subsequent letter he says :

" In
mentioning the production of Sharpless' cows
I forgot to say that they are running in clover

half way to their knees night and day." So
we may ascribe a part of the success to the

Jerseys, and a part to the feed—a combination
that is hard to beat.

I have long wished to identify myself with
the sheep interest, which seems to me one of
the most important to American agriculture,

but have been prevented by the lack of suitable

accommodations at home. Several attempts

made in this direction have turned out decided

failures, mainly owing to the lack of sufficient

fences and the incursions of too many dogs in

the neighborhood. I have recently bought a

half interest in the Cotswold flock of Mr. D. F.

Appleton, of Ipswich, Mass. I hope in future

to be able to report good success with them.

The flock numbers about 75 ; it was begun with

a lot of good ewes selected in Canada ; and a

fine imported ram, " Young America," bought

from J. D. "Wing, of Maple Shade. Mr. Apple-

ton subsequently imported a lot of ewes from

Howell, and 2 rams from William Lane, in the

Cotswold hills in England. The rams cost

$300 each, and the flock has taken first prizes

whenever exhibited at the New England Fair.

A correspondent in Iowa, who has a remark-

ably good Jersey cow, concerning which he

has frequently written me, and whose product

of butter I am satisfied is over 2 lbs. per day,

asks what he shall do for a bull, as there is

none available in his neighborhood, except a

calf of this same cow. I reply :
" If the bull-

calf is sound, and was got by a fairly good bull,

I should use him upon his dam, his sisters, his

daughters, and his grand-daughters, as long as

he lasts, unless the experiment showed some
defect in its early stages. When you get such

a cow as that, you had better take the chances

of in-breeding and try to secure her perpetua-

tion. I should do it myself."

In-breeding, as a rule, is of course not to be

recommended, but in-breeding as an exception

is often very successful, and it is always worth

while in the case of a remarkable animal to run

the risk, and resort to what is of course much
the best means for perpetuating good qualities

and establish valuable strains of blood. The
experience of Shorthorn breeding is of itself a

sufficient indication of the wisdom of taking

such risks.

" A. M. E.," of Providence, writes :
" In your

Ogden Farm Paper No. 54, you say the in-

creasing richness of the milk of native cows
served by a Jersey bull may be sufficiently ac-

counted for by the fact of their increasing age.

This greater age is doubtless one reason for in-

creased richness, but is not the latter also a

proof of the influence of the male on the whole
organism of the female ? Darwin cites the case

of a chestnut mare, which was served by a

male quagga, and subsequently her foal by a

black Arabian stallion, was barred like a quag-

ga." The effect on the character of subsequent

progeny by the character of cross-bred progeny

is tolerably well known to most breeders. A
bitch that has thrown mongrel pups can not be

trusted to bring a whole litter of thoroughbreds

thereafter. The same peculiarity has been

noticed in other animals, and there is undoubt-

edly some influence exerted by progeny crossed

with another breed, upon whatever it is that

determines peculiarities of all subsequent pro-

geny of the same mother. It would, however,

be carrying the analogy too far to suppose that

this influence on future descendants is accom-

panied by a transforming influence on the

mother herself, at least to such an extent as to

alter the character of her milk secretion. Be-

ing a champion of the Jersey race, I should be

glad to claim for them any such mysterious

quality as the one referred to, but I do not be-

lieve that it can honestly be done.

I have the following from Alabama :
" You

are not perhaps aware that it is well-nigh a

universal practice in the South, with those who

make butter, to wait until the milk or r-ream is

" turned" (as it is termed) before churning. I

have seen in my neighbors' houses wooden
churns charred until black by roasting them
before the fire, to make the milk " turn," to

" clabber " in cold weather. Here is the modus

operandi: the milk is skimmed, and the cream

placed by itself, until the last milking just be-

fore churning is brought in. Into this the ac-

cumulated cream is poured, and that is left to

stand or placed near the fire until clabbered,

and then churned.
" I think your practice quite different from

the above, and would be obliged to you for a

statement of your practice, together with your

objections to the foregoing (if any), believing

it will prove beneficial, as well as interesting,

to many other of your southern readers. The
southern man believes that the butter can not

be gotten out of sweet milk until it makes that

seemingly inevitable evolution. (?)

" Can you tell me why butter is always white,

and light in weight, after the churn has sat

too long by the fire ?

"

The practice described seems to bo a cross

between that of churning cream and that of

churning whole milk. What it is hoped to

gain by adding fresh milk to the cream, I do

not exactly see, unless it is to increase the quan-

tity of the buttermilk, retard the churning, and

give the butter more firmness and more thor-

ough washing in buttermilk, to free it from

particles of curd. It would hardly be fair to

the many old readers of these papers to repeat

the details of our process of making butter.

They are quite fully described in earlier num-
bers of this series. It is not exactly gracious

work to find fault with the prevailing systems

of any region, but it seems to me that it would
be much easier to bring cream to the proper

temperature by standing a metallic vessel con-

taining it in warm water, than to heat it

through the non-conducting substance of a

churn ; that the only beneficial effect of adding

milk as described, would be equally well gain-

ed by adding sour milk, or skimmed milk of

previous days— probably, in the case described

the churning of the cream of the fresh milk

added is less complete than that of the older

cream, a different length of time being required

for its development ; many persons claim a

great advantage from the souring of the cream,

others are equally strenuous for churning it

fresh. So far as I have been able to see, the

evidence is about equally divided, the opinion

being generally in favor of more delicacy of

taste in the sweet churning. I have never tried

churning sweet milk ; Col. Weld stated recent-

ly in the Country Gentleman that he had test-

ed the milk of a certain cow by churning it

immediately after it was drawn, and obtained

a very large product of butter. It is our own
practice to churn our cream sweet, and we are

satisfied with the result in all respects.

The whiteness and frothiness of butter made
from overheated cream, is probably due to

some change effected in the casein of the milk

by overheating, which prevents it being proper-

ly separated from the butter, the product be-

ing really a mixture of butter and cheese.

» i— «i» — .-•

Flowing Water in House and Barn.

The economy of a full supply of water flow-

ing fresh from the spring, without the labor of

pumping, is only equalled by its luxury. No
man ever knows how to estimate either the

luxury or the economy of the thing, until it b
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with him a matter of experience, after this, it

becomes well nigh one of the necessities of life.

Ammi.' the various contrivances for raising

water to elevated positions, whence it may be

Conducted about the house, and to the burns

and stock-yards, the

Automatic Windmill

Pump of the Hartford

Pump Co., is notable

for its simplicity and

convenience, as well

as for the ingenuity

evinced in its con-

struction, and the ap-

plication of well-

known principles.

The reverse of the

principle by which

we suck cider through

a straw, may be said

to be shown, when by

blowing air into a

tight vessel filled with

liquid, having an open

tube descending to

near the bottom, we
force the liquid to

spout out through the tube. This is illustrated

in figure 1. A barrel, containing water, has a

tube passing through the top, and going below

the water. Now if we pump air i-i by means
of an air-pump, we shall pump water out. If

the barrel be submerged in a well, and has a

valve in the bottom, when it is emptied of wa-

ter, turning a cock in the air-pipe, to let the

air escape, it will be filled with water again.

Thus we might, by pumping air into a

well, obtain a regular supply of water. The
pump which we describe, works precisely upon

this simple principle. Chambers are placed in

the well or spring—anywhere under water—

a

windmill works an air-pump, and the water

Fig. 1.

there is no perceptible break in the flow. To
accomplish this, the chambers are balanced up-

on a frame having a motion of two or three

inches, and the bouyancy of the one filled with

air is sufficient to turn a cock, which both con-

ducts the air to the opposite chamber, and lets

that which itself contains, blow off, as the wa-

ter from without rushes in.

"When we come to examine this interesting

contrivance, we see that after all it differs less

than one might suppose, from some common
forms of pumps. For instance, ia the old-

fashioned fire-engines, see figure 2, we have two

cylinders, working alternately. These are filled

from below, and the water passes out from be-

low, in the same manner, as it does in the

Automatic Pump. The pressure, which forces

the water out, is however, as in nearly all other

pumps, applied by means of a tight-fitting

piston, with its piston-rod, joints, diagonal

pressure, etc., all of which involves of necessity

a great degree of friction. In this pump, the

air pressing upon the surface of the water, is

piston, piston-rod, and all, working without a

perceptible amount of friction—one may say,

none at all, and with a force which has only its

economical limits. Practically 100 to 125 feet is

as high as it i? desirable to force .the water at

one lift, but with a succession of pumps, this

lifting may be indefinitely repeated.

The friction, or loss of power, in the slow

passage of air through tubes, is exceedingly

small, unless indeed the pressure be very great,

and the tube small, in which case, however,

the air will move very rapidly. Practically it

is found that there is no perceptible loss of

power, when quarter and three-eighths inch lead

or iron pipes are used to conduct the air. This

makes it practicable to place the wind-wheel

at any desired distance from the well or spring,

even a quarter or half a mile away, if a suitable

position for it can not be found nearer. This

Sowing water wherever needed. A fine spring

is near, but below the house. The windmill,

condensing the air, is upon the burn i.i the mid-

dle background. The air is conducted under-

ground to the spring in which the pump is set.

The apparatus by which the air-cock is regu-

lated, is seen level with the top of the ground.

The water-pipe goes from the spring directly to

a tank in the attic of the dwelling, where, by

means of a floating ball, the flow of water is

Fig. 3.—THE UiliTFOUD PUMP CO.'S WINDMILL AND PUMP SUPPLYING DOUSE, BARN, ETC.

may be raised to any desired hight. In order

to maintain a constant stream, two chambers

are employed, and thus, when one is exhausted,

that, is filled with air ; by a simple contrivance

the air is conducted to the full chamber, and

the first quickly refills itself with water, so that

is a decided advantage, as springs are usually

situated in valleys, where a windmill could

hardly be placed to work with power and re-

gularity, unless perhaps upon a lofty tower.

The large engraving, figure 3, represents a

country place, which has all the benefits of

shut off as soon as the tank is full. From the

tank the water is distributed to the bath and
wash-room on the second floor, to wash basins

inthe main part of the house, to the kitchen,

and to the laundry. Thence a pipe is carried

to the barn, within which a penstock and

trough for the horses are set, and to the cattle

yard, where another trough is placed
; then

cither the waste water, or an independent pipe,

is carried to the garden, where tubs for water-

ing are located, or a constant flow for irriga-

tion is maintained.

This may seem at first a great deal for one

little windmill, six or seven feet in diameter, to

accomplish, but from the statements made to us,

we do not think it beyond credence. Besides, it

should be said that whenever the tank is

full, and water can be spared, a fountain

may be kept playing, if the wind blows

;

the water coming either directly from
the spring, or the waste water from the

overflow of the tank being employed.

In addition to the regular daily needs

for which water is used, the security

against fire is very great, and a hose

and nozzle should always bo provided

for this purpose, as well as for

convenience in washing windows at

the house, and carriages at the barn.

Whenever water-tanks are set for

any purpose, they should be large

enough to contain several days' supply

of water. No ordinary family uses

over 300 to 500 gallons a day. This the

smallest sized apparatus is claimed to

furnish, and is an abundance for all

the purposes indicated in the picture,

unless the stock of cattle and horses

be large, or wasteful extravagance pre-

vail. The absolutely silent working of

the apparatus is a great point in its

favor, as well as the fact that, though

the windmill is not "self-regulating"

in the ordinary acceptation of that term,

it nevertheless is so strongly made that

the most violent storms, except such

perhaps as might unroof the barn upon
which it stands, have no other effect upon it than

to make it pump the more. No rapidity of pump-
ing can cause it to suck up gravel and so de-

range the pump, as windmill pumps so often

do. It is necessary to oil it once a month, and
this is literally all the attention it requires.
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How to Stock Ponds witli Black Bass.

Great progress has been made in the last five

years in the distribution of the Black Bass,

especially in New York and in the New Eng-

land States. Two hundred or more ponds and

lakes have been stocked, and yet we are con-

tinually receiving letters of inquiry, which

show that people have very imperfect informa-

tion in regard to the habits of the fish, and the

best method of introducing them. Some in-

quire for the spawn, sup-

posing that they are pro-

pagated like the Salmoni-

dse. But all attempts to

take spawn from this fish

have been failures, so far

as we arc informed. Some
ponds have been stocked

with the fry, but it re-

mains to be seen whether

this will prove successful.

The fry are very small,

and remain but a few
days over the beds where
they are hatched, so that

it requires very close

watching to capture them.

They are removed just at

the time when they are

said to have the protec-

tion of the parent fish, and
they are all liable to perish

in new water among other

species of fish. The com-
mon and the most reliable

method of introducing the

bass, is to transport adult

fish from well - stocked

ponds to new localities.

This, when properly done,

has never been known to

fail. In most of the States

there is legal protection

to the fish for three years,

generally granted by spe-

cial act of the legislature.

But this is not long

enough to secure the ob-

ject. It should be in all

cases five years. The fish

do not bite freely until

after the spawning is over

in May and June, and
they do not usually reach

their new home until July

or later, so that there is

no fry from them until

the second year. The
fish generally selected

for transfer are from one to three years

old, measuring from 3 to 13 inches in length"!

Fish of this size are not only more numer-

ous, but they bear transportation better,

and are more readily acclimated, than when
larger. They are moved with a good deal of

difficulty in hot weather, especially when the

journey requires more than twelve or fifteen

hours. With the most skillful management,
there will be a considerable loss. In the fall

months there is much less loss.

There is a great want of information in

regard to the character of the water suitable

to this fish. We have many letters from the

owners of horse-ponds, a half acre or less in

extent, having neither springs nor water run-

ning through them for a portion of the year.

The bass wants clear lively water with rocky
or gravelly bottom, and the more of it the bet-

ter. It wants room for itself and for the poor-

er kinds of fish upon which it feeds voracious-

ly. It does well in the mill-ponds upon manu-
facturing streams, and if the head waters and

reservoirs are stocked, they will in a few years

be found in all the waters below. They flour-

ish also in natural ponds of twenty acres or

m ire. Some decline to stock these ponds or

la'.es because they are generally free to the

public. But this is short sighted policy. A
large pond or lake stocked at a cost of one or

such progress in the Eastern States, that an or-

der for trout, or bass, is about as readily filled

as an order for Jerseys or Cotswolds.

The Beisa Antelope.

the beisa antelope.—(Oryx Beisa.)

two hundred dollars, and protected by law for

five years, will furnish better sport to the gen-

tlemen or company who undertake the enter-

prise than they could find in any small pond of

their own. In suitable water black bass mul-

tiply veiy fast, and after they once gain pos-

session, their numbers can never be very seri-

ously reduced by hook fishing. The annual

spawning will more than keep up the supply.

There are thousands of ponds and lakes in the

Northern and Middle States of from one hun-

dred to a thousand acres, producing only the

poorer kinds of fish, that might easily be

stocked with bass, and add largely to the food

supply of the people. It only needs the effort

of a few individuals in any neighborhood or

township to accomplish this good work. When
the funds are raised, there is little difficulty in

procuring the fish. Fish culture has made

The Antelopes are a numerous family. Their
principal characteristic is the cylindrical and
annulated form of their horns, which in the

antelopes are never angular or ridged longitu-

dinally. The various spe-

cies comprise animals

which greatly differ in

size ; one species, which

is the smallest of all horn-

ed creatures, being no

larger than a hare ; others

stand from 3i to 4 feet in

hight at the shoulders, and
weigh some 800 to 900

pounds. One species in-

habits our Western plains,

the Prong-horn Antelope,

which is perhaps the most
elegant and graceful of all

our wild animals. Our
illustration represents one
of the many species which
are peculiar to Africa,

and is known to natural-

ists as the Oryx Beisa. It

is only since the English

invasion of Abyssinia,

that tiie animal has been

observed by naturalists,

and until recently no liv-

ing individual had been

captured. A specimen

has within a short time

been added to the magnif-

icent collection of the

Zoological Gardens of

Regents Park, Loudon, of

which our illustration

—

for which we are indebt-

ed to the London Field

—is a portrait from life.

The Beisa Antelope dif-

fers from a well known,
closely allied species, the

Leucoryx of Northern

Africa, in having straight

horns, and by its peculiar

markings. It is of a cream

color, with black bands

upon the face and legs. Its

length of face is 17 inches,

from its ears to the root of

the tail it measures 4 feet

7 inches, the tail is 26 inches in length, including

the brush, which measures 11 inches. The
hight at the shoulders is 3 feet 7 inches, and the

length of the horns is 2 feet 6 inches. The
courage and strength of this graceful beast is

such, that it readily attacks, and frequently

vanquishes and kills the lion, and, when
wounded, it charges the hunter with great fierce-

ness. These animals feed upon coarse grasses,

apd occasionally browse upon the shoots

of acacias and other trees. They feed in the

morning and evening only, and drink at mid-

day. They run in herds of ten and less in num-

ber, although single animals are occasionally met

with. They are exceedingly cautious and wary,

and can only be approached with difficulty.

By the capture of this rare animal the natural

lpstory of Africa, of which we have so much yet

to learn, has been enriched in a notable degree.
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Walks and Talks on the Farm.—No. 130.

It is hard work for tbe horses to break up

sod land during the dry weather of August and

September. But with a good three-horse plow

an I a good point, tlie work can be done. And

I have an idea that one good plowing in August

will pulverize tbe soil more than two plowiugs

in spring. When I was a boy, my father was

summer-fallowing a field of rather heavy clay

soil. lie bad plowed it three times, and cul-

tivated and harrowed it until it was quite loose

and mellow. One day he set me to roll it

with a heavy three-horse roller. This puzzled

me. We had been spending the whole summer
in trying to lift up and loosen tbe soil, and now
to be told to go and roll it !

" Why, father,"

said I, " wont the roller press it down again

and make it hard ? " " Never again make
such a remark as that," he said. " A farmer

would think you knew nothing about farming.

If you roll or trample land when it is wet, it

will become hard and bake. But no amount

of rolling will make dry land hard." I have

never forgotten tbe remark. If you can break

up and thoroughly pulverize clayey land seven,

eight or nine inches deep during our dry hot

summer months, it will not forget it for years.

I think there can be no doubt on this point.

The only question is how to do tbe work.

The field that I "fall-fallowed" in' 1868,

1

sowed to bailey in 18G9, sowing it to wheat

after the barley was off in the fall, and seeding

it down to clover in the spring. The clover

failed, and I manured the field in the fall and

winter, and plowed it up in the spring, and

sowed ic (o oats and peas, and afterwards to

•wheat, seeding it down with clover in the

spring (1872). In 1873 I mowed tbe clover for

hay, and the second crop for seed. This sum-

mer I mowed it again for hay. I had a grand

crop. After haying, the clover grew rapidly,

and I turned in all my sheep and hogs, and ate

it down as close as possible. The middle of

August I put in the plow. The soil is a strong

loam, approaching to clay, and I expected a

tough .job. Wo put three strong horses abreast

to a good plow, and I went with the man.

We staked out the headlands fifteen feet from

the fence, and struck out a furrow, going all

round the field. I do not know Low it is with

others, but I find that my plowmen have a na-

tural inclination to leave the headlands to the

last, and they like always to turn tbe furrow

towards the fence. The true way, when the

land is dry, is to plow the headlands first, and

plow all round the field, and turn the futrows

from tbe fence. But to do this, it is necessary

to set poles to strike out by. Tbe way we did

this is shown in the annexed diagram. We

*c *D E*

*B

P*

*A *H G*

measured fifteen feet from the fence to the

point A, and here we put in the plow, and I

went ahead and stuck another stake at B, and

another at C, both fifteen feet from the fence.

The plowman keeps the stakes B and C i'i line,

and is thus able to strike out a straight furrow.

When he got to 0, he turned " gee," and struck

out a furrow to D and E, and so ou to F and

G, and then to H and A. We then, of course,

kept on plowing round and round until the

whole headland was finished, using only two

horses and short whiffietrees to turn the land

two or three furrows from the fence.

" There is nothing new in all this," says the

Deacon. "I never said there was," I replied.

" What we want is not so much new ideas as

energy enough to put in practice what we
know to be right." I have a set of short

whiffietrees that I use for plowing in tbe gar-

den and for turning the land two or three fur-

rows from the fences. Tbe double tree is only

2^ feet long, and the single trees 14 inches long.

I find them very useful. I have also a plow

with a movable beam, that can be set so as to

turn a good furrow with the near horse walk-

ing in the old furrow. In this way we can

plow close up to a fence, and turn the soil

away from it. Now I do not think there is

anything " new " in this. But there are a good

many of us who leave two or three feet of land

all along tbe fences to produce nothing but

weeds. And if this was all, it would not be so

bad. But the roots of these weeds run into the

adjoining land, and many a field has become

infested with thistles and couch grass from our

neglect in tbe first place to plow close to the

fences, and keep our headlands clean. I often

see a row of corn planted so close to the un-

plowcd land along a fence, that the cultivator

can not be used between the row and the fence.

The result is that the row of corn is yellow and

sickly, and not worth half the labor that is

sometimes spent on it in trying to keep it clean

with the hoe, and the land becomes foul. I

believe this is the principal reason why my
farm was in such a miserably weedy condition.

The knolls on the farm are sandy and full

of stones. The laud could not be half plowed

and cultivated on account of these stones.

Thistles and other weeds took possession of

these stony knolls, and the scratching of the

land with the plow, instead of killing the

weeds, merely served to scatter the seeds and

spread the roots to the land adjacent. The

headlands were treated in the same way. The

fence corners were a convenient place to put

stones, stumps, and rubbish of all kinds.

Brambles, elder bushes, burdocks, thistles, and

a long catalogue of weeds soon got possession,

and not a little of the land on each side was

abandoned to them. " I expected to find your

farm without a weed on it," said a recent

visitor, " but I find you have not succeeded yet

in killing all the weeds." I asked for no ex-

planation. I knew very well what he meant.

I have contended that weeds can be killed.

But I never said that I had succeeded in mak-

ing my farm clean. I have said a great deal

on the subject, for the simple reason that the

destruction of weeds has occupied much of my
time and thoughts. I sometimes get discour-

aged. It is an unceasing fight. It has to be

renewed every year. But I am gaining on them.

Looking at the trouble I have bad in killing

weeds and in restoring the condition of a run-

down farm, it seems strange to me that so many
intelligent and well-to-do farmers spend so

much time and money in building fine houses

and ornamental barns and fences, and so little

in draining and in improving the condition of

the land. 8 domon says: "Prepare thy work

without, and make it fit for thyself in the field,

and afterwards build thine house." It seems

to me that there are a good many farmers who
would do well to heed this proverb.

While the Deacon and I were talking and

looking at tbe sheep and pigs, William has been

plowing. Perhaps two of Crozier's Clydesdale
horses might plow this land, and turn a furrow
7 inches deep and 10 inches wide. Here we
put on three horses, and turn a furrow 15 inches

wide. Such a furrow, one mile long, turns

over 6,000 square feet, or over one-seventh of
an acre. If the horses travel a mile and a half

an hour for eight hours, exclusive of turning,

they would plow (1.8), say If acres; if two
miles an hour, they would plow in eight hours

(2.4), nearly 2£ acres. With a 10-inch furrow,

the same distance of travel would plow less than

1J acre, and a little over 1£ acre respectively.

In England an acre is considered a good day's

plowing, and three-quarters of an acre is a fair

average. When an American talks about plow-

ing two or three acres a day, an English farmer

shakes his head. He cannot understand it

And yet if the English horses walk one-third

slower, and the plowman works one-third less

time, and the plow turns one-third less furrow

—if the Englishman plows one acre in the day,

the American would plow 3f acres !

" I should not think it would make all that

difference," said the Deacon. " Figure it out

yourself," I replied, " perhaps I have made a

mistake, though I think not. At any rate, it is

certain that we usually plow much more land

in a day, than they do in England and Scot-

land—probably on an average not far from

double. " You are now plowing nearer 18

inches than 15 inches wide, I think I never

saw you plow so wide before. You have

always advocated narrow furrows." We will

not discuss that question now. What I want

you to observe, is the splendid condition of this

land. It turns up beautifully. It has a rich

look about it. It crumbles all to pieces. It

has not forgotten that fall-fallowing we gave it

six years ago, nor the top-dressing of manure

in the fall and winter of 1870.

The Deacon and some other fanners thoiight

I should lose half the value of the manure, by

spreading it on the surface. They thought il

should be plowed in. They have great faith

in the mechanical action of manure. They

think it lightens the soil. There is some truth

in this, but I have more faith in underdraining,

good and repeated plowings, and thorough cul-

tivation, in connection with rich, well decom-

posed manure.

"Yesterday," said the Deacon, "a farmer

took a load of clover hay to Kocbester, and all

he could get for it was $10 per ton. Another

farmer took a load of wheat straw, and sold it

readily for $12 per ton. This does not look

as though farmers had much faith in your

chemical notion, that the manure from a ton of

clover hay is worth three times as much as from

a ton of straw. The facts seem to be against

you." " So much the worse for the facts," I

replied. " But I am not going to argue that

matter with you. There are some things so well

established, that it is no use listening to the

objections of those who do not understand

what they are talking about. A farmer who

sells clover hay at the above prices, and keeps

I his straw, is not a wise man. When he can

! exchange a ton of straw for half a ton of bran,

he had better do it."

"You pretend to be able to tell," said the

Deacon, " what a ton of manure is worth, but

I I notice that the chemists differ very much

i

among themselves, as to the value of the same

identical manure, and I do not see how you can

til with any certainty how much good a ton

; of manure will do." No ooc pretends to do so.
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What we say is this : Here are two samples of

barn-yard manure in about the same condition.

One contains twice as much nitrogen, phos-

phoric acid, and potash, as the other, and we
say, if the one is worth $1 per ton, the other is

worth $2 per ton. We do not say that if you

put 20 tons of the former, or 10 tons of the

latter upon an acre of land, the difference of the

crops will he worth $20. This may or may
not be the case. The chemist's estimate of the

value of different manures is based on their

chemical composition, and on the condition of

the ingredients. The chemist does not under-

take to tell a farmer, whether he can afford to

buy sulphate of ammonia, or nitrate of soda, to

sow on his wheat or barley crop. But if you
are going to sow these manures, the chemist

can tell you to a certainty which of two samples

is the cheapest for you to bny. For instance,

he finds one sample contains 22 per cent of

ammonia, and the other 18 per cent. If he

tells you the latter is worth $72 per ton, and
the former $88 per ton, he merely uses these

figures in a comparative sense. If he should

say the one was worth $36, and the other $14,

he would be equally correct. He has totting

to do with the commercial value on the one

hand, or the fertilizing value on the other. The
latter must be determined by the experience of

farmers themselves, and on repeated experi-

ments. Where wheat is worth only 75 cents

per bushel, and other crops on the same scale,

ammonia is only worth half as much to a
farmer, as in a section where wheat is worth
$1.50 per bushel. When an agent for some
artific.il fertilizer shows me a whole string of

testimonials, as to the value of his fertilizer, I

tell him that a good analysis would be more
satisfactory to me, than an actual trial on my
own land and under my own eye. A man need

not swallow a lot of Glauber salts to tell if

they are pure. The chemist can not tell him
whether he needs a dose of the salts, but he

can tell him whether the salts are genuine or

not. Chemistry can not tell us whether our

land needs this or that manure, but it can tell

us whether the manure is genuine or spurious.

If farmers had clearer views on this subject,

the sale of inferior or worthless fertilizers

would soon cease.

At the present price of corn, fine middlings,

and pork, there is more profit in feeding pigs

in this section, than we have enjoyed for some

years. Furthermore, lard is in good demand,

and packers discriminate in favor of fine boned

well-fed hogs. In Chicago, " grassers " are

quoted at 5 cents per pound, and dull of sale,

while an extra, choice, well bred and well fat-

tened pig, would bring 8 cents live weight.

This is as it should be. The latter, even at this

greater difference in the price, is far cheaper

to the consumer than the former. And it

makes quite a difference to a farmer, whether

he has fifty " grassers " weighing 175 lbs. each

to sell at 5c. per lb., or fifty choice, well bred

and well fed pigs, at the same age, that will

average 300 lbs. at 8c. The former lot will

bring $437.50, and the latter $1,200.00. We
onsht to produce the best pork, lard, and hams
in the world, and secure the highest prices in

the English market. Instead of this, Irish

hams are quoted in London, at 22 to 24 cents

per lb., and American bams at 13 to 15 cents.

And there is a corresponding difference in the
price of pork. I asked Mr. DeVoe, our largest

pork picker, what was the reason American
pork sold so low in Europe. " Vot is the rea-

son," he exclaimed, " I vill tell you vhy. Ve

think they are vools over there. Ve think any-

thing is good enough for them. Pork that ve
vonld not eat here ve ship to Europe. I sent

several barrels of pork as a present to my
friends in Germany, and they said it vas most
excellent, but that most of the American pork
they got vas vile stuff. The Captain of a
steamer running from Hamburg to New York,
vonce gave his crew American pork on their

return voyge. Great vas the grumbling.
And ven they got to Hamburg they refused to

continue on the ship until the captain had
given them a written agreement, to never
again give them American pork !"

A large grocer and provision dealer in Staf-

fordshire, once told me that he bought a quan-
tity of Olio bacon, and retailed it out at a
good profit, and with much satisfaction to his

customers. The next lot he bought was
so poor thr.t he could not dispose of it.

" Since then," he sail, " I have been afraid

to deal in t':o article. If it was always
as good as that firstr lot, I could sell large

quantities." For many years we had the same
state of things in regard to American cheese.

Our cheese factories, however, arc now making
so good an article, and there is so much great-

er uniformity in the quality, that American
cheese, I believe, commands as high a price as

the best Cheshire. It will in time be so with

American pork, bacon, hams and lard.

As a rule, the price of agricultural products

ia Europe determines the price in America.

Hitherto the cost of labor hero has been double

and treble what it was in Europe. Our pro-

ducts had to compete with the products of this

cheap labor, and pay freights over long distances

into the bargain. We have been able to com-
pete, because we lived economically and work-
ed hard, and because our land was cheap ami
comparatively rich in what I have called

" natural manure." We have grown cheap
wheat and corn on our new land, because we
have to pay no " rent," and because every bush-
el of wheat we have grown has found an amount
of manure in the soil, which would have cost

the English farmer at least 50 cents. We are

now getting less and less of this natural ma-
nure. We find an increasing necessity for

furnishing manure to our land. We should

now find it a hard matter to compete with the

English and European farmers, if they could
get labor at the old rates. But fortunately for

us, and fortunately, as I think, for them and
all concerned, labor is now nearly or quite as

high there as here. This places American
farmers on a far better footing than ever be-

fore. Owning instead of renting our land, with

a favorable climate, a rapidly increasing popula-

tion, improved implements, and comparatively

intelligent and skilled labor, we have good rea-

son to take courage and push ahead with our
improvements.

Enforce the Doo-Laws.—Sheep raising is

undoubtedly looking up. Wool brings satis-

factory prices. Early lambs are in brisk de-

mand, and the market would take a great

many more. We can have mutton, at least in

winter, and farmers look cheerful in view of

the profits of the flock at the close of the year.

The pastures, where the sheep have been, are

blooming with white clover, and the increase

of grass and the reduction of brush are strong

puints in favor of sheep husbandry. But the

dogs still worry the flocks, and kill sheep, not-

withstanding the legislation against them.

Some <>f ti.f< States have good laws for the pro-

tection of sheep. The owners of dogs have to

pay a license for every cur they keep, and
the money goes into a fund to pay for the losses

of sheep owners made by dogs. This is a great

security. It not only redu< es the number of

dogs, but pays for the damage they do. What
is now most wanted is the strict enforcement
of the law where one exists. Make every man
pay fcr his dog, and kill the unlicensed.

Wheat without Manure.

Our readers have been frequently advised of
what has been done by Mr. Lawes of England,
i:i the way of raising repeated crops of grala

upon the samo land year after year, both with-
out and with manure. But Mr. Lawes' labors

have been experimental. We have now before

us a report of the sales of the standing crops of
wheat, oats, and clover upon two farms in

England, upon which these crops have been
raised successfully for a dozen years, and sofli

standing, to be cut and carted away by the
purchasers, both straw and grain together. No
stock is kept upon these farms. No manure is

used upon them. Deep plowing by steam,

and draining to further deepen the soil, are the

only means by which these crops are produced)

year after year. One of these farms is owned1

and cultivated by Mr. Prout, of Sawbridge-

worth, and consists of 450 acres. The present

season's crop was chiefly wheat, which, sold by
the acre as it stood, realized from $45 to $89
per acre, for grain and straw. The purchaser

in all cases docs the harvesting. The average

prices were, for wheat, $54.40 per acre; oats,

$49 per acre ; and clover, $52 per acre. The
whole proceeds of the 450 acres were $23,141,

an average of $53.30 per acre. The average
result of the past seven years' crops has been
$51.25 per acre. The farm was purchased
twelve years ago, and was then in poor condi-

tion. It was drained, and $4,000 worth of

chemical fertilizers were used, to bring it into

a producing state. Since then it has been cul-

tivated deeply by steam each year, but no fer-

tilizer has been used, nor has the straw even
been retained upon the farm. The other farm
is owned by Mr. Middleditch, of Wiltshire. It

has been managed upon the same plan. The
crops upon this farm brought from $18 to $84
per acre, or an average of $55. The aftermath
of gome fields of sanfoin, which were to be
pastured by sheep, sold for $10 to $18 per acre.

There are 500 acres in this farm. Both farms
have a clay soil, and are fairly good wheat
lands, but at the commencement of this crop-

ping were much run down. The farmers who
purchased the crops, and some who had taken
them for several years, said that those of the
present year were the best crops for several
years, and Mr. Prout expressed the opinion
that he could thus farm " as long as he lived

and his son after him." We do not pretend to
make any application of this anomalous kind
of farming, but merely give the facts. At the
same time we can not refrain from comparing
it with some farms we have seen, in the rich

valleys of Ohio and westward, where for twenty
years the merest scratching of the deep, rich

soil, aud the raising of wheat upon the un-
plowed corn-stubble, year after year, has made
farmers comfortable, if not rich, and thinking

at the same time, that it is possible, if those

rich lands were better treated, and farmefl

more with the plow, and less with the harrow,

that they might produce better crops than they

now do, and remain profitable to their owners

for an Indefinite nam • come.
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Ice-House and Cool-Chamber.

The principal requisites for an ice-liouse with
'

a cool chamber below it for milk or fruit are,

a locality

ST where the

ice can be

convenient-

ly placed in

H|
the upper

||part, and
v where there

is drainage

to carry off

the waste

fro m the

ice. A hill-

side is the

most conve-
Flg. 1.—INTERIOR OF C00L-CHAMT5ER. .

ment posi-

tion for such a house. The method of con-

struction is the same as for any other ice-house,

excepting in the floor. The walls are double,

and are filled in between them with sawdust
or other non-conducting material. The roof

Bhoiild lie

wide in the ; j-j'J
r
-$-r

eaves so as • TDI3J
to shade the

walls as

m nch as

possible,
and it will

be foun

d

convenient

to have a

porch a-

round the

building, on '

-.t- U _ JJ J

,

a level witu y. g _MB _ RAltKIN >

g cool-boom.
the floor of

the ice-house. The floor of the ice-house

must be made not onty water-tight, but air-

tight. • If a current of air can by any means
be established through the floor of the house,

the ice will melt away in a very short time.

A double floor of matched boards tarred at

the joints, and between the floors, should

be laid. The joists are placed so that the floor

of a pipe with an CO curve in it, to prevent

access of air. Or the pipe may be brought

down through the lower chamber, and made to

discharge into a cistern, in which the water is

kept always a few inches above the level at

which it is discharged from the pipe. The

method of this arrangement of the floor is

shown at fig. 1, which represents a section

through the floor and lower chamber, in which

the shelves are seen. Fig. 2 shows the patent-

ed arrangement of Mr. Rankin, of Denison,

Texas, and Emporia, Kansas, which he has

adapted to the refrigerator cars, in which fresh

beef is brought from Texas to the Eastern

markets. Although this is patented, Mr. Ran-

kin makes no charge for the use of it, except

the nominal one of one dollar for each ice-

house, and it is therefore practically public

property. The ceiling of the lower chamber is

made to slope, as shown in fig. 2, and may be

covered with sheet zinc. Above the ceiling

there is the usual non-conducting layer, and a

floor sustained by the usual joists upon which

the ice is packed. The coldness of the ceiling

causes the moisture of the lower room to con-

dense upon it. This moisture runs down the

slope, and drops into troughs or gutters of zinc,

which are suspended beneath it. From these

it is carried off into the cistern, which collects

the waste water from the ice above.

Such cool chambers as cither of these may
be used to preserve fruit, meat, vegetables, or

other perishable matters. Some ventilation and

circulation of air in them is necessary to pre-

vent mould or mildew, and it would be prefer-

able to build the lower story of brick or stone

rather than of wood. The upper part of the

building could be built of wood as well as of

any other material. A temperature of 40 de-

grees has been maintained in such a chamber
throughout the summer, but this can only be

done where the soil is very dry and gravelly.

The elevation of the building is shown in fig. 3.

A Large Underground Cistern.

Fig. 3.—ELEVATION OF ICE-HOCSE.

slopes from both sides to the center, to collect

the waste water from the ice ; a channel is made
along the center to cany it to the side of the

building, where it is made to pass off by means

The supply of water needed for a stock

farm is very large. One large cistern may be

built for much less

than several small

ones of no greater to-

tal capacity. A cor-

respondent sends us a

description of his cis-

tern, which holds

nearly 30,000 gallons,

or over 700 barrels of

water. This cistern,

which we here illus-

trate, is 20 feet in di-

ameter, and 12 feet

deep. It is lined with

brick set in cement,

and is arched with

brick, and covered

with earth to keep

the water cool. That

the spread in the arch

may be reduced, there

is a brick column in

the center from which
the arch is made to

spring all around.

The engraving shows

a section through the middle of the cistern, with

the pillar in the center of it. The central

pillar needs to be well and substantially built,

as it supports half the weight of the arch and

covering. It should be at least two and a half

bricks thick, and square. The cistern here re-

presented, is situated upon the highest ground
of the farm, and is supplied from a well by
means of a windmill and force pump. The

SECTION OF CISTERN.

water is brought in pipes by its own gravity,

to the house, stables, and garden, and in sea-

sons of drouth is used to irrigate the garden.

There are many conveniences in all this, which

make it a very desirable cistern, and its real

value on a farm is much greater than its cost.

A Safe Tether, or Picket Pin.

The disuse of fences either in whole or in

part, renders a secure method of tethering an

animal of great use. Stakes arc easily loosened

or battered to pieces by driving them, and the

tethering rope is frequently wound around

them. If a strong iron rod be bent into the shape

of a corkscrew, with a loop at the upper end,

it may be screwed into the ground, and will

then hold the strongest animal safely, while the

rope cannot be wound around it. This imple-

ment will also answer the purpose of a post to

hold guy ropes for shears, or any other similar

purpose, or to fasten the lower block of hay
hoisting tackle, when working with the hay

fork. Indeed there are many uses for this

little contrivance, which will suggest them-

selves. The illustration represents it as fixed

in the ground. One of its advantages, and not

the least of them, is that it is readily set in

place, and as readily removed, without the

A SPIRAL TETHER-PIN.

use of a hammer to drive it or knock it loose.

A short stout stick like an auger handle put

through the loop, is all that is needed.

The Barn Sheet.

The Barn Sheet is a very useful thing to have

in every bam. Every harvest it will save more
than Its cost in grain, that would otherwise be

scattered upon the field or the barn floor, and

go to waste. When loading oats or buckwheat

especially, the saving of shelled grain, by hav-

ing the sheet ia the bottom of the wagon, is of-

ten equal to the amount of the seed. It is also

useful to spread over a load of hay or grain

that may be caught in a sudden shower, or over
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a half finished stack. It will serve to cover up

a carriage and preserve it from dust. Many

other uses will suggest themselves to the care-

ful farmer who has provided himself with one.

It may be made of four widths of yard wide

stout sheeting, four yards long, strongly sown

together with linen thread, and with a strong

cord bound into the outside hem. It would bo

better to have a coat of linseed oil, which

would make it nearly water-proof, but without

this, if placed over a stack, the top of which is

well rounded up, it will turn a steady rain of

24 hours' duration. The cost of a sheet like

.this being so insignificant, and its uses so ob-

vious, it should find a place m every barn.

Kg. 1.—STATIONARY BAG HOLDER.

Bag Holders.

Two of these useful contrivances called bag
holders are shown in the accompanying en-

gravings. That shown in figure 1 consists of a

box with flaring sides, which is made to operate

as a spout to receive the grain or whatever is to

be poured into the bag. At the bottom of the

box a few small hooks are fastened, by which

the bag is held. The box is supported by four

light iron or wooden rods upon a bottom board.

This board maybe mounted upon wheels if de-

sirable. Figure 2 shows another style, which

may be folded in a small space when not in use.

It consists of a bottom board with an upright

at one side ; a pair of arms are pivoted to the

top of the upright. These arms are fastened

together by a cross piece, to which a brace is

hung by a hiuge. This brace is made to sup-

Fig. 2.—ADJUSTABLE BAG HOLDER.

port the arms in a horizontal position, by means
of the notches upon the upright post, into which
the end is made to fit. A button is also fitted

upon the upper side of the cross piece by which
the bag is held. To place the bag in the holder

the edge is passed over the button and turned

down ; it is then turned over the projecting

points of the arms, by which it is held securely

while being filled. The dotted lines in the en-

graving show the manner of turning the edge

of the bag over these parts of the holder.

Pasturing Cows in Apple Orchards.

In riding through Normandy last autumn—
a country filled with orchards—from the apples

of which, cider, the

universal beverage of

the district, is made,

the writer saw a great

number of cows

pasturing on the rich

grass under the trees,

and eating the fallen

apples. Every cow
was rigged with a sort

of rope harness, to the

girth of which was
attached ashorl halter

that prevented her

raising her head to

take apples from the

trees. The contriv-

ance was exceedingly

simple and cheap, and

there is no reason why it might not be adopted

by the farmers in this country who would glad-

ly pasture their orchards except for the damage
done to fruit and branches by cows whose heads

are free. The halter should be as short as will

allow the head to be raised to its natural level

;

there will then be no danger of its being

caught by the foot. This is not only more ef-

fective, but much less objectionable than the

Water Trough for Barn Yard.

In the barn yard at Mount Fordham, we re-

cently saw a water trough for cattle, which
we here illustrate. It is calculated to prevent

cows from indulging their favorite pastime of

hooking or punching their companions, or

keeping the weaker members of the herd from

the water. The trough which contains the

water is enclosed in a circular box, and there

HARNESS FOR A COW.

method sometimes practiced with us of tying

the halter to one of the forelegs. The cow
when harnessed in this manner, walks about,

lies down, and rises up, with perfect freedom.

Remedies for Hen Lice.

As the summer heats '• increase hen lice

multiply and the broods need constant looking

after. It is a safeguard to put tobacco in the

nests of sitting hens. Refuse tobacco or old

stems will answer the purpose. If lice are al-

ready in the hennery make a strong decoction

of tobacco and apply it with a syringe all over

the inner surface. Sulphur sprinkled in the

nests and about the roosts is also a good remedy.

Insects do not like the smell of brimstone.

Another remedy much used recently and very

easily applied is kerosene oil. Strips of list-

ing from the tailor's shop are tacked upon the

roosting poles, and these are saturated with the

oil. The hens upon the poles get some of this oil

upon their feathers, and wherever it touches it

drives off the insects or kills them. Carbolic

acid is another cheap destroyer of insect life.

It is largely diluted with water and applied to

all parts of the house. If, in very old houses,

one application is not sufficient, repeat it.

WATER TROUGH FOR BARN YARD.

are several partitions which separate the drink-

ing places from each other. Holes are cut in the

upper part of the box through which the cows
can drink, and by this contrivance the water is

kept clean. Something similar to this has long

been in use in our own yard for watering sheep

;

the great advantage is that the sheep can not

crowd each other from the water, or wet their

wool, which in winter time is injurious to them.

Fastenings for Barns and Out-Buildings.
——•

—

" Safe bind, safe find " has reference to barns
and stables, as well as houses. It

is frequently the case too, that

suspicions unjustly aroused would
be prevented, if barn, stable, and
granary doors were kept securely

fastened. A simple, cheap fasten-

ing, that is more secure than pad-
locks, and harder to be picked than

locks, is here illustrated. It is one

that we have ourselves used upon farm build-

ings, including pig pens, chicken houses, and
corn cribs, and it has

the advantage, which
is not inconsiderable,

that one key opens
every door. The
key, too, is of such a

character, that it is

not easily lost, and if

it should be lost, it

can be readily re-

placed. The key-hole

i -

BOLT.

is a plain round hole, half an

inch in diameter, in the door.

The key is a bar of round

iron, hiu ;ed in the middle,

and furnished with a handle,

as shown in figure 1. The
lock is a simple sliding-bolt,

upon which a projecting piece

is fastened, as shown in fig. 2.

The bolt is shot back and

forth by the jointed key, the

end of which, when it is in-

serted into the key-hole, drops

down, and catches agaiust the projecting part

Fig. 3.
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of Iho bolt, as In figure 3. To make the

bolt perfectly secure against a dishonest at-

tempt, any secret device or arrangement, to

faston it in its place, may be adopted, such as a

wedge or a pin, moved by a string, or every

door in a barn, but one, may be fastened in-

side, and only one left to be fastened from the

outside, which will greatly add to the difficulty

of entering to any unauthorized person.

For an in-door fastening, to be used in pas-

sages where cattle or horses pass and repass,

the bolt shown In figure 4 will be found safe

and convenient. The sharp projecting part of

the bolts in common
bsr, is dangerous to

passing animals, but

if a round bolt is

osed, and the pro-

jecting part.by which

it is slipped back and

forth, is made heavy,

or long enough, to

cause the bolt to turn,

and let it drop down-
ward, there is nothing to interfere with the

animals or harness in passing. It is one of

these little conveniences, which are so small as

to be overlooked, but which nevertheless often

prevent less or more serious trouble.

Fig. i.—BOLT.

i Progress in reclaiming Salt Marshes.

We hardly know how to account for the very

slow progress made in reclaiming the fertile

salt meadows along the sea coast. It was dem-
onstrated nearly twenty years ago, that these

marshes can be reclaimed and made to yield

largo crops of clover, timothy, and red top,

and indeed all farm and garden crcps. For the

Upland grasses they need only to have the sea-

tyater shut off by dikes aud tide-gates, and very

attle surface drainage. Yet, with millions of

acres of these meadows along the sea-coast, not

One in a thousand ha9 been improved. These
lands are generally owned in small parcels by
farmers, who oftentimes live at a distance, and

value the salt hay for the change of food it

gives their cattle in winter. A marsh frequent-

ly embraces a thousand or more acres, owned
in a hundred or more parcels, and to drain it

requires concerted action. This is quite diffi-

cult to secure, especially when capital is to be

raised to secure the improvement. Farmers
are averse to change—slow to believe any thing

they do not see with their own eyes. Yet there

are some readers and thinkers among them,

who are wide awake to improvements, and

have faith enough to travel and see what the

rest of the world is doing. Numerous small

patches on Long Island, and New Jersey, and

in New England, nave come under our obser-

vation, and there are several large tracts in

Massachusetts, so completely successful, that

capitalists can no longer hesitate to put their

money into such enterprises. Among the ear-

liest of these Improvements was a marsh of

nine acres at Stonington, Conn., diked by the

railroad embankment, and furnished with a

tide-gate in 1855, with which the old readers of

the Agriculturist are familiar. Though that re-

claimed land has passed into other hands, and

the tide-gate is not properly guarded, it still fur-

nishes good pasturage and hay, and is much
more productive than the adjacent upland.

The marsh of James A. Bill, in Lyme, on the

banks of the Connecticut River, yielded luxuri-

ant crops of hay for many years, and was fi-

nally changed to a cranberry bog. No case of

failure, when the tide-gate has been kept in re-

pair, has come under our observation. A new
interest is awakened in Massachusetts by the

great success in reclaiming the large Marshfield

marsh of 1,400 acres. The sea-water was first

shut out in November, 1872—after years of

talk, labor, aud persecution, such as the pion-

eers in such a work alone can appreciate. The
barrenness, ruin, and disaster that were predict-

ed have not taken place. Instead, there has

been an increased growth of the grasses that

have sprung up among the waning salt-grasses.

The yield of hay surpasses all expectation, and

it is of excellent quality, far superior to salt-

hay. As yet there is no well digested plan for

introducing the upland grasses. In an experi-

mental way, small patches of timothy, red-top,

and clover have been sown on the surface

without any preparation. The marsh has not

been plowed, and this will not be necessary to

stock it with these grasses. The salt-marsh sod

is like a sponge, and grass seed catches upon it

quite as readily as upon prepared upland.

There are isolated patches of red-top that will

probably cut three tons to the acre this sea-

son. Red top seems to be admirably adapt-

ed to these reclaimed lands. Other grasses do

well so far as they have been experimented

with. The coarse salt-grasses near the creek

are nearly all dead, and will soon disappear en-

tirely. The experiment is a complete success,

and the mouths of the gainsayers are effectual-

ly stopped. Grass four feet long, and timothy

plumes five and six inches in length are argu-

ments not easily answered. The estimates of

the value of these lauds made in the Agricul-

turist twenty years ago are fully realized. In

many of the older States there is no more
promising field of investment in agricultural

improvement than in these sillt marshes.

A Home-Made Brush.

By and by the time for slaughtering hogs will

arrive, and a great many bristles will be thrown
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away and wasted. The following plan of

utilizing them is sent to v.s by a correspondent.

Take a piece of strong wood, and shape it like

a brush handle, and split it at the thick end

with a fine saw, as at a in the engraving.

Place the bristles with their butt ends in the

split on both sides. Tie the end of the split

stick with waxed twiue, and fasten it, (see b).

Then turn down the bristles, and wrap them

with waxed twine firmly and smoo'hly, making

a brush, (see e) that will answer all the uses of

a purchased paint brush upon the farm or

around the house.

A California Farm.—A farm in Califor-

nia has lately been rented for $40,000 per

annum. It consists of 20,000 acres, and is

stocked with 1,900 bead of cattle, 100 horses,

50 mules, and 1,500 hogs. The lessee purchased

the stock and the standing crops for the sum of

$74,250. This farm is all arable land. The
possession of large tracts of land under old

Mexican grants, makes this extensive farming

possible in California. How long it will last

under the system of agriculture prevalent in

that State, is a question. Such a farm is an

anomaly in American farming, and we believe

the like can be met with in no other State.

Drill Sowing Wheat.
—•

—

Every year's experience is in favor of drilling

wheat. It shows more and more that, as

against sowing the seed broadcast, it is

economical in labor and in seed, and gives a
better crop. The difference in labor is at least

$1.00 an acre, or the cos*, of two harrowings

after sowing, or one cultivating. The differ-

ence in seed is at least half a bushel, or 50 cts.,

to $1.00 an acre, and the difference in the crop

is fully one-fourth, or upon fairly good soil,

six bushels or nine dollars per acre. Eleven

dollars per acre upon ten acres, will more than

pay for the best drill made, which will sow ten

acres a day. But if the means of purchasing a

drill are not available, and there are less than

ten acres of wheat to be 'sown, it will yet pay

to hire a drill, which may be done from some
neighbor, fortunate enough to possess one, for

50 cents per acre. We have not yet seen a

part of the country, where a drill could not be

purchased or hired, and very few fields upon

which a drill could not be used, if the ground

was properly prepared. It is one of the

greatest advantages resulting from the use of

machinery upon farms, that it to a great ex-

tent necessitates good farming. At least that

it compels improvements, and the farmer who
once enters upon the march of improvement,

rarely stops and never turns back. Thus when
a drill is used for the first time, the farmer

finds his crooked fence in the way ; his narrow

gates, or his awkward bars are inconvenient,

the brush and weeds around his fence interfere,

his poor plowing is troublesome, the baulks

aud hard spots that have been left, a nuisance

to him, and the weeds, trash, rough clods, and

stones upon the surface, are a severe tax upon
his patience. The next season all these faults

will be remedied, because discovering the profit

of the machine, he is obliged to prepare for its

use. This is like the entrance of light into

dark places, aud a number of things that were
never noticed or suspected before, are now so

conspicuously apparent, that they cannot be
any longer left undone. The same is true as

to the use of the mower or the reaper, and
thus the money spent for any of these needful

machines, is repaid in more ways than one.

The Position of "Windows in Horse Stables.

We find In a German exchange some curious

observations on the manner in which the posi-

tion of the windows in the stable affects the eyes

of a horse. In one instance the horses of a
farmer,—fine animals, celebrated for their ex-

cellent condition, were kept in a fable lighted

only by a small window at one side. When
light was needed for work, the door was tem-

porarily left open ; the result was that nearly all

of these animals had eyes of unequal strength,

and in time a numberof them became blind on
the side toward the wiudow. A strong light

directly in the horses' faces has been found to

weaken the sight. The worst position of all
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for a stable window is in front of the horses

and much higher than their heads. An officer

bad bought a perfectly sound mare from a gen-

tleman whose stable was lighted by windows

at the rear of the stalls. The animal was

sound and perfectly satisfactory. After three

months she became suddenly " ground-shy"

;

on examining her eyes they were found directed

upward, and this was explained by the fact

that the windows of tho officer's stable were

situated above the head of the stalls, the eyes

being generally drawn in that direction. She

was removed to another stable, where the light

was admitted from all shies, and in three

months time the difficulty had disappeared.

Another officer reports that during the cam-

paign of 1S70, in France, he rode a horse that

was a capital jumper. On his return from the

war, he placed this animal in bis stable, the

windows of which were above the front of the

stalls, and in a Ehort time the horse became so

shy of the ground that he had to sell it. Ho
had had a similar experience with other saddle-

horses, all of which became ground-shy in his

stail. One animal in particular, a thorough-

bred marc, renowned for her jumping qualities,

refused in a short time to cross the smallest ob-

stacle, and when forced to cross a foot wide

gully, made a leap that would have cleared a

ditch fourteen feet wide. Owners of horses

who find that their animals shy at objects on
the ground, or at their side, would do well

to look to the windows of their stables for

an explanation of the evil.

nests are seen at a, a, the water-fountain is

shewn at b, and the roosts at e. Similar

portable houses have been found very useful in

A Portable Poultry House.
»—

A correspondent sends us a plan for a por-

table poultry house, which can be readity

JL JL JL.

a a
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Fig. 3.—PLAN OF INTERIOR OF HOUSE.

many places, where a removal to fresh grouDd

is necessary for the comfort of the fowls.

Prize Farming in Ireland.

Fig. 1.—ELEVATION OF HOUSE.

moved from place to place. It is shown in

figure 1. The size of the building is immate-

rial, so that it is not made too heavy to be

moved by one or two horses. The building is

raised upon sills, which are make to answer

the purpose of

runners, and
upon which it

will easily slide

over the ground.

A window is

placed in the

roof, and a ven-

tilator is ar-

ranged in the

peak. The en-

trance for the

fowls is at the

side, and a door

is made at one

end. Figure 2

shows the end
of the building

in which the
Fig. 3.—END OV HOU3E. ,-, . , ,

door is placed,

also the method of putting the building to-

gether. Figure 3 gives the ground plan. Th3

The offer of prizes of small pecuniary value

for excellency in the management of farms, has

been found to have a remarkably good effect in

Ireland. Whether or not something of the

same kind might have a similar result with us,

were our agricultural societies to offer premi-

ums for the best cultivated and improved farms

within their jurisdiction, it is of course difficult

to say. Doubtless, as a means of greatly bene-

fiting agriculture proper, a portion of the funds

of State or County Associations might well be

diverted from the fostering of the fast horse

interest, and appropriated to this purpose. But
whatever might be the result, if it be attempted

in this country, it will be instructive to note

what has been done in this way to improve the

condition of agriculture in Ireland, It is only

since the year 1870 that the principles of agri-

culture have been taught in the public schools

of Ireland, and school-farms or gardens have

been cultivated in connection with these

schools, as practical illustrations of the les-

sons taught. These have been very

successful, and have greatly aided in

improving the condition of the small

Irish farmers, most of whom, or

317,457 out of 608,864, occupy farms

of less annual rental than $40. As
an additional encouragement to im-

proved cultivation and homestead

arrangements, the Irish government

has given, through the Commissioner

of National Education, twenty-four

prizes, three for each of eight

districts, in which there are school-farms,

of the value of $17.50, $12.50, and $7.50

respectively, to be distributed annually, for

the next five years. The conditions are

simply that the farms shall be of not more
than $40 annual rent, and that the successful

competing farms shall be adjudged to excel

in neatness and cleanliness of the house ; in the

amount and quality of the produce of the land
;

in the character and condition of the stock,

which includes all live stock kept for profit,

from horses down to bees ; and in any other

circumstances that may attract favorable no-

tice. A successful competitor can take no
more than three prizes in five years, and prizes

arc not given, unless the farms are sufficiently

meritorious, and deserve them. The examina-

tions for tho award for the present year have

recently been made, and the judges' reports

published. From them sufficient can be gath-

ered, to show that the expenditure has been

productive of a vast public benefit. On all the

farms which competed, the improvements were

very remarkable. The educational results were
conspicuously shown by the greater money
profit derived from the farms, in consequence

of their improved management ; so that, should

the prizes be withdrawn at once, the benefit

would be a permanent one. The homesteads
have been fenced in from the public road, and

eurrounded with gar-

dens
;
gates have been

hung; calve:; and pigs

of improved blood have

been raised ; manure
has been collected, and
composting has in-

creased its quantity

and quality, and in
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the process cleanliness of yards and stables

has been inaugurated. In several cases the

increased income of the farms in two years

has enabled their owners to make deposits

in the savings banks, and thrift and econo-
my have generally superseded carelessness

and poverty.- In one case a woman, who
farms 15 acres of land, has won a prize ; she

was the daughter of a farmer who had died,

leaving a dependent family, and had been a
pupil at one of the schools where agriculture

is taught. Another successful competitor had
never before had a field of clover or turnips,

but now has adopted a rotation, in which these

ameliorating crops occur, and exhibited fields

of each in excellent condition. His farm 13

said to be a model of clean cultivation and pro-

ductive crops. lie has made money by these

improvements, and will never abandon them.

Another competitor's farm, which last year was
very foul with weeds, was found entirely free

from them this year. The competition has

brought many of these small farmers into

popular distinction, and made them men of
mark. Some of the farms are visited by
other farmers from far and near, much en-

thusiasm has been awakened, and the spirit of
improvement is active and general. While ap-
preciating the difference which exists between
farming and farmers in Ireland and in the
United States, there is yet ampla opportunity
here for improvement, similar to that here relat-

ed, which might be started by a similar agency.

Egg Inspection.—The Butter and Cheese
Exchange of New York, recently adopted a
system of inspecting eggs sent to that market.
It has been in operation a sufficient length of

time for the results to be ascertained, although

it has not yet reached a point where it works
with perfection. The chief inspector reports

that the system has so far met with the appro-

val of both shippers and dealers. The system

adopted is as follows. Each shipment of eggs

is sampled on its arrival, by taking five or ten

barreis and examining the contents ; the aver-

age condition is held to represent that of the

entire lot. When an unurually bad barrel is

discovered it is thrown out, so that it may not
unduly reduce the average of the shipment.

The discarded barrels are received on their

exact merits. The cost of inspection is 75 cts.

a barrel, and the advantages are so obvious,

that shippers have so far willingly submitted

to the cost. One good result is that shippers

have already taken greater care in preparing

their packages for market, and it will be much
to their profit, if every one would judiciously

select and carefully pack all the eggs they may
ship for sale. Now that one innovation is

tolerated in the egg trade, we may hope that

the long needed improvement of selling eggs

by weight may be considered. Nothing is more
absurd than selling eggs by count, as some are

twice as heavy and are vv-orth twice as much av

others. Weighing the eggs would be more just.
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Spring-Houses.
— -o

There is no better method of preserving that

equable temperature, -which is necessary for

the best management of a dairy, than the use

of a permanent spring of water. In winter

and summer the temperature of water, which

The points necessary to look at most par-

ticularly in constructing a spring-house are, the

coolness of the water, the purity of the air, the

preservation of an even temperature during all

seasons, and perfect drainage. The first is se-

cured by locating the house near the spring, or

by conducting the water through pipes, placed

be covered with wire-gauze, to prevent insects

or vermin from entering the house. The house
should be smoothly plastered, and frequently

whitewashed with lime, and a large ventilator

should be made in the ceiling. There should
be no wood used in the walls or floors, or wa-
ter-channels. An even temperature can best

Fig. 1.—INTERIOR OP SPRING-HOUSE, WITH ELEVATED TROUGH. Fjg. 3.—INTERIOR OF SPRING-HOUSE, WITH LOW THOUGH.

issues from springs, is constant, or nearly so.

The temperature, too, is as nearly as possible

that which causes the cream to rise most rapid-

ly and most completely. This is a very im-

portant point in butter making, and the excel-

lence of the quality depends upon this probably

more than upon any one other circumstance

connected with the operation. Besides even-

ness of temperature, pure air surrounding the

milk and cream, is a necessary thing to secure.

A stream of pure flowing water insures this in

two ways. There is no better absorbent of

disagreeable scents than

pure water, and the odor

of milk, fresh from the

cow, is very disagreeable
;

if it is not got rid of, it

remains in the butter and

cheese, and may be readi-

ly detected in them. This

animal odor, as it is called,

is volatile, and is easily

driven off as the milk

cools, if there is a current

of fresh air or pure water

brought into contact with

it. A current of spring

water, flowing around the

pans of milk, will carry

off this odor completely,

and in addition to its own
absorbent property, it sets

in motion, through its

lower temperature, the air

of the spring-house, and
causes currents to pass

continually in and out of

the house, and over the

milk. These currents of

air are also full of moisture, and this moisture

helps to absorb the odors. At the same time

there is no evaporation from the milk or cream,

and in a well constructed and well managed
spring-house, we never find the cream become
dry and leathery, as it may do in dry, airy cel-

lars or milk-rooms. Then there is the perfect

cleanliness, which maybe secured, where there

is an ample supply of pure water, that may be

added to the credit of a good spring-house.

at least four feet under ground. The spring

should be dug out and cleaned, and the sides

evenly built up with rough stone-work. The
top should be arched over, or shaded from the

sun. A spout from the spring should carry

the water into the house. If the spring is suf-

ficiently high, it would be most convenient to

have the water-trough in the house elevated

upon a bench, as shown in fig. 1. There is

then no necessity for stooping, to place the

pans in the water, or to take them out. Where
the spring is too low for this, the trough may

Fig. -EXTERIOR OF SPRES'C-UOUSE.

be made on a level with the floor, as in fig. 2.

The purity of the air is to be secured by re-

moving all stagnant water or filth from around

the spring, all decaying roots and muck that

may have collected, should be removed,

and the ground around the house be cither

paved roughly with stone or sodded. The
openings which admit and discharge the water,

should be large enough to allow a free current

of ah' to pass in or out. These openings should

be secured by building of stone or brick, with

walls 12 inches thick, double windows, and a

ceiled roof. In such a house there will be no

danger of freezing in the winter time. The
drainage will be secured by choosing the site,

so that there is ample fall for the waste water.

The waste water should be discharged into a

basin, from which a covered drain should be

constructed. The character of the whole budd-

ing is shown in fig. 3. The size will depend

altogether upon the number of cows in the

dairy. For a dairy of 20 cows there should be

at least 100 square feet

of water-surface in the

troughs. The troughs

should be made at least

18 inches in width, which
would admit a pan that

would hold 8 to 10 quarts

at three inches in depth.

A house, 24 feet long by
12 wide, would give 00

feet of trough, 18 inches

wide, or 90 square feet.

The furniture of the house

should consist of a stone

or cement bench, and an
oak table in the center,

upon which the cream-

jars and butter-bowls may
be kept. It is well to re-

member, that it is the uni-

versal experience of all

dairymen, who have tested

the matter, that cream or

butter should never be

placed upon the floor of a
dairy. The impure air

always descends to the

floor, and nothing is more easily injured in flavor

by any impurity, than cream or butter. Two or

three feet above the floor is the best place to keep
either the cream or butter. For this reason we
would ratherhave the water-trough in a spring-

house raised at least 30 inches above the floor.

In that case a grated opening should be made
near the floor, for the purposes of ventilation.

Where the deep-can system is used, a much
smaller house will answer, with deep troughs.
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The Pearly Everlasting.

There are many of our wild flowers which

we admire as we see them in the woods and

fields, but with which we do not think of asso-

ciating the idea of cultivation. Yet many of

our very common plants arc prized abroad, and

if one consults foreign garden books and cata-

logues, he will find both high praise and high

large corymb of flowers, or rather heads of

flowers ; for these heads, though not much
larger than a pea, are made up of very minute

florets, surrounded by many pearly-white

scales, to which the beauty of the flower-

heads is clue. The engraving shows the sum-

mit of a stem, with the flower-heads of the

natural size. In England this plant has been

tried, among others, in bedding, on account of

some experiments in coloring it, after the Eu-
ropean methods, and duly report the results.

The American Star-Thistle.

One of the showj' plants of Arkansas, Texas,

and other parts of the far West, is Centaurea

Americana, the American Star-Thistle. It is

V

in?.**

PEABLT EVERLASTISG.—(Antennaria margarUacea.) Ambbxcam staii thistu:.—{Centaurea Americana.)

prices given to things that he has known all his

life after a fashion—but being wild flowers he

has been on mere speaking terms, but has not,

as it were, cultivated any friendship with

them. Among the plants which are common,
at least all through the Northern States, is the

Pearly Everlasting—its botanical name is An-
tennaria for the genus—the derivation of this

term is rather too obscure to describe here,

but its full name is A. margaritacea, aud near-

ly every one knows that this last means pearly.

The closely related " Life-Everlasting," or
" Balsam," (the very strong and pleasant-smel-

ling plant of which every good grandmother
keeps a bunch in the garret to be handy " in

case of sickness,") though it much resembles

this, must not be confounded with it. That is

botanically GihipliaUum polyceplialum, and
though a very good plant in its way, it is only
an annual, and its less globular and more dingy
heads, together with its strong odor, will "at

once distinguish it. Our pearly everlasting is

a perennial, throwing up a number of stems a
foot or two higli from one root ; these stems
are very downy, indeed we may say woolly,
and the numerous long, narrow leaves, are very
woolly too, underneath, but green above; the

stems branch very much at the top to form a

the light color of its stems and foliage, but

there are many better plants for such uses than

this. Our reason for calling attention to it is

because its flowers have all the character of

those known as "Everlasting flowers," and for

persons who are fond of making up winter, or

dried bouquets, wreaths, and the like, this is one

of the very best things they can have. Indeed,

wild though it is, it comes nearer the real " im-

mortelle " of the French, than any of our cul-

tivated flowers. "We find that in the European
catalogues of dried flowers, those of our native

Pearly Everlasting are offered at a higher price

than some of those we cultivate. It may be

too late this year for those who wish to collect

these flowers to fiud them—as we can not al-

ways time such things exactly right, but we
are quite sure that lovers of everlasting flowers

will be glad to have their attention called to

this one. The flowers for drying should he

collected before they have expanded too far;

the flower-heads of some plants will show more

of a yellowish center than those of others, and

these should be avoided as far as possible. Of

course only the most pearly should be chosen,

and these, after tying in bunches, be dried away

from dust and flies. To find out what our

pearly everlasting is capable of, we shall try

an annual, growing two feet or more high, with

a grooved stem ; the upper leaves are entire,

but the lower ones have broad teeth on the

margins. The stem is branched above, each

branch bearing a very large head of lilac-color-

ed flowers, which is two or three inches across,

and has much the appearance of an enormous
thistle head. The outer flowers of the bead
are much larger than the others, and sterile, in

which respect the genus differs from that to

which our common thistles belong, as they

have the flowers in the head all alike. The
engraving gives a head of the natural size, and
shows the greater size of the outer flowers.

The bud or unopened head, given below the

full one, shows a marked peculiarity of the

plant ; the scales to the involucre which sur-

rounds the head, are most beautifully fringed

upon the edges, with a row of straw-colored

teeth or points. This showy plant has been in

cultivation for the last half century, and though

the seeds are kept by all the principal seeds-

men, we see it in cultivation much more rarely

now than we did a dozen or twenty years ago.

It is a capital plant for producing a hold effect,

especially if plauted in a large clump, against

a background of shrubs. It is usually sown like

ordinary annuals in the open ground, but the
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French gardeners think so much of the plant,

that they sow the seeds early under glass, in

order to get the flowers much sooner than they

would if they sowed in the open border.

Using Concentrated Fertilizers in

Gardening.

BY PETER UENDERflON.

Whatever kind of concentrated fertilizer

may be used, I find it well repays the labor to

prepare it iu the following manner : to every

bushel of fertilizer add three bushels of either

leaf-mold (from the woods), well pulverized

muck, sweepings from a paved street, or—iu

the absence of cither of the above—common
garden soil. In every case the material em-

ployed must be as dry as it is possible to pro-

cure it. When guano is used, be careful to

have it thoroughly pulverized and broken up
before mixing with the other ingredients. Tiie

fertilizer must be well mixed with the soil or

mold us?d by turning it at least twice. This

mixing should be done in winter, or early

spring, and the material be packed away in

barrels in a dry place for at least a month be-

fore using it. The main object of this operation

is for the better separation and division of the

fertilizer, so that when applied, it can be more
regularly distributed over the land ; besides

this, no doubt the fertilizing qualities of the

leaf-mold or other substance are developed by
this treatment. Experiment has shown that this

method of using concentrated fertilizers of

nearly all kinds, materially increases their value.

One of the most successful market gardeners

in our neighborhood, has adopted this method

for years, and in extensive experiments with

different kinds of fertilizers, with and without

being mixed, finds a saving of quite one-third

in quantity in thus treating them. He finds

that 1,200 lbs. of guano, mixed with two tons

of garden soil, and sown over the surface after

plowing, and then harrowed in, is equal to

2,000 lbs. of guano used without mixing.

We have ourselves experimented with guano,

blood and bone, and bone flour, with nearly

like results, and as a top dressing for grass, we
think the advantage of mixing is even more

marked. When fertilizers are applied to com,

potatoes, tomatoes, etc., in hills or drills, it is

not only more economical to mix in this man-

ner, but much safer in inexperienced hands ; for

when any strong fertilizer is used pure, injury

is often done to the roots by their coming in

contact with it in too great quantity in the raw

state, owing to imperfect mixing iu the hill or

drill, while, if composted as advised above, the

danger is much less. We are often asked as to

the quantity to be applied to different garden

crops. Taking guano as a basis, we would

recommend for all vegetable crops, if earliness

and good qualify are desired, the use of not

less than 1,200 lbs. per acre, mixed with two
tons of either of the materials recommended.

This quantity Ls used broadcast b}' sowing on

the ground after plowing, and deeply and
thoroughly harrowing in. When applied in hills

or drills, from 100 to 300 lbs. should be used

to the acre, according to the distance of these

apart, mixing with soil, etc., as already directed.

In regard to which of the fertilizers is most
desirable, we find but little difference, provided

each is pure. Guano at $80 per ton, is rela-

tively as cheap as blood and bone fertilizer at

$65 ; bone flour at $50, or superphosphate at

$40 ; for in the lowe* priced articles wc find we
are obliged to increase the quantity to obtain

the same results, so that the cost is nearly alike

which ever be used. The all important point

is the purity of the article, a matter that few

working farmers or gardeners ever attempt to

decide except by the results in culture, hence

we advise each one who has been using a fer-

tilizer that has proved satisfactory, to experi-

ment but lightly with another until the new ar-

ticle has proved its merits. The competition

in the manufacture of articles so much in use

as fertilizers, has in many instances forced

down prices below the point at which they can
be produced in a pure state, hence the wide
spread adulteration with "salt cake," "plas-

ter," and other articles utterly worthless but to

make weight. Next in meanness to the quack
that extracts money from a poor consumptive

for his vile nostrums, 13 the man who compels

the pool farmer or gardener, may be a thousand

miles awTay struggling for an existence, to pay

freight on the sand mixed with his guano, or

the plaster in his bone dust. In this relation I

am reminded of a retribution that fell on the
" Sands of Life man," who figured so con-

spicuously a few years ago i:i New York. The
advertisement of this philanthropic gentleman

it will bo remembered, was that "A retired

clergyman whose Sands of Life had nearly run

out," would for a consideration tell how the

" running out " could be stopped in others. A
kind hearted fellow in Illinois, deeply sym-

pathizing with the old gentleman on account

of his loss of " sand," sent him by express—but

forgot to prepay—a thousand pounds of the

article ! It is reported that the " retired clergy-

man " on opening the box, expressed himself

in a manner not only ungrateful, but utterly

unclerical. We counsel no vengeance, but if

some of these sand-mixing guano men could

have the sand sifted out by their victims with

compound interest added, and returned to them

under the fostering care of an express company,

it would be but even handed justice.

Notes from the Pines.

Here is Trouble ! and I am the cause

thereof. Moreover it is a lady who is in trouble,

all through following my advice. Still I sup-

pose this is what those who try to enlighten

the world by appearing in print must expect.

Every now and then I have received, through

the courtesy of the editor, a letter of thanks,

from some reader who has been helped by my
" notes," but here is—well, if it were not from

a lady, I should call it a " blowing up." It is,

however, more in torrow than in anger, and

the case is not past remedy. The lady, who
writes from Otsego Co., N. Y., says :

"I consider you the proper person upon whom
to bestow my wrath, for did you not by your
enticing representations, induce me to procure
Aquitegia c&rulea, from the Rocky Mountains !

the queen of the Columbines, verily the queen
of all herbaceous plants ! I received mine from

last fall, and early in the spring it was the

first to show itself. Patiently and longingly I

waited and watched its growth, as it developed
its green bud, as it opened fully its green flower

—as finally it changed its green for a dingy pur-

ple-pink. No spurs at all. People exclaimed,
' what a vile weed I ' In mercy tell me is my
plant the true carulea, or what is the matter?
It is a dire disappointment to me."

If I were to recommend the little Brittany

cow as a nice pet animal for a small family,

and some one should order one and get a tall,

lank, Texan instead, with horns so spreading

that the barn-door must be widened, would it

be right to blame me rather than the cattle

dealer ? The Rocky Mountain Columbine is all

right, my description of it was not over-drawn,

and the only trouble seems to be with the

dealer, who sent something else. Now if I am
to be held responsible for the mistakes of seeds-

men's and florist's clerks all over the country,

I may as weil give up hort culture, and not

write another " note." The disappointment she

expresses shows her to be a true lover of flow-

ers, and if she will be patient for a white, I

will try at the proper season to send her a plant

of the true thing .... Some time ago I wrote

that I was experimenting in

Carpeting beneath Shrubs, with the

double object of improving the appearance,

anl by occupying the soil, to avoid the neces-

sity for weeding. There are s -vera] low gr en-

hous? plants which will spread rapidly, and
answer well for beds of greenhouse shrubs that

are set out temporarily, but in the regular

shrubbery we require something permanent.

Cerastium Biebersteinii and C. tomentomm were

not very successful, but they were planted

where the shrubbery was th? d nsest, and I

have hopes of them if used where they can

g?t more light. My most thorough success is

with the moneywort, Lysimachia nummularia,
the little trailer so much used for hanging bas-

kets. Where this was set in sufficient quanti-

ties iu the spring of last year, it now covers

the soil with the densest possible mat of foliage
;

it covers so closely that not an inch of soil is to

ho seeu, and no weed dares dispute possession.

This answers the purpose bo completely in one

part of my shrubbery, that I shall extend it

to others. There is as much differenc be-

tween the appearance of a shrub-border with

the earth so carpeted, and one with it bare, savo

for weeds, as there is between a carpeted and

an unearpeted room. I have also tried the so-

called variegated moneywort , this is of a bright

greenish yellow when grown under glass, but

in the open ground it only shows its variegation

in a dull sickly look, and the plant has nothing

like the vigor of the ordinary kind. I am so

much pleased with my experiments that I shall

continue them with other plants, and report in

due time . . . There are some plants of no especial

merit, that become very popular, and others

which are really good, that fail of appreciation.

In this latter class I regard

Sedum spectabile, whichyou figured when

it came out, several years ago, as S. Fabaria,

under which incorrect name it is still to be

found in collections. It makes a dense clump

of stems, some 10 or 18 inches high, each one

of which produces a broad cluster of purplish-

rosy flowers, and as their clusters are numerous

and close together, they make a broad sheet of

bloom over the whole top of the clump.

Oue of its best qualities is the lateness of its

flowering; it comes along in September,

a time when flowers are none too numerous,

especially those with delicate tints. I suppose

the reason why this plant has not been better

appreciated, is that its habit and foliage are

much like those of the old Orpine or Live-for-

ever, (S. Telephium) which has escaped from

gardens, and has become a weed in many
places. The showy sedum is propagated with

the utmost ease by division of the clump, or by

cuttings of the stems, and I know of nothing

that is more pleasing in its season than a clump

of this .... In our

Fancy beds, sometimes a plant will fail ; I

made a bed with Odkfm VcrschaffeUii, Arhyran-

(hes nii-ro-i-ciiculata, A. Lindenii, and Gnapha-

Ihun lanaium variegatum. For some reason

the Gnaphalium did not gtow well; it remained
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stationary for weeks, until the other plants had

quite outstripped it. As it was too late to get

a bedding plant to replace the Gnaphalium, I

remembered something I had seen in an

European journal, so the Gnaphalium was pull-

ed up, and its place filled by a row of tops cut

from the Sodum ypectabUe; the flower clusters,

still in very young bud, were cut with stems six

or more inches long, and set out as if they

were plants. They have gone on just as if

they had not been separated from the parent

plant, and are now in full bloom .... I won-

der upjn what principle the so-called

Ornamental Glasses are selected. Seeing

in the eat dogue jf a seedsman the names of

several " ornamental " grasses, which I did not

know, I procured a lot of seeds. The result is

the greatest lot of trash I ever saw outside of a

weed-heap.. Some of the grasses, of which the

seeds are offered for sale, are very pretty. The
Brizas, Siipa penndta, Brizopyrum siciilum,

Agrostis mbulasa, and some others, are worth

growing, but these " novelties " are enough to

disgust any one with ornamental grasses. I

could make a circuit of half a mile around the

place, and load up a hay-rack with wild grasses

more ornamental than any I have grown this

year When I look out upon my bed of

Perennial Phloxes, I wish every reader

could see them, and know how much brilliancy

and beauty can be had at a very small expense.

A few of the older kinds are common in gar-

dens all over the country, where they are called

French Lilac—probably for the sufficient rea-

son that they are neither French nor lilacs.

The garden varieties are from our native Phlox

paniculaia and P. maetilatd, which in their

wild state vary so much, that the different

forms have been described as distinct species.

The European florists have by hybridizing,

crossing, and selection, made wonderful im-

provements, and we now have them from the

purest white to fine crimson, and often with two
colors in the same flower, beautifully shaded,

or in distinct markings ; some are only 18

inches high, and others 4 feet or more. They
are perfectly hardy, and require no care what-

ever—and with them the most magnificent dis-

play can be made. How the butterflies and

the bees like them ! In a warm day it is an in-

teresting sight to watch the great number of

butterflies that hover over them, as if' by the

brilliancy of their colors they had a right to

claim companionship with the gay flowers of

the phloxes. Fifty or more named varieties

are offered by the florists—the newest always

the dearest, and not always the best I

have before mentioned my success with the true

Heath, Heather, or Ling, Erica (Calluna)

vulgaris.—(Now if any Scotchman is disposed

to pick me up, and write a long letter, saying

this plant is not the heath, I hope he will save

himself the trouble, for I have been all through

that discussion once.) Every European who
comes to my place, is surprised and delighted

to see large clumbs of this plant; I have had it

now these six years, and with its relative, E.

camea, it is hardy and satisfactory in all re-

spects. The common form of the heath has be-

haved so well that I this spring sent to the cele-

brated Knap Hill Nursery, of Anthony Wa-
terer, near Woking, Eng., for a set of all the

varieties in cultivation. I received about a

dozen, some remarkable for the beauty of their

foliage, others for the size or color of their

flowers, including a double one; these have

stood the summer well, and have made a

good growth. I shall protect them the first

winter, and if they fulfil their present promise,

the bed will be a great satisfaction I last

year learned a very useful wrinkle about

Gladioluses which I have put into prac-

tice ; however fine the flowers of a Gladiolus

may be, the plant itself i3 not of elegant habit,

and a bed of them is just a concentration of

floral gawkiness. This year I set the Gladio-

lus bulbs among Rhododendron and other low
growing shrubs. The spikes show brilliantly

above the dark foliage of the Rhododendron,
and the flag-like leaves are not noticeable.

Preserving Flowers—Winter Bouquets.

THIKD ARTICLE.

In the natural sequence of these articles, we
should publish the methods of coloring the

everlasting flowers, grasses, etc., but as the

seeds we sowed with the view of obtaining

flowers for this purpose, were put in late, we
have not yet had sufficient material for experi-

menting. In all such matters we prefer to

make a trial, before publishing the process,

that we may see the difficulties which a novice

will be likely to meet with. In the matter of

coloring flowers and grasses, it is well to make
one job of it, therefore the delay in publishing

the method this month is of little consequence.

The flowers and grasses should be collected as

long as the season lasts, and dried in small

bunches, as heretofore directed. Some of the

most useful wild aud cultivated grasses for

bouquets will be found this month ; they should

be collected before they are so far advanced as

to drop their seeds, or the parts of their flowers.

Those collected while iu blossom, will of course

let fall their anthers, which is of no conse-

quence. Wc have had some inquiries in re-

gard to preserving ferns for decorative pur-

poses, as well as to bleaching them. Some of

the ferns are of exceedingly graceful outline,

and are used in various ways ; in making up
flower-pictures, they are indispensable. They
are sometimes grouped and placed between

two panes of glass, to decorate the side-lights

to a t'ront or vestibule door. Some of the more
delicate ones are used to place around the broad

white margin of an engraving, and there are

various ways in which they may be made use-

ful. For all these purposes the ferns require

to be simply dried between papers. As a

general thing they contain but little moisture,

and dry quickly; old newspapers will answer

for drying, and there should be sufficient

weight upon top, to keep them perfectly flat.

When dry they must be kept under pressure,

until wanted for use, otherwise they will curl

out of shape. An old book, such as the bound
volume of some newspaper, that is good for

nothing else, may be used for pressing and pre-

serving them in. Those who are fortunate

enough to be able to procure the delicate and
graceful Climbing Fern (Lygodium), will find it

necessary to coil it carefully while pressing.

As to bleaching ferns, they are to our notion

more pleasing in their natural state; but

they may be bleached, after they are dry, by
the same solution used for bleaching grasses,

which will be given later. Some fruits, or seed-

vessels, are used in large winter-bouquets with

good effect, and they are useful for decorating

frames, small brackets, and other ornamental
work ; the seed-vessels of the sweet-gum tree,

acorns with their cups, the pods of the bladder-

tree, the keys of the ash, the wiuged fruit of

the hop-tree, and numerous others that one will

meet with iu an autumn ramble, should be col-

lected, dried, and put away in a place fiee

from dust and mice for future use.

Preparing Plants for Winter.

Those who have flowers in the open ground,

which they wish to keep in the house during

the winter, are very apt to delay taking them

up until the first frosty nights show that they

are in danger. For ourselves, we do not think

it pays to take up geraniums and such soft-

wooded things that arc apt to grow out of shape

during the summer, but we make cuttings and
start with nice vigorous young plants, but those

who have not made this provision, will take up
the old plants. The first part of October is

quite late enough to pot the plants that are in-

tended for window culture. Any good garden

soil will do for potting, and if it is likely to be

too stiff and bake after watering, mix some
sand with it ; it is better to use liquid manure
after the plant is well established, than to add
manure to the soil. Use clean pots, and those

without cracks, put crocks for drainage in the

bottom, and then pot the plant, removing any

straggling roots, and carefully press the soil

firm around the plant. At the same time trim

the plant into shape ; \lo not be afraid to use

the knife freely; the chances are that too much
will be left rather than too much cut away.

Shade for a few days, water as needed, and

when the foliage shows that it has recovered

from the shock of removal, more sun can be

given. It is important to inure the plants

to confinement gradually ; set them oa a

verauda, or where they will be well exposed to

the air and light, and yet be protected from

frosts at night ; if an unusually cold night oc-

curs, take them iu-doors. When finally taken

in, place them in a room where the windows
can be opened every pleasant day, and do not

bring them where there is fire-heat, until the

temperature makes it necessary. More house-

plants are injured by too high a temperature,

and too dry an atmosphere, than by cold.

Preparations should be made for preserving

haif-hardy plants in a pit or in the cellar. If

plants are to remain dormant until spring,

several may be put into one box, with plenty

of earth around the roots. See that the earth

is not wet
;
plants when dormant are more like-

ly to suffer from too much moisture, than from

too little. They should be looked to now and
then during the winter, and be watered if

they absolutely need it. Geraniums cut back,

winter well in the cellar, but if too much
foliage and too many succulent stems are left

on, they will decay. Those who have never

tried it, will be surprised to find what a

valuable adjunct a good dry cellar is to the

garden iu preserving tender plants.

The Egyptian Beet is among beets what
the Trophy is among tomatoes. Last year the

seed was scarce abroad, and some unprincipled

dealers sent over a spurious article. This year

we received seeds from both B. K. Bliss &
Sons, and Peter Henderson & Co., of the real

thing. These are so fine as early beets, and
they are among the earliest, that we have kept

up a succession of them. To have them in

perfection they should grow rapidly, and be

taken when about half grown. They then

cook perfectly tender—in fact, are balls of

crimson jelly—and whoever has not eaten them,

dressed with a plenty of the sweetest butter,

does not know of what a beet is capable. We
always sow thickly, that there may be an abun-

dance of the thinnings to cook as spinach.
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A Fine Basket-Plant.—Tradescantia.

Hanging baskets, vases, window-boxes, and

the like, are now among the most popular of

household decorations, and the taste for these

is likely to increase rather than to

diminish. Almost any plant will grow
in these, but those of a pendant or trail-

ing habit are the most desirable, as in

a basket, or other receptacle of this

kind, the pleasing effect is much en-

hanced, if the plants hang gracefully

over the sides. In most florists' cata-

logues we now find a distinct set of

plants offered as " basket-plants " ; thesi

are generally of kinds which depend
more upon the beauty of their foliage,

than upon the abundance of their flow-

ers. We have heretofore figured a

number of these plants, and now give

another, which is among the less com-
mon of these. We had the plant sev-

eral years ago, but were glad to receive

it again recently from Messrs. Long-

Brothers, of Buffalo, N. Y., who in

their regular business as florists, make
a specialty of hanging baskets. The
plant in question is known in the cata-

logues of florists, both here and abroad,

as Tradescantia repens vittata. It has

much the habit of the well known T.

zebrina, and T. discolor, also useful

basket-plants, but as it has not yet

flowered with us, we have not been

able to satisfy ourselves as to the ac-

curacy of the above name. The plant

grows rapidly, and produces leaves

that are strikingly marked with green

and creamy white, in longitudinal

stripes. The variegation presents the

utmost diversity, and it is almost im-

possible to find two leaves marked
precisely alike. The same plant will

present leaves all green, some with a

single line of white, and all white,

with a single line of green, and
between the two every imaginable

diversity. Like the other Tradescantias, to

which we have referred, this plant is especially

adapted to house culture, as it will endure a
dry atmosphere, and almost any amount of bad
treatment, except freezing. Another peculiari-

ed in the soil, and it will grow as if nothing

had happened. We have found that when
grown in a cool atmosphere, the plant has a

tendency to lose its variegation, but when
this occurs, so readily is it propagated, that one

Fig. 1.—FLOWERING CROWN.

ty, which adapts it for basket culture, is the

great ease with which it may be propagated; a

piece of any size may be broken off and insert-

THE STRIPED THADESCANTIA.

has only to start anew, by breaking off a branch
with variegated leaves, and planting it. In
filling a basket or vase, this Tradescantia will

be found a very pleasing and useful plant.— •-• i^ m — •-•

Winter Forcing the Lily of the Valley.

BY PETER HENDERSON.

Withiu the past three years the demand for

the flowers of Lily of the Valley has increased

to such an extent, that though the importation

of roots has probably trebled each year, the

price of the flower is still quite as high as when
the forcing first begun. The price last season,

from December to May, averaged .$10 per 100

sprays at wholesale; a price which, when the

bulk or weight of the flower is considered, is

something wonderful, and probably higher in

proportion to the bulk than that of any other

flowers, unless it may be those of some species

of Orchids. The high price of the flowers is

due to the fact that the success of the crop is not

always certain. The failures which attend it are

mainly owing to the use of improperly devel-

oped roots. As with other similar plants, a

certain size or development of the crown, or

underground bud, is essential to prodv.ee the

flower. What that size should be, is not, even
with the most experienced, always easy to de-

termine. In the Tuberose, the Japan and some
other Lilies, we find that bulbs that are less

than an inch in diameter, are not certain to
flower. The crown, or " pip," as florists some-
times call it, of the Lily of the Valley, when
sufficiently developed to flower, should be of
the size and shape shown in fig. 1. Those too

small to flower arc like that shown in

fig. 2. But these rules as to size and
shape are not given as certain, for hard-

ly any of us have had experience

enough to say with accuracy at what
size the crown of the Lily of the Val-

ley, or the bulb of a Tuberose or Lily

will not flower, although we may say

with considerable certainty, if the

crown is large, that it will do so. It

is the want of this knowledge that, in

my opinion, has made the forcing of

the Lily of the Valley so uncertain;

thousands of roots have been imported

that have not given flowers sufficient

to pay the first cost of the roots. The
cost is about §25 per 1000 for single

crowns, and as each produces but one

flower-cluster, it will be seen that near-

ly all should flower, to make the busi-

ness of forcing fairly profitable, even

at $10 per 100. We last year import-

ed what seemed a very fine lot, which,

on coming into flower, showed that

one-third were "blind," or flowerless.

As in forcing the Hyacinth, and other

similar bulbs, crowns of the Lily of

the Valley should be covered up out-

side for a few weeks, before being

brought into the greenhouse to force.

Those we flowered last year were im-

ported about the middle of November,

and were then packed closely together

in light, rich soil, in boxes three inches

deep. These were covered up out-

side with hay until the first of January

;

they were then brought into a green-

house, facing north, where there is no

direct sunlight at that season. The
temperature was kept at about 70°,

with a moist atmosphere, and by the

first of February they were in full

The Lily of the Valley could be

finely in a Wardian case, as it would
there get the proper light, with the necessary

damp atmosphere. When grown in green-

houses, exposed to sunlight, it is necessary

flower,

grown

Fig. 2.—CROWN TOO SMALL TO FLOWER.

to shade the glass very heavily. When the

flowers are about to open, they should then have

light to give the leaves a healthy green color.
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TEE MWSEIMiLDo
{For other Household Items, sec "Basket " 2>agcs).

How to Use Corn Husks.

TABLE MAT.

IN-DOOR MAT.

Large quantities of corn husks are wasted every

year, which might be made useful in many ways.

Alien simply stripped into shreds and dried, they

make soft wholesome beds and excellent cushions.

We have seen the husks
shredded upon an old-

fashioned hatchel, but it

would be much better to

arrange a single row of

teeth or blades, in a heavy

board or block for a base,

so that the husks could

be drawn across them in

small handfuls, and slit

into shreds from a quarter to half an inch in width.

The farmer who uneasily changes his seat every

moment as he rides to market, upon the rough
board placed across his wagon, would find ease and

comfort upon a bag filled with corn husk shippings.

Many other uses may be found for husks, but one

of the most important, is the manufacture of mats,

both for the table and for the door. Very elegant

table mats have been made from the finer husks,

and if care is taken to select the softest and best

colored husks, tlie mats will not disgrace the most

carefully furnished table. Fig. 1 represents a mat
made of busks, which has done service upon our

table for several years,

and which is yet equal

to uew. It was made
from the fine inner

husks, which, when the

corn is ripe, are of a

delicate straw color.

These are dampened
with clean water, and
plaited in a three cord

plait made close, firm, and even. Wheu one of the

husks is nearly used up, the end of the other is placed

beneath it, and the plaiting goes on ; fresh ones are

worked in, in this manner, as needed ; the loose ends

being always left projecting at the under side of

the braid, to be cut off neatly afterwards. As the

braid is plaited it is wound into a ball, until several

yards are made. It is then trimmed of the loose

ends, dampened again, and then sewed together

by the edges with straw colored silk, into mats of

any shape desired. If oval mats are to be made,

the braid is to be folded side by side of such a

length, as the length of

the mat is to exceed its

width. If the mat is to

be round, or square, or six

or eight sided, it is begun
in the same shape, and

each round very carefully sewed to the one pre-

ceding it, in such a manner as to retain the shape.

When it is finished it should be dampened once

more and ironed with a hot flat-iran, and placed to

dry beneath a folded sheet and a heavy weight.

Very pretty mats are made by dyeing the husks of

light neutral tints, such as drab, lilac, or French

grey. The brighter colors of red, green, blue, or

purple, are too glaring to look well upon a table,

and arc not to

be recommend-

ed. For heavier

use the coarser

husks may be

selected, and

very tasteful

floor mats may be made of them. For these mats
the brighter colors may he used with advantage,

and a tasteful combination will have a good effect.

Fi;. 2 shows a mat of this character. At fig. 3 is

seen another useful domestic article, a slipper,

which is of far too infrequent use in farmer's

houses. The braid is sewn together with double
silk, or strong drab linen thread, and very service-

able, and even handsome slippers may be thus

Fig. 3.—SLIPPED.

Fig. 4.—BRAID.

made. Finally the kitchen door may be furnished

with mats made of husks. For this rough use the

thickest husks should be chosen, and they should

be plaited together thickly, but tightly. The
tighter and closer the braid, the more durable will

be the mat. There are several kinds of kitchen

mats that may be made. The plain braid may be

sewn together with stout twine and a coarse

needle, in the shape shown at fig. 2, or it may be

made of any other desirable shape. Another
method is to weave a double husk into the plait at

each turn-over. These are put in as thickly as

possible, as shown at fig. 4. When enough has been

plaited, the braid is sewn together as before

described, leaving the double husks which have

been interwoven, projecting at the upper side, in

the manner of a brush. These are clipped off

evenly with a pair of shears, and the result is a mat

like the one shown at fig. 5. This by no means
exhausts the list or variety of mats. Ingenious

boys and girls, may devise many other ways of

using corn husks, and these will occur to them as

soon as they commence to make one mat. For

very rough use such as

out door purposes, and
for barns, husk mats
may be made by taking

the head of a flour

barrel or board, and
nailing two cleats

across to keep them together firmly ; then boring

holes close together with an inch auger, and insert-

ing into each hole a bunch of husks tightly rolled

together. A wooden peg is driven into the centre

of each bunch, at the under side of the mat to

secure it firmly, and when every hole is filled, the

top of the mat is clipped evenly. When a mat of

this kind becomes worn, it is easily renewed by re-

placing the old and broken husks with new ones.

Fig. -OUT-DOOR MAT.

Home Topics.

BY FAITH KOCHESTEB.

Does Sickness Pat?—Any sane person would,
of course, say " no." Then a large proportion of

our neighbors must be insane, if we may judge by
then- actions ; for they do the very things that in-

duce disease day after day, and year after year,

groaning over various aches and pains, giving a

week or a month now and then to the tedious

necessities of sickness, and paying heavy doctor's

bills every year-

. All this, as a matter of course

—

is mainly the result of ignorance. I mean ignorance

in respect to the bodies we inhabit, and the laws of

our Maker with regard to their growth and health.

Many persons, who are learned enough in ancient

languages and in general information about all

sorts of things outside themselves, have no sort of

knowledge as to living so as to be comfortable from

day to day, getting the best use of their powers,

and escaping disease and premature decay and

death. Whole families of "cultivated" people

live daily in such a way as to ruin their health, and

so destroy the power of using and enjoying the cul-

ture they have acquired. Then they employ a

doctor to cure them, hut go on tearing down what
they are paying him heavily for trying to build up.

Does it pay ?

My late neighbor, for instance : she is a woman
of uncommon ability as a housekeeper. She scorns

the idea of stopping to rest, and is proud of her

ability to do more and harder work than any of

her neighbors. She ridicules those who refuse to

eat anything that tastes good, for the reason that it

is injurious to their health. Nothing ever hurts

her, according to her own story. But this woman
has severe fits of sickness every year, and the list

of her ailments is truly astonishing. Last year she

paid over one hundred dollars to her doctors

—

money that she worked hard to cam when well

enough to do so. Last month she still laughed at

the idea of taking care of her health, but she was
then under the doctor's care, and was sending

away to procure expensive medicines.

It was a little five-year-old girl who set me upon

this train of thought to-day. She said of a former
playmate

:

" Huldah used to be always eating candy or sugar

and bread. How much candy she used to eat !
"

"And she is a poor sick child," I answered.
" Tes, she always had the tooth-aehe, or the

stomach-ache, or something."

We all remembered how much and how helpless-

ly she used to cry sometimes, how pale she usually

looked, how small she remaiued, while some of her

playmates, more wisely fed aud clothed and lodged,

went on out-growing her. Little five-year-old de-

clared she thought it did'ut pay to eat candy, which
only tasted good in the mouth for a few minutes,
aud then suffer so much to pay for it. Tet she is

not such an unchildish child as to refuse the next
stick of candy offered her. However, she will

bring it to mamma, if she does as always hereto-

fore, and accept it in half-inch lengths at hermeals,
dividing with others when it is dealt out to her.

Aud, though you may laugh, I really believe 1hat

a child fed so moderately upon such concentrated

sweets, gets more enjoyment out of them than one
who cats twenty times as much in quantity.

It pays a good deal better to take a little rest,

and to try a little fasting perhaps, when the body
begins to complain of weariness and discomfort,

(did you ever notice that the word disease is simply

dis-ease, or not-ease?), than to stagger on with fool-

ish bravado, and have to lie by in pain and weak-
ness for weeks aud months when these follies have

piled up high enough to bring about the crash. It

pays in dollars and cents to avoid doctor's bills by
avoiding sickness. Our little family can not boast

of robust constitutions, or of the most healthy hab-

it s in all respects—if we should wish to do such fool-

ish boasting—but we do often rejoice that we arc able

to escape severe illnesses aud that we have found
no necessity for a doctor's care or doctor's bills for

several years past, aud that no medicines, beyond
eaie in the adjustment of our diet, exercise, rest,

clothing, and cleanliness, ever seem needed or get

used by us. Some sickness we must expect until

sanitary conditions are allowed to each—until we are

all wise enough to see the inter-dependence of each
aud all. Then we can work together and clear up
this present "vale of tears," so that it may be a
very pleasant and comfortable home for us while

we wear our robes of flesh—and for such glorious

consummation I hope I work no less cheerfully be-

cause " it may be," as you say, " millions and mil-

lions of years hence."

Potato Diet.—Not long ago I remarked in the

course of conversation with a lady that my children

ate a good deal of bread and milk. "My Willie

seldom eats it," she said. "He seems to need
something more nourishing—eats a good deal of

potato." Here our conversation was interrupted.

If Willie eats milk, or eggs, or loan meat, with hid

potato, very well. But if he is kept upon potato

aud butter, or fat gravy, with white bread and but-

ter, and cake and pastry at meals when potato is

absent, he is very poorly nourished in my opinion.

He may look fat, as children do when food is main-
ly of the fattening or heat-producing kind ; but he
will be likely to lack in bone and muscle. Potatoes

alone cannot supply the system with enough of the

mineral elements required for a healthy growth.

So says Dr. Edward Smith, the author of an excel-

lent book on " Foods." This book agrees in the

main with one to which I have before referred,

"The Philosophy of Eating," though less given to

theorizing and more to the simple description of

various kinds of food. In the Philosophy of Eat-

ing we are taught that potatoes are finely adapted
to be eaten with lean meat—the starchy potatoes

furnishiug the fattening and heating elements

which lean meat lacks, while the lean meat sup-

plies the bone and muscle-making elements not af-

forded by potato'or fine flour bread. Fat meat af-

fords heating and fattening elements, like potato,

but in a form less easily digested by most persons.

Fat Children and Condensed Milk.—I have

seen condensed milk recommended for infants

deprived of their mother's milk, but the author of

"Foods," says that it should never be used as a
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substitute for new milk, whenever that can be

obtained. lie quotes another authority which

Etates that such milk caused an undue deve.opmeut

of fat, leads infants to refuse food of more simple

flavor, aul renders them less able to resist disease.

Children like the condensed milk, on account of

its sweetness. In the process of condensing the

milk, {rood granulated sugar is added in the pro-

portion of a pound and a quarter to each gallon of

milk. The writer says " I have observed in a num-
ber of cas'.'S, carefully watched during the past

eighteen months, that while condensed milk fat-

tens, and while children apparently thrive upon it,

the vitality of tho child is below par to a very dan-

gerous degree. Indeed so far as my experience

goes, it has been invariably the case, that children

fed on condensed milk, and are attacked with diar-

rhea at all severely, almost immediately got into a

semi-collapsed state, and if brandy be not at onee

given, they die. I have observed the same with

other diseases, as for Instance measels, whooping
cough, and bronchitis. The resisting power of

the child has been bad, and those children brought

up on the impure London fed cows' milk, will

resist an attack of acute disease, better than

children fed on condensed milk."

It is a very common error to suppose that fat is

a sign of health, yet we all know that fat people

are not in near so good condition for active useful-

ness, as arc persons who have only a moderate
amount of flesh. Children who have fat bodies

and ruddy countenances, are sometimes badly

diseased with decaying teeth, frequently have
worms, and great tendency to croup and diptheria.

How Govern the Baby ?—The questions of an

old play-mate of mine, which came to me yesterday

in a letter, is much like questions other mothers
sometimes ask me. She says :

" I do so wish I

could see you with your little flock, and see how
you manage with them, and with house-work, and
sewing, and reading, and writing day after day. week
in and week out. Wonder if you ever get nervous

or worried, or in other words, lose patience, and
feel like shaking the children. Or do you take to

it kindly, and by natural or acquired grace, bear

Trith all their whims, and teasing, and naughtiness,

without feeling like slapping theuj. ! I wish I

dil know how you manage them! For instance,

•when they are about two years old, like G—, and
you tell them not to go outside the gate, and they

know all that you mean, but every chance they

get run off, what do you do with them ? Do you
ever whip ? It is my belief that a child can not be

made to mind without feeling a hurt. But I have
some friends, in whom I feel great confidence, who
never inflict punishment for disobedience, and who
think it a great shame to whip a child, and who
insist that children shall be governed ty love. But
the truth is, the child of those parents, I have in

mind, does not behave half so well as G—. Now I

am sure I do not know what is the right way, and
I wish I did. I would like to see my boy mind the

first time ho is spoken to, and I always wondered
to hear people tell a child half a dozen times to do a
certain thing, but baby hardly ever minds the first

time we speak to him. I don't want to go around
with a whip in my hand all of the time, and if you,

with longer experience, have learned the way, I

would like to be led."

I can not say that I have learned " the way" to

mike children of any age mind always, the first

time they are spoken to. I have daily trials in that

respect, and I suspect that it is because my children

have so little fear of me. I do suppose that the
frequent use of a whip or stick might make " bet-

ter-behaved" children, than any who live at our
house, but whenever I think over the matter, (and
th i is daily, or lather nightly,) I feel sure that a
whip for family use would cost more than it would
com? to, and my prayer is still for more patience.

I can see that the delay of the little ones is not real

disobedience—that is, it is not intentional. They
are "just going" to do what they are told, but
their own business seems very important to them.
I hate to speak sternly, or in a tone of command,
but fretful entreaty is no better. A pleasant sug-
gestion ought to suffice for children, who stand to

us in the relation of little friends. In all small

matters of a personal nature, 1 think it pays well

to say " please " and " thank you " to a child, and
I have always habitually and rather unconsciously

done this. " Please shut the dojr, dear," " Please

hand me my thimble," and then " thank you " for

the favor ; for it does seem too bad, to call children

from their play, to just wait upon us, and we mu6t
remember that our example is likely to be followed

in their intercourse with each other.

Such a case, as my friend mentions, is different.

I have had little trouble with runaways, but I think

I should tie up the little truant feet every time

they transgress prescribed bounds, until they learn

to obey. Five minutes is "an age" for 6uch a

punishment to a small child. The object is to im-

press the mind, so that the little one will not for-

get to mind, or so that it will see that disobedience

does not pay. It ought to be done good-naturedly,

with tender pity expressed for the naughty little

feet. Yesterday I tied up a pair of hands for strik-

ing brother. I hugged the little sinner, while I tied

them up, and talked as though the owner of the

hands of course wished to correct 6uch a naughty

habit, or to refrain from establishing such a habit;

and she evidently rather took my side as against

the hands. They were to Btay tied together, until

the clock struck, or about five minutes. When I

ur.tied them, I kissed each one, because I " was
sure they wonld try to behave better now."

O dear ! It takes line upon line, and precept

upon precept, and I often feel discouraged—chief-

ly on account of my own mistakes, which almost

all arise from a deficiency of patience. We are

not good enough to carry out our own theories.

Onr little ones are chips of the old blocks, and

inherit from us and from the sources whence we
derived our tempers and temperaments, many of

the evils which we deplore in them.

It may be best to " rule by love " alone, never

appealing to a child's fears, but most of us feel

that we have not time. We have to deal with our
culprits too hastily. When two get into a quarrel,

it seems impossible to do exact justice, because we
have not time and are pressed with other cares. I

can see clearly that it is best to take time, and that

we ought to remember, that no other duties can

exceed in importance, the moral culture of our chil-

dren, but when it comes to the actual case, alas !

There is an excellent book, by Jacob Abbott, the

author of the Rollo Books, called " Gentle Meas-

ures in the Treatment of the Young." I like this

book better than the " Mother at Home," written

by another Abbott. It is probably what most

inquiring mothers are in search of, and it is more
easy of comprehension, and what most persons

would considermore practical than Mrs. Mann's, or

Spencer'SjOr H. H. 's writings upon the same subject.

Pudding—Sponge Cake—Catsup.

In July we gave some of the replies to the

lady, who wished recipes for the above-named ar-

ticles. We now add others :

Pudding.—A Farmer's Wife, Masonville, N. Y.,

sends : Two eggs ; one cup of sweet milk ; one

pint of flour ; two tea-spoonfuls of crcam-of-tartar

;

one do. of soda ; two table-spoonfuls of butter

;

one of sugar. This is to bi 6tcamed from CO to 25

minutes. My husband prefers sweetened cream on

this kind of pudding, but maple-syrup is excellent.

For the benefit of those who have no steamer, I

will tell how I make one : into a common dish-kettle

place a small basin, turned upside down, put in

water enough to about cover it, than 6ct the dish

that contains your pudding on that, and cover the

kettle tight; if the water should happen to boil

out, before the pudding is done, have some boiling

water in the tea-kettle, which you may pour quick-

ly and carefully down the side of the kettle, and

nil will be well.

Podding.— Aunt Esther. AVindham Co., Ct.,

writes, that she sends directions for making one,

that suits her George ton "T." To one quart of

6ifted flour add a measure each of acid and soda,

of norsfordN breud preparation ; mix it thorough-

ly with the flour, then wet it with cold, sweet milk,
to which a tea-6poonful of salt has been added.
Use milk enough to have the batter only just a
Utile stiller thau that for wheat griddle-cakes

;

some flour requires more wetting than other. In

the time of berries, add a cup of ripe borries, or

cherries, or currants. In the winter a cupful of

dried berries will do nicely, if they are moistened

With a little water half an hour before U6ing, and
then rolled in flour, before putting into the pud-

ding; dried currants are nice to put in at any time

of year. Avoid much stirring, using only enough
to mix the ingredients together, and cook imme-

diately. You can put it into a covered pail, and

place it in a kettle of boiling water, or in a basin in

a steamer ; cook it over boiling water ; but I find

so good market for it, that I cook mine in a four-

quart pan, set over a kettle with boiling water.

The water being boiling hot, when the pan is pnt
over it, it must be kept so until the pudding is

done. The time required to cook it depends on
the quantity of flour used. For one quart of flour,

one hour ; for two quarts, two hours. The shape

of the dish it is cooked in, makes some difference

;

it is better to cook a little too long, than not long

enough. The pudding must be kept closely cov-

ered until time to take it off. For sauce, good

thick sweet cream, and white sugar. This pud-

ding is very easily and quickly made, and, if prop-

erly steamed or boiled, i3 very light and nice.

Sponge Cake.—Twoenpfula of sugar ; foureggs;

one-half cupful of water ; two cupfule of flour ; one

tea-spoonful cream-of-tartar ; one-half do. of soda.

Beat the sugar and yolks and half the water, until i

very light, then add the remainder of water, flour,

and soda, etc. ; when well beaten, add the whites

of the eggs, and put immediately into the oven :

bake one hour in not too hot an oven.

Catsup that will keep one or five years, if it is

not eaten before that time. Take of perfectly ripe

tomatoes one-half bushel; wash them clean and

break them to pieces, put over the fire and let,

them come to a boil, and then remove from the fire

;

when cool enough, rub them through a wire sieve
;

and to what goes through, add salt ; two tea-cup-

fuls ground allspice and cloves, of each one tea-

cupful ; best vinegar one quart. Put over the Are

again, and cook one hour, stirring with great care

to avoid burning. Bottle and seal for use.

Catsup, by " Mrs. D. B.," Long Island. Take a

basket of tomatoes and pour boiling-hot water

over them, so that the skins will come off easily,

cut them up in a tin boiler, and cook them until

they are soft enough to press through a coarse sieve,

then put that which passes through the sieve, into

the boiler again, and add four table-spoonfuls each

of mustard, allspice, and cloves; two do. of black

pepper, and one do. of led ; two tea-cupfuls of salt;

and three pints of vinegar. Cook over a slow fire

until thick enough. I cannot state the time, as

some tomatoes cook thick faster than others. I

have just opened a bottle that is two years old in

September, and just as good as when first mode.

Cream Calces.—Every one who has been

iu New England cities knows tho Boston Cream
Cakes. "Rell" sends the following recipes for

making them :

Cream Cakes.—One pint of water, one cup and

a half of butter, four cups of sifted flour, eight

eggs. Boil the water and butter. Stir in the flour

slowly while boiling. Boil one minute, and when
the dough is coo), add the eggs, which have previ-

ously been well beaten. Drop in shapely table-

spoonfuls upon a buttered tin ; bake in a quick oven.

Cream for Filling.—One enp of flour, two cups

of sugar, one quart of milk, four eggs. Heat the

milk, and when scalding hot. add the eggs, sugar,

and flour, well beaten together, stirring as the mix-

ture is slowly poured in. Flavor to suit yourself

when the custard is cool. Make an opening in one

side of each cake, and put in the cream with a

spoon, taking care to put in enough. Be sure that,

the cakes are thoroughly baked, yet not 6corehcd.

This will make about fifty cakes. A quarter of

the recipe given makes ten or n dozen cakes.
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BOYS & (BHUM' ^'DiLOTiYSc

Tlie »octorV Talks—Tlie Ciardou
and Seeds.

Some time last Spring I had something to say about

your little gardens, I recollect that it was at tiro time of

seed sowing, ami 1 then expected to say more as the

season ran along. Here it is now the time when most
plants are ripening their seeds, and I find that I have said

but little about (he garden during the summer. Of
cour e yon have all had gardens of some kind, even if

only a plant or two, or at any rate you have watched the

plants in mother's garden, which is almost as well as

having one yourself. Well, there have been the flowers,

Fig. 1.—FOLDING THB BAG.

growing and blooming all summer. Everybody has said

"how beautiful," and " how sweet. 1'—Now what do you
suppose the flowers have been at work about, and what
have they made nil this brightness and sweetness fur?

Perhaps you think that the flowers have all these months
been budding and blooming, spreading their beautifully

colored petals, and sending out their charming odors,

just to please you and others. No doubt that when you,

collected a little nosegay of the best and sweetest, and
carried it to mother or sister, yon thought that these

plants grew only for your enjoyment and their's. If the

plants could speak, they would tell a very different story
;

they would tell you that all along they have thought but

little of you and your pltasure, indeed, that they thought
but little about the present time, for they were too hnsy in

caring for the future—for nest year, and the years to come,
and that so far as you have cut away the flowers, yon
have only been a trouble to them ; that their whole time
and care has been given to the ripening of those lit-

tle d irk colored seeds, which are to make plants another
year, and if they did put on fine colors, and keep honey
and sweet odors down in their little hearts, it was only

to tell their friends the insects, that they had lots to do
ill the seed-making way, and that they wai. ted tb« help
of the butterflies, tho moths, the bees, and all sWts of

winged insects. How tho insects can help the flowers,

is a long story, which can not be given here, but may be
told another time, still the fact is well known, that many
of the plants in the flower and vegetable garden, would
not get along nearly so well in the seed business, without

insect aid as they do with it. Yes, all this growth of stem
and leaf, all this display of bud and flower, all the bright

colors, and honey drops, and sweet odors have been

to produce just such Utile dry dark-colored seeds as were
planted last spring. Seed, plant, flower, then seed again,

is the way with most plants, over and over, year after

year. Do you recollect that last spring I asked you to

Fig. 2.—FOLDING THE ENDS.

think what n wonderful thing a seed is ; what a mystery
is wrapped up in tho tiny grain, which will remain quiet
for years, until the proper heat and moistnre awaken the
sleeping little, plant within it? But now it is not the
proper time to talk about growing the plant from the seed,

we must c insider tho seed as the end of the season's work
Of the plaid. Tf wo left the seeds to take their own
course, they wouUl bo scattered upon the ground near

Where the plant grow, or they would be carried to greater

distaucos as they were taken by the winds, or thrown by

the bursting of the seed pods. The ways provided for

the scattering of the seed, are many and most interesting,

but we do not wish to talk just now about seed scattering

but of seed saving. If we allow seeds to go just as they

pivase, those of plants from warm countries will be
killed by the cold of winter ; others will come up after

laying on the ground until spring, but at the same time
the seeds of weeds will come up too, and our flowering
plant* will be likely, while very young, to he crowded
and killed by the more rough and strong yonng weeds.
So in gardening we help nature, by gathering tho
seeds and keepins: them nntil next spring, or the
proper time, and then sow thorn where we ran take care
r>fth" little plants, and give them the ground all tothem-
eelves, where they will not have- to struggle and crowd
sgalnst any others. If yon look around among the
Hants, yon will sec that the seeds aro in Httlo cases or

pnds of very different forms. Some of these pods go
open with a pop I and scatter the seeds all about ; these

you must gather just as they begin to ripen ; others just

break open, and need a little shaking or rubbing, to

make the seeds conic out, and 'here will be still other

kinds of seed-vessels. So you must exercise a little care

in the matter. The best way is to have some paper-

boxes, and put the seed-pods En these for a few days, un-

til they dry ; then rub tho seeds out, pick out the re-

mains of the pods, stems, and other coarse things, and

then put the seeds on a paper, and carefully blow away
the light dust that is among them. Mind, that when you

gather the seeds, you put their name with them; write

this on a piece of card, or on a bit of stick, to keep with

the seeds while they are chyme Never have seeds of

any kind anywhere, unless there is, a name with them ;

this will avoid much trouble and guessing. Having tho

seeds a\ dried and c eaned, they are to bo put away for

winter; some make little paper hairs, by pasting them

just like the grocer's bags, only much smaller, and these

are very good. But I want to toll you how to make a bag

without any paste, which can bo larger or smaller, as

you have few or many seeds, and which can be made
anywhere in a "gifly ;

" if you arc in a garden and wish

to give a friend a few seeds, or if you aro in the field.-* or

woods, and find a plant, the seeds of which you would

like to save, if you have only a bit of paper, you can

make a bag as good as the best.

IIow to make it.—Yon need a piece of paper, letter pa-

per or smooth broavn paper aro as good as any, some-

what longer than wide ; this you fold over, but not quite

equally. See figure. 1, the edge of the part of the paper

you fold over, should come to tho lino between A and B
iu the figure. Then fold A over on to B, and both to-

gether over to the dotted line below B. This is twice as

easy as it seems in explaining it. Then turn the paper

over, and fold one end us 6hown at the right hand of

Fig. 3.—THE BAG COMPLETE.

fig. 2. Next fold the point & over in the same manner,
and tuck the point b under the fold a, and it will appear
as seen on the left-hand end of the diagram. You can
prepare your bags by folding one end beforehand ; when
ready to put in the seeds, you can open the bag by blow-

ing at the unfolded end, and when the seeds aro in, that

end is closed, by folding it just as you did the first end.

This makes a bag, from which the finest seeds will not

escape, and which for all but very large parcels, such as

vegetable seeds, is as handy as need be. There is no
paste required, no string to tie, and a very neat parcel

can be made with common paper. But before you put

the parcel away, do not fortrct to label it. Figure 3 shows
how this is done. Like all such things, these bags are

much easier to make, than to describe, but if yon take a

piece of paper, and follow the directions, I think you
will succeed the first time. Seeds should not be put
away until dry, and then they should be kept In a cool,

dry place, where mice will not find them. I can not end

this seed story, without asking yon to put away many
more seeds than you will be likely to want for yourself.

Always have enough to give away, for yon do not know
how much pleasure may be inclosed in Ihe little packet

with the seeds. To care tor and give away flower seeds,

is one of the ways in which even boys and girls can help

to make the world better. The Doctor.

Aunt Siic's 0*iit:z1o-B£<>x.

DOUBLE ACROSTIC.

The initials and finals give the names of two rivers.

1. An Island in Africa.

3. An exclamation.

3. A beverage.

4, A bird.

fi. A girl's name.

0. To deplore.

T. A pneious stone.

8. A river in Kansas.

0. A girl's name.

10. An exclamation. IIereert J. K.

NUMERICAL ENIGMA.

I am composed of 13 letters:

My 8, 11. 9, 13, is a city in France.

My 1, 10. <i, i^ to perform.

My 12, '2, is a preposition.

My 8, 1,5, 0, 11, Ina boat.

My 13, 7, 8, 11, is a city in Franco.

My whole is to be found between two continents.

Gbo. H. Fuller.

HETACiUAM.

In the name of a certain animal may bo found: 1. Two
large bodies of water ; 2. Two very important prononns;
2. Part of tho face; 1. A measure ; 5. A Hebrew measure ;

C. A disgusting insect ; 7. A country; 8. Invalid ; 9. An
eminence; 10. A musical note ; 11. An unpleasant sen-

sation; 12. Ice; and 13. A preposition. M. P.

PI.

Ilet hapt hatt dales ot fourten oto entof sapors boirhnrt

eth witmar ledlies fa mansense, chiwh a nam fo deeltax

tisrip actonn ostop ot trade.

CROSS-WORD.

My first is in Fannie but not in Will,

My next is in quai M but not in gill,

My third is in short but not in long.

My fourth is in smile bnt not hi song.

My fifth is in rind but not in peel.

My sixth is in iron but not in steel,

My seventh is in grandeur but not in station,

My whole is a virtuous occupation.

Arthur and Ranntb.

concealed capes.

1. lean never be sufficiently grateful to that man.
2. It was a horribly dismal morning.
3. The sign was over a cellar door.

4. Is tho Roc a fabulous bird ?

5. Do it better? O! Ma, I never can.
C. Hero, Ma, yon do it for me.
7. Otto rang ever so many times bcroro the door wat

opened. T. Schwarman.

TRANSPOSITIONS.

1. One who in danger's always fonnd
Becomes a tiller of the ground.

2. A female name, by sudden change,

Brings forth a fruit to us quite strange.

3. One who is made by debt a slave,

Becomes a dish I do not crave.

4. Transform one skilled in sacred lore,

Into a dweller by the shore.

5. A place where fire is used to burn,

Becomes a torch by skillful turn. Enrico.

CHARADE.
Two plants—the first one very bitter,

The other often known as "sweet," 1

Will form a coin whose golden glitter

The eyes of Eastern travellers meet. IIeniiv.

Diamond Puzzle.
The center letters, perpendicular and horizontal, fonc

a well-known city.

1. Part of a cage.

2. A pronoun.

3. Malice.

4. A city.

5. Income.

6. The latter part of life.

7. Part of a book. C. E. A

WORD SQUARE.

1. A flag by several countries need,

""Tls not with flag of truce confused.

2. A kind of juice, unpleasant taste.

That's rather thick- a kind n/ paste.

3. By Indians used as food ; by them
Long raised, from grain to glossy stem.

i. A game that men of pleasure play,

When into gilded dens they stray.

LTenriques.

ANSWERS TO TUZZLES IN THE AUGUST NUMBER.

Alphabetical Arithmetic—(Key : Buy itfor vie.)

218)657843(3088.

Squares Words.—1. MANSE 2. L E A S T
ARENA ELDER
NEVER ADIEU
8NELL SEEMS
EARLY TRUST

Transpositions.—1. Angel, angle, glean. 2. Peri,

pier, ripe. 3. Meteor, remote. 4. Edom, dome, mode.
5. Stare, tares, rates, tears.

Changed IIkaus.—Home, dome. Homo.

Cross Word.—Florida.

Anagrams.—1. Moribund. 2. Laughter. 3. Decimals.

4. Dyspepsia. 5. Blithesome. 6. Landscapes. 7. Orna-

mental. 8. Brilliance. 9. Prospectus. 10. Meddlesome.

Double Acrostic—Carlisle, Portland.

C- ar -P

A- mo -O
R- ea -R
L~ as -T
I- mperia -L

S-. ab -A
L- oo -N
B- chvar -D
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CRUELTY TO ANIMALS. — WHO DID IT? — Drawn and Engraved for the American Agriculturist

Positives and Comparative?.—1. Mist, mister. 2.

Salt, psalter. 3. Sauce, saucer. 4. Doll, dollar. 5. Shoe,

sure. 6. Mast, master.

Send communications for the Puzzle Box to Aunt Sue,

Sox 111, P. 0., Brooklyn, X. }"., ami not to 245 Broadway.

Aunt Sue's Chats.
Bessie Bennett wants to know " when capital p's and

m's, should be used in writing ' mamma ' and ' papa.' "

—

Capita] letters when yon use their names as proper

nouns ;—small letters when you write them as common
nouns. Thus :

" I am going out with Father," or " I am
going out with my father.'

1—She also says " won't you
please explain how the Alphabetical Arithmetic puzzles

are done ? "—Won't sonic of you clever arithmeticians

tell me how to " explain" it to her? Bessie has a few
words to say on the fish question too.—"Perhaps the

reason your niece Lottie's fish died, was because of the

salt in the bread she gave them, for some say that salt

kills them, (are yon not thinking of birds, Bessie ?)

We used to have an aquarium ; it was tolerably large, and
we got some pretty small stones to cover the bottom, and

I large ones with holes in them for a pyranrd in
the centre. The fish seemed to play ' hide and seek '

among tip' Btones. The aquarium was stocked with gold
fish from Cincinnati, (Bessie writes from Clark Co., Ohio)
and quite a number of common fresh water fish of differ-

c :.t kinds from a creek. We had one fish, a pike, whose
head looked like an alligator's ; he ate smaller fish up,
or at least they disappeared and we sn6pected him of
eating them. We led them with worms, macaroni, and
occasionally little pellets of Hour and water," and here
Bessie's history ends. What became of the aquarium or
of the \ ,- pike, she doesp'l say. I wonder it t

couldn't finish the story thus: "the pike died after all

the rest of the fish disappeared ; we had ceased lo take

any interest in the aquarium; it stood around empty for

some time, and now I believe it is in the barn somewhere,

with one of its sides broken." IIow nearly am I right,

Bessie ?

A.D. (Annie Dominy?) wants to know if I ever saw
the characteristics for a woman alphabetically arranged,

and if I will please write then out for her. Tes, dear,

here they are : Amiable, Benevolent, Charitable, Domes-
tic, Economical, Forgiving, Generous, Honest, Industri-

ous, Judicious, Kind, Loving, Modest. Neat, Orderly,

Pleasant, Quiet, Reliable, Sincere, Tender, Useful, Vir-

tuous, Wise, 'Xemplary, Yielding, Zealous. I quote

from memory, and may not have them in the original

form, but perhaps they are near enough for your use.

Thanks for puzzles, letters, etc., to Alf, Hobt. W.
Moore, Italian Boy, Capt. John W. W., and X. Answers

should always accompany the puzzles sent.

Cruelly to Animals.
There are cases in which we must kill animals to keep

them from hurting us, or because we need to use their

flesh or skins. Also it is right that we deprive other

animals of their liberty, and make them work for us.

All these things can be done without cruelty ; if we
must kill, it can be done quickly aud without much pain,

and if we make them work for us, we can treat them so

kindly, that they will love us and look upon us as their

friends. No right thinking, really good person, will ever

needlessly pain an animal. There arc many, we are

sorry to say, who will needlessly beat, brutally kick, and
otherwise hurt a helpless animal. Think of a man kick-

ing a gentle, useful cow ! Let us hope that such people

are not as cruel as they seem, aud that they do not know
or think how wrong it is. Young people are sometimes
cruel as well as old ones. We do not like to think or a

boy or gin as cruel, and had much rather hope that in

their desire for sport, they forget that they are giving

pain to a poor helpless creature. What made us think

of this was the picture given above. It is a vci*y good
picture so far as the art goes, but in the story it tells, it

is a sad one. Some youngsters have been ill-treating a

kitten ; some tin vessel was tied to the poor creature's

tail, and the frightened thing stoned and worried to

death. The old lady came too late, the poor kitten is

past saving ; one guilty fellow has run away, and the

other, all the while he is hiding a stone behind him,
tries to make grandmother believe that it was not him-

self, but that other boy. No wonder he is ashamed, and

now that the excitement of the hunt is over, he does not

like to own that he has had a hand in such meanness, and

coward-like, wishes to put all the blame upon some one

else. You know that cruelty is not confined to young
persons, but there is so much of it among men. old

enough to know better, that there are now in most cities

aud towns, societies for preventing cruelty to animals,

aud laws have been passed which make unnecessary

cruelty punishable by fine and imprisonment. If a man
drives a horse which is too lame to travel, or if he beats

his horse cruelly, he can be sent to jail where he can

think over the matter. These societies do not often

exist in the country, but there is need of them there.

Let us have some. Let the boys and girls in each neigh-

borhood, or each family, be a society to prevent cruelty to

animals. If the other boys and girls do not agree in this,

then be yourself a society of one. It is not the constitu-

tion, the by-laws, and the officers of a society, which
make it useful, but it is the spirit with which its mem-
bers work, and if one of you youngsters—a society of

one—by quietly taking the part of those wdio can not

speak, can prevent a horse from being beaten, or a kitten

from the fate of the unfortunate in the picture, you will

do quite as much good iu your own little circle

as if yon had all the machinery of a society to help

you. Here is prosperity-to the noble societies of one

!
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K.il"«- Insurance.
Among the many useful applications of life

insurance, not the least is that by which it may be

made to enhance the financial credit and business

prospects of ir. lividu.ils and associations. A young

merchant or manufacturer of good standing, relia-

ble character, industrious and energetic, makes

application to a moneyed institution for a loan,

wherewith to enlarge his business, or to a wholesale

dealer for increased credit line for the same pur-

pose. In either case, with the aid of good backing,

sufficient endorsatious on his paper, he will no

doubt be cheerfully accomodated. Or it is possi-

ble that, on his own honest face and good reputa-

tion, both banker and merchant would gladly aid

him. Both would feel perfectly well satisfied that

nothing but death could possibly intervene, to pre-

vent him from fulfilling to the utmost any contract

in which he might engage. They know that his

business is prudently managed ; that he is energetic

and industrious ; that his record in the past is

sufficient guarantee for the performance of all

promises he may make for the future. But has

either the banker or the merchant, in giving this

credit, discounted the possibility of the death of

the debtor? This is something that ought to be,

if it is not, taken into consideration. In the hap-

pening of such au event, who will repay the money
loaned, or take up the paper given for the wares

purchased on time ? Should death happen at a

critical period, on the eve of the performance of an

important business operation, who, then, could

carry on the negotiations to a successful issue ? In

less familiar aud less competent hands than those

of the deceased, it would be impossible to carry ou

the business with any great prospects of success.

In fact, experience has taught us that almost all

experiments of this kind prove failures. Creditors

would promptly bring in their bills ; the executors,

finding these claims pressing on them, would order

a sacrificial sale of the assets, and the property

would be sacrificed in order to realize ready money.
Outstanding accounts in faver of deceased persons
are notoriously slow of collection, and this would
naturally do much to increasing the embarrassment.
In this way many a prosperous undertaking is

brought to grief; the capital invested is sunk
beyond recovery, aud the creditors, disappointed at

receiving only a moderate percentage of their

claims, indulge in a few anathemas and resolve to

do no more business "on space" hereafter, unless

on the basis of good security.

A policy of life insurance in a good company,
furnishes complete protection against this loss,

disaster, and ruin. Such a Company is the United

States Life Insurance Co., of this city.

Devoe's Brilliant Oil.
Insure your life and your property against acci-

cent, by using Devoe's Brilliant Oil. No accident

is possible in its use. Recommended by The Fire

Insurauce Co's., and Fire Commissioners.

Common kerosene is not safe. Devoe's Brilliant

Oil has au established reputation as an oil safe

beyond all chance. Is the finest illuminator in

the world. Ask your dealer for it.

WILL WIND ANYJWSTCH-
And Not

'Wear Out.

For Bale by Watchmakers. I'.y mall, 50 cents.
J. S. BIRCH, 37 Maiden Lane, New York.

IT IS NOT ECONOMY

To buy a poor Shoe. Try Good

Cable Screw Wire
FOR ECONOMY.
FOR FALL ANO WIWER

Agricultural Implements and Machines
Address

R. H. ALT,EN & CO.,
New York City.

P. O. Box 371.

139 & 191 Water St.

TUTfMvTTTV MADE RAPIDLY with Stencil and
IYJ.U1N JJ X Key CheckOuiats. Catalogues and full par-
ticulars fi'eo. S. M. Spencer, 117 Iluuover tt., Boston, Mfcfifi,

flSHAftft TBB1& TWICS'l.

These celebrated Watches have been greatly improved
during the present year, and several new sizes added to

the list. The stem-winding and Betting attachment can
now be had with any grade or size, and all the old
established grades of key-winders are also made as be-
fore. Any one who contemplates buying a watch, either
now or in the future, should send fomur new Descriptive
Price List, which is now ready AND SENT FREE:.
This describes all the Watches, large and small, Ladies'
and Gentlemen's, Gold and Silver, with prices of each,
and contains besides information in relation to watches
useful to every one. It also explains in full our plan of
sending single Walthain Watches at low prices to any
place in the Union by mail or express, with the bill to

collect on delivery—with privilege to the purchaser to
open the package and examine the watch before paying,
and with no obligation to take it unless entirely satis-

factory. Thousands have obtained genuine Waltham
Watch; s from us in this way, and all have received full

value for their money. A large assortment of extra heavy
cases for the Pacific trade always on hand. Every one
should send for a Price List, as the farther yon live from
New York the more advantage it is to deal with us.

When you write please mention that advertisement was
seen in the American Agriculturist. Address

HOWARD & CO., No. 222 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolver. , Pistols, Ammunition, Fish-

ing Tackle, etc. For Price-list, see page 107, April No. Am.
Agriculturist, or address, with stamp,

GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS,
283 Liberty St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

(CIKCTJLAr..)

Consumers' Importing Tea Co., )

No. S Church Street, r

P. O. Box 5,509. New York City. )

This is a combination of capitalists to supply the consum-

ers of Teas throughout the United Slates oa the mutual
principle.

We have experienced agents in all the best districts of

China and Japan to select Teas especially for our trade.

We expect every consumer of Teas to render us all the

assistance they can in carrying out our enterprise, as we
make a specialty of SUPPLYING CONSUMERS ONLY
(and allow no middlemen to make any profit on our impor-

tations), which will enable us to supply them with Teas at

prices lower than have ever been known, and of those fine

qualities that seldom reach the interior, being sold only iu

the large cities and anion? the very wealthy.

Hoping the consumer will tak? an interest in our enter-

prise, and send at once for a circular with full explanations

of how to proceed to obtain our goods, we remain.

Most respectfully yours,

Consumers' Importing Tea Co.,

P. O. Box 5,509.

No. S Church Street,

New I'oik City.

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in January, 1874,
by the Consumers' Importing Tea Co., iu the Otlice of the
Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. C.

XV
New York. "Quick sales and prompt returns."
for our weekly Prices-current and Marking Plati

A. COVERT & CO., Produce
• Commission N< i » hn ».t>. No. 6S Pearl Street,

VICK'S CATALOGUE
of Hyacinths, Tulips, Lilies, and all

fALL PLANTING, |J

^ToR THE HOUSE.
Now published for Autumn of 1874, and will be bent free t

all who apply. 32 pages — 50 illustrations.

Address, JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. Y.

GEO. A. PEINOE & 00.

ORGANS &MEL0DE0NS.
The Oldest, Largest and Most Perfect Manufauto.y hi the

United States.

..Now in use.

No other Musical Instrument ever obtained the tame

popularity.

(F" Send for Price-Lists.

BUFFALO, X. if.Address

H
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o
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{-
Branch Office and Factory : 506 West Street, NEW YORK.
Any SUa.de from Pure "Wliite to Jet Black.
A combination of the purest paint with India Rubber,

forming a SMOOTH. GLOSSY, FIRM, DURABLE, ELAS-
TIC, and BEAUTI KUL Paint, unaffected by change of tem-
perature ; is perfectly water-proof, and adapted to all classes
of work, and is in every way a better paint for either inside
or outside painting than any other paint in the world. Being
from one-fourth to one-third cheaper, and lasting at least
tliree times as long as the 1m st lead and oil paints.
Be sure flint our TRADE-MARK (a facsimile of

Which is given above) is on every Package.
Prepared ready for use, and sold by the gallon only.
There has never been a paint offered the public that has

become so popular (in the same time) and given as perfect
satisfaction as the Rubber Paint.
Send for sample card and testimonials.

Plate._&3

A SILVER TIP
Adds Five Cents

TO THE COST OF A SHOE,

and $1 to its value.

EXTRACTS FROM ) "Pra'lienlly FIRF-PHOOt," r.:<'iu.I Awavded 1S70.
" AMERICAN INSTITUTE. I "The best article iu the Market." 1871. ^imnimV f " Is very strone, repels water eflectually." 1872. _

KEPOETS, ) "We recommend it to all as the best in use." 1873.
The ASBESTOS ROOFING is adapted for steep or flat roofs In all climates, and can be cheaply transported and

easily applied. Is furnished in mils containing 200 square feet each, packed in strong skeleton cases.

ASBF.STOS HOOF COATING lor restoring andpreserving roofs. In 5, 10, and 20 gallon kegs and barrels.

ASBESTOS PAINTS in colors, for Shingle and Tin roofs, and all outside work. In I, 8, and 3 gal. cans, kegs, and bbls.

A8BF.STOS CEMENT, for repairing leaks Of all kinds on Roofs, In 10 lb. pails '.a and 50lib. K6jg.
ASBESTOS BOILER FELTING. ASBESTOS BOARD and PAPER, SHEATHING FELTS. ASBESTOS, &e.

These materials are prepared ready for use. aud arc put up for shipment to all parts of the world, tw Send for

deBC
i!lcIra/™fe

hlSjSC
JJVZ>

S

'fel^£ INDUCEMENTS TO GENERAL MERCHANTS AND DEALERS.
Pat<Utee

ri
and„Sole„Man..facturer,(

ft )fl JOHNS, 87 Maiden Lane, N, ¥.ESTABLISHED 1858.
J
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BULBS & SMALL FRUITS.

Our New Autumn Catalogue of

BULBS AND SMALL FRUITS,
Beautifully Illustrated with many engravings, aud a

epiendidly-culored two-paged Lithograph of

A CROUP OF HYACINTHS,
Is now ready, and will be mailed to all applicants

Inclosing ten cents. Regular customers supplied

gratis. Our list of

SMALL FRUITS
Comprises every desirable variety uf

Strawberries, Raspberries, Grapes,

etc.

Bulbs and Plants mailed to any address at Cata-

logue prices. Address

B. K. BLISS & SONS,

SEED, PLANT, & BULB WARE-
HOUSE,

34 Barclay St., New York?

P. O. Box No. 5712.

Trees,

Vines,

Shrubs,

Plants,

Etc.

500,000 Apple, Pear, etc.

100,000 Peach Trees.
100,000 Grape Vines.
50,000 Currant Bushes.
500,000 Sweet Chestnut Trees.
10,000 Spanish " "
A CHESTNUT CIRCULAR FREE.

l,O00J)00 Evergreens, beat in
Tnarket.

300,000 Deciduous Trees and
Shrubs.

50,000 Magnolia Accuminati,
one year, flue.

10,000 Tulip Trees, 6 to 13 feet.

2,000 Weeping mountain Ash,
50.000 Rose Bushes.
A new Descriptive Catalogue and

Wholesale List free.
21Bt Year. iOI Acres. 11 Greenhouses.
Address, STORKS. HARRISON & CO.,

Palnesville, Lake Co., Ohio.

New Early Peaches, Dutch
Bulbs, \>w and Rare Plants.
Rivers' New Early Peaches. Early Beatrice, Early Louise,

and Early Rivers'. The earliest Peaches known, with a col-

lection of other new varieties of Peach raised by Mr. T.

Rivers—a fine Stock.

Beurre d'Assuniption, Souvenirs du Congress, and other

new Pears.

Dutch Bulbs—Hyacinths, Tulips, Lilies, Narcissus. &c.

New and Rare Plants—Plants for Winter-flowering, &c.

Calalogues mailed on application.

JOHN SAUL, Washington City, D. C.

A LARGE STOCK of

old and new varieties ; also of

CHERRY, APPLE,
APRICOT, NECTAR-
INES, and SEEDLINGS

for Nursery Planting.

"Wholesale List free.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS,
Cherry Hill Nurseries, West Chester, Pa.

PEAK-TREES FOE THE MILLION.
Largest stock in the West; fine assortment; extra quality;

packed to go safely any distance, Satis:action guaranteed.
Prices low bv hundred or thousand. A full assortment of
other trees, sl.rubs, plants, etc. Illustrated Catalogue mail-
ed free to applicants. R. G. H ANFORD,

Columbus Nursery, Columbus, Ohio.

ROSE BUDS IN WINTER.
Now Is the time to grt Robcs for Winter Bloom. We send

strong Pot Roses safely by mail posi-pald. Purchasers'
Choice of splendid everhloomint: varieties

5 for 81.00. 12 for Si.00.
See our detain, descriptive catalogue , ontainlng full di-

rections for culture, &c. Sent free to all who apply, address
THE DINGEE &CONARDCO.. Hose Growers,

West Grove, Chester Co., Pa,

APPLE, tlrst-class, 5 to 7 ft.; 100. J7.I0 j 1000, $50.00.

Burly Beatrice Peach, tlrst-class: HO. $20; 1000, J15H.
Plum ori'ium and Peach, lyr.,2to8tt.; 100, $I2.'.0; 10(H), $100.
Asparagus, Conover's Colossal, 2 yrs.: 100. $1.00; 1000, $1.
Rhubarb, choice seedlings; 100. $1; 1000. $6

free by mail; 100, $1.50; 1000, $13,50.

Maple—Silver-12 to 11 feet; 100. $10; 1000, $00.

Mt. Ash, 8 to 10 feet ; 100. $S ; 1000. $60.
(Weepin-J. first-class; 10. $1,50; 1110, $15.

Mixed Tulips, flowering bulbs; 100, $1.50; 1000. $15.

Everureens—immense stock. Five Colored Fruit Plates,
uoBl-lree, $1 ; tour Catalogues. 'Jn cents Address

!• . K. I'llfEN IX, Bloonilngton, 111.

CLAVEliACK College aud Hudson River Illsl., at Claver-
ack, N.Y, OpeubScpi, 7. AuMiZo i'LAca. I'll. C„ Free.

TREES, Etc.
AUTUMN OF 1874.

We invite the attention of Planters and Dealers to our
large and complete stock of

Standard and Dwarf Fruit Trees.
(.rape Vines. Small Fruits.
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses.
New and Rare Fruit and Ornamental Trees.
Evergreens and Bulbous Roots.
New and Rave Green and Hot House Plants.

Small parcels forwarded by mail when desired.

Prompt attention given to all inquiries.

Descriptive and Illustrated Priced Catalogues sent prepaid
on receipt of stamps, as follows:

No. 1—Fruits, 10c. No. 3—Ornamental Trees, 10c.
No. 3—Greenhouse, 10c. No. 4— Wholesale, Free.

Address
flWJI»' ELLWANOER & BARRY,

ifounl Rope Nurseries, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ROCHESTER
COMMERCIAL

NURSERIES

Established, /

1830. S

ETC. If you wisli to plant, send for onr
New Price List per doz„ 100, 1,000,
Autumn 1874—and save all commissions.
Try it. Address,

W. S. LITTLE, Rochester, N. X.

Surplus Stock.
PEACH—1 year, fine, $20 to $60 per M.
CHERRY—2 year, fine, $80 to $150 per M.

An immense Stock for Nurserymen and Dealers—at lowest

rates. See our

Surplus Stock List«
THE DINCEE & CONARD CO.,

Wholesale Nurserymen,
West Grove, Chester Co., Pa.

"Vy'E offer for the fall of 1974 a
* ' complete stock of Trees and

Plants. Our stock of Peaches,

Plums and Cherries is the largest in

the United States, and our list of new
and rare fruits is always full. "We are

In a condition to offer advantages,

and respectfully solicit correspond-

ence. The IIeikes Nueseiues Co.,

Dayton, Ohio.

rice T,tst of Trees, Shrubs,
j
r-tmall Fruits* Vines, Ruins,

r and Winter Blooming Plants.
10 Standard Pears, 1st class, for $."..— 100 Currants, lied or

White, for $1.-10 Concord Vines, bearing age, for $5.—
14 Winter Blooming Roses, lor $2.

A Premium Plant in Pvery order. Sr>nd for Price List.
WM. H. MOON, Jforrisville, Pa.

FREE SIS

ROSES.
The undersigned offers a quan-

tity of Rosea, uneqnaled in qual-
ity, best market varieties, from
open ground.
Hardv Perpetuate, at $1"' per 100.

Montlilv and Teas, at $12 per 100.

Trade-list, free on application.
,
M. liLLLER. Florist, 56th St, and 3d Ave., Bro"klyn, N,V,

BULBS!
BULBS!
BULBS!

prik HAKDV FLOWERING
fJU BUjLBS, tOur No. i col-
lection.) mailed to applicants
enclosing *o.00. Illustrated cata-
logue oi Bulbs free.
WM. II. Spooner, Boston, Mass.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, LILIES,

and all other Bulbs for planting in

the Autumn ; also Balb-Glasses,

Fancy Flower-Pots, Fern-Cases,

Winter-Flowering Plants.

The largest and finest assortment

In the country. Prices moderate.
Descriptive Catalogue mailed to all

applicants free.

HENRY A DREER,
714 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

EFORE

ULBS

send stamp for the latest

and best catalogue.

WASHBUEN & 00.,
100 Tremont Street,

Boston, Mass.

., New York, an-
J. M. THORBUM A: CO

15 John S5

liouncc the largest and most
varied Importation of Duteh
Bulbs ever received in this

market. Catalogues on ap-
plication.

DUTCH Itll.US.-Our Annual Importa-
tion of selected Hyucinths, Tulips, etc., etc.,Just re-

ceived in prime order :for Catalogues address D. T.CUKT1S
& CO., Seedsmen aud Florists, 161 Tremont-st., Boston, Mass.

Our New Descriptive Catalogue

of Green and Hot-House Plants,

ROSES, FLOWER SEEDS,
AND SMALL FBTJITS,

Including all the novelties for 1875, will be ready for dis-
tribution In October, and will be sent to any address on re-
ceipt of 2i> cts., which amount will be refunded in Flower
Seeds from our list with first order for plants amounting to
$l.i'0or more. Our Retail and Wholesale Prlce-Lista are
both ready for free distribution.

MASSEY & HUDSON,
Chestertown, Kent Co., Did.

Stephen Hoyt & Sons,
NEW CANAAN, CONN.,

Offer for sale a very large and superior stock of

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES,
consisting largely of Apple and Pench Trees. Als*,

Cherry, Pear, and Plum Trees.
A splendid lot of Concord, and other Vines, one and

two years old.

75,000 La Versailles, Cherry, and "White Grape Currants.

200,000 Apple Seedlings, two years old, etc., etc.

fiRAPE^ViNlS:
LARGEST STOCK. IN AMERICA. Extra quality.

Ueduced Prices. T. S. HUBBARD, Fredonia, N. Y.

FRENCH PEAR SEED—
FRENCH NURSERY STOCK-

of all sorts furniBhed In large quantities. Also ROSES.
Send for Price List. Order early.

E. T. DICKINSON, Chatenay (par Antony) Seine, France.

HE EARLIEST PEACH —ALEXANDER EARLY.—
Three weeks earlier than Hale's. Large. Ve-y hand-

some. Firm. Excellent. A fortune for Peach-growers.
In dormant bud, by mall, two for !. Less per hund., by
express. Send for circular. Address

G. H. MILLER, Norwich, Muskingum Co., Ohio.

Amsden's June Peach—The earliest
Peacn known. Endorsed by the Jasper Co. (Mo.) Hor-

ticultural Society. Send for circular. Buds by mail, 50 cts.

per dozen. L. C. AMSDEN, Carthage, Jasper Co., Mo.

IIJCW Strawberries and Raspberries, Cnr-
-L™ rants. Vines, Fruit Trees,&e. Seep.310iu Auk. .No. Berry
Baskets & Crates. II. H. Haines, Malden-on-the-lludson.N.i .

50,000 J™"—'* Ear,y B,ack-

," .. ..It.. . .
..

. . . 1 .

.

CIT .fruits for sale.
y, and plants of all the best Binull

SILAS WALTON, Moorestown, N.J.

__»EN A FLOWER SEEDS, tvervdescrip-
tii.n ; llHlbB.N'Wiind U:\re riiuiiSj and alt Garden Requisite*.
GARDEI
tli ill ; I !ull)S, Ii - n ji tin i.iii c 1 muio, uun an u.uui'ii iti ij uisi ivo.

Catalogues free, Ho Vfi y & Co., &j N , Marke t St.,Bos,iQn,Ma38.
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PRICES REDUCED.
lwe stock of all the new anil popular PEACHES,
EARLV BEATRICE. EARLY I.OUIKE, EAK-
LV RIVERS. EARLY ALEXANDER, also t™
oilier new and well tested varieties oi peaches, offered i>y

DO otlior nursery this ^eason, among wliich is a large

valuable well tested late peach, rlpeulDE twow eks alter all

'.ther peaches are gone. Two shipments of this peach were
made t.> Europe In 1874, via steamer from Baltimore, lioih

lots arrived out In line order. A forty pace catalogue, with

descriptions, testimonials, and much valuable inhumation
of what and how to plant, mailed free ou application. All

kinds of nursery stock furnished at low rates. Address,

RANDOLPH PETERS,
Great Northern and Southern Nursery,

Wilmington, Delaware.

ARNATION PINK PLANTS,
For Winter Flowering;

Four best varieties, first quality. $15 prr hundred;
$12", per thousand.

CHAS. T. STARK, Avondale, Chester Co., Pa.G
C'alla Lillies, specially treated for winter

> blooming. 50 cts. each Tby mail ; five for $2 00. A large
stock of small Ciillfl- at ¥10.00 per 100. ALVAH UUSHNELL,
Supt. Iona Island, (on the Hudson.) New York.

Dutchess Nurseries. (Established 1863.)
Fall price-lists now ready. All kinds of nursery and green-

house stock. Walter ami Croton Grape Vines, Down-
ing. Gooseberries. La Versaillaiso Currants, and Am.
Arbor Vitae specialties. Prbes very low. Send for Price-
List. W. L. FERRIS. JR., «fc CO.. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

APPLE SEnOLI.V^S.
Wild Goose and other Plum Trees. Peaches,

Apple*, and < -rrier nurs'-rv stock in large quantities. Ad-
dress THE TEBO NURSERIES CO., Clinton, Mo.

PHILIP'S SPIRAL CORN

"1
docs its work thoroughly—stripping every
far and imbibing, large or small, completely
of husks and silk. Any ordinary two-horse
power Is sufficient ta operate the machine,
which is capable of husking GO bushels per
hour. IVo Farmer can uffoid to do without
it. For Circulars or further information,
Address PEl'ER PHILIP, President, Stock-
port, N. Y., or the Company. Hudson, N. Y.

SELLS AT SIGHT.
Dc»es Two Men's Work.

No sore s r cold fingers.—Best Cast-
Bteel.— Last a Lifetime. — Taken 6

Premiums. — Every Farmer wants
them.—Will send 2 Samples, post-

paid, for fiO cents—or 4 Styles for

J1.00, Agents wanted.

PLUMB & CO.,

108 South 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

EUREKA

HUSKES.
Tdomas T. Taskeb, Jr., Stephen P. M. Tasker.

M0F.RIS, TASKER & CO,
PASCAL. IRON WORKS, Philadelphia.

TASKER IRON "WORKS, New Castle, Delaware.

Offices & Warehouses, Philadelphia, New York, and Boston.

Manufacturers of Wrought Iron Tubes, plain, galvanized
and rubber coated. Boiler Tubes. Oil Well Tuning and
Casing:. Gas and Steam Fittings, Valves and Cocks. Gas
aHd Steam Fitters' Tools. Cast Iron Pipe. L:mip PoBts

and Lanterns. Improved Coal Gas Apparatus, &c.

We would call special attention to oar Patent
Vulcanized Rubber-coated Tube.

THE PEOPLE'S

Force Pumps.
Awarded medal of American Tn-

I stitute over all competitors last fall.

For 1 lie house and out of doors,
Non-freezing.and adaptable to wells
from 6 to 100" feet deep. Highly re-
commended for city houses on ac-
count of their great power. Parties
about to supply themselves arc In-

vited to call and examine. Circu-
lars sent on application. Plumbers
are particularly requested to call.

See Ogdcn Farm Papers, Dec, 1871.

See "Notes from the Pine*," on
, page 1S'2, May number, of American
1 Agriculturist, 1874.

Certain parties, with the Intent
to profit bv the weH earned reputation uf these pumps, the
result of faithful manufacture, having Imitated them, th*
public are cautioned to look for the name. "People's Pump,"
Patented Aug. 31, !8fi9, cast on the lid, to Insure obtaining
the genuine article, and to avoid litigation.

W. S. BLUNT, 77 Beckman Street, New York.

Hops

Seat

Springs,
|

BnoulanaveTMmiT
B. F. WELLS,

For Farm Wasrons* Trucks,
and Carts. The best and Easiest
Kitliuu Sprint; ever invented.
The seat can be moved to anv part of

I

the wagon, or can be removed at will.
The spring Is entirely under the seat,
and out of the wav. Every spring
full v warranted. After using them
six mouths, if not round as repre-
sented, can be returned, and money

^ will hi; refunded Every Farmer
Agents wanied. Send for circular.

Sole Agent, 4 7 Oey St., New York.

Table Knives and Forks of ALL KINDS,
i\ C-^ fSfeV Ami Exclusive Makers of

And the "Patent Ivory" or Celluloid Knif". These Handle? never Rt t loose, urn pot nffected by
not water, and are ihe most durable Knives known. Always call lot the "Trade-Mark,"
•MERIDEN i I'TLEHY COMPANY," on, the Hade. Thev arc good. Sold Ivy all dealers ill Cutlery. Made by

The MERIDEN CUTLERY CO., 49 Chambers St., New York.

BLARE'S PATENT STONE AND ORE BREAKER?
New Patterns, with Important Improvements and Abundant Strength.

For reducing to fragments all kinds of hard and brittle substances, such as STONE
for making the most perfect McADAM HOADS, and for making the best C'OSCliETE.
It breaks stone at trifling cost for BALLASTING RAILROADS. It is extensively in use
in MINIXG operations, for crushing

lUO.V, COPPER, ZINC, SILVER, GOLD, nnd other ORES.
Also for crushing Quartz. Flint, Emory, Corundum, Feldspar, < oal.
Barytes, Manganese, Phosphate Rock, Plaster, Soapstone, etc.

BLAKE CRUSHER CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Self - PtoiibI-

For Cripples
Can be easily

in or out doors,
ing the use of

State your weight
fur illustra ted
lerent 6tyles and

Please mention
this paper.

ling Chairs

and Invalids
propelled, either
by any one hay-
hands.

and Bend stamp
catalogue of tlii-

prices.

S. A. SMITH,
No. 3'i Piatt St.,

N. Y. City.

NIAGARA
Capital Stock
Cash val ue of Assets
Total Liabilities

FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY,

201 Broadway. N.Y.

.$."00,000

.$1,319,933
C0,8il

Net Assets $1,259,082

Dwellings nnd Farm liisks a specialty at all our Agencies.

HENXSY A HOWE. President,
r. NOTMAN, V. P. and Sec'j.

BUILDING FELT.
This water-proof material, resem-

bling fine leather, is for outside

work (no tar substances used) and
Inside, instead of plaster. Felt

carpetings, etc. Bend for circular

and samples.

C. J. FAY, Camden, N.J.

New Tort College of Veterinary Surgeons.
INCORPORATED 1857.

Lectures for 1874 will commence about the middle of Octo-
ber and continue until the last of February, 1R7ri.

Fees: Matriculation, $5; Faculty, $120 • Graduation, $2.".;

Dissecting, $
r
> ; Address for Circulars,

A. F. LIAUTARD, V.S.. M.TX. Bec'y.
203 Lexington Ave., New York.

GLASS CARDS
Red, Elue, White,
Clear <t- Transparent,
YourName Beautifully
printed in GOLD I

on ldoz. for 50c post pd. ; 3doz. «S1. Musthave asznts every
where. Outflts25c. Samples 3c. F.K. Ssiitu, Bangor, Maine.

For sale by
G. yV. FAULEE,

I o-esBkm, H. J.;
|

1 hour from N.Y.

JERSEY CATTLE.
ESSEX PIGS.

Pekin Ducks, illustrated in Sep.AgricuUurist,
Bronze Turkeys, descendedfrom n pair weighing^

lb*. Jersey Cattle, A.I. O.C.R , and OrswnMsat low
«c 111..... T\T /'I IL>T M, ..,.. T>«l.l» n n*prices. Address W.' CLIFT, Mystic Bridge, Ct.

pi:RK BRED POULTRY for Bale,
Jt all the leading varieties. For Price List, ftp., address

\v. E. STILL, Columbus, Wis.

S dght Brahma Fowls for sale. From Felch, Tees,
JLi iind other Strain. B. F. IIOLBUOOK, NaiieK, Mas?.

Patent Chemical Metallic Paints,
GROl SD IN Oil. and MIXED, ready for use, in

cans, keg?, and barrels.

50 els.. $', mill S!.r,0 per gallon.
Also Liquid Slsitc iiml English ISnof Paints,

crotind ill oil, r,0 ,-ts. to $1.00 per gallon.
N. V. CITY OIL CO.. Sole Agents, 116 Maiden Lane, N. T.
Send lor Cards of Colors anil Testimonials.

MO!\'EY.—grangers and others, having;
money to loan. can obtain 13 per centon good real

estate security. Address H. L. WADSWOBTH,
Heal Estate Agent, Litchfield, Minn

A « F.liTS I.OOBi !—$12 a day made sellimr
Sei— ,,i-~ sharpener and other wareB. Sampled its. Cat-

' alogpeliee. ,. j. HA: I'lN'GS & CO., Worcester, Mass,

WATERS' NEW SCALE PIANOS,

SQUARE and UPRIGHT, "o^r^;:
the tone powerful, pure and even through tht

entire scale, yet mellow and sweet.

WATERS' Concerto ORGANS
cawiot be excelled it tone or bcanty; they defy
competition. The Concerto Stop is a line Imi-
tation of the Human Voice.
All are warranted for C years. PRICES EX-
TREMELY LOW for casli or part cash, and
balance in monthly or quarterly payments.
Second-hand Instruments taken in exchange
for new; also,for sale at great bargains. AGENTS
WANTED invwt ry County in the U.S. A liberal
discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, Schools,

Lodges, etc. Illustrated Catalogues mailed.
HORACE WATERS & SON,

481 Broadway, New York. P. O. Box 3567-

THE PATENT

PIANO-FOETE
Excels all others in Tone andDurability,

and in Elegance of Finish they

are Unsurpassed.
These Pianos are uppd exclusively In the New York Con-

servatory of Mupic. and are recommended by the Profession
and the Press throughout the United Slates.
Before purchasing, write for Illustrated Pamphlet, ana

mention ihe Agriculturist.

ARION PIANO-FORTE CO.,
No. 5 East 14th Street. New York City.

Easy Payments for Best
Organs.

THE MASOX & HAMLIN OUGAN CO.. winners ofTWO
HIGHEST MEDALS and DIPLOMA of HONOR at PARIS,
1867, VIENNA, 1873, reepeci fully announce thnt they now
offer their celebrated Cabinet Org ns not only exclusively

for cash, as formerly, but also on different plana of easy

payments which, it, iti believed, afford purchasers unprece-

dented inducements. Characteristics of these plans are:—
1. Opportunity to try an organ six months or longer be-

fore concluding to purchase it. This may be done at cost of

only a reasonable rent for the time the organ Is used.

3. Tone t<> male payments, varying to unit the convent'

ence of purchaser*. An orpin may be obtained by a rirst

payment of less than ten dollars, with payments monthly,

quarterly, or at other intervals extending through one to

four years.

3. The affording these accommodations! at the lowest pos-

Bible rem nut ratire rate to the Company. An organ, iliough

taUenwith privilege of return, il purchased and the pay-

ment for it made within one year, costs the purchaser only

five to ten per cent more than the lowest price for which

Buch an organ could be obtained for by payment of all cash.

Many dealers say that such terms cannot possibly be

afforded. The Mason &. Hamlin Co., knowing the quality

of their work, and having ample experience to assure them

of the satisfaction theirorsrans give In u-c, are confident

that very few will be returned, nnd that this will make even

such low and favorable terms remunerative to them.

Organs can b.: furnished through agents, or directly, t»

almost any part ol the country, on these terms.

Illustrated Catalofrnns. Terms and Prices, with all partic-

ulars, mm free. Address iASON ,t HAMLIN OUGAN
CO., BoElon, N«w Voi k. ui Chicago.
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OOK AOEWTS WASTED
*mjell it all
By Mrs. Stcnhouso, of Salt Lake City.—for 25
vears the wife of a -Mormon Hi^h-Prii'st. Intro*
auction by MRS. STOWE. It tells of the "inner
life" myBteries, ceremonies, secret dumps, &c., of
the MormonB, "As a wide-awake Woman
nee* them." It is actually over/lowing with spicy
revelations, humor, pathos, una j:ood tilings for

all. Ministers say "God sj>eed it.'" Eminent Women
ndorse it. Everu^'Othi wants it; and it is selling far and
wide by thousands. Over 3(000 outfits were ordered In
adrmice of publication, and Agents are selling (5 to 25
a day I We want 5.000 more Agents NOW—men or women.
{ladies say thi* booh goex like hot cakes} and we will mail
Canva«Mliic Book and whole Outfit Free, to any one
who will canvass. Our large descriptive pamphlets with full

6articular*, terms, fte., <rnt free tn nm/one. Rratlerl send for

iem. Address, A, JJ. WORTUINQTON& Co., liartford,Conn.

TO BOOK AGENTS.
We offer special and extra commtwtotu to agents this full.

Our new books are Just ready, umi will stir up the rending
public. We shall annonnce them boou. Full Information
sent on application, and i xclusive territory given. No
agent, old or new, should make arrangement for books
without first negotiating with us. We cm and will give
agents belter books, better terms, and enable them to make
more money than any other house.

tW~ Wanted—.",noo men and women as local agents, and 4
experienced men and 2 women to act as General and Travel-
ing Agents In the North and South.
ForInformation of books and agencies address

AMEHKAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Hartford, Conn.

GOOD NEWS for hook agents, and others
desiring employment. New
books by popular authors.

LITTLE "FOLKS IN FEATHERS AND FUR, by Olive
Ihobne, nnd THE WAYS OF WOMEN, by Br. J. V. C.
Smith. Splendidly gotten up. Beautifully Illustrated.

Nothiu" eon >' La them now offered to agents. THE LIFE
AM» ADVENTURES OF KIT CAIiSoN is fctill selling

ranldly. Over 20.000 already sold. $50 a week easily

made. STOWE'S SELF-INTERPRETINGFAMILT BIBLE,
t ie lineal in tii world. Circulars giving full and complete
into r million sent five. Mention the books wanted,

Addrca -, DUSTIN, GlliMAN *fc CO..
Hartford, Conn.

Four Few Books!
(FOR AGENTS.)

OUR FIRST HUNDRED T'EARS-12 monthly
parts, 50 cts. each—2 parts now published.

l.ifi- and Public Services of Charles Sumner.
Gib Edition. Revised and Enlarged.

Sj-U!t of Ihe Holy Bible.—Illustrated by the Old
Waste s. COO Illustrations, Text in English, French, and
German.
Maria Monk's Daughter.—An Autobiography.
Send for terms, specimen pages, and inducements.

UNITED STATES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
13 University Place, New York.

Agents wishing steady employment should canvass for

WONDERS t°h
f
e GREAT DEEP.

A book of absorbing interest, filled with valuable informa-
tion. Contain- full accounts of Submarine Diving, Ocean
Telegraphy, Arctic Discoveries. Whale Fisheries, &c, &c.
Selling rapidly; price low. Elegantly illustrated; hand-
somely bound. Quaker City Pub. Co., Philadelphia.

New Subscription Books,
CANVASSING AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

FOLLOWING IMPORTANT WORKS.

A New "Work of Intrinsic Value.
THE LIFE OF

SAMUEL F. K. MORSE, LL. D.
INVENTOR OF THE

Electro-Magnetic Recording Telegraph.
By SAMUEL IREN^SUS PRIME, S. T. D.

President of the N. Y. Association for the Advancement of
Science and Art.

One Octavo Volume, 783 Pages. Price In Cloth, S5; Sheen,
»C; Halt Turkey, $T.50.

Personal Reminiscences, Anecdotes, and
Letters of

CEN. ROBERT E. LEE.
Hy REV. J. WM. JOKES, D. D.,

Formerly Chaplain Army Northern Virginia, and of Wash-
ington College, Virginia.

With twenty fmo flluati atlona on Steel and Wood.
(Published by authority of the Lee Family and of the

Faculty of Washington and Lee University.)
Price, m Cloth, J3 0; Sheep, $4."0 ; Half Turkey, $5 50-

Full Turkey, $7JM>.

Ord'-r Bookfl for the above two works, with specimen
pases—showlnu type, illustrations and binding—are now
ready, and wlllhe supplied, post-paid, on receipt ol (Lift for
each—the amount to V* refunded as soon as an order for not
less than ten copli r eclved. Applications for exclusive
agencies for counties should be made at once, naming; first,
Second, and third choice of Territory. For further par-
titulars, apply to

D. APPM3TON St CO., Publishers,
o:' and 551 Broadway, N. X

.

LIVINGSTONE IS DEAD.
For 30 years millions have intently watched the

perilous Struggles and grand achievments of this world
kknownkd f I ( lo, and now eagerly desire the Complete
Life History which unfolds also the wraltii and CURIOS-
ITIES of a wild and wonderful country. It is now ready
and selling to beat everything. More Agents Wast-
ed AT ONCE. For Particulars of this, our superb NEW
illustrated BIBLES, and OCEAN'S STORY, address

HUBBARD BROS., Publishers,
Philadelphia, Boston, or Cincinnati.

Livingstone Still Lives
In his works. AGENTS "WANTED for the only com-
plete book—over 800 pages; over 100 full page engravings.

Also for THE FROZEN ZONE AND ITS EX-
PLORERS. A full record of all Arctic Expeditious, in-

cluding that of the Polaris, Both books are most valuable

and popular, and very salable. For Agency address

COLUMBIAN BOOK CO.,
Hartford, Conn., or Chicago, 111.

AGENTS
WANTED

FOR THK CENTENNIAL
GAZETTEER OF THE

UNITED STATES.
Showing the gigantic results of the " First 100 Tears of the
Republic" Ageuts make $100 to $300 per month. Send for
circular. ZIE6LER <& M'tVRDY,

Philadelphia, Pa. ; Springfield, Mass.

WAITED AOEjVTS.—Worthy the'spc-
clal notice of old and experienced canvassers.

"Cole's Voyage of Life,"—line engraving—childhood,
youth, manhood, old age. Sold by subscription only. Price
reduced to suit the times. Nothing like it ever ottered to
the American public. Bare chance and Inducements.
Address B. B. RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston.

Tlie Young; Housekeeper^ Friend,
by Mrs. Cornelius. The best Cook Book and yuuUi for

the various duties of the household published. Trice $1.50.
luterleaved S3.25. Sent by mail on receipt of price.

THOMPSON BROWN & CO..
Boston, Mass., Publishers.

FANCIER'S JOURNAL KKSBtf&X
Kabbits, Do£S, Sons Birds, etc. Pend stamp for Specimen
Copy. JOS. M. WADE, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kimball's New Method for Eeed Organ.
The latest, largest, and by far the best and most complete

Instruction book for Ueed Organs. Used exclusively bv the
be*t teachers. Contains complete instructions and a large
amount of beautiful Reed organ music. JCimbaH's Neio
Method contains J6S large quarto pages, ami is sold by all

music dealers, or a copy will be mailed, post-paid, *:\ receipt
ol S&nd, iiv the publishers.

8. BKAINARD'S SONS, Cleveland, Ohio.

ALL^ORONE DOLLAR.
Wine, Wife and Song.... by Strauss.
A happy Circle Oallop Strauss.
La Flue de Madam. Angot-Waltz.
With Steam, Polka Ed. Strauss.
Let's be Gay, Waltzes J. Straus*.
l; igatta Veneziana F. Liszt.

La Bella Louise, Quickstep Ruhlee.
Where the Citrons Blossom.. Strauss.
Who Is at my Wiudow 0>horne.
Annie Dear Abt.

Why throw away money on high-priced Music when you
can select from our Catalogue of 700 pieces? Any 2») Half-
Dime, or 10 of Dime Series, mailed on receipt of One Dollar.
Sold by alt booksellers, and can be ordered through any
newsdealer. Send stamp for Catalogue.

BENJ. W. HITCHCOCK, Publisher,
439 Third Avenue, New York.

New Church Music Book,
For 1874—1875.

114 111!
By H. R, Palmer, assisted by L. O. Emerson.

.Tost issued and ready for sale. Its success already as-
sured. Its price is a return to ante-war Church Book rates,
and its contents new, fresh, and cannot fail of winnings
hearty endorsement from choir masters—the musical proiea-
sion and the musical public. Specimen pages free on ap-
plication.

PRICE $1.38. SI2.00 PER DOZ.

RIVER OF LIFE.
FOR SABBATH SCHOOLS.

A sale of over "0,000 In less than on*' year attests the merit,

of this Book. The Publishers are confident that no better
Sabbath School Book has beeu published in years, and none
given such entire satisfaction.

Price 35 cts. B'ds; $3.60 per doz.
; $30 per 100.

TITOMAS*
SACItED ftlTAJtTETS and ANTHEMS. ;

This d.iv published.- Hns been many years in prenarati »u

ami will bo welcomed by all tlie lovers ol Mr. I'liom s'

S ii»ii>n> and \rlto is not one? As h Quartet Book for
( i Irs. II n ] I be to ill I

i
i is&bl \

Pi'Icc la ISoarls, $2.50. Cloth, .«3.00.

OLWEB DITS05T & CO., CHA3. H, DIT3CN & CO.,

EoatoE 731 I i - ':'

&2500 A YEAR
\V Am >J> \J \JI made with our grand

COMBINATION PROSPECTUS.
Kepresents 50 different hooks. Agents say this is the

BEST THING EVER TRIED.
The Books -ell themselves In every family, and good men

can make a business for life In one county. "Agent*Wanted on these and our magnificent Editions of Family
HibJes. Full particulars free on application. Address

JOHN E. POTTEH & CO., Publishers, Philadelphia.

FANCIER'S JOURNAL £i%2gr&'SS!£,
Rabbits, Dogs, Song Birds, etc. Send stamp for Sped nea
Copy. JOS. M . WADE, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE FRUIT RECORDER AND
COTTAGE GARDENER

will be sent free for 3 months to
all who will pay postage at office
of delivery, Ws do not ask any
one to subscribe for our paper un-
til they know what they are to get
It speaks for itself. Price only $1
per year. Our Small Fruit
Instructor is a work of 64 pp.
that tells in simple language just
how to grow fruits in abundance

lor home use or market. Price 35 cts., post-paid.

A. J»I. PURDY, Palmyra, N. T.

Every Farmer and Stock Raiser, and Everybody that
keeps a Horse, a Cow, Poultry, Sheep or Swine—
whether he lives In City, Town, or Country, wants the

Live Stock Journal.
Monthly. $l.r.O per year. In its 5th Volume. Beautifully
illustrated. The best instructor upon every class of Live
Stock. National—giving equal attention to the Stock In-
terest of every State. Treats, bv practical writers, upon
tlie Farm, the Dairy, Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Swine, Poultry,
11.ma TTit.l> n ., A . i. ..,'„ .1.. .... — c : „ in 1 .._

3
MONTHS

FREE.

Bees, Fish and their disease*. Specimen cony, 10 cents.
" lress LIVE STOCK JOITKNAL CC.Buffalo, N. TAddn

Good pay to agents. Agents wanted at every post-office.

Herald of Health.
This monthly is devoted to the culture of the body and

mind; to rearing healthy and beautiful children; to the re-
covery of health without drugs: to the improvement of the
physique; and to showing people how to live so as to he
healthy, happy, and make the most of life. The Scientific
American says: "It contains more sensible articles than
any monthly that comes to our sanctum." $2.00 a year.with
a premium of the complete works of Shakspeare, in one
volume of over 1,000 pages and 36 illustrations.

WOOD & HOLBHOOK, 13 and 15 Laight St., New York.

Oardex Enotnk andFirb
Extinguisher.—For Wash-
ing Windows, Carriages, etc.
Protects Buildings from Fire,
and Trees, Vines, etc., from
Insects. Throws water 50 ft.

Easily carried. No Dwelling,
Country Home, or Factor}
shou'd he without the Foun-
tain Pump, Send for lar^c

Illustrated Circular. J. A. WHITMAN, Sole Proprietor
and Manufacturer, Providence, K. I.

THE F'tTLSOJMETElt.
Toe simplest, most durable, and effective

strain i-ump now in use. Will pump gritty
or muddy water without wear or Injury to
its parts. It can not get out of order.

C. HENIir HALL & CO.,

20 Cortlandt Street, New Vork City.

Branch Depots :

101 Sudbury St.. Boston, Mas*.
1,337 Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
59 Wells St., Chicago, III.

South Western K \ position, New Orleans, La.
811 and 813 North Second St., St. Louis, Mo.

ARE YOU GOJFJG TO PAINT?
OVKK SOOjOOO HOUSES

PAINTED WITH THE

Averiil Chemical Paint,

White and ail the fashionable shades
mixed ready for use and sold

by the gallon.

EXTRACTS FKOM OUR LETTERS.

Hon. Jas. Neolrt, Pittsburgh. Pa.: "Altogether I find
the ' Avcnll ' the cheapest and best."

Peter Henderson. Esq.: "The ' Averill 'has proved su-
peiior to had and oil."

C. w. Spooner, Treas., Cordage Co., Plymouth, Mass.:
" The * Averill Chemical ' has proved good."

C. A. ai.i.vn. Esq., Palmyra, V Y.: "The'AverMl Paint*
l- m bright to day as when applied three years .

Hundreds ol testimonials from owners of the finest real-

- In the country, with Sample Card ol Colors, for-

i> - id free i y dealers generally, nnd by tbs

AVERiLL CHEMICAt PAINT CO.,

3i Burling S!ip, IVrw Voi-U; o: 138 "^att
River St., Clei land t!-ij.
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Oba.nge Judd Company, Publishers, 245 Broadway, N. T.

Annual Subscription Terms (always in advance):

91.50 each lor less than four copies: Four to nine copies, $1.35

each: Ten to nineteen copies, $1.20 each: Twenty conies

and upward, $1 each. 10 cents extra must be forwarded

with each subscription, for prepayment of postage for 1875.

Tapers arc addressed to each name.

KF" Either English or German Edition, at these prices.

NOW
For 1875,
Beginning TO-DAY.

OUR

Premium List.
New Things,

Good Things,

Useful Things,

!
j
That can ie obtained without I I

j j money and with a little effort by j
!

ANYBODY.
Once more the Publishers of the

American Agriculturist present their

friends and readers with a new Pre-

mium List full of good things. The

experience of many years has taught

them that such offers as are here made,

.

of very large returns for a
very little labor, never fail to

be highly appreciated.

Now, reader, here is something for

You. Look over the attractive List of

Premiums, and especially the descrip-

tions of them. There are many things

among these that you would like to

possess without having to pay the money
for them. Here are Pocket Micro-

scopes, Gold Pens, Revolving Pencils,

Silver-Plated Ware, Knives and Forks,

Pocket Knives, Beautiful Toys for the

Children, Melodeons, Pianos, Saving

Machines, Knitting Machines, Books,

etc., etc., etc. You have only to make
your choice, and then take hold of this

pleasant work of getting a club of sub-

scribers sufficient to obtain it. More

than Fifteen Thousand Men,

Women, and Children, in almost all sta-

tions and pursuits, have successfully

done this, and at least fifteen thousand

may do it now. You may as well be

one of the fortunate ones, as anybody

else. It only needs a little enterprise

and the will—with the will there will be

a way. And now is the best time
to begin. As elsewhere announced, every

subscriber coming in this month gets

this Journal from November to the end

of 1875, at the cost of one year's sub-

scription, and that will help our premium

collectors very much. There is room in

every neighborhood for several premium

clubs. Everybody ought to have the

paper ; its plain, practical information

will put money in most people's pockets,

and save multitudes from swindlers, and

from unprofitable investments of funds

and time. So while you are aiding to

push the paper into the people's hands,

you are engaged in "doing Good as well

as in Making Money."

The American Agriculturist is one of

the best papers* to canvass for in the

world. Its many beautiful illustrations,

its interesting and instructive reading

matter, its Household and Boys and Girls'

Departments, its intrinsic value in every

way, secure hosts of friends wherever it

is seen and known. Eead three extracts

as specimens from many hundreds of

persons who have received our Premiums.

"Juml, 1874.

" I am very much pleased with the premiums,
[Dictionary and Gun], and could sell them now at

a fair price, but can't think of parting with either,

although I am not much of a hunter. My watch
that I received over two years ago, is an excellent

time-keeper. I feel encouraged to do more thau

ever for the Agriculturist, if I should live next year."

- " June 26, 1874.

" Premium [Pocket Rifle] received. Thanks. It

is beautiful."

"Jme 34, 1874.

"Please accept thanks for Carver and Fork,

which you sent me as Premium for getting a club

to American Agriculturist. I find them as repre-

sented—genuine articles."

Now, what has been done by thou-

sands to their great profit and delight,

You too may do. TRY IT.

Explanatory I\otes.

K.B.
Read and carefully Note the

following Items: (a) All subscribers scut by one

person count, though from one or a dozen different Post-

offices. But (4) Tell us with each name or list of

names sent, that it is for a premium (c) Send the

names as fast as obtained, that the subscribers may begin

to receive the paper at once. You can have any time

you wish up to July 1st, to complete your list id) Send

the exact money with each list of names, so that there

may be no confusion of money accounts ie) Old and

new subscribers all count in premium clubs, but a por-

tion, at least, should be new names ; it is partly to get

these that we offer premiums to canvassers— (/) Spe-

cimen Numbers, etc., will be supplied free, as needed by

canvassers, but they should be used carefully and eco

nomically, and where they will tell. .. .(g) Remit money
in Checks on New York Banks or Bankers, payable to

order of Orange Judd Company, or send Post-office Money
Orders. If neither of these is obtainable, Register Money
Letters, affixing stamps both for the postage and registry

;

put in the money and seal the letter in the presence of

the Post-master, and take his receipt for it. Money sent

in any of the above ways is at our risk ; otherwise it is not.

[In the following table is given the price of each article,

and the number of subscribers required to get it free, at the

regular rates. $1.50 a year and also at the club rates of $1 a
year.] Description of Premiums on next page.

Tabic of Premiums and Terms «l

For Volume 31—(1875). «§
BEGINNING NOW. p!

Open to all—No Competition. £
No. Names of Premium Articles.
1— Tea Set (Lucius Hart Man'fact'g Co.). 930 00

.$16

Number
of Sub-
scribers
required

2—Ice Pitcher (do. do.
&— Casters (do. do.
4— Cake Basket (do. do.
a—Revolving Butter Cooler(do.
G—One Dozen Teaspoons (do.
7— One Dozen Tablespoons(do.
8— One'Dozen Table Forks(do.
9— Child's Cup (do
10— Child's Knife, Fork & Spoon (do.)

do.) —*16 OOi
do.) ....$9 00l
do.) . ..in oo,
do.) ....$8 00
do.) ...^eoo 1

do.) ....$12 OOI
do.) ....$12 00
do.) ....$2 75)
(do.) ....$5 00 ;

11—iioore's Floral Set (Moore ManTgCo)% 1 00
12—RoM Pen, Sil. Case (Geo. F.Kawkes.). $ 3 25i
13— Gold Pen and Silver Case (do. do.).. $ 5 00;
14— Gold Pen, Handle qold-tipped(do. do.).& 6 00
IS—Ladies' Gold Pen d Rubber Case (do.)..I 6 OOi

16—Paragon Pal. Revolving Pencil (do.). $ 1 50 1

17—Paragon Pat. Revolving Pencil (do.). $ 3 00]
18—Paumn's Indelible Ink 75!

19— Child's Carriage (C. W. F. Dare).t20 00,20— Child's Self-operating Swing (do. do.) .$ 4 00
21—Doirs Cottage Chamber Set (do. do.).$ 5 001

22— Crandall's Building Blocks $ 2 00'

23— Crandall's Masquerade Blocks $ 1 OO 1

24— Crandall's Acrobats $ 1 00i

25—Pocket Tool Solder (Miller's Falls Cot 1 00
•iG-Bracket Saw (do. do.) ..$1251
27—" Peoples' Pump " ( W. S. Blunt) $12 00,
28—Non-freezing Out-door Pump (do. rfo.)$21 00;
29—Excelsior Pocket Microscope (Vulcan-

ite Optical Instrument Co.) $ 2 75,

30— Two, " Pocket Soap-Bubble Ton" (Bliss)$ 1 001

31— Turn-table Apple Parer (D.H.Goodell)* 1 00
32—Climax Apple Corer <£ Sllcer (do.) & 1 00|

33—Family Chemj Stoner (do.) $ 1 00,

34—Knives and Forks (Patterson Bros.) ..$15 25

35—Knives and Forks (do. do.) ...$19 00|

36_ Carver and Fork (do. do.) ... $4 00|

37—French Cook's Knife, Fork, and Steel $ 4 OOi

SS-Pocket Knife (Meriden Cutlery Co.)..I 1 50:

Mi-Pocket Knife (do. do.) . .$ 2 00:

40—Pocket Knife (do. do.)..t 2 15]

H\—Ladies' Pocket Knife (do. do.) ..$2 00
42—Multum in Parvo Knife (do. do.) . .$3 50
43— Garden Seedstt Fiercer Bulbs(select'n) $ 2 00
44—Automatic Family Knitting Machine

(JV. V. Knitting Machine Co.) $35 00
AS—Sewing Machine (Secor) $62 00
46—Beckwilh Portable Family Sew'g MachiSO 00
47— Washing Machine (Doly's) $14 00;

48— Clothes Wringer (Best— Universal) .... $7 00
49—Melodeon.i-oct'e (G.A. Prince &Co.'s).$90 00.

SO—Piano.Snlendid 1-ocl.(Steinicay<lSo'S)$(i50 00,

51—Silver Watch (American Watch Co.)..HO 00i

52—Breech-loading Pocket Ride $16 00,

SS-Double-bbl. Gun (Edwin S. Karris).. . $S0 00
54— Charles Pratt's Astral Oil (1 can,5gal.)$ 2 85j

55—Cahoon's Broadcast Seed-sower $10 00,

5G—Hand Cultivator <t Weeder(Comslock)$ 9 25]

57—Family Scales (Fairbanks de Co.) $14 00]
58— Worcester's Great Ulusl'ed Dtctionary$10 00;
59—Any back Volume Agriculturist '

GO—Any Two Back Volumes do.

at or at
$1.50 $1.

66 '«•,

24 HI

17 54

19 «S
16 58
15 tfi

19 «f.

19 m
7 27
12 *!
3

61—Any Three do. do. do.
Gl—Any Four do. do. do.
63—4rry Five do. do. do.
64—4;);/ Six do. do. do.
65

—

Any Seven do. do. do.
66—Any Eight do. do. do.

—(Each add'l Vol. at same rate.)

Gt-EiQhteen Vols. XVI to XXXIII. .

GS—Any Back Vol. Agriculturist
69—Any Tico Back Volumes do.
70—Any Three do. do. do.
71—Any Four do. do. do.

7 ii—Any Five do. do. do.
73—Any Six do. do. do.
74—Any Seven do. do. do.
75—Any Eight do. do. do.

76—Any Nine do. do. do.
—(Each ad'l volume at same rate)

77—Eighteen Vols. XVI to XXXIII.
78—4 $10 Library (Your Choice.)

79-A $.15 Library do.

80—A S20 Library do.

81—.1 £25 Library do.

82—4 S30 Library do.

83-4 S35 Library do.

84-4 S40 Library do.

85-4 S45 Library do.

86-4 $50 Library do.

87-4 S60 Library do.

88-4 S75 Library do.
89-4 SlOO Library do.
90-4 Choice of Good Books. (See Description.)...

j^" Every Premium article is new and of the very

best manufacture. No charge is made for parting or

boxing any article in our Premium List. Tlie Premiums,

Nos. t2 to 18, 22 to 26, 29 and 30, 38 to 43,

and 59 to 90, inclusive, will each be delivered FREE of

all charges, by mail or express iat tlie Post office or express

office nearest the recipient) to any place in the United States

or Territories— The other articles cost the recipient only the

freight after leaving the manufactory of each, by any con-

veyance desired. See Description of Premiums

on next Page. [OVER.!

$1 75,

$3 50
"i $5 25

„•« *? 00,

~ |$10 50
S $12 25

I $14 00

$31 50

^ $250
I $5 00

g. $7 50
3 $10 00
§ $12 50
R, $15 ool

~ $17 50;

i$g;
_5_$45'66
j $10 00
&2"$15 00

I £$20 00'

£&$25 00;

~|S$30 00'

13 . $35 00
5 S$40 00;

2-S*15 o° [

j|$50 00;

»^$60 (10

~5$75 00
J
~

100 00

IE
111)

75
97
34
34

22
27
22
30
22

162
270
100
70
47

160
27
96
54

70
58
20
23
37
il

54
61

SO
71
82
92
ll«
till

IK
58

35

ItK

125

(44

162

177

102

an
an
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Descriptions of Premiums,
{For number of Subscribers required, see Table, page 393.)

No. 1.—A Splendid Tea Set.—This

Premium is one of the most elegant ever offered. There

are six pieces, viz. : A Coffee-Pot, Teapot, Sugar Bowl,

Creamer, Slop Bowl, and Spoon-Holder—-all of beautiful,

uniform pattern, new style, with raised and embossed

figure work. They arc not the common sMvtzv-ioashed

articles, but the best triple plate, the foundation being

white metal, so as not to show, even whim the heavy

silver coating may chance to be worn off in any spot by

long, hard usage—These sets are made by the Lucius
Hart Manufacturing Co., of Nos. 4 &
Burling Slip, New Tork City, and are warranted by
them to be of the best triple plate ; and each piece bears

their stamp. The late Mr. Hart, H the veteran Sun-
day-School man," was engaged in the same place and
business for nearly a quarter oi a century. We knew him
and his work many years, and took pleasure then in com-
mending and guaranteeing its value to be as represented.

We believe the Company which bears his name is fully

sustaining hi3 reputation. The amount oi silver upon
plated ware depends wholly upon the will and integrity

of the manufacturer. Wc coutd give nearly as good-

looking plated ware for less than halt the money, but It

•would not be worth a quarter as much for real ubc

No. 3.—Ice or Water Pitcher.—

A

large, highly ornamental article. It is of the same metal,

plating, etc., and by the same makers as No. 1. For 32

subscribers at $1.50 each, wc will include a round Salver
of pattern to correspond (value $5) ; we add, lor 44 sub-

scribers, a large 16-inch oval Salver (value $14), jarge

enough for two goblets with the pitcher; or for 51 sub-

scribers, the Pitcher, large Salver, and a pair oi beautiful

Goblets, silver-plated without, and gilded within (value

$37). This complete set is exceedingly desirable, thougn
the Pitcher alone, or that and the small Tray, or Salver,

will answer a good purpose, both for use and ornament.

No. 3.—Casters.—A handsome pattern,

richly chased, of this useful and necessary article for

every dining table. By the same makers as No. 1.

Wo. £.

—

Cake llasket.—An elegant pat-

tern, oval-shaped, nicely chased—a very taking, useful,

and beautiful table ornament. From same makers as No. 1,

No. 5.—Revolving Kntter-Cooler.
—This is a really good and useful article. It is so ar-

ranged that a very little ice in the holder under the plate

will keep butter cool and fresh for a long time on the

table, even in the hottest weather. The cover revolves

underneath the plate for use, and over for protection.

The whole is in four pieces, which can all be taken

apart for washing. From same house as No. 1.

Wo. G.—One Dozen Tea-Spoons.—
No. 7.—One Dozen Tahle-Spoons.—
These are "figured tips," Olive-leaf Pattern, all of the

same metal, plating, etc., and from the same makers as

No. 1. They are far cheaper than anything we have
found at half the price, and are well worth working for.

No. 8.—One Dozen Table-Forks.
—The same description and remarks apply to these as to

No. 1. We select as premiums only such articles as we
can warrant in quality and price. All these articles come
from the Lucius Hart Manufacturing Co.

No. 9.—Child's Cup.-A beautiful gift

for the little one-year-old. It is made by the Lucius
Hart Manufacturing Co. Triple-plated on the

outside and gilded on the inside. It never breaks, and
will last for many years—indeed, be a life-keepsake.

^io. lO.—Child's ttnire, Fork, and
Spoon.—This also is a beautiful gift for a child. The
articles are triple-plated, finely figured with ivy-leaf pat-

tern, and put up in a handsome silk-lined morocco case.

From the same house as No. 9.

No. 11.—Moore's Floral Set.—This
is a beautiful Premium—a complete set of Ladies' or
Children's Garden Tools for the cultivation of
flowers, consisting of a Floral Hoc, Spade, Fork, and Rake.
They are made of the: best steel and iron, with finely pol-

ished hard-wood bandies, light, durable, and highly finish-

ed, and each set inclosed in a bos. They will be found
very convenient in the garden and greenhouse—useful
pleasing toys for the little folks. Made by the Moore
Manufacturing Company, Kensington, Ct.

Nos. 13, 13, 1 I.—<j«old I*e«s : with ever-

pointed Pencil*, i» extension, coin-silver cases.—Premium
No. 12 contains the best No. 4 Gold Pen ; nud No. IS the
beet No. (1 Gold Pen, which is the same style, but larger.

No. 14 contains No. 7 Gold Pen, in Gold-tipped Ebony
Holder, Each pen will be scut in a neat leather case by

mail, post-paid. These pens are made by Geo. F.
Hawkes, No. 66 Nassau St., and have obtained

an excellent reputation. We have known the maker
and his goods for many years, and can recommend them.

ISo, 15.—Ladies' Fine Gold Fen,
iu Rubber Case, Gold Mounted, with Screw Extension,
and Gold Ever-pointed Pencil. A beautiful present for a

lady teacher or friend. Same maker as No. 12.

Nos. 1C, 17.—Paragon Patent Re-
volving Pencil. — This is a beautiful Pocket
Pencil, which is extended or closed by pulling or

pressing the head. They arc made with great care, and
every Pencil warranted to work perfectly. They are gold-

plated, and will last for years. We offer two patterns,

one for ladies, with ring for chain, at $1.50 each, and one
of heavier and firmer plate, at $3. Same maker as No. 12.

]%o, lS.-Paysoii's Indeli1>Ie Ink,
and Briggs's Marking-Pen Combination.
—Payson's Indelible Ink is too well known to need fur-

ther commendation. It is almost indispensable in the

family. Briggs's Marking-Pen has been before the pub-

lic for fifteen years, and is justly celebrated for all kinds

of marking, and particularly for writing upon coarse

fabrics. The Pen and Ink are put up in a neat case, be-

ing thus portable, always ready for use, and protected

from loss or injury bx.evaporation or breakage.

No. 19.—Child's Carriage, or Per-
ambulator.—An elegant carriage, handsomely fin-

ished, upholstered with reps, has full plate tinned joints,

handle tips, side lights, dash rail, panel body, and carpet

on the bottom. These carriages are from the well-known
manufacturer C. W. F. Dare, 47 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

No. SO.—Child'* Patent Propeller
or Self-Operating Swing.—A pleasing thing for

a Utile boy or girl. The scat of the swing is upholstered

with enameled cloth, showily painted, and hooks and all

complete accompany it. When it is hung up, the hooks
overhead to which the lever ropes are attached, must be
set about one foot in front of the hooks to which the

main ropes are attached. A child is delighted with being
able to swing himself. From C. IV. F. Dare, 47

Cortlandt St., New York.

ISo. 21.—I>oll*s Cottage Chamber
Set.—A most attractive gift for a little girl. Eightpiecea

ol furniture prettily painted: Bedstead (size 11?£ X 18

inches), bureau, table, commode, towel-rack, two chairs,

one rocking-chair. From C. W. F. Dare, 47 Cort-

landt St., New York.

No. 22. — Crandall's Improved
Building Blocks furnish a most attractive

amusement for children. Churches, Dwellings, Barns,

Mills, Fences, Furniture, etc., in almost endless va-

riety, can be built with them, and the structures re-

main so firm as to be carried about. For developing the

ingenuity and taste of children they are unequaled. The
Blocks are put up in neat bos£S, accompanied by a

large illustrated sheet giving various designs of buildings,

etc. This is one of the most successful toys ever invented.

No. 23.—Crandall's Masquerade
Blocks.—These are put up in boxes ; the blocks in

each box will make, by various combinations, 300
different j^ictures in brilliant colors. They are not in-

jured by washing, and afford endless amusement for chil-

dren. They are beautiful gifts for the little ones.

No. 24.—Crandall's Acrobats.-The
most attractive, amusing and wonderful toy of the age.

Children everywhere, who have seen the Acrobats, are

delighted with them. Thousands of figures can be made
from the pieces in a single box. The pieces are various-

ly colored, and there is no cud of fun in a box of them.

No. 25.—Poclcet Tool Holder.—
Every boy will be glad to get bold of this Premium. In

a maple handle, which is hollow, with a ligmim-vitie

head, are packed twenty miniature cast steel tools, either

of which may be adjusted to the handle. It will also

hold anything from an 8 inch mill file to a cambric needle.

Made by the Miller's Falls Manufacturing
Co., 78 Beckman St., New York.

No. 26.—Bracket Saw.-Although this

is a little thing, size of frame being about 6x12 inches,

it is sufficient for the manufacture of very many ornamen-

tal and useful articles, as Book Rests, Brackets, Boxes,

etc., which the ingenuity of any person, young or old,

may devise. The frame is rosewood highly polished, and

the saws of tempered steel, four of which, with Designs

and Directions, are sent with the frame. Made by the

Miller's Falls Manufacturing Co., 78 Beck-

man St., New York.

No. 27.—" People's Pump."—What
every country family needs. An iu-door Force Tump for

\)i inch Suction Pipe; capacity 15 to 18 gallons per
minute. These pumps are tested to 150 poands pressure,
and will throw water from a hose pipe 50 feet high, and
80 feet horizontally. Being operated by a side shaft
entering through the air chamber, there is no piston rod to

wear out brasa stuffing box as in other pumps. They
are among the most powerful, simple, and durable
pumps to be had. The ease with which any part can be
renewed in case of accident, or access had to the interior

for repairs, commends them for greenhouses, farmers,
and stockmen, as well as for city use. Awarded Medal
of. American Institute, as the Best Force Pump of all

exhibited, Nov. loth, 1873. None genuine without
''People's Pump, Patented Aug. 31st, 1869," cast on the

lid. Send for circular to \V. S Blunt, Manufac-
turer, 77 Beekman St., New York, and secure a free
one for your own use, (or for sale at $13,) by simply
sending us IE) subscribers.

No. 28.—Non-Freezing Out-door
Force Pump.—This is another style of the popular
" People's Pumps," and by the same manufacturer. The
description of Premium No. 27, is also applicable to this,

and while that is designed for in-door, this is for out-

door service. For seven additional subscribers at $1.50
each, we will send, with either of the above pumps, 4
feet of hose, couplings, and brass Jwse-pipe, price $3.

No. 29. — £xcelsior Poelcet and
^Dissecting Microscope.—This is a beautiful little

instrument, the application of which to the examination
of numberless objects, makes it most interesting to child

or man, whether in the country or city, on the farm, in

the workshop or warehouse. The microscope here offer-

ed is supplied with Tliree Lenses, and is packed in a neat

case for the pocket. The microscope was patented by
J. J. Bausch of Rochester, N. Y. It is manufactured by
the Vulcanite Optical Instrument Co., and
is for sale by dealers in optical instruments generally.

One of these, which reveals many interesting things un-

seen by the unaided eye, ought to be in evei-y family, and
here is a chance to obtain onefree, by simply sending us
seven subscribers, every one ofwhom will get his money's
worth in the paper, aud, should you choose to be accom-
modating, may also enjoy the loan of your microscope.

No. 30.—Poelcet Soap Bubble Toy.
—Two of these Toys, which greatly please all the boys

and girls, will be given for this Premium, and almost any
child can readily get 3 subscribers at $1.50 each, and thus

secure one of these for himself and another to give away.

It may be carried in the pocket, and cau be used for

blowing bubbles in-doors or out. Directions accompany
each one. Manufactured by S. B. Bliss, 34 Barclay

St., New York.

~?io. 31.—Turn-table Apple Parer,
Improved.—No. 32.—Climax Apple
Corer and Slieer.—No. 33.—Family
Cherry Stoner.—All the above little ma-
chines, which are most useful in every household where
apples and cherries are to be cared for, are manufac-

tured by D. H. Goodell, Antrim, N. H., and 99

Chambers St., New York. We have never seen the

work, for which these machines were contrived, more
rapidly or better done than they will do it. The Apples
are pared, corea, and sliced with the greatest facility, and
the Cherries are readily relieved of their stones, leaving

the fruit iu good Bhape. Only three subscribers each are

required to get one or more of these.

Nos. 3J, 35, 36.—American Table
Cutlery.—We are glad to be able to offer really

good articles of American manufacture, such as are

competing successfully with the best foreign make.
Messrs. Patterson Bros., 27 Park Row, who
supply us with these articles, are also importers of

English goods. They recommend these Knives, manu-
factured by the Meriden Cutlery Co., as equal to

any Cutlery in the market, and their recommendation is

a guarantee wherever they are known. We offer two
kinds of Knives, and three sizes o\ each kind. No. 34

have Rubber Handles, which are actually boiling-water

proof, so that, if they were accidentally to remain in it

for several minutes, or even hours, they would not be in-

jured. The Blades arc ot the best steel, and warranted.

Dessert size, with Forks, sold at $15.25. . . .For 27 subscrib-

ers at $1.50, or 90 at $1. we will give either the medium
size or the table size, sold at $16.75. No. 35 have

Ivory Handles, are selected with great care, have Steel

Blades, and arc beautiful goods. Dessert size, with Forks,

sold at $19.00....For 33 subscribers, at $1.50, or 110 at

$l,wc will Bend the medium size, sold at $22.00... .For

35 at $1.50, or 116 at $1, wc will send the Table size,

sold at $23.00. The Forks, which accompany these

Premiums, Nos. 3-1 and 35, are made of genuine Albata,

and warranted double-plated with coin-silver. These

Forks are furnisnodto us by Messrs. Patterson Bros—
The Carving-Knife and Fork are made by The ffl«r-

iden Cutlery Co., with the best Ivory, balanced

Handles.
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UTo. 37. - French Coolies Knife,
Fork, aud Steel.—This is a long (10 in.) thin Knife,

with Pat. Rubber Handle, made of the best steel, and for

use rather than ornament ; aud it is really pleasing to see

how easily it slips through a joint of beef. The fork and

steel are made to match. It would save many wry faces,

and perhaps hard words, were it in general use. Made

by the lVIeriden Cutlery Co.

Nos. 38, SO, 40, 41.—Pocket Knives.
—Uere's for the Boys and Girls !—These Premiums
are among the most pleasing and useful that we have ever

offered. Every boy, and girl too, wauts a pocket knife.

We give them au opportunity to obtain a most valuable

one for merely a little effort. These knives arc fur-

nished by the Jtteridcn Cutlery Co., 49 Cham-

bers Street, New York, whose work is equal to any

done in this country or Europe. No. 38 is a neat, sub-

stantial Knife, with three blades and buck-horu handle.

No. 39 is a still finer article, with four blades and pearl

handle. No. 40 is au elegant Knife, with five blades

and shell handle. No. 41 is a Lady's Pocket Knife,

a beautiful article, with four blades and shell handle.

IVo. 42.—Mnltnm in Purvo I*ocl£et
Knife.—2^~ Boys, Read tnis.„^| This is a

most attractive as well as useful Premium, from the

Meriden Cutlery Co., 49 Chambers Street, New
York. It comprises, in one knife-handle, a large anda
small blade, a screw-driver, a saw, a strong hook, a nut-

cracker, a brad-awl, a gimlet, a corkscrew, a pointer, a

slim punch, tweezers, and, in addition to this, it can be

used for various other purposes which will at once sug-

gest themselves to any smart boy or man. It is a pocket-

ful of tools weighing but two ouuees. The knives will

be sent anywhere in our country, post-paid.

IVo. 43.—Very Choice Garden Seeds
and Flower Bulbs.—We have taken special pains

to have prepared by Messrs. B. K. Bliss &
Sous, 34 Barclay Street,, New York, (whose seed

establishment is well known as one of the best in

the country,) a list of Seeds and Bulbs of the ve?y

choicest kinds, and the most useful varieties. Though
some are rare (and costly), all have been tested

and found excellent. Here is an opportunity to

obtain a valuable assortment of seeds, as this

premium allows you to select from the list helow any
that maybe desired, to the amount of two dollars.
If more seeds are wanted, it is only needful to secure

two or more of the premiums,and select seeds accordingly.

All delivered free : 1 pint New Dwarf Was Beans, 50c.

;

1 pkt. Beet, New Egyptian Blood Turnip. 15c; !£ ounce of

Perpetual Spinach, 25c; 2 oz. of Lane's Improved Im-
perial Sugar, 25c; 1 pkt. Early Wyrnau Cabbage, 25c;

y% oz. of Marblehead Mammoth, 50c; y2 oz. of Improv-

ed American Savoy, 25c; J^oz. of Improved Brunswick,

25c. ;
l/3 oz. of Premium Flat Dutch, 20c ; y2 oz. of

Improved Red Dutch, for pickling, 25c.; J£ lb. Carrot,

Bliss's Improved Long Orange, 50c; 1 pkt. Cauliflower,

either the Early White Erfurt, or the Early Paris, 25c;

yt oz. Celery, Boston Market, 25c; 1 oz. Cucumber, finest

for pickling, 25c; lpkt. New Black Pekiu Egg-Plant, 25c;

1 pkt. Kale, New Garnishing, 25c; y% oz. Lettuce, Early

Simpson, 25c; 1 pkt. Muskmelon, either the Hackensack,

or Sill's Hybrid, 15c; 1 pkt. Onion, either the New Queen,
or New Giant Rocca, 15c; 1 pint Peas, Laxton's Alpha,

25c; 1 pint Peas, McLean's Little Gem 30c; 2 oz. True
Boston Marrow Squash, 50c; 2oz. of Turban do., 50c; 2

oz. of Genuine Hubbard do., 50c; ^oz. of Marblehead do.,

25c; 2 oz. Tobacco, Conn. Seed Leaf, 50c; 1 oz. Arlington

Tomato, 50c; 1 pkt. Grapeshot do., 15c; 1 Lilium aura-

tura, or New Gold-banded Lily, from Japan, 50c; 1 Lili-

um lancifolium rubrum, Japan Lily, red, 40c; 1 Lilium
lancifolium album. Japau Lily, white, 40c; 1 doz. Gladi-

oluses, fine mixed varieties, $1.50 ; 1 doz. Mexican Tiger
Flowers, $1.25; 1 doz. Tuberoses, Double Italian, best,

$1.50; 1 doz. Hyacinths, double aud single, in three

colors, red, blue, and white (for fall planting), $1.50; 4
doz. Tulips, double and single, early and late (for fall

planting),$2.00 ; 100 Crocuses, fine varieties (for fall),$l .00.

IVo. 44.—Automatic Family Knit-
ting Machine.—Here is a Premium which many
families will be glad to obtain. These Knitting Machines
are very easily managed, not liable to get out of order

;

they can be attached to an ordinary table and worked by
a child. They are adapted to the production of a great
variety of work, both of plain homespun for wearing ap-
parel and elaborate crochet stitching of the most varied
character, limited only by the skill and taste of the opera-
tor. Indeed, the iHgenuity and taste of ladies may be
constantly stimulated by inventing and successfully pro-
ducing new forms and styles, making it a source of
pleasure as well as of profit. The following articles may
readily be knit on these machines, in any design, form,
color, or stitch

: Socks, Stockings, Mittens, Leggings,
Wristlets, Gloves, Scarfs, Sashes, Capes, Drawers, Under-
skirls. Skirts, Tidies, Trimmings, Ttiffings, Toilet Mats,
etc., etc. The machine offered is the No. 1 style, price
$35. For 62 subscribers at $1.50 each, or 1I>2 at $1 each,
we will give one of the No. 3 style, price $15. Manu-
factured by the New York Knitting Machine

Co., 6S9 Broadway, New York, who will supply de-

scriptive circulars upon application to them.

IVo. 45.—Secor Sewing; Machine.—
"A good Sewing Machine lightens the labor and pro-

motes the health and happiness of those at home." We
offer one of the best of the leading machines, and it is one

which has been thoroughly tested and gives entire satis-

faction. While all of the high-cost machines are valu-

able, each has some excellence peculiar to itself. The
Secor machine is claimed to be as absolutely near per-

fect as human genius has yet devised, and to comprise

the fewest number of pieces of any lock-stitch machine.

Its tension is very simple, and no change is required in

passing over scams. It will sew from tissue paper to

leather. The tension-plates are close to the needle, and if

the thread is cut from the spool, will work until the

thread is exhausted. The needle is self-setting, short and

straight, and as it can only be put in one way, can not be

set wrong. All the works being above the table, they

are easily oiled and cleaned.—These machines have

constantly increasing sales, showing the public esti-

mate of their value. One of them will prove a great

treasure iu any household—worth more than $500. The

$500, at 7 per cent interest, would yield (less taxes) about

$32. Most families require at least four mouths of steady

hand-sewing a year, costing, if all hired, not less than

$24 a month, board included, or $9G a year. With a

Sewing Machine, a woman can sew more in one month
than in four months by hand. Here is a clear saving of

$72. But far above this—the everlasting " Stitch, stitch,

Btitch,
1 ' the bending over the work, and the loss of sleep,

have brought tens of thousands to early graves. Wo say

to every man, Get your wife a Sewing Machine, even if

you have to sell a favorite horse or an acre or two of

land—get the Sewing Machine any way. If you can get

one through our premium-list—well ; butgetthe machine.

—No charge for boxing the machines. They go safely as

freight. Send for circulars, giving full instructions, to

Secor Sewing Machine Co., 900 Broadway, N. Y.

No. 46.—35eclcwHh I*ovtal>le Fam-
ily Sewing Machine.—This Machine is well and

strongly made, is simple, its use being quickly learned,

is applicable to almost all kinds of family sewing, and

has already been tested so thoroughly that hundreds of

testimonials, from all quarters, have been given by those

who arc delighted with its work. The new Portable Ma-
chine, price $20, which we now offer, comprises all the ex-

cclkncies of the lower priced machine first sold by the

Beckwith Co., with many valuable improvements. Its

size and power are increased, and its capacity thus very

much enlarged, without impairing its portability. There
have been added cam and eccentric naovomGilt, a balance-

wheel,and also an oscillating needle-clamp, by which the

length of stitch can with the greatest ease be changed to

the finest shade of variation without touching the needle.

Each machine is put in a neat, compact box, with hem-

mer and guide, oil-can with oil, thread, different-sized

needles, etc., with full printed directions for using. We
will sell these machines (packed in a neat, portable case,

with handle to carry it easily) to any one who may wish
to buy, for $20 each, delivering to any express office in

this city, or give them as in Premium List.

IVo. 47.—Doty's Improved Clothes
Washer, with the Metropolitan Balance Weight. Over
seventy-five thousand families in the United States are

using the Doty Washing Machine, and we believe the

improved machine has no superior. The "help" use it

and like it. Send for descriptive circulars to R. C.
Browning, 32 Cortlandt St., New York, or to Me-
tropolitan Washing Machine Co., Middle-

field, Ct. It goes cheaply by freight or Express.

IVo. 48.—Universal Clothes Wring-
er.—A very useful, time-saving, strength-saving, clothes-

saving implement, that should be in every family. The
wringing of clothes by hand is hard upon the hands,

arms, and chest, and the twisting stretches and breaks

the fibers with lever power. With the Wringing Ma-
chine, the garments are passed rapidly between elastic

rollers, which press the water out better than hand wring-

ing, and as fast as one can pick up the articles.

We have given thousands of these premiums, with almost

universal satisfaction. They are made by the Metro-
politan Washing Machine Co., Middlclield, Ct.

R. C. Browning, 32 Cortlandt St., New York.

IVo. 4». --Melodeons.— These are ex-

cellent and desirable instruments, for the Some Circle,

for small Churches, for Sunday-schools, for Day Schools,

Academies, etc. Instrumental and Vocal Music in a school

has a beneficial influence upon the pupils. We have seen

the whole tone and character of a school improved by in-

troducing a Melodcon.—Set the pupils to work and they

will raise a club of subscribers for this premium. We
oner the Melodeons made by Mcs^iv. Geo. A. Prince
& Co., Buffalo, N. Y., for we know them to be good.

Several clergymen have obtained this premium for

themselves, their Churches, or Sunday-school rooms.

The clubs of subscribers were quickly raised among the

members of their parishes. Many others can get a

Melodcon for their home use. Send a postage-stamp to
the makers aud get their illustrated descriptive circular.

These Melodeons will be shipped direct from the manu-
factory at Buffalo. They can go Bafely as freight or by
express. If an Organ should be wanted instead of a
Melodcon, we can supply it for an increased number of

subscribers in proportion to the value.

IVo. 5©.—Steinway Piano.—Seven Oc-
tave Rosewood Case, Solid Rosewood Desk, Large
Front, Round Corners ; Overstrung Base, Full Iron

Frame, Patent Agraffe Treble, Carved Legs, and
Carved Lyre.—This is one of the most elegaut Pre-

miums ever offered ; regular and only price $650. That
this magnificent instrument comes from the celebrated

establishment of Messrs. Steinway & Sons, Nos.
109 & 111 East 14th St., N.Y., is enough to say; but it

i3 due to these enterprising manufacturers to state that

while their pianos have repeatedly received the First
Premiums, by the award of the most competent judges
the world can produce, at the Universal Exposition, in

Paris they received the First Grand Gold Medal.
The following ollicial certificate was signed by the Presi-

dent and the five members of the International Jury

:

"Paris, July 20th, 1867. I certify that the First Gold
Medal for American Pianos has been unanimously award-
ed to Messrs. Steinway by the Jury of the International

Exhibition. First on the List in Class X." The Jury on
Musical Instruments at the World's Fair, 1873, (where
Steinway & Sous did not exhibit their pianos), passed the

following unanimous resolution :
" It is much to be de-

plored that the celebrated inaugurators of the new system
in Piano-making, Messrs. Steinway & Sons, of New York,
to whom the entire art of Piano-making is so greatly in-

debted, have not exhibited." The world renowned Ar-
tists and Composers, Dr. Franz Liszt and Anton Rubin-
stein, use the Steinway pianos exclusively, and pro-

nounce them the standard pianos of the world. Many
of the best judges in America say the same. We also

speak from personal knowledge, as two of our officers

have for years each had one at home. This splendid pre-

mium may be secured by many persons. Many Ladies

have secured this premium, and some have obtained two
or more, and sold the extra ones, thus securing large

salaries. Classes of young ladies at school can unite in

canvassing, aud obtain a present for a Teacher, or a Piano
for their school-room. We shall be glad to give this premi-

um to a large number. Send to Messrs. Steinway &
Sons, N. Y. City, for a. free circular describing it.

IVo. 51.—A Good Watch.—The Watches
made by the American "Watch Co., Waltham,
Mass., have peculiarities of excellence which place
them aoovc all foreign rivalry. The substitution of
machinery for hand labor has been followed not only
by greater simplicity, but by a precision in detail,

and accuracy and uniformity in their time- keeping
qualities, which by the old method of manufacture are
unattainable. A smoothness and certainty of movement
are secured which proceed from the perfect adaptation of

every piece to its place. The extent of the Waltham
establishment, the combination of skilled labor with ma-
chinery perfect and ample, enable them to ofter watches
at the lowest rates. Their annual manufacture i-s said

to be double that of all other makers in this country
combined, and much larger than the entire manu-
facture of England. The mechanical improvements
and valuable inventions of the last fifteen years,

whether home or foreign in their origin, have been
brought to their aid, and the presence of nearly 800,000
Waltham Watches in the pockets of the people is the
best proof of the public approval. We offer a Silver watch,
jeweled, with chronometer balance, warranted by this

Company as made of the best materials in the best manner,
and in pure coin-silver "hunting' 1

case; weight 3 oz.

This watch we offer as one of our Premiums, with the full-

est confidence. Upon the movement of each of these

watches will be engraved, '* American Agricultitrist.
Made by the American Watch Co., Waltham, Mass."

No. 52.—Breech-loading- I»ocUet
Rifle.—This remarkable little fire-arm weighs only
eleven ounces, yet shoots with great accuracy and
power from 30 to 100 yards, or more, and can be loaded
and fired five times a minute. It can be carried in a side

pocket, and is accompanied by an extension breecb,
so that it may be used cither as a pistol or rifle. It is

put up iu a neat mahogany case, with 250 rounds of am-
munition. The manufacturers are Messrs. J. Stevens
& Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass., and the rifles arc
sold at retail by Mr. Edwin S. Harris, No. 177 Broad-
way. {3^= Without the mahogany case, we will give
the weapon, all complete, with 100 cartridges, packed
in a pasteboard box, on receipt of 18 subscribers, at

$1.50 each.

IVo. 5$.-llou1>le-llarrel Gun ; or
Fowling Piece.—These guns are the genuine London
" Twist " barrel, Patent Breech, Bar Lock, ebony ram-
rod, and in all respects desirable. Their caliber and
length of barrel vary, and may be ordered to suit the
kind of shooting to be done. They are furnished for this

Premium by Mr. Edwin S. Harris, 177 Broad-
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way, weU known as one of the most reliable and best

dealers in bis line of business, and he highly recommends
this particular gnn, and guarantees it in every respect.

It is from one of the oldest and most favorably known
English manufacturers. The price is not put on in fancy

carving and plating for show, but in the gun itself. This

Premium includes the Gun, Powder-Flask, Shot-Pouch,

and Wad-Cutter.

_lfo. 5J.—Clias. Pratt & Co's Astral
Oil supplies a great Public Want for a Safe, Reliable

Illuminating Oil. It is manufactured by them and packed

only in the Guarantee Patent Cans, expressly for Family
Use. It has more body, and an equal quantity will burn

longer and givemoro light than other oils. The constant

recurrence of explosions, fires, devastation, and death

resulting from the use of wbaUis called Kerosene Oil—but
really a mixture of Benzine, Naphtha, and other highly

inflammable substances, the use or sale of which is an in-

fringement of United States Law—has induced us to place

this article on our premium-list ag a humanitarian ay well

as a useful act. The Board of Health of the city of New
York have examined scores of samples of Oil obtained

from as many different dealers in this city, and nearly an
have been found far below the Government standard and
entirely unfit for nse. This " Astral Oil" is from the

House of CUas. Pratt & Co., 108 Fulton St., N. S\,

merchants of high reputation, who will keep up the

article to its present standard. It has been tested, and
fully indorsed by the highest scientific authorities in the

land. The Guarantee Cans are made of tin. and sealed so

that none of the oil can be removed without breaking the

seal, thus securing safety in transportation, The can is

inclosed in a strong wooden case, and may be returned

for refilling cheaply. For 17 subscribers at $1.50, we will

send a case containing 1 % one-gallon Guarantee Cans of

Oil, which may be distributed among a club.

!\o. 55.—Calioon's Broadcast Seed-
Sower.—The Hand Seed-Sower is the one offered as

onr Premium. It sows from four to eight acres per hour,

at a common walking gait, throwing wheat and rye from
30 to 36 feet wide ; barley, 30 feet ; hemp, 28 feet; oats, 23

feet; clover, Millet and Hungarian seed, 22 feet; and
Timothy, 18 feet. Manufactured by ». H. Goodell,
Antrim, N. H.

>'©. 56.—Cornstocl*:*!* HorlicwltMral
Implement* Combined or Separate.—These
hand implements comprise, in simple combinations,

a Wheel Seed Sower, Wheel Cultivator and Onion Weeder,

Wheel Pake, Whcet Scuffle Hoe, Wheel Shovel Plow, Wheel

Strawberry Runner Cutter, Wheel Mole Plow, and Wheel

Verge or Turf Cutter.—The changes for each kind of

work can be made in a few minutes, and every imple-

ment of the combined machine works as well as if made
specially for the purpose. The same frame, wheel, and

handles answer for all the combinations. The price of

the Hand Cultivator and Weeder is $9.25 (see our Pre-

mium in the Table) ; with Seed-Sower combined $15.35,

wnich we will give for 23 subscribers at $1.50 or 7S at $1.

The following are extra attachments for the Cultivator

and Weeder, which may be secured by sending us, in ad-

dition to the above, the same number of subscriptions

required for any other Premium of same cost : Straw-

berry CHtter, $3.00; pair of Half-share Teeth. $1 00; set

of Shovel Plows, $2.00; Mole Plow, $1.00; a Verge-

Cutter for cutting and cleaning the turf edges of walks
and borders, an exceedingly valuable invention. $1.50;

Scuffle Hoo, for scraping walks and alleys, $1.50. They
have given so much satisfaction the five years we have
furnished them as Premiums that we continue them on
our Premium List. Manufactured by ComstocK
Brothers, East Hartford, CL, who furnish descriptive

circulars to all applicants.

^'o. 57*—Family Scales.—These scales,

combining the advantages of counter and platform scales,

are peculiarly adapted to household purposes. They
weigh from % ounce to 240 lbs. They have a scoop, or

pan, for weighing flour, sugar, or other house stores, and
a platform for heavier articles, and are just such an appa-

ratus as is needed for in-door or out-door use, occupying
less than 2 feet square. These scales are manufactured
by the well-known Fairbanks& Co,

9
No. 311 Broad-

way, New York, whose weighing apparatus has long
ranked as the standard in all parts of the country.

Send to tnern for circulars, if desired.

No. 5S.-TUe Great IMctionary.—
WoncESTKR's Lakge Pictorial Unabridged Edition,
containing 1854 three-column pages, with a mul-

titude of iAustrativt engravings. (The work is a large

quarto volume.) Most of the thoroughly educated men
of the country consider this as by far the best Dic-

tionary in the English Language. It gives the spelling and
pronunciation orevcry word in the language with full ex-

planations, and as a source of general information stands

next to a Cyclopaedia. The Dictionary can be called for

atourofficc.or be sent by express or otherwise to any
part of the country. It should be in every family. It is

published by Brewer & Tileslon, Boston.

UTos. 5© to 67.—Volumes of tlie
American Agriculturist (Unbound). — These
amount to a large and valuable Library on all matters

pertaining to the Farm, Garden, and Household, and
contain more varied information on these subjects than
can be obtained in books costing three times as much.
The price of the volumes is $1.50 each, at the Office, or

$1.75 if sent by mail, as they must be post-paid. They
are profusely Illustrated, the engravings used in them
having aloue cost at least $100,000. Those obtaining
premiums for less than eighteen volumes can select any
volumes desired, from XVI to XXXIII inclusive. For
ordinary use, the sets of numbers unbound will answer.

Nos. OS to 77.—Bound Volumes of
the Agriculturist.—These are the same as Nos. 59

to 67 above, but are neatly bound in uniform style, and
cost us more for binding and postage. Sent post-paid.

Nos. 78 to 89.-Oood Libraries.—
In these premiums., we offer a choice of Books for the

Farm, Garden, and Household. The person
entitled to any one of the premiums 78 to 89 may select

any books desired from the list of our books published
monthly in the American Agriculturist, to the amount of

the premiums, and the books will be forwarded, paid by
Post or Express. ^P"Let the farmers of a neighborhood
unite their efforts, and through these premiums get an
agricultural library for general use. f^^See Table List

of Books in advertising columns, or send for Catalogue.

I¥o. 90.—General Book Premium.
—Any one sending 25 or more names, may select books
from our list to the amount of 10 cents for each subscrib-

er sent at $1 ; or 30 cents for each name sent at $1 .20 ; or

GO cents for each name at $1.50. This offer is only for
clubs of 25 or more. The books will be sent by mail or ex-

press, prepaid through, by tts. See List as in No. 89.

Now
IS THE TIME TO MAKE AND TO

Save Money.
BEAD HERE

How To Do It.
The Publishers of this Journal have received

verbal and written testimonials from thou-

sands of subscribers, in substance as follows

:

" I have taken the American Agriculturist for

many years. It has paid for itself a hundred times

in the information it has given me."
" Tour paper, with its beautiful pictures and

valuable articles, is always a welcome visitor to our

household."
" My son says that what he has learned about

farming from the Agriculturist, will make him a

better farmer than his father. I wish I could have

seen it when I first began farming."
" Our young folks are always in a hurry to get

at the ' Boys' and Girls' Columns.' Who is ' The
Doctor?'"

" My wife says no farmer's wife ought to be

without the American Agriculturist. She values

highly the Household Department."
" The Agriculturist was taken by my good father

for twelve years, and I shall never fail to have it,

so long as I can raise $1.50 a year for such a paper."
" I made more than five hundred dollars from

practicing upon the hints in one single article in

the American Agriculturist."

"How can you possibly afford so valuable a

paper at so small a price ?
"

Now, "WHAT is the

American
Agriculturist?
It is a beautifully illustrated Journal, estab-

lished in 1843, for the Farm, Garden,
and Household, including a special in-

teresting and instructive Department for

Cbildren and Youth.

It is a large periodical of 44 pages, well

printed, and filled with phiin, practical, reliable

original matter, including hundreds of beautiful

Engravings in every annual volume.

It contains each month a Calendar of Opera-

tions to be performed on the Farm, in the

Orchard, Garden, and Dwelling, et«.

It comprises thousands of hints and sugges-

tions, in every volume, prepared by practical,

intelligent, working men, who know what
they write about.

It has a Household Department,
valuable to every Housekeeper, affording very

many useful hints and directions calculated to

lighten and facilitate in-door work.

It has a Department for Children
and Youth, prepared with special care, to

furnish not only amusement, but also to incul-

cate knowledge and sound moral principles.

When the large expense involved in provid-

ing its interesting and varied reading matter,

and its great number of superb illustrations, is

considered, it is the

Cheapest Paper in the

World.
Its subscription price is only $1.50 a

year ; four copies for $5 ; ten copies for $12

;

twenty, or tnore, $1 each ; to which ten cents

must be added and sent with each subscription,

whether singly or in clubs, to pre-pay postage

for the year 1875, which must be done here, by

the Publishers.

BETTER YET.
To every Subscriber for 1875, (re-

ceived in October,) that is. for the whole of Vol.

34, the Publishers will present an exquisite Chro-

mo, as detailed beloio, and in addition to this,

each subscriber, whose subscription is received

during October, will get the remaining two
numbers of the current year, i. e. , November
and December, -without extra charge.

As long as any of both Chromos are in stock,

a choice will be given to new subscribers of

either one of the two beautiful pictures

" Up for Repairs,"
" Mischief Brewing,"

but the choice must be named at the time of

subscribing.

The chromo selected will be delivered at 345

Broadway free of charge. If to go by mail, 10

cents extra must be sent to cover cost of pack-

ing and postage. For 25 cents it will
be Mounted, Yarnishcd, Packed,
and sent Post-paid.

IV. B.—The Chromo will be delivered :

At the office, Unmounted, Free.

" " " mounted, 15 cents extra.

Sent by Mail, Unmounted, 10 cents extra.

" " " mounted, 25 cents extra.

NOW SAVE MONEY.
Read the Premium List on the previous

pages, get your friends to join you, and

W SUBSCRIBE TO-DAY.
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Kfffii*W9Mwate»"

PRAIRIE, TEN MILES EAST FROM LINCOLN, NEB.

IF YOU WANT A FARM OR HOME,
rou should Bur of the

BURLINGTOM AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD CO.
IN IOWA OR NEBRASKA,

BECAUSE—Their prices are low, ranging for the best land from Three to Ten Dollars per acre.

BECAUSE—No payments are required of the purchaser for four years, except interest at six per cent.

BECAUSE—After the fourth year only one seventh of the principal is payable annually till the whole Is paid.

BECAUSR-Tou me not reauised to go into a wilderness, these being well-settled States, the population of which is rapidly increasing.

BECAUSE—The mildness of the climate and fertility of the soil is such that the settler can pay for his farm from the products raised upon it long before the time when the principal

becomes due.

BECAUSE—Failure of crops from drouth is unknown.
BECAUSE—Large allowances arc made upon fare and freight, thus giving low rates on both to purchasers of this Company's lanus.

AND YOU SHOULD BUY THIS YEAK.
BECAUSE—Purchasers of our lands in Nebraska during 1874 who cultivate one-half their land within two years from their purchase are allowed a reduction of twenty per cent on Its

price. LARGE DISCOUNTS also, FOB CASH, within One, Two, or Five Years.

t0~ Send for Circulars, with full information on all points, to CEO. S . HARRIS. Land Commissioner,
At Lincoln, Nebraska, for laud in Nebraska. At Burlington, Iowa, for land in Iowa.

Or to W. D. COWLES, General Agent, 317 Broadway, New York. JAS- R. WOOD, General Agent, 59 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

Established 1S58

THADE MAItK PATENTED.

The best ami cheapest Paint in the
world for Sroii, Tin or Wood. For sale by
the Trade everywhere. PRINCE'S METALLIC
PAINT CO., Manufacturers, 9G Cedar St., New York.
CAUTION.—Purchasers and consumers are cau-

tioned agaiust imitations of our Metallic Paint.
All genuine PRINCE'S METALLIC PAINT will
bear our nam© and trade mark on each aud every
package. Send for a circular.

llalladay's Improved

"Wind-MtU.
PERFECTLY Self-Regulating. The

Beet, Cheapest, most Durable and
Popular Mill made. Manufactured
under the Immediate supervision of
Inventor 18 years. Two million dol-
lars' worth now In use. Send for Cata-
ogue.

U. S, WIND ErTGDfE & PUMP CO.,
Batavia, III.

PHILADELPHIA, June 11, 1871.
N. Goilbert, Gwynedd, Pa.—Enclosed is sample of wool

or a yearling ewe, bred from the cwcCotswold that I order-
ed from you for Mr. Keller, nt Akron, Pa.; the wool of the
yearline weighed lfiii lbs., and speaks very well for your
stock. He intends having it advertised in the Lancaster
newspapers. He sold all his other sheep.

Yours, etc., A. R. FUASEli, No. 415 S. Second St.
Always on Imml and lor sale, Cotswold Sheep, Souihdowns,

Blooded Live Stork, Horses, Cows, Culves, Swine, Geese,
Daebs, Turkeys, Fancv Fowls, Peacocks. Doirs, Maltese
Cats, Rabbits, Guinea Pigs, White Mice. Deer, Swan, Pigeons,
etc. A noble pair of thoroughbred MustMX and an elegant
i?.ngliBb Greyhound Dos. Wanted— Deer. Swan, and Wild
Geese. N, GUILBERT, Evergreen Farm, Gwynedd, Pa,

GOODRiGH'SSHEMMERS
Consisting of Pour Widths and a Dress Binder. Sent by Mail on Bcceipt of Price.

ForSale by all Sewing Machine Agents. 1 EI O OflfinDlPU J205 StatB stKet - CHICAGO. ILL.
ms-Price, Only One Dollar.-^a] IS, lli UUUUmUn, 1 103 N. 10th St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Inventor of 1*Jio Groodrich Tiacli HScix-lioir-MP—BHBWH
P-E-T-R-O-L-E-IT-M.

CRUDE AND REFINED.
CRUDE PETROI.F.CM is unexcelled as a wash

to nreBerve Fences, Shingle BOO0J, Aancnliuml Implements,
and wood of any kind, from decay, and Metal from rusting.

REFINED PETROLEUM for light Is safe, pure,
of standard legal test, and cheap.
Save two or three commissions bv ordering one barrel or

fifty direct from the Oil Regions of Pennsylvania.
Address a reader of the Agriculturist,

Glfo. M. LYONS, Titusville, Pa.

MAYNARD'S BUEECH-LOADING
Combination Rifles and

Shot.Gnns,
CEKTRAL FIRE

Reloading-Cnpped Cartridges, Send for
Price-list with Target Illustrations.

Mass. Arms Co., Chicopce Falls.

ADVERTISERS should send to Gso. P. Rowet.t, & Co.,
11 Park Row. N. Y„ for their Btghtlf-pagt Pamphlet,

containing lists or 3.000 newspapers and estimates, showing
the cost of advertising. Mailed free to all applicants.

Improved. Foot Lathes.
Small Engine Lathes, Small Gear Cut-
ter?, Hand Planers for Metal. Bull Turn-
ing Machines, Slide Rests, Foot Scroll
Saws. The very hest. Selling every-
where. Catalogues free.

N. H. BALDWIN, LftCOnift, N. IT.

Ju^tthe articles for Artisans or Amateurs

Lovejo/s New Style

GLASS CUTTER
And Putty Knife
Cats glass better than a dia-
mond. Everybody should
have one. Any child can use
it. Rent to yotli" address oil

receipt of 50c. and stamp by

ALVAItf L. L0VEJ0Y,

229 Washington St,,

Boston, - - - Mass.
Liberal Discount to Wholesale and Retail Dealers.

$290 Piano. Circulars free, U. S. Piano Co. 810 B'dway, N.Y.
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THE MITCHELL W^OO^ST.
THE

Best Proportioned,

Best Ironed,
A$D

Lightest Euruiing

Wagon in the Market.

The original, well known

KAOIFE WAGON.

In use and for sale in

nearly every

STATE & TERRITORY
m the raioN.

All work fully wan-anted.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

Mitchell, Lewis
& Co.,

RACINE, AVIS.

THE FARMER'S
Favorite Cider Mill.
Bny no Cider Mill until you have examined the Farm-

er's favorite.
It Is the best built, cheapest, and moat durable Will in

market.
It will produce 25 pel* cent inore juice from the

Bame amount of cheese, than any other mill manufactured.
Semi for Descriptive Circular.
HIGGANUM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Higgaimm, Conn.

CIDER MILLS.

Address MARCUS P.

The most perfect

Cider Apple Grinder

in use, in grinding fast

and fine, and Riving

the best satisfaction.

Price, $40.

I have also the easi-

est, handiest, quickest

working, and most

powerful Press in use.

Send for Descrip-

tive Circulars.

SCHENCK,
Fulton, N. Y.

Tlie Peerless Thresher and Cleaner—Peerlcsi
Thresher and Patent Shaker.

The Peerless Straw Preserving Rye Thresher.

The Peerless Clover Hullcr and Cleaner.
Horse, Tread and Lever Powers—all sizes.

The best material used, and by first-class mechanics.

B. GILL & SON,
Trenton Agricultural Works, Trenton, N. J.

HALL'S PATENT HUSKING (.LOVES.

HALF GLOVES. FULL GLOVES.

VERY GREATLY improved In form of the claws and
the more complete shielding of the parts subject to wear,

(See cuts,) making them wear five times as long, and doing
the work much faster and easier, than can be done with any
other busker. Made of the very best calf leather, (tanned
expressly,) in four sizes ; right and left handed. Samples
sent pre-paid on receipt of price. Half Gloves, $1.25; Full
Gloves, si.50 per pair. We also manufacture extra quality
plain call working Gloves and Mittens. Price, pre-paid.
Mittens, $1.(0; Gloves, $1.75 per pair. Liberal discount on
all our goods in quantities. Ask your merchant, or address

HALL HUSKING GLOVE CO.,
145 Bo. Clinton-st., Chicago, 111.

PREMIUM FAR»f
CRIST MILL.

Is simple, cheap and durable,
and grinds all kinds of grain
rapidly. It Is adapted to all
kinds of horsy powers.
Also Union Hallway Horse

Powers, requiring; a very low
elevation and yet giving more
power than others. Also every
variety of approved Imple-
ments. Sknd for Descriptive
ClBCPLAR.

WM. L. BOTER & BIIO..
Philadelphia, Pa.

CADY'S PATENT
IRON SLEIGH KNEES

Have been tested thoroughly the past five years, and are in
use In almost every Northern State; we have yet to hear of
the first instance wherein they have failed to give entire
satisfaction. We can not express the approval with which
theBe Knees are received by the public, better than to refer
you to the following, which express the sentiments of hun-
dreds of letters in our possession.

" The Sleighs I built with your KneeB are the cheapest and
most durable I ever built. When they are put together,
they are half Ironed. A man with half a head and but few
tools can build his own Sleighs."

H. W. HUBBARD, East Springport, Michigan.
" We have used your Knees in the manufacture of our

sleighs for the past 3 years, and have found them to be a de-
cided success in every particular."

SAUNDERS & BARRETT, Oneida, N. Y.
" Tonr Iron Sleigh Knees are an excellent thing. We have

used them on our rough roads with very heavy loads, and
they have stood the test. They are a Godsend to Farmers
living away from opportunities, and compelled to build their
own sleighs." F. G. FINCKE, BellaBylva, Pa.
" I warrant my Bob-sleighs made with your Knees to carry

any Saw-log, or a load that a Team of Horses can draw."
ALANSON SHERMAN,

Palmyra, N. T., Carriage Manufactory. Established 1828.

See illustration and description in American Agriculturist
for January, 1874, page 16.

WARRANTED AS REPRESENTED.
Send for Descriptive Circular and Price-List.

BRADLEY MANUFACTURING CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

PIpPl
For lull particulars, address

E1IGLE, KELLER «fc CO., Lancaster, Ha,

POMONA NURSERY. — Trees and
Plant?, too Acres .' Small Fruits.—For Illustrated

Catalogue, 39 pases, telling What and How to Plant, with 38
years' experience,, send in cents. Price List Free.

\V.\i. PAISRY, Chilian' : O'l a, .

-
H
Hartford Pump

Water Driven to any Hight and Distance by

Country Houses supplied cheaply
and certainly for Bath Rooms, "Wa-
ter Olosets, Hot and Cold "VVater
Faucets, etc.
Plenty of fresh -water for stoch on

farms.
Address, Hartford Pump Co.,

41 Trumbull Street, HARTFORD, CT.
NEW YORK, Mason C. Weld, 189 & 191

Water Street. (P. O. Box 376.)
BOSTON, Ames Plow Co., Quiney Hall.

I have invented the cheap-
est and hest hay, straw, and
stalk cutters in America.
$'J size cuts X

£Q to 60 bushels
per hour. Set to cut any
length. I have also invent-
ed the cheapest and best
turnip cutter. Do not pay
until you have tried them
on your farm and like
them. Local Agents want-
ed. Splendid chance for
farmers. Circulars free.

"WARREN GALE, Chicopce Falls, Mass.

^gjl^. Patent Concave Ox-Sloes,

miKiiiliiiiw ^w§K The on 'y forgea ox-shoe made
VV^'^E^'' \^U "illi oiicariti/ to IK hoof, ami the

GREENFIELD TOOL CO., Greenfield, Mass.

THE ILLUSTRATED

Book of Poultry,
With Practical Schedules for Judg-

ing, Constructed from Actual

Analysis of the Best Mod-
ern Decisions,

By LEWIS WRIGHT,
Autlior of " The Practical Poultry Keeper," " The

Brahma Fowl" etc.

ILLUSTRATED WITH
Fifty Colored Portraits of Prize Birds,

Painted from Life by J. W, Ludlow.

Chap.
1.—Houses and Accommo-

dation.
2.—The Selection of Stock.
3.—Feeding and General

Treatment of Fowls.
4.—Eggs and Inclination.
5.—Artificial Hatching.
6.—The Management of

Chickens.
7.—Fattening and Killing.
8.—Poultry as National

Food.
9.—The Utility of " Fancy

Points."
10.—Commencing a Strain.
11.—Mating Stock lor Breed-

ing Prize Birds.
12.—Hearing, Care, and Exhi-

bition of Prize Poultrv.
13.—Shows and Judging.
11—Buying, Selling, and

Exporting.
15.—Enemies in the Yard.
10.—Diseases of Poultry.
1?.—Technical Terms.
lB.-Cochlus.

CONTENTS.
Chap.
19.—Brahmas.
20.—Malays.
21.--Ganie.
22.—Dorkings.
23.—Spanish.
24.—Hamburghs.
25.—Polish Fowls.
2'i—French Breeds of Pool-

try.
27.—American Breeds of

Poultry.
28—Unclassed Varieties of

Poultry.
20.—Bantams (Except Game\
30.—Game Bantams.
UK—wild Breeds of Poultrv,

Origin of the Domeetii'
Fowl.

35.—The Guinea Fowl.
S3.—The Turkey.
31.-The Pea Fowl.
S3—Ducks.
Sfi—Gcesc.
37.—Swans.
S3—Possible Additions to

the Poultry Tard.

- - - S I s ooPrice, Postpaid
ORANGE JTJDD COMPANY,

2-15 Bhoadtvay, New York.
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BOOKS for FARMERS and OTHERS.

[Published and for sale by the Orange Judd Company, 245

Broadway, New York. Any of these books will be for-

warded by matt, post-paid, on receipt of price.]

Allen's (L. F.) American Caitle $ 2 50
Allen's (L. F.) Rural Architecture 1 50

Allen's (R. L.) American Farm Book 1 50
Allen's (R. L. and L. F.) New American Farm Book.. 2 50
Allen's (R. L.) Diseases of Domestic Animals....: 1 00

Am. Agricultural Annual, '67 to '71, each, pa.,50c; clo.

Am. Horticultural Annual, *G7 to '71, each, pa., 50c. ; clo.

American Bird Fancier.
American Rose Guitarist..
American Weeds and Useful Plants 1

Atwood's Countrv and Suburban Houses 1

Barry's Fruit Garden. : 2
Bement's Rabbit Fancier
Bommer's Method of Making: Manures
BoussinKftnlt'- Rural Economy 1

Breech-Loader 2

Breck's New Book of Flowers 1

Brill's Farm-Gardenia g and Seed-Growing 1

Bryant's Forest-Tree Culturist 1

Buist'i Flower Garden Directory 1

Buist'e Family Kitchen Gardener 1

Caldwell'G Agricultural Chemical Analysis.
Chor' ton's Grape-Grower's Guide
Cobbett's American Gardener
Cole's (S. W.) American Fruit Book
Cole's Veterinarian
Copleys Plain and Ornamental Alphabets 3
Crack 3uot. (Barber.) 1

Cummlnes* Architectural Details 10
Dadd's (Geo. H.) Modern Horse Doctor 1

Dadd'a American Cattle Doctor 1

Dana's Muck Alan ual 1

Darwin's Variation of Animals and Plants. 2 Volumes. 6
Dead Shot; or Sportsman's Complete Guide 1

De Voe's Market Assistant 2
Downing's Fruits & Fruit Trees. New Ed. Oct., 1122 pp. 5
Dowaing's Landscape Gardening 6
Eastwood on Cranberry
Eggleston's Hoosier School-Master 1
Eggleston's End of the World 1

Eggleston's Mystery of Metropolisville 1
Eggleston's (Geo. Cary) A Man of Honor t 1
Elliott's Western Fruit Grower's Guide 1

Eveleth's School House Architecture 6
Every Woman her own Flower-Gardener, .pa., 50c. clo. 1

Field's (Thomas .,'.) Pear Culture 1

Flax Culture
Frank Forester's American Game in its Season . 3
Frank Forester s Field Sports. 8vo, 2 vols 6
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing. 8 v >, ..00 eng's .... S
Frank Forester's Mauual for Young Sportsmen. 8vo. 3
Frank Forester's Horso of America. 8vo,2 vols 10
French's Farm Drainage 1

Fuller's Forest Tree CuPurist 1
Fuller's Grape Culturist 1
Fuller's : Jniall Fruit Culturist 1
Fuller's .Jtrawb erry Culturist
Fulton's Peach Culture..... 1
Gregory on Squashes paper.

.

Gueiion on Milch Cows
Gun, Rod, and Saddle 1
Harney's Barns. Out-buildings, and Fences 6
Harris Insects Injurious to Vegetation, clo. $1; col. pits 6
Harris on the Pig 1

Henderson's Gardening lor Profit 1
Henderson's Practical Floriculture 1
Herbert's Uinta to Homokoopcro 1

Hoopes' Book of Evergreens 3
Hooper's Dog nnd Gun naper, 30c cloth..
Hop Culture
Hunter and Trapper 1
Hussey's National Cottage Architecture 6
Jacques' Manual of the House 1

Jacques' Manual of the Garden and Farm-Yard 1
John Andross. (Rebecca Harding Davis) 1

Johnson's How Crops Feed 2
Johnson's How Crops Grow 2
Johnson's Peat audits Uses 1
Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry.... 1
Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry 1
Leuchar's How to Build Hot-Houses 1
Lyman's Cotton Culture 1
Miles on the Horse's Foot
Mohr on the Grape-Vine 1
Monck ton's National Carpenter and Joiner 6
Monckjton's National Stair-Builder 6
Mrs. Cornelius's Young Housekeeper's Friend 1
My VVhevard at Lakeview 1
Norton's Scientific Agriculture
Onion Culture
Our Farm of Four Acres paper, 30c...cloth..
Pardee on Strawberry Culture
Parsons on the Rose. By Samuel B. Parsons 1
Pedder's Laud Measurer.
Perclieron Horse • 1
Potato Cnlture. (Prize Essay.) paper..
Pretty Mrs. Gaston. (J. Esten Cooke) 1
Quinby's Mysteries of Bee Keeping 1
Quinn's Money in the Garden 1
Quinn's Pear Culture for Profit 1

Randall's Sheep Husbandry 1
Randall's Fine- Wool Sheep Husbandry 1
Richardson on the Do/r paper, 80c . . .oloth. . .

.

Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden 1

Roe's Play and Profit in my Garden 1
Sannders' Domestic Poultry .. .paper, 40c bound..
Schenck's Gardener's lext-Book
Simpson's Horse Portraiture 3
Skillful Housewife
Slack's Trout Culture 1
Stewart's (John) Stable Book 1

The Dog. By Dinks, Mayhew, and Hutchinson 3
Thomas* Farm Implements and Machinery 1

Thompson's Food of Animals 1

Tim Bunker Papers 1
Tobacco Culture
Turner's Cotton Planter's Manual 1
Wallace's American Trotting Register. Vol. 1 10

Wallace's American Stud Book. Vol.1 10
Warder's American Pomology S
Warder's Hedges and Evergreens 1
Waring's Draining for Profit and Health 1
Waring's Elements of Agriculture 1
Waring's Earth Closets and Earth Sewage
Weidenmanu's Beautifying Country Homes. A superb

quarto volume. 24 lithograph plates, in colors.... 15
"Wheeler's Rural Homes 2
Wheeler's Homes for the People 3
White's Cranberry Culture 1
White's Gardening for the South 2
Window Ganleuing *.

1

Woodward's Cottages and Farm-Houses 1
Woodward's Suburban and Country Houses.. 1
Woodward's Countrv Homes 1
Woodward's Graperies and Horticultural BulldingB. .. 1

Woodward's National Architect 12
Wright's Illustrated Poultry Book 15
Wright's Practical Poultry Keeper. 2
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse 1

Youatt and Mariin on Oat tie. 1

Youatton the Hog $ 1 0)

Youatt on Sheep 1 00

O.J. Co. keep in Stoelc tile following Hooks :

Architecture. By Cummings & Miller $10 00
Architecture; Modern American. By C. & M 10 00

Bicknell's Village Builder 10 00
" Supplement to Village Builder 5 00
" Village Builder and Supplement. 1 Vol 12 00
" Detail, Cottage and Constructive 10 00

Art of Saw Filing. (Holly.) 'o
Bailey's Onr Own Birds of the United States 1 50

Bement's Poulterer's Companion ~2 00

Brldgeman s Young Gardener's Assistant 2 50

Burns's Architectural Drawing Book 100
Burns's Illustrated Drawing Book 1 00

Burns's Ornamental Drawing Book 100
Burr's Vegetables ot America 5 00

Carpenters' and Builders' Guide 1 00
Carpenters and Joiners' Hand-Book. (Holly) 75
Carpenter and Joiner. (R. Riddell.) 10 00
Chemistry of the Farm. (Nichols.) 1 25
Cider-Maker's Manual -. 1 50

Downing's Rural Essays 5 00

Du Breiiil's Vineyard Culture. (Dr. Warder.) 2 00

Farming for Boys 1 50

Fishing in American Waters. (Scott.) 3 50

Flint (Charles L.) on Grasses 2 50
Flint's Milch Cows and Dairy Farming' 2 50

Geyelin's Poultry Breeding 1 25

Grav's How Plants Grow 1 25

Gray's Manual of Botanv and Lessons, in one vol 4 00

Gray's School and Field'Bookof Botany 2 50
Harazthv's Grape Culture and Wine-Making 5 00

Hatfield's American House Carpenter 3 50

Horse Training Made Easy. (Jennings.) 125
Husmann's Grapes and Wine 1 50

Jennings on Cattle 115
Jennings on Sheen Swine, and Poultry 1 _.5

Jennings on the Horse and bis Diseases ... 1 (5

Kemp's Landscape Gardening 2 50

Langstroth en the Honey Bee 2 00

Loth's Stair Builder 10 00

Mavhcw's Illustrated Horse Doctor — 3 00

Mavhcw's Illustrated Horse Management 3 00

Mavhew's Practical Book-Kceping for Farmers 90

Blanks for do do do r.. 120
Mechanic's Companion. (Nicholson.) e 3 00

Morrell's Amprican Shepherd 1 75

My Farm 4' Edgewood 1 35

N orris* Fish Culture 1 75

Packard s A Guide to the Study of Insects 6 00

Painter, Gilder, and Varnish er 15)
Quincv (Hon. Josiah) on Soiling Cattle 1 25

Randall's Prac Lical Shepherd 2 00

Rand'aBulbs 150
Rand's Flowers for Parlor and Garden 3 00

Register of Rural Affairs. Bound. 6 vols., each 1 50

RiddeU's New Elements of Hand Railing 7 00

Roosevelt's Five Acres too Much. 1 50

Rural Studies 1 "j

Scribner's Ready Reckoner and Log-Book 30

SiUoway's Modern Carpentry 2 00

Stonehenge on the Dog 3 .5

Strong's Cultivation ot the Grape 3 00

Tegetmeler's Poultry Book 9 00

Ten Acres Enough 1 2d

The Horse. (Stonehenge.) Am. edition, Svo -2 s0

The Mule. (Riley.) -.. 150
Thomas Fruit Culturist 3 00

Trapper's Guide 1 50

Tucker's Register of Rural Aitairs 30

Vaux's Villas and Cottages 3 00
"Watson's American Uome (lard en 2 00

Willinrd's Practical Dairy Husbandry 3 0C

Youraans'tj Household Science 2 00

FRAMES
FOR THE CHROMOS.
TVe have made arrangements to supply frames to our sub-

scribers who may desire them for tlie Chromos which we
have distributed. Many will no doubt avail themselves

of this opportunity to place these beautiful pictures in band-

some frames at moderate cost. In all cases where sent by

express, the purchaser will pay express charges. The prices

of the frames are as follows

:

For the Chromo,

"UP FOR REPAIRS,"
Or for the Chromo,

"LOOK OUT!"
Letter A. Neat Black-Walnut Frame, Gilt Band. . . .$1.15

" B. "Wider, " " " " " 1.75
" C. Hicher Style, Polished 3.15

Letter D. Full Gilt Frame, 2 iuches wide $l.r,0

" E. 2V " " 2.00
" F. Belgian Gilt Frame, 2 Inches wide 2 50
" G. ,r " Fluted, 3 " " 4.00

For the Chromo,

"MISCHIEF BREWING."
No. 1. Neat Black-Walnut Frame, Gilt Band.
•• 2. Wider, " "
" 3. Biohet Style, Polished '

.

.$1.15
. l.TS
. 2.75

No. 4. Fnll Gilt Frame, 2 inches wide. $1.50
•• 5. VA " " 2.00
" 6. BelgianGilt Frame, 2inclies wide 2.50
" 7. " " Fluted. 3 " " 4.00

"THE
For the Chromo,

STRAWBERRY GIRL."
No. 8. Neat Black-Walnut Frame, Gilt Band. .. .$1.40
•• 9. Wider ' " .... 2.20
" 10. Richer Style, Polished ' ....3.25

No. 11. Full GiltFramc.2 inches wide *1."5

" is! Belgian Gilt Frame. 2 inches wide.' .".'.'.'.
.... 3.00

" 14. " " Fluted,3 " " 6.00

Address orders, specifying by its letter or number the frame
desired, and inclosing price, as above, to the

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Bkoadwat, New York.

THE CULTIVATION OF THE
WILLOW OR OSIER.

WILLIAM SCALING,
Ten Tears Basket Maker to Her Majesty and the Royal

Family.

This little pamphlet, though written by an Englishman,
and of course designed specially for cultivators among his

countrymen, contains just those practical instructions for

the planting and culture of the willow, which many among
us will be glad to receive. It was designed to enable any
one unacquainted witli the cultivation of willows, for basket

purposes, to grow them successfully.

Price, Post-paid, 25 Cents.

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Bkoadwat, New York.

Newly Revised and En-
larged Edition.

Practical

Floriculture.
A Guide to the Successful Propagation and

Cultivation of Florists* Plants.

By FKITER, HK3STr>EItSO]V,
Author ot "Gardening for Profit."

Beautifully Illustrated. Price, Post-paid, $1.50.

In tills work, which lias everywhere become so deservedly

popular, not only is the whole " art and mystery " of propa-

gation explained, but the reader is taught how to plant and
grow the plants after they have been propagated. The work
is not one for florists and gardeners only, but the amateur's

wants are constantly kept in mind, and we have a very com-

plete treatise on the cultivation of flowers under glass, or

in the open air, suited to those who grow flowers for plea-

sure as well as those who make them a matter of trade.

The work is characterized by the same radical common
sense that marked the author's "Gardening for Profit," and
it holds a high place in the estimation of lovers of

floriculture. The new edition has been thoroughly revised
by the author, and much enlarged by the addition of valu-
able matter.

The following are a few of the subjects embraced in the
latest edition

:

Laying out Flower Garden and Lawn; Designs for

Grounds and for Greenhouses; Soils for Potting; Cold
Frames; Hot-Beds; Greenhouses Attached to Dwellings;
Modes of Heating; Propagation of Plants by Seeds and by
Cuttings; Culture of the Hose and Tuberose ; Growing of

Winter-flowering Plants ; Construction of Bouquets, Baskets,

etc.; Parlor and Window-Gardening: Wardlan-Cases and
Ferneries; Insects; What Flowers Grow in the Shade;
Culture of Grape-Vines under Glass ; The Profits of Flori-

culture ; How to Become a Florist, etc., etc.

Window Gardening.
By HENRY T. WILLIAMS,

EDITOR OP THE HORTICULTURIST, AND HORTICULTURAL
EDITOR OP THE NEW YORK INDEPENDENT.

FINELY ILLUSTRATED.

There can be no more attractive ornaments about the
house than beautiful flowers, and Mr. Williams's book tells

exactly how they may be arranged, and what flowers to
plant. It is seldom that a book is published on such sub-
jects containing so much practical information.

—The World (New York).

CONTENTS:
Chap. 1.—Window Gardening
—Its Pleasures—Increase in
Popular Taste — Refining
Influences,

Chap. 2.—Location and De-
Blgns for Window Garden?.

Chap. 3.—General Manage-
ment of Window Gardens.

Chan. 4.—Special Care of
Window Gardens.

Chap. 5.—Insects, and liowto
Kill them.

Chap. 6.—Propagation from
Seeds, Cuttings, etc.

Chap. 7.—Propagating Boxes,
Heating Cases, etc.

Chap. R.—Window Pots, Box-
es, Plant Stands.

Chap. 9.—Conservatories and
Greenhouses.

Chap. 10.—Hanging Baskets.
Chap. 11.—The Ivy for Deco-

1">V,vq purpose-").

JPrlce9
postpaid,

rjtheroi'the above books sent post-paid on receipt of

pr?iby
OKAI<GE JUDD COMPANY,

245 Broadway, Nfty '5crk.

Chap. 12.— Climbing Vines,
Balcony Gardening.

Chap. 13.—Bulbs.
Chap. 14.—Ferneries,Wardjan
Cases. Fern Decorations.

Chap. 15.—The Camellia.
Chap. 10.—The Rose.
Ch:ip. 17.-The Fuchsia, Myr-

tle.

Chap. 18.—The Heliotrope.
Chap. 19.—The Geranium.
Chap. 20.—The Olcander.Bon-
vardia.

Chap. 21.— Verbenas, Petu-
nias, etc.

Chap. 32.—The Mignonette,
Cinerarias.

Chap. 23.—Carnations.
Chap. 24.—Alpine Plants.
Chap. 25.—M iscellaneons
Plants.

Chap. 20. — Parlor Decora-
tions.

• . . $1.50
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GREAT DEDUCTION.
TEAS and COFFEES

At Wholesale Prices.
Increased Facilities to Club Organizers.

Sent! for New Price-List.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
(P. O. Box 0643.) 31 and 33 VcBey St., New York.

WOOD, TABER & MORSE,
Eaton, Madison Co., JV. Y,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Steam-Engines,
Portable.

As
Stationary.
.cultural.

Hundreds in use in Shops, print-
ing Rooms, Mills, Mines, nnd on
Farms and Plantations for Grain
Threshing, Food Cooking for
Stoek.Cotton Ginnlne:, Sawing, etc.
Circulars sent on application.

BOCARDUS' PATENT
UNIVEKSAL EOOENTEIC MILLS,
For Grinding Bones, Ores, Fire Clay, Guanos,
Oil-C'alse, Feed, Corn, Corn and Cob, Tobacco,
Roots, Salts, Spices, Flax-Seed, Tomatoes, «&c,
and whatever can not be ground by other Mills. Also, for

Paints, Inks, Blacking, &c.
JOHN W. THOMSON, Successor to James Bogardus,

Corner of White and Elm Streets, New York.

ATOID DEAD FURROWS.
For either Side-Hill or Level-Land work this plow has no

equal, having; daring its four years' existence, alwavs won
the first premiums In competition with the best "FL.AT
1*AIVD, as well as with other Swivel Flows. See June
number, page 212, of Agriculturist for editorial comments,
and for particulars address

CARR & HOBSON, 50 Beeluuan St., New York,

LAMB'S
KNITTING
MACHINE

TSthe only. Machine
. that can knit all sizes
work, and narrow

and widen it; that can
shape and complete,
without hand - finish-
ing, seamless Hosiery,
Gloves, and Mittens, or
knit them in all sizes}
or knit Ribbed, Double,

I
and Fancv stitches for

Underwear,'Jackets, Shawls, Scam, etc. It knits over 25
different Garments. Over 100 per cent Front in Manufac-
turing Knit Goods. The Farmer trebles the value of his
"Wool by converting it into Kuit Goods. Women make
$5.00 a day with it. Agents wanted. Send 6tamp for
Samples of work, and reduced Price-List. Address, LAMB
KNITTING MACHINE CO., at Chicopee Falls, Mass.;
Cincinnati, O., or Chicago, 111.

HARNESS, BLANKETS

HORSE CLOTHING, and HORSE FURNISH-
ING GOODS of every description.

Style and grade at prices that please everybody.

ELECANT NEW STYLES FOR THIS
FALL AND WINTER.

C. M. MOSEMAN & BRO.,
Manufacturers, 114 Chambers St., N. Y.

SeDd for Illustrated Price-List.

GENUINE

Peruvian Guano.
New York, September 1st, 1874.

I have the pleasure to inform the agricultural community,
that the Special Agency established for the Bale of Genuine
Peruvian Gnano, In small or large lots, at the same price at

which it may be sold by Messrs. Hobson, Hurtado & Co., the

sole Agents of the Peruvian Government in this country,
has met with great eucceBB so far.

Verbal reports and numerous letters, received dally at

this Agency, Bubject to the perusal of those interested, ex
press entire satisfaction with the Gnano aold by me last

Spring. Farmers and country dealers are finding out that

the Guano Imported now, Is as good as it was until adul-

terated by unscrupulous jobbers, In such a manner that

many consumers were obliged to abandon its use. As, how-
ever, the knowledge of thlB Agency has spread, they are

availing themselves of thiB opportunity to obtain again the

genuine article.

By instructions of the Peruvian Government, their Agents
here have advanced the price of Guanape Guano from this

date to sixty-two dollars and fifty cents, ($62.50) gold, per
ton of 2240 lbs., gross, establishing at the same time a new
scale of discounts, the lowest being of 50c. on parcelB from
50 to 100 tone, and the highest S1.00 on 500 tons and over. As
usual, they will not sell in lots of less than ten tons.

Under this new arrangement I am
enabled to fill, orders for lots of ten
tons and upwards, at less price than
the Agents of the Peruvian Govern-
ment. I will, as heretofore, supply
quantities under ten tons at the same
rate as charged by them.
Full particulars given in circular mailed free on application.

R. BALCAZAR,
P. O. Box 129. STo. 53 Beaver Street, New York.

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION :

Messrs. Hokton, Httrtado & Co., Financial Agents of the
Peruvian Government, 53 "Wall Street, New York.

Moses Taylor, Pres. National City Bank, 52 Wall St., N. Y.

J. C. Tract, Esq., Peruvian Consul, 2G)£ Broadway, N. Y.

CELEBRATED FERTILIZERS.
Pare Bone Superphosphate of Lime.

GROUND BONE, BONE MEAL, BONE FLOUR.
The large annual increase of the sales of these Standard

Fertilizers is the best proof of their merits. Their free-

dom from adulteration, with every particle available for fer-

tilizing, and the low price at which they are sold make it for
the interest of every practical farmer to nive them a fair trial.

LISTER. BROTHERS,
New York Office, 159 Front St. Factory, Newark, N.J.

f3T Farmers and Dealers are invited to send for Circular.

PAINT
PURE WHITE LEAD, ZINC, and LIN-

SEED OIL,
MIXED READY FOR USE.

"White, Black., and all the oilier Shades, and sold

by the gallon.

Send for Sample Cards and Price-List.

N. Y. Enamel Faint Co., 43 Chambers St., N.Y.

GRAPE-VINES.
We invite the attention of Planters anil Dealers to

our very large and superior stock of all the leading
Varieties, and many new and rare sorts.

Price Lists for Fall 1871 gratis, Address

BUSH & SON & MEISSNER, Bushberg, Mo.

THE HOLDER CONTAINS THE INK.3.50&*00
flATVKES' PATENT ndT.DEr.SAVFSl^TTME,
(FITS ANY PEN. .2 TO ,6 UV MAIL. SEND
STAMP lor CIRCULAR. 60 NASSAU SX. BL?

LOVEJOY'S METALLIC

WEATHER HOUSES
Indicate the changes in the weather, and
are pretty mantel ornaments. The little
lady appears in fair and the mas in
Btormy weather, and they never mate
mistakes. Sent prepaid to any address,
safely packed, npon receipt of S2 (Two),
by 1I.VAV I,. I.OVEJOV,

Proprietor and Manufacturer,
339 Washington St. Boston.

Special price to dealers.

F. G. MOELLER,
Landscape Gardener and Engineer

Of Rnral Improvements. Best of reference given. Addres*
F. 6. MOELLBB, 176 Broadway (icoom 58), N. T.

A
G
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IMPORTANT TO OTMTOBS.
American Agriculturist

PATENT DEPARTMENT
In compliance with the request of numerous inven-

tors, we have organized a

PATENT DEPABT3IENT
in connection with this office for the transaction of all

business connected with

Securing Patents
in the United States and foreign countries.

The character for

Reliability
which has been maintained by the American Agricul-

turist for 'more than thirty years will be carefully

guarded in this as in other departments.

All Inventors
desirous of procuring patents at moderate cost are in-

vited to forward (express prepaid) a model of their in-

vention, with a brief description of its working. The

model should not exceed one cubic foot in dimension.

Upon receipt of model an opinion as to patentability

wtil be given free of charge.

Preliminary Examination

Pat the Patent Office, to determine patcnta-
tftf.

bility, will be promptly made for a fee of $5. Moff

Litigation of Patents.

A The services of the best connscl have been g^
fleenred to prosecute or protect before the g^^
U. S. Courts and the Patent Office the claims

Tof those intrusting their business to this I

T
s

agency.

Specifications, drawings, engravings, mo-

dels, and all other appliances furnished at

moderate prices.

In all dealings with this Department in-

ventors may depend upon promptness, fideli-

ty to their interests, and the best services

which can be rendered by thorough experts.

For full particulars, address

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST
PATENT DEPARTMENT

ORANGE JTJDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, New York.

T
E
N
T
S

w its Agency

to act as

JOLTED —Tuc United States Life Insurance Company is now re-organizing

Department, and is prepared to negotiate with gentlemen of business ability

Agents. Previous connection with the business is not considered necessary.

Apply at the Home Office. 261 Broadway, New York. JOHN E. DEWITT, President.
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THE ROADS IN WINTER.— USE OF THE SNOW PLOW. — Drawn and fhtgraved for the American Agriculturist

We could never understand why it is, that

in those parts of the country where deep snows
prevail, some efforts are not made by the town
authorities to keep good roads during the

winter. In the spring and summer the roads

are repaired, and sonic efforts are made to keep
them passable. But when the first heavy snow
of the season falls, and on every simifar occa-
sion afterwards, it is the business of those who
are compelled to go out first to break the roads,

and those who can wait, do so until others

have made the roads passable. Then a narrow
single track is made, along which only one

team at a time can pass, and if two meet, o^e

must turn out into the deep snow, at the risk

of upsetting on the piled-up bank, or in a con-

venient ditch. Such, at least, has been our ex-

perience, and to remedy this inconvenience, we
have often turned out with a snow-plow, to do

individually, what ought to have been the

road-master's work, or at lea=t that of the

associated neighbors. At such times we have

improved on the usual plan, by making double

tracks, thus rendering turning out in the snow
for passing teams unuecesssry. The snow-plow

used for this purpose is shown in the illustra-

tion given in this article. It should be loaded

as heavily as possible, and two pairs of horses

should be used with it, so that the snow will

be packed down firmly, and a well-beaten track

made. Breaking roads in the snow is always a

favorite job with the boys, and volunteers are

never wanting. The chief thing is to procure

the plow. As we have suggested, this should

be provided by the road-master of each district,

whose business it should bo to turn out with it

after each heavy fall of snow, and clear the

roads. A description of tho manner of

making the plow will be found on page 413.
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Beans, Dicer's Improved Lima Illustrated.. 433

Bee Notes for November .410

Boys and Girls' Columns—Horse Trees—Hornets'
Hop—Aunt Sue's Chats—Aunt Sue's Puzzle-Box—

Marmots, Tame and Wild—Popping Corn—About
Secrets—Puzzle Picture 6 Illustrations. . 427, 428

Bulbs, Buying and Planting 423

Catalogues Noticed 409

Cauliflower, How to Grow 423

Cows Compared, Ayrshire and Native. .2 Illustrations. .413
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Steep, Native Breeds of 419
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Snow Plow, How to Build Illustrated..Hi
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Walks and Talks on the Farm, No. 131—Pigs—Corn
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—Holstein Cattle—Sheep—Pigs-Wheat 414

Water Stored for Irrigation, Emptying. . .Illustrated. .412

Work, Hints About 402
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Advertisers and Readers,
To 405

American Garden 406
Barley, Cultivation of ..408

Beef Clubs 407
Bone and Blood Spavin . . 408
Bone-Dust, Shipment of.. 407
Book on Diseases of the
Horse 406

Breed, Failure to 408
Brick Machin.' 407
Carbolic Acid in the
Dairy 407

Castiugs for Implements.406
Cattle, Aphtha in 407
Cheese Press 408
Colts, Half-bred 408
Compost Heaps 407
Cards, Floating 407

Dairy in Colorado 40S

Death of an Editor . ...405

Death of Mr. Bloomer. . .405

Ditching Machine 408
Exports and Imports 406
Farmer's Book, A 405
Farms in the East,
Abandoned 408

Feed, Scalding 408
Field, Cover, and Trap
Shooting 407

Fodder,Presenilis Or.jen 409

Food for Store Hogs,
Cheap 407

Fowls, Roup in 408
Gardener, A Competent..405
Grain, New Market for.. 408
Gttauo for Grass 408

Harrow, "A Perfect 407
Horse, Noise In Abdomen
of a 408

Jersey Herd, Sale of 409!
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Lands in Iowa 408
Lands in Nebraska. .' 408
Land, Reclamation of 408
Lily, Choice Species and
Varieties of 407

Manure, Preservation of. 407
Orange Culture, Florida. .405
Phosphates, S . C 408
Pigeons 408
Pigs, Sore Eyes 407
Plaster, Preparation of .. 408
Plow. Swivel 408
Potash ill Compost 406
Power, Sweep orTread. .407
Pump, What is a Good.. 405
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Replies, Delayed.
Roofing* Asbestos.
Roofing, Canvass.

.

Salsify.

Salt as a Fertilizer 408
Salt, Pure 406
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Schoolmaster's Trunk. . .405

Sheep, Deterioration of. .406

Sheep Fence 407
Sheep, Pasturing .. .407
Stable for a Colt 408
Sundry Humbugs 405
Texas Cattle Trade 408
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To Purify a Cistern.— "D. L. B.,"

Morrisania, N. Y. The best plan, probably, to purify the

water in a cistern is to put into it a basket, net, or sack,

containing a bushel of fresh charcoal. If there is a filter

In the cistern, it should he taken out and cleansed.
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PHASES OF THE MOON.

MOON. BOSTON. N. YORK. WAsn'N. CnA'STON cmCAOo.

IO. h. sr. H. M. H. ST. a. si. h. sr.

New M'n 9 50 mo. 38 mo. 26 mo 14 mo. 11 44 8th.
1st Quart 16 9 10 ev. 8 53 ev. 8 46 ev. 8 31 ev. 8 4 ev.
Full M'n 23 50 ev. 38 ev. 26 ev. 11 ev. 11 44 mo.
SdQuart.130 1 45 ev. 1 Si ev. 1 21 ev. 1 9 ev. 39 ev.
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At the present time the course of the markets is

closely studied. When to sell, is a serious question

with farmers. Hitherto they have frequently had
the mortification to see their grain pass from their

hands at low prices, which have been brought
about by combinations of speculators and dealers.

These persons, as soon as they had secured the

grain, have put up prices and cleared millions of

dollars, which by right ought to have gone to the

farmers' pockets. At the present time the market
has been influenced by false reports of enormous

crops in Europe, and grain has been sold for deliv-

ery several months ahead, at prices which will not

pay the cost of raising it. The London Mark
Lane Express, speaks of "low stocks at present

with no room for decline, and that every exporting

country complains bitterly of English rates."

This means higher prices, and if grain is not forced

on the markets, we do not see how they can be

prevented. Fortunately farmers are becoming
better able to act in their own defence, and having

learned to combine for this purpose, may set their

own price on their products, and demand the fair

value for their labor. Some commercial papers

pretend that this is an improper thing to do ; that

it is next to criminal for farmers to seta price upon

the world's food. That they should sell at the

earliest moment their grain is ready for market, and

take the current price for it. But what other pro-

ducers do this ? None. All other producers fix

their prices, and hold their produce for them as

long as they are able. And this the farmer has a

right to do. No other man may fix the price for

the farmer's labor. To do that is his own personal

privilege. But to be able to watch his own inter-

ests closely, and protect his privileges, the farmer

must keep "posted." He must be a reading man.

It is by reading, more than by practical experience,

that men become educated ; and a man's education

is not finished while he lives. One's own experi-

ence is narrow. When one reads, he gathers the

accumulated experience of hundreds or thousands.

The farmer therefore must read papers. His local

paper, as a matter of course, should be read, be-

cause every farmer should interest himself in his

own local affairs, and make his weight felt socially

and politically. This is his duty to himself and to

his neighbors. But in addition, he should read

some paper in which he may get a general view of
affairs in which he has an interest. The Americair
Agriculturist located in a central point, with editors
and contributors who are engaged in agriculture in
widely distant parts of the country, has the best
facilities for giving a general view of agricultural
matters of the greatest value to farmers every-
where. It enters into no competition with local

papers, but acts with and for them. And it is only
as far as farmers read and study the best papers
more and more, that they will be enabled to act in

concert with each other, understanding^ and
effectively. In union is strength, but that strength
is useful only as it is wisely used.

Hints about Work.
The first work to be done, is to attend to the com-

fort of the farm stock, neglecting none. Probably
these have been neglected in the hurry of harvest-
ing and storing crops. They should now be looked
to. Every loose board upon the stables and sheds
should be tightly nailed, the open cracks should be
battened, openings in the caves should be closed,

windows and roofs repaired, broken floors made
sound, and some extra feed provided. If fodder is

6hort, it is economy to keep the stock warm and
dry, and feed liberally before severe weather
comes. Animals in good condition, will be able to

stand some hardship in the spring, and come out
better than those that are 6tinted now, and given

extra care then. It is a difficult matter to bring up
poor Btock when spring is coming on.

Morses.—Provide blankets for the horses. A
warm blanket will save feed and loss of time by
sickness. Avoid exposure to cold rains, and if

caught in a storm, let the horses be rubbed dry

before the blankets are put over them. Keep the-

stalls clean, and on no account allow manure to

gather beneath the horses' feet. This injures the

hoofs, and often produces cracked heels. Besides,

it renders the air foul, and is very injurious to the

animals' eyes. In the effort to keep the stable

warm, proper ventilation should not be neglected.

The enrry comb and brush should not lie idle
;

their use invigorates tlie shin, and promotes health-

ful secretions.

Cows.—Milking cows will now need extra feed.

On the whole, more value in milk will be returned

from bran than from any other feed—not the light

husks, but what is known as bran at country mills.

A winter dairy well managed, may be made more
profitable than a summer one. Dry cows should

be kept in good condition. They are now storing

up material for future profit. The future value

of the calf too, depends upon how the dam is fed

before its birth. Bran is excellent feed for in-calf

cows, and it is cheap now. It is well not to waste

time in milking cows that give only a quart a day,

but it will be better to dry them off.

Young Stock.—All young animals need liberal

and kindly treatment, and watchful care. The
farmer's eye should ever be on the alert to discover

the first sign of disorder, and when found, it should

be remedied at once.

Sheep.—No stock suffer more from damp close

quarters, than sheep. They will winter better iu

the open field, than in a low damp filthy yard. But

they should be spared either of these inflictions.

An open shed that may be closed in driving storms

ought to be provided, with a roomy yard in whieh

they may lie in fair weather. Oats and corn are

both dear this season, aud bran, rye, or buckwheat,

may be given with equal profit. A little variation

of feed is good for sheep, but the changes should

not be made frequently, or they will learn to look

for it and become dissatisfied. Frozen grass or

any cold watery feed is bad for ewes that are to

lamb early.

Breeding Ewes, to lamb in April, should be put

with the ram this mouth. From this time their/eed

should be gradually increased.

tombs, and yearling ewes that are not to be bred

from, may be put together and kept separate from

the other sheep. If any of the flocks have the

scours, a table-spoonful of a mixture of prepared
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chalk and peppermint in water, should be given

once a day. Costiveness is quickly remedied by a

little linseed oil-cake meal.

Swine.—Fat hogs should be finished up as fast as

possible. Those intended for home use, should be

finished upon dry shelled corn, with pure water

only for drink. This will produce firm hard pork.

Store hogs will do best upon cooked food, and in

place of corn, boiled potatoes and bran will make
excellent feed. Buckwheat is too heating food for

pigs, and should be avoided. Brood sows may-

have the company of the boar, if pigs are wanted
in March. The increased value of the first litter

of pigs, will pay for a pure bred boar. Nothiug is

more certain than that it pays to breed only from
pure blooded males, of whatever kind or breed
they may be. But blood will not stand in place of

feed. Blooded pigs are most profitable and thrive

best where there is a full corn crib.

Storing Boots.—Root crop6 and potatoes should

be stored in dry pits, in preference to cellars

beneath the house. Ventilation should not be neg-

lected ; wisps of straw should be placed iu the tops

of the pits every six feet apart, for this purpose.

If any are still in the ground, they should be har-

vested without delay. A good substantial and

permanent root house iu a convenient place, will be

found valuable.

Boads.—Repairing roads should not be put off

any later. Every farm should have a permanent
road through the center, which skould be kept in

good repair. Roadmasters should see that mud-
holes and bad spots in the roads are filled with

broken stone. Mending roads with earth at any

season, is waste labor. There should be a Blake's

Stone Crusher at every country mill where road

material can be procured. One year's use would
pay for it. In nothing are we so behind the times

as in the condition of our country roads.

Sundry Matters.—Upon stormy days there will

be found plenty of occupation in repairing harness,

cleaning and putting away tools, working in the

carpenter's shop, repairing grain bags, etc. Such
work is recreation. As this is the season for selling

poultry, let there be a good supply kept for home
use, and those which are kept for breeding, should

be well cared for, so that they ma; lay early. The
poultry house 6hould be kept clean and well white-

washed, if it has not been already done. Keep
the plow running in the com stubbles until the

ground is frozen. The long winter evenings should

be devoted to study and domestic entertainments
;

in which the younger should be joined by the older

ones. There are few things which will more
readily make farm life agreeable to children, than

the pleasant evenings which may be spent in a

farm house, with books, papers, toys, aud games, in

which the old folks renew their youth again. It is

the want of this companionship, which makes
country life so generally dull and uninviting to

young people.

Work in the Horticultural Departments.

If advantage was taken of the pleasant October,

gardening operations will be pretty well advanced

by the first of this month. Do not delay any work
which must be done before hard frosts set in,

because November weather is very deceptive, aud

a change from mild to freezing temperature, is

often only a matter of a few hours. The gardener

should have learned something new about his

business if he has had his eyes open, as all intelli-

gent men should have, and another year ought to find

him advanced both in the science and art of garden-

ing. No horticulturist should be content to plod
on in the same path year after year, raising the

^arnc crops, aud pursuing the same hum-drum sort

of life
; on the contrary, he should strike out into

new paths, try new varieties of seeds and plants
as far as his means will allow, and so put the energy
aud talent into his work that business men do into
their's. We should then hear less of boys leaving
their homes for the city, where 95 out of every 100
fail iu business. Papers and books should be pro-

vided for the long winter evenings.

Orchard and Nursery.
Planting may often be done this month where

the weather is mild, but on no account set the trees

iu partially frozen soil ; it is much better to heel-in

the trees in a dry sandy spot until spring, when
they can be set out properly.

Stocks for root grafting should be taken up,
assorted, and tied in bundles of convenient size,

and stored in boxes of damp sawdust iu the cellar,

where they can be easily reached during the winter.

Ckms may be cut at any time when the wood is

not frozen
; store iu saw-dust, and take care that

they do not dry out during the winter.

Seedlings.—Give protection, but not until the
weather is quite cold ; if applied too early, growth
sometimes occurs.

Leaves.—Collect and store as large a supply of
these as possible, for covering and bedding ; see

article on gathering them, on page 410.

Fruit should be kept iu rooms or cellars where
the temperature is as even as possible, the nearer
it is to 35" or 40° the better will the fruit keep.

Plotting.—All plowing should be done early this

month
; ground for new orchards will be in much

better condition for planting, if plowed ia the fall.

Fruit <*ardeu.
Pears of choice varieties well preserved, will

now bring good prices iu the markets. If packed
in shallow boxes, containing one or two layers, and
each pear wrapped in soft tissue paper, the extra

price will more than repay the trouble.

Covering.—Try to cover strawberries, etc., just as

freezing weather sets in ;
this is easily done if the

covering material is at hand. Young grape vines

are best covered with a few iuches of earth.

Boot Cuttings.—Blackberries and raspberries are

most readily propagated from root cuttings. The
roots are cut into pieces two or three inches long,

and packed closely in a box with earth ; there

skould be holes in the bottom of the box to allow

of drainage, then bury the box and contents in a

dry spot, and leave until spring.

Cuttings of currants aud gooseberries may be
planted. The one thing necessary to insure suc-

cess, is that the earth be packed firmly around the

base of the cuttings.

Grape Vines.—Prune at once before cold weather
sets in, many persons do not prune until spring ; if

left until then, the vines are liable to bleed. The
various methods of pruning have been described,

and it makes but little difference which is adopted.

Grape Cuttings.—The wood from the pruning of

the grape vines, may be used for propagation. Cut
into pieces containing two buds, and tie into

convenient bundles, aud bury in saud iu the cellar.

Varieties hard to start, like the Delaware, should be

rooted iu the greenhouse or hot-bed from one-eye

cuttings, while others, like Norton's Virginia, can

only be profitably multiplied by layers.

Kitchen Garden.
Iu the more Northern localities, but little can be

done in the garden this month, except plowing and
hauling out manure. All land not planted, should
be plowed or spaded in the fall if possible, as it

can be much sooner worked iu the spring.

Asparagus.—Cover the beds with a good dressing

of coarse manure, straw or litter. Burn the seeds

if they are not wanted for new plantings.

Boots.—Place in pits as rccoinmeuded for last

month, but do not cover with earth until the

weather renders it necessary. The hardier roots,

such as parsnips, salsify, horseradish, etc., may be

dug as long as the ground remains unfrozen.

Manure is the basis of good crops iu the garden,

and most farmers would be surprised at the quantity

applied to an acre by our market gardeners. Every
method should be used to increase the supply.

Gather leaves, woods' earth, swamp muck, to be
used as absorbents for the liquid manure of the

stables or the house slops ; sods aud loam should

be carted to the barn-yard, for use iu the stables.

Bhicbarb.—Transplant now, rather than in the
spring. Give an abundance of manure.

Cold Frames should be ready for cabbages and
other plants wintered over. Do* not cover until
freezing weather comes, aud then only pat on the
sashes at night.

Celery.—Store in trenches a foot wide, and as
deep as necessary to contain the plants. Pnt the
roots close together and cover with straw, gradually

increasing the thickness as the cold increases.

Cabbages.—The best way to preserve these, is to

invert the heads and cover with four to six iuches

of earth ; this should be left as late as the earth can
be worked.

Spinach.—Give a slight covering of leaves or hay,

just as the ground begins to freeze.

Soil.—Prepare a quantity of this for use in the

hot-beds next spring. It is usually difficult to get

soil at that time, and it is much better to have a

supply ready for use, stored under a 6hed or in the

cellar. A light sandy loam is best, and if too heavy,

mix a third part of saud with it, and add a little

well rotted manure. The whole pile should be thor-

oughly mixed, and placed iu a heap under cover.

Flower Garden and Lawn.
There is but little to add to our notes of last

month, in this department. Everything should be
done to help along the work of the coming spring.

Planting of many things can be done this month
as well as in the spring, as long as the ground
remains open. Trees and shrubs may be moved
readily now, and many kinds which start early, are

better transplanted now than iu the spring.

Bulbs.—If not planted last month, do not delay

doing it at once. Take up Gladioluses and other
tender bulbs. Cover all bulb beds with a coating

of straw or leaves.

Protection.—Give 6ome protection to all half-

hardy plants, and even herbaceous plants that arc

quite hardy, are greatly benefitted by a Blight

protection.

Laions.—If the grass shows signs of failing,

apply a dressing of fine, well rotted manure.
Where the grass hae died out, sow fresh seed, and
rake it in smoothly and evenly.

Perennials.—It is not yet too late to divide and
replant old plants.

Greenhouse and Window Plants.
Bisects.—Look out that no plants are put into the

greenhouse which are covered with insects ; the
only way to keep the house free, is never to let

them get in.

Bulbs potted and placed in the cellar, may be
brought out from time to time, if they have made
good roots.

Camellias.—Keep the plants in a cool room,
where they can develop their buds properly.

Syringe often to keep the foliage healthy.

Propagate such plants as it is desirable to have for
winter blooming, or for setting out, or for sale in

the spring.

Climbers arc necessary in a greenhouse to provide
shade for the other plants. Passiftorae, Roses,
Tropceolums, etc., are all valuable for this purpose.

Annuals.—Sow seeds of a few free flowering ones
for winter flowers. Sweet Alyssum and Mignonette
are good bouquet plauts.

Lobelias.—If the low growing sorts were" planted
in the flower-garden during the summer, a portion
should be taken up for planting in pots or pans for
winter flowering.

Ferns are liable to become infested with red-spider

and scale, and if they are not watched closely they

will soon perish, at least the more tender sorts.

This month is a good time to divide such plants as

are capable of division.

Forcing.—Provide plants of Dicentra, Candytuft,

Deutzia, and other plants desired for winter
flowering, and 6tore in the cellar.
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Commercial Matters—Market Prices.

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, carc-

fiilly prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

from our daily record during the year, show at a glance

the transactions for blie month ending Oct. 13th, 1874,

and for the corresponding month last year:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT TUB NRff TORIv MARTCKTS.

Rkceipts. Fl»ur. Wlieat. Corn. 1,'r/r. Barley. Oata.
2&a*at/m m'UiS3i,'iO'j 3,'ii4,ooo i,?n,rmo lfti.noo 117,000 soa.nos
29d'sras*ni'tli31G,000 B,lj;i,000 J.%7,000 51,000 28,700 7^8,000

Sa Lies, Flnnr. Wheat. Corn. Hue. Bar leu. Oats.
25d'Bi//i> m'l.li:il7,0'i0 4,807,000 4,218,000 48,000 l'J9,000 1,911,000
29i4 dmAMti'Ui 318,000 5,143,000 -1,716,01)0 Sli.OOO 2,30J,000

a. Comparison icith same period at this time tout pear,
RKmrPTs. Flour. Wheat. Corn. Hue.. Barley. Oata.
Kdftys 1S71... 331,000 3,'II4,000 1,7ll,0n0 103,000 117,000 802,000
26 days 1873...311,000 4,11K,000 3,813.0:10 104,000 87,000 817,000

Sacks. Flour. Wheat, font. I.'ue. Bat leu. Outs.
25 days 1R74. ..317,000 4^01,000 4,518. 0i -0 -18,1/00 1 !>,0tin 1.011,00)
26 days 1873.. 489,000 4,199,000 4,596,000 147,000 8(3,000 1,948,101)

3» Stock of grain in store at Xew York.
Wheat. Corn, Rw. Barter/, Oats. Malt.
hush. liiiali. huplt. bush, hush, husb.

Oct. 12. I8?4i .9,166,939 i.«) 14,989 18,311 10.299 4"2.'88 m.s-;-'
Oct. 6, 1873.. 1,270,8m 5.429,537 43,297 613.723 MSIJW 201,727
Oct. 7. 1872.. 23,142 3,642,181 39,923 40,(25-2.505,006 12,535

4. Receipts at head of tide-water at Albany each season
to Oct. 7th.

Flour. Wheat. Corn. Bye. Barley. Oat*.
bbls. bush. bosh. huab. hash, bush.

VU 81.701 17,798,800 1V7:;9,000 1S9.S00 3fifi,'»i 1.74,000
187S 9^,00;) 14.9S1.200 12,570,700 8 8,800 138,400 2,-378',400

1872 83,000 5,U;0,K00 22,f>6,\5^ 356,700 635,900 4,760,', 00

Cunr.ENT WaoLBSAMt Parous.

Sept. 12. Oct. 13.

r&ica of Gor,o 109 1-3 110 1-**
Flour—Sapor l.o Extra Stale $4 40 <fc (j 15 *4 40 (n 00
Super to Kxlru Southern. .

.

4 SO <iu 8 2"> 4 6~> (^8 50
Sxlra Western 4 90 @ 8 25 4 90 @ 8 75
Bxtra Oenescc 5 50 % 8 CO 5 50 © S 25
SHperllnc Western 4 40 (it 5 00 4 40 o 5 00
Kyk Flour 4 50 @ 5 50 4 20 @ 5 40
GOT.N-Mkal. 4 10 © 5 25 4 40 ©5 50
Wiieat-AII kinds ol White. 1 25 @ 1 A1% 1 25 © 1 40
All kinds or lied and Ambor. 1 10 w 1 27 105 @ 1 26
Cor.N— Yellow 99 ©100 97 © 08
Mriced 97 (^ 1 00 90 © 91
White.. 93 © 1 01 93 © 1 02
Oats- W eelern 65 © 72 62 © 67
State 65 © 70 62 © 67
RTB 87 © 1 00 92 (ft 1 00
Baklxy Nominal 1 ,0 @ 1 45K
Hat— Hale, V 100 lbs. 60 ©110 60 @ 1 10
Straw, V 100 Tt.R 45 ©75 45 © 70
Cotton- Middlings, ft ft... 16^© 17K 15K© 15%
Hoes—Crop ol' 1874. ^ lb 85 © 50 -40 © 45
EaAxnuBS—Live Geese, f* ft. 35 © 60 35 © 65
S»xn— Clover, ?» ft 10 © lO^ 10 @ 10>£
Timothy. *» bushel.... 2 50 © 2 75 2 7". ia2 9[|

Flax.?* bushel . .. 2 05 © 2 07^ 2 05 © —
Sooar— Kofl

,

e:& Grocery VIb 6^@ 10K 6^© 10 J<
Mnr.xasKs. Cuba. Vgnl.. . 36 © 50 36 © 47
Hew Orleans, # gal 75 @ 81 76 © 80
COFiTKK-i:io(Gold). 14^© 19 14X@ 20M
Tobacco. KenlncUv, &c.,^ft. 7Kta 20 8 <a 22
Seed Leaf. V lb 6 © 50 7 © 55
Wool—Domestic Fleece, Ifi ft 30 ©65 30 ® 65
Domestic, pulled, V ft 25 @ 52 25 © 52 1 ™

CaHforntn, clip 17 © 37 17 © 37
Tallow, tf lb 8 © $H 8 © 85C
OtL-tlAKK-V Ion 44 00 (ff 46 00 4150 ©47 00

Pork—Mess, V barrel 22 50 © — 22 25 ©2-150
Prime Mess. ^ barrel. Nominal — @22 50
Bkkf—Plain mess 1100 ©13 50 12 TO fel3 50
Lakd, in ties. & barrels, V ft J3K© V\% 13 © 13%
BtrrrRr.—State, V ft 25 ©40 28 © 48
Western, tf lb 17 © 30 21 @ 36
CTTEE8E.. . 5 © 14 fi © 16
Brans-^ bushel 150 <a 5 00 150 ©2 50
PSAS-Canada. free. i3 bu ... 1 28 © 1 30 1 1,1 (a 1 30
Egos—Frcsb, 7 dozen . .... 18 © 21 2i © '.6

Poultry—Fowls 16 © IB 12 © 22
Turkeys—*Mb 15 © 1R 10 © 18

6ee*e,19pair 1'25 ©2 50 150 ©2 50

Ducks, #pair 60 © 1 12 50 t<t 1 00
Pigeons, V dozen 175 ©2 25 175 © —
WooDCOOK.Vpair 90 © 1 15 90 © 1 12H
GRonsE, V piiir 70 © 75 05 © 70
Partridoks. %t pair 00 © 1 25 70 © 85
Venison, W ft — © — 22 © 25
TirnsiPS^ bbl 75 @ 1 00 1 00 @ 2 00
Cak3voes-1H 100 6 00 ©10 00 3 00 ©9 00
drrn-NS—V bbl 1 50 © 3 00 2 00 @ 3 00
Potatoes—V bbl 1 50 © 2 00 1 50 © 2 25
S-wkkt Potatoks—$» bbl 3 25 Cb 3 50 2 .'0 © 2 75
Carrots -V 100 175 ©2 00 125 ©150
Broom-corn 6© 12 5© 9

Brkts. IP bbl — © — 100 ©125
Green Corn, # 100 ... — © — 1 00 © 1 25
Grates, *» ft 6 © 12 4 i« 10
Apples—* barrel. 1 00 © 3 00 1 00 © 2 75

Cranberries—V box 1 00 © 3 00 1 50 © 3 00
Pa aches. ?» basket .

;"0 © 2 50 50 © 1 75
Pears, V 1>W 2 50 ©10 00 5 00 m 18 00
Watermelons, $ 100 6 00 ©25 00 6 CO ©2'> 00
Kutmbg Melons, V bbl 1 10 © 1 50 1 00 © 2 50
S3KREN Peas, new, V bushel.. 2 00 © 2 25 1 10 © 1 85
ILarrruos, V 100 1 50 © — 2 00 © 3 00
SXjmatoes. H* bushel 25 © 75 50 © 75
Sjuasu. ¥bbl 1 00 © 1 75 1 25 © I 50
wafer-Cresses. V basket... 30 © 40 Nominal.
ITtottmbbrs. f» 100 90 ©125 Nominal.
'Cacxiflowers, * dozen 1 00 ©4 00 100©350
S*5C Plahts.* dozen 50 © 75 50 © 75
"Lima Beans, ^ bag 1 25 © 1 73 1 50 © 1 75

Gold has been up to 110 5
(, and down to 109J& closing

October 12th at 110v^, as against 109K on September

12th Business in most kinds or domestic produce, has

been cornparalively brisk, but at in-cgnlar and quite

generally lower prices. Tho Breadstuff trade has been on

on extensive scale, with the purchases of Wheat, Corn,

and Flour, largely on export account, at, however,

unsettled rates, closing generally rather in favor of

buyers, notwithstanding tho lighter arrivals, or tho

lower range of ocean freights. Rye has been more sought

after toward the close, partly for shipment, and has been

footed firmer. Barley has also boon more active, with

considerable speculative inquiry, closing buoyantly. An
unusually free movement has been recently in progress

in Oats, Lu good part for forward delivery, at advancing

figures The Provision trade closes up rather tamely

and hepvily, the speculative demand having fallen off

materially Cotton has been more freely dealt in, hut

at reduced quotations, closing, however, more steadily

Wool has been in less confident demand, and at the close

somewhat less firm in price Tobacco has been in

lively request at higher rates Hops have been active

and firm, the main inquiry having been on export

account Seeds have been rather more sought after on

the h:isis of our quotations nay and Straw have been

attracting more attention, closing more firmly.

I\eiv York I-ivc-Siocl* Markets.
TtECEIPTS.

wrp.k Bin>TT7G Beeves. Cnim. Calve*. Sheep. Swfne. ToCl.

Sept.21 10,587 3S 2.085 23,000 20,5:>8 65,813

Bept.28 10,269 :9 2,17 83,124 34,533 K0.892

Oct. 5 9.817 7? 2,600 3.816 38,781 82,151
Oct. 12 10,570 53 2,473 32,025 3. ,4:4 82,754

Totat for \ Wrrks ..41.23'* 227 10.165 118,09.1 140.200 310,915
do.Jrorj»7'e».5IFfic*«4y,l24 SI0 13,153 139,179 128,731 S21,488

Be.me*. Cftn/t. Catres. Sheen. String.
Average, per W'eel- i",::C8 57 2,541 20,748 3"».0T4

do. (In. last Mouth... 9.825 09 2,030 26,015 25,746
do. &o.pree*9 Month.. 9,267 06 8,631 2i;,0.'0 23,577

Beef Ca'tle.—Al the opening of the month's busi-

ness the inferior quality of the offerings made a dull

market, although no appreciable falling off in prices

could be marked. A repetition of this the next week
tended to lower the market, and a fall of fully >;c. per

Tb. had to be submitted to. The market continued to he

overburdened with poor cattle, and sales were made at G

cents against 7 cents for the poorest at this time hist

year. To do a losing business did not suit the views of

dealers, and 20 cars of Texans were held back at Harris-

burg. This helpe I to raise the average greatly, and with

some of the best extra cattle of the season the market
was lively, but prices were not notably better. At the

close native steers ranged from 83(CC. $ 2>., to dress 55

Tbs., up to 13c, to dress 58 lbs. A few of the finest sold

up to 13,^c., to dress 5S lbs. Texans and Chcrokccs

brought G?4'@Sc. ^ fl>., to dress 54®55 lbs., and 9?4'c, to

dress 55@jIJ fits, to the gross cwt. A year ago we had

the largest receipts of the season, and prices fell off lc.

$ B>., the best steers selling at 12 to 12^c. <$ lb.

The prices for the past four weeks were as follows:

week ending Uange. Large Sales. Aver.
Scpt.21 7 ©13^c. 10*©1l>£c. 11 c.

S-pt.28 7 ©13 c. 10K©UMc JO^c.
Oct. 5 6 ©13 C 10 @11 c. lOJ^e.
Oct. 12 6 @I3V\ 10 ©U c. lO.Hc.

IHilclt * '<> \v*.—Tburo has been a good demand lor

cows all through the past month, which, with light re-

ceipts, put up prices at least $5 per head. Fancy cows

have been in demand, and a car-load from Ontario Co.,

N. Y., brought from $75 to $120.50 per head. Sales have

beenat$50@$80 for fair cows, calf included, and $100 and

$120.50 for two extra fancy cows Calves.- The
market for calves has gradually dulled through the

month, and closes duller than before, without much
change in prices however. Milk-fed veals are selling at

7 to 10c. ^ lb., and graspers at $5 to $10 per head

Slieep and Lambs,- Sla-cp have been steady and

lambs active through the past month. Prices have been

firm, with an advance for lambs. At the close sheep

ranged from 4X@f»
I

.,'c. ^ lh., and lambs sold at G^c. to

BJtfc. *iji lb Swine.—A large business has been

done in hogs, with a weekly average of 10,000 head over

last month. Prices have fallen off, and at the close sales

were made at tj%(S6ya c. ^ tt>., and &}£@8%c. for dressed.

Tlic Xcxas CfUllc Disease-In Sev-

eral parts of Connecticut and in Lewistown, Pennsyl-

vania, many cattle have died of late of what is known as

the Texas caltle disease. Not that Texas cattle die of this

disease, but that those native cattle, which arc pastured

along with or after Texas or Cherokee cattle, arc seized

and die with it. The disease is very similar to that well

known as " splenic apoplexy," and consists in a general

disorganization of the blood, and congCBiion of the spleen

and kidneys. The bladder is also filled with a dark,

blood-like fluid. The infected cattle arc covered with

cattle ticks, which is sufficient to show that they had

been brought intocontact wilh Tcxascatlle. In the case

which occurred in Pennsylvania, which was described to

us by one of the persons interested, it was wrongly sup-

posed that the presence of tho ticks In the stomach and

intestines (and as wasalso stated in the kidneys) was the

cause of death. That the ticks were fonnd in the in-

testines simply shows that the animals, in licking them-

selves to get rid of these tormentors, had swallowed

many of them. But they have no serious effect, if any at

nil, upon the animal when swallowed. In the kidney,

which was scut to us and Thich we examined, there was
nothing more than the usual dark-colored congested

patcbCB, the smell harJ nodules supposed to be ticks, or

caused by ticks, were merely small calculi or stones,

which arc so frequently found in tho kidneys of cattle.

There is nothingcow in these cases. Thousands of simi-

lar ones have occurred in the West, and the precaution
of avoiding contact with Texas or Cherokee cattle Is

sufficient to prevent the disease. Neither is there so

great an anomaly as is supposed in the fact that other

cattle die of this disease, which Is not fatal to a Texas
steer. That animal is acclimated, and is therefore

exempt from the fatal effects of the disorder to which
others at once fall victims. The disease is probably

communicated by means of the urine, dung, or saliva, of

the Texans upon the pasture, which is picked up by the

animals which feed with them or after them. There is

no readier means of conveying infection than these. If

this disease is to be shut out from the Eastern States, the

precautions observed in the West must be adopted, viz.

:

prohibiting the driving of Texas cattle upon the public

roads, or pasturing them in fields except in those months

when frost is frequent. The infection is destroyed by a

freezing temperature. As prevention is so perfectly safe,

it is useless to prescrihe any doubtful remedies, the more
so, as the first intimation that the disease is present, is

the death of the infected animals in almost every cose.

We learn that Prof. Cressy, of the Massachusetts Agri-

cultural College, along with the Hon. T. S. Gold and E.

II. Ilyde, the State Commissioners of Diseases of Do-

mestic Animals of Connecticut, have made some investi-

gations, but these have resulted in no new developments,

and no fresh light has been thrown upon the question of

the causes or treatment of the disease.

Something
Worth Looking Into

By Every One.

See Page 433.

containing a great variety of Items, including many
goal Hints and Suggestions irfiich ire throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for want of space, elsewhere.

Remitting; Iflowey : — < h« < k* on
New Yorlt City Ranks or Bankers are best

for large sums ; make payable to the order of Orange
Jucld Company. Post-Officc Money Orders
for $50 or less, arc cheap and safe also. When these are not

obtainable, register letters, affixing stamps for post-

age and registry
; put in the money and seal the letter in

the presence of the postmaster, and lake his receipt for it.

Money scut in the above three methods is safe against loss.

GST HLB.—The Netv Postage Law.
—On account of the new postal law, which requires
pro-payment of postage by the publish-
ers, after January 1st, lS7o, each subscriber,

whose subscription runs over into the next year, must re-

mit, in addition to the regular rates, one cent for each

month over which his subscription extends in 1875, or

ten cents for the whole year 1875. Every

subscriber, whether coming singly, or in clubs at club

rates, will be particular to send to tins office postage as

above, that is, at the rate of ten cents for the
year, additional to the regular subscrip-
tion. Subscribers in British America will continue to

scud postage as heretofore, for prc-payment here.

Itoiiml Copies of Volume Thirty-
two arc now ready. Price, $2, at our office ; or $2.50

each, if sent by mail. Any of the last seventeen volumes
(IG to 32) will also be forwarded at same price. Sets of

numbers sent to our office will be neatly bound in our

regular style, at 75 cents per vol. (50 cents extra, if return-

ed by mail.) Missing numbers supplied at 12 cents each.

®" Subscribe this month,
and get the December Num-
ber FREE. Read " A Bit ol

History," and "The Result"
on p. 433 and following pp.
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Our Western Office.—Our friends in

the West are reminded that we have an office at Lake-

side Building, Chicago, III., in charge of Mr, YV\ H.

Busbey. Subscriptions to American Agriculturist are

taken there, and sample copies of the paper and cliromo

are delivered, and orders received for advertising on the

same terms as in New York. All our books are on sale

at the Western Office. Please call aiid examine, buy,

subscribe, and advertise.

Xlie American Asrieiilturist in
German.—We ask the kind attention of our readers to

the fact that this paper is also printed ; n German. Many

of them may have friends, or neighbors, or working men
of that nationality, who would be glad to secure Buch a

Journal as this. The more important articles and the

same illustrations are contained in the German edition,

with a Special German Department by Hon. Frederick

Munch, of Missouri, and the rates, single and club, are

the same as for the English edition.

Delayed Replies.—" C. G. M. B.," Detroit,

Mich. Letters of inquiry that may be received after the

10th of any month can not be replied to in the nest

month's Agriculturist, and have to lie over until the

second month. This is one of the necessities in the

publication of a monthly paper, and we request our

friends to remember that there are other unavoidable

exigencies that will prevent immediate replies to their

queries. Important matters, asfar as possible, will be an-

Bvvered by mail ; the most important have the preference.

To Advertisers and Readers.—
There is no doubt that the columns of the American Ag-
ricultm'tit furnish by far the best general medium for

advertising anywhere to be found, and for several rea-

sons: It is universally conceded by advertising agents

that no other Journal is so absolutely strict in shutting

out any and all advertisements and advertisers of an un-

reliable character, and thoBe in any way objectionable,

such as medical, etc. If the rules in this respect were
let down for a single year, it would bring a hundred
thousand dollars to the publishers, as the class shut out
—those who give the least, or nothing, or worse than

nothing, for the money they receive, can and do pay the

best prices andlargeBt sums for advertising Many ad-

vertisers ask for an editorial " notice" or reference. It

should be understood that the advertising pages are

edited, and the admission of an advertisement at all, is

as good as an editorial endorsement in other papers.

...The immense bona-fide circulation, the permanent
character of the paper, each number of which is before

the reader for a whole month, and very often for years,

is another valuable feature. The fact that this paper is

largely loaned or exchanged among neighbors, so that

very often 20 to 30 adult persons read a single copy, is

another element. If a loose card of 20 lines were to be
sent with each copy of the paper, it would cost many
times as much to barely print it, as it now costs to elec-

trotype such a card permanently in the pages where it

will not fall out, and where it will be seen by every read-

er. Our Readers will always be profited by looking

through our business pages to learn what is for sale, by
whom, etc. Many good suggestions are thus received by
those who do not want to buy anything.—We respect-

fully suggest that when our readers write to any of our

advertisers for circulars, or to order of them, or make in-

quiries, they will let them know that the advertisements

were seen in this Journal. It will be of triple advantage

—to themselves, to advertisers, and to the publishers.

A Competent Gardener, "will change
hiB situation next spring. We refer to Mr. Louis Gueri-

neau, who has for several years been the gardener at the

Botanic Garden, Cambridge, Mass., during which time,

as well as before, we have had frequent occasion to know
of his ability in his profession. Besides being proficient

in gardening in all its departments, Mr. G. has a knowl-
edge of botany rarely to be found associated with ability

as a practical gardener, and would be most valuable to

an Agricultural College, where there is a botanic garden,

or in auy similar situation. Mr*G. may be addressed as

above, and has permission to refer to the Editor of the

Agriculturist.

What is a Good Pump?-G. Timsou.
Our own experience in the matter of pumps for an ordi

nary well is very limited, but such as it is we give it.

Having concluded to put in a pump early this spring, the
next point was to decide upon the kind. Knowing that
our nest neighbor had a pump iu use for some two years,
»uu that another about a mile on* Sxou agios L;b y'l&^iz iwc
pomps of the same kind, which he had used much to his
satisfaction fur some four years, we concluded it would
be well to profit by their experience, and get a similar
pump, which was the American Submerged. This was
put in early this spring, and has been in daily use ever

since, and certainly for ease of working, and for power,

it is not easy to conceive of a more satisfactory well

pump. By attaching a hose, a good stream of water can.

be thrown upon the house, but we hope not to be obliged

to test its utility as a force-pump for any other work than

washing carriages. The pump itself being below the

surface of the water, cannot freeze up, and the pipes

used are enamelled upon the inside and outside with a

coating upon which, it is claimed—and we think with

good reason, that neither water, or any other liquid, has

any action. So, combining our own experience with

that of our neighbors, we have no hesitation in saying

that the American Submerged is a "good pump."

E^ Don't Tail to Rend the Pre-
mium List, see pages 433 to 437*

A Farmer's Book.—"W. A. G.," High-
lauds, N. J. Allen's new American Farm Book, price

$2.50, would be a very suitable book for a young man to

study, who wants to learn farming. It may be procured

at this office by remitting the price.

Death of an lUlitor. — Mr. John S.

Wright, the founder of the Prairie Farmer, and one of the

early settlers of Chicago, died recently at the age of 59.

The Chicago papers speak in high terms of his personal

qualities, as well as of his great influence in making that

city what it now is. He ceased his active editorial du-

ties in 1357 or '58.

Orange Culture £n Florida.—A
scries of letters that were written by J. H. Fowler, of

Port Orange, and printed In the Florida Agriculturist,

has been published by C. II. Walton & Co., in a pamph-

let form. We read the letters as they appeared, and

have no doubt that this will prove a useful as it is the

only work on Orange Culture yet published in the country.

Price 35 cents.

Death of Mr. Bloomer,-A private let-

ter from one of his associates informs us that Mr. H. G.

Bloomer died at San Francisco late in September last.

Mr. B. did much to develop the botany of California, and

is commemorated in a genus, as well as several species,

among which is Lilium Bloomenanum. At the time of

his death Mr. B. was Curator of the California Academy
of Natural Sciences.

Asbestos Roofing.-'G. T." We have

Johns'' Roofing in use, it has been on about two years,

but not long enough for us to say how many years it will

last. Thus far we are quite satisfied with it, and though

we have advertised it from the beginning, we have not

yet received a single complaint.

The Sehoolmsister's Trunk.—This is

a reproduction of a series of articles written a year or

more ago for Hearth and Home, by Mrs. A. B. Diaz, pub-

lished by J. It. OBgood & Co. Every one who lives in a

village, as well as every one who does not, will find

amusement here, aud more than that, abundant, food for

thought. It is rare that the relations of neighbors, and

the " rights " of women are touched by so clever a hand.

We read the papers as they appeared, and again iu the

volume, which is as high a compliment as we can pay

to any work. Read it, and see if Tweenit is the only

place where the rolling pin is making slaves.

SUNDRY HUIrlBlJCJSl.—The changes,

which the times and seasons bring to our humbug bud-

get, have been before alluded to, and it is very often the

case that we will receive from widely separated parts of

the country, a number of reports of a similar character,

all written within a few days of one another. This month
the prevailing trouble comes from the doings of

TREE PEDDLERS OR NURSERY AGENTS,

and though we have often warned our readers against

these fellows, it is necessary in this, as in other cases, to

reiterate. One of the most astonishing things that falls

under our observation, is the shortness of memory which
prevails. Iu the budget now before us, we have a letter

complaining of a " puzzle-picture, called the Toll-gate,"

and others asking about Mulligan and his sewing ma-
chines. The " Toll-gate" was shown up in September,
and the sewing machines any time the past four months.
So with nursery agents, and horticultural quacks of all

kinds, we have had so much to say about these, that

one would suppose that every reader would be on his

guard. The nursery agent matter is a difficult one to

jiiiiiu!c, irom the fact that the iinrburyiueii Jo not jiureuo

a uniform course. While some do not send out, any
traveling agents whatever, others, and equally respect-

able ones, do employ agents. On some accounts a travel-

ing agent, provided he really be an agent, is of use, as

there are niauy who will purchase fruit trees upon per-

sonal application, who would not otherwise do so, and
no doubt there is much more fruit grown through their

influence, than there would otherwise have beear. Conlfi

the matter stop here, no one would complain
; butagente

of this kind are the exception, while those of quite an-
other kind are the rule—and this other kind are a setoff

liars and swindlers. The outfit required by one of these
11 agents," is principally an unbounded supply of brass, a
glib tongue, an impossibility to understand what the

word "no" means, and a power of holding on until the

customer is thoroughly tired out, and orders something,
to get rid of the chap. Iu addition to these personal

qualifications, he needs a book of colored plates, in

which fruits are caricatured as to size and color, and per-

haps 6ome bottles containing large currants and other

fruits in spirits. This agent goes around in summer for

orders lo be delivered in fall, and in winter for those to

be delivered in spring. When it is nuar time to deliver

his goods, he goes to the large nursery centers, and buys

up the refuse stock, such as no respectable establishment

would send to its regular customers ; all the poorly

grown, badly shaped, and "hospital stock" is bought
up, and either labeled and assorted there, or scut in a
lump to some point central to his customers, there to be

used in filling his orders. Of course, the labels on the

trees will agree with the names on the order, but that

they shall have any reference to the kind of the tree, is of

but little consequence. The fraud can not be found out

for several years, and the dealer will then be far enough
away. All this is bad enough, but these swindlers offer,

with vivid descriptions, things which really have no
existence, or represent old and worthless varieties as

something rare. Of late we have heard much of the sel-

ling of the Bush Alpine Strawberry, a new kind, in

which the strawberries grow on hushes, and the plants

have no runners. The Bush Alpines arc among the old-

est of strawberries, and there is no bush about them, bat

their flower-stalks stand erect, while the fruit is to most

persons very indifferent. This plant, over two centuries

in cultivation, has been sold all over the country the past

season as a novelty, and at high prices. One chap has

been in Missouri, and other Western States, taking

orders for "self-pruning" grape vines; another has

gooseberries that arc " never sour "—and ornamental

peaches " in clusters," giving the purchaser to think it

is the fruit that is in clusters, and not informing him,

that if an ornamental peach tree should produce fruit at

all, it would be worthless. If people would take the

trouble to inform themselves about such matters, they

could not be imposed upon. It is beyond our compre-
hension, that any one can be found to believe in such ab-

surdities, as "self-pruning" grape vines—why not self-

planting as well? Our advice is, as it always has been.

not to buy of agents at all. Send to some respectable

nursery (see our advertising columns) for a catalogue,

select mainly such fruits as you know, or can learn, to

have succeeded in your locality, add such kinds as yoo
would like to try, aud send the order direct to the

nursery. The freight on a single lot will be a little more
in proportion, than on the agent's larger lot, but the cer-

tainty of having the kinds that were ordered, more than
offsets this. But if one from circumstances must bay
from agents, have nothing to do with any one who can
not show a recent certificate from a well-known nursery.

It is a dodge that agents guarantee to deliver trees from

such or such a nursery—but that is no certificate. If .any

agent or tree peddler offers any unusual novelty—some-
thing out of the ordinary way that no one else has, or

that has only just been introduced—have nothing to do
with him. Such things do not get into the hands «f

peddlers. Every novelty in fruits and flowers worth
having, gets talked of and described in the papers long

before it becomes common enough to be sold by these

fellows.

SUSPICIOUS SMALL FRUIT DOINGS.

Complaints come to us in regard to one Ohio SmaD
Fruit dealer, whose name is Norris, and these, together

with what we can learn from those who know the man
and his operations, lead us to advise our readers to be
cautious in their dealings with Ohio small fruit farmers

of the above name who make a tremendous show with
highly ornamental letter heads.

A NICE LITTLE DODGE FOR GETTING; NAMES.

Many good people who receive circulars of quack
medicines and other things, wonder how the senders

could have obtained their names. We have in former

numbers explained some of the means resorted to, and
stated that lists of addresses were bought and sold like

other merchandise. A circular is being forwarded to

the officers of various temperance lodges and other

associations; it is printed on the back of two specimen

psges of k Temperance Aimanuv*., which the Bignere say

they are getting up ; it asks for statistics about the

lodge, its officers, etc., etc., and then adds: "also please

send us thenamesond address of all the membersof your
lodge, if you have them in print, and if not in print,

please give us the names of one or more officers or
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members, who would arrange with us to get them up
. and send them to us." Now this may all be legitimate,

and there may bo a temperance almanac on foot, but the

funny thing about it is, that one of the "specimen

pages" is the exact reproduction of a page iu a Bitters'

man's pamphlet, and the circular is signed with name
and number in New York, while the Bitters' thing is

signed with another name bnt at the same number! It

all looks very much like a dodge to get names for the

filters* establishment.

WAR CI. AIM SWINDLE.

t)ne of eur correspondents in Louisiana, writes that

one Copt. Ilawk, is going about representing that the Gov-

ernment had made an appropriation to pay the Southern-

ers for property lost during the war, and that he wonld
collect the claims on shares ; but as a " condition prece-

dent," he asks each planter for a fee of $2.
n In the

vicinity of our town he collected over $500." Poor

chickens of planters, you will know a Hawk the nest

time you sec him !

ANOTHER HARD CASE

Is brought lo our notice by a lady who sent money to a

dealer in Chambersburg, Pa., for eggs, which among
other things he advertises. The lady received no eggs,

and cau neither get her money hack nor any reply to her

letters. That the man received the money, is shown by
the return of the check endorsed by him. It is just one

of those cases in which there may be an explanation

possible, and all we can do uuder the circumstances, is

to advise the lady to enter a suit for obtaining money
under false pretenses.

AND NOW IT IS TOrEKA, KANSAS,

that has a lottery. She does not go for a library like

Kentucky, nor yet for a school house, like Nebraska, but

for what we always have with us—the poor. It is a

grand scheme, $65,000 of tickets are to be sold, $55,000

of "gifts" arc to be distributed, and if all goes lovely,

the poor of Topeka will get $10,000, and the disinterested

Mr. Haywood, who goes through all the trouble, gets

nothing—Stop though, $20,000 of the prizes arc in fur-

niture, and it looks very much as if here was a dodge for

closing out a slow stock of bedsteads, rocking-chairs,

washstands, and the like. Ilcrc is au out and out

lottery sanctioned by the mayor, all for the chance of

getting at the most $10,000 for the poor! Isn't this

selling the moral status of Topeka at a rather cheap
rate?... .It has long passed into a proverb, that there

is jirt

ROYAL ROAD TO T.KARNrNO,

but there is, or very soon will he, for a man in Phila-

delphia is grading and fixing it up generally, and it is all

to be in a book of 100 pages. It is to be called the

" Royal Road to Learning, or The Fingcr-Post to

Knowledge." Now how a thing can be both a " road "

and a ' finger-post " at the same time, seems to us as a

little mixed, and would, we believe, puzzle a Phila-

delphia lawyer. About this road we learn that its size

ia to be "8X10 inches," but for the rest it is all a mud-
dle. We learn that " disavowing the present brain

dulling memorizing of words and lessons, together with

ideas, thoughts, and other knowledge, where, in the

attempt lo grasp the perplexing shadows, the substance

is too often lost," yes, "jess so."

COUNTERFEIT MONET.

After a dreary repetition of the old circulars that were
sent out under scores of different names, it is a change
to turn to the spick span new one, all in handsome
•cript in the blackest of lithographic ink. And there is

ho nonsense about it. It offers counterfeit money right

put, in lots to suit customers. The circular is not signed,

but Mr. Henry C. Bolds encloses his little card—Parties
must not call at the address given, as business is only

done by appointment. Of course these fellows catch

some victims, or the game could not be kept up so long.

It is within the power of the police to break the whole
thing up in a short time. Only a few days ago Davis &
Rowland were arrested, but the detective who person-

ated the stranger from Toronto, was snspected before the

rogues had fairly committed themselves. Still it is

something to know that they were "locked up for

examination." That some

REAL ESTATE AGENTS

are perfectly Bquare business men, we have no doubt, bnt
there are others with whom we should not like to do
business. Some letters before us have a very suspicious

look. One G. H., of New York, advertised in Maryland
and Illinois papers, that he wished to buy a farm. One
person in each of the above States, who replied to these
advertisements, received each a letter, not from G. H.,

but from a New York concern calling themselves "real
estate agents," informing that G. n. had suited himself
to a farm, and turned the lettersovcr to them, the agents.

These two letters, one to a man iu Maryland, and the
other to one in Illinois, are before us, and are, t;ikcn

together, very interesting reading. The agents write

to the Marylander : "There are two Englishmen,
(brothers), *** near Whitestone, Long Island, who desire

just such a farm as you describe."—and to the Illinoieian

they write :
" There are two men, father and son, near

Whitestone, Long Island, *** who desire just such a farm
at you describe." A remarkable coincidence truly! and
Whitestone must be in danger of being depopulated, but
the coincidence is not so strange as the correspondence
between the two letters, which for four pages of com-
mercial note, arc precisely the same, except such trivial

verbal differences that one would make in copying.

Both pairs of intended purchasers arc "willing to pay
half cash;" in the Maryland case, the parties are going
to view a farm near Lynchburg, Va., and iu the Illinois

case, they are going to view a farm in Madison, Wis.,
and (by another coincidence) both pairs of Whitcstoncrs
are to start on the 9th of October. In both cases the

pairs of Whitcstoncrs arc to be persuaded to stop over
and sec the farms in Maryland and Illinois, and in each
case those having the farms to sell, are informed that

"these parties mean business," and moreover in both
cases " They arc of the liberal class, and easily influenced,

by good treatment." Each man with the farm to sell, is

given to understand that these Whitcstoncrs are quite

sure to buy. But, for the trouble of getting the White-
stoners " the proper tickets for them, and to see that they

go through, and stop at no place this side of yours," these
" agents " want $5 in a registered letter. Of course, if a

sale is made, the agents expect a commission, but the $5
must come anyhow. It is just possible that such a

transaction as this is all square, bnt to our notion, the

chance of such a coincidence is about equal to that

of these "agents" being struck by lightning. Moral.--

Don't invest your $5 unless yon are sure you will get

something for it.

Sometimes the literature of quackery is simply dis-

gusting, and one feels ashamed, when he reads the trans-

parent lies, which are told about the discovery of these

wonderful nostrums, and the absurd claims made for

them, to think there can be found persons so simple

and gullible, as to place any confidence in such trash.

But there is a still worse feature very common in the

quack pamphlets and circulars, their

IMPIETY AND NEAR APPROACH TO BLASPHEMY.

We do not now refer so much to those fellows, who
assume the garb of religion as a help to sell their stuff,

but to the light and impious ways, in which the name of

the Supreme is used, and the manner in which those

things, which the better part of mankind hold r.s sacred,

are made to advertise a nostrum. One before us has for

its head-line in large letters: "Behold what, hath God
wrought "—to call attention to a ridiculous yarn about

flume woman's adventures in Chili in discovering the

wonderful herb—which of course grows "only upon a

single ridge of mountains." Then she, or he, or who-
over it may be, wickedly and uselessly says, " I will

stake my existence," that for certain named troubles

the stuff is the best remedy known. While these things

are vulgarly impious, the circular from which they are

taken is not so bad, as that of one who calls himself Dr.

Blood. Last month we mentioned the great prevalence

of quacks in the generally estimable city of Providence,

and a friend there has taken the trouble to send us spe-

cimens of the literature that circulates in that place.

This Blood sends out a large, four-page sheet, with the

cheerful title in large black letters of " Life or Death ; "'

beneath this there arc two American flags, which he has
had the impudence to besmirch by printing his sanguine-

ous name upon them. At one corner is a picture of what
is apparently the Virgin, as Mater Dolorosa, with over it

the legend " Why will you die? "—and at the opposite

corner the head of Christ, crowned with thorns, with a

face expressive of great agony. Now we claim that it

is absolutely impious to use sacred emblems to adver-

tise one's business of any kind. It would be just as

proper for an apple-woman to put up a cross to call atten-

tion to her stand, as it is for this Blood to use the image of

the Saviour in his suffering to embellish his quack-sheet.

With such gross impropriety at the heading, we are not
surprised to read beneath, that "where oxygenized air

has failed to relieve a patient, nothing but the interpo-

sition of Heaven could save him." In another column
we learn that Louis Napoleon, Wm. n. Seward, and
Horace Greeley might all have been living, but for the

doctors, and of Greeley, it is said :
" May his soul rest in

heaven, where allopathic doctors and hot irons are un-

known." It is the duty of every parent to see that such

wickedly repulsive literature as this ia kept out of the

family—not only upon sanitary grounds, but uponmoral
ones. Children hear an abundance of wickednesB, bnt

they should not be allowed to see the names of God and
Christ in print, unless mentioned with reverence and
affection.

Pure Sal*.—"A Dairyman." The Ashton
Salt, a* imported, is not to be trusted implicitly, as there

arc said lo be four or five different manufacturers who

send salt of this brand to this country. The Onondaga
(N. Y.) "factory filled" Salt, is the purest article now
made anywhere, and may be relied upon for dairy pur-
poses. Chemical analyses prove it to have less salts of
lime, magnesia, or water, than the best Ashton salt, and
to have 98.28 per cent of pure salt (chloride of sodium) in
its composition, while Ashton salt has but 97.65. At the
Central New York Fair, butter packed two years ago
with Onondaga salt, was exhibited in good order. Thus
the prejudice against American salt, and in favor of the
foreign article, is seen to be groundless.

Potash in Compost.—" P. D. H.," Gans-
voort, N. H. It wonld not pay to purchase carbonate of
potash for mixing in compost heaps, at $8 per 100 pounds,
which is the market price. It would also require to be
ground or dissolved, as it comes in tho barrels in large

masses, and could not be conveniently used otherwise.
The German potash salts (Kainit), which are sold by
Geo. E. White, 160 Front St., New York, at about $30
per ton, would be more economical, and they can be
sown by a machine. These salts contain 30 per cent of
sulphate of potash, and 1G percent of sulphate of mag-
nesia. Sulphate of potash yielding 90 percent, is sold

by the same party for 4# cents per pound.

Castings for Implements.—" Dealer,"
Rockford, 111. Castings for agricultural implements, or
for light, machinery of all kinds, may be procured of
Livingstone & Co., Pittsburg, who make a specialty of
this business. It would be as well for you to communi-
cate with them.

The American Garden is the title of
a new horticultnral paper, or rather of a journal that has
been essentially changed. Messrs. Beach, Son & CoM
seedsmen of Brooklyn, N. Y., for tho past two or three

years issued a quarterly, which was partly journal and
partly catalogue. In September last this was placed in

the editorial charge of Mr. James Hogg, and it is now a
handsome monthly of 24 pages, somewhat smaller than

our own. In its first number of its present form, the

Garden saw fit to express itself in regard te the agricul-

tural press in a manner quite nncalled for, and not at all

calculated^to insure it a favorable reception among agri-

cultural journals, and it chose the Country Gentleman
especially, to illustrate the fact, that the agricultural

press is given to blundering in floricultural matters. The
Country Gentleman of conrse makes a sharp reply, anfl

an exceedingly neat rebuke was administered to the Gar-

den by the Gardeners' Monthly, which, in its October
number, without comment, quotes from the Country

Gentleman over half a dozen columns of useful horticul-

tural items. However, wc are not disposed to quarrel

with the Garden for having made a blunder, and need
only say in regard to it, that its editor is abundantly

able to make an interesting and useful paper, as he

has had a long horticultural experience, and is an

easy and pleasant writer. So we give tho new journal a

welcome, with the remark, that if it chooses to place it-

self in antagonism with its neighbors, it will find that

the agricultural journals will accept the sitnation.

ItooU on Diseases or the ITorse.—
E. n. M., Delaware Co., N. Y. Youatt & Spooner on the

Horse, is a useful book to consult in the absence of a

veterinary surgeon. Price, $1.50.

Deterioration of Sheep.—"L. M. 0.,"

Woodstock, N. H. It is a matter of difficulty, if not of

impossibility, to preserve a breed or class of sheep up to

its original standard, if the conditions under which it Is

kept are not suitable. Heavy bodied sheep will persist

in becoming leggy and light when bred for a time upon
hilly pastures, and if the flock is reinforced by new blood

the improvement is only temporary. No breed of sheep

can remain in successful or profitable possession of any

district, unless the peculiar local conditions as to pasture,

climate, and nature of the ground, are found to be exact-

ly fitted for it. It is the inevitable results of such condi-

tions that have produced the wide differences which

exist between the various breeds of sheep.

Exports and Imports.—By the lates*

monthly report from the Bureau of Statistics, we find

that the total value of the exports during the fiscal year,

1S74, exceeded that of the imports by over 39 million

dollars ; in 1873 the imports exceeded the exports by
over 101 million dollars. The balance in fnvor of tho

present year, is therefore over HO million of dollars, and
is made up of an increase of exports over 1673, of over

64 million dollars, and a decrense of imports of over 76

millions.

See Page 433.
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Sweep or Tre:ul-Power,-" R. J. H.,"

Bedford, Ohio. With a well made tread-power the whole

i useful effect of the horses is secured. This is not done

with the best of the sweep-powers. When heavy horses

are used in the tread-power, their weight is usefully ap-

plied, but in the sweep there is often no advantage in

using heavy horses as against light ones. There is a

great economy of space also in using tread-powers.

There need be little fear of danger from their use ; we
have used a tread-power for many years without any ac-

cident or approach to one, and have not yet heard of any

accident with one.

Field, Cover, and Trap Shooting,
by Adam II. Bogardus, and published by J. B. Ford &
'€0. The author nf this work is known as the ''champion

wing shot of America. 1
' This work shows great experi-

ence, close observation, and a happy maimer of relating

Adventure and imparting instruction. It is a most

interesting book, and one likely to be welcomed by

sportsmen. Sent from this office, post-paid, for $2.

Choice Receipts, by M. S. W., is the title

of a work just from the press of J. It. Osgood & Co.,

Boston. It is a perfect gem in the way of book making,

being neat and tasteful to the degree that makes one feci

sure that the dishes for which it gives directions must

be as good as the manner of presenting them is elegant.

This is not a cook-hook, but a collection of choice

recipes in the different culinary departments, accom-

panied by concise directions for compounding them.

While all else is so complete, it is a wonder that

''receipts' 1 should be chosen for the title, instead of

recipes. There is but one way to test the value of works
of this kind, which is to put them to frequent use, and
just what we propose to do with this one. Price $1.50.

Some Species and Varieties of the
Lily, is the title of a pamphlet in French, of 35 pages
and several illustrations, by J. H. Krelage, Haarlem. A
-second part is to appear. This work Bhows that the

anthor, besides being one of the great bulb growers of
the world, may claim a high rank as a horticultural writer.

Sore Eyes in I*iffs.—" Reader." In-

flammation of the eyes, from which pigs are seriously

suffering in some parts of the West, is only a symptom
of a disease which is known as apoplexy. It is a blood

disease, closely related to cholera, and canses an exces-

sive congestion of all the membranes of the head, which
ia shown in their inflamed condition. There are some
other symptoms, very similar to those of " black quarter "

in cattle, viz. : black soft patches in various parts of the

body, just beneath the skin. The best treatment is to

give a strong dose of salts at the first appearance of

restlessness and redness of the eyes, and put the animals

upon low cooling diet. The cause is want of pure water
and too sudden over-feeding, or feeding with unripe corn.

Eight Toes upon one Foot.—"G.
II.," Clinton Co., Ohio, sends us a foot of a chicken,

which has eight toes upon it. It was very nearly a case

of a three-footed chicken, as the line of juncture of two
legs is very apparent, and there arc two distinct leg-bones.

Sheep Fence.—"G. B.," Coos Co., Oregon.
To have a secure fence for sheep it ought to be at least

four feet high. If made of boards, the lowest one should

be 6 inches from the ground, the second 6 inches from
the first board, the third 9 inches from the second, and
the fourth 10 inches from the third. This will give 31

inches of space and 24 inches of boards, in all 55 inches,

which would be safe for any hut very brcachy sheep.

Canvass Itoofin**-.—" F. G.," Herkimer
Co., N. T. The chief fault of canvass roofing is its cost.

It makes a tight, durable roof, if kept well painted. The
roofing felt made by Fay & Co., Camden, N. J., is much
cheaper and is as tight and durable as canvass.

Aphtha in Cattle.—u S. A.," Moosup,
Conn. This disease, much more serious than that known
as foot-rot, is often taken for it, because the fuot is first

affected. It is an eruptive fever, which occurs but once
in the life of an animal. Itaffects first the feet, and gen-

erally the off or right hind foot is first attacked. Small
blisters form hetween the claws and around the coronet
of the hoof, causing great pain, and the animal holds the
affected foot backwards and shakes it, or lies down, and
is disinclined to rise. If the mouth is now examined,
the tongue, lips, and inside of the jaws, are found in-

flamed in patches, and small blisters as large as a pea
appear. By and by these, as well as those on the feet,

burst and run together, forming raw surfaces, which are
very sensitive and painful. The hoofs often slough en-
tirely away. In a few days the raw surfaces are covered
.with scabs, the fever is lessened, and from the tenth to

the fifteenth day the disease abates. It is highly con-

tageous, and fresh animals introduced into the farm or

stables where it has prevailed, are taken down rapidly.

The treatment recommended is a purgative of 8 ounces

of Epsom salts mixed with 2 ounces of gentian root

powdered, and % a pint of molasses. This is placed

upon the tongue in portions, until it is all Bwallowed.

The feet are poulticed with linseed meal, or fomented

with hot water, until the blisters are broken and sup-

puration occurs. They are then dressed with a pint of

water, in which 2 drams of chloride of zinc and 1 ounce

tincture of myrrh have been dissolved. The food of the

animal should be mashes of barley malt, with some lin-

seed meal, or boiled oats, green clover, or chopped car-

rots, and generally cooling laxative feed and demulcent

drinks, as linseed or oat meal grnel. It is well to pro-

cure professional assistance if possible. The stables

should also be thoroughly cleaned, disinfected, and

whitewashed.

Pasturing Sheep.—"G. B.," Coos Co.,

Oregon. A newly seeded pasture should not be used un-

til the grass has become well rooted. It may be mown
once before sheep arc turned upon it. A year's growth

at least should be allowed before the grass is pastured.

Sheep will not eat ferns.

Brick Machine.—"E. O.fo.," Tracy City,

Tcnn. An excellent brick machine that can be worked
with two horses and three men, is made by R. II. Allen

& Co., of 189 Water-st, New York. It costs $450, and

will mix clay, and make 25,000 bricks per day. A ma-

chine to make tiles can be procured for $335.

Cheap Food ibr Store Hogs.—" D.

L. Z.," Rolla, Mo. Corn is neither economical nor

wholesome food for store hogs. A small portion of corn

ought to be fed ; hut the greater bulk of the food may bo

made np of boiled potatoes, cut clover, hay and corn

fodder, scalded and sprinkled over with wheat or rye

bran, and slightly salted, mixed together and fed cold.

We have fed store hogs upon this food throughout the

winter, and kept them in growing thrifty condition at

vory little expense. The clover and corn fodder is eaten

readily along with the potatoes and bran. For drink we
gave a thin slop of corn meal and bran, which was allow-

ed to ferment and sour slightly.

Floating; Curds*—"A Dairyman," Utica,

N. Y. The cause of floating curds is much, disputed.

Probably few dairymen, who profess to have studied the

matter, agree upon any one thing as the true cause, and

many allege widely different reasons for it. The cause

has been variously said to be in the cow, in her food, in

the water she drinks, in the air she breathes, in the foul-

ness of the stables, in the care of the milk, in the condi-

tion of the dairy utensils, in the condition of the air;

electricity has been blamed for it, as has that very handy

and useful, but indefinite cause called "germs in the

air." It is easier to say what is not the cause than what
is. It is still a matter for close investigation.

Shipment of Bone-Dust.—A 500 ton

vessel has recently cleared from Chicago for Liverpool,

loaded with bone-dust. The sending off of this indis-

pensable fertilizer from our own fields is to be regretted,

the more so when we consider that the Illinois prairic3

arc already falling off in their produce of grain, and can

hardly spare the loss of the bone which represents their

past fertility.

Preservation of Manure.—Investiga-

tions have been made by Professor Way, of England, by
which the increased value of manure kept under shelter

is accurately determined as against that exposed in open
yards. The following are the relative values as deter-

mined by analyses of the dry manures, the water'being
nearly equal in each, and about 71 per cent

:

Covered Yard
Manure. Manure.

Nitrogen, equal to ammonia, per cent. ..2.37 1.7
Organic matter, soluble in water fi.42 1.82
Phosphoric acid 30 .26
Alkalies 2.00 .SO

The other constituents, not being of importance, were
not determined. The value of the cc,"*ed manure is seen

to be more than double that of the otacv.

Beef Cluos.—" A Beef-eater," Akron, Ohio.
The difficulty in the way of farmers procuring a regular

supply of fresh beef or mutton might easily be removed
by forming beef clubs, as is done In Tennessee. One of
these clubs has been in operation 20 years. There arc 1G

members. Each member provides a three-year-old steer,

or a cow, and feeds the animal so that it shall be ready
for the butcher at a stated time. Each member's time is

fixed at a meeting for that Dumose. Each animal is to

be of such a quality that there shall be 12' J per cent of

tallow to the meat, or a fine of $5 is levkd. The best
beef draws a premium of $10. A butcher is selected in
some central locality, who slaughters an animal every
Saturday and divides it into sixteen portions of equal
value. He keeps a correct account of each animal, credits

the owner with the proceeds, and charges each member
with his share. At the end of the term a settlement is

made, and those who arc in debt pay the amounts, which
are then paid over to those who have a credit. Of course

the debts exactly balance the credits on the whole. Each
member gets about 25 pounds of beef every week. If it

is desirable, the club might consist of 26 members, and
each one might provide a beef twice a year. This would
give a constant supply. Then, if the dogs were looked
after and a dozen sheep kept on every farm, there would
be plenty of lamb and mutton.

A Perfeet Harrow.—"L. D. N.," An-
napolis, Md. We know of no perfect harrow, that is one
that will do all the various kinds of work that harrows are
expected to do. There are some implements that are?

better than others for certain uses. Thus the Thomas*
Ilarr )W is unique for light work, such as grass seeding,

or for destroying weeds, while the Nishwitz or the

Shares1 Harrow will cover sod or mellow the soil better

than any others we know of, unless perhaps it be one
recently brought to our notice, known as the "Wheel
Harrow," which, in addition to the excellent form of the

teeth, can be raised or depressed, and which has some
other advantages. A farmer that has various kinds of

work to do, needs more than one harrow, and if he has a
good roller, there are many uses for which it may be use-

fully made to supersede the harrow. By and by we be-

lieve the ordinary harrow, as we know it, will be dis-

placed by much more acceptable implements, such as the

grubber and the various surface cultivators. The day of

the old-fashioned square-toothed harrow is about over.

Salsify, When anil How to Use.—
"G. P.

1
' Salsify, or, as it is often called, Oyster Plant,

may be used whenever the root is largo enough, but as it

is never much over an inch in diameter, those who sell it

usually let it grow as large as possible. Whichever way
it is cooked, the first step is to scrape it to remove the

skin, and throw each root into water as soon as scraped,

to prevent it from turning a dark color. It maybe cut

into inch pieces and stewed tender, adding milk, butter,

and a little flour, to make a sauce. It may also be
fried ; one way is to cut the root into convenient pieces,

boll mrttl tender; dip In batter and fry like fritter**

another, boil tender, mash, and make into balls, which
are floured and then fried brown. The writer, who ha;
it two or three times a week during the winter, has i£

cooked by stewing almost exclusively.

'Front in Hard Water.—"Badger,**
Berlin, Wisconsin. Trout wilt thrive excellently in hard
water, if the hardness is due only to carbonate of lime.

Some of the best trout streams run through a limestone

country. Clear cold rapid running water, free from any
other mineral impurity than lime, is well adapted for

these fish. Washings from lead or copper mines, the

refuse from dye works, or woolen mills, or sawdust from
saw mills, in excessive quantities, will kill or drive

away trout. The drawing of wagon-jack is received.

Carbolic Acid in tlie Oairy.—"A. E.
R.," Jefferson Co., W. Va. There is nothing that absorbs

strong odors more readily than cream. If so strong a
pmelling substance as carbolic acid is used in a milk
cellar, it would certainly spoil the cream, and the churn
would absorb some of the odor if the cream was churned
in it. Probably the best way to purify the churn in such

a case, would be to put it in a running stream for a few
days, or until the scent disappears.

Salt upon Wheat.—"Reader," Clyde,
Ohio. Salt being veiy soluble should only be applied to

wheat in the spring, when it can be appropriated by the

plant. It is generally used in quantities of two to lour

bushels per acre, to stiffen the straw.

Compost Heaps.—"A. J. M., M Hollana-
bnrgh, Ohio. Compost heaps arc made by mixing a por-

tion of fresh stable manure with vegetable or animal
matter, which by itself would not readily decompose.

The substances used are placed in layers in a close com-
pact -pile, made flat on the top so as to catch enough
rain to keep it moist. The manure sets the whole in a

fermenting condition, and it quickly decomposes. It

frequently occurs that the pile must be taken down,

turned over, and piled up again for a second fermenta-

tion, before it becomes well rotted. " Bominer's art of

making manure," describes an excellent method of mak-
ing composts. It costs 25 cents. Patent expired.

See Page 433.
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I\oi*c in a. Horse's Abdomen.—"F.
A. G.,*" Stirling, 111. The uupleasant noise referred to

ie frequently cuuscd by an accumulation of wind or gas

in the bowels. Some horses are subject to chronic

flatulence on account of indigestion. A remedy might

be sought in feeding moist food with bran niashes, or

some linseed meal, so as to keep the bowels somewhat

loose, adding half an ounce of salt to each feed, and giv-

ing a dram of copperas with one ounce of ginger at night,

for a week or two. It is often incurable.

Lands in Eastern Virginia.—"C.
F. S.," Guernsey Co., Ohio, may commuuicate with

Chaflin, Staples & Co., of Richmond, Va.

The Preparation of Plaster.—"W.
W. S.," Hallock, III. It is very probable that plaster

would act favorably upon clover in your soil. We have

known it to be used with success in most of the Western

and Northern States. The rock plaster can be purchased

cheaply at Saginaw or Grand Rapids, Mich., and in

Syracuse, N. Y. The freight from either place in bulk

would not make it too costly for use. It should not be

burned before being ground, nor should any plaster be

purchased that contains any impurity whatever. It can

be ground, after having been broken into small pieces,

between common burr-stones, such as are used in a grist-

mill. There is a great deal of ignorance as to the use

and nature of plaster where it is not much known. It is

not lime, nor does it possess any of the caustic or other

qualities of ordiuary lime, but is a perfectly distinct

compound of lime, sulphuric acid, and water.

IHieliins Machine.—"E. M./» Santee,

S. C. The Carter Ditching Machine, to which we have

referred, would not answer the purpose of clearing out

the ditches of rice plantations. It would not be difficult,

however, to construct a machine to be drawn by mules,

which would clear out the growth of weeds and the ac-

cumulated mud, and deposit them upon the bank, if it

Ehould be found cheaper to do the work in that manner

than by hand labor. It is a question of cost altogether.

As to Pigeons.-"E.M.," Santee, S. C.

The common domestic pigeon would probably be as

profitable to raise as any. A loft over a poultry house

would answer very well for the roost and nests, but it

should be kept perfectly clean. Peas are favorite food

fur these birds, as many a gardener knows to his cost,

barley or oats may also be fed to them.

Cultivation oritarley.—"C. J.," Roan-

oke Co., Va. It is better to make barley a spring crop.

If fall wheat happens to be a failure, the ground may be

replowed and sown to barley very conveniently and

profitably. There is no better crop than this with which

to seed down to clover or timothy. Barley is imported

from Europe to supply our markets, and this fact would

imply that its culture ought to be profitable. As feed a

good crop of barley is more profitable than oats, and

there is no grain better for horses, pigs, and poultry. It

thrives better under heat than oats, but must have a good

Boil and clean tillage. If you have these, we know of no

reason why you may not grow this crop with profit. If

you can raise 20 bushels of wheat per acre, you ought to

produce 40 bushels of barley.

Guano Tor Grass.-" H. C. C," Gardiner,

Me. A usual dressing of guano for grass is 250 pounds

per acre. It depends, however, upon the nature of the

soil whether two tons of hay per acre can be growu

yearly. We have known the above quantity of guano to

Rouble the crop of grass, but in a dry season we have

fenown it to fail of effect entirely.

Stable for a Colt.—" J. H. B.," W,ater-

town, Ct. We would prefer to keep a colt or a horse in

what is called a loose box, rather than in a narrow stall,

and tied up. There is always some danger when a horse

is tied in a stall, but none in a properly constructed

loose box. The box should be 12 feet square, with walls

G feet high ; the feed trough should be made to swing

outside of the box into the feed passage, so that there is

nothing inside that could cause any accident whatever.

A valuable horse is thus safe from accident, and the cx-

ira cost of such a stable is repaid in many ways.

Cheese B»ress.—" E. F. P.," Anderson Co.,

Texas. In the Agiicultwist of April, 1874, will be found

an engraving of a cheese press, which any mechanic can

make, and metallic hoops. The power may be applied

Dy means of a lever, or the screw may be procured of

Millar & Co., Ulica, N. Y.

SontH CfinroUna Phosphates.—There

arc 38 coinpanieB cngngctfih mining phosphate rock in

South Carolina. The produce la^t year was 112,515 tons,

of which 18,000 were used in manufacturing fertilizers in

Charleston, 41,975 tons were shipped to Northern ports,

and 52,720 tons were shipped to Europe.

Scalding- Feed.—"A. B.," Hancock, N.H.
—It would be very advisable during the winter mouths
to cut the hay or fodder fed to cows, and after mixing the

meal, or shorts, to be fed with it, to scald the whole with

boiling water in a feed box or barrel. It should be cover-

ed closely with a lid or thick cloth, and allowed to cool

down to a moderate warmth before feeding it. If the

feed for 10 or 12 head is thus prepared, a 10-bushel box
or chest would be large enough to scald the feed in, and
that quantity of feed, closely covered, would take 12

hours to cool down sufficiently to be fed. More feed

thus prepared would be eaten than of dry feed, and it

would be more digestible. Each cow should have at

each feed a bushel of cut hay with oue quart of meal, and

half an ounce of bait.

The Dairy iu Colorado.—" W. W. L.,"

Rockford, 111. There are numerous grassy valleys in the

mountains of Colorado, where dairying may be carried

on successfully. These are too small for stock-raising

purposes, and are therefore free from interference from

stock men. Thfc water is cool and pure, and it is

doubtful if there are any better locations for co-operative

butter or cheese factories, than these retired valleys.

Half-bred Colts.—"W. M. S.," Asnley-

ville, Mass. No half-thoroughbred colt that is of any

value, could be bought for $75. The fee for the services

of a good stallion is often $50 to $100, and the service of

very few real thoroughbreds could be had for those prices.

The value of any good colt, four or five months old, of

common stock, ought to be $75. It would therefore be

labor lost in seeking a half-thoroughbred for that price.

Abandoned Farms in the East.—
"T. E. L.," 'Wilmington, Del. The statement that large

portions of the New England States are depopulated, and

farms abandoned by hundreds, is too absurd to need a

denial. No person should suppose that any farm is aban-

doned by its owners, or that any laud is thrown out of

cultivation, where farm products bear the price they do

in New England. These abandoned farms and houses

exist only in imagination. There is a large portion of

New England that is fit only for pasture, and we have

seen hill-fa*rms that persons used to level, smooth land,

would consider of little value, that on the contrary are

profitable dairy farms and worth $100 an acre for pasture

alone. If any person wants to buy a good farm, iu a

good locality, in New England, he would have to pay at

least $100 to $200 per acre. Sheep farming, however,

can not be made profitable as a special business on the

small farms common in New England, and there is no such

wide range to be had there, as in some parts of the West.

Reclamation and Protection of
Land.—This is the title of a small work, by David

Stevenson, Vice-President of the Royal Society of Eu-

ginecrs, descriptive of the methods of embanking tidal

rivers, for the purpose of reclaiming marsh or over-

flowed land, which have been adopted successfully in

Scotland. By the system described no less than 7000

acres of laud have been reclaimed on the banks of the

river Dee. Considering the vast field which is presented

to us in our tidal rivers and estuaries, for both improv-

ing navigation, and making valuable land, this book will

be found of great interest and value. Published by

A. & C. Black, Edinburgh.

I\ew Market tor drain.—A cargo of

oats, and one of wheat, have been recently shipped from

San Francisco to Callao, Peru. A cargo of barley has also

been*6hipped to Iquiqui, in the game country. These

cargoes are the first that have been shipped to these

ports from California, and mark the opening of a new
trade in grain,

Failure to Breed.—" J. N. P.," Sharon,

Pa. Ground rye has no injurious effect upon the breeding

of a mare, any more than other grain, unless it is fed

in excess, so that the mare is kept in too high condition.

If the condition is too high, the mare may be reduced by

bleeding, or by extra work with a reduction of feed.

Bleeding and turning the marc to grass with the horse,

is often resorted to in such a case as this, but the shoes

should be removed for fear of injury by kicking.

Bog and Blood Spavin.—U H. E. H.,"

Brownsville, Pa. In 1873 we said " bog and blood-spavin

are two different things, although they often exist to-

gether. Bog-spavin rarely causes lameness, but is fre-

quently incurable. 1 ' You have not quoted this correctly.

Blood-spavin is an aggravated form of bog-spavin, and is

an unsoundness in a horse, while bog-spavin is not an

unsoundness, unless it interferes with the action of the
joint, which it rarely does. Windgalls rarely cause
lameness, and are not of themselves an unsoundness.
These blemishes are often hereditary, but are generally
the effect of hard work, and in this case, if cured, will
appear again upon the first return of the original cause.

Lauds in Nebraska.-For the benefit of
several enquirers, we would say that the lands belonging
to the Union Pacific and Burlington and Missouri rail-

roads in Nebraska, are situated iu tUe valleys of the
Platte and its tributaries. These lands are as rich as any
in the West, and the climate is exceedingly healthful.

Spring wheat, flax, oats, and corn, are the chief grain

crops raised on the newly broken prairie. The lands are

sold at low prices and on easy terms of payment, and the

country is settling very rapidly. There is no State in

which agriculture is more liberally fostered by the gov-
ernment, than in Nebraska. The only want is timber,

but timber may be much more easily and quickly growu
upon a prairie farm, than a farm can. be cleared out of
timber lands.

Salt as a Fertilizer. — " A. F. R.,"
Newark, Ohio. Salt being readily soluble, should be
sown upon wheat at that period when it can be appro-

priated by the plant most usefully. As its effect is in

some manner as yet undetermined to stiffen the straw
and help the plant to appropriate the necessary silica for

this purpose, it should be sown in spring, before the

grain commences to car. Early in April would be a good
time to sow it upon this crop, or upon rye. For oats it

should be sowu when they are six or eight inches high.

Sale of a Jersey Herd.—The herd of

Jerseys belonging to I. II. McHenry, of Maryland, were
sold at public sale on the 2nd of September. The prices

realized were very low, varying from $17 up to $405. H.
C. Kelscy, of Trenton, N. J.; W. E. Dougherty, of Harris-

burg, Pa.; and Col. F. D. Curtis, of Kirby Homestead,
Charlton, N. Y., were the principal purchasers. The
highest prices were $310 for an imported cow, " Gold
Drop," over six years old, and $405 for " Laura," 5 years

old, bred by Mr. McHeury.

The Swivel I'low.-"A. R. C.," Ham.
Co., Ohio. It depends somewhat upon the soil, whether

a swivel plow, as indeed any other plow, will turn a per-

fect furrow. There are some soils in which no iron plow
will turn a perfect furrow, mill steel plows must be Used.

There are no steel swivel plows yet made, and we could

hardly say that any iron swivel plow we have yet seen or

tried, will do all that is claimed for it in every soil.

Roup in Fowls. — "Old Subscriber,"

Crescent City, Cal. One of the symptoms of roup is

inflammation of the eye with swelling, and discharge of

fetid matter. Unless some remedy is applied, the eye is

destroyed or the bird dies. A remedy which is generally

effective, is to*wash the eye, mouth, and nostrils, with a

solution of chloride of zinc, one ounce in a pint of water,

by means of a feather. The cause is frequently cold,

inflammation resulting from feeding too much grain, foul

uuveutilated quarters, or over crowding.

Lands in Iowa.—The settlement of Iowa
has progressed so far, that desirable hoinestep.ds upon
government land, can no longer be procured. It is only

in a few of the northwestern counties, that any govern-

ment lands remain unoccHpied. Rather than take these

for nothing, a settler had better pay a fair price for lands

near a railroad ; indeed he will save money by so doing.

There are 1,500,000 acres of the best lands in central

Iowa, belonging to the Iowa Railroad Land Company,

offered for sale at from $5 to $7 per acre. This part

of the State is well watered, is a good grass, corn, and

wheat region, and is only a short distance from Chicago.

Tlie Texas Cattle Trade-The present

year's cattle trade at Topeka, Kansas, is 25 per cent

larger than thai, of last year. In 1873, 118,'^06 head were

handled ; in 1874, 155.300 have been handled, and there

are 115,000 more in the State to come forward. The

whole number shipped and to be shipped from the State

the present season is estimated nt 500.000, worth 10 mil-

lions of dollars. This is but the beginning of the cattle

business, which has grown to these proportions since

the opening of railroads in Kansas. The demand for

these cattle is yearly increasing, and the produce keeps

pace with the demand ; the immense facilities forraisiug

cheap cattle in the States of Texas. Kansas, and < tolorado,

being unequalled elsewhere, at the same time the use of

improved or pure bred bulls is largely adding to tha-

value of the stock now raised.

See Page 433.
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Preserving Green I'odder.—"H. L.,"

Transj-'.^uin Co., N. C. Thr> method of preserving greeu

fodder, recently described iu the Agriculturist, is prac-

ticed extensively in Europe, and has been in use for

many years. In a recent number of a French agricultural

journal there is a statement of a large farmer, who put

up in this manner 100 tons of corn fodder in 1871, 200

tons in 1872, and 150 tons in 188. He nsed 3 lbs. of salt

to the 1,000 lbs. of fodder, half dried. When the fodder

is not so dry, more salt is used. It is necessary that the

fodder be perfectly free from external moisture, and be

also partly dried or wilted ; that it be packed very close-

ly ; that the covering should be at least 2 feet thick, and

prevent access of air. and that the pit be dug in a per-

fectly dry spot, and be kept free from water. It might
be well to try again. We have seen beet leaves taken

from such a pit in the spring, which were packed away
in the proceeding fall, and they were readily eaten by
cows and oxen.

See Page 433.

"Walks and Talks" Correspondence.

Grade Esses Pigs.—C. W. Hess, Columbus, O., writes:
** I have a fine drove of black pigs, from largo Poland-

China sows, and a thoroughbred Essex boar. I am well

pleased with the stock, and think it is a good cross.'"

—

This is precisely what I should expect. Another cross

of the Essex on these young half-bred sows will, I think,

give still finer pigs. It is only when you resort to the

age of cross-bred or grade males that the stock begins to

show a want of uniformity.

Wheat for Horses.—The proprietor of an extensive

mail-route iu the South-west, where the grasshoppers

have destroyed nearly everything, except wheat, writes

thai he has contracted for 10,000 bushels of wheat, at 50

cents per bushel, to feed bis horses. So far they have

(tone well, and the wheat is much cheaper than oats. I

suppose the only danger is from, the horses eating too

much at a time. If it could be soaked in water for four

or five hours, it probably would be less likely to swell in

the stomach, or produce colic. If ground, and mixed
with cnt hay, it would be still better, but I suppose this

can not be done.

A small Flock op Sheep.—•"A Young Farmer," of

Washington Co., N. Y., says he wants to keep a flock of

fifteen sheep, and asks, "if Spanish Merinos would not

be best to raise full-bloods, or for early lambs for the

butcher, and for wool ?" I think not. With good caro

some of the " mutton breeds," such as the South Down,
Shropshire Down, Leicester, or Cotswolds, would pay

better in such circumstances. On cheap land, where
sheep are kept in large flocks principally for wool, the

Merino would be the most profitable breed.

Threshino Wheat from the Field.—A correspon-

dent in BeaverCb., Pa., writes: "You speak of thresh-

ing your wheat as you haul it. How did you get your
hands? Did you thresh in the field ?"—No. I drew it

to the barn, so as to slack the straw where I wanted it.

We thresh with a ten-horse machine. The "threshers "

charge 5 cents a bushel for wheat, 4 cents for barley, and
3 cents for oats. They furnish the machine, and four

horses, and four men. One of the men drives, one feeds,

one carries away the grain, and the other oils and looks

after the machine, changing occasionally with the feeder.

In threshing from a stack, or from a bay, it usually takes

2 men on the stack, and sometimes 3, 1 to cut the bands,

2 on the strawvstack, and sometimes *fc=5 men, besides

the threshers, and sometimes 7. In drawing and thresh-

ing from the field, it takes: 1 man to pitch, 3 men to

load, drive, and unload, 1 to cut bauds, 2 men on the

stack, and sometimes 3=7 men, besides threshers, and
sometimes S. I keep eight farm-horses and four wagons.
The Deacon and the Squire exchange work with me,
Pending a team and a man each. Or, if they have not the

time, I get some other neighbor. You sec from the
above statement, that it takes only two more men to

draw in and thrc-h, than to thresh alone—and some- 1

times Duly one man more.

Sowing different Varieties of Wheat together.—
" H. G." Plymouth, O., writes, that the wheat crop of

hie section 1ms been an extraordinary one. lie has heard
of no crop less than 20 bushels per acre, and one that was
46 bushels per acre. "The same man," he says, "had
4i.iv bushels on the game land last year. Last year he
mixed three kinds of wheat together for seed. This year
he had some five or six kinds. What is your opinion as
to the advantage of mixing different varieties of seed to-

gether."—! have seen accounts of large crops being pro-
duced in this way. I think, however, if your land is rich

enough, and you should select the best one of the wheats,

you would have as good a crop, as if you sowed half a

dozen kinds.

Thick axd Thin Seeding.— * k R. G." says: "Farm-

ers here (Ohio) have been In the habit of sowing \%
bushels of wheat per acre. I am satisfied it is too much,

if the ground is in good condition and the seed all

sound."—There is one point that should not be overlook-

ed in discussing this question : Thin sown wheat is apt to

be late. And late wheat is more liable to injury from rust

and midge than that which ripens earlier. If everything

is favorable, the late wheat may produce the heavier crop.

Suffolk Hoos.—Mr. Isaac Stickney, of Henry Co.,

111., who, when a resident of Massachusetts, was one of

the earliest importers and breeders of Suffolk pigs,

writes me that he still admires the Suffolks more than

any other breed, but that they will not thrive with ordi-

nary usage on the prairies. This is owing to the hot

sun and prairie mud, (not wind* as I printed it in the

June No.). "In hot weather," Mr. S. remarks," our

hogs get into the wet and muddy sloughs. This mud
sticks so tight to the skin of a Suffolk hog, that it is

very hard to rub off. It can be washed off. This dry

mud frets them so much that they do not thrive well, and

it frequently chaps and cracks the skin. Our black hogs

with a thick skin, well coated with bristles, arc not

troubled with the mud."

Moist Fallow Ground.—A farmer writes me that he

summer-fallowed a piece of land for wheat this year.

nis usual practice has been to sow oats and follow them

with wheat. "We stirred the land," he writes, " every

two weeks alternately with Carhart's two-horse cultiva-

tor and Thomas 1 harrow. We sowed our wheat on the

38th of August, and found the ground in quite good

order, and far more dampness than in the oat stubble,

which is being plowed to-day " (Sept. 3). This is a well

known fact. A growing crop takes large quantities of

water from the soil. The roots absorb the moisture from

the soil, and the leaves evaporate it into the atmosphere.

The frequent stirring of the surface soil would make it

fine, and it would act as a mulch and check the evapora-

tion of water from the soil underneath.

Seeding with Oats.—"You say." Writes the same

correspondent, "that wtuat is the best crop to seed

down with. We as often hit a good sod with oats as

with wheat."—My own seeding this year is better with

spring barley than with winter wheat—both being in tho

same field. I presume more depends on sowing early

and having the land fine, mellow, and in good condition,

than on the kind of crop.

The New York Flower Auctions.

For several years past the Florists in the vicinity of

New York, as well as those from Philadelphia, Balti-

more, Albany, and other places, have adopted the method
of selling their surplus stock by auction in New York
City. These 6ales are almost exclusively attended by
the Trade, as the lots offered are usually too large for

amateurs wishing plants for their own use. This season

these sales have been held nearly every other day since

the first of September, and will probably continue to

the end of November.

The articles sold embrace nearly every thing in tho

way of flowers cultivated in our gardens and green-

houses. The prices so far this season have been lower

than usual, so low that it would astonish many of our

readers to see plants that they cannot purchase for less

than 50c. or $1 each, ruthlessly struck off by the auction-

eer at may be $5 per 100.—But then this hundred is all of

one sort, bought by some florist, from a neighbor florist,

who happens to be unable to crow the article, or to be
out of it. Still many articles bring, even in quantity,

their full retail value, and it is a pleasing fact to observe

a growing taste for the finer and rarer plants. A few
days ago a box of 200 Tritoma grandifiora, (red-hot po-

ker plant), was put up, and as some thousands of it had
been previously sold, the lot went a begging at $2 per

100. The next lot was 100 seedlings of Dracaena indivisa,

a rather scarce hot-house plant, bearing, in its weak con-

dition, some resemblance to the Tritoma, but the know-
ing ones quickly detected the value, and the tiny plants

of the Dracaena brought $25 per 100.

These sales arc almost exclusively conducted by Mr.

Elliot, of Young & Elliot, the well known seedsmen.

Mr. Elliot is not only well gifted with the talents neces-

sary in an auctioneer, but he brings to his assistance the

knowledge that a 25-ycar's experience has given him as

a practical horticulturist. The purchasers at these sales

are not confined to the vicinity of New York, but come
from points, many of them, 100 to 200 miles distant, and
it is not unusual to see from 75 to 100 growers and deal-

ers in flowers assembled in the auction room, expecting

"bargains" from the haDds of the auctioneer. To all

interested in plants, the auction room No. 12 Courtland

St., is a most attractive place from V) A. M. to 4 P. 3H.

During the full months there is a continuous stream of
wagons, loading or unloading plants of every variety,

and from every clime.

As there is not an Horticultural Society in New York,
Brooklyn, or Jersey City, with their nearly two millions

of in
u
,abitants, it is no wonder that many of those who

hunger after flowers are attracted by the exhibitions at

the Plant Auction Room.

Catalogues, etc., Received.

Since the very full list given last monrti was made up,
the following have eome to band :

NURSERIES.
Samuel Kihbky, Dayton, O. Small fruits and orna-

mental shrubs.

-J. & W. K. Judefind, Edcaville, Md. The Amazon
Raspberry.

Merrill & Coleman, Geneva, N. V. Special circular

of a new early grape, the Whitehall.

Wm. H. Moon, Glenwood Nurseries, Morrlsvllle, Pa.
A semi-annual trade list,

Robert Douglas & Sons. Waukegan, 111. Wholesale
list of their immense stock of evergreen and ornamental
tree seedlings.

Phinney & Co., Sturgeon Bay, Wis., present their cat-

alogue of forest trees in the form of a journal, called
"The Evergreen.

1"

C. L. Hoaq, Lockport, N. Y., makes a specialty of
grapes and strawberries, and sends his wholesale list.

A. Hance & Son, Red Bank, N. .T. Special circular of
Queen Victoria Daisy.

William Parry, Pomona Nursery, Cinnaminson, N.
J. This celebrated establishment comes out with a bran
new and very full catalogue. Pray, friend Parry, what is

the "Carolina Poplar"? We were uot aware that any
poplar grew there that is not found in the Northern Siatcs.

John Saul, Washington, D. C, whose name is usually

associated with floriculture, has also a large nursery
stock. Those who doubt it should send for his catalogue.

FLORISTS.

Joseph W. Vestal, Cambridge Gity, Ind., sends aa
abridged price list.

Miller & Hayes, Mount Airy Nurseries, Phila., have
a magnificent collection of roses, which they tell about
in a special and very handsome catalogue.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A. I. Root & Co., Medina, O., have all kin.ls of apiary

requisites, from bees to gather honey to «xtractors n>

take it away from them. And more than this, thev
publish every month a neat little journal, called " Glean-

ings in Bee-Culture," which tells how to do all sorts of
things, to, with, for, and about bees.

Orange Co. Milk-Pan Company, which is, of course,

made in Delaware Co., N. Y., at Franklin, gives reasons
in a catalogue why their pan is superior to others.

W. G. Monk, Brooklyn, N. Y., has an account of his

Steatine wares. We have seen his flower-vases, and
like their looks.

E. I. Horsman, 100 William St., N. Y., sends an Im-
mense catalogue of games and toys, prominent among
which are the renowned Acrobats.

Thomas H. Speakman, Phila., Pa., sets forth tho ex-

cellencies of his Combination or Prairie Fence.

J. Hyde Fisher, Chicago, III., illustrates his refrigera-

tors in a large pamphlet. Fisher is a very cooling chap,

and he refrigerates everything, from a family to a iaii-

ruad car.

EUROPEAN CATALOGUES.
William Bull, Kings Road, Chelsea, London, S. W.,

has a list of bulbs of appalling magnitude.

William Bryn & Co., Glasgow and London, send a
wholesale price list of vegetable and agricultural seeds.

The State rair<*.-We regret that wo
have only space sufficient to barely mention the State

Fairs, as many of them were deserving of special notice,

for the praiseworthy efforts made by their managers to

render them attractive and instructive. Amongst thoso

of which we have notes are the New York State Fairs.

{the State Fair and the Western N. Y. Fair). These two
were held at the same time and at the same locality

(Rochester), and it was not at all a difficult matter for

persons wanting to go to one fair to find themselves in,

the other. Probably this competition was one of the

reasons why tho stock on exhibition at the State Fair

was inferior to that shown on previous •teanions. Tbo
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usual courtesies extended to members of the press were

forgotten at this fair. The managers of the Western N.

Y. Fair were more thoughtful and enterprising, and

from a rapid survey of the grounds, we judge this fair

to have been the more successful of the two. The New
Jersey State Fair, at Waverly, was unfortunate in hav-

ing a succession of stormy days, which necessitated a

postponement. In all else this fair was a well deserved

success, and its ill fortune is to be regretted. The Con-

necticut State Fair, held at Hartford, was the first agri-

cultural and industrial exhibition of the Connecticut

Stock Breeder's Association, and was well attended.

The stock on exhibition was very good. One of the side

shows here was a fat heifer, 7 years old, Baid by her

owner to weigh 4,000 lbs.: among the horses exhibited

was a stallion IS years old, with 15 of his colts. The
other of the State Fairs in New England were sufficient-

ly successful to satisfy their managers and the public.

The Pennsylvania State Fair opened at Easton, Sept. 29.

Here there was a large collection of stock, of which the

horses were very fine. This was a better exhibition

than any previous one we have seen in thiB State. The
Illinois State Fair, as usual, had an immense exhibition

of stock. The Shorthorns, of course, predominated ;

the Percheron horses made an attractive show, which was
deservedly popular ; the hogs, more especially Berk-

shires and Poland-Chinas, were in great number. The
Iowa State Fair opened with nearly 5,000 entries, and
was well attended. The Kansas State Fair made a re-

markable show, considering the reported devastations of

the locust and chinch bngs. Certainly a good deal must
have been left, if the collections of products gathered

by the various railroad companies were a fair sample.

But the Kansas people have long been noted for the

cheerful way in which they take their mishaps as they

come. At this fair horse-racing and whiskey-selling

were prohibited by the Legislature, nevertheless it was
the most successful in a pecuniary way of any fair yet

held. The pomologic:il display this year was especially

good. Nearly all of the above remarks will apply to the

Nebraska Fair, which was very similar in character to

that of its neighboring State. As a rule, the present

year has been remarkable for an increased popularity of

the county and local exhibitions, and for a correspond-

ing neglect of the State fairs by the farmers. One could

not fail to observe in some cases that the visitors were
in great part dwellers in towns and villages, and not
farmers. Perhaps this is not to be regretted, for if

farmers sustain their county and local fairs well, many
of the State fairs might usefully "be given to those who
will be easily satisfied with a very little of the agricul-

tural and a great deal of every thing else. It is to be
hoped that we may sometime see an agricultural fair

that is really what its title suggests, and that farmers

will be found ready to support and encourage such a

fair. Farm stock and implements, farm products, and
trials of machinery, with plowing matches, ought to be
sufficient of themselves alone to make up an attractive

agricultural fair without the aid of the contents of a*i

immense variety-store, vhich serve to fill the eye for a

moment and then are forgotten.

Introducing a " Professor."

Ladies avd Gentlemen:—We would introduce to

you a " professor.
-"—We know he iBa profesBor, because

he signs himself so, and as we shall show, he professeth

much. His name it is James N. Bishop, and his dwell-

ing place it is Plainville, Conn. His vocation was a flor-

ist, but now he is a l
" writist.

11—We became acquainted

with "Professor" James N. through the medium of the

Manchester News. The Editor of the News has an article

praising the "professor," and in the same column the

"professor" has an article praising the New*. From both

these articles we glean that " Prof. B. has retired from the

business he so long followed, and consequently having no

axe of his own to grind, may be relied upon as the best

authority in the matter of horticulture.''—See that now
—here is a ''best authority" who has been in retire-

ment, and has only now come out, to speak horticultur-

al^, in full blow. Then the "professor" says, "we
sh:\U aim only at the truth in horticultural discussion"

—

which he proceeds to do—only the "truth" gets badly

hit when James N. " aims " at it—but he " shall seek in

this department to record the best obtainable informa-

tion"—and that if* just exactly what he does, nis first

contribution to enlighten the people of Conn, is on
" Soil for Potting Plants," and this " professor " knows
just where to go for the "best obtainable informa-

tion," and finds it too—else what's the use of being a

"professor." His information was "best obtainable"

in ' Practical Floriculture." written by Peter Hender-

son, and published by the Ornnire Jwld Company. The
article in the Manchester Aeuttfor Aug. S is. sentence

after sentence, quoted word for word from Chapter V. of

the work above referred to ; a few omissions are made.

such as Mr. II. 's invitation to the public to witness his

operations, and a few verbal alterations are here and
there, but the article is essentially, in its ideas and lan-

guage, Peter Henderson's, yet it is signed James N.
Bishop. Our publishers might invite the publishers of

the News and this Bishop into court for violation of

copyright, but we have no doubt the News was imposed
upon by this pretender, and as for the " Professor," it is

not likely that any one who wonld be guilty of the mean-
ness of appropriating another's labors, can have any-
thing of his own with which to pay damages.—Mr. James
N. Bishop, there are many men on Blackwell's Island,

sent there for offences which appear respectable by the

side of yours.—And yet you style yourself a " Professor

of Botany and Horticulture."... The News states that

this article on "Soil for Potting Plants," ie to be fol-

lowed by one on "Temperature and Moisture."—As
that is the title of the very next chapter in " Practical

Floriculture," it would look as though the "professor"
was going through the book. Of course the News will

put a stop to these antics, and relegate J. N. B. to the

obscurity from which he has temporarily emerged.

Bee Notes.

BY M. QTJTNBT.

Twenty-five years ago I bought honey in several parts

of this county, (Montgomery, N. Y.). Box hives were
then used, and the average yield was not over ten pounds
per hive. A man in the southern part of Herkimer Co.,

N. Y., had the past season the care of 175 hives, from
which he obtained over 17,000 lbs. surplus. Another
man, not far from the Central E. E., in the same county,

started with 102 stocks in the spring, and obtained from
them over 10,000 lbs. surplus. Other parties, with smaller

numbers, have succeeded as well. I mention these cir-

cumstances to show that we have gained something in our

knowledge of bee-keeping. Here is an average of about

100 lbs. per hive, instead of 10 lbs. Allow me to state

what one person obtained the paBt summer, in extracting

from one hive in about two months. Bees worked very

slowly early in the season ; fruit-tree blossoms and
clover yielded but little, and the bees did not gather

freely until the last of June.

Aug.June 50th he pnt onlv f» lbs,
July 4th the yield was 11 "

.. 8th < it .. 30 »
" 16th " " " 31 "
" 23d ' 5S "
" 25111 57 "
" 29th 05 "
Total

1st the yield was fi-j lbs.
5th " " " 72 "

Sth 46 "

ltth 62 *'

17th ' 43 "
26th " " " 37 '*

5S2 1bs.

All of this, except SO lbs., was white honey. This case

would indicate that there was a gain in frequent extract-

ing, and furnishing as many empty combs as the bees

could occupy. The dry pleasant weather of September,

was more favorable for the secretion of honey than usual.

Some colonies have obtained almost enough for winter,

from the asters and golden rods. I have heard of but one
man whose bees have added honey to his unfinished

boxes from these flowers, and it seldom occurs in this

section. The slovenly farmer, who suffers these weeds
to mature, may feel that he has contributed something to

the sweets of life It is presumed that all bees

destined for winter, are in proper order at this time.

For all localities above the latitude of New York City,

bees winter safest in the house. If there is no warm,
dark room, proportioned in size to the number of bees
to be wintered, prepare one at once. If a place is

arranged in the cellar, let it, if possible, be directly under
the living room, where there is a fire, or adjoining a

room with a fire. If the cellar contains a furnace, let a

close partition separate the bees from it. Let them be
disturbed as little as possible. In carrying them in, let

it be done so quietly that they will know nothing of it.

Provide a thermometer that you may know the tempera-

ture of the room. If yon can keep it at 45° there will be

little risk in ventilating, whether from the bottom or top,

very little will do A word now in regard to the idea

that bees are guilty of depredations on grapes and other

fruit. I hope those who have made these accusations,

have made further observations this fall. The weather

has been so warm and fine, that the bees have been less

eager for the juices of fruit than usual. I noticed—par-

ticularly on Concord and Delaware grapes—a strip of

skin near an eight of an inch broad, peeled off half

around the grape, leaving tlje pulp exposed, and as far as

I could see, unmolested by bees or wasps. No sane man
will suppose that bees will leave the hive Viefore sunrise,

do this mischief, and return without being seen. Now
whoever has noticed these things this fall—and I hope

some have been sufficiently interested to do so—will do

the public a great favor to report accurately what he has

seen. According to observation, after the exposure of

the peeled grape a few days, the bees discovered the

tempting morsel, and sucked them nearly dry. In the

cool spell nf weai her, which occurred the first of October,

when the bees did not fly at all, I noticed crapes damaged

in the same way. The question now ariseB, what begins
the mischief.—it is evidently not the bees. Will some
one help find out? Most of the grapes injured, were
perhaps 60 rods from the house. Others of the same
kind, were in the garden, and near it. Very few were
molested near the honse, while those further off suflVml

greatly—another proof that bees are innocent. I once
Buspected rhe robin, but I did not see one during the

month of September. Mice might do it, as clusters oT

grapes that hung over the wooden bars of the trellis,

were molested the most. Will not some one set a trap

and catch something. Let us have facts to depend upon.,

and not be obliged to guess.

Ogdea Farm Papers.—No. 57

" I am a young man, married, and have been
for several years out of health, so that I have
been unable to pursue my vocation of book-

keeping. I have recently settled in a healthy

mountain region in the South, and need some
means for my support. I am -without capital,

but I can borrow a few hundred dollars. If I

can hire a place that I want, how would it do
for me to buy six cows ? I can readily sell

their milk at 30 cents per gallon. Six cows
cost—say $40 each=$240. ; 2 gallons milk

each day, for 30 days, at 30 cents per gallon=

$108. ; 14 lbs. of hay, and 12 lbs. of meal per

day, each=2,520 lbs. of hay, and 2,160 lbs. of

meal per month. Hay is worth $15 per ton,

and meal is $20 per ton. This will cost per

month—say $40.60. A man's wages and board

—say $14. This will leave me about $50 per

month, which would make me independent. I

would like to have your advice." "What is one

to do in such a case as this? How can one give

any advice that will not seem hardhearted?

Probably there would be few shorter roads to

the entire loss of whatever might be borrowed

for this purpose, than the course laid out bymy
correspondent. If he were a laboring man, and
were able to take care of a cow, and to milk

her himself, and to carry the milk to his cus-

tomers, he might, perhaps, by beginning in a

small way, make his subsistence, and become
comfortable in time. But here is a man,

unable to work, and having no practical

knowledge of cattle, setting down and deluding

himself with the hope that he would be able

to make an independent living on borrowed

capital and hired labor, where a laboring man,

having much less expense, would find it diffi-

cult to get along. These agricultural compula-

tions are the most deceptive things in the

world. 8 quarts per day as an average, is 2,920

quarts per annum, which is pretty nearly twice

the average product of the good dairy regions

of New York State. "With such cattle as one

would find at the South, fed and cared for as

they probably would be, the estimate is most

extravagant. Then, what sort of "care would

six cows receive at the hands of a Southern

negro, whose wages and subsistence would cost

less than 50 cents per diem.

In fact, the whole proposition, were it not

seriously made by a suffering and hopeful man,

would be ridiculous. As it is, it is only very

sad; and it would not merit notice here, were

it not for the fact, that there are all over the

country—and perhaps largely among the read-

ers of the Agriculturist—thousands of men
whose hope for success in life is turned away

from employments which they understand, and

for which they are qualified, and centered

upon an intricate and difficult occupation,

which requires more skill, patience, endurance,

strength, and judgment, than almost any other

within the whole range of human industries.

It is another instance of farming upon paper,
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than which nothing can be more delusive.

Agriculture can do much ; it has its possibili-

ties, and opens a certain future for those who

rightly apply themselves to its prosecution ; but

it is very far from being what its more en-

thusiastic and infatuated (and less experienced)

admirers think it to be. In this case, as in

many others, I am quite incapable of advis-

ing my friend what to do ; but it is the easiest

and safest thing in the world to advise him

not to do what he proposes.

It may be remembered by some of my read-

ers, that I last year paid $200 rent for 2 acres

of clover, a part of which wc used for soiling,

and another part made into hay. This same

field was offered to me this year, hut I declined

it, because I did not believe that it would -again

produce an abundant crop of clover. The
owner said he would convince me, that with

liberal top-dressings of seaweed and stable

manure, it could be made to do so. It received

last winter such a manuring as falls to the lot

of few farm fields, and it is now (September

15th) covered with a heavy after-growth, in

which the clover is conspicuous and uniform.

It has been mown twice for hay, and the whole

crop has passed over my hay-scales, and is

recorded on my weighing-book. The first cut-

ting was June 20th. The grass was more than

half clover, the rest being timothy ; it was not

so well dried as it should have been, and

although safely stored in a barn, it is some-

what injured from heating ; at the same time, it

was not so wet but that it has kept, and it is

now in fair condition for fodder. The amount
weighed, was a little over 8 tons—I assume

that properly cured, it would have weighed G

tons. The second cutting was made August
10th, and the crop, thoroughly cured and in

the best condition for storing, weighed 330 lbs.

more than 4 tons. The whole of both cuttings

was at the least calculation, equal to fully 5 tons

of well cured hay per acre. Comment upon
this statement is unnecessary.

In a recent number I gave an account of a

man calling himself an agricultural chemist,

who went about our island analyzing soils by
tasting, and prescribing different mauurial

amendments, by which their " latent fertility "

might be developed. We number among our

farmers many hard-headed, sensible men, of

considerable property, who flatter themselves

that their eye-teeth were cut long ago, and that

they are not to be caught with chaff. Had
any one had the temerity to advise them to

apply to a thoroughly scientific man, like Prof.

Johnson of Yale College, for advice as to the

treatment of their particular soils, he would
probably have been hooted aud sneered out of

the community for a "book-farmer." Had
Prof. Johnson been applied to to give advice

based on soil analyses, he would have replied

that it lies entirely beyond the reach of any
science, to render valuable aid in this way. Yet,

here comes an arrant quack, who captures one
substantial farmer after another, and convinces

him that he can, for a consideration, show him
the short cut to agricultural wealth. So far as

I can learn, his willing victims in this county
may be numbered by scores, if not by hundreds,

and they include men who pass for the most
sensible among us, but who, like the rest of the

world, evidently like to be humbugged. One,
a near neighbor, took this "chemist" to two
fields, which have been cultivated for several

years as a market garden. He duly tasted and
advised, and here is his advice ; (Copied literal-

ly from his pencil note, on a dirty half-sheet of

note paper.)

"Pomllot. 1 barrel loam. 'Dibs.

"Luwiib. Soda Ash.
10 lbs.

Lime.
5 His.

Copperas.
5 quarts.

Salt.

2 lbs.

Chloride of Lime.
•' Soda ash and Lime slacked together.—Dry Slack.
'* Pound the Copperas.

11 Rest of land, 1 barrel loam.
6 lbs. Soda Ash.
ti lbs. Lime. Slack lime,

4qts. Sait and
3 His. Copperas. Pound Soda Ash.
4 lbs. Caustic Soda."

His fee for this valuable service, was $40.

Comment is again unnecessary.

I have received a long printed report of aL

experiment with the Deep Can System, made
by the Solebury Farmers' Club, in Bucks Co.,

Pcnn. A committee was appointed to examiue

and experiment in setting milk, both deep and

shallow, at the farm of a Mr. Reader. I do

not clearly understand the arrangement of the

patent apparatus, by which the water in the pool

was kept cool by ice water, but so far as one

can judge, the trial seems to have been a fair

one, so far as the experimenters could make it so.

" The trial commenced on Monday morning,

August 10th, 1874. On account of scarcity of

milk in the mornings, but 8 gallons were used

at a time during the trial. Pour gallons of

measured milk were put in one deep can, filling

it just 16 inches deep, and weighing 34 pounds.

The same quantity of this previously mixed

milk, by weight and measure, was put in 4

ordinary tin milk pans, (4 quarts to the pan)

and filling them 3 inches deep. This was

repeated for 14 milkings, one week—making a

total of 470 pounds, or 224 quarts of milk, 10

inches deep in 14 cans ; and the same amount

in 56 pans, 3 inches deep.
" The water in the pool, as before stated, was

at a temperature of 58° ; when a can of warm
milk was immersed in it, it raised the tempera-

ture to 60°, but at the expiration of* 10 or 12

hours, it would be lowered to 58° again, by the

inflow of fresh ice water. A piece of ice was

put in the pool after the first day, so as not to

let the temperature be varied any more than

could be helped. The pans of milk were set

on a stone floor, where the temperature was 60\

During the whole trial the temperature ranged

as follows : In the pool, from 58 to 00° ; in the

milk room, from 60 to G2°. Great care was
taken to preserve this uniform temperature

during the whole trial, by admitting cool air at

night, and excluding the warm air during the

day, which necessary feature is under complete

control. The milk in both cans and pans

stood 48 hours, when it was skimmed. The
cream raised one inch in depth in the deep

cans. The amount of cream obtained from
the deep cans was 46 pounds, from the shallow

pans 57 pounds. The last skimming was done

on Tuesday evening, August 18th, when the

cream was placed in a cooling cupboard, and
the temperature lowered to 54°. The churning

was done Wednesday, August 19th. The 48

pounds of cream obtained from the deep cans,

was churned first—butter came in 30 minutes,

and yielded 15 pounds 10 ounces. The cream
from the shallow pans (57 pounds) was churned

immediately afterwards—butter came in 50

minutes, and yielded 21 pounds 6 ounces. The
result of this experiment, which was conducted

as fairly as possible, iudicatis a gain of 5 n
/i«

pounds In favor of the shallow pans, or over

25 per cent."

I am entirely at a loss to account for this

result, nor have I any equally careful experi-

ment to set against it. At the same lime, I am
quite satisfied that were the facts known, there

would be found some good reason for question-

ing its value. Before we settled upon the Deep
Can System ourselves, we made alternate trials,

week aud week about, with the deep and shal-

low setting. We invariably got a trifle more

butter frcm the deep than from the shallow,

the herd being the same, and getting the same

treatment, slightly more, but not enough moie

to be of consequence. The improvement that

we found was in quality ; in a great saving of

labor, and especially in a greater uniformity,

without regard to the temperature of the air.

Since that time, some three years ago, we have

entirely abandoned shallow setting, and re-

mained more than satisfied with our deep cans.

Surely if there had been anything like the dif-

ference in quantity, which the Solebury experi-

ment developed, we could not have failed to

detect it, and should certainly have abandoned

the system. Had the quantity of cream obtain-

ed at Solebury been larger in case of the deep

can setting, I confess I should have been some-

what staggered by the difference in the amount

of butter, but if anything is determined beyond

question, not only by my own experience, but

by that of others pursuing the same course, it

is that, whatever may be the amount of butter

produced, the amount of cream is universally

much larger, a fact which is undoubtedly due

to the less exposure of the cream to the drying

effect of the air. Cream taken from a shallow

pan, set for even 3G hours, is almost universal-

ly somewhat clotted and leathery from its dry-

ing, while that taken from deep cans, is always

thin and fluid, showing greater content of wa-

ter, and being therefore much more in quantity.

So long as milk remains fluid, (free from

coagulation), and so long as the particles of

cream are lighter than the particles of milk,

as they always are, these must inevitably rise,

even if set eighteen feet deep instead of eighteen

inches, and we find not only a very large

amount of cream separated, even in 24 hours

standing, but also the peculiar blue look, which

only thoroughly decrcamed milk can have;

and, after skimming, the milk returned to the

pool, in order to avoid curdling, never raises

any sensible amount of cream; it is in fact

thorough skimmed milk.

I have no intention of entering into a discus-

sion on this subject, for the reason that not

living at the farm, and not being able to give

constant personal attention to the details, I

could not make an experiment for which I

would be willing to vouch. I have stated Mr.

Reeder's case in his own words, and must leave

my readers to draw their own conclusions,

and make their own investigations, but I shall

not, myself, be led by the disastrous results he

sets forth, to change my present system ; feel-

ing confident, that were his water pool like

mine, aud his milk and his processes like mine,

he would find the result entirely different from

that which hi3 own experiment has developed.

Since our dairy was established on its present

basis, we have never, in the coldest or in the

hottest weather, had the least difficulty in mak-

ing butter of uniformly good quality, and

entirely acceptable to our over-particular cus-

tomers.

We are all of ns the better now and then for

intelligent crititiaa, and, although I have had

differences wWi. Mr. William Crozier, of the

Beacc-i 8toc~i-£.'atm, on the subject of tbje
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amount of butter which a large herd of cows

may be made to yield, I have always been

ready to concede to him the merit of being a

thoroughly good, practical farmer, and have

regretted, more than once, my inability to

study his practical operations. He has recently

visited Ogden Farm, during my absence, and

writes me the following:

" I was well satistied with my visit. We ate

of your butter, which is delicious, but I do

not like your way of making it as I do my own.

1 always think more of our little dairy, than

any I have seen, although your method of

heating is superior to mine, and I will adopt

your plan. Your barn is a good one—the best

I have seen—although the open spaces behind

the cows must be very bad. In winter there

must be a furious draught in it. Your crops

of potatoes and turnips are not up to mine.

Nor is your plowing. Please adopt better cul-

tivation throughout, as there are many looking

toward you for their education. Your stock

bull I think is splendid in every respect,

although I would like a lighter color. Your
calves tempt me to offer for 3 of them $100,

each, [lie picked out my best three, for which
I ask $175, each.] Your cows I must congratu-

late you on ; they are the best throughout that

I have seen, that is, for so many, far better than

I expected from hearing from your visitors

—

which makes me think visitors often do not

know what they are talking about. I was
much pleased with my visit, and trust you will

excuse me for writing you the impressions your

farm made on me throughout. I hope you
will put on your farm better plows, and bigger

horses, and employ better plowmen, and not

let the face of a weed be seen on the O. F."

To be entirely frank, I fear we are more open

to Mr. Crozier's rebuke, than entitled to his

compliments. However, as we only plow

about 8 acres a year, and as deep plowing is

not suited to our soil. I fear it would hardly

pay us to make the radical change he suggests

;

we must also plead guilty to the weeds he hints

at—the more shame to us—the land is rich, and

while its natural tendency to grass keeps our

meadows clean, we do have more rag-weed in

our fodder corn than is respectable, and I have

as yet been able to devise no way to get rid of

it pro'itably. I do not like our open barn-floor,

and should not repeat it if we were to build

anew, but as the cellar is closed bottle-tight in

winter, we have no perceptible draught.

On the whole, perhaps because I realize more
thoroughly than a casual visitor does, what our

drawbacks are, I am glad to have been let off

with so mild a criticism.

An enthusiastic farmer in Mass., says

:

"There ought to be millions more skeep in

New England than there are to-day. I believe

it is the most economical, and only practicable

means of restoring the fertility of tha soil.

Why does every English farmer think sheep

husbandry a necessary part of his plans? and

wherein are we in New England differently

situated? I would like to see that inquiry

answered by you in print. The objections are

dogs and fences."

Probably the true reason for the neglect of

sheep complained c;, and one that is much
more effective th»n dogs and fences, is thevcrv

important one of Custom. English farmers

keep sheep very largely becaus? they have the

habit of keeping them ; our farmers iu New
England have never been in the pr^tifie of

keeping them to any ^a*y great cxte.., The

i .

in England as here, perhaps the fences are on

the whole better, but the dogs are, if anything,

worse, and a large proporlion of the flocks are

kept on outlying land, where fences and dog
laws are almost uhkuown.
Probably the reason why we do not keep sheep

more extensively than we do, is because we
have not learned how important they are, and
how easily they may be kept in a systematic

way and under proper care. In the more highly

farmed parts of England, where, as everywhere

else, sheep are considered indis-

pensable, hurdles are largely used,

and the flocks are sufficiently large

for the services of a shepherd to be

profitably employed. The best ser-

vices that could be rendered toward

tlie encouragement of keeping sheep

here, would be by beginning with

the recommendation of hurdles.

The hurdle is the true missionary

for the dissemination of the sheep

keeping doctrine ; with its aid sheep

are easily confined to small are;is,

which they thoroughly depasture,

and are with little labor moved
to fresh ground. In this way do we
not only insure the uniform feeding of the land,

but we have placed within our reach the very

best means for the equal distribution of manure,

the sheep being fed with grain or other food

not grown upon the land to which they are

confined.

Hurdles in England are usually made of

rough poles, scarcely larger than stout bean-

poles, often tied together with willow w thes,

and so light that they are easily handled. Their

cost is slight, and the labor of removing them

is but trifling.

should be dressed smoothly, which will make
the draft easier.

The Emptying of Water Stored for Irri-

gation.

There are many small streams which might

be used for irrigation, were it not that their

volume is so slight that their water would have

too little force and volume to cover any con-

siderable extent of land. In countries where

How to Build a Snow-Plow.

The snow-plow here illustrated is built so as

to be fixed upon the forward part of a double

sled. The frame is made of 4 x 4 oak scant-

ling, and is similar in form to a double mold-

board plow. One runner is fixed to the for-

ward part, at such a distance below the edge of

the plow as to raise it to clear obstacles such as

stones or frozen mud which may be in its way.

Four inches would probably in general be a

safe distance. The hinder part of the plow

rests upon the sled as shown in the engraving,

MANNER OF MAKING A SNOW-PLOW.

and is bolted to it. A long tongue is fixed into

the place of the ordinary one, and is fastened

to the front of the plow by an. iron strap,

which is bolted to the frame. The hinder por-

tion of the plow may be covered over with

boards, and a seat fixed firmly upon it. When
j

it i? used, it is best to load it as much as possi-

ble. The "ridec of the plow t$e made of half-

i inch aa) • b n .>?ood strips. Reamed and bent

OUTLET TO A DAM.

irrigation is largely practiced, such streams are

not allowed to lie idle, but their water is stored

up until enough has accumulated to overflow

the land with good effect. The contrivance

adopted for this is very simple and inexpen-

sive, and might easily be applied to many cir-

cumstances existing iu America. The accom-

panying illustration will show the arrange-

ment. A portion of the bank or dam, by which

the water is held back is shown. Leading

through the bottom of it is a pipe L, properly

protected by a grating at its upper end, which
serves to empty it from time to time. The
mouth of this pipe at M, is closed with an in-

dia rubber ball, or some similar device, fitting

its orifice, and fastened to a board /, which
stands vertically in front of it, being hinged at

K. This board is held in its vertical position

by EF, the end E, being formed in the shape of

a basin, capable of holding a considerable quan-

tity of water, and the end F, having a counter-

poise of stone or wood sufficient to return it to

its horizontal position when it has been tilted.

Through the upper part of the dam is placed

the pipe C, also protected with a grating at B.

The end of the pipe D discharges into E.

When this is filled, it becomes heavier than the

counterpoise H, and
is tilted, withdrawing

its support from the

board 7, which is

forced back by the

pressure of the water

in the pipe L, and is

held out of the way
so long as the stream

through L has suffici-

ent velocity to coun-

teract the force of tie

counterpoise. When
the pond or rcsorvoir

is emptied — that is,

when the stream through L has stopped flow-

ing,—the counterpoise raises E, and forces the

board /back to its place, and stops the mouth
of the pipe. To prevent water flowing over

the dam, in case of any disarrangement of the

apparatus, the pipe leading from B has a second

opening on the face of the dam
By this arrangement tho small amount of

' at command is MQectad. until Its qu i
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Ayrshire and Native Cows Compared.

Dr. E. Lewis Sturtevant, of Waushakum,

Ct., favors us with the following statement of

the comparative yields of pure-bred Ayrshires

and a picked herd of native cows, which shows

a great difference

in favor of the Ayr-

shire cows, bred

especially with ref-

erence to a large

yield of milk for

many years

:

The proprietors

of Waushakum
Farm entered into

the raising of milk

in the summer and

fall of 1866, with

the idea that the

most profitable

stock to keep

•would be the high-

est class of grade,

or so-called native

cows. The best

were accordingly

purchased, without

regard to price, and

fed high, in order

to develop the best

results in milk, and
also that the ani-

mals, when dry,

or in case of accident, could be quickly

prepared for the shambles. In 1868, hear-

ing so much said in favor of thoroughbreds,

we concluded to experiment on a small scale;

so during this year we had two Jersey and four

Ayrshire cows on our premises. In 1869 we
had become so well convinced that the Ayr-

shire breed would be the most profitable for

our uses, that in December, 1869, eight cows in

calf were procured from Scotland. A few
other imported cows purchased at low prices

on this side, and the progeny of imported cows,

constitute our pres-

ent herd. As a

careful system of

accounts has now
been kept with

each cow in our

possession, giving

the daily yield of

milk in pounds

since 1866, we are

enabled to present

a few facts relating

to a herd kept dur-

ing seven years

;

and these facts

show the effect of

a change in breed

;

not clearly, how-
ever,for the natives

were old cows in

their prime and fed

especially for milk

:

the Ayrshires, a

breeding stock, in-

cluding heifers in

milk, and fed with

reference to their

healthfulness and
durability as a breed. During these seven years

we have a record of 68 annual yields from 34
different native cows, and 62 annual yields from
18 different Ayrshire cows. Total of the 68 na-

tive yields, 324,723 lbs., or per cow, 4,775 lbs.
j

total of the 62 Ayrshire yields, 329,160 lbs., or

per cow, 5,309 lbs. ; difference in favor of Ayr-

shires, 534 lbs. for each cow. The 34 native cows
were the best of 50 owned during this time

;

the 18 Ayrshire cows include every one that

was owned during these years. Separating the

AYRSHIRE COW " LADY KILBOURNIE.

period of seven years into two portions, we
have for the " native years " 1867-8-9, an aver-

age yield of 4,603 lbs. for each cow ; for the

Ayrshires, 1870-1-2-3, an average of 5,623 lbs.

per cow. A difference in favor of the Ayr-

shires of 1,020 lbs. Taking the best average

3
-ear for each class, we had best average for

any one year, for natives, 4,834 lbs. ; for Ayr-

shires, 6,047 lbs., or 1,213 lbs. in favor of the

Ayrshires. Average daily yield, per year,

while in milk : natives, 15.7 lbs. ; Ayrshires,

19.0 lbs. ; a difference of 3.3 lbs. a day. Aver-

AYBSHTRE COW "GEORGIA."

age daily yield of each cow, each year, for the

whole year : natives, 12.5 lbs. ; Ayrshires, 15.5

lbs. ; difference in favor of Ayrshires, 1,095 lbs.

yearly. The ten best natives, selected from 50

cows, gave an annual average of 6,943 lbs. ; the.

ten best Ayrshires, selected from 18 cows, gave
an annual average of 7,317 lbs. Of 62 Ayrshire
yields, 19.3 per cent were over 6,500 lbs. ; 40.3

per cent over 6,000 lbs. Of 68 native yields,

11.8 per cent were over 6,500 lbs. ; 16.3 per cent

over 6,000 lbs. If the Ayrshire heifers are left

out of the con-

sideration, we have

the comparison be-

tween native cows
in each case, and
a new surnniary.

Native yield, 4,775

lbs. per cow ; Ayr-

shire, 5,571 lbs. per

cow. A difference

in favor of the

thoroughbred of

796 lbs., instead of

534. The percent-

ages will also be

changed as fol-

lows : Yields over

6,000 lbs. : Ayr-
shires, 42.8 per

cent ; natives, 16.3

per cent. Yield

over 6,500 lbs.

:

Ayrshires, 21.4 per

cent; natives, 11.8

per cent. I trust

these figures are

sufficiently in de-

tail for the pur-

pose of comparison, and may be of interest.

The two cows whose portraits are given

herewith, are members of this herd. Lady
Kilbournie was purchased in December 1871,

and her yield of milk up to August, 1874, was
as follows: in 1872, 7,429 lbs. ; in 1873, 7,124

lbs. ; in April, 1874, she calved, and in August of

this year she gave 1,0971 lbs. Her highest

yield was in June, 1873, when newly calved,

giving 1,338 lbs. in that month. This cow
weighs about 850 lbs.—Georgia has been in

the herd since June, 1871. Her yield in 1872

was 7,127 lbs. ; in

1873, 6,094 lbs.;

and when fresh in

August last, gave

1,417 lbs. in that

month. Since June,

1871, up to the

present time, she

has given milk

continually, ex-

cepting in July,

1873. In June, 1873,

she gave 110 lbs. of

milk, calved, and
in July gave 955

lbs. Her weight

is about 890 lbs.

These yields are

not given as being

anything wonder-
ful, but as those

of a working herd

in ordinary condi-

tion, and yielding

milk for profit.

They show suf-

ficiently that the

extra cost of a

pure bred animal is well repaid in her more

valuable produce not only of milk, but in her

progeny, as each of her calves at maturity should

be worth much more than the best native

cow. This extra value is easily calculated.
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Walks and Talks on the Farm—No. 131.

Yesterday I got a letter from a gentleman in

New South Wales. He said he was a reader of

the American Agriculturist and wanted to

know if I could send hiin some pigs. " I im-

agine," he said, " that I could get some pigs by

mail !"—I noticed sometime ago that a scien-

tific gentleman proposed to put pigs to sleep in

the fall and let them lie dormant during the

winter, waking up in the spring in time to go

out to fresh grass in the pastures. Perhaps

this Australian gentleman has a similar idea.

We could take a young pig, weighing say 30

lhs., put him to sleep, pack him carefully in a

neat box, put the necessary postage stamps on

it, and in a few minutes he would be on his

way to San Francisco. The Post Office

Department carry live bulbs to any part of the

United States for 8 cents per lb.—Why not live

pigs? [" Why not," to be sure—not the least

objection in the world, only it is just possible

that your Australian friend might object to

having even an Essex in 4-lb. junks, as that is

the greatest amount the law allows to go in

one parcel.

—

Ed.]

It is hard for a plain, slow-going farmer like

me to realize what an age we live in, I can re-

collect taking my first journey on a stage

coach thirty miles from home. I thought I

was a great traveler. Some time ago I was go-

ing from Rochester to Utica. There was a

little girl going about the car and evidently

well acquainted with several of the passengers.

I spoke to her as she passed. " Have you come
far on the cars?'

1

I asked. " Oh, no, sir," she

replied. " I have not come far on the cars. I

only came from San Francisco on the cars. I

came from Yokohama on the steamer."

When Charles Collings wished to show what
improvements he had made in Durham cattle,

he fattened an ox which was then put on a

carriage and drawn from town to town for ex-

hibition. He is spoken of in Short-horn an-

nals as the " Durham ox that traveled."

What would a Texan steer say to his preten-

sions as a traveler?

If in these days a farmer makes any real im-

provement in seeds, vegetables, or animals, the

fact is mentioned in the agricultural papers,

and it is soon known throughout the world.

Young men are apt to think that all the great

discoveries have been made, that there is now
no chance for further invention or improve-

ment. It is a great mistake. There never was,

at any rate in agriculture, so many opportuni-

ties for accpiiring reputation, honor, and remu-

neration, as at the present time. Let young
men bestir themselves.

The severe drouth has seriously checked the

growth of the mangels—and I am trying to

console myself with the reflection that small,

well-matured roots, are more nutritious than

large, over-grown immature ones. I sowed

the field at different times, for two reasons.

First, because it was a good deal of work to get

the land in proper condition, and I thought

that the earlier I could sow the better, and

that if I waited till the whole field was well

prepared, it would be getting late ; and, second,

I thought it would bo better not to sow all at

one time, and thus give me a dozen or more

acres that would all want hoeing at once. I

drilled in my oats and peas, April 22 ; barley,

April 30, and the first mangels May 2. The

last sowing was two weeks later. The earlier

sowings came up far thicker and the plants

were stronger and grew better. And, further-

more, the weeds were not so numerous, and it

was far less work hoeing. Everything seemed

strongly favorable to early sowing. But during

the severe drouth in August, the late sown be-

gan to catch up, and b)>- the middle of Septem-

ber, the drouth still continuing, the roots were

decidedly larger and the leaves more luxur-

iant. I know of no reason for this except that

the land that was sown late got an extra plow-

ing. At first the late crop was so full of weeds

that I thought that it would cost more to

clean it than it was worth.

During the drouth, those farmers who had a

good patch of corn fodder got full pay fontheir

labor. In five cases out of six, however, farm-

ers in this neighborhood sow their fodder com
broadcast, and in a dry season, when the green

fodder would be of most value, the crop is

burnt up. There is no fact more clearly

proved, I think, than that corn for fodder

should be drilled in rows, and the land kept

clean and mellow by the frequent use of the

cultivator.

I wish the butchers and drovers in New
i
r
ork or Chicago would get up a Fat Cattle

Show to be held every year in December. I do

not see why it could not be made as interesting

and useful as the great Smithfield Club Cattle

Show in London. The meat supply of New
York and New England comes largely from

Illinois and States west of the Mississippi. Be-

tween New York and Chicago there are mil-

lions of acres of land under cultivation that are

not producing more than half a crop. Depend
upon it, this land is not going to be abandoned

I think the agriculture of this section is steadily

improving. We are cultivating our land more
thoroughly. Many of our farmers are using

artificial manures, and not a few are endeavor-

ing to enrich their land by keeping more stock

and buying more or less food, and thus making

more manure. To keep more stock for beef,

mutton, and pork, is at present a cheaper

method of enriching our land than to buy arti-

ficial manures. We must, however, raise bet-

ter stock and furnish meat of extra quality, or

we cannot compete with the cheap corn-grow-

ing sections of the West. Our markets are

flooded with cheap beef and mutton. It is

wretched stuff—unprofitable to the producers,

and still more unprofitable to consumers. Let

the butchers of New York tell us what they

want. Let us have a good show of animals

ready for the shambles, and let the judges de-

cide what breeds or grades are best, and we
shall know where we stand. If New York is

willing to pay for good meat—and it is—we
should soon learn how to produce precisely

what is wanted. Let us have a good show.

Let the prizes be awarded and the animals be

sold to the butchers, and let consumers and

producers meet together and study the facts

which will in this way be brought to light.

" What did you see at the State Fair ?" asks

the Deacon. " I saw a good many old friends,

and this to me is one of the pleasantest and

most profitable feature of these annual gather-

ings."—More than a dozen people asked me
" How's the Deacon ?"—And one day I went

into the General Superintendent's office. I

saw no one there who knew me, as I supposed,

and I told the young man in charge that I was

an exhibitor and wanted a couple of tickets for

my men. " Here they are," he replied prompt-

ly and politely, "and if you will bring the

Deacon along 1 will give you one for him."
I could not persuade the old gentleman to

come. But he was none the less interest-

ed in talking over all that occurred. "I
see you got some prizes for your sheep
and pigs," he remarked, " but I hc;,r there

was not much competition."—" I got the

first prize for white winter wheat," I replied,
" with theDiehl in competition with the Claw-
son—and this pleased me. I also got the first

prize for six-rowed barley and the first for

mangel-wurzel."— I had twenty-four entries and
took twenty-three prizes. I got $'208 in prizes

at the State Fair, and $04 at the Western New
York, which was held at the same time. I got
the first prize for everything I showed at the

Western New York Fair. I mention this ia

no boastful feeling. I am simply tired of hear-

ing farmers (who don't take an agricultural

paper) sneer at editors and writers. We are

not the humbugs and ignoramuses these men
imagine us to be. I can always tell in talking

to a farmer whether he takes the Agriculturist

or not. If he does he has some suggestion to

make that is often of use to me, or he asks an
intelligent question. The other man seems to

think I " farm on paper," that I was born with

a silver spoon in my mouth and no brains in

my head ; that I discard barn-yard manure and
depend on guano; that I feed my pigs on plum
cake and wash them with rose water. And
when he finds that I plow, and sow, and har-

row, and cultivate as other farmers do, he

thinks I am certainly a humbug—because lam.
not what he expected me to be.

I got one new idea at the Fair from Carl

Heyne. He asked me to come and see his

Silesian Merino lambs. They were splendid

—

large, well-formed, and completely covered

with long, thick, fine wool. " But, Carl," I

said, " these can't be lambs. They are almost

as heavy as my Cotswold lambs. They must

be yearlings."
—" No," he said, shaking his

head and smiling. "Lambs."—"They must
have come very early," I replied. He smiled

and nodded his head. " February ?" I queried.

Another smile. "January?" Another smile.

" December ?" Another smile. I have smiled

to myself several times since as I thought over

the matter. If I had said " November," I pre-

sume he would have smiled assent, and I am
not sure if I should not have got the same re-

sponse if I had said " October" or " September."

I suppose a lamb is a " lamb " till it is sheared,

then it becomes a " shearling." " Is it well," I

asked, '

' to have lambs come so early ? "—" Bet-

ter," he replied. " We have plenty of hay and
roots and can feed the ewes well in winter. In

the spring the weather is wet and the grass

watery and poor, and young lambs do not

thrive on it. If the lambs come early they can

be well fed and cared for all winter and spring,

and by the time the grass is rich and abundant

they are ready for it."

All this, at first sight, seems cpiite unnatural.

But few of the processes of agriculture are nat-

ural. It is not natural to milk a cow or shear

a sheep, or make hay, or provide shelter and

supply the wants and look to the comforts of

our stock. We find no objection to have cows

calve in September. Why may it not be quite

as well to have our lambs come in the fall ?

" I have always found lambs that come acci-

dentally in the winter," said the Deacon, " a

nuisance."—" Yes," said the Squire, " it is best

to knock them on the head at once and have

done with it. It is all well enough for you

amateurs who keep a few pet sheep and like to
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fuss over them, but it won't do for a farmer

who keeps a large flock."
—"But," I replied,

" Carl Heyne is one of the most experienced

shepherds in the United States. He has charge

of a flock of over 800 sheep, and is celebrated

for his successful management. When such a

man says it is better to have lambs come in the

tall or early winter—and practices what he

preaches—the matter is worthy of considera-

tion and discussion."—For my part I am half

converted already, provided the ewes can be

induced to fall in with the idea. I suppose

this matter can be brought about by feeding,

weaning, etc.

The Holstein cattle this year, as last, attract-

ed much attention. We cannot have too many
good breeds in this country. There is room

and place for all of them—from the diminutive

Kerry and deer-like Jersey to the noble Short-

horn and Holstein. There was a better show

of Herefords than we have had for some years.

There was rather a small show of Jerseys and

Devons, but some capital animals amongst

them. Charles and James N. Wadsworth, of

Geneseo, and George Butts, of Manlius, made

a grand show of Shorthorns. The Ayrshires

are steadily gaining favor in the dairy dis-

tricts, and there was a large display. " I sup-

pose," said the Deacon, " the A3rrshires give a

great mess of milk, but it is not as good for

butter as that from one of our common cows."
—"Perhaps not," I replied, " but farmers who
take their milk to a churn or butter factory

want quantity, and so do milkmen, and even

you and I, who keep our milk at home, like to

see our cows fill the pail. But after all, the

question is not which is the best breed in itself

considered, but which gives us the best ani-

mals for our purpose, when crossed with such

stock as we now have on our farms. The cow
" Old Creamer," which attracted so much no-

tice at the New York State Fair, at Albany,

last year, was a grade Ayrshire—not a thor-

oughbred. During the month of June she

averaged over 40 quarts of milk per day."—"I
once heard of an Ayrshire cow," said the Dea-

con, "that took the prize at the State Fair.

The owner gave the necessary affidavits as to

the amount of milk produced (which was quite

extraordinary), and also that she had received

no grain, bran, oilcake, etc., but had run in a

pasture, which, I presume he said was a poor

one ! After the prize was awarded, the fact

was proved that during the trial month she had
drank the new milk from two other cows I"

In sheep there was nothing new or remark-

able. The Shropshire Downs are holding their

own remarkably well. The South Downs are

receiving less care in breeding than formerly.

The best stock of England was brought here,

but our flocks seem to have degenerated. It is

not an easy matter to keep our sheep up to the

English standard. The English breeders feed

more roots in winter, and their summers
are not so hot, and besides this, we keep our

breeds pure, while I doubt if this can be said

of many of the English breeders of sheep and
swine. We often hear of " improved " Cots-

wolds, or " improved " Leicesters, or " im-

proved " Berkshires—which I suppose simply

means that they have been crossed with some
other breed. Bring this "improved" stock here

and keep it pure, and it will iaivitably de-

generate. It is easier to make an improvement
than to keep it"

The man who rets a good deal of the garb-

age from the city of Rochester to feed pigs,

was here the other day. He keeps 200 pigs,

breeding some and buying others. He is get-

ting 10 cents per lb. for dressed pigs, and is

making money. " My wife, " he said, " wants

me to buy some of your pigs."
—

" She is a sen-

sible woman," I remarked. I knew very well

that he would not buy any, but I thought I

would see what he would say. He selected one,

a four-months-old pig. " What will you take

for this little pig?" he asked. " Thirty dollars."

—"Thirty dollars!" he exclaimed, " my wife

would pull my hair."
—

" You can have him,

then, for $25."—" It is 50 cents a lb.," he said.

" I'll take 40 cents."—" Will you take 30 cents,"

he asked. " Yes."—"I will give you 25 cents

per lb.," he said. " Put him on the scales,

boys," I replied, " you can have him." The
scales were carefully adjusted and the man
weighed the pig himself. " Ninety-two and a

half lbs.," he said. " You feed them so high,

they weigh like lead." I thought, for once, I

had sold him a pig, but I was mistaken. " I'll

give you $30 for a pair," he said, " and that's a

big price for f®ur-months'-old pigs." He goes

to Buffalo and buys Western pigs, a year old

and over, for $5 or $6 each. They are large-

framed hogs, weighing about 100 lbs. each. I

presume this pays him better than buying a

four or five months' pig of the same weight at

the same price per pound, but I do not see how
those who raise and feed such pigs until a year

old, can make anything. The pen of five pigs,

four mouths old, that I showed at the State

Fair, weighed 498 lbs. The pen of five, a week
or so less than six months old, averaged about

200 lbs. each. These are the " small breed."

These six months pigs will not shrink in dress-

ing over 12 per cent. In other words they

would dress 175 lbs. These year-old pigs that

weigh above 100 lbs. would shrink 40 per cent.

Tiiey would give 60 lbs. of carcass—and such

a carcass ! After the bones, skin, ears, nose,

and feet were taken out, how much pork
would (here be left, as the result of a year's

feeding ? I presume these pigs got their living

from the mother until two months old. If

killed then, there would probably have been as

much available food in them as there is now,
and of far better quality. All we have got for

ten months' feeding is a certain quantity of

bone and digestive apparatus. There are some
thirty millions of pigs in the United States. A
little more care in breeding and feeding would
easily add five dollars to the value of each pig.

This would give us more money than we re-

ceive for all the wheat, corn, and other grain

that we export to foreign countries. I hope
and believe the time is not far distant when
not a bushel of wheat or corn will leave our
shores. We ought to raise all our own wool,

and supply the world with pork, bacon, hams,
and lard. To ship a car-load of thin hogs

from Iowa to Buffalo, and send four car-loads

of corn along with them to fatten them here,

paying freight and commission on both, is poor
policy. To ship corn to Ireland to make pork

and bacon for the English market, is equally

unwise. Better feed out our com at home, and
learn to furnish the bacon, hams, and lard,

which the foreign market demands.

There will be thousands of bushels of Amer-
ican wheat fed out to English pigs and cattle

the coming winter. Our millers and grain

speculators think we have got such a large sur-

plus of wheat, that they can get it at their own
price. I tell them that the corn and oat crops

are a failure, and that at the present and pros-

pective price of pork, the Western farmers can

well afford to feed their wheat at home to the

hogs, and I hope they will do it, rather than

let all the profits go to the railroads.

How To Make a Stack Bottom.

The stability of a stack depends greatly upon
how the foundation is made. If badly built,

the stack will settle irregularly, lean over to

one side or other, and when once out of shape

it is no longer weather proof. Instead of the

water being shed by the covering which has

an equal slope in all parts, it is retained in

hollows, or obstructed by ridges, and penetrates

the interior, and damage results. Although

these remarks are too late to apply to tho

stacking of hay or corn stalks, they are tiaiely

as regards straw, and will be worth rencember-

ing next season, when hay, grain, or f jtlcler 13

to be stacked. When making a slack the

ground selected should be high and Csy, acd if

it is necessary to make the stack in a low

FOIiMING TDE BOTTOM OF A STACK.

place, a frame of posts and poles should be

made high enough to raise the bottom of the

stack out of danger from water or dampness.

In either case the foundation of ':he &tack

should be made of coarse waste material, and
of a perfectly regular shape. If the stack is to

be a square one, the bottom should be accu-

rately laid oul by measure. If it is to be a

round one this Lj not so readily done. A round
stack is not so easily built up as a square one,

nor so readily made to retain its shape. The
simple contrivance shown in the illustration

will enable any person to lay out the bottom in

a circular shape upon which the stack may be

built up regularly. After a foot of straw is

laid upon the ground or upon the frame, a fork

is stuck up in the center. Another fork is

placed with the prongs close up against the

handle of the first fork, and is moved around

it so that the end of the handle marks a circle.

The straw is packed closely at the edge, so as to

conform to this circle, and a perfectly round
foundation is thus made. As the stack is

built, the builder should stand in the center

which will then be packed down more firmly

than the sides. The sides should be carried up
straight, or with a very little spread, and should

be raked down evenly to keep the round shape.

As the stack settles the sides will fall down
more than the center, and the stack will spread

in consequence sufficiently to throw the rain

drip off from the sides; and if any water

should penetrate at the top, it will not remain

in the center, but will work off towards the

eaves. On the contrary, if the stack is made so

that the center settles more than the sides, the

water will gather to the center and go through

the stack from the top to the bottom. It will

not pay now to waste anything that may be

turned to use in feeding stock, and straw that
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is well harvested and well stacked after thrash-

ing, is at least as good if not better feed than

late-cut hay that is badly stacked afterwards.

A Portable Food Steamer.

It is needless to say anything in favor of

feeding cooked food to pigs. The economy

and advantage of the practice are undisputed.

A PORTABLE STEAMEE.

The only consideration is as to its convenience

or practicability. Where a large number of hogs

are kept, every facility will be provided for

cooking as a necessity that cannot be avoided.

Where a few only are kept, the outlay for an

apparatus is usually too great for profit. In

these cases the cheap method here illustrated

may be adopted. A sheet-iron boiler is made
as here shows, with a small fire-box beneath

it ; the smoke pipe passes through the "ooiler

and through the water contained in it. This

economizes all the heating power and requires

but a very little fuel to heat the water and make
steam. At the rear of the boiler is placed the

s.t aside to cool, and each steamer should be

large enough to cook food for one da}'. Roots,

corn, oats, or coarse meal, may be cooked in

this steamer; but fine feed rnaj- be cooked in

the boiler shown separately. The feed mixed

with hot water is placed in the boiler. This

being conical, is partly immersed in the boil-

ing water, and the heat of the feed is thus

maintained until it is thoroughly cooked.

A few small fragments of coal, charcoal,

rough wood or corn cobs may be used for fuel.

Any tin-worker can make a steamer of this

kind from the description and engraving here

given. We don't know of any person who
makes them, but if some enterprising mechanic

would undertake it, and let people know the

fact, they would doubtless be largely used.

Temporary Dam for Ice Ponds.
6

A correspondent wishes to make a temporary

ponel from which he may cut ice in the winter,

and afterwards draw off the water, leaving the

stream and its banks in their usual condition.

This may be done by erecting a temporary

dam in the following manner. Select a part

of the slream where the largest space may be

flooded with the^hortest dam. A place where

the banks slope rapidly and above which they

recede from the stream shoulel be chosen. In a

direct line across this place set some strong

fence posts not more than 8 feet apart. They
should be set at least 4 feet deep, and bedded

with lime mortar and stone or cement con-

crete to make them perfectly solid. If the dam
is not more than 4 feet high these precautions

are not necessary, but if of a greater hight

they will be needed to resist the pressure of the

water and that of the ice when its surface is

acted upon by the wind. The posts should be

strongly braced—the braces being set in the

same manner as the posts. These posts may
remain always in their position ready for use,

and will occupy very little room or occasion

very little inconvenience at any time. If they

can be set up in a fence row so much the bet-

ter. All that is needed then is to provide some

hemlock planks of equal width and 16 feet

TEMPORARY DAM FOR ARTIFICIAL IOE-POND.

steamer in

well to have

which the feed is cooked. It is

two steamers, bo that one can be,

long, jointed and tongued and grooved upon
their edges. These are fastened to the posts by

carriage bolts, the nuts of which are exposed on
the outer side of the dam. The middle panel

of the dam is made of planks 8 feet long, so

that when it is desired the bolts may be taken

out and the planks removed one by one, and
the pond drained off gradually. The other

planks are made to break joints, the ends being

bolted to alternate posts, which will help to

strengthen the dam. The lower planks must
be made to fit the surface of the ground, and

should be sunk three or four inches in it, and

the ground well rammed around them. If any

leaks occur as the water is raised, which should

be done graelually by putting in one plank of

the center panel at a time, they should be
stopped by throwing in sawdust, tan bark, or

leaves, or swamp muck. When the whole is

up, the upper plank of the middle panel shoidd

be hollowed out sufficiently to allow the waste

water to escape, as is shown in the illustration.

If there is any danger of the falling water

washing the soil away, a sloping apron of

boards should be made to receive it. A pond
with a surface of half an acre frozen 6 inches

thick will furnish 000 tons of ice. Where the

ground is favorable, a pond of this size may
easily be made at an expense of $25, and the

fixtures will not need renewing for 20 years.

The main point is to be sure that the posts and
braces are properly set, and that the planks fit

tightly ; then there will be no dauger of the

dam breaking or the wTater leaking away. If

the water flows back into other fields, there is

no need to remove the fences, even if they are

of rails, if they are well staked and such riders

as are likely to be covered with water are

wired down to the top rails.

BASKET FOR GATHERING LEAVES.

Gathering Leaves.

Before the ground is covered with snow as

many leaves as possible should be gathered

from wood lots and woods. Leaves are soft,

warm, clean bedding, and absorb a large quan-

tity of liquid manure. They are excellent in

the cow stable, in the pens where the ewes are

turned to yean, and for bedding brood sows
with young pigs the}- are better in every way
than straw. No young pigs are strangled in

leaves as they often are in straw, and leaves

harbor no vermin. Besides, they contain much
more fertilizing matter than straw, being rich

in potash and phosphoric acid. For these rea-

sons the work of gathering leaves should be

made one of the indispensable duties of the

present season. Woodlands that are used for

pasture should by all means be cleared, lest the

heavy covering of leaves should smother the

grass. Neither these nor other woodlands lose

anything by this annual clearing off of leaves.

The surface of woodlands is not exhausted by
a growth of trees. The roots penetrate deeply

and bring food from far below the surface

soil. There need be no fear of injuring

such lands by removing the leaves every

year. Besides, in most cases the leaves do
not stay beneath the trees, but are blown hither

and thither, and finally rest in fence corners

and lanes where they do no good. The small
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under-growth of woods should first be cut off

close to the ground and piled in heaps for re-

moval. They may be cut up if no larger than

an inch in thickness, by a strong fodder-cutter,

or a broad axe upon a block, into leugths of

two or three inches, and used for fuel. Then

the leaves may be raked up with a horse hay-

rake into windrows, and then into heaps. They

may be loaded up into hay-racks covered with

bam sheets or blankets, with barley forks or by

means of leaf-baskets such as is shown in the

accompanying illustration. We have pur-

chased these made of spliuts for 50 cents each

;

but have seen them made and used by char-

coal burners for tills purpose, of a stout hoop

of hickory to which a piece of coarse bagging-

is sewn. This makes as good a basket for

gathering leaves as any. It should hold about

two bushels when heaped up. A wagon is

soon loaded by their aid. When gathered they

should be stored in a place where they may be

kept dry, and if in good condition, a ton of

mixed hard-wood forest leaves may be consid-

ered as well worth two tons of straw.

The Ecraseur.

Some time ago we referred to an instrument

used in the operation of emasculation, by

which it was rendered much easier of perform-

ance and perfectly safe. This

very necessary operation on

the farm is not done without

a certain amount of risk and

loss of stock, and an instiu-

ment by which it can be per-

formed safely, is of great

value to those interested.

Since our reference to the

ecraseur, we have received

numerous enquiries as to the

mode of using it. This we
now describe. The instru-

ment, as shown in the illustra-

tion, consists of a tube in

-which a chain of plate links

is drawn in or out by means

of a screw at one end. The
parts to be removed are laid

open in the usual manner,

taking care to make a open-

ing at the lower part of the

scrotum, so that in case of

the formation of pus in the

wound, it may escape, and

not become absorbed. The chain is placed

around the gland, and the screw is turn-

ed until the pressure of the chain up-

on the cords and vessels causes its separa-

tion. The operation is then complete. The
compression to which the vessels have been

subjected, nearly always prevents all bleed-

ing, and but a few drops of blood are lost in

any case. The paiu is reduced to a minimum,

and the after operation of cauterizing is unne-

cessary. The time occupied is very much
shortened, and generally the process of healing-

commences at once and goes on successfully.

By means of the length and peculiar form of

the instrument, it can be used wheu other

means would fail. We believe that Prof. Mc-
Clure, veterinary surgeon, of Philadelphia, is

to be credited with the introduction of this in-

strument into our practice, and that Mr. D. W.
Kolbe, of Philadelphia, is the manufacturer of

them. A cheap instrument is made especially

for the use of those who cannot procure the

services of a regular veterinary practitioner.

A Farm Signal.

The following will be found a convenient

method of conve3'ing signals to distant parts

of the farm, in place of the old-fashioned tin

horn, the usefulness of which is confined to its

one single unmelodiousnote suggestive only of

dinner time. There are times when messages or

instructions are to be conveyed, and it is not

convenient to send a messenger. A visitor calls,

or some business needs attention, and some one

has to lose time to go to the farther end of the

farm to convey the information. All these

steps may be saved and the time also, by hav-

ing a little code of well-understood signals, and

a contrivance such as is here illustrated fixed to

the gable end of the barn or the house. A short

post is fastened to the end of the barn, passing

through the roof. At the top of this post a

wooden wheel is fixed, having two holes bored

iu the edge at opposite sides, and an arm pro-

jecting outwards from the edge. The wheel

works upon a wooden pin driven into the

post. A cord is fastened to each of the holes,

and by pulling one or the other of these cords

the arm is made to take any position desired.

It may be held upright, or sideways, and level,

upon either side, or pointing upwards or down-

wards upon either side. In this way seven

different signals may be made. If more are

needed there may be another wheel placed on

the other side of the post, and seven more sig-

nals may be given. In this case each set of

arms should be painted different colors. Red
is the color that is most easily seen at a dis-

tance, and black would make a good contrast.

In our own experience we have found that sig-

nals given in some such way are very quickly

noticed, and when it is known that they are

thus given the eye is very frequently cast in

the direction to look out for them. A little red

flag run up at dinner time or other times on the

flag staff at the end of the house, never failed to
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FARM SIGNAL.

bring us home within a few minutes, but in

this case the signal failed to convey more than

one message, and its meauing consequently was
sometimes mistaken.

Method of Climbing Trees.

People who live in timbered districts fre-

quently find it convenient to have some way
of readily climbing a tree. In felling trees

where timber is valuable, much damage and

waste is prevented by being able to bring the

tree down exactly where it is wanted. To do
this it is often necessary to climb the tree to be
felled, and sometimes an adjoining one. In
making surveys in wooded districts, or to get a
more extended view in places that are only

partly wooded, as in prairies made up of what

Fig. 1.—CLIMBING TREES WITH STlErXPS.

are known as openings, where one has occas-

sionally to hunt stray cattle, it is sometimes
very necessary to get up a tree. This may be
done very readily by procuring a pair of spiked

stirrups like that in figure 2. It is made of a
flat iron bar about an inch wide and a quarter

of an inch thick, bent to pass under the boot
in front of the heel, and made with loops by
which it may be strapped to the leg. A sharp
stout spur is fixed at the lower

part, and when the stirrup is

worn this spur comes at the in-

side of the foot. When a per-

son wishes to climb a tree, one

of the spikes is thrust into the

bark and then the other, a step

upward being taken at each

time. A cord is carried around

the waist, and if it is necessary

to do any work while up the

tree, the climber can pass the

cord around his body and the

tree, and make himself secure.

The rope also answers to draw Fjo. 2
up tools or anything else that

may be wanted. The method of climbing,

by aid of these stirrups, is shown in figure 1.

Ceiled Stables.—The usual method of

ventilating stables beneath barns, is by allow-

ing the foul air to escape through the hay and
grain stored above the animals. This is objec-

tionable for obvious reasons. Such stables

with poles or rails for the floor above, are

dingy, dark, and generally well festooned with

cobwebs. Besides their disagreeable appear-

ance, they allow the dust, chaff, and hay seed,

to fall upon the backs of the cattle, and these

are thus always kept unclean. Dark stables

and coats matted with dust are not healthful

for cattle, to say nothing of the deteriorated con-

dition of the feed stored above them, which is

exposed to all the foul air that rises from

beneath. We greatly prefer to have the floor
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above laid with matched boards, which will

prevent any dust falling through, and to have

the beams and under side of the floor white-

washed. Ventilation may be provided by

spouts through which hay or straw could be

thrown down below, and which should ter-

minate in grated openings beneath the eaves.

SCALDING-TUB.

Aids at Slaughtering Time.

The slaughtering of hogs is one of the most

disagreeable labors of this season. It is made
much more o1_J-.,

unp 1 e a s a n t *

.. , v_ Fig. 1.

—

crook.
than need bo

by the complete absence of any organized

methods of going to work. Generally it is

postponed to the latest moment, notwithstand-

ing the fact that the earliest pork

in the market rarely fails to bring

the highest price of the season,

and also that the colder the

weather is, the less rapidly a hog
fattens. As a rule, this business

ought to be over before the winter

has commenced, so that the pork
made as cheaply as pos-

sible, and the slaughtering may
not be more disagreeable than

necessary. When a hog is to be

killed, the first job is to catch

him. This is very easily done by the use of

an implement shaped somewhat like a shep-

herd's crook, shown at figure 1. The handle
of this should be

about five feet long.

The animal is caught

by any part of one of

the hind legs, and the

noose in the looped

rope shown at fig.

2, is slipped over the hock of the other one.

He is then led to the slaughtering place or

slaughter house, where
by means of a hoist,

the hook of which is

placed in the loop of

the rope, the animal is

raised in a moment to a

bight that brings him
into a convenient po-

sition for the butcher.

The blood may then
be caught in a barrel or other vessel, and
made use of in the manure heap instead of be-

ing wasted upon the ground as

is usual. The animal is then
lowered into the scalding-tub

shown at fig. 3, which should

be kept close by, and when
ready is hoisted out and lowered

on to the scraping-table. This,

which is shown at figure 4, is

made of bars of wood fixed in

a frame so that all the water ,,.
, , . , , . Flg.5. SCRAPER.

and hair drops through into a
heap, from which they may be easily removed.
A scraper which we have found very useful is

shown at figure S. It is

made of a piece of

scythe bent into the

shape hero shown, and
fastened by means of

tangs made at. each end

into a wooden han lie.

With this the hair i i re-
Fig. O.-Tt-E ON LEGS.

move)j witl) gwtt ease

and rapidity. The animal is then hoisted once

Tig. 4. SCRAPING-TABLE.

more over a wheelbarrow, or a square tub set

upon legs as shown at fig. 0, into which the offal

is received. The offal is thus kept clean, and

the lard may be removed without being soiled.

The whole arrangement is very simple, and one

that may be modified to suit any circumstances.

How to Make a Halter.

A veiy serviceable halter is here shown. It

may be made for a few cents, and in a few mi-

nutes, out of a piece of leather, a buckle, and a

few copper rivets. It may also be made of

rawhide that has been well worked in oil and

rendered pliable and soft. The safest way of

fastening an animal is by means of a halter.

To fasten a horse or a cow by a rope around

the neck is to invite an

accident by which the

animal may be injured

or even lost. Calves,

colts, cows, and horses',

should all be secured

with halters, to which is

attached a rope weight-

ed at one end, passing

through n ring bolt

securely fastened in

the stall. It is almost
halter.

impossible for an animal fastened in this man-
ner to get thrown, and if such a thing should

occur it will not get choked as when fastened

by a rope around the neck. To make the hal-

ter, it is only necessary to measure the animal

with a tape-line to get the proper length of the

separate pieces, and to cut the strips at least 11

inch wide, and 2 inches wide for horses, oxen,

or cows. If the halter is needed extra strong,

it may be made double, and the strips held to-

gether by a few copper rivets and burs. For
the cost of a few dollars every animal upon the

farm may be supplied with a secure halter.

The pattern of this halter is sufficiently given

in the illustration without further description.

The rings there shown may be omitted, and the

strap under the jaws maybe made to directly

connect the nose-band and the throat-strap.

Sheep Raising in Virginia.

Lying west of the valley of the Potomac,

there is a broad belt of poor land stretching

nearly to Gordonsville on the west, and almost

to Richmond on the south. This region is

crossed by the Orange and Alexandria Rail-

road, and the Chesapeake and Ohio. For eighty

miles southwest of Alexandria, the country is

desolate, the depots are few, the villages small,

the farm houses very scattering and poor, much
of the land is without fences, and growing up
to brush and forest trees. There is hardly

a good piece of corn in sight of the rail-

road from the valley of the Potomac to the

Rapidan. The principal timber in this re-

gion is oak, poplar, or whitewood, paw-
paw, and pine—of small growth. The dis-

trict has never been thickly peopled, as the cen-

sus returns show. There has been no increase

in population since 1800, and a very steady de-

cline since 1830—some of the counties having

lost from one-third to one-half of their popu-

lation. Land in forest can be bought for five

or six dollars an acre, and old fields with budd-

ings for about th" same price, or a small ad-

vance. In a recent trip from "Washington to

Richmond, we passed across this district by way
ef Gordonsviilc. We learned from an intelli-

gent farmer who lives upon its outskirts', that

the region produces cattle, swine, and sheep,

but is generally a poor country, quite unprofit-

able for ordinary farm crops. He was a Vir-

ginian, working a 400-acre farm, and making it

pay reasonably well. He had a well digested

plan for raising sheep which is applicable to

this whole region, and, if anything can be done

to redeem this waste from its present desola-

tion, it is sheep husbandry that will do it.

There is no doubt that good farms can be made
in this region by largo expenditures for manure
and labor, but the problem to be solved is to

make the products sold pay for the improve-

ment of the land, and the capital used in the

improvement. The great objection to raising

sheep in Virginia is the destruction of flocks

by dogs. He would remedy this objection by
keeping a shepherd to give his constant atten-

tion to the flocks, and fold them at night.

Nearly all the damage caused by dogs is done
at night, and if the flocks were folded securely

then, there would be no loss. Sheep in fair

condition can be bought in this region for

about a dollar and a half a head. He would
buy 200 ewes in good breeding condition, for

say $300, and four Cotswold rams for say §100,

making an outlay of $400 for his flock. He
would put the rams with the flock Sept. 1st to

bring early lambs. Sheep do well in these pas-

tures until late in December. As soon as snow
begins to fly he would feed with hay, straw,

turnips, and as the sheep approached yeaning

time, would add meal or grain. He would
have a piece of winter rye ready for them to

feed upon early in the Spring. By the time

the rye was gone, the pastures would be green,

and the sheep would take care of themselves.

Sheep thrive very well in the climate of Vir-

ginia, and the excess of births from twins, he

calculated, would make the lambs equal the

number of ewes kept, if there should be occa-

sional losses. There is a ready sale in the TV; i )h-

iugton and Baltimore markets for all the fat

sheep and lambs that can be raised. He
would send his lambs to market in May and
June, and get for them by the wholesale an

average of $3.00, say 200 lambs, $600. The
ewes he would sell in July and August as fat

sheep at $3.50 each, say $700. He would get

at least $1.00 worth of wool from each sheep,

making $200 for wool. The receipts from the

flock for one year would be $1,500. He would
then buy another flock of 200 ewes and begin

the year again September 1st. He calculated

the sheep would benefit the pastures enough to

pay for their keeping. The small plots where
they were hurdled at night would be made very

rich, and bear large crops of turnips, rye or

hay. The principal expense would be the

wages of the shepherd, and not more than half

his time would be required in the care of the

flock. From what we have seen of the influ-

ence of sheep in pastures, we have no doubt of

their great value in improving the soil, and of

their special adaptation to these old fields in

this district. There are large tracts of lands,

like these, in all the older States, that can be

made valuable by sheep husbandry. The coun-

try needs more wool, lamb, and mutton.

The Pekin Ducks as Layers.

The sensation made last fall among the fan-

ciers at the poultry exhibitions, by the extra-

ordinary size of these new ducks, is likely to

be equaled this season by their remarkable re-

cord as layers. Two of the imported birds
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last year laid respectively 125 and 131 eggs.

They have done much better the present sea-

son. One of the old birds commenced laying

on the 27th of February, and laid 178 eggs in

182 days, missing but four days. The other

did nearly as well. This- is three or four times

as many eggs as wo ordinarily get from Rouens

or Aylesburys. What is more remarkable, one

of the young ducks, hatched in April, began to

lay in August, and had laid seven eggs by the

1st of September. Such early laying is all

that we expect of the best varieties of gallin-

aceous fowls. The Pekins as much excel in

fecundity all other varieties of ducks with

which we are acquainted, as they do in size.

They have had the advantage of thorough

breeding for centuries for their flesh and eggs,

and we predict for them in this country the

front rank among our useful aquatic fowls.

A Sat-Proof Fence.

Granaries, corn cribs, or poultry houses, may
be made rat-proof, by means of a wire fence

which we here illustrate, and for which we are

indebted to the Journal d' Agriculture Pratique,

of Paris. This fence has been introduced with

perfect success, into the

Garden of Acclimatation

in Paris, for the purpose

of preventing the depre-

dations of rats. No rat

can surmount this fence.

It is made of thin wire

bars placed an inch apart,

and affixed to heavier

cross bars ; the ends of

the bars beingcurved out-

ards, as shown in figure

J. When the building

to be protected is placed

upon the ground, and it

is desired to prevent rats

from undermining it, two

rows of bricks or tiles are

placed beneath the fence, one in an upright posi-

tion, and sunk a few inches beneath the surface,

and the other horizontally and projecting out-

wards, forming a bench. When the rats dig

down to burrow beneath the building, they fol-

low the first tile until they meet the second. Be-

ing stopped here, they burrow along the angle

formed by the two tiles until they arc tired,

without being able to penetrate beneath the

Fig.l.—END OF FENCE.

Fig. -FENCE COMPLETE.

building. If they attempt to climb the wire:;,

they get into the gallery formed by the upper
curve, but can go no further. The fence of

course is made of such a bight that a rat can

not leap over it. In the Garden of Acclimata-

tion, the fence is abor' two feet in highland
is found perfectly effective. Figure 2 shows a

piece of the fence complete. This contrivance

is also used to entrap rats, which it does in

large numbers. A small park or enclosure is

surrounded with this fence, protected at the

bottom with tiles as already explained. An
opening is made, by which the rats may enter

but can not return. Seeing a possible escape

by means of the fence they enter readily, but

once within they discover that some men know
more than a rat. There are many modifica-

tions of this simple contrivance, which will

doubtless occur to our readers, by which farm

buildings, grain stacks, and other places which
suffer greatly from rats, may oe made secure

from then- depredations.

Prepared Poultry fob Market in

France.—In the vicinity of large towns in

France, millions of fai chickens or capons are

sent to market every year, an enormous supply

going constantly to England. When the fowls

are put up for fattening, they are fed almost en-

tirely on crushed millet, or barley, (or a mix-

ture of the two,) kneaded into a tough dough,

to which a little butter or lard is added. Their

drink is usually pure milk slightly sweetened

with sugar ; sour mill-; with sugar is frequently

substituted. By means of this nourishing diet

the fowls acquire a delicate, white, and savory

meat, and become fat in an incredibly short

time—often in ten days. Fat poultry is never

sent alive to market. Capons, chickens, and

pigeons, are bled at the throat, hanging head

down until all the blood has escaped. Geese

and ducks arc killed by a stab in the nape of

the neck. The feathers are picked off with

great care to avoid injury to the skin, and after

the fowds have been washed clean, they are

well rubbed with zoJicat bran, which whiten3

them ; the butchering is done at night, and they

are hung up with a few raw truffles in each

body ; in the morning these are removed, hav-

Native Breeds of Sheep.

The United States possess every facility

and requisite for the production of a great va-

riety of sheep. Instead of importing wool of

any kind, with our splendid facilities for pro-

ducing both cheap and costly wool, we ought

to export more than any other country. There

are some coarse wools cheaply produced that

may be made more profitable with us than the

fine wools, yet we are trying to raise foreign

breeds of sheep that deteriorate rapidly under

the process of acclimation, and qualities of

wool that are not in demand. Many a farmer

has found the few fleeces of Cotswold or Lei-

cester wool that he has had on hand almost un-

saleable, because no country mill had the ma-
chinery for carding long wool. At the same

time our markets are flooded with the poorest

kinds of mutton, oily-, greasy, and fat, or ill-

flavored and lean, because farmers have been

tempted to raise sheep for which their pastures

are totally unsuitable. Before there can be

any success in this business, it must be entered

upon and carried on with judgment. No farmer

who has not the best facilities both for feeding

and marketing sheep and disposing of the

wool, should try to raise pure Cotswold, Lei-

cester or Lincoln sheep, especially the latter

two. Indeed, these sheep do not seem to be

profitable under any circumstances, except in

the hands of the most skillful shepherds. The

Cotswold grades, or Cotswold-Merino crosses,

furnish the best early lambs and the best mut-
ton for the markets of large towns and cities.

But early lambs cannot be shipped long dis-

tances, and farmers situated more than 200

miles from a good market cannot raise these

lambs for that purpose. Where lambs and
mutton are produced, wool becomes a secondary

consideration, but where long wool can be sold

readily the larger bodied sheep which yield a

fleece of 8 or 9 pounds of wool will be the

most profitable under certain conditions. And
this is the most important consideration. To
raise these sheep successfully, the pastures

must be dry, healthful, fertile', and carry a good
bite, and the soil and its culture must be such

as to produce heavy crops of roots and green

forage. It would be all the more satisfactory

if the climate were such that late feeding upon
rape, turnips, or other roots, upon the ground,

and early feeding upon rye, clover, and other

green crops could be practiced. This would
enable the farmer to make a great saving, and
yield a proportionately larger profit than the

yard feeding through half the year upon crops

harvested and stored at great cost. For in-

stance, in the greater part of Virginia, parts of

Tennessee, Kentucky, Maryland, and some
other localities, similarly situated with regard

to climate, the hurdling of sheep upon green

or root crops might be practiced to a large ex-

tent, and the cost of their feeding reduced to a

minimum. Under these circumstances the

Cotswolds might readily be made the basis for

a very profitable class of sheep, different vari-

eties of which might occupy different local-

ities as became the most suitable. But it will

surely result, that there will be failure and
loss, if in all localities, however diverse they

may be in soil, climate, and other important

conditions, the endeavor is made to keep up
and produce any one particular type of sheep.

In other places in the East and North, where
hurdling cannot be practiced, the extra price

to be procured for earty lambs and choice mut-
ton in the great city markets, will make tho

house or yard feeding of sheep upon crops

grown on richly manured land equally profita-

ble. But there are manjr localities still where
it is difficult to keep sheep that require abund-

ant pasture and roots for winter feed, but

where mutton may 3^ct be raised with profit.

In many parts of Europe sheep are raised

upon mountains that are aptly styled barren

wastes, and salt marshes and sandy plains,

where one of our native sheep, much used to

hardship as it may be, could not exist. Yet
the mutton of some of these sheep is sold at

stores where fancy fruits and choice articles of

food are kept, as an expensive luxury. The
small Welsh sheep, whose hind quarter of the

most delicate mutton may weigh four to six

pounds, is fed upon rocky pastures as bleak as

the sides of the granite mountains of New
Hampshire; while an equally choice mutton,
to the epicure, is raised in the salt marshes of

the coast upon sedges and rushes. The chalky
'

downs of Southern England, where the soil is

too thin upon the chalk rocks ever to be
plowed, produce the South Downs and the

Hampshire Downs, whose mutton is very

highly prized, and whose fleece, although short

is thick, and valuable for manufacturing.

The vast prairies of the West furnish exact-

ly the conditions needed for these races of

sheep ; a short nutritious herbage, a perfectly

dry soil, extensive open, areas, and the most

salubrious atmosphere, ever fresh and invigor-
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PORTRAITS OP HORSES OP VARIOUS BREEDS.
ating, and dry for the greater part of the year

These races of sheep also seem fitted by nature

for those Western pastures. Their hardy con-

stitutions, and their close compact fleeces, im-

penetrable by storms either of snow, rain, or

wind, render them able to withstand with per-

fect ease those sudden but short periods of

more than usual severity which sometimes oc-

cur. There are also the black-faced Scotch

sheep, which would be perfectly at home upon

the most northerly of the Western prairies.

Western Kansas and Nebraska possess millions

of acres which can be purchased for a nominal

price that should never be disturbed by the

plow, but should be populated by thousands of

flocks of sheep who wculd there find a con-

venient and congenial home. Prom thence the

wool and mutton could readily be transported

to profitable markets. Further West still the

range can be occupied by sheep whose wool
alone should be the object of the shepherd. In

each of these localities in course of time there

could be built up a race of sheep eminently

suited to its peculiarities, but the founding of

such races will be the work of time, and to a

great extent, a labor of love with some persons

who must be devoted to this employment, and
Who, although " there's money in it" from the

first, will yet look for their most abundant re-

ward to the general improvement of this im-

portant branch of American agriculture.

Various Breads of Horses.

There is no domestic animal which has be-

come more thoroughly adapted to the various

needs of mankind than the horse ; at the same
time there is none of which a greater variety

is more demanded to suit our various necessi-

ties. The road-horse and the farm-horse must

necessarily be as distinct from each other as

the work required of each is different. In the

above illustration the different varieties in use

with us, together with their several peculiar-

ities, are shown at a glance. At first we have

the thoroughbred, the source from which our

road-horses derive their speed, courage, and en-

durance. In this breed great speed has been

acquired by many years of care in breeding by

selections from the Arab race, (shown on the

opposite corner of the engraving), and by a long

course of training. From the thoroughbred we
have derived the paccrand (he trotter. It may
be thought that these animals have their chief

use on the trottine track, and arc therefore of

icn and Engraved for the American

little account for practical purposes. There
could be no greater mistake. The trotter has

rightfully a large place in the agricultural in-

terest of the country, for there is an immense
and increasing demand for these horses for

driving purposes at very profitable prices. The
breeding of such horses, however, demands

large capital and much skill, and is a business

that requires undivided attention. The two
choicest breeds of farm horses are seen at the

lower corners. The Clydesdale and the Perch-

eron breeds promise to give us a valuable class

of heavy, powerful, and most, useful animals,

which are indispensable to the proper cultiva-

tion of the roil. The Percherou is rapidly ris-

ing in favor, and if eye is used in procuring

pure-bred animals, the breed will undoubtedly

be a most valuable acquisition. The semi-wild

races too, the Mustang of the Plains and the

miniature Shetland, of the Scotch islands, de-

serve notice. The first is the hardiest and

most useful animal that the Western herder

can choose for his severe service, while the lat-

ter occupies a place as a pet for children,

which no other variety of the horse can fill.

The heads grouped in the center well ex-

press the intelligence and the gentleness of

this, our most valuable and willing servant.
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The Rose-Mallows—Hibiscus.

In another article we have mentioned some

of the Abutilons ; another ornamented genus

of the Mallow Family, is Hibiscus, of which a

hardy shrubby species (H. Syriacus) is well

6 or 8 inches across. Our plants produced

flowers scarcely more than half that size, which

is probably in part due to the severe drouth,

and in part to the fact that the plant docs not

bloom until late, and the cool nights check its

development. By the time it is well in flower,

upwards, or it may be pruned to a clean trunk,

with a tree-like head at any desirable hight.

This tree-form is very effective when planted

out on the lawn in summer, and it is well

adapted for the wind::v- .:i
;ts head can be

quite above the lower j/OvVvOg plants. Another

SCAELET BOSE-MALLOW.

known as the Rose of Sharon, and a tender

shrubby one is the Rose of China, (II. Uosa-

Sinensis) of the greenhouses. Most of the

species are herbaceous, known as Rose-Mal-

lows, and a number of showy ones are natives

of this country. Late in summer the brackish

marshes along our rivers, are gay with the

large pink hollyhock-shaped flowers of the

Swamp Rose-Mallow, (H. Mosclieutos) a species

which does well in gardens, and is worthy

of a place there. Farther South and "West,

there are several other species, all showy
and desirable in large gardens ; one of these

(H. grandifiorus) has rose-colored flowers with

a deep red center, which are sometimes a

foot across. The most brilliant of all is the

Scarlet Rose-Mallow, (II. coccincus), a strictly

Southern species, which is found in marshes

from the Carolina!, southward and west-

ward. "We had long known this plant

from herbarium specimens, and were glad to

receive this spring some roots from Dr. Lun-

gren of Florida, which enabled us to see it

growing. In its native localities this forms

stems 4 to 8 feet high, but ours only reached

about the lesser hight, it is very smooth
throughout, and has large long-petioled leaves,

which are parted quite to the base in five

divisions ; the flowers, which are abundantly
produced from the axils of the upper leaves,

ere bright scarlet, and when growing wild are

M
ABUTILON—BOOLE DE NIEGE.

it will no doubt be cut down by the frost, but it

is such a showy plant that it is worth growing,

even if it can be enjoyed for but a short time.

We doubt if the roots will endure the winter, but

shall try some and take the others to the cellar.

Abutilons—Boule de Niege.

Among the many ornamental plants afforded

by the Mallow Family, the Abutilons take a

high rank. One of these, Abvtilon striatum,

has been a long while in cultivation, and is now
quite common under the rather absurd name
of " Flowering Maple," no doubt so called

from the resemblance of the leaves in shape to

those of the maples. This is one of those

plants that satisfy the most exacting grower,

as it will bloom all the year round ; it is easily

managed as a window plant, and when set out

in the garden in summer, it proves attractive

there. The principal objection to it as a win-

dow plant, is its tendency to grow out of

bounds, and as many cultivators are too fond

of their plants to use the knife to them, we
often see this grown out of all proper shape.

No plant more needs judicious pruning, and

none repays it better that this; it is so very

tractable that it may be made to assume any

desired form, and may be grown as a pyramid,

well furnished with branches from the base

reason for its popularity is the ease with which

it is propagated, cuttings of the half hardened

stems taking root readily. The fine clean hand-

somely shaped leaves of this Abutilon, together

with its gracefully pendulous, bell-shaped, curi-

ously veined flowers, make it a very desirable

plant. A variety with the leaves handsomely

blotched with golden yellow, is one of the few
variegated plants that are satisfactory at all

times. This, which is called Abutilon Thomp-

son:, is equally manageable with the plain form,

and whether grown in-doors with partial shade,

or out hi full sun, its markings are clear

and brilliant ; this form does not flower so

freely as the plain. Another species, A.
venosum, has larger and darker flowers than

A. striatum, but is not so well calculated for

window culture. Between these two there are

several hybrids with florist's names. These
plants are very useful in greenhouses and con-

servatories, for training up to pillars or against

walls, they bear pruning so readily, that they

may be made to adapt themselves to either

place. Last spring we received from Mr. John
Saul, of Washington, D. O, a quite new
Abutilon, under the name of Boule de Nkge, or

" snow-ball," which, as its name would imply,

originated in France, and the shape of its leaves,

as shown in the engraving, indicate that it is

from a species quite unlike those just referred

to. The flowers are pure white, and of good
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form ; the little plant sent us grew rapidly, and

flowered very freely, and should it retain these

qualities when taken in-doors, it will prove a

very valuable winter bloomer. White flowers

of the size of f
'

great demand by the

bouquet makers, . i abutilon will no

doubt be found profitable to those who grow
cut-flowers for sale. It blooms when quite

small
;
plants from cuttings flowered with us

when only a few inches high.

[Heating Greenhouses by a Fine-

probably New Method.

A

BY TETEr. IlENDEr.SOX.

While in Philadelphia a few weeks ago, I

called on William K. Harris, Darby Road,West
Philadelphia, having been informed that he

had a system of heating his greenhouses by flues

somewhat different from that in common use.

I found his method not only entirely new to

me, but also one that I think is destined to be

of great benefit to those who do not wish to go

to the expense of heating by hot water, as Mr.

Harris' plan is certainly the nest best thing to

it. He showed me one building 100 feet long
1 feet wide, which he assured me was am-

ply heated by one fire only, allowing him to

keep up a temperature of 50° overall parts of

the house in the coldest weather. The furnace

is built at the middle of the house, as shown in

the accompanying sketch. The bars for the

grate are 40 inches long, and enough of them
to make a width of grate of 18 inches. The
sides of the furnace are built of fire brick to a

bight of some 15 or 18 inches, over which is

thrown an arch in the usual way. From the

neck of this furnace or " fire box," proceed two
flues, one turning to the right, the other to

left ; these are built of brick so as to form a

flue of 8 or 9 inches square on the inside. The
brick part of the flues only runs 25 feet each

way from the furnace, and from that point

they are formed of 8-inch cement drain-pipe.

Where cement pipe cannot be obtained vitrified,

other kinds would do nearly as well. The
brick part of the flue, as well as that formed by

the pipe, is raised from the ground, on brick or

flagging, so that it is kept free from damp, and

that the radiation of the heat may be obtained

from all sides. As will be seen by the sketch,

the flues are so built as to be under the centre

or middle bench; each flue forms a length of

100 FEE.T

the long length of flue could get around, and
hence our experience in long horizontal flues

of a "bad draft." By tiiis ingenious plan the

draft is made perfect, and a thorough radiation

of heat from the flue iu all its length is secured.

Mr. John Dick, (a neighbor of Mr. Ilarri
),

who probably has the largest area of gri n-

houses on the Continent, and which are mainly

heated by double flues as in Mr. Harris' case,

says that he never before saw or heard of this

plan of starting the chimney on the furnace, so

it would appear that Mr. Harris has the honor of

the invention. Mr. Dick attaches great import-

ance to it, and probably no man in the country

has had better opportunities of knowing or bet-

ter able to judge than he. The cost of a flue so

constructed would probably not exceed $200,

while for the same glass structure, if heated

by hot water, the apparatus would cost not

less than §1,000. This system of double flue

would be equally applicable to a greenhouse of

half the length, the only difference being that

a furnace bar of 24 or 30 inches would be

enough, and the area inside of the brick flu

pipes need not be more than 6 inches. It is

necessary to take great care that both flues start

from the furnace and be continued exactly at

the same level, otherwise the higher o;:e v

draw the heat away from the other.

'« I— ! S * ' ' '*

Notes from the Pines.

When I sent you twenty odd varieti

grapes, that you might see what could be done
on my light, sandy oil, what did you do ? In-

stead of eating- them "judgmatically " and

comparing one with another, you set the who!

lot in the window with, as I learn, a placard,

" Grapes from the Pines I" Of course all the

passers on Broadway looked at the grapes, and

the tens out of the hundreds and thousands

who saw 111 e sufficiently interested to

ask questions. As a consequence of this pub-

licity, I am." asked among other questions

:

" What i-> the best grape ?"—" What grapes

shall I plant ?"—" Where can I get vines of"

—

this, that, or the other kind. The best way to

satisfy these questions is in print, and if my
" Notes " are this time

All About Grapes, _you have only your-

selves to blame for putting my products in so

conspicuous a place. To begin at the other

end, and answer the last question first, as to

Where to but Yeses.—It is safe to say

that every grape worth

FRONT BENCH A- FEET WIDE
^LK 2 FEET WIDL

FRONT BENCH
2 FfcLT WIPE

A- FEET WIDE

DIAGRAM OF GREENHOUSE—COURSE OP FLUES.

about 100 feet in this distance; the "rise"
should be about 1 foot in 100—that is, the

poiut where the flue starts from the neck of the

furnace should be one foot lozce.-- than where it

enters the chimney. The novelty of this man-
i er of constructing a flue consists in building
the chimney directly upon the top of the fur-

nace where the two flues, after running for

a length of a hundred or more feet each,

(as shown in the sketch), enter it, and this

method of placing the chimney on the furnace

is the key to the whole improvement—the

continued heat given out by the furnace is siif-

fi ; nt to drive back the cold or outer air that

would necessarily force its way down the

chim y before '. air running through

growing, and that will

succeed, cast of the

Mississippi, can be had
of any regular nursery-

man. The advertising

pages of your paper

give the cards of nu-

merous dealers, and
for any grape that people in general need

to plant, these nurserymen can supply them.

All the va/ieties I exhibited are in all first

class nurseries ; I have more than twice

as man}' varieties as I sent, some not in bear-

ing ;
some have borne, but if I have my

way they never will again, at least not in my
vineyard. Some grapes cannot have their

merits tested in one or two years, while others

are so undeniably bad that their fate can be de-

cided at once. The question
" What Ghapes Shall I Plant ?" is an

and a difficult one to answer. If one
wishes grapes and a plenty of them, without

being very particular as to quality, and if he

thinks he has done his whole duty when he has.

asked what grapes to

Grape, I can only

The best is the one

set his vines and given them something to run
upon, let him by all means get the Concord. I

of course do not refer to the far Southern
States, but east, and west, and north of Geor-

gia, this is thus far the universal grape. Al-

though of Eastern origin, the farther west it is

grown, anywhere this side of the Rocky Moun-
tains, the better it is. In New England it is

eatable, in Ohio it is good, and in Missouri it is

so much better as to appear unlike the same

grape. When we leave the Concord, telling

people what grapes io plant is a risky matter.

I see such a difference in localities close to one

another, and such a difference one year with

another in the behavior of the same varieties,

on my own grounds, that I should hesitate to

make out a list of six kinds fo my next neigh-

bor. My little vineyard is esse., "illyan exper-

imental one for my own instruction. The soil,

so far as I can see, is alike all over the piece,

and no fertilizer has been used save one or two

light dressings of bone. I have one Salem vine

that gives a good crop of good fruit; 25 feet

from it is a Salem, two years older, that has

never borne a berry. Last year, and year be-

fore, the Croton was splendid, this year not

worth pi
' year the lonas are very

fair, the on! op in three years, and so it

goes. behave in such an un-

nable manner, that the experience of one

year is no indication r.s to what they will do

next. But one thing I do kuow: you may go

to my Concord vines any year with a wheel-

barrow, while to most of the other sorts a

hand-basket will suffice. My own experience

makes me b ';en

plant. To the question

What is thc esst

answer the inquirer: '

which will grow on your place and give you

fruit." If the question refers only to quality

of fruit without regard to thc difficulty or un-

certainty of producing it, my choice would not

suit the majority. I like a high vinous flavor

in a grape, while most persons look for sweet-

ness. To my taste the choice would be be-

tween the Alvcy and Senasqua, while 19 in 20

would prefer the over-sweet and cloying Dela-

ware to either. Perhaps I can make my expe-

rience of some use to inquirers, by giving my
opinion of the leading varieties as they behave

on my place. When I procured the vines four

and five years ago, I selected those kinds which

were for the most part but little known, al-

though none are rare at the present time.

Ateey.—Quality exquisite, but bunches usu-

ally poor.

Agawam (Rogers' 15).—Hardly worth growing.

Black Hawk.—GreaJ earliness was claimed

for this seedling of the Concord. With me it

is not early, and not good for anything when it

does come—worthless.

Bony (Rogers' 43).—This is earlier than the

Concord, larger berry, good bunch, and a much
better grape. This has so many good qualities,

the vine being as healthy and hardy as can be,

that I am surprised no more is said about it. It

would bring a much better price in the market

than thc Concord, and for home use it is greatly

preferable.

Ga '! .—Neither this nor the others of Mr.

Arnold's varieties have done well with me.

GreveHng.—This excellent early grape has

not failed to give a good crop. Thc small and

irregular bunches, which unfit it for market,

are not objectionable for home use.

Oroton—It is already been stated that this
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quite failed this year after two seasons of most

satisfactory performance.

Delaware.—I am surprised that this should

do so well upon my light soil. It is one of the

varieties that will bear feeding', and when the

vine gets age it bears abundantly. It is the

favorite with most persons, on account of its

intense sweetness.

Essex (Rogers' 21).—An exceedinglyrampant

coarse vine, with large brownish berries in

loose bunches
;
quality inferior. With me not

worth the room it occupies.

Eumelan.—I set out some 15 or 20 vines of

this when it first came out. Perhaps one half

of these are scarcely larger than they were at

the end of the first season ;
some of the others

have done fairly, while five or six are magnifi-

cent vines bearing all that a vine ought to bear
;

Mid this happens with vines which were ap-

parently alike when planted, and with those

that are side by side in the same row. Mr.

Meisner, of the great grape growing establish-

ment of Isidor Bush, Sou & Meisner, Bush-

burg, Mo., was here a few days ago, and in

discussing varieties, I asked about the Eume-
lan in Mo. He gave it high praise in every re-

spect, except in the one just mentioned—the

uncertainty attending the growth of the vines.

My laggards will come out this fall, and I will

see if there is anything the matter at the roots.

As to the fruit itself, I do not think too much
can be said in its praise. The bunches are

well shouldered, with a line bloom, and as to

quality, but few American grapes can equal it.

When these and Black Hamburgs are upon the

table at the same time, I taste of the Hamburgs
and eat the Eumelan. If it were not for the

uncertainty above mentioned, I should advise

er. ry one to plant the Eumelan. It mildews,

an 1 so do almost all good grapes, but I do not

fail of a crop.

Hine.—A little known variety, which as to

its fruit, might be readily mistaken for the

Delaware. The bunch is looser, the berry a

trifle larger, and to my taste a better flavor. .

Zona.—Too uncertain to commend, but fruit

of the first class when you get it.

Ives.—This is absolutely worthless with me.

Vines out five years, and not a berry but has

cracked, mildewed, rotted, pr done something

unpleasant. Yet, westward it is certain be-

yond all others.

Lindlcv, (Rogers' 9.)—Very sweet and fair

quality, but fruit drops badly.

Mtrth.i.—This bears well enough, but that

persons who have ever tasted a good grape, can

eat this, is quite beyond my comprehension.

Salem.—R-.itUor uncertain. Large and sweet.

Docs worse with mc than on better soil.

Senasqua.—Late in ripening, but of the high-

est quality to those who appreciate life and

brilliancy in a grape.

Walter.—Docs nothing with me, vine fi ur

years old, and not a decent bunch yet.

Wilder, (Rogers' 4.)—What I have said of

Barry, will apply to this ; it is a week or more

later than the Barry, and a larger bunch. This

year some of the berries have dropped, but as

they did not do so in former years, I attribute

it to the long drouth. This is a wonderfully

showy and attractive grape, of better quality

than the Concord, and every way to be com-

mended for beauty, productiveness, and vigor.

If I were intending to raise grapes for market,

I should make a trial of this and Barry,

Dreer's Improved Lima Beans.
9

Lima beans are a rather troublesome vegeta-

ble to prepare for the table, on account of the

difficulty of shelling them ; their pods do not

open so readily as those of other varieties,

and the operation requires strength of thumb
nails as well as patience. In the ordinary Lima
there is a great waste of pod ; the beans are

set wide apart, and the pod is often so con-

stricted that the halves touch between the

beans. A large pod will frequently have but

two, or at most, three beans, but this can be

improved by selecting for seed, only those pods

which have four (or more if possible) beans in

them. The Lima is a distinct species (Phascolus

lunalus) from the common bush and pole beans,

(P. vulgaris), and shows very little disposition

to depart from its natural condition, or as the

gardeners phrase is, it will not " break " readily

into varieties. Some years ago one of our

Western friends made many experiments, with

a view to producing a low growing or bush

Lima, but when we last heard, he had not

succeeded in overcoming the disposition to go

to the top of a tall pole. A few years ago Mr.

Henry A. Dreer showed us some Limas which

he considered a great improvement upon the

ordinary kind, and this year we received from

his son a basketful of the same beans for trial.

We learned that this variety is the result of a

careful selection carried on for some 20 years.

In these beans the pods are not only full, with

no spaces between, but are as full as they

can stick, the seeds so crowding one another,

that the ends of the central beans arc square
;

the bean is also much thicker that the ordinary

;

the two engravings of both kinds given on

the next page, do not exaggerate the dif-

ference in this respect. A vine of this kind

bearing the same number of pods as one of the

ordinary kind, would, we should judge, yield

nearly if not twice as much in shelled beans.

It is stated that this variety is much more pro-

ductive than the ordinary, yielding many more

pods to the pole. The pod being so completely

filled, the shelling becomes an easy matter, and

the beans when cooked are much superior to

the ordinary ones, as the amount of skins is

much smaller in proportion to the enclosed

nutriment. We regard the improving of this

bean as one of the most important of the

recent contributions to horticulture. We take

quite as much, if not more, interest in a new
variety, or the improvement of an old variety,

of garden vegetables, as we do in those among

fruits and flowers. And he who makes three

Lima beans grow where there were only two

before, is entitled to quite as much credit as

one who produces a coleus with a new stripe in

its leaf, or a strawberry a trifle larger than any

other, and horticultural societies should offer

equally large premiums for improvements in

the one class, as in the others.

Buying and Planting Bulbs.—Whatever

other spring flowers we may have, bulbs are

essential, and the garden would hardly seem

complete without its array of Hyacinths, Nar-

cissuses, and all the rest of the bulbs, which

unite beauty, brilliancy and fragrance, as do

no other plants. October is the best month for

planting bulbs, as they then have time to form

roots before cold weather sets in ; still we have

had very satisfactory results from planting in

November, and have known them to be put in

as late as January, by taking advantage of an

open spell.—We woull much rather take the

risk of late planting than be without their flow-

ers hi spring, and those who have neglected or

omitted to provide a stock of bulbs can yet do
so, even at this late day. There are some
who give special attention to these plants, and
they are always on the lookout for novelties

;

such persons need no advice from us. But to

the majority, especially those of moderate

means, a hyacinth is just as welcome without

a name as with, provided it be of good form

and pleasing color. Unless one cares for the

named varieties, much more satisfaction may
be had for the same money by leaving the se-

lection to the dealer, merely indicating the col-

ors desired, and their proportion. We have
had very good results from the assorted bulbs

which are sold at much lower rates than the

named ones. By sending to a dealer for his

catalogue, the price can be readily ascertained.

Another advantage in getting catalogues is,

that they give all necessary directions for cul-

tivation, and besides being a price-list, the cat-

alogue of the present day is a clever little hand-

book of culture. We do not know how a few
dollars can be more satisfactorily invested for

the garden than in bulbs.

Hydrangea Paniculata Granduxora.—
The Horticulturist a few months ago made the

announcement that this is a meritorious shrub,

and apparently thinks it has made a new dis-

covery. In its elation it says: "It is now
about six years since its first introduction into

this country, and yet only within two years

has it been brought forward with much no-

tice ; nor do we remember ever seeing it illus-

trated in the ' high art ' pictorial agricultural

journals." We do not know if the Horticul-

turist classifies the Agriculturist among the

"'high art' pictorial agricultural journals" or

not, but this Journal "illustrated" this Hy-
drangea in April, 1868, from a living specimen.

We admit that the art of " Pictorial Agricul-

tural Journals " is not quite so " high " as that

of the Horticulturist, as we never knew one of

them to publish an illustration of the Crystal

Palace at Sydenham, and try to make people

think it was a view of Kew Gardens.

Great Yield op Rhubarb or Pie Plant.
—A truck farmer near Providence, R. I., sold

in that market the last spring and summer nine

tons of Myatt's Linnaeus Rhubarb from a

quarter of an acre of land. Owing to very

sharp competition he only received twenty-five

dollars a ton for it, or one cent and a quarter a

pound. This is $225 worth of truck from a

quarter of an acre, or $900 per acre. If it had

not been for competition, and the rhubarb had

been sold at former season's prices, he would
have received at the rate of $1,800 an acre for

this crop. This is by no means an unparalleled

return for such farming. It is a result of a

very liberal use of manure and labor, and of

adapting crops to the wants of the market. A
farmer uses fifty dollars' worth of manure and

thinks he is very extravagant. A market gar-

dener uses two hundred dollars' worth on rich

land, and regrets that he had not put on more.

How to Grow Cauliflower.

BY PETER HENDERSON.

There is perhaps no vegetable we cultivate

that is so uncertain of giving satisfactory re-

sults as cauliflower, particularly if grown for an

early crop. It is often rather amusing to see

how the failure to obtain a crop astonishes our
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full fledged scientific European gardener, on

his first attempt here. When he starts in the

spring with his plants, all the conditions are

apparently the same, as they were when he

planted near London or Paris, but as the sea-

The Coral Roots.

CORAL ROOTS—CORALI.ORHIZAS.

son. advances the conditions change ; and he

has a drier atmosphere and a higher tempera-

ture, making a climate entirely unsuited to the

crop, and the result in five cases out of sis is

partial or entire failure. But there is one way
to obviate this failure. If the ground has been

properly prepared by heavy manuring, and if

good plants are on hand, they should be plant-

ed the first week in April—certainly not later

than the second week. By the middle of May
they will have made a fine growth, but by this

time the high temperature begins, accompanied

by a dry atmosphere ; to obviate the effects of

these, and to produce the crop in perfection,

copious watering is essential. One of my
neighbors in Jersey City had a patch of about

half an acre, which he annually, for many
years, planted in cauliflower, and never failed

to have a heavy crop, but his land was so situ-

ated that he could thoroughly irrigate at pleas-

ure, which insured his success. When a few
dozen plants are grown for private use, and
where water is convenient, each plant should

have, if the weather is dry, at hast three gal-

lons each evening for about two weeks before

the time of heading up. A mere sprinkling is

utterly useless ; enough must be given to reach

the lowest roots. When the ground is thus

saturated, the temperature is also lowered and
the atmosphere surrounding the plants made
also more humid—conditions indispensable

for the well being of the cauliflower crop.

There are some native plants so strikingly

odd in their appearance, so unlike the general

run of plants, as to attract the attention of

those who do not generally take

much notice of wild-flowers.

Among the singular looking

things that those who ramble in

the woods are likely to come
across, are the Coral Roots ; they

are generally a puzzle to those

who have no knowledge of bot-

any, on account of their lack

of green leaves and the peculiar

lurid look of the stems and
flowers ; hence it happens that

specimens are frequently sent

to us for a name. The coral

roots belong to the genus coral-

lorluza, which is from Greek

words for coral and roots, both

names having reference to the

peculiar much-branched roots

which bear some resemblance in

form to a sprig of coral. These

roots are believed to be para-

sitical upon the roots of other

plants, and as they thus steal

their nutriment, the Coral Roots

have no need of foliage ; the on-

ly approach to leaves is some

small sheaths at the lower part

of the stem, which, like the rest

of the plant, are brownish or

yellowish. They belong to the

orchis family, which is noted

for the peculiar structure of its

flowers, and as it would not be

easy to describe the flowers of

these plants without enlarged

drawings, we content ourselves

with an engraving which shows

their general aspect. The flower,

when carefully examined, is not

without beauty, the lip, or large

lower petal, which is usually

white, being often handsomely marked with

crimson dots. There are four species in the

Northern States, two of which are shown in

the engraving ; the smaller one is Corallorhiza

odontorluza, the tooth-rooted, and the other ft

multiflora, the many-flowered Coral Root ; they

are found in woods from July to September, the

first named being somewhat the earlier. We
regret that the specimens came to us without

llmas—upper, old; lower, dreer's improved.

the peculiar roots from which the plants derive

their name, and we would request those who
send us specimens for name, to always send

the root if the plants are small, and in the case

of large plants to examine the root sufficiently

to inform us of its character, whether fibrous,

tuberous, etc. The herb doctors consider the

coral root, at least the smaller of these two, as

possessing medicinal properties, and use it as a

LINDLET'S BUDDLETA.

stimulent diaphoretic, and it is in their nomen-
clature called also Crawley and Dragon's-claw.

Lindley's Buddleya,

Last summer we grew Buddleya Lindleyana,

for the first time. It is a sort of half shrub,

growing about three feet high, with leaves and
flowers of the shape aud size shown in the en-

graving. It blooms abundantly, bearing flow-

ers at the end of each branch of a fine violet

purple color. This species was brought by
Fortune from China, and named by him in

honor of Dr. Lindley, while the generic name
commemorates an English botanist named
Buddie. There are some eighty species, most
of which are found in South America and other

warm countries. This species is quite hardy

in the Southern States, but having but one

plant we did not care to test its hardiness.

Preserving Flowers. — Winter Bou-
quets.—This scries of articles is interrupted

this month, as the writer has had so much vis-

iting of fairs to do, that he has been unable to

make the necessary experiments. In this, as in

all similar matters, we like to speak from ex-

perience. All flowers to be dyed, and all the

grasses to be crystallized, colored, or otherwise

treated are first dried, and when a stock of

them is secured, they can be made up at leisure.
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tee mmmmw)*
(For other Household Items, see "Basket " pages).

A Useful Piece of Furniture.

In many rural households, the space allotted to

the kitchen is often cramped and narrowed too

much. Women are not often consulted when
houses are built, and it is usually the kitchen that

suffers for lack of room. A piece of kitchen fur-

Fig. 1.—AS A SETTEE.

niture, therefore, that will answer three distinct

purposes, is a great convenience. Here is one
(figure 1) that is at once a settee, a trunk, and an
ironing table or bake board. There is a box or

trunk, in which one may stow away many things

that usually lie about, having no special place

allotted for them otherwise. The lid of this trunk

Fig. 2.—AS A TABLE.

forms the seat of the settee.. The ends are raised

up, forming the arms. The back of it is pivoted

upon one side of the ends, and when it is turned

down, as seen in figure 2, it forms a table. When
it is turned down, it is held in its place by two

small hooks, seen in the illustration at figure 1.

Household Carpentery.

The short days and long cool evenings, remind us

of the approach of Christmas, and already many
are thinking of Christmas presents, and preparing

for them. In the majority of cases the most
appropriate present is one of little intrinsic value,

so far as the materials are concerned, but upon
which pleasant labor has been expended, so that

the present becomes truly valuable to the

recipient, for the reason that it is the handiwork of

the giver, who has wrought many kind and loving

thoughts into the gift. In the case of Christmas

presents, the point of all others to be decided, is,

" what shall I give ? "—This being determined, all

the rest becomes comparatively easy. Among the
articles that are frequently purchased for presents,

are little parlor or chai ber ornaments, such as

brackets, match-boxes, ok-racks, and other little

tasteful and useful articles made from wood.
Those offered for sale are made upon the large

scale by machinery, but very beautiful things of
this kind can be made by hand, if one has a fair

amouut of skill and a good share of patience. The
materials and the tools cost but little ; of course
the finer the wood, the handsomer will be the

work, but black walnut makes up sufficiently

handsome, and can be had almost anywhere; for
small articles the wood of cigar boxes answers
well, especially if care be taken to select the finer

THE SAW.

kinds, and pine and other light colored woods may
be stained, if no other material is at hand. The
wood should not be over one-fourth of an inch

thick, and for small work it may be only half that

thickness. A saw is required which has very fine

teeth, with an exceedingly narrow blade to allow

of ready working in curved lines, and it must be

mounted in a

manner adapt- A

—
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ed to the work.

Avery neat saw
is now sold for

this kind of

"work, and is

shown in figure

1. The saw can

be readily put in

and taken out

of the frame,

by turning the

small thumb-screws at the ends of the arms. The
work may be done on a ordinary table, or a bench
maybe provided, consisting of a smooth board } of

an inch thich, 12 inches long, and 8 wide, in one end
of this a piece is cut out like a letter V, and the

board screwed to a table, so that this cut end pro-

jects about two inches. Having determined what
to make, the next thing is to fix upon the design,

which may be made as elaborate as one chooses;

sets of designs of various articles made of full

size to serve as patterns, are furnished with the

saw above figured,

but any one with a

little ingenuity,

can make a design

to suit the fancy.

Take the back of

the match box,

figure 2, as an illus-

tration ; this has

its two lengthwise

halves exactly
alike, hence only

half the pattern

need be drawn. The
ha) pattern being

ss -' ;actorily out-

line upon a piece

of stiff paper, the

paper is then doub-

led and the pattern

cut out, using a

sharp pen-knife

with a smooth
board to cut upon.

Upon unfolding the pattern, both sides will be exact-

ly alike. Iu drawing, use a ruler for all straight lines,

as any inaccuracy will be more readily noticed in this

part of the work than in any other. The pattern is

then laid upon the w ood, and its Hues traced with a

pencil. All the openwork parts of the design,

from which the wood is to be cut out, will need to

\^Mwm£, (Sri

Fig. 2.—MATCH-BOX.

Fig. 3.—MANNER OF HOLDING THE

have one or more holes made with a large awl, to
admit the saw. The manner of holding the work
upon a table is shown in figure 3, a different style

of saw is shown there, but the difference is only in

the frame. If the little notched bench referred to
is used, then the part to be cut should come direct-

ly over the V-shaped notch. The saw must be
inserted in the frame so that the teeth point
towards the handle, as the cutting is done with the

downward stroke only. The outside lines of the

pattern being cut, then the upper end of the saw
is removed, by unscrewing the clamp, and inserted

in one of the awl holes, and each portion of the

interior portions of the pattern cut away one after

another. As with any other mechanical work, a

certain amount of practice is required before this

can be done readily ; it will be found that when
the saw is working in the direction of the grain, it

is more-difficult to guide than when cutting across

it ; if the saw gets fast, as it sometimes will, do
not use force to remove it, as it is very thin and
may be broken ; care and patience will overcome
the difficulties, and the manner of handling the

work will come with experience. Rough edges

may be smoothed by the use of sand-paper and a

file ; when a piece has several parts, it is put to-

gether with brads, first boring holes with an awl.

The best finish for articles of walnut, is to rub

them over with linseed oil. We shall have some-

thing more to say on this kind of work at another

time. By reference to the premium list, it will be

Been that the Publishers have included this saw

among their premium articles, or it may be obtain-

ed from them for S1.25, post paid.

Home Topics.

BY FAITH ROCHESTER.

CUTING BABIES.

A young mother and a neighbor just called in

a moment to ask me, " Did you ever give Soothing

Syrup to any of your children ?"—" Never " !
—" I

didn't know but I had better get some for my baby,

I can't bear to hear him cry so."—It is certainly

very hard for the mother to bear, and it must be

hard for the baby, but soothing syrup wouldn't

help either of them in the end. The baby is

only three weeks old, and during the last week,

since the mother dismissed her hired girl, and be-

gan to take the care of her little family, the baby
has cried a great deal, generally resting pretty well

at night, however. The parents have rocked it and

walked with it, and the little thing wants to be

tended in some way almost constantly. I asked if

there seemed to be any danger of a rupture from
its crying. Since no danger appears, I could only

advise the mother to keep as still and quiat as she

can herself, eating plain nourishing food and rest-

ing as much as possible, and try time and patience

instead of soothing syrup. The Agriculturist quoted

a statement from the California Medical Gazette, a

few years ago, that this popular syrup contains

nearly a grain of morphine to an ounce of the

syrup, so that the dose for a child three months
old, is equal to ten drops of laudauum. In San
Francisco, where about 100,000 bottles of soothing

syrup were sold annually, it was also the case that

one-third of all the babies there died under the age

of two years. Soothing syrup indeed !

A neighbor recommends to this young mother
some kind of patent pills, which had a wonderfully

quieting influence upon his babies years ago ; but

none of us know what these sugar pills contain.

Others would recommend, some one thing, and
some another, all with a view of quieting the baby.

The child needs a healthy mother more than any-

thing else, and its mother wrongs it by her well-

meant efforts to do more work than her present

state of health will warrant. Calves and colts are

not so treated, and they have no need of drops and

syrups. If baby cries, it is probably uncomfortable

in some way, though I suspect it has already learned

to want "tending." lean hear my neighbor's lit-

tle one, and it seldom sounds to me like a cry of

positive pain. If my own babies only cried like

that, it seems to me that I could bear it more easily

when they get into a crying spell. I wonder if it

can possibly be because this one is not my child,

and so does not pull upon my heart strings ? No,

I hardly think that explains the difference, for I
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was glad to find that my care of my neighbor's new
baby, while its mother was unable to dress it, called

out the same tender, motherly, and worshipful feel-

ing toward the innocent new-comer, that I had felt

for each of my own babes.

WHAT IS THE MATTER ?

I have noticed a great difference in the crying of

children. Some babies, and some older children,

when they cannot have what they want, or when
they feel unwell, keep up such a moderate kind of

" boo-hoo-hoo " that no one is much affected there-

by. Other babes cry with all of their might, going
so nearly frantic if their pain of body or mind is

not allayed, that all in the vicinity are nearly driven

frantic also. This difference depends much upon
temperament, but sometimes it seems to be the re-

sult, in considerable measure, of different methods
of baby-culture. But, oh dear ! how can we know
just the right way each time ? A baby is such a
complex thing ! It has in it the blood of so many
ancestors, all of which may modify its mental and
physical constitution in ways we little dream of

—

for I have little faith in the rather common latter-

day doctrine, that parents are wholly responsible

for the peculiar organizations of their children.

" What is the matter with that child, that it cries

so ?"—" Firstly, is it a sticking pin?"—"No."—
" Has it been hurt in any way ?"—" No."—" Is it

colic !"—If so, it draws up its legs and inclines to

doable itself together while crying, and perhaps its

feet are cold at the same time. "Warmth, by external
application of warm cloths over the bowels, or simp-
ly a warm hand underneath, as the little one lies face
downward, is the simplest and best cure for colic,

and a gentle patting upon the back at the same time
may help on the cure. Don't try the various teas
so generally recommended. If you begin on one,

you will probably have to follow it up with another.
Not a drop of any kind of " herb tea " have any of
ay babies taken.

But what is the matter with the screaming baby?
Ear-ache perhaps, as several times with mine after

'jot windy weather lately. Get a piece of cotton-
wool—pull it out of a bed-quilt or comfortable if

you have no other—and wet it with sweet oil or

glycerine, and stuff it into each ear of the sufferer

to soften the wax, the hardening of which, from
undue exposure to cold or wind causes the ache.

If the baby is teething, and its gums are trouble-

some, it may be best to call the doctor, but look
carefully to its diet, and keep its nerves as quiet as

possible. If you can not find the source of its

trouble, and it still cries, wet a clean napkin or soft

towel in cool (not cold) water, and lay that gently

overits head and forehead, and possibly it will stop

crying at once, and drop asleep in a few minutes.
I have tried this more than once, with success.

After all, perhaps the baby was only hungry, and
having asked in vain, by all the pretty ways of ask-

ing that it knows, it has cried out in despair or rage,

or earnest entreaty, while it has been tossed, and
trotted, and chirruped to, and sung to, and dosed,

perhaps, all for nothing. Tou thought it was not

time for it to be hungry, but its last meal may have
bec;i spoiled in some way, so that it got little, or

was obliged to throw it up almost as soon as swal-

lowed. But do not offer it the breast until you are

sure that something else is not its trouble. It may
be suffering from too much food already.

It is not a very simple and easy thing to bring up
a modern baby in the midst of modern civilization.

Nevertheless, it is the most interesting work and
study that I know of at present.

POISON IN GREEN WALL PAPERS.

The Agriculturist has already warned its readers

of the danger lurking in the bright green of

paper-hangings, but the matter should not be lost

sight of. Medical authorities state that this is

quite a common cause of illness, especially among
children. Arsenic is generally used in the green

coloring, and so poisonous is it, that many persons,

both young and old, have been made positively and
dangerously sick by living or sleeping in rooms
where the wall-paper was green, or largely of this

color. Others have suffered in less degree from
this poison, and a decided change for the better,

following a removal from rooms so papered, or a

removal of the suspected paper from the walls.

Never give bits of green paper or green cloth to

small children who will be likely to suck or chew
them, or serious poisoning may be the result.

Vi bile on this subject, l<-t ne speak also of the visit-

in g mihI other cards with enameled surface, made
shining by the use of poison white lead, very

dangerous in the hands of young children.

WARM UNDER-CLOTHING.

Whether it shall be made of flannel or not, who
shall say ? Some strongly advise flannel next the

skin for all seasons of the year, others advise it

only for winter, and others think flannel too irritat-

ing to be worn immediately next the skin of the

whole body at any time. Having decided this mat-
ter for ourselves, according to our own best light

upon the subject, the most important thing is to

pursue an even course, not wearing a flannel under-

shirt one week, and a cotton one the next, with no
special reference to the time of year and its proba-

ble changes. The skin gets accustomed to either

cotton or wool, so different in their texture and
feeling, and changes from one to the other require

considerable judgment. Careless changes from
woolen under-garments to cotton ones may cause

diseases of the lungs or of the digestive organs.

It is certainly reasonable that warmer clothing

should be worn in winter than in summer, and it

will be time, when the Agriculturist for November
is at hand, for mothers to be putting winter gar-

ments on the children. The little boys should all

have warm under-drawers of woolen or of cotton-

flannel. These may be cut by the long trowsers

pattern, but without any seam at the sides, and
with more fullness around the body, as the two
legs need not be sewed together, except a part of

the way in front. Such drawers should button to a

warm-sleeved under-waist, or be attached to the

same when made. They should be gored at the

ankle, both on the inside seam and on the fold op-

posite, so that they may fit well under the stock-

ings. Left open at the bottom a few inches, \ . ey

lap over more smoothly. Some mothers cu

under-garments of their small children like ) ig'Iii

drawers, or with waist and drawers in one \ :33s.

If short trowsers are worn, warm under-dravzeKS,

reaching to the ankle, should surely form a pai '; c f

the same costume, and leggins or high-top boci6

should be added in cold weather. A fundamental

principle is, "keep the extremities warm." Many
children, perhaps the majority of the little folks,

are stunted in their growth by insufficient clothing,

especially upon the lower limbs during winter.

Consider the barbarism shown in the winter-

clothing of little girls. Imagine yourself walking

to school, with the thermometer in the neighbor-

hood of zero, or lower, and nothing covering your

flesh between your shoe-tops and the bottom of

your dress skirt—a space of several inches perhaps

—except one thickness of stocking. Woolen
stockings perhaps :—you may have thought your
duty done when you substituted home-knit woolen
stockings for sale ones of cotton. But just think

how little protection that really is, and, as I said

before, imagine yourself, or your husband, dressed

in that style in cold weather. Tour skirts, at least,

afford you some warmth, but look at the little girl's

skirts. They seldom protect even her knees from

the blast, and when she sits down hurriedly upon a

cold bench or chair, there is often but one thick-

ness of cotton between her flesh and the freezing

board. It is not uncommon to see little girls, un-

der four years of age, sitting upon the cold floor,

with their skirts spreading out in such a way as to

leave only their drawers for protection from cold

beneath them. Very little dependence should be

placed upon skirts except for ornament, while

drawers and trowsers should be well looked after

as actual protection from exposures of all kinds.

It will not answer to leave our little girls without

long under-drawers, because they wear leggins,

when out of doors. One thickness of stocking on
the lower part of the leg is really not enough for

in-door wear. Put yourself in the little girl's

place, and how would you like it ? —

Don't tell me that little girls have dressed in that
way these many winters, and it hasn't hurt them.
All that talk about this and that thiug not having
done hurt, because one has managed to live in spite
of it, does not conviuce me. Why is it that more
thsn half of the children die under the a^e of five

years ? Why have we no healthy women ?

The clothing should be evenly distributed over
the body. The average school-girl under ten years
of age, has perhaps four, possibly five, thicknesses
of cloth upon her waist—supposing that she wears
a high apron and a low-necked chemise and skirt

waist. Probably she has not more than three

thicknesses between her elbow and waist, the lined

dress sleeve and the apron above. Between her

waist and knees we will suppose four or five thick-

nesses, lower than that, above the shoe, only one
thickness. Is it reasonable ? Dare you risk it an-

other winter while diseases of all sorts are abroad ?

They usually make their victims of such persons as

have prepared their bodies to take diseases, by lower-

ing the vitality in some way. Of course, then, all

of us who have given thonght to the subject, will

straightway provide long warm under-drawers for

all of our children. While we are about it, let us

put them upon ourselves ; for every woman needs

them.

Something About Soups,

Our correspondent, "Rell," sent us some time ago
an account of Prof . Blot's manner of making soup.

The recent death of Prof. Blot gives them especial

interest. He was earnestly engaged in the attempt

to teach our people better and more economical

use of food, than is generally practiced, and his

loss is greatly to be regretted.

Pct-atj-feu.—" Six pounds of fresh beef (ribs,

knuckles, or loin) in a crockery kettle, with five

quarts of cold water, salt, and a little pepper, on a

slow fire. Take off the scum carefully when it

rises. -:*>Add two white onions with one clove in

each, a small parsnip, a carrot, two middling-sized

turnips, half a head of celery, two leeks, two sprigs

of parsley, one of thyme, a clove of garlic, a bay leaf,

and a little caramel to color it. Simmer five or six

hours. Dish the meat with the parsnips, turnips,

and leeks around it, to be served warm after the

60up or kept for the next day. Strain the broth,

6kim off the fat at the top, put back on a good lire,

and at the first boiling pour on croutons in the

soup-dish and 6erve."

Thus endeth the Professor's recipe. Observe,

firstly, that you must use a "crockery kettle"

—

that is some good soup-kettle. Many are the hus-

bands who expect as good home-made soup as they

get at first-class restaurants, and many are the dis-

couraged wives who would gladly cook to please

their husbands, but who neither of them dream
that anything better than a common iron kettle is

necessary in which to make nice soup. So, nine

times iu ten, the soup is more or less flavored with

iron. Prof. Blot always says "a crockery kettle"

or " a stew-pan " when he mentions the utensil for

cooking any dish, meaning the glazed or enameled

ware. Marian Harland tells us never to cook

onions in an iron kettle.

Observe, secondly, that you are to "simmer"
your soup " for five or six hours." To simmer is

to boil gently, yet the boiling should not cease for

a moment during those five or six hours.

Observe, thirdly, that you must skim off all of

the fat. Many people imagiue that the melted

tallow gives richness to the soup, but all the best

cooks agree in saying "take off all of the fat"

—

and so, I think, says every educated stomach.

Croutons.—Cut slices of the soft part of bread,

either round, square, oblong, or star-shaped, and

about a quarter of an inch in thickness. Have hot

butter in a frying-pan, on a sharp fire, place the

slices of bread in it, turn over when fried on on«

side, and take offwhen both sides arc of a fine color

;

drain them as dry as possible, and they are ready

for use. These are excellent in pea and bean soup,

but as some may object to them, it i3 best to serva

jn a separate dish, to add to the soup in the plate.
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Horse Trees.

We must tell yon about a horse-tree. No, not a horse-

chestnut tree, but a tree, or rather trees, in shape like a

horse! We never saw one, but we give a picture which is

no doubt correct, as it comes from a very correct paper,

ENGLISH HORSE TREE.

the Gardeners' Chronxle, of London. Perhaps you will

remember some pictures you have seen, of old gardens of

a hundred or more years ago, when it was fashionable

to clip trees and shrubs into the shape of animals,

and other odd and unnatural forms, but the horse in the

picture was not made in any such way; being a good
sized pony of some CO feet- high, the clipping would not

have been an easy matter. This horse has not had the

help of art in any other manner, than to lop off the limbs

from the trunks of the trees. The curious figure is not a

single tree, but four, which accidentally grew in such a

position, that when, looked at from one particular point,

all the trees seen together form the outline of a horse.

The writer who describes the trees, says that the eye of

the horse seems to be gradually approaching the jaw,

and we fear the animal will some day swallow its own
eye. This remarkable animal is near Windsor, England.

A Personification.—Hornets9 Hop.
Some artists have a great fancy for personifying birds,

quadrupeds, insects, and even inanimate things. By
personifying, we mean giving the animals or things

human expressions, and drawing them as if they were
performing human actions. The French are particularly

clever in this kind of art, and we have seen a book in

which all the characters, and there were a great many of

HORNETS' HOP.

them, were boasts,

birds, or insects,

with the most comi-

cal countenances,

engaged in doing

the most ridiculous

things. For instance, there would be a grasshopper

mowing with a scythe, a frog with a barber's apron on
(having the big chin of another frog who sits in a chair,

and all such comical conceits. Here one of our clever

artists gives us something of this kind, and represents
" The hornets'' hop."1 You never heard of a hornets' hop.

—Of course you never did, and so we publish the picture

that you may see for yourselves how they do it. Hornets

make people dance sometimes, as many a boy knows,

and we do not see why they should not do a little danc-

iii" themselves. It is a funny idea of the artist to

make these usually troublesome insects having a hop all

by themselves. Hornets arc not the most lovable insects

in the world, and we never heard of any boy or girl who

made a pet of one, although it was reported that at a

great meeting of scientific people held in England last

year, Sir John Lubbock exhibited a tame wasp which

would allow itself to be handled. It may be that the

wasp had too

much respect for

a nobleman to

sting him, hut

we would net ad-

vise any of you

young American
" sovereigns " to

try to tame a

hornet. These

insects are said

not to harm per-

sons unless at-

tacked, but we
once, withoir

knowing it, hitch-

ed a horse near

a tree in which
there was a hor-

nets' nest, and
though the horse

did not attack

the hornets, they attacked the horse, and you may be

6ure that there was a very lively time for a few min-

utes. They have the credit of being very industrious

insects, and of working all night when the moon shines.

If this is the case, we do not know how the artist found

them using their time in dancing—but artists are peculiar

people, and sometimes draw that which they do not see

as well as that which they do. Then there is the beetle.

Perhaps he was invited and could not go to the hop, as

he seems to have business in another direction.

TILE BEETLE.

Aunt Sue's Clint s.

Alonzo D. G., thinks it "makes an evening pass

pleasantly, to do tricks and experiments,' and wants to

know if I don't M know some." Yes, Alonzo, I " know "

lots of them, and have kept a dozen people busy for an
entire evening. Roll up a piece of paper, so that it shall

make a tube as large round as a two-cent piece, and as long

as your hand; take this between the thumb and two
fingers of your right hand ; hold it to your right eye

;

place the other end between the thumb and first finger of

your left hand, holding the back of the hand towards

you ; keep both eyes open, and look at some object about

three feet from you, and there will appear a hole right

through your left hand. The effect is very curious.

When you get the tube started around the room, (for of

course every one will want to try it,) get your box of

matches and place fifteen of them on the table, making
this figure. t-

Then say to the company, u there you see five perfect

squares, take away three matches only, and leave three

perfect squares." And now is a good time to study

characters, some will sec it at a glance, others look a

little while, don't see it, and lose interest in it ; others

don't see it, and insist on bcingtold the solution ; others

again don't see it for some time, but stick to it till they

do find it out. If you want any work done give it to the

latter; they are the kind yon can depend upon. Of course,

you see which matches to remove, the two lower ones on

the lower left hand corner, and the centre one on the top

row, leaving a figure like this,'

having three perfect squares. I could tell you ot several

more, but must attend to some other of my correspondents

now. You might cut that paper four inches square, (?)

t'-.at was mentioned in the Agriculturist some months

ago, and tell your friejds to cut it in such a manner that

they can walk through it. I tried it, succeeded, and was

reminded of " cutting up didoes."

Aunt Sue's Piszzle-15ox.

NUMERICAL. ENIGMAS.

1. 1 am composed of 12 letters

:

My 7, 1, 11, 4, is a girl's name.
My 10, 3, 5, 6, 12, is capacious.

My 3, 9, 8, 7, is a number.
My whole is where the author of the enigma lives.

Herbert J. K.

2. 1 am composed of 17 letters

:

My 1, G, 11, 4, is a pronoun.
My 5, 13, 7, 17, i = that which confirms.

My \\ 10, 10, is a color.

My 13, 2, 3, 12. is much used by sportsmen,
My S, 11, 14, is a Scripture name.
My whole'is a command, A Subscriber.

PUZZLES.

1. I am a musical instrument, and although I contain
two large vessels, and three-fourths of another, am often

put into my first. Quiz.

2. Take a certain tree ; break the last half of it, and it

may benefit you, but if you reverse the first half, and
break that, you will surely come to grief. F. R. S.

3. With five letters express a sentence containing nine-

teen letters.

Diamond Puzzle.

The center letters, perpendicular and horizontal, name
an Indian princess.

1. An insect. 2. A place of rest. 3. A title. 4. A cake.

5. A labial. Ellen M.

CROSS-WORD ENIGMA.

My first is in daughter but not in girl.

My next is in crimping but not in curl,

My third is in peach but not in pear,

My fourth is in table but not in chair,

My fifth is in feather but not in bird,

My sixth is in letter but not in word.

My seventh is m Annie but not in Nell,

My eighth is in tumbled but not in fell.

My whole has now left us : we loved him well.

L. F. M. L.

EQUIVOCAL W0RD3.

1. To instruct—to send to jail—to perform.

2. A sort of dictionary—an agreement.

3. An edible—a disease—to salt.

4. Part of an indictment—a title—to reckon.

5. A fish—a fruit—a mechanical contrivance.

0. A small sail-boat—a trade—cunning. Bessie.

SQUARE WORDS.

1.—1. Stingy. 2. A girl's name. 3. An acid. 4. A
title. P. Ink and Cap I. Tal.

2.—1. Fashion. 2. A precious stone. 3. Black. 4,

Animals. "A Young Man.' 1

TRANSPOSITIONS.

(Fill the blanks with the same words transposed.)

1. The ate up the .

2. He went to to his wrongs.

3. The which she wore, came from .

4. Ask the to the volume.

5. The bush has always.

ARITHMETICAL PUZZLE.

1000 and tea.

100 and ana.

150 and go.

1 and h.

1001 and nan.

100 and ein.

55 and see.

My initials are things of great use to us,

My finals go faster than the fastest k
' bus.'' Nip.

pi.

A targe singue lilw claydind wedgeonlack shi stefdee."

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE :?EPTEMBEr: VUMBER.|31

Charade.—Armada.

Square 'Word.— GRANT
ROMEO
A M A S A
NESTS
TOAST

Cross-Word.—Powder.
Diamond Puzzle.—Constancy.

C
COT

FENCE
PENS I V E
CONSTANCY
BREAKER
BENCH
ACE
Y
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Pi.—If you would be pungent, be brief; words arc like

sunbeams, the more they arc condensed, the deeper they

burn.

QsoOHAFBicAi. AjTAGBAMS.—1. Montgomery. -.'. Mil-

ledgevillc. 8. Mobile. 4. West Point. -

r
.. Manchester.

6. Liverpool. 7. Albemarle. 8. Honduras.

Concealed Square-Wokd.—S TAR
T O E E
ARMS
REST

Numerical Enigma.—Salisbury Mills, Orange County.

Thanks for letters, puzzles, etc., to J. & C, Isaiah 8.

R., Robert F.Q., Root. W. Moore, Ambrose M. s.. and

H. R. G.

id communications for (he Puzzle Box to Aim! n-v.

Jar 111. P. 0.. Brooklyn, X. Y., and not to245 Broadway.

IVIarsnots—Tshb^c zioicl ^Vilcl.

Did you ever see a Marmol I Very likely you will all

6ay no, although yon have seen one, but under a different

At all events, you have read about the European
marmot, which is found on the Alps, and other bigb

mountains. It is about as large as a hare, with yellowish

MANNER OF CATCHING A WOODCHCCK.

gray fur, and lives in holes among the rocks, frolicking

about all through the short summer, and sleeping through

the long Alpine winter. Just think of going to bed when
the snows first come, and sleeping on and on, until they

have melted away before the spring sun. The picture

below tells a part of the marmot's his-

tory. These people are interested in feed-

ing a marmot, and they are dressed quite

differently from onr people. They are

Swiss, and the picture tells us that the

Swiss catch and tame the marmot. They

are very fond of these animals as pets, as

they are quite gentle and playful, and

make pleasing companions. Sometimes

the Swiss boys, who go to other parts of

Europe to earn money as organ grinders,

take a tame marmot with them, as the

animal is a curiosity to those who do not

live in the mountains. The American

marmot can also be tamed.—"You didn't

know that, there were any marmots in

this country/'—There are, and plenty of

them, only we call them by different

names, which, though more familiar, are

not bo pleasing as marmot. We know
onr animal as the woodchuck or ground-

hog. There is no reason why it should

not be called a marmot, for it is own
brother to the Alpine one ; by own brother

we mean that it has the same kind of

feet, teeth, etc., and in all the important

things by which naturalists classify ani-

mals, the two are closely alike ; ours dif-

fers from the European in color, among
other things, and has considerable black

about it. Those of yon who live upon

farms, no doubt know this marmot very

well under the name of woodchuck. How
the fallows like to frolic in a field of clover

on a bright moonlight night, and what
havoc they make in the clover! They do
not dislike a bit of tender cabbage from

the garden, aud take it altogether, we do
not think the firmer would look anymore
favorably upon the animal if it were called

marmot, than he now docs. Did you ever

see a tame woodchuok? We have, and a funny little

chunk of a fellow it -was ; it had been petted so much, and

fed so freely, that it waddled about in thomosl laughable

manner. They do not forgot their Eleepy ways, even

when tamed; when winter approaches, they mil them-

selves up into a ball, putting the head down against the

belly, and away they go for a long sleep ; they arc of no
trouble during the winter, as they have only to be stored

away in a box with plenty of hay and cotton, and they

will tuck themselves up in bed for a long nap. We must
tell you how a young friend of ours, who is a great hand
for catching animals, captured his woodchuck. The ani-

mal was in its hole, and as

our friend had nothing on hand
to dig with, he resorted to a

clever trick. Having a piece

of fish-line in his pocket, he

made a slip-noose in one end

of it. and tied the other end of

the line to a stout stick; the

noose was then opened, and

passed into the hole; the wood-
chuck did not like this, but

snapped at the string, at which
the boy gave a jerk, and caught

the animal by its very long

front-teeth, then he had only

to pull, and the captive was
hauled out of its hole, much
against its will. Our friend

sent us a drawing of the af-

fair, which we give here; it

is not as cruel as it looks,

and if one is to capture a wood-
chuck, no doubt this is as

gentle a way as any, and the

inconvenience at the time
may be made up for by after-

kindness to the captive. It has one advantage over
other pets, as it can be kept asleep all winter.

oil into gas, and when the pressure of this gas gets
strong enough to burst the grain, pop it goes. That
corn contains oil, may be new to you, but there is oil in

Popping Corn.

Isn't it fun to pop corn?—aud when it is popped isn't

it good? Most boys in the country grow a few hills of

pop-corn to furnish them amusement in the winter even-

ings. There is some skill to be used in so simple a thing

as popping corn. In the first place, the corn should be
well dried, for when too fresh and soft it does not pop
well at all. Then a wire popper with a long handle is the

best thing to pop it in. A very small handful of corn,

only about enough to cover the bottom, is put in the pop-
per and the cover fastened down. Then we must heat

the corn gradually, holding it at a distance from the

coals, and when it is well heated through bring it nearer

to the fire, when the popping will begin. You must
-

NO. 4iG.—A TCZZLE PICTURE.—LOOK

it, and in some kinds of corn a great deal. Sixteen gal-
lons of oil have been obtained from onclmndr id bushels
of grain, and very nice oil too. It has bn* one fault, and
that is it costs too much to get it out of the corn ; while
the mineral oil lasts—the petroleum from which they get
kerosine—it is not likely that we shall feed our lamps
with corn oil. When you hear the grains go off with a
"pop," and a "sput," just remember it is the oil that

affords you all the fun, and turns the hard and flinty

grains into beautiful masses of corn-starch, not only
pleasing to look at, but wholesome to eat.

THE TAME MABMOT.

shake all the time, and the more the corn pops the faster

yon must shake to prevent burning. If the corn is of a

good kind a very little will fill the popper when finished.

Pop! pop!—how the little grains bounce about as they

jump up and put on their snowy night-caps. Look at a

popped grain. It docs not seem at all like a kernel of

corn; it is fairly turned inside out. What makes the
corn pop and behave in this way ? The chemist says

that the corn contains an oil, and that the heat turns this

A1»ohi| Secrets.
BY 31. n. G.

Little Margy whispered in her Aunt Margy's ear:
" Promise not to tell anybody, and I'll tell you a secret."
"I'm afraid I can't promise," said Aunt Margy. " It

is not easy to keep a secret."

" Why ! I think it is," said little Margy, " I have kept
my secret two whole days."
Aunt Margy laughed. " I am afraid your secret, like

the secret orKingMidas, will be whispered about sooner
or later," she said.

" What was his secret? " asked little Margy.
" Why, he had asses' ears, which he was careful to hide

under his long-eared cap," said Aunt Margy. "but the
barber who shaved him, saw his long ears "

"And then he ran and told all the folks," interrupted
little Margy.

"No," went on Aunt Margy," he didn't dare to tell

anybody, for fear that his own cars might be cut off, but
yet he could not keep the secret all to himscir. So he dug
a hole in the ground, and whispered down to the earth :

1 King Midas has asses' ears.
1 Then he filled up the hole,

but a reed sprung up on the spot, and whenever the
wind blew, the reed whispered : 'King Midas has asses'

ears.*

"

"What a funny story!" cried little Margy. "But it

isn't true, is it?"
"No," answered Aunt Margy, "but the old Grecian

historian tells it. It teaches us how hard it is to keep
secrets. But the best way is not to have any."
"I think so too," said little Margy, "so I tell you

mine. I am going to make papa a present on his birth-

day. I have made him a butterfly pen-wiper, with red
glass-eyes. Don't tell I told yon, until I give it to papa
to-morrow—please don't, I mean."
"I won't tell," said Aunt Margy. "I can keep a secret

one day. I enjoy hearing such secrets as this."

"But poor King Midas !" said little Margy, "to have
to wear a cap, instead of a crown, to hide his asses' cai>."

"And the barber should not have whispered the secret

even to the earth," said Aunt Margy. "for it is not

honorable to tell the secrets of others, especially if tell-

ing will make them unhappy."

A Puzzle Picture.—The puzzle picture
given above is, we think, one of the best we have ever
published. In most of them, after the concealed portion
isknown.it is impossible to see anything else, but in

this, the landscape remains just as perfect after the trick

is found out as before, and in looking at it one can hardly
see a trace of the other, if he tries ever so hard. Some of

the puzzle pictures that we have published, have been
copied in other countries, and we should not be sur-

prised to meet this one in some European journal.
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The Ethics of Life Insurance.

Fire and marine insuranee are purely matters of

finance ; the rendition of an equivalent for losses

incurred. No great moral principle, beyond the

general morality of trade, is involved in their de-

tails. Important as they are, they cannot be said

to be based upon any moral principle, or to tend to

the elevation of the standard of morality. Their

operation is founded only upon economy, and their

details are matters of dollars and cents.

It is not so with life insurance. Here a great

moral principle is involved. The transaction is not

merely one relating to dollars and cents. Morality

and religion have to do directly with it. Humanity

is elevated, the world make better, and the individ-

ual disciplined by self-sacrifice. Cousidered in

view of all this, life insuranee rightfully takes its

place among the noblest charities man has cou-

ccived in aid of his fellow-man.

Life insurance is a moral duty. Rich men are the

exceptions. The great mass of mankind never rise

above the possession of an ordinary income, and

the greatest number live only from day to day.

Life insurance is now so cheap that it lies within

the possibilities even of the poor. Any man may
take out a policy of life insurance and still supply

his family with the comforts of life. But moral

duty does not end here. He has been the shield of

his family during life. It is his duty to see that

after his death they are still provided for. After

he has passed away, he must still be their shield,

and they must still feel his unseen but fostering

care guarding them from want and its attendant

train of evils. By a judicious investment in life

insurance he can effect this, and die, comforted by

the thought that his wife and offspring will not be

dependents upon the bounty of relatives, or, worse

than that upon the cold charities of the world;

either vf which, to the refined and sensitive

natuie of woman, is almost as terrible as death.

When we consider how few men in the fluctuations

"f life, are enabled to amass a competence, and

preserve it 60 thatltwill be available for the future

use of their families, the duty of life insurance is

made plain. No man that is not utterly 6elflsh can

endure, for a moment, the suspicions that his

family may be exposed to destitution ; no man
who is not a confirmed miser, will hesitate to

remove every contingency of future want.

In getting life insurance, get the best ; and this

is to be had iu every form, of the United States

Life Insurance Co., of thi6 city.

Sale C lliimiitatin;: Oils.

So much has been written within the past four

years, in reference to the dangerous character of

the burning oils in common use, so many lives

have been lost, and so much property destroyed by

means of them, that it would appear almost super-

fluous to again warn the public of the danger of

using anything but the best and highest test oils.

Thousands of families, however, continue to burn

oils that are less safe than gunpowder.

The leading refiners have of late given their at-

tention to manufacturing a safer and more reliable

grade of oil for ordinary use, and as a result, the

more volatile article is being in a measure displaced.

Messrs Chas. Pratt <fc Co., 108 Fulton st., New Tork,

have been the pioneers in this good work, and as

such are entitled to the thanks of the community.

Their Astral Oil has now obtained a world-wide

celebrity as the safest and best oil of the kind ever

made—and it is to be hoped will in time entirely

supersede the use of the common article.

- ": WH.t yV-IND
! ^ViWAT*'- '

And Not
'Wear Out.

Read This Once—Once !

Then Read it Again Again!

WALTHAM WATCHES.
A CORKECT Timekeeper Is indispensable to every one

who has appointments to keep, MEN AT "WORK,
trains to meet, meetings to attend, in tact any business that

is worth doing should be DONE UEI.L AND ON
TIME.
For this purpose every one should own a Waitham "Watch,

and to meet THE MEANS OP ALL CLASSES,
they are made of various grades, so that every taste and
purse can be suited. A SUBSTANTIAL ACCURATE
WATCH in a Solid Silver Case can be bought for $17, and
an EXCELLENT SMALL SIZE GOLDWATCH,
for Ladies, for $50. From these prices they increase in

value according to the finish of the movement and

WRIGHT AND PATTERN OF CASES. Special

qualities are made for Ilailroad use and Travellers. The
STEM-WINDING ATTACHMENT is now to be

had with watches of any size or tirade, and in ca^es of any

weight or pattern. To buy one try the followinc plan first

:

WRITE A SHORT LETTER (on a postal card

will answer) as follows:

Howard db Co., 223 Fifth Avenue, Kew York:
Send me your new Price List of Waitham Watches as

advertised in the Agriculturist.

(Sign name and address in full.)

By return mail ynu will receive the Price List free and post-

paid. It is a book of lfi pages, and in it are described ONE
HUNDRED AND SIXTY-POUR VARIETIES
of Waitham Watches, from which you cannot fail to make
a selection. Send us the order according to the directions

in the Price List, and WE WILL SEND THE
WATCH by express, with the bill to collect on delivery.

On evtry bill are instructions to the Express Agent to allow

the purchaser to OPEN THE PACIIAGE AND
EXAMINE the watch before paying. If it is not in every

way satisfactory you need not take it, but let it COME
BACK AT OUR EXPENSE; even alter you have
taken and paid for it. if it does not prove satisfactory you
can exchange it, or we will REFUND THE MONEY
at any time within ajear.
Do not let distance from New York deter you from writ,

in?, as the farther you are THE MORE ADVANTAGE
IT IS FOR YOU to buy of us.

We have sold some Sixteen Thousand Waitham Watches
on this plan during the last six years, and fully one-half
went WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI and to the

Pacific States and Territories. At all events if you feel the

least interett in the matter, write for the Price List, IT
WILL ONLY' COST YOU ONE CENT lor a postal

card.

Be sure and mention that advertisement was seen in the
Agriculturist.

Address: HOWARD & CO.,
222 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.

2&~ Every Watch warranted by special certificate.

Parents, reduce your SHOE
Bills two-thirds, by buying

SILVER-TIPPED SHOES.

GREAT WESTERN

PITTSBURGH PA
Rifles. Shot Guns, Revolvers, Pistols, Ammunition. Fish-

ins Tackle, etc. For Price-list, see page 157, April Ko. Am.
Agriculturist, or address, with stamp,

UREAT WESTERN GUN TCORKS,
285 Liberty St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

ITTTSRURGH, PEMT.
The most complete institution in the United States for the

thorough practical education of yonng and middle-aged
men, with the Inrgeat patronage, and the best course of studv
of any business college luexistence. ff^" Students admitted
at any time. For circulars, address

J. C. SMITH, A. M.. Principal.

S. B. Parsons & Sons offer at

Flushing, N. Y., Camellias, Aza-
leas, Roses, and Rhododendrons,
and other Trees and Plants.

GOOP CROtS ^teMSfc
ture. so Good Health depends on Right Liviua:,
and the proper obsei vance <>f the Laws oi Lite, - rni I

iu the Scieu.ee of Health. *'i a \ ear ; or. "Ou trial"
:• months tor ,•"> cts. single numbers, & dp. Agents wan mil.
Great Premium Oftera Sewing Mach^ieE ai Wholesale.
Phrenological Journal. 3 months,'' on trial," IbriiOets.
A year, *6. S. K. A\ ELLS, B89 Broads u.v. New York.

GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.

ORGANS &MELO0EONS.
The OldeM, Largest and Most Perfect Manufactory In the

United Siaiea.

54,000
^Now in use.

Ko other Musical Instrument ever obtained the *amo

popularity.

IF" Send for rrire-Lists.

Address RUFKAIjO, N. V.

(CIKCULAK.)

Consumers' Importing Tea Co.,

)

No. 8 Church Street,

P. O. Box 5,509. New York City. J

This is a combination of capitalists to supply the consum-

ers of Teas throughout the United Stales on the mutual

principle.

"We have experienced agents in all the best districts of

China and Japan to select Teas especially for our trade.

We expect every consumer of Teas to rendir us all the

assistance they cau in carrying out our enterprise, as we
make a specialty of SUPPLYING CONSUMERS ONLY
(and allow no middlemen to make any profit on out impor-

tations), which will enable us to supply them with Teas at

prices lower than have ever been known, and of those tine

qualities that seldom reach the interior, being sold only in

the large cities and among the very wealthy.

Hoping the consumer will take an interest in our enter-

prise, and send at once for a circular with lull explanations

of how to proceed to obtain our goods, we remain,

Most respectfully jours,

Consumers' Importing Tea Co.,
No. 3 Church Strrct,

P. O. Box 5,509. New York City.

Entered, aerorrtine: to Act of Congress, in January, 1874,
by the Consumers' Importing Tea Co., in the Omce'of the
Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. C.

"A TRIAL TRIP 1
' The *<*«ence «f "cnltb,

/l J IIH.llJ I 1M1 . a Kirs t Class Health Maga-
zine, at $2 a vear, wili be sent 3 months "on trial " for25rtS.
Single numbers, '-'0 ct>. Agents. wam-d. CSreal Premium
Oft"' rs. Sewing Machines ;if wholesale tor subscriptions.
The Illustrated Phrenological Journ:il, W a year,
or singh' No. Si cts.. Bent '• months '"on trial," at 50 cts.
Try it. S. U. WKLLS, 389 Broadway. New York.

« The Vei-clict."

GOOD CABLE SCREW WIRE
Boots and Shoes

BETTER THAN PEGGED or SEWED.

II. XV. JOHNS' PAT^^T

ASBESTOS ROOFIIO FAINT
For sale by WitchmiVers. rtv pvil. :,t cents. Circular

Tic: 3. S. BIRCH. 3? Maiden Lane. New Tops,

"WTfirnrV MADE ttAPIDT",Y^i7iritr,i, i! and

Old Shlngls, Tin, Slate, Felt, and other Hoofs can lie made water-tight, and rendered serviceable for many year* at a

triflins cost with H. W. JOHNS' PATENT ASBESTOS ROOFING PAINT AND CEMENT
(standard browD and other cnlorsl which are prepared ready for use, and can he easily applied by any one.

5EXB FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS, I>J8|EUCTK>NS FOK l'S> I'lliC'E I.IRTS, ETC.

H. W. JOHNS, S7 Maiden l-ane. New York,
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Trees,

Vines,

Shrubs,

Plants,

Etc.

-.oil. ill id Apple, Pear, etc
100.000 Pinch Tree*.
100.1)00 Krnpe Vim-..
-.ii.iiimi Currant Buihn.

.-OO.OOO Sweet Chestnut Trees.
10,000 Spanish " "
A CHESTNUT CIKCOLAR FRKE.

1.D1 ii 1. 11
1 11 1 Evergreens, best 111

Trees and
market.

200.000 Deciduous
Shrubs.

50,000 Mag-nnlla Accnmlnatl,
one year, line.

10,000 Tulip Trees, 6 to 12 feet.

2.000 Weeping Mountain Ash.
."•0.000 Rose Hushes.
A new Descriptive Catalogue and

Wholesale List free.
'Jlst Year. 40'l Acres. 11 Greenhouses.
Address, STORMS, HARRISON' & CO.,

Palnesvllle, Lake Co., Ohio.

PRICKS REDUCED.
Tjiren stock of nil the new and popular PEACHES,
EARLY BEATRICE, EARLY LOUISE, EAR-
LY RIVERS, EARLY ALEXANDER, also ten
other new and well tested varieties oi peaches, offered by
no other nursery this r-eaBon, am on if which Is a large
valuable well tested late pe:ich, ripening two w-eks after all
other peaches are pone. Two shipments of this peach were
made Co Kurope In 1874, via eteamer from Baltimore. Both
lots arrived ont In fine order. A forty pace catalogue, with
descriptions, testimonials, and much valuable information
of what and how to plant, nailed free on application. All
kinds of nursery stock furnished ntlow rates. Address,

RANDOLPH PETERS,
Great Northern and Southern Nursery*

Wilmington, Delaware.

GRAPE VINES,
Grown especially for the Trade, very fine,
and at low prices. CONCORD, HARTFORD
PROLIFIC ami 11 \UTil A. In Inrge quantities.

A. 11 A \( IC & SON, Nurserymen 6i Florists,
Red Haute. N. J.

GRAPE VINES.
We invite the attention of Dealers and Planters to

our large and superior Btock of all the Leading Varie-
ties and many New and Rare sorts. Price-lists free.

Also a large supply of Grape Cuttings for the
French trade—with free delivery in New York.
Address BUSH & SON & MEISSNER.

BuBhberg, Jefferson Co., Mo.

GnAPrVINES:
LARGEST STOCK IN AMERICA. Extra quality.

Reduced Prices. T. S. HUBBARD, Fredonla, N. T.

ROSE BUDS IN WINTER.
Now is the time to get RoBea for Winter Bloom. We send

strong Pot Robcs saielv by mail postpaid. Purchasers'
choice of splendid everlVlnomtm: varieties

5 tor Si.00. 12 for $2.00.
See our elegant descriptive catalogue containing full di-

rections for culture. Ac. Sent free to all who apply, address
THE, Dl.VGEE Af COIVARO CO., Rose Growers,

West Grove. Chester Co., Pa.

DAISY, QUEEN VICTORIA.
We are now prepared to furnish plants of

this beautiful flower In large or smitll quan-
tities. Send for descriptive circular and price
list. A. IIAXCK & SON,

Nurserymen & Florists,
Red Bank, N. J.

iki >4 ii pear *i<:i<:i>- -

I ICI >MI NURSERY STOck-
of all sorts furnished In large quantities. Also ROSES.
Send for Price List. Order early.
E. T. DICKINSON, Cliatenay {par Antony) Seine, France.

ALL
ABOUT

HOT-BEDS.

A complete treatise, with many
labor-saving hints on other
garden topics, in my Garden
Manual and Seed Catalogue.
Sent for 2 stamps. Freetoform-
r-r patrons without request.
Beady Dec. 1. J. H. ROOT,

Seed Grower, KocUV.nl, Ills.

POMONA NURSERY. — Trees and
Plants. 100 Acres in Small Fruits.—For Illustrated

Catalogue, 38 p;iges, telling What and How to Plant, with 36
years' experience, send in eents. Price List Free.

WM. PARRY. Clnuainlnson, N. J.

CHOICE SEEDS.
Careful. y grown from the nneBt stocks for critical buyers.

ORrden Msnual. full of practical hints and worth ten times
Its cost, sent for two stumps. Keady Dec. 1st.

Sptclal raise to early buyer*.
J. II. ROOT, Bead Grower, Rockford, Ills.

CARDEN A. FLOWER SEEDS, ever, denrrlp.
nun : null™. New aniriT.re IMants, ancralTGarden Reoolsltes.
Catalogues free. Hotet A Co., SIN. Market St..Boston.Mass.

tWOflaiio. Circulars free. U. B. Piano Co. 8luB'dway,N.T.

Is the cheapest and best illustrated weekly paper published. Every number contains from 10 to 15 orieinalengravings of new machinery, novel inventions. Bridges, Engineering works. Architecture, improved FarmImplements, and every new discovery in Chemistry. The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN has been publishedweekly, for 30 years, and stands foremost of all industrial papers, and has a larger circulation thanany other paper of its kind in the world. A years numbers contain 832 pages and several hundred en-gravings. Thousands ol volumes are preserved for binding and reference. The practical receipts are well worth

hid oTaU News Dealer's
Pr'Ce

' "^ $3 ' 2° * ye" by m*"' incIudlne P°sUge. Specimens sent free. May be

"" AMEKIOAW & EOTKOPELAN,
Established, 1846.PATENTS M U N" !N~ & C O.,

Editors of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
Continue to give opinions in rdgard to the Novelty of Inventions, Free of Charge; Male Special Examinations atthe Patent Office; Prepare Specifications, Drawings, Caveats. Assignments ; and prosecute Applications for LettersPatent at Washington, and procure Patents in Canada and in all European Countries. They give special attention

]?Jlr£.£'r£2
<£™ 1 ° f ReJected cases

'
Appeals, Extensions and Interferences. A Bpecial notice is made in tho

?t V^ AMERICAN of all Inventions Patented through this Agency, with the name and residence ofthe Patentoe. Patents are often sold in part or whole, to persons attracted to the invention by Bucb. noticeSend for Pamphlet, 110 pages, containing laws and full directions for obtaining PatentB
Address for the Paper or concerning Patents,

MUNN & CO., 37 Park Row, New York.
Branch Office, cor. F and 7th Sts., Washington, D. C.

I Of III Biwhelsofficnulne >:•,--
-•WV al Peach Pits, Also. Apple, Pear, Osage
Orange Seed. Plum and Cherry Pits.

for sale by C. B. ItOOERS,
No. 133 Market Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

PHILADELPHIA, June 11. 1S74.
N. GuiLBKKT, Gwynedd. Pa.—Enclosed is sample of wool

of a yearling ewe, bred from the ewe Co*swold that I order-
ed from you for Mr. Keller, at Akron. Pa.: the wool of the
yearling weighed 16S lbs., and speaks very well for your
Btock. He lutends having it advertised in the Lancaster
newspapers. He sold all his other sheep.

,

Tours, etc., A. R. FliASER, No. 415 S. Second St.
Always on hand and for sale. ColswoH Sheep, Sonthdowns,

Wooded Live Stock, Horses, Cows, CalveB, Swine. Geese,
Ducks. Turkeys. Fancv Fowls, Peacocks. Do-js, Maltese
Cats. Ilabbits, Guinea Pigs. White Mice. Deer, Swan, Pigeons,
etc. A nolile pair of thoroughbred Mastiffs, and an elegant
English Greyhound Dog. Wanted—Deer, Swan, and Wild
Geese. N. GLTILBERT , Evergreen Farm, Gwynedd, Pa.

Pekin Dncks, illustrated in Sep. Agriculturist.
Bronze Turkeys, descended from a pair weighing 112

lbs. Jersey Cattle, A. 1. C.C.R., and Cotswolils, at low
prices. Address W. CLIFT, Mystic Bridge, Ct.

Light Brahma Fowls for sale. From Felch, Tees,
and other Strains. Ii. F. HOLBl'.OOK, Natick, Mass.

Essex Pigs.
I have very choice, pure-bred Ebscx Pips of different ages

that I am prepared to sell at reasonable rates. It is a good
time to buy. Orders promptly filled. Address
JOSEPH HARRIS, Moreton Farm, Rochester, N. Y.

JERSEY CATTLE.
ESSEX PIGS.

lor Sale hy
G. W. FARLEE,
Oessklll, N. J.;

1 hour from N.Y.

THE PENN MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANYOW PHILADELPHIA.
ASSETS ACCUMULATED, $4,4**7,996.96.
The Penn Is a purely mutual Company, All of Its surplus

premiums are returned to the members every (ear. Divi-
dends may be applied to reduce the premium or increase
insurance as deBired. SAM'L C. HUEY, Pre*.
General and Local Agents wanted in the Middle and West-

ern States. Apply to H. S. STEPHENS, Vice Pies., No. 93

1

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NIAGARA
FIRE INSURA1VCE

COMPANY,

201 Broadway, X.Y,

Capital Stock
Cash value of Assets.,
Total Liabilities

.$500,000
11,319,9^3

6(1,811

Net Assets 11,859,062

Dwellings aud Farm Risks a specialty at all our Agencies.

HF.NUY A HOWE, Presided.
P. NOTM AN, V. P. and Sec'y

_

BUILDING FELT.
This water-proof material, rescm-

bllng fine lenther, 1* for outside

wort (no tar nubstance* used) and

Inside, Instead of planter. Felt

^arpetlnga, etc. fiend for circular

and samples.

C. J. FAY, Camden, N.J.

CENTENNIAL f**l A M C Q J

American History \J/"^ IY| ^O 1

Send 25 Cents for a copy of the

POULTRY WORLD.
SPI.KXniDLT Illustrated with '.«) Engravings represent-

ing all the breeds of fowls. A complete repository nt
poultry information. Is brimful of practical suggestions,
descriptions of breeds, poultrv buildings, etc.
Address, H. H. SI'O'DDAKI). Hartford, Cork.

776
876

50 new and Instructive Games, on 6 > (nnl* i Riving
History of C. S. lor 100 Years. F. launders, Libra,
nan Astor Library, N. Y„ says :

•• These admirably devised
name* are ingenious, amusing, and instructive." Philip
Phillips (Smgcrt says: "Next to sacred song then stand
without a rival in the home circle." Mailed In a Patented

1
on receipt of price, 75 cents. Also a new game : The

**Ten Plagues," «§"&&,..
By an Eminent Clergyman. 40 Illustrated Cards Price.
50 cents. Schools, Fair?, and Acents supplied

E. B. TREAT, Publisher, 805 Broadway, N. Y.

J have Invented the cheap-
est and heat hay, straw, and
stalk cutters in America,
$0 size cuts '.'0 to fio Impels
per hour. Set to cut any
length, I have also invent-
ed the cheapest and best
turnip cutter. Do not pay
until you fi'iw tried them
on your farm anil tHe

'them. Local Agents want-
ed. Splendid chance for
farmers. Circulars tree.

WARREN GALE, Chlcorfee Falls. Mass.

The Peerless Thresher aud Cleaner—Peerless
Thresher and Patent Shaker.

The Peerless Straw Preserving Rye Thresher.

The Peerless Clover Huller and Cleaner.
Horse, Tread and Lever Powers—all sizes.

The beet material used, and by first-class mechanics.

B. GILL «Sc SOX.
Trenton Agricultural Works, Trenton, N. J.

For Farmers & Dairymen,
The BOOKWALTER ENGINE
U>WEST -PRICED GOOD ENGINE
RVBH CONSTRUCTED. HoiLKRand
ENGINE made of the best Charcoal
Iron. Compact, Substantial, Econom-
ical, and easily managed.

Holler. Governor, Pumps, and all trim-
mings complete for running, ill low
price of
3 Uorsc- Tower, . . $251.50
4>< «

. , 303.
Delivered on cara, boxed, nt anopa^

FOOS At JAYNE.
109 Liberty St., New York.

ADVERTISERS should Bend to Gno. P. Rbwili, ft Co.,
41 Park Row, V. Y., for their Eightitpnnr PnmpfiM.

remaining lists of ',wiu newspaper? and esflmatps. showing
the cost of advertising. Mailed free to all applicants.
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BLARE'S PATENT STONE AND ORE BREAKER.
New Patterns, with Important Improvements and Abundant Strength,

For reducing to fragments all kinds of hard and brittle suhstaneeR, such as STONE
for making the nmsi pin-fret McADAM loads, and for making tiie best CONCRETE.
It breaks stone at trifling cost for BALLASTING RAILROADS. It is extensively In use

In MIXING operation^ for crushing

IltO\, WlPPEIt, ZIXC , slbVRR, GOLD, and other ORES.
Also for crushing Qtmrtz. Flint, Emory, Corundum, l-Ylilspar, Coal,
Burytes, Maiiguiirse, Plio^jiHnte Rock, Plaster, Sonpstone, etc.

RLAKE OHUSIIER CO., "NEW I1AVK1V, CONN.

THE MITCHELL WAGON".
Best Proportioned,

Best Ironed,
AND

Lightest Eunning

Wagon in the Market,

The original, well known

BAOTNE WAGON.

SESSIONS & KNOX'S

Patent Hard Steel Plows.
Awarded Highest Prizes by the New York State, N. H.

State, Vermont State, ant* New England Agr'l Societies.

Step! Plows posses* many advantages over C:ist-Iron

Plows. The Patent Hard Steel Plows have all the desirable
tjunlUies of hardness, flexibility, lightness, strength, and
dur:ibilitv combined,.ind em!>r;iee all sizes and styles adapt-
ed to eveYv kind ol'soil, and to all local/ties. Perl'nrni bet-

ter work, and pass through the soil more easily than other
plows.
Also Swivel Plows for Side-Hill and Level Land, Eagle,

Knoz's Pat. Imp'd, and other Plows.
M.ide. only by

AMES PLOW COMPANY,
53 Beekman St., New York,

and Q,uincy Hall, Boston,?ItIass.
Descriptive circulars and price-lists sent free on application*

AVOID DEAD FURROWS.
For either Side-Hill or Level-Land work this plow tins no

equal, having, during its four years* existence, always won
the first premiums in competition with the best FLAT
1. \ \ I), as well as with other Swivel Plows. See June
number, pace 213, ot Agriculturist for editorial comments,
and lor particulars address

CARR «fc HOBSOIV, 50 Befkman St., NcwYork,
" Every Farmer and Stocfc-

Feeder should have one."

LITTLE GIANT

CORN & COB MILL
HEDGES'

New Improved Mill,
For Horse, or Steam Power.

CROSS-CUT AND CIRCULAR
WOOD-WA-WINGr MAOMINES.
Descriptive Circulars unci Price-lists sent free.

BLYMYER MANUFACTURING CO.,
661 to (191 West Eighth St., Cincinnati, O.,

Manufacturers of Cane Machinery, Steam-Kncines. Shaker
Thresher. Farm, School, and Glinrch Bells, etc.

Nonpareil Farm, Feed, Bone,
Drug, and Hand - grinding
MILLS. Ten sizes. Also the
French Cone Burr Mills. Cot-
ton-Seed Hullers. Illustrated
pamphlet free. Address

SEDGEBEER, SHEP-
ARD & DULLER,

181 East Front St.,

Cincinnati, O.

Thomas T. Tasker, Jr.,

In use and for sale in

nearly every

STATE & TERRITORY
IN THE UNION.

All work fully warranted.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

Mitchell, Lewis
& Co.,

RACINE, WIS.
STKpnKN P. M. Tasker.

MORRIS, TASKER & CO,
PASCAL. IRON WORKS, Philadelphia.

TASKER IRON WORKS, New Castle, Delaware.

Offices & Warehouses, Philadelphia, New York, and Boston.

Manufacturers ot Wrought Iron Tubes, plain, galvanized
and rubber coated. Boiler Tubes. Oil Well Tubing and
Casing. Gas and Steam Fittings, Valves and Cocks. Gas
and Steam Fitters* Tools. Cast Iron Pipe. Limp Posts

and Lanterns. Improved Coal Gas Apparatus, &c.

We would czfll special attention to our Patent
Vulcanized Rubber-coated Tube.

HARNESS, BLANKETS,

HORSE CLOTHING, and HORSE FURNISH-
ING GOODS of every description.

Style and grade at prices that please everybody.

ELEGANT NEW STYLES FOR THIS
FALL AND WINTER.

C. M. MOSEMAN cfc BRO„
manufacturers, 114 Chambers St., N. Y.

Send for Illustrated Price-List.

PHILIP'S SPIRAL CORN

HUSKING MACHINE
does its work thoroughly—stripping every
ear and nubbing, large or small, completely
ofhusksand silk. Any ordinary two-horse
power Is sufficient to operate the machine,
which is capable of husking GO bushels per
hour. No Farmer can afford to do without
it. For Circulars or further information.
Address PETER PHILIP, President, Stock-
port, \. V., or the Company, Hudson, N. Y.

R. II. ALLEN & CO., of New York, arc sole
agents for Philip's Spiral Corn Husker in the
city ofNew York, and sell it at the Company's
price.

EUREKA

CORN
HUSKER.

SELLS AT SIGHT.
Does Two Men's Work.

No sore or cold fingers.—Best Cast-
steel.— Last a Lifetime. — Taken 6
Premiums. — Every Farmer wants
them.— Will send 2 Samples, post-
paid, for t»0 cents—or 4 Styles for
% 1.00. Agents wanted.

PLUMB & CO.,
108 South 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa

Garden Enotntb anpFirk
Extinguisher.—For Wash-
ing Windows. Carriages, etc.
Protects BuildingB from Fire,
and Trees. Vines, etc, from
Insects. Throws water 50 It.

Ensily carried. No Dwelling,
Country Home, or Factory
should he without the Foun-
tain Puma. Send for large

Illustrated Circular. J. A. WHITMAN, Sole Proprietor
and Manufacturer, Providence, R. I.

THE PEOPLE'S

Force Pumps.
Awarded medal of American In-

stitute over all competitors hisl fall.

For the house and out of doors.
Non-freestng,un(l ttdapiahleto wells
from 6 t<> nn» feet deep Highly re-

commended for city houses on a<--

count of their Rival powi r. Parties
about to supply themselves nre in-

vited to call and examine. Circu-

lars sent on applie ition. numbers
are particular!) requested to call.

See Ogden Farm Papers, Dec, 18,1.

See "Notes Tom the Fines," on
pa«e 162, May number, of Ante? iam
Agriculturist, 1814.

certain parties, with the intent

to profit bv the "'el earned reputation of thfue pump**, the
result offaithful manufacture, having imitated them, the
Pnhlie are cautioned to look for the name, "People's Pump,"
Patented Aug. 31, ,8>:9, east on the lid, to injure obtaining
tiie genuine article, and to avoid litigation.

W. S. BLUNT, 17 Beekman Street, New York.

AUTOMATIC
PUMPS.

Water driven to any height
and distance by compressed air.
Country houseB suppfii-dafheaply
and certainly for bath-rooms,
water closets, hot and cold water
fancetB, etc.
Plenty of fresh water for stock

on farms. Address
Hartford Pvhp Co.,

Hartford, Conn.
Mason C. Weld,

189 & 191 "Water St., New York.
American Machine Co.,

430 Walnut St., Pliila.

Illl,lil,\l II MUIMTIRIM! CO.,

HIGGANTJM, CT„
MANUFACTURERS OF AGRICUL-
TURAL imPLEMENTS OF ALL
KINDS AND DESCRIPTION.

Send for a Catalogue, with a description of THE
SILVER EAGI.E PLOW, the best plow built/ Our
new Farmer's Almanac will be published in November.
"Will be mailed to any address upon receipt of stamp.

OVER 5000 IN USE OP
INCERSOLL'S

COTTON AND WOOL PRESSES,
INGEUSOLL'S HAY AND STRAW PRESSES.
IXGERSOLL'S HAG AND PAPER PRESSFS.
INGERSOI.I.'S HIDE AND HAIR PRESSES
BOTH HANK AND HOUSE-POWER PRESSES!
for baling all kinds of material, on hand and made to order.
For price-list and full information, call on or address the
manufacturers, 1NGKRSOI.L & BALSTON,

Greeupoint, (Brooklyn), N. T,

LAMB'S
KNITTING
MACHINE

IS the only Machine
that can knit all sizes

of work, and narrow
and widen it; that can
shape and complktk,
without hand - finish-
ing, seamless Hosierv,
Gloves, and Mittens, or
knit them in all sizes i

or knit Ribbed. Doable,
l==_.--^_^ —r tm» and Fancy stitches for
Underwear, Jaekets, Shawls. Scarfs, eic. It knits over 25
different Garments. Over 100 per cent Profit in Mamilai-
turinti Knit Goods. The Farmer trebles the value of his
Wool by converting it into Knit, Goods. Women make
S3.00 a day with it. Agents wanted. Send stamp lor
Samples of work, and reduced Price-List. Address, LAMB
KNITTING MACHINE <.(>., at Chicopee Falls, Mass.;
Cincinnati, O., or Chicago, 111.

Wrought Iron Fencing
Of the lient English Muk:
Can be set up with eat-e— is

an absolute protection n gainst
cattle — is ornamental, and
practically Indestructible. Is
Funerior to every other form
of enclosure. Send for illus-
trated circular.
YAKNALL & TRIMBLE,

147 S. Front St., Philadelphia.

^E.^C'E-PERMA1\E^T and MB-TABLE—best ey^r devised. Send Btamps for cir-

1
1

J

T. H. SPEARMAN,
* North 7th St. Philadelphia.

MAYMRD'S BREECH-LOADIfliG

Combination Rifles and

Shot-Guns.
CENTRAL FIRE

Reloading-Capped Cartridges. Send for
Price-list with Target Illustrations.

Mass. Arms Co., Chicopee Falls.

Patent Double Acting Balanced
Valve Water Ram. superior to all others, or no

sale. Address C. HODGKIXS, Marlboro, N. H.

POTASH MANURES.
German Sulphate of Potash, American do., full strength;

Muriate of Potash, Climax Superphosphate, and Dry Pow-
dered Blood, for sale by

.GEO. E. WHITE. 160 Front St.. New York,
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ILIISTIHTED HOME HJG1ZDIB.
Bright, Cheerful,

Progressive, always
up to the advancing
thought Of the times,

tin- HOME MAGA-
ZINE takes rank
witli the leading and
most Influential po-

rlodlcnlB of the day.

It Is cm the Bide of
Temperance and
true Christian mo-
rallty. Whatever ia

iiurti'ni to Society it

condemns without
fear or favor, and
makes itself felt in
the Homes ol the

_l People as a power
lor good.

THE GREAT HOUSEHOLDft
America, la more thoroughly identified with the People in
their Home and Social Life than any other periodical in the
country.

"DEBORAH NORMAN: KPnlEPg
wakd." A new serial story By 1. S. Aijtuue will be com-
menced in January.

"FIFTY YEARS AGO; gH&^ggS
Bt Hossellv HrcB. These papers will be fresli and new,
anil of unusual Interest.

"THE STORY TELLER." ™UR
will tte unusually rich. Besides an abundance of Short
Stories, two or three serials will be given during tin 1 year.

PTTTTrPTnVlJ N'KWESl- I'ATTKIINS'forla-UU X lliaiUix O dies'and chlldrens" dresses are
given ltv special arrangement erf?'?/ month.
" THE LION IN LOVE," #£&££;
[{BADE It," two large and splendid premium engravings.
One ol these is sent .Ave to every subscriber.
tfjO t* f\ a year Is the price of •arthukS illf/strated
<?&,0\J HOHX maqazink." In clubs; 8 copies for $0

;

6 and one extra ro getter up of club $Vi. 10 and one exira
$'20. £3^" 15 cents must he added to each subscription for
prepayment Df postage for the war. Specimen numbers
13 centxi in current:*/ or postage Stamps.

T. S. AETHUE & SOU, Philadelphia , Pa.

PETERSON'S JOURNAL
OF POPULAR LITERATURE.

ALL ARTICLES COMPLETE Ii\ EACH NUMBER,
Messrs. H. Peterson & Co., well known through the

country from their connection for many years with the
Saturday Evening Post, will shortly begin the publica-
tion of a First-Class Monthly Magazine, to he entitled
Peterson's Journal, and to be devoted to the most
popular literature of the day.
Peterson's Journal, the fin-t number of winch will be

Issued for December, I8i4, will be the cheapest First-Class
Magazine published In America—and will aim to furnish a
greater amount of superior reading matter, in a more elegant
form, than can he procured elsewhere for the same price.
It will avoid all continued stories, the publishers believing
that the breaking off uf the narrative each month interferes
with the enjoyment of the reader. Each Number will
thus bk roMPLKTE IN iTSKLF—and will present regularly
a variety ol popular stories and miscellaneous papers, writ-
ten by some of the most talented authors of this country
and England.
In order to give time for the puHieation of tlie new

Journal to become known to our host of old fi lends through-
out the country, Hie drat number—that for December—will
be ready early In ( ictotfer.
Terms $8 0(1 a year. A n extra copV will be supplied gratis

for every club of Five Subscribers at $8.00 each. The post-
age wilibeprepalA by the publishers, without extra charge,
in accordance with the new taw, specimen copies 25 cents.
No specimens sent gratis. Address,

H. PETERSON & CO.,
920 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

Five Thousand Good Books
for sale, at a discount of 30 to 60 per cent from usual prices.
Our third Great Clearance List sen! free.

ESTES &, LA.URIAT, Boston.

RMTOFFERS.
Wc oflTea* the Ladies' Own Magazine
From October '71, to January with a beautiful chron
for $2; or three months on trial for 23 cents.

WE OFFER AGENTS $2 CASH
Or $l In premium-* fop t h roe names, and better si ill for larger
listB. we send a sample of the chrOmo and the Magazine
three months for fifty cents, to those who will act as agents.
The LADIES' OWN is the Queen of all the Literary,

Family and Eashlon Magazines, l'rv it a quarter am! make
upaclnb. Address LADIES' (»WV MAGAZINE CO.,

117 Nassau-s£, New York.

Stevens* Pntcnt ITrer-cIi-Londimr docket Pistols
and Pocket Rifles, Snortlm: lliib--, and Shot Guns. Also the
noted Hunter's Pel i:tuY. »eml i"-

1

Clrvuhir.
J. STEVENS Ac CO., (hiccpei; Falls, Mass.

WA. (OVERT A CO., Produic
• Commission Alerclia nts. No. 68 Pearl Street

New York. "Quick sales and prompt returns." US'" Send
for our weekly Prices-current and Marking Plata, jft

"The Best and Cheapest Sunday-School Library."

GRAND CHEAP LIBRARY.
50 Choice Illustrated Volumes, 16mo., bound in Muslin,

and not in any other Select Library.

This Library contains over 12,000 printed paces, Illustrated
by 212 large full page, line engravings, and many ol the
smaller size.

All the vobimes In this Library are valuable anfl Instruc-
tive. The price of the Librarj Is $20.00, from which we make
a discount ot twenty i-bu cknt to Sunday-schools, mak-
ing the

Net Price for Fifty Larse Rooks, only $20.80.
Sold only in Sets.—Send for a complete Catalogue.

Books of the size of these in this Library are usually sold
at from $1.00 to $1.25 each. Nothing like this Library has
been offered for Bach a small sum.

PUBLISHED BY TIIE

AMERICAN SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION,
1122 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.—axbx. Kirkpatkick.

"i, s & io Bible House. New York.—G. S. Soofield.
4u Winter Street, Boston.—E. Shu pa.

9S Dearborn Street, Chicago.—W. It. Port.
207 North Sixth Street. St. Louis.—S. Paxso.v.

THE GREAT MUSIC BOOKS
For Convention* and Singing-Schools are

THE SONG KING.
By R. H. PALJIEli.

the"joy.
By P. P. BLISS.

THE SONG ERA.
By P. W. ROOT.

The True Singing-School Text Book.
By A. N. .TOHIVSOX.

Price of eacli, 87-50 jier Dozen.
Specimen t'opj' of either, '> Cents, 'post-

paid, by mail. Published by
JOHN CHURCH & CO., Cincinnati, O.

Clarke s
New Method $ 4 Piano-Forte.
Endorsed by the Musical, Educational and

general Press, and by Good Teachers, to be

Beyond all Comparison the Best
to be had at Book and Music stores.

Sent by Mail, Price, $3.75.

LEE & WALKER,}"
3?,.^.^^"1

New Church Music Book,
For 1874—1875.

tHi iiiiiii
By II. R. Palmete, assisted rjy L. O. Emerson.

Just issued and ready for sale. Its success already as-
gured. Its price ia a return lo ante-wiu* Church Book rates,
and its contents new, fresh, and cannot fail of winning a
hearty endorsement from choir masters—the musical profes-
sion and the musical public. Specimen pages free on ap-
plication:

PRICE $1.38. $12.00 PER DOZ.

RIVER OF LIFE.
FOR SABBATH SCHOOLS.

A sale of over 30,000 in less than one year attests the merit
of this Book. The Publishers are confident that no better
Sabbath School Book has been published in years, and none
given such entire satisfaction.

Price 35 cts. BMs
;

$3. CO per doz,
; $30 per 100.

THOMAS'
SACRED aUARTETS and ANTHEMS.
This d:u' published.—Has been many years in preparation

and will b« welcomed by all the lovers of Mr. Thomas'
Sacred Mnslc—and who is 'not one? As a Quartet llool; for
Choirs, it will be found indispensable.

Price In Boards, $2.50. Cloth, S3. 00.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO., CHAS. H. DITS0N & CO.,

Boston. 711 B'dway Hew York.

ALL FOR ONE DOLLAR.
Wine, Wife anrt Song liy stranss.
A hnppv Circle Gallon Strauss.
I.a Fille de Madnm Augot Waltz.
With Steam. Polka E.I. Strauss.
Let's be Gay, Waltzes. J. Ptrauss.
Regatta Venetians F. Liszt.

La Bella Louise, Quickstep Kuhlee.
Win-re Ihe I Ilrons I'.lo-soin Strauss.
Who Is a: my Window O-borne.
Anide Dear Abt.

Why throw away money on high-priced Mnslc when vou
can select from our Catalogue ofiOO pieces? Anv 20 Ilult-

Dhue. or io of Dime Series, mailed nn receipt of One Dollar.
Sold bj all 1 1;sell"in. and fan be ordered through auy
newsdealer. Send stamp fur Catalogue.

m;\.i. av. iiitch<OCK, Publisher,
3.",5 Thli-it Avenue, New York.

The Herald of Health
.Sept., Oct.. Xov., and Dec. numbers free- tc» new
subscribers for 18"j, who send in their names Immediately.

The September number, among other able articles, con-

tains the following uf great interest:

1. The Literature of Quackery.
2. Reform in Child Education.

3. Tent-Life in Summer.
This number will be given free only to those who send In

their nana before Dec. 1st. The Oct. No. contains Dr.

Clarke's remarkable article on

1, The Buildiug of a Good Brain.
Also

:

2. Mosaic Food Laws.
3. Headaches, How to Avoid Them,

4. The Physical Life of the Germans.

5. MALADIES CAUSED BY BOOTS AND SHOES.

Also, Crimpin? the Hair; Varicose Veins ; Salt Kheum ;

Diet for Lean Folks; How to stop the Spread of Typhoid
Fever; Gloomy Feelings; Insanity; Dandruff; Dyeing tba

Hair; Baldness; Bad Breath ; Periodic Drunkenness; Fun-
ny Poems ; Perils of Weakness ; Girls' Rowing VpfiVfa ; Cleau
"Water and Cow's Health ; Care of the Eyes, etc., etc.

The Nov. No. contains a very remarkable paper by Her-
bert Spencer, on

The Cause and Cure of Evil.
And many other papers too numerous to name.

"We give for $2.00 premium :

No. 1, THE COMPLETE WORKS OP

SHAKESPEARE,
in one largo volume, with good type and paper, of over 1000

pages, and 36 illustrations. The most remarkable instance

of cheapness we have any knowledge of.

No. 2. The Greatest Premium Yet,

For $2.25 wc send Herald of Health and the great atosy

Robinson Crusoe.

Robinson Crusoe.

Robinson Crusoe.
In one beautiful volume, bound In cloth, gilt edges, and over

600 pages. Every child will be delighted with this offer.

CLUBBLXO ISATES:
One copy, with both the above premiums, $?.7."i ; ten copies,

with Shakespeare, 15.00: ten copies, with Robinson Crusoe,
$17.50; ten copies, with both the premiums, $22.50.

Herald or Healtii and J'remiunn No. i or No. 2, with
anv ft magazine, both post-paid, $3.60; New York Tribune,
post-paid, and Premium No, l or 2, $3,75; Agriculturist,
post-paid, and No. 1 or 2, $3.00.

TheHrcr.Ai.n of Health: is the most substantial journal
of its kind published, employing only the best writers The
Christian Standard says: •' It is a great pet in our family,
looked for with deep interest." The Christian iror/tfsays:
"It is the hest m:m:izine <>t" the dav," ami tin- Scientific

Amtricn}i says : "It contains more sensible articles ihau any
magazine coming to our sanctum.*1

In case none of the above premiums are wanted, we will
send eitlicY of the following, with the Herald, for $2.00:

How to Educate Yourself.

How to Make Money.
Both by Geo. Caky Egglkston,

Or,

How to Behave.
The latter is a perfect book of etiquette for the young.
These three books are handsomely bound in cloth. For

$3.0(1 we' will send all the last named books and Hhi:ald ok
Health. The books alone would cost $2.23.

NOTICE.—In all cases send 10 cents additional for pre-
payment of postage on Herald for 1875, Samples 15cl-iiIs.

AVOOD & HOLBROOK,
13 Si 15 Laiglit St., \cw York.

Eating for Strength.
This work, just ready. Is a guide to eating, showing how

to feed one's self or children, so as to get the best physical de-

velopment. It is 4 books in one—1st, The Science of Eating.

2nd. Receipts for maklug healthy food. Bd, Multitudinous

receipts for wholesome drinks. 4th, 200 questions answered.

Price, by mail, $1.00, or with Herald of Health $2.50.

AVOOD Si HOhRROOK,
13 Si 15 Laiglit St., Sew York.
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A M K K I C A N A 11 U I C U L T D It I S T.

Orange Judd Company, Publishers, 24.1 Broadway, N Y.

Annual Subscription Terms (always in advance):

(l.jOnacli for less than (our "copies: Fourtonlnc copies, $1.25

each: Ten to nineteen copies, $1.20 each: Twenty copies

and upward, $1 each. 10 cents extra must be forwarded

with each subscription, for prepayment of postage for 1815.

Papers are addressed to each name.

t&~ Either English or German Edition, at these prices.

SOMETHING-

Worth Looking" Into

By Every One.

Please Examine Carefully and Thought-

fully the Contents of this and next Pages ;

see what is said, and what is offered; it

is eminently worthy of your attention.

To Do Good
AND

at the same time

Make Money
is certainly desirable. Mere money making is

a low pursuit—especially when what you gain

some one else must lose. But when your gain

is also profitable to friends and neighbors with

whom you deal, it is very pleasing. This

Is Just What is Proposed

to You in these Pages.
Two men, equal in physical and mental

power, with equal advantages, commence to-

gether in any pursuit—in trade, commerce,

manufactures, mechanics, farming, gardening,

fruit-growing, stock-raising, or anything else.

One uses what knowledge he has, and toils on

early and late ; he is neither idle nor lazy, but

he depends mainly upon work alone. The

second man does all this, but, in addition, he

keeps his ears and eyes open ; he picks up every

item of information he can gather from the ex-

perience and practice of others, learning quite

as much perhaps from their failures as from

their successes. He not only takes time to go

and see what others do and how they do it, but

he carefully studies every written or printed

scrap, showing what others are doing, how

they do it, how and when and why they suc-

ceed, and how and when and why they fail.

This knowledge he utilizes in his own business,

and he prospers, because he constantly

Makes the Brains

Help the Hands.
The brute animal uses his muscles only ; the

human animal reasons and studies how he can

use his muscles, his toil, to the best advantage.

>y so much more as a man cultivates, develops

ad uses his thinking power, by so much more
oes he rise above not only the brutes, bu(

above his fellows who depend almost entirely

upon their physical efforts—their hard work.

A Bit of History,

and what came of it.

Nearly 40 years ago, a Young Man, brought

up to hard work on a Western stumpy farm,

had finished sowing three of four adjoining

10-acre wheat fields, all similar in soil, etc.

While his team was resting at eventide, he

pored over books and papers, and catching at

an item, he took a lantern, went to the barn,

made a solution of tar and water, wet the re-

maining wheat seed in it, and the next morn-

ing dried it off with slaked lime, and sowed it

on the fourth field. The result was, an excess

of over 5 bushels per acre of nice plump wheat

on the last 10 acres, which sold at $1.12+ per

bushel. The tar cost about 25 cts. This single

hint, gathered from reading, gave him at least

$56.25....for 25 Cents.
This led him, to figuring upon the profit of

studying into the experiences of other people.

He reasoned that if two millions of the farmers

of our country should read enough to each get

and turn to account only one such hint, in the

course of a year, there would be an aggregate

Gain of $113,000,000

!

He saw at a glance that if every tiller of the

soil, every mechanic, etc., would only be on
the sharp lookout for information, and could

directly or indirectly learn what others were
doing, and how they were doing, it would add
greatly to tlie profit of each one's labors. He
further saw, that as few men have time or

money to travel round, it would be of great ad-

vantage if some one would gather up a mass of

useful, practical information, print it, and scat-

ter it among all others of like occupations. But
to do this well, the person doing it must him-

self be educated by work, by practice, by a

good deal of observation, and by study and
discipline of his own mind.—His ambition was
stirred to do something in this direction, and
he began studying night and day, as far as

necessary farm work would allow ; he dis-

ciplined his mind to right thinking and reason-

ing, by hard stud}- of mathematics, languages,

etc. ; he went through the best Seminary, and
then the best College course he could ; he
traveled many hundreds of miles on foot

through different parts of the country, to see

how different men practiced. He afterwards

shut himself up in one of the best Laboratories

in the country, to study out what aid could

be got from chemistry and other sciences in re-

gard to soils, manures, food of animals, etc.,

etc. He at the same time attended Medical

and other lectures, to learn something of the use

and misuse of medicines, etc. He had scarce-

ly gone through this course of study, and

learned enough to know that many of the pre-

tended discoveries in agricultural science were

unreliable, when he was earnestly invited to

New York to help Edit a Journal that had been

struggling along for ten years. This was over

twenty one years ago. Shortly after he invest-

ed his all in purchasing the Journal, so that he

could manage it according to his own views of

what was needed. He laid out his plans, and
has since followed them, as detailed below

:

1st.—To popularize the Journal by adapting
the reading to the wants of the entire family— in

Country, Village and City.

3d.—To print nothing that could lead anybodyi
astray, even if he had to leave out nine-tenths of;

the sensational items that so often filled newspaperl
columns, and even if he should sometimes be styled
" old fogy," as was done.

3d.—To call to his aid the best practical nun and
women, and to get the best sifted information, at

any cost, not only that the Journal should have
powerful aid, and iu great variety, but so that it

would go on as a permanent institution, should he
himself fail in health or life. In fact, the paper
was organized to run independently of himself, if

need be. At its helm was placed Dr. George
Thurber, one of the most practical men of our
country, thoroughly informed in all departments.

As assistants were engaged such men as Joseph
Harris, formerly editor of the Genesee Farmer, and
the cultivator of a large farm in Western New-York,
whose " Walks and Talks," detailing his own daily

experiences, his successes and failures, have been
everywhere useful ; George E. Waring, Jr. , whose
works and writings are widely known, and who cul-

tivates a large farm in Rhode Island. With these

are the quaint and practical Timothy Bunker, Esq..

Henry Stewart; Peter Henderson, the eminent

ly successful gardener ; Hon. Frederick Mdench,
of Missouri, and many others whose teachings, given

from their practical experience, are held in the

highest esteem by all who know them. The House-

keepers and Childrens' Department have the aid of

Faith Rochester, Aunt Sue, and others. All

these, and many others, including hundreds of cor-

respondents all over the country, have long given

their best thoughts to this Journal, and still do so.

i I !i .—To edit the Advertising Columns as well as

the reading matter, and shut out all advertisements!

of Patent Medicines, all secret things of uncertain'

value, all unreliable persons and dealers, etc., so'

that the whole paper, even to its advertising

columns, should be entirely trustworthy.

5tta.—To investigate and expose the various

Humbugs that prey upon the ignorance of country

and city. This department has shown up 2,000

swindles, and saved the people millions of dollars.

Ctli.—To supply the Journal at the bare cost of

printing paper and press-work, depending upon fu-

ture good advertisements to pay other expenses,

and supply any reasonable profit, etc.

7tli.—To push the paper into the hands of
the great mass who would be benefited by it.j

|3p~ As experience, facilities, and means increas-

ed, the scope of this paper has been further en-

larged to meet the wants of the entire country, es-

pecially as a Family Journal. The Engraver's art

has been called in, and Illustrations which teach so

much more and faster than mere printed words

can do, have been largely introduced—not ink

daubs, but finely cut, beautiful pictures, executed

in the highest style of the art.

The Result.
The above Journal, still called by its original

name, the " American Agriculturist"—though

having now a far wider range than is implied

in its mere name—has found a hearty welcome

everywhere, not only in the Country, and Cities,

and Villages of every part of the American

Continent, but it circulates largely in Australia,

and in the Islands of the Pacific, in distant

Asia, along the coast and northern regions ol

Africa, away in Russia, and elsewhere through-

out Europe. For seventeen years it has been is-
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sued in separate English and German Editions,

each containing similar illustrations and read-

ing matter, anil supplied at the same price. It

Exactly Meets
THE

People's Wants.

It gathers, sifts, and condenses a vast
|

amount of reliable information for the
|

" Farm," the " Garden," and the " House- I

hold," both for Village and City people. |

Its Suggestions have set tens of thou- *

sands of people on the road to profit. |

It has saved the people at large from
|

millions of dollars of loss by explaining %

the tricks and wiles of specious swindlers.
|

It gives every year at least 500 beau- |
TIFUL and instructive ENGRAV-

|
INGS, costing £8,000 to $12,000, 1

and every reader has perfect copies. $

More than £25,000 are expended %
every year in collecting and preparing %

the best and most useful information,
|

hints, and suggestions, supplied by the jjj

experience and observation of practical
|

men and women. (Indeed, it is hardly 1

possible for any one, anywhere, to read this §
Journal a year, without getting some hint, |
that will directly or indirectly put many |
dollars into his pocket, or at least save |
many dollars of loss.)—Thousands upon *

thousands of persons have written, tel- f
ling how its teachings have put money in |
their pockets, many timet its cost. (These J
letters would fill many large volumes.) |

Tens of thousands of Mechanics, |
Traders, Professional men, Factory-work- §
era, etc.,

r *e now enjoying their pleasant
|

garden-plots and yards, cultivated sale- I
ly from the directions of this Journal. |

It is of universal utility, containing *

hints and suggestions useful in every part |
of the world.

|

To Housekeepers everywhere it is
J

of great value for its practical talks about J

all departments of home labor and care. *

To Children and Youth it affords 1

pleasing Pictures and entertaining and |
J instructive reading. i

With all the above, it is the Cheapest
Paper in the world, taking into account

its size, its beauty, and the great expense and

care devoted to its preparation. (Every

volume contains more reading matter than 20
ordinary Books which are sold at $1 each.)

The PRICE per annum is only $1.50, of

U. S. Currency ; four to nine copies are sent for

$1.25 each ; ten to nineteen copies, for $1.20

each, and twenty or more copies, only $1 each!

(N.B.—As the Publishers will pay the post-

age after Jan. 1, 1875, 10 cents in addition to

the above terms must be sent with each sub-

scription, to prepay this postage.)

(The Pnblishcrs will pay the postage by the ton weight,
so that expense will be saved the subscribers by the new
arrangement, and the Publishers will be able to enlarge

the paper from time to time, -withont doubling the
postage to the readers, as has hitherto been the case.)

To our Old Readers the Publishers beg to

say, that while the long-time Managing Editor,

and his full force of workers, will continue as

heretofore, the Old Editor has returned from a

year's furlough, re-invigorated in health, and

has disconnected himself from all other litera-

ry journals and pursuits, and will hereafter de-

vote himself to this Journal, and the Publishers

believe you will find the American Agricultur-

ist not only better than ever before, if possible,

but better and better, as lime goes on.

To New Readers let us say, that wo be-

lieve you will find great profit in reading the

American Agriculturist a year. Try it ! It

will cost you but $1.50, (less than i a cent a

day, which is easily saved,) and much less if you
get three or more others to join you in a club.

*****•*•****************+• ***********************
************************** ***********************

SPECIAL,—ONE.—To each NEW Sub-

scriber, who remits 25 cents extra (for mounting,

postage, etc.) the Publishers will send, mount-

ed, packed, and prepaid, a BEAUTIFUL
CHROMO, viz: "lip for Repairs,"
or " Mischief Brewing," but the choice

must be named at the time of subscribing.

£1 SPECIAL—TWO—Extra.—Ev- J J

1 1 ery subscriber for 1875 (Vol. XXXIV) j |

J ; received in November, 1874, will be * *

• entered at once, and K^°°receive, with- Z 1

» out extra charge, the December num- J J

: J ber of 1874. Thus, those subscribing * *

t ; in November, 1874, for the year 1875, » |

; ; will have the paper 13 months for 12 t i

1 1 months' price. ff* Those subscrib- J J

* • ing at any time for 1875, will get many » *

J I limes their money's worth in a year's *
|

5 numbers of this superb Journal. The I

hints of a single page are often worth J J

far more than the price for a whole year. | ** #
* *
M •
* *
********************** A.*****.***.*****************
***•*#*******•*******# **************************

To ALL, we say, for American, Agriculturist,

You are Invited

To Try it a Year,

And thus Prove its Value

;

It will Pay You,

And Pay You Well.
Send subscription price, single or club, with

postage (10c.) by Check or Draft on New York
Banks (or P. O. Money Order,) payable to

the Publishers, or Registered Money Letters.

Orange Judd Company, Publishers,

245 Broadway, New York.

AND NOW
ABOUT

"OoimE Bool a», Matins Money;"
ALSO ABOUT

Large Pay .», Little Work.
I.—If by your solicitation you persuade an-

other to take and read the American Agricul-

turist, you will do him a positive good. This

Journal will benefit him many times its cost—
and the Publishers will reward you as follows :

IT.—They have selected with great care, and

collected a very fine assortment of very useful

and very desirable articles, good for one's own
use, or for ready cash sales. Every article is

first-rate—new, well made, direct from the chief

manufactory of each, jy See List of them in

the Table of Premiums, next page, and especially

Descriptions and Illustrations of them on
the following pages.—By large cash wholesale

purchases, and by other favorable arrange-

ments, the Publishers have secured these good
articles on extraordinary terms and guarantees,

and are thus able to supply them very advan-

tageously, viz., they give them away to

their friends, who cooperate with them in

introducing this valuable Journal into other

families—which can be done with little time or

trouble, and for which the reward or pay
will be large, as detailed further on. Some
of the articles are given for obtaining as few
as 3 subscribers at only $1.50 a year.

IX. 15.

—

Their facilities for getting these good pre-

mium articles, referred to above, are such that the

publishers can generally afford twice as much for get-

ting subscribers, by giving these premiums, as they

could possibly pay in cash, while the articles offered

are just as good as so much money, or in most cases

better than money, on account of their special value,

and they can be readily sold for cash.

"N . It.

—

Under similar, and even less favorable of-

fers, many persons have canvassedfor subscribers as a.

business, receiving the Premiums, and selling

themfor cash, and they have thus secured salaries rang-

ing ill the wayfrom SSOO to StS.JiOO a year, and

thisfor working only part of the time. ( We quite recent-

ly nut a Mechanic on a steamer, who assured us that

ourpaper, furnished him by one of our lady canvassers,

had been worth hundreds of dollars. As she made

over $2,000 a year, by receiving and selling our Premi-

um, Articles for Subscribers which she obtained, she

certainly " made money and did good" at the same

time—and this is only one of many cases.) But

Any One
Anywhere

can collect and send us few or many names of

subscribers, and receive a corresponding article,

(one or more of them,) from our Premium List.

Some start for large premiums, but, being

otherwise occupied, they stop at a few names,

and take any article offered for the number of

names actually obtained. Others have started

for a small premium, and finding the work
very easy, have gone on, and obtained one or

more of the most valuable articles. Every name
sent for a Premium List, if so stated at the time

of sending, is credited to the sender, and he is

supplied with any premiums his names are en-

titled to. FURTHER, while names should

be sent in as fast as secured, so that the sub-

scribers may begin to receive the papers, the

canvasser can have any time desired for en-

larging or completing a list, up to -Inly

1st, 1875, but he can call for any premium
he is entitled to at any time before, and it will be

promptly forwarded. See "Explanatory Notes."

Easy Work.
The collection of subscribers is very easy, as

the paper is so cheap and valuable, that almost

all will take it, if it is brought to their notice

and its value properly explained.

More than Fifteen Thousand Per-
sons, Men, Women, and Children, in all parts

of the Country, and in almost all stations of life,

have been suceessfnl in securing from

one to a dozen or more of these Premiums, and

with general satisfaction and pleasure. As
many as 1,000 to 1,300 subscribers have

been sent from single Post-offices by our pre-
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mium canvassers. There are few Post-offices

where there are not families enough who ought

to have the American Agriculturist, to make up

half a dozen larger or smaller Premium Clubs.

Many LADIES have been successful in get-

ting Sewing machines, and other household articles

;

others make their entire living by canvassing and selling

the articlos. Some are annually laying up money in this

way. (We have canvassers, who have worked thus for

a dozen years or more.)

Many IIOVS and CURLS have been

quite successful in securing Dictionaries, Melodeons, and

many other articles for themselves, and for presents.

SCHOOLS often unite their efforts and se-

cure Melodeons for their rooms, teacher's presents, etc.

CLERKS in Stores, Post-Offices, etc.,

have excellent opportunities, and many of these have

obtained Watches and numerous other good articles.

Many MARRIED MES have quietly

gathered clubs of subscribers, and surprised their wives

with a Sewing Machine, articles of Silver Ware, etc.

Many VOUrYCi MEN have done the same
thing for female friends.

MEMRERS OF CHURCHES have

united thoir efforts in making up clubs of subscribers,

and obtained Sewing Machines for the Pastors, Melo-

deons for the Churches, or Sunday School rooms, etc.

Many SOLDIERS* WIDOWS, and
poor Tailors, have received Sewing Machines for

clubs raised by a few kind hearted neighbors.

FARMERS' LIBRARIES have been
obtained for common use by the combined efforts of a

few persons in a neighborhood, who have made up a pre-

mium club of subscribers, and received our Rural Books.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES
have subscribed for a premium clnb,"giving tho paper ont

as premiums to exhibitors, and received a Reaper, a Me-
jodeon, orother article, from us, exhibited it at the Fairs,

and then sold it at auction. Sometimes they raise sub-

scriptions among members, and turn over the money re-

ceived for the sale of the premium to the general fund.

MERCHANTS often moke up clubs in

their stores, and obtain the premiums for themselves.

MERCHANTS, SHOE-MAKERS,
TAILORS, and others, have subscribed for a whole

premium club, given a subscription to any customer buy-

ing $10, $15, or $20 worth of goods, and retained the

premiums themselves.

And NOW
Let us look at some of the Premiums which

are offered. The next Table tells the name and

cash price of each article, and, (in the last

column but one), gives the number of names

sent in at the regular price of $1.50 a year that

will secure any premium article. (The last

column gives the number of names at the low-

est club price for 20 or more names, that is $1

each. Some persons quickly raise large clubs

by taking all the names at $1 each, and them-

selves pay the difference, 50 cents each, and
thus get the premium articles very cheaply.)

Explanatory Notes.

Rend and carefully Note tlie

following Ilenas: (a) All subscribers sent by

one person conut, though from several different Post-

offices. But (6) Tell us with each name or list of

names sent, that it is for a premium (c) Send (he

names as fast as obtained, that the subscribers may begin

to receive tho paper at once. You can have any time you

wish np to next July, to complete your list (d) Send

the exact money with each li^t of names, so that there

may be no confusion of money accounts (e) Old and

new subscribers all count in premium clubs, but a por-

tion, at least, should be new names; it is partly to get

these that we offer premiums to canvassers (/) Spe-

cimen Numbers, etc., will be supplied free, as Deeded by
canvassers, but they should be used carefully and eco-

nomically, and where they will teH (g) Remit money
in Checks on New York Banks or Bankers, payable to

order of Orange Judd Company, or send Post-office Money
Orders. If neither of these is obtainable, Register Money
Letters, affixing stamps both for the postage and registry

;

put in the money and seal the letter in the presence of

the Post-master, and take his receipt for it. Money sent

in any of the above ways is at our risk; otherwise it is not.

Table of Premiums.
[In the following: table is given the price of each article,

and the number of subscribers required to get it free, at the

regular rates of $1.50 a year, and also art the club rates of $1 a

year.] Description of Premiums on next pages.

TABLE <>i P i fin I u in* and Terms
For Volume 34—(1875).
BEGINNING NOW.

Open to all—No Competition.
No. Names of Premium Articles.
1— Tea Set {Lucius Bart Jfan fact'g Co.).
2—Ice Pitcher (do. do. do.)
3— Casters (do. do. do.)
4—Cake Basket (do. do. do.) . ..

5— Revolving Sutler Cooler (do. do.)
6— One Dozen Teaspoons (do. do.) ....

7

—

One Dozen Tablespoon 8(do. do.) ...

8— One Dozen Table Forks(do. do.) ....

9— Child's Cup (do. do.) ....

10— Child's Knife, Fork & Spoon (do.)

11— Moore's Floral Set (Moore Man'rgCoJi 1 00
12—GoM Pen, Sil.Case (Geo. F. Bawkes.). i 3 25
13— Gold Pen a)id Silver Case (do. do.).. $ 5 00
14— Gold Pen, Handle gold-tipped (do. do.).i 6 00
15—Ladies' Gold Pen dr. Rubber Case (do.)..t 6 00'

16—Paragon Pat. Revolving Pencil (do.). $ 1 50.

17—Paragon Pat. Revolving Pencil (do.). $ 3 00
:

18-iVryson'* Indelible Ink—Pen, etc 75
19— Child's Carriage (C.W. F. Dare).m 00:

20— Child's Self-operating Sxctng (do. do.).% 4 00
21—Doll's Cottage Chamber Set (do. do.).t 5 00
22— CrandaU's Building Blocks i 2 00:

23— Crandall's Masquerade Blocks m l 00
24— CrandaU's Acrobats $ 1 00
25—Pocket Tool Bolder (Miller's Falls Co. it 1 00
'in—Bracket Saw (do. do.) ..I 125
27—" Peoples' Pump " (W. S. Blunt) $12 00

1

28—yon-freezing Out-door Pump (do. do.)$21 00
29—Excelsior Pocket Microscope ( Vulcan-

ite Optical Instrument Co.) $ 2 75
30— Two, "Pocket Soap-Bubble Toy" (Bliss)l 1 00
31— Turn-table Apple Parer (D.B.Goodell)t 1 00
32— Climax Apple Corer & Sllcer (do.) $ 1 00
33—Family Cherry Sloner (do.) $ 1 00
34—Knives and Forks (Patterson Bros.) ..$15 25
35—Knives and Forks (do. do.) ...$19 00
36— Carver and Fork (do. do.) ...$4 00|

37_French Cook's Knife, Fork, and Steel $ 4 00.

38—Pocket Knife (Meriden Cutlery Co.)..t 1 50

39—Pocket Kn\/e (do. do.) . .$2 00
(

40—Pocket Knife (do. do.) . .$ 2 75.

41—Ladies' Pocket Knife (do. do.) . .$2 00j

42—Multum in Parvo Knije (do. do.) . .§3 50i

43— Garden Seeded Flower Bulbs(select'n) % 2 00'

44—Automatic Family Knitting Machine
(If. Y. Knitting Machine Co.) $35 00'

45—Sewino Machine (Secory $62 oo!

46—Beck with Portable Family Sew'g MachKO 00.

47— Washlnq Machine (Doty's) $14 00
48— Clothes Wringer (Best— Universal) .... $7 00
49—Melodeon.i-oct'e (G. A. Prince & Co.'s) .$30 OOl

50—Piano,Splendid 1-oct.(StclnwayttSo'*)pX0 00'

51—Silver Watch (American Watch Co.)..$40 00!

52—Breech-loading Pocket Rifle $16 00;

53-Double-bbl. Gun (Edtoin S. Barrls).. . $30 001

54— Charles Pratt's Astral Oil (1 can, tgal.)% 2 85
55— Cahoon's Broadcast Seed.soicer $10 00
56-Band Cultivator <* Weeder(Comstock)$ 9 25
57-Family Scales (Fairbanks A Co.) $14 W
58— Worcester's Great Dlust'ed DictionaryilO 00

Number
Of Sub-
scribers
required
at

!i9—Any back Volume Agriculturist
60—Any Two Back Volumes do.

SI—Any Three do. do. do.
62—Any Four do. do. do.
S3—Any Five do. do. do.
64—Any Six do. do. do.
65

—

Any Seven do. do. do.
66—Any Eight do. do. do.

—(Each add'l Vol. at same rate.)
67—Eighteen Vols. XVI to XXXIII.
68—Any Back Vol. Agriculturist
69—Any Two Back Volumes do.
70—Any Three do.
71—Any Four do.
7'2—Any Five do.
73—Any Six do.
7A—Any Seven do.
75—Any Eight do.
76-Any Nine do.

—(Each ad'l volume at same rate)
77—Eighteen Vols. XVI to XXXIII.
78—A 810 Library (Your Choice.)

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

oS

$1 75
$3 50
$5 25
$7 00

SB W 75
§ £$10 50
° $12 25

I *uo°,

$31 50,

v.- $2 50

'5 J5 °°i

21

$10 00 !

§ $12 50
a, $15 oo
„• $17 50
~ $20 00
B $22 50

»9--4 SI 5 Library
80— .1 820 Library
81-.1 825 Library
82—.4 S130 Library
83-A 835 Library
84-A S40 Library
SS-A 845 Library
86-A 850 Library
87-A 860 Library
88-A 875 Library
89-A SlOO Library

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

90—A Choice of Good Books.

_5_$45 00
- $10 00
§*$15 00
g£$20 00

£S$25 00
S,8$S0 OO
:o7$35 oo
o<=$40 00.

S3 $45 oo

J^$50 00'

»T$60 00,

~.o$75 00
. ^ 100 00

(See Description.)

Ifi2

'.'70

100
70
47

S'.'ll

irai
If.-.

BQ
150
'J 7

58
54
70
58
20
29
37
47
54
61
fit

74

145

24
36
11

60
71

82
93

llr^

110

192

58

85
lOfi

125

144
if.';

177

192

68
I
207

SO I 237

100
j
282

125
I
360

%W Every Premium article i* new and of the very

best manufacture. No charge is made for packing or

boxing any article in our Premium List. The Premiums,

Now! 12 to 18, 22 to 26, 29 and 30, 38 to 43,
and 59to 90, inclusiee. nilltach be delivered FREE of

all charges, by mail or excess (at the Post-office or express

office nearest the recipient) to any place in the United States

or Territories.— The other articles cost the recipient only the

freight after tearing the manufactory of each, by any con-

veyance desired. See Descriptions Following

:

PRFIIIITM No. 1.—A splendid Tea
Set of six pieces, full size, viz. : a Cofee Pot, a Tea Pot,

a Sugar BovA, a Cream Cup. n Stop Paul, and a Spoon

Bolder—tasteful enough for the most Btylish mansion
—all beautiful, of uniform design, late pattern, with
raised and embossedfigure work. They are none of the
common cheap silver-washed stuff that will look finely

so long as unused, but are the best triple-plate on white
metal. (See notes on plated ware, just below.) For all

practical purposes, and for ornament, they will be as

good as soMd silver, for years. No Premium we have

supplied bas been more commended than these articles in

premiums 1 to 10. This No. 1, (and the others also),

afford to a multitude of persons a rare opportunity to

get beautiful and useful articles for home use and for

marriage and other gifts. It will be comparatively easy
to collect names of subscribers enough to secure one or

more of these articles. A large number of persons have
done so. JUST HERE, we append

A few Hints about Silver Plated Ware.
—By the Electro-process it is possible to spread a single
silver dollar over hundreds of square feet of surface, and
cover it so perfectly that nothing but pure silver will be
seen, but the thin film quickly wears off. By the same
process continued, the Bilver coat may be put on to any
desired thickness. It will be seen, then, that the real

value of plated ware depends mainly upon, the honesty

and integrity of the manufacturer. Wc would hardly

take as a gift much of the plated ware sold in the gener-

al market. Some of those articles can be bought very
low, but they are very dear. As a security to our read-

ers, and for our own good name, we get all our silver-

ware premiums from the Lucius IIart MANUTAcTURiNa
Company, 4 & 6 Burling Slip. They warrant each article

supplied to us to be the best Triple-plate, such as we
have ourselves nsed many years with great satisfaction.

N. B.—These articles are alsa mado of a strong white
metal base, bo that if by accident, or long hard use, the
heavy silver plate should wear off at any point or corner,
it Bhows very little. The late Lucius Hart, the "Veteran
Sunday School Man,'' was engaged in the same place

and business for nearly a quarter of a century, and we
know he cared more for good repute and integrity than
for profit. The Company which bears his name, (and in-

cludes some of his family), we believe to be actuated by
the same high motives, with a determination to sustain

his high reputation, and we feel great satisfaction and
confidence in supplying premium articles manufactured
by them, and we believe we do onr readers a favor ia

offering them these articles, viz—Premiums 1 to 1 0.

No. 3.

—

Ice (or water) Pitcher.—
(See Engraving.)—A large highly Ornamental Article,

that will adorn the table, as well as serve a very netful

Premium 3

purpose, and last many years, with no danger of break-

age. It is of the same make, same metal, plating, etc.,

as No. 1 .—For 32 subscribers, at $1.50 each, we will send

the Pitcher and a round Salver, of pattern to cor-

respond, (value $21.00).—For 4; subscribers we will send

the Pitcher and a larg,? !G-incb Oval Salver (value

$30), which is large enough to hold the Pitcher and two
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goblets.- -For 51 subscribers, wc will send the Pitcher,
the Oval Salver, and a pair of beautiful Goblets,
silver without, and gold-plated inside, (value $37.00).

Thie Complete Set is exceedingly desirable, though

the Pitcher alone, or that with the Kound Tray, or the

large Oval Salver, will answer well for use or ornament.

!\o. 3.—Casters.—Xhandsome pattern, rich-

ly chased, containing four casters and mustard bottle—

useful, necessary, ornamental for every dining table.

The engraving does not show its full beauty. It is from

the same makers, and of same metal and plating, as No/1.

^"o. 4.—Cake Basket.—An elegant pat-

tern, oval-shaped, nicely chased—a very taking, useful,

and beautiful table ornament—iB just the thing every one

wants. From same makers and same metal as No. 1.

?%©. 5.—Revolving Batter Cooler.
^{See Engraving.)—Thie is a really good and useful ar-

ticle, as well as an ornamental one. It is so arranged

that a very little ice in the holder under the plate will

keep butter cool and fresh for a long time on the table,

even in the hottest weather. The cover revolveB, turn-

ing underneath the plate, out of sight when the butter

is wanted, or over it as shown in the engraving, to pro-

tect the batter. The bright eurface reflects outside

warmth, and prevents radiation. Hras keeping The butter

cool. The whole is in four pieces, which can all be taken

apart for washing. Same metal, from same House as No. 1.

^"©. 6:-Oue l>ozcu Tea-Spoons.—
I\o. 7.—One Dozen Table-spoons.—
These are " figured tips,"

1

Olive-leaf pattern, all of the

eame metal, plating, etc.. and from same makers as No.

1. They are as beautiful and as serviceable for years, as

solid silver spoons. See notes above about plated ware.

These spoons are far cheaper than auy others we have

found at half the price, and arc well worth canvassingfor.

I\o. 8.—One Dozen Table-Forks.-
Tke same description and remarks apply to these as to No.

6. We select as Premiums only such articles as we can

warrant in quality and price, and such as are serviceable.

UTo. 0. — Child's
Cap.—{See Engraviyig).

— A beautiful gift for the

Little One. Triple-plated on

the outside, and gilded on
the inside. It never breaks,

and will last for many years

—indeed, be a life-keepsake.

Obtain only 7 subscribers, (as

noted in Premium Table,

page 435.) and you can se-

cure one of these beautiful

cups for your own child, or a name-sake, or other favorite.

Premium 9

:\o. 10. I fiiiUTs Knife, Fork and
Spoon.—This is also a beautiful gift for a child. The
articles are triple-plated, finely figured with ivy-leaf pat-

tern, and put up in a handsome silk lined morocco case.

£5F" All of the above ten Premiums are made and
warranted as represented, the best triple-plate on white

metal— by the Lucius Dart Manufacturing Compant,
referred to in the notes about Plated Ware on page 435.

Ifo. 11.—Moore's Floral Set.—This
is a beautiful Premium—a complete set of Ladies' or
Children's Garden Tools, for the cultivation of

flowers, consisting or a Floral Hoe, Spade, Fork and Bake,

(as shown in the engraving). They are made of the best

steel and iron, with finely polished hard-wood handles,

light, durable, and highly Snished, and each set inclosed

in a bos. They will be found very convenient in the

garden and greenhouse. They are vseful pleasing toys

for the little folks, requiring only 3 subscribers to get

Premium 11

them free. Better get more subscribers, and secure half

a dozen sets, or more, for others to come with yours,

as they can all come cheaply as freight. Made by the

Moore Manufacturing Company, Kensington, Conn.

I\os. 12, 13, 14.—Gold Pens: with

ever-pointed Pencils, in extension, coin-silver cases.—(The

engraving shows the different parts of the pen, holder,

and pencil. The pencil portion contains a magazine of

black lead points.—Premium No. 12 contains the best

No. 4 Gold Pen ; and No. 1 3 the best No. 6 Gold Pen,

which is the same style, but larger. No. 1 4 contains No.

7 Gold Pen, in Gold-tipped Ebony Holder. Backpen uill

be sent in a neat leather case by mail, post-paid.

(When ordering, please indicate whether a stiff, ox Um-
ber, or medium pen is desired. If desired, after trial

but not use, a pen can be returned by mail, registered,

and exchanged for one of different stiffness, by enclosing

3 cents for postage on exchanged pen. These pens are

made by G. F. Hawkes, 6(5 Nassau St., and have obtain-

ed an excellent reputation. *We have known the maker

ana nis goods many years, and highly recommend them.

No. 15.—Ladies' Fine Ciolu Pen,
in Rubber Case, Gold Mounted, with Screw Extension,

and Gold Ever-pointed Pencil. A beautiful present for a

lady teacher or friend. From the same maker as No. 12.

Nos. lO, U.-raiagon Patent Re-
volving Pencil.—This U a beautiful Pocket Pencil,

which is extended or closed by pulling or pressing the

head. The engraving shows the pencil closed for carry-

ing suspended from a chain if desired; also shows it

opened for use. Simply pulling the ring, lengthens the

case, and throws out the pencil. They are made with

great care, and every Pencil warranted to work perfectly.

They are gold-plated, and will last for years. We offer

two patterns, one for ladies, with ring for chain, at $1.5*

each, and one of heavier and firmer plate, at $3. From
same maker as No. 12. Only 4 or 8 subscribers required.

Hfo. lS.-Payson's Indelible Ink,
and Briggs's Marking-Pen Combination.
—{See Engraving.)—V&ysorts Indelible Ink is too well

known to need further com-
mendation. It is almost In-

dispensable in the family.

Briggs's Marking-Pen has

been before the public for

fifteen years, and is justly

celebrated for all kinds of

marking, and particularly for

writing upon coarse fabrics.

The Pen and Ink bottle are

put up in a neat box-wood

case; the glass pen uujoiuts

in the middle and fits inside

the case. The whole is thus

portable and always ready

for use, and protected from

injury by evaporation or breakage. We have used this

pen and ink for several years with entire satisfaction.

Premium 19

Premium 18

I\o. 19.—Child's Carriage, or Per-
ambulator.—An elegant carriage, handsomely fin-

ished, upholstered with reps, has full plate tinned joints,

handle tij>s, side lights, daxh rail, panel body, and carpet

on the bottom—all well made. A beautiful thing for use,

or fora Gift, or for Sale, and easily obtained free by a

few evenings'1 canvass. These carriages: are from the well-

"cnown manufacturer^'. W. F. Dare, 47 Cortlandt st.,N.Y.

:\'o. 20.—Clhiia's Patent Propeller
or Self-Operating Swing.—A pleasing thing for
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a little boy or girl. The sent of the swing is upholstered

with enameled cloth, showily painted, and hooks and all

complete accompany it—ready to be suspended anywhere,

where the four hooks can be driven over-head. When it

is hung up, the hooks over-head to which the lever ropes

are attached, must be set about one foot in front of the

hooks to which the main ropes are attached. A child is

delighted with being able to swing himself by simply

pulling and pushing the handles. Nine subscribers

easily obtained in an evening or two, will secure one

free. From C. W. F. Dare, 47 Cortlaudt St., New York.

!\o. 31.—Doll's Cottage Chamber
Set.—Eight pieces of furniture, prettily painted: Bed-

stead (size ll^xlS inches), Bureau, Table, Commode,
Towel-rack, two Chairs, one Bocking-chair. Will occupy

and please the little Girl, and give her early lessons of

order in housekeeping. A free set requires only a dozen

subscribers. Many Bnys can each collect twelve sub-

scribers, and get this Premium as a present for a little

Sister or Cousin. We have many successful little can-

vassers. Made by C. W. F. Dare, 47 Cortlaudt St., N.Y.

Premium 31

"No. 23. — Crandalft's Improved
Building Blocks furnish a most attractive

amusement for children. Churches, Dwellings, Barns,

Mills, Fences, Furniture, etc., in almost endless va-

riety, can be built with them, and the structures remain
sojlrm as to be carried about. For developing the in-

genuity and taste of children they are uneqnaled. The
Blocks are put up in neat boxes, accompanied by a large

Illustrated Sheet giving various designs of buildings, etc.

This is one of the most successful toys ever invented.

No. 23.—Crandall's Masquerade
Blocks.— These arc put tip in boxes; the blocks in

each box will make, by various combinations, 300
different pictures in brilliant colors. They are not in-

jured by washing, and afford endless amusement for chil-

dren. They arc very beautiful gifts for the little ones.

Hfo. 34.—Craiidall's Acrobats.

—

'Che most attractive, amusing and won-
derful Toy of the age. Children everywhere,

who have seen the Acrobats, are delighted with them.

Thousands of figures can be 7nadefrom the pieces in a sin-

gle box. The pieces are variously colored, and there is no
end of fun in a box of them. If yon take your premiums
in other articles, don't fail to buy the children a bos of

these Acrobats. Most dealers in Toys are getting them,

as fast as they can be supplied. The manufacturers are

now making and selling about 1,5 00 boxes a day,
eo popular is this new Toy and so great is the demand
for it.

Hfo. 25. — Pocket Tool Holder.—
(See Engraving.)—Every boy (or man) will be glad to get

hold of this Premium. We have kept a similar, but lees

mium 25

perfect set in use many years, and fonnd it very con-
venient for a thousand little jobs. In a maple handle,

which is hollow, with a lignum-vitte head, are packed
twenty miniature cast-steel tools, any one of which may
be quickly adjusted to the handle. It will also grasp and
hold for using anything from an 8-inch mill-file to a cam-
bric needle. These are made for us by the Miller's
Falls Manufacturing Co., 78 Beekman St., New York.

No. 586.—Bracket Saw.-(5fl! Engraving.)
—Although this is a little thing, size of frame being
abont 6X12 inches, it is enfflcient for the manufacture of
very many ornamental and useful articles, as Book Rests.
Brackets, Boxes, etc.. which the ingenuity of any person,
young or old, may devise. The frame is rosewood high-
ly polished, and the satvs of tempered steel,four of
which, with Designs and Directions, are sent with the
frame. The Boy (or Man) will spend many an hour with
this, which might be worse employed, and not only de-

velop ingenuity and skill, butaUo turn put useful and or-

namental articles. We have seen a humble Parlor wholly

adorned with brackets,

frames, shelves,etc., which

were mainly prepared

by father and son from

the wood of cigar boxes,

with some from cedar and

other shingles, and thin

beards. The room was
as attractive and pleas-

ing to ns under the cir-

cumstances, ns sonic other

drawing-rooms furnish-

ed with costly brackets,

etageres, etc., at a cost of

many hundreds of dollars.

Four subscribers only will

secure this Bracket Saw free. Made by the Miller's
Falls Manufacturing Co., 73 Beekman St., New York.

No. 37.—** People's I»ump. 9 ' — (See

En graving.)—W hat most country families need. An m-
df/or Force Pump for \\i inch Suc-

tion Pipe; capacity 15 to 18 gal-

lons per minute. These pumps are

tested to 150 pounds pressure, and

will throw water from a hose pipe

50 feet high, and SO feet horizontal-

ly. Being operated by a side shaft

entering through the air-chamber,

there is no piston rod to wear out

brass stuffing box as in other pumps.

They are among the most power-

ful, simple, and durable pumps to

be had. The ease with which any

part can be renewed in case of accident, or access had to

the interior for repairs, commends them for greenhouses,

farmers, and stockmen, as

well as for city use. Award-

ed Medal of American Insti-

tute, as the Best Force Pump
of all exhibited, Nov. 15th,

1S73. None genuine without

" People's Pump, Patented

Ang. 31st, lSfi9," cast on the

lid. Send for a descriptive

circular to W. S. Blunt,

Manufacturer,^ Beekman
St., New York, and secure

a free one through us for

your own use, (or for sale at

$12,1 by simply sending us
* 19 subscribers, which you can

readily collect during a very few evenings or rainy days.

Premium 37

^To. 38. — IVon-Frcczing Oot-door
Force JPu nip.—This is another style of the popular

"People's Pumps," «nd by the same manufacturer. The
description of Premium No. 27, is also applicable to this,

and while that is designed for in-door, this is for out-

door service. For seven additional subscribers at $1.50

each, we will send, with cither of the above pumps, four
feet of hose, with couplings, and b7*ass hose-pipe, price $3.

No. 2». — Excelsior Pocket and
Dissecting Microscope.- (See Engraving.)—The
microscope reveals to us a beautiful world unseen by
the unaided eye, and hardly conceived of, until one has

the microscope before him. One of these instruments

(the best obtainable) ought to be in every family, in

country and city. It will furnish rational amusement for

old and young, diverting the mind from baser pleasures,

enlarging the conception of the bkill and wisdom dis-

played in creation, to say nothing of its usefulness in

examining and detecting a multitude of noxious insects.

We have long sought an instrument of this kind that,

while complete enough to be of any use, would be cheap
enough fur general introduction. That which we now
offer, though not having the power and appliances of one
costing $20 to $100, or more, is yet very valuable and scr-

vicable for the price, and the best we can obtain for any

Premium 39

thing like the cost of this, and we arc happy in being able

to Mipply such an instrument/;^" to every one, sending

us barely seven subscribers. (Each of the subscribers

will get many times his money's worth in the paper it-

self, while the canvasser will have his microscope free,

and can use it in interesting the others. So in this case,

as with all the premiums, the canvasser will " Do Good
and Make Money" or get what is as valuable as money,
or more so.)—The Premium Microscope (shown in the

engraving,) is supplied with three Lenses, and is packed

in a neat case for the pocket. It is patented by J. T.

Bausch, of Rochester, N. Y., and is manufactured by the

Vulcanite Optical Instrument Co., and it is for

sale by the dealers in optical instruments generally.

I\'o. 3©.—Pocket Soap Bubble Toy.
—We enjoy seeingchildren blowing soap-bubbles. There
is much philosophy involved in the whole operation,

besides the skill of manipu-
lation — but we must leave

the Children's Editor to dis-

cuss the " philosophy" of it

in the Children's Columns.
The little toy offered is much
superior to the clay pipe, and
will greatly please all the

boys and girls. Tuoot these

toys will be giveu for this

premium, and almost any
child can readily get 3 sub-

scribers at $1.50 e;ich, and
thus secure one of these for

himself, and another to give

away. It may be carried in

the pocket, and can be U6ed

for blowing bubbles in-

doors or out. Directions accompany each one. Manu-
factured by S. B. Bliss, 34 Barclay street, New York,

i¥o. 31.—Turn-table Apple Parer,
Improved.

—

(See Engraving.)—^'o. 32. Cli-
max Apple Corer unu Slieer.— \o.
33. Family Cherry Stoner.—All the
above machines, which are most useful in every house-

hold where iipples and cherries are to be cared for, are

manufactured by D. H. Goodell, Antrim, N. H., and 99

Chambers street, New York. We have never seen the

work for which these machines were contrived, more
rapidly or better done, than they will do it. The Applea
are pared, cored, and sliced with the greatest facility, and
the Cherries are readily relieved of their stones, leaving

the fruit in good shape. Only three subscribers are re-

Premium 30

._.
|V'.'.

'

"

Premium 31

quired to get any one of these, or nine subscribers for

the whole of them, free. See Premium Table.

An Illustrated Supplement
containing full descriptions of all our

Premiums, 1 to 9©, will be sent free-

to all applicants. We have room here

for only Nos. 1 to 33. We ask each of

our Old Readers to kindly call at-

tention to this fact, and either to raise a

club of subscribers, and secure one of

these useful and valuable Premiums for

himself, or put some friend or neighbor

in the way of doing the same. It is

Light Work for Good Pay.
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THE TORSION SPRING
iii its various applications as

WAGON SPRINC,
SEAT SPRINC,

and TONGUE SPRINC,
has been in use over Six Years, and for the last two
years has obtained an enviable reputation wherever in-

troduced. The principle of applying the clastic proper-

ties in the

Twist or Torsion of a Steel-Rod
to mechanical purposes, has long been in familiar use

as a d«or spring, but not to any great extent lor other

purposes till a recent date. Its simplicity, and the ease with which it can be applied to nc:irly all purposes, for which a

spring is used, can not fail to produce an entire revolution in the manufacture of springs. It lias been subjected to the

severest tests, which wero possible to apply, and has passed through the ordeal with a success gratifying and complete.

It was awarded the First Premium and Modal over the Elliptic and all other competitors, at the American In-

stitute, New York City, iu Nov .mber, 1S70. It is now being applied by the War .Department to Government Wagons going
on the Plains.

1. Itoccupiesbut little space. 2. It is light, weighing from 25 to 00 pounds complete. 3. It is sold very much lower than

the common spring. 4. It can be applied to any kind of farm wagon, without change of construction. 5. A wagon
will weigh from 400 to 1,500 pounds less, than when supplied with the common truck spring. 6. It can be instantly re-

moved. 7. A wagon will last two or three times as long, when used witli the Torsion Spring. 8. Twenty per cent

greater loads can be carried by a wagon using it. 9. A horse can draw twenty per cent more on a wagon with this spring

than without. 10. It never loses its elasticity. SE.VD FOR CIRCU1.A.RS.

SCHENCK & SHERIDAN, General Agents, FULTON, OSWEGO CO., N. Y.

or, ERIE TORSION SPRING CO., ERIE, PENN.

"The Opening of a Chest-
nut Burr," the new Story, by
Rev. E. P. Roe. author of
" Barriers Burned Away."
"What Can She Do?" &c,
will be published in a few
days by DODD Jb MEAD,
762 Broadway, in one large
12mo. vol. Price $1.75.

Lovely's New Style

GLASS CUTTER
And Putty Knife
Cuts glass better than a dia-
mond. Everybody should
have one. Any child can use
it. Sent to your address on
receipt of 50c. and stamp by

ALVAN t, L0VEJ0Y,

229 Washington St.,

Boston, - - - Mass.
Liberal Discount to Wholesale and Retail Dealers.

W A l\rT,Tr,T4-AGE,*TS for the peoples' family
T» ill! A JLUJL/ paper, "The Contributor." Six-

teen pages. Rev. A. B. Earle writes for it. An elegant
premium. Only $1.00 a near. Nothing like it for agents.
One reports: "215 subscribers in 8 davs; 1 ' another, " 82 iu
llj.'hours;" another, "42 in 1 day." 'For terms, samples,
&c, address J. H. EARLE, Boston, Mass.

GLASS CARDSlBSsg
printed iu GOLD I

onldoz.forSOc. post pd.; 3doz. SI. Must hare agents eccry
where. Outfits 25c. Samples 3c. F.K.Smith, Bangor, Maine.

DODD & MEAD
HAVE NOW READY:

I. A New Volume of

ABBOTT'S

AMERICAN PIONEERS AND PATRIOTS,

Captain Kid and the Early Buccaneers,
By J. S. C. ABBOTT.

12mo. Illustrated. $1.50.

Previous Volumes of the Serif*:
I. DAXIEL BOONE. I. I'l5TER S l'L'VVESANT.
>. Mir.KS STANDISH. 5. KIT KAKSON.
I 1

' K1HNAND DE SOTO. 6. DAVID CROCKETT.

II, A New Book by EDWARD GAEEETT.

"BY STILL WATERS."
A STORY FOR QUIET JIOUI'.S.

Large i^mo. 12 Illustrations. $1.75.

Bv the Same AumoR

:

0( ( UPATIONS OF A RETIRED LIFE. 12mo.
I Hush ated

TIIK ORITST AND THE CAKE
J'REMICMS PAID TO EXPERIENCE
THE DEAD SIN
CROOKED PLACES
GOLD AND DROSS

$1.75
1.75

1.75

1.75

1.75
1.50

DODO & MEAD, Publishers,
762 Broadway, New York.

I
HE AMERICAN DAIRY SALT COMPANY,

Sole manufacturers of the

ONONDAGA FACTORY FILLED

DAIRY & TABLE SALT,
AT SYRACUSE, N. Y.,

Respectfully call the attention of Dairymen and others to
the quality of the suit now being manufactured by them.
Having for many years pait been engaged in perfecting the
various processes for the manufacture of this salt, and by
adopting the beet modes and machinery for the purpose,
thev feel warranted in saying to the conaumer that the ar-
ticle now produced is superior to any other either of foreign
or domestic production. The following is a correct analysis
of our Salt, and also of the celebrated Ashton's English
Salt, made by Chas. A. Goes*mann, Ph. 1>., ProfesBor of
Chemistry in the Massachusetts Agricultural College at
Amherst, Ma6s: Ouondaaa

Ashton Salt. Factor;/ Filled.
Chloride of Sodium 97.65 98.23
Sulphate of Lime 1.43 0.91

Sulphate of Magnesia 0.05

Chloride of Magnesia 0.06

Sulphate of Soda
Insoluble matter
Water

.00

.05

.06

.00

.03

.12

100.00 100.00

Circulars in regard to various tests made with this salt in
comparison with the best foreign article, also certificates
from a large number of the best dairies in the State as to its

qualitv, mav be had on application to J. W. BARKER,
Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.,to whom orders for salt may also
be addressed.

It is also for sale bv the Agents of the Company in princi-
£al Western Lake Ports, by St. Jo*n & Avert, 101 & 103
road St., New York; Robert Gekr, 109 Pier, Albany. N.

Y„ and by Salt Dealers generally throughout the State of
New York.
Inquire for Onuiulaga Factory Filled Dairy Salt.

J. W. BARKER, Pies. & Sec'v,
Thos. Molloy, Treas. Syracuse, N. T.

Patent Concave Ox-Shoes.

The only forged ox-shoe made
,
with concavity to fit hoof, and the
best and cheapest.

GREENFIELD TOOL CO., Greenfield, Mass.

Patent I hemical Metallic Paints,
GROUND IN OIL. ami MIXED, ready for use, in

cans, kegs, and barrels.

50cts., Si, and $1.50 per gallon.
Also Liquid Slate and English. Roof Paints,

ground in oil, ;"0 cts. to $1.00 per gallon.
N. Y. CITY OIL CO.. Sole Agents, 116 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
Send lor Cards of Colors and Testimonials.

PRIjVDLE'S

AGRICULTURAL STEAMER.
This Steamer has been fourteen years in

use; the patent is extended seven years
more. Its equal for durability, economy
and safety has not yet appeared. We have
the exclusive manufacture of them, and
shall be pleased to hear from those in want.
Circulars, sent free. Prize essays on cooked
food for stock forwarded, postage paid, on
receipt of 20 cents.

BAER0WS, SAVERY & CO.,

Philadelphia,
Manufacturers or Tinned, Enamelled and Plain Hollow-

Ware and Sadirons.

J. t. HAND & CO., Factors, Philadelphia.

Q dlfjk Acres on the Ocean Tor $15
^*v*r p,.,- Acre. ys to , cash, balance to suit purchaser.
Will divide the farm. 1,500 Peach Tires, Berrlcsof all kinds,
etc., all 01' choicest varieties. Combines fruit, truck, grain,
and grass lands. A. p. ihirris.

Snow Hill. Worcester Co., Md.

THE PATENT

PIANO-FORTE
JBxcels all others In Tone, andDurability^

and in Ele<jance of Finish they

are Unsurpassed.
These Pianos are used exclusively in the New York Con-

servatory of Music, and are recommended by the Profession
and the Press throughout the United States.
Before purchasing, write lor Illustrated Pamphlet, and

mention the Agriculturist.

ARION P1A\0-F0RTE CO.,
No, 5 East 14th Street, New York City.

P
A
T
D
E
P
T.

IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS.

American Agriculturist

PATENT DEPARTMENT
In compliance with the request of numeroub inven-

tors, we have organized a

PATENT DEPARTMENT
in connection with this office for the transaction of all

business connected with

Securing Patents
in the United States and foreign countries.

The character for

Reliability
which has been maintained by the American Agricul-
turist for more than Uurty years will be carefully

guarded in this as in other departments.

All Inventors
desirous of procuring patents at moderate cost are in-

vited to forward (express prepaid) a model of their in-

vention, with a brief description of its working. The
model should not exceed one cubic foot in dimension.

Upon receipt of model an opinion as to patentability

will be given free of charge.

Preliminary Examination

Rat the Patent Office, to determine i.atenta- __
bility, will be promptly made for a fee of £5. K^F

...u Litigation of Patents.
™

A'
The services of the best counsel have been JL

secured to prosecute or protect before the ^^
U. S. Courts and the Patcut Office the claims

of those intrusting their business to this BBBT
£
N

agency.

Specifications, drawings, engravings, mo-
dels, and all other appliances furnished at

moderate prices.

In all dealings with this Department in

ventors may depend upon promptness, fideli-

ty to their interests, and the best services

which can be rendered by thorough experts.

For full particulars, address

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST
PATENT DEPARTMENT

S ORANGE JUDDl COMPANY, O
245 Broad*vay, New York. ^^

E
N
I
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PBAIRLE, CORN-FIELD AND HERD OF CATTLE, SIX MILES WEST OF LINCOLN, NEB.

IF YOU WANT A FARM OR HOME,
TOU SHOULD BUT OF THE

BURLINGTON AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD CO.
IN IOWA OR NEBRASKA,

BECAUSE—Their prices are low, ranging for ttie best laud from Three to Ten Dollars per acre.

BECAUSE—No payments are required of the purchaser for fonr years, except interest at six per cent.

BECAUSE—After the fourth year only one seventh of the principal is payable annually till the whole is paid,

BECAUSE—You are not required to go Into a wilderness, these being well-settled States, the population of wliicli is rapidly increasing.

BECAUSE—The mildness of the climate and fertility of the soil is such that the settler can pay lor his farm from the products raised upon it long before the time when the principal

becomes due.

BECAUSE—Failure of crops from drouth is unknown.
BECAI/SB-Largc allowance? arc nmac upgn r<»i-u auo trclgnt, tttue glylog low r.teB on Doth to purchasers of this Company's lands.

AND YOU SHOULD BUY THIS YEAS.
BECAUSE—Purchasers of our lands in Nebraska during 1871 who cultivate one-half their land within two years from their purchaso are allowed a reduction of twtnly per cent on its

price. LARGE DISCOUNTS also, FOK CASH, within One, Two, or Five Years.

t&- Send for Circulars, with full information on all points, to CEO. S. HARRIS, Land Commissioner,
At Lincoln, Nebraska, for laud in Nebraska. At Burlington, Iowa, for land in Iowa.

Or to W. D. COWLES, General Agent, 317 Broadway, New York. JAS. R. WOOD, General Agent, 5!) Clark St., Chicago, 111.

IMPROVED FOOT LATHES.
Small Eugine Lathes. Small Gear Cut-

ters, Hand Planers for Metal. B:ill Turn-
in?; Machines, Slide Rests, Fo»t Scroll
Saws for light and heavy work. Small
Power Scroll Saws, Foot Circular Saw
Machines. The very best. Many readers
of tli is paper have one of them.
Catalogues free.

N. H. BALDWIN, Lacouia, N. H.
Artisans or Amateurs.

CELEBRATED FERTILIZERS.
Pure Bone Superphosphate of I, inn".

GROUND BONE, BONE MEAL, BONE FLOUR.
The Inrge annual increase of the sales of these Standard

Fertilizers i* the best proof of their merits. Their free-
dom from adulteration, with every particle available for fer-
lilizmg, and the low price at which thev are sold make it for
the interest of every practical farmer to' give them a fair trial.

LISTER BROTHERS,
New York Office, 159 Front St. Factory, Newark, N.J.
OW Farmers and Dealers are invited to send for Circular.

GENUINE
Peruvian Guano.

In Large or Small Quantities.
Circulars, containing testimonials, references, and full par-

ticulars, mailed free ou application to

R. BALCAZAR,
P. O. Boi 129. JJo. 53 Beaver Street, New York.

STEEL PENS!
Sold by all Dealers.

No. 91 John St., New York.

HENRY HOE, Sole Agent. JOSEPH GILLOTT&SONS,

tinfi +n t!9flfi Per mon th guaranteed to
ClWv UU Wi^UU agents everywhere, to sell our
liiflegtriictlble White "Wire Clothes Lines.
Sample free. Address the Hudson Wire Mills, 128
Maiden Lane, N. Y., or 18 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

P-E-T-R-O-L-E-U-M.
CRUDE AND REFINED.

CRUDE PETROLEUM is unexcelled as a wash
to preserve Fences, Shingle Roofs, Agricultural Implements,
and wood of any kind, from decay, and Metal from rusting.

REFINED PETROLEUM for light is safe, pure,
of standard legal test, and cheap.

Save two or three commissions by ordering one barrel or
fifty direct from the Oil Regions of Pennsylvania.
Address a reader of the Agriculturist.

GEO. M. LYONS, Titusville, Pa.

LOVEJOY'S METALLIC

WEATHER HOUSES
Indicate the changes in the weather, and
are pretty mantel ornaments. The little

lady appears in lair and the man in
stormy weather, and they never make
mistakes- Sent prepaid to any address,
safely packed, upon receipt of $'} (Two),
by ALVAiV b. LOVEJOY,

Proprietor and Manufacturer,
239 Washington St. Boston.

Special price to dealers.

Established 1S5S

TEADE MAHK PATENTED.

The best and cheapest Faint in the
world for Iron, Tin or Wood. For sale by
the Trade everywhere. PRINCE'S METALLIC
PAINT CO., Manufacturers. 96 Cedar St., New York.
CAUTION.—Purchasers and consumers are cau-

tioned against imitations of our Metallic Pahjt.
All genuine PRINCE'S METALLIC FAINT will

bear our name and trade mark ou each and every
package. Send for a circular.
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GREAT DEDUCTION.
TEAS and COFFEES

At Wholesale Prices.
Increased Facilities to Club Organizers.

Semi for New Prieo-Ust.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
(P. O. Uok 5643.) 31 and 33 Vesey St., New Tork.

WOOD, TABER & MORSE,
Eaton, Madison Co., 2V.

MANUFACTURERS OF

T.

Steam-Engines,
Portable, Stationary, and

Agricultural.
Hundreds in use in Shops, print-
ing Rooms, Mills, Mines, and on
Farms and Plantations for Grain
Threshing. Food Cooking for
Stock,Cotton Ginning, Sawing, etc.
Circulars sent on implication.

BOCARDUS' PATENT
UNIVERSAL ECCENTRIC MILLS,
For Grinding Bones, Ores, Fire Clay, Guanos,
Oil-Cake, Feed, Corn, Corn and Cob, Tobacco,
Roots, Salts, Spices, Flax-Seed, Tomatoes, &c.,
and whatever can not he ground by other Mills. Also, for

Paints, Inks, Blacking, &c.
JOHN W. THOMSON, Successor to James Bogardus,

Coiner of White and Elm Streets, New York.

BRICK MACHINERY,
TILE MACHINERY, and

SAW MILLS.
Forsaleby R. H. ALLEN & CO.,

189 & 191 Water Street, P. O. Box 376, NEW YORK.

I have Invented a Turnip and
Carrot Cutter, that is lower in
price, move simple, durable, and
does the work more rapid and
easy Chan any other in America.
Don't pay till you have tried them
on your farm and know what I
say ie true. Splendid chance for
farmers and local agents.
Circulars free.

WARREN GALE,
Chicopce Falls, Mass.

Established In 1843.

R. H. ALLEN & CO.
Agricultural Implements, Machines,

Seeds and Fertilizers,
189 and 191 Water Street, or P. O. Box 376.

NEW YORK CITY.

F. G. MOELLER,
Landscape Gardener and Engineer

of Rntiii Improvements. Beat of reference riven. ArldreBS
F. G. MOELLElt, 176 Broadway (lioom 58), M. Y.

Halladay's Improved

Wind-Mill.
PERFECTLY Self-Regulating. The

Best, Cheapest, most Durable and
Popular Mill made. Manufactured
under the immediate supervision of
Inventor 18 years. Two million dol-
lars' worth now in use. Send for Cata-
ogue.

U. S. WIND ENGINE & PUMP CO.,
Batavia, III.

The Hfew I*. T. Barnnm Coupon
M.i. It will nav von to ask your hatter for it. Made

by J. S. FAyERWEATHEB & CO., Daubury, Conn. Send
for descriptive circular.

|OOK AGENTS WANTED
to Bell the YE? I I

|
NEW BOOK g tLL
By Mrs. Stenhouee of Salt Lake City, for 9ft years

I the wife of a Mormnn Bigh Priest. Introduction by
I '"" Stow©, This Etnry of a woman's experience
|
lays bare the "hidden lijc," mysteries, secret doings,

I etc. of the Mormons as a " nude awake woman sees
I t/icm." Bright, Pure and Good, it is the best new- book
I out, actually overflowing with good things for all. It

is popular everywhere, with everybody, and outsells all other
books three to one. Ministers say " Ood sliced it." Eminent
women endorse it. Everybody wants it ; and agents are selling
from 10 to 20 a day I 25th thousand now in press! We want
6,000 more trusty agents NOW- men or women — and we will
mail Outfit Free to those who will canvass. * Large pamphlets
with full particulars, extra terms, etc. sent free to anyone.
Address A. D. Worthinqtojj & Co., Hartford, Conn.

GOOD NEWS for hook agents, and others
de&irin« employment. New
books by popular authors.

LITTLE FOLKS IN FEATHERS AND !• PR, bv OLITK
Tiiorne, and THE WAYS OF WOMEN, by Dr. J. V. C.
Smith. Splendidly gotten np. Beautifully illustrated.
Nothing equal to them now ottered to agents. THE LIFE
AM) ADVENTURES OF KIT CARSON is still selling
runhlly. Over £0.000 iilremlv sold. j.,n a wei k oaaily
made. STOWE'SSELF-INTKICPRETING FAMILY BIBLE,
the finest in the world. Circular* -riving full and complete
iufortnation sent free. Mention the books wanted.

Address, DUSTIN, «1L,MAN «t CO..
Hertford, Conn.

CET THE BEST.

Weuster's Unalmipil Dictionary.

10,000 Words and Meanings not in other Dictionaries.

3000 Engravings j 1840 Pages Qnarto. Price $12.

Webeter is now glorious. [Pres. Raymond, Vassar Col.

E very scholar knows its value. [IF. //. Prescott.

B est defining Dictionary. [Horace Mann.
S tandard in this office. [A H. Clapp, Gov't Printer.

T lie etymology without a rival. [John G. Saxe.

E xcels in defining scientific terms. [Pres. Hitchcock.

R emarkable compendium of knowledge. [Pres. Clark.

" The best practical English Dictionary
extant."—London Quarterly Review, October, 1873.

Published by Q-, & 0, MERRLAM, Springfield, Mass.

Sold by till Booksellers.

THE FRUIT RECORDER AND
COTTAGE GARDENER

... .—, will be sent free for 3 months of
tlni vein to all who will pity-poat-

3Mn\[mTJC( age at office ot delivery. We do
luUlilllrJ not as!c ,inv one tosubBcrlbe for

our paper until they know what
T? "H Ti1 Ti1

t,iev are to set. It speaks for itself.

H n H. H, Priceonly$iperyear. The Small
1 11 U JJ . Fruit Instructor Is a work of

_^_^^^_ iU pp.lbat tells in simple language
^^™^^TWfl .lust how to grow fruits in abund-

ance lor home use or market. Price 2"> cts., post-paid.

A. M. PURDY, Palmyra. IT. Y.

Scribner's Lumber & Log-Book,
OVER HALF A MILLION COPIES SOLD. This is the

most complete book of its kind ever published. It

gives correct measurement ol all kinds of lumber, logs, plank,
cubical contents of square and round timber, stave and head-
ing bolt tables, wages, rent, hoard, capacity of cisterns,

cord-wood tables, interest, etc.. and lias become the Stand-
ard Book throughout the United States and Canada.
Be sure and get the New Ration, with Doyle's Log-Table.

Ask vour bookseller for it, or I will send one for 35 cents,

post-paid. G. W. FISHER, P. O. Box 239, Rochester, N. Y.

M-Propel-
For Cripples
Can be easily

in or; out doors,
ing the use of

State vour weight
for illustrated
terent styles and

PleaBe mention
this paper.

ling Chairs

and Invalids
propelled, either
by any one hav*
hands.
and Bend stmnp

dif-

price s.

catalogue of

S. A. SMITH,
No. 32 Piatt St.,

N. r.City.

*' THE HOLDER CONTAINS THE INK.3 50&*00
Aims' PATENT ROtPER SAVr.Sl-CTIMfc,
IF1T3 ANT PKN. »2 TO »6 BV MAIL. BEND
-MAUP (ci CiKOULAB, M mflBMl &T- &- T

LIVINGSTONE IS DEAD.
For 30 years millions have intently watched the

perilous struggles aud giund achlevnients of this world
renowned Hero, and now eagerly desire the Complete
Life History which unfolds also the wealth and cunios-
ITIES Ol a WXLIJ and WONDERFUL country. It is NOW READY
and selling to beat everything. More Agents Want-
ed AT ONCE. For Particulars ol this, our superb NEW
i lustrated BIBLES, and OCEAN'S STOUT, address

HUBBARD BROS., Publishers,
Philadelphia, Boston, or Cincinnati.

$2500 a tear
made with our gr;

COMBINATION PROSPECTUS.
Represents 50 different hooks. Agents say this is the

BEST THING EVER TRIED.
The Books pell themselves In every family, and good men

can make a business for life In one county. Agents
Wanted on these and our magnificent Editions of Faintly
Bibles. Full particulars free on application. Address

JOHN* E. POTTER & CO., Publishers. Philadelphia.

FANCIER'S JOURNAL A y„\ttiyA'BV„*E
Itahblts, Doirs, Soug Birds, etc. Send BUinn for Specimen
Copy. JOS. M. WAHK. I'hilmlelpliln, Pa.

AGENTS
WAJfTEU CENTENNIAL
GAZETTEER'.- UNITED STATES.

Show lug the L'iKantlc results of the " Flrnt 100 Vearfi of tht
Republic." Agents make 4100 to *300 per month. Send for
circular. ZIEGLER it M't'URDT.

Philadelphin, Pa. ; Sprlngflehl, Ma68.

TO BOOK AGENTS.
We offer special and extra commissions to agents this fall.

Our new hooks are Just ready, and will stir up the rending
public. We shall announce them soon. Full Information
sent on application, and exclusive territory piven. No
aeent, old or new, should make arrangement for books
without first negotiating with us. We can and will give
agents better books, belter terms, and enable them to make
more money than any other house.

VST" Wanted—-","00 men and women as local ageots, aid 4
experienced men and 2 women to act as General and Travel-
ing Agents in the North and South.
For information of books and agencies address

AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Hartford, Conn.

Four Hew Books!
(FOR AGENTS.)

OUR FIRST HUNDRED YEARS-12 MOittly
parts, 50 cts. each—2 parts now published.

Life and Public Services of diaries Sumner.
5th Edition. Revised and Enlarged.

Spirit of tlie Holy Bible.—Illustrated by the 014
Masteis. 600 Illustrations. Text in English, French, and
German.
Mm ia Monk's Daughter.—An Autobiography.

Send for terms, specimen pages »nd inducements.
UNITED STATES PUBLISHING COMPANY,

13 University Place, New York.

The TounffHousekeeper^ Friend,
bv Mrs. Cornelius. The best Cook Book and guide for

the various duties of the household published. Price $150.
Interleaved $*:£>. Sent by mall on receipt of price.

THOMPSON BROWN & CO.,
Boston. Mass., Publl^iers.

Kimball's New Method for Reed Organ.
The latest, largest, and bv far the best and most complete

Instruction book for Reed Organs. Used exclusively bv the
best tettchers. Contain" compleie Instructions and a Inrge
amount of beautiful Reed organ music. Kimball's Nexo
Method contains 16$ huge quarto pagi-p. and Is sold by all

music dealers, or a copy will be mailed, post-paid, on receipt
of £2.50, hv the publishers.

S. BRAINARD'S SONS, Clevelaad, Ohio.

Every Farmkr and Stock Raisrr, and Everybody that

keeps a Hoiisk, a Cow, Pon/rnY, Sbkkp or Swtne —
whether he lives in city, Towsr.or couhtry, wants t.ho

Live Stock Journal.
Monthly. $130 per vear. In Its 5th Volume. Beautifully
illustrated. The best instructor upon every cluss ol l.tve

Stock. National—giving equal attention to the Stock In-

terest of every State. Treats, bv practical writer*, upon
the Farm, the Oairv. Horses, Cattle, Sheep. Swine, PouRry,
Bees. FiBh and their diseases, specimen ropv, 10 cents.

Address LIVE STOCK JOURNAL CO.,Buffalo, N. Y.
Good pny to agents. Ageuts wanted at every post-office.

FANCIER'S JOURNAL LJ^VJlfe™.
Rabbits, Dogs, Song Birds, etc. Send stamp for Specimen
Copy. JOS, M. WADE, Philadelphia, Pa.

CLAVERACK College and Hudson River Inst., at Claver-
ack. N.Y. Opens Sept. 7. Alonzo Flack. Ph. D„ Pres.

WANTED.-The Fnited States Life Insurance Company is now re-or^anizins its Agency

Department, and is prepared to negotiate with gentlemen of business ability to act as

Agents. Previous connection witb the business is not considered necessary.

Apply at the Home Office, 261 Broadway, New Tork. JOHN E. DEWITT, President.
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Beef from Colorado 153

Bee Notes .' *ffl

r.oys and Girls' Columns—About the Dog Carlos-

Aunt Sue's Puzzle-Bos—Aunt Sue's Chats—Making

Himself at Home Illustrated. .465, 4G6

Cattle, Heavy Shorthorn Grade Illustrated. .449

Cucumber, Russian Netted Illustrated. .463

Dogs, Legislation in Reference to 457

Farm Tools, Hungarian i Illustrations .
.454

Farm Work for December . .442

Feed Box, Self-supplying -i lUu-ltratiaie.AU

Ferns, Moonwort Illustrated. .401

Flower Garden and Lawn in December 444

Flowers, Preserving 160

Fruit Garden in December 413

Grapes, More New 460

Grapes, Mr. Ricketts' Hybrid 461

Greenhouse and Window Plants in December 444

noise Clothing Illustrated. .454

Horticulture at the International Exhibition.. ..9 111.. 45S

Hound, Badger Illustrated.. 451

Household Department "Always Handy " — Con-

densed Milk—Folding Rural Chair—Home Topics-

Homes, and How to Make Them. .2 Illustrations. 468, 404

nouses, Concrete 15 Illustrations. .455

Kitchen Garden in December 443

Market Reports for December 444

Ogden Farm Papers, No. 58—St. Louis Fair—Illinois

Butter Dairy—Transplanting Beets—Fine Herds at

the West 448,449

Orchard and Nursery in December '143

Pansy, New While Illustrated. .469

Pea, Everlasting Illustrated. .459

Plants Received by Mail, How to Treat 459

Plants, Unhealthy 460

Rail, Yellow-Breasted Illustrated. .451

Rustic Porch Illustrated . .462

Stock Sales, Foreign 457

Wagon Spring, an Easy 2 Illustrations.. 450

Walks and Talks on the Farm, No. 132—Hard Times

—Cooking Food for Stock—Cooking Food for Hogs
—Fall Work—Manure 452, 453

Weod in California, a Dangerous Illustrated. .450

INDEX TO " BASKET," OR SHORTER ARTICLES.

Apple Pomace 446
Barn Plan 446
Bushes, now to Kill 447
Carpet, a Faded 447
Christian Advocate 447
Crop Prospects 448

Exhibition at New South
Wales 448

Fair in Indian Ter 447
Fair, Nevada 447
Farming in N. C — 446
Filing the Agriculturist. .447

Good Books Pay 446

Gov. Lands in Iowa 447
Grass Seed, Sowing 44'

Hog Crop 44S
Home-Made Fertilizers. .446
Horticulturist, Death of a
Venerable 447

Hurdles for Sheep 447
Invaluable Help 446
Jersey Cattle, Informa-

tion as to 447

Many for One 447
Mass. Horticultural So-

ciety 447
No Farewell Words 445
Paris Green, Use of. 447
Plant Named 447
Poultry and Market Gar-
dener 448

Poultry for New York
Markets 447

Poultry, Lice on 447
Premature Blooming 447
Reading Advertisements
Pays 44S

Rolling norse 446
Rust on Wheat or Oats. .447

Sick Fowls 447
Small Steam Engines 447
Sowing Down New Land

for Pasture 446
Sundry Humbugs 445
Timber, Time to Cut 447
Timber, to Make Durable447

Sufferers l>y the dirasshoppers or
Locusts.—Though the accounts as to the extent of the

damage by the insect visitation to some of our Western

States are very conflicting, yet there is no doubt much
suffering, and apparently more than can bo relieved by

local aid. It will be well in this holiday month for the

prosperous to remember those who are suddenly depriv-

ed of food, or the means of procuring it. If all who have

friends in Kansas, Nebraska, or other devastated States,

would remember and help relieve their necessities, much
Buffering would be avoided.

Cheat all Aronud.—Some one sent to a

wise man of Philadelphia a head of wheat, on which

grew some cheat, or chess. Wise man sent an account

of this wonderful freak of nature to the Tribune, which

that paper was innocent enough to publish. Then some

one did—what most persons would have done at first

—

give the specimen a careful examination. It was found

to be a cheat in every sense of the word, made up. bogus.

- Moral : Don't be in a hurry to announce discoveries.

lst«Oii!<i:i>i.—"6.," Savona, N. Y. Onions
Ic doubtless be made profitable as a fleld crop, but

Itivation would necessarily be simply enlarged

pftrtlcning. It is nsclcss to try to raise onions by the use

imp muck, lime, or any such partial fertilizers.

v of good well-rotted barn yard manure will bring

ii on good loamy soil every year upon the s;nne

• ud. No rotation is needed for onions.
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PHASES OF THE MOON.

New M'n
1st Quart
Full M'n
3d Quart.
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EI. M. rr. jr. Itt. 3r. n. M. it. sr.

7 22 ev. 7 10 ev.
j
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7 40 mo. 7 28 mo.l 7 1G mo 7 4 mo. 6 31 mo.
12 23d. 12 ev. 11 43 ev. 11 36 ev. 11 6 ev.

9 52 ev. 9 40 mo.! 9 2Siuo 9 16 mo. 8 46 mo.

AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST.

NEW YORK, DECEMBER, 1874.

With this number close both the volume and the

year. December is especially a month for retro-

spection. As the days shorten, we return in mfnd
to those longer and busier days whioh have passed.

The farmer lives greatly in the future. His

life is ome of anticipation. He sows his seed and

waits patiently for the harvest. Pie "learns to la-

bor and to wait." But now that his land, with

what crop it may be bearing, rests for a season, he

naturally looks back over the closing year. There

is profit in it if he does this wisely. We love to

remember our victories, but it is more profitable to

remember our mistakes and defeats. Even those

of the greatest knowledge and experience are ever

making mistakes. To wisely consider the mistakes

of the year gone by, their causes and results, will

help us to avoid similar errors in the future.

Many a farmer now sees where his short crop, cut

down by drouth, ravaged by insects, overpowered

by weeds, might have been made a full one. This

has been a year of disaster in portions of the west,

and ruin—if a true man can ever be ruined—has

come to some. Here too is matter for considera-

tion. How shall the ravages of insects be repress-

ed or mitigated ? For no intelligent man is eon-

tent to succumb to disaster, and to say it can not

be avoided. There is a cure for every evil, and

doubtless, many who have suffered have seen a

way by which they may help themselves in the fu-

,ture. But, as a whole, the agricultural interest has

no cause for complaint. If prices are low there is

more to sell, and low prices tend to stimulate better

methods of production. What we need more than

anything else is not so much great crops, as crops

cheaply raised. Cheapuess of production is equi-

valent to a high selling price. It does not matter

at which end the gain is made, so that a gain re-

sults. Cheap food is a great stimulus to general

prosperity, and if by close observation or careful

study, the farmer can profitably reduce 'ihe cost of

his crops, the whole industry of the country is

benefited. We can not avoid competition with

other countries where laborers work for a bare sub-

sistence, but we can by the use of machinery and

improved processes, make one of our laborers do

tin work of three, live well, and lay up something

(•wards buying a farm oi hi ovra. In looking over

our agricultural products, we must not forget to>

consider what kind of men we are raising, and
when we look upon the general condition of the

agricultural community, and find that the large

farmer has not made large profits, it will be well to

remember that every man in his employ is well

housed, well clothed, and well fed ; that his chil-

dren go to school, and have any career open to

them that they are fitted for, and that the man him-
self reads the papers, chooses his ' rulers," and is

looking for the not far-off time, when he himself

shall be a land-owner. There is no reason for

despondency, and the year closes upon a generally

prosperous and always improving people.

Hints anout Work.
Farm machinery now represents a large portion

of the farmer's capital. Next to his land and live

stock, his machinery costs the most money. Fre-

quently it costs more than the live stock. It ought
to be carefully used and kept. Whatever imple-

ment has not been thoroughly cleaned, oiled, awl
put away, should now be attended to. Machinery
will be used more and more, and a man of intelli-

gence can use it most profitably. Farmers should

therefore study mechanics, not only that they may
know how to use and care for their machines, but
how to improve them and invent new ones. Many
new agricultural machines are brought out, that

are useless from the first, because the inventors

knew nothing about agriculture. An inventor of a
new plowing machine, acknowledged to us that he
did not know that sod should be turned over when
plowed. He had a machine that tore it into frag-

ments and left ituponthe surface. Fanners should

be their own inventors, and in course of time

they will be, if the young men study.

T/w Stables.—If our earlier hints have been regard-

ed, the stables will now only need daily cleaning.

Manure should not be left to freeze in hard lumps

beneath the stock. The stables should be warm
enough to prevent freezing in them, or the cattle

will suffer loss, or more feed must be given. By
wheeling out the manure the first thing each

morning to the heap in the yard, and piling it up
neatly and compactly, the whole may be kept from
freezing during the winter, and it will be in fine

condition for use in the spring.

Cellars.—Root cellars should now be made safe

against frost. Protect the house cellar, but pro-

vide for ventilation.

IV Dwelling House.—Porches for protection to

the front and back doors will cost but a few dol-

lars. They should be made so as to be fastened to

the house by a hook and staple upon each side,

and removed in spring. Weather strips are rarely

seen in country houses, but they save much fuel,

and add to the comfort. A good substitute may
be made by cutting sheet rubber into strips, and

nailing them around the doors and windows. Let

an ample supply of dry wood be kept in the kitchen.

The Stock.—Liberal feeding is now needed. No
stock should be allowed to lose now what they

have made in the summer. On the contrary, they

should be kept growing. And they may be by

proper feeding. " He becometh poor that dealeth

with a slack hand," is very true in this respect.

There must be close attention to this matter, or

money is lost in feed and in weight of stock.

Don't trust too much to hired men or boys. Have

exact measurements for the feed. A box to hold

three quarts, should be in every feed bin. This

makes a fair allowance for one ox or horse, or for

two cows or four calves at each feed. A bushel

basket of fine cut hay is an average for one horse or

cow, or two calves at each feed. There should be *

no waste, but as much feed given as will be eaten

up clean. Give salt regularly in small quantities, or

have it accessible to the animals.

Jfiffi • vm will suffer from chapped teats, if the)

are not wiped dry after milking. Some warm

water, a piece of soap, and a dry cloth, should be

taken to the stable at every milking time. The

teats and udder should bo washed and wiped dry,

previous to and after milking. If the teats are

Chapped, some fresh lard will soften and heal them
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Newly calverl cows 6kov.!4 be guarded against

cold, and their drink shi old bo slightly warm.

Sheep.—Irregular feeding vill show in the wool.

Every time the sheep falls otf in condition, there

will he a weak spot in the fiber, and the wool will

snap there when stretched. Wool buyers don't

neglect to look for this, and the wool loses 5 or G

cents a pound in value, where they find it. Regu-

larity in poor feeding, is not so bad as good and

bad feeding alternately. The sheep do net suffer

so much. Half a pint of grain a day will

sheep in good condition, with good straw or sweet

corn-fodder. A little sulphur in the salt is a pre-

ventive of " stretches," which is simply indigestion.

Corn-fodder.—When carefully cured, com-fod-
der is by many regarded next in value to hay.

To throw it in bundles into the yard, to be picked

over and trampled under foot, is wasteful, and it

is a nuisance when the manure is to be moved in

the spring. When cut in a fodder cutter, a bushel

of it mixed with meal, (1 to 3 quarts), makes an

ample feed for a horse or cow. Stock may be kept

in good condition with no other fodderthrough the

whole winter, with great economy.

Fattening Animals.—There is a poiut beyond
vv Inch it does not pay to feed either hogs, sheep,

or beeves. When they fall off in their feed, feed

it: wasted. As long as young animals will eat well,

it may pay to keep them. But full grown animal-

when fully fat, will eat and eat and keep stationary.

It is well to keep a watchful eye upon such.

Bitches.—Wherever water stands upon wheat or

rye fields, furrows or ditches should be made to let

it off. Drains should be made or looked to before

the ground freezes up.

Bistnring Grain.—As a rule, too much of this is

done. But where the wheat or rye is very thrifty,

a few sheep may be allowed to run over the fields

without injury. Where the grain is heaved with the

frost, coming soon after a rain, a flock of sheep will

trample thousands of the plants into the soil again.

Manure may be hauled at any time, but it should
usually be spread as it is hauled, and not left in heaps.

Work in the Horticultural Departments.

With this month the out-door work is practically

closed. An unusually mild season may prolong it

a few days, or an open spell allow something to be

done to facilitate spring work, but for the most

part, the horticulturist may leave his orchards and

his beds, and turn his thoughts towards another

year. Those who have read the Ogden Farm
Papers regularly, will recollect the account of an

ignorant chap, who was fleecing farmers out of

handsome fees by tasting their soil, and telling

them how to improve it. The desire to improve,

to make their soil more productive, on the part of

the farmers, made the work of this plausible quack
an easy one. If the writer of this should go
among orchardists, market gardeners, or florists,

and tell them that for $1, $1.50, or some such sum,
he could sbow them how to make or save $10, $20,

or more, he would, no doubt, find a large number
to invest. He does that here, and charges nothing.

His secret is, buy one book relating to your
specialty, and study it. The editorial correspon-

dence of the paper alt comes under the writer's

eye, and he is quite sure, from the questions asked,

that not one in ten, who are trying to make money
by growing fruits of various kinds, by vegetables,

01 by flowers, have a modem work upon their

ich of horticulture. We do not write this

because the publishers of the paper also publish

books, but should say the same in any ease. We
are, glad to answer questions in eases of particular

difficulty, but can not write treatises. Nothing is

1
ire common than for as to receive a letter,

asking us to tell "all about" this or that, which
could not be told did we give the whole paper to

it. Every year there come questions about prun-

ing trees and vines, about budding and grafting,

about cuttings and layers, which if answered as

they come, would make it necessary to reprint the.

same matter year after year. We can understand

how this happens ; hundreds, if not thousands, who
have never taken a similar paper before, have a

new field opened to them. They read that trees

are grafted, and that vines are pruned, and raised

from cuttings, and that there are many other horti-

cultural operations they would like to know about.

These things, while matters of course to many,

are to these novices entirely unknown, and they

wish to learn abouf; them. Now a paper like the

Agriculturist, can not keep repeating these funda-

mental matters, teaching A B C's, so to speak, to

the minority, but must give agricultural and hor-

ticultural news, record progress, and show meth-

ods which presuppose a knowledge of first princi-

ples. Those of our readers who take a political

paper, do not expect that it will give the Declara-

tion of Independence, or the Constitution of the

United States, in each issue; and their religous

paper goes upon the belief that its readers know
something of the Ten Commandments, The Sermon
on the Mount, and other essential parts of the Bible.

So we must assume that jur readers know the

simple operations of horticulture. The publishers

have taken pains to procure the best general and
special works in all departments of agriculture and
horticulture. But "the cost"—that is the objec-

tion. We have cited the instance of the successiu 1

quack ; with such fellows farmers do not find it

difficult to pay the money, because they impudent-

ly promise much. We can not raise high hopes,

and tell our readers that by buying such or such a

book, they will make $50, $100, or more, but we
have not the least doubt that any standard work to

any farmer or gardener, will ultimately be worth

these sums. It comes in our way to read all books

upon rural matters that are published, and we have

rarely met with one which, however crude and

poor as a whole, did not have some suggestion or

idea in it, that was worth the price of the book.

Now when we come to the best books on horticul-

ture, we are very sure that they are worth many
times more than they cost. In fact, any one

engaged in any horticultural pursuit for the pur-

pose of profit, cannot afford to do without the. best

thoughts, the costly experience ot men wno have

devoted their lives to, and have been successful in

these very branches. It is as much a necessary

part of the outfit, especially of a beginner, as

trees, plants, seeds, implements, or manures

;

indeed, all these are comparatively worthless with-

out the necessary knowledge to use them. We
hold it to be quite impossible for one to intelligent-

ly start, and carry on to profitable results an

orchard or fruit garden, without some such work
as Barry's, Fuller's, or Thomas's; if he would

make a vineyard, he must consult Fuller or Hus-

mann ; he can not know how to raise vegetables

profitably, unless he is familiar with Henderson,

Brill, and Quinn ; and does he propose to raise

florists' plants, or cut flowers, Henderson's Practical

Floriculture, is of as much importance to him as a

greenhouse. These are only some of the leading

works ; there are others, general and special,

which with these, will be found in the book list in

the back part of the paper. But books arc of no
use unless studied, and now is the time to stu'dy.

Get the boys interested in them too. If you wish

to graft, and do not know how, get Barry, or

Tliomas, and practice the various kinds of grafting,

on fresh cut, useless limbs ; let the boys try now,

and then give them a chance in the spring. A few
good books upon fruits, will do more than any-

thing else to keep boys interested in the farm, and
contented to stay there. Read, study, and when
you find something not provided for in the books,

we will try to help yon, but we can not continually

teacli the simplest operations of horticulture.

Orchard and !Vnrscry.
Trees, especially young ones, need looking alter,

to prevent injury by rabbits and mice. Fences and

gates should be repaired and closed, to prevent

cattle from entering and destroying the trees.

When light snows fall, tread down around the trees

to keep away mice. A mound of earth around the

trees is useful for this purpose, as well as to keep

newly set trees in place during high winds.

Babbits are best kept from injuring trees, by
sprinkling blood on the trunk. A wash of 'cow
dung, sulphur, and loam, is reported as useful.

Pruning may be done during mild days, but for
larger limbs it will be better to wait until towards
spring. Cover large wounds with gum-shellac
varnish, melted grafting wax, or paint.

dons.—Cut when the trees are not frozen, tie in

small bundles, and store in saw-dust in the cellar.

Earth will keep them from drying equally well, but
saw-dust leaves no grit to dull the knife.

Drains for surface water 6hould be provided ; a
young orchard is often severely injured by^lack of
care in this matter.

Root- grafting.—Stocks should have been taken
up before freezing weather. If not done, make
use of the first open spell. Store iu earth in the
cellar, where they will be accessible for grafting
during the winter.

Seeds of stone fruits should be buried at once,
if not already done. Place small quantities in

boxes of earth and set where they will freeze.

Fruit CSardeB*

MasiMerriec,—If tot already doiie, bend devu
and cover the e^n^s of the tender Tarletiee, -;f the

ground is still open.

Orapwiaws should have been pruued last month,
but advantage may be taken of the mild weather

of this. In Northern localities, young vines, even
of hardy sorts, will fruit better if they are laid

down and covered.

Strawberry Ba7s should be given their covering at

leaves or straw, just before the ground freezes.

Two or three inches is sufficient, as the object is to

pro'.ect the plants from sudden changes of tem-

perature, rather than to exclude frost.

Wood for rustic work, may be cut and prepared

for use next season. With a little skill in arrange-

ment, many ornamental articles may be made for

the flower garden and lawn. Posts aud stakes

should also bo prepared; locust, red cedar, an.l

chestnut, are all good, the first two sorts remaining

sound for many years. All wood for posts ought

to be seasoned undercover if possible, and so piled

up that there will be a free circulation of air

around and through the pile.

Spade up all ground between rows ef fruit trees,

and apply well rotted manure.

Kitchen Garden,
But little can be done here, except to look after

the frames and pits, and care for seeds, etc.

Cold-frames.—Do not cover until freezing weather

comes, and even then air should be given during

the middle of every mild day.

Hoots.—H plenty of marsh hay or leaves are at

hand, it is well to cover a quantity of parsnips aud

salsify, so that they can be dug from time to time

as wanted ; they are much better than po„rly kept
ones. To keep roots properly in the cellar, they

should be stored in earth, and if the house cellar is

used, secure ample ventilation.

Spinach.—It is better to cover with leaves- all

beds which are to be laft for next spring's use, ex-

cept where the winters are mild.

Bean-poles should be properly cared for under
cover. When sheltered they will last for several

seasons, and if of oak, walnut, or red cedar, they

will easily last for a dozen years. Pea-brush
usually has to lie renewed every season.

Rubbish.—If there is no snow on the ground, all

weeds, brush, and rubbish in general, may be

cleared up and burned, and the ashes spread or

saved until next spring.

. Seeds.—Thrash out and clean all seeds that re-

main uncared for, aud label with date aud name of

variety. Keep in a cool place where there is no

danger from mice.

Trenches or Pits, where roots are stored, will not

need covering until freezing weather comes, and

then only gradually, just enough to keep out frost..
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n»wi'r Wardeu and Lawn,
Climbers, not perfectly hard}-

, should be takeu

from the trellises aud covered with leaves or earth.

Trellises which arc movable, should be takeu down

and stored under cover, those which are permanent

should have a good coat of paint as a preservative.

Fits where plants are stored for the winter, need

ventilation, except during unusually severe freez-

ing weather. Apply water only sparingly, and

when absolutely needed.

Protection.—The same general directions apply to

giving protection to half-hardy shrubs and trees, as

were given ior strawberries. Tender roses are

protected by laying down and covering with sods.

Evergreens.—Young trees will sometimes die for

want of a little protection, when older ones of the

same varieties will stand even a much lower degree

of temperature. A slight covering with evergreen

boughs, will be of much service for this purpose.

Leaves.—Gather all the leaves that are found on

the lawn, and store in a dry place for use as bed-

diug or protection. If there are leaves near at

hand in the woods, as many as possible ought to be

gathered and stored for winter use; they rot readi-

ly, and make valuable manure. They will be

needed in making hot-beds in early spring.

Greenhouse and Window Plants.

Ventilation is one of the most important things

to look after at this season, as by a little injudicious

opening of ventilators, many choice plants may be

ruined. Always open on the side opposite to

that from which the wind blows. When the

weather is very cold and freezing, air enough will

enter through the little cracks to afford the neces-

sary ventilation.

Water.—Apply only when the soil is dry, and then

give an abundance, otherwise the plants will soon

perish. Shower the foliage once or twice a week,

except during the coldest weather.

House Plants usually suffer from the dry dusty

atmosphere of the rooms in which they are placed.

If showered occasionally, aud the thick-leaved

kinds wiped off with a damp sponge, they will grow

much better.

Wardian Cases, or ferneries, .are now in general

use among plant lovers, as they enable one to grow

a few ferns and other plants very readily, and with

but little attention, except to shade from the

direct rays of the sun. But little water is needed

after that given the plants when first set out ; if

any mold appears the case should be opened for

an hour or two every day.

Bulbs that have made good roots, may now be

brought up from" the cellar, and in six weeks time

will give an abundance of flowers.

Succulents.—Echervias and tender sempervivums,

will winter in a cool part of the greenhouse, if

kept dry. Water should only be given sparingly.

Cactuses coming into flower, will require plenty

of water, and those at rest scarcely any.

Insects 6hould be looked after closely
;
give the

house a thorough smoking once or twice a week,

to kill the green-fly, and other pests.

Commercial Matters—Market Prices,

The following condensed, comprehensive tables, care-

fully prepared specially for the American Agriculturist,

from our daily record during the year, show at a glance
the transactions for the mouth ending Nov. 13th, 1874,

and for the corresponding month last year:

1. TRANSACTIONS AT TUB NEW YORK MARKETS.
Receipts. Flour. Wlieat. Corn. Hue. Barleu Out*
26 .I'sl'.H lu'tliS.'I.OOO 3,115,000 1,807,1)00 101.000 471 ooo'i 306 oeo
25 it's last Ul'tli331,00j 3,214,000 1,711,000 103,000 117,000 BOSijoOO

Sales. Ftnitr. Wheat. Corn. Rye. Barleu Oats
26 d'8 Hits m'thS09,000 4.318,000 4,106,000 87.000 sc.nnd i 504 00 i

25 d's last ni'th 317,000 4,807,000 4,218,000 4S.OO0 129,0.'0 1,011/100

8. Comparison with same period at this lints hist near.
JUobipts. Flam: meat. Com. R„f . Bnrtm Oatt
26 days IBM...S71.OOO 3.115.000 1.807.000 loi.000 471,000 1,306,000
26 days 1873.

. .379,000 5,419,000 3,791,000 107,000 B59,IW0 1,1^6,000
Sales. Flour. Wheal. ('nrn Hue Jlarleu Oats
20 days 1871... 309,000 4,318,000 4.100,01)0 87,000 SS5 000 i 504.000
26 days 1873. .417,000 4,006,000 4,578,000 119,000 214,000 l^ll.OOO

3. Stock of grain in store at 2t~ew York.
Wheat. Corn. Rue. Barleu. Outs. Hall.
busli. bnsll. bosh. IiiibIi. bush. hush.

Nov. 9, 1874. .3,680,141 1, 727.510 19.123 117,185 794,72; l :..--:

Nov. 10, 1878. .1,720,338 3,138,890 23,907 283,942 755,153 82,074

4. Receipts at head of tide-water at Albany each season
to Nov. 1&

Flour. Wheat. Com. Rue. Jlarleu. Oats.
bbls. hush. bush, hush. bush, busli.

1*71 122,00) 20,715,800 lioil.»u r.1,000 1,341,600 2,540.500
1873 118,400 19,146.200 16.14-,.., i ... i.iio 1,312.21") 2.891.100
1-7-' 104,100 7,801.100 ;-,, 1,1, j , .,7.300 2,119.000 5O753O0
1'71 233.000 18.K4..HI) ll.12l.0o* 7.17,700 2.528.000 4.833,200
13.0 356,600 13,918,300 4,5S1,300 529,9002,306,808 5,210,900

Current Wholesale Prices.

Oct. 13. Nov. 13.

Price of Gold im i-v 110 1-4
FLOUR—Super to Extra State f4 40 ©6 00 J3 65 @ 5 G5
Super to Extra Southern.... 4 65 @ 8 50 4 65 © 8 25
Extra 'Weatern 4 90 ® 8 75 4 70 © - 50
Extra Genesee 5 50 © 8 25 5 50 ©715
Superfine Western 4 40 @ 5 00 8 65 @ 4 85
Kye Flour 4 20 ® 5 40 4 00 ® 5 25
Corn Meal. 4 40 © 5 50 400@5 10
Wbeat— All kinds of White. 1 25 @ 1 40 1 22 @ 1 S8
All kinds ol lied and Amber. 1 05 © 1 26 1 02 © 1 28
Corn— Yellow 97 @ 98 92 © 95
Mixed - 90 © 97 S3 @ 92
White... 98 ©102 — ©105
Oats— Western G2 ©67 61 © 66
State 02 ©67 CO © G5K
Kye 92 © 1 00 90 © 75
Barley 120 © 1 45.V 125 ©155
Hay— Hale. *) 100 lbs 60 © 1 10

"

55 © 95
Straw, if) 11)0 lbs 45 ©70 40 © 65
Cotton— Middlings. *. lb.... 15K® 15% 14%® 15
Hoes—Crop ot 1874. f. lb 40 © 45 35 a. 17

Feathers—lave Geese, ¥ lb 35 © 65 35 © 65
Seed— clover.il' lb 10 © 10;,: 9>4(5j 93«
Timothy. 9 bushel... 2 75 @ 2 90 2 75 @ 2 85
Flax. $' bushel 2 05 © — 2 00 ® 2 10
Bugar—Ren's* Grocery I) lb 6j(® l >, 6'£@ in
Molasses. Cuba, 9>gal. £6 ©47 36 © 47
New Orleans. $ gnl 70 © 80 63 @ 73
Coffee—Itio(Gold) 14iV@ 20M 15'<@ 21
TOBAOOO. Kenluekv, &c.,¥lll>. 8 © 22 8 @ 23
Seed Leaf. V lb 7 © 55 7 © 55
wool—Domestic Fleece, if) lb SO © 65 23 © 05
Domestic, pulled, V lb 25 @ 52J< 25 © 52>£
California, clip 17 © 37 16 (7/ 35
Tallow. V lb 8 © S% S)4@ 9
oil-Cake— "«. ton 44 50 ©47 00 45 50 ©46 50
Pork—Mess, %i barrel 22 25 ©22 50 19 50 ©20 00
Prime Mess, if) barret — ©22 50 19 25 ©20 25
Beef—Plain liif-ss 12 00 ©13 50 9 00 @10 50
I. Ann, in tics, & barrels, $ lb 13 © 13"^ 14 @ 15
Butter—State, %) lb 28 © 43 "25 © 47
Western, V lb 21 © 36 19 © 85
Cheese 6 © 16 6 © 16
Beans—id bushel 1 50 © 2 50 1 70 © 2 65
Peas—Canada, flee. V bn ... 115 ©130 1 18 © 1 25
Eggs—Fresh, & dozen 2l © 26 24 © 32
Poultry—Fowls 12 © 22 10 © 22
Turkeys—«< tt, 10 © 18 6 @ 17
Geese, t> pair 150 ©2 50 112 ©2 25
Ducks, Vpair 50 © 1 00 50 © 1 00
Pigeons, $ dozen 1 75 @ — 1 75 © 2 75
Woodcock,?) pair 90 © 1 12H 50 © BO
Gr.ousE, ~Q pair 65 © 70 40 @ 1 00
Partridges. $) pair 70 @ 85 SO © 90
Vkmson, ft lb 22 ©25 10 © \c,

vyn,t> Di-«s, ft pair — © — 40 © 2 00
Kngi.ish Snipe, ¥) dozen — © — l so © i 09
Yellow-leg Snipe, V doz .

— © — 50 © 1 00
Quail, %> dozen — © — 1 50 @ S 00
Plover, $i dozen — @ — 1 50 @ 2 00
Hares, V Pair — @ — 65 @ 80
Turnips s> bbl 1 00 @ 2 00 100 ©150
Cabs IGES-?) 100 S 00 @ 9 00 3 00 © 7 50
Onions—V bbl 200 ©800 2 50 ©3 50
Potatoes—V bbl 150 ©2 25 ISO ©2 37
Sweet Potatoes—S bbl 2 50 © 2 75 2 00 ® 3 50
Cabbots-'P 100 1 25 © 1 50 — © —
Broom-corn 5© 9 6© 10K
Beets, ¥ bbl 1 00 © 1 25 — © —
Green Coen, V 100.... 100 ©125 — © —
Grapes, ¥ n> 4 ® 10 5 © 10
Apples—D* barrel 1 00 © 2 75 1 00 @ 2 25
Cranberries—V box 1 50 ® 3 00 2 50 ©10 00
Peaches, $ basket 50 © 1 75 — © —
Pears, ¥>bbl 5 00 ©18 00 5 00 ©12 00
Watermelons, 3» 100 6 00 ©25 00 — © —
Nutmeg Melons, %> bbl 1 00 © 2 50 — © —
Green Peas, new, H> bushel.. 170 ©185 165 ©2 00
Lettfce, V 100 2 00 © 3 00 2 00 @ 3 00
Tomatoes. % bushel 50 @ 75 100 © —
Squash, V hhl. 125 ©150 100 ©125
Cauliflowers, $) dozen 100 ©3 50 100©3 50
Kgo Plants, i^ dozen. 50 © 75 — © —
Lima Beans, %> bag 1 50 © 1 75 — © —
Gold has been up to 110X, and down to 109*8, closing

November 13th at 110 \i, as agaiust 110;s on October 12th.

The dealings in most kind of produce, have been on
an enlarged scale, but values have shown much irregular-

ity. Prices of Flour, Wheat, Corn, Eye, and Oats, ha\c

been quoted lower, on more urgent offerings of supplies,

leading to a fairly active business. Exporters have been

purchasing Flour, Wheat, Corn, and Rye, quite freely, at

the ruling figures, aud toward the close the market ex-

hibited more steadiness. Winter Wheat, which had
been partially neglected for some time, has of late been

more sought after for the English aud Continental mar-

kets. More demaud has been noted for Barley, for con-

sumption, and on speculative account, and prices have
advanced considerably. Large orders for French, Ger-

man, Hungarian, and Danubian, have been executed by
cable, for New Tork account, to arrive, at buoyant rates.— Provisions have been more active, but at variable

prices, hog products, especially Lard and Bacon, closed

much firmer. Eggs have been in moderate request, at

the recent improvement iu values... Cotton has been
freely dealt in, but at lower rates Hops have been in

more demand, chiefly for shipment, and closing more
firmly ...Tobacco has been moderately active, at full

quotations— Hay and Seeds have been quiet, and
quoted cheaper Wool closes with more animation, the

more desirable grades of stock offering very reservedly,

and the demand showing rather more urgency in the

requirments of manufactures, with prices quoted firm, as

a rule, and iu instances stronger and buoyant. The
trade call has been somewhat brisker, but considerable
difliculty has been experienced in making purchases oi
any large amounts of stock, holders insisting on rates
much above the views of buyers. The recent receipts of
stock from all sources, have been very moderate, and
present indications are not encouraging, as to the proba-
bility of additions to the supplies. These circumstances,
together with the continued ease in the money market,
tend to stiffen the views of sellers. Tile later reports
relative to Woolen goods, are of a freer movement,
tending to stimulate parchases of the raw material.

New York litre-Stock Markets.
RECEIPTS.

week ending Reeves. Cows. Calves. Sheep. Siciiie. Tofl.
Oct. 19 9,729 26 1.7S6 32,19! 02,461 75,194
Oct. 20 12,252 51 1,917 32.310 47,082 93.615
NOV. 2 7,886 85 1 ,r. ; 7 802275 122554 82,477
*>°v. 9 9,104 71 1,700 21.772 46,612 82,559
Total/or 4 DM.-SaZTl 236 7.030 119.5J9 108,709 333.845
io.forpiev. 4H«*S41,232 227 111,105 119.995 1 10,2% 310/915

Reeves. Coirs. Calnes. Sheet). Slcine.
Average per Week 9.817 59 1.770 29.SS7 4' 177
do. do. last .Vo;i(»... 10.808 57 2,541 29.748- 35,074
do. do. prev's Month.. 9,825 09 2,630 26,035 25,716

Beef Cattle.—The market for beeves has been
marked by considerable variation during the month, and
on the whole has been the reverse of satisfactory to
sellers. Opening with an active demand for good cattle,

aud a buoyant feeling generally, dealers were tempted to
bring on very large supplies, which, iu the second week
of our report, broke the market entirely. A decline of

-V-. was general, and in some cases 1 to l^c. was the
figure of the loss. For two days it was the worst market
ever known in New Tork. Many drovers lost $15 a head
on their stock. A falling off of near 4,400 head the next
week turned the scale and restored tone to the market,

and a recovery of y.z. per ft>. was gained. At the close

of our report we note a further advance of i^c. $ lb.,

with a strong market. Extra beeves sold at 13>i"c. ^ B>.,

to dress 5S lbs. to the cwt.; natives brought 9c.$13c., on
an estimate of 55 to 5S lbs. Texas and Cherokee cattle

closed at G!<,@10c., to dress 54 to 56 tts. A car load of

Texan cows brought S'Jc,, estimated at 54 lbs. to the cwt.

The prices for the past four weeks were as follows

:

week ending Range. Large Sales. Aver.
Oct. 19 7 ©13KC 10 ©11 c. 10«c.
Oct 26 5!<;@13 c. 9 ® 9'~'e. 9Xc.
Nov. 2 6 ©13 c. ' ,c. 9VC
Nov. 9 5,u@13Mc. 9«@10>£c. 10 c.

itlllili Cows,-Cows have been steady, with fair

demand and regular supply. Prices remain the same, at

$45 to $80 for poor to ofcoice cow and cair, and $89 to

$102 for the best offered— Calves.—There has been a
sharp business in goo 1 veals at full prices. Grassers and
buttermilk calves have sold freely, and the market closes

firm for all sorts. Best veals Bold for 10)£@llc. ^ lb.,

and Western calves $14@$15 }> head : grassers and other

calves, in mixed lots, sold for $ii to $14 ^ head
Slieep aud l,aiiibs.—This stock has been firm

throughout, with a strong market as we close, and an
advance of !,@Vt. ¥ ">. on good sheep and lambs.

Common to prime sheep were sold at 4,k'@6c. $) lb., and
lambs at 6' 3®SXc., with some extra at 8^c. ^ lb

Swine hove been active, with steady prioes. Live
hogs are mostly consigned direct to slaughterers, and are

quoted by dealers at 6y@A>Xc '•$ I). for ordinary to good.

Dressed hogs sold at S@8i;c. $ t'.

Recent Stock Sales.

For the past few weeks sales of Shorthorn aud other
stock have been very lively. Values do not seem to
diminish, as the highest average yet made in England
was reached at Mr. Cheney's sale. The first sale of im-
portance in October was that at Holker, of the Duke of
Devonshire's herd. Here from $5,350 to $5,775 was paid
for Oxfords, and the average for 2S cows and heifers and
15 bulls was $1,970 each, 43 head selling for $84,690. At
Earl Bective's sale 43 head brought $82,500, an average of

$1,930. At Mr. Cheney's sale 19 cows and heifere and 8

bulls brought an average of $2^)95, which is the highest

yet. The 8th Duchess of Airdrie was sold for $8,927, and
the Duchess of Gloucester, a yearling, brought $9,373.

Both of these animals were American bred. The first

having been imported at a cost of $10,000. A small sale

of Mr. R. Parvin Davis' stock brought an average of

$1,250 for 4 cows and 3 hulls. As a contrast to the above

is the sale of a noted Hereford herd, and one of Polled

Angus cattle. These breeds certainly stand next to

Shorthorns in favor, and sometimes beat them at the

Smithfieia butcher shows of fat cattle. The Hereford

herd, the property of Mr. J. B. Green, consisted of 121

head, and sold for an average of $220 each. The best

hull brought $341, and the best cow $682. The Polled

herd, one of the best, if not the best, living of this favor-

ite beef stock, belonged to the estate of Mr. Brown, of

Westertown, Scotland. There were 57 head, which sold
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for $10,000, an imerage of only SITS. The best bull,

which is thought to be superior to any other bull of the

breed bow living', brought less than $5110 : the cows sold

for $200 to $300. A sale of 45 Jersey cattle, the property

of Mr. Marjoribauks, of Bushey Grove Farm, brought

from S35 to $356 : only one cow reaching the latter figure.

This*erd sold badly, as it had been bred injudiciously,

every other valuable feature having been sacrificed to

color. Breeders may well be warned by this example.

The sale of the Waldberg herd of Shorthorns, of A. A.

Conger, of ITaverstraw. X. Y., at Chicago, resulted in an

average of $15<i, bulls selling from $100 to $!)00, and cows

$130 to $1,800. Alexander Charles' sale of 71 animals

brought an average of $131. At several other sales in

Illinois the average was from $103 to $231. At the sales

of Kentucky Shorthorns, held through October, low

prices were received for what is called unfashionable

stock. At a joint sale of several breeders 35 animals

brought only $3,155, an average of $90. E. G. Bedford's

sale of .35 head brought $58,520, the highest prices being

$0,000 far London Duchess 0th, and $7,000 for 21st Duke

Of Airdrie. 119 head of Mr. B. B. Groom's sale brought

aa average c! $573, $90 and $2,550 being the extremes.

Gag Bros. sold.57 head at an average of $159. In all 690

animals were sojd in October at 13 sales, and at prices

which were remarkably reasonable, and which should

tie tempting to farmers who desire to improve their stock.

contedning a great varkty of Items, including many
good Hints ami Suggestions ichich we throw into smaller
type and condensed form, for want of space elsewhere.

Remitting- Money: — Cheeks on
New York City Banks or Bankers are best

for large sums ; make payable to the order of Orange
Judd Company. Post-Office Money Orders
for $50 or less, are cheap and safe also. When these are not

obtainable, register letters, affixing stamps for poet-

age and registry
;
put in the money and seal the letter in

the presence of the postmaster, and take his receipt for it.

Money sent in the above three methods is safe against loss.

C3P" J\.B.—The New Postage Kiaw.
Qn account of tho uciv poctul Irtw, wliivli **e«j«iif-es

pre-payment of postage by the publish-
ers, after January 1st, 1S75, each subscriber

mnst remit, in addition to the regular rates, ten cents
for prepayment of postage by the Publish-
ers, at New York, for the year 1875. Every

subscriber, whether coming singly, or in clubs at club

rates, will be particular to send to this office postage as

above, Kith his subscription. Subscribers in British Am-
erica will continue to send postage as heretofore, for

pre-payment here.

Round Copies of Volume Thirty-
liro are now ready. Price, $2, at our office ; or $2.50

each, if sent by mail. Any of the last seventeen volumes

(IS to 32 ) will also be forwarded at same price. Sets of

numbers sent to our office will be neatly bound in our

regular style, at 75 cents per vol. (50 cents extra, if return-

ed by mail.) Missing numbers supplied at 12 cents each.

Our Western Office.—Our friends in

the West are reminded that we have an office at Lake-

side Building, Chicago, 111., in charge of Mr. W. II.

Bnsbey. Subscriptions to American Agriculturist are

taken there, and sample copies of the paper and chromo

are delivered, and orders received for advertising on the

same terms as in Now York. All our books are on sale

at the Western Office. Please call and examine, buy,

Subscribe, and advertise.

The American Agricnlt ni-isl in
German.—We ask the kind attention of our readers to

the fact that this paper is also printed in German. Many
of them may have friends, or neighbors, or working men
of that nationality, who would be glad to secure such a

Journal as this. The more important articles and the

same illustrations are contained in the German edition,

with a Special German Department by Hon. Frederick
Munch, of Missouri, and the rates, single and club, are

the same as for the English edition.

Save the Index Sheet, which is put
loosely in this number, so that it can be bound or stitched

at the beginning of the volume without cutting the thread.

See Page 469.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO ooo
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo ooo

oo
oo

uO REMEMBER
THAT

NOW
Your Subscription

Has Expired,

ao (unless you have recently renewed it for 1875, or °°

oo chance to be among the few whose time runs over oo
°° into next year, of which fact yon will be cognizant, °°

oo without personal notice from the Publishers.) oo

oo
oo
00

00
00

oo
00

PLEASE RENEW s
oo
00

AT ONCE, I
J 00

00 00

io For the following Reasons : S2
00 ° 00
oo oo
oo 1st,—If the subscriptions for 1875 are sent in oo

££ the Jirst week in December, it will greatly assist oo

oo the Publishers in getting the names carefully and oo
°? systematically upon the mail-books, so that the 00

oo January number can be mailed promptly before oo
00 the year closes—to the pleasure of all. °°
oo J oo

qq 2d.—It will take no more time to attend to
(j ,

oo renewing to-day, than will be required next week oo

°q or next month. ££

oo 3d.—The motto of all connected with the Am- °q

00 erkan Agriculturist is " Excelsior,*' and the Vol- oo

oo ume for 1875 (XX5IV) will in many respects be o
00 superior to any previous volume—in engravings, oo

oo in useful and interesting reading matter, etc.— °q

oo for all classes. oo
00 oo

££ 4tli.—In addition totheabove "Reasons/' we
JJJj

oo ask the following special favors:—Please invite oo
°° your neighbors to join you in taking the paper. See °?

oo advertisement li Subscribe Now" on third cover oo

qJ* page. If yon have German friends, or neighbors,
jjjj

oo or workingmen, please let them know that the oo
Q® Atnetican Agriculturist is printed in German also, ££
oo with the same illustrations, the more important oo
°® reading matter, etc., besides a Special German 0°

oo Department by lion. Frederick Munch, of Mis- oo
°? souri,and that the German edition is furnished at

jjjj

oo the same rates, single and club, as the English oo

1% edition.
°°

oo 5th.—TODAY is the best time to renew your
°°

oo subscription for 1875. - - ,
00

oo oo

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Reading- (lie Advertisements l'ays,
whether one wants to buy anything or not. Every busi-
ness man has his own way of setting forth his goods or
wares, and studying these business announcements
awakens new ideas in the mind of the reader. We have
had some of our most valuable new business thoughts
start up when running over advertisements en entirely

different subjects. . . There is one satisfaction in reading
the advertisements in this journal, that is afforded in few
other papers, viz., that the editors and publishers aim
to shut out all unreliable and deceptive persons and
things, so that one may read the business pages with
confidence— The advertising pages are in one sense a
" Grand Bazaar," where sellers and customers may meet
for mutual acquaintance, and consultation and discussion.
Wc introduce the dealers to the readers, and whenever ad-
dressing these dealers, please let them know you formed
their acquaintance in the American, Agriculturist Bazaar.

>o Farewell Words.-Though this fs

the close of the year, we offer no farewell words, because
wc expect to meet all the members of our household at
the beginning of the New Tear. We try to consider every
regular reader of this Journal as a member of our family,
whose Interests are to be jealously guarded and promot-
ed in every possible way, and the multitude of kindly
expressions of appreciation of this mutual relation, con-
tinually coining to us, are of inestimable value, and the
greatest reward of our labors. We hope ever to merit
this good will, and in the coming year we shall continue
to spare no effort to increase the mutual respect and
kindly feeling hitherto existing between the editors and
readers of the American Agriculturist.

Clnhs can at any time he increased by remit-
ting for each addition the price paid by the original mem-
bers

; thus : a person having sent 10 subscribers in one
club, for $12, ($13 including postage), may afterward send
10 more subscribers, with only £8, ($9 including postage),

making a club of 20 at $1 each, (that is, $22, including
postage), Postage, 10 cents each, must be sent additional
to subscription price, with each subscriber.

This Month being the last in the year, i3

one In which we would be glad to clear off all accumu-
lated correspondence, but we are nnable to do this, as
our basket is smaller in December, than in any other
month. Pages for tho index are taken from that part of
the paper devoted to Basket Items. We must try some
how to have a more capacious basket.

SBJNORY HUMBUGS. — In looking
back upon the year, we cannot regard it as having been
very prolific in the way of hnmbugs. But few startling

new enterprises of this kind have been set on foot, and
the old ones do not appear to have done a verj- flourish-

ing trade. The ' panic " of last fall, which had such a
disastrous effect upon legitimate business, appears to
have had its influence upon swindlers. The pretended
dealers in counterfeit money have shown a remarkable
falling off ; in former years it was not rare for ns to ex-
pose a dozen or twenty of these rascals every month, but
now new names are very rare. The year has not been
memorable by having any important law-suits brought
against us, but the decision in the action brought against

us by one David Richards, which was instituted earlier,

hut only closed in January last, is one of the greatest

significance. Here we have, for the first time, from tho
highest judicial authority—the Supreme Court—an opin-

ion which clearly shows the relation of journalists to

the public, and gives emphatic support to those who,
with honest intent, would shield their readers from the

various schemes of quacks and swindlers of all kinds.

While we do not court law-suits, as they take up too

much valuable time, we are very glad to have been the

means, through this one. of calling forth an opinion that

will long stand as a terror to evil doers, and as an en-

couragement to those who expose them,

otm course next teak

will be the same that it has been in former years. Aided
by a better knowledge of " ways that are dark" that ex-

perience brings, we shall unrelentingly pursue all open
and covert attempts to defraud the people, all schemes

for getting money without sending an equivalent ; all

lotteries by whatever name they may be called ; all

quacks who sell nostrums by acting upon the fears of the

unfortunate, or hold out false hopes to the suffering—in

short, all those persons and things which are collective-

ly classed under the convenient name of

"humbug."

Perhaps there is no word In so general nse, the origin

of which is so little known. Several derivations have

been given, but the most probable is that it is a modifi-

cation of Hamburgh. Duri'i? the Continental wars, so

many false rumors enme fir an that city, that when any

startling intelligence arrivt at London, the people said,

"Oh I that's another IT aburgh"—and this, easily
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changed to humbug, was used for impositions and frauds

of all kinds. For many years the Agricuttwist fought

the army of humbugs alone and unaided, but it now and

then receives a partial support from other papers, and a

moi scellent work was done when Congress made it a

criminal act to send obscene literature and fraudulent

schemes through the mail. Very active in this matter

has been

THE SOCIETY FOR THE SUPPRESSION OP VICE.

Its agent and the special agent of the P. O. Depart-

ment, a few weeks ago arrested a man for Bending ob

Hcene matter throngh the mail ; the prisoner tried to

bribe Mr. Comstock to release him, and failing in this,

he assaulted him with a kDife, and inflicted wounds of

such severity that for a while Mr. C.'s life was in great

danger. The prisoner is uow in jail, to be tried for a

murderous assault, and as the matter occurred in New-
Jersey, he is likely to get all the law allows, while on the

other hand, the public have taken a new interest in the

Society, aud it will go on more vigorously than ever.

These chaps fare quite as badly when they take the law
into their own hands as when they appeal to the law in

the regular way It is especially necessary that an ag-

ricultural paper should

GIVE WARNING TO FARMERS

of swindling schemes, as their prom - tors well know that

their chances are better among the honest and kind-

hearted tnan they are with those who are known as '"men

of the world." A farmer living' an isolated ltfe, and re-

ceiving but few letters, naturally looks upon a cironlar,

sent to him by mail, as a matter of no little importance.

He is likely to feel flattered by the attention, and the

very fact that some one in New-York, or other large city,

should send to him, gives him a favorable impression.

In former issues we have told how these names arc

collected, and the following advertisement will show
the manner in which they are offered to purchasers.

We may remark that this appeared in what is called n

"sporting 1
' paper, the organ of .prize-fighters, rat-killing

matches, and similar •' sports."

QCA Ann NEW' FrRST-CLASS ADDRESSES FOR
£l\J\Je\J\J\J sale. Names of agents, canvassers, coun-
try people, and ''good buyers" generally. Secured at
great expense, and will be copied on sheets, wrappers, or
envelopes, at a low figure. Warranted genuine, and none
better. Address—Montgomery place, Boston, Mass.

The scheme by mail is no doubt plausible—they al-

ways are, and the man, innocent of all knowledge of the

fact that hundreds of men get their living by cheating,
is more likely than not—unless warned by some person
or paper in whom be has confidence, to yield to the temp-
tation thus presented. One of the exceeding pleasing

things about our relations to our readers, is the friendly

confidence with which they regard us. Almost every
letter upon editorial matters, brings us some expression

which indicates that it is not a mere business relation

between us, but the writer speaks as one friend to an-

other. Possessing this confidence, we have felt that our
warnings and exposures of humbugs would be heeded,
and we have the satisfaction of knowing both from per-

sonal intercourse and through correspondence, that we
have saved

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

to the agricultural community, and that the Agriculturist,

had it done no other good, has in this been of real bene-
fit to the fanner. Encouraged by this assurance from all

parts of the country, we shall be after the whole swind-
ling crew with a "sharper stick" than ever. We ask
our friends to continue to send us information of all

doubtful schemes, especially if they (as most of them do)

hail from New York It is hardly necessary to tell our
Old readers our opinion of lotteries. No matter with
what sugar-coating covered, whether called "distribu-

tion," " gift-concert," or what not, each and all are to be
avoided. If for an ostensibly good or charitable object,

so much the worse for the object. No good thing can b«j

really helped by a resort to gambling.

OPERA HOUSES
Beem to be favorite prizes in these schemes. One is of-

fered at Germantown, Pa., and it is said that the Grand
Opera House, of Jim Fisk notoriety, is to be put up im a
lottery. How the man is to be pitied who draws it. It

has been an expensive failure from the first.

THE GENEVA WATCH CO.'S

Circulars are still going around. In the first place, the
name is a fraud, as there is no such watch company in

Geneva, as is represented. We do not believe that a
watch was ever "made by machinery" in Geneva, and
that the watch is " endorsed by all (be leading jewelers, 1 '

is a barefaced lie. We have had so many complaints of

this Qeneva watch business, the parties receiving the

money, and sending notice that the order will be filled iu

turn, that wc advise all to let the concern alone.

A SWINDLER IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

one would think would he as rare as a white black-bird,

but even in the Granite State the proverbial Yankee

"cuteness" docs not save them. A venerable gentle-

man, with spectacles and cane, appeared at Great Falls.

Lie wished to open some manufacturing establishment,

and wished a partner with $125 to engage with him.

Venerable man got $135, and left young partner with rent

of building and other bills to pay. Now wc don't say, it

served young man right, but we do say that he paid

$125 for a lesson that he will not forget so long as he
lives. Leaving the money out of the question, how can a
sensible person associate himself in business with an en-

lire stranger ! . . . Complaints continue to come about that

TOLL-GATE FRAUD.

A chap advertises " The Toil-Gate, a prize picture, sent

free." It is a card about 3x5 inches, with on one Bide a

most doleful attempt at a puzzle picture, and on the other

an advertisement of a book on physiology of doubtful

propriety, to judge from the card. We have exposed this

thing before, but complaints keep coming. Why not
write to the Harpers, and other very good people, who
publish the deceptive advertisement In the medical

line there are no more insidious things than

EITTER8.

We have often warned our readers that they were
dangerous, as for the most part their activity depended
upon alcohol in some form—usually poor whiskey, and

that people were by their use led into dram drinking

unknowingly. They are mainly poor liquor, with some
cheap bitter and aromatic drugs, sweetened and colored,

and put up with showy labels. If persons are to take

liquor medicinally, they should know exactly what they

are doing, and not have it smuggled into them under

false pretenses. In Rhode Island there is a very strin-

gent prohibiiary law, and while liquor selling diminished,

the pale of bitters went on increasingly. The sheriff had
85 of the popular kinds examined by a chemist, and
found that the majority contained more alcohol than

wine, and some, showing over 40 per cent of alcohol,

were quite as strong as ordinary brandy or whiskey
;

even one that is widely advertised as "Vinegar Bitters,"

contained 7>j percent of alcohol. There can be but little

doubt that in the great majority of cases, these " Bitters"

are taken solely for their alcohol, as we find those that

are most popular iu the market, are those in which the

percentage is the highest. If one needs only the tonic

effect of the bitters, they can be had just as well iu a wa-

tery infusion. Our often repeated advice is to let all quack

medicines alone, and iu this category wc include bitters.

Am Invaluable IEeli> in every Home is

a large Dictionary—not merely a " pronouncer " aud brief

" definer," but one explaining fully the meaning oi all

words, whether ordinary or rare. Such a Dictionary,

like Worcester's Great Unabridged, containing fl,S54
large 3-column pages, with an immense number of en-

gravings, is a most valuable source of condensed informa-

tion on almost all topics, and will do very much to make
all the members of a family intelligent. It is well worth

a place in every house, and should be in every school-

room without fail.—Many families have obtained free

copies through our premium offer in years past, and

hundreds, or thousands even, may do so this year. BOYS
have been particularly successful in this way, and almost

any enterprising youth can, by persistent effort, scarcely

fail to collect the eighteen subscribers needed to get this

prize free. The work of doing this will give him useful

business experience. Sec page 460.

Barn Plan.—"Daniel Trimble." The par-

ticulars of the barn plan described in the Agriculturist, iu

December, 1872, can be given, if we are informed what

is wanted. But they can not be sent by mail unless the

address, which was omitted in your letter, is given.

Apple Pomace.—"W. K," Luzerne Co.,

Pa. Apple pomace may be given to a cow in small

quantities as a relish only. It Is not suitable for feed, and

should not be given in large quantities. It will help to

increase the flow of milk only by stimulating Uic appe-

tite, aud causing a larger amount of other food to be

digested and assimilated as nutriment.

Farming in North. Carolina.—'J.

W. B.," Statesville, N. C, sends an account of how he

farms in North Carolina. lie removed from the State

of New York 4 years ago. He plows under a crop of

cow peas, upon " old field" land in the fall, and with

a light top dressing of stable manure in the winter, has

produced 31 bushels of wheat per acre, while by April

1st, the next year, the clover was 12 to IS inches high.

Tlie land is excellent for orcharding. Land sells for

two to ten dollars per acre. There are no bridges in the

country, the roads are good, and not one-third of the

land is cultivated.

See Page 469.
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I ftOOD THIDWS VERY §

5 (JI17AP.—We again remind our friends, g

§ (and by friends wc mean all our Readers.) that g

g there are in our Prcmiuni-List (referred to on o

i page 409) many good things, things really useful g° o
§ and desirable, which they can all get at very little g

g expense, if any. We have large plans for making o

o this journal very good and very valuable to every- gO Q
g body during the coming year, and we shall surely g

g put many items of information into the Agricul- o

o jurist, that will each be worth far more than the §
o o
o small subscription price. Now it will not be much g
O o
g labor to talk this to others, and get a few at least g
o to subscribe. For every list of names sent ns, §o °
o large or email, we ofi'er good premium articles of g

g various kinds. The Publishers having extraordi- ©

o nary opportunities to get these premium ar- §
£ c
o tides, can afford to give them as they propose, g
O o
g and take pleasure m seeing them distributed, o

o Our friends know that we never mean to send o
8 o
o out any articles but those that are good and every g
o o
g way reliable, and as represented. Please look g

o over the list of Premiums, and each one favor o
o o
g himself, and us, by securing one or more of them, g
o o
oooooooooooooocooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Home-made Fertilizers.—"W. J. B.,"

Macon, N. C. There is no home-made fertilizer that can

be profitably substituted for Peruvian Guano. The mar-

ket value of guano is fixed according to the quantity of

its chemical constituents which arc available for manure.

Any chemical substance, as salts, acids, or alkalies,

valuable for fertilizers, have their value fixed upon the

same basis. Nitrogen, phosphoric acid, or potash, has

each its standard value, iu whatever article or shape it

may appear.

Clnlts oi" Subscribers need not all be at

one Post-Office. The reduction iu price to clubs of four

or more names, is partly made to encourage the getting

up of large lists, and partly because it costs less to mail

a large number in one package. But we do not object to

IMMCB ntldud from other Poct-Oflic-.ea, flS SUCll liamCS USU-

ally soon become centers of other clubs. Names for Pre-

mium Lists may also be gathered at auy nnmber of Post-

Offices. if all are sent by the same person.

Sowing Dowu Hfew Land for Pas-
ture.— 1

' Granger, 1
' York, Pa. New land just cleared,

may be sown down to grass without the intervention of

any crops. Probably in this case it might do very well

to seed down with a crop of oats thinly sown, not more
than two bushels per acre, in the spring. For permanent

pasture iu your locality, we would use 8 quarts of timothy,

one bushel and a half of orchard grass, and one bnshel

and a half of Kentucky bine grass per acre. The blue

grass will not show much until the third year, after which

it will form a considerable portion of the pasture, fill-

ing up the spaces left by the gradual disappearance of

the orchard grass, and furnishing good late pasture.

A Rolling; Horse.—"A. L. W.,n Kittery,

Me. If practicable provide a loose stall, that is, an en-

closed roomy stall not less than 13 feet square, for a

horse that has a habit of rolling, and use no halter, but

leave him. unfastened. Possibly the rolling is caused by

irritation of the skin, in which case give au ounce of

sulphur in the feed daily for a week, and feed bran in

place of part of the corn. At the same time good curry-

ing aud brushing would be a help. If a box stall is not

convenient, as it frequently is not, tie the horse with a

strong halter so short that he can barely lie down com-

fortablv. A friend has a horse that persists in getting

" cast " ir any stall, which is prevented by the short tying.

Good Book* Fay.—It will pay to supply

yourself, your sous, your workmen, your whole family,

with good books as well as papers. Your sons and your

workmen will be kept from idleness and mischievous

company; they will understand and respect their work

more ; they will gain new ideas, and learn to reason and

think better: they will learn to make their heads help

their hands; they will labor more intelligently, and be

happier, See to it that interesting and instructive works

arc always at hand in your home. Look over the List of

Books published every month in this Journal. // vHU

pay to provide yourself, and each member of your family, if

you have any, with good books, even if economy has to

be practised in other directions, to enable yon to do this.
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Hurdles for Sheep.—"T. G.," Kittrel,

N. C. Iron hurdles for folding sheep, may be procured

of Yarnall & Trimble, 147 Front St., Philadelphia. These

are very much more durable than woodeu hurdles or

netting, and can be as readily set up. Five-barred

hurdles of this kind, would also be perfectly secure

a<£iinst cattle or horses, and would serve as,"good a pur-

pose as any of the portable fences.

Rust on Wheat or Oats.—"T. S. C."

There is no known remedy agaiust rust, when it has

once attacked a crop of wheat or oats. The only

probable preventive is to sow a variety that is hardy

and sufficiently vigorous to resist the attack of the rust

fungus. There are " rust proof " oats, commonly sown
in the Southern States, where this crop is subject to

attack ; and the hardier red and amber wheats do not

suffer so frequently as the white varieties. The use of

lime or salt as fertilizers, tends to prevent rust ; but

excessive heat, and a moist atmosphere just at the sea-

son when the grain is filling, appears to be a frequent

cause against which no preventive or remedy is known.

JSP Don't fail to Read what is
said about Light Work and Good Fay for
December, ou page 469.

To Blake Timber Durable.—" W.
V. S.," Lebanon, Tenu. The durability of timber is

much increased, by soaking it in strong limewatcr for a

few weeks, and then exposing it to the air under cover,

to be seasoned. Fence posts should be stripped of their

bark before sleeping them.

Liice on Poultry.— "T. 3. C." There is

nothing in the feed either to cause or to prevent lice on

fowls. Lice will only breed where fowls are not kept

clean, or where they arc neglected. A very effective

remedy is to clean the houses thoroughly, and to apply

lard or linseed oil to the perches, and beneath the wings

of the fowls.

The Pair in Indian Territory.—
The first fair of the Territorial Agricultural Association

was held at Muskogee, the last week in October. It was
a combined effort on the part of the civilized tribes, and
brought out a fine show of horses, hogs, and poultry,

with a limited display of farm utensils of native manu-
facture. The attendance was very good, and addresses

were made by prominent Indians, as well as by persons

from other States, As there is included within the Ter-
ritory a large extent of the finest farming lands in the

West, this fair cannot fail to exercise a good influence in

having these lands improved. We congratulate the

managers on the success of this, their first exhibition.

Sowing- Grass Seed. — " T. 8. C."
Grass seed may be sown at any time during winter,

upon the snow or frozen ground, if that is more con-

venient than sowing it upon the soil in spring. The
seed lies uninjured until spring, and falling into the

minute cracks make by the frost iu the ground, it be-

comes well covered when the soil thaws.

A Faded Carpet.—"A Young Housekeep-
er," Chicago, 111., experimented in cleaning her carpet

with damp salt. The carpet is ingrain, drab and green,

and the salt was dampened and sprinkled over it, as saw-

dust is used in sweeping carpets. At first glance the car-

pet was, in appearance, clean, fresh, and new, but as the

dampness left it, the bright green changed to a dull dark

shade, and no amount of sweeping could change it. The
present color is not pleasing, and she asks what she can

do.
—
"Whether anything can be done to restore the color,

will depend upon the character of the original dye. She
had better consult some competent dyer.

Time to Kill Bushes.—" T. S. C."
The best time to cut brush, is when in full leaf. At that

time the shock is oftcu sufficient to kill the plants. If

cut now, the roots will sprout in the spring, and be-

come even more trouble to destroy thau before cutting.

A Venerable Horticulturist Gone.
—The Gardener's Chronicle, of Oct. 3d, contains an in-

teresting obituary of one of the best of the nurserymen
of the old school, in England, (the father of the editor,

although that is not alluded to), viz : the venerable Wil-

liam Masters, of Canterbury. He had reached the age of

78 years, and as the nursery and garden was that of his

father before him, he must have been one of the very
oldest of English nurserymen, as he certainly was one of
the most scientific. lie was an accomplished landscape
gardener in earlier days, and an ardent lover of the nat-
ural history sciences and geology, at a time when they
were not so popular as they are now ; he exerted himself
vigorously to form a museum in his native city, and for

years acted as its curator, delivering lectures on botany

and geology, and making his nursery a supplementary

feature, by arranging it in part as a botanic garden. In

former years he was a frequent and valued contributor to

the natural history and horticultural magazines and trans-

actions, was an esteemed citizen and magistrate, and had

been the mayor of his native city. The writer of this

notice retains a delightful memory of the great and un-

affected intelligence, active kindness, and urbanity of the

excellent old man who has now gone to his rest at a good

old age. A. G.

In addition to the above appreciative note by Prof.

Gray, we may say that at the time of bis death, Mr. Mas-

ters was the oldest member of the Royal Horticultural

Society.

Time to Cut Timber.—" T. S. C."

Timber, when its durability is the chief consideration,

is generally cut in midsummer or in midwinter ; cut then

the seasoning process in more rapid and perfect.

The Mass. Horticultural Society
has recently elected Mr. Francis Parkman, Jr., as its

President. Mr. Parkman is a worthy successor in the

line of distinguished horticulturists who have held this

office, and it is one of those rare cases in which the giver

and recipient are both honored. Mr. Parkman has made
for himself so honorable a name in literature, that we
are accustomed to look upon him as the brilliant author,

rather than as a quiet practical horticulturist, who finds

relaxation from the labors of the study in those of the

garden. This election is a_proper tribute to the worth of

one of the most modest of the many cultivators who
have made Boston the horticultural center that it ie.

Government Lauds in Iowa.—"J.

W. C.," Jersey City, N. J. The few lands belonging to

the U. S. Government left in Iowa, are located in the

north-western portion, audare situated far from railroads

and towns. These are not by any means the cheapest

lands for a settler, even when he gets them for nothing.

The time lost in going back and forth to a depot, or

town, 10 miles distant, every year, will easily pay the in-

terest upon the cost of a farm at $10 per acre ; and the

choice lauds near towns can be bought from railroad

companies for that price, on long time. The Burlington

and Missouri Railroad Co. have some choice land in Iowa.

The Christian Advocate, also offers

a premium of " Mercy Knocking at the Wicket Gate.''

It has been highly commended as a work of art. A
subscription to the Christian Advocate will be a cheap

mode of securing a beautiful picture.

Poultry for the I*. V. Market.—
Unless those who send poultry to the New York market,

comply with its customs, they bad better seud it else-

where. In former years we have given full directions for

preparing poultry, and now remind readers of the

essential points, by publishing the following condensed

directions, which come to us in a timely circular, from

the old poultry house of E. & O. Ward, 379 Washington

street. " To insure highest market prices, poultry must

be well fattened ; crops empty when killed ; kill by

bleeding, but do not remove the head. Have them nicely

and well picked; skin not broken or torn; entrails

should not be removed ; thoroughly cooled, but not fro-

zen. Pack in boxes, with a layer of clean straw (rye

straw the best) between the layers of Poultry, in the

same posture in which they roost. Mark each box,

specifying what it contains. Seud invoice by mail.

Ship to reach us about the middle of the week—should
never reach us so late in the week as Saturday— Great-

est demand on special occasions. Fine fat turkeys for

Thanksgiving. Prime and nice geese for Christmas.

Extra large and nice turkeys for New Year's day. On
all these occasions shipments should reach dealers two

to five days in advance If you cannot find any profit

in sending prime quality aud well prepared, yon need

not look for any in ordinary or poor qualities."

The Use of Paris CJrecn.— At the

meeting of the Academy of Science, held early in No-

vember, Dr. John J. Lo Coute read a paper upon the use

of Paris Green for killing injurious insects, especially the

Colorado potato-beetle, and presented the subject in a

manner calculated to create alarm. Dr. Le Conte is a

high authority in his specially, entomology, aud admits

that the chemical aspect of the subject must be developed

by his colleagues. The paper itself, and the discussion

which followed it, show that really learned men, such as

compose the Academy, do not know everything. This,

which may be considered our highest scientific body, is

gravely told—what every farmer who reads the papers

knows—that Paris Green is sold by the ton. One mem-
ber had heard of the loss of human life from its use to

kill cockroaches, another announced the fact, which has

been in all the papers for these many years, that poison-
ing had resulted from using wall paper colored with
Paris Green. The use of strychnine to kill crows, was
thought wrong by another member, and the whole dis-

cussion was more befitting the N. Y. Farmer's Club, than
the Academy of Science. Not one of the learned gentle-

men present, seemed to know of the experiments of

Prof. Kedzic, of the Michigan Agricultural College, aud
none of the eminent chemists of the Academy explained

what changes the poison underwent in the soil, but after

wasting time in censuring the Agricultural Bureau at

Washington—by which we suppose the Department of

Agriculture was intended, and that is past all censure

—

the Academy adopted a resolution, appointing a com-

mittee to investigate and report upon the use of this and
other poisons to kill insects and other animals, for the

ornamentation of articles of food, coloring of paper, etc.

We shall gladly welcome any addition to our knowledge
iu this direction, but as this matter of use of poisonous

colors in confectionery and on wall paper, has been

done over and over again, it seems very funny to see

our savaus taking it up as something new.

The Nevada Fair.—The first exhibition

of the Nevada State Agricultural and Mechanical Socie-

ty, held at Reno, during the third week in October, was
entirely successful. There was a show of good 6tock,

and the exhibition of fruit, grain, and vegetables, shows
that the now State so celebrated for mineral wealth, can

take fair rank as an agricultural State.

Filing- the Agriculturist.

—

"D. E.

C," Traverse City, Mich. On reference to almost any
volume of the Agriculturist, the estimate for the cubic

measure of the ton of hay might be found. For timothy

well pressed down, 500 cubic feet is allowed, and when
not solidly packed, COO feet is generally taken. A large

number of requests come to us for information or advice,

which could be easily procured by consulting the index

of any volume of the Agriculturist.

Sick Fowls.—"H. P.," Clinton Co., Iowa.

When fowls appear out of order and lose appetite, a

change of food is often sufficient to restore them. The

food should be mixed with a little linseed meal, aud a

small quantity of pepper and a small piece of copperas

dissolved in their drinking-water would be useful. Fowls

suffer more from want of clean water, and from badly

ventilated and unclean roosting places, than from any

other cause. (

j

'J.'l«c Methodist aud its Premiums.
—The Methodist oilers as premiums for new- subscribers,

the portraits of the late Dr. T. M. Eddy and the Rev. Al-

fred Cookman. An interest in these notable ministers is

felt not only by Methodists, but by persons of other de-

nominations, who were permitted to listen to their elo-

quence, and mark their pure and noble characters. The
portraits themselves are fine specimens of the engraver's

art, and can not fail to be acceptable and popular.

ST" Don't fail to Read what is
naid about Light Work and Good Pay for
December, on page 469.

Small Steam Engines.—"V. A. W.,"
Forsythe Co., N. C. The most compact, best finished,

aud safest engine we know, is the Baxter Engine, made
by the Colt's Arms Co., Hartford, Ct. A cheaper engine,

made by Whitman & Burrell, of Little Falls, N. Y., was
described and illustrated in the Agriculturist of June,

page 212, 1874.

Many for One.—Mr. W. R. Pease, showed
us five ears of pop-corn from one stalk, which in the

whole contained 3,454 grains. A goodly number to be

produced from a single seed.

Information as to Jersey Cattle.—
" I. M.," West Farmington. It is very strange that you
have not fouud information as to the Jersey cows in the

Agriculturist any time these few years past. Very many
numbcrs will tell you that they are most valuable for a

butter dairy. They are not the cows for cheese making.

For that purpose the Ayrshire are preferable, or else

the Dutch cattle.

Plant Named.—"C. P." The plant found

in your cranberry plantation, is Lycopus Tirginicus, the

Bngle-weed. Quite common.

Premature Blooming.—Maj. John W.
Becks, Galena, Kas.. sends specimens of cherry blossoms

which were picked iu the middle of October. He states

that the warm weather aud the showers, make the season

like the month of June, and that many fruit-trees are in

flower. This ie bad for next year's crop.
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The Hog' Crop.—A report from 214 points

in the chief pork producing States, states that in 1S9

places hogs are fewer than last year, in "27 places about

tiie same as last year, and in 28 places more than last

year. Of corn the same report states, that in 100 places

there is less, in "0 more, and in 35 about the same

as last year. The quality of hogs is reported as uneven.

Crop Prospects.—As regards the pros-

pects of the newly sown wheat crop, both here and in

Europe, there has rarely ever been a better promise. The
weather has been remarkably favorable for seeding and

the growth of the plant. So favorable has the season

been at the East, that so late as on the 5th of November,
more than one farmer of our acquaintance has sown
wheat. From all pans of Europe a similar condition
of the weather is reported. Of course this has a de-

pressing influence upon the market, the extent of which
it is impossible to forecast. One thing at least is cer-

tain, that the favorable condition in which the fall wheat
crop meets the winter season, can only tend to affect the

market unfavorably for sellers.

The Exhibition at Ttfew South
Wales.—The Journal of the Agricultural Society of

New South Wales contains the programme for the Me-
tropolitan Inter-colonial Exhibition, to open at Sydney,
April o, 1875, in which a very full list of prizes is offered

in both the agricultural and non-agricultural divisions.

At the request of the Secretary, we cheerfully call the at-

tention of our inventors and manufacturers of farm im-
plements and machinery to the liberal prizes that are

offered, and to the fact that competition is open to

exhibitors from abroad. The Secretary thinks that a
large market would he found for our machines, were they
only known in the colonies, and states that all articles

may be sold after the exhibition. By way of San Fran-
cisco, Australia is now much nearer to us than to the

mother country
; our letters now come to hand in forty

days from their date, and as their agriculture is more like

ours than that of England, the colonists And our imple-
ments and our papers better suited to their needs, than
those of that country. We notice by the journal of the
Society t*at steps have been taken to insure a repre-
sentation of the Australian colonies at Philadelphia, in
1876. The Secretary of the Society is Mr. Jules Joubert,
Sydney, N. S. Wales.

Poultry aiatl JSarltet Gardening'.— '• S. W. L." Although you send stamp for a reply by
mail, we cannot answer by letter, as we do not know-
where you live. You omit to etate your residence, and
the post-mark has not a distinguishable letter. Poultry
can not be successfully kept upon a large scale, unless
the fowls have a wide range. There can be nothing more
destructive in a market or any other garden, than a flock

of fowls—even a small one. UnleBS the birds can be
kept out of the garden, one or the other must be given
up. Market-gardeners near New-York have all they can
do to attend to gardening only, and then work more
hours in the day than do most other people. We never
give advice upon buying land, or the price to pay for it.

See Page 469.

Bee Notes.

ET 31. QUINBY.

A friend in New Orleans, says :
" Will yon be so kind

as to give through the American Agriculturist, your
way of patting glass boxes on the Bide of combs." Of
course the most convenient way to do this, is with
movable combs. The comb well fastened in frames,

should stand on the bottom board, independent of the

outside, as described in the Agriculturist for June, 1873.

Dave the sides of the hive out of the way, until the

boxes arc placed. My Cherry Valley friend has furnished

tor market over 10,000 lbs. of honey the present season,

most of it in glass boxes, that hold a little over 4 lbs.

The depth of the boxes is about 5 inches, length 6,

width, 4 inches. Top and bottom are of w%od, the sides

of glass. The glass in the end that comes next the comb,
reaches only about two-thirds of the way across the end
of the box, leaving three-fourths of an inch on each side
for the bees to enter. Imagine a comb standing upright
of itself, all you have to do, is to set the box by its side,

with the narrow glass towards it, so that the bees can
enter. If the frames are 10 inches long, four boxes 4
inches wide, will just fill it out, and if 10 inches deep,

two courses high will be just even with the top, eight
more can be set on the other side, and eight on the top
of the frame. These top boxes have holes through the
bottom for the bees to enter. All of (hem may have
inch holes will i detri m, and then the boxes maybe
changed from side to top as required. Just these

of box and frame, are not used in all cases, but the

principle can not probably be bettered. Have the size

of frames and boxes to correspond, and all alike for

every hive in the yard, so that, any box will fit any hive,

and any frame of comb will lit any place. There is time

now to think what hive is best to start with in the

spring. Study the principle, and get ready now, or at

least before spring.

At the discussion at the N. Y. Central Fair, at Ulica, it

was stated that some bee-keeper- had furnished honey
for market by the car load, the question was asked, how
was it obtained? The answer was by cultivating bees.

Then came the question, ''What is meant by cultivating

bees ? " A partial explanation gave rise to questions

innumerable, as ''what is an improved Diver" "Why
do you get more honey than we used to?'' "What do
yon mean by raising queens?" "What by movable
combs, and what is gained by them ? " " What about

Italians, arc they better? " " TJow do you tell one kind

of egg from another ? " " How do you tell when they are

going to swarm ? " " How do you make artificial swarms,

are they as good ? " " How do you extract, when was it

found out, howlonghave you done it?" Of course these

questions, and others growing out of them, could not all

be answered for want of time, now to prevent getting

stung, seemed to be the main one. The fear of stings

seemed to operate more than all else against beginning

to keep bees. After it was explained that we work by
quietly using smoke, and avoiding harshness, and that

we need not get stung ; It was announced that Mr.

Quinbyhad a hive of UV6 bees on the fair ground, and
would illustrate the manner of handling at such an hour

the next day. He attended, and went through with many
manipulations, such as taking out the combs—without

protection for face or hands. He exhibited every bee,

and sealed and unsealed honey ; he then found the

queen—which a great many had never seen before, never

daring to look so close to so many bees. The quautity

of honey necessary for winter, was pointed out, etc.

The combs were returned to the hive, and not a bee was
made angry, nor was any one stung. No smoke was
applied further than to show how easily it could be used

in case they had been angered by an unlucky jar, or a

bee pinched a little. It was claimed that any one, that

could operate carefully, and especially without fear,

would be equally successful. But few besides those hav-

ing some experience with bees ventured to attend. On
this point we need different training. We must disabuse

the growing mind of this awful fear. It is the duty of the

agricultural press generally, and of farmers who wi6h to

save half of the immense honey waste of the country, to

do something. Change the teaching. If a boy can be

taught to risk his life at the cannons' mouth, to accom-

plish and bring about a wished for event, it ought to

be easy to learn him to brave a bee sting, for the ac-

complishment of a great work.

Ogden Farm Papers.—No. 58.

As before intimated, I visited the St. Louis

Pair, and, incidentally, saw a good deal of

Western agriculture. The fair is entitled to all

the encomiums it has received on the score of

" bigness." The extent of the exhibition, and

of the crowd gathered together, is quite as great

as has been claimed for it. The quality of the

exhibition, too, is of great interest, though in

most departments there was a lack of orderly

arrangement, and an absence of systematic la-

beling, which detracted very much from its

value to one who for the short time allowed de-

sired to examine it carefully, and compare dif-

ferent articles of the same class with each

other. The cattle of the different breeds were

not separated, and in looking over the Jerseys,

for instance, one had to skip about among
stalls occupied by animals of half-a-dozcn

breeds. The implements and machinery were

placed very much at random, and it was some-

times difficult to learn anything about particu-

lar entries, and always troublesome to compare

them with their competitors. The ftl 1,000 of-

fered as premiums for cotton attracted a won-

derfully fine show from all the cotton-growing

States at the Southwest.

I have been told that the Si. Louis Fair was
mainly a horse fair, and that its agricultural

features were comparatively insignificant. This

I did not find the case. There wa a greal deal

of trotting and running, and am interested

throng looking on, but there was only a half-

mile track ; there were no very noted horses,
and this feature of the exhibition seemed rather

a subordinate one. In position and prominence
it was much less conspicuous than the show of

implements and machinery in motion, and on
the whole the exhibition was not at all open to

the criticism of being a " horse-trot" under the

name of an "agricultural fair." Indeed, it is

not especially an agricultural, but rather a gen-

eral industrial exhibition, the agricultural fea-

tures of which are prominent. It serves its in-

dustrial purposes remarkably well ; but as a

fair, as a means for attracting an immense con-

gregation of holiday visitors, I have never seen
its equal. On the principal day there were
over 100,000 visitors to the grounds, and a more
orderly, happy, interested, and cheerful gather-

ing one could hardly hope to find.

Aside from the horned cattle, the feature

which most interested me was the good display

of windmills. Many of these were excellent,

and some of my old friends among them seemed
to hold the prominent position they deserved,

but I was especially taken with a new-comer,

the " Enterprise," which, for simplicity, effici-

ency, and I should say for durability, seemed
to have advantages over all I had yet seen. It

has the merit of being cheaper in first cost

than any other of like character, and I shall

pursue my investigation with a practical trial

of its ability to turn our seaside winds to prof-

itable account, and to withstand their tempes-

tuous attacks.

AN ILLINOIS BUTTER DAIRY.

One leading object that led me to the West
was the butter dairy of I. Boies & Son, Maren-

go, 111., concerning which I have several times

written in these papers. My visit here' was en-

tirely satisfactory. The dairy-building describ-

ed in a previous number has not yet been con-

structed, but in all other respects I found the

accounts to be not at all overdrawn. There

are now on hand about 100 milking cows, CO of

these had come in since August, and the others

were expected to calve shortly. The cows are

natives—or rather, they are such cattle of mixed
races as are kept throughout northwestern Illi-

nois, where dairying is the prominent industry

over a very wide area. I can best describe

their quality by saying that I have never seen

twenty natives together that would average

nearly so good as the whole hundred in this

herd, which has been built up by a system of

careful selection. Mr. Boies says he generally

finds that he can buy a dairyman's best cow for

five dollars more than the market value, and it

is his practice to drive frequently about the

country buying all the remarkably good cows
he can find, and selling the poorest ones of his

own herd. He has had the skill to carry on
this system until he must have collected on his

place most of the best cows within his reach.

The amount of butter made, per cow, has

thus far been only estimated, but careful ac-

counts are now being kept, and will be carried

on throughout the year, so that we shall know
pretty nearly what the possibilities of such a

herd are. The method of feeding has been

sufficiently described in my previous articles
;

the principle on which it is based is, that a milk-

ing cow should cat all that she can possibly be

induced to eat. Mr. Boies is very strongly of

the opinion that it is impossible to get the full-

est profit from a butter dairy, or from any

other, without having ihe cows come in in the
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autumn. He then carries them through the

hight of milking on high winter feed, and finds

that when they are five or six months gone, and

would naturally begin to fall off in their yield,

the flush of the May and June pastures gives a

fillip to their production, and carries them up

pretty nearly to their full yield again,—by the

time the summer drouth pinches the pasture,

they are ready to be dried off for their next

calving. This, in connection with the fact that

the winter market is best for butter, makes his

course seem judicious, and worthy the attention

of others. Cows coming in in the spring give

more during May and June than autumn calv-

ers do at any time, but when they begin to feel

the effect of their next pregnancy, there is only

winter feed to be given them, and this does not

sustain their productiveness as grass would do.

A very large item on this farm is the feeding

of pork. Slioats are bought in fair store-hog

flesh, are very highly fed on skimmed milk and
corn, and are drafted for the market when in

good selling condition. There is generally a

profit of about one cent per pound on the origi-

nal purchase, and the average increase of

weight is _.X) pounds.

The following experiment shows the profit

of the operation, and indicates the care with

which business details are attended to on this

farm : June 12th, 10 average hogs were bought,

weighing 1,850 lbs. They cost $87.87* ($4.75

per hundred pounds). Corn cost 56 cents per

bushel ; skimmed milk, 20 cents per hundred

lbs.; meal and bran, 1 cent per lb. August 3d,

after 52 days feeding (the cost of feed being

$41.81), they had gained 975 lbs.—the increase

costing $4.29 per hundred lbs. They were
then sold at 6 cents per lb., making a profit of

$39.82, to say nothing of the manure. They
feed every year about 1,500 hogs, to which they

add about 90 tons weight of pork.

I was enabled to see the whole operation of

skimming, churning, working, salting, re-work-

ing, and packing the butter, the whole being

done in a most systematic and business-like

way, and the product being of first-rate quality

for a dairy of common cows. The butter is of

capital flavor and of good color. It lacks the

firm texture of Jersey butter, and they are now
considering the question of buying a Jersey

bull, and raising the heifer calves from the best

twenty of their own cows. If this course is

carried on for a few years, there will be at

Marengo a butter dairy herd that will be hard

to equal.

The following account, received from Mr.

R. Q. Tenney, of Colorado, is gratifying as

confirming a theory which I have proved in

practice to be a sound one, and have earnestly

recommended

:

" I wish to thank you for your article pub-

lished in the winter of 1871, on transplanting

mangels and sugar beets. I have probably

saved to myself from $150 to $200 in the past

three seasons, by following your directions.

The first two seasons one of my neighbors, an

old Iowa farmer, ridiculed the idea, but he was

compelled to " acknowledge the corn " when
he saw the result. This year a late frost killed,

say three-fourths of the plants in my seed bed,

and being so far from a base of supplies, had

not time to send for more.
" Another time I will not be in so great a

hurry to plant, as I find that they do not re-

quire a very long season.

" I transplanted fipni the 15th to the 22nd of

July, and have fine beets, although the grass^

hoppers hurt them some.

" We are getting a good number of Jersey

cattle into the Territory. I think I imported

the first, and now have a fine bull, three years

old Feb. 11th last."

FINE HERDS AT THE WEST.

While at the West I visited some of the

principal Jersey hords in my line of travel,

and, indeed, extended my journeyiag for the

purpose. I was less gratified by the condition

of my own animals in Illinois, than I hoped to

be. The protracted early drouth drying up
the pastures, and reducing all farming in

southern Illinois to a very difficult pass, had

the effect of pulling down their condition until

I regretted having exhibited them at St. Louis.

Their plight at least had the advantage of

proving that with Jersey cattle, as with all

others, good keep is necessary to good condi-

tion and good yield. Realizing the state of

affairs, I turned on more steam, and had the

satisfaction of seeing them at once improve,

and I hear that they are now in much better

order than at any time since June.

At the large and splendid blue-grass farm of

Major Campbell Brown, at Spring Hill, Tenn.,

where a wide range had made up for the effect

of the drouth, the Jerseys, (of which he has a

very fine herd), were in excellent condition, and

were yielding largely. Mr. Hardin, of Louis-

ville, who has very little land, and depends

mainly on purchased food, has his animals in

fine order. Several breeders in the immediate

neighborhood, have capital herds, and it is

evident that here, as well as about Cincinnati,

the Jersey is as great a favorite, and is as

adundantly distributed about summer resi-

dences, as even about Boston or Philadelphia.

The best cow I saw during my travels, is

" Dinah," owned by John L. Stettinius, of

Cincinnati, whose whole herd is quite worthy
to be in the same pasture with her.

I advise all Eastern farmers who desire to

remain content with what they have at home,

and to bear with equanimity the six months of

winter feeding that our climate makes neces-

sary, to keep away from Mr. Alexander's 3,000-

acre farm, of Woodburn, in the blue-grass

region near Lexington, Ky. , where animals can

graze during nearly the whole winter ; where
the pastures are greener and more beautifully

wooded, than any which we know; where the

rarest animals, representing hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars, are kept under circumstances

of ideal perfection ; and where our most en-

thusiastic dreams of pastoral life and profit-

able farming, are blended in a tantalizing

reality. Whoever visits Woodburn, buys a few
hours of delight at the expense of months of

unsatisfied longing— tempered, however, with

the influence of an example that is full of sug-

gestive details, which cannot fail to have an
effect on his future plans and aspirations.

I receive from all parts of the country,

reports of success with Jersey cattle. Mr. F.

M. Churchman, of Indianapolis, writes, that he

has a heifer, only two years old last spring,

which made in the flush of her milking, 12 lbs.

3 oz. of butter per week, and now, seven

months after calving, is making over 7 lbs.

per week. She is probably one of a small

herd, and well kept, but this report is only a

specimen of those frequently sent me, and they

indicate that success with Jerseys, is by no
means confined to tho older breeders of the

Eastern States; they seem perfectly adapted

to all parts of the country, and they are doing
everywhere, all that could be desired to sustain

the commendations which have been bestowed
upon them by their admirers.

Of home news we have little worth report-

ing. The season has been exceptionally cool
and moist, and we have had much dark
weather. The grass crop was large, but the

grass has been less nutritious than in warmer
and brighter seasons. The cattle have shown
the effect of this in their production of butter,

although in as good condition as usual. We
have more hay than ever, and for the first time

I think, although our herd is Urge, we shall be
able to go through the winter without buying.

Our butter throughout the season, has been, if

possible, better than ever before, and the

quantity and flavor hold out remarkably well,

as we have at this writing (Nov. 2nd) had no
frost, and the grass is very fine.

It will be impossible this year to report the

amount of our production per cow, with any
approach to accuracy, for the reason that the

sale of skimmed milk has become a very
important item of our business, and we have
frequently skimmed after twelve hours' stand-

ing, in order to supply the demand ; being

sure of a profit on our purchased milk, even if

only partly skimmed, we have made more or

less butter, according to the requirments of

our market for butter or milk, and the butter

product per cow for the year, would probably

make a less favorable showing than in the

report for 1873. We have recently sold five of

our most important cows, and, pending the

selection of good Herd Book successors to

take their places, we shall buy fresh native

cows, and force them to the greatest possible

extent with corn meal, getting all the butter

from them we can, and turning them off fat in

the spring for the butcher.

Heavy Shorthorn Grade Cattle.

In the Agriculturist for March 1870, there
were published portraits of four he; vy fat

steers, raised bv Mr. George Ayrault, of fough-
keepsie, N. Y. On the first page of th present
number will be found portraits fron life, of
two heifers and two steers, which .e even
more remarkable than those of 187C. These
are also raised and owned by Mr. Ayrault.
The two heifers are shown in the upper part

of the engraving ; that upon the left hand is

the " Queen," said to weigh 3009 pounds. Of
the two steers below the heifers, the one in the
foreground is the " Champion," said to weigh
not far from 4000 pounds. All these cattle are
high grade Shorthorns. As to their pedigree,

or the particular strain from which they orig-

inate, no particulars have been given. They
are all six years old v and for the first three years
were not forced in any way. They were not
suckled by a nurse, nor did they suck two cows.
Indeed, they were weaned at less than a week
old, and after the first two months, received
only skimmed milk, with a handful of wheat
shorts per day. After four months they were
weaned from milk, and were fed upon pasture,

with a sufficient quantity of grain in the win-
ters to keep them constantly growing. Since

then they have been fed upon pasture, with
hay from early cut grass, in summer, and in

winter, the same kind of hay with 8 to 10

quarts of corn and oat meal per day. Sugar
beets and sweet apples have been given_to them
occasionally, but only ia such quantities a*
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would serve as a relish and provoke an ap-

petite for their regular food, and aid its per-

fect digestion. These cattle were exhibited

in September, at the Western N. Y. fair

at Rochester, at the Central N. Y. fair at

Albany, and at the first exhibition of the

Hudson River Agricultural As-

sociation, held at Poughkeepsie

in Oct. At the last named fair

they formed the chief attraction,

being near home, where the ani-

mals were well known and popu-

lar. During the month previous

to this they traveled 1000 miles,

and, under good management, lost

little or none of their weight. The
"Queen" and the " Champion " are

to lie fed another year, with the in-

tention, if possible, to make them

the heaviest heifer and steer that

have yet been raised. It is prob-

able that the steer is now heavier

than the famous "Ketton ox"
which was raised by Mr. Chas.

Colling, one of the early English

Shorthorn breeders, in 1796, and

weighed 3780 pounds alive, when
6 years old. We should judge

by the handling of "Champion,"

that he can be made considerably

heavier than he now is. It would
do much to make Shorthorns

popular, if breeders would feed

either pure bred animals or high

grades in this manner for beef more
frequently, and give less atten-

tion to mere pedigree. If high
pedigree stock does not produce
cheaper or better beef than any
other, it is difficult to fix wherein
its excessive value lies. The
butcher's block is, after all, the

final criterion by which high and
low bred alike must be judged.

The sight and touch of a living

animal are both greatly inferior to

the final test of all—the dressed

quarters. Farmers who feed beeves look to this

test for their profits, and if they are frequently

made acquainted with sucn samples of what
Shorthorn blood can produce, as are here
illustrated, they will be the more ready to in-

vest in the purchase of bulls than they now are.

~-» —#,»«=.— _«. .

An Easy Wagon-Spring.

" Torsion " is the act f twtting, just as one
twists or wrings a wet cl^th to get rid of the

water. Th resistance of a sUel red to torsion,

and the force with which i' springs hac'^ to its

place, are very great. The strain upon t e ubers

of the metal is much less in this case, than

when a piece of steel is bent, and a torsion

spring is therefore one of the most elastic and

dan, of Fulton, N. Y., is here illustrated. The
seat-spring is shown in fig. 1, and it is, upon

trial, found to be remarkably easy. It is cal-

culated to bear any weight up to 800 pounds,

without losing any of its elasticity, or breaking.

Figure 2 shows a spring intended for a wagon-

Sto*

Fig. 1.—TORSION WAOON-SEAT SPRING.

durable known. A wagon or seat-spring, un.de

upon this torsion principle, by Sohenck & Shtii

CALIFORNIA WEED

—

DODDER UPON AXFAXFA.

body. It is calculated for a weight of 800

pounds to each spring. Two will thus bear

1000 pounds. A spring for wagon-tongues is

also made upon this same principle ; it is said

that there are some thousands of railroad cars

now running, which are furnished with springs

of this kind. In a recent test a set of springs

were taken from beneath a car after three years'

use, and were as perfectly elastic as when first

put in. The strength of springs made upon
the torsion principle is so great that one made
of |-inch steel-bar will bear a load of 7,000

pounds, and still be perfectly elastic under it.

»-• n» ——•»

A Dangerous Weed in California.

Improved agriculture is of so recent a date in

California, that but few of the pests in the way
of insects and weeds that trouble the cultivator

in the older States, have come to plague his

California brother. Alfalfa or lucerne is one

of the staples of Californian agriculture, and a

weed that threatens the destruction of this

crop, is a matter of the first importance. No-

tices of a particularly troublesome dodder have

appeared in the California papers, and we are

indebted to the kind attentions of our friends

of the Pacific Rural Press, of San Francisco,

i'-cd of the Sonoma Democrat, for specimens,

which have enabled us to examine the plant,

and to make an engraving of it. Almost every

one knows our common dodders, which hang
their yellow or copper-colored, wiry stems over

the bushes in the swamps of the Atlantic States.

There are ten native species cast of the Missis-

sippi, several more west of that river, and about

seventy species thus far known throughout the

world, all of which, with their varieties, are ad-

mirably described in Dr. G. Engelmann's elabo-

rate account of the genus. The dodders are all

parasites
; the seed germinates in the ground,

and the stem attaches itself to some other plant

;

by means of numerous disks or suckers, it

draws upon the other plant for nutriment, and

soon cuts itself loose from the root, and feeds

wholly upon its unfortunate host. Some dod-

ders live upon exogenous plants indiscriminate-

ly, while others prefer particular plants, or

those of certain families ; one confines itself

to flax, which, besides the one in question, is

the most generally injurious. One of our na-

tive species has been known to be troublesome

upon young trees in nurseries. The dodder up-

on alfalfa, so far as we can determine from de-

scription, having no authentic specimens for

comparison, is Cuscuta racemosa, variety Chil'-

ana. The species is a very variable one, and

between it and related species there is some

confusion. The seeds of this were no doubt

introduced into California with alfalfa seeds

from Chili, the same as it was into Europe

many years ago, where it was very destructive

to lucerne, often destroying whole fields. The
engraving shows the habit of the weed ;

when
once fixed, it spreads and. entangles the several

branches of a plant, or those of neighboring

plants ; under this heavy draught made upon

its life-blood, as we may regard the sap, the lu-

cerne ceases to grow, and at length turns yel-

low, and dies from exhaustion. The Sonoma
Democrat publishes an opinion that the dodder

now so troublesome upon the alfalfa is a native

species, but an examination of the specimens

makes us quite sure that it is not. One not ac-

quainted with the minute characters, by which

the species are distinguished, might, from their

outward resemblance, regard them as the same.

At the lower left hand of the engraving the

relative size and shape of the two seeds are

shown, both of course magnified. The alfalfa

seed is like a minute, rather flattened, kidney

bean ; that of the dodder is irregularly orbicu-

lar, and only about one-third as long as the

other. An ordinary magnifier will readily de-

tect the presence of this or other foul seeds in

the alfalfa seed. With this, as with other weeds,

one important point is to avoid introducing it,

and care in selecting the seed will do this.

Where it makes its appearance the most prompt

measures should be taken to prevent its spread.

Cut the infested plants, and burn them, and do

this before the parasite has matured its seeds.

If the dodder has too full possession to allow

this to be done, then the plan followed in

France, (where a dodder, and probably the same

species, is destructive,) may be adopted. Straw-

Fig. 2.—TORSION WAGON-BOX SPRING.

is laid in abundance among the plants in a dry

time, and is then set on fire ; the sudden flame

destroys the parasite, but does not materially

injure the alfalfa, which starts from the roots,

and the eteins, that escape injury by the fire
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The Badger Hound, or Basset.—

•

"When we advocate, as we have often clone,

stringent clog-laws and their strict enforcement,

it is not from any antipathy to dogs. There

are dogs and clogs, and we make a distinction.

That some dogs

are not only pleas- ^j
ant and compan-

ionable, but highly

useful, we have no

more doubt than

that the great ma-

jority aro useless

and injurious, and

should be taxed

out of existence.

Upon a farm, espe-

cially, a good dog

is valuable, and if

its value includes

an ability to aid its

master in hunting,

all the better, for

there are many
more farmers who
need the recrea-

tion that hunting

affords, than there

are those who neg-

lect their duties

and waste their

time with the gun.

Believing in the

utility of some clogs, we regard the introduction

of a new and meritorious breed as a matter of

sufficient interest to give a portrait of a Badger

hound, which is sufficiently rare in this country

to be regarded as new, as there is only a small

pack of them owned by a German gentleman

in Hoboken, N. J., and a few others scattered

about the country. This dog is known to the

Germans as DacJiskund, or badger hound, and

to the French as Basset, and if we accept the

descriptions given by writers of, both these

nationalities, it

possesses a re- __

markable combi- *~~-

nation of excel-

lencies. There are

two divisions of

the breed, those

with straight and
those with crook-

ed legs, the last-

named being pre-

ferred. The gen-

eral appearance of

this dog is not

prepossessing ; as

Gayot, the great

French authority,

remarks, it is more

strange than grace-

fid; the head is

long and pointed

at the muzzle, and

the ears very long,

so that when the

animal is running

they toucli the

ground ; the neck

is thick, body

long, and the tail long and slender ; the

legs are remarkably short in proportion to

the body, the fore-legs being singularly bowed,
while their large feet turn outward; the hair

is short, and usually with brown or black

markings on a white ground. On account of

their shortness of limb, these dogs are only 12

to 1G inches high, and for the same reason they

run slowly, and the hunter can keep up with

them without difficulty. Their expression of

countenance is peculiar, it being an oldish

and at the same time attentive look. They

yellow-breasted kail.—{Rirzami Novehoraeensis.)

have a keen scent, and in Europe arc used for

hunting almost all kinds of game, especially

rabbits and deer, and such is their courage that

they will even attack the wild boar. They are

regarded as especially valuable in destroying

all animals that are injurious to the farmer.

The Yellow Breasted Rail.

One of our associates having had the good

fortune to bag a Yellow-breasted Rail, we

THE BADGER HOUND, DACHSHTTND, OP. BASSET.

have had an engraving made of the speci-

men. Those interested in birds, either as

objects of natural history or as game, will be

glad to know something of this, one of the

rarest of all Northern birds, and we give the

following account of it, mainly from notes

furnished by the friend who shot the specimen.
Naturalists at present separate tiie Rails into

two genera, the old genus Sallus, including the

Virginia, the Clapper, and the King Rails, while

the common Rail or Sora, the Black Rail, and

| the present species, are in the genus Porsana

;

the specific name
of this is Notebo-

racensis, which is

rather a misnomer,

as the bird is rare-

ly found in New
York. The follow-

ing is the descrip-

tion of this species:

Upper parts dark

ochre-yellow, with

stripes of brown-
ish black, and

transverse stripes

of white ; neck

and breast red-

dish ochre-yellow,

many of the feath-

ers tipped with

brown ; middle of

abdomen white

;

flanks and ventral

regions having

bands of dark red-

dish brown, with

bands of white

crossing them

;

under tail coverts

reddish, with spots of white; chin white;

thigh feathers blackish; line over the eye

cinnamon brown ; length from tip of bill

to tail, about six inches. This, the smallest of

the Rails, is so retiring in its habits, and skulks

so persistently among the reeds and tall grass

which border the water courses and drains of

our meadows, that it is very rarely obtained,

and therefore the least known of its kind.

The writer, in an experience of twenty-three

years' shooting upon meadows and marshes,

has obtained but

two in all that

time,and has heard

of but two others

"being shot, one at

Gravesend, L. I.,

and the other on
the salt meadows
of the Hacken-

sack, N. J. The
Yellow - breasted

Rail takes wing
very reluctantly,

and will only rise

when hard pushed

by the dog ; it

then flies but a

few yards, with

neck outstretched

and legs hanging

down, and soon

drops among the

tall reeds, where it

runs with such

amazing swiftness,

that further pur-

suit is useless. It

is chiefly met with

by Sn ipe shooters, when in pursu i t of their favor-

ite game. As this bird bears a considerable gen-

eral resemblance to the European Quail, it was
called by one naturalist (Latham) the Hudsonian

Quail. It lays from ten to sixteen pure white

eggs among the grass, making no nest—or at
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all events such a rude attempt, that it can

hardly he called one. Although so rare a bird

at the North, it is more common in the South-

ern States. Audubon states that he found it at

all seasons of the year in Louisiana, where it

builds a nest, and raises two if not three broods

in a season ; he regards the fact of its not

building a nest at the North, as evidence that

it has strayed beyond its proper limits; yet

they are found as far north as Hudson's Bay.

The flesh of this bird is highly esteemed.

Early in the morning it makes a peculiar cry,

which has been compared to that produced by

the striking together of two pieces of stone,

some liken it to the found of flint and steel,

and others say that its note resembles the

croaking of a tree-toad. It makes its appear-

ance near New York early in the spring, and

remains until the frosts come, when it disap-

pears suddenly, as is the habit of all the rails.

The specimen here figured, was shot in the

month of September, of the present year, on

the meadows back of Bergen, N. J. Its food

consists of aquatic insects and seeds.

Walks and Talks on the Farm—No, 132.
[COPYRIGHT SECURED.]

The Deacon came in the other evening to

talk over matter's, and I said to him

:

"Here is something, Deacon, that ought to

please you ! Prof. Daniels delivered an able

address at the Wisconsin State Fair on Hard

Times—A Cause and a Remedy."—" It would

please me," said the Deacon, " to hear of a reme-

dy."
—

" We must first ascertain the cause, Prof.

Daniels attributes it mainly to a great over-pro-

duction of wheat and corn in the Western

States. I will read you what he says :

"

" The present condition of Western farmers

was long ago predicted, if they continued to

depend upon the production of corn and wheat

for their revenue. In 1864, the Superintendent

of the Census said : (Agriculture of the U. S.

Census, 1860, p. 42.) ' For some time before the

war our Western farmers were beginning to

complain that wheat-growing was not profita-

ble, that the cost of transportation left them

barely enough to meet the cost of production

—

and it was argued, wisely as we think, that it

would be more profitable to grow less wheat

and raise more cattle, pork, and wool, the cost

of transporting which, in proportion to value,

is much less than that of a more bulky pro-

duce. * * * The Western farmer, for a year or

two, has been receiving high prices for his pro-

duce. He would do well fully to understand the

causes wJiicJi Jwvc led to this result. They are by

no means permanent.'
" Speaking of the increased demand for wheat

then existing, he says, it ' will for some years,

probably, keep prices high enough to make
'.Tiieat-growing in the West exceedingly profit-

able. The lime must be expected, however,

when the Western farmer will again find the

cost of sending wheat to the Eastern cities, and
to Europe, so high as to leave him barely mar-

gin enough to pay the cost of production.'

These," says Prof. Daniels, "wer timely words
of wisdom. No one could to-day tell more
surely what has become a sad reality in the

West, than these words, written ten years ago,

foretold would come to pass, should the course

then pursued by farmers be persisted in."

Tho Deacon put on his spectacles, and drew
near the lamp on the tabic. " Let me read that

myself," he said. " I don't see what there is in

it that should please me."—" Why," said I,

" have you forgotten where those ' timely words

of wisdom ' came from ? Prof. Daniels did not

know that they were written in this quiet farm

house. You and I talked the matter over again

and again. ' No one,' says Prof. D., 'could to-

day tell more surely what has become a sad re-

ality in the West, than these words, written ten

years ago, foretold would come to pass.' And
yet some people are disposed to think a man
can know nothing of farming unless he lives

west of the Mississippi River. You and I,

Deacon, worked at odd times over a year study-

ing tho Census returns, and making new tables

showing how much we produced in the differ-

ent sections, in proportion to population, in

I860 as compared with 1850. I was promised

$10 a page for (he work. We prepared 130

large pages of the Introduction, and after it

was printed I sent in my bill. They sent me a

check for $450, and said I should have the bal-

ance in a month or two. But I have never re-

ceived another dollar. When we send more

farmers to Congress and fewer politicians, you

and I, Deacon, will present our claim. It has

never been disputed. In fact it has been ' al-

lowed '—but never paid."

" I did not know," said the Squire, " that the

Deacon and you were able to tell ten years in

advance what was going to happen."—" We
can tell," I replied, " that if you neglect your

farm it will not improve. If you starve your

cows this winter they will not give a large flow

of rich milk next summer. If you sow foul

seed, you will not have clean crops. We know
that if a young man spends his days reading

novels, and his evenings at the tavern, he will

not increase in knowledge and wealth. If you
keep a young apple orchard in grass, and do not

manure it, or if you sow it every year to oats,

wheat, corn, potatoes, or rye, and lake off the

whole crop and jmt nothing back, we know
that ten years from now your apples will nei-

ther bo large nor fair, nor command the top

price in market. We know that people will

want something to eat, drink, and wear, and

that wheat, potatoes, fruit, beef, mutton, pork,

cheese, butter, and wool, will be wanted in the

future as in the past. We know that, other

things being equal, the farmer who can produce

the best article at. the least cost, will make the

most money."

And*3»w, while we are talking on this sub-

ject, let me predict again. Good farmers are

going to see better times than we have had for

some years. I do not know this, but all the in-

dications point that way. The farmer in this

section, and especially in the West, who drains

his land, kills the weeds, cultivates thoroughly,

gets his crops in early, and gathers them in sea-

son ; keeps good stock, and feeds out nearly all

that he raises ; the farmer who makes rich ma-

nure, and saves and applies it judiciously, has

a fair prospeci. of getting pay for his care, la-

bor, intelligence, and enterprise. Good tillage,

and rich manure should be our motto.

I have received a letter, commencing as fol-

lows: "A Committee was appointed by the

Eastern Experimental Farm of Chester Co.,

Pa., to investigate the subject of Cooking and

Steaming Feed for Stock."—Ah well, I said to

myself, now wc shall perhaps learn something

definite in regard to this much discussed sub-

ject. It has been talked and written about for

half a century or more. So much so, that

when I see an article in any of our agricultural

papers beaded " Cooking Food for Stock," I

invariably and by inst tact skip it. Not that the

subject is unimportant, but that until we get

some well-planned and well-tried experiments,

all has been said for and against the practice

that can be said. I was very glad to hear,

therefore, that the Eastern Experimental Farm
was going to investigate the matter. Prof.

Miles, of the Michigan Agricultural College, is

also about to make some careful experiments.

But the more we have the better. Our Agri-

cultural Colleges should work together. Each
should know what the other is doing, and take

up different branches of the same subject. But
what is the next sentence in the letter ? " They
mean to make an exhaustive report, and take

the liberty of asking you to have inserted in

the American Agriculturist a notice of the same,

requesting information from all quarters, pro

and con, in regard to this matter."—And so, it

seems this Experimental Farm is not going to

make an Experiment on Cooking Food for

Stock—they are to make an " Exhaustive Re-

port." Please don't! Our agricultural papers

are by no means destitute of enterprise. If

there are any trustworthy facts, they will get

hold of and publish them. We do not need

Experimental Farms to do this kind of work.

If we could get at agricultural facts by holding

conventions, making reports, and passing reso-

lutions, we should soon place agriculture on a

scientific basis. I was once at a Meeting of the

American Daiiymen's Association, when the

following resolution was offered and of course

passed

:

"Sesolved, That this Convention is of the opinion
that corn is a valuable product for the dairy-farm,
and that we commend it as a forage crop."

I voted "aye," but I could not help thinking

that one experiment would be worth a whole

car-load of such resolutions.

" You believe in cooking food for hogs," said

the Deacon, "your steamer seems to be going

almost night and day."—Yes, but I am working

in the dark and no " report " will give me light.

I suppose cooking makes some kinds of food

more easy of digestion. And when you are

trying to push young pigs along as rapidly as

possible, or when you are fattening well-bred

hogs that can assimilate more food than they

can digest, then cooking will probably pay. At
the present time, corn is so high that we cannot

afford to let any of it pass through the animal

undigested. In fattening hogs, the great aim
should be to make them eat just as much and

no more than they can digest. There are hogs
that can digest more com than they will eat.

In this case there is nothing to be gained by
cooking—unless it will induce them to eat

more. I would give them all the cooked or

fermented food they would eat up clean. I

would then pour a little more into the trough.

They will fight over it and eat it up. Then give

a little more, and so on until you are sure they

will eat no more of this cooked food. Then
throw an ear of corn into tho pen, and let them
try to get it away from each other. Every ex-

tra car of corn you can get them to eat and di-

gest, will give you nearly or quite as much
pork as the corn contains. A largo proportion

of the food of animals is used to support respi-

ration and the vital functions. The growth
comes from the food ealen and digested in ex-

cess of this amount. It takes some time and

not a little sense to feed pigs in this way. But
it will pay.

Now, on the other hand, if your pigs will eat

more than they digest, there may and there may
not be an advantage in cooking their food. If

the cooking or fermenting will enable them to

digest more food. then, at the present hip-H
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price of corn, it will pay well. " I don't think

it pays at all," said the Deacon, " to feed hogs

corn at present prices."—I think it does, but

that is not what I meant. That is another

question. What we are talking about now, is

whether in case you feed pigs at all, it will pay

to cook the food for them. It certainly will

not pay to throw bushels of corn into a pen of

coarse, ill-bred, ravenous hogs, and let them

pass one-third or one-half of it undigested. A
good appetite is a good thing. A good digestion

is better—what we want in a pig is both.

"You have said this same thing over and

over again," said the Deacon, " for the last 8

or 9 years."—Yes, and I mean to say it again

and again. It must be understood before we
shall make any real improvement in breeding

pigs. Mr. Lawes has recently advocated the

same doctrine, and we may hope that it will at-

tract more attention. " From the results of nu-

merous experiments made at Rothamstead,"

says Mr. Lawes, " it may be assumed that on

the average, a pig weighing 100 lbs. will, if sup-

plied with as much barley-meal as he will eat,

consume 500 lbs. of it, and double his weight

—

that is, increase from 100 lbs. to 200 lbs. live

weight in 16 or 17 weeks. The following table

shows the amount of dry or solid constituents

in the 500 lbs. of barley-meal, and how they

will be disposed of in the case supposed

:

500 LB8. BARLEY-MEAL PRODUCE 100 LBS. INCREASE AND
SUPPLY.

•8,

3

8*1
341

e

Si $2

Nitrogenous substance
Non-nitrogenous substance...

ft
62
357
11

7.0
66.0
0.8

ft

Im. 8

10.2

ft

276.2

420 73.8 70.0 276 2

"From the figures in the table," continues

Mr. Lawes, " we learn that of the 430 lbs. of

dry or solid substance which the 500 lbs. of bar-

ley-meal contain, about 74 are stored up in the

100 lbs. of increase in live weight, about 70 are

removed in the manure, and 276, or nearly two-

thirds of the whole, are given off into the at-

mosphere by respiration and perspiration "

—

that is to say, we expended this amount in the

mere sustenance of the living meat and manure-
making machine, during the 16 or 17 weeks
required to produce the 100 lbs. of increase.

"But now," says Mr. Lawes, " let us suppose
that, instead of allowing the pig to have as

much barley-meal as he will eat, we make the

500 lbs. of meal last many more weeks. The
result would be that the animal would appro-

priate a correspondingly larger proportion of

the food for the purposes of respiration and
perspiration, and a correspondingly less propor-

tion in the production of increase. In other

words, if the 500 lbs. of barley-meal be dis-

tributed over a longer period of time, it will

give less increase in live weight, and a larger

proportion of it will be employed in the mere
maintenance of the life of the animal. In-

deed, if the period of consumption of the 500

lbs. of meal be sufficiently extended, the result

will be that no increase whatever will be pro-

duced, and that the whole of the food, except

the portion obtained as manure, will be expend-

ed in the mere maintenance of the life of the

animal."

" Why this," said the Deacon, " is precisely

your old doctrine of the advantage of having

animals that are 'great eaters'—a doctrine

which is hard to swallow when corn-meal is

$2 per 100 lbs."—" No Deacon," I replied, "Mr.

Lawes does not so as far as that. He does not

say, as I do, that there is an advantage in hav-

ing an animal that will eat, digest, and assimi-

late a large amount of food in a given time.

He says there is a great loss in not giving a fat-

tening pig all the food he will eat, digest, and
assimilate. I push the doctrine a step further,

and aim not merely to give the pigs all they

will eat, but endeavor to raise a breed of pigs

that will eat, digest, and assimilate a larger

amount of food, at the same time aiming to

breed them of a quiet disposition, and with the

least possible proportion of offal. I wrote my
little book on the pig for the purpose of advo-

cating this doctrine. If true of pigs, it is true

of other domestic animals. I am veiy glad that

Mr. Lawes has called attention to this subject.

It is time we aimed to breed pigs that do not

require two-thirds of all the food they can eat

to ' run the machine.'

"

Every year I am aiming to get less and less

fall work. We are busier in October than any
other month in the year. And it is work that

must be done. The days are short, the weather

uncertain, and wages high. We greatly need

a good potato-digger, and a corn-husking ma-
chine. So far as I have seen, the machines
now made for husking are too small and too

slow. Farmers do not want more machines

than they have now. We want to keep fewer

machines of our own, and hire the work done
by skillful men, who keep a large steam-engine

and the necessary machinery for doing the

work up rapidly.

" Your Late Rose potatoes," said the Deacon,
" helped you forward with your fall work more
than all the machines you are likely to get for

some time." The Deacon is right. I have

hitherto planted the Peachblow. It has been

our surest and best winter variety. But it runs

over the ground almost as bad as Compton's
Surprise, and is hard to dig. Besides it is very

late, and often keeps on growing until Novem-
ber. Two years ago, last spring, Mr. E. L.

Coy sent me a peck of his Late Rose potatoes.

I planted them in the mangel lot, where they

had plenty of manure, and I had a great yield.

The next year (1873) I planted half an acre or

more side by side with Early Rose and White

and Red Peachblows. The Late Rose were by
far the best crop. I put over 100 bushels in

the cellar, and thought nothing more about

them until February, when, happening to be at

New York, I called on B. K. Bliss, and had a

talk about the new varieties of potatoes. I

told him that I thought the Late Rose a de-

cided acquisition.
—

" There are three or four

kinds of Late Rose," he said. "Where did

you get your's from ? "—I told him Mr. Coy
made me a present of a peck.—" Oh !

" said he,

"you got it from headquarters. Mr. Coy
originated the variety, aDd you ought to take

care of it."—On coming home, I found that

these potatoes, being so large and fine, were

decidedly popular in the kitchen, and that we
had been eating them all winter. After that I

made them eat Peachblows, and we planted

this spring all the Late Rose we had left. As
the Deacon says, this fact belped me greatly

with my fall work. As soon as we were

through digging the Early Rose, we commenced

on the Late Rose, and were all through digging

them two or three weeks before the Peach-

blows were ready. This is a great advantage.

I think the Late Rose will stand high ma-

nuring. And as the " bug " is upon us, this is

what we want. We shall have to go over our

potato field two or three times next year with

Paris green. It will cost no more to go over an

acre of potatoes that will yield 300 bushels than
over an acre that will yield only 100 bushels.

We should get our manure ready for pota-
toes this winter. I have commenced my pile

already, and it is fermenting nicely, and will

keep on fermenting all winter. But it is not
yet too late to start a heap. All there is about
it is simply to wheel the manure into a heap in

some central position, and every day, or as

often as the stables and yards are cleaned out,

wheel the manure to the heap and spread it on
top, instead of scattering it over a large surface.

If the manure does not ferment, it is prob-
ably because it is too poor. The droppings
from the hen-house, if scattered upon the heap
and covered up, will help it. When you
kill pigs, save the blood and pour it on the

heap. Any animal matter will be good. If

the heap is diy and cold, the hot water, hair,

etc., you have left after scalding the pigs, can
be poured on the heap to advantage. In my
case, the horse stable is separate from the rest

of the buildings. We throw the horse litter

into an empty stall, where it will keep dry.

Every week or so we put this horse litter in a

cart and draw it to the pig-pens. Here it stays

until it gets saturated with the rich liquid from
the pigs, and is then wheeled to the heap.

There is no difficulty about getting such ma-
nure to ferment. It will be in prime condition

for potatoes in the spring.

" I saw somewhere," said tte Squire, " a plan

of making rich manure, by putting plenty of

straw in the stable and not cleaning it out un-

til the spring."—That is the plan they call

" stall-feeding " in England. The animal is

put in a loose box and kept well littered. He
moves about and keeps the bed level and solid.

But in a cow stable, where the cows are tied

up, you can not adopt this plan. In a large

shed, or basement, where the animals run loose,

the plan is a good one—and nearly all our
farmers adopt it. The only objection to it is

that the manure is not sufficiently rotted for

spring crops. John Johnston adopts this plan,

but he piles his manure in the spring and keeps

it over the summer, to be used as a top-dress-

ing on grass in the fall. The proper manage-
ment of manure depends greatly on circum-

stances. The first point is to save all the liquid.

The next is to keep the animals clean and com-
fortable, and the atmosphere of the stables

pure. The next is to ferment the manure as

much as possible without loss. If this can not

be done to advantage, give it up. It is only a

loss of time. It is using the manure in the fall

instead of the spring ; or using it in the green

state for corn. The latter plan is the one gen-

erally adopted by the Deacon. I do not like

it. I think, in my circumstances, my plan of

fermenting the manure all winter in a heap,

and turning it if necessary towards spring, is

better than plowing under this long, strawy

manure. It gives me manure in good condi-

tion for potatoes or mangels. But if the

Deacon's plan is the only one you can adopt,

you may console yourself with the reflection

that there is no loss from fermentation or

leaching. You get all the virtue there is in it,

but you will have to wait some years before

you get the full effect of the manure.

Beef fkom Colorado.—Dressed beef is

now shipped in refrigerator cars from Denver,

Colorado, to the New York market. Two cars

recently arrived, which contained the carcasses

of 34 beeves, 50 calves, 199 sheep and 20 ante-
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lopes. It being well established that meat can

be thus shipped either from Texas or Colorado

to eastern markets, it is to be hoped that the

transportation of lire cattle, with all its cost to

the owners or consumers of the meat, and all its

misery to the poor beasts, may in time be made

unnecessary.

A Self-Supplying Feed Box,

In the accompanying illustration is shown a

feed-trough for poultry or pigs, in which a

large stock of feed may be kept so as to offer a

continuous supply. It consists of a square or

oblong box, with a trough upon each side, or all

around it, as seen at fig. 1. The box is raised

a few inches above the ground, by the projec-

tion of the ends downwards. Spaces arc cut in

the sides, half an inch wide, and several inches

Fig. 1. -FEED BOX IK USE.

long, by which the grain escapes into the troughs.

The floor of the box is made of two sloping

boards, as shown by the dotted lines, by which

the grain is made to fall towards the troughs.

A broad-eaved roof is placed above to shed the

rain. The box is filled by inverting it and

opening a small door, shown in fig. 2, through

which the grain is poured until the box is full.

This contrivance will be found of great value

Fig. 2.—BOX INVERTED FOR FILLING.

in promoting the health of poultry, by ensuring

a regular supply of cleas food. Grain scattered

upon the ground is likely to be picked up along

with much filth and other matter, and frequent-

ly, without doubt, the ova of injurious parasites

thus find their way into the bodies of the fowls.

Where fowls are kept clean and cleanly fed,

they are free from disease. "Gapes," pip, roup,

and other disorders are in a great measure the

results of uncleanness or infection thus engen-

dered, and the fouling of the food or water by
the filth of the yards, or that from the fowls'

feet, is, without doubt, the most common
cause of the ills of the poultry yard. In giv-

ing fowls a constant supply of food, there is no

danger that they will over-feed themselves ; on

the contrary, it is when fowls are irregularly

fed that they gorge themselves.

Horse Clothing.

A great main' more horses are prematurely

worn out by neglect than by hard work. Cold

kills more than work
does. Sudden chills,

when they are warmed
up by severe exercise,

ruin numberless hordes.

In how few stables can

a good set of blankets

be found ? These are

always seen in the

stables of valuable

horses, but rarely else-

where. But a cheap

horse feels and suffers

from sudden changes as

much as a costly one,

and humanity calls for

proper care of such a

one as much as for any
other. Nor should the

lap-robe, or the buffalo-

robe, With which the

driver protects himself,

be used to cover the

horse while he stands

for a short time. This

conveys the disagree-

able smell of the ani- •

mal's not always clean skin to the clothes,

from which it is plentifully evolved and

diffused when a warm room is entered.

The horse should be provided with blankets

for its special use. These need not be costly,

and may be easily made at home. A pair of

coarse, heavy brown wool blankets, costing $5,

will make a very serviceable suit of horse

clothing. The clothing should be made in two
parts, one to cover the back from the withers

to the crupper aud reaching beneath the belly,

and another to cover the neck and throat ; both

should be lined with gunny cloth to strengthen

them. The neck and chest of a horse are very

sensitive parts of the animal, and need ample

protection as well as the bod}'. The body

clothing should be made of two pieces, cut so

as to admit of two gores ; one short narrow one

upon the rump, and one longer wide one at the

withers. These should be cut so that the

blanket fits smoothly to the curve of the back,

else it will not lie in its proper place, but will

slip down and gather in wrinkles in the middle

of the back. A saddle piece of stiff cloth

should be stitched upon the blanket, aud two

slits worked in it upon each side, through which

the girth is placed to retain it in its place. Two
straps and buckles should be stitched in front

to fasten the blanket close upon the chest, and

it should be bound with a broad strip of

colored flannel. The throat-piece should be

carefully cut to fit the neck, and be made low

enough to lap over the blanket for several inch-

es, as is shown by the dotted line in the illus-

tration. A strap is fastened to go across the

forehead to hold the covering in its place, and
others are attached by which it is fastened

beneath the throat. This part of the clothing

should be bound and trimmed to match the

blanket. These coverings should not be worn
in the stable, but only out of doors, when the

horse is exposed to cold winds, or when it is

standing after having been warmed by work.

No stable should be so exposed as to make it

necessary to blanket a horse when within it.

Stables should be tight and warm, and ventila-

ted in such a manner as not to throw cold

drafts upon the horse. Pure fresh air in the

stable, although it may be of a low tempera-

ture, will so invigorate the circulation of a

horse that no protection beyond its own natural

covering will lie. needed, even in the coldest

A SUIT OF HORSE CLOTHING.

winter weather. It is when brought out from
the still air of the stable into the cutting winds
that the animal needs covering, or when a care-

less driver leaves him steaming, after a brisk

drive, standing in a December snow-storm,

while he is warming himself before a hot stove.

Hungarian Farm Tools.

In many things the agriculture of Hungary
greatly resembles our own, and occasionally

we find a useful hint from observing their ways
and methods. At the Vienna Exposition of last

Fig. 1.—HUNGARIAN SEED-COVERER.

year, a large number of Hungarian farm imple-

ments were shown, and amongst them, the two
which are here illustrated. Figure 1 is a seed

coverer for use upon fields that have been sown
broadcast. The soil previously plowed, har-

rowed, and sown, is worked over with this im-

plement, drawn by horses or oxen. Its action

is easily uuderstood. The seed is covered, as is
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often done by the plow, but much more rapidly.

Where drills can be conveniently used, this im-

plement would answer a very good purpose,

covering the teed to a more even and certain

depth than the harrow, and one stroke being

sufficient. Figure 2 shows a roller that has

HUNGARIAN DOUBLE HOLLER.

several excellent points.* It is a double-ridged

one, and as the rollers revolve, each of them

rubs or grinds upon the other, thus always en-

suring clean surfaces. Such a roller as this,

made of cement, upon the principle recently il-

lustrated in the Agriculturist, (Sept. 1874,) would
be a very serviceable implement, both for crush-

ing clods, or rolling newly sown grain fields.

Concrete Houses.

We have, on various occasions, described the

method of building houses in concrete, but it

seems, from the numerous inquiries we receive,

not at sufficient length to give all the informa-

tion needed. To build a cellar wall or a barn

needs but little skill, but to build a dwelling-

house, with doorways, windows, cornices, and

.0

Fig. 1.—A LIME KILN.

other requisites, in which some degree of orna-

mentation is desirable, needs more skill and
more particular instructions. The use of con-

crete is not advisable where brick or stone of a

desirable character can be readily procured

;

but where these are not available, and the ma-
terials for concrete are upon the ground or near

by, it is then that it becomes an economical

material. The requisites sre lime, cement,

a (

I
I

A

Fig. 2.—MIXING BOARD FOR CONCRETE.

sand, and coarse gravel, or broken stone, broken

brick, either new or from old buildings, or slag

from furnaces, and coarse ashes. Where lime

is not to be procured, the limestone may be

burned in a kiln of very easy construction,

shown in fig 1. This is dug out in a bank and

lined with common clay or stone to confine the

earth. A stone arch is made in the front, seen

at .1, and the front (E) should be supported by
a rough stone wall. The limestone is placed

iu layers with coal, or it may be burned with

wood by means of a

fire hole made at the

rear of the arch. The
lime, with the layers

of coal intermingled,

is shown at C, and at

Dare seen a few 1 I

pieces of stone heaped

on to the top to retain

the heat. When lime

is used to make the

concrete, it is best to

reduce it to powder by
grinding in a pi; ster-

mill before it is

slaked. Where this is

inconvenient, it may
be carefully slaked to

a dry powder by using

water just sufficient

to effect this, and no

more. It should then

be sifted and freed

from all unslaked

lumps. If this is neg-

lected, the lumps will

become slaked after a

time by the moisture

of the atmosphere, or

that iu the wall, and

damage the wall.

The mixing should be done systematically to

ensure success. The heap should be turned
over while still dry, by commencing at the mid-
dle, as seen at A, fig. 4, throwing each half out-

wards, which will make two heaps, as at B;

CONCRETE COTTAGE WITH BRICK ORNAMENTS.

in swelling burst and

When cement is used, the

kind known as the Rosendale will answer as

good a purpose as the Portland cement, which

is imported and is much dearer. The founda-

tions may be made of lime concrete ; it is not

necessary to use the more expensive cement in

these. The first work is to dig the cellar, or

the trench for the foundation. This, if there

is no cellar, should be at least three feet deep.

The next is to gather

upon the spot all the

materials for the build-

ing in as fully prepared

a condition as possible.

The mixing boards are

then to be made. These

should be 12 feet by 7,

made of 2-inch plank

closely spiked upon

cleats, and leading

planks should be pro-

vided upon which to

bring the materials in

wbeelbarrows. Fig. 2

shows the mixing

boards ; the plank at a

leading to the building,

the one at b to the lime,

that at c to the gravel,

that at d to the broken

stone, or coarse mate-

rials, that at t to the sand

or fine stuff. These mate-

rials should be prepared

and heaped around the

mixing board, so that

they can be convenient-

ly reached. The proper

proportions to use are one part of lime to seven

of other material, large and small, the coarse and

fine being about equally divided. The materials

are heaped up as seen at fig. 3, the letters a, b,

c, d, showing the relative position in the heap

of the lime, sand, gravel, and broken stone.

these arc again thrown together iu the direction

of the arrows seen in the figure, making again

one heap as at C. Water is now added sparing-

ly, and the heap again divided and brought to-

gether as before, until the whole is thoroughly
mixed. When cement ie used instead of lime,

the mixing is to be done in the same manner,

excepting that it should be in smaller quanti-

ties at one time, and should be used as soon as

it is mixed, as it sets or becomes hard veiy

15.—CONCRETE COTTAGE WITH BRICK 0RNA::SNTS1.

rapidly. The finer the broken materials are,

the stronger will be the concrete when cement

is used. At figs?5, 6 and 7 is seen the method

of laying the concrete. Stout wooden posts

are set at each angle of the wails, and are kept

at an even distance apart by bolts or cross-
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pieces of -wood, and are stiffened with stays

from the ground. Planks with smooth sur-

faces for each face of the wall are then laid in-

side of the posts around the whole length of

the building, or intended walls. A piece of

_<ll

Fig. 3.—THE MIXING HEAP.

iron, shown in fig. 10, is used to prevent the

planks from bulging outwards by the pressure

of the concrete. These clips are also shown at

a, a, figs. 5 and 6. The clips, or clamps, are

made tight by wedges driven between their

ends and the planks, as seen in fig. 9, and at

b, b, figs. 5 and 6. The walls may be made

9 inches thick or more for the outer ones, and

6 inches for partition walls.

When the trench formed by the planks is filled

1

1 r)
i

j

Fig. 4.—MIXING THE HEAP.

up, these are niQyed up and held to their proper

place by means of counter wedges, seen in two
different positions at a, a, figs. 8 and 9. Pig. 8 is

a view looking downwards upon the wall, and

fig. 9 looking endwise, showing the planks, b, b,

and the clip and wedge, c ; the posts arc shown

a 1

Fig.

2 ~s iu uj

ARRANGEMENT OF THE PLANKS.

at d, d. The planks should cover the concrete

already laid at least 1£ inch, to prevent the

fresh laid concrete from being forced out

through any crevice. This is shown in fig. 9.

In filling up the frame with concrete, it is best

to arrange the work of raising the planks, mix-

ing the day's supply of material, filling it in,

Fig. 0.—ARRANGEMENT OF THE POSTS

and completing the job, so that all may be
done by the close of the day, and the concrete

be left undisturbed to dry and harden during
the night, leaving everything ready for the

next day's filling. With such arrangements as

these, no skilled labor is necessary, but the

supervision of any intelligent owner or em-

ployer is sufficient, with faith-

ful compliance with the simple

directions here pointed out.

No scaffold-poles are needed

in this plan : stout brackets may
be nailed to the posts to sup-

port all needed staging. For

the windows, doorways, gables,

flues, and fire-places, special ar-

rangements will be recpiired.

The door and window- frames

should be built in, and a few

nails driven through the frames,

or a few cleats fastened thereto,

will be sufficient to hold them

firmly in their place. The j oists

are to be built into the walls,

and a few spikes driven in the

ends, or a cleat nailed to the

upper part of each end, will

serve to hold them to the walls. This is

shown in fig. 11. For fire-places wooden
arches must be provided, and for the flues

wooden cores, or molds, slightly tapering, so

that they can be raised along with the wall,

will be needed. If the wall is desired to be

furred for lathing, pieces of wood should be

built in the wall in the proper places. But this

is a needless expense, as the concrete, being

porous and a poor conductor of heat, no
moisture gathers upon the inner surface of the

wall by condensation in cold weather, the

finishing coat of plastering may therefore be

laid directly upon the wall. The writer has

lived for a year in a lime-concrete

house in a cold northern climate,

where brick-housce are always

damp inside by reason of the con-

stant condensation of moisture

upon tiie walls in the winter, un-

less ttiey are furred, but never dis-

covered the least tendency towards
—

-

. dampness. This is one of the ad-

'/ vantages of concrete houses, and
'

not a slight one. One of the chief

objections to concrete buildings, is

their usual flatness, squareness,

and severely plain, not to say unsightly

appearance. The walls are usually mere slabs

set upon end, and pierced with square holes

for windows and doors. Eecently, however,

the greatly enlarged use of concrete as a build-

ing material in England, has led to many
improvements in the style and finish of this

class of houses, and architects

have turned their attention in this

direction. Mr. George Hunt, ar-

chitect and surveyor to the Royal

Agricultural Society of England,

has designed some plans for the

ornamentation of concrete houses,

which have been published in the

Society's Journal, and which we
gladly reproduce as suggestions,

if not for models for our readers.

The simplest improvement con-

sists in using the finest broken

materials for the face of the work,

and backing that up with the

coarser stuff. This gives a bet-

ter finish. Then a brick or

stone plinth may be put around

the building, or a mold may be made by which
moldings may be run around the base, with
liases colored by the addition of some cheap
earths. Brick arches, or colored blocks of

concrete, may be built around the doors and
windows, with plain or chamfered edges, oi

these portions of the building may be stained

&>SisM fV ^>*,*'.^ < <r

Fig. 7.—LAYING THE CONCRETE.

of some suitable color, or a somewhat different

make of concrete of finer material, might be

used for these portions. A great variety of

new ideas will spring up from these hints and

suggestions. Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15, illus-

a

Ffe. 8.

Figs. 8 and 9.

—

raising the tlanks.

trate these details sufficiently to give a clear

idea of them, as well as a good basis from
which to greatly enlarge these ideas. In fig.

12 the "plinths" of brick or concrete are

shown at a and b. At e,

d, are shown details of

"strings" in section; at e,

the " string " d, is shown in

perspective, and at/ is seen

a plan for window or door-

way with head and jambs.

The elevation of the build-

ing finished in this style,

is seen at fig. 13. The rafter-feet project a

lew inches, and a board of 9 inches in width,

projects around the gables. Fig. 14 shows a

more ornamental design. At a is the base

which reaches to the lower floor window sills,

JI

Fig. 11.

—

fastening the joists.

(as seen also in fig. 15), at b is the cornice, of

brick work wholly or in part, with gutter.
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At c, a cornice is shown with alternate bands

of concrete and brick, or concrete of different

colors. At d and e are seen plans of chimney-

stacks, that at d belonging to the elevation

shown at fig. 13. The remainder of these

details belong to the elevation shown at fig. 15.

The crest of this roof is intended to be made of

ornamental tiles. There is nothing in these

plans but what are real, there are no shams or

deceptive appearances which fail in use, and if

13.—ORNAMENTS FOR BCTLDINS.

there is some want of elegance in the style,

there is neatness, solidity, and reality, which,

with the economy of the plan, render it veiy

desirable where cheapness and durability are

essential. The plans here given, are intended

to apply to the building of the class of houses

described and illustrated in the American

Agriculturist, of July, 1873, page 252 ; although

it is adapted equally well to construction of

much larger and more costly houses, as well

as stables, barns, and outhouses.

The cost of concrete buildings upon this

plan, is less than half the cost of brick, includ-

ing the cost of the plank, etc., for the molds,

one outfit of which will answer for a great

14.—ORNAMENTS FOR BUILDING

many buildings. We know of no plan more
suitable than this for the use of village building

associations, where a number of houses of a

similar size arc needed, or for farm houses,

which in some districts are built very much after

the same pattern. In these cases the saving in

cost will be greater in proportion to the number
of houses built of the same kind of materials.

Legislation in Reference to Dogs.

Our correspondent, W. W. W., of Griffin,

Ga., is interested in sheep culture, and wants to

know what States have passed laws against

dogs, and the proper requirements of a clog

law.—We sent his letter to our friend " Con-

necticut," who returns the following as to the

Dog Law of Connecticut.—The follow-

ing statute was passed

by the Legislature of

Connecticut in 1867,

and is still in force:

Sec. 1st.—It shall

be the duty of the
Assessors of the sev-

eral towns of this

State, to cause all

dogs, three months
old and upwards,
which have not been
registered according
to law previous to the
first meeting of the
board of assessors, to

be entered upon the
assessment list of per-

sons owning such
dogs ; and such dogs
shall be presumed to

be owned by the
keeper or occupier of
the premises, where
such dogs are kept.

Sec. 2nd. — The
owner or owners of all dogs not registered
as aforesaid, shall pay an annual tax into
the treasury of the town where such dogs
are kept, to be levied and collected with,
and in the same manner as the ordinary town
taxes, of three dollars for every male dog, and
six dollars for every female dog.

Another act passed at the same session of the

Legislature—provides that any excess of money
in the dog-fund may be used for ordinary town
expenses after all damages done to sheep in pre-

vious years are paid for.

In the general statutes of this State in section

113, it is provided that any two Justices of the

Peace may make such rules and regulations

against dogs as they think the safety of persons

and property demand.

See. 114 provides that

the inhabitants of the

several towns in legal

meeting assembled, may
make necessary regula-

tions and offer bounty

for the killing of dogs.

Sec. 115 requires the

owner of a dog over

three months' old to

register and number
such dog in the Town
Clerk's Office on or be-

fore Sept. 1st in each

year, and to pay fifteen

cents for registering.

Sec. 116 provides that

he shall pay into the

treasury two dollars for

every male dog, five for

every female so register-

ed, and that he shall put
a collar upon his registered dog, with his name
upon it and the number of the clog j and any
person killing said dog shall be liable for his

value. But any one may kill a dog found
worrying sheep, whether registered or not.

Sec. 117 provides that the Town Clerk shall

pay all monies, received for the privilege of

keeping dogs, into the treasury.—Sec. 118.—

The Selectmen are to post notices in every

school district, that dog owners must either kill

their dogs, or cause them to be registered.

Sec. 119 inflicts fifty dollars fine upon the Se-

lectmen who refuse to post such notices.

Sec. 120 fines whoever puts a false register

upon his dog's collar seven dollars

.

See. 121 makes it the duty of the first consta-

ble to prosecute all violation of the dog laws.

Sec. 122.—Those who suffer damage in their

flocks by death or maiming from dogs, are to

give information of the fact to one of the Se-

lectmen of the town, who are to estimate the

damage, and pay it from the dog fund, unless

the owner of the dog can be made to pay.

These laws, of which we have given the out-

line, work well in Connecticut, and encourage

sheep raising. They keep the dogs in check

and make it easy for sheep owners to recover

damage done to flocks where any is suffered.

It is our impression that dog laws have been

passed in most of the older Northern States, and
that they are most stringent in New York and
New England, where wool and mutton are

most valuable. It is exceedingly 'desirable

that we should have similar legislation in all the

States, and that sheep husbandry should be

made so safe and profitable, that we have no

occasion to import wool. The census of 1870

reported 28 millions of sheep in the country,

and 100 millions of pounds of wool as the an-

nual product. And yet we import large quan-

tities of wool and woolen goods that we ought

to produce on our own farms and in our own
factories. We are glad to believe that we are

increasing our consumption of lamb and mut-

ton. Give us stringent dog laws in all the

States, and we might make these the cheapest

of all the meats in the market. Connecticut.

Foreign Stock Sales. — At the recent

sales of the Duke of Devonshire's Shorthorns,

the average price realized for 28 cows and

heifers, and 15 bulls, was about $1,970 each.

The highest prices obtained were for two cows,

$5,250 and $5,775. At the Earl of Bectiv; s

sale, which followed this, 43 animals brought

an average of $1,920. The animals sold at

these sales were by no means the best of the

herds, these being reserved. At a sale of Short-

horns belonging to Mr. Cheney, and R. Parvin

Davis, occurring soon after the above, the 8th

Duchess of Airdrie brought $8,927, and a year-

ling heifer, the Duchess of Gloucester, $9,373.

Both of these were American bred animals.

The average of Mr. Cheney's sale was $2,095

each, for cows, bulls, and calves ; and that of

Mr. Davis' sale was $1,250 each ; the latter sale

was of all English bred animals. At a sale of

fine Hereford cattle, belonging to J. B. Green,

of Knighton, a lot of 108 cows and heifers

sold for an average of $222. One cow brought

$650, and one heifer calf $400. The average

of 14 bulls was $205. A large number of this

herd were descended from a cow which lived

and bred up to an age of 26 years. At a sale

of black polled cattle in Scotland, 23 cows
brought an average of $216 each. A fine bull

brought $500 ; bull calves sold for $80 to $300,

and heifer calves for $50 to $180. The dispar-

ity between these latter unfashionable and the

former fashionable stock, does not rest upon a

difference iu intrinsic excellence by any means,

and when we know that three Ilcrefords can

be kept where two Shorthorns can, and that the

herd referred to here, was bred and fed upon

the top of a Welsh mountain, the Herefords

may be regarded as the more profitable cattle.
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Horticulture at the International Ex-

hibition cf 1876.

s

The Horticultural Hall, of which we print

an illustration this month, is ouc of the five

principal buildings

which the United

States Centennial

Commission wilil

erect for the ac- i
-.

' :;

commodation of ^wi^;
the International {—

Exhibition of 187(5, I:

at Philadelphia. g

These structures—

the Industrial Hall,

or main exhibition

building, the Ma-

chinery Hall, the

Horticultural Hall,

the Agricultural

Hall, and the Art

Gallery—will have

an aggregate floor-

space of about 40

acres ; but the In-

dustrial and Ma-

chinery Halls have

been so designed

that they can be

enlarged to almost

double the capaci-

ty originally al-

lowed, should the

demands for space

Tequire it. The Horticultural Hall has been de-

signed by Mr. H. J. Schwarzmann, under the su-

pervision of the National Horticultural Society.

Its materials are glass and iron, its length 310

feet by 1G0 in width, giving au area of one and a

and the Cold Houses, and at the ends, on the

right and left of the entrances, the dining-balls,

offices, retiring-rooms, etc. In close proximity

to the Horticultural Hall will be S number of

subsidary structures—a Victoria Regia House,

Domestic and Tropical Orchard Houses, a

)

THE HOKTICELTURAi HA TEHNIAL EXHIBITION.

Grapery, and other horticultural structures.

The surrounding grounds, including a large

tract, which may be extended almost ad libitum,

will be arranged for out-door planting, which

will constitute the larger portion of the horti-

see side by side the full variety of the forest

products and fruits of the country, from the

firs of the extreme North to the oranges and

bananas of Florida, and grapes and other fruits

of California. An impression will thus be pro-

duced of the fertility of the land, and of the

vast range and

diversity of its pro-
-~ : :- ducts, of which

few persons have

any conception

;

and the exhibition

must 1 cone which,

at least in this

country, will he

without a parallel

for extent and

completeness. In

addition to the

strict horticultural

display, careful

provision will be

made in advance

for trials of agri-

cultural machin-

ery. At the dis-

posal of the Cen-

tennial Commis-

sion are 450 acres

of land, within

the limits of Fair-

mount Park ; and

a considerable por-

tion of this, di-

vided into lots of

suitable size, will

be put into crops, for the purpose of testing

the mowers and reapers and other agricultural

implements offered for competition. About a

year ago a National Horticultural Society ws a

organized for the express purpose of co-operat-

J. UCBTICTLTtTBAX GT.Ol"NI>S.—^i, C/WU0T! ry ; B, Victoria "Regia House ; 0,

1

quarter acre. The greater portion of this space

is devoted to the Grand Conservatory, which
is 227 by 77 feet, and occupies the central por-

tion of the building; there being between it

and the outer walls on either side, the Warm

cultural display. We give an illustration of the

plan of these grounds. It is purposed to plant,

at least a year before the opening of the exhibi-

tion, the representative trees of all parts of this

Continent. The visitor, it is intended, shall

Tropical ilo. , E, Grapery ; F, Hot-Beds.

ing with the Centennial Commission, and its

various committees are composed of some of

our most active amateur and professional hor-

ticulturists. The matter is in good hands, and

we may hope to sec a fine exhibition in 1?7(J.
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Plants Received by Mail—How to Treat.

A correspondent, "J. H. M.," Coldwater,

Mich., writes: "lama constant reader of the

tings, instead of watering them daily, as when where its stems may hang over rocks, or trail

they are growing vigorously, they are not wa-

ti red for eight or ten days, and thru sparing-

ly, until a growth of leaves and shoots appears.

If the plants are injured by drying out or by

over banks. There is a white-flowered varie-
ty, which is much more rare than the ordinary
kiud, probably for the reason that it does not
pro luce seed so freely. This pea is an excel-

THE EVERLASTING PEA.

—

(LililiyiUS latifoUUS.)

Agriculturist, and wish to inquire how plants

should be treated when received by mail."

Plants received by mail, or even by express,

are in the majority of cases killed after their

arrival by what is believed to be kindness. As
they have usually been on a long journey, they

are supposed to be hungry, and are at once

over-supplied with food, a kindness they have

no way of resisting, and can only manifest

their opinion of it by sickening or dying out-

right. This mistaken hospitality is usually

manifested in placing the weak and bruised

roots in a flower-pot several times too large for

them, and deluging the soil in which they are

planted by water. This is the general treat-

ment. The proper one for plants received

from a distance, particularly if by mail, (when
the soil is usually shaken from the root,) is to

place them in a pot only large enough to admit
the smallest possible portion of soil between
the rools and the sides of the pot, then keep
them rather dry than otherwise, until signs of

new growth begin. Always bear in mind that

when the roots or leaves of a plant have been
bruised or detached, the vitality of the plant
has been lessened, and it requires less food in

consequence, and has no need of it until (he

roots and leaves are in vigor again. When
from any cause a plant drops its leaves, hold

off the water until it again starts into growth.

When the florists cut down their plants for cut-

heating, as sometimes happens, cut the tops

back severely, to induce new buds to push.

The Everlasting Pea.

While most persons are well acquainted with

the Sweet Pea, a charmingly fragrant and va-

riously colored garden annual, but few seem to

know its perennial brother, the so-called Ever-

lasting Pea. Neither the Sweet nor the Ever-

lasting Pea belong to the same genus with our

common garden pea, (Pisum,) but they are,

more properly speaking, Vetchlings, (Luthyrus,)

though the difference between the two depends

upon points which would only be noticed by a

botanist. The best known perennial pea i

Lithyrus luiifoliiis, a native of Europe ; the

stems are 6 feet cr more long, and broad-

ly winged; the leaves consist of a pair of oval

or lanceolate, strongly-veined leaflets, terminat-

ed by a branching tendril ; the flowers are on

stalks longer than the leaves, several in a clus-

ter, large and showy, of a lively purplish-rose

color. The plant flowers very freely, being in

bloom nearly all summer. If planted where it

lias room to spread, a single specimen, growing

flat upon the ground, is a handsome object; or

it may be allowed to run upon a low trellis,

or even over brush, and it may be introduced

wilb good effect in a wild part of the grounds

MITE PANSY—"WniTE Tl.'EASCUE."

lent plant for cut-flowers for summer bouquets,

and is worth growing for that purpose alone.

A related species, L. grandiflorus, has larger

flowers, but only two or three in a cluster. The
seeds of the everlasting pea may be sowed in

spring, or if they can be obtained early in the

fall, and then sown, they will before winter

make plants large enough to flower the next

year. Well established plants may be multi-

plied by dividing the roots.

A New White Pansy—"White Treasure."

Among all the varied colors presented by
pansies it is not strange that there should be
white ones ; indeed there are several old named
sort:; of this color—or rather lack of color, but
there are not so many that a new and meretori-

ous white variety is not welcome. '.' White
Treasure" originated with M. J. W. Morris, a

florist at Utica, N. Y., who sometime ago sent

us specimens of the flowers, and more recently

we have been able to inspect entire plants. The
strong stocky habit of the plant is its most

striking characteristic; it is very short-jointed

and large stemmed without the straggling weak-

ness that often makes these plants unsightly;

the foliage is of good substance and dense, and

stands the sun well ; a photograph taken of the

bed in August shows a vigor of growth quite
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unusual with paasies in hot months. The
flowers are well up above the leaves, upon

strong steins, and of good shape and texture,

perfectly white except a small orange-colored

eye. The fringe at the base of the side petals

is pure white, and by its different texture from

the petals themselves, increases the beauty of

the flowers. The flowers from which the draw-

ing was made, were quite an inch and three-

fourths across. This variety comes true from
seed, which the plant produces freely. Almost
every grower of flowers is fond of pansies, and
will regard a fine white one with favor, and it

will no doubt be a valuable pansy for forcing.

After examining specimens of the plant,

Messrs. Peter Henderson & Co. secured the

whole stock of the seeds of this novelty.

More New Grapes

For several years there has been but little ex-

citement about new grapes ; but this season

there are several new ones offered, and we
know of still others that are being thoroughly

tested before placing them before the public.

THE LADY

is the name of a new white grape, offered by
Mr. George W. Campbell, of Delaware, Ohio.

We have had an opportunity to test the fruit,

and were much pleased with its quality. It is

so much better than the Martha that it must
entirely supersede that variety ; indeed, to those

not very critical in their jndgment of grapes,

this would rank among the best. Mr. C. has

been careful to test this variety for five years

before bringing it out, and, knowing his long

experience with grapes and his caution in

forming an opinion, we are quite willing to

accept the following-, which he writes in a pri-

vate note :
" It has been perfectly healthy, both

in vine ami fruit. It endured the winter of

1873 and 1873, when the thermometer fell to

S3" below zero, uninjured and wholly unpro-

tected, being apparently the hardiest vine I ever

had. * * * It ripens earlier than the Hartford,

Ives, or any other popular early grape." The
Lady is a seedling of the Concord, and ripens

two weeks before its parent—and two weeks
in the ripening, in many localities, decides be-

tween grapes and no grapes. Mr. C. says that

upon the old vines the bunch and berry equal

those of the Concord in size. The sample sent

us was somewhat smaller ; color, a pleasing light

yellowish green, with a bloom, the berries hang-

ing well to the cluster. Mr. C. states, that it

keeps better after being picked, and that the

skin, though thin, is more tenacious than that of

the Concord, and the fruit consequently bears

handling better. The popular taste prefers

white grapes, and people will pay a much high-

er price for a white variety than for dark col-

ored ones of much better quality. Should

this, as a white grape, prove the equal of the

Concord, as a black variety, Mr. Campbell will

be entitle 1 to the thanks of fruit growers for

introducing it.

THE BRIDGETON,

is a new variety, offered by Messrs. Chase
Brothers & Woodward, of Rochester, N. T. It

is a handsome black variety, grown from the

seed of Concord, crossed with Diana Ham-
burgh. These gentlemen say :

" It appears to

combine the hardiness and rapidity of growth,

and vitality of the Concord, with the superior

quality and beauty of Diana Hamburgh.
Having thick, large foliage, it is enabled to

withstand the heat of summer, and to escape

mildew, being in perfect health at the close of

the growing season, it exhibits extreme hardi-

ness, and successfully endures the cold." The
fruit, to judge from the specimen sent us, is

one of excellent quality, and we hope to be

able to give a report hereafter from personal

experience with the vine.

THE WHITEHALL

would seem a misnomer for a black grape, did

we not know that it was so called because it

originated at Whitehall, N. Y. This is put be-

fore the public by Merrell & Coleman, Nursery-

men, Geneva, N. T., who claim for it great

carliness, with vigor and hardiness. It ripens

at Geneva, from August 20th, to September
1st. The fruit, which has the general appear-

ance of the Isabella, is quite distinct iu quality,

and has a flavor which has been likened to

that of an ox-heart cherry. The bunch sent us

impressed us favorably with its merits; a por-

tion of the cluster was left in the box in which
it came, and at the time at which we write

—

the first week in November—the grapes, though

shrivelled, show no signs of decay, and are

still eatable, which indicates that the White-

hall promises to be a good keeper.

Unhealthy Plants—The Kemedy.
ET TETER HENBEItSON.

Whenever plants begin to drop their leave'

it is certain that their health has been injured

either by over-potting, over-watering, over-

heating, by too much cold, or by applying

such stimulants as guano, or by some other

means having destroyed the fine rootlets by
which the plant feeds, and induced disease that

may lead to death. The ease is not usually im-
portant enough to call iu a u plant doctor," so

the amateur begins to treat the patient, and the

practice is in all probability not unlike that of

many of our household physicians who apply

a remedy that increases the disease. Having
already destroyed the, so to speak, nutritive

organs of the plant, the stomach is gorged with

food by applying water, or with medicine, by
applying guano or some patent "plant food."

Now the remedy is nearly akin to what is a

good one when the animal digestion is de-

ranged—give it no more food until it re-acts.

We must then, if the roots of the plant have

been injured from any of the above named
causes, let the soil in which it is potted become
nearly dry ; then remove the plant from the

pot, take the ball of soil in which the roots

have been enveloped, and crush it between the

hands just enough to allow all the sour outer

crust of the ball of earth to be shaken off; then

re-pot in rather dry soil (composed of any fresh

soil mixed with equal bulk of leaf-mold or

street sweepings), using a new flower-pot, or

having thoroughly washed the old one, so that

the moisture can freely evaporate through the

pores. Bo careful not to over-feed the sick

plant. Let the pot be only large enough to

admit of not more than an inch of soil between

the pot and ball of roots. After re-potting,

give it water enough to settle the soil, and do

not apply any more until the plant has be-

gun to grow, unless indeed the atmosphere is

so dry that the moisture has entirely evaporated

from the soil, then of course water must be

given, or the patient may die from the opposite

cause—starvation. The danger to be avoided

is in all probability that which brought on the

sickness, namely: saturation of the soil by too

much water. Other causes may induce sick-

ness to plants, such as an escape of gas iu the

apartment, or smoke from a flue in the green-

house, but in all cases, when the leaves fall

from a plant, withhold water, and if there is

reason to believe that the soil has been poison-

ed by gas, or soddened with moisture, shake it

from the roots as before advised, and re-pot in.

a fresh flower-pot. Many years ago, when J

used smoke-flues in my greenhouses, some kind-

ling wood, carelessly thrown on the top of one

of them, ignited, and the smoke caused the

leaves of every plant to drop. There were

some 3,000 plants, mostly Tea-Roses in the

greenhouse ; it would have been too much of a

job to re-pot all, but by withholding water for

some ten days, until they started a new growth
again, very few plants were injured.

» ! i »

Preserving Flowers—Winter Bouqnets.

' In former articles were described the methods
of preserving flowers by fumigating with sul-

phur and by drying in sand, and it was advised

to simply dry the " everlasting " flowers and
grasses for future use. To our own taste a
bouquet of everlasting flowers made up in

their natural colors, just as they, were dried, is

a pleasing object, and so is a bouquet of grasses

that have been dried in the shade and which
are more to be admired for :eir grace of form
than for their color, although this presents a

considerable variety in different shades of green

and straw color, according to the age of grasses

at the time of collecting them, and the care

with which they were dried. Yet many per-

sons are not content with these simple things

in their natural slate; everlasting flowers with

staring colors not their own, and grasses of

every hue from bright yellow to black(!) are

imported and sold, and persons who have seen

these wish to imitate them. Of course tastes

differ. Ours is to have boucmets as natural as

possible ; others wish them quite unlike any-

thing that nature ever made. We do not assert

that we are right and others are wrong, but we
can assure those who are content to take the

everlastings and grasses just as they grow,

will save themselves a great deal of trouble.

We have had numerous inquiries about

CRYSTALIZING GRASSES,

and this is perhaps one of the simplest methods
of treating them, as they are not giveD unna-

tural colors, and if properly done, resemble

something in nature ; almost every winter we
have one or two mornings, when every tree-

twig, and every bit of dead grass is hung with
ice-crystals, and is resplendent in the rising

sun. This effect can bo very well imitated by
depositing crystals of alum upon the dried

grasses. A year or so ago, one of those per-

sons who write upon all possible subjects, and
get their articles published in papers wjich
know no better, gave directions forcrystalizing

is which must have disappointed every

one who tried it. It was to make a solution of

alum in boiling water in a stone jar, and sus-

pend the grasses above the solution ! Nothing

could be more thoroughly absurd than this;

the writer could as well expect to satisfy hunger

by looking in at the window of a restaurant,

as to get alum crystals on grasses iu this way.

Here was a physical impossibility gravel}' writ-

ten out for the guidance of other people. Mitch

of the hack writing for papers is after this

style. To deposit alum upon grasses, or to

crystallize them as it is called, one should know
the pri iciples upon which the operation de-

pends, in order to be able to modify it to meet

K
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different circumstances. One part of alum

takes about fifteen parts of cold water to dis-

solve it—or in a rough way we may say that a

pint of cold water will dissolve an ounce of

alum—if more alum be added, it will remain

undissolved, the water at that temperature can

dissolve no more—it is saturated. If we heat

the water, its ability to dissolve alum is much

increased, and if boiling it will dissolve more

than its own weight of alum ; the pint of

water which when cold could only dissolve

a little over an ounce, when boiliug will

take up over a pound of alum. If this

pint, which dissolved a pound of alum, be

allowed to cool, the alum will be gradually

deposited, until at length there will only re-

main the ounce it is capable of dissolving when

cold. If a strong solution of this kind is cool-

ed, the excess of alum will be deposited rapid-

ly, and in a confused mass, but if we make a

hot solution, with only a little more alum than

the water will hold when cold, the excess will

be deposited slowly, in well-defined crystals,

and if a rough substance, like grass, or a bit of

string, be placed in the liquid, the crystals will

collect upon that in preference to the smooth

surface of the glass or stone jar. Then, to have

the grasses studded with clear, bright crystals,

with well-defined edges, we must use a com-

paratively weak solution, and allow the depo-

sition to go on slowly. In practice we prefer a

solution in the proportion of two ounces of

alum to the pint of water, or a pouud to the

gallon, which i i as small a quantity as will

cover any co ; Icrable bunch of grass. A
wide-moutbed jne-jar is the most convenient

vessel, and its size and the quantity of liquid

must be proportioned to the quantity of grasses

to be treated. Tie the grasses in small bunches,

and arrange to hang them to sticks laid across

the mouth of the jar. Fut into the jar a pound
of alum, broken fine, and pour over it a gal-

lon of boiling water; stir
- with a clean stick un-

til dissolved, which will be very soon, and then

suspend the grasses in the liquid, and set away
where it will not be disturbed. When the

liquid is quite cold there maybe no appearance

of crystals upon the grasses—never mind, wait.

The deposit will commence in ten or twelve

hours, it may be later, much depends upon the

temperature of the room. The begmning will

be slow, but all the better, for the brighter will

be the crystals. When the grass has a sufficient

covering, remove and hang up to drain and
dry ; slender grasses should have less deposited

on them, than stiff ones, as the effect is injured

if they appear too heavy. One trial will be
worth any amount of description, and if it ap-

pears desirable to hasten the process, use a

larger proportion of alum.

DYEING GRASSES.

For most colors it is necessary to bleach the

grasses, especially if they are decidedly green.

To do this, take two teaspoonfuls of bleaching

powder, the Chloride of Lime, as it is called in

the shops. Wet it and rub out the lumps with

a smooth stick, then add water to make a quart.

Then add two or three tablespoonfuls of vine-

gar— it is not possible to be definite, as both the

lime and vinegar vary so in strength, but add
enough .to make the liquid smell distinctly of

chlorine ; let it stand, and pour off the clear

liquid from the sediment, and if any lime floats,

it will be necessary to strain the liquid through
a cloth. Use glass or earthen ware. Immerse
in this the grasses until white, or nearly so

;

some will not bleach at all, others will do so in

a few minutes when they cease to lose color

remove, rinse, and hang in the sun to dry.

The colors used for dyeing them are the same

as those for

DYEING EVERLASTING FLOWERS.

Ammobium, White Acroclinium, and some

few other cultivated everlastings, are already

white, as is our native Pearly Everlasting, (see

page 381, October last), which is one of the best.

With the colored ones, such as the French

immortelles, some may be dyed as they are,

while others must have their natural yellow

color removed. This is done by a solution of

white castile soap, an ounce and a half shaved

fine, and dissolved in a quart of hot water.

The flowers are placed in this for a short time,

and then rinsed in cold water, repeating the

operation if necessary, until they are white.

The white flowers may be made to take any

desired color, while the others may have their

tints brightened or changed by the use of

acids and other agents. The white flowers

and the bleached grasses, may be dyed with

the ordinary materials used for domestic dyeing,

such as Brazil wood, with the colors changed

by the use of lime, lye, alum, and other

mordants, but any result obtained from these

ordinary dyes, will be quite unsatisfactory,

and as compared with the imported flowers

and grasses, be quite lacking in brilliancy;

the reason for the superiority of the foreign

articles, is that they are treated with aniline

dyes, which give a purity and brightness of

color, not attainable by any other method. We
advise those who wish to experiment with dye-

ing these things, not to be at the trouble unless

they can procure these aniline dyes. The use

of these in the pure form, which is usually that

of crystals, is troublesome, but they are now
put up of all colors by several parties, in both

the state of liquid and powder, and sold by drug-

gists for domestic dyeing. All that is required,

is to mix the liquid or powder, as the case may
be, with hot water, and soak the flowers or

bleached grasses in the liquid until sufficiently

colored. The dyes put up in this manner,

have full directions for then- use, and these may
be followed, using the white flowers instead of

silks or other, fabrics there mentioned. A
further consideration of this matter must be

postponed to another month.

Mr. Ricketts' Hybrid Grapes.
NOTE3 ET F. B. ELLIOTT.

[A gentleman at Newburgh, N. Y. , Mr. J. H.
Ricketts, has long been quietly at work in

hybridizing our native grapes with the European,
and has met w-ith greater success than has at-

tended the efforts of the many others, who have
experimented in the same direction. Mr. R.

has occasionally exhibited some of his new va-

rieties, and we have had occasion to test the

high quality of a number of them. This fall

we had an invitation from Mr. R. to visit and
examine his grapes, but were unable to accept

it. Knowing that Mr. Elliott was intending to

inspect Hie vines, we requested him to give us

notes of the more prominent varieties, which
are lien:' appended. These notes have a special

interest forgrape growers, from the fact that it

is probable that a number of the choicest of

these new varieties will soon be placed in the

trade. The notes arc irregular, being taken

as the vines stand in the rows ; those of no
special promise being omitted.—Ed.]

No. 12, B.—Is a round oval black berry,

with a blue blocm.aud a hirge bunch, shoulder-

ed ; its flesh is rich and delicious, without pulp.

No. 24.—Is a small grape, about size of

Elsinburgh ; black, and may be valued for

wine, but too small for market.

No. 22.—Is a large, greenish-white berry ; a

very large and long bunch ; sweet and vinous

in quality ; but here does not ripen earlier than

Isabella. The leaf is thick and large, as well

as the wood, and in localities like Cincinnati,

or the Missouri vine regions, it must, when
introduced, take precedence of all.

No. 72.—Is a medium-sized berry, black,

nearly round ; very sweet and rich. The leaf

is large and thick.

Don Juan.—This is one that the grower has

felt should be named, and accordingly he has

attached the Don Juan to it. I have my
doubts of its value equaling some of his others.

The berry is about size of Rogers' IS ; similar,

but deeper in color; is without hard pulp;

vinous, sparkling, sweet.

No. 1.—Is a black grape, oval-shape, large

long bunch; flesh firm, juicy, and sweet; a

thick, firm, skin, but not harsh to the taste. The
growth of leaf and wood strong.

Clinton, No. 6.—Is a small black grape, much
resembling Clinton, which is one of its parents

;

but it is early in ripening, and very sweet.

No. 207, G.—A peculiar rosy-yellowish color

;

round in form, with a certain flavor and per-

fume of the pine apple. It is a strong grower,

and to an amateur, will, if ever propagated, be

one that he must and will have in his grounds.

No. 12.—Is an oval, black berry, of above

medium size ; a loose bunch and not large, but

the flesh is very sweet and rich.

No. 13.—A whitish-green grape, of medium
size; a long bunch; very rich and sweet in

its flesh ; really one of the best in quality of

its color.

No. 14.—This is a peculiar large greenish-

white grape, equal to " White Tokay," which
is one of its parents. The bunch is very
large and shouldered; leaf thick and strong,

and so is the wood.

Quassaick.—This is another of those Mr.
Ricketts has thought deserved a name. The
bunch is large and long, and shouldered ; the

berry is medium or above, roundish-oval in

form, black, with a blue bloom ; flesh rich,

juicy, and sweet ; free from pulp. The vine

strong, with a large thick leaf; a great bearer.

No. 97.—A very large, round, black grape,

with a peculiar rich, juicy, sweet, flesh. It is

one of good promise.

Advance.—This Mr. Ricketts has named, and
it is certainly so much in advance of any hardy
grape yet in our fruit-books, that he perhaps
has rightly hit upon the name. It is a large

roundish-oval, black berry, a large bunch, and
in quality of flesh it is hard to find its superior.

Nothing yet grown out of doors in garden or
vineyard equals it.

No. 10.—Is a large, oval rounded, reddish-

purple grape, in quality surpassing the " Purple

Damascus." It is a strong grower, good
bearer, and healthy in foliage.

No. 19.—A small black grape ; so rich for

wine as to go to 109° of saccharometer. For
that alone it may be valued.

The Moonwort Ferns.

Most persons, even those who do not study

plants, recognize ferns at sight, their habit and
general appearance is such that the plants are

readily known as belonging to the fern family.
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There are some anions our native ferns so un-

like the majority, that they are likely to he over-

looked by those who do not give especial atten-

tion to plants, and to be passed by as belonging

to some other family. The
Moonwort ferns are usually

very puzzling, as they have

much more succulent fronds

than most others, and the re-

productive organs, the spores,

instead of being placed, as

is most conimonty the case,

in dots upon the back of the

frond, are collected by them-

selves in a sort of panicle,

which is really a part of

the frond so changed by bear-

ing the spore cases, as to look

quite unlike the fertile por-

tion. The botanical name for

this genus of ferns is Botryehi-

um, which is from the C4rcek

word for a cluster of grapes,

to which the fertile por-

tion of the frond bears some
resemblance. There arc about

five species in our Northern

States, some of which are rare,

but one or two quite common
in rich woods. They have

clustered fleshy roots from

which arise a single frond, one-

half of which is sterile, light

green, leaf-like, spreading, and

usually much divided, while

the sterile portion is erect

and changed in appearance;

the engraving shows the two
parts of the natural size; in

all the other species the sterile

frond is sessile, or attached

directly to the common stalk,

but in this (B. lunarioidea),

it has a sort of petiole or loaf-

stalk. This species varies con-

siderably, and the large engraving shows what

is called the variety obliquum, and the smaller

one a portion of the variety dissedum. The
other species will be recognized as belonging

to the Moonworts, from their general resem-

blance to this. They are called Moonworts,

because in one species, very rare in this coun-

try, but common in Europe, the divisions of

the sterile frond are shaped like a half-moon.

The Moonworts arc usually to be found in

July or later, and those who take them up with

a view to cultivate them, are likely to be much
disappointed to find that in spite of all care

that may be given them, they soon die. We
have on more than one occasion informed our

readers of the fact, that the majority of our

native ferns are deciduous, lasting only during

the summer season. Those sold by the florists,

are for the most part evergreens, and those

who undertake to cultivate native ferns without

few native species with evergreen fronds, may
be cultivated in pots, but for the rest, they

should be planted in the open ground, generally

all the better if on a rockwork, with the knowl-

mooxwort ferns—varieties of Botrychiwm hwarioides.

edge that their beautiful forms can only be

enjoyed during the season of growth, and that

they, like other herbs, will sooner or later go

into winter quarters. The Moonworts are very

desirable in an out-door fernery, as their habit

offers a strong contrast to other genera, and

they are of the easiest culture, only requiring

that they shall not be put in too dry a place,

where their roots will be injured by drouth,

while they are dormant. In Europe, our

native species are valued by fern growers, and

they also have species from Ceylon and New
Holland, all of which are deciduous like ours,

and writers on fern-growing, state that when
grown in pots, these too will fail if the roots

are allowed to become too dry while dormant.

RDSSIAK NETTED CCCCMBER.

knowing this, are apt to attribute their want of

success to anything but the right cause. A

The Russian Netted Cucumber,

Last spring Messrs. Briggs & Brother, of

Rochester, N. Y., sent us, among other novel-

ties, the seeds of the Russian Netted Cucumber.

By some oversight these seeds were omitted at

sowing time, and we were unable to see the

fruit until this fall, when we received a speci-

men from Messrs. B. K. Bliss & Sons. Accord-

ing to the English seedsmen, this is from the

Ukraine country, and was first brought to

notice at the Vienna Exposition, where it

attracted much attention. The engraving

shows the general shape, though some speci-

mens are longer in proportion than this ; the

skin is of a dark brown color, and intersected

in every direction by light colored lines, which
run together and form a fine net-work all

over the surface ; this appearance is apparent-

ly produced by a breaking up f the skin of

the fruit, and showing a lower lighter colored

layer through the cracks. This is so unlike an
ordinary cucumber in appearance, as to deceive

some experienced horticulturists, who were
quite unable to say what fruit it was. Great

hardiness and productiveness are claimed for

this variety, and it would bo worth growing in

the garden as a curiosity, were it not, as it is

said to be, of good quality for the table.

A Rustic Porch.

The custom of building ample verandas to

houses, even to those of quite moderate cost, is

now, we are glad to say, quite common. Still

houses, even modern ones, are to be seen,

especially in the country, without this most
necessary appendage. Nothing can be more
inhospitable in appearance than a house with-

out a porch, or stoop, to shelter one from the

sun or rain while waiting for the door to be

opened. If one is so unfortunate as to occupy

one of these desolate-looking porchless houses,

there is nothing he can do that will so much
improve its appearance as to put a veranda to

it, or if he does not care to do that, a simple

porch over the door will do much to relieve its

nakedness. A porch built of simple style will

pay in the comfort it will bring, if one is to

occupy the house but a single season. Some
time ago one of our associates brought us a

sketch of a rustic porch, which some one had

put over the door of a very plain cottage, with

the effect of changiug the whole aspect of the

exterior. The cngra-r-iiig shows how this par-

ticular porch was constructed, and will serve

as a hint for making a tasteful shelter out of

very common materials and there is nothing

about it which one of very moderate mechanic-

al skill might not undertake. If red cedar can

be obtained, it is preferable for rustic-work of

this kind, but other materials will answer if

cedar is not at hand. A porch of this kind,

when well covered with vines, will, in many
c^scs, be in much better keeping with the

A RUSTIC PORCH.

house, than one made of regular carpentry

and costing a much larger sum.
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B3P {For other Household Items, sec "Basket " pages).

"Always Handy."

The Fair of the Americau Institute, which closed

last month, besides giving a grand display of large

and important machines, had in one of its depart-

ments a regular museum 01" household contrivances.

Here were gathered numerous little " eriukums "

or "Yankee notions," for facilitating the work of

the housekeeper, and among them was a set of

articles made by the American Manufacturing Co.,

learn that the plain condensed milk, which is sent

to the New York market, has no sugar added to it

—

none at all. It is simply pure milk with the water

extracted—this and nothing more. The sugared

milk, put up in cans for distant markets and long

preservation, is quite a different thing ; this has

pure sugar added, aud nothing else. The process

of doing this can be seen at Brewster's, on the

Harlem Railroad, 53 miles from New York, aud

also at Amenia. All these places and factories are

well worth a visit. W. J. M.

STOVE WITH "ai.wa.13 HANDY " ATTACHMENTS.

New Haven, Conn., with the attractive trade mark
of "Always Handy." These affairs are attachments

to a cooking stove, and are intended to increase its

capacity for usefulness. They consist of shelves

of light open work easting, upon a support made
fast to the stovepipe, and which can be placed

at any hight or swung to any position ; the shelves,

as may be seen in the engraving, are in pairs, and
may be had in single sets of two, or double sets of

four shelves. The agent wished us to try this

fixture, and it was put upon the stove, where it is

likely to remain ; being sufficiently high to be out

of the way of the pots and saucepans, the shelves are

exceedingly handy; they will hold dishes while

taking up dinner, afford an excellent place on
which to keep dishes warm, they are just the place

on which to set bread to rise, or to dry various

articles ; indeed it is not easy to enumerate the

uses to which they may be put. Another contri-

vance is a towel rack or dryer, consisting of two or

four neat walnut or maple rods, so hung at one

end as to be turned in any direction, and if need be,

taken away altogether in a few seconds ; the racks

may be attached to the stovepipe, or with a slight

modification, may be hung wherever needed. Both
the shelves and the towel rack can go upon the

same pipe. The manner in which these articles are

fixed to the pipe, is simple and effective; a flexible

strip of hoop iren has its ends brought together by
means of a screw-clamp, which allows of its ready

adjustment to a pipe of any size or shape. Though
simple affairs, much ingenuity has been expended
in rendering them neat, tasteful, and perfect of

their kind.

' About Condensed IHillc—If Faith

Rochester will visit Wassaic, Dutchess Co., N. Y.,

on the Harlem Railroad, 82 miles from New York,

6he can see " the process of condensing milk," and

A Folding Rural Chair.

In the household department we have now and

then suggested work, which did not properly be-

long to the housekeeper herself. There are numer-

ous articles of household convenience or orna-

ment, which add much to the comfort of the home,

and which can be home-made, such as tables,

chairs, wood-boxes, and numerous other things, of

which our pages in past volumes bear numerous

illustrations. If the good housewife has a definite

idea of what she wishes made, she has already

taken a good step towards having it, and if she can

not make the article herself, she can usually find

willing and stronger hands to embody her idea in

wood or other material. There is really no reason

why ladies should not use the saw and hammer
themselves

; we have known them to do it,

and exceedingly neat work they made. Every
well appointed farm should have a work-
shop with the ordinary tools, and mothers
should encourage the boys to work in it.

Much of what passes for laziness in boys is

really timidity and want of motive, and if

the mother or older sister can direct such

boys, and make them feel that they are doing

something that will be of real use, their in-

dependence will give place to zeal, and they

will take pride in the work. At the outset,

the mother or sister should properly consider

their design, whether it is to be a simple box
or a more elaborate chair, aud have the parts

accurately measured ; unless this Is done, a

good job can not be expected, and where

boys arc to be the workmen, it is of great import-

ance that they be taught to always work to meas-

ure. These remarks are not made with especial

reference to the design for a chair here given, but

apply to such things as have been suggested here-

tofore, or may be given hereafter. The folding

chair is one that is not difficult to make, and is

especially useful on the veranda or where a seat is

required in the garden. It is intended to be rustic,

i. e., made of wood with the bark adhering to it.

In constructing a chair of this kind, the four

principal sticks should be selected that naturally

have the desired curves ; this seems a difficult

matter, but ttmse, wh,o have had any experience in

A FOLDING CHAIK.

rustic work, soon learn to see the capabilities of

what appears to he unpromising material, and a

brush heap is to them filled with useful forms.

The wood should be cut at this season, in order

that the bark may adhere firmly, and it should be

well seasoned. In the lack of sticks with the

natural curve, straight ones may be steamed and

bent into shape. The pieces should be of oak or

hickory or other strong wood, and at least two

inches in diameter at the lower ends. The cross
bars are morticed into the side pieces and wedged
firmly, and the seat and back made of split pieces
firmly nailed on. The two parts are fastened
together with carnage bolts. When finished the
wood is thoroughly coated with linseed oil. A
chair like this will last for many years if put away
during the winter

; the ability to fold it allows it

to be stored in a very small space.

Home Topics.

BY FAITH ROCHESTER.

JENNIE JUNE'S AMERICAN COOKING BOOK.

This book is doubtless familiar to many " to

whom these presents may come." Others, who are

interested in recipes, may like to hear something
about it. I was glad to see the volume at last, ex-
changing for a little while my copy of Marion nar-
land's " Common Sense in the Household " with a

new neighbor, who had Jennie June's book. In

some respects this may be the better book. I

fancy that its author understands more clearly than
Marion flarland the connection between cooking
and health. Both books contain much interesting

matter upon general subjects relating to domestic

economy. This edition of "American Cookery"
was published in 1860, and I am not aware of any
later one. In a preface to the new edition the

author acknowledges what she believes was an
error in a previous edition. She now believes that

it is a mistake to dilute cow's milk for infant's

food. She thinks it better to sweeten the whole
milk very slightly, and warm it by placing the bot-

tle in water, which should be gradually heated.

She says that the child is " better nourished on a

smaller quantity of fluid and is less liable to flatu-

lence and colic." Those who have young babes

to bring up " by hand," will do well to experiment a

little in regard to diluting the milk. Physicians have
almost unanimously agreed that the milk should

have from one-fifth to one-half of water added, but

many mothers have thought that their own experi-

ence proved the contrary. Remember that it is

not our clUef object to fatten our children, but to

give them such elements of nutrition as will pro-

duce a steady natural growth, and keep them con-

tented and good-natured and free from disease.

Jennie June also recommends prepared barley as

a food for infants.

This edition contains an added chapter of Sorosis

recipes, and Favorite Dishes of Distinguished

Persons. We are told that President Grant is very

fond of scrambled eggs and fried ham ; while Anna
Dickenson "detests everything fried—fried pota-

toes, fried eggs, or fried mush—while fried beef-

steak, such as housekeepers in the West are often

heathenish enough to serve strangers, has power to

drive her to pull her hair out of curl."

Alas ! But why say " housekeepers in the West " ?

No, I thank you ! I do not wish for any of Olive

Logan's veal cutlets in curl papers, though 6he is

welcome to cut note paper into heart shapes, oil it,

and place her cutlets in it, to make believe they
have been fried together, if time hangs heavy on
her hands or if she needs such amusement. In fact,

this chapter may be a little silly, but the book is a

good one, as recipe books go.

In a chapter on "General Principles of Cooking,"
the author says that the object of cooking is to

make food healthful and palatable
; that the best

food requires the simplest preparation ; that clean-

liness is the first cardinal principle
; that the gen-

eral rule is to cook long and slowly ; that the flesh

of grown animals is more healthful than the flesh

of quite young ones
; that fresh meats are always

better than salted or smoked meats; that "the
natural order in cooking meats is first to broil,

second to boil, third to roast, fourth to stew, fifth

to bake, and sixth to fry—and never to fry so long

as there is another method left;" that to retain

the juices of meat, strong heat should be suddenly

applied, so as to close the pores at once, but to ex-'

tract the juices, as for soup or broth, heat up gradu-
ally ; that the distinct flavor of each article of food

should be retained, for mixtures which make all
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dishes taste alike are dyspepsia-breeding as well as

appetite-killing ; and that food for the well is bet-

ter than physician for the sick.

NEW FASHIONS FOR WOMEN.

They say that our fashions for feminine garments

havo long sprung from a very impure source, hence

they have been senseless and demoralizing in every

way. The fast women of France have led us long

enough, and a new era has already begun. Few
women, comparatively, have any idea of the ex-

cellent work for humanity that the women's clubs

are doing. They seem to have the real welfare of

women at heart, and have entered earnestly upon a

practical work of the utmost importance—dress-

reform! In Boston and in New York, and in some

other cities East and West, the women of the best

inteHeetual culture and social standing, authors,

artists, physicians, teachers, lecturers, and wives

of eminent men, have set to work to invent the

most healthful and comfortable articles of dress

for women, and to secure their adoption. The

ignorance of women generally, of the first prin-

ciples of healthy living, stands chiefly in the way

;

so lectures on physiology, with especial reference

to dress, are to be given free to women and to

school-girls. By and by, we are to have tracts upon

the subject scattered through the country. The
Dress Committee of the New England "Women's

Club seek to make the changes in woman's dress

as unobtrusive as possible. They begin with the

under-garments. Those of the old style, which

they utterly condemn, are the chemise and the

corset. Those they entirely abandon. The prin-

ciples which they attempt to carry out are these

—

perfectly free action for the vital organs, thus

abolishing all tight-fitting waists and all tight

band6 around the waist; an equalizing of the heat

of garments over the entire body, thus lessening

the amount of cloth worn over the lower part of

the body, and increasing it upon legs and arms ; a

reduction of the weight of the clothing by making
skirts as few and light as possible ; the supporting

of all clothing from the shoulders, by attaching

skirts to waists or suspenders.

The garments already devised, which embody
these principles, are the Chemiloon and the Gabri-

elle underskirt. The first is made of flannel or

cotton, a long-sleeved waist and drawers in one,

covering the person from waist to ankles. Outer

drawers may be buttoned to these. The stockings

drawn over the long drawers fitting at the ankle, are

fastened with safety pins or with buttons on the

drawers. No garters are allowed, because these hin-

der the circulation of the blood. The Gabrielle un-

derskirt is made of white cotton usually, gored from

shoulder to hem, after the plain gabrielle pattern

rather loosely fitting, and sufficiently short and
scant. The outer skirts button upon it, so arrangod

that one band does not lie over another. If a hoop
is worn, (and this is recommended, as it keeps the

folds of the skirts from clogging the limbs in walk-

ing, and holds the tops of the other skirts so as to

prevent undue heating of the pelvis and spine) there

should be a stout button hole in the middle of the

back of the hoop-band, to fasten upon a strong but-

ton on the back seam of the underskirt waist. On
each side of this button-hole place the buttons for

holding common suspenders, placing the front

buttons just over the firm side terminations of the

upper hoops. This brings the suspenders back

under the the arms, so that they do not interfere

with the bust. The balmoral may rest upon this

hoop, with a binding made in semicircular shape,

so as to lie upon the skeleton below its binding.

For outer dress the plain gabrielle pattern is

recommended, not too full in the skirt, and lightly

trimmed if trimmed at all. This for the house

dress; and an added polonaise or overskirt and
short sack for the street.

Thus do the educated American women advise

us to dress, and their recommendations are worthy

of good heed. In cold weather more than one

pair of chemiloons at a time is advised, one per-

haps of flannel and one of cotton, or two of wool

if more comfortable. All hail the »hemiloon ! say

I, and I suppose that I am not the only obscure

woman, who quietly discarded one of the garments,

utterly condemmed by the N. E. Woman's Club
long ago, for long-sleeved and high-necked shirts,

and who never has worn the other instrument of

torture.

WARMED-OVER POTATOES

Because only a few potatoes were left from

dinner, that is no reason why they shoidd be thrown

in the cow's pail. Peel them if not done already,

and bake them over in the oven. Or slice them
and warm them with bread—which is even better

than potatoes warmed alone. This is the way.

Put bread crumbs soaking in milk upon the stove.

When hot add the sliced or chopped potatoes with

salt, and stir all well together till thoroughly

heated or cooked. Then season as you wish with

a little butter or cream.

THICKENING.

It makes a deal of difference with your cooking,

how you stir up sauce thickening for gravy or pud-

ding. Tou use flour or starch of some kind, mixed
with water or milk. Wet the flour with very

little water or milk, and beat thoroughly together

till every lump disappears, then thin with more
water or milk and beat well again. Let the milk or

whatever is to be thickened, be actually boiling,

and stir as fast as possible while you slowly add

the thickening, beating rapidly for two or three

minutes. This makes the gravy or custard wonder-

fully light and foamy, especially if there are beaten

eggs in the compound. If you try to mix a little

flour with a good deal of water, you will have a

long hard siege in getting out the lumps. Salt

should be added before the thickening goes in.

The Use of Dry Teast.—Some excellent kinds

of dry yeast may be purchased at our groceries. I

said once that these cakes were so slow in rising if

mixed at once with the sponge that they were

chiefly useful for raising new yeast. Not. long

afterwards I found that this slowness to rise (or to

start to rise) gave them great value for summer
use, when it seemed desirable, as it usually does,

to do the baking early in the morning. Bakers'

yeast, or any kind of quick, soft yeast, is so apt to

60ur before morning on a hot Bummer night, that

a slower kind of yeast is often preferable. I have

found it perfectly safe to mix my bread sponge be-

fore dark in summer, stirring in the yeast-cake as

soon as it was soaked soft in a little warm water,

and have never had bread mixed with this yeast

become sour during the night or while waiting for

me in the morning. I am confident that I know
sour dough when I smell it or taste it, as many
house-keepers certainly do not. Else why do they

make sour bread week after week, year in and year

out ? Or why do they persist in regularly putting

in soda as a necessary step in the process of

bread-making?

Those who make dry yeast for themselves should

be very careful not to let it get sour while drying.

It should he dried rapidly in a good, cool, drying

wind. It is unsafe to dry it in the sunshine or by
the stove, lest it may sour from excess of heat. It

should be mixed with a good deal of corn-meal,

and then made into small thin cakes, or—better

still, I think—dropped in small crumbs upon a

board to dry. Any kind of good, lively, soft yeast

may be mixed with meal and make dry yeast.

In winter it is best to put the dry yeast, soaked in

warm water, rising in a bowl of flour and warm
water batter three hours before setting the sponge.

Homes and How to Make Them.

The above is the attractive title of a work by E.

C. Gardener, and published in elegant form by J.

R. Osgood & Co. This is not, strictly speaking, an

architectural work, though it has much to say about

architecture ; it is a series of letters from persons

about to build houses of their own, to their friend,

who is an architect, and the architect's replies.

The correspondence is bright and pointed, and on
the one side shows the difficulties and doubts be-

setting the intending builder, and on the other the

removal of these troubles by advice and sugges-
tions. The book is characterized by great common
sense, and if one contemplates building a new, or
remodeling an old house, the perusal of this work
will afford irany useful hints, and set the thoughts
of the reader in the right direction. An extract or
two from the book will give an idea of its style,

and perhaps be of use in themselves. The author
pleads for

abundant sunshine
;

for plenty of windows in the first place, and then
their freedom from obstruction by blinds and shut-

ters. We have beeu long in doubt if carpets have
not, on the whole, done quite as much harm as

good. A few years ago we visited a house, the lady
of which had long been noted for the number and
beauty of her 'window plants; on the occasion re-

ferred to, after asking about the rest of the house-
hold, we inquired as to the plants ; the lady apolo-
getically told us that a few months ago they had
newly carpeted theirrooms, and not wishing to fade

the carpets by the light necessary for the plants,

these were given up. Here, instead of a cheerful

parlor, with its windows filled with plants, the nat-

ural flowers were banished, and shutters closed, all

that the miserable caricatures of flowers in a car-

pet might not lose any of their unnatural bright-

ness. Our author pleads for sunlight, not for

plants, but for the comfort and well-being of the

household. lie says: "Let your doors and win-

dows be wide, and your roof be high. A wide door
is far more convenient than a narrow one, usually

much better in appearance ; and for the windows

—

when shall we learn the unspeakable worth of the

bountiful light of heaven ? Does Mrs. John com-
plain that the sunlight will fade her carpets ? Let

them fade, and know of a truth that all the colors

of all the carpets of all the looms that ever

throbbed, are not worth to the civilized mortals

who tread the dust-containing fabrics, one single

hour of unobstructed sunshine. Is it that our

deeds are evil that we seem to love darkness rather

than light : or is it through our ignorant exclusion

of this glorious gift ' offspring of heaven first

born,' that we are left to wander in so many dark-

some ways? Be generous did I say? rather try to

be just to yourself."—Iu hie advice to build the

roof high, the author has in mind that which mod-
ern architecture ignores. To our notion the chil-

dren of the present day are deprived of one of

their choicest rights. How can a child ever look

back with pleasure upon its early home if it had no
garret? Writers lament that there are no children

nowadays, that there is no intermediate state be-

tween infancy and young ladies and gentlemen.

An evolutionist would, we think, have little diffi-

culty in tracing this precocity to

HOUSES WITHOUT GARRETS.

Here is what the author of " Homes and how to

make them," says: "You will lose too, under the

fiat roof, the roomy garret of the old high-roofed

houses. These have for me a wonderful fascina-

tion. Whether the rain upon the shingles, the

mingled fragrance of seeds and drying herbs, the

surprising bigness of the chimney, the mysteries

hidden in the worm-eaten chests, the almost saint-

ly charm of long-unused spinning-wheels, crumb-
ling mementoes of the patient industry of former
generations, or the shine of the stars through the

chinks in the shrunken boards, the old garret and
all its associations, are among the ' long, long

thoughts.' I sometimes doubt whether the modern
conveniences we are so fond of proclaiming, are

really an equivalent to the risiug generation for

this happiest of play-rooms, this store-house of
heir-looms, this silent but potent tie that binds us

to the life, the labor, and the love of the past. Let

there be light too in this upper story. Spinning

spiders and stiuging wasps are not half so terrible

to the children who will make a half-way paradise

of the garret, as the darkness that is covered by an

unlightcd roof."—While we have found much to

commend in this work, we must express our sur-

prise that the author, who is so generally accurate

in treating of ventilation, should speak of carbon-

ic-acid as carbon. This he does more than once,,

and should hasten to rectify.
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About tlie Dos; Carlo.
BY MART TREAT.

Carlo was a lost or forsaken dog, and he appealed to

my sympathies so strongly, that I begged he might be

allowed to remain with us. He was a mongrel, not

handsome, yet with a soft, silky coal, and intelligent

looking eyes. There was nothing remarkable about him

except his strong affection and devotcdness, and his

love of bright colors, especially scarlet, or any of the

height shades of red. My attention was first drawn to

his love of colors, by his seeming admiration of a bed of

bright colored flowers, (Phlox Drummondii), in which red

strongly prevailed. lie would stand or lie by these

flowers apparently in rapt admiration for a long time

together, never steppiug on the bed, nor lying on the

flowers. The evident pleasure he took in the red flowers,

led me to experiment with him, and I found it was only

a mass of color that attracted him, a small cluster of

flowers he paid no attention to, but a large, bright

bouquet, he admired. And it was the =r.me in dress; a

red shawl that I sometimes wore, was lua special delight,

while a red ribbon he paid little or no attention to.

When preparing for a walk, he would look at me inquir-

ingly, if I took a black or gray wrapper, he showed no

interest, bnt let me change it for red, and I had his

most decided approval, he would gambol and frisk about

me, evidontly so much more delighted to accompany me,

now that I was in this presentable costume \

9o litlle do we comprehend the artistic taste and

sagacity of the lower animals, that I might have worn

that shawl for a long time, had it not been for the

accident of the Phlox, and never have known why my
dog was so much more sportive and happy at one time in

accompanying me in my rambles than at another.

Carlo from the first formed a strong attachment for my
pet cat, which was mutual ; he often put his paw over her

in a caressing way, and she would pur and rub against

his legs, and Bhe frequently brought game and placed

before him, which he always magnanimously refused

!

After awhile the cat became mother to two kittens,

and for a time they seemed to engross all her attention,

and I feared the strong friendship between my pets had

ceased, until I saw the cat at her old tricks again, purring

about Carlo ; but now she seemed to have an object in

view, she would rub against his legs and then start off

a short distance, looking back as if she expected him

to follow, nad he did follow a little way, but finally he

laid down, as if in despair to eompi-ohond whnt she

wanted. The cat now disappeared, and after a short

time returned with one of her pretty, plump kittens in

her mouth, and laid it down before him. Upon this

Carlo got up and gazed at it with an astonished look, and

then ventured to put his nose toward it; this aroused

the indignation of the kitten, and it spit and struck at

him like a little fury, and Carlo walked away abashed,

whereupon the cat brought the kitten to me, seemingly

disheartened with her attempt at an introduction to

Carlo, who watched me closely while I fondled it, with a

jealous look that I never saw manifested toward the

mother.

Carlo was on the best of terms with all the dogs of

the neighborhood. I am inclined to think he was too

much of a coward to attack a dog of his own size, and

was too good natured to snarl atone less than himself.

When meeting a dog of his acquaintance larger than

himself, and sometimes one about his own Bize, he acted

precisely like Mr. Darwin's dog, of which he says :

"I formerly possessed a large dog who was not at all

afraid to fight with other dogs; but a wolf-like shepherd

dog in the neighborhood, though not ferocious and not

so powerful as my dog, had a strange influence over him.

When they met on the road my dog would run to meet

him, with his tail partly tucked in between his legs and

hair not erected; and then he would throw himself on

the ground, belly upward. By this action he seemed to

say, more plainly than bywords: 'Behold, I am your

slave.'
"

It was next to an impossibility to set Carlo to drive

any animal that belonged to the farm, except chickens,

he would always drive them from the lawn, and soon

learned to do it of his own accord, but never interfering

with, nor chasing them outside of the lawn. But he
always drove strange cattle or hogs, and if the latter

showed fight, he could be quite savage.

One day two small white pigs escaped from their

quarters and came on to the lawn, and in vain I urged

Carlo to drive them off; he started down to them quick

enough, and to my surprise the pigs recognized him as

an old friend, and commenced playing with him, and a

wild frolic they had. After watching them a while. I

scolded, and urged Carlo to drive them off. lie would

then pretend to try to drive them, barking and frolicking

about them, and looking back at me in a comical way,

as much as to say. " See, I can't make them go !
"

On relating this to one of the family, he informed me
that Carlo had a regular frolic every day with the pigs,

(which were kept in a large field), and sometimes the old

ones joined in the play.

Aunt S«e*s Puzzlc-ISox.

DOUBLE ACROSTIC.

The initials and finals form two cities in the State of

Massachusetts.

1. A musical instrument.

2. One of the United States.

3. A tool.

4. A number.
5. A bird.

6. A girl's nickname. Willie Webster.

Diamond Puzzle.

1. Always seen in battle. 2. A unit. 3. A color. 4. A
city. 5. A mountain. G. To mar. 7. A river. 8. Quan-

tity. 9. A quarter of a half.

The center letters, horizontal and perpendicular, form

a mountain. Nip.

Cross-Word.

My first is in heaven but not in earth,

My next is in vtiluc but not in worth,

My third is in light but not in dark,

My fourth is in fire but not in spark,

My fifth is in spring but not in fall,

My sixth is in boat but not in yawl,

My seventh is in ink but not in paper,

My eighth is in candle but not in taper,

My ninth is in June and also in May,

My whole is a saint, or so they say. Molly.

SQUARE WORD.

1. A fish. 2. A country. 3. Quiet. 4. A girl's name.
A. L. Fred.

ALPHABETICAL ARITHMETIC.

nAR)BOCSEKL(LOCB
BLOH
COAE
CCHH
LHCK
LKKL

SAL
HAR
LSC W. S. H., Jr.

Ekta tch pcads fo cavcnispeevc,

Gid het dclti fo sporgers iwed,

Reevy brontubs tlwce fo fatcoin

Rowry ton dan cats sadie.

FRANK A. MtXRTHA.

ANAGRAMS.

1. Cast me a Modoc. 0. Troop in Paris, Pa.

2. Banns settle him. 7. O! a troop is printed.

3. I bless pain, Ned. 8. A rain-storm font.

4. Aired tents. 0. A fusil coal.

5. Sprite scene. 10. Rats' membranes.

ARITHMOREM8.

1.—G0500. 0.—10500.

2.—7500500. 7.—1150111.

3.—10050014. S.—8000500.

4.—130025010. 0.—000015010.

5.—1505005550. 10.—200050010.
SUNKAKU.

NUMERICAL ENIGMA.

1. 1 am composed of 14 letters :

My 6, 2, 8, is what every boy is.

My 9, 10, 4, 3, is an article of furniture.

My 3, 4, 12, 13, 5, is an animal.

My 1, 7, 14, belongs to a fish.

My 2, 11, 1, is a pronoun.

My whole is a name with which yon are all familiar.

C. B. Estes.

ANSWERS TO rUZZLES IN THE OCTOBER NUMBER.

Double Acrostic.—Sacramento, Shenandoah.

St. ThomaS
A H
C- offe -E

R- ave -N
A- nn -A
M- onr -N
E- meral -D
N- eosh -O

T- heres- A
O -H

Numerical Enigma.—Atlantic Ocean.

Hexagram.—Chinchilla : in which may be found ' two

c's (two "seas), 3 two I's, s chin, * inch, • hin, • chinch,

' China, B ill, » hill, 10 la, " chill, "•» hail, and 1S in.

Pi.—The path that leads to fortune too often passes
through the narrow defiles of meanness, which a man of

exalted spirit can not stoop to tread.

Cross-word.—Farming.

Concealed Capes.— 1. Ann. 2. Malm. 3. Race. 4.

Roca. 5. Romaine. 0. Slay. 7. Orange.

Transpositions.— 1. Hero, hoer. 2. May, yam. 8.

Peon, pone. 4. Dean, Dane. 5. Kiln, link.

Charade.—Rupee (rue— pea).

Diamond Puzzle.—Chicago.
C

s n e
SPITE

C II I C A G O
MEANS
A G E

O

Word-Squat.e.— J A C K
ALOE
CORN
KE N O

Send communications for t?te Puzzle Box to Aunt Sue,

Box 111, P. 0., Brooklyn, X. Y., and not to2!5 Broadway.

Aunt Sue's Chats.

Eftte S. W., wants to know the origin of the faying,

"robbing Peter to pay Paul." In the time of King
Edward the Sixth, of England, his ministers and cour-

tiers appropriated a large part of the lands belonging to

St. Peter's church, at Westminster. The people were
indignant at the robbery, and to reconcile them, a portion

was set apart to pay for repairing St. Paul's church, and
so the people talked about robbing Peter to pay Paul,

until the phrase became proverbial.

G. W. Tomlinson.—That is an old joke, " can a man
ke~ep his feet dry when he has a creak in his boots?"

but I wonder no one has suggested that he should get

pumps.

Emma.—You may improve the cane-bottom chairs very

much, by washing the scats with hot soapsuds and put-

ting them in the nir to dry quickly ; it whitens and

tightens them.

Lulu.—I never like to pronounce judgment upon a

case without hearing "both eides of the 6tory," and I

have not heard j-our teacher's side ; bnt why keep

dwelling on the "thorns that accompany the roses,'*

why not be glad that roses accompany the thorns 1

Mart L. Bartlett wants to know " If lobster's claws

really grow again after they are broken off." I don't

know, Mary dear, from my own personal observation,

but naturalists say they do, and that in three weeks a

leg or claw is replaced by one nearly as large and strong

as the one lost. In finding out that fact for your edifica-

tion, I read what astonished me more than the new
growth of a lost member, and that was that lobsters like

raw oysters for their dinner, and in order to get at them,

they watch till the oyster opens its shell, then pop a

stone in, so that the oyster can not shut it again. Where-

upon the lobster, so this account says, eats the oyster,

(without pepper or vinegar). I was not astonished at

their liking a raw oyster, but at their gumption of get-

ting a stone to wedge open the oyster-shell.

Frank.—A very neat little " trick," is to tell whether

a person holds an odd or even number of pennies (but-

tons, beans, or what not) in the right or left hand. Give

a person an odd number of beans, say nine, eleven, thir-

teen, or fifteen ; tell him to hold an odd number in one

hand and an even one in the other ; ask him to multiply

the contents of the right hand by three, five, seven, nine,

or eleven, (always an uneven number,) to multiply thOBe

in his left hand by two, four, six, eight, ten, or twelve;

let him tell you the product of the whole. Should it be

an even number, it proves that the even number is in the

right hand ; if the sum total be odd, the odd number is

in the right hand.

Examples.

Bight hand.

3

IS
IS

Left hand.
9
2

18

Rigid hand.
9
3

27
12

Left hand.
6
8

13

3d

Instead of one person holding all the beans, they may

be divided between two, the performer mentally distin-

guishing them as right and left ; try it.

F. L. asks if I "know any words containing all the

Towels." Yes, lols of them. "Abstemiously," and

" facetiously," contain the vowels in their proper order.

In the following they all occur, bnt irregularly : Authori-

tatively, consequentially, disadvantageotisly, encourag-

ingly efficaciously, instantaneously, importunately, men-

daciously, nefariously, precariously, pertinaciously, sac-
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religiously, simultaneously, tenaciously, unintentionally,

nnobjeclionably, unequivocally, nndiscoverably, vexa-
tiously, and unquestionably many others.

IVSnking' llinisclT at Home.
Of all animal pels there is none that boys and girls

like better than rabbits, especially the white ones. Men
who raise rabbits generally like other kinds, such as

the monstrous fellows with lop-ears, -which make one
think that the starch was left out when they were wash-
ed, or those from Madagascar or some other far-off coun-
try, very expensive, but very ugly. Rabbits are not very
intelligent, but they are so tame and so little trouble that
all young folks like them. By so little trouble is meant
that they arc easily taken care of, but if the rabbits happen
to get out into the garden, where they can have a frolic

of a moonlight night, there will be " trouble" enough in

the morning. Many like rabbits that are black, or brown,
or of other colors, but none look so nice and clean as the
white ones. How long and pretty their cars are; you
perhaps think they arc only intended as handles by which
to lift the animal, but that is not the caso ; the rabbit has
neither claws nor teeth that will do much in fighting, so
the animal for its safety depends upon running, and it

has its cars so long, for the reason that the wolf in the

story told Little Red Ridinghood, " all the better to hear,

my dear." Your little pet rabbits can show yon one of

the many ways in which the Creator has made animals

fitted for the conditions in which they live, and if He
did not give the rabbit the power to fight its enemies, He
gave it very swift legs, and quick-hearing cars to tell it

when to use them. Just look at the beautiful thin ears

as the sunlight shines through them, and see the veins

and arteries. How funny the little fellows nibble, and

how they seem to enjoy eating—indeed that is about all

the fun they seem to have. Perhaps you think that the

little brown rabbit, that every one of you who has been

much in the country knows, is just the same as your

pet-, only wild ; we have no proper rabbit in this coun-

try ; all those wild ones that are called rabbits, are hares.

You would like to know the difference, well, there is not

a very great one, the main thing is that, hares never make
burrows, while the rabbits do. In Europe, where they

are wild, they make regular underground villages, or

warrens as they are called. Perhaps you do not know
that the white rabbits, pink-eyed, you admire so much,

are in their wild state gray or some other color, and that

your white ones are albinoes. You will have to go to the

dictionary for that word, unless it is explained here. It

often happens that animals that are naturally dark color-

ed, have now and then young that have white hair and

pink eyes. White mice, which arc sometimes kept aB

pets, are albinocs, and so are white rats; blackbirds,

Bometimes have albinocs, and so do crows, and other

birds that arc nsually dark colored; men and wo-
men, even Africans, arc Bometinics albinoes, and have

white silky hair and weak pink eyes. We have said

so much about the real rabbits, that the picture is

almost forgotten, but there is one curious thing we must
tell about one of our wild rabbits, or rather hares: We
said that the rabbit was given long ears for its safety;

this hare lives far north, where the winters are long and
the snow is on the ground for many months. In summer
its modest brown coat is so much like the ground, that a

prowling wolf or fox could not see it a great way off, but

if the animal should run upon the snow, its brown color

could be seen at a great distance. Now what do you
suppose this hare docs? Just as you would do if you
wished to hide on the snow, it dresses from top to toe in

pure white. It is not right though to say that the hare

does it, for the auinial could not help itself, but the good
Father who cares for even the hares away upon the

arctic snows, so made this animal that its coat will

change with the season. Isn't that quite as strange as

some of the wonder stories? But the picture. We have

had a good laugh over it, for the artist has given so mncb
expression to these usually rather stupid animals. Evi-

dently the central dark rabbit is a new comer ; when he

was put with the rest he Beemed to be very bashful, but

now he is making himself quite at home, and is getting

on the best of terms with the white one. The father oj

the family is astonished at the impudence of the new
comer, and evidently thinks, "Well, this chap is making
himself at home." And the fellow at the left, how
jealous he looks at the familiar new comer!
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Life Insurance.
Among the many considerations which give the

subject of life insurance a claim on our attention,

is its bearing on the most sacred obligations of

humanity. By the decree of Divine Providence,

every head of a family is bound to provide for the

maintenance of the members of his own house-

hold. The husband must support and cherish her

who, at the altar, was given his care. The father

must provide for the maintenance and education of

those who, through him, have received their being.

The laws of society require this ; the laws of

nature suggest it ; the laws of religion commend
it ; the common sentiment of mankind insists

upon it.

Every man is bound to secure, as far as lies in

his power, the support of those whom he has been

instrumental in bringing into the world. Thus,

while the father lives, he owes his toil to them.

For their sakes, he must be content to "rise up
early, and late retire to rest, and eat the bread of

carefulness." In all the wide world, there is no
one to whom he rightfully can transfer this respon-

sibility ; and it is a responsibility which no one,

possessed of the true feelings of a man, wishes to

be rid of. Toil is sweet when it is performed for

those whom one loves, and who, in love, are

dependent on his care. But human lite hangs by a

slender thread. The strong arm of the bread

winner is liable at any time to fail those who are

dependent upon it for support. The father can

have no security that his life shall be prolonged till

his helpless flock shall no longer need his labors.

Is there no duty laid upon him in view of a con-

tingency of this sort ? Is not every household

head bound most sacredly to make provision, as far

as possible, against the evils which his death might
entail on his dependents ?

The duty of life insurance is therefore plain.

The only question is : Where shall it be obtained ?

If more than a quarter of a century of honorable

dealing; if ample assets, distinguished success,

good management, and exceeding popularity—if

these are indications, or tests, of the proper com-
pany to insure in, the United Statea Life Insurance

Co., of this city, may safely appeal to either, or to

oil of them.

A Youth's Publication.—For nearly half a century the
Youth's Companion, of Boston, has been published. It was
Kartell in IS"}?, and is to-day one of the brightest and most
rigorous paperi-with which we are acquainted.

wn^te
WILL WIND ANIUaiATCH

And Not

'Wear Out.

Fe
free.

de by Watchmakers. By mail, an cents. Circulars
J. S. BIRCH. 37 Maiden Lane, New York.

GEO. A. PKINCE & CO.

ORGANS & MELODEONS.
The Oldest, Largest and Most Perfect Manufactory In the

United States.

54,000
l,No\v in use.

No other Musical Instrument ever obtained the same

popularity.

f3T Sand for Price-Lists.

Address BUFFALO, N. Y.

A^ SILVER TIP
Adds Five Cents

TO THE COST OF A SHOE,

and $1 to its value.

liirrtTTTJV MADE RAPIDLY with Stencil and
JY1U1N iJ X Uev Check Outfits. Catalogues and full par-

ticulars free. S. M. Spencer. 117 Hanover at., Boston, Mass.

JSBOPIauo, Circulars free. U. S. Piano Co. 810B'dway,N.Y. -

Waltham Watches.
HOWARD & CO., No. 222 Filth Avenue, New York,

continue to send single Waltham Watches by Express or
Mail to any part of the Country, no mutter how remote,
without any risk to the purchaser. Having sold Waltham
Watches on this plan tor the last six yearn, their customers
are numbered by thousands, and ironi almost every couQTy
in the Union. In every ease the purchaser >rets u good, re-
liable Watch, and lull value tor the money. Great improve-
ments have been made daring the present year; all grades
and sizes art; now made both ;i* key-winders and stem-
winders. Our new price-list, which is sent Tree, describee al]

the new Watches with prices ot each. Write for it, aud
mention that advertisement was seen in the American
Agriculturist. Address

JIOWAHD & CO., 2?2 Fifth Avenue, New York.

"A TRIAL TRIP" Tbe Science of Henltb,
O. 1 llE.ll.i- 11IB1 • a First Class Health Maga-

zine, at $2 a year, will be sent 3 months "on trial " for 25 cts.

Single numbers, 20 cts. Agents wanted. Great Premium
OffVrs. Sewing Machines at wholesale for subscriptions.
The Illustrated Phrenological Journal, $8 a year,
or single No. 3" cts.. sent :'> months "uii trial," at 5U cts.

Try it. S. K, WELLS, 389 Broadway, New York.

IT IS NOT ECONOMY

To buy a poor Shoe. Try Good

Cable Screw Wire
FOR ECONOMY.

SEND FOR IT!

BRIGGS <fc BROS
ILLUSTRATED

FLORAL WORK
For JANUAHY, will be out about December 1st, containing

a full list of the 2,500 varieties of

FLOWER
VEGETABLE SEEDS

Grown and imported by this celebrated firm, illustrated with

Four Hundred Engravings, and containing a vast fund of

horticultural information, alike useful to the amateur or the

professional—mailed prepaid to any address on receipt of 25

cts., not one-third its value ; also entitling the sender to the

three subsequent Numbers,

VW Over lOOO PREMIUMS taken on the product of
Briggs & Brother's Seed in one season.

BRIGGS&BROTHER,^?^^^:

G^EAT WESTERN

PITTSBURGH PA
Rifles, Shot Guns, Revolvers, Pistols, Ammunition, Fish-

ing Tackle, etc. For Price-list, see page 157,'April No. Am.
Agriculturist, or address, with stamp,

GREAT WESTERN GUN WORKS,
285 Liberty St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

EDDY! COOKMAK!!

The Methodist,
PUBLISHED WEEKLY AT

No. 114 Nassau Street, New York-

TERMS, $3.00 PER YEAR,
[INCLUDING POSTAGE.]

CONTAINS TWENTY PAGES EVERY WEEK.

A Magnificent Engraving or a Splendid

Chromo given to Every Subscriber.

Every subscriber to TnK Methodist will be entitled to a
choice portrait of the late Rev. T. M. EDDY, D.D.,
or Rrv. ALFRED COOKMAN, either of which is

richly worth the BDDScriptron price of the paper. <>r if pre-

ferred, our fine Steel Kmrravinj,' by Bnttre, containing por-

traits of Wesley and all the Bishops of the M. E. Chureli.

The above ENGRA TINGS, or the Chromo of The iHd
Arm-Cliairorthe Young Students, are GIVEN
AWAY, there being no extra charge, except 10 cents for

mailing expenses.

U^" Those desiring .Specimen Copies will be supplied on
receipt of a two-cent postage stamp, to prepay postage on
the same.

ff^~ Canvassers wanted everywhere, to whuu: liberal

commissions or premiums will be allowed.

%W In remitting funds for Subscriptions, send by P. O.

Money Order, Kegistered Letter, or liank Check. Payable to

THE METHODIST, 114 Nassau St., N. Y.

(CIRCULAB.)

Consumers' Importing Tea Co.,

)

No. 8 Church Street,
f

P. O. Box 5,509. IVew York City. )

This is a combination of capitalists to supply the consum-

ers of Teas throughout the United States on the mutual

principle.

We have experienced agents in all the best districts ..f

China and Japan to select Teas especially for our trade.

We expect every consumer of Teas to render us all the

assistance they can in carrying out our enterprise, as we
make a specialty of SUPPLYING CONSUMERS ONLY
(and allow no middlemen to make any profit on our impor-

tations), -which will enable us to supply them with Teas at

prices lower than have ever been known, and of those line

<iualities that seldom reach the interior, being sold only in

the large cities and among the very wealthy.

Hoping the consumer will take an interest in our enur-

prise, and send at once for a circular with full explanations

of how to proceed to obtain our goods, we remain,

Most respectfully yours,

Consumers' Importing Tea Co.,

P.O. Box 5,500.

. S Church Street,

New York City.

Entered, according to Act of Congress, in January, 1S7I,
by the Consumers' Importing Tea Co., in the Office oi the
Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. C.

GOOD CROPS ?o
eoT!«M

ture. So Good Health depends on Higrht Liviusr,
and tbe proper observance of the Laws ot Life, •'- taiurbi
in tin* Science of Health. $2 a year ; or. " Ou trial "
3 months lor 25 cts. single n timbers, 20 cts. Agents wanted.
Great Premium Offers. Sewing Machines at Wholesale,
Phrenological Journal, 3 months." on trial." for 50 cts.
A year, $3. S. Ii. WELLS, 389 Broadway, New York.

ASBESTOS ROOFING PAINT.
A strictly first-class article, superior body, rich color, contains no tar or cheap oils.

Old Shingle, Tin, and other Hoofs can be made water-tight, and rendered serviceable for many years with
H. W. JOHNS' Patent ASBESTOS ROOFING PAINT and ASBESTOS CEMENT.

ASBESTOS ROOFING, FOR STEEP OR FLAT ROOFS, IN ALL CLIMATES.
ASBESTOS PAINTS, all colors, for general imrposes, in cans, kegs, and barrels.

ASBESTOS BOILER FELTING, Sheathing and Lining Flits, general Hoofing Materials. &<:
These materials are prepared readv for use. and can be easily applied l>v anv one. Send for Descriptive rnmph>ts

PriceUsta Instanetions, &c. LIBERAL, INDUCEMENTS to GENERAL, MERCHANTS ami DEALER?.
IW^ CAUTION.—The public are hereby cautioned againsl purchasing or iiMng any materials for the above ur si

purposes, purporting to contain ASBESTOS, unless they bear our name aud date of patents.

r-'e»*-
E?»fB

S«Ie Manufacturer,^
H< W JQ,,^ gf J,.,^,, Up(t N y

National Live-Stock Journal,
The only first-class paper in the United States devoted exclusively to Live-Stock. A large 36-page monthly, every

number handsomely illustrated. Every Farmer and Breeder, and every person owning a horse. | Ig, cow, or slier], . should
read it. TERMS.—8*4.1;. per year, including postage. Large reduction t<> Clubs and Agents. For 50 cents extra an
elegant Cattle I'icture. -.>lx"0. For $1 extra, B Chromo, 16x20. of Goldsmith Maid.

SPECIMENS FREE. Address, GEO. W. RUST A CO., CHICAGO, ILLS.

CHICAGO.

CHICAGO.
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PUBLISHED QUARTERLY.—The January number is

just out, and contains over lOO pages, 50O engravings, with descrip-

tions of more than 500 of our best Flowers, and of all our leading

Vegetables, with full and plain Directions for Culture.

The Guide is elegantly printed, a model of typographical beauty, on

the choicest tinted paper, and the engravings are of the finest char-

acter. It is the most useful and beautiful work of the kind in the world.

The other numbers are published in March, June, and August, mak-

ing a book of over 200 pages, and all for 25 cents a year, includ-

ing a beautiful colored lithographed Frontispiece. A German edition

published. Address

JAMES VICK,
Rochester, N. Y.

-*=<A WEEKLY PAPER FOR

YOUNG PEOPLE

THE COMPANION alma to be a favorite in every family-
looked for eagerly by the young people, and read with

interest by the older. Its purpose is to interest while it

amuses: to ke judicious, practicable, sensible, and to have
really permanent worth, while it attracts for the hour.

If is handsomely illustrated, and has for contributors

some of the most attractive writers in the country. Among
these are

:

J. T. Trowbridge, Dr. I. I. Hayes,

Edward Egglcston, Rev. W. M. Baker,
Louisa M. Alcott, Louise C. Moulton,
Rebecca II. Davis, C. A. Stephens,

Until Chesterfield, Geo. M. Towle.

Its rending Is adapted to the old and young, is very com-
prehensive in Its character. It gives

Stories ot Adventure, Stories of Home and
Letters of Travel, School Life,

Editorials upon Cur- Tales, Poetry,
rent Topics, Selections for Dccla*

Historical Articles, mations,
Biographical Sketch- Anecdotes, Puzzles,

eft. Facts and Incidents.

Religious Articles.

Subscription Price, 81.73. This lucludes the pay-

ment of Postage by the publishers.

Send for specimen copies, which will be sent free. Please

mention what paper you saw this In.

PERRY, MASON & CO.,

4* Temple Place, Boston,, Mase.

ILLUSTRATED HOME MAGAZINE.
Bright, Cheerful,

Progressive, always
up to the advancing
thought of the times,

the HOME MAGA-
ZINE takes rank
Willi the leading and
most influential pe-

riodicals of the day.

It is on the side of
Temperance and
true Christian mo-
rality. Whatever is

hurtful to Society it

condemus without
fear or favor, and
makes Itself felt in

the Homes of the
People as a power
for good.

THE GREAT HOUSEHOLD ffijR
America, is more thoroughly identified with the People in
tlieir Home and Social Life than any other periodical in the
country.

"DEBORAH NORMAN: ™B ™*£
ward." A new serial story By T. S. Arthur will be com-
menced in January.

"FIFTY YEARS AGO; &Wfl3®
By Kossella Rioe. These papers will be fresh and new,
mm ot unusual interest.V TTT TfD >'

partment
will he unusually rich. Besides an abundance ol Short
Stones, two or three serials will be given during the vear.

RTTTTVRTPTT'Q newest patterns for ia-
•D *J A .1. JJ JXiV/Aa. O dies' and childrens' dresses are
given by special arrangement eve?'// month.

"THE LION IN LOVE," S&ggKi
IIEADEU,*' two large and splendid premium engravings.
One of these is sent free to every subscriber.

CiO f\(\ ayearisthe price ot "Arthur's illustrated
*v&*0\J home magazine." In clubs; S copies for $*>

;

fi and one extra to getter up of club $1'.'. 10 and one extra
$'J0. VW 15 cents must he added to each subscription for

prepayment of postage for the year. Spectmeti ?i umbers
15 cents, in currency or postage stamp'?.

T. S. ABTHUE & SON, Philadelphia, Pa.

Five Thousand Good Books
for sale, at ft discount of SO to 60 per cent from usual priees.
Our third Great Clearance List sent free.

ESTES & LAtnUAT, Boston.

The undersigned offers a quan-
tity i>i Roses, iineqnnled in qual-

LB Ml %r LL. %r
V% I I OW » Hardv i'erpptnnls, at $15 per 100.

| tt^tP ^p Ba ^0 V I 1 _ . i 100.

Trade-list Free on applh At!on.
J. M. KELLER. Florist, 50th St. an! 3d ft,ve„Brooklyn, N.Y.

WA. €OVEKT * CO., Produce
• Commission Mcrrltfinti. No. 68 Pearl Street

New York. "Quick sales and prompt returns." |7""Send
for our weekly Prices-current and Marking Platc^aJ

The Herald of Health
Sept., Oct., Nov,, and Dec. numbers free to new
subscribers for 1875, who send in their names Immediately.
The September number, among other able articles, con-

tains the following of great interest:

Reform in Child Education.
The October number contains:

The Building of a Good Brain.
Also:

Headaches, How to Avoid Them,
MALADIES CAUSED BY BOOTS AND SHOES.

Also, Crimping the Hair; Varicose Veins; Salt Uheum

;

Diet for Lean Folks; How to stop the Spread of Typhoid

Fever; Gloomy Feelings; Insanity; Dandruff; Dyeing the

Hair; Baldness; Bad Breath ; Periodie Drunkenness; Fun-
ny Poems ; Perils of Weakness ; GUIs* Kowing Match ; Cleau

"Water and Cow's Health ; Care of the Eyes, etc., etc.

The November number contains:

The Chimoloon,
with illustrations and directions for making this new and
healthful article of ladies' under-clothing—and 50 other jx
cellent. articles.
The December number will contain:

KINGS AND SLAVES OF BUSINESS,
By James Paeton.

Stair Climbing and Health,
By" Dr. Geo. E. Smith.

THE TOOTH-ACHE,
Geo. Sexton, M. D.

TOBACCO.
A nasty, wicked, filthy weed.
Which does not meet a single need. Etc.

Mt. Holyoke Female Seminary and its Health Methods;

Chats on Health with Children; Dry Mouth; Hints on

Fevers, Natural Method of Treating; Diet for the Consti-

pated; Antibillions Pills; When to Marry ; FreckleB; Lum-
bago; Falling Sight; Rupture; False Hair; Pimples; Pain

in the Stomach ; Consumption, etc., etc.

In the January number we shall commence a series of
articles on

Over-Work and Physiological Bankruptcy,
and one on

Care of the Liver,
and in other respects make it very valuable.
The Herald "f health, m*y" the Scientific American,

contains more sensible articles than any limgazine that
comes to our sanctum.
Terms, $2.00 a year, including your choice of the following

BOOK PREMIUMS:
1. The Complete Works of Shakespeare*
in one large volume, with good type and paper, of over 1000

pages, and 36 illustrations. The most remarkable instance
of cheapness we have any knowledge of.

2. Robinson Crusoe.
In one beautiful volume, bound in cloth, gilt edsres, and over-

600 pages. Every child will be delighted with this offer.

3. How to Educate Yourself.
By Geo. Cart Eggleston,

Or,

4. Manual of Etiquette..
By Daisy Eyebright.

"We will send the Herald of Health and all the above
book premiums, post-paid, for $3.50. Cheaper than wholesale.

NOTICE.— In all cases send 10 cents additional for pre-
payment of postage. Samples 15 cents.

CLUBBING RATES.—We will send the Herald of
Health and any $1 magazine or paper for $5.35, including

one premium and postage—Tlic Herald of Health, Pre-

mium, and New York Tribune, for $3.60, postage paid.

American Agriculturist and one premium, $3.20, post-paid.

Address WOOD Si MOMSKOOK.
13 Si 15 Laight St., \nv York.

Eating for Strength.
This work, just ready, is a guide to eating, showing how

to feed one's self or children, so as to get thehest physical de-

velopment. It is 4 books in one— 1st. Tlie Science of Eating.

2nd.. Recipes for making healthy food, Sd, Multitudinous

recipes for wholesome drinks. 4th, 200 questions answered.

Trice, by mail, $1.00, or with Herald of Health $2.50.

NOTE.-Be particular and state whai premiums are
wanted.

Hygienic Temperance Hotel,
13 & 15 l.ais*lit Street.

This well-known bouse U convenient o/ access from all

parts of the city, six lines Of horse curs passing near the
door. The table is supplied with the best kinds of food.

heaUhfully prepared, specie niteiitinn being nuid lo breads,

fruits, farinaceous foods, vegetables, etc. Thisnonse Is noted
for its pleasant parlors, and the cheerful, home-like feeling

which prevails, Connected with the Hotel are Turki.-u

Baths, Electric Bathe, etc Circulars free

WOOD Si HOLUKOOK, Proprietois.
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A M E K I C A N AGUICULTCRIST.
Okangk Judd Company, Publishers, 845 Broadway, N Y.

Annual Subscription Terms (always in advance):

$1.50aach for less than four copies: Four to nine conies, $1,25

each: Ten to nineteen copies, $1,20 each: Twenty copies

and upward, $l each. 10 cents extra must be forwarded
with each subscription, for prepayment of postage for 1875.

Papers are addressed to each name.

QW Either English or German Edition, at these prices.

Light Work and (rood

FOE

DECEMBER.
READ OUR

Premium List.

New Things,

Good Things,

Useful Things,

• ! That can be obtained without
| j

: | money and with a little effort by
j

j

ANYBODY.
The Publishers of the American Agri-

culturist present their friends and read-

ers with their Premium List for 1875,

full 6f good things. The experience

of many years liaa taught them that

such offers as are here made, of very
large returns for a very
little labor, never fail to be high-

ly appreciated.

Now, reader, here is something for

You. Look over the attractive List of

Premiums, which you will find in third

column of this page. There are many

things among these that you would like to

possess without having to pay the money

for them. Here are Pocket Micro-

scopes, Gold Pens, Revolving Pencils,

Siloer-PJated Ware, Knives and Forks,

Pocket Knives, Beautiful Toys for the

Children, Melodeons, Pianos, Sewing

Machines, Knitting Machines, Books,

etc., etc, etc. You have only to make

your choice, and then take hold of this

pleasant work of getting a club of sub-

scribers sufficient to obtain it. More

than Fifteen Thousand Men,

Women, and Children, in almost all sta-

tions and pursuits, have successfully

done this, and at least fifteen thousand

may do it now. You may as well be

one of the fortunate ones, as anybody

else. It only needs a little enterprise

and the will—with the will there will be

a way. And there can be no better

time than now. There is room in

every neighborhood for several premium

clubs. Everybody ought to have the

paper ; its plain, practical information

will put money in most people's pockets,

and save multitudes from swindlers, and

from unprofitable investments of funds

and time. So while you are aiding to

push the paper into the people's hands,

you are engaged in "doing Good as well

as in Making Money."

The American Agriculturist is one of

the best papers to canvass for in the

world. Its many beautiful illustrations,

its interesting and instructive reading

matter, its Household and Boys and Girls'

Departments, its intrinsic value in every

way, secure hosts of friends wherever it

is seen and known. Read five extracts

as specimens from many hundreds of

persons who have received our Premiums.

"Jimel, 1874.

"I am very much pleased with ttie premiums,
[Dictionary and Gun], and could sell them now at

a fair price, but can't think of parting with either,

although I am not much of a hunter. My watch
that I received over two years ago, is an excellent

time-keeper. I feel encouraged to do more thau

ever for the Agriculturist, if I should live next year."

•• June 26, 1S74.

" Premium [Pocket Rifle] received. Thanks. It

is beautiful."

" June 24, 1874.

"Please accept thanks for Carver and Fork,

which you sent me as Premium for getting a club

to American Agriculturist. I find them as repre-

sented—genuine articles."

" October 27, 1874.

" I received the Premium [Bracket Saw] on the

24th. I am very much pleased with it, and will

send naihes for the Premium No. 25."

" October 31, 1874.

" I desire to acknowledge the receipt by to-day's

express of your magnificent Premiums, Nos. 2 and
(5—a splendid Ice-Pitcher and one dozen Teaspoons

—and which I have every reason to believe are

fully equal to your representation (the best triple-

plate). With thanks for your promptness, I re-

main youre truly."

Now, what has been done by thou-

sands to their great profit and delight,

You too may do. TRY IT.

Explanatory Notes.

N.B.
Road and carefully Note the

follow iii»- Items: (a) All subscribers sent by

one person count, though from several different Post-

offices. But (b) Tell us with each name or list of

names sent, that it is for a premium (c) Stnd (he

names as fast as obtained^ that the subscribers may begin

to receive the paper at once. You can have any time you

wish up to next July, to complete your list (d) Send

the exact money with each list of names, so that there

may be no confusion of money accounts («) Old and

now subscribers all count in premium clubs, but a por-

tion, at least, should be new names; it is partly to get

these that we offer premiums to canvassers. (/) spe-

£*
**

!
Tfiimber

• of Sub-
scribers
required

I
at

|
or

I at
$1.50 $1.

cimen Numbers, etc., will be supplied free, as needed by-

canvassers, but they should be used carefully and eco-
nomically, and where they will tell (rj) Remit money
in Cheeks on New York Banks or Bankers, payable to

order of Orange Judd Company, or send Post-office Money
Orders. If neither of these is obtainable, Register Money
Letters, affixing stamps both forthe postage and registry

;

put in the money and seal the letter in the presence of
the Post-master, and take his receipt for it. Money sent

in any of the above ways is at our risk; otherwise it is not.

Table of Premiums.
[In the following table is given the price of each article,

and the number of subscribers required to get it free, at the

regular rates of $1.50 ayear. and also at the club rates of $la
year.] Descriptive List sent Free to applicants.

TABLE ofPremiums and Terms
For Volume 34—(1875).
BEGINNING NOW.

Open to all—No Competition.
No. Names of Premium Articles.
1—Tea Set (Lucius Hart Man'fact'g Co.). $50 002—Ice Pitcher (do. do. do.) ....$16 003—Casters (do. do. do.) ....$9 004— Cake Basket. (do. do. do.) . ..$12 005—Revolving Butter Coolertdo. do.) ....$800
6— One Dozen Teaspoons (do. do.) $6 00
7—OneI)ozenTablespoons(do. do.) $12 00

1

8— One Dozen Table Forks(do. do.) ....$12 00
9— Child's Cup (do. do.) ....$2 75
10— Child's Knife, Fork & Spoon (do.) ....$5 00,
11— Moore's Flora/ Set (Moore Man'f'gCa)$ l OOI
12— Hold Pen, Sil. Case (Geo. F.Haickes.). $ 8 25,
13— Gold Pen and Silver Case (do. do.).. $ 5 00
14— Gobi Pen, Handle aolcl-tippcel(do. tfo.).$ 6 00
1,1—Ladies' Gold Pen d- Rubber Case (dn.)..$ 6 00
111—Paragon Pit. Revolving Pencil (do.). $ 1 50
17

—

Paragon Pat. Revolving Pencil (do.). | 3 00'

IS—Payson's Indelible Ink—Pen, etc 75
19— Child's Carriage (C.W.F. Dare).tW 00
20— Child's Self-operating Swing (do. rfo.).$ 4 00
21—Doll's Cottage Chamber Set (do. rfo.).$ 5 00
22— Crandall's Building Blocks $ 2 00
*i3— Crandall's Masquerade Blocks $ 1 00
24— Crandall's Acrobats $ l 00
25—Pocket Too! Holder i Miller's Falls Co.)t 1 00
'iti—Bracket Saw (do. do.) . . $ 1 25
27-" Peoples' Pump " I W. S. Blunt) $12 00
28—Non-freezing Out-door Pump {do. rfo.)$21 00:

29—Excelsior Pocket Microscope ( Vulcan-
ite Optical Instrument Co.)... $ 2 75

30— Tiro. "Picket Snap-Bubble Toy"
i miss)t 1 00

31— Turn-table Apple Pare,- (D.3.GoodeIl)$ 1 00
32—Climax Apple Corer db Slicer (do.) $100
33—Family Cherry Stoner (do.) $ 1 00
34—Knives and Forks (Patterson Bros.) ..$15 25

35— Knives and Forks (do. do.) ...$19 00
3(1— Carver and Fork (do. do.) ...$4 00
37—French Cook's Knife, Fork, and Steel $ 4 00

3S—Pocket Knife (Meridcn Cutlery Co.)..$ 1 50'

39-Pocket Knife (do. do.) . .$ 2 00:

ail—Pocket Knife (do. do.) ..$2 75
4.1—Ladles' Pocket Knife f.'o. do.) ..$2 00
4>2—Multum in Parva Knife (do. do.) ..$3 50
43—Garden SeedsdBFlower Buibs(select'u) $ 2 00
44—Automatic Family Knitting Machine

(if. Y. Knitting Machine Co.).. ..$35 00

45—Sewing Machine (Secor) SG2 00
40—BeckWith Portable Family Sciv'g Ma, ft$30 00
47— Washing Machine (Ilotifs) $14 00
4S— Clothes Wringer 'Best— Universal) $7 oo
49—Melodeon.i-oct'e (G. A. Prince & Co.'*) .$90 00
SO—Piano, Snlfntlid.l-nct.( Stein u-ai/d-Fo'sitCtti 00
SI—Silver Watch (American Watch Co.). .$40 00
52—Breech-loading Pocket Rifle $16 00'

S3-Dnnble-bbl. Gun tEdu-in S. Harris)... $30 00
54— Charles Pratt's Astral Oil (1 can, 5</<7i.)$ 2 85
SS—Cahann's Broadcast Seed-sower $10 00

SO—Hand Cultivator d- Weeder(Comstock)$ 9 25

S7—Family Scales (Fairbanks ,f- Co.) $14 CO
55— Worcester's Great Iliust'ed Dictionary$)0 00
in—Any back Volume Agriculturist
HO—Any Two Back Volumes do.
OX—Any Three do. do. do.
62—Any Four do. do. do.
63—Any Five do. do. do.
64—Any Six do. do. do.
OS—Any Seven, do. do. do.
66

—

Any Eight da. do. do.
—(Each add'l Vol. at same rate.)

07-Eiahteen Vols. XVI to XXXIII.
OS—Any Back Vol. Agriculturist
69—Anu Two Back Volumes do.
70—Any Tliree do. do. do.
71—Any Four do. do. do.
7'2—Any Five do. do. do.
73—Any Six do. do. do.
74—Any Seven do. do. do.
7S—Any Eight do. do. do.
76—Any Nine. do. do. do.

—(Erich ad'i volume at same rate)
77—Eighteen Vols. XVI to XXXIII.
7S—A SI Library (Tour Choice.)

79-A SI 5 Library
SO-.l $20 Library
S1-.4 $25 Library
8'i—A S30 Library
83-A S35 Library
84-.1 S40 Library
8S-A $45 Library
SO-A 850 Library
S7-A slid Library
8S-A 875 Library
89-A $100 Librar

do.

do.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

do.
do.

$1 75

. $3 50
°< $5 25
_•= $7 00

|| $8 75
S I$10 50;

S $12 25

3 $14 00

$31 50'

_• $2 50,

2 $5 00

1

S $7 50
S1

$10 oo
g $12 50
S, $15 00
„ $17 50
I $20 00
3 $22 50

90—A Choice of Good Books.

^ $45 00
- $10 00

&j$15 00

| £$20 00

^ gsas oo
-3 $30 00
|3~$35 00
a S$40 00

S~$45 00|

!S«o oo

"^$60 00

~«$7S 00
J
~ 100 00

(Sec Description.)

225
80
54
65
52,

45
65
65
'.'7

87

SO
:-,

a
a

II 12

32
37
20

65
110

75
97
34
34

"22
27
22
30
22

162
270
100

70
47

S20
16S0
165
80
150
27
58
54
70
58
20
29
37
47
54
61
68
74

'145

24
36
48
60
71

Hi!

110

192

58

85

106

125

44
j
144

50 162
56 177

62 192
n m
Ml

100
2SJ
282

125 360

taST" Every Premium article is new and of the renj

best manufacture. No charge is made for packing or

baring any article hi our Premium List. Tlie Premiums,

Nos. 12 to 18, 22 to 26, 29 and 30, 3S to 43,
and 59to90, inclusive, will each be delivered FREE of

all charges, by mail or express (at the Post-office or express

office nearest the recipient) to any place in the United States

or Territories.— The othi r articles cost, the recipient only the

freight after leaving the manufactory cf each, by any con-

rryance desired. See note on. " Supplement," next page.
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An Illustrated Supplement

containing full descriptions of all our

Premiums will be sent free to all ajipli-

cants. We have not room here for

the Descriptive List. We ask each of

our Old Readers to kindly call at-

tention to this fact, and either to raise a

club of subscribers, and secure one of

these useful and valuable Premiums for

himself, or put some friend or neighbor

in the way of doing the same. It is

Light Work for Good Pay.

Practical

Floriculture.
A Guide to tin Successful Propagation and

Cultivation of Florists 1 Plants.

By FETER, HENDERSON,
Author of "Gardening for Profit."

Beautifully Illustrated. Price, Post-paid, $1.50.

In this work, which has everywhere become so deservedly

popular, not only is the whole " art and mystery " of propa-

gation explained, but the reader is taught how to plant and

grow the plants after they have been propagated. The work
la not one for florists and gardeners only, but the amateur's

wants are constantly kept in mind, and we have a very com-

plete treatise on the cultivation of flowers under glass, or

in the open air, suited to those who grow flowers for plea-

sure as well as those who make them a matter of trade.

The work is characterized by the same radical common
sense that marked the author's " Gardening tor Profit," and
it holds a high place in the estimation of lovers of

floriculture. The new edition boe been thoi-ou«lily revised

by the author, and much enlarged by the addition of valu-

able matter.

The following are a few of the subjects embraced in the

latest edition

:

Laying out Flower Garden and Lawn; Designs for

GroundB and for Greenhouses; Soils for Potting; Cold
Frames; Hot-Beds; Greenhouses Attached to Dwellings;

Modes of Heating; Propagation of Plants by Seeds and by
Cuttings; Culture of the lioso and Tuberose; Growing of

Winter-flowering Plants ; Construction of Bouquets, Baskets,

etc.; Parlor and Window-Gardening: Wardian-Cases and
Ferneries; Insects; What Flowers Grow in the Shade;
Culture of Grape-Vines under Glass; The Profits of Flori-

culture ; How to Become a Florist, etc., etc.

Play and Profit
IN MY GARDEN.

By E. P. ROE,
Author of "Barriers Burned Away^ 1

etc,

NOTICES BY THE PRESS.

The author takes us to his garden on the rocky hill-sides in

the vicinity of West Point and shows us how out of It, after

four years* experience, he evoked a profit of $1,000, and this

while carrying 011 pastoral and literary labors It

is very rare that so much literary taste and skill are mated
to so much agricultural experience and practical good sense.
—ILtrver'H Magazine.
Tins book is as poetical as it is practical. Still he is no

dreamer. He goes into every essential detail with as much
minuteness and precision as if he were writing a manual for
the practical tanner. Indeed few works professedry de-
voted to agriculture give more sound and valuabie informa-
tion on the secret of winning golden harvests from the soil
than this brief idyllic sketch.—N. T. Tribune.
A very charming book, not only by reason of its pleasant

style, but for its quiet refined humor and fund of really use-
ful information on the subject of gardening.—Boston Gazette.

It deserves to stand side by sidy with "My Summer in a
Garden."— Christian Register.
A fresh, lively work.—N. Y. Observer.
One reads without weariness and learns much of practical

Value.— Chicago Evening Journal.
Full of inlormation. Explains just what the reader wishes

to know. We most heartily commend it.—Providence Even-
ing Press.
A chatty, sensible, profitable book.— Cleveland Herald.
The book gives much valuable Information, and gives it

in the pleasantest mauner imaginable.—Detroit Daily Union.

Price, Post-paid - $1-50
Either of the above books sent post-paid on receipt of

price, by

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Broadway, New York.

Standard Architectural Books for
Carpenters and Builders.

Hussey's National Cottage Archi-
tecture ; or, Homes for Every One.
—With Designs, Plans, Details, Specifica-

tions, and Cost ; with Working Scale, Draw-
ings complete, so that Houses may be built

direct from the book. Adapted to the pop-

ular demand tor practical, handsome, and
economical homes. Royal Quarto. Six

Dollars, post-paid.

Atwood's Country and Suburban
Houses.—Illustrated with about 150 en-

gravings. Hints and Suggestions as to the

General Principles of House-building, Style,

Cost, Location, etc. Post-paid, $1.50.

Monckton's National Stair-Builder.
—Is a complete work on Stair-Building and

Hand-Railing. Fully explained and illus-

trated by largo scale diagrams, in two colors,

With designs lor Staircases, Newels, Balue

ters, and Hand-Rails. Royal Quarto. Post-

paid, $6.00.

Monckton's National Carpenter and
Joiner.—A complete work, covering the

whole science of Carpentry, Joinery, Roof-

ing, Framing, etc., fully explained and illus-

trated by large scale diagrams in two colors.

Royal Quarto. Postpaid, $6.00.

Woodward's National Architect —
1,000 Designs, Plans, and Details for Coun-

try, Suburban, and Village Houses ; with Per-

spective Views, Front and Side Elevations,

Sections, Full Detail Drawings, Specifica-

tions, and Estimates. Also, Detail Draw-

ings to Working Scale, of Brackets, Cornices,

French Roofs, Sectional and Framing Plans

ofFrench Roofs, Dormer-Windows for French

Roofs, Bay-Windows, Verandas, Porches,

Plaster Finish, Cornices, Ceilings, Hard-wood
Mantels, and nil that is required by a Builder

to design, specify, erect, and finish in the

most approved style. One superb quarto I

volume. Post-paid, $12.00

OKANGE JUDD COMPANY,

Woodward's Cottages and Farm
Houses.—188 Designs and Plans of low-

priced Cottages, Farm Houses, aud Out-

Buildiugs. Post-paid, $1.50.

Woodward's Suburban and Country
Houses.—70 Designs and Plans, and nu-

merous examples of the French Roof. Post-

paid, $1.50.

Woodward's Country Homes.-l50
Designs and Plans, with Description of the

Manner of Constructing Balloon Frames.

Post-paid, $1.50.

Woodward's Graperies and Horti-
cultural Buildings.—Designs aud Plans

of Hot-Beds, Cold-Pits, Propagating Houses,

Forcing Houses, Hot and Cold Graperies,

Green Houses, Conservatories, Orchard

Houses, etc., with the various modes of

Ventilating and Heating. Post-paid, $1.50.

Wheeler's Rural Homes.—Houses suited

to Country Life. Post-paid, $2.00.

Wheeler's Homes for the People.—
loo o»is '>"<>.i Designs, with full Descriptions,

and Constructive ana Miscellaneous Details.

Post-paid, $3.00.

Harney's Barns, Out-Buildings, and
Fences.— Containing Designs and Plans

of Stables, Farm-Barns, Out-Buildings, Gates,

Gateways, Fences, Stable Fittings and Furni-

ture, with nearly 200 Illustrations. Royal

quarto. Post-paid, $6.00.

Eveleth's School-house Architecture.
—A new and original work, containing Seven-

teen Designs for School-houses, Sixty-seven

Plates with Perspectives, Elevations, Plans,

Sections, Details, Specifications all drawn to

working scale, with methods of Heating and
Ventilation. Large quarto. Post-paid, $6.00.

Copley's Plain and Ornamental Al-
phabets.—Giving examples in all ,-tyles,

together with Maps, Titles, Borders, Meri-

dians, Ciphers, Monograms, Flourishes, etc.,

adapted for the practical use of Surveyors,

Civil Engineers, Draughtsmen, Architects,

Sign Painters, Schools, etc. Post-paid, $3.00.

Publishers, 245 Broadway, New York.
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Good Books
UN

Architecture.

DETAIL, COTTAGE, AND CONSTRUCTIVE

ARCHITECTURE,
Containing 76 FULL PLATES, '-.'0 plates more than

before offered in a similar work for Ten Dollars.

Published under the direction of A. J. BICKNELL.

Showing a great variety of Designs for Cornices, Brackets,
Windows ami Window Caps, Dunrs, Piazzas, Porches, Bay
and Dormer Windows, Observatories, Towers, Chimney
Tops, Balconies, panopiee, scrolls. Gable and Sawed Orna-
ments, Fences, Stairs, Newels. Architraves, Mantels, Plaster
Finish, etc, etc.; including Forty-live Perspectives, Eleva-
tions ami Plans of Modern Designs for Cottages with De-
tails, and Eighteen Elevations of Summer Houses, Villas,
Seaside CoUngae, and Country Houses, tbgether with Four-
teen Designs for Street and Store Fronts,with Inside Finish
for Stores and Banks ; also, Framing for Dwellings, Barns,
Exhibition Buildings, Roofs, Bridges, etc., etc., making in
nil a Practical Boo); for Architects, Builders, Carpenters,
and all who contemplate Building or Remodeling Wood,
Stone, or Brick Buildings. One Large Quarto Volume, sent
Free by Mail or Express, on receipt of Price $10.00.

CARPENTERS' and BUILDERS'
ASSISTANT,

And "Wood Workers' Guide,

By L. D. GOULD, Architect and Practical Builder.

Containing 23 Plates, fully described; also, tables of the
(strength of materials ; technical terms used liy carpenters,
etc., etc. This work is intended to combine all the knowledge
the workman requires to construct any design in carpentry,
by a new and easy system of lines, reducing the science of
construction to an agreeable and pleasant occupation,
rather than an unpleasant task. One 8vo. volume, bound in
cloth. Price $3.00.

ARCHITECTURE.
By ('trjJMiKob & MILLER.

A Practical Book on Architectural Details; containing
over One Thousand Designs and Illustrations, showing the
manner of constructing Cornices, Doorways, Porches, Win-
dows, Verandas, Railings, French Roofs, Observatories,
Piazzas, Ray-Windows, Cut-Stone Work, various styles of
Modern Finish, and Street Fronts of Houses, Stores, etc.,
etc. One Large Quarto Volume. Price, post-mud $10.00.

Loth's Practical Stair-Builder.
A complete Treatise on the Art of Building Stairs and

Hand-Rails. Designed for Carpenters, Builders, and Stair-
Builders. Illustrated with Thirty Original Plates. By C.EDWARD LOTH, Professional Stair-Builder. One large
Quarto Volume. Bound in Cloth. Price $10.00.

Address

OIUNGE JUDD COMPANY,
345 Broadway, New York.

FANCIER'S JOURNAL & SCSfitfliSSS!
Rabbits, Dogs, Song Birds, etc. Send stamp for Specimen
Copy. JOS. M. WADE, Philadelphia, Pa,

200 PIANOS and OSaANS,
New and second-hand, 0/ first-class makers, will
be sold, at lower prices /«'' cash, or on install meats, or
forrent.in city or country, dtirini; this mouth, by
'Horace Waters *fc Sou, No, 4N1 Hroadway, than
ever before offered in New York. A specialty :

Pianos \ ivunui- to let until the reut money pays
the price of the instrument. Illustrated cata-
logues mailed. A large discount to - cache rs,
ministers, Churches, Schools, Lodsres tc.

THE PATENT

PIANO-FOETE
Excels all others in Tone andDurability,

and in Elegance of Finish they

are Unsurpassed.
These Pianos are used exclusively in the New York Cou-

servatorv of Music, and are recommended by the Profee*iun
and the Press throughout the United states.
Before purchasing, write for Illustrated Pamphlet, and

mcution the Agriculturist.

AKION PIANO-FORTE CO.,
JVo. 5 East Ulli Street, New York City.

Established 1SSS

TEADE MAItE PATENTED.

The best and cheapest Paint in the
world for Iron, Tin or Wood. For sale by
the Trade everywhere. PRINCE'S METALLIC!
PAINT CO., Manufacturers, 96 Cedar St., New York.
CAUTIOIV.—Purchasers and consumers are cau-

tioned against imitations of our Metallic Paxnt.
All genuine PRINCE'S METALLIC VAINT will
bear our name and trade mark on each and every
package. Send for a circular.

BUSLDSNC FELT.
This water-proof material, resem-

bling fine leather, is for outside
irons ciwtot suoxtaiices used) and
inside, instead of plaster. Felt
carpetings, etc. Send for circular

and samples.

C. J. FAY, Camden, N. J.

GENUINE
Peruvian Guano.

In Large or Small Quantities.
Circulars, containing testimonials, references, and full par.

ticulars, mailed free on application to

R. BALCAZAR,
P. O. Box 129. No. 53 Beaver Street, New York.

MAYMAED'S BREECH-LOADING
Combination Stifles and

SIiot-Gims.
CENTRAL FIRE

Keloading-Capped Cartridges. Send for
Price-list with Target Illustrations.

Mass. Arms Co., Cliicopee Falls.

Essex Pigs.
I have very choice, pure-bred Essex Tigs of different ages

that I am prepared to sell at reasonable rates. It is a good
time to buy. Orders promptly filled. Address
JOSEPH HARRIS, Moreton Farm, Rochester, X. Y.

MAMMOTH BRONZE TURKEY,
and all leading kinds of Poultry. Also Masie Hogs and
Cotswold .Sheep. Send for Circular Free.

U L. L1EED, Auburn, Geauga Co., O.

PeltSii l>nclcs,iJIii8tratedinSep.i4^H«*?fwrtot
Bronze Turkeys* descended from a pair weighing 62

lbs. Jersey Oat tie, A..I. C.C.R., and Cotswolds.at low
prices. Address W. OLIFT, Mystic Bridge, * I.

s
Foripurc-bred Cotswold Sheep of the choicest kind address

JOSEPH HARRIS,
Moreton Farm, Rochester, N. T.

CELEBRATED FERTILIZERS.
Pnre Bone Superphosphate of Lime,
GROUND BONE, BONE MEAL, BONE FLOUR.
The large annual increase of the salesm these Standard

F«-i-tilizers te the best proof of their merits. Their free-
dom from adulteration, with every particle available for fer-
tilizing, and the low price at which they are sold make it for
the interest oi every practicul farmer to eive them a fair trial.

LISTER BROTHERS,
New York Office, 159 Front St. Factory, Newark, N.J.

C^~ Farmers and Dealers are invited to send for Circular.
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IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS.

American Agriculturist

PATENT DEPARTMENT
In compliance with the request of numerous inven-

tors, we have organized a

PATENT DEPARTMENT
in connection with this office for the transaction of all

business connected with

Securing Patents
in the United States and foreign countries.

The character for

Heliability
which has been maintained by the American Agiucux-
TunisT for more than thirty years will be carefully

guarded in this as in other departments.

All Inventors
desirous of procuring patents at moderate cost are in-

vited to forward (express prepaid) a model of their in-

vention, with a brief description of its working. The
model should not exceed one cubic foot in dimension.

Upon receipt of model au opinion as to patentability

will be given free of charge.

Preliminary Examination

Pat the Patent Office, to determine patcnta- «^^
bility, w ill be promptly made for a fee of $5. EJ^

Litigation of Patents. **

A The services of the best counsel have been a\
secured to prosecute or protect before the JSm
U. S. Courts and the Patent Office the claims

Tof those intrusting their business to this Hi
agency.

Specifications, drawings, engravings, mo-

Edels, and all other appliances furnished at HMI
moderate prices. Sjl

In all dealings with this Department in-
^^m

Nventors may depend upon promptness, fldeli- «v

ty to their and the b st services S\f
which can be rendered by thorough experts. —

TFor full particulars, address T"
AMERICAN ACR3CULTURISTT
PATENT DEPARTMENT

ORANGE JUDD COMPANY,
245 Broadway, Neiv York. s
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Rare & Beautiful Flowers
AND

CHOICE VEGETABLES.

The Twentieth Annual Edition of our celebrat-

ed Seed Catalogue and Amateur's Guide to the
Flower and Kite lion Garden, containing upwards

of 200 pages, including several hundred finely executed en-

gravings of favorite Bowers and vegetables, and a beau-
tifully colored chromo, will be ready early in Janu-

ary, and mailed to all applicants upon receipt of 35 cents.

An edition elegantly bound in cloth $1.00.

BLISS'S GARDENER'S ALMANAC
and Abridged Catalogue contains upwards of 100

pages, and embraces a monthly calendar of operations

and a price-list of all the leading Garden, Field, and
Flower Seeds, with brief directions for their culture.

A copy will be mailed to all applicants inclosing two three-

cent stamps.

B. K. BLISS & SONS,
34 Barclay Street,

P. O. Box 5713. New York City.

CHOICE SEEDS.
Carefully grown from the finest stocks for critical buyers.

Garden Manual, full ot practical hints and worth ten times
it* cost, sent for two stamps. Ready Dec. 1st.

Special rates to early buyer*.
J. B. ROOT, Seed Grower, Rockford, His.

eMFTHNls;
Grown especially for tile Trade, very fine,

and at low prices. CONCORD, HARTFORD
PROLIFIC and MARTHA, in large quantities.

A. HANCE «b SON Nurserymen & Florists,
Red Han!:, N. J.

My ANNUAL CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE
and FLOWER SEED for 1875, will be sent free
to all who apply ; customers of last season need not write
for it. On mv several seed farms 1 raise one hundred and
fifty varieties, and also import from growers in Europe
their choicest kinds. In my Catalogue will be found several
valuable new varieties of vegetables, I having made this

department; a specialty for many years, I would particular-

ly invite the patronage of Market Gardeners, and all others
Who are especially desirous to have their seed pure and
fresh, and of the very be*t strain. All seeds sent out from
my establishment are covered by three warrants, as given
In my Catalogue.

JAMES J. II. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

Trees,

Vines,

Shrubs,

Plants,

Etc.

500,000 Apple, Pear, etc.

100,000 Peach Trees.
100.000 Grape Vines.
50.000 Currant Bushes.
500,000 Sweet Chestnut Trees.
10,000 Spanish " "
A CHESTNUT CIRCULAR FREE.

1,000.000 Evergreens, best in
market.

300,0(10 Deciduous Trees ami
Shrubs.

50,000 Magnolia Accuminati,
one year, fine.

10,000 Tulip Trees, 6 to 12 feet.

3,000 Weeping Mountain Ash.
50.000 nose Boshes.
A new* Descriptive Catalogue and

Wholesale List free.
..'1st Year. 400 Aeres. 11 Greenhouses.
Address, STORKS, HAIilUSON & CO.,

Painesville, take Co.. Ohio.

GRAPEVINES.
LARGEST STOCK I\T AMERICA. Extra quality
Reduced Prjces. T. s. HUBBABD, Fredanla, N.T.

la the cheapest aad best illustrated weekly paper published. Every number contains from 10 to 15 original
engravings of new machinery, novel inventions, Bridges, Engineering works. Architecture, improved Farm
Implements, and every new discovery in Chemistry. The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN has been published
weekly, for 30 years, and stands foremost of all industrial papers, and has a larger circulation than
any otiier paper of its kind in the world. A year's numbers contain 832 pages and several hundred en-
gravings. Thousands ofvolumes are preserved for binding and reference. The practical receipts are well worth
ten times the subscription price. Terms, $3.20 a year by mail, including postage. Specimens sent free. May be
had of all News Dealers.

AMMHIC9AM«& mWBM£Wm£m9
EstablisJied, 1846.MTJNN & C O..

Editors of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
Continne to give opinions in rdgard to the Novelty of Inventions, Free of Charge; Make Special Examinations afe

the Patent Office; Prepare Specifications, Drawings, Caveats, Assignments; and prosecute Applications for Letters
Patent at "Washington, and procure Patents in Canada and in all European Countries. They give special attention
to the prosecution of Rejected cases. Appeals. Extensions and Interferences. A special notice is made in the)

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of all Inventions Patented through this Agency, -with the name and residence of
the Patentee. Patents are often sold in part or whole, to persons attracted to the invention by such notice.

Send tor Pamphlet, 110 pages, containing laws and full directions for obtaining Patents.
Address for the Paper or concerning Patents,

MUNN & CO., 37 Park Row, New York.

.

Branch Office, cor. F and 7th Sts., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS

4&&+4f» «»»'
I The Little Corporal.
X AN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE FOR BOYS AND CIRLS.

This magazine has now been nearly ten years before the public, and has secured for itself the

& highest reputation, for the excellence of its reading matter and the beauty of its illustrations.

<* its conductors aim to provide in each number wholesome entertainment for the Little ^
<5 Folks Young Folks, and Old Folks with yimnrj hearts. Terms S 1.50 a year, Postage +
2 Paid Clubs of a names at one time, Sl.lO each Poxtayc Paid. Specimen numbers 10 cents. *
i » _ b m _ „ j. l_ _ B? u ,-» *» 7 All new subscribers for 1S75 whose names £

I WO IwiOllTnS r* fSc ! are sent during this month will receive^
X the remaining numbers of this year free! Beautiful Premiums for Clubs! ^
x Address, JOHN E. MILLER, Publisher, Chicago, Ills. *»»»»»»»»•»»

AMERICAN I^So-? WORKER
n. S. S. Teacher'* Monthly—6th Year—International Lessons.
$4.")i) a year; Club rates low. Specimen 13 cts. .1. W.
McIXtlRE, Publisher, No. 4 South 5th St., St. Louis.

GAsrmsr for all.
Every Household can be supplied with a beautiful illumi-

nating Gas by

THE KEYSTONE SAFETY GAS MACHINE.
It is simple in construction, safe in operation, and certain

in results. For Villages, Churches, Rural Homes, Institu-

tions, etc., the Keystone apparatus affords the most perfect

means of illumination yet discovered.

Pamphlets and full information on application.

The Keystone Safety Gas Machine Co.,
J. B. WILSON, Prea. C. II. BAKER, Sec.

717 Sansom St., Philadelphia.
110 Liberty St., New York.

OUR
Illustrated Catalogues

F0K 1875 0F

EVERYTHING
FOR THE

GARDEN!
( Seeds! Plants!

)
Xlmplements, Fertilizers, etc./
Numbering 175 pages and containing five

beau/iful coloyrd plates, mailed on receipt

of 50 cents.

Catalogue, without plates, free to all.

85 Cortlandt St.,

NEW TOBK.

SI.25 trets the Fruit Recorder and Cottage Gar*
dener. last three months of this year, and tor i>75, and
above beautiful Chromo, or 50 cts. gets the paver last 3
months of this year and the Chromo. We have now sent out
iv'.OOn of this flue fruit-piece, and have not heard one com-
plaint. It is pronounced by all the finest Chromo ever sent
out by any publisher. This paper is strictly devoted to fruit-
growing and home's adornment. Specimen copies sent on
application. Large cash commission to club agents. Small
Fruit Instructor, a <il page pamphlet, telling how to
plant and grow all kinds of email fruit abundantly. Address

A. SI. PtTRDY, Rochester, N. Y.

jant, comprehensive treatise on Xs

[Floriculture. 200 l

grown.Bulbousand c

__._,' Roses, are treated on,also Propaga-'
"tion, Amateur's Conservatories, Work for

EachWeek ofthe Year, etc. 330 practical articles; Con-
structive engravings. The matter is original, fresh and vigor-

ous,suited to all seasons. Authors,Editors and Florists ofhigh
standing commend it- Now ready, price 30 cts. postpaid.

Address, LONG BROS., BUFFALO, N.Y.
Tin Tin An Illustrated Catalogue of Floriculture] stock, for

1 lilJU 1875, to Postal Card or other applicants, (ipVlf
also extended description of Hume Florist. u £: 1 1 i#

toM

w iffiTl
An 1 „

—"•?*&? ( Ipcn Air, Window and Conservatory^

)6 different Seed-//
1 other plants.includW
ted on,also Propasra-

»
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ICE TOOLS.
sf CAST STEEL

ICE -PLOWS,

MARKERS,

and other

ICE TOOLS.

We have a large stock constantly on hand, and the assort-
ment embraces all the latest improvements in Tools, now
required in the business of Ice Cutting. Alt Tools are of
the best quality, handsomely finished, and

WARRANTED.
Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application, and orders

executed without any delay.

AMES PLOW COMPANY,
53 Bcckinau St., New York,

and UuiiM) Hall, Boston, Mass.

The Peerless Thresher and Cleaner—Peerles

Thresher and Patent Shaker.

The Peerless Straw Preserving Rye Thresher.

The Peerless Clover Hnller and Cleaner.
Horse, Tread and Lover Powers—all sizes.

The best material used, and by first-class mechanics.

B. GILL & SOiV,
Trenton Agricultural Works, Trenton, N. J.

Effective! Durable!
Every Machine

Arranged to Cut 5 Lengths.

The Farmer,
The Dealer,
Everybody

WANTING A.

FEED CUTTER.
VV.H.BAMS&CO.,

General Agents,

34 & 36 S. Canal St.,

Cor. Wash'ton, CHICAGO.SendforCirculars.

Mil

GALE'S FEED CUTTERS
AND TURNIP CUTTERS.

From the Editor of the Am. Agriculturist,
February, 1870.

We regard the Copper Strip Feed Ctjtter as decidedly
the best as a hand Machine, and know of some stables in
New York whose Power Cutters are set aside, and two men,
in an hour's time, daily cut all the feed for one hundred
horses with a large size Copper Strip Cutter.
From JOSEPH HARMS, one of the Editors of the Amer-

ican Agriculturist. ( Walks and Talk-son the Farm.)
"Warren Gale, Esq.—Dear Sir: Tour Turnip Cftter

(No. fi) is just the tiling for slicing roots for cows and pigs;
it cuts very rapidly and easily.

Jefferson Valley C Westchester Co.), N. T-, Feb., 1869.
"Warren Gale, Esq.— Dear Sir: 1 have purchased a (No.

2) Gale Vegetable Slicer, and tested it on turnip.? and
potatoes, the last of which my son. six years old, can cutfor
nine head of cattle, at the rate of one bushel per minute.
It is something I have long desired, and gives me perfect
satisfaction in every respect.

Tours respectfully, ISAAC REQUA.
These machines are not to be paid for till tried on your

farm and you like them. See illustrations Nov. number of
the Agriculturist. Circulars free,

WARREN GALE, Chicopec Falls, Mass.

Magic Lanterns,
Large and Small, for Sunday-Schools,
Public Exhibition^, etc. Profitable
Business for a Man with Small Capi-
tal. Catalogue Free to any Address.

MCALLISTER, Optician,
49 Nassau St., N. Y.

Once Joined, Never BMW!

To introduce our Superior Style of Table Cutlery, we will

send to any address by mail, post-paid, upon the receipt of

$1.00, one of our Beautiful Stecl-Bladetl, Hot-
Water Proof Handled Butter-Knives, Silver-
Plated Throughout. "Worth twice the money. Cir-

culars, giving full description and Post-paid price of all our

styles, sent on application.

WOODS CUTLERY CO., Sole Manufacturers,

D. H. GOODELL, President. Antrim, N. H.

The Prairie State Corn-Sheller lias proved itself the most
perfect Self-feeding Shelter in use. It Shells, Cleans, Sucks,
or Elevates the corn at one operation. Address

JOLIET MANUFACTURING CO., Joliet, 111.

Descriptive Circulars Free.

PHILIP'S SPIRAL CORN

HUSKING MACHINE
does its work thoroughly—stripping every
ear and nuhbing, large or small, completely
of husks and silk. Any ordinary two-horse
power is sufficient to operate the machine,
which is capable of husking GO bushels per
hour. No Farmer can aiford to do without
it. For Circulars or farther information,
Address PETER PHILIP, President, Stock-
port, N. Y., or the Company, Hudson, N. Y.

R. H. ALLEN & CO., of N. Y\, are sole agents
for Philip's Spiral Corn Huskcr in the city of
New York, and sell it at the Company's price,
with every other kind of Farm Machinery.

THE PEOPLES'

Force Pumps.
Awarder! medal of American lu-

ll stitute over all competitors last fall.
For the house and out of doors.
Non-freezing,and adaptable to wells
from (3 to 100" feet deep. Highly re-
commended for city houses on ac-
count of their great power. Parties
about to supply themselves are in-
vited to call and examine. Circu-
lars sent on application. Plumbers
are particularly requested to call.

See Ogden Farm Papers, Dec., 1871.

See "Notes from the Pines," on
page 182, May number, of American
Agriculturist, 1874. *

Certain parties, with the intent
to profit by the 7 veil earned reputation of these pumps, the
result offaith ful manufacture, having imitated them, the
Public are cautioned to look for the name, "People's Pump."
i) t ..toa Auf.. oi, iQf)9, case uu me nu, 10 insure obtaining
the genuine article, and to avoid litigation.

\V. S. BLUNT, 77 Beekman Street, New York.

MGGMM MMWITOI1 CO.,

HIGGANUM, CT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF AGRICUL-
TURAL, IMPLEMENTS OF ALL
KINDS AND DESCRIPTION.

Send for a Catalogue, "with a description of THE
SILVER EAGLE PLOW, the best plow built I Our
new Farmer's Almanac will be published in November.
"Will be mailed to any address upon receipt of stamp.

AUTOMATIC
PUMPS.

Water driven to any height
and distance hy compressed air,
Cuuutry houses supplied Cheaply
and certainly for bath-rooms,
water closets, hot and cold water
faucets, etc.
Plenty of fresh water for stock

on farms. Address
Hartford Ptimp Co.,

Hartford, Conn.
Mason C. Weld,

189 & 191 Water St., New York.
American Machink Co.,

430 Walnut St., Phila.

Thomas T, Taskee, Jr., Stephen P. M. Taseek.

MORRIS, TASKER & CO.
PASCAL IRON WORKS, Philadelphia.

TASKER IRON WORKS, New Castle, Delaware.
Offices & Warehouses, Philadelphia, New York, and Boston.
Manufacturers of Wrought Iron Tubes, plain, galvanized
and rubber coated. Boiler Tubes. Oil Well Tubing and
Casing. Gas and Steam Fittings, Valves and Cocks. Gas
and Steam Fitters' Tools. Cast Iron Pipe. Lamp Posts

and Lanterns. Improved Coal Gas Apparatus, &c.

We wonld call special attention to our Patent
Vulcanized Rubber-coated Tube.

E.&O.WARD,'^^CE COMMIS-
MERCHANTS.

(Established 1845.) No. 379 Wnshington-st., N. Y.
Reference, Irving National Bank.

Roses for the Million!
$1 per dozen, by mail. Descriptive lists sent free.

Address TYRA MONTGOMERY , Mattoon, 111.

DAM, ODEfiN VICTORIA.
We are now prepared to furnish plants oi

this beautiful flower in large or small quan-
tities. Send for descriptive circular and price
list. A. HANCE & SON,

Nurserymen & Florists,
Red Rank, N. J.

PHILADELPHIA, June 11. 1874.
N. Gxjilbert, Gwynedd, Pa.—Enclosed is sample of wool

of a yearling ewe, bred from the ewe Coiswold that I order-
ed from you for Mr. Keller, at Akron, Pa.; the wool of the
yearling weighed 16ij lbs., and speaks very well for your
stock. He intends having it advertised in the Lancaster
newspapers. Be sold all his other Sheep.

Yours, etc., A. It. FKASER, No. 415 S. Second St.
Always on hand and for sale, Cotswotd Sheep, Southdowns,

Blooded Live Stock, Horses, Cows, Calves, Swine, Geese,
Ducks, Turkeys, Fancy Fowls, Peacocks, Doirs, Maltese
Cats, Rabbits, Guinea Pigs, White Mice, Deer, Swan, Pigeons,
etc. A noble pair of thoroughbred Mastiffs, and an elegant
English Greyhound Dog. wanted—Deer, Swan, and Wild
Geese. N. GLILBERT, Evergreen Farm, Gwynedd, Pa.

OVER 5000 IN USE OF
INGERSOLL'S

COTTON AND WOOL PRESSES,
INGERSOLL'S
INGERSOLL'S
INGERSOLL'S
BOTH HAND

HAY AND STRAW PRESSES,
RAG AND PAPER PRESSES,
HIDE AND HAIR PRESSES,
AND HORSE-POWER PRESSES,

for baling all kinds of material, on hand and made to order.
For price-list and full information, call on or address the
manufacturers, INGERSOLL & BALSTON,

Greenpoint, (Brooklyn), N. Y.

Garden Engine and Fire
Extinguisher.—For Wash-
ing Windows, Carriages, etc.
Protects Buildings from Fire,
and Trees, Vines, etc., from
Insects. Throws water 50 ft.

Easily carried. No Dwelling,
Country Home, or Factory
should lie without the Foun-
tain Pump. Send for large

Illustrated Circular. J. A. WHITMAN, Sole Proprietor
and Manufacturer, Providence, R. I.

LOVEJOY'S METALLIC

WEATHER HOUSES
Indicate the changes in the weather, and
are pretty mantel ornaments. The little
lady appears in fair and the man in
stormy weather, and they never make
mil to I-,.,... -:,( pj-cpevid to ftuy uddrose,
sately packed, upon receipt of &2 (Two),
by ALVAN L. LOVEJOY,

Proprietor and Manufacturer,
239 Washington St. Roston.

Special price to dealers.

For Farmers & Dairymen.
The BOOKWALTER ENGINE
LOWEST -PRICED GOOD ENGINE
EVER CONSTRUCTED. BOILER and
ENGINE made of the best Charcoal
Iron. Compact, Substantial, Econom-
ical, and easily managed.

Boiler, Governor, Pumps, and all trim-
mings complete fur running, at low
price ot
3 Horse-Power, . . $251.50
4K "

. . 303.50
Delivered on cars, boxed, at shops.

FOOS & JAYNE,
109 Liberty St., New York.

Self- Prorel-
For Cripples
Can be easily

in or out doors,
iug the use of

State your weight
for illustrated
iereut styles and

Please mention
this paper.

ling Chairs

and Invalids
propelled, either
by any one hav-
hauds.

and send stamp
catalogue of dif-
prices.

S. A. SMITH,
No. 03 Piatt St.,

N. T. City.

IMPROVED FOOT LATHES.
Small Engine Lathes. Small Gear Cut-
ts, Ilami Planers for Metal, Ball Turu-
ig Machines, Slide Rests, Foot Scroll
iws tor light and hei*y work. Small
ower Scroll Saws, Foot Circular Saw

Machines. The very best. Many readers
of this paper have one of them.
Catalogues free.

N. H. BALDWIN, Laconia, N. H.
rticles for Artisans or Amateurs.

II ill la day' is Improved

Wind-Mill.
PERFECTLY Self-Regulating. The

Best, Cheapest, most Durable and
Popular Mill made. Manufactured
under the immediate supervision of
Inventor IS years. Two million dol-
lars' worth now in use. Send for Cata-
ogue.

U. 8, WIND ENGINE & PUMP CO.,
Batavia, 111.
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DOAXE COLLEGE, IN SOUTH PART OF CRETE, NEB.

IF YOU WANT A FARM OR HOME,
rou should Bur of the

BURLINGTON AND MISSOURI RIVER RAILROAD CO.
IX IOWA OR NEBRASKA.?

BECAUSE—Their prices fire low, ranging for the best land from Three to Ten Dollars per acre.

BECAUSE—No payments are required of the purchaser for four years, except interest at six per cent.

BECAUSE—After the fourth year only one seventh of the principal is payabla annually til! the whole is paid.
BECAUSE—You are not required to go into a wilderness, these being well-settled States, the population of which is rapidly increasing.

BECAUSE—The mildness of the climate and fertility of the soil is such that the settler can pay tor his farm from the products raised upon it long before the time wheu the principal

becomes due.
BECAUSE—failure or crops rrom drouth is unknown.
BECAUSE—Large allowances are made upon fare, and freight, thus giving low rates on both to purchasers of this Company's lands.

ANI> YOU SHOULD BUT THIS YEAR.
BECAUSE—Purchasers of our lands in Nebraska during 1871 who cultivate one-half their land within two years from their purchase art1 allowed a reduction of twenty per oetiz ._ u jr M

price. LARGE DISCOUNTS also, FOR CASH, within One, Two, or Five Tears.

vw- send for circulars, with full information on all points, to CEO. S. HARRIS, Land Commissioner,
At Lincoln, Nebraska, for land in Nebraska. At Burlington, Iowa, for land in Iowa.

Or to W. D. COWLES, General Agent, 31T Broadway, New York. JAS- R. WOOD, General Agent, 50 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

THE AMERICAN DAIRY SALT COMPANY,
Sole manufacturers o-f the

ONONDAGA FACTOKT FILLED

DAIRY & TABLE SALT,
AT SYRACUSE, N. Y.,

Respectfully call the attention of Dairymen and others to
the fpiality of the salt now being manufactured bv them.
Having for many years past been engaged in perfecting the
various processes for the manufacture of this salt, and by
adopting the best modes ami machinery for the purpose,
they feel warranted in saving to the consumer that the ar-
ticle now produced Is superior to any other either of foreign
or domestic production. The following; is a correct analysis
of our Salt, and also of the celebrated Ashton's English
Salt, made by Chas. A. Goessmann, Ph. D., Professor of
Chemistry in the Massachusetts Agricultural College at

Ashton Salt.
. ... 97.65
.... 1.48
.... 0.05

.... 0.06

00
05

Onondaga
Factory Filled.

98.28
0.91

.Ofi

.00

.08

.12

.GO

Amherst, Mass:

Chloride of Sodium..
Sulphate of Lime
Sulphate of Magnesia
Chloride of Magnesia
Sulphate of Soda
Insoluble matter
Water

100.00 100.00

Circulars in regard to various tests made with this salt in
coinpariBon with the best foreign article, also certificates
from a large number of the best dairies in the State as to its
quality, may be had on application to J. TV". BARKER,
Secretary, Syrai use, N. v., to whom orders for salt may al so

be addressed.
His also for sale by the Agents of the Companv in prinei-

pal Western Lake Ports, by St. Johk & Avery, 101 &108
Broad St., New fork; Robert Geer, 109 Pier, Albany, N.
v., and by Salt Dealers generally throughout the State of
New York.
Inquire for Onondaqa Factory Filled Dairy Salt.

THE NEAT H0USEKEEPEES'

STOVE DRESSING.
NO DUST! NO SMELL!

Always soft and ready for use -without a dish.
it will do more work with less labor and expense, and Rive

a m*re elegant and lasting lustre than anv Stove Polish ever
produced. A stone can be dressed on delicate carpet without
soiling it. Manufactured only by

B. F. BROWN 6i CO., Boston, Mass.

VASSERS
POSITIVELY make enough from

I now till Jftuvifti-v to Keep them a
year. Entirely new features. Immense success. Be quiet.
Send for valuable specimens (free) to

T. E. MOORE, Publisher, No. 11 Dey St., New York.

Red, Blue, White.
clear <£ Transparent,
Tour Name Beautifully
printed in GOLD !

onl doz.for 50<\ post pd,; 3doz. SSI. JBitst hart'agents ever//
inhere. Outfits 25c. Samples 3c. F. K. Smith, Bangor, Maine.

CAN
GLASS CARDS

AGENTS I $12 ft day made selling Sctssotis
SnARPES-EK, and other wares.
Sample 25 era. Catalogue free.

T. J. HASTINGS & CO..
I Worcester, Ma?'.

NIAGARA
Capital Stock $500,000
Cash value of Assets $1,310,933
Total Liabilities 60,871

FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANY,

201 Broadway, N.Y.

Tnoe. Molloy, Treaa
.1. w. BARKER, Pres. & Sec'y.

Syracuse, N. Y.

FANCIER'S JOURNAL tU^.VSrtevoted
Uabbii

I Si QgBlrdeLetc. Send stamp tor Specimen
Copy. .ins. m. WADE, Philadelphia, Pa.

GLAVERACK College and Hudson River Inst., at Olnver-
ack,N. .

'':' Sept.7. Aloszo Flaok, Pli. D„ Pres.

CHRISTMAS BELLS FOR 1874.
Indispensable to All who Wish to be Happy

and Make Others So. Sent Free on receipt of 1 stamp
I

' ADAMS & CO., Publishers, Boston.

\«ENTS WANTED-Ladies and Gents—
-£"» To sell our new Holidav coods. Send ?3 its. for
samples. BTJFFINGTON & co..

East Hampton, Mass.

a complete treatise, with many
labor-saving hints on other
garden toplics. in my Garden
Manual and Seed Catalogue.
Sent for 2 stamps. Free to form-
er patrons wi I limit request.
Ready Dec. 1. J. B. HOOT,

s i Grower, Rockford, Ills,

Net Assets $1,259,062

Dwellings and Farm Risks a specialty at all our Agencies.

HENRY A HOWE, President.
P. NOTMAN, V. F. and Sec'y.

THE PENN MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANYOF raHj^rVEXjFHIA..
ASSETS ACCUMULATED, 84,437,99G.96.
The Penn is a purely mutual Companv. All of its surplus

premiums are returned to the members every year. Divi-
dends may be applied to reduce the premium or increase
insurance as desired. SAM'L C. TIT'EV, Pres.
General and Local Aorcnts wanted in the Middle and West-

ern States. Apply to H. S. STEPHENS, Vice Pres., No. 921
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia^a.

Lovejoy's New Style

GLASS CUTTER
And Putty Knife
Cuts glass better than a dia-
mond. Everybody should
have one. Any child ran use
it. Sent to vonr address on
receipt ot'50'e. and stamp by

ALVAN L. L0VEJ0Y,

229 Washington St.,

Boston, - - - Mass.
Liberal Discount to Wholesale and Retail Den

ALL
ABOUT

HOT-BEDS.

tf^Iicaf»<*st i»ower-^Tust. patented.—Now ro
^y successful operation.—Powell Vertical Tread-Wheel—10
to 30 horse-power. Rights foi' Sale. W. K. WRLLS,Gen'l
Asent, i 'leourne, Texas. ^_____
The rVew I*. T. Bnrniim i'oupon

Hat. II will par you« to ask vom- hatter for it. Made
by J. S. FA7ERWE \TllEK & CO., Danbury, Oonn. Send
for aesci iptive circular,
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TWUSIC FREE ! — Any one enclosing to

lU UEXTBE SHITH, Boston City, a netespapey-iri upper

with tlieir name and address written upon it, and a lliree-

cent stamp affixed, will receive $3.00 worth ol beautiful

Songs, Piano Pieces, and Pictures
,
free !

Send Us Fifteen Cents
and receive \ Q pagesNewMUSIC by
return mall, M- *J wortli in slieet music
form $H.U<». The FOLIO,

WHITE, SMITH & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

¥rainards musical world,
(fel A +n dtOA pet day can be made canvassing for

fJPXl" ° W&V) this popular Musical Monthly- Great-
ly iinpioved ami enlarged— lli pages of choice new music
and 'i\i pages of reading matter in each number. Only $2.00

a year. Active agents wanted. Sample copies and full par-
ticulars sent on receipt of ten cents. Address

S. BRAINARD'S SONS, Publishers, Cleveland, O.

Clarke s
New Method 4 4 Piano-Forte.
Endorsed by the Musical, Educational and

general Press, and by Good Teachers, to be

Beyond all Comparison the Best
to be had at Book and Music stores.

Sent by Mail, Price, $3.75.

LEE (feWALKER,}
88?.^^-.^1-

ALL FOR ONE DOLLAR.
Wine, "Wife and Song ....by Strirass.

A happy Circle Gallop SJ!??F'
La Fille de Madam Angot ......Walt«.
With Steam, Polka Ed. Strauss.

Let's be Gay, Waltzes J.Stranss.

Regatta Veheziana F. Liszt.

La Bella Louise, Quickstep Bublee.
Where the Citrons Blossom Strauss.

Who Is at my Window Osborne.
Annie Dear Abt.

Why throw away money on high-priced Music when yon
oan select from our Catalogue of 100 pieces ? Any 20 Hall-

Dime, or 10 of Bime Series, mailed on receipt 01 One Dollar.

Sold by all booksellers, and can be ordered through any
newsdealer. Send stamp for Catalogue.

BENJ. W. HITCHCOCK, Publisher,
335 Thirtt Avenue, Ivevv Yorli.

THE GREAT MUSIC BOOKS
For Conventions and Singing-Schools are

THE SONG KING.
By K. H. PALMER.

THE
-
JOY.

By P. P. BL.ISS.

THE SONG ERA.
By F. W. ROOT.

The T,rue Singing-School Text Book.
By A. IV. JOHNSON.

Price of eneh, $7.50 per Dozen.
Specimen Copy of either, 75 Cents, [post-

paid, hy mail. Published by
JOHN CHURCH & CO., Cincinnati, O.

New Church Music Book,
For 1874—1875.

m w 1
By H. R. Palmer, assisted by L. O. Emerson.

Just issued and ready for sale. Itsjmec.fiRs alvuidp As-
sured Ita price is a return to ante-wnr Church Book rates,

and Its contents new, fresh, and cannot fall of winning a
hearty endorsement from choir masters—the musical profes-
sion and the musical public. Specimen pages free on ap-
plication.

PRICE SI. 38. $12.00 PER DOZ.

RIVER OF LIFE.
FOR SABBATH SCHOOLS.

A sale of ovpr IJO.000 in less than one year attests the merit
At' this Book. The Publishers are. confident that no better
Sabbath Scho.l Book has been published in years, and none
L'iven such entire satisfaction.

Price 35 cts. B'ds; $3.60 per doz.
; $30 per 100,

SACRED
THOMAS'

aUARTETS and ANTHEMS.
This flay published.—Has been many years in preparation

and will'bc welcomed by all the lovers of Mr. Thomas'
Sacred Music—and who is not one? As a Quartet Hook for

, M will be found indispensable.

Price iti Hoards, $2.50. Clotli, S3. 00.

OLIVER DITS0N & CO., 0HAS. H. DITS0K & CO.,

Boston. 711_B|dway New York.

ADVKRTISKRS should send to Geo. P. Howell & Co.,
u l'.irk How, N. Y„ for their Eighty-page Pamphlet,

onlaining Itets ol '.On ; m-w.- papers and intimates, showing
the cost " I advertising. Mailed free to all applicants.

THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE
For 1875.

NOW READY,
MAGNIFICENT PREMIUM ENGRAVING!!!

REV. DANIEL CURRY, ».D„ Editor.

REV. W. H. DE PUY, D.O., Assistant Editor.

The Oldest, Most Widely Circulated, and Most Largely Patron-

ized Methodist Weekly Journal in the World.
While it makes no array of lists of contributors, no religious Journal in the country exceeds it in

The Ability of its Editorials, the Ability and Number of its Correspondents,

the Variety and Freshness of its News, or the Number or

Utility of its Various Departments.

It is sought for by the children as well as by adults, and abounds in information fresh, attractive, and useful to persons

In every vocation of life. Its great merit a3 a religious family journal is universally conceded. Notwithstanding the great

competition on every side, its circulation is constantly increasing, and now extends into every Christian country, and its

subscription list is now the largest of any of the great denominational weeklies.

The Publishers take pleasure in announcing their plans for the ensuing year. The present large circulation of The

Christian Advocate and the prospective increase in the subscription list, will enable us to continue to furnish it in its en-

larged form and at the present low price of $2.50 per year, while the superior quality of the paper and the excellence of the

mechanical work upon it will not be diminished in the least. We will also send the paper to new subscribers from the date

of receiving their names to January 1, 1876, for the price of a single year's subscription. In other words, new subscribers

for 1875, the volume which opens with January next, will receive the paper for the remainder of the present yem' free

The Publishers have also arranged to favor every subscriber to The Christian Advocate for 1875 with the most meritori-

ous and valuable free Premium ever offered by any religious weekly to all its subscribers. For this purpose they have

purchased of that eminent artist, Mr. A. H. Ritchie, his new, original, and magnificent steel engraving, " MERCY KNOCK-

ING AT THE WICKET GATE," (single copies of which sell at $5 each,) and will send a copy free of charge to evert/

subscriber, old and new.

Concerning the real merit of this splendid engraving, and as illustrations of the great favor which it is receiving from

the best judges, we quote the following brief paragraphs from highly appreciative notices (many of them lengtbly) re-

ceived by Mr. Ritchie during the last few weeks

:

From Bishop Simpson : " I am much pleased with both Its design and its execution."

From Rev. Dr. E. O. Haven, Chancellor of Syracuse University t '"Mercy Knocking nt the Wicket
Gate' is not only superior as a work of art, and a great credit to its author on that account, but it is of such a character as
to make a pleasing impression on the mind, and to be worthy of a permanent place where it will be often seen. It partakes
largely of that winch makes a thing ' a joy forever.' I congratulate the artist on his success."

From Rev. Dr. Leonard Bacon, President of Divinity School of Yale College.—' I have rarely
found my susceptibilities so touched by any similar work of art as they have been to-day (Sept. M, 1S74,) by your most ex-
quisite engraving of your own most eloquent picture, ' Mercy Knocking at the Wicket Gate.' You may thank Gj>d that
He, by giving yon grace to make that picture, has made yon a preacher of the Gospel to all who, seeing it, can feel the
lesson that is in it."

From Rev. Dr. Cunimings, President of Wesleyan University : "The engraving, 'Mercy Knocking at
the Wicket (jute,' executed by A. H. Eitchie, is a beautiful work of art. No one can look upon it without being pleased
and profited."

From Rev. Dr, Talmage, Brooklyn : " The engraving, 'Mercy Knocking at the Door,' is worth fifty sermon-*
How any one can look at it without more tears on his cheek than seems, according to the picture, to have fallen on Mercy's
cheek, 1 know not. Thanks, thanks."

From Rev. Dr. Fowler, President of the Nortli-westeru University : "Have seen your new cd grav-
ing, • Mercy Knocking at thu Wicket Gate,' and like the subject and the work."

From the Western Christian Advocate, Sept. 23 : "It will be found an excellent and suitable picture
with which to decorate many houses, and to collectors or all who appreciate the progress of native skill it will be valuable.
It is a notable addition to American works."

From Zion's Herald, Sept. 24 :
'• It is an impressive and cloqnent picture, full of pathos and spiritual signifi-

cance. It makes a perpetual sermon upon the wall."

From the Baptist Weekly, Sept. 24: "It is engraved in the highest style, and makes one of the finest pic-
tures we have ever teen . . . The moral effect, of such a picture in our homes can hardly be estimated. It is a study so
fruitful of religious thought, and so tender in its practical suggestions, that the eye can hardly grow weary in gazing upon
it, and the heart can never lose the power ol its impression."

From the Brooklyn Daily Argus, Sept. 14 : " It is a beautiful parlor piece."

From the N. Y. Daily Times, Sept. 12 : " The beautv and force of Mr. Ritchie's original picture, and the
masterly manner in which he treated this pretty episode from Pilgrim's Progress, were well described at the tnv.w akii, \w
believe, the unanimous accord of the critics. We have only to say that the engraving on steel does full .Justice to the
original, and that it baa been completed in the best style of the art.

From the Sunday-School Times, Philadelphia, Oct. 10 : "Mr. Ritchie's new engraving 1 :--t a beautiful

study, executed with rare skill. II is large in size, and exquisite in tone and finish . . . Lovers ol art Win pa glftfl to see.

this picture multiplied. It will find favor in many homes where a critical taste challenges every new introduction.

As under the new postal law publishers must prepay postage, subscribers must remit twenty cents additional for

postage. All pastors in the Methodist Episcopal Church are our Agents, and subscriptions for The paper and orders for

premiums may be forwarded through them. When agents order premiums for the sup-iy of their localities at one time, we

sendby express free of charge. When premiums arc ordered tobe sent by mail, ten cents mum be remittal ttr ffi

ment of postage.

^TELSOlSr & "PHILLIPS,
Publishers, 805 Broadway, ISTew York.
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GREAT DEDUCTION.
TEAS and COFFEES

At Wholesale Prices.
Increased Facilities to Club Organizers.

Semi fur New Pricc-LIst.

THE GREAT AMERICAN TEA COMPANY,
(P. O. Box 5643.) 31 and 33 Vesey St., New York.

WOOD, TABES, & MOKSE,
Eaton, Mad isoil Co., JV. Y.

MAZTUFACTUBBBS OF

Steam-Engines,
Portable, Stationary, and

Agricultural.
Hundreds in use in Shops, Print-
ing Rooms, Mills, Mines, and on
Farms and Plantations for Grain
Thrashing, Pood Cooking for
Stock,Cotton Ginning, Sawing, etc.

Circulars sent on application.

BOCARDUS' PATENT
UNIVERSAL E00ENTEI0 MILLS,
For Grinding Bones, Ores, Fire Clay, Guanos,
Oil-Cake, Feed, Corn. Corn nnil Col), Tol>aeeo,
Rooli, Sails, Spices, Flax-seed. Tomatoes, Sic.,
ami whatever can not bo ground by other Mills. Also, for

Faints, Inks, Blacking, &c.
JOHN \V, THOMSOX, Successor to James Bogardus,

Comer of White and Elm Streets. New York.

FOR FALL AND WINTER.
Horse-Powers, Engines and Threshers.
Corn ohellers. Fan SViills. Fodder and

Root Cutters. Smut Machines. Grain
and Flouring Mi its. Steamers and Boilers.
Hay and Cotton Presses. Churns, Carts,
Wagons, Stump Pullers and ice Tools.
Address R. h. ALLEN & CO.,

P. O. Bus 370, 189 & 191 Water St., New York City.

On account of the popularity of the Wheeler
& Wilson Sewing Machines, parties have large-

ly heen engaged in puroliaeing uKl nml doooiitI-

hancl machines of that make, and imposed

upon the public by selling them as new ma-

chines. The Wheeler & Wilson Company begs

to advise the public that any one desiring to

buy their second-hand machines can be sup-

plied by that Compan}' direct, on better terms

than others can afford them, and be assured of

what they are buying. Address

WHEELER & WILSOK M'F'G CO.,

625 Broadway, New York.

A storehouse of fun and profit for tba
socnil ciicle is found in these fifty new
games of American Histohy, on sixty
cards, in a Patent Box. Price, 75 cents.
" These admirably deviled games are ingen-
ious, amusing, and instructive."—F. Sain-
nk-its, Librarian of Astor Library, N, Y.
" They stand nittiout a rival in the home
circle."--Philip Phillips, Singer. Also
a charming Bilde-histury pastime : The
TEN PLAGUES of Egypt ; typical ot

lb.' Hebrew K.mrlngr,. By an eminent cler-

gyman. Four games on 40 illustrated cards,

60 cents ; or both mailed for $1.

E. B. TREAT, Pub., 805 B'way, IT. Y.

The Young Housekeeper's Friend,
bv Mrs. Cornelius. The best Cook Book and guide for

the various duties of the household published. Price $1.50.

Interleaved £3.25. Sent by mail on receipt of price.
THOMPSON BROWN & CO.,

Boston, Mass., Publishers.

WANTEDOOK AGENTS
to sell the

NEW BOOK
By Mrs. Stenhnuse of Salt Lake Citj, for 85 vc:

I the wife of a Mormon High Priest, Introduction by
1 IMi'H. stowe. This story of a woman's experience
|lnya bare the "hidden the," mysteries, secret doings,

. of the Mormons as a " wide nwato woinmt siv;
m." Bright, Pure and Good, it is the best new hook

(out, Actually overflowing with good things for all. It
. is popular everywhere, with everybody, and outsells all other
bookB three to one. Ministers say " God speed it." Eminent
women endorse it. Everybody wants it ; and agents are selling
from 10 to SO a day! 85 th thousand now in press! We want
5,000 hiore trusty agents NOW— men or women — and we will
mad Outfit Free to those who will canvass. Large pamphlets
with full particulars, extra terms, etc. sent free to anyone.
Address A. i>. Worthim'gton & Co., Hartford, Conn.

PftnH TVTnSrQ tor ^odk agente, and others
ITUlJjU JLw J_J |/m Lj desiring employment. New

LITTLE FOLKS IN FEATHERS ANI') FUR. by Olivb
Tiiorne, and THE WATS OF WOMEN, bv Dr.'j. V. C.
Smitii. Snli-tnliillv notton .an Rp.ajit.jfnl]y illustrated.
>,othuiir canal In tiiem now offered ro agents. THE Lire
AND ADVENTURES OF KIT CARSON is still selling
rapidly. Over 30.000 already sold. $^0 a week easily
made. STOWE'S SELF-INTERPRETING FAMILY BIBLE,
the finest in the world. Circulars giving full and complete
information sent free. Mention the books wanted.

Address, DUSTIN, GILMAN & CO..
Hartford, Conn.

AGENTS WANTED FOR
"\"VrE take pleasure in an-
* » nouncing that we have

just received news of the

fact that the great States-

man, and Historian, had
just completed this impor-
tant work before his death.

The MS. of the last vol.

being now in the hands of

the Paris publishers. We
are now issuing the work
in semi-monthly parts, at

GO cts. per part.

It is one of the most
superb specimens of book
making ever published in

America. First class can-

vassing agents wanted in

every part of the country.

It is Hie CHEAT BOOK
ofthe year. Apply at once to

; l:: Washington St., Boston.

HISTORY
OF

400
Magnificent

Illustrations.

ESTES & LACBI&T

HOMES AND HOW TO MAKE THEM.

By E 0. GAEDNER. Illustrate! $2.00.

"It is a treatise on house building. So much good sense
'-'> i I'-i.nd tiLste on this all-important subject are not often,
tO OUl' thinking, nmiraixn ' nitiutt ait ctp.m ,.---...,

Whether the reader is going to build or not, be will enjoy it

vastly; and if be is, he should give it his most diligent at-

tention."

—

The C'ongregationalist (Boston;.

"There is hardly a matter connected with the work of
building a 'home' which is not treated of wisely and well,

from the choice of a site or the adaptation of a building to a
site, through all the stages, from the drains and foundation
walls to the modest completed building—strong but beauti-

ful: tasteful but not merely ornamental ; a little earthly
paradise but yet not too grand for every-day enjoyment or
use."— Christian Intelligencer.

"An exceedingly sensible book, and written so entertain-

ingly that readihg'it is a pleasure."—Hartford Courant.

%* For Bale by Booksellers. Sent, post-paid, on receipt of
price, by the Publishers,

JAMES R. OSGOOD & CO., Boston.

Every Farmer and Stock Kaiser, and Everybody that

keep3 a Horse, a Cow, Poultky, Sheep or Swine—
whether he lives in City, Town, or Country, wants the

Live Stock Journal.
Monthly. $1.:")0 per year. In its 5th Volume. Beautifully
illustrated. The best instructor upon every class of Live
Stock. National- sivinp cquni nu-cuiion to the Stock in-

terest of every State. Treats, by practical writers, upon
the Farm, the Dairy, Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Swiue, Poultry,
Bees, Fish and their diseases. Specimen copy, 10 cents.

Address LIVE STOCK JOURNAL CO., Bufl'alo, N. Y.
Good pay to agents. Agents wanted at every post-office.

PHALLEN'S DIME ALADDIN, OR THE
\J WO.NDEKKUL LAMP, will delight every boy. Asli

your News Dealer for it, or to Order it.

THEHOtDEB CtiNfAIMS THE INK.3 50&*oo
flAWEES" PATENT nOLPETtSAVESl-3TrME,
(FITS ANT PEN. .2 TO 8G HV MAIL. 8END
6XAMP for CIRCULAR. Ot, NASSAU SX- H-T

AN INTERESTING AND VALUABLE
CHRISTMAS PRESENT.
WEBSTER'S

POCKET DICTIONARY
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

Abridged from Webster's Quarto, illustrated with nearlyTWO HUNDKED Engravings on Wood. This volume
embraces a careful selection of more than ls,000 of the
most important words of the language. The introduction
contains, besides the Pictorial Illustrations, Tables of
Money, Weight and Measure, Abbreviations,
Words, l'hrases, Proverbs, dtc., from Hie Greek,
the Latin, and the Modern Foreign- Languages, Rules
for Spelling, &c, &e.; making altogether the most
complete and useful pocket companion extant.
It. is beautifully printed on tinted paper, and bound in
Morocco, Tueks, gild edges, $1. For sale everywhere.
Sent by mail on receipt of the price.

IVIS0N, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR & CO.,
PUBLISHERS,

±39 A. HO Gi :u»a SU.el, STew York.

Four ITew Books!
(FOR AGENTS.)

OUR FIRST HUNDRED YEARS—12 monthly
parts, 50 cts. each—2 parts now published.

Life ami Public Services of Charles Sumner.
5th Edition. Revised and Enhvrgi I,

Spirit of the Holy- Bible—Illustrated by the Old
Masters. 600 Illustrations. Text in English, French, and
German.
Maria Monk's Daughter.—An Autobiography.
Send for terms, specimen pages, and inducements,

UNITED STATES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
33 University Place, New York.

TO BOOK AGENTS.
We offer special and extra commissions to agents this fall.

Our new books are just ready, and will stir up the reading
public. We shall announce them soon. Full information
sent on application, and exclusive territory given. No
agent, old or new, should make arrangement for books
without first negotiating with ns. We can and will give
agents belter books, better teiins, and enable them to make
more money than any other house.

ZW Wanted—5,000 men and women as local agents, and 4
experienced men and "«J women to act as General and Travel-
ing Agents in the North and South.
For information of books and agencies address

AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Hartford, Conn.

1875—Postpaid—81.60.
TTTTI] NURSERY.
A Monthly Magazine jot n»^w «,,, Superbly

Illustp.ated. Q3tf~ Send ten cents for a skm. Number
Subscribe INOW, and eet the last two numbers »f this
year FREE!

JOHN L. SHOREY,
36 Bromfield Street, Boston.

Send 25 Gents for a copy or the

POULTRY WORLD.
SPLENDIDLY Illustrated with 200 Engravings represent-

ing all the breeds of fowls. A complete repository of
poultry information. Is brimful of practical suggestions,
descriptions of breeds, poultry buildings, etc.

Address, H. H. STODDARD, Haetford, Conn.

Scribner's Lumber & Log-Book.
OVER HALF A MILLION COPIES SOLD. This is the

most complete book of its kind ever published. It
gives correct measurement ot all kinds of 1 nml i'er, logs, plank,
cubical contents of square and round timber, stave and head-
ing bolt tables, wages, rent, board, capacity of cisterns,

cord-wood tables, interest, etc., and has become the Stand-
ard Book throughout the United State- ami Canada.
D* »;>•< n-t,(i got the Mem Edition, with Doyle's Log-Table.

Ask your bookseller for it. or i will send one for 35 cents.
post-paid. G. W. FISHER, P. O. Box 233, Rochester, N. Y.

WANTED AGENTS-To sell the "Life and Ex-
plorations of Dr. Livingstone," complete,

authentic : a fresh hook
; price suited to the times.

B. B. RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston, Mass.

H^:
STEEL

Sold by
PENS!

all Dealers.
No. 91 John St., New Tobk.

HENRY HOE, Sole Agent. JOSEPH GILL0TT & SONS.

wANTED —The rnlted States Life Insurance Company is now re-organizing its Agency

Department, and is prepared to negotiate with gentlemen of business ability to act as

Agents. Previous connection with the business is not considered necessary.

Apply at the Home Office, 261 Broadway, New York. JOHN E. DEWITT, President.










